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The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) Results
Data current as of 03/18/2022
Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0119781-1

18-29
years

black outs/cold sweats/heart racing w/o any activity;severe h/a,
worse than ever in the past;dizzy & clumsy @ times & loose
balance, mood swings;exp joint & muscle pains; weakness;memory
problems;fatigue;weight loss, rash;swollen glands Per follow-up, pt
has not recovered, he is still sick and he is unable to hold a job or
support his family on a regular basis.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0120109-1

18-29
years

12 days p/anthrax #2: inflam arthritis, macular rash, oral ulcers,
alopecia, fever;renal bx: mesangial Gn;tx pred,
hydroxychloraquine;

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0121114-1

30-39
years

n/v, tremors, fatigue, fever, chills;abd pain, diarrhea, mood swings,
hair loss;

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0129687-1

40-49
years

constricted throat approx 8/30/99;hair loss approx
7/14/99;sleeplessness approx 7/5/99;

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0131686-1

18-29
years

massive hair loss;instant loss of sections of hair approx 10 days
p/vax;

0132917-1

18-29
years

1st vax on 9/25/98, 2nd vax on 10/17/98, 3rd vax on 11/4/98, 4th
vax on 4/30/99. Began symptoms end of Feb/1999, insomia,
migraine h/a, muscle pain in legs while lying down, joint pain in
legs, hair loss (patch in back of head), equilibrium
Headache (everyday), tingling in both arms & numbness, memory
loss, difficulty concentrating, chronic fatigue, lethargic, cough, hair
loss, knees, ankles & backache, blurred vision, anxiety, cannot
sleep. Tx: Norflex, Xanax, Motrin 800.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0134167-1

40-49
years

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0153984-1

18-29
years

Pt experienced hair loss, joint pains, cramps in muscles on head,
sharp pains daily (recurring) in both arms around area of injection.

30-39
years

Pt developed numbness, tingling, and weakness of the legs.
Temporary loss of pedal dorsi-flexion bilaterally. She also had rash
on face, arms, legs, and torso; along with hair loss. She was dx
with transverse myelitis. 60 Day FU: continues numbness, rashes
(periodic).

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0155595-1

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0157840-1

30-39
years

"Patchy loss of facial hair after 1st shot Lot #FAV020, pain in
elbows, feet and knees within the last 3 months (2/23/00) Lot
#FAV024, daily extreme fatigue within the last 3 months, Lot
#FAV024. Follow up 10/19/2000: ""Patient did not recover from
adverse events. Loss of facial hair, lack of energy (chronic). Patient
received further shots...EVENT: Increased facial hair loss with each
injection."" Follow up 03/27/2001: ""I am responding to numerous
requestes for access to my medical records. In my opinion access to
these records is not warranted and is therefore denied. The
description of adverse reactions was described in my initial report,
and the treatment for loss of my facial hair was hormone shots in
the effected areas. I only subjected myself to one of these painful
treatments, since I am required by the Air Force to remain current
on the vaccination, and I believe to be the cause of my problem. I
firmly believe that any adverse reaction to the vaccine, like the
existence of ""Gulf War Illness"", will be denied. Like Agent Orange,
if there is ever any evidence of health problems from the vaccine it
will be many years before anyone will see any help, so I don't see
any point in continuing to pursue this matter. Thank you for your
concern in this matter."""

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0158261-1

40-49
years

Pt stated symptoms began in October 1998, with loss of energy and
hair loss. The pt was dx with Hashimoto's thyroiditis on 2/16/99.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0159924-1

40-49
years

Loosing hair

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0160617-1

30-39
years

Post vax, the pt developed hair loss and stopped growing. He aches
in his right hand and wrist.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0179975-1

50-59
years

In February, 1991, the pt experienced hair loss and there has been
little improvement. It is still thin. No treatment. She also
experienced chronic fatigue (variously dx'd) which began at the end
of 2/91, became more severe over time (1994-1997), slight
improvement and reached a plateau until began treatment with
doxycycline 100mg X 2 daily. After 6 weeks, there was some
improvement to the extent that there were no days when I was
unable to do anything. I also had nerve and muscle damage and
blackouts. It was diffuse at first and seemed to be joint or bone
pain. Over time it became more concentrated and wasn't in the
joints but in the area of both elbows and both buttocks and hit all 4
places every time. The pain is very severe, hot and burning. My
HMO doctor finally received authorization to repeat the EMG test
which I did and which showed nerve and muscle damage. The
blackouts lasted about 2 hours each time and were preceded by a
fist-like pain in my head about 5-10 minutes before. After regaining
consciousness, I would be too weak to climb 7 short steps to my
bedroom or to eat. I had to sleep on the couch. This stopped within
4 days of self treatment taking 2000mcg of Vitamin B-12/day. I
reported this to a doctor and he simply told me to stop taking it. I
have tried stopping perhaps 3 times when I was feeling better, but
started to feel pain in my head and went back to it. I am still taking
it daily.

0194628-1

40-49
years

After the 2nd Anthrax shot, (about 1 week later), I had a large hair
loss on the back of my head. i saw my physician who said that it
could have been related to the Anthrax shots. Hair is currently
growing back.

40-49
years

"On 11/13/02, patient noticed testicular swelling. Patient noticed
both testicles were swollen; the right one was about 25% larger
than left. Patient states he waited approximately 2 days after shot
to go to doctor. Patient was then treated with Levaqin 1 per day for
approximately 7 days. Patient states approximately 4 days after
shot a pea sized bald spot on the left front of scalp. Patient states
he noticed on about 11/21 or 11/23/02 the bald spot had spread
about 3/8"" of an inch in diameter. Bald spot as of this date spread
to approximately 1x1 inch in size. Patient was given lotrimin
solution to apply to site 2 times a day. Today, patient has not yet
applied topical solution."

18-29
years

I developed a form of dissecting cellulitus, after recieving the
anthrax vaccination i got large bumps on the back of my head, and
it was very irritated and red in color. Doctor tried numerous
antibiotics, and ended up giving me the strongest one, Accutane.
The bumps have somewhat gotten better, however my hair has not
grown back.

40-49
years

Pt reports headaches, lasting for hours at a time within 1 wk,
rashes shin of right leg, stomach, L side underarm, neck, back of
scalp with internal itching. Received hydroxyzine 25mg cetirizine
10mg. triamcinolone 60gm, rash on neck still present 1 month later.
Hot flashes, nose bleed. The follow up states nose bleeds, sores in
scalp, elevated hari loss, internal itching, headaches, bodyaches,
stiffness and soreness in both knees, cracking, brittle finger nails
and toenails.

18-29
years

swelling, soreness, tenderness-directly after each shot lasting 1-2
weeks, hair loss- after 3rd shot and still continuing severe
tiredness/fatigue, dizziness, memory loss, loss of concentration,ongoing since first shot(approx. nov 02) beginning symptoms of
type 1 diabebtes, double heart beat/slow heart beat(38 bpm.) heart
stopped beating for 17 seconds-first diagnosed Feb-March 03

18-29
years

"(See attached summary:) Hair loss, fatigue, muscle and joint
pains, headaches, fever and intermittent diarrhea after receiving
anthrax injections. Left arm: redness, blister and soreness at site
that lasted 3-4 days. Took no medication. Felt tired, ""all vaccines
make me feel tired after taking them"". Started having hair loss at
the top of her head at 2 weeks after shot. Later had smallpox vax
on 02/08/2003 and Anthrax #2 on 02/18/2003, with aggravation of
above symptoms plus additional problems."

0194731-1

0196953-1

0197523-1

0203552-1

0214075-1

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0219050-1

40-49
years

Ache;joints and muscles, allergies, mood:anxiety, depression,heart
arrhythmia,arthritis, bloating, heart ekg: abnormal, hair falling out,
heart palpitation, insomnia, menstrual abnormalities, nasal heavy
drainage, numbness and tingling of fingers and arm,lower back
pain, right shoulder pain, pain at injection site, injection site swollen
to the size of golf ball for at least on month, joint and muscle pain,
soft tissue pain, eye pain, neck pain, skin rash, unable to sleep flat,
night sweats, tens needed to control pain, sinusitis, change in preexisting thyroid condition blurred vision, weight gain, visual field
defected.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0219423-1

30-39
years

Alopecia, fatigue, chronic nasal congestion, subarachnoid
hemorrage after the anthrax vaccine.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

0219641-1

0222149-1

0225533-1

0226408-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Information received from subject's mother regarding 21 year old
male received 1st dose Anthrax vaccine 6/7/01. Began noticing
symptoms beginning around 10/01, including hair loss, nose bleeds
at night, fatigue, and weight loss. The subject was sent overseas in
October 2002 and was seen by a physician multiple times for
symptoms including vomiting, excessive fatigue and possible sleep
apnea. The subject returned home from vacation in May 2003. He
received medical care for blood in his urine, back pain over the
kidney area, feeling sick to his stomach, and stunned bowel. He was
hospitalized and underwent surgery for gangrenous small intestine.
The subject's kidneys stopped functioning properly, and he gained
55 pounds of fluid. On 6/1/03, the subject was sent to hospital and
began dialysis 6/3/03. The subject was hospitalized for 4 months
and discharged in September. He continued with dialysis for 9
months until 01/04. Currently he has a stent in one kidney, and
both kidneys are functioning. The last creatinine was 3.2. By
6/13/03, the subject was diagnosed with Vasculitis
Glomerulonephritis. He has since been diagnosed with Microscopic
Polytonitis and Vasculitis Polynodosa. The subject has been seen by
a urologist, rheumatologist, nephrologist, orthopedist in addition to
his internist. He is now home and continues with medical care at
least twice a week. Recently, he had a kidney infection. Current
medications included: Prednisone, Lisinopril, Cellcept (on hold
during kidney infection treatment), Toprol, Trotonix, Phoslo,
Nephrovite, Folic Acid and Fosomax. Per annual follow up report:
Son will always have glomerulonephritis for rest of his life. Also can
not bend knees and has trouble with fingers and hands as well.

40-49
years

"Dec 2000 - Pituitary tumor hemmorhaged Jan 2001 - Surgery to
remove ""dead tissue"" ( Diseeases diagnosed with: Addison's
Disease, Adrenal Insufficiency, Pashypothyroidism,
Microprolacnomia, Hypertension, Acid Reflux, Diabetes Insipidus
Most common symptoms experiencing (not limited to): chronic
""continuos"" headaches, constant fatigue, sleep disorders, body
temperature changes, joint aches, weak immune system, skin rash
(arms/chest/recently feet), memory loss, flu like symptoms (last up
to five days at a time), nausea, chronic pnuemonia, body sweats,
recent notice of increase hair loss, no testoserone level and low/no
sex drive Current treatments involve follow up visits to specialists:
PCM/neurosurgeon/endocrinology/pain
management/neurology/yearly MRI Nurse follow up on 06/14/04
states: ""Complete."" Nurse follow up on 06/18/04 states:
""Complete."""

18-29
years

"6/6/03- anthrax #1 6/20/03- noticed a ""lump"" developing behind
right ear 6/18/03- I&D was performed on the lesion (measuring
4cm according to the medical documentation) and the patient was
given a dx of folliculitis 7/2/03- anthrax #2- noticed multiple small
lesions developing on his head. No systemic complaints. 8/22/03anthrax #3 ? date- anthrax #4 ? date- anthrax #5 Above small
lesions worsened (""bigger and more painful"") 6/17/04- seen by
healthcare practitioners- dx of having ""pilar cysts""- given derm
referral 7/28/04- seen by derm- given dx of ""dissecting scalp
cellulites"" and was given Doxycycline. 8/16/04- seen by his Case
Manager- states has about ""ten to eleven lumps"" on his head- he
has been ""popping"" the lesions to ""try to make them go away.""Ten subcutaneous nodules present on scalp- pink colored- each
measuring from 5mm to 2cm- no bleeding or discharge noted from
lesions- lesions firm, tender, round, symmetrical and non mobileno deviation of temperature noted- estimated depth 2mm to 5mmlesions disseminated- localized only on scalp- multiple patches of
alopecia noted Has f/u with dermatology"

30-39
years

Headaches, joint aches, cough, vaginal bleeding, memory loss,
constipation, frequency of urination, blurry vision, hair loss, weight
gain, seizures, muscle spasms/twitching shortness of breath,
anxiety, extremely fatigue, nausea, varicose veins/clotting/bruises,
rashes, cysts, fishy odor, excessive sweating. Follow up on 9/22/04
via phone: Patient reports that she is still having many of the same
symptoms I had right after I got the anthrax shot, as well as
several new ones. She is currently quite concerned about
intermittent muscle twitching of her hands and legs...sometimes
her whole body, joint aches, continued hair loss, irregular periods
with heavy bleeding and clotting, chronic headaches and fatigue,
insomnia, periodic episodes of SOB, urgency and frequency,
constipation and diarrhea, memory loss and blurry vision. She has
undergo evaluations by Dermatology, Neurology (for her
headaches), Gynecology, Endocrinology, Neuropsychological
evaluations as well as Head MRI, X-rays of C- and T-spine, Thyroid
US and Sleeps study done in an effort to diagnose and/or treat
these symptoms. The patient's medical problems are complex,
although some may be potentially treatable (dysfunctional vaginal
bleeding, panic attacks, and insomnia). To what degree treatment
of these problems will resolve her chronic fatigue, myalgias,
arthralgias (pain), chronic headaches and cognitive dysfunction
remains to be determined with time improved therapy and close
monitoring. Athralgias are among the most common systemic side
effects associated with anthrax vaccine and is a common complaint
of some individuals seen.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0235636-1

Unknown

Submitted to Docket No. 1980N-0208; 69 FR 78281, December 29,
2004 - Bacterial Vaccines & Toxoids Efficacy Review Proposal. I am
responding to the request for input regarding the use of anthrax
vaccine. I do not believe that the anthrax vaccine is safe and
effective. I currently work with a soldier who is being medically
separated from service. After receiving her first anthrax vaccine,
she developed leucocytosis, her hair fell out, was febrile, developed
myalgias and polyarthralgias, fatigue, tachycardia, had an elevated
sedimentation rate and had to be medically evacuated from theater
due to her medical condition. Her condition worsened after receiving
a second anthrax vaccine. Currently, she suffers from persistent and
debilitating myalgias and polyarthralgias, migraine headaches,
fatigue, tachycardia, leukocytosis, memory problems and other
significant cognitive deficits and depression. She was in excellent
health prior to her anthrax vaccine.
Bone pain, muscle pain, chronic diarrhea, joint pain. Per follow up
report received on 06/09/2005: Multiple arthralgia, neurological
effects, fibromyalgia, skin rashes, hair loss, menstrual disorders,
chronic fatigue.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0235681-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0236181-1

18-29
years

I have arthritis, chronic tiredness, memory loss, and mood swings. I
have had allergies to things I was never allergic to, like green tea. I
have lost a lot of hair.

30-39
years

First set of Anthrax (set of three Mar 99-May 99 Lot # FAV033) I
developed a severe rash inside of mouth, lasted 6 months from May
99 thru Nov 99, prescribed steroid ointment used until conditioned
improved. Second set of Anthrax shots(Oct 99-May 00 Lot #
FAV024 & 008) I developed facial alopecia, this condition lasted for
eight months from June 00 to Feb 01. USAF doctors prescibed
steroid ointment.

30-39
years

Pt is a 36-year-old who is concerned that her Graves disease may
be the result of receipt of the anthrax (AVA) vaccine. She also
expresses concerns about future AVA requirements. She reports a
gradual decline in health from her first shot in Sep 98 that
progressed throughout AVA # 6 in Mar 00. With AVA # 1 on 11 Sep
98, she developed arm swelling and a rash on her arm. She
described this rash as sandpaper, looked something like a heat rash,
denied hives or fluid filled lesions, and it lasted 2-3 wks. She denied
swelling past her elbow and stated that the rash was localized to
the area of the shot. She also noted sleep problems in that she
would wake up and was unable to fall back to sleep so she would go
to work. She initially thought this was due to the separation from
her family and friends. She also stated that within one week
following the immunization she noticed some shortness of breath.
AVA # 2 on 25 Sep 98- she developed the swelling of her arm and
recurrence of the rash. This time she stated that she had some
shortness of breath and developed chest pain. She thought the
shortness of breath was due to the air. She reports that she had
tension and an increase in her heart rate with shortness of breath.
She also reported palpitations and that these symptoms worsened
with time. In addition, during this time she received AVA # 3 in
which she again reported the rash and swelling as with the first two
vaccinations. She denied any recurrence of rash or swelling with
subsequent AVA administration. No respiratory problems noted at
this time. She reported a history of joint pain involving mostly her
knees during 1998-1999 and stated that the pain worsened with
each vaccine. She also had developed shin splints that involved the
area from her knees to her ankles with slight swelling of her knees.
In Jan ûFeb 2001 she developed knee pain so severe that she could
not move. She stated the pain was constant 75% of the time and
that it increased with movement. She stated that she felt fine in the
mornings. She stated the knee pain resolved in Jan ûFeb 03 after
taking her thyroid medication late in 2001. However, she does
report occasional days in which she would wake up with the pain.
She stated that she had some thigh pain in Jan 01 but stated that
she is currently pain free. With her AVA # 4 in Mar 99 she reported
problems breathing. She stated that she could not breathe and it
felt like her chest was on fire. She stated she was placed on
inhalers that that they helped at the time. She stated that once she
started treatment for her Graves disease she noted an improvement
in her shortness of breath and noticed resolution after 1-2 yrs of
treatment for Graves. She stated she is no longer using her
inhalers. She received a diagnosis of Graves disease in the summer
of 2001. She stated her symptoms began in 1998 during her
deployment and it continued to worsen. She stated she had joint
pain, felt fatigued, had dry skin, increase hair loss including her
eyelashes, increase appetite, palpitations, breathing problems,
anxiety, and depression. She stated she was physically active and
doing well on her P.T. until Mar 00 in which she had problems with
her performance. In addition to the above, she reported that with
AVA # 5 in Nov 99 and # 6 in Mar 00, she developed numbness in
her face around her lip area within 15-20 min and that lasted about
30 min. She stated that her lips became a little red and swollen and
she denied problems swallowing or any hives. She reported that
with these last 2 shots she felt depressed for the remainder of the
day just like she had been flattened.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0237051-1

0240221-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

0244132-1

0245918-1

0254299-1

0258588-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

It started with a severe flu after the third shot, in 1998 from there
on I had numerous problems dismissing them for flu and over
working condition but more followed 2 to 3 times year since. I have
experienced pain in chest when taking deep breaths, chronic
respiratory infections along with sinus infections and sneezing fits,
digestive problems ranging from indigestion, severe gas pains to
pain when passing stool chronic hemorrhoids, rectal bleeding.
Fatigue easily joint aches, hip and back pains from time to time
constant stiff elbows both left and right, started with mild tingling in
right hand index finger and thumb to now carpel tunnel and severe
tendonitis this required an emergency room visit Nov 20, 2004 was
given a diagnosis of severe carpel tunnel and prescribed Ibuprofen
800MG. Left hand is just now experiencing mild tingling in the index
and middle fingers. Constant feet fungus problems, recently started
experiencing a pain in the right foot that feels like a electric shock
abnormal skin rash on top of left foot that I have had for more than
2 years. Right knee tendonitis and experience severe leg cramps at
times. As of June 2005 starting losing hair in patches and has not
grown back (alopecia). Since June of 2005 I seem to be
experiencing more fatigue and severe aches in both shoulders and
in joints mainly my right elbow and wrist along with hot flashes and
headaches also severe pain when passing stool. I would also like to
add for reference that my first son born Jan of 2001 was
hospitalized when he was 1 years old for pneumonia and my
daughter who was born on July of 2003 was also hospitalized for
pneumonia when she was 6 months old and my final child a boy
was born on May of 2005 and has been experiencing severe gas
and digestive problems.

40-49
years

Abdominal pain, ache bones, aches joints, aches muscle, skin,
amblyopic and fissure, mood anxiety, arm hot to touch, arthrosis,
arthritis, high cholesterol. Symptoms I have today 10/20/2005; loss
of concentration, trouble concentration, difficult concentration,
cramps legs, depression, energy loss/decline, endurance loss,
fatigue, muscle pain, hair falling out, hearing ringing in ears, poor
tolerance for loud noises, hemorrhoids, impotence, sleep insomnia,
joint stiffness, joints ache, lump in right groin, numbness and
tingling fingers, arms and legs, otitis media, pain legs, lower back,
both shoulders, hips, groin, knees both, joint and muscle pain, pain
right ear, pain neck, nodule under skin, skin darkness, sleep unable,
needs stimulation, strength loss, muscular loss, inappropriately
sweating, inappropriately hot, tiredness, twitching, urinary
frequency, vision blurred, walking trouble, weight gain. Information
from 60 day follow-up report states: In the processing I received
first shot in SRC. During and after the mission I suffered muscles
and joint pain all the time. I suffered from blurred vision epescially
in the day time. At this time I was treated by hospital for chronic
back pain thoracicdertioscoliosis mild degenerative changes,
paresthesia/muscle spasm and others. û 1/31/06 Review of medical
record & immunization record. Only diagnosis is low back pain s/p
Humvee accident. Lot # for anthrax vaccine given on date in Box 10
is FAV 065. 3/8/06-review of medical record lists assessment as
'PTSD, major depression with psychosis, male erectile disorder,
lower back pain, left knee pain, and GER'. 3/8/06 review of medical
record lists diagnostic impressions as 'chronic pain-likely
musculoskeletal in origin, post traumatic stress syndrome, and
depression'. Additional conditions/symptoms not noted on VAERS
report include melasma, panic reaction, traumatic injury
nightmares, and hyperlipidemia.

50-59
years

Aches joint and muscles, mood anxiety, blood pressure (high), high
cholesterol, bursitis, concentration loss, difficulty trouble, Delirium,
Depression with psychosis, Dry mouth, declining Energy, Hair loss,
ringing in ears, Joint pain in right hip, Muscle and joint pain, Reflux,
Rhinitis, rotating hot and cold spells, Insomnia, Sleep problem, feel
not refreshed upon waking up, use medication to sleep, speech
disorder, testicle problems, tinnitus, thyroid problems.

18-29
years

Pt reports the development of patchy areas around his chin where
hair was not growing back since his anthrax shot of Dec2004/Jan05.
Pt noticed his beard hair problem since mid Feb 2005. Pt also
described the development of recurring right outer lower or upper
lip swelling and tingling for the past several months. No sore throat
or painful swallowing reported. Alopecia (hair loss) Start: 02/2005
End: 11/2005.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0259268-1

40-49
years

abortion or miscarriage ache: joints ache:joints and muscles
aches:whole body acid reflux blood:high cholesterol blood pressure:
spikes and drops agitation alopecia alpha intrusion amblyopia
bursitis mood:anxiety heart:arrhythmia cold and flu like symptoms
concentration:loss of concentration:trouble coordination:problmes
balance:dizzy upon standing balance:falling balance:problems blood
pressure:varies blood pressure:high depression disorder of
hepatobiliary system and pancreas dry mouth edema:injection site
hearing:ringing in ears energy:low energy:declining hypertension
hyperventilation inflam inject site neurological:unable to perform
multiple tasks simultaneously neurological:depression
neurological:confusion sleep:insomnia mood:anxious neck rigid
libido decrease pain: legs, lower back, right shoulder, hips and leg,
right hip and chest, back, knees and hips, lower back, throughout
his body, at injection site, bone and joint, muscle and joint, joint,
near live and where gall bladder was, arthritic, neck, pelvic, back,
chest, in feel like electrical shocks, charlie horse skin:itching, dry
and flaky skin sleep:insomnia sleep:unable to sleep flat without
medication somnolence weight gain testicular failure

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0262333-1

40-49
years

weakness, joint pain, muscular pain, insomnia, numbness,
headache, anxiety, skin itch, bone pain, ringing ears, constipation,
visual changes, hair loss

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0262457-1

30-39
years

Depression, mood anxiety, memory loss, sleep insomnia, suicide
attempt, headaches, loss appetite, low back pain, gastroenteritis,
hair loss, pain right foot.

18-29
years

Weakness, joint pain, migraine, anxiety, depression, hair loss,
insomnia, blackouts, muscle pain, skin disorder, hearing loss, loss
vision, finger and toes go numb for min. DX: PTSD Chronic low back
pain Migraine Major depression/single acute URI HX of affective
disorder.

18-29
years

Multiple vaccinations during Feb 2003 in preparation for
deployment. See immunization history. Last vaccines received prior
to symptoms onset were her 3rd anthrax vaccine on 3/7/03 and
MMR vaccine on 3/20/03. Experienced generalized body aches,
headaches and fatigue that were self treated with Tylenol and lasted
about 1 week. These symptoms recurred intermittently over the
next 2 months. by the end of the year, she was teaching a civilian
job. She recalls felling tired all the time, her weight was going up
and down and her muscles and joints ached all the time. She had
felt bad for almost a year before she sought medical evaluation. By
the time she sought evaluation, her symptoms had gotten
progressively worse. She recalls really feeling bad by the beginning
of winter of 2003/04. Diagnosed with thyroid disease around March
2004. At the time of diagnosis, her symptoms included fatigue,
weight gain, cold intolerance, changes in her menstrual cycle,
changes in pattern of bowel habits, weak nails, loss of hair, dry
skin, and muscle and joint pains. She denies any palpitation or
significant changes in heart rate or tremors. Her Synthroid dose
was gradually increased over the past year to 0.75 mcg daily.
Following her most recent medication adjustment, few of her
symptoms have resolved. She continues to experience muscle and
joint pains, cramps, numbness, sleep impairment, weight gain, cold
intolerance, changes in bowel habits, painful menstrual cycles, weak
nails, increased acne, loss of hair, and fatigue. Describes muscle
pains as aching and cramping type pains. Notes spasms and
fasciculations. The muscles in her hands and arms become sore if
she holds anything for too long. (Fingers and hands hurt after
holding the phone). Her calves and thighs cramp and twitch
following any weight bearing exercise. She experienced pain an
stiffness in her knees, hands, neck, back (like getting the flu), and
sometimes her wrists. She described this pain as sharp, like a pinch
and notes that it is migratory. She experienced increased pain and
stiffness in her legs if she bends down too long. Her hands and
shoulders are usually stiff and her other joints are often stiff for
about 1/2 hour after she gets up in the am. She denies any
swelling, increased warmth or redness over her joints. Described a
restless feeling and kind of numbness in her legs, especially at
night. She described this like a pressure, like someone pressing on
my bone. If she wakes up to use the bathroom at night, she reports
her legs hurt like I just stopped running. Sometimes experienced
tingling in her toes and a sharp pain through the arches. This
Sensation interferes with her ability to fall asleep and she now
suffers from sleep impairment. The intensity level of her joint and
muscle pain varies significantly using a pain scale of 0 (no pain) to
10 (worst pain ever experienced). Fatigue when she first noted
being tired, she feels her energy level was around 70% using a
scale of 0 (bedridden due to no energy) to 100% (baseline energy
level prior to spring 2003). Now she feels her energy level is about
50%. She reports rarely having days where she is bedridden due to
feeling totally exhausted. (Cannot relate these episodes to any
precipitation event). Swims on a regular basis and reports feeling
exhausted after swimming, but able to work and function the next
day. Denies feeling depressed. Denies swollen glands or sore throat,
fevers, or memory changes or significant problems with
concentration. Experienced tension headaches that vary in
frequency. (Anywhere from once per week to weeks without any
headaches. Pressure type pain is usually located around eyes and
forehead, but mainly around the neck.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0262546-1

0263071-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0263106-1

40-49
years

JOINTS AND MUSCLE ACHES; HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE; HIGH
CHOLESTEROL IN BLOOD; DIABETES MELLITUS; IMPOTENCE;
NUMBNESS AND TINGLING FINGERS; NUMBNESS LEGS;
HEADACHES; FATIGUE; BACK PAIN; LEGS PAIN; VISION BLURRED;
HAIR LOSS; POOR TOLERANCE FOR LOUD NOISES; RUNNY NOSE;
VISION PROBLEMS. 11/16/06 Received medical records from VAMC
which reveal patient experienced chronic low back pain, adhesive
capsulitis of right shoulder, intervertebral disk displacement L5-S1
with dural sac compression, overweight, cervical spondylosis
w/myelopathy, high cholesterole, NIDDM, hyperlipidemia, cervical
radiculopathy s/p 3-4-5-6l fusion with wound infection, resolved.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0263122-1

30-39
years

Skin rash, urinary incontinence, alopecia (hair loss), frequency upon
urination, weight gain.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0263173-1

40-49
years

Diarrhea, bone sore, blood stool, skin rash in all body, loss hair,
vision loss, high blood pressure, loss memory, cramps on arms,
Sexual impotent.

0263197-1

30-39
years

High cholesterol, alopecia (hair loss), mood anxiety, cold and flu
symptoms, concentration difficulty, depression, delirium episodes,
fatigue and pain hemorrhoids, memory loss, trouble finding words,
weight loss, speech disorder.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0263487-1

40-49
years

High blood pressure, skin rash, vision change, joint pain, muscular
weakness, headache, bone pain, fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.
Radilogy reports demonstrate osteogenic processes in iliac joint,
CXR tortuous descending aorta. Lumbar spondylosis. DX: dated
7/25/06: low back pain, GERD, Smoker, Refraction error,
Presbyopia, Hypertension, Hypercholesterolemia. Eczema,
Sensorineural hearing loss of combined types. Hypertensive
Cardiovascular Disease. Osteosclerosis, right iliac crest. Muslce
Spasm. DX: dated 1/15/04-adjustment disorder with depressed
mood; alcohol abuse.I have problems with my blood high
cholesterol. 02/01/2010 High blood pressure, skin rash, vision
change, joint pain, muscular weakness. Headache, bone pain,
fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0263680-1

30-39
years

SKIN RASH, HAIR LOSS, SEVERE BACK PAIN

30-39
years

Ache joints and muscle, mood anxiety, dizzy spells, high
cholesterol, cold and flu-like symptoms, concentration difficulty,
cramp leg, depression, energy loss, hair falling out, pockets of
infection in throat, liver failure, memory loss and trouble
remembering recent information, pain lower back and knee,
shortness of breath, insomnia, vision spotted, voice alteration,
weakness. The study performed provides scintigraphic evidence
suggesting the presence of mild diffuse parenchymal liver disease.

40-49
years

Obesity, impaired fasting glucose, chronic low back, elevated liver
function tests, health maintenance, osteoarthrosis, fibromyalgia,
acute gastritis, burning sensation (chest), depression, Acid reflux,
bone ache, joints ache, loss of concentration, high cholesterol, low
hemoglobin, low hematocrit, low MCV, low MCH, low PLT, hair loss,
headaches, memory bad, anxious, angry, irritable, pain legs back
knee, Charlie horse, insomnia, weight gain, allergies.

60-64
years

Gastritis, Diarrhea, joint pain, lost hair, memory lost, depression,
tendonitis, tinea versicolor, erectile dysfunction, treatment in
hospital. 11/16/06 Received medical records from VAMC which
reveal patient fell while on active duty in Kuwait in 2002 fracturing
both wrists (with resulting intraarticular damage) & left shoulder.
Also has DDD w/disc herniation & bulge at multiple levels with cord
compression at C6-7. Other medical history includes cervical disc
disease w/myelopathy, left shoulder pain w/paresthesia,
polyarthralgia, GERD, hyperlipidemia, major depression w/psychotic
features & psych hospital admission(9/03), hearing loss,
supraspinatus tendinosis of left shoulder, erectile dysfunction, reflex
sympathetic dystrophy of left arm, tinea versicolor, HTN, peripheral
neuropathy, hiatal hernia, insomnia, left knee DJD. Treated for pain
with multiple rounds of PT/OT, surgery for release of left trigger
finger contracture. Currently undergoing neurosurg eval for cervical
decompression.

18-29
years

Skin sores in throat and mouth, too much sleeping, night sweats,
swelling joints, feet, and ankles, urinary frequency weakness, pain
legs, knee right, lower back, ankles, hips, joints, muscle pain and
rib cage, respiratory tract infection (pneumonia), respiratory
problems upper airway obstruction, rhinitis, infections chronic to
include ear and sinus, leukocytosis, sometime dizziness, irritable,
nausea, vomiting, hair loss (alopecia), fatigue, arthritis,
tachycardia, high cholesterol, vertigo, hemorrhoids, gastritis, chills,
fever (over 40), cramps leg, cough, constipation, chest pain. Initial
report received with attached records documenting a diagnosis of
sepsis 2' to upper respiratory infection on 07/08/2004 as well as
labs revealing hyperlipidemia and elevated LFTs frpm 8/26/2006.
MR received from March 2004 to Oct. 2006 for visits for the
following problems: dyslipidemia (03/2005 and 07/2006) as well as
low back pain, and knee arthralgias (10/31/2006) On OV of
3/29/2005 pt. reports no complaints. PE negative. C/o of joint pain
(low back, hands, and knees) on 07/2006 10/2006. PEs negative
except for +joint pain treated with Sulindac.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0263716-1

0264547-1

0264548-1

0265843-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

0269672-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Burning sensation injection site and arm, high blood pressure,
asthma, joint pain, muscle pain, costochondritis, insomnia, memory
loss, anxiety, angry, irritable, neck rigid, nausea, numbness,
tingling fingers, cramps, abdominal pain, difficulty concentrating,
conjunctivitis, cough, strength loss, swelling joints, liver functional
abnormality, infection, joint stiffness, anxious mood, mucous
membrane disorder, libido decreased, liver abnormal, burning
sensation abdomen, acid reflux, blood count strange numbers,
blood count low, blood count low red, blood count low white,
agitation, alopecia, alpha intrusion, amblyopia, blood anemia,
anxiety, arthritis, dizzy upon standing, cyst on scalp, blood pressure
high, skin turns a funny color at times, sleep problems, not feeling
refreshed upon waking up, too much sleeping, stomach problems,
stomatitis ulcer, night sweats, inappropriate sweating,
inappropriately hot 12/28/06-records requested. 01/30/07-records
received and reviewed for provided by VA. HX of epicondylitis,
anger, anxiety and insomnia. blepharitis, essential hypertension,
ashtma bronchial DX: PTSD, chronic, major depression. Carpal
Tunnel

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0273414-1

30-39
years

INSOMNIA,JOINT STIFFNESS,KIDNEY
FAILURE,PROTERNURA,LIBIDO LOSS,MEMORY DIFFICULTY,MEMORY
LOSS,TROUBLE REMENBERING RECENT INFORMATION OR EVENT,
SHORT TERM MEMORY LOSS,INCREASE IN FORGETFULNESS,
MENSTRUAL ABNORMALITIES,TASKS
SIMULTANEOUSLY,NEUROLIGICAL DESPRESSION,MOOD
SWINGS,MOOD ANXIOUS,MOOD ANGRY,MOOD IRRITABLE,NECK
RIGID,NERVOUSNESS ANXIETY,NUMBNES AND TINGLING
FINGERS,LOWER BACK PAIN,RIGHT SHOULDER/HIPS AND LEGS
PAIN,KNEES AND HIPS PAIN,EAR PAIN,FREQUENT BACK
PAIN,PAINS IN FEET LIKE ELECTRICAL SHOCKS,PALPITATIONS
ABNORMAL,REFLUX,SHORTNESS OF BREATH,ROTATING HOT AND
COLD SPELLS,SINUSITIS,SKIN ITCHING,ITCHING DRY AND FLAKY
SKIN,JOINT ACHE,FREQUENT AGITATION,AMNESIA,BLOOD
ANEMIA,MOOD ANXIETY, ASTHMA,LOOS OF BALANCE,VERTIGO
AND DIZZINESS,BLOATING,HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE,BOWELS
IRRITABLE,RESPIRATORY
PROBLEM,BRONCHITIS,BURSITIS,DIFFICULTY TO
CONCENTRATE,LOSS OF CONCENTRATION,CONSTIPATION,COUGH
FREQUENT,CRAMPS LEG,HANDS AND
BACK,DEPRESSION,FREQUENR INDIGESTION,DIGESTIVE
PROBLEM,BALANCE DIZZINESS, SKIN ECZEMA,ENERGY LOSS,
ENERGY LOW LEVELS,HAIR FALLING OUT,HEADACHES,RINGING IN
EARS,POOR TOLERANCE FOR LOUD NOISES,HEMORRAGE VAGINAL,
HOT FLASHES,HYPERTENSION,PUSTULE SORES ON SCALP,FEEL
NOT REFRESHED UPON WAKING UP,SHIFTING SLEEP
PATTERNS,UNABLE TO SLEEP FLAT WITHOUT
MEDICATION,INAPPROPRIATELY SWEATING,SWELLING
JOINTS,KNEES AND ANKLES,SWOLLEN GLANDS,SWOLLEN LUMP IN
NECK BELOW EAR BEHIND JAW,THIRST INCREASED,VERTIGO,
VOICE ALTERATION,WEIGHT GAIN, WALKING PROBLEM,FREQUENT
VOMITING...

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0277743-1

50-59
years

Diarrhea, Bone sore, Blood stool, skin rash, loss hair, vision loss,
high blood pressure, diabetes, cramps on arms, loss memory sexual
impotent

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0277957-1

30-39
years

HEADACHES, DISINESS, MEMORY LOSS, PAIN IN JOINTS, TRICK
JOINTS, HAIR LOSS

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0285609-1

40-49
years

"ANKLES AND KNEES JOINTS ACHES AND SWOLLEN, MUSCLE PAIN,
NERVOUSNESS, HEAD ACHES, DIFFICULTY SLEEPING, HAIR LOSS.
08/06/2007 MR received for multiple OVs between 3/2/2004 and
7/23/2007, including multiple psych evals for Depression and OCD.
Primary care visit 9/9/2004 with c/o hip pain, myalgias, arthralgias,
and chronic insomnia. PE WNL except (+) joint pain/swelling,
myagias, and depression. LE pulses 3+. Assessment: Myalgias,
Arthralgias, Hyperlipidemia. Next Primary Care visit for c/o
persistant ankle pain with hx of gout w/ normal uric acid values
(4.5). Assessment: Tendonitis vs Arthritis. Addendum- Spoke with
pt. Language barrier caused misunderstanding of ""Life
Threatening"". Pt. feels condition threatens his life, however there
was no event where he was at risk of death."

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0291528-1

18-29
years

STRESS, HIGH CHOLESTEROL, HEARING AND VISUAL DISORDERS,
HEADACHE, HAIR LOSS, SLEEPING PROBLEM.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Full body aches and pain constant, ichy sensations, tingling
sensations, full numbness in arms and legs, also numbness in head
area, fatigue, depression episodes, throat reaction where it closed
up similar to when someone is allergic to sea food which would
cause me to pass out, insomnia, glads in throat swell, migrain sever
headachs, finger joint and tissue swelling, dizzy, memory loss
episodes, degeriation of joints also in lower, mid, upper back, and in
the neck, angery out burst, feeling hot flashes, chills, tender hot to
touch sensations on skin, weight gain, dirrea, slow moving, sluggish
feeling like alcohol headach hang over like, sexual desire loss, loss
of hair, wart growths around finger nails, squima carcinoma cancer,
acide reflux, hard to find proper common words, or remember
names of people who are well known to me, cramps in back, and
leg muscles, in bottom of feet sensation of electrical current,
swelling by both jaws below the ear lobes, facial sweeling, eyelid
twiching, constant thirst, pain in knees but diagnosed with good
healthy knees, hives, leg and foot cramps, I HAVE CONSISTANTLY
GIVEN THIS INFORMATION AND THE VACINE TAKEN TO MY VA
DOCTOR BUT THE DOCTOR IS NOT WILLING TO EXAMINE IN THE
ADVERSE REACTION DIRECTION OF THE ANTRAX VACINE

30-39
years

37 year old female. No history or alopecia prior to 9/4/07. Past
receipt of childhood Tdap and adult TD w/o problems. First dose
AVA given to right arm. Had nodule for 2 weeks. 3rd days after
vaccination noted hair pulling out while in shower and periodically
thru out the day. Then over next 5 days was severe with multiple
strands of hair in brush and able to pull with hands w/o effort. Over
last 5 -6 weeks hair loss has slowed but still occurs. Has noted
frontal hair thinning but no bald spots. Reported episode to
immunizations who referred to HC for evaluation. Denied any joint
pain, n/v/GI upset, rashes, headaches, myalgia, or any other
concerns except site nodule. Has not received further AVA vaccines
since.

40-49
years

Developed significant alopecia which progressed from facial hair to
scalp hair to hair on chest, arm and leg. Much of the remaining hair
turned white and changed texture. Much has grown back currently
but beard remains white. Historical pictures provided by patient.
Symptom: Alopecia (hair loss) comment: 704.00

18-29
years

Multiple health problems following receipt of anthrax vaccines
December 1998 through January 1999; chronology of symptom
onset as follows: 2001 - Bilateral arm paresthesias, hand
numbness, neck pain, headaches. 2006 - Joint pain, intermittent
diarrhea, fatigue. 2007 - Leg paresthesias, muscle spasms, hand
tremors, depression, short term memory loss, hair loss. 2008 - Low
back pain.

0319068-1

18-29
years

"Extreme headaches every other day for approx. 1 minute then
goes away since late 2003. Loss of hair (began losing hair approx. 3
months after receiving those vaccines). Evacuate blood from time to
time. I currently have Anthrax 1, 2 and 3 not because I wanted but
because was ""a must"" to have them."
joints ache, arthritis, high blood pressure, loss of concentration,
high cholesterol, depression, loss hair, continuous headaches,
insomnia, memory loss, mood: angry, sinusitis, libido decrease,
weight gain

0292202-1

0295529-1

0308814-1

0311984-1

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0331109-1

40-49
years

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0333067-1

40-49
years

None stated

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0334726-1

40-49
years

Over a course of time patient has notice a bald spot appear, after
shot is administered. It was very noticeable when the shot was
administered on Nov 08.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0336507-1

18-29
years

Description: rash 10 days after SMPX, MEN, AVA vaccine. Believes
due to SMPX vaccine. Symptom: Rash, diffuse start: 03/10/2003
Comment: 782.1 periodic flare ups persist 2008. Symptom: Cyst
Start: 05/2007 End: 05/2007 Comment: 706.2 right scalp lesion.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair Loss) Start: 05/2007 Comment: 704.00 2
spots on scalp. Symptom: Lesions, Pustule Start: 03/10/2007
Comment: 709.8 weeping lesions have resolved w/prn flares.
Approximately 7-8 days post SMPX vaccine (10 Mar 03) he noted
small bumps to back of both hands and ears described as if having
'goose bumps'. Medical advised he may have scabies. Day 10 (two
days later- 3/12/2003) while deploying Kuwait, the bumps on his
right mid-thigh turned into an 'open lesion'. Medical placed him on a
week of Prednisone and prescribed Atarax for the itching. By day 21
his rash was much better and resolving. However 2-3 days after
completion of his Prednisone, his rash returned. He advised his
SMPX site was crusty and weeping/oozing. Approximately 3-4
weeks post vaccination as transferred to Bagdad, he noted
increased oozing to his fingers-hands, shoulders, hips, legs, arms
and calves. He denied any problems with torso, back or his face.
From June 2003-2007 he voiced 1 flare-up to his hands every 2-3
months. He knows of no triggers. In August 2004 while in Atlantic
on vacation his hands began to weep while holding plastic. He
denied any latex allergies but noted his mother has a latex allergy.
Differential diagnoses: Lichen nitidus vs eczematous dermatitis vs
spongiotic psoriasisiform

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0348884-1

18-29
years

Received a haircut on 4/15/08. At that time, he noticed a dimesized area of hair loss on scalp, back of head.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

VAERS ID

0348936-1

0349451-1

0349452-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

See attached side effects which have been checked. Abdomen
cramps; ache: joints; aches: whole body; bowels: irritable,
cellulitis; chills, chills fever; mood: Anxiety; concentration:
difficulty; concentration: loss of, concentration: trouble;
neurological: Confusion; constipation; coordination: problems;
Cramps leg; balance: dizziness; balance: vertigo; balance:
problems; bladder problems; cyst: right ovary cysts painful; blood
pressure: high; Depression; dermatitis; diarrhea; diarrhea:
constant; gagging (means nausea); gastric ulcer; indigestion:
nausea; constant; Balance: Dizziness; Dry mouth; Dyspnea; energy
loss; exhaustion; eyes: loss of ability to produce tears (aka sicca
syndrome or Sjogren's syndrome, autoimmune); fatigue; fatigue:
muscle; fibromyalgia; Flu syndrome; Gastritis; hair: turned white,
then brown; hair: loss of facial; hair: falling out; head: shakes;
headache: uncontrollable thump on left side; headaches: migraines;
headache; hearing: ringing in ears; hearing: poor tolerance for loud
noises; heart: murmur; heart: rapid pulse rate; heart: palpitations;
Hypertonia; Hypokinesia; Hypotension; memory: difficult, loss, bad,
loss with dizziness, trouble remembering recent information, shortterm memory loss, increase in forgetfulness; Infection: fungal,
pockets of infection in throat and mouth, staphylococcal, chronic to
include ear and sinus; Menstrual abnormalities, loss; neurological;
reading comprehension difficulty, slowed responses, unable to
perform multiple tasks simulatenously, slowness, disorientation,
depression, confusion, staring spells (likely minor seizures),
migraine, mood swings, anxious, angry, irritable; Myalgia; sleep:
Insomnia; joint: stiffness, ache; nasal: nose bleeds; lesion: brain;
Nervousness; libido: loss; numbness and tingling: fingers, arms and
down one side of body, leg, neck down; pain: stomach, bone and
joint, muscle and joint, arthritic, ear, abdo, back, chest, in feet, like
electrical shocks, charlie horse (I do not think the pain location is of
great interest); Photophobia; Rash pustular, burn-type on entire
body; respiratory: shortness of breath; shaking; skin: cysts
developed, eczema, discoloration, sensitivity, rashes, pain; verbal
skills: unable to comprehend words, stuttering, trouble finding
words, struggle for words; Sleep: feel not refreshed upon waking
up, unable to sleep flat without medication; Speech disorder; Voice
alteration; weakness; weight gain; suicide attempt; sweating;
swelling: joints, feet and ankles; Tachycardia; Taste loss of;
Thinking abnormality; Tinnitus; Twitching or jerking

40-49
years

Description: This patient reports back pain, knee pain, headache,
fatigue, memory loss, sleep disturbance, and hair loss since starting
ANTHRAX vaccination series. Symptom: Memory Loss, short term.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair loss). Symptom: Fatigue, Malaise >60
days. Symptom: Insomnia. Symptom: Joint Pain, multiple joints.
Symptom: Headache, general.

40-49
years

Description: Headache, arthralgias, memory loss, fatigue, visual
change, fever after anthrax vaccine #2. Symptom: Head, general;
Symptom: Joint Pain, multiple joints; Symptom: Fever; Symptom:
Alopecia (hair loss); Symptom: Fatigue, Malaise > 60 Days ;
Symptom: Memory loss, short term; Symptom: Blurred Vision.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0387619-1

18-29
years

"June through July 2007: Symptom onset following receipt of
anthrax vaccines which persisted for several weeks. Did not seek
evaluation. Felt extremely tired, with bouts of generalized aching
pain of muscles and joints, nausea and vomiting, fevers, felt hot
alternating with chills, hair started falling out, and noted delayed
healing time. After these episodes, noted increased frequency of
infections and then noted onset of sores, including sores in her
mouth. February 2008: Felt uncomfortable, with some joint and
muscle pain, as well as noted fevers and malaise. June 2008: Acute
onset episode preceded by feeling overheated alternating with chills
and N/V/D, with severe chest pain and palpitations associated with
loss of vision and reported heart rate in the 30s. Following episode
SM complained of profound fatigue, joint and muscle pain,
paresthesias, ongoing chest pain and dyspnea. headaches,
problems concentrating, and irregular menstrual cycles. Symptoms
improved slightly, but her health never returned to baseline.
Between Sep 2008 and June 2009, SM ""pushed through"" her
duties and did not seek medical evaluations. - June 2009: Acute
episode of chest pain preceded by N/V and hot/cold intolerance and
chills. Presented with intense but vague chest discomfort and
shortness of breath with associated loss of vision. Admitted to rule
out MI. Following discharge, SM experienced profound fatigue
requiring 4 weeks of bedrest, sleeping 10-18 hours per day. She
continued to experience multi-system symptom complex, with
predominant symptom being fatigue. Not able to make it through
an 8-hour day without napping, continues to require periods of bed
rest and increased sleep, particularly after any physical activity.
Began an extensive medical evaluation after admission in June."

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0394480-1

18-29
years

Member states he has recently noticed his hair is falling out.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0417661-1

18-29
years

vertigo chronic lightheaded surreal feelings of environment hair
thinning elevated liver enzymes/bilirubin Three weeks after
vaccinations was when I first noticed any changes in my health. I
have had experiences with the above issues for over thirteen
months. There has been no diagnosis, prognosis, or definitive
answers as to what has caused these symptoms, and issues. I was
given Anthrax, H1N1, and a tuberculin skin test all in the same
setting. Up to ninety nine percent of my visits to any care provider
have been military. I am currently at a facility attempting to resolve
this matter, and to alleviate my concerns.

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0429494-1

18-29
years

Alopecia, required treatment with Minoxidil 5% topical solution

18-29
years

"On 10/2/2012, he reported being in good health with receipt of
first AVA (Bioport - FAV308) vaccination and annual Influenza (SPUH713AB) intramuscular vaccination. He recalls his right arm ""hurt
like hell"" for 3 days following AVA vaccine, and his right arm
remained sore stating it felt as if ""his arm had been hit by a
hammer & it hurt to lift"". He reported no other symptoms and his
arm pain resolved within 1 week. On 10/10/2012 (day 8) he took a
17 hour flight. On 10/11/2012 (day 9) he complained of feeling
poorly being tired & weak with a subjective fever, low energy, mild
sinus congestion & post nasal drip. He described his symptoms as
""if coming down with a cold"" & he felt a little better after some
sleep. On 10/12/12 he went to medical for a persistent painful small
fluid filled lesion to left scalp: a 3x2cm small raised lesion behind
left ear in hairline. It was lanced, had a negative KOH culture & was
diagnosed with folliculitis & given topical BACTROBAN. On
10/14/2012 lesion was ""dry healed rash with alopecia"" (per
provider) & he was cleared to fly. On 10/19/2012 he flew at 6-7
thousand feet with no reported concerns. On 10/22/2012 (day 20
after vaccinations and 4 days after flying) he reported his first 30
minute ""headache"" while working on a computer. HA described as
a sharp shooting pain from bridge of nose that extended down to
left inner canthus extending across his cheek-eye socket to temple
region & then down to left ear & neck. He describes this 8-9/10 pain
as ""if pliers were gripping the nerve pinching causing a severe
headache"". He also stated mucosal lining in left nostril burned. He
denied any visual disturbance or tearing, no foreign body or trauma
to eyes/head. He did not wear/need eyeglasses, was not in
sunlight, not precipitated by alcohol, & was not exposed to any
odors or chemicals. He did have to squint due to the pain. He
reported this pain returned spontaneously 3 more times regardless
of activity between 0900-1200 hours lasting about 30 minutes each
on 10/24, 10/27, and 10/28. Each episode he ""could feel area
tighten up and then his head hurt"" and then would feel exhausted
for 2-3 hours upon resolution of headache. He took MOTRIN but
was unsure if medication helped or if headache resolved on own. He
sought treatment after episode #4 on 10/29/12 stating he ""never
felt pain like this before"" describing a daily ""headache like
pressure (see above description). Provider documented ""headache
extending thru medial orbit and cheek, and was accompanied by
ipsilateral watery nasal discharge, eye tearing, facial sweating and
eyelid swelling. Headaches were very specific in timing and
location"". His CT head, CRP, ESR, vitals (BP) and neuro/physical
exam were normal. He was diagnosed with headache syndrome and
treated with ZANTAC, prednisone taper (60mg x 5 day, then 50-4030-20 mg 1 day each) and given prescription for nasal IMITREX
(headaches did improve with steroids slightly). While his differential
did include evaluation for air sickness-altitude injury, temporal
arteritis, migraine or allergies (on FLONASE and ALLEGRA);
provider advised ""demographics are more consistent with cluster
headaches"". His ""headache"" symptoms initially were ipsilateral
but were bilateral in December 2012. He advised of daily stabbing
in the peri and retro-orbital region and upper maxillary and lower
frontal sinus areas occurring 10-15 times a day with burning
sensation at the bridge of his nose (not like initial 4 headaches-less
intense). He feels pains shortly after awakening and has no
problems sleeping (7-9 hr/night). He complains of intermittent
pains to other body parts which migrate from one spot to another
day by day ultimately returning to original spot (bilateral low back,
left groin, suprapubic area, and forearms). He reports some muscle
spasms to inner quads that occur when he has testicular/groin pain.
He has generalized malaise and ""just feels bad"". His HA is worse
with exercise."

40-49
years

Limited movement of Left Arm. Difficulty with swallowing. Joint and
muscle pain. Shortness of breath. Unusual tiredness and weakness.
Dark colored urine. Difficulty with moving. Hair loss and Thinning of
hair. Muscle cramps and spasms. Trouble sleeping. Inflammatory
arthritis. Fatigue.

40-49
years

Developed numerous symptoms after the after receiving Anthrax
#1 and TDaP in 2010. These included fatigue, nausea, dizziness.
She never felt well again and went on to develop numerous other
symptoms and began medical evaluations within 2 months. These
symptoms include myalgias, short term memory loss, alopecia, lung
infections, allergies, diarrhea, headache, orthostasis, unrefreshing
sleep.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0490279-1

0589761-1

0700916-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

BACILLUS CALMETTE-GUERIN
VACCINE (BCG)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0265161-1

60-64
years

A 62 year old female pt was treated with 6 weekly Oncotice
instillations for bladder cancer from the end of Oct 2005. A few days
after the first instillation she presented with blood in her urine,
burning during urination, flu like symptoms (chills, tiredness,
muscle ache), nausea after eating, skin irritation and hair loss
which have currently not yet resolved. Dysuria.
Bone pain, muscle pain, chronic diarrhea, joint pain. Per follow up
report received on 06/09/2005: Multiple arthralgia, neurological
effects, fibromyalgia, skin rashes, hair loss, menstrual disorders,
chronic fatigue.

ALOPECIA

CHOLERA VACCINE (CHOL)

0235681-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

COMVAX (HBHEPB)

0107488-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 1OCT97 & 8OCT97 pt exp hair loss;

ALOPECIA

COMVAX (HBHEPB)

0310942-1

1-2 years

"On 12-19-06, my boy/girl twins rec'd the MMR, HIB, Hep B and
Varicella vaccinations. The twins should not have had the shots
since they were both recovering from colds but the Dr. never told us
that. My husband & I refused the MMR shot several times while in
the office but we were intimidated by the Dr. & his staff to give it.
My daughter immediately developed flu-like symptoms, a full body
rash including her vaginal and anal areas, and she lost ALL of her
[full head] hair over the next 4 days. She lost speech and
communication including up to 15 words she had learned. She
became catatonic & non-responsive to verbal & physical cues.
Daughter was referred to several Dermatologists (for hair loss) & an
Immunologist/Allergist. Dr. concurred with other Dr. diagnosis of
Hypogammaglobulinemia for daughter. Daughter's blood work with
Dr. showed weak Immuno development including very low counts of
fighter B & T cells. Daughter has only shown improvement in
strengthening her Immune System after seeing a Holistic Dr.
starting in June 2007. This Dr. has placed her on a wheat-free,
gluten-free, dairy-free diet including holistic vitamins & probiotics.
To this day, daughter continues to break out in body rashes, has
continual anal & vaginal rashes & her hair has not yet grown back
fully. Daughter is developing physically, in speech & cognitive
learning at the normal level for her age. She has met all of her
major milestones. She is still under the care of her Holistic
Physician to continue to build her Immune System. 5/22/08 MR
received from PCP from birth to 2/5/08. Infant presented for 12mon
WCC on 12/19/2006 with Assessment: 12mon healthy baby girl
who is thriving very well. Developmentally appropriate for age. No
parental concerns. 8-10 word vocab. PE WNL. Vax given. Returned
12/29/06 with c/o hair loss x 2 weeks. DX: alopecia areata.
Referred to derm. Seen again 12/30/06 with c/o rashes of the head
and neck. DX: Skin rashes, positive, allergic vs viral rashes. 15 mon
WCC 3/20/07 with Assessment R OM. WCC. No parental concerns.
3-6 word vocab. 1/21/2010 Patient's immune system is still
rebuilding. She continues to see a holistic doctor on a monthly basis
when she eats certain foods (Gluto, corn, some dairy, sugar) she
still breaks out in a body rash. Her vaginal/anal rash has stoll not
end gone away. Most of her hair has grown back except her left
eyebrow. She is still slightly delayed in overall cognition and
learning but not t the degree that she needs therapy. Patient easily
gets cold and flu and is prone to illness as her immune system was
compromised by her vaccinations. Seen 7/24/07 with c/o rash all
over. DX: Roseola. OV 8/30/07 Eczema resolving. Assessment:
Hypogammaglobulinemia for eval. Immunology Eval 8/16/07 for
alopecia, eczema, and bumps on the face/trunk. Mother reports
""catatonic state"", unlikely r/t vaccines. PE WNL except for alopecia
of head. DX: Likely transient hypogammaglobulinemia of infancy 2
yr WCC. Developmentally, speaking in 2 word sentences. No
parental, social or school concerns. Assessment: Well child exam.
Alopecia"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0908783-1

50-59
years

bumps on wrists with loss of hair, itchiness

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0916580-1

30-39
years

High Fevers, Nausea and Vomiting, Severe pain at injection site,
Syncope, dizziness, abdominal pain, patchy hair loss. Lasted for 72
hours.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0920600-1

40-49
years

Large bald spot on top of head!!! The size of a half dollar. No new
soaps no no hair products no new medication. Nothing new.

60-64
years

6-8 minutes after the shot felt a sensation from left shoulder slowly
sweeping across body, going into face and neck to the inside of left
eye. Face had a weird feeling also. Headache, tonged tingling. Left
and went to the car. Face was red and swollen all over. Skin looked
like she was skiing in the middle of winter. She went back inside the
hospital to her department on the 5th floor and stayed about 30
minutes. Then she went home. Half bottom lip was swollen, Both
eyes got itchy, glassy, watery. Behind sinuses hurt really bad. Next
day pain in hips both knees. Took 2 full days for the redness to go
away from face. Had dark circles under eyes. Took Claritin. Hair has
been shedding, sever brain fog at work. Her employer told her to
take some time off from work . Upper teeth hurt.

40-49
years

Pain at site of injection, eyes, throat, face swelling. Unclear
thinking, hoarse speech, headache, hives, swelling. Intervention
taken immediately. Ongoing 11 days: SOB, headaches, nose bleeds,
coughing, blood sugars triple, hair falling out, major swelling,
dizziness.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0925908-1

0933142-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA
ALOPECIA

Adverse Event Description

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0933928-1

65-79
years

1 day after vaccine, chills, body aches, headache. 2 days later was
feeling better but noticed lots of hair loss during shower. Noticed
lots of hair on pillow, concerned with handfuls of hair loss.

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0939083-1

30-39
years

Hair loss on anterolateral aspect of bilateral lower legs

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0942673-1

18-29
years

I lost all the hair at the top of my head. I was already slowly
balding/ thinning. Two weeks after the injection my scalp felt like it
was on fire and the hair started falling out in clumps easily.; I lost
all the hair at the top of my head. I was already slowly balding/
thinning. Two weeks after the injection my scalp felt like it was on
fire and the hair started falling out in clumps easily.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). A 29year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (Lot/Batch number and
expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on
18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical
history included High blood pressure and depression, both from
unknown date. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine and
lamotrigine. On 30Dec2020, the patient lost all the hair at the top
of her head. He was already slowly balding/thinning. Two weeks
after the injection, his scalp felt like it was on fire and the hair
started falling out in clumps easily. The hair has not grown back.
The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The patient
did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the
vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been
tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.
Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0944579-1

65-79
years

Tufts of my hair came out by the handful - first time in my life I
have experienced ANY hair loss! It is still ongoing and I am worried
it will result in permanent baldness.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0957057-1

50-59
years

Fever lasting 2 days, injection site soreness, nausea, joint pain for 2
days, hair loss for 2 weeks, extreme fatigue for 2 weeks

40-49
years

On Jan 12, the patient developed positional vertigo and nausea as
well as sore arm. Vertigo resolved when she fell asleep. Vertigo
returned on Jan 16 and17. Diarrhea occurred 6 times on Jan 17.
The patient noticed significant diffuse loss of hair from January 16
to 19. She continues to have some nausea.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0959943-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0961281-1

40-49
years

near syncope; Sinus Tachycardia; Hypothyroidism; tested positive
for Covid 19; tested positive for Covid 19; lost weight; No sense of
taste or smell; No sense of taste or smell; losing hair; heart rate
started increasing; high blood pressure; Increased cough; Sleepy;
tired; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
other healthcare professional (patient) through the Medical
Information Team and Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First
Connect. A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL0140),
intramuscularly on the arm on 19Dec2020 11:15 at a single dose
for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included tachycardia
and stroke from 2019 and diabetes mellitus diagnosed in summer of
2020 and ongoing. Family medical history included father had type
2 diabetes. Concomitant medication included metformin
hydrochloride, sitagliptin (JANUMET) for diabetes. The patient
previously took regular flu shot and had body aches; it did not
happen at the year of report but in years past she did have it. The
patient took the COVID vaccine for precaution as she was a
healthcare worker/paramedic and stated there was no prescriber.
She received the vaccination at a health department facility, not a
military facility. She had no previous immunizations and no
additional vaccines were administered on the same date as COVID19 vaccine. The patient received her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine
on 19Dec2020 and after nine days, she tested positive for COVID19 on 30Dec2020 and had an inpatient hospital stay. She
mentioned she was so happy that she did not have any symptoms
for those days. She stated that she got the shot on the 19th and
later that evening was when she started having symptoms. She
tried to sleep and it woke her up, she felt sleepy, tired and
experienced headache on 19Dec2020 20:00 to 21:00. On
28Dec2020 23:00, she had an increased cough. She initially had
increased cough from wearing mask and was having post nasal
drip, then she got wet cough and that was when she decided to get
tested. She went back and forth on dates; stated she was confused
with the dates because of being in the hospital, it had been a while
and the dates were all meshing in together. Her specimen was
collected and they did the test on 29Dec2020 then found out that
she tested positive for COVID virus with a COVID test nasal swab
on 30Dec2020 17:30. She mentioned she lost weight after she got
COVID, had no sense of taste or smell on unspecified dates. She did
not know if it was related to her thyroid but she started losing hair
and her heart rate started increasing on Monday, so they took her
off all her meds and said the COVID was doing crazy things to the
body. She had to go on Carvedilol for the sinus tachycardia and had
high blood pressure now. This was all new after she tested positive.
She has had bouts of tachycardia before and did have a heart
monitor as she had a stroke last year. So those have never been
persistent or symptomatic. If she did have a high heart rate, it
always went down. This one was symptomatic. She did fine the
whole week after the shot, just had that little bit of sleepiness, was
tired, and had a headache. The patient reported near syncope with
sinus tachycardia due to COVID-19 and hypothyroidism on
08Jan2021 14:30 to 15:00, which required hospitalization from
08Jan2021 to 10Jan2021 (2 days). ER or physician's office was
required. She never went to the ER for the vaccination, it was just
for the near syncope with sinus tachycardia due to COVID-19 and
hypothyroidism that she went and was then admitted to hospital.
She just got out of the hospital the day before report (10Jan2021),
was there for two days and was still recovering. She was supposed
to receive her second vaccination on the day of report however her
doctor did not know if she should get the second dose due to double
antibodies. She did not ask if she still had the virus or it went away.
She has not been to work in two weeks. Outcome of the events
tested positive for COVID virus was not recovered; near syncope
with sinus tachycardia due to COVID-19 and hypothyroidism was
recovered with sequel; sleepy, tired and headache was recovering;
while the remaining events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A
possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported
events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the
benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer
procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis
of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified
as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response,
will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0962646-1

40-49
years

Severe body aches muscle and joint. Severe HA, Fever, Chills, hair
loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0968767-1

80+
years

Sudden hair loss... cumps

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0970418-1

40-49
years

Small patch of hair loss on scalp within several days of vaccine.

50-59
years

Pt is a HCP. His wife noticed that he had discrete circular patches of
hair missing from scalp as his wife is shorter she had not noticed
before, until the 16th when he was going down the stairs in front of
her. The spots are not puritic nor scaley consistent with other
entities. Presentation is consistent with alopicia ereata though
autoimmune can be brought on by immunization as has been
demonstrated by the recombinant DNA Hep B immunization.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0971978-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0975439-1

65-79
years

have noticed a definite loss of hair . will be given blood work for
thyroid and iron deficiency atorvastatin used since 2017 without this
side effect hair is noticeably and suddenly shedding ...seems to
nave started post injection

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0976852-1

18-29
years

sweating; chills; fever; major fatigue; Major hair loss starting 1.5
days following the vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable other health care professional. A 27-year-old female
patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EL0142),
intramuscular on 12Jan2021 16:30 at SINGLE DOSE at Arm Left for
covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19; covid
prior vaccination: yes. Concomitant medication included
escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). Major hair loss starting 1.5 days
following the vaccination on an unspecified date in Jan2021, in
addition to sweating, chills, fever, and major fatigue on 13Jan2021
22:30. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The
outcome of the events was not recovered.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0981340-1

30-39
years

Severe hair loss

65-79
years

2 days after vaccine woke up at 1:30 am scalp was burning and
face was tingling. Next day same thing and my pressure started
going up. After 3-4 days, my hairline started receding slightly on
the sides of my scalp in the front. This continued each day and I
had to increase my blood pressure medicine and double the dose
because it was getting so high. I was anxious and upset and am
afraid to take the second dose because I feel that I will get a worse
reaction, and am frightened.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0986637-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0986790-1

50-59
years

After COVID vaccines (first 12/17/20) she started having her hair
come out in clumps in the shower, and shedding an excessive
amount when brushing. She started noticing this about 1-2 weeks
after her first vaccine, and it got worse after the second vaccine on
1/7/21 (Pfizer Lot#EK9231). It is an even thinning, no patches of
hair loss. She was diagnosed with COVID on 10/7/20 which resulted
in hospitalization. Reporting fatigue, continued loss of sense of taste
and smell, decreased appetite, and hair loss. Experiencing fatigue
and decreased energy, worse in the evening, falls asleep easily
when she gets home after work, started when she got COVID.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0990119-1

50-59
years

Made my hair fall out starting about two weeks after the first
injection

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1006434-1

65-79
years

Hair loss started 4 days after 1st vaccine, had chicken pox type
lesions when had active positive covid and lesions reappeared after
vaccine.
After the first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 1/13/21 I
notice some thinning of my hair. After the second dose on 2/3/21
my hair loss accelerated dramatically. It is unknown whether I will
go completely bald and/if hair will regrow.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1010076-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1010220-1

40-49
years

About one week after my second shot, my hair began falling out in
significant amounts. This has been continuing for several weeks
now.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1014612-1

80+
years

7-10 days after vaccine head was itchy, enough to wake client up at
night. Scratching. Started at crown of head and approximately half
of clients hair fell out.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1020311-1

18-29
years

Hair loss and migraines

40-49
years

Symptoms came on suddenly around 3:00 am on 02/09/2021 with
migraine headache, shaking chills, extreme body aches, fever as
high as 102, nausea, abdominal cramps, and exhaustion lasting
about 48 hrs. Then lesser symptoms and a lower temp another 12
hrs., with a normal temperature by 7:00 pm on 02/11/2021. Also,
I'm not sure if this is related at all but thought it was worth
mentioning, while washing my hair on 02/11/2021,a lot more hair
than usual came out.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1024635-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1029628-1

65-79
years

Very swollen, very red (rash), very itchy and painful upper left arm
near area of injection. Swelling and redness have gotten worse on
day three. Also have started to lose hair on scalp since time of first
vaccination on 1/15/2021 at 6:00 p.m. at the same vaccination site.
The make and lot number of that vaccination is Moderna lot #
012L20A.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1030656-1

50-59
years

swelling in L axilla hair loss swelling under L breast hives (happened
after eating eggs, but never had any history of egg allergy in the
past)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1033491-1

Unknown

Moderna Covid-19 My hair comes out when I comb it also without
being combed.

60-64
years

I washed my hair on Saturday. Had significant hair loss - HUGE
amount of hair. I've lost 30 percent of the hair on my head. It
continued to fall out and to have hair loss for one week. Saw doctor
- She said the immune system was stressed and hair fell out. Dr. evisit - Tuesday, the 9th.

40-49
years

3 weeks later I'm noticing hair loss on both legs that has no other
likely cause. V-safe check-in app does not allow me to add this 3
weeks after vaccine, but I wanted to share it. I did not find this
listed on side effects and want to know if this is a concern and if I
should get checked out by physician.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1034126-1

1040602-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

Adverse Event Description

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1041164-1

40-49
years

Severe hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1041996-1

50-59
years

Large amount of hair loss every day

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1044373-1

65-79
years

Bad headache for several days, one night of high temperature,
itching at injection site, hair loss, and tinnitus or ringing in my ears.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1050190-1

40-49
years

I received the first vaccine 1/11/2021 and the second dose on
02/03/2021. On 02/16/2021 my hair fell out in clumps. I am post
COVID and was Dx on 07/14/2020. I was discharged from the
hospital on 09/17/2021. From my stay in the hospital on
07/14/2020 up until 02/15/2021 I had the minimum hair loss that
one would loss in a day. I am not sure if the vaccines caused it , but
my hair literally came out in clumps. I also started experiencing
heart palpitations along with SOB in the evenings after the first
vaccine. Upon the second week in February, I started experiencing
the palpitations and SOB in the evenings. Again, I am not sure if
the vaccines caused this as I am post COVID.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1050385-1

18-29
years

Having fatigue, chills, alopecia, arthralgias, N/V, diarrhea,
intermittent rhinorrhea and nasal congestion, lower back pain, neck
pain for the last 2 weeks

50-59
years

Universal hair loss: scalp, eyelashes, eye brows, pubic hair;
Universal hair loss: scalp, eyelashes, eye brows, pubic hair; This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51year-old male patient received second dose BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1686A) at the age
of 51 years-old via unspecified route of administration on
08Jan2021 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in
the hospital. Medical history included GERD (Gastroesophageal
reflux disease). The patient had no allergies to medications, food,
or other products. Concomitant medication included VITAMIN D
NOS. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899) at the age of
51 years-old via unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020
at 01:00 PM in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. No other
vaccines have been administered within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19. On 15Jan2021 patient experienced universal hair loss:
scalp, eyelashes, eyebrows, pubic hair. No treatment received for
the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has been
tested for COVID-19. Post vaccination patient underwent labs and
procedure on 19Jan2021 included PCR (Polymerase chain reaction):
negative, Nasal swab: negative. The outcome of events was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected.

65-79
years

Felt very cold and in pain as vaccine was being injected, slight
headache on right side above eye for 15 minutes after vaccine,
headache on back of neck for half an hour then went away. On 2/1,
scalp started hurting on the back of the head, felt like hair being
pulled tight in a ponytail (still currently, but not as tight), feeling of
tightness. Started noticing hair falling out more (a lot more than
usual), started steroid shampoo on 2/9. Nothing has changed since
patient has been on it. Chiropractor on 2/16, the neck muscles are
inflamed, really tender per chiropractor. Symptoms are slightly
better on top of skull but otherwise symptoms are the same.

30-39
years

My hair has been falling out in clumps, kind of hard to describe the
amount and duration- mostly noticing when in the shower. I run my
hands through my hair and large clumps come out. No changes
have been made to other medications, diet, or bathing/shampooing
habits.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1051355-1

1052675-1

1055328-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1055813-1

40-49
years

The day of the vaccine my left arm was in pain. The pain continued
to get worse the next day. I was unable to touch or move my arm
without intense pain. It felt as though my arm had been stabbed. A
week later I noticed a patch of hair loss on my scalp. I went to a
dermatologist and was diagnosed with alopecia. There is no family
history of alopecia and the only thing I can think of that could have
triggered my immune system to start attacking itself is from my
bodies response to the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1058034-1

50-59
years

Hair falling out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1058355-1

65-79
years

Hair loss starting February 6, 2021 and continuing. Approximately
40% of the hair on my head has fallen out. I am taking Biotin and
Hair, skin, & nails pills to help correct this.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1060722-1

50-59
years

Approximately 1 week after first Pfizer COVID vaccine, noted acute
alopecia which has progressed to involve large areas on sides and
back of scalp

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1067054-1

40-49
years

Excessive hair loss

50-59
years

1/21-22 ARM WAS SORE AND SWOLLEN 1/23 BECAME VERY
NAUSEOUS AND HEAD BECAME UNBEARABLY ITCHY 1/29
NOTICABLE BALD SPOTS ON THE CROWN OF MY HEAD AND
NOTICABLE HAIR LOSS AND STILL NAUSEOUS 1/29 ALSO HAD A
CT LUNG SCAN(SET UP PREVIOUS TO SHOT) AND WAS TOLD
THERE WAS AN ISSUE WITH MY KIDNEY(LEFT) SCHEDULED A
ULTRA SOUND FOR 2/23 2/18 SECOND SHOT 2/19 VERY
NAUSEOUS AND CONTINUED HAIR LOSS(CLUMPS) 2/23
ULTRASOUND DONE AND FOUND THAT LEFT KIDNEY HAD FAILED

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1067292-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1068364-1

Age

ULTRASOUND DONE AND FOUND THAT LEFT KIDNEY HAD FAILED.
Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

All hair has fallen out; Heartburn; Nausea feeling; Passed out;
Wasn't feeling right after dose; Face was tingling; Burning feeling in
head; A spontaneous report was received from a Consumer
regarding a û 63Years-old female patient who received Moderna's
COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced events like
passed out, Wasn't feeling right after dose, face was
tingling,bBurning feeling in head, devastated about hair loss after
1st dose, Heartburn and Nausea. The patient's medical history was
not reported. Relevant concomitant medications were reported like
amitriptyline, duloxetine, gabapentin, metformin, Nexium,
hydrocodone, potassium, Proair, ropinrole, simvastatin,
spironolactone, Topamax, vitamin d, vitamin b12. On 12- Feb-2021,
prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of
two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:030m20a)
intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On 12- Feb2021, the patient experienced the event like Passed out. On an
unknown, date the patient experienced events like Wasn't feeling
right after dose, Face was tingling, Burning feeling in head,
Devastated about hair loss after 1st dose, Heartburn nausea feeling
and Nausea. Laboratory details not provided. No treatment
information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in
response to the events was not reported. The outcome of the
events Passed out, Face was tingling is resolved. The outcome of
the events Devastated about hair loss after 1st dose is
Recovering/Resolving. The outcome of the events like Wasn't feeling
right after dose, Burning feeling in head, Heartburn nausea feeling
and Nausea are unkown; Reporter's Comments: Based on the
information provided which includes a strong temporal association,
a causal association between the reported events and the
administration of the mRNA-1273 cannot be excluded. Nausea is
consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1068648-1

65-79
years

pt states that her left arm was sore for about 4 days after getting
the covid vax. The next day she developed severe brain fog and
fatigue. She also had chills no fever, SOB, lost of taste, and
nauseated. These symptoms lasted one week. The second week she
began to have dizziness, lightheadedness, change in voice to where
she has trouble speaking. Some days she cannot taste. She has
hair loss and red rash bumps on left leg, chest, and back. Pt states
she had a covid like illness from Feb 2019-mid summer 2020 and
she is having the same symptoms now that she had then. Pt
contacted her PCP regarding her symptoms. Pt says she is much
better but still has brain fog periodically and her voice is still not
normal and she can hardly speak.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1069501-1

50-59
years

Large amounts of hair falling out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1074516-1

30-39
years

rapid and sudden thinning of head hair, seems progressive

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1082050-1

60-64
years

diffuse erythematous papular lesions all over body, silvery red
lesions on scalp, hair loss

65-79
years

Four hours post injection I became flushed and broke out in hives
and a red itchy rash on my body and legs. My heart rate jumped at
the same time. I took Benadryl immediately, and for the next 24
hours. The itchy rash has persisted on and off ever since ( 6.5
weeks). In addition I have had many other symptoms. Excessive
hair loss, a severe metallic taste in my mouth that is getting worse
over time. At the suggestion I was scratch tested for PEG
(negative), but I have since learned that test is not reliable. I tried
to go on a sustained course of antihistamines but got allergic
reactions to both 24 hour Allegra and 24 hour Claritin. My primary
care doc has me on a course f very high dose vitamin C and I am
getting some relief, but if i don't take the vitamin the itching
returns.

40-49
years

"got vaccine - about a week later - she sent us a message saying
""I have been having right calf pain for about a week or more. I
have more increased SOB and chest pain."" was able to get ddimer
which was elevated - and was admitted to the hospital for this since
her vaccine - she has noticed increased chest tightness, SOB,
hairloss, DVT/PE."

50-59
years

?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Starting 2 weeks after receiving
my Moderna vaccine, my bowel movements began floating and I've
had constipation which has never been an issue in my life (my diet
and liquid intake have not changed at all). I've also noticed hair loss
that I've never had in 52 years. Starting approximately 14 days
after the vaccine, small clumps of hair have been coming out in the
shower and there is much more hair on my hair brushes. I've
noticed in the past week though, that the hair loss has decreased a
little.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1088604-1

1088612-1

1089610-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1092951-1

65-79
years

The patient first reported adverse events from her vaccine to the
pharmacy on 3/11/2021 when presenting for her second dose. The
patient reported she had extreme chills starting 1 day after the
vaccination and a fever of 101 degrees Fahrenheit for 2 days after
the vaccination. The patient also reported experiencing diarrhea,
loss of appetite, and hair loss requiring her to get a wig. The patient
reported a rash on her face that began 1 day after vaccination and
partly remained on 3/11/2021 (28 days later).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1094704-1

60-64
years

allopecia about 1 week later

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

y
VAERS ID Age

Adverse Event Description

1094933-1

65-79
years

Two weeks after first dose I lost the shine in my hair. Second dose
given 02/05/2012 in the right arm. Two weeks later I started losing
my hair. I have a short thick head of hair and it is normal for me to
shed some. This hair loss is three to four times greater than
normal. The Moderna shots are the only thing that corresponds with
this problem.
I suffered a fever from 3/10/21 at 2am until 3/12/21 at 11pm. 9n
3/13 at 7am I woke up with red blotches all over the tops of my
feet and toes and my hair is falling out in clumps. I've also had
migraines off and on and brain fog.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1097101-1

40-49
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1097652-1

50-59
years

Extreme hair loss approx week after 2 nd vaccine

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1097698-1

50-59
years

Hard painful lump on arm Hurts to raise arm to heart level 5 days
Noticeable loss of hair 2 + days later Nasal drainage2 days Throat
clearing 2 days Tiredness 2 days

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1097726-1

40-49
years

All symptoms after 2nd dose. Aches in joints for one week,
muscular neck/shoulder/thigh aches 26 hours after for 4 hours,
sore arm muscle at injection site 4 days, 26 hours after for 3 days
swollen/painful lymph nodes under left armpit, hair loss has been
occurring since 2nd dose and continues.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1098163-1

65-79
years

Four days after first Moderna vaccination (2/13/2021) I experienced
severe hair and color loss. It persists to this day (3/14/2021) My
hair continues to fall out and is white in color.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1103681-1

40-49
years

Started with nausea. Then omitting (without GI disturbances).
Around noon, symptoms included severe body pain, feet swelling,
headache, light and noise sensitivity, foggy thought process, and
facial rash with noticeable hair loss comparable to a Lupus flare
prior to treatment several years ago. Low grade temperature of 99
for a few days. The symptoms have improved, however, thinking is
very foggy. Physician ordered Phenergan for nausea and vomiting;
as well as: hydration and rest. Ibuprofen for headache and joint and
body pain. Ambien to sleep. This has been going on for four days.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1104603-1

80+
years

Massive hair loss. Fever, temperature, chills, headache.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1107758-1

50-59
years

Report severe hair loss. Treatment: PCP visit Outcome: All test were
normal except vitamin D was low and placed on vitamin D
supplements. Scheduled to see a dermatologist.

1112074-1

65-79
years

"atient called Re: symptoms she is having after she received her
2nd COVID vaccine. Patient received 2nd shot of Moderna vaccine
02/16/2021. Patient could not give a specific time frame for when
symptoms started but states that ""she knows it was after her 2nd
COVID vaccine."" Patient c/o pain across the back of her shoulder
blades, hair loss and numbness in left thigh, swollen left ankle and
calf. Patient states that she ""has had left ankle swelling in the past
but not to this extent."" Patient states that she has appt with
dermatologist on 03/24/2021 and that she has appt with her
primary care doctor in May but that she is going to call and get appt
moved to a sooner time. Advised patient that I would complete a
VAERS report. Encouraged patient to F/U up with doctors as
scheduled."

1112251-1

65-79
years

Patient describes gradual loss of facial hair and then body hair that
started approximately two weeks after completing vaccination
series. He c/o local arm pain for several days after the injection, but
no other adverse effects.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1114460-1

65-79
years

hair was coming out, lost all of her hair, bald; sore arm; passed out;
tingling in face and hands; head was burning; A spontaneous report
was received from a consumer concerning a 72-year-old ,female
patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273)
and experienced events passed out(loss of consciousness), tingling
in face and hands (paraesthesia), head was burning (burning
sensation), hair was coming out, lost all of her hair(alopecia), and
sore arm(pain in extremity). The patient's medical history was not
provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. On
12 Feb 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received
the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch: 030M20A)
intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On 12 Feb
2021,immediately after the vaccination, the patient passed out, and
when she woke up she had tingling on her face and hands, a sore
arm, and head was burning. On 13 Feb 2021, the patient's hair was
coming out and by 19 Feb 2021, she had lost all of her hair. She
was bald by the end of the week. No treatment information was
provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events
was not reported. The outcome of events, loss of consciousness,
paraesthesia, burning sensation, alopecia and pain in extremity
were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1117367-1

18-29
years

My hair started falling out drastically within a couple days of getting
the first and second vaccine and it?s still falling out immensely. My
period was also 10 days late and it?s never late

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1117531-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

PAIN & SWELLING & RASH at the injection site which eventually
involved the entire arm. Lymph nodes swollen and tender into
armpit and involved neck and left jaw (like when I had the mumps
as a child). FEVER: 102.6* lasting two days,( took Tylenol 500mg to
reduce swelling and lower temp) FEVER continued above 100* for
14 days and has remained to present HEADACHE (severe) NAUSEA
(some vomiting-mostly bile) Dizziness/loss of balance Body-wide
aches and pain Weakness and fatigue Loss of hair (significant and
fast) Digestive problems/loss of appetite/extreme nausea WEIGHT
LOSS

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1119831-1

18-29
years

1 week after my second dose I start developing hair loss,
specifically alopecia Areta; 1 week after my second dose I start
developing hair loss, specifically alopecia Areta; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable 28-year-old female
nurse reported for herself that she received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation solution for injection
and lot number: El1284, dose number=2) via an unspecified route
of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19
immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. She received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation solution for injection
and lot number: Ej1685, dose number=1) via an unspecified route
of administration on 18Dec2020 10:30 AM at single dose for Covid19 immunization. As per the adverse event description, one week
after her second dose on 15Jan2021, she started developing hair
loss, specifically alopecia Areta resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. She took unspecified
steroid injections to scalp. The outcome of events was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information was provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1122175-1

65-79
years

Severe dizziness and weakness following vaccine and since, some
hair loss, extreme fatigue

1122926-1

65-79
years

DISCOVERED 2 LARGE AREAS AT THE BACK OF MY HEAD WHERE
HAIR WAS MISSING- ALOPECIA, WHICH HAS SLOWLY INCREASED
IN SIZE SINCE THEN. HAD SECOND DOSE VACCINE ON 03/19/2021
(WILL CONTINUE TO MONITOR FOR ADDITIONAL HAIR LOSS)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1124402-1

30-39
years

Following her vaccination after she got home she experienced
muscle aches and pain, also at sites different than the
administration site. Feelings of faintness for about two days, blurred
vision for a couple days. Hairloss. Vasculits in the arms and legs.
Atrial Fibrilation which lasted only the night of the vaccine. Vaccine
administration arm coldness and temperature drop. Patient reported
the symptoms to her doctors and they recommended she get the
second shot

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1126005-1

30-39
years

States she continues to lose her hair several weeks after first dose
of vaccine.

65-79
years

She received her vaccine, the arm swelled up, turned red and had a
rash, and it itched like crazy. Her head started itching as well, and
every time she took a shower her hair would fall out and her hair is
very thin now due to the hair loss. Every time she combs her hair
she gets wads of hair on the comb. She went to her doctor and told
him what was going on and gave her a steroid shot to calm it down.
The arm soreness eased up after 5 days, but her head still itches
some and she still has the hair loss. She can't even cover her ears
with her hair anymore, and on top it's really thin as well.

40-49
years

I noticed that I started swelling - my hands and my feet especially;
my Provider noticed it - she noticed my face was really swollen (I
work at the office of my provider). It happened a week after the
vaccine - she put me on Lasix to help with the swelling and my
joints had pain. It flared up my joint pain from Fibromyalgia. Two
weeks after that I started losing a lot of hair - it was more handfuls
then I had ever lost before. It lasted up through when I got the
second shot. The Lasix brought the swelling down in my face but it
didn't bring it down in my legs. Fibromyalgia symptoms and
swelling and still a little hair loss (although hair loss was slowing
down)was happening at time of second vaccine.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1129110-1

1130999-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1131080-1

1131793-1

1133021-1

1133524-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

I had a sore arm within 20 minutes - red and swollen and hot. And
then about 12 hours later, I had a fever - 102.7 and chills and
achiness. It felt like I was hit by a dump truck. Worse achiness I
have felt in my life. Terrible terrible headache - I felt like I could feel
every hair on my head. I took Tylenol for Fever and it broke and I
had night sweats for the rest of night - I have never sweated like
that before - wet in neck, head, back - on bed. I had fever the next
day. I had to work with the fever and the pain - (I'm a nurse). I
slept for two days after that -Saturday night the fever came back 102.4 and had bone achiness and when the fever broke I had the
bad night sweats again. I slept all day Sunday. Monday, the swelling
came back - hands, lower legs and on my face and the hair loss
came back. The fever was gone but the night sweats lasted for
about a week (with no fever.) I am still having some of the hair loss
but the worst of it was for those initial 2-3 weeks. The swelling in
my hands/face etc lasted about 2 weeks. Two weeks after vaccine, I
lost my sense of taste - I can taste some things but not other
things. Bone aches from fibromyalgia is still bad. I am still
experiencing severe fatigue and I have an issue with short-term
memory now. I noticed my memory stuff around the beginning of
February - Dr. prescribed Strattera but that isn't helping but it did
help with my short attention span issues that I had prior to vaccine.
On March 5, I had a fever again and that went up to 103 at
midnight and I took Tylenol had chills and achiness and the night
sweats - sopped and wet. Tired the next day and felt yucky and
achy. The following Friday, March 12, the same thing happened that
night around midnight. That time, I didn't get out of bed to take
Tylenol but took it the next morning when I woke up - and I was
really tired that Saturday and didn't feel well. Last Friday, I took
Tylenol before I went to bed and I was fine. I am still a little swollen
and I'm still taking the Lasix.

50-59
years

exacerbation of psoriatic eczema outbreak to include bilateral upper
and lower extremities, all of back, abdomen and chest, buttocks,
eyebrows, scalp and hair line. Increased itching that is unrelieved
by any cream/lotion to include triamcinolone. Hair loss to include
large clumps after washing and increased shedding when dry and/or
brushing.

50-59
years

severe fatigued/fatigue; red eyes; fever; Darkened skin in face;
Itchy scalp and subsequent hair; hair loss; headaches; Anaphylaxis;
hives; itching breathing, lips, throat impacted; itching breathing,
lips, throat impacted; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient). A 54-year-old female patient not
pregnant received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in
Left arm on 23Feb2021 at 01:00 PM (at age of 54-year-old) as
SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation, Lot Number: EN6198.
First vaccine dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE) was administered on 03Feb2021 in Left arm for COVID19 immunisation, Lot number: EL8982. Medical history was not
reported. Patient did not receive any other medications within two
weeks prior to the vaccination. Patient did not receive other vaccine
in four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient had no COVID
prior vaccination. Patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination.
On 23Feb2021 within 20 mins patient experienced anaphylaxis,
hives, itching breathing, lips, throat impacted. On 23Feb2021 at
02:00 PM (also reported as over next week) patient experienced
severe fatigued; red eyes; fever; darkened skin in face; subsequent
results, Itchy scalp and subsequent hair; seeing hair loss continuing
and fatigue, headaches ongoing thus far. Events resulted in Doctor
or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency
room/department or urgent care. Treatments received included
Anaphylaxis medicine, intravenous (Iv) administration; prescript.
Patient had not recovered from the events, at the time of the
report.

30-39
years

"Pt received the Moderna vax on 1/20/2021and 2/17/2021. Pt
states that she felt ""perfectly fine"" the first two days and began to
notice sever hair loss day 3- 8 after the vaccine. Pt States that she
did not experience any other symptoms besides hair loss. her hair
loss lasted 5-7 days following her vaccine."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1133647-1

65-79
years

"Individual called the Student Health department where she
received both of her doses of Covid-19 (Moderna) vaccine. She
noted that approximately 1 week after receiving her second dose
that her hair began to ""fall out"" in a dramatic way. She notes that
it has fallen out ""by the fist full"" and is currently about 1/2 as
thick as it had been previously. Nurse has not seen the individual to
confirm her statement. She denies any other changes of any nature
within her health, diet or nutrition since receiving her two doses of
vaccine (first dose given 1/5/21 and second dose 2/2/21). She
denies any other symptoms or concerns other than ongoing hair
loss."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1134234-1

40-49
years

Cbc test my hair is falling out and no facial hair is growing

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1137418-1

65-79
years

Sever hair lose on head diagnosed as Alopecia Areata Totalis.
Almost total loss as of this writing. There is no known reason for
this to have happen; therefore, the vaccine is a suspect.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1137513-1

Unknown

excessive hair loss over several days (shedding and large amounts
of hair coming out in the shower)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1139459-1

65-79
years

severe muscle aches, skin sensitive to the touch/painful, hair loss,

50-59
years

"About 45 minutes after the vaccination I felt like my body was
buzzing. This eventually rose upward until the buzzing sensation
concentrated on the top of my head, at which point I developed an
excruciatingly painful headache. About six hours after the vaccine, I
started having a fever that eventually was so intense that I felt like
my eyelids were going to peel off. Then I started having chills. I was
so cold when I had the chills that I shook like someone having
convulsions. When I felt hot, I felt like my eyelids would peel off. I
drank some water at one point and felt like I'd vomit. Then, a bit
later, I felt like I was going to have diarrhea. About eight-ten hours
after the shot, it felt some my tendons were being twisted so that
my bones were being ground together at the joints. Then I started
having muscle pain. I have a very high pain tolerance. This was
ungodly. I felt like I was being tortured. This lasted 36 hours. Then
my hair started falling out. The week before the vaccine was the
snow storm. I had no power for a couple days and no usable water
for about five days. I think that my unfortunate telogen effluvium is
the result of extreme stress during the storm followed by extreme
stress due to the vaccine. However, given that I had beautiful. long,
abundant curly hair, this is obviously not a felicitous event. On
3/11, my levator scapula and rhomboid on the left side (shot side)
started feeling hot and very hard. Then my posterior and medial
deltoid and triceps muscles started rippling (visibly). Then the
injection site swelled up so that it looked like I had a large grain of
rice sticking out from my arm. Then the anti tragus of my left ear
swelled and turned red. I developed floaters in my left eye. This
lasted for about 48 hours. My hair, which had stopped falling out,
started shedding again. I have lost about 55% of my hair at this
point. My arm never really stopped hurting. I have gotten my
second shot (3/25) and am at present working through my adverse
events after it, but will wait for a couple weeks before reporting
them. I don't know if I'll have ""Moderna arm"" again, so once the
two-week mark passes, I'll report. As best I know, I have never
been exposed to COVID19, so the idea that I had such a reaction
because of that is not relevant."

1139731-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1140993-1

65-79
years

I'm an RN, so I can say this with a basis of medical knowledge. I
had my first Covid Pfizer dose on 2-12-2021 and my second dose
on 3-5-2021. 1. I began having sharp, stabbing, intermittent pain
along several dermatomes approximately two days after the second
dose on 3-5-2021. It is now 3-27-2021, and the intermittent pain
continues. 2. After the first dose on 2-12-2021, I began to lose
more hair than I normally do on a daily basis. Since the second
dose of the vaccine, I'm losing handfuls of hair everyday. I'm
finding clumps of my hair on the floor and even in my bed. It's most
disconcerting. I'm not sure what's causing either one of these
symptoms, but I felt I should report it. I have NOT seen or talked to
my internist about these symptoms. Being an RN, I'm trying to ride
out the symptoms.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1141232-1

40-49
years

Hair Lost

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1141259-1

30-39
years

Hair on legs & arms fell off. Noticed DOS +4 days. Complete hair
loss on extremities DOS + 7. Began to grow back DOS + 10. At
about 70% regrowth today.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1142331-1

65-79
years

Starting on or about Feb. 24, 2021, 18 days after my 2nd dose I
developed significant hair loss which led to partial baldness over the
next 3-4 weeks.

50-59
years

ALOPECIA AREATA UNIVERSALIS: I have complete hair loss of my
entire body. Head/ scalp, eyebrows, eye lashes, nose hairs,
mustache, some armpits, chest hair, pubic/ groin hair, arm/ legs. 1.
DEPRESSION/ sadness with no head/ scalp hair, eyebrows,
eyelashes. Dramatic change of identity. I am BALD and my family/
friends/ patients think I have cancer b/c I have a CHEMO HEAD/
SCALP. 2. EYES/ NOSE/ THROAT irritation due to NOT having
eyelashes or nose hairs. Watery eyes/ eye sensitivity due to dust/
environament, nasal congestion and irritation due to NO nose hairs.
Time: 1st injection Dec 20, 2020 noticed some hair loss but after
2nd dose Jan 8, 2021 -> ALL HAIR GONE AFTER 1 WEEK. HAD
PRIMARY CARE PHONE CALL JAN 27, 2021 TO REPORT W/ LABS
(SEE BELOW) AND EARLIEST APPT WITH DERMATOLOGIST Feb 8,
2021: DX of alopecia areata universalis . TREATMENT AND STILL ON
TREATMENT: 1. VITAMIN D2 1250 MCG WEEKLY, 2. 300 MG
PREDNISONE PO EVERY 30 DAYS, ALLEGRA 120 MG DAILY,
MINOXIDIL 5% TWICE DAILY

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1142666-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1143643-1

40-49
years

Patient received 1st Moderna vaccine shot on 02/20/21; pt stated
she experienced light to medium hair loss. It started within the first
few days after the shot. She also experienced itching in the scalp
which made her scratch more and more hair fell out. The patient
received the 2nd dose on 3/20/21. That same day she experienced
hair loss again on the sides of her head. She has a dermatologist
appointment on 3/27/2021.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1143726-1

40-49
years

MY HAIR IS FALLING OUT, I AM LITERALLY ALMOST BALD. STILL
GOING ON,

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1147114-1

1149500-1

1150604-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Eczema; osteoporosis; hair loss; I have a cysts in my kidneys and
liver; I have a cysts in my kidneys and liver; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-years-old
female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) via an unspecified route
of administration on an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number:
Unknown) as single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient
medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient experienced eczema,
osteoporosis, and hair loss. I use special shampoo for my scalp. I
have a cysts in my kidneys and liver on an unspecified date.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of hair loss and
included treatment with special shampoo. The outcome of the
events was reported as unknown.

30-39
years

Pain in the opposite arm at the time the shot was administered
Nausea, heat, chills, dizziness, pain in both arms while in the
waiting room Flu-like symptoms for the next 5 days, which included
extreme fatigue, overall muscle pain weakness, coldness in my
extremities , hip pain, lack of appetite, radiating joint pain, dry
eyes, dry mouth, neuropathy, etc. Activating of an autoimmune
disease flare, which still exist over 2 weeks after the original shot
and includes weight loss, radiating joint pain, severe stomach pain,
dry eyes, muscle weakness, extreme coldness in my extremities
especially my fingers and toes, hip pain, numbness in my fingers,
lower back pain, difficulty waking up, inability to do daily tasks,
lethargy, soreness in the morning, etc. Additional symptoms that
persist include hair loss, pruney fingers that are extremely painful,
and fatigue, continued pain in the left arm where the shot was
given and the opposite arm, shakey hands, etc. I have contacted
my rheumatologist who has advised me to take ibuprofen and wait
a few more weeks to see if symptoms persist for an appointment.

65-79
years

pt states she started feeling very bad and everything hurt the day
after getting the vax. She has a lot of hair loss. She had to stay in
the bed for the next couple of days because she had fatigue and
body aches. 5 weeks after taking the vax she has swollen lymph
nodes in both arm pits and he developed sore knots under the skin
on the outside of her thighs. Her BP has become uncontrollable. She
was on 10mg of bp medicine and then it was upped to 20 mg.
About 7 days ago a diuretic and her BP is still very high. on
3/20/2021 it was 180/89. she checked it again a couple of hours
later and it was 165/92. She has had symptoms of GERD since
3/22/2021. Blood work she had on 3/18/21 shows way too much
carbon monoxide in her CO2. Her anxiety has increased since she
was vaccinated. She has an appt w/ her PCP on 4/9/21. She is very
concerned that she is going to die from taking this vax.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1151269-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"losing her hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (patient reported herself). A 70-year-old female patient
received both doses of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, NDC number:
Unknown, Expiry Date: Unknown) intramuscularly first dose
(Batch/lot number: EK5730) on 15Jan2021 09:00 at single dose
injected in left arm muscle and second dose (Batch/lot number:
EL3249) on 05Feb2021 at single dose for prevention. Vaccination
facility type was Hospital, not a military facility. Time the
vaccination was given: 09:00 and second dose 09:30-10:00. The
patient's medical history included ongoing diabetic diagnosed in
1989 or 1998, ongoing high blood pressure (took medication),
inflammation (took a vitamin and pro-biotic every once in a while)
and took heart medication because she had a stent. She had some
surgeries in Oct2020. Family medical history included parents are
deceased. Siblings have high blood pressure and diabetes.
Concomitant medications were not reported. Prior vaccinations
(within 4 weeks) were none. On 18Jan2021, she experienced losing
her hair every day. It was reported that the patient was
experiencing hair loss everyday. Caller asked if that was a side
effect and what can she do to make it stop. Caller had been ""losing
her hair"" since she received the first dose of the vaccine (on
15Jan2021) and since the second dose as well (on 05Feb2021). She
spoke with safety agent (she was not given a reference/reportum).
She had an appointment with her HCP next week. Losing her hair
every day was reported as worsened. Received call from consumer
regarding the Pfizer Covid vaccine. She took both doses of the
vaccine. She was a little worried because she was losing her hair
every day. She would like to know what she should do. She just had
second dose last Friday. She needed to make it stop. There was no
prescriber. IT was part of an initiative in her area for her age group.
She spoke with a nurse when she got the second dose to let her
know about the hair loss and she suggested she speak with her
doctor. She took first dose on 15Jan2021, and 3 days later was
when she noticed she was combing out excessive amounts of hair.
Since then, she can just rub her hand through her hair and it was
coming out. She combed out 3 combs full and a brushful since this
morning. Second dose was given on 05Feb2021. That lot number
was EL3249, and expiration unknown. It was also given in the left
arm muscle at same facility. She was a diabetic and she took heart
medication because she had a stent and took high blood pressure
medication. She took a vitamin and pro-biotic every once in a while
for inflammation. She was taking all prior to getting the vaccination.
She had some surgeries in Oct2020, but other than that, no other
medical conditions. First dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine on
15Jan2021, and 3 days later was when she noticed she was
combing out excessive amounts of hair. Additional vaccines
administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect reported as none.
AE Details and time of onset included losing hair every day - before
she went to bed, she saw excessive amount of hair and the next
day more and more. Unknown time. She still could not comb her
hair without having it come out. No ER or physician's office
required. AE following prior vaccinations were none. Outcome of the
event was not recovered. No PQC present. No further details
provided."
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VAERS ID
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ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1151427-1

50-59
years

severe hair loss/On the left side of my head I had the bald spot 4
cm in diameter bald no hair; physiological traumatic; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 56year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number:
EN6199), via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
the left arm on 07Mar2021 14:15 (at the age of 56 years old) at a
single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a
hospital. Medical history included type 1 diabetes, psoriasis and
sensitive immune system, all from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing. The patient was not pregnant. There was no other vaccine
in four weeks. There were no known allergies. Concomitant
medications included insulin taken for type 1 diabetes mellitus, start
and stop date were not reported. The patient experienced severe
hair loss/on the left side of my head i had the bald spot 4 cm in
diameter bald no hair and physiological traumatic, both on
08Mar2021 07:30. It was reported that after the vaccination, on
08Mar2021, the patient had severe hair loss and now she has a
bald spot of 4 centimeters. The patient's hair started falling out but
she didn't think much of it, from time you brush your hair it just
happens but as the day progressed they just kept falling out and
she had very thick bulky hair and she didn't even look the same and
on the left side of her head which was weird because that was the
side where she got the shot, on the left side of her head , she had
the bald spot 4 cm in diameter bald no hair. Her hair still continues
to fall and she can't brush it or touch it because it becomes more
severe. As the day progressed, they just kept falling out. This was
emotionally, it's horrible, it's like losing part of her body. No
treatment was received. She doesn't even know what to do, she
went to the doctor today to talk to them about that and then she
was going to the dermatologist on Thursday, She never had that in
her life. Today is 16Mar2021, and her hair was still falling. It was
also reported that she is looking for justice since this is
physiologically traumatic. She was scared to wash her hair. It was
reported that the events resulted in disability/permanent damage.
No treatment was received. There was no COVID prior vaccination
and not COVID tested post vaccination. The patient underwent lab
tests and procedures which included Hemoglobin A1-C: 6.2
(average blood sugar is 6.2) on an unspecified date. The outcome
of the events was not recovered.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1155720-1

30-39
years

I noticed significant diffuse scalp hair loss 2 weeks after receiving
the vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1155870-1

65-79
years

Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Approximately 1 week after
receiving my second vaccination, my hair starting falling out and is
still falling out at an alarming rate

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1157629-1

65-79
years

"Nausea; Vomiting; Feeling unwell; Severe fatigue/Fatigue extreme;
she goes to bed at 6:30PM every night and wakes up at 9:00AM the
next day; like she had arthritis; Her hair has been falling out/Hair
loss; Joint pain; Fingers were frozen; Couldn't eat; barely hydrated;
Pain she had in her fingers/ Her toes hurt when she walks; It was
hard for her to cook, wash clothes, and do anything; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (Patient). A 65-yearsold female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID19 VACCINE), dose 2, intramuscular, administered in Deltoid Left on
16Feb2021, 13:15 (Batch/Lot Number: elg267) as SINGLE DOSE
for covid-19 immunisation, at 65 years old. Medical history included
ongoing Irritable bowel syndrome, she was diagnosed with IBS
(irritable bowel syndrome) 15 years ago (unspecified date); Blood
pressure high from 2000 and ongoing, High cholesterol from an
unknown date (she has had high cholesterol for about 4-5 years or
longer), depression from an unknown date (she was diagnosed with
depression in her 30s after a car accident. She said she has had
post-traumatic stress and depression for years); type 2 diabetes
mellitus from an unknown date (she has had Type 2 Diabetes for a
while. She said she couldn't take the diabetes medicine. She said
she didn't say much to her doctor about the diabetes medicine. She
said she tried all different medicines for her diabetes. She said her
current doctor had been treating her Type 2 Diabetes for almost 4
years now); post-traumatic stress from an unknown date. Patient
received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 29Jan2021 13:15, 65 years
old, (lot number el9262) for covid-19 immunisation and
experienced back pain, fatigue, alopecia, malaise, arthralgia,
nausea, vomiting, feeling abnormal, musculoskeletal stiffness,
arthritis, illness, hypersomnia and fluid intake reduced. There were
no concomitant medications. The patient had her second COVID-19
vaccine on 23Feb2021. On 23Feb2021, patient experienced feeling
unwell. She has never been so sick; and severe fatigue/fatigue
extreme. She got her second COVID-19 Vaccine shot her tiredness
was worse. Reported with the regular flu vaccine she had felt bad
for maybe 3-4 days, but nothing like how she felt after getting the
COVID-19 Vaccine. Reported after she received her second COVID19 Vaccine on 23Feb2021, she didn't feel good. She said she had
such severe fatigue that she goes to bed at 6:30PM every night and
wakes up at 9:00AM the next day. She said her fatigue improved a
little last week, but she had to take a nap after anytime she went to
do something. Reported it had been 10-12 days since she had her
second COVID-19 Vaccine, and she was still so tired. She is tired all
of the time. Her tiredness was worse. She was tired and went to
bed. She said the next morning she was tired, and then the next

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

day she was reallyAdverse
tired. She
said the
following day got so bad; she
Event
Description
was in bed for 2 weeks. She said she only got out of bed to go to
the bathroom and get something to drink and a few crackers to
nibble on. She said she had such severe fatigue that she goes to
bed at 6:30PM every night and wakes up at 9:00AM the next day.
She said her fatigue improved a little last week, but she had to take
a nap after anytime she went to do something. She said she had
gone to her doctor yesterday and was exhausted when she got
home. She said she didn't eat anything when she got home from
her doctor appointment and went straight to bed. She said she
woke up at 5:30AM today. She said she was exhausted from just
going to a doctor's appointment. On 25Feb2021, patient
experienced nausea and vomiting. She said she had severe nausea
and vomiting, clarifying that the nausea and vomiting lasted 2
weeks. Treatment was Phenergan Syrup 6.25mg/5ml every 6 hours,
as needed. She said the Phenergan was originally prescribed for
IBS. She said the Phenergan Syrup was dispensed in a pharmacy
bottle, and didn't have a NDC, Lot, and Expiration Date. She said
the Phenergan prescription label only had a printed barcode. Zofran
4mg tablet, as needed, three times a day. On an unspecified date in
Feb2021, the patient experienced her hair has been falling out /
Hair loss. She reported that her symptoms while a little better she
is still tired all of the time, her hair is still falling out reporting, ""If I
roll it up in a clump its the size of a golf ball"". She said after she
got her second COVID-19 Vaccine on 23Feb2021, her hair loss was
really bad. Hair Loss Treatment: She said the first thing she started
taking was 1 Vitafusion Extra Strength Biotin 5000mcg Hair, Skin,
and Nails Support. She stated she also took 2 Vitafusion Vitamin C
282mg Gummies a day. She said the product label said to take 3
Vitafusion Vitamin C 282mg Gummies per day, but she only takes 2
Gummies; Reported she was taking a multivitamin with Biotin and
antioxidants every day. She said her doctor knew she was taking
more than one vitamin and supplement and told her to watch out
because she may be taking more than what was recommended. She
said she stopped taking the multivitamin and now takes a regular
vitamin. She said she also takes D3. She said her Fingers were
frozen in a half closed position when she woke up in the morning.
She said she had to work to open her fingers up. She said her
fingers were sore, and she had to massage her fingers to get her
fingers to unstick; Couldn't eat and was barely hydrated. She said
she didn't eat anything when she got home from her doctor
appointment and went straight to bed; Pain she had in her fingers/
Her toes hurt when she walks, she never hand been like this before.
She said every joint in her body ached like she had arthritis. She
said her toes, ankles, knees, fingers, and arms ached. She said she
still has the joint pain happening. She said her fingers were sore.
Treatment: Reported when she was at her doctor appointment
yesterday, she asked her doctor for a Prednisone prescription for
her joint pain. She said her doctor gave her a 6 day prescription of
Prednisone 50mg tablets. She said she was dispensed 6 Prednisone
50mg tablets and is to take 1 Prednisone 50mg tablet a day for 6
days; It was hard for her to cook, ash clothes, and do anything. She
said she was just laying bed with an ice pack, or a heat pack, and
taking pain pills. She said she told her doctor she had called the
Health Department, and the CDC. She said the Health Department
didn't want to tell her anything, and the CDC will only talk with
someone who has had an anaphylactic reaction to the COVID-19
Vaccine. She said she asked her doctor how long she was going to
have the side effects. She said her doctor said that all of her
patients who had any reaction to the COVID-19 Vaccine, had mostly
had called into her office to ask about the COVID-19 Vaccine side
effects, and most of the patients COVID-19 Vaccine side effects
resolved in a week. She said her doctor said not one of her other
patients had ever told her about the kind of side effects she was
having. She said her doctor told her she must be in the 2% group
and to call Pfizer to report her side effects. She asked how long the
events would last and what can she take. The patient underwent lab
tests and procedures which included cardiac stress test: all was
good right now (unspecified date). Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of her hair has been falling out/hair loss, like she
had arthritis, nausea, vomiting, joint pain (arthralgia). Events did
not require visit to emergency room. Outcome of the event hair loss
was not recovered; outcome of feeling unwell, severe
fatigue/exhausted, joint pain was recovering; nausea and vomiting
was recovered on an unspecified date; and outcome of all other
events was unknown. The patient considered the events as related.
The reporter considered the events as serious - medically
significant.; Sender's Comments: Based on a temporal association
and known drug safety profile, the causal association between the
events and the suspect drug BNT162B2 cannot be totally excluded.
Possible contribution from patient's underlying medical condition is
also considered. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile
of the Pfizer product is evaluated a part of Pfizer procedures for
safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate
data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of
this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be
promptly notified to Regulatory authorities, Ethics committees, and
Investigators, as appropriate."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1162059-1

65-79
years

"Nausea; Vomiting; Feeling unwell; severe pain in all my joints,
toes, ankles, knees and my arms shoulders fingers; didn't feel
good; her fingers were frozen in a half closed position when she
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woke up in the morning; her body ached like she had arthritis; she
Adverse Event Description
couldn't eat and was barely hydrated; Hair loss; she couldn't eat
and was barely hydrated; Tiredness/Fatigue extreme; Backache;
""I'm so tired I go to sleep at 18:30 in the evening and don't wake
up until 09:00 the next morning; sick; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-year-old
female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: el9262, Expiration Date:
Unknown) via intramuscular route of administration in left deltoid
on 29Jan2021 (at the age of 65-year-old) at 13:15 as a single dose
and second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Lot Number: unknown, Expiration date: Unknown) via an
unspecified route of administration on 23Feb2021 as a single dose,
both the doses for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical
history included Irritable bowel syndrome diagnosed 15 years ago
(ongoing), ongoing Blood pressure high from an unknown date in
2000, high cholesterol for about 4-5 years or longer, depression
(diagnosed in her 30s after a car accident), Type 2 diabetes mellitus
(she couldn't take the diabetes medicine. She said she tried all
different medicines for her diabetes. She said her current doctor
had been treating her Type 2 Diabetes for almost 4 years now),
post-traumatic stress, she was bedridden for 2 weeks on an
unknown date in feb2021 (only able to get up to go to the
bathroom), it was hard for her to cook, wash clothes, and do
anything on an unknown date in Feb2021. The patient underwent
stress tests, and all was good right now. The patient did not receive
any additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer
Suspect was none. The concomitant medication was not reported.
The patient previously took historical vaccine, flu vaccine on an
unknown date for immunisation and felt bad for 3-4 days. It was
reported that after first dose patient has been so sick. The patient
experienced back pain on 29Jan2021. She reports that starting the
next day that was on 30Jan2021, she has experienced severe
fatigue extreme and tiredness. She reports that her symptoms
while a little better she is still tired all of the time. She reports ""I'm
so tired I go to sleep at 18:30 in the evening and don't wake up
until 09:00 the next morning on an unknown date in Jan2021.
Caller also reports, my joints are in severe pain in all my joints,
toes, ankles, knees and my arms shoulders fingers on an unknown
date in Feb2021. My fingers are closed, and I can't straighten them
out when I wake up"". The patient put ice on her back and took
pain pills and stuff. It was reported that patient had undergone back
tests and result was not reported. The patient reported that she
took she took Norco, or Hydrocodone/Acetaminophen 10mg/325mg.
said her Norco 10mg/325mg prescription was for 1 Norco
10mg/325mg tablet every 6 hours, as needed, for pain. She said
she normally would take 1 Norco 10mg/325mg tablet during the
day, and another Norco 10mg/325mg tablet at bedtime. She said
after her first COVID-19 Vaccine dose, she had been taking a Norco
10mg/325mg tablet every 6 hours. She said she also took a muscle
relaxer, Tizanidine 4mg tablet. She said she took 1 Tizanidine 4mg
tablet with the Norco 10mg/325mg tablet, three times a day. She
said her backache felt like a belt across her lower back. She said
when she has a backache, she gets off her feet, and puts her legs
up on a pillow to take pressure off of her back. She said she rested,
as well, but tried to do stuff around her house. She said she did
have some tests on her back, and she had a fractured facet in her
lower spine around the L1 vertebrae. She said she had to have
some more tests done on her back. She said the backache she
experienced after getting her COVID-19 Vaccine was not normal
backache pain. It was Reported about 5-6 days after getting her
first COVID-19 Vaccine, that was on an unknown date in Feb2021,
her hair started falling out and the severity was explained by
patient as ""If I roll it up in a clump it's the size of a golf ball"". She
clarified she would brush her hair and would end up having hair
everywhere (in her brush, on the counter, and floor). She said the
day after she first noticed her hair falling out, she had even more
hair fall out than normal. She said she was worried about her hair
falling out and took Biotin and vitamins. She said after she got her
second COVID-19 Vaccine on 23Feb2021, her hair loss was really
bad. The patient took 1 vitamin Extra Strength Biotin 5000mcg Hair,
Skin, and Nails Support (UPC Number: 2791700026, Lot Number:
WA01802798, Expiration Date: Dec2021). She stated she also took
2 Vitamin C 282mg Gummies (UPC Number: 2791702071, Lot
Number: WAO1887038, Expiration Date: Jan2022) a day. She said
the product label said to take 3 Vitamin C 282mg Gummies. She
stated she also takes 2 Calcium (UPC Number: 2791701951, Lot
Number: YY01548358, Expiration Date: Jun2022) 500mg per day.
Reported she was taking a multivitamin with Biotin and antioxidants
every day. She said her doctor knew she was taking more than one
vitamin and supplement and told her to watch out because she may
be taking more than what was recommended. She said she stopped
taking the multivitamin and now takes a regular vitamin. She said
she also takes D3. Reported she was still tired. She clarified after
she got her first COVID-19 Vaccine, she had felt tired for a few days
with her back bothering her. She said she would get up and take
her pain medicine, go to the bathroom, and get something to drink
and go back to bed. She said she had felt a little better but wanted
to take a nap every day. She said after she got her second COVID19 Vaccine shot her tiredness was worse. Reported after she
received her second COVID-19 Vaccine on 23Feb2021, she didn't
feel good She clarified when she got home from her second
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feel good. She clarified when she got home from her second
Adverse Event Description
COVID-19 Vaccine she was tired and went to bed. She said the next
morning she was tired, and then the next day she was really tired.
She said the following day got so bad, she was in bed for 2 weeks.
She said she only got out of bed to go to the bathroom and get
something to drink and a few crackers to nibble on. She said her
fatigue improved a little last week, but she had to take a nap after
anytime she went to do something. She said she had gone to her
doctor yesterday and was exhausted when she got home. She said
she didn't eat anything when she got home from her doctor
appointment and went straight to bed. She said she was exhausted
from just going to a doctor's appointment. Reported every joint in
her body ached like she had arthritis. She said her toes, ankles,
knees, fingers, and arms ached. She said she still has the joint pain
happening. She said her fingers were frozen in a half-closed
position when she woke up in the morning. She said she had to
work to open her fingers up. She said her fingers were sore, and
she had to massage her fingers to get her fingers to ""unstick.""
Reported when she was at her doctor appointment yesterday, she
asked her doctor for a Prednisone prescription for her joint pain.
She said her doctor gave her a 6day prescription of Prednisone
50mg tablets. She said she was dispensed 6 Prednisone 50mg
tablets and was to take 1 Prednisone 50mg tablet a day for 6 days.
Reported she had severe nausea and vomiting on 25Feb2021 and
clarified that the nausea and vomiting lasted 2 weeks. She said she
took Phenergan and Zofran around the clock. She said she couldn't
eat and was barely hydrated. Zofran 4mg tablet (NDC Number:
65862-187-30, Lot Number: OND420010-A, Expiration Date:
Jun2024), as needed, three times a day. She said the Zofran was
dispensed in a white manufacturer's bottle. Reported she needed to
have some regular blood work done. The seriousness of the events
Backache, Tiredness/Fatigue extreme, Hair loss, Feeling unwell,
Joint pain, Nausea and Vomiting were reported as serious
(medically significant) by the reporter. The final outcome of the
events Backache, Tiredness/Fatigue extreme, Hair loss was not
recovered; Feeling unwell, severe pain in all my joints, toes, ankles,
knees and my arms shoulders fingers, Nausea, Vomiting was
recovering; didn't feel good, her fingers were frozen in a half-closed
position when she woke up in the morning, her body ached like she
had arthritis, she couldn't eat and was barely hydrated, sick and
""I'm so tired I go to sleep at 18:30 in the evening and don't wake
up until 09:00 the next morning was unknown. Information on the
lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based
on the current available information and the plausible drug-event
temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect
product to the development of reported events cannot be totally
excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the
Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and
Investigators, as appropriate."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1162472-1

50-59
years

"fatigue; fever; headache; pain; dizzy; hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old
non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), dose 1 via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in the right arm on 12Mar2021 at
13:30 at 58-years-old (Batch/Lot Number: EL3247) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunization, at a workplace clinic; apixaban
(ELIQUIS), route of administration, start and stop date, batch/lot
number and dose were not reported for an unspecified indication;
levothyroxine sodium (TIROSINT), route of administration, start and
stop date, batch/lot number and dose were not reported for an
unspecified indication; liothyronine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN),
route of administration, start and stop date, batch/lot number and
dose were not reported for an unspecified indication; zinc
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), route of administration, start and
stop date, batch/lot number and dose were not reported for an
unspecified indication; also reported ""other medications in two
weeks: D, B, C, A"", with no other details provided. The patient did
not receive any other vaccine within four weeks of the suspect
vaccine. The patient's medical history included gluten sensitivity
from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, contrast media
allergy (CAT dye) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing,
COVID-19 from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing (prior to
vaccination). Concomitant medications were not reported. The
patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and
experienced drug allergy; start and stop dates were not reported.
On 12Mar2021 at 18:00, the patient experienced: fatigue (nonserious), fever (non-serious), headache (non-serious), pain (nonserious), dizzy (non-serious), hair loss (non-serious). There was no
treatment received in regard to the events. The action taken in
response to the events for apixaban, levothyroxine sodium,
liothyronine, and zinc was unknown. The clinical outcome of the
events was recovering. The patient was not tested for COVID post
vaccination."

1163277-1

50-59
years

Starting noticing large amounts of hair loss when washing my hair.
My hair has started just falling out by the handful. This wasn?t
happening prior to first CoVid vaccination. Normal hair loss but not
the amount I?m seeing now.

t e a ou t
Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

see g o
Adverse Event Description

VAERS ID

Age

1164886-1

40-49
years

Excessive hair loss staring 3 days following vaccine. Issue was
sudden and continues weeks later.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1165964-1

40-49
years

she felt like she had been in a car accident. My entire body was
sore; I was very hungry - ate three breakfasts and a big lunch and
was still starving; I had a 101 temp; chills; extreme joint pain;
muscle aches; dizziness; exhaustion; she felt off; unusual hair loss;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).
A 40-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), first dose via an unspecified route
of administration, administered in Arm Left on 05Mar2021 17:15
(Batch/Lot Number: EN6198) as SINGLE DOSE for covid-19
immunisation, 40 years old at doctor's office/urgent care. Medical
history included coeliac disease, sjogren's syndrome,
hypersensitivity (known allergies), all from an unknown date, and
Covid-19 from Nov2020 (First, I had a mild case of COVID in
Nov2020 and recovered fully). No other vaccine in four weeks and
not other medications in two weeks. Patient is not pregnant. The
patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On
06Mar2021 09:00, the day after first vaccine, patient had a 101
temp, chills, extreme joint pain, muscle aches, dizziness,
exhaustion. The following morning on 07Mar2021, she felt like she
had been in a car accident. My entire body was sore, she was
exhausted, and she was very hungry - ate three breakfasts and a
big lunch and was still starving. The following week (Mar2021) she
felt off and experienced some unusual hair loss. She does not feel
comfortable taking the second shot. Patient was asking some
guidance on whether to take the second shot. Treatment was not
given for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1166670-1

60-64
years

My hair fell out, I have a tremendous bald spot in the back of my
head. Other patches and breakage. Alopecia Areata

1168650-1

80+
years

Patient reported fairly large volume of hair starting to come out
upon brushing starting 03/22/21. Hair loss still occurring as of
04/05/21. Patient has never had this problem in the past. No other
med changes have taken place. This report matches a few others by
word of mouth within our company.

1169995-1

18-29
years

I GOT ALL COVID SYMPTOMS EXCEPT LOST OF TASTE AND SMELL.
NOW MY HAIR IF FALLING OUT LIKE CRAZY!!! IF I WOULD HAVE
KNOWN THIS I WOULD OF NEVER GOTTEN IT. MY HAIR IS FALLING
OUT!

30-39
years

After first shot, migraines began and persisted; still suffering from
daily migraines and headaches (I had not had a migraine in 5 years
prior to the vaccine) I have begun losing my hair in large patches
on the back of my head. My endocrinologist, after looking at my
blood work, has determined that this may have been an
autoimmune response from the vaccine and that I am likely
suffering from alopecia.

Unknown

Headache; Severe chills; fever; Lack of energy; hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This contactable
consumer reported for her husband. A male patient received second
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution
for injection, lot number; EN6205) intramuscular on 01Mar2021 at
10:50 am at single dose on right arm for covid-19 immunisation.
Patient's medical history included ongoing sinus issues with onset
date as adult, all my life, no smoking-mild COPD from 2015;
pertinent details; N/A (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease),
covid-19 from an unknown date in Nov2020. Historical vaccine
included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, lot number; EM9810) intramuscular on 08Feb2021 at
11:00 am at single dose on right arm for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant test was reported as none. Patient's concomitant
medications were reported as none. Patient experienced headache,
severe chills, lack of energy and hair loss on an unknown date.
Patient's wife reported that the severe side effects with 1st shot
side effects were similar with 2nd shot but not as severe. æ'My
husband got the same 2 shots (Pfizer)- just an FYI- No side effects
1st shot but slight headache. His second shot he had severe effects.
Headache, severe chills, fever, lack of energy. After 2nd shot, he did
take an Advil but no Benadryl. After both shots, my husband
noticed hair loss- more than usual. It is 16Mar2021 and it is slowing
up. The outcome of events was unknown and for alopecia was
recovering. Information on the lot/batch number has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1172650-1

1174331-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1175011-1

65-79
years

continued to fall after the second shot; sore arm; chills; fever; hair
fall completely; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
(subsequently medically confirmed) and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (hair fall completely) in a 69-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
031A21A and 031L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence
of additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's
past medical history included No adverse event (No medical history
reported.). On 15-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 15-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 15-Feb-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair fall completely) (seriousness criterion medically
significant). On 15-Mar-2021, the patient experienced CONDITION
AGGRAVATED (continued to fall after the second shot), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (sore arm), CHILLS (chills) and PYREXIA (fever). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair fall completely), CONDITION
AGGRAVATED (continued to fall after the second shot), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (sore arm), CHILLS (chills) and PYREXIA (fever)
outcome was unknown. Having treatment on her head twice a day.
Based on the current available information and temporal association
between the use of the product and the start date of these events,
a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Further follow-up
information is expected. This case was linked to MOD-2021-059575
(Patient Link).; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of these events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded. Further follow-up information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1175215-1

40-49
years

Significant amount of hair loss on a daily basis

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1175802-1

6-17
years

The teen had a history of autoimmune disorder, alopecia areata for
the past 2 years. When received the first dose of pfizer COVID
vaccine, she started losing hair rapidly after about 6 to 7 days. She
was started on large dose of prednisone 100mg per day after 2
weeks to slow down alopecia. However, in the span of 4 days she
lost most of her hair. We are wondering if the vaccine could have
exacerbated the autoimmune disorder.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1175845-1

65-79
years

1. Rash on both arms 2. some hair loss on left forearm 3. worsening
of arthritis in hands, wrists, knees & back

18-29
years

Starting one day after Moderna dose 2, patient developed severe
night sweats, which have persisted nightly for the past month. Also
has noted diffuse on-going hair loss. More recently over past 1
week, developed some yellowish discoloration of her palms with
some palmar petechiae, which resolved over 1 week. Has also
noticed some bruising on her thighs without obvious injury. No
fever.

Unknown

HAIR LOSS; MEMORY AFFECTED; BODY WEAKNESS; This
spontaneous report received from a patient via a company
representative concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The
patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: Unknown)
dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic
vaccination. The batch number was not reported. We are unable to
perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No concomitant
medications were reported. On an unspecified date, the subject
experienced hair loss, memory affected, and body weakness. The
action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable.
The outcome of the hair loss, memory affected and body weakness
was not reported. This report was non-serious.

Unknown

Un usual Hair loss; Chills; Fever; Vomiting; Lack of Energy; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), dose 2
intramuscular, administered in Arm Right on 01Mar2021 10:50
(Batch/Lot Number: EN6205) as SINGLE DOSE for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included mild COPD from 2015 and
ongoing, non-smoking, ongoing sinus issues, COVID-19 from
Nov2020 to an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medication
was none. The patient received dose 1 of vaccine on 08Feb021
11:00AM at Right Arm via Intramuscular (lot number: EM9810) and
experienced Fever, Chills, Vomiting, Lack of Energy, Headache. On
02Mar2021 13:00, the patient experienced Fever, Chills, Vomiting,
Lack of Energy. The events were assessed as serious, disabling.
Treatment Received includes Advil. Also, for approximately two
weeks after 2nd shot, the patient had unusual Hair loss. The
outcome of the events Fever, Chills, Vomiting, Lack of Energy was
recovered on 04Mar2021; outcome oof unusual hair loss was
unknown.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1176322-1

1176745-1

1178289-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1178293-1

60-64
years

she is disabled and lives in chronic pain.; Hair is falling out; was too
tired; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
consumer, the patient. A 64-year-old adult female received the first
dose of BNT162B2 (solution for injection; Lot EN6204 expiry
30Jun2021) as a single dose in the left deltoid (left shoulder) on
22Mar2021 (at 64-years-old), for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant
medical history included a failed back surgery. The patient had no
family history. Concomitant medications included many
[unspecified] medications that the patient has taken for years. The
patient denied receiving any prior vaccinations within four weeks of
the vaccination, and the patient denied any adverse events (AE)
following prior vaccinations. The patient reported that very early in
the morning on 24mar20201, she did not know what time as she
was too tired to look at the clock, she noticed her hair was failing
out. The patient also mentioned that she is disabled and lives in
chronic pain from an unspecified date (pending clarification). There
was no emergency room visit required and the patient denied any
physician office visit though commented she made an appointment
with dermatologist for Friday. The outcome of the events too tired,
hair is falling out, and disabled and lives in chronic pain was
unknown.

1184542-1

60-64
years

My hair is falling in large amounts. Which before the vaccine i never
had that problem. When i wash my hair i need to sweep the
bathtub. Daily i have to constantly be removing hair from my
shoulders.

65-79
years

Started with a small rash, went to Doctor on February 15, 2021, he
did not know what it was. Went to a Detmatologist on February 28,
2021. She did not know what its was either. Gave me prescription
for Triamcinbolone Acetonide for rash. This medication did not really
help, Doctor gave me Hydroxyzine, and told me to take Zyrrtec.
Rash has taken over entire body with red sore blister like bump.
Also took all of my hair out. I need help ASAP, I am really suffering
as it about to take over my face.

65-79
years

hair fall completely; sore arm; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair fall
completely) in a 69-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 031L20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history was not reported.
On 15-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
15-Feb-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair fall
completely) (seriousness criterion medically significant) and
MYALGIA (sore arm). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair fall
completely) and MYALGIA (sore arm) outcome was unknown. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information a temporal association between the use of the product
and the onset date of the events, and excluding any other etiology,
causal relationship with the events cannot be excluded. Myalgia is
consistent with the product known safety profile.

50-59
years

Symptoms began within 24 hours after Janssen vaccine (1 of 1):
extreme weakness (lethargy), diarrhea, low energy, no appetite,
chills/sweats (no fever), some loss of hair (minimal but noticeable),
overall malaise, inability to focus/concentrate. Symptoms continue
and are ongoing (8+ days). Telemedicine appt on 04/07/21 Labs
ordered for 04/09/21

65-79
years

#1Dose: Developed Covid arm 7 days post vaccine. Profound
weakness. #2 dose: Second day post vaccine. Covid arm Elevated
temp slight nausea coughing sneezing runny nose loss appetite
metallic taste in mouth lymph node swelling, neck/armpit upper
extremity weakness Brain fog Current: Profound fatique continues
Fingernails splitting, thin. Hair has become limp and losing more
than usual

65-79
years

Left arm extremely sore at vaccine site for nearly 2 weeks. Within 2
weeks my hair started falling out at top center of my head. I didn't
realize how bad it was until I went for my monthly hair cut on
March 31st when my hair dresser brought to my attention that I
had become bald there in quite a large area. I always had a full
head of hair previous to this vaccination! I was so alarmed I
immediately made an appointment with my doctor for the next
morning. The doctor couldn't find any reason for the balding. The
doctor told me there was no reported balding effects of the vaccine
that he could find.

1187046-1

1190730-1

1191497-1

1192589-1

1194623-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1194766-1

60-64
years

As I was driving away from vac site, I became increasingly
disoriented and could not navigate a very easy route home which
should take about 40minutes. Suddenly unable to read freeway
signs or judge distances, or speed on the freeway. Light began to
hurt my eyes, headache pounded & became extremely nauseous
and tired. Got off fwy, because I didn't feel safe, planned to take
surface streets, but became so disoriented (on a route I know well)
it took about 1 1/2 hours to get to a familiar location that should
have taken 20 mins. K ept making wrong turns even when using
maps. Finally, had to call my husband to pick me up. Couldn't make
it home & I use this route often and have been for over 20 years.
Once home, extremely tired for about 3 days. As the weeks went by
my disorientation did not completely go back to normal. I still am
impaired (compared to my normal functioning). Unable to juggle a
few items in my head as I normally do. My brain feels foggy & I am
having memory issues with things that are routine. When I went to
have my hair colored on 2/26/21 my hair looked the same as
always afterward, but when I returned 4/1/21, I had lost about 1/3
of my hair -- it began falling out each time I brushed it or washed.
It seems to have stopped falling out for now.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1195288-1

40-49
years

Hair loss. 4 day low grade fever

40-49
years

I had a very bad case of Covid in January 2021 and have not
regained my taste or smell. I was in bed for 2 weeks and had a
prolonged fever up to 105 degrees--so high that I had visual and
auditory hallucinations. I had hair loss in the following months and I
also continue to be fatigued. I received the vaccination on 4/6/21
around 11am; a slight headache and face flushing occurred about
30 minutes after shot, but generally felt ok. Woke up at 4am on
4/7/21 with chills, extreme joint pain, body aches, migraine
headache, and a fever of 101.5 degrees. Took Tylenol around 6am
and went back to bed. The migraine headache, chills, body aches,
and extreme joint pain continued. I was dizzy and extremely
fatigued. Woke up around 9 am and fever was at 102.7 degrees.
Joint pain and headache were almost unbearable at this point and I
took a hydrocodone. Took temperature around 12 pm and it was
103.5 degrees. Fever continued rising to 104.4 degrees at 2:30 pm.
Took another Tylenol and went to sleep. The next day, my fever had
fallen back down to 102.5 degrees. I continued with Tylenol to
control me fever to around 101 degrees. My fever persisted for 3
days. I still have extreme fatigue, joint pain, burning scalp (which
will likely mean more hair loss), zero appetite and weight loss,
dizziness, blurred vision, etc. The side effects are exactly how i felt
when I got Covid in January.

Unknown

HAIR LOSS/HAIR FALLING OUT/ LOST TREMENDOUS AMOUNT OF
HAIR; HEADACHE; NAUSEA; This spontaneous report received from
a consumer concerned a male of unspecified age. The patient's
weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient
received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection,
route of admin not reported, batch number: 1805018 and expiry:
UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 13-MAR-2021
in left arm for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications
were reported. On 14-MAR-2021, the subject experienced
headache. On 14-MAR-2021, the subject experienced nausea. On
18-MAR-2021, the subject experienced hair loss/hair falling out/
lost tremendous amount of hair. The action taken with covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient was recovering
from nausea, and had not recovered from headache, and hair
loss/hair falling out/ lost tremendous amount of hair. This report
was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1196925-1

1197472-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1197618-1

Unknown

It swells my face; I have numbness; Tingling of the whole thing in
my lip; pins and needles in the left side of my mouth/sometimes it
goes across my lip and into my right side; she did not get the
second dose because her face is bad/more than 36 days after the
first dose without receiving the second dose; hair loss; a hole in her
hair; bells palsy; This spontaneous case was reported by a nurse
and describes the occurrence of FACIAL PARALYSIS (bells palsy) in
a 71-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 030L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
The occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
The patient's past medical history included COVID-19 in 2020.
Previously administered products included for an unreported
indication: ZOSTAVAX (Shingles vaccine). On 03-Feb-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. In February 2021, the
patient experienced FACIAL PARALYSIS (bells palsy) (seriousness
criterion medically significant). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced SWELLING FACE (It swells my face), HYPOAESTHESIA
(I have numbness), PARAESTHESIA ORAL (Tingling of the whole
thing in my lip), ORAL PAIN (pins and needles in the left side of my
mouth/sometimes it goes across my lip and into my right side),
PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE (she did not get the second dose
because her face is bad/more than 36 days after the first dose
without receiving the second dose), ALOPECIA (hair loss) and HAIR
INJURY (a hole in her hair). At the time of the report, FACIAL
PARALYSIS (bells palsy), SWELLING FACE (It swells my face),
HYPOAESTHESIA (I have numbness), PARAESTHESIA ORAL
(Tingling of the whole thing in my lip) and ORAL PAIN (pins and
needles in the left side of my mouth/sometimes it goes across my
lip and into my right side) had not resolved and PRODUCT DOSE
OMISSION ISSUE (she did not get the second dose because her
face is bad/more than 36 days after the first dose without receiving
the second dose), ALOPECIA (hair loss) and HAIR INJURY (a hole in
her hair) outcome was unknown. Not Provided The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality assessments.
She stated that on the third week after the vaccine, she
experienced bells palsy.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a
71-year-old female with a serious unexpected event of facial
paralysis, along with nonserious unexpected swelling face, oral
paraesthesia, hypoesthesia, oral pain, alopecia, hair injury and
product dose omission issue. Based on current available information
and temporal association between the use of the product and the
start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.
Pt also had Vaccine #2 on 1/26/2021 at 9:00, lot number 030L20A
Moderna. On 2/21/21 She started noticing her hair falling out in
large amounts than normal. This has continued including today. no
other complaints.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1198222-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1199278-1

40-49
years

Hair loss moderate amoubnt

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1201099-1

50-59
years

NAUSEA, DIZZINESS, REALLY BAD BODY ACHE, REALLY BAD
HEADACHE, HAIR LOSS. 6 DAYS AFTER VACCINATED I'M STILL
FEELING LIGHT HEADED.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1201803-1

50-59
years

The patient states that she noticed increased hair loss which has
gotten worse over time...to the point the patient is thinking of
cutting her hair short

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1203565-1

18-29
years

My hair began to fall out a week after my second dose of the
vaccine. It may be unrelated, but I wanted to report it just in case.
I had a fever from the night of 03/31/21 to 01/02/21 that was
managed well with tylenol. I had hot flashes, chills, and joint pain
during this time as well. Aside from my hair falling out, I feel
completely fine now. As I said, the hair may be a coincidence as I
have an unrelated autoimmune disease.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1203700-1

65-79
years

Patient complained of unusual hair loss one week following her first
Moderna COVID-19 shot 1-28-2021. Following her second Moderna
COVID shot 2-25-2021, she still continues to experience hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1203791-1

18-29
years

hair loss, overall not in patches

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1205623-1

60-64
years

All hair fell out ... body and head since first vaccine . Coincidence??
Not sure , seeing doctors currently .

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1207555-1

50-59
years

Chills, Low grade fever, lack of energy, dull headache, and loss of
armpit hair under left arm, not all, but noticable.
at one week, the heavy fatigue start on regular bases. On 2/8 we
call 911 with high blood pressure 200/95, heart pain, disorientation,
spent 2 nights at hospital. started: heavy hair loss and appetite
loss. coordination and balance problems what reflected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1208209-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1210329-1

18-29
years

Hair loss starting 5 days after vaccination, leading up to complete
hair loss on day 7.

40-49
years

Received Pfizer COVID vaccine dose 1 on 3/1/21. Received Pfizer
COVID vaccine dose 2 on 3/22/21. Had abnormal vaginal bleeding
beginning on 3/25/21 and lasting until 4/14/21. Had been
amenorrheic for many years on Depo Provera. Also reports
increased hair loss after vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1212336-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description
ALOPECIA RESULTING IN COMPLETE HAIR LOSS ON HEAD
OCCURRING APPROXIMATELY 4 DAYS AFTER RECEIVING THE
VACCINE. PATIENT ALSO REPORTS BURNING SENSATION ON
SCALP.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1212804-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1213135-1

50-59
years

Fever,Chills Hair shedding 8 weeks later unsure if related to vaccine

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1213253-1

80+
years

severe hair loss continuing to this date

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1219073-1

65-79
years

Patient complains of hair loss of about 80% loss

18-29
years

Report hair falling out 2 weeks post vaccination and bruising of the
right and left arm -noticed on 4/15/21 1 month and 6 days post
vaccination. Report of chest pain 1 month 6 days post vaccination
described as a pinch lasting 2 minutes. Denies SOB, leg swelling,
headache or blurred vision. Treatment: Instructed to see primary
care doctor

30-39
years

Severe arm site stiffness and soreness. Dizziness, tingling feeling all
over body/ light headed disoriented/ confusion, chills
nausea/vomiting several times, severe headache , loss of taste and
smell, diarrhea several times, hair loss, blacked out for a few
seconds in the shower resulting in a fall. Low blood pressure the
next day ( today). Fatigued, muscle aches, chills. I?ve taken Tylenol
as instructed and peptobismal. Sleept most of the day. Had to call
out of work.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1220465-1

1220695-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1221490-1

50-59
years

scalp started burning; scalp started burning and tingling; actively
balding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse
(reporting on herself).This 53-year-old female patient received
second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer COVID vaccine, Lot number
EN5318) on right arm at a single dose via an unspecified route of
administration on 03Feb2021 at 02:30 PM for Covid-19
immunization. Medical history included diabetes, hypertension,
hypothyroid and obesity. Concomitant medications included
Acyclovir, Atorvastatin, Amlodipine and Levothyroxine. She was
known to be allergic to Sulfa drugs. The patient previously took first
dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer COVID vaccine, Lot number EK4176) at
left arm at a single dose via an unspecified route of administration
on 3Jan2021 02:30 PM, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient did
not receive any other vaccine in four weeks. Since the vaccination,
the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. After the first dose,
she noticed that her hair was thinning. On 05Feb2021 (beginning
approximately 50 hours after the second dose), her scalp started
burning and tingling and she felt actively balding. It was unknown
at that time if the damage would be permanent. The patient did not
receive any treatment for the events. It was stated that she was not
tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the events of
scalp burning and tingling and actively balding was not recovered.
No further information was available.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1221736-1

50-59
years

Within week started to have excessive hair loss each time it gets
brushed, washed, etc.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1223690-1

60-64
years

I have had large amount of hair loss and skin shedding.

40-49
years

I have a bald spot, size of dime, in the top of my head.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 43year-old female consumer (Patient) received first dose of BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EN6204), via
an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 9Mar2021
07:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 prevention.The medical
history included Penicillin allergy. concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient had a bald spot, size of dime, in the top of my
head on 28Mar2021 at 10:00 AM. The patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and the patient has not been
tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the
event was unknown. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further
information is expected.

50-59
years

Headache, severe body aches, legs hurt, stomach ache, nausea,
chills, loss of hair, light headed, exhaustion, shortness of breathe.
Lasted for 2 weeks, strong. Week 3 and 4 slightly better with some
days feeling an ease of reactions. However, find that even today at
about 5 weeks out, the symptoms still are sometime there. Feel like
I never fully recovered. Some days are good and some days are
not.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1224067-1

1225936-1

1225950-1

40-49
years

What a nightmare. Moderna shot #1 caused rapid hair loss and arm
soreness for a week and low grade nausea. But shot #2, holy
moly... 12 hours post shot, I developed a fever, chills, violent
shaking much of the night, weight loss, nausea, kept throwing up,
massive migraine, heart rate racing, every cell in my body
throbbing in pain, difficulty urinating, simply staying alive was
exhausting. It faded a couple days after the shot, and in its place,
fatigue, difficulty getting a full breath in. And now I have tinnitus-constant ear ringing. Absolute torture. And of course significantly
more hair loss. So let's add anxiety and depression to the list
because of this hell. What a regret it was to get injected with this
poison. Rather just keep masking and avoiding people than be stuck
with these permanent, life debilitating problems. I know it wont
change anything, but I figure I'd report it anyway. What a
nightmare. This crap should not be given to anyone with an

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1226361-1

1229629-1

Age

autoimmune disorder.
Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Three hours after the vaccine, I developed a fever of 101 degrees. I
took Tylenol for at least 36 hours. My arm hurt, I had a headache, I
had joint pain, and muscular pain. This is true of the first and
second vaccines. I have been following the news on COVID, and I
am considered a long-hauler. My sense of smell is affected as is my
sense of taste. I still have muscle weakness as well as joint pain
and a new symptom: bone pain. After I contracted COVID in
December, I noticed that my hair was falling out. Since the two
vaccines on March 4 and April 1, my hair is falling out in clumps
after shampoos and combing. At this rate, I should be bald by the
summer. Thanks alot! I will need a wig soon. Furthermore, I'm not
the only one. My Pharmacist is hearing from a lot of people,
complaints about their hair falling out. The CDC needs to
incorporate this after symptom in their list of symptoms.

60-64
years

I have alopecia arreata which had been in remission for 5 months or
more. I had ahead full of healthy hair growing very well. After the
first vaccine, in 7-10 days my hair sloughed. It took only 2-3 days
to completely fall out to a slick bald head. After the second dose
EP6955 Pfizer, in the days and weeks to follow, I noticed hair loss of
eyebrows, eyelashes, nasal hair, and all body hair. Also, profound
itching and tingling of skin on my abdomen, chest, arms and
legs.My diagnosis has been updated to alopecia universalis. 1st
vaccine 2/26/2021 2nd vaccine 3/19/2021 reaction start date
3/6/2021

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1230627-1

Unknown

HAIR FALLING OUT AND THINNING, CAN SEE SCALP; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a female of
unspecified age. The patient's weight, height, and medical history
were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported,
batch number: 1805025, and batch number: 1805025 expiry:
31/MAR/2069) dose was not reported, administered on 06-MAR2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were
reported. On 08-MAR-2021, the subject experienced hair falling out
and thinning, can see scalp. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient had not recovered from
hair falling out and thinning, can see scalp. This report was nonserious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1231388-1

80+
years

Complaint of hair loss

Unknown

FLU-LIKE SYMPTOMS; LOSING BODY HAIR ( ARMS AND LEGS);
ACHES; CHILLS; FEVER; This spontaneous report received from a
patient via a company representative concerned a male of
unspecified age. The patient's weight, height, and medical history
were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported,
dose was not reported, administered on 06-APR-2021 for
prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. Per
procedure, no follow-up will be requested for this case. No
concomitant medications were reported. On 08-APR-2021, the
subject experienced flu-like symptoms. On 08-APR-2021, the
subject experienced losing body hair ( arms and legs). On 08-APR2021, the subject experienced aches. On 08-APR-2021, the subject
experienced chills. On 08-APR-2021, the subject experienced fever.
The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not
applicable. The outcome of the flu-like symptoms, fever, aches,
chills and losing body hair ( arms and legs) was not reported. This
report was non-serious.

50-59
years

Immediately after injection. I felt a heat go from my head to toes
and down my arms into my hands. My lower legs, feet, hands, left
arm and chest begin to tingle. After sitting a few minutes it did not
get worse. The tingling is not constant now, but I am still having it.
Seems like I have it in the left arm more often than anywhere else.
Within 20 minutes of the shot I began having gastrointestinal
issues., that progressed. It built into strong chest pressure, acid
reflux and indigestion. I got into the Dr on March 25. He prescribed
Nexium. I am now having significant hair loss and have started
having heart palpitations. I am waiting on his response as to what
tests are needed to proceed.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1231616-1

1232311-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1233547-1

65-79
years

I started to notice significant hair loss about a week after my first
dose of my Pfizer Covid 19 shot. While I shampoo my hair and then
combing it, I was losing a lot of head hair. Normally, I do lose some
hair during this process. However, after my vaccine I noticed much
more hair loss. As of this date, I continue to lose more than normal
head hair when shampooing.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1234268-1

30-39
years

My menstrual cycle is currently a week late. I also started to
experience increased hair shedding about 2 weeks after my last
shot.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1234276-1

50-59
years

APPROXIMATELY 2 DAYS AFTER VACINE SHOT MY FAIR STARTED TO
FALL OUT VERY AGGRESSIVELY THAN EVER BEFORE. PRIOR TO
THIS EVENT, MY HAIR WAS NOT FALLING OUT.

30-39
years

About a week after the vaccine I noticed 1 patch of hair loss which
procceded to 2 or 3. I visited my Dermatologist who injected
steroids into each spot but within the next week more and more
patches would fall out. A bedtime oil was prescribed for me to use
and I am still experiencing the issue to date which has caused me
to have to chop off all my hair yesterday. I have a 4week F/U appt
with the dermatologist to see if any changes has occured

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1237103-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

with the dermatologist to see if any changes has occured
Adverse Event Description

1237190-1

50-59
years

Hair loss starting two weeks after first vaccination per patient unclear if related

65-79
years

pt says a couple of weeks after taking the vax he has a significant
amount of hair loss. he said he would be covered with his hair. he
finds the hair in his hairbrush. he asked his PCP and Oncologist
about this since he thought steroids could be the cause of this but
he was told no. Pt says he thinks this is because of the vax. He
thinks it is getting better now since he no longer is getting the big
clumps of hair coming out. Pt got his second dose on 2/25/2021 in
the left arm.

40-49
years

Starting night of 2nd vaccine, started having low grade fever,
fatigue, arm pain. Continued for an additional day. Started
experiencing lupus flare symptoms 3 weeks after 2nd vaccine rash, hair loss (alopecia), joint pain/swelling, low grade fever,
worsening kidney function (elevated proteinuria). Continued to have
symptoms for 2 months - led to change in medications with
rheumatologist.

1238144-1

1239273-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1241203-1

Unknown

SWEATY/FELT CLAMMY; HAIR FELL OUT; ITCHING; WHEEZING;
HIVES ON CHEST; BLURRY; SUPER TIRED; ACHY ALL OVER; LITTLE
WONKY/BLURRY BRAIN/FELT WONKY IN THE HEAD/BLURRY/THREW
UP MY BREAKFAST; FLU LIKE SYMPTOMS; SHOT SITE SORE; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a patient of
unspecified age and sex. The patient's weight, height, and medical
history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin, and batch
number were not reported) dose was not reported, administered on
06-APR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was
not reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications
were reported. On 07-APR-2021, the subject experienced flu like
symptoms. On 07-APR-2021, the subject experienced shot site
sore. On 08-APR-2021, the subject experienced achy all over. On
08-APR-2021, the subject experienced little wonky/blurry brain/felt
wonky in the head/blurry/threw up my breakfast. On 09-APR-2021,
the subject experienced super tired. On 10-APR-2021, the subject
experienced blurry. On 11-APR-2021, the subject experienced
itching. On 11-APR-2021, the subject experienced wheezing. On 11APR-2021, the subject experienced hives on chest. On 12-APR2021, the subject experienced sweaty/felt clammy. On 12-APR2021, the subject experienced hair fell out. The action taken with
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome of
the flu like symptoms, shot site sore, achy all over, little
wonky/blurry brain/felt wonky in the head/blurry/threw up my
breakfast, super tired, itching, hives on chest, wheezing,
sweaty/felt clammy, hair fell out and blurry was not reported. This
report was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1242916-1

50-59
years

Pronounced hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1244330-1

50-59
years

SIGNIFICATE AMOUNT OF HAIR LOSS

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1244351-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"** Backache - As of this visit today, April 21, 2021, pt still has c/o
continuous back pains all down her spine since receiving the
Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 Vaccine on March 31, 2021. patient
continues to report pain in her neck (cervical), thoracic, and lumbar
spine. She insists that the cervical pain radiates into both shoulders
and down to her arms bilaterally. She states these pains started
almost immediately after receiving the vaccine and persists as of
today. On a scale of 0-10, patient rates her spine and shoulder
pains at 3 continuously. -- I've added methocarbamol 750mg tid for
muscle relaxant with ibuprofen 400mg q6h. ** Severe headache As previously noted in my previous findings with patient she
reported having moderate headaches for two days after receiving
the J&J COVID-19 Vaccine on March 31, 2021 but she states her
headaches have now subsided. *** Other: On my first visit with
patient on April 6, 2021, she was very concerned about a sudden
loss of hair since taking the J&J Vaccine in addition to the spine
pains and bruising. ** Leg swelling - patient reported both leg and
hand swelling for 2 days after receiving J&J COVID-19 Vaccine with
some new neurologic symptoms as noted below: ** New neurologic
symptoms -patient continues to report significant weakness and
fatigue. -- Her headaches that were present after receiving the
vaccine have subsided after the first two days following the vaccine
being administered. -- She reported new numbness x 2 days in both
fingers and toes bilaterally with both hands and legs swelling
immediately after receiving the vaccine. -- She also reported 2
hours of dizziness immediately after receiving the vaccine on March
31, 2021. -- patient reported a new onset of hand tremors that
suddenly came on a week ago Sunday, April 11, 2021 while fishing
that lasted for a few hours. She stated that the tremors would come
and go for a while. -- patient has been and is currently negative for
loss of consciousness, seizures, and migraines. ** Severe
abdominal pain - patient initially reported episodic sharp shooting
pains in abdominal area on multiple occasions after receiving the
vaccine but have mostly now subsided. However, today, April 21,
2021 she reports more abdominal shooting ""Sharp Pains"" in her
RUQ this morning that she rated 3/10 pain, and LLQ ""Sharp
Shooting"" pain last Friday, 4/16/21. She states that the shooting
pains last approximately 3 minutes in duration. ** Shortness of
breath ? patient has continuous episodic shortness of breath
complaints that have persisted since receiving the vaccine on March
31, 2021. Her last episode was again this morning, April 21, 2021
and she also states she is feeling like she is having trouble
breathing during the exam today. Her SaO2 is 98% on Room Air
during triage. She also reported yesterday, the same at the Clinic.
She reported being at work on Monday, April 19, 2021 and became
short of breath and had to lay down on the floor to breath easier.
patient is a Kindergarden teacher. She also became short of breath
Monday evening while at home while cleaning her closet. -Yesterday, April 20, 2021 at Clinic I added a rescue inhaler for her
shortness of breath. ** Petechiae (tiny red spots on the skin) patient reported a new eruption on her upper back and shoulders
after receiving J&J Vaccine. While the red spots are not bleeding,
there was a significant notable rash to bilateral shoulders and upper
back when I last saw her a week ago on April 13, 2021 at the Clinic.
Today, the rash has cleared significantly. She was prescribed
TRIAMCINOLONE 0.025% (80GM) OINT,TOP in Urgent Care last
week, when I referred her to Dr. in the ER. ** New or easy bruising
- multiple new bruising noted today on her left bicep arm.
Yesterday, April 20, 2021 at the Clinic, I noted new bruising on
lower extremities in addition to the bruising noted the week prior.
The bruising started after receiving the J&J COVID-19 Vaccine that I
noted in my previous findings last week."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1244798-1

40-49
years

My hair came completely out around my temple area on both side
sides. I went to my dermatologist on 4/19 and steroid injections
have been started once a month for the next 6 months to see if that
treatment works. If not a biopsy will be performed to try to figure
out the next plan of action.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1245201-1

18-29
years

patient is stating that he is experiencing hair loss after getting the
vaccine, he noticed the hair loss more pronounce 12 days after the
vaccination

40-49
years

"in the first couple of hours, felt lethargic, and run down, low
energy and body aches and disoriented that lasted about 3 days.
Continued to feel lethargic was able to return to work on the
following Monday. Five days later, started with diarrhea, nausea,
vomiting, fever, headaches. Vomiting stopped about 2-3 days later.
On 04/13/20201 or 04/14/2021 started noticing a big patch of hair
falling out on the left side, believes same arm as vaccine was given.
Was Dx with bacteria called ""Campy"" on Monday. Client verbalized
feeling better as of Monday 04/19/2021."

30-39
years

The first night I had to sore arm and cold chills with a fever. By the
third day I noticed that I was having hair loss. By day 7 I had lost a
lot of hair to the point I cut 5 in off thinking it would help. I have
contacted the pharmacy called the CDC number and I have a
doctor's appointment to have labs done. I am now saving my hair
and I have a 1 gallon Ziploc bag full as well as photos. My hair has
thinned out tremendously and is still falling out almost one full
month after the initial shot. I was notified by the CDC number that I
contacted not to get the second shot due to this reaction.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1247141-1

1248192-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1249841-1

50-59
years

hair was thinning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
nurse. This 53-year-old non-pregnant female nurse reported for
herself that she received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK4176), via an
unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 14:30 (Age at
vaccination is 53 year) on left arm at single dose for COVID-19
Immunization at workplace clinic. The patient also received second
dose on 03Feb2021.Patient medical history included diabetes,
hypertension, hypothyroid, obesity, allergies to Sulfa drugs.
Concomitant medications included acyclovir, atorvastatin,
amlodipine and levothyroxine (Other medications in two weeks).
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior
to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since vaccination, patient had not tested
for COVID-19. After the first dose of the COVID vaccine patient
noticed that her hair was thinning. It was unknown at this time if
the damage would be permanent. The outcome for the event was
unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1251826-1

50-59
years

Hair falling out in clumps upon washing, combing, and putting in a
pony tail.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1252631-1

40-49
years

Rash in hair on base if neck. Substantial hair loss in same area.

50-59
years

FLU SYMPTOMS; HAIR FALLING OUT / HAIR THINNING; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a 58 year old
female. The patient's height, and weight were not reported. The
patient's past medical history included covid-19. The patient was
previously treated with calcium chloride/glucose/magnesium
chloride/potassium chloride/sodium chloride/sodium lactate. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin, and batch number were not reported)
dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic
vaccination. The Batch number was not reported and has been
requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On MAR2021, the subject experienced flu symptoms. On MAR-2021, the
subject experienced hair falling out / hair thinning. The action taken
with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome
of the flu symptoms and hair falling out / hair thinning was not
reported. This report was non-serious.

65-79
years

"Itching; Losted all my hair; Weight loss; I had rash that started on
my chest/ The rash has gotten worst has taken over entire body;
The initial safety information received was reporting only nonserious adverse drug reactions. Upon receipt of follow-up
information on 07Apr2021, this case now contains serious adverse
reaction. Information processed together. This is a spontaneous
report from contactable consumers (including the patient). A 65year-old patient of an unspecified gender received the first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number:
EN6201) intramuscular on 11Feb2021 10:00 at a single dose for
COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing blood
pressure (high) from Jan2015 and stomach (discomfort). Family
history of heart attack. Concomitant medications included ongoing
metoprolol succinate taken for blood pressure (high) from Oct2020;
ongoing hydrochlorothiazide taken for blood pressure (high) from
2020; esomeprazole magnesium taken for stomach from 2020. On
15Feb2021, patient had rash that started on the chest. Patient
contacted the doctor and dermatologist. The rash has gotten worst
has taken over entire body. Prescribed a cream but it was getting
worst. Before the 1st short patient was fine, never took the second
one. Advise doctor of the rash. Patient needed help. Suffering from
an all over body rash. Still have rash, pimple like pumps all over
body better but not gone. ""After Covid shot, skin covered with
rash, even in my hair. Losted all my hair, face and damaged too.
Still not feeling good. Never had the Covid virus never been
tested"". It was further reported that on Monday 15Feb2021- rash
started on chest. Made Dr. Appt 16Feb2021 Doctor was not sure
what was causing rash gave the patient something for Itchingreferred me to dermatologist. Saw Dermatologist on 19Feb2021 and
she did not know what it was either. Prescribed the triamcinolone
acetonide - virus still have new bumps still appearing. ""Weight loss
look a mess. Just said that I was healthy and now I am a mess"".
The event rash was considered serious, Life-threatening Persistent /
Significant disability / Incapacity. The facility where the vaccine was
administered was in a clinic. Outcome of the event rash was
recovering, while unknown for the other events."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1253199-1

1254370-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1255145-1

65-79
years

cramps; her stiff neck; She couldn't move her neck, it was very
painful; She was breaking out in sweats; She is still cold/She is
freezing cold; She is loosing her hair. clumps of hair falling out.;
sinus headache; had issues with her thyroid; sinusitis like when she
had COVID; palpitation; nausea; feeling achy like you have a flu/
aches and pain; fever; chills; headache; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-years-old
female patient received first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified
route of administration, administered in arm left on 26Mar2021
15:00 (Lot Number: EN6208) as single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included atrial fibrillation on an
unknown date. Caller added she takes medication for Atrial
Fibrillation. She had Covid at the end of Dec2020. She was sick and
out of work for 6 weeks. She had a headache since she was
diagnosed with Covid. Caller had a funny sensation in her sinuses
after the injection. It was a weird feeling, just like when she had
Covid. She had breathing issues with her Covid diagnosis. Her
headache, cough, and breathing issues kept her out of work for 6
weeks. She had a lot of allergies. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache
on 26Mar2021 with outcome of recovered with sequelae on
27Mar2021, achy, chills, fever, nausea on 27Mar2021 with outcome
of recovered with sequelae on 29Mar2021, palpitation, sinusitis like
when she had covid, cramps, stiff neck, couldn't move her neck, it
was very painful, she was breaking out in sweats, still cold/ freezing
cold, loosing her hair/ clumps of hair falling out, sinus headache
and had issues with her thyroid on an unspecified date with
outcome of unknown. The clinical course reported as follows:
Patient had the 1st dose of the PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE last 26Mar2021 and scheduled to get the 2nd dose on
16Apr2021. Patient experienced headache, sinusitis like when she
had COVID, nausea, feeling achy like you have a flu, fever chills,
cramps ,aches and pain, palpitation. Patient had tested positive for
COVID last 28Dec2020 that lasted for 6 weeks. Asking if 2nd dose
will be more intense when it comes to reactions and if she can
safely have the 2nd dose. She will see her cardiologist due to chest
palpitations. She worked and had her first Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine
26Mar2021. She had Covid at the end of Dec2020. She was sick
and out of work for 6 weeks. She had a headache on Friday
immediately after her injection. Then was okay. On Saturday
morning after waking up, she felt achy, nauseous, had a fever,
chills, and a headache. On Sunday she was not feeling great. Even
into Monday, she had fever and chills and felt the same as when she
had Covid. Caller added she is not supposed to get sick. Caller
states weighs 160 pounds, which she shouldn't be. After the shot
she felt a sinus headache. Funny sensation in her sinus's just like it
was when she had COVID. Once she had the shot, the original
headache went away along with her stiff neck. She couldn't move
her neck, it was very painful, it still happens. And she had breathing
issues with her Covid diagnosis. Her headache, cough, and
breathing issues kept her out of work for 6 weeks. Caller had lasting
effects from Covid, but didn't know if these symptoms were related
to the shot. She was breaking out in sweats. She was still cold.
There was something going on. She was having her Vitamin D level
and thyroid checked. She was loosing her hair, clumps of hair falling
out. She had issues with her thyroid. Caller wondering if the vaccine
was the cause. She was freezing cold. She hadheart palpitations
and was seeing her Cardiologist next Thursday. Caller received the
vaccine because she had Covid and didn't want to get it again. She
was pretty sick. She worked around people and didn't want to be in
a situation because not everyone wants to get the vaccination.
Treatment of events included: She had not been to the doctor for
this, she just jumped into bed and took Tylenol. The events didn't
require a visit to emergency room or physician office. No follow-up
attempts are needed. No further information is expected.
Adverse events: Temperature, chills, headache, extreme aches and
pains, sweating, sore/heavy arm, stomachache, hair loss
Treatment: Attempted sleep, Tylenol Outcome: Improvement after a
day with some lingering effects
My hair is falling out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1257408-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1257888-1

40-49
years

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1257956-1

40-49
years

On 4/22/21, approximately 1 hr after the Moderna COVID-19 first
vaccination injection, I started to encounter allergic reactions that I
used to suffer about 20 years ago. My air intake decreased, and my
skin began to become irritated. I formerly had environmental
allergies that would reduce my air intake, and the first place I
noticed the effects were on my skin and I would become irritable.
Physicians told me that when my oxygen levels were low, the body
would channel the air to where it was most needed, which is
generally not the skin, so my skin would become irritated. When
this used to occur, I would respond involuntarily with facial twitches
and pulling at my face and hair. Physicians explained that these
twitches and pulling actions would draw air to the surface of my
skin where I was air depleted. When I took the Moderna injection,
this happened again -- I found myself with low air, my face was
twitching, and I was pulling on my face to draw air to the area. The
result when I was 19 and dealing with allergies is that I would
remove small patches of hair from my head or eyebrows or
eyelashes, and this would happen almost unconsciously as I tried to
stimulate the areas and draw air to the surface of my skin. I did the
same thing on 4/22/21, and found later, when looking into a mirror,
that I had removed a section of my eyebrow unconsciously. It all
comes back to oxygen depletion. A different and more intense event
occurred in the night of Friday, 4/23/21, and the early morning of
Saturday, 4/24/21. I went to bed at about 11 p.m. or 11:30 p.m.
Between that time and approximately 1:30 a.m., I had difficulty
sleeping, and I dreamed of pain in my chest. I finally woke up about
1:30 a.m. and found the pain in my chest was real. I was having
difficulty breathing deeply. It felt as if the lower part of my lungs (at
least on one side) was solidifying or inaccessible. What I did was
begin forcing myself to breathe as deeply as possible. Over a period
of 30 minutes or longer, I was able to gradually reclaim the use of
the deepest part of my longs. With every forced deep breath, I was
able to chip away at the area that felt like it was freezing up.
Finally, I felt that I could access the deepest part of my longs and
breath normally. The pain and lack of use in my lower lungs were
very concerning.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1258412-1

50-59
years

Joint pain through left side arm, shoulder & neck Loss of hair bald
patches on left side of head

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1262503-1

50-59
years

pt says she when she woke up she was dry heaving and severe
headache. She had chills, diarhea, nausea, skin was slightly red and
peeling. She had vertigo, sore throat, dry mouth, loss of taste,
fatigue, muscle aches and pains. Her right arm hurt more than the
left arm where she had the arm that was injected. She had major
hair loss and trouble focusing and feels like she has a sinus
infection. Patient is taking cold and flu meds. She does feel some
better but still has a headache and feels like she has a cold.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1263484-1

18-29
years

Hair loss. Pretty unusual amount.

65-79
years

At the time of my 2nd shot on 3/25/21 I had no significant side
effects. A bit of a sore arm but that was all. Now I am experiencing
significant hair loss with a very noticeable thinning of my hair. I
know I am older (65) and it's been a long stressful year but I am in
good health, not on any medications, no change in diet, shampoo or
environment. So the only thing I can think of is that it's related to
the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1264361-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1265962-1

1267099-1

1267675-1

1268003-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

"it started falling out into my hands/ My hair is very thin now; This
is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 56year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), second dose via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Right on 19Mar2021 07:15
(Batch/Lot Number: Ep7534) as SINGLE DOSE for covid-19
immunisation. The patient is not pregnant at time of vaccination.
Medical history included HBP and Pre-Diab both from an unknown
date and unknown if ongoing (reported as Other medical history:
HBP, pre-Diab). The patient had no Covid prior vaccination and not
tested for Covid post vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks.
The patient was vaccinated at a clinic. Concomitant medication
(reported as other medications in two weeks) included sitagliptin
phosphate (JANUVIA [SITAGLIPTIN PHOSPHATE]), metformin
(METFORMIN), asa (reported as 325), colecalciferol (VIT D3),
metoprolol (METOPROLOL), famotidine (FAMACE); all taken for an
unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. The
patient previously took bnt162b2 for COVID-19 immunization first
dose (lot: EL8982) on 27Feb2021 at 08:00 am administered in left
Arm. It was reported that ""Within a few days of my 2nd shot, I was
in the shower washing my hair and it started falling out into my
hands. I haven't changed any hair products. I've always had nice
thick hair. I told my Dr during a visit 06Apr2021, he didn't note any
bald patches. My hair is very thin now, Im hoping this is
temporary."" It was reported that the event occurred on 21Mar2021
at 08:00 am. The outcome of the event was not recovered. The
events resulted in Disability or permanent damage.; Sender's
Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship
between bnt162b2 and the event alopecia cannot be excluded. The
information available in this report is limited and does not allow a
medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once
additional information becomes available. The impact of this report
on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part
of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and
analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern
identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in
response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate."

50-59
years

Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Started with every joint and muscle
aching, fever, nausea, headache, hair shedding at a high rate. I was
sick for over 36 hours and I am currently still loosing hair. I will not
be getting the 2nd vaccine. I tested positive for COVID on
December 19, 2020. I was not expecting to get so sick wit the first
shot. I'm completely afraid to take the second shot.

65-79
years

"A couple of days after the Vaccination, when showering I noticed
several strands of Hair down the sides of my face. Didn't think
much of it at the time. It kept happening every day in the shower
on an increasing basis. To the Point that half my hair had fallen out
and left a Bald spot on the Lower portion of the Back of my Head. I
got a Haircut 2 1/2 weeks after the Vaccination and my Barber who
has cut my hair for 40 years, said ""What happened to your hair?
Last time I cut your hair I had a Dust Pan full of clippings."" I
refused that take the Second Vaccination. My hair has stopped
falling out, but it is very Thin now."

65-79
years

pt says she started loosing hair the day after taking the vax. (she
had Covid in January 2021) pt says she has lost more than half of
her hair. she says most of it comes out when shampooing. Pt
contacted a PCP. They ordered her to have a thyroid test which she
is currently waiting on the orders to come in the mail.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1269256-1

65-79
years

Headache first, motion sickness, Severe lower back pain to where I
can't do anything, Severe weakness in legs especially left leg, Was
able to walk 300ft with the use of cane now can only walk 6ft then
pain becomes unbearable, Loss of appetite and thirst , extreme
bloating and weight gain, Hardly urinate and diarrhea, Side aches,
chest is sore to touch, respiratory is harder to control, Can't keep
swelling down in legs unless I lay down all the time, Whole body
feels swollen and puffy, losing hair, trouble sleeping, severe
drooling, eyes burn and hard to focus even with glasses

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1269652-1

40-49
years

Significant hair loss that began 02/2021 to date. Treatment nonmedical. I have added a multi-vitamin, b-complex, liquid Collagen,
biotin and prayer!

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1272439-1

50-59
years

Patient reports hair loss after receiving first dose on 04/01/2021.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1272657-1

30-39
years

Covid ?moderna? arm, brain fog, ALOPECIA, nausea, fatigue ,
deppressed mood

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1274686-1

60-64
years

I have developed eczema, dry earlobe, and a crust on my scalp that
is making my hair fall out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1274964-1

65-79
years

My hair is falling out in clumps. Afraid to wash or brush. None

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1275746-1

50-59
years

Bad Rash, swollen knees and hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1277473-1

50-59
years

Hair start falling off a lot Constant Migraine Headaches in daily basis

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1278184-1

65-79
years

My BP has all of a sudden changed from perfect to. 138/83 at my
recent pain management doc Appt last week-that is alarmingly high
for me. Both legs have begun tingling from toes to butt; and
tingling initially seemed to increase in the evening although now
they just tingle extreme day and night non-stop. My legs throb to
the beat of my heart. My heart pounds hard in my chest. I feel the
need to always take long deep full belly breaths I order to get the
oxygen I feel I need. I feel like I?m shaking inside. Feel very fidgety
where I?m moving my tongue around inside my mouth, grinding my
teeth although I try not to, jaw hurts from clenching, my legs/feet
won?t stop moving/rubbing one a other yet I try to control it..
NOTE: I do nor think, feel this is related to Anxiety and I?ve stated
this. These symptoms are extreme, there are multiple symptoms
and there onset hit me in a debilitating way; and yet they were all
dismissed. To muddy to waters more?I feel the deepest strangest
oddest exhaustion I?ve ever experienced in my life ?it?s not tiredit?s quite different than tired-it?s painful, I?m barely able to take
care of myself.. My days since Mid-January are increasingly getting
more and more debilitatingly strange, exhausting, painful
(migraines increasing in frequency and I?m having pain level ?10?
spanning multiple days and most recently muscle aches that inhibit
my walk), decreasing appetite, increasingly nauseated, struggling
to stay hydrated. Quick example of right now- my leg was resting
on top of the other at my ankle while I sitting here in couch w/legs
up. First it takes effort to just sit here...it takes energy and it
hurts...and out of nowhere my leg thats slightly resting normally
underneath my top leg at the ankle begins to shoot a burning pain
from the bottom ankle up to my knee. And I become aware that?I
must grab another deep breath in order to get that top leg off
quickly to stop the pain. I noticed in the past year my hair has
begun thinning quite a bit. However in the past few months there?s
been a big change. Excessive falling our, Mu extremities-legs &
hands feel extremely cold and are cold to the touch. Many evenings
I must soak both feet in the hotter water possible to combat the
awful feeling of cold outside and inside my feet. I?ve had some
anxiety attacks and I?m depressed about this. My migraines have
begun raging 5-6 days per week often running from one day into
the next, not breaking. I?m not able to sleep due to pain in upper
back (especially left side) & neck-it?s flaring up kicking off the
migraines. I can feel my occipitals, they hurt to the touch. My hair
hurts. I wake up between 3-5am from the upper back/neck painThe pain feels then goes up - feels like 2 rods going up the back of
my neck and on top of my head. First the pain grips me behind my
eyes. Often I cannot reach my abort pill (Imitrex) which I always
have within arms reach on the nightstand with water-The pain is
usually too much. The pain eventually moves from behind my eyes
up to my eyebrow-forehead area. The pain can extend on top of my
head but not as frequently. When I take the Imitrex pill I usually
feel some relief (pain level 3-4) within an hour. Seldom does the
pain ever fully leave - Handful of times a year; that so difficult to
write:( I was told to get my second COVID shot Did sono of legs

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1279089-1

60-64
years

Fever next night lasting overnight, arm sore and swelling for next 5
days, hair is starting to fall out about a week afterwards and is still
continuing.

Unknown

hair loss; aches; fatigue; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer (the patient). A 70-years-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
solution for injection, Batch/lot number and expiration date was not
reported), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration on
12Mar2021 as single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's
medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.
Patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/lot number and
expiration date was not reported) via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date for covid-19 immunization.
On 14Mar2021, the patient developed aches, joint pain, and fatigue
(slept for 4 hours during a nap which was unusual for her). 7-10
days after the vaccine dose, on an unspecified date, she started to
have some hair loss. Outcome of the events was unknown. No
follow-up attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number
cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1279307-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1279425-1

Unknown

Hair loss after vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer
sponsored program. A contactable female consumer of an
unspecified age reported that received bnt162b2 (Covid 19 Vaccine,
Solution for injection, Lot number was not reported), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as single
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had both
doses of Covid vaccine. The patient would like to know if her side
effect has been reported by anyone else. The patient said having
hair loss after vaccines. There were unaddressed medical questions
referred or forwarded to Medical Information. The outcome of event
was unknown. No follow up attempts are needed; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1279542-1

40-49
years

-Hair loss 2 weeks after 1 dose - vitiligo got way worse after 2
weeks after 1 dose

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1279813-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Burning began in the center of my chest that increased in area and
intensity. It spread to my back and the pain became a level 9. I was
taken to the ER and treated for suspected heart attack. The
diagnosis was finally made at esophagitis. I spent 5 days in that
hospital. Three days later I experienced severe heart palpitations
that caused dizziness for two hours to such a degree that I could
not stand up. Over the course of the next six weeks, I continued to
have daily episodic attacks of this nature with a lessening degree of
symptoms each time. As of today, the symptoms have not recurred.
Additionally, I began to experience significant hair loss at the same
time as the onset of the other symptoms to such a degree that
when brushing my hair I would get a fistful of it in my brush. The
hair loss has slowly diminished, and as of today, the excessive hair
loss has ceased.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1280307-1

80+
years

Received first dose COVID 19 vaccine and started to notice subtle
hair loss on head and turning gray quickly. Received second dose
COVID 19 vaccine and within 24 hours noticeable head hair loss
(hair now completely gray/white) and in immediate days following
noticed hair loss to arms, facial hair not growing in (i.e. beard) as
well.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1280543-1

18-29
years

Injection site pain, swelling, muscle aches & fatigue, dehydration,
hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1282086-1

65-79
years

Significant amount of Hair falling out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1284273-1

65-79
years

significant hair loss in patches Started shortly after the first shot,
got much worse after the second dose.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1285343-1

50-59
years

She got her vaccine, had a sore arm which she took Tylenol for. The
next morning she had fever to 102.3 throughout the day, chills,
body aches, couldn't get warm, couldn't hold food down, tried to
stay hydrated and drink water, and then tried to eat toast or
crackers and threw up twice. Was mostly shivering under 5 blankets
with hat and gloves and couldn't do much, pretty out of it, light
headed and dizzy the entire day. At 11:00 PM her fiance checked on
her and threw up again and after that she went back to sleep and
slept throughout the night. The next day 5/2/21 she felt so much
better, still felt light headed but was able to eat, able to hold food
down, her fever started going back down throughout the morning,
she did not have the body aches and chills. The pain in her arm
then transferred to her underarm and lymph node. Had APT with
her oncologist who told her it was normal, and that everything she
experienced was normal and advised her to get the 2nd one. By the
next day she was well enough to go out to dinner, but felt very
tired, a little light headed. She still felt light headed for her
oncology APT on Monday, thirsty, a little tired but was able to drive
herself. Today, 5/4/21 she can actually lift her arm higher and has
less pain that she did yesterday. She has also noticed that she has
some hair loss, more so than usual in clumps. She did have COVID
in December for a month, and she had to go on oral steroids for
that. She was not hospitalized but she did have low grade fever
spikes every day for 2 weeks. She had a telehealth APT and they
gave her oral steroids which did help.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1285748-1

30-39
years

Fever, chills, extreme arm pain day 2. Arm pain lasted through day
4. Hair loss starting 1 week after shot resulting in bald spots

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1288191-1

40-49
years

Migraine; extreme body aches; shaking chills; nausea; lower
abdominal cramps; fever as high as 102; General malaise; when
washing my hair much more than usual has come out since
receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
other HCP (Patient). A 44-year-old female patient received second
dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine, Solution for injection,
Lot# EN5318), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in left arm on 08Feb2021 at 15:00 (at the age of 44years) as single dose, dose 1 administered in left arm on
18Jan2021 at 02:45 (Lot# EL3246) as single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included Lyme disease from 2017,
treated with doxycycline. Patient had no known allergies. The
patient concomitant medications were not reported. On 09Feb2021
at 03.00 (one day after vaccination), patient experienced migraine,
extreme body aches, shaking chills, nausea, lower abdominal
cramps, and fever as high as 102 lasting about 48hrs. Then
lessening of symptoms over the next 12hrs and normal temp
achieved by 60hrs, general malaise and when she was washing her
hair much more than usual has come out since receiving vaccine.
The patient underwent lab tests which included body temperature
as 102 on 09Feb2021, and SARS-CoV-2 test, Nasal Swab: Negative
on 09Feb2021 and pending on 12Feb2021. The patient did not
receive any vaccine in four weeks nor received other medications in
two weeks prior vaccination. The outcome of the events was
recovering.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1288549-1

40-49
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1289049-1

60-64
years

Had the single dose Jansen in the left arm in muscle. A couple of
weeks later hair top of head fell out. Now balding

1290242-1

40-49
years

Swollen cheeks, throat, metallic taste, pain in old scar tissue
(surgery at L5-S1) within twenty/thirty minutes of injection
Fever/headache/chills/sweating for four nights Hair shedding
started 4-14-2021 and continues still

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1291410-1

40-49
years

Fatigue, exhaustion, heart palpitations, insomnia, weakness, muscle
spasms, neuropathy in fingers and toes, feeling of body vibrating
and nerve pain, and hair loss, lasting over a month. Also a much
heavier than normal period that lasted 8 days (normal length is 4-5
days).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1292730-1

65-79
years

Major hair loss (began 04/07/2021 and hair loss continues to date)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1298904-1

65-79
years

"Passed out 3 times after Moderna vaccine; hair thinning; dry skin
and nose; dry skin and nose; muscle spasm in back; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer (subsequently
medically confirmed) and describes the occurrence of LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS (Passed out 3 times after Moderna vaccine) in a
73-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of
additional non-serious events is detailed below. Co-suspect product
included non-company product PALBOCICLIB (IBRANCE) for Breast
cancer. Concurrent medical conditions included Breast cancer, Acute
cystitis, Anxiety, Lipid metabolism disorder NOS, Unspecified
disorder of thyroid, Dizziness, Giddiness, Hyperlipidemia,
Hypokalemia, Pure hypercholesterolemia, Thyrotoxicosis, Acquired
hypothyroidism, Urinary tract infection, Drug allergy (Allergy to
Amoxycillin), Drug allergy (Allergy to Sulfa) and Drug allergy
(Allergy to Penicillin.). Concomitant products included DOCOSANOL
(ABREVA), ANASTROZOLE, ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM, CALCIUM
CARBONATE, COLECALCIFEROL (CALTRATE +VIT.D), MECLIZINE
HCL, PROCHLORPERAZINE MALEATE, ZOLEDRONIC ACID
MONOHYDRATE (ZOMETA) and LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM
(SYNTHYROID) for an unknown indication. In February 2021, the
patient started PALBOCICLIB (IBRANCE) (unknown route) 125
milligram. On an unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS (Passed out 3 times after Moderna vaccine)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), ALOPECIA (hair
thinning), DRY SKIN (dry skin and nose), NASAL DRYNESS (dry skin
and nose) and MUSCLE SPASMS (muscle spasm in back). At the
time of the report, LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS (Passed out 3 times
after Moderna vaccine), ALOPECIA (hair thinning), DRY SKIN (dry
skin and nose), NASAL DRYNESS (dry skin and nose) and MUSCLE
SPASMS (muscle spasm in back) outcome was unknown. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. The patient reported that the cosuspect drug Ibrance (palbociclib) was taken once daily for 21 days.
The patient reported that she went to ER (emergency room) for
""passing out"". No treatment information was provided. Very
limited information regarding these events has been provided at
this time. The patient's medical history and con meds are
confounders.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information
regarding these events has been provided at this time. The patient's
medical history and con meds are confounders."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1299724-1

30-39
years

Approximately 3 weeks after the vaccine my hair being to fall out in
large patches. Hair began to rapidly turn grey.

30-39
years

high fever over 104 degree , body aches, strong/ severe headache,
nausea body chills , lasted over 2 weeks and body aches and
headache for another week and half . took Tylenol extra 500 mg
and ibuprofen 800 mg every 4 hours. then called for medical advice
and was seen by a health Care professional. took couple of IVs and
meds at the clinic which helped a little. I I'm still not feeling well the
back pain and chills always here. Don't have full energy to perform
any small work and i'm loosing lots of hair.

50-59
years

Dramatic hair loss following 2nd dose. Evaluated by PMD then
referred to dermatologist. Scalp biopsy revealed Alopecia Areata.
Steroid injections, topical Lidex, oral doxycycline and Allegra
initiated. Ongoing significant scalp hair loss then began to manifest
in other areas on body as well. Diagnosis then updated by
dermatologist to Universalis. Have been evaluated by
Rheumatologist as well now for this dramatic autoimmune
presentation.

Unknown

he noticed his hair has started falling out; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of
unspecified age received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN),
via an unspecified route of administration, on 15Apr2021 as a single
dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and
concomitant medication were not reported. The patient previously
took historical vaccine, first dose of BNT162B2 for Covid-19
immunization. Since receiving the vaccine, that was on 15 Apr2021,
he noticed his hair has started falling out. The outcome of the event
was unknown. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1301280-1

1301573-1

1305561-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1305980-1

Unknown

hair loss; memory loss, to the degree where she is forgetting to
take her medications; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. A 81-year-old female patient received
BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an
unspecified route of administration on 03Feb2021 (Batch/Lot
number was not reported) as single dose for covid-19
immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient has been experiencing
hair loss and memory loss, to the degree where she is forgetting to
take her medications. Outcome of the events was unknown. No
follow-up attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number
cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1306547-1

40-49
years

Hair loss noticeable from head, eyebrows and body! It is not
excessive but definitely noticeable and has never happened before.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1307144-1

50-59
years

I started feeling the sense of buzzing in my body about 45 minutes
after the injection (as with the first round, it was in my left arm).
This buzzing sensation was a bit less than half the strength of the
reaction I experienced the first time I had the shot. Within about an
hour and a half, this buzzing ascended to the top of the left side of
my head and flowered into a headache that remained on that side.
At this point, I had waves of cold chills. By about four hours, the
headache became quite painful. Freezing chills accompanied the
intensifying headache. This would alternate with brief periods of my
body temperature abruptly becoming relatively neutral but then my
eyelids at the lash line, the tip of my nose, the columella, my
philtrum, the left aspect of my mentalis muscle, and the ganglion of
my trigeminal nerve (both sub-surface and the skin over the area in
front of my left ear) burned. It felt like I had acid burning my skin
on the surface and the muscle underneath (or the cartilage, in the
instance of my nose and eyelids), burned in a different, yet equally
painful, manner. The ganglion of my trigeminal nerve was quite
painful. At this same time, I suddenly developed GERD like I have
never experienced in my life. From the middle of my sternum to the
back of my throat in my mouth, it felt like my tissues had been
doused in oily acid. I then became nauseous. I have never
experienced nausea like this before. I could not eat or drink
anything. Even just rinsing my mouth and spitting water out made
me retch so hard that I felt like I'd either vomit up my own stomach
or give myself a prolapsed rectum. This was painful. At intervals,
my the tendons surrounding the joint of my distal and proximal
phalanges of my right thumb would hurt at an excruciating level of
pain. This would last about a minute. Then the pain went to my
right extensor policis bravis and again, for about a minute, it was
excruciating. Then my extensor carpus radialis longus muscle
burned (right arm) in this manner. Next, the pain moved to a scar
on the back of my hip that includes my gluteus maximus and the
lumbosacral junction on the left. About a minute of agony and then
it moved to my IT band (left side) near the knee. Then it moved to
my right side adductor magnus near the knee. The pattern seemed
to be that I was utterly freezing and then it would abruptly stop, at
which point my face would burn, as described above, and the
circular pattern of extreme pain would occur. Then I'd go back to
freezing. The nausea and headache and GERD did not abate at any
time. At four in the morning I woke up and my left eyelid was
halfway open and halfway shut and I could not move it. My
cheekbone felt numb and my eyebrow was frozen in place. Because
I was able to easily swear in both English and Spanish, I decided
that I was not having a stroke but, instead, incipient Bell's palsy or
other similar. I massaged around my eye and cheekbone and
temple. Eventually, after considerable dedicated massage, I could
open and close my eye again. My nose, philtrum, columella and
chin burned and ached during this entire process. I cried from pain
and fear and my tears from my left eye fell oily and thicker than
normal. My headache had not abated, not did the freezing chills,
during this period. I was still extremely nauseous. I was nauseous
and weak and in considerable pain until Saturday morning. I woke
up Saturday morning with dried blood smeared across my face and
when I cleaned myself up, I discovered that the juncture of my
philtrum and columella had split open in the night while I was
asleep. The split crossed the juncture and went into the corners of
my nostrils. I was very thirsty all day on Saturday and had blurred
vision for most of the day. I saw floaters in my left eye. My scalp
started to burn and my hair follicles hurt. My left ear developed
tinnitus and I would experience vertigo when I laid down and turned
in bed. I was nauseous and exhausted and in moderate pain for
about four days. My hair started to fall out by the handful,
especially on my left side, and my hair follicles hurt and burned for
about a week. For roughly ten days following the second shot, I
became nauseated if I ate quickly. I experienced vertigo when
turning my head to the left during these same ten days. The
ganglion my trigeminal nerve painfully burned and continued to hurt
rather a lot for about two weeks. My shot arm (left arm) swelled
and the skin burned at the two week mark; this lasted about 12 or
so hours (a full day). Over one month after the second shot, I am
still experiencing: 1). Floaters in my left eye; 2). Tinnitus and
reduced hearing in my left ear (sounds are slightly muffled in my
left ear); 3). Intermittent burning of my trigeminal nerve on the left
and my temple area just in front of my ear swells slightly when this
happens; the mentalis muscle on my chin on the left side has not
stopped burning since day one of the second Moderna shot and it
hurts; 4). My nostril and columella/philtrum juncture on the left
side burns and hurts when I am tired; 5). My scalp continues to
burn at intervals and I am still losing hair, mostly on the left side,
although that seems to be improving daily; 6). My injection arm
occasionally feels like the skin is burning and then it swells slightly.
When this happens, I get a headache and then become extremely
anxious or profoundly sad. As soon as it stops burning, I feel
normal again, as if a light switch has been turned off on these
emotions; 7). I never had but the occasional tension headache in
the past and now I have them daily on the left side of my head.
Although this seems to be abating at its own pace, the daily
headaches are painful and disconcerting.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1307278-1

40-49
years

Symmetrical loss of hair on arms, legs, back and face. Diagnosed as
Alopecia Areata by MD dermatologist

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1308944-1

40-49
years

Difficulty breathing, chest pains, enlarged heart, fatigue, hair loss.

60-64
years

"neuropathy in her right hand; Heart rate of 150; cough; hair loss;
red spots on face; no appetite; GI upset; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (neuropathy in her right hand) in a 63year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. Co-suspect product included
non-company product TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) for Neoplasm breast.
Concurrent medical conditions included Malignant neoplasm of
female breast. On an unknown date, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form and TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) at an
unspecified dose. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (neuropathy in her right hand)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), HEART RATE
INCREASED (Heart rate of 150), COUGH (cough), ALOPECIA (hair
loss), ERYTHEMA (red spots on face), DECREASED APPETITE (no
appetite) and ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (GI upset). At the time of
the report, NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (neuropathy in her right
hand), HEART RATE INCREASED (Heart rate of 150), COUGH
(cough), ALOPECIA (hair loss), ERYTHEMA (red spots on face),
DECREASED APPETITE (no appetite) and ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT
(GI upset) outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal
ranges are provided in parenthesis if available): In April 2021,
Blood bilirubin: elevated (High) Elevated. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No treatment medications were reported. On 12-MAR2021, it was reported that the patient was in the emergency room
(ER). She was complaining of heart rate of 150 and cough. She
states, ""I got Moderna Vaccine the day before I started my Tukysa,
I am not sure which one or both are doing this. On 03-MAY-2021, it
was reported that Patient reports that Tukysa was on hold for about
a week from 16-APR-2021 to 22-APR-2021 because her bilirubin
level was elevated. Patient reports that she also has little red spots
on her face, they do not itch and are not painful. Patient states that
she has no appetite and has a lot of GI upset. Patient states that
she is beginning to lose her hair. Patient also states that she had
some neuropathy in her R hand. This case refers to a 63-yearold
female patient receiving cancer treatment who experienced some
events after the administration of the vaccine on an unspecified
date. Very limited information regarding these events has been
provided at this time. Further information has been requested. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 03May-2021: additional adverse events were updated, case upgraded
to serious, action taken with Tukysa was updated.; Sender's
Comments: This case refers to a 63-yearold female patient
receiving cancer treatment who experienced some events after the
administration of the vaccine on an unspecified date. Very limited
information regarding these events has been provided at this time.
Further information has been requested."

1309283-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1310807-1

65-79
years

Full Body Rash after 3 days severe at first then fading. Now it
comes and goes - itchy and red. Hair loss after a week. Have lost at
least 60%of hair at this point. Continuing General Fatigue sever at
first . Now is a constant less severe symtom Flash Headaches at
fist. Now once in awhile Digestive issues - horrible constipation,
ongoin

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1311340-1

50-59
years

hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1316098-1

Unknown

This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program
reported from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of
an unspecified age received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date
were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on
15Apr2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's
medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.
Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date
were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on
25Mar2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient
experienced high fever, headache, back ache, chills and hair fall on
an unspecified date in Apr2021. Outcome of the events was
unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1317178-1

60-64
years

3/19/20 - Chest pain 24 hrs after injection. Fever, chills and body
aches. 4/2/21 - EXTREME hair loss, lost 3/4 of my hair!!!! (I had a
full thick hair prior to the vaccine!)
Nose bleeds, body aches, hair falling off of the exterior part of my
lower legs, headaches. All of the adverse events described started
after the second Moderna dose, which was administered on 13 April
2021.
Full body rash, swollen lymph nodes, hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1317556-1

40-49
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1319601-1

18-29
years

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1319906-1

50-59
years

Hair loss began 1 week after first vaccine; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A
57-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on 19Jan2021 at 2nd
dose, single and the first dose intramuscularly, administered in left
arm, on 29Dec2020 at 14:30 at 1st dose, single, both at the age of
57-years-old for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included
hypothyroidism and COVID prior vaccination. The patient was not
pregnant and had no known allergies. Other medications in two
weeks included levothyroxine taken at 100 mcg, estradiol 0.1mg/g
cream, multivitamin, vitamin D3 taken at 50 mcg, chondroitin
sulfate sodium, glucosamine sulfate potassium chloride,
methylsulfonylmethane (GLUCOSAMINE & CHONDROITIN & MSM).
No other vaccines received on the same date of product and/or in
four weeks. The patient experienced hair loss began 1 week after
first vaccine, on 05Jan2021 at 12:00 AM. Second dose was on
19Jan2021, and the hair loss continued. The patient saw her doctor
on 22Jan2021 and 05Feb2021 and she saw the physician assistant
certified (PA-C) at advanced dermatology on 11Feb2021. The
events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
the adverse event and included treatment with triamcinolone began
on 25Jan2021 and ended on 10Feb2022; on 11Feb2021 the patient
began ketoconazole 2% shampoo, and prednisone. COVID was
tested post vaccination through nasal swab (quick test), on
10Feb2021: negative. The patient had not recovered from the
event. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1321515-1

65-79
years

large amount of hair loss..globally since the second jab

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1322935-1

18-29
years

Hair loss, bald spot on head. No history of hair loss ever before

50-59
years

"Hair loss/bald spot, left side, @ 1 inch above left ear. Received the
2nd vaccine dose on 3 MAY 21. I dealt with the usual 48 hours of
fatigue, body aches, etc with no other immediate issues. On 13 May
I went in for a hair cut. Barber noticed the bald spot. As of 17 May
there is no return hair growth and the spot has grown in size from
1"" to 1.5"" across."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1323439-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1323821-1

65-79
years

"Patient called to report that Moderna #2 vaccine received on a
Tuesday. Woke up on Wednesday morning with ""really bad
headache"", ""very confused"" and ""very weak"". Denied any fever
or chills. Now 2 weeks later she still has lingering leg weakness,
""very weak"" and fatigue and also hair loss. She says she had no
after effects with Moderna #1. She is now ""getting back to
normal"" ."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1323915-1

50-59
years

throwing up, diarrhea, constipated, weight loss, hair loss, belle
palsy, high blood pressure

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1324546-1

30-39
years

Approximately a week after vaccine, I noticed abnormal hair loss
from my scalp. Shedding quite a bit of hair. I am a licensed
cosmetologist. This amount of hair loss is atypical for me.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1326534-1

18-29
years

I have continued to lose lots of hair since my vaccine. I have not
had a period since my vaccine, and am not pregnant.

1326787-1

30-39
years

2 days after I got the shot my hair started falling out in clumps,
now my used to be extremely thick hair is very thin and balding in
some spots all within a couple weeks time. I'm only 31 I don't know
what to do now.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1326905-1

50-59
years

Chronic pain and fatigue since 2nd shot, joint pain in feet and
hands, migraines, hair falling out. I have been on steroids for 2
months with little relief. I am a healthcare worker and have had to
significantly cut back on my hours because I am physically unable
to work long hours. I was completely fine before the vaccine with no
pain or problems and working long 24 hour shifts.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1327421-1

65-79
years

Chills, fever, headache, couldn't feel legs after second dose 8 weeks
later: hair falling out, cysts on liver and kidney, cyst on scalp 10
weeks later: large bruising over injection site.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1328269-1

50-59
years

So around one week after the second vaccine my hair and my
husband hair started coming out all over and still is. We both were
vaccinated on the same day and time, it still is coming out all day,
we both have lost 1/4 of are hair. It?s not my thyroid had it checked
it?s normal, I?m a hairdresser for years so I understand hair loss
but not this hair loss like a chemo patient just loosing hair. Only
thing changed with us is these shots. Not happy and highly doubt I?
ll ever do it again.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1328937-1

30-39
years

Noticed big skin patch on head. Followed by excessive hair
shedding. Got kenalog steroid injection in head, applying clobetasol
and rogaine. Tried PRP and exosomes.

65-79
years

He got his vaccine, and had no reaction at that time. He noticed
that he has lost his body hair, his legs are smooth, his arms are
smooth and he was hairy before the vaccine. He has no body facial
hair and was extremely embarrassingly hairy prior to this, very
thick and curly and now has nothing on the legs and arms. The hair
on his chest is darker but not as full as it was. This has been rather
sudden of a change.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1330450-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1330506-1

1331036-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

I have a pre existing auto immune disease. Alopecia. I have only
had 2 outbreaks, one at 18 yrs age and one at 40yrs age. Within 3
days of the shot a collegue notice a bald spot on my head. After
further inspection I found 9 sites of baldness due to the Moderna
shot. I went to a dermatologist and she confirmed that it looked like
an auto immune respone to the vaccine. So far this has cost
$600.00. After 1 month of using dr. prescribed medicine the hair
has not grown back yet.

30-39
years

I have developed a bald spot on the top of my head. It is on the
right side of the top of my head in line with my right ear. It is
approximately a 1 inch diameter circle. It started soon after
receiving my first shot. About 6 weeks later, it my hair has not
grown back.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1332816-1

65-79
years

Pulmonary fibrosis; rash under the skin that spread out;
SCHAMBERG'S DISEASE/STILL HAD SOME TINY SPOTS THAT
LOOKS LIKE PAPRIKA; losing hair; injured the inside left forearm
and back of head; injured the inside left forearm and back of head;
fell from bed; This is a non-interventional study, solicited report
based on the information received by Pfizer (Mfr. Report Number:
21K-163-3844962-00). This a solicited report a contactable
consumer (patient) of a 74-year-old female with events of
pulmonary fibrosis and non-serious fell from bed injured the inside
left forearm and back of head, schamberg's disease/still had some
tiny spots that looks like paprika, rash under skin that spread out
and started losing hair with adalimumab (HUMIRA). The patient
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE),
via intramuscular on an unspecified date (at the age of 74 years) as
single dose for COVID-19 immunisation; adalimumab (HUMIRA,
Solution for injection in pre-filled pen), via subcutaneous from an
unspecified date at unspecified dose for moderate to severe chronic
plaque psoriasis. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On unknown dates, the patient
experienced pulmonary fibrosis, schamberg's disease/still had some
tiny spots that looks like paprika, rash under skin that spread out
and started losing hair. In March 2021, the patient experienced fell
from bed injured the inside left forearm and back of head. COVID19 VACCINE was also considered suspect. The patient started taking
adalimumab years ago somewhere about the times of the clinical
trials. She was taken off after trials ended and then diagnosed with
pulmonary fibrosis. She eventually went back on adalimumab and
fibrosis gotten better. The patient took COVID-19 vaccine and
started noticing a rash under the skin that spread out. Her doctor
had prescribed prednisone which she had weaned off of for now in
2021. She had started losing her hair as well. She had been on
adalimumab for a long time and did not feel it was adalimumab
related. Doctor seemed to think it was Schimberg's disease, she
was still recovering from disease. Her doctor prescribed her Z-Pak,
most of the part cleared up. She still had some tiny spots that look
like paprika. She fell from bed about two weeks ago in Mar2021
injuring the Inside left forearm and back of her head. She went to
emergency room because she was on blood thinner. It was unknown
if patient was enrolled in a COVID-19 Vaccine Trial. On unknown
date, patient received COVID-19 Vaccine manufactured by Pfizer.
The patient was treated with prednisone and Z-PAK. The action
taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable,
for adalimumab was unknown. On an unknown date, pulmonary
fibrosis resolved with sequelae. Outcome of schamberg's
disease/still had some tiny spots that looks like paprika, rash under
the skin that spread out and losing hair was not recovered, of
injured the inside left forearm and back of head was unknown, of
fell from bed was recovering. The reporter's assessment of the
causal relationship of the events with the bnt162b2 was not
provided at the time of this report. Since no determination has been
received, the case is managed based on the company causality
assessment. Causality for adalimumab: The reporter's causality for
the event of pulmonary fibrosis with adalimumab was a reasonable
possibility. The reporter's causality for the events of fell from bed
injured the inside left forearm and back of head onset in Mar2021
and fell from bed injured the inside left forearm and back of head
onset in Mar2021 was not provided. The reporter's causality for the
events of schamberg's disease/still had some tiny spots that looks
like paprika, fell from bed injured the inside left forearm and back
of head onset in Mar2021, rash under skin that spread out and
started losing hair with adalimumab was no reasonable possibility.
One's opinion is that there is no reasonable possibility that the
events of pulmonary fibrosis, fell from bed injured the inside left
forearm and back of head onset in Mar2021, schamberg's
disease/still had some tiny spots that looks like paprika, fell from
bed injured the inside left forearm and back of head onset in
Mar2021, fell from bed injured the inside left forearm and back of
head onset in Mar2021, rash under skin that spread out and started
losing hair are related to adalimumab. Information on the lot/batch
number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the
close temporal relationship, A possible contributory role of the
suspect product to the development of Pulmonary Fibrosis, head
injury and limb injury cannot be excluded. The impact of this report
on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part
of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and
analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern
identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in
response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics
Committees and Investigators, as appropriate
Scalp burning - severe hair loss by hand fulls - from 3/29 to present
5/20/21 continued hair loss Dermatologist visit 4/21/21 prescribed Clobetasol Topical Solution .05% -preformed biopsy minor hair loss at time of visit Some intestinal/stomach burning

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1334170-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1334900-1

50-59
years

headache, shortness of breath, back pain, nausea, vomiting, hair
loss, myalgia

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1337090-1

6-17
years

Small patch of alopecia on the frontal left side of the scalp.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

She got her vaccine, her arm stayed sore for about 4 days and
didn't notice it anymore. She was tired feeling, just yucky feeling,
no energy to do anything. Then after that it was more of not
sleeping well, tossing and turning all night. Then about 2 weeks
after that she had noticed that her hair was coming off out of the
brush and then her brush was full of hair. A friend looked at her
head and said that she had a bald spot and then realized that there
were spots. The one started at about the size of a half dollar and
now are the size of a grapefruit. The other three are larger than a
50 cent piece. She has lost about 40% of her hair, and it is very
thin especially straight down on the middle, and the others are to
the side and one to the corner, which this hair loss has not stopped.
Most of them are in the back of her head but does have one coming
in the front as well . She also has had a headache that she wakes
up with every day and takes Ibuprofen and Tylenol alternatively
which she did not have before the vaccine. She went to her doctor
when she noticed the hair falling out and has run blood work, urine
screening and the only thing came back was that her blood was too
thick and she was started on a baby aspirin. Her doctor wants to do
additional testing, CAT scans, and other blood work.

1337590-1

30-39
years

On 3/7/2021 my body was aching and very sore. Later on 3/8/2021
headache, 3/9/2021 vomiting and diarrhea, 3/10/2021 I had aching
muscles, 3/11/2021 I broke out in hives. 3/12/2021 I had anxiety
very bad, arms gained a rash and hot. Went to the emergency room
and was dehydrated was prescribed steroids' and benadryl. Loss
hair and loss 10 pounds in two weeks. It also affected period, it
started heavy and stopped. On 3/22/2021 I felt dizzy. On
5/21/2021 have muscle twitches and aches.

1337655-1

40-49
years

After about 13 days I developed a bald spot on the left side of my
head. It appears the hair follicles are dead. It has been over a
month since this first appeared with no evidence that it is getting
better.

1337386-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1337760-1

40-49
years

Flu-like symptoms for 4 days, including fever, chills, EXTREME
rigors, headache, fatigue, stomach issues (nauseated). Days after,
severe depression followed by extreme anxiety attacks (unique to
anything I experienced prior) 2nd round of hair loss (initial hair loss
I contribute to testing positive for Covid on 19Jan2021), but went
through another episode of clumps of hair falling out after the shot.
Doctor appointments 30Apr21, 05May21, and 14May21. Prescribed
Zoloft.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1340580-1

30-39
years

My menstrual cycle was 10 days with heavy bleeding and my hair is
falling out.
Fatigue, headaches, shoulderache, leg cramp, mouth ulcer, rash,
hair loss, fever. They've been on and off my body for a month. I feel
them afternoon. But, it's not serious so that I can't take
medications.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1341735-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1342152-1

65-79
years

Losing hair and tinnitus since April 1st 2021

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1342602-1

30-39
years

Facial and neck swelling, started 30 min after vaccine and lasted 1
hour, took Benadryl Extremity swelling, started 1 hour post shot
and lasted 6-8 hours Less important sided effects- fatigue, arm
soreness, nausea, diarrhea, headache- lasting 24-48 hours Hair is
falling out in clumps

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1343100-1

50-59
years

Hair loss, quite noticeably

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1343897-1

30-39
years

hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1344898-1

40-49
years

Itching around face, lips and tongue. Lost hair in patches on my
face and along my hairline. Itching around mouth lasted on and off
for a couple of days. Second dose received at 11:30 am on 4/29.
Same itchiness + additional patchy hair loss started two weeks
later. Occasional itchiness of lips and face continue through 5/24.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1346762-1

60-64
years

Patient stated that they started to lose their hair in chunks about 2
weeks after vaccination. Patient had to shave their head because of
the amount of hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1348298-1

60-64
years

"1st 3 days (both Vaccines) produced significantly red, sore and
swollen upper arm, lasting 3-4 days. With the 2nd dose, I had
""Hives"" the following morning, and have had, and continue to
have Hive blisters behind knee, some on thigh, in both groin
creases, beltline and abdomen,, under breasts, on both upper and
lower arms. It will be 5 weeks on Fri. May 28th. Pharmacist said to
take Benadryl, which I have #4 -5 capsules daily. For 5 days, my
Dr. Prescribed Steroid: (Pro***cin), which did NOT alleviate
symptoms. Last night (in my shower), I noticed the regular hair on
my arms is gone. I had previously 3-4 weeks ago noticed the hair
on my forehead appeared to be receding, but thought it another
blessing of growing old.My arms still have soft baby hair fluff, like
on my face. Hair on my lower legs is much reduced. (I should have
major stubble hair as last shaved 3 weeks ago. I didn't notice it til
last night. Any help would be appreciated...!!!"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1350002-1

40-49
years

hair loss/eyebrows, cervical lymph node swelling, general itching,
weakness Narrative: Vaccinated 3/4/2021, onset of hair loss
3/13/2021, lymph nodes 3/9/2021

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1350759-1

50-59
years

The week following my 2nd dose I started experiencing heart
palpitations/irregular heartbeat, insomnia and anxiety. Thought it
was stress related. Symptoms worsened over the next month
following sinus surgery. In additions to previous symptoms, I had
shakiness, sweating, muscle weakness, brain fog, hair loss. Thought
it was from surgery recovery and meds.

1351886-1

60-64
years

Patient stated that her hair started falling out in chunks at a time.
She mentioned that she went to her Derm. doctor and he stated to
her that it was the covid vaccine. Her provider stated it may still
take another 8 weeks before she recovers from her hair.

1351961-1

40-49
years

"Pt said after first dose lymph under arm felt swollen and
experienced swelling. After receiving 2nd dose 2 weeks later she
said her lymph system ""blew up"". She was in immense pain, had
fluid retention and developed fluid blisters, experienced vision
impairment and oil glands clogged in eyes, migraines, hair is falling
out and fatigue. Patient said doctor gave her high dose steroids.
She is still being treated by doctor for this. Still having multiple
symptoms and trying to get them under control."

1354126-1

30-39
years

i developed severe migraines, and developed a huge rash on my
arm at the sight of the injection. I noticed my hair falling out and
thinning pout. I am not sure if it was due to having COVID in
December or a reaction to the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1354131-1

65-79
years

About 3 days after I had the original vaccination my hair started
falling out in clumps. Two days later I was completely bald on the
back of my head except for a few wisps of hair on the base of my
skull. I was hospitalized for breathing difficulties on 4/1/21 which
was diagnosed as COPD. The breathing difficulties started after the
first dose as well. I had to have my entire head shaved and now
have to wear a head dressing whenever I leave the house.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1355534-1

40-49
years

Extrem hair loss which continued for almost 6 weeks. Most of my
hair is gone and I have bald spots on my head.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1355552-1

50-59
years

HAIR FALLING

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1358444-1

65-79
years

Hair Loss

30-39
years

Irregular periods. I had a normal period Feb 10 (after 1st dose)
which was 30 days after previous period which was normal cycle for
me since recovering from covid but did not have normal cycle again
until April 25, and cycles now seem to be 35 days long. Blood work
and monitoring done by OBGYN, has not yet resolved. Also
experience hair loss similar to experience after having covid but less
intense. Still experiencing.

30-39
years

"Alopecia Areata, 2 spots on head; Thinning eyebrow; Was
breastfeeding when I received the vaccine; Was breastfeeding when
I received the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable consumer (patient). This consumer (patient) reported
information for both mother and baby. This is the maternal case.
This 30-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE;
lot number EP7533) via an unspecified route of administration in
the left arm on 05Apr2021 at 16:00 (at the age of 30-years-old) as
a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no
medical history, allergies, or concomitant medications. Prior to
vaccination the patient had not been diagnosed with COVID-19 and
had not received any other vaccines in the 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. On 25Apr2021 at 09:00 the patient experienced
alopecia areata 2 spots on her head, and thinning eyebrow. The
patient reported she was breastfeeding when she received the
vaccine, then stopped breastfeeding ""cold turkey"" three days after
receiving the vaccine. The events resulted in a physician office visit,
and the patient was treated with a steroid injection. The clinical
outcomes of alopecia areata 2 spots on head and thinning eyebrow
were not recovered. The clinical outcomes of was breastfeeding
when she received the vaccine were unknown. It was also reported
that since vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID19. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further information is
expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC2021487595 baby case"

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1359853-1

1360415-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1360727-1

40-49
years

Pain immediately right shoulder at injection site, sore shoulder
unable to complete shoulder flex ion beyond 90 degrees without
active assist range of motion from my other arm, appeared to look
like a rotary cuff injury, as days progressed Left palm left foot
numbness Heart palpitations after a flight of stairs chest pressure
and some shortness of breath Brain fog, word finding difficulties
Anxiety Panic attack unprovoked Insomnia Feelings of out of body
Dizziness when in moving car laying Down Hair loss Overwhelming
fatigue Decreased concentration Noise sensitivity Light sensitivity
Leg cramping with running or walking quickly Changes in period 5
days late Chest pressure Impaired short term memory

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1362079-1

40-49
years

1st vaccination given in left arm on 5/1/2021 2nd vaccination given
in right arm on 5/29/2021 I noticed my hair falling out a week or 10
days before getting a 2nd dose.

1364737-1

60-64
years

After the first dosage of the Covid-19 vaccine (January 6 ) my hear
became like a sponge. After the second dosage on February 9 I
completely lost the hear all over my body in a 2 weeks after
vaccination

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1367139-1

1367242-1

1367315-1

Age

vaccination.

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable
consumer (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/Lot
number was not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in arm right on 16Apr2021 (age at
vaccination was 36 years) as unknown, single for COVID-19
immunization. Medical history was none. The patient was not
pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any
other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination.
Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient
experienced hair loss on 26Apr2021 with outcome of recovering. No
therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. The event
was reported as non-serious. No follow-up attempts are needed;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

Unknown

Fever; hair loss; trouble walking; lack of energy; high heart rate;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient),
based on information received by Pfizer from Bristol-Myers Squibb
(manufacturer control number US-BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB
COMPANY-BMS-2021-042611). This case was split from master case
AER #2021577283 to capture a female patient taking BNT162B2
and experienced fever, hair loss, trouble walking, lack of energy and
a high heart rate. A 70-years-old female patient received BNT162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for
injection, Lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as unknown, single (received
her COVID vaccine since being diagnosed) for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included ongoing COVID-19 (does not
know where she got COVID) and hospitalisation (for COVID and
while in the hospital started on ELIQUIS for blood clots that where
found in her lungs). Concomitant medication(s) included apixaban
(ELIQUIS) oral taken for pulmonary embolism twice a day (batch
no. 1796051); ascorbic acid; colecalciferol and zinc. On an
unspecified date, the patient experienced fever, hair loss, trouble
walking, lack of energy and high heart rate. The patient underwent
lab tests and procedures which included computerised tomogram:
lungs look much better, had scaring on lungs from COVID but did
not see any blood clots on 29Apr2021 and heart rate: high on an
unspecified date. The outcome of the events were unknown.

18-29
years

his wife started loosing her hair 4 days after the administration of
the vaccine; as a consequence she is anxious and depressed.; as a
consequence she is anxious and depressed.; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband). A 27years-old female patient (reporter's husband) received first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number was not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration on 05May2021 as single dose for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date
in May2021, patient experienced his wife started loosing her hair 4
days after the administration of the vaccine and as a consequence
she is anxious and depressed. It was reported that a reporter called
on behalf of his wife for information about if losing hair is a side
effect for the administration of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine and
information about if it would be safe to be administered with the
second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine after loosing her hair
possibly as a side effect for the administration of the vaccine. The
reporter was going to speak with his Physician for more information
and management. Reporter called on behalf of his wife for
information about the maximum timeframe for the administration of
the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine. There was no
PQC (product quality complaint) present. The outcome of both
event was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1367931-1

6-17
years

2 hrs after vaccine started having chills and fever by Thursday April
22 her legs starting hurting pain moved from toes and all the way
up to back then it stated moving to her hands and fingers. got
admitted to hospital because they wanted to make sure she wasn't
having syptoms of MS they did blood work, MRI, covid test, xrays,
lupus test, physical therapy, nerves test, lime disease test and
everything came back fine by sunday they sent her home and she
started having stomach pains and had to go back to Dr. she has
experience hair loss and it started her menstrual cycle early. was
having alot of fatigue and its's been a month and she is now finally
started to feel a little better but Dr dont know how long it will be
before she is fully herself

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1368092-1

50-59
years

Heart palpitations, leg cramps, alopecia, muscle weakness, joint
pain, vivid nightmares, amenorrhea, thyroid stimulating hormone
overproduction.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1368295-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

On about 2/17/2021, I noticed that my allopecia had returned. I
went to the dermatologist possibly on 2/18, but I'm not sure. The
dermatologist looked at the affected area. They injected the
infected area with steroids. I received another round of steroids in
March and another in April. As a result, most of my hair shows signs
of growing back. On the night of 2/10, I started having joint pain,
which lingered about a week. I went to my PCP, who recommended
blood work. I wasn't prescribed anything for the pain, because it
had mostly subsided by the time I went to the clinic. I'm reporting
this, since allopecia is an autoimmune condition, and it returned so
soon after I received the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1370248-1

30-39
years

Body temperature decreased; Myalgia; Atrial fibrillation; Alopecia;
Nasopharyngitis; Vision blurred; Vasculitis; Dizziness; This case was
received via FDA VAERS (Reference number: 1124402) on 25-May2021 and was forwarded to Moderna on 25-May-2021. This
regulatory authority case was reported by an other health care
professional and describes the occurrence of ATRIAL FIBRILLATION
(Atrial fibrillation) in a 36-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 029A21A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included
Drug allergy (Codeine, hydrocodone and tramadol.) and
Autoimmune disorder. On 10-Mar-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 22-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ATRIAL
FIBRILLATION (Atrial fibrillation) (seriousness criterion medically
significant), ALOPECIA (Alopecia), NASOPHARYNGITIS
(Nasopharyngitis), VISION BLURRED (Vision blurred), VASCULITIS
(Vasculitis), DIZZINESS (Dizziness) and MYALGIA (Myalgia). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced BODY TEMPERATURE
DECREASED (Body temperature decreased). At the time of the
report, ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (Atrial fibrillation) had resolved and
ALOPECIA (Alopecia), NASOPHARYNGITIS (Nasopharyngitis),
VISION BLURRED (Vision blurred), VASCULITIS (Vasculitis),
DIZZINESS (Dizziness), BODY TEMPERATURE DECREASED (Body
temperature decreased) and MYALGIA (Myalgia) outcome was
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide
any causality assessments. Concomitant product was not provided
by the reporter. Patient vaccine administration arm coldness and
temperature drop. Patient reported the symptoms to her doctors
and they recommended she get the second shot. Treatment
information was not provided. Company comment: Very limited
information regarding this event has been provided at this time.
Details regarding autoimmune disorder and concomitant
medications are required for further evaluation.; Sender's
Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been
provided at this time. Details regarding autoimmune disorder and
concomitant medications are required for further evaluation.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1372128-1

40-49
years

Chills, nausea, hair loss, blood in urine, overall fatigue and aches

50-59
years

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a noncontactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, administered
in Arm Left on 07May2021 (at the age of 55 years old) (Batch/Lot
number was not reported) as 1st dose, single dose for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included Systemic lupus, Heart
issues, Hypothyroidism. Concomitant medication received within 2
weeks of vaccination included levothyroxine. Facility where the most
recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Pharmacy or Drug
Store. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks
prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced hair loss on
09May2021 12:00. Prior to vaccination the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't
been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1373697-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1373722-1

1374175-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

violently vomiting; nauseous; losing weight; my labs are a mess;
losing hair; short of breath; dizzy; I have never felt so awful for so
long.; can barely eat; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Right on 16Mar2021 09:00
(Batch/Lot number was not reported) at single dose for COVID-19
immunization. Medical history included Lupus, Postural orthostatic
tachycardia syndrome (POTS), depression, Axial Spondyloarthritis,
Degenerative Disc Disease. Concomitant medications included
unspecified medications, the patient was on quite a few, she didn't
fit. The patient's known allergies Ambient, augmentin, doxycycline
(not anaphylaxis). No other vaccine in four weeks. Vaccine
16Mar2021, day after she started violently vomiting. She had
vomited al-most every day since, she was nauseous 24/7, she can
barely eat so she was losing weight and her labs were a mess, she
had to get IV Iron yesterday (19May2021), and she had a ton other
GI tests coming up. She was losing hair, I'm getting barely any
nutrients. She was now short of breath and dizzy too. She had
never felt so awful for so long. Adverse event start date was
17Mar2021. Adverse event start time was 07:00 AM. Adverse
events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. The patient received treatment for the events
included intravenous Iron, tried different medicine, lots of appts. No
covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. The
adverse events did not result in death, did not cause/prolong
hospitalization, was not life threatening, disabling/incapacitating,
congenital anomaly/birth defect. All events considered as serious
due to being medically significant. The outcome of the events was
not recovered. Information on the lot/batch number has been
requested.

60-64
years

pinpoint pain mid chest for 1 day, body aches the next day for
about 8 hours, noticed hair loss within 2 days of the shot and still
losing hair 2 months later *note: retired and have had shots for
many things over 20 year career--this is the first shot I've had this
kind of reaction to. Thought that was worth mentioning.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1375710-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

runny nose-clear drainage; nasal congestion; Hair loss; Injection
site rash; Injection site itching; Injection site pain; Pain in
extremity; Injection site redness; Injection site urticaria; Joint
range of motion decreased; Voice disturbance; Squamous cell
carcinoma; peripheral neuropathy; Sore throat; This spontaneous
case was reported by a physician (subsequently medically
confirmed) and describes the occurrence of SQUAMOUS CELL
CARCINOMA (Squamous cell carcinoma) and NEUROPATHY
PERIPHERAL (peripheral neuropathy) in a 56-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. The patient's past medical history included
Squamous cell carcinoma and Rheumatoid arthritis since an
unknown date. Concomitant products included CELECOXIB
(CELEBREX), HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE;LISINOPRIL, TRAMADOL
HCL, METHOTREXATE, VITAMIN D3, PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE
(VITAMIN B-6) and CYANOCOBALAMIN (VITAMIN B-12). On 30-Apr2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 30-Apr2021, the patient experienced SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMA
(Squamous cell carcinoma) (seriousness criterion medically
significant), NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (peripheral neuropathy)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), OROPHARYNGEAL PAIN
(Sore throat), INJECTION SITE RASH (Injection site rash),
INJECTION SITE PRURITUS (Injection site itching), INJECTION SITE
PAIN (Injection site pain), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Pain in extremity),
INJECTION SITE ERYTHEMA (Injection site redness), INJECTION
SITE URTICARIA (Injection site urticaria), JOINT RANGE OF MOTION
DECREASED (Joint range of motion decreased) and DYSPHONIA
(Voice disturbance). On an unknown date, the patient experienced
RHINORRHOEA (runny nose-clear drainage), NASAL CONGESTION
(nasal congestion) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss). The patient was
treated with ADALIMUMAB (HUMIRA) (subcutaneous) at a dose of
40 mg every two weeks. At the time of the report, SQUAMOUS CELL
CARCINOMA (Squamous cell carcinoma), NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL
(peripheral neuropathy), INJECTION SITE PRURITUS (Injection site
itching), INJECTION SITE PAIN (Injection site pain), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Pain in extremity), INJECTION SITE ERYTHEMA
(Injection site redness), INJECTION SITE URTICARIA (Injection site
urticaria), JOINT RANGE OF MOTION DECREASED (Joint range of
motion decreased) and DYSPHONIA (Voice disturbance) outcome
was unknown, OROPHARYNGEAL PAIN (Sore throat),
RHINORRHOEA (runny nose-clear drainage), NASAL CONGESTION
(nasal congestion) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss) was resolving and
INJECTION SITE RASH (Injection site rash) had resolved. For
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the
reporter did not provide any causality assessments. The patient was
treated with CLARITIN, BIOTON and TYLENOL COLD & SINUS after
receiving MODERNA vaccine. Very limited information regarding the
events has been provided at this time. Further information has been
requested. Reporter did not allow further contact Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 13-May2021: Added Patient medical history, concomitants and events.;
Sender's Comments: Very limited information regarding the events
has been provided at this time. Further information has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1376925-1

30-39
years

The morning following the first dose on May 8, 2021 a patch of
hairs about an inch in diameter was lost in beard and has not grown
back. Several hours after the second dose on June 5, 2021 pain in
chest began. Shortness in breath, tightness in chest and pain
around the heart has continued.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1377741-1

65-79
years

hair thinning hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1378303-1

60-64
years

Severe hair loss, severe rashes. Extreme scaling on scalp.
Unbearable itching. Scalp flaking. Over 30% hair loss. Still losing.

30-39
years

Swelling and itchiness in my toes mainly. Fingers also exhibited the
same symptoms but it was mild compared to how much my toes
were itching. This lasted about 4 days. Also, my hair started falling
out and hasn't stopped but not sure when this started but it wasn't
like this before the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1378460-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1381286-1

65-79
years

She has been experiencing hair loss for a while; had a little bit of
muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (patient) via medical information team. A 76-year-old
female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number: EN5318)
via intramuscular route of administration in left arm/shoulder on
02Feb2021 (at the age of 76 years old) in the morning as 1st dose,
single dose and second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number: EL9266)
via intramuscular route of administration in left arm/shoulder on
23Feb2021 (at the age of 76 years old) in the morning as 2nd dose,
single dose both for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history
included psoriasis on legs. Concomitant medication included
hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL S) 200mg tablet by mouth
once daily taken for psoriasis from 29Mar2021. The patient did not
receive any additional vaccines on same date of the Pfizer suspect.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior
to the first administration date of suspect vaccine. The patient
experienced she has been experiencing hair loss for a while on
07Apr2021 and had a little bit of muscle pain on an unspecified date
in 2021. It was reported as, patient received both doses of the
Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine in February. She has been experiencing hair
loss for a while. Her dermatologist told her it was due to the
vaccine. She enquired whether this happened to anyone else or was
there other reports also. She was getting treatment for psoriasis
and thought it was due to it. She contacted the FDA and was told it
would take 120 days for it to drop to a half dose in her system. She
asked about contacting CDC to report it. She was so upset that this
happened to her. The patient hair loss was almost gone now, her
daughter said she had fuzzies instead of bald spots. She just had
bloodwork a few weeks ago, and had regular meds she takes, but
has been taking those for a couple years but they don't make a
difference with the shot, she doesn't believe. Patient has psoriasis
on legs and was taking a new drug her dermatologist provided and
she called the FDA about this med and they said it could cause hair
loss but probably not, her doctor said it was not the cause of it.
Drug was Plaquenil, but she was taking the generic for that, she
was taking hydroxychloroquine 200mg tablet by mouth once daily,
she started, she believes 29Mar2021 for psoriasis on legs. She
stopped it as soon as her hair was falling out, as she thought it was
that originally, but her dermatologist said it was not, it was from the
shot. Patient did not visit physician office but it was panic, she was
crying for 2 weeks, her daughter informed there was nothing to do,
it will just fall out. Patient informed that when she got the shots,
she didn't have any kind of reaction, just the second, she had a
little bit of muscle pain, but overnight it went away. The patient
underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood test:
unknown on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event hair loss
was recovering and for muscle pain recovered on an unspecified
date in 2021. Follow up attempts are needed. Further information
has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1381852-1

50-59
years

Patient reported a 3 inch diameter bald spot on the back of his head
which started to form about 3 weeks after his second Moderna
vaccine.

1384958-1

30-39
years

She got her vaccine, her arm hurt for a day or two. The following
Monday she was brushing her hair and had to empty it as it was so
full. She has been shedding her hair and has been gentle with
washing her hair and coming and it continues to come out. She can
now see what looks like a receding hair pattern around her forehead
and has baby hairs on the sides of hair above her ears/temple
region and it's getting thinner. She googled hair loss and it showed
that it was due to the vaccine, and got the pamphlet from the
pharmacy and called us.

1385015-1

65-79
years

Hair loss following first dose, got worse after the second dose. Bald
spot and thinning hair. I have not seen a doctor about this yet. My
scalp looks healthy and this was a fairly sudden event with no
precedent ever.

1386877-1

40-49
years

SHE EXPERIENCED A FEW BUMPS AND HAIR LOSS AFTER THE
FIRST SHOT, HESITATED ABOUT GETTING THE SECOND BUT GOT IT
ANYWAY. WITHIN 2 WEEKS OF GETTING THE SECOND DOSE, SHE
HAD BUMPS/BLISTERS OVER A MAJORITY OF HER BODY AND HER
HAIR WAS COMING OUT IN CLUMPS. HER FAMILY DOCTOR DID NOT
KNOW WHAT TO DO BUT HE DID GIVE HER SOME TRIAMCINOLONE
CREAM. SHE SAW A DERMATOLOGIST TODAY, 6/9/21, WHO TOLD
HER IT WAS A COMMON REACTION TO THE COVID VACCINE. THE
TRIAMCINOLONE CREAM IS HELPING WITH THE ITCH SOME BUT
NOT HEALING THE BLISTERS AS SOME ARE STILL APPEARING IN
OTHER PARTS OF HER BODY.
Throat tightness, hair loss, left breast pain persisting since vaccine.
Started about 1 hour after vaccine and has persistent since then.
Went to the ER but did not want to wait so she was never
evaluated.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1387016-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1388276-1

65-79
years

Loss of body hair from legs, forearms, abdomen, pubic area.

1389022-1

18-29
years

Hair loss in a small circular area around the size of a nickel on the
back of my head a few inches behind my left ear. Appears the same
as alopecia areata. Began sometime within the month following
vaccination I have not had this symptom before

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

vaccination. I have not had this symptom before.
Adverse Event Description

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1389200-1

40-49
years

small patch of missing hair on top right of scalp started the size of
nickel 3 weeks ago. Two days ago, it got bigger in the size of
quarter.

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1392053-1

65-79
years

Pt. describes copious amounts of hair loss since receiving the
vaccine.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1394045-1

50-59
years

injection site pain; Hallucinations; Hair loss; Blurred Vision;
Nearsighted issues; Problems with her night vision; Mental
Confusion; Difficulty spelling words; Suicidal thoughts; Eye
Itchiness; Inflammation on hands and feet (they felt puffy);
Excruciating pain as if blood was on fire; Worst pain; Gasping with
every step; Allergic reaction after eating pineapple, swelling of
tongue and mouth; Allergic reaction after eating pineapple, swelling
of tongue and mouth; Allergic reaction after eating pineapple,
swelling of tongue and mouth; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of HALLUCINATION
(Hallucinations) and SUICIDAL IDEATION (Suicidal thoughts) in a
52-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 043B21A and 032M20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Previously administered products included for
Vaccination: flu vaccine (a long time back). Past adverse reactions
to the above products included Fibromyalgia with flu vaccine.
Concurrent medical conditions included Allergy (Thimerosal). On
23-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
20-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 21-Apr-2021, the patient experienced BURNING
SENSATION (Excruciating pain as if blood was on fire) and
HYPERSENSITIVITY (Allergic reaction after eating pineapple,
swelling of tongue and mouth). 21-Apr-2021, the patient
experienced PAIN (Worst pain), DYSPNOEA (Gasping with every
step), SWOLLEN TONGUE (Allergic reaction after eating pineapple,
swelling of tongue and mouth) and MOUTH SWELLING (Allergic
reaction after eating pineapple, swelling of tongue and mouth). On
27-Apr-2021, the patient experienced SUICIDAL IDEATION (Suicidal
thoughts) (seriousness criterion medically significant). 27-Apr2021, the patient experienced EYE PRURITUS (Eye Itchiness) and
INFLAMMATION (Inflammation on hands and feet (they felt puffy)).
On 10-May-2021, the patient experienced HALLUCINATION
(Hallucinations) (seriousness criterion medically significant) and
DYSLEXIA (Difficulty spelling words). 10-May-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss), VISION BLURRED (Blurred
Vision), MYOPIA (Nearsighted issues), NIGHT BLINDNESS
(Problems with her night vision) and CONFUSIONAL STATE (Mental
Confusion). On an unknown date, the patient experienced
VACCINATION SITE PAIN (injection site pain). The patient was
treated with PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL) at an unspecified dose and
frequency. At the time of the report, HALLUCINATION
(Hallucinations), SUICIDAL IDEATION (Suicidal thoughts), EYE
PRURITUS (Eye Itchiness), INFLAMMATION (Inflammation on hands
and feet (they felt puffy)), ALOPECIA (Hair loss), VISION BLURRED
(Blurred Vision), MYOPIA (Nearsighted issues), NIGHT BLINDNESS
(Problems with her night vision), CONFUSIONAL STATE (Mental
Confusion) and DYSLEXIA (Difficulty spelling words) had not
resolved and BURNING SENSATION (Excruciating pain as if blood
was on fire), PAIN (Worst pain), DYSPNOEA (Gasping with every
step), SWOLLEN TONGUE (Allergic reaction after eating pineapple,
swelling of tongue and mouth), MOUTH SWELLING (Allergic reaction
after eating pineapple, swelling of tongue and mouth),
HYPERSENSITIVITY (Allergic reaction after eating pineapple,
swelling of tongue and mouth) and VACCINATION SITE PAIN
(injection site pain) outcome was unknown. Concomitant product
use was not provided. Additional treatment included Japanese knot
weed, vitamins, and pain killers. Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of this events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 02-Jun-2021: Followup information
received on 02 Jun 2021 included vaccine dose information, events
and their outcome.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of this events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1395175-1

60-64
years

Extreme hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1395702-1

50-59
years

Loss of hair !!! Had beautiful thick hair and is falling out

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1398459-1

1398490-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

TEETH WERE BLUE THAT HAD FILLINGS; HAIR LOSS; FATIGUE;
DIFFICULTY FUNCTIONING; RACING HEART; BLURRED VISION;
SHORTNESS OF BREATH; SLICK FINGERS; LACEY RASH TO ARMS,
HANDS, LEGS, AND CHEST; SEVERE HEADACHES; CHILLS; RIGHT
ARM PAIN; This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a 67 year old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's past medical history included
breast surgery, tonsillectomy, pulled chest wall muscle, rib
separation, and eye surgery, and concurrent conditions included
penicillin allergy, environmental allergies, and atrial fibrillation. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported and batch number: 1808980
expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 01APR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications
were reported. On 01-APR-2021, the subject experienced right arm
pain. On 08-APR-2021, the subject experienced chills. On 11-APR2021, the subject experienced severe headaches. On 15-APR-2021,
the subject experienced lacey rash to arms, hands, legs, and chest.
On 18-APR-2021, the subject experienced blurred vision. On 18APR-2021, the subject experienced shortness of breath. On 18-APR2021, the subject experienced slick fingers. On 20-APR-2021, the
subject experienced racing heart. On 25-APR-2021, the subject
experienced difficulty functioning. On 25-APR-2021, the subject
experienced fatigue. On 01-MAY-2021, the subject experienced hair
loss. On 10-MAY-2021, Laboratory data included: C-reactive protein
(NR: not provided) Elevated, and Sonogram (NR: not provided)
normal. On 24-MAY-2021, Laboratory data included: Blood test
(NR: not provided) Normal, and Thyroid function test (NR: not
provided) Normal. On 03-JUN-2021, the subject experienced teeth
were blue that had fillings. On 08-JUN-2021, Laboratory data
included: C-reactive protein (NR: not provided) Normal, and
Complete blood count (NR: not provided) Normal. On 09-JUN-2021,
Laboratory data included: Panoramic dental X-ray (NR: not
provided) Not reported. Treatment medications (dates unspecified)
included: paracetamol. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient recovered from blurred
vision, difficulty functioning, and shortness of breath, right arm pain
on 04-APR-2021, chills on 11-APR-2021, and severe headaches on
14-APR-2021, was recovering from lacey rash to arms, hands, legs,
and chest, and fatigue, had not recovered from hair loss, teeth were
blue that had fillings, and slick fingers, and the outcome of racing
heart was not reported. This report was non-serious.

60-64
years

psoriasis; autoimmune disorders; She is losing her hair, the hair on
the back of her wrist and arms are lost.; red rash all over face,
head, ears, neck; back in hell; Broke out scalp; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer (subsequently medically
confirmed) and describes the occurrence of DISABILITY (back in
hell) in a 61-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 048B21A and 017B21A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. The patient's past medical history included
Autoimmune arthritis. On 07-Apr-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 07-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 07-May-2021, the patient
experienced DISABILITY (back in hell) (seriousness criteria
disability and medically significant), SKIN DISORDER (Broke out
scalp) and RASH (red rash all over face, head, ears, neck). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced PSORIASIS (psoriasis),
AUTOIMMUNE DISORDER (autoimmune disorders) and ALOPECIA
(She is losing her hair, the hair on the back of her wrist and arms
are lost.). The patient was treated with TRIAMCINOLONE
ACETONIDE for Rash on face, at a dose of UNK dosage form and
ULOBETASOL PROPIONATE (LEXETTE) for Scalp rash, at a dose of
UNK dosage form. At the time of the report, DISABILITY (back in
hell), SKIN DISORDER (Broke out scalp), PSORIASIS (psoriasis),
AUTOIMMUNE DISORDER (autoimmune disorders), ALOPECIA (She
is losing her hair, the hair on the back of her wrist and arms are
lost.) and RASH (red rash all over face, head, ears, neck) outcome
was unknown. Concomitant medication use was not provided.
Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not
applicable. Company Comment : Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded. This case was linked to MOD-2021-194580
(Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated
above includes: On 02-Jun-2021: Significant follow-up added on
02-JUN-2021, Contact information updated.; Sender's Comments:
Based on the current available information and temporal association
between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a
causal relationship cannot be excluded.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1401458-1

60-64
years

About 3 weeks after the first shot I noticed my hairbrush had more
hair in it than usual. So every morning I would gently comb my
medium length hair very carefully and many hairs would come out
of my head. Then I got the second Moderna shot on April15, 2021.
It got worse. I started saving the hair. I am so scared that I will end
up bald. Some places 5 - 6, or more, hairs come out of each area at
the same time. All over my head it comes out. I have always had
nice hair and this has left me devastated. When it began falling out
I tried everything. Women's vitamins, biotin for hair, vinegar for a
hair rinse, plus many more. With Mom and friends, we have come
to the conclusion that getting the COVID shots has triggered
something for me to lose my hair. I have not changed eating habits
nor medications. Please help me.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1401478-1

40-49
years

Complete hair loss that started 2 weeks post vaccination - telogen
effluvium

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1402161-1

40-49
years

Significant amount of hair loss

65-79
years

Between 1st and 2nd vaccine, shawl type rash occurred on
shoulders. Severe hives then developed. Treated with multiple
antihistamines by dermatologist, no positive response. Hives finally
disappeared after injections of Xolair. Another rash was under the
'hives', determined after multiple blood tests and skin biopsies to be
DERMATOMYOSITIS. The severe muscle inflammation followed, with
major lack of mobility, tingling in left hand from ulnar nerve
compression, hair loss, etc Currently being treated by a group of
medical personnel, with prednisone as well as additional
medications, oxygen therapy as a bronchoscopy showed clotting,
physical therapy to improve mobility,

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1402344-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1402769-1

65-79
years

high blood pressure, I was having continual headaches , loss of
smell and taste and hair loss, I did not lose my sense of smell and
taste when I had COVID-19 in November 15th, 2020. I never had
high blood pressure prior to the vaccination. I am on high blood
pressure medication after the vaccine. I was on BP medication when
I took the second dose and my BP still went real high. I still have
loss of taste and smell , and I still have high blood pressure, and
I'm still continuing with the headaches.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1403686-1

65-79
years

Hair loss

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1405925-1

Age

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
lost all her hair/ all of her hair has fallen out again; \This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), dose 2 via
an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right
on 05May2021 09:30 (Batch/Lot Number: EW0176) as 2ND DOSE,
SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included
ongoing asthma, ongoing vitiligo, dairy free diet, covid-19 from
Feb2020 to an unknown date, alopecia from May2020 and ongoing,
autoimmune disorder from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing and bald (her hair started falling out in Apr2020 and
May2020. By Jun2020 she was bald), gluten free diet and
autoimmune disorders. She had the Coronavirus last Feb2020 and
in May2020 she had lost all her hair after having the Covid 19 virus.
She does have alopecia and vitiligo and those 2 diseases went crazy
when she had the Covid 19 virus. She also lost so much pigment in
her skin because of the Covid 19 virus and the vitiligo. She was
treated by her dermatologist and her hair grew back. Her hair came
back 3 inches high on her head. She has just regrown her hair after
having the Covid 19 virus. She was washing her hair and almost all
of it fell out. She was asking if the Covid 19 vaccine did this. She
wanted Pfizer to know this was what happened to her and she
needeed to know if the vaccine caused her hair to fall out. She was
fine until all her hair fell out in the last few weeks. Her hair literally
fell out in droves. She did have a Covid 19 virus antibody test in
Jul2020 and she did have antibodies. At the time she lost her hair
because of the Covid 19 virus her dermatologist prescribed
prednisone. She took the Prednisone 3 times a week to help calm
down whatever was happening in her body. By Jun2020 she was
bald. After receiving the second Covid 19 vaccine in May2021 her
hair went from looking thin to now she's bald.The patient previously
received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EW0164, Expiry Date: Unknown), an unspecified route of
administration in right arm on 14Apr2021, as 1st dose, single dose
for covid-19 immunisation. The patient previously received
Prednisone for Alopecia. She received the second Covid 19 vaccine
on 05May2021 in her right arm, Lot# EW0176 NDC/Expiry not
known. First Covid 19 vaccine information was in the suspect
product field. When probing why she decided to get the Covid 19
vaccine she said for prevention but also because she does have
autoimmune disorders and she needeed to protect herself. Her
daughter had the Covid 19 virus in Dec2020 and the caller had
symptoms at that time of feeling sick and was really tired and she
thought she could really contract the Covid 19 virus again. She
decided to get the Covid 19 vaccine to help her not get the Covid 19
virus again. She experienced the hair loss with the second Covid 19
vaccine. Within three weeks of receiving the Covid 19 vaccine her
hair started falling out. After receiving the second Covid 19 vaccine
in May2021 her hair went from looking thin to now she's bald.
When her hair fell out with the Covid 19 virus she had changed her
diet to gluten and dairy free to see if her diet was something that
caused her hair to fall out when she had the Covid 19 virus. After
the diet change and medication treatment her hair started coming
back and she lost 15 lbs. After her hair started falling out with after
she received the second Covid 19 vaccine she was seen by her
dermatologist who prescribed Prednisone, 60mg a day for 7 days,
then 40mg a day for 7 days, then 20mg a day for 7 days.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of lost all her hair/ all
of her hair has fallen out again. The outcome of the event was not
recovered. Information on batch/Lot number was obtained. Further
information has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1405955-1

1406027-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

rash; dry, itchy scalp and hair loss; dry, itchy scalp and hair loss;
dry, itchy scalp and hair loss; tired; shingles; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer or other non hcp. A 64-yearsold female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/Lot
Number: EW0185), via an unspecified route of administration on
21May2021 (64-year-old at the time of vaccination) as a 2nd dose,
single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient previously took first
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID VACCINE, solution for
injection, Batch/Lot Number: EW0158), via an unspecified route of
administration on 20Apr2021, as a 1st dose, single dose for COVID19 immunization. The patient's medical history included take blood
pressure medicine for high blood pressure daily and also takes
vitamins, but other than that she wasn't sick and she wasn't taking
anything else. She was allergic to shellfish. On 08Jun2021, the
patient experienced shingles, she says that the shingles happened
yesterday and she thought that it was just a rash and then she
decided to call the dermatologist. It got worse today and it was also
painful. That's how she figured it out that it was shingles, on an
unspecified date, rash, dry, itchy scalp and hair loss then she
started seeing hair loss and she was also a little itchy but now it
was worse than it has ever been. She has put on coconut oil to
soothe it but it has been going on for about the last week or week
and a half, and tired. The dermatologist told her it was due to the
Pfizer vaccine and told to take Valtrex and use a Silvadene cream
topical and other stuff for her head. Her main concern was that her
doctor told her that this was a side effect and she was just going by
what the doctor had said. She was not under stress, she has been
tired for a long time and she lives a good life. She was lucky but it
just popped up and she knows that shingles was related to stress
and other issues but the doctor said that the COVID vaccine does
bring it out. The outcome of the event tired was unknown and all
the other events were not recovered. No follow-up attempts
possible. No further information expected.

Unknown

She has soft stools; Hair thinning; Kidney pain; Sore hip and back;
Sore hip and back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation
solution for injection, lot Number unknown, expiration date
unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as single dose for covid-19 immunization. The
patient medical history included Covid-19. The patient concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient experiencing has soft
stools, hair thinning and had kidney pain, sore hip and back. The
outcome of events was unknown. Information about lot/batch
number is requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1406184-1

Unknown

"hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer. This female consumer (patient) reported for herself. A
female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as 1st
dose, single dose for COVID-19 immunisation and second dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as 2nd
dose, single dose for COVID-19 immunisation The patient medical
history and concomitant medication were not reported. The patient
experienced hair loss on an unspecified date. The Reporter stated
that she had both doses of the Pfizer Covid vaccine with family. She
stated that everything was fine but she had a reaction of hair loss.
She didn't pay attention to when it started but did notice some hair
loss, but didn't monitor it closely but is not sure if it was a week or
two later. It lasted for 3 months after she took the vaccine. She
stated the hair loss stopped and she is no longer experiencing this.
She stated a family member saw on TV that people were
experiencing this and she is not the only person to experience it.
She is not sure what show or channel that was on though. She said,
when the booster dose comes out in the fall, is it safer to go with
Pfizer or another vaccine since she had this hair loss with this
vaccine. The reporter asked if Pfizer has been able to find out what
causes hair loss after the vaccine or fixed it to where that is not a
symptom and response included Referred to the PI section 6
regarding this symptom not being reported in the clinical trials. No
info on this symptom. There is no data available on the
interchangeability of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine with
other COVID-19 vaccines"" Referred to the FAQ that a booster dose
has not yet been authorized, and therefore we do not have
additional recommendations regarding that dose. Referred her to
her HCP for further discussion. The reporter stated Pfizer should
investigate if it is safe to change companies for the covid vaccines.
There needs to be a study. Especially if someone has had a
reaction. In addition they need to look into hair loss, and see if
there potentially is any ingredient in the vaccine that may cause
this. Follow-up attempts are needed; information about lot/batch
number has been requested."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1406594-1

18-29
years

Fever for 24h Weakness for 36h Nausea for 36h Delirious while
sleeping 24h Hot and cold 24h Intense hair loss after 36h

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1407107-1

1407885-1

1408657-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

As I sat down for the 15 minute review period both hands and arms
turned beet red. I am a woman and my normal skin undertone is
yellow. My hands and feet started tingling as well. When I got home
the right side of my face started tingling. My family was slightly
upset because I did not mention it while I was at the site. I called
one of my collogues she advised me to get Benadryl I bought liquid
Benadryl and to drink 1 glass of water every hour for 10 hours. My
left lower lip was swollen the next day and it looked as if I had been
hit in the face. The tingling has lasted for a while and has been
going on for a few months. I called my PA's office they couldn't help
me they advised me to go to urgent care and I went to urgent care
in April then I went to urgent care facility. I told them the issues
about my thighs swelling and they did bloodwork . All of my blood
work was inconclusive. When I was at urgent care I was advised
that my white blood count was high but they couldn't explain why. I
then went to another urgent care. I was concerned about blood
clots after sitting for 3-4 hours i went home though they advised
me to go to the ER at Hospital Center a while back. I finally went in
to the ER on yesterday 6/16/2021 because the pain was shooting
through my back and legs and it was very painful to walk and hard
to stand. They completed bloodwork. They did not find any blood
clots. I was referred to a spine specialist by the hospital and I was
advised to go to an allergist by my doctor because of possible
inflammation and my hair is falling out.

65-79
years

PT WITH ALLERGIC REACTIONS. SORE THROAT. IRRITATIONS. SKIN
IRRITATIONS. RASH . MUSCLE ACHES. NASAL IRRITATION, LOOSE
STOOL FOR 3 DAYS. FATIGUE . AT FIRST, ITCHING NOW AFTER 1
MONTH . AT TIMES., WITH IMPROVED SKIN IRRITATIONS. HAIR
THINING PER PT.

60-64
years

Hi. The second pfizer EW0177 injection was given to me on 6/11/21
and the next morning i had a ringing in my right ear and numbness
in the left side of my face. Thought i had a stroke called doctor and
was sent to emergency rm. The ruled out a stroke but did not know
why. I also have a floating black ring in my right eye. I have an eye
appt. To see what going on w my eye. Since the first injection my
hair is falling out in handfulls. Please contact me with any help with
all of this. I am very distraught and concerned.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1409788-1

Unknown

significant hair loss; longer/heavier menstrual cycles; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other non hcp.
A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose of
BNT162B2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE;
formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was not
reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. It was reported that the patient received two doses of
vaccine and on an unspecified date, the patient experienced
significant hair loss and longer/heavier menstrual cycles. The
patient would like to know if this is just temporary. The outcome of
events was unknown. Information regarding the lot/batch number
has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1410215-1

18-29
years

extreme fatigue like when she had covid, hair shedding started a
week later and has been ongoing

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1410370-1

65-79
years

30 days after second injection, an unusual amount of hair loss
began (Apr 7, 2021)

6-17
years

10 days after the first shot of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine, around June
4th 2021, patient started to notice accelerated hair loss. A few days
later, she noted a bald patch on the right side of her head, behind
her ear. Today (June 18) hair loss continues and hair seems to be
thinning out. She is stressed out. Not sure what to do and would
like some guidance before we get the second shot. Multiple people
on VAERS have reported accelerated hair loss post second shot.
Patient had developed Pneumonia last year when she had been
diagnosed with covid-19 (around April-May 2020)

65-79
years

HAIR FALLING (HAIR LOSS); This spontaneous report received from
a patient concerned a 68 year old female. The patient's height, and
weight were not reported. The patient's past medical history
included covid with pneumonia, and intensive care unit.The patient
received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection,
route of admin not reported, and batch number: 206A21A expiry:
UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 24-MAY-2021
for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were
reported. On 31-MAY-2021, the subject experienced hair falling
(hair loss). The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was
not applicable. The patient had not recovered from hair falling (hair
loss). This report was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1410431-1

1412226-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1412296-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

liver damage due to dehydration; nausea; vomiting; dehydrated;
could not go to work because of illness; could not eat or drink and
hold anything down; feverish; lost lot of hair; This spontaneous
case was reported by a patient (subsequently medically confirmed)
and describes the occurrence of LIVER INJURY (liver damage due to
dehydration), NAUSEA (nausea), VOMITING (vomiting) and
DEHYDRATION (dehydrated) in a 25-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
008C21A and 030B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence
of additional non-serious events is detailed below. Concurrent
medical conditions included Anxiety. Concomitant products included
CLONAZEPAM for Anxiety, AMFETAMINE ASPARTATE, AMFETAMINE
SULFATE, DEXAMFETAMINE SACCHARATE, DEXAMFETAMINE
SULFATE (ADDERALL) for an unknown indication. On 07-Apr-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 05-May-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 2 dosage form. On 06-May2021, the patient experienced NAUSEA (nausea) (seriousness
criterion hospitalization), VOMITING (vomiting) (seriousness
criterion hospitalization), DEHYDRATION (dehydrated) (seriousness
criterion hospitalization), DYSPHAGIA (could not eat or drink and
hold anything down) and PYREXIA (feverish). On 07-May-2021, the
patient experienced LIVER INJURY (liver damage due to
dehydration) (seriousness criteria hospitalization and medically
significant). In May 2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (lost
lot of hair). On an unknown date, the patient experienced IMPAIRED
WORK ABILITY (could not go to work because of illness). The
patient was hospitalized until 12-May-2021 due to DEHYDRATION,
LIVER INJURY, NAUSEA and VOMITING. On 09-May-2021, NAUSEA
(nausea), VOMITING (vomiting) and DYSPHAGIA (could not eat or
drink and hold anything down) had resolved. On 12-May-2021,
DEHYDRATION (dehydrated) had resolved. At the time of the
report, LIVER INJURY (liver damage due to dehydration) had
resolved and ALOPECIA (lost lot of hair), IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY
(could not go to work because of illness) and PYREXIA (feverish)
outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are
provided in parenthesis if available): On 06-May-2021, Blood
pressure measurement: unknown (Low) blood pressure dropped.
On 07-May-2021, Liver function test: unknown (High) Elevated liver
enzymes. Patient was also reported to be taking birth control pills
as concomitant medications. Patient reported that several tests
were done in the hospital. Patient was reported to stay in the ICU
on 07-MAY-2021. Patient was treated with iv fluids, iv potassium
and anti-nausea medication. Patient was reported to specifically ask
if she can get some refund for the money spent for treatment at the
hospital and wanted to talk to somebody from Moderna safety team
and was expecting call from safety team to clarify if any refund
policy for the injury and answer her questions. Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded. This case was linked to MOD-2021-213275
(Patient Link).; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1412806-1

50-59
years

low grade-fever day after on 13th, low-grade fever again on 17th,
soreness at injection site, wide spread joint pain, severe low back
pain, chronic join pain, chronic low back pain, chronic knee pain,
chronic tiredness, chronic malaise, chronic lethargy, hot flashes,
higher blood sugar readings, weight loss, hair loss, chronic fatigue,
stopped having menstrual cycles, chronic pelvic pain

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1413453-1

80+
years

sudden loss of all body hair

65-79
years

I noticed excessive hair shedding. I don't have any hereditary
reason for it. I have probably lost 50 percent of volume of my hair.
My hairdresser said that it was not normal to lose that much hair. I
went and saw my PCP, Dr, and she ordered thyroid, hormone and
vitamin B12 tests. They all came back normal. After that I called my
dermatologist and they set me up with a PA that handles hair
issues. She requested a CBC, a CMP, vitamin D-25 and also and iron
test. All of those tests came back normal. She said that I have
Telogen effluvium, which is stress related hair loss. Both doctors
have said that they are seeing more cases of patients that have had
the virus.

60-64
years

Dose 1 Palpitations, increased heart rate. Shortness of breath.
Heart rate in the hundreds even on meds. Struggle to work
everyday. Dose-2 01/27/2021, at 9 PM my heart rate raised,
vomiting, off work for 4 days. Lethargy, loss of appetite. End of Feb,
contacted PCP, I was exhausted and fatigued and struggled with any
activities. Thyroid test Graves disease diagnosed. I never had issues
with thyroid, no family history of thyroid problems. My levels were
extremely elevated. The only treatment was surgery to remove
thyroid. Third week from thyroid surgery, went back to work on 4th
week, I now have to be on thyroid medication for the rest of life.
Hair was thinning and nails were brittle, still going on. Discontinued
all medication except for new medication of Synthroid.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1415027-1

1415113-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1417213-1

1417678-1

1419811-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

After my second vaccine I did have flu symptoms headache
bodyaches etc. , I didn?t feel well for maybe three days . Whats is
worse is that I?m experiencing a great deal of hair loss,! I?m
literally having to spray my scalp with a root touchup to hide the
hair loss! I spoke with a representative of a large hair care
manufacture she said is experiencing hair loss after actually having
COVID-19 and many of her friends that are experiencing the same
thing. I just looked up hair loss with the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine
and see several reports that they are experiencing the same thing
that I am. Unfortunately no one has seen any improvement and
everyone is very concerned that this is going to continue including
myself.

50-59
years

I got my Janssen vaccine on 03/24/2021, about 3 weeks after I
started having shortness of breath then cyst of some kinds on my
right stomach and private part. 2 week after, I noticed hair loss. As
of 06/22/2021 no more shortness of breath but hair loss still
happening.

Unknown

Sepsis; hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of SEPSIS (Sepsis) in a
male patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 012L10A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
25-Feb-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced SEPSIS (Sepsis)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization and medically significant). The
patient was hospitalized on sometime in April 2021 due to SEPSIS.
At the time of the report, SEPSIS (Sepsis) and ALOPECIA (hair loss)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.
Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.
Treatment information was not provided. Lab details were not
provided. Very limited information regarding the events has been
provided at this time. Further information has been requested. This
case was linked to MOD-2021-216554 (Patient Link).; Sender's
Comments: Very limited information regarding the events has been
provided at this time. Further information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1421027-1

50-59
years

At 4:30 the afternoon of the second dose, I had what felt like a
knife stabbing in my arm at the injection site. It ran all the way
down to my fingers. I then had a fever of 102, severe chills,
nausea, and vomiting. I went to the ER and was given IV fluids,
Valium, and nausea meds. Experienced chills and fever for about
four days. I was diagnosed with Alopecia. I went to a dermatologist
and received injections. Four weeks after, I had problems with my
left shoulder.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1421164-1

80+
years

Pt stated is experiencing hair loss 4 to 6weeks after 2nd
vaccination. N/A other symptoms

18-29
years

About 3 weeks after my first Covid vaccine a noticed a patch of hair
missing from back of my head. I received my 2nd Covid vaccine and
hair rapidly started falling out and within 4-6 weeks I was
completely bald. Hair on eyebrows and body fine. Normal labs for
thyroid, hormones, etc. I have been seeing dermatologists and they
are thinking it was the Covid vaccine as they have seen similar
episodes. Emotionally destroying as I had long thick blond hair and
I am a very health medical professional getting married in 4
months.

40-49
years

Cessation of monthly menstrual cycles following vaccination. Cycles
were regular prior to vaccination; no other signs of perimenopause. Cycles have not restarted as of 3 months following
vaccination. Abnormal hair loss started about one month after
vaccination and is ongoing.

50-59
years

Severe daily hair loss from hair follicle. The hair follicle are attached
to each strand. I am currently losing four times the average daily
hair loss. This has occurred non-stop after receiving the Covid-19
Pfizer vaccine. This fallout occurs during every shower, brushing and
throughout daily activities. This has occurred as of 6/23/2021
approximately two consecutive months and counting.

65-79
years

I tested positive on 01/22/2021 and hospitalized on 01/27/2021. I
was critically ill and spent time in the ICU. I was released to rehab
on 02/15/2021 and released to home care on 03/08/2021. I had
care until April 04/20/2021. I had still been having some weakness
and I was on Oxygen at night. I was told I did not need it anymore.
My lungs were clear in early May when I saw the Pulmonologist. I
got the first dose of my vaccine one week later. I had flu like
symptoms for 24 hours. After I got the second dose of the vaccine
my legs seemed to be weaker, and I felt very unsteady on my feet.
It started one week after the second dose. I felt like it was a
setback. During that week I also started to have hair loss. My hair
has been coming out in clumps. I have ordered a wig. It has been
four weeks and I still have back pain and weakness. I am not sure if
my symptoms are due to Covid-19 or if is the vaccine. I have
improved a little.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1421230-1

1421248-1

1421549-1

1421812-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1423103-1

Unknown

Also she got COVID and she was pretty sick; Also she got COVID
and she was pretty sick; Losing hair; Having an itchy and dry scalp;
Having an itchy and dry scalp; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not
reported) as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID vaccine
and was losing a lot of hair and also, she got COVID and she was
pretty sick. The patient also had itchy and dry scalp. Outcome of
the events was unknown. Information on the batch/lot number has
been requested.

1423815-1

40-49
years

About a week after the first shot, I began losing hair in my facial
area, it was minor at first, but has progressed steadily. Following
the second shot, it?s been continued. Now I?be developed a bald
spot on the back of my head.

Unknown

Possible hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer or other non hcp. A patient of unspecified age and gender
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot number: unknown), dose 1
via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as
single for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included type 2
diabetes mellitus, hypertension, stress (patient has many
underlying health conditions, type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure,
stress) and surgery (major surgery to repair broken cervical
vertebrae). The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. On an unspecified date, several weeks after first dose of
Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, the patient experienced possible
hair loss. The outcome of the event was unknown. Follow-up
attempts completed. No further information expected.

60-64
years

"Hair loss and hair thinning at the top of her head; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 64year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) via
an unspecified route of administration on 15Apr2021 (Batch/Lot
number was not reported, NDC/UPC number: Unknown, Expiry
date: Unknown) as single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The
patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Mar2021 (Batch/Lot
number was not reported) (at the age of 64-year-old) as single
dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient stated that, she was
experiencing hair loss. Her hairdresser was noticing those who had
the Pfizer vaccines had on top of the head hair loss. The patient
received both doses of the Pfizer covid vaccine. It was her
hairdresser who mentioned it to me. Patient was losing a lot of hair
it was thinning. It was shedding while shampooing. In order not to
go bald on top; the patient was thinning on the top she need to see
a hair loss specialist. This was the major hair loss. She also
reported that her hairdresser told her that others who received the
Pfizer vaccine she had noticed that her other clients had hair loss as
well, hair loss and hair thinning at the top of her head on
12May2021.The patient stated regarding the LOT number Moderna
COVID 19 Vaccine vial then it was LOT 048A21A that was one LOT.
Consumer stated regarding the expiration date was no. The patient
saw was the LOT and she had the date they were administered. The
patient stated that, ""Moderna COVID 19 that was what she saw,
were Moderna. So, Moderna was a different company. Oh, patient
was told she was getting the Pfizer vaccine, she thought it was
Pfizer Moderna. They told her it was a Pfizer Vaccine, they told me
she was getting a Pfizer Vaccine. It says Moderna COVID 19. Pfizer
and Moderna that was a one vaccine she thought Pfizer/Moderna.
Patient stated, Ok, first she was trying to determine if Pfizer
Moderna, it was a Pfizer and Moderna vaccine. Consumer was
informed if this was the Moderna vaccine then you had to reach out
to Modena for the concern. When paraphrased the concern,
consumer stated, she took both (first dose and second dose) and
her hairdresser said that she was seeing that the patient that took
Covid vaccine (Covid-19 Vaccine) that they had a hair loss on the
top of their head. She would like whether it was that a reported side
effect. Outcome of the event was not resolved. Information on the
lot/batch number has been requested."

30-39
years

Starting 03/13/2021 the needle hit my spinal cord nerves I felt the
needle in my right arm,, rapid heart rate, flush, nauseated,
activated my autoimmune disease. Mid June continuous joint pain,
fatigue, prumie fingers, hair lost, neuropathy, lost 10% of my body
weight, dry skin, mouth sores, dry eyes, chills, sensitivity to
coldness, lost of appetite, lost feeling in my fingers. white blood
count was 3 times higher then normal, vitamin results was low,
severe stomach pain, CD4 & CD8 counts were off, I had overall
body pain.

65-79
years

1. A red raised and slightly sore circle appeared on the 3rd day. This
was much less sore than the similar response after the 1st dose. 2.
Fatigue lasting approximately one week. 3. Significant daily hair
loss seemed to occur after the first dose and is happening again,
starting about 10 days after each jab.

1426293-1

1426932-1

1427467-1

1427689-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description
Asthma attack at vaccine facility - breathing treatment at home.
Beginning morning of 03/15/2021 - hair loss on head, fingernails
sore day after filing them, sensitivity to caffeine, extremely dry
eyes. As of 06/21/2021 still have all symptoms.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1427830-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1428453-1

30-39
years

alopecia areata related hair loss

18-29
years

Hives; skin lesions; scale like skin that peals from the scalp and
behind the ears; hair loss from pealing scalp skin; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 25year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot: EP7533), via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18May2021
at 13:30 (at the age of 25-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunization. Medical history included mild Klippel Feil syndrome,
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), mild arthritis in lower
spine, allergies to pollen. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot: EW0172) on 27Apr2021
at 12:00 (at the age of 25-years-old) in the left arm for COVID-19
immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within
4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 20May2021 at 10:00, the
patient experienced hives, skin lesions, scale like skin that peeled
from the scalp and behind the ears, hair loss from the peeling scalp
skin. The events resulted in a doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or
urgent care. The patient was treated with antihistamine. Since the
vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 via nasal
swab on 02Jun2021 with negative results. The clinical outcome of
the events was resolved with sequel.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1429343-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1429418-1

40-49
years

This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting
for herself. A 44-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her
first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine,
Formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number: EW0173),
via an unspecified route of administration, administered into the left
arm on May 26, 2021 12:00 pm (at the age of 44-year-old) as
single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Prior to vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since vaccination the
patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No relevant past drug
history reported. Concomitant medication included paracetamol
(Tylenol) the day after the shot. The patient did not receive any
other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccination. On
May 27, 2021, at around 12:00, the patient experienced, (it felt
like) the base of her brain swelled. She woke up breathing heavy
and also started losing a lot of hair. She was still losing globs of hair.
The patient did not receive any treatment for the events and there
was no prolonged hospitalization. The outcome of the events was
reported as not resolved. Information on Lot/Batch number was
available. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1429973-1

18-29
years

Persistent hair loss and hair thinning, still occurring two months
post vaccine

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1430233-1

30-39
years

Hair loss, period messed up - both began 2 weeks after shot and
continue now

30-39
years

Immediately following my first and second dose of the vaccine I
experienced pain in my neck. After my second vaccine, I have been
experiencing headaches, more hair loss than usual, and I am
generally warmer than usual. However, the most concerning
adverse event I experienced was my period being late by 10 days. I
am currently trying to conceive so I meticulously track my cycle. 10
days late was concerning enough for me I contacted my doctor.

60-64
years

Left hard pain in shoulder and scapula, enlarged lymp noded under
left arm, 3 growths in breast that were removed and benign and I
was clear in October by an MRI prior. Had to have a surgical biopsy
as I had a bilateral mastectomy in 2017 and reconscrution and was
clear for 4 years. Lost a patch of hair after vaccine on left side of
head.

1431150-1

65-79
years

I experienced extreme muscle and body discomfort after both
injections. It began about 10 hrs after the injection and lasted
about 12 hours. I have also been losing my hair since April. I do not
know if it has anything to do with the vaccinations. It has not
stopped yet.

1431488-1

40-49
years

2 weeks after 1st shot, unusual amount of hair loss. Since 2nd shot,
hair loss has continued at an alarming rate. I always have
noticeable hair loss in the fall but never in spring and summer. I
have not yet sought medical assistance.

30-39
years

Initial onset w 1st dosage- fever headache body ache and dizziness.
Second dosage on 4/15 past standard side effects led to massive
hair loss, bleeding and clotting issues, lasting and persistent
headache, extreme fatigue still two months out, bouts of dizziness,
menstrual pain and excessive bleeding.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1430665-1

1431094-1

1432932-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1434091-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1434700-1

Age

18-29
years

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
Difficulty breathing and swallowing, was informed this was a normal
reaction. I was given a Benadryl and sent home. Missed period, hair
loss, hormonal, insomnia , and exercise asthma attacks. Checked
for pregnancy and blood tests and nothing different or shown up as
wrong except for diabetes. Was told to wait again and follow up
with obgyn to see if my period would begin. It has still not begun
and have scheduled a follow up. I am still losing hair in clumps and
hormonal. I wa a given an inhaler for the asthma attacks.
"15 minutes later my face became numb on the left side. Like if you
were getting your mouth done at the dentist. So, I had to tell them
I wasn?t feeling well. Chills and fevers They (CDC) know I'm
allergies to these Meds: Codeine Reactions: Hives Nitrofurantoin
Monohyd/M-CrystCodeine PhosphateLevofloxacin Reactions: Nausea
And Vomiting May 21, 2021 - May 23, 2021 Tiredness, Headache,
Muscle pain (right & left hand) & right hip hurt.Chills (so cold very
cold)FeverBoil on my inner thigh (treating at home)Nausea A
painful, pus-filled bump under the skin caused by infected, inflamed
hair follicles.Boils form under the skin when bacteria infect and
inflame one or more hair follicles. Symptoms Usually selfdiagnosable Boils start as red, tender lumps. These fill with pus,
grow, then rupture and drain. A carbuncle is a cluster of boils. If I'm
not feeling well, I will see my doctor or go to aftercare, but
someone from the CDC will be calling me soon, I had to do a
tracker for the CDC called V-safe. Dated: May 24, 2021: Urgent
care I send this message to them that I took the COVID-19
VACCINE DOSE 2 on Thu May 20, 2021, and 15 minutes*face (L)
numb* Tiredness* Headache* Muscle pain (right & left hand) &
right hip hurt.* Chills (so cold very cold)* Fever* Boil on my inner
thigh (treating at home)*Nausea May 25, 2021, I broke out with
some rashes on my face and my left arm and now I?m itching. I
don?t know whether to laugh or cry. May 26, 2021, I had a reaction
from the meds I think, because I broke out in rashes and little
bumps on my face and rash on my arm. Then just now my left side
of my leg had a sparkling pain that rushed in and out and I got up
to walk, it was hard. Still some cramps in the right and the left
hand. My sciatica (my diagnosis from Urgent Care Doctor
diagnosed) is still acting up but on my left and right side. Just went
down 12 steps and it was hard and even harder to come back up
the 12 steps, that I felt like my legs were going to totally give out.
Dated: May 27, 2021,> I feel like since the COVID-19 2nd Pfizer
Dose has done this. I?ve been having a memory lapse like trying to
think of what was I going to do!! Sometimes I notice I?m talking
really slow. But when I begin to notice I?m talking slow I?m trying
to tell my brains to speed it up if that makes sense. I don?t like this
feeling. My legs (Sciatica - Urgent Care Doctor diagnosed) still hurt
so bad. Never had the problem until I got this vaccine 2nd Pfizer
Dose It?s hard for me to try to take and type this is crazy. Urgent
Care told me I had Sciatica (right leg hurts bad) and my boil. But,
boil is going away. May 28, 2021, Yes. Now my ears are ringing so
bad. What is going on? My Sciatica is still bothering me. Sent note
to my doctor at urgent care, Hello Dr., I just want to know can I
walk with this sciatica even if it hurts... Pain is so so bad. No more
meds at all please making me feel bad. I got up with still the pain in
my right leg hurt so bad, applying heat and ice. Had a ringing in my
ears. Thanks. Yes, we can get together, I will keep you abreast
about my health. Got 2nd Pfizer dose on May 20, 2021, and been
sick every sense. These are the symptoms I experienced: Right
numbness Rashes on the face and arms & bumps on the face (never
had that before) Headaches, Hand had cramps, Chills, some
memory loss for 2 days. Boil the size of a golf ball-and most of all
now I have Sciatica- before the dose of Pfizer, I was walking M-F 3
to 4 miles and I also had been walking before Covid-19 and no
problem. Just had my full checkup with my primary care doctor and
she told me I was very healthy for age 65. I had to go to urgent
care. They are good. Dated May 29, 2021,> message to Dr.: This
med is just making me sick and I?m getting tired of taking them
and I awaken with still so much pain. Can we do an x-Ray to make
sure it just Sciatica and then maybe I can get this done below: I
have steps/stairs where I live painful to go down and painful to
come up... I?m like a little old lady when I was feeling great before
the 2nd dose of Pfizer. I hate that I took it. Wow went to bed in
pain, been taking them nasty meds that are not working just
making me sicker. Fingers still cramping.. too much. Not getting any
sleep since the 2nd dose of Pfizer. So tried...Thanks. Dated: May
30, 2021 - That night into the next day still May 30, 2021 - Got up
that morning so much pain couldn?t walk without falling: I don?t
believe I have Sciatica!! Dated: May 30, 2021, the 911 call for the
EM was called my daughter and I couldn't walk at all and when they
got here they couldn't get a pulse at first. I remember them taking
me down the stairs with me strapped in a chair they had to take me
in it was a bad situation, finally, I got transported to Hospital and
treated. They did a MRI Lumbar Spine W/O Contrast - Degenerative
changes most evident at L4-5 with grade 1 anterolisthesis. There is
bilateral foraminal narrowing without spinal stenosis. L4?L5: There
is uncovering of the disc space with circumferential disc bulge.
Thickening of ligamentum flavum is noted. There is bilateral lateral
recess stenosis of severe degree. There is bilateral facet
hypertrophy without Central spinal stenosis. Mild left and mild right
foraminal narrowing is noted. L5?S1: There is mild facet
hypertrophy. No spinal canal compromise or foraminal narrowing is

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

noted. Dated: MayAdverse
31, 2021Event
- Patient
came home from the hospital
Description
today. Typed this on June 1, 2021 was hospitalized 5/30-5/31, but I
feel better so far, I couldn?t walk on my own. Doing better today
with meds and rest. Another doctor from my primary care said it
wasn?t sciatica but I had a reaction (had to do with my nerves)
from Pfizer's 2nd dose, I?m having muscle spasms. It was very
painful. I?m blessed and highly favored by God. He is in control my
affirmation is ?I will not be defeated? no matter what this is!!
Dated: June 2, 2021 Worse headache in a long long time - feeling
like my head is about to blow up... Message sent to Dr.: So early
this morning I had the worse headache and now I have a bruise
that is on my fat belly look like blood. I know they gave me a blood
thinner. Does this happen sometime after you get a blood thinner? I
still feel the spasm in my right leg and back still taking my meds
even if I don't like it. Believe me, I don't like being sick. Dr. says ?
The bruise is probably from heparin injections in the hospital. It will
go away with time? The blood thinner. 05/27/2021 Since COVID-19
2nd Dose has done this. Ears ringing was I?ve been having a
memory lapse like trying to think of what was I going to do!!
Talking slow. Called 911 pain in legs hospital 5/30-31/2021. Pain at
worse. On meds under doctor care. Dated 6/3/21: Pain in my legs
couldn?t walk, just starting to feel better today 6/3/21 Dated
6/4/21: My bowels were moving with frequency today, wasn?t going
for a minute. Dated 6/5-6/21: Both sides had pain coming from the
back down my buttock and down the back of my right leg. Felt
tingly in my right leg. I did some therapy exercises on social media
Dated 6/7-16/2021 Dr., I hate brother you again, still having pain in
my right side leg and buttock, tingling in calf and still the ringing in
my ears, so annoying. I just took the last METHOCARBAMOL 500
mg table with Advil. So can I continue on taking an Advil maybe 2 a
day. Don't want to depend on them. I didn't get sick with this med
but don't want to take it anymore. I went walking only could do a
block and a half without feeling some pain. A doctor on social media
said ""the pain will get worse before it gets better"". Still doing the
home therapy exercises from social media. So, at least pain is not
as bad as it was before. Just so annoying when I was walking 2-3
miles (M-F) without any problem until the 2nd Pfizer dose. I'm so
sorry I took it. I'm not taking any more dose of anything in my
body. It too much pain. I know my body. I couldn't even take a
baby aspirin without getting sick when I was young. Don't like meds
at all !! Dr. responded: Yes please take the advil with plenty of
water and food in your stomach Me: I?m still saying ?I will not be
defeated in Jesus Name? Date June 17 - 21, 2021 - what I have
been dealing with now: Ringing still in both my ears last about 1 to
2 hours; They?re having still having pain on my right side and still
going down my spine and right leg, also tingling down my right leg.
Seem like I?m still talking slow and lots of memory loss/lapse of
time. Still can?t walk to good and some pain but God is good!! The
people from CDC v-safe is now asking me to visit the website and
report to the bigger group of my health after the 2nd Pfizer dose.
Some days are worse than others. I?m hanging in there!! Date June
22, 2021 I'm still about the same: Still can?t walk too good, still
ringing in ears, left arm is aching and lots of pain today but God is
good!! I called the people from CDC v-safe who asked me to the
website and report to the bigger group of my health after the 2nd
Pfizer dose. I?m hanging in there, it's all I can do besides pray!! It
takes me so long to type!! Thanks Note: When I cough I feel the
pain really bad in my right buttock cheek!! I just want to feel
better.. I?m not ever taking any kind of doses of vaccine ever again.
Date June 22-24, 2021 I'm still about the same: Still can?t walk too
good (right buttock and down the calf of leg) with tingling, still
ringing in ears, no pain in left arm today. Notice losing of hair, sad
about that. I called the people from CDC v-safe who asked me to
visit the website and report to the bigger group of my health after
the 2nd Pfizer dose. I?m hanging in there, it's all I can do besides
pray!! It takes me so long to type!! Thanks Note: When I cough I
feel the pain really bad in my right buttock cheek!! Still seems to be
a lot of slow memories. Date June 25-27, 2021 Ears still ringing
about a little over two hours these days or more Walked and move
around on 06/26/2021 and it hurts so bad. Need to text doctors
about getting a therapist - done Date June 28 - 29, 2021 Ears still
ringing about a little over two hours these days or more Need to
text doctors about getting a therapist - done Dr., Yes, the pain still
on my right side, spine, and down my back buttock and calf
(tangling like electricity) down to my toes. Yes, I let you know when
I wrote notes on 06 /16/21 - ringing in the ear. What are the upper
extremity symptoms? I call your office today."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1436024-1

Unknown

Lot of hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable consumer (patient husband). An elderly (reported Age:
77; Unit: Unknown) female patient received first dose of BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation: Solution for
injection, Batch/lot number was not reported) via an unspecified
route of administration on 20Jan2021 as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in Jan2021,
7-10 days after the first vaccine, started experiencing lot of hair
loss. Reporter wanted to know if it was reported in the clinical trials
for the vaccine and strongly suspects that it was related to the
vaccine. Patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation: Solution for injection,
Batch/lot number was not reported) via an unspecified route of
administration on unspecified date as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. The clinical outcome of the event was unknown.
Information on the lot/batch number has been requested. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1436529-1

40-49
years

Hair loss and cycle still in for 40 days now

30-39
years

"Chunks of hair have fallen out of my head since getting my
vaccine. However, I didn't notice anything was amiss until early
June when I was flipping my hair in a way that exposed one of
them. The other patch was discovered by a nurse practitioner when
I went to see her about the first bald patch on June 9, 2021 (the
appointment was also to address musculoskeletal widespread pain
and fatigue). In my patient notes, she wrote ""patches on head
without erythema, edema, warmth. Hair follicles visible, no scarring
evident. Mild thinning of hair in 0.5cm border of each area."" These
patches look similar to pictures of patients with alopecia areata,
which is not a condition I've ever been diagnosed with. The nurse
practitioner referred me to a dermatologist, whom I will be seeing
on July 2, 2021."

50-59
years

A couple of weeks after getting the vaccine I noticed my hair was
falling out and I had itching, red, and swollen arm. I went to the
doctor and she did not know why my hair was falling so she sent
me to a dermatologist to do a full body scan. I am going to the
dermatologist next week.

65-79
years

hair has been falling out by the hand full; It is quite frustrating;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient,
self-reported). A 69-year-old female patient received second dose
of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not
reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 17Mar2021
(age at vaccination: 69 year), as a single dose for COVID-19
immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient reported that she
received the Pfizer vaccine with the 2nd shot completed on
17Mar2021. Not long after receiving the vaccine, her hair has been
falling out by the hand full on an unspecified date in 2021. She has
found that she was not alone in this as several neighbor's family
members and read elsewhere other folks who received the Pfizer
vaccine have the same issue: hair falling out and asked did the
Pfizer vaccine have any chemo drugs. Now she didn't know how to
stop the hair loss. It was quite frustrating. She was a 69-year-old
female and do not take any type of chemotherapy now or ever. The
patient asked about to advise on why this was happening right after
the second vaccine that she received and there were a people in our
community that were interested in an answer on this subject.
Outcome of the events was unknown. Information on batch/ lot
number has been requested.

40-49
years

So the first thing that happened in April was I developed plantar
fasciitis in my foot. I saw my PCD and an orthopedic DR and that is
not set until August so I had to go to a walk in clinic. They gave me
a shot of cortisone in my foot and it still hurts and is very present.
Then about six weeks ago the top and front of my hair got a lot
thinner, I noticed I could see my scalp. I started taking Biotin and
Multivitamin and biotin shampoo/conditioner to help with the hair
loss, that is the same and has not improved. No treatment yet and I
did not go to the DR for my hair, just have been doing stuff that I
have heard has helped.

50-59
years

After my first Moderna Vaccine March 31 2021 I started bleeding I
bled for 3 weeks stopped bleeding after 3 weeks After my 2nd
vaccine April 28n 2021 I started bleeding again and my hair started
falling out. As of today 7-1-2021 I am still bleeding After I had
covid December 2020 I lost my taste on the left side of my mouth
as well

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1437452-1

1437965-1

1439809-1

1440466-1

1440497-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1440588-1

30-39
years

Significant increase in hairloss consistent with alopecia areata. I had
one quarter sized spot of hairloss that appeared last October prior
to vaccination that was stable. A few weeks post vaccination there
was a significant increase in the amount of hair loss to
approximately 1/3 of my total hair volume over 2-3 months. May
not be related but possible that immune activation by vaccine has
also aggravated alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1441698-1

40-49
years

Extreme hair loss, missed period

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1443520-1

1443617-1

1443922-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

So when I had the first vaccine in my left arm, within a minute I
had numbness pins and needles tingling in my fingertips. By the
time I got home I had purple spots on my hand. Then within 24
hours I had an itchy area all over my vaccinated arm. Then within a
couple days the area extended. At work, I am a healthcare
professional, a DR looked at it and said that it was fairly normal
pertaining to the vaccine. The arm lasted like that for 17 days. Then
throughout the month I had alopecia. I also had a biopsy of my
stomach area which developed brown spots - lichen sclerosis is
what it is. I previously had alopecia and lichen sclerosis but never
as bad as this.

40-49
years

My hair started falling out. As much as you might see with a chemo
patient. I went to the doctor and she ran labs and found nothing
and has referred me to dermatology. She doesn't think it's vaccinerelated, but I was told to report it anyway, just in case. I can't get
in to see the dermatologist until August.

40-49
years

Within two weeks of my vaccine I had itching and discomfort
around the hair follicles in my eyebrows. My scalp was itching and I
had a rash around my eyebrows. I was given a steroid desonide
cream and it cleared up the rash around my eyebrows but my scalp
was still itchy. The rash is dry flaky and has red bumps and it looks
inflamed. The inflammation returned as soon as stopped using the
steroid the rash returned. I have been prescribed Temovate to see if
that works better. The rash on my head was visible around my eyes
and nose. My hair is starting to thin at the crown of my head and
the part along the crown. My eyebrows have also gotten thinner. I
am being screened for an auto immune inflammatory disorder
called Lichen planopilaris. They have performed a biopsy on
6/23/2021 at the crown of my head which has the most
inflammation. I am waiting on results.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1445889-1

30-39
years

circular hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a noncontactable nurse. A 36-year-old non-pregnant female patient
received her first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: unknown) via an unspecified route of
administration on 19Mar2021 (at the age of 36-year-old), as a
single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not
reported. The patient did not have any allergies to food,
medications, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient
was not diagnosed with COVID-19. It was unknown, if the patient
had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Concomitant
medications were reported. On 20Mar2021 about 24 hours after the
vaccination, the patient had circular hair loss (chunk fell out).
Adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. The patient underwent unspecified blood tests and
the results were not reported. Therapeutic measures were taken as
a result of hair loss included steroid cream. The patient was
referred to dermatology. The clinical outcome of the event hair loss
was not resolved at the time of this report. Information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information
expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1446085-1

18-29
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1446574-1

40-49
years

Feeling flu symptoms the next day. Then noticed Saturday, all the
hair on my upper right arm fell out. Gradually thinnig to normal mid
forearm. My psoriasis on my elbow improved but not disappeared.

50-59
years

Hair loss started 10 hours after injection. With in 90 minutes of
dose 2 my blood pressure skyrocketed. We?re talking stroke/heart
attack level blood pressure 164/145 146/119 162/100 165/105
144/106 159/102 158/116 156/122 169/152. It?s been 4 days
since the second dose and my blood pressure is still high

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1446982-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1449488-1

50-59
years

Over active immune system that led to photosensitivity.; Rash to
face; Rash to scalp; Rash to arms.; Hair loss; All areas exposed to
sun and heat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other
hcp (Patient). A 51-year-old female non-pregnant patient received
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE;
Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot number: EL1283, Expiration
Date: not reported) via intramuscular, administered in right arm on
12Jan2021 14:30 as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunization. The
patient historical vaccine included BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot
number: EH9899, Expiration Date: not reported) via intramuscular,
administered in left arm on 22Dec2020 13:00 as dose 1, single for
COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes mellitus,
hypertension well managed, hyperlipidemia well managed and sleep
apnea. The patient had no known allergies. The patient did not
received any other vaccine in four weeks. The patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not
tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient experienced over active
immune system that led to photosensitivity, rash to face, rash to
scalp, rash to arms, hair loss, all areas exposed to sun and heat on
25Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which
included red blood cell sedimentation rate increased: 59 on
25Jan2021. AE resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. The patient received treatment with Topical
steroids, antihistamine Allegra, pepcid AC, singulair as the result of
events. The outcome of the events were not recovered.; Sender's
Comments: Based on the information given in narrative, the causal
association between the events and the suspect vaccine BNT162B2
cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk
profile of the Pfizer drug is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures
for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate
data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of
this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be
promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and
Investigators, as appropriate.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1450472-1

80+
years

2 weeks after after her second moderna vaccination which was on
3/30/21 patient states that her hair fell out making her almost
bald.she showed me on 7/6/21

60-64
years

Peripheral Neuropathy symptoms;
tinnitus/Ringing/buzzing/chirping/humming in both ears; difficulty
concentrating; Extreme sensitivity to sound; Vertigo; Dizziness;
Earache; Anxiety; Chest pains; Chest stress; Spasms in chest and
back; Began to get blur in right eye; Bowel movements changed;
Numbness on face: lips, checks, forehead; Muscles have shrunk
throughout body; Joints popping; Neck ache; Throat tight; Face and
smile have changed; Hair is thinner; Hair gotten gotten more grey
since these issues; Feet burning; numbness and tingling sensation
in both legs to feet and both arms to hands and extremities; Back
aching; muscle weakness; Brain fog; Fatigue - constantly feel like
laying down; Difficulty Sleeping through night/Unable to nap
throughout day; feet aching in joints; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer. A 61-years-old male patient received
the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for Injection, Batch/Lot number:
EW0150) via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
left arm on 30Mar2021 at 14:45 as single dose for COVID-19
immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The
patient's concomitant medications included finasteride, ascorbic
acid, ergocalciferol, folic acid, nicotinamide, panthenol, retinol,
riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride. The patient previously took
augmentin s. On 03Apr2021 at 18:00, the patient experienced
tinnitus/ringing/buzzing/chirping/humming in both ears, difficulty
concentrating, extreme sensitivity to sound, vertigo, dizziness,
earache, anxiety, chest pains, chest stress, spasms in chest and
back, began to get blur in right eye, bowel movements changed,
numbness on face: lips, checks, forehead, muscles have shrunk
throughout body, joints popping, neck ache, fatigue - constantly
feel like laying down, throat tight, face and smile have changed and
hair is thinner. The outcome of the events was not resolved.

1456986-1

40-49
years

I had notice a small amount of hair loss in early March. But in May,
it had rapidly increased by an alarming rate. The dermatologist
(listed on this form) put me on Clobetasol for scalp irritation which
cleared up however my hair continues to fall out. She diagnosed it
as telogen effluvium (TE(. Initial thoughts are that perhaps my
covid-like illness in the Fall triggered the initial onset of TE and the
vaccines exacerbated it since the worst of it came a month after the
second shot and continues today.
Complete hair loss on head. Hair started falling out exactly 8 weeks
after the second injection. Hair continued to heavily fall out over the
next eight weeks. Completely bald within 10 weeks. Note: Had
tremendously thick hair.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1456651-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1457084-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1457597-1

50-59
years

HAIR FALLING AND NAIL FALLING

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1458135-1

30-39
years

Hair loss Dizzy and light

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1458772-1

1459183-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

ANEMIA; EXCESSIVE HAIR LOSS; This spontaneous report received
from a patient concerned a female of unspecified age. The patient's
height, and weight were not reported. The patient's pre-existing
medical conditions included no known history of drug abuse or illicit
drug usage .The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 26MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not
reported and has been requested No concomitant medications were
reported. On 26-MAR-2021, the subject experienced anemia. On
26-MAR-2021, the subject experienced excessive hair loss. The
action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable.
The patient had not recovered from anemia, and excessive hair
loss. This report was non-serious.

60-64
years

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
consumer, the patient. A 64-year-old non-pregnant female patient
received her first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EP7534) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 15Mar2021 at 15:00 (at the age of
64-years-old), as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The
patient medical history included asthma, COVID-19. The patient
previously received unspecified sulfonamide medications
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for unspecified indication and
experienced drug allergy. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medications included
valsartan (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), celecoxib (CELEXA),
fexofenadine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), vitamin D
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and daily vita (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN), all medications for unspecified indications. The patient
did not receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID-19
vaccine. The patient received other vaccine (unspecified) on the
same date 01Mar2021. On 17Mar2021 at 07:00, the patient
experienced daily hair loss and clumps of hair was falling out during
shampooing and while brushing hair. It was noticeable daily
shedding of hair on clothing and while running fingers through hair.
The events did not result in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit, and emergency room/department or urgent care.
The patient did not received treatment for the reported event. The
clinical outcome of the event hair loss was not recovered at the
time of this report. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1459223-1

40-49
years

Massive hair loss; migraines came back; menstrual cycle all messed
up; vaccine is administered on the same date; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 45year-old non-pregnant female patient received second dose of
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection, Lot Number: WG10190, Expiration date: Not
reported), via unspecified route, administered in left arm on
31Mar2021 (at the age of 45-year-old) as dose 2, single; and first
dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: WG10190) via an unspecified
route of administration, administered in left arm on 31Mar2021 as
dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical
history includes Chronic migraines. And patient had known allergies
to Sulfur. No other vaccine 4 weeks prior to covid vaccine.
Concomitant medications were not reported but Patient received
few mediations within 2 weeks of vaccination and details unknown.
Prior and post vaccination, patient was not diagnosed and tested
with covid 19. On 15Apr2021, after the vaccination, the patient
experienced Massive hair loss, migraines came back, and menstrual
cycle all messed up. Events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received. The outcome
of the events is not recovered. Information on Lot/Batch number
was available. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1459776-1

50-59
years

Noticeable Hair Loss after 1st dose resulting in member shaving his
head. Significant Hair Loss following 2nd dose resulting in loss of
most of Member's hair on face and body.

1460182-1

40-49
years

I was exp. left really bad cramps especially in right leg. I did go to
the doctor for blood clots (tests showed none). I have also exp. hair
loss and 10 fingernails started to crush off like eggshells. Behind
both ears I've exp. rash coming and going since vaccine.

40-49
years

Initially had injection site w/ pain then following day developed
nausea and dizziness. Since vaccine has had multiple symptoms:
severe hair loss, trouble thinking (foggy thinking w/ memory loss),
severe fatigue, paresthesia's, joint pain in lower extremities and
intermittent swelling at ankles.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1461873-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1461941-1

30-39
years

"After the second dose of the Moderna vaccine for COVID 19,
approximately 14 hours after at 5am, I experienced the ""normal""
signs and symptoms to start. I had fever, aches, chills, fatigue.
However, when I walked to my kitchen, I became extremely dizzy,
started seeing black spots, and my ears were ringing extremely
loud. I thought I was going to pass out. A heat wave came over me,
and I had an overwhelming feeling that I was going to throw up. I
stripped my clothes off in a hurry to try to cool down and my vision
became black. I laid on the kitchen floor for a few minutes and tried
to go back to bed. I fell into the bed and began shaking and
shivering. My husband was scared. By this time, my vision had
returned. The ringing in my ears had reduced but was still present.
I slept for over 15 hours and was extremely dizzy any time I got up
to get water or use the restroom. By 4pm, I felt slightly better but
for a full four days, I did not feel well enough to do anything. Since
taking the vaccine, my periods have been different and I lose SO
much hair."

1462101-1

18-29
years

High fever, extreme chills, body aches, numbness in my arms and
legs, nausea, difficulty breathing lasted for 4 days after second
dose. After the second dose I am still missing my period and my
hair is falling out in large clumps.

18-29
years

A single clump of hair loss noticed for the first time 10 days after
1st Moderna vaccination, hair loss increased dramatically after 2nd
dose on 4/23, saw an internist who drew blood work and eventually
a dermatologist, lab work showed hypothyroidism which progressed
to being symptomatic , TSH continued to increase and put on
thyroid replacement

60-64
years

Acute embolism & thrombosis right femoral vein; Antiphospholipid;
hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
or other non hcp (patient). A 64-years-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
28Jan2021 02:15 (Batch/Lot Number: EL5318) as single dose, for
covid-19 immunisation at hospital when 64 years old. Medical
history included SI joint, BP and migraines. Prior to vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant
medication(s) included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium
(LOSARTAN HCTZ); metoprolol succinate (TOPROL); levothyroxine
sodium (SYNTHROID); esomeprazole sodium (NEXIUM); potassium
chloride (POTASSIUM CHLORIDE) all taken for an unspecified
indication, start and stop date were not reported. The patient did
not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. On 02Feb2021 13:00 the patient experienced acute
embolism & thrombosis right femoral vein, antiphospholipid and
hair loss. All the events were serious as life-threatening and
hospitalization. The patient was hospitalized for the events for 3
days. Events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit and Emergency room/department or urgent care.
The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included
sars-cov-1 test negative: negative on 29Mar2021 (Nasal Swab).
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and
included Warfarin and Lovonox. The outcome of the events was
recovered with sequelae in 2021. The patient received the second
dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Batch/Lot
Number: EL9266) in left arm on 18Feb2021 at 14:00.

1462146-1

1463260-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1463284-1

Age

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
"Having swollen feet and swollen hands and it never subsided and
also the area of injection remained painful.; Having swollen feet and
swollen hands and it never subsided and also the area of injection
remained painful.; my reaction worsen so my feet got bigger my
nail got bigger on the right side on the site where i tokk the shot,
right arm; I am still having adverse Psoriasis, all over my body and
head sores in my head and my head visually soft and I am not at
Work.; Behind my eyes is felt like something is swollen.; Pain in my
joint headache and my hair appear to fall on the right side.; Pain in
my joint headache and my hair appear to fall on the right side.;
Pain in my joint headache and my hair appear to fall on the right
side.; burn mark around my neck and shoulder; my scalp is visually
soft; that was a little lowers, my potassium level in my blood
matter; I was totally in allergens, allergenic; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer(patient). A 48-years-old female
patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE) dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Right on 23Mar2021 11:28 (at age of 48
years) (Lot Number: ER2613) as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included biopsy, Allergenic (as
reported). No Family Medical history. The patient did not receive
any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The
patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient
previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE) on 23Feb2021 10:20 (at age of 48 years) (Lot
number: EN6203), at the right arm on both, the right arm, top of
the shoulder, and shoulder area for COVID-19 immunization and
experienced Vaccination site pain and Peripheral swelling. Consumer
stated, ""I was calling to report adverse reactions to second Pfizer
vaccine and Just, I took first vaccine shot on March, I am sorry, the
second vaccine shot I took on 24Mar. The first vaccine on
23Feb2021, the second was on 23Mar2021. After the first vaccine,
began having swollen feet and swollen hands and it never subsided
and also the area of injection remained painful for about 6 to 8
weeks so, through the second shot and then on after 23Mar, I
received the second shot and my reaction worsen so my feet got
bigger my nail got bigger on the right side on the site where I took
the shot, right arm and then I began contacting my doctor, my
doctor said if they continuing worsen for me to go to emergency
and I did first go to Emergency on 07May experiencing swollen feet,
pain in my joint, headache and my hair appear to fall on the right
side, also just like burn mark around my neck and shoulder.""
Consumer further stated, ""I am currently, I am on and off work till
07Mar and I have not returned back to work and I would be, I saw
a Dermatologist. I am currently taking prednisone for swollen feet
which is triggered by, may be immune vaccine and viral and
something like that, historically that's what, it's caused for triggered
by that, is my experience. I have not experience the symptoms
prior to taking the shot and my, I had sores over in my head down
to my ear, and behind my eyes, is felt like something is swollen, my
peter cells swollen and the prednisone. I began taking 2 days ago
and so I was looks like may be a small, looks like a small change at
giving the side effect swollen sign, only getting down a bit but I still
have many sores in my head and my scalp is visually soft"".
Consumer was confirmed the vaccine as COVID 19 Pfizer vaccine.
Treatment for adverse effect: Consumer stated,"" I was given
topical medication Benadryl and ointment for anti-infection
ointment and I was given recently, I received prednisone, it is for
auto immune reaction."" Outcome for events was not recovered.
Other Medication/Medical condition: Consumer stated, ""My
situation is not resolved at all. I still need to take a biopsy a thin
biopsy. I was totally in allergens, allergenic and I still have my
problem does not resolve, my peter cell swollen(Not confirm hence
not captured in tab) I am still having adverse Psoriasis all over my
body and head sores in my head and my head visually soft and I
am not at Work."" Medical test: Consumer stated,"" I had an MRI, I
had urine analysis all of my blood count my haematology and I had
a chest Exam and antigen to make sure that there was no blood
clot"". Date of Test: Consumer stated, ""These test were on 08May,
the CT was on 17May."" Result of tests: Consumer stated, ""I don't
have all of them, recall but I can say Most of the blood count
reported back to me as normal and CT reported back as no fluid or
excess and so far my only test that was a little lowers, my
potassium level in my blood matter."" Follow-Up (29Jun2021):
Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is
expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1463689-1

30-39
years

I received the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on January 13,
2021. In early March, I began experiencing some health concerns. I
have a history of Dysautonomia and Anxiety. The dysautonomia has
been controlled with lifestyle modifications for over 5 years.
Symptoms experienced with it include low blood pressure,
tachycardia, pre syncopal feelings and syncope. The occurrence of
these symptoms became more frequent after receiving my second
vaccination. In addition to above symptoms, my anxiety has
worsened (which has been well controlled on the same medication
for over 5 years), more syncopal episodes, acute weight loss,
increased fatigue, lower baseline blood pressure, hair loss,
temperature instability, and intermittent chest heaviness. In June, I
had a dental procedure in which local epinephrine and lidocaine was
used. I drove myself as I was told this would not be an issue since
nitrous or general anesthesia was not used. I left the appointment
to drive 20 minutes home. Within 5 minutes of my house, I began
with pre-syncopal feelings (dizziness, blurred vision, pounding
headache). I pulled off on side of road and within seconds, I had
loss consciousness. I was by myself so unsure as to how long
before I regained consciousness. When I woke up, I notified my
spouse. I noted that I had loss bowel and bladder control during
this episode, which has never occurred during my syncopal
episodes. My foot was also cut from the foot pedals. My spouse said
it took approximately 45 minutes for me to return to baseline. This
episode was concerning for seizure activity, in which I will be
evaluated by a Neurologist. I have no history of seizure activity. I
have been evaluated per my primary and cardiologist. Cardiology
believes my dysautonomia has worsened and is being exacerbated
and feels as if this may have caused a rebound reaction to the local
meds. But why now? Why is my dysautonomia worsening when I'm
an otherwise healthy, young adult.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1464178-1

50-59
years

Hair loss, tinnitus after 2nd dose of moderna on 1/28/21

1465395-1

40-49
years

I got my second shot on May 1st, on May 18th I experienced a lot
of hair loss, it just stopped a week ago, now I have 90% less hair
than before the vaccine. The doctor prescribed Minoxidil now my
face is swillen.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1466075-1

50-59
years

Vertigo; dizziness/super dizzy; blurred vision; experienced hair
loss; felt fatigue; muscle aching; debilitated; sick out of both ends;
legs felt like boulders; pressure in the caller's head and eyes;
pressure in the caller's head and eyes; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer (patient herself) via Medical
Information Team. A 56-year-old female patient received BNT162b2
(PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution for
injection, Lot number- UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of
administration on 22Apr2021 as dose 2, single (at the age of 56years-old) for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history
included regular aging stuff like sore shoulders and sore hips, had a
bad reaction to anaesthesia and had to have a surgery wide awake
because the anesthesia almost killed her, vertigo around 2 years
ago. The only vaccine that the patient has ever had was a hep B
because she did not like vaccines. She tends to have extreme
reactions. Patient has never had any reactions to things like
Naprosyn or Motrin which she did not think that she took prior to
the vaccine. The concomitant medications were not reported.
Historical vaccine included BNT162b2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot number- UNKNOWN) via
an unspecified route of administration on 01Apr2021 as dose 1,
single for COVID-19 immunization. A few days after the 2nd dose of
vaccine she felt fatigue with muscle aching. Later she experienced
hair loss, blurred vision, and dizziness. Patient experienced super
dizzy, blurred vision, vertigo, got debilitated and she lost a bunch of
hair (hair loss), sick out of both ends, legs felt like boulders,
pressure in the head and eyes. After 1st dose patient experienced
really mean and irritable due to sickness. The reported causality
between the vaccine and the events was related. Her vertigo
became pronounced recently. Patient was not sure if it was from the
vaccination but she was suspicious that it was. The reported
seriousness for the events super dizzy, blurred vision, vertigo was
disabling while of the event hair loss was medically significant.
Patient took the first one and then got kind of sick afterwards. After
the second dose, the patient got debilitated and she lost a bunch of
hair, she felt like she was balding, she typically had super thick hair
like you could not find her scalp. The patient had super blurred
vision, so blurred that she could not make out the trees three feet
in front of her. She was usually a 20/20 vision person. Patient
thought the blurred vision went away but all of the sudden she was
sitting in on the couch and the dizziness and blurred vision
pressured in her head. She got sick out of both ends because she
was so dizzy. She had anxiety and she has had a lot of grief and
loss around her. It was not far fetched to say that the shock of the
vaccine made her hair fall out. She thought the vaccine had
stressed her body so bad that her hair fell off. Patient was not going
to get the vaccine but she wanted to do her part, she was really
scared. After the first dose the patient got sick and really mean and
irritable and out of character because she was sick and did not
realize it. This happened 2 or 3 days after the first dose which was
on 01Apr2021. The patient could not be around people because she
was so sick. It went away within a couple of days. When the patient
was going for the second shot the caller ended up in bed she could
not walk, her legs felt like boulders. The hair loss was an overnight
thing. Her hair was brittle and breaking off and all over her pillow
and clogging her drains. Patching of bald spots on the top of the her
head could be seen, it was like the underlayer of her hair. She
thought it was from the stress of the vaccine. She did not even
know if it is vertigo, she had vertigo 2 years ago. This vertigo was
not triggered by movement. This time the caller could not drive
because she could not see. She vomited yesterday, it comes and
goes. The caller felt like the dizziness was starting to subside. There
was a pressure in her head and eyes. All of the symptoms were
swift and sudden. She did not feel she needed to go to an
Emergency Room. She was falling apart. The outcome of the events
was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been
requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on known drug safety
profile and temporal relationship there is reasonable possibility of
causal association between the reported events and the suspect
drug BNT162B2.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1466488-1

80+
years

Mild fever, headache, pains in shoulder and neck, hair loss.

1466658-1

50-59
years

Tinnitus around June 6th and I still experience these symptoms. In
both ears, but mostly in my left ear. When it's at its worse, it's
worse ears. No treatments. Started getting hair loss as well. That
started around a month prior to getting Tinnitus about mid-May.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1466881-1

30-39
years

Significant flare up of psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis initially,
followed by extreme fatigue, hair loss, oral sores, blurry vision,
overal malaise. Dr visit on May 14, 2021- Topical steroid prescribed,
blood work for autoimmune work up. Prescribed Colchicine for
possible Bechet?s Disease. Blood work returned showing high
fasting glucose level of over 240 on May 26,2021. No history of high
glucose levels prior, no family history of diabetes.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1467206-1

40-49
years

2 outbreaks of shingles, memory loss, nerve issues, hair loss. Can't
work.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1469434-1

30-39
years

Alopecia areata flared 3 weeks post vaccine after being dormant
over 8.5 years. Half of eyebrow gone, needed 3 steroid injections in
eyebrow to encourage hair regrowth.

ALOPECIA
Symptoms

COVID19
(COVID19)
Vaccine VACCINE
Type

VAERS ID 60-64
Age
1469669-1 years

increased fatigue with
exercise
andDescription
being out in the sun; memory is
Adverse
Event
shot, memory problems; trouble with sleep at times; double vision
episode, had some double vision; bottom of my feet, they are cold,
like I am stepping in ice water. sensation of walking in ice water;
big crowds cause her stress; wording is getting worse; worsening
bladder control; drunken walk, she was like walking in like she's
drunk, and running into the door way; steroids gave him black
sticky diarrhea; speech has been slurred; dry mouth; nurse was not
able to clarify some cognitive issue; severe cold/ bad cold; she was
hospitalized for a blood infection; filed for disability worsening of
her MS; bruising; hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning; feel the
burning in both feet; numbness on bottom of both feet; steroids
gave him black sticky diarrhea; balance disorder; had a lapse on
therapy, was out of medicine for about a week; dizziness; felt like a
train ran over her; underdose of the medications; had an ulcer in
her stomach, which was new to her and bleeding also; started
breaking the medication in half/ has been braking 14mg in half to
make it last longer; had tingling off and on for the past 2 month in
her hands and feet, had tingling on bottom of her feet/ tingling on
hands off and; This spontaneous case was reported by a health care
professional and describes the occurrence of FEELING ABNORMAL
(felt like a train ran over her), BALANCE DISORDER (balance
disorder), GASTRIC ULCER HAEMORRHAGE (had an ulcer in her
stomach, which was new to her and bleeding also), SEPSIS (she
was hospitalized for a blood infection), MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (filed
for disability worsening of her MS), CONTUSION (bruising),
DIZZINESS (dizziness), FATIGUE (increased fatigue with exercise
and being out in the sun), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory is shot,
memory problems), INSOMNIA (trouble with sleep at times),
DIPLOPIA (double vision episode, had some double vision),
PERIPHERAL COLDNESS (bottom of my feet, they are cold, like I am
stepping in ice water. sensation of walking in ice water), SOCIAL
ANXIETY DISORDER (big crowds cause her stress), APHASIA
(wording is getting worse), URINARY INCONTINENCE (worsening
bladder control), GAIT DISTURBANCE (drunken walk, she was like
walking in like she's drunk, and running into the door way), FAECES
DISCOLOURED (steroids gave him black sticky diarrhea),
DYSARTHRIA (speech has been slurred), DRY MOUTH (dry mouth),
COGNITIVE DISORDER (nurse was not able to clarify some
cognitive issue), NASOPHARYNGITIS (severe cold/ bad cold),
PARAESTHESIA (had tingling off and on for the past 2 month in her
hands and feet, had tingling on bottom of her feet/ tingling on
hands off and), ALOPECIA (hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning),
BURNING SENSATION (feel the burning in both feet),
HYPOAESTHESIA (numbness on bottom of both feet), DIARRHOEA
(steroids gave him black sticky diarrhea), PRODUCT DOSE
OMISSION ISSUE (had a lapse on therapy, was out of medicine for
about a week) and WRONG TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCT USAGE
PROCESS (started breaking the medication in half/ has been
braking 14mg in half to make it last longer) in a 64-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. Co-suspect products included noncompany products TERIFLUNOMIDE for an unknown indication,
BUPROPION HCL for an unknown indication and WARFARIN SODIUM
(COUMADIN) for an unknown indication. The patient's past medical
history included Rheumatic fever, Application site reaction, Diplopia
and Cardiac valve prosthesis user in 2007. Concurrent medical
conditions included Allergy to animal, Drug hypersensitivity (Triple
antibiotic), Iodine allergy (Iodine dye), Polyuria, Dermatitis contact,
Drug hypersensitivity (Dilantin) and Multiple sclerosis. Concomitant
products included LEVOTHYROXINE, IRON, METOPROLOL,
FUROSEMIDE, PRAVASTATIN, WARFARIN SODIUM (JANTOVEN),
VITAMIN D3, ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRIN COX
[ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID]) and SERTRALINE for an unknown
indication. On 15-May-2014, the patient started TERIFLUNOMIDE
(unknown route) 14 milligram once a day. On 14-Mar-2021,
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form,
BUPROPION HCL (unknown route) 1 dosage form and WARFARIN
SODIUM (COUMADIN) (unknown route) at an unspecified dose. In
March 2015, the patient experienced PARAESTHESIA (had tingling
off and on for the past 2 month in her hands and feet, had tingling
on bottom of her feet/ tingling on hands off and) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability). In January 2021,
the patient experienced WRONG TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCT USAGE
PROCESS (started breaking the medication in half/ has been
braking 14mg in half to make it last longer) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability). On 14-Feb-2021, the
patient experienced GASTRIC ULCER HAEMORRHAGE (had an ulcer
in her stomach, which was new to her and bleeding also)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged, disability and
medically significant). On 14-Mar-2021, the patient experienced
FEELING ABNORMAL (felt like a train ran over her) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability). 14-Mar-2021, the
patient experienced UNDERDOSE (underdose of the medications).
In May 2021, the patient experienced DIZZINESS (dizziness)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability) and
PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE (had a lapse on therapy, was out
of medicine for about a week) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
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Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

of medicine for about a week) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
Adverse Event Description
prolonged and disability). On 19-Jun-2021, the patient experienced
BALANCE DISORDER (balance disorder) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced SEPSIS (she was hospitalized for a blood
infection) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged, disability
and medically significant), MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (filed for disability
worsening of her MS) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
prolonged, disability and medically significant), CONTUSION
(bruising) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), FATIGUE (increased fatigue with exercise and being out
in the sun) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory is shot, memory
problems) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), INSOMNIA (trouble with sleep at times) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability), DIPLOPIA (double
vision episode, had some double vision) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), PERIPHERAL COLDNESS
(bottom of my feet, they are cold, like I am stepping in ice water.
sensation of walking in ice water) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), SOCIAL ANXIETY
DISORDER (big crowds cause her stress) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), APHASIA (wording is
getting worse) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), URINARY INCONTINENCE (worsening bladder control)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability), GAIT
DISTURBANCE (drunken walk, she was like walking in like she's
drunk, and running into the door way) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), FAECES DISCOLOURED
(steroids gave him black sticky diarrhea) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged, disability and medically significant),
DYSARTHRIA (speech has been slurred) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), DRY MOUTH (dry mouth)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability),
COGNITIVE DISORDER (nurse was not able to clarify some
cognitive issue) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged,
disability and medically significant), NASOPHARYNGITIS (severe
cold/ bad cold) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), ALOPECIA (hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability),
BURNING SENSATION (feel the burning in both feet) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability), HYPOAESTHESIA
(numbness on bottom of both feet) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability) and DIARRHOEA (steroids
gave him black sticky diarrhea) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
prolonged, disability and medically significant). The patient was
treated with OXYBUTYNIN ongoing since an unknown date for
Urinary incontinence, at a dose of 1 dosage form; PARACETAMOL
ongoing since an unknown date for Insomnia, at a dose of 1 dosage
form; DIPHENHYDRAMINE ongoing since an unknown date for
Insomnia, at a dose of 1 dosage form and BENZOCAINE ongoing
since an unknown date for Hypoaesthesia and Burning sensation, at
a dose of 1 dosage form. On 23-Feb-2021, GASTRIC ULCER
HAEMORRHAGE (had an ulcer in her stomach, which was new to her
and bleeding also) had resolved. At the time of the report, FEELING
ABNORMAL (felt like a train ran over her), BALANCE DISORDER
(balance disorder) and SEPSIS (she was hospitalized for a blood
infection) had resolved, MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (filed for disability
worsening of her MS), CONTUSION (bruising), DIZZINESS
(dizziness), FATIGUE (increased fatigue with exercise and being out
in the sun), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory is shot, memory
problems), DIPLOPIA (double vision episode, had some double
vision), PERIPHERAL COLDNESS (bottom of my feet, they are cold,
like I am stepping in ice water. sensation of walking in ice water),
SOCIAL ANXIETY DISORDER (big crowds cause her stress),
APHASIA (wording is getting worse), URINARY INCONTINENCE
(worsening bladder control), GAIT DISTURBANCE (drunken walk,
she was like walking in like she's drunk, and running into the door
way), FAECES DISCOLOURED (steroids gave him black sticky
diarrhea), DYSARTHRIA (speech has been slurred), DRY MOUTH
(dry mouth), NASOPHARYNGITIS (severe cold/ bad cold), ALOPECIA
(hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning), DIARRHOEA (steroids gave
him black sticky diarrhea), PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE (had
a lapse on therapy, was out of medicine for about a week), WRONG
TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCT USAGE PROCESS (started breaking the
medication in half/ has been braking 14mg in half to make it last
longer) and UNDERDOSE (underdose of the medications) outcome
was unknown and INSOMNIA (trouble with sleep at times),
COGNITIVE DISORDER (nurse was not able to clarify some
cognitive issue), PARAESTHESIA (had tingling off and on for the
past 2 month in her hands and feet, had tingling on bottom of her
feet/ tingling on hands off and), BURNING SENSATION (feel the
burning in both feet) and HYPOAESTHESIA (numbness on bottom of
both feet) had not resolved. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges
are provided in parenthesis if available): On an unknown date,
Blood count: low (Low) Low. On an unknown date, International
normalised ratio: 6.28 (Inconclusive) 6.28. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded Further information has been requested ;
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cannot be excluded. Further information has been requested.;
Adverse Event Description
Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information
and temporal association between the use of the product and the
start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.
Further information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1470094-1

1470186-1

30-39
years

I saw him in the office on June 22, 2021. He informed me that 2
weeks after his 2nd COVID-19 vaccine dose, he started losing his
hair (Symptoms began around March 5th, 2021). Patient presented
to my office with 10-15% hair loss in circular discrete patches in his
scalp and beard areas. I preformed a punch biopsy of the scalp,
which resulted back as Alopecia Areata. The patient was informed of
his biopsy results at his suture removal appointment (July 5th,
20201) and he started topical treatments for hair regrowth, and will
return in 6 weeks for an injection into his scalp.

30-39
years

On May 28, 2021 started mild joint pain until 2nd shot on June 15
had high fever, fatigue, dizzy, muscle aches for 2 days and
headache for two weeks and moderate joint pain. My pain continue
till the 3 week mark after that no symptoms but lost some hair
while having my second shot. Also, possible weight gain from 1st
shot.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1470352-1

65-79
years

About 7 weeks after my second dose of the Pfizer vaccine, the hair
on my head began to fall out. After about 3 weeks 80-90% of the
hair on my head was gone. A biopsy performed by my
dermatologist determined the condition to be alopecia areata.
Normally, alopecia areata is found in much younger persons and
results in hair loss in a much smaller portion of the scalp. I
experienced no other associated factors linked to alopecia areata
other than the change of medication (taking the Pfizer vaccine).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1470451-1

40-49
years

The first dose got numbness in arm weakness tiredness was OK
after

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1470509-1

40-49
years

On the fifth it?s self I was tired felt sick to my stomach was weak
on the seventh I woke up and couldn?t see lost my near site vision
called my doctor and got my eyes examined and found out I lost my
near sight I need glasses now lost my near side and some of my far
vision on the 11th went to go see my dr. was having trouble
breathing and had a sore throat I have respiratory issues throat
issues losing my hair I have recently had an upper G.I. colonoscopy
have been having lots and lots of health issues ever since my
second Covid shot

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1471040-1

40-49
years

Patient reports hair loss 2 weeks after administration. She said she
never had hair loss before.

60-64
years

"I had a low fever, severe chills, pink eye, tiredness, dry skin, hair
loss, sore throat, dizziness, mental fatigue, extra dry lips--lasted 24
hours and required a day off work. I experienced the same
symptoms exactly (timing, duration, and severity) after the second
dose on 05/21/2021 (also Pfizer, Lot EW 0178) AND after my
""immunity day"" of 06/04/2021. I was very surprised at the third
instance, but my work supervisor, who took the same brand of
vaccine with similar timing and at the same Fairgrounds, had the
same thing happen."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1471264-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1471825-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

I got my shot. It lightly sting nothing bad. - About 40 min later on
both sides of my back I felt tingling right below my shoulder blades
and then this spread out like a waterfall going down my back . about an hour later it was like someone turned my power off. I was
so tired I could barely open the car door and walk inside - laid down
and slept maybe 3 hours ? - woke up hurting and puking - hot and
cold and exhausted - slept next day . Not hungry but husband
bright oatmeal and coffee. I ate a bite and threw it all up - my body
get like it had become broken glass . It hurt . It hurt to walk to the
kitchen . My eyelashes hurt , my nails hurt . Stayed in bed. Ate a
TV dinner and threw it up . Feverish . Sweating hot cold . Felt like a
migraine headache I guess around my forehead and eyes - and I
have never had one . - day 3 - nauseous. Took shower and big
clumps of my hair fell out . Feet hurt and tingled. Felt like a spike
gong through my right side off and on . Day 4 - slept all day and
had to drive 8 hours home. My left eye hurt and was draining .
When I got home I looked in the mirror and the left side of my face
was swollen really badly and eye about swollen shut. Felt bad .
Achy and stabbing side pain . Went to Urgent Er care due to face
swelling . They had no explanation . Had a cyst like pimple on left
side under eye that went back up to eye lid Could not turn my neck
and really sore . Went to Chiropractor doctor. He and his assistant
examined me and said I was not out of alignment but my lymph
nodes around my neck area and left side of my spleen were very
swollen . He said to go to dentist over face swelling and I probably
had an infected tooth Went to dentist . Teeth were fine but he said
to go to the eye doctor . Still feeling sick and very achy . Hurt to
walk . Knees hurt . Felt like I was 100 years old Went to eye doctor
. He examined my eye then had me go to another room and
machine . Then a variety of students came in to look at my eye . I
asked why and one said because they only read about this in text
book. Doctor came bAck and said I had acute narrow angle eye
closure and had to do emergency surgery . Still feel horrible Labs
now coming back with odd things . Doctor sending me to
rheumatoid / endocrinologist and integrative doc but can?t get
appointments til October Now have holes in my iris to relieve the
pressure and other auto immune things going on . Doctor said
tissue swelled on optic nerve . Saw glitter like out of side of eye .
He said I?d loose my eyesight if I did not have the emergency
surgery

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1474400-1

60-64
years

Beginning 1.5 hours after the 2nd Moderna dose, my hands began
shaking, and my arm was sore. These symptoms continue today
and have not gotten better. Beginning 2 days after the shot, my left
foot from my toes to my ankle turned black and green. Beginning 1
week after the shot, my toes turned purple; this has continued on
and off since May 5, 2021. Beginning 2 weeks after the shot, the
lymph nodes in my neck, roof of my mouth, nose, and ears were
swollen and tender. At random times, I would get hot and begin to
sweat profusely 2-3 times per day, and my ears would get
extremely red. At this time, my temperature would be between
100F and 101F, and my blood pressure was elevated. These
symptoms lasted about 4 weeks. Beginning 3 weeks after the shot,
I developed a walnut-sized, squishy knot on the inside of the joint
of my left elbow. I also began losing the hair in my armpits and
have since completely lost all the hair in my armpits and on my
legs. Beginning 4 weeks after the shot, I developed a golf-ballsized, squishy knot on the inside of my right knee, similar to the
one that appeared on my elbow. I also developed a walnut-sized,
squishy knot on my left knee just below the kneecap. Beginning 5
weeks after the shot, I developed shin splints but had not
completed any running or other activities that could explain the
tenderness in my shins. Beginning 6 weeks after the shot, I noticed
a loss of muscle mass in my arms and legs. Beginning 7 weeks after
the shot, I have had severe chest pain three times. Each felt like I
was having a heart attack; 2 times were in the middle of the night
and 1 time was early in the morning. Beginning 8 weeks after the
shot, I began getting lightheaded at random which has caused me
to fall multiple times. In addition, I have begun bruising very easily;
the bruises take weeks to heal. My left eye is also extremely tender
and waters more than normal. Beginning 9 weeks after the shot, I
notice that I have begun drooling even though I have never drooled
in the past. My gums occasionally feel tender when I brush my
teeth.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1474415-1

30-39
years

reactivated chronic ebstein barr virus flare up causing extreme
fatigue. Developed hypothyroidism. Hair falling out.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1474642-1

65-79
years

The lot number for the first dose of vaccine taken on 01/20/2021 is:
FL3246. And the lot number for the second dose of the vaccine
taken on 02/12/2021 is :EN6200. Within 7 to 10 days beginning in
early April of 2021, My hear texture changed and my head became
very itchy and inflamed. I have been to a couple of doctors and
have been diagnosed with a rare skin disease called lichen
planopilaris which is an auto immune response that caused scarring
of the scalp and loss of hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1474643-1

65-79
years

entire body broke out in itchy rash, and head, hair falling out
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ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1474762-1

18-29
years

I notice 2 weeks after the vaccine, I started having loose BM, 3 to 5
times a week with loose BM, and then I go a week without any bowl
movements. I also started to notice hair loss 2 weeks after the
vaccination. I lost a lot of hair for like 2 to 3 days and now it's back
to normal. I spoke to doctors and they said they have been seeing a
lot of aftermath symptoms, many different side effects after the
vaccine. The doctors told me to eat a diet with high fibers, if I'm
constipated, and fruits and vegetables. And to take a laxative as
needed. If I go without a BM for 5 day, I stick to only liquids. I'm
still struggling with the constipation.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1474817-1

30-39
years

pt reporting significant hair loss beginning 2 days after shot

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1475645-1

30-39
years

I developed hyperthyroidism in May/June if going by symptoms of
hairloss, palpitations, and tachycardia. My labs were checked in
early June. I have not had any thyroid issues in the past. I did have
COVID in mid October but my thyroid was test at the end of
November and was normal. I am currently taken Atenolol and
Methimazole.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1478050-1

30-39
years

About a week after she received Pfizer vaccine she noted she began
having some hair loss and then proceeded to lose the great
majority of her hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1478591-1

50-59
years

hair loss

50-59
years

DIZZINESS; EQUILIBRIUM OFF WHENEVER STANDING FOR
PROLONGED PERIOD; BACK OF LEG DISCOMFORT; SORENESS AND
PAIN IN MUSCLES; SORENESS AND PAIN IN JOINTS; HAIR LOSS;
SORE ARM; This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a 59 year old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's concurrent conditions included
penicillin allergy, non alcoholic, non smoker, bouts of irritable
bowels syndrome, and fibromyalgia. The patient experienced drug
allergy when treated with hydrocodone. The patient received covid19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin
not reported, and batch number: 1821288 expiry: UNKNOWN) dose
was not reported, administered on 24-JUN-2021 for prophylactic
vaccination. No concomitant medications were reported. On 24JUN-2021, the subject experienced hair loss. On 24-JUN-2021, the
subject experienced sore arm. On 25-JUN-2021, the subject
experienced soreness and pain in joints. On 25-JUN-2021, the
subject experienced soreness and pain in muscles. On 26-JUN2021, the subject experienced dizziness. On 26-JUN-2021, the
subject experienced equilibrium off whenever standing for
prolonged period. On 26-JUN-2021, the subject experienced back of
leg discomfort. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
was not applicable. The patient had not recovered from sore arm,
soreness and pain in joints, dizziness, back of leg discomfort, hair
loss, soreness and pain in muscles, and equilibrium off whenever
standing for prolonged period. This report was non-serious.

65-79
years

LOSING HAIR OF HAIR, ARMS AND LEGS; This spontaneous report
received from a patient concerned a 72 year old male. The patient's
weight was 165 pounds, and height was not reported. The patient's
concurrent conditions included no smoking, and no alcohol use, and
other pre-existing medical conditions included medical history none
as per patient. stated taking prostate pills but denies any prostate
issues. no known allergies and drug abuse. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of
admin not reported, batch number: 20CA21A, and expiry:
UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 13-MAY-2021
for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were
reported. On 20-JUN-2021, the subject experienced losing hair of
hair, arms and legs. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient had not recovered from
losing hair of hair, arms and legs. This report was non-serious.

40-49
years

I started loosing hair and bald spots starting in May. By June I had
additional large bald spots . I have no previous history with hair
loss with myself or family. In June went to dermatologist and
diagnosed with alopetia areata. No history with COVID - previous 3
tests negative. Thyroid tests and Iron and blood test normal.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1481228-1

1481261-1

1481397-1
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ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1482840-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1482987-1

30-39
years

Adverse Event Description
hair loss; migraine; Nausea; Fatigue; increase weight gain; no
appetite; shooting pain in the muscles; Insomnia for 9 days; This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 57-year-old
female nurse (patient) reported for herself. A 57-years-old non
pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot
Number: EW0183, Expiration date: Unknown), via intramuscular
route, administered in left arm (deltoid) on 20May2021 16:00 (at
the age of 57-years-old) as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation in public health clinic/veterans administration facility.
Medical history included known allergies. The concomitant
medications were none. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The
patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot Number: EW0179, Expiration date: Unknown), via
intramuscular route, administered in deltoid on 29Apr2021 (at the
age of 57-years-old) as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation
and no problem with first injection. On 20May2021 at 02:00 Am,
the patient experienced insomnia for 9 days. On 21May2021 at
02:00, the patient experienced, hair loss, migraine, nausea For 4
weeks, fatigue, increase weight gain, no appetite, shooting pain in
the muscles. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested
for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
insomnia for 9 days, migraine with smudging with SAGE disease
and Tylenol 500 mg respectively. The event Insomnia and nausea
were reported as Persistent/ Significant disability/ Incapacity,
Important medical event, migraine was reported as Persistent/
Significant disability/ Incapacity, and hair loss was reported as
Important medical event. The outcome of the event migraine was
resolved on an unspecified date in 2021 and nausea was resolved
on 15Jun2021, hair loss was not resolved and other events were
resolving. Follow-up attempts are needed. Further information is
requested. Follow-up: This is a follow up-spontaneous report from a
contactable other HCP (nurse). This other HCP (nurse) reported in
response to HCP letter via follow-up letter:; Sender's Comments:
Considering a plausible temporal relationship, a possible
contributory role of suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported
Insomnia, hair loss and Migraine cannot be excluded. The impact of
this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is
evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation,
including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse
events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well
as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to
Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate.
Seizure; I just like sit down and I pass out; they also give a
Pneumonia shot and on top of that they gave me the Pfizer shot on
the same day; Metallic in my mouth, lost sense of smell and sense
of taste; Head is twitching; My visions going blurry; My vision is
going in and out; Abdominal pain; Hard to concentrate and it's been
kind of really bad for me; I stopped breathing; Difficult breathing
which I happened having difficulty breathing; I just fell; Weak; My
arms are really weak; I am losing my hair now, like my facial hair is
coming off like I barely even pull it and it just comes off; Tired like
a super tired; Dizziness; Have lost like 30 pounds; Metallic in my
mouth, lost sense of smell and sense of taste; Metallic in my
mouth, lost sense of smell and sense of taste; I got a rash; scaling
of hand and feet; his arms were really weak; like a lot of saliva
bulid up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient, self-reported). A 34-years-old-male patient received first
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Solution for injection, lot number: EW0177 and expiry date:
31Aug2021), via an unspecified route of administration, in Arm Left,
on 25Jun2021 (age at vaccination: 34 years), as a single dose for
COVID-19 immunization, pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine, 23valent via an unspecified route of administration from an
unspecified date on right arm (Batch/Lot number not reported) to
an unspecified date, at unspecified dose for immunization, and
levetiracetam (Keppra), route of administration, start and stop date,
batch/lot number and dose were not reported for seizure and he
had an allergic reaction to it, he got a rash and so his doctor
decided to take him off of it. The patient's medical history included
alcohol withdrawal syndrome and cancer was back in 2010.
Concomitant medication included chlordiazepoxide (LIBRIUM) taken
for alcohol withdrawal syndrome. The patient did not take any other
vaccine 4 weeks prior to COVID 19 Vaccine. The patient underwent
investigation Assessment. On an unknown date the, the patient
reported that he got the Pfizer shot about two days ago, his first
one and the reason why he decided to get the Pfizer shot was
because he believe that it was the one with the least side effects
but when he got it, he got it at the clinic that he went through and
they not only give hi, the Pfizer shot they also give a Pneumonia
shot and on top of that they gave him the Pfizer shot on the same
day and then when he got the Pfizer shot at the clinic that he was
at, it was his doctor's appointment actually, he end up having a
seizure and they send him to the hospital (further clarification
unknown hence seriousness criteria not checked in event). But now
he was having like was the weird side effects almost like he didn't
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know, it's just metallic
in hisEvent
mouth,
lost sense of smell and sense
Adverse
Description
of taste and 'scaling' of the hands and feet' (not clear, hence not
captured as event) and there was like his head was twitching, his
visions going blurry, and he was experiencing abdominal pain but
weird part was that he could eat. The patient stated that he was
just really like out of it, he had recently got the shot, he has been
very kind of like he didn't know, like hard to concentrate and it's
been kind of really bad for me. The patient stated, that he had
recently lost like 30 pounds so, he was 152-156 and now he was
down 130 (further clarification unknown) and then his height was 5
feet 8 inches, on good day was 5 feet 8 inches or 5 feet 7.5 inches
almost, but had, because he had sclerosis (intent of history), so it
could not match up his height some times and his weight was 130
(pounds). Regarding the lot number of Pneumococcal
Polysaccharide PPSV23, consumer stated that he does not think
they even gave him that, he does not know, he was reading, he just
found a piece of paper that said an allergic reactions could occur
after the vaccination 'peruses' up leave the clinic if you see signs of
severe allergic reaction, hives, swelling, difficult breathing which he
happened having difficulty breathing, it says heart beat which he
did, dizziness, whole weakness, and at the clinic he ended up
having a seizure and then they sent him to a hospital. The patient
stated that he got lab test done when he was on his doctor's
appointment and he also got his lab test done in hospital when he
woke up there, all he knew was his mom was with him and she said
he stopped breathing after he got the Pfizer, because they did the
Pfizer vaccine and he waited for 15 minutes and then they had him
wait for another 15 minutes and so it was like 30 minutes, and then
he was like he was okay everything was good, and he just took five
step, he got up and walked just five steps, that's all remember at
moment he just fell. The patient stated that he went to this, he
walked to the store and he came back, so he thought he was okay
with having energy, but he felt weak and tired like a super tired. He
didn't know, he was losing his hair now, like his facial hair was
coming off like he barely even pull it and it just came off. The
patient also stated that when he was at the hospital, they gave him
Valium but that was only 5mg. The patient stated that he was going
to die because he heard a lot of bad thing about the vaccine, it's
like stroke, heart attack aneurysms, and long-term conditions. He
was just really worried because usually vaccines were not approved,
he was mean this vaccination was approved way to quick and being
informed of like medicine and his mom was in pharmaceutical
industries. The patient's arms were really weak, he have also been
experiencing months ago of the Pfizer shot, I have been having like
a lot of lower back like where my spinal cord was (sentence
incomplete), like a lot of saliva built up and metallic taste, his vision
was going in and out and he just like sit down and he pass out and
he didn't know what that mean. The patient further stated he was
just wanted to make sure that he was not having like a really bad
reaction to it because his body was kind of not having (incomplete
sentence). So, he didn't know it's like cancer that came back in his
throat but all he knew that they gave him the number and asked
should he go to the hospital. He wanted to go to the hospital. The
patient was suggested to contact Pfizer Medical Information
department for the concern. The outcome of the events was
unknown. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information
is expected.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1483537-1

1483573-1

Unknown

lost lot of hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer. A 71-year-old female patient received second dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for
injection; Lot number: EW0179), via an unspecified route of
administration on arm right on 24May2021 10:15 (age at
vaccination: 71 years) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.
The patient medical history included ongoing CPRD since May1972.
Family medical history was reported as unrelated vintage. The
patient Concomitant medications included JANSSEN COVID-19
VACCINE taken for virus from an unspecified date and covid-19
vaccine mrna (mrna 1273) (MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE) taken
for virus from an unspecified date. The patient previously received
first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE;
Solution for injection; Lot number: EW0179), via an unspecified
route of administration on arm right on 03May2021 10:15 at single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On an unspecified date in
May2021, the patient experienced lost lot of hair (not life
threatning). Therapeutic measures were taken and treatment
included antibiotics. The outcome of the events was not recovered.
The reporter considered the events as not serious.

Unknown

my hair started to fall out; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. A female patient of unknown age received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for
injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an unspecified
route of administration on unknown date as DOSE NUMBER
UNKNOWN, SINGLE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history
was not reported. No concomitant medication was reported. On an
unspecified date, it was reported that she got the vaccine and a few
days later her hair started to fall out. She would brush her hair in
the morning and she would have a brush full of hair can you please
tell me why I don't see anywhere that is one of the side effects. I
have had to cut my hair short and was not happy about it so please
help me. The outcome of Event was unknown. Information on the
lot/batch number has been requested

ot/batc
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ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1483766-1

40-49
years

In mid-January 2021, after receiving my first dose of the Moderna
Covid vaccine on January 11, I began to see hair loss from the
scalp, as noted by hair on my hands in the shower. The shedding
became very accelerated in February 2021 after receiving my
second dose of the the Covid vaccine on February 8, 2021. Between
February and March 2021, I consulted with two dermatologists and
a rheumatologist, who ordered a number of blood tests, which ruled
out vitamin deficiencies, anemia, systemic auto-immune disease,
thyroid problems, liver problems, hormonal disregulation, syphilis,
and other conditions which could explain the sudden and rapid hair
loss. By April 2021, the hair on my scalp had been reduced to less
than 30%, and shedding was also evident from chest, arms, legs,
underarms and pubic areas. On April 13, 2021, I saw Dr. (my third
dermatologist), and she diagnosed me with Alopeca Areata, and
ordered a biopsy of the scalp which confirmed the diagnosis. Dr. has
explained that the Alopecia Areata was most likely brought about
because my immune system was highly activated after receiving
the COVID vaccine. Dr. initially prescribed me with a tapering 25day regimen of oral prednisone, starting with 80 mg for 5 days,
then 60 mg, 40 mg, 20 mg, and 10 mg; each for 5 days. However,
when I during the stage of taking 20 mg, I shared that I was still
observing some shedding, and so she instructed me to stay on 20
mg for the remainder of the 25 days. On May 11, 2021 I saw Dr. for
follow up. She said she was seeing some progress. I had shaved my
scalp by that point, so I was not seeing any more shedding. She
gave me an intra-muscular injection of Prednisone (80 mg) and
steroid scalp injections, and she prescribed for me to stay on 20
mg/daily of oral Prednisone for the 30 day period until our next
follow up appointment. On June 14, 2021 I saw Dr. for follow up. By
that time I had begin to see some regrowth on scalp. She gave me
the steroid scalp injections, and prescribed me to taper off the
Prednisone over 10 days (5 days at 10 mg and 5 days at 5 mg).
She also prescribed a compounded scalp topical ointment which
contains Retinoic Acid 0.025%/Minoxidil 8%/Triamcinolone 0.1% As
of this writing I am using the ointment almost daily and continue to
see slow regrowth through out my scalp.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1483858-1

30-39
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1484526-1

30-39
years

Fever, body ache, and hair loss
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1484825-1
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50-59
years

SIDE EFFECTS FROM Pfizer- April 5, 2021, Lightheaded, equal
Librium issues from top of stair, I?d fall going downstairs like my
muscles would give out or I couldn?t control their movement or lose
balance, black outs, fatigue, seeing stars as if I was dehydrated.
Muscle tightness in my back, legs, buttocks to the point they would
lock up, stop working and the pain would be unbearable walking
10? to 15? (I was up to + mile walking prior to this) without any
notice and I could not move, I would have to wait 15-20 minutes
before I could move or just crawl in pain. Spasms throughout my
body I cannot control, previous migraines are more frequent,
severe, and so debilitating I would stay in bed up to 6 hours with
ice on my neck in pure darkness. My dog would have to poop and
pee in the house if my neighbor wasn?t home. This is continuing to
this day. More in my hips now than other joints but the muscle
tightness continues. The only thing that has gone less frequent to
less than once a month is spasms have dissipated (July 2021) in
time. At the end of July, 2021, Soft tissue damaged areas on my
head started from a motorcycle accident from 2008, became so
tender to the touch it was impossible to take a shower, my hygiene
is suffering which puts my health in danger. The water touching my
head would bring me to tears, I went from showering every day to
once a week. I stopped going to the chiropractor because it hurts to
be touched. I cannot lay down or sit more than a few minutes at a
time, I use Lidocaine mixed with CBD balm all over my body and
scalp. Memory fog, forgetfulness, confusion, double vision, major
hair loss, bumps on my skin, tender stomach, shortness of breath
without humidity and inside with air conditioner on (very rare for
me), legs show signs of swelling, tingling, continual extreme
numbness in my extremities, I?ve broken all my coffee cups, I?ve
tried to get up and have fallen because I didn?t realize my legs
were numb after sleeping or sitting. All my joints, bottom of my
feet, heels neck shoulders. After going to the bathroom, I?m
washing my hands, and if I don?t sit back down on the toilet, I will
pee myself immediately. These side effects started around mid- May
2021 and have not gone away and stabbing chest pain on the left
shoulder/neck area kinda like cardio spasms around my heart that
go away after 15-30 second but excruciating pain happening 2-3
within a week waking me up I started Online Virtual classes in
December 2020, one on one weekly courses with a therapist/case
manager and weekly group courses , and completed them in June
2021. I elected to Virtual classes due to cancelled bed dates since
beginning of 2019 due to COVID. I felt like a new person ready to
start ?living for the first time? and get out and into a place with no
humidity. Better for my health was my concern. It took watching
the news once with massive destruction going on, children being
killed by drive by shootings, fires destroying buildings and
businesses I once visited, places I?ve where with my sister worked
as a hair stylist, and brother used to live when we talked. So much
hate, what happened to the world while I was fixing myself to be
mentally healthier and vaccinated to be able to rejoin the
community again? Since July 2021, I feel like something inside me
snapped, broke ? the media coverage, the center misleading or
changing COVID reports, leader doing nothing to stop the
racism/hate damage control and deaths, has taken away all my
hard work away from me! The misunderstanding of COVID, the
vaccine side effects has scared to into believing I cannot leave my
home, or I will die.

40-49
years

About a month after the vaccine, I had an autoimmune flare, my
flare's look like circular patches of hair loss. I saw my dermatologist
and she treated with a cortisone injection on my scalp. Since March,
I've had them once a month to stimulate the hair growth again. My
hair is not fully grown back but it takes time.
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1486074-1

1486180-1
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18-29
years

To, The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention The patients. I
am a 27-year-old female residing since August 2019. I am a
Resident and an immigrant. On the 20th of April, 2021 I took my
first shot of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine in city where I
reside. After 48 hours of taking the vaccine, I started experiencing
extreme fatigue, dehydration, and chills. I also registered a fever of
close to 101 on a few nights in the week after. I thought this was a
temporary side-effect of the vaccine, but the side-effects persisted
and was not dying down. Over the next 2-3 weeks my health
condition waxed and waned. I was facing extreme fatigue to the
extent it had disrupted my normal life, heavy dehydration, loss of
appetite, feeling cold easily, especially in the evenings. I called up
the center and asked if I could delay my 2nd COVID-19 Pfizer shot,
but because it is generally advised to take the second shot within a
28-day period, I decided to go ahead and take my second shot on
May 14th. I took a couple of Acetaminophen tablets this time to
help reduce a possible fever. Over the next weeks, my condition did
not seem to change, even though I was done with both my shots. I
continued to face fatigue and weakness, I had lost 10-11 pounds, a
huge loss in appetite, I started noticing heavy hairfall daily. My
period had not come since taking the vaccine. In the early month of
June, I noticed dark red blotchy marks that had appeared on both
my arms. My health started deteriorating heavily in June, there
were days when I could sleep all day. I started noticing a fever
which climbed to 101-102 daily, especially in the evenings and
continuous shivering. Seeing the signs of a serious medical
condition, I filed for emergency leave from my workplace and
decided to fly back to where my family resides. I landed in the 30th
of June, 2021. I was admitted to a hospital in the Emergency Unit
on the very same day and where I continued to remain hospitalized
until the 9th of July. I was hospitalized for a period of 10 days,
during which multiple blood tests, scans and procedures were run
on me, at the end of which I was diagnosed with now having a
chronic illness, an Autoimmune disorder called Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus. I am currently, recouping from my illness and
undergoing treatment for SLE. I do not know if there was a
correlation between my taking this vaccine and the triggering of my
illness, but if there is a possibility of the vaccine triggering an
Autoimmune disorder in healthy individuals, I would like the
concerned authorities to make a note of it. Symptoms: Extreme
Fatigue, Continuous High Fever, Heavy Hairfall, Loss of Appetite,
Feelings of Nausea, Red marks on arms, Weight Loss, No
menstruation

65-79
years

balding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer,
the patient. A 67-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the
first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Lot Number: EN6205) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 03Mar2021 at 19:00 (at the age of
67-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The
patient received the second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: ER8732) via an
unspecified route of administration in the arm left on 27Mar2021 at
15:00 (at the age of 67-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient had medical history that was unspecified
and has known allergies. The patient received other medications
within 2 weeks of vaccination that were unspecified. Prior to the
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to
the vaccination. Since the vaccination the patient had been tested
for COVID-19. The patient had undergone COVID-19 test on
08Mar2021, and was tested negative. On 17Mar2021, may be 2
weeks after the first COVID-19 vaccine, the patient noticed when
combing her hair, that she started to see a comb full of hair instead
of few strands, and hair in the top was gone as patient was balding.
The events did not result in a visit to the doctors or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and emergency
room/department or urgent care. No therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of the event. The clinical outcome of the event
balding was not recovered at the time of reporting. No follow-up
attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1486357-1

1486812-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Loosing hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer or other non hcp. A 12-years-old male patient received
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for
injection; Lot Number: ER8735; Expiration date was not reported),
via an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm
Right on 17May2021 (at the age of 12-years-old) as DOSE 1,
SINGLE, and second dose via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Right on an unspecified date
(Batch/Lot number and Expiration date was not reported) as DOSE
2, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included
none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The
patient experienced loosing hair on an unspecified date. Reporter
was calling because her son got the vaccine the first dose on
17May2021(confirmed) had been noticing that he was losing hair,
and didn't know if this might a be side effect of the vaccine,
planning to take him to the doctor and calling on Monday to
schedule an appointment but just wanted to ask if it could be a side
effect of the vaccine. The suspect product was confirmed as Pfizer
COVID-19 Vaccine. Reporter stated, thought the patient height was
about 4 feet 9 inches. Reporter didn't know an exact date of event
because reporter just noticed after patient took (incomplete
sentence), not the exact date but reported as about a week. On the
week of this report, reporter noticed after the shower and saw a lot
of hair on the mat. For facility name, reporter stated, could not find
the card right now but it was a hospital in. Anatomical site where
COVID-19 vaccine was administered reported as right arm for both
the shot. No treatment received in response to event. Reporter just
noticed and was wondering that's why called to see if it might be a
side effect a reaction to the vaccine. It was concerning, yesterday
after patient took a bath, reporter noticed a lot of hair and that's
not normal and will call the doctor to schedule an appointment but
again wanted to call to ask. Patient took no other vaccine prior to
the first dose. Reporter stated, it just if patient passes the comb
through his hair you know the hair will come off and it's a lot of hair
it's not one or two hair it's several, and stated reporter did not
know the time event started. Clinical outcome of the event was
unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.
Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

Hyperthyroidism or some sort of autoimmune disorder. No one in
our family on any side, has hyperthyroidism. We are trying to figure
it out. It mimics hyperthyroidism. Has the same symptoms as Grave
but Graves? disease was negative. Dr. said ?she?s not textbook?.
He?s been doing this for about 30 years. Started losing massive
amount of hair within a couple weeks of second dose. She has less
than a third of the hair she had before the vaccine and is losing
more daily. When put on methimazole for treatment, she reacts
with extremely painful, deep mouth sores. Which isn?t typical. She?
s never had mouth sores before. I?m wondering if it?s related to
the vaccine. Her thyroid numbers were ? a little high but not bad?
before the vaccine. But I?m wondering if the vaccine has something
to do with it.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1486827-1

40-49
years

10 days after the vaccine I started experiencing heart palpitations,
elevated pulse, anxiety, trouble falling asleep, some hair loss. The
anxiety was very pronounced from April 22, 2021 to April 27, 2021
but got better subsequently. The palpitations started on April 22,
2021 and continued almost daily through June 2021

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1487549-1

65-79
years

every joint was inflammed, chest pain, hair loss, blurred vision

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1489627-1

1493133-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

exacerbating MS; loss of feeling in her legs; Insomnia; Restless legs
/ Lost feeling in her legs; UTI; Hair falling out; New lesions; Mood
up and down; Joints and knees are Weak / Increased leg weakness;
loses a lot of mobility in legs; itchy throat; scratchy head; ightness
in chest; eye goes blurry; double vision; eyes are not always
aligned; forgetfulness; Fall; ADHD; Extreme fatigue; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (exacerbating MS) in a 40year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions
included Drug allergy, Drug allergy and Penicillin allergy.
Concomitant products included CYANOCOBALAMIN (VITAMIN B12
[CYANOCOBALAMIN]), VITAMIN D [VITAMIN D NOS], SOLIFENACIN
SUCCINATE (VESICARE), GABAPENTIN and AMFETAMINE
ASPARTATE, AMFETAMINE SULFATE, DEXAMFETAMINE
SACCHARATE, DEXAMFETAMINE SULFATE (ADDERALL) for an
unknown indication. On 18-Mar-2021, the patient received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On 15-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (exacerbating MS) (seriousness
criterion medically significant), SENSORY LOSS (loss of feeling in
her legs), INSOMNIA (Insomnia), RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME
(Restless legs / Lost feeling in her legs), URINARY TRACT
INFECTION (UTI), ALOPECIA (Hair falling out), SKIN LESION (New
lesions), MOOD SWINGS (Mood up and down), MUSCULAR
WEAKNESS (Joints and knees are Weak / Increased leg weakness),
MOBILITY DECREASED (loses a lot of mobility in legs), THROAT
IRRITATION (itchy throat), PRURITUS (scratchy head), CHEST
DISCOMFORT (ightness in chest), VISION BLURRED (eye goes
blurry), DIPLOPIA (double vision), EYE DISORDER (eyes are not
always aligned), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (forgetfulness), FALL (Fall),
ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) and
FATIGUE (Extreme fatigue). At the time of the report, MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS (exacerbating MS), SENSORY LOSS (loss of feeling in
her legs), INSOMNIA (Insomnia), RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME
(Restless legs / Lost feeling in her legs), URINARY TRACT
INFECTION (UTI), ALOPECIA (Hair falling out), SKIN LESION (New
lesions), MOOD SWINGS (Mood up and down), MUSCULAR
WEAKNESS (Joints and knees are Weak / Increased leg weakness),
MOBILITY DECREASED (loses a lot of mobility in legs), THROAT
IRRITATION (itchy throat), PRURITUS (scratchy head), CHEST
DISCOMFORT (ightness in chest), VISION BLURRED (eye goes
blurry), DIPLOPIA (double vision), EYE DISORDER (eyes are not
always aligned), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (forgetfulness), FALL (Fall),
ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER (ADHD) and
FATIGUE (Extreme fatigue) outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available):
On 08-Jul-2021, SARS-CoV-2 antibody test: negative (Negative)
negative for COVID antibodies. Treatment medication was not
reported. Company comment: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

Unknown

got the covid vaccination during this time, which could contribute to
the lowANC; fatigued; lost all of my hair; This is a spontaneous
report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program . A contactable 67-year-old
female consumer reported that she started to receive palbociclib
(IBRANCE) from Mar2021 at 125mg (frequency unspecified) for an
unspecified indication. She also received BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number unknown) via an
unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a
fantastic time on palbocilcib, she was taking 125mg starting this
past March. On 01Jun2021 her ANC was 1100 and she was able to
resume palbociclib. Two months prior to that, she was at 900 and
she had to wait resuming palbociclib. She got the COVID
vaccination during this time, which could contributed to the low
ANC. She was starting fatigued on and off, she lost all of her hair
and hair was coming out, so she was taking vitamin D2 and vitamin
B12. Action taken with palbociclib in response to the events was
unknown. Outcome of the events was unknown. No follow-up
attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1493161-1

18-29
years

she was fighting tonsil infection or strep from what doctors assume;
she was fighting tonsil infection or strep from what doctors assume;
hair started to fall out; had every type of COVID symptom;
vomiting; fevers; chills; sore throat; tiredness; headache; sleep
apnea; pregnant at time of vaccination/ gestation period were 31
weeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.
This consumer (patient) reported that a 27-year-old female patient
received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at the
age of 27-years, via unspecified route of administration at single
dose for COVID-19 immunization, first dose in left arm on
25Jun2021 at 12:00 and second dose on unspecified date. Medical
history included tonsillitis, functional neurological disorder with clink
rare genes with child, GERD, autism. The patient was pregnant at
time of vaccination. Patient last menstrual period date was
10Dec2020 and pregnancy due date 09Sep2021, gestation period
were 31 weeks. No other vaccine in four weeks. No known allergies.
No COVID-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included
prenatal (unspecified), folic acid, antibiotics. The patient reported
that after her first and second dose her hair started to fall out. She
was fighting tonsil infection or strep from what doctors assume. She
probably should of waited until she was done taking her penicillin
anti biotic. She had every type of COVID symptom but doctor was
surprised to find no illnesses to explain her vomiting, fevers, chills,
sore throat, tiredness, headache, etc. She saw a tonsil doctor to set
up future removal. And sleep apnea testing. Adverse event start
date on 20Jun2021 (as reported). Adverse event resulted in doctor
or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment
received. No COVID-19 tested post vaccination. Outcome of the
events was not recovered. Information about batch/lot number has
been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1494065-1

30-39
years

Hair thinning/loss, fingers cold and discolored, worsening anxiety
and depression

30-39
years

Hair on legs & arms fell off.; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient himself). A 39-year-old male patient
received BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Formulation: solution for injection, Lot number and expiration date
was unknown) via unspecified route of administration in the right
arm, on 04Mar2021 at 19:00 (at the age of 39-year-old), as dose 1,
single for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history
and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not
receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to
vaccination. Patient was tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.
No allergies to medications, food, or other products. On 11Mar2021,
the patient's hair on legs & arms fell off. The reported seriousness
was non-serious. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse
event. The outcome of the event was recovering. No follow-up
attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained. Amendment: This follow-up report is being submitted
to amend previously reported information: Relevant medical history
none was deleted since not reported on source, final sentence
updated as 'No follow-up attempts are needed; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained' and the whole narrative
corrected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1497234-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1497511-1

1500581-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

The second dose was prepped by adding normal saline into the vial
in front of her before being administered.; The second dose was
prepped by adding normal saline into the vial in front of her before
being administered; Caller reported hair loss post
vaccination/Second dose: she has a hair brush and it's full of her
hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or
other non hcp via medical information team. A 63-years-old female
patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EW0150) via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
Arm Right on 21Apr2021 (age at vaccination:63 Years) as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. Patient did not received other
vaccines within 4weeks prior to vaccination. Medical history
included left mastectomy from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing, chemotherapy from 2001 to an unknown date she had
chemotherapy about 20 years ago. The patient concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient previously received first
dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EW0150) via an unspecified route
of administration, administered in Arm Right on 21Apr2021 as dose
1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The caller reported hair loss
post vaccination/second dose: she has a hairbrush and it was full of
her hair on 2021. The second dose was prepped by adding normal
saline into the vial in front of her before being administered on
21Apr2021. She reported she cannot have anything done to her left
arm as she had a left mastectomy. She started to notice her hair
loss about a week after receiving the first Covid 19 vaccine. She
knew she was losing her hair because the hair loss was the same as
when she had chemotherapy about 20 years ago. When probing for
information on her medical history and concomitant medications
she reports she had been taking all her medications normally. She
also tried to rule out the hair loss being related to any of her
medications, but nothing has changed. She added that with the
second Covid 19 vaccine she reported the nurse drew up sterile
saline, added the sterile saline to the Covid 19 vaccine vial, then
withdrew from that Covid 19 vaccine vial a dose and administered
the Covid 19 vaccine. This did not make any sense to her. The nurse
told her it was, so the vaccine lasted longer. The outcome of the
event alopecia was not recovered and the outcome of the events
product preparation error and poor quality product administered
was unknown.

50-59
years

DIVERTICULITIS; INJECTION SITE PAIN; WEIGHT LOSS 13 POUND;
HAIR LOSS/THINNING A LOT IN THE SHOWER; This spontaneous
report received from a patient concerned a 50 year old white
Hispanic or Latino female. The patient's weight was 137 pounds,
and height was 68 inches. The patient's past medical history
included flares, and concurrent conditions included occasional
alcohol user, and cigarettes smoker 1/2 pack per day. The patient
had no medical history of diagnosed diverticulitis, but patient
believes that she had two flares up in the past that went up
undiagnosed, may had two episodes in the last 10 years. The
patient was not pregnant at the time of reporting. The patient
experienced drug allergy when treated with tetracycline. The patient
received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection,
intramuscular, and batch number: 1805031 expiry: UNKNOWN)
dose was not reported, 1 total, administered on 01-APR-2021 to left
arm for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were
reported. The patient reported that since receiving the vaccine on
01-APR-2021, she had 13 pounds weight loss, that was unusual for
patient, only dietary change made by the patient was cutting back
on sodas, that was not drinking crazy amount before also. On 06APR-2021, the patient experienced injection site pain. On 07-APR2021, the patient started symptoms of diverticulitis and started
treatment with her primary care prescribed metronidazole for the
diverticulitis bloody stools. On 11-APR-2021, patient was treated in
the emergency room and diagnosed with diverticulitis. The patient
was discharged to home after being treated with fluids for hydration
and to continue with the antibiotics. The patient diverticulitis
symptoms improved drastically by the 19- APR-2021 but did not
fully resolve until the last 3 to 4 weeks before reporting. On
unspecified date in APR-2021 patient experienced hair loss and
patient described it as she could see thinning, just a lot in the
shower, she states this was new and unusual. On 18-MAY-2021,
patient underwent to colonoscopy with biopsies, the report was
received and Doctor of Medicine states normal, but report states
precancerous. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
was not applicable. The patient recovered from injection site pain
on 08-APR-2021, and hair loss thinning a lot in the shower on MAY2021, was recovering from diverticulitis with bloody stool, and the
outcome of weight loss 13 pound was not reported. This report was
serious (Other Medically Important Condition).; Sender's
Comments: V0: 20210745377-covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s Diverticulitis. This event(s) is considered unassessable. The
event(s) has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is
unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no
information on any other factors potentially associated with the
event(s).

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1500670-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

she is also immunocompromised; The caller noticed her leg was
really wet and saw the callus had fallen off and since then its a big
open wound, bright red, and definitely infected; she had red bumps
all over her legs that progressed to itching and then scabbed over
with a white fixed scab; she had red bumps all over her legs that
progressed to itching and then scabbed over with a white fixed
scab; she had red bumps all over her legs that progressed to itching
and then scabbed over with a white fixed scab; with the white hard
calluses but they are all oozing; her hair started falling out/has
gotten worse since she has received the first dose of the vaccine.;
The red spots got bigger and turned brown; The scabs have fallen
off and it looks infected; the scab fell of and its dripping drainage.
All of the spots are draining, even the ones with the callus on them;
sick for about 5 days; experienced small red spots which turned
into kind of like ulcers on her legs; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female
patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number:
EP7534) via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
Arm Right on 23Mar2021(age at the vaccination 51-year-old) as
single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient condition was
temporal arteries became blocked. The patient received second
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Batch/ lot EW0150 or EW0160) via an unspecified route of
administration, administered on 14Apr2021 as signal for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included polymyalgia rheumatica
from Nov2019, giant cell arteritis from Nov2019 (Temporal arteries
became blocked), uveitis (Diagnosed 8 months prior to Polymyalgia
rheumatica and Giant cell arteritis). Concomitant medication(s)
included prednisone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); amlodipine
besilate (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) dose of 5mg taken for blood
pressure measurement; atorvastatin calcium (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN) taken for blood cholesterol, (EFFEXOR)dose of 37.5mg,
vitamin D for protect her bones from the steroids. The patient
stated that on Feb 2021 having hair started falling out or 2 months
before receiving the vaccine it was gotten worse since she has
received the first dose of the vaccine. On 25Mar2021 had small red
spots on her legs 2 days after the vaccine and she thought it was
bed bugs, but she watched it and the next night she went to bed ad
didn't wake up with any more spots. The red spots got bigger and
turned brown and Within the first week after the vaccine
experienced small red spots which turned into kind of like ulcers on
her legs. After about a week the patient thought it was cancer, but
the doctor said it wasn't. The spots started forming a big thick white
callus on them. The patient brother thought it was psoriasis, the
patches were very small and spread out all on the patient legs. The
patient doctor said that the spots were not psoriasis. The patient
was supposed to go to the dermatologist but didn't. on unknown
date the spots remained all over her legs and were very itchy. The
scabs have fallen off and it looks infected. The largest spot is about
the size of a silver dollar and the scab fell of and its dripping
drainage. she is also immunocompromised, and all of the spots are
draining, even the ones with the callus on them. The patient doesn't
think its pus because it's a clear fluid. The patient noticed her leg
was really wet and saw the callus had fallen off and since then it's a
big open wound, bright red, and definitely infected. The patient
takes Actemoria which is a biologic for her autoimmune disorder.
The patient was called her doctor and told them about this because
she needs to stop her biologic and get on an antibiotic quickly. The
spots happened after the first dose of the vaccine. The patient was
sick for about 5 days and felt like she was on the worst boat ride of
her life. The patient was fine after the second dose. The patient had
not recovered from events was falling out/has gotten worse, he had
red bumps all over her legs that progressed to itching and then
scabbed over with a white fixed scab, small red spots which turned
into kind of like ulcers on her legs, and outcome of the remaining
events was unknown. Information on Lot/Batch number was
available. Additional information has been requested

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1500838-1

30-39
years

Systemic burning sensations throughout all parts of body externally
like in spine, back and extremities and in internal organs like the
stomach and lower abdomen. My burning started in my head/ scalp,
which is now numb! My neurologist suspects small fiber
polyneuropathy. Skin changes and discoloration. Loss of body hair
in extremities. Muscle twitching. Numbness and tingling in different
areas of body. Over 15 pounds of unintentional weight loss.
Cessation of menstrual cycles (I have always been very regular!)
Increased tinnitus. Increased anxiety, panic, insomnia and PTSD
due to symptoms. None of symptoms have resolved and I am
currently 13 weeks post dose 2 of Covid 19 vaccine. I am terrified
for my health!

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1502198-1

60-64
years

hair started falling out, when she brushes her hair there has been
alot of hair in her brush

18-29
years

Second dose. Pt is severely intellectually disabled at baseline but
can walk. W/in 12 hours had fatigue and sleeping 2- hours per day.
W/in 5-7 days had legs collapse, can't walk, severe pain in
legs/feet, tremors, myoclonus. Has feet swelling and is losing hair.
Responding to time and GPN + Doxepin. My working diagnosis is
auto-immune small-fiber PN. (Variant GBS)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1502428-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

1502524-1

65-79
years

hair loss 4 months later, all of hair gone

1505857-1

50-59
years

Sick all night of first night, body aches, fever, chills, throwing up;
Next day, tongue and lips swelled up; Next week, hair started falling
out in clumps for a month; After the month of loss of hair, now have
brittle hair

Unknown

really sick for two months; lost Twenty pounds; had GI problem;
serious fatigue; couldn't go to work, couldn't drive the car; couldn't
go to work, couldn't drive the car; barely walk up and down the
stairs; hairs started falling out; so much of hair fell out that I had to
buy a wig; got a very bad skin raise/very bad reaction; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A
patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation: Solution for injection,
Lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration
on 21Jan2021 as dose 1, single and dose 2, single via an
unspecified route of administration on 12Feb2021 (Lot number:
unknown), for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history
and concomitant medications were not reported. Lot number was
not provided as the patient hung up abruptly/transfer incomplete. It
was stated that, on unspecified date in 2021, the patient was really
sick for two months, had lost twenty pounds, had GI problem,
serious fatigue, could not go to work and could not drive the car,
could barely walk up and down the stairs and took therapy in the
Mar2021 and went back to work but after that, on unknown dates
in 2021, the hairs started falling out and so much of hair fell out
that, the patient had to buy a wig. The patient stated, did not know
why these symptoms happened, but it was interfering with business
and with everything but got better and what not. Reportedly, now
since an unknown date in 2021, the patient got a very bad skin
raise and it was persistent, no matter what had been taken, had
course of medicine so they did not work, used steroid cream,
prescription creams, tried ointment creams and nothing worked
(Unspecified Medication). The patient stated these were very bad
reaction. The patient was now concerned about hair loss and skin
raise. Reportedly, PC filed conservatively. Therapeutic measures
were taken for all the events. The outcome of the events got a very
bad skin raise/very bad reaction, hairs started falling out and so
much of hair fell out that I had to buy a wig was not recovered and
outcome was recovering for the rest of the events. Information
about lot/batch has been requested.

50-59
years

Hair on head is falling out/thinning; gums bled more than usual
during dental cleaning; slight incontinence that seems to be
worsening (not associated with toileting).; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-years-old female
patient (Non-pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Solution for injection, Batch/Lot
Number: EN6208), dose 2 via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Left on 16Mar2021 at 10:30 (at
the age of 53-years-old) as a dose 2, single for covid-19
immunization. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus
from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient
previously took keflex [cefalexin monohydrate] and and sulfa
[sulfacetamide sodium] and experienced drug hypersensitivity.
Concomitant medications taken within 2 weeks of vaccination
included canagliflozin (INVOKANA [CANAGLIFLOZIN]) and
metformin (METFORMIN) both were taken for an unspecified
indication, start and stop date were not reported. The patient
previously received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EL9267), dose
1 via an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm
Left on 25Feb2021 at 01:00 PM as a dose 1, single for covid-19
immunization. After dose 1, Patient experienced there was pain in
my joints (knees and hip) and hematoma-like bruising on my palm
after using a hammer (it disappeared after a couple days and left
no residual markings). The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since
the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced Hair on head is falling
out/thinning, gums bled more than usual during dental cleaning,
slight incontinence that seems to be worsening (not associated with
toileting). Outcome of the events were not recovered. No follow-up
attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

1507886-1

1508601-1

Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1508836-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Hurt in his arm; The hair is falling out on the arm; He doesn't feel
like his arm is normal; Before the skin was soft and thin/ it feels
thick and rough only on the arm; They are red dots and there is
some yellow in the middle; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. A 52-year-old male patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, solution for injection, Lot Number: EW0158),
dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration on 09May2021 as
dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical
history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications
were not reported. Patient had the reaction from the first
vaccination. He had the first vaccination on 18Apr2021 and the
second vaccine was on 09May2021. He had a lot of little dots. They
are not pimples. They are dots on the whole arm. They are red dots
and there is some yellow in the middle. He mentioned it to the
person that gave him the second injection and they said it was
normal. He wanted to mention that. He has hurt in his arm and the
hair is falling out on the arm. He doesn't feel like his arm is normal.
He doesn't feel it as before. Before the skin was soft and thin. Now
when he feels it, it feels thick and rough only on the arm. He had
the reaction on the first day he had the vaccination. HCP
Information: He doesn't have any doctor. He would love anyone to
see his arms. He doesn't have medical. Dots on the whole arm:
They are going away. Some of them are going away. They are
appearing again. He would not say that it has been worse or
improving. For example, he can feel a new one there that was going
away. They are just coming and going. They appear and disappear.
He can feel that his skin is rough and thick. It is not like the arm
looks horrible, but it is not either worse or improving. It is both
arms.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1508907-1

50-59
years

I am experiencing significant hair shedding (tellogen effluvium).
The hair loss started approximately 3 months after the first
vaccination.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable
consumer (patient). A 52-year-old non pregnant female patient
received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Formulation: Solution for injection Batch/Lot
number was not reported, Expiration Date was not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in left arm on
12Mar2021 15:00 (at the age of 52-years-old) as dose 1, single and
second dose (Batch/Lot number was not reported) via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in left arm on
12Mar2021 15:00 (at the age of 52-years-old) as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation in hospital. The patient medical history
included lupus, endometriosis, fibroid tumors, hypersensitivity.
Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had
allergies to medications, food, or other products. Patient had not
been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not
tested for covid-19 since the vaccination. On 15Jun2021, it was
reported that, she was experiencing significant hair shedding
(tellogen effluvium). I have had no change in medication, diet, etc.
The hair loss started approximately 3 months after the first
vaccination. Ethnicity information was available. Treatment was not
received for the adverse event. Device Date was 12Jul2021. The
reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The outcome of the
event was not recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1509597-1

50-59
years

Development of alopecia, leading to hair loss. First one spot
observed, then additional developed about 1 month later).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1509867-1

65-79
years

after a couple of weeks I had really bad hair loss and i had to go to
the doctor and dermatologist The doctor said I had alopecia. felt
really tired and headaches after the vaccination

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1510721-1

18-29
years

side effects of blood in urine and hair loss

Unknown

I have alopecia/ all but disappeared; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer (reported for himself) via a Pfizer
sponsored program. A 75-years-old male patient received first dose
of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: E69267), via
intramuscular, administered in Arm Left on 06Feb2021 13:30 as
DOSE 1, SINGLE and received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot Number: EN6206), intramuscular, administered in Arm
Left on 09Mar2021 07:00 as DOSE 2, SINGLE for covid-19
immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in 2021, the
patient experienced he have alopecia, all but disappeared. Patient
reported that in Feb and Mar he had the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.
Did very well with both. Patient have little hair anywhere. After the
COVID shots his eyebrows and eyelashes began to fill in very nicely.
After a few weeks after the shots, it went the other way gain and
have all but disappeared. Do you think this can possibly be related.
Nothing else has been done different during this time, meds. etc.
Patient would like to hear from us. This was not a complaint. Just
wanted to know, if something in the vaccine affected his immune
system that caused his hair to start regrowth his eye brows, eye
lashes and a little chest hair were affected. Though may be
something extraordinary was happened. It has since gone the other
way. The clinical outcome of event was unknown. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1511916-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1511956-1

Age

60-64
years

Adverse Event Description
I was so sick on 03Jun2021; Could not eat, had to stay in bed &
whole Day & Night/I could not get out of bed.; Could not eat, had to
stay in bed & whole Day & Night/I could not get out of bed.;
sweating; migraine; Headache; nausea; hair still falling; shaking; I
was aching worse on 2nd shot; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable Nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for
Injection, Batch/Lot Number: EW0172), via intramuscular route of
administration on 03Jun2021 at 09:10 AM (at the age of 60-yearold) as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history
included COVID-19 from 18Feb2021 to an unknown date (my hairs
still falling out after had covid by hands full as of 18Feb2021. I had
Covid & so sick. I could not get out of bed). The patient's
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously
took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Solution for Injection, Batch/Lot Number: EP753), via
intramuscular route of administration on 12May2021 at 09:00 AM
(at the age of 60-year-old) as dose 1, single for COVID-19
immunization and experienced shaking, I was aching all over. The
patient experienced shaking, I was aching worse on 2nd shot, hair
still falling on an unspecified date in 2021, sweating, migraine,
headache, nausea, could not eat, had to stay in bed & whole day &
night/I could not get out of bed on an unspecified date in Jun2021,
I was so sick on 03Jun2021. Pertinent Details: shaking, I was
aching worse on 2nd shot & had to go to bed when got up at 10 AM
and sweating, migraine, headache & nausea. Could not eat, had to
stay in bed & whole Day & Night. My hairs still falling out after had
covid by hands full as of 18Feb2021. Family medical History: Patient
husband (withheld) took Moderna & no symptoms at all. But patient
was so sick on 03Jun2021. Patient never want to take that shot
again because patient felt like I did when I had Covid & so sick.
Patient could not get out of bed. The patient underwent lab tests
and procedures which included COVID test: had covid (my hairs still
falling out after had covid by hands full as of 18Feb2021) on
18Feb2021, blood test was kidney, liver, heart all good and thyroid
good (everything good & doctor still don't know why my hair is
falling out in hands full) on 01Jun2020. The patient received
Tylenol, Chicken soup as a treatment for the event shaking.
Outcome of the events I was aching worse on 2nd shot, hair still
falling was not recovered; sweating, migraine, headache, nausea,
could not eat, had to stay in bed & whole day & night/I could not
get out of bed was unknown; shaking was recovered on an
unspecified date in 2021, I was so sick was recovered on
03Jun2021. Follow-Up: Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1512027-1

Unknown

"stroke brain; kidney infection; continuous temperature
exaggerated; Lower pain; high blood pressure; I can even see my
leg and it's getting worsen worse; my hair was tangled, was so
much rougher side/ it's dry, it was falling; my hair was tangled, was
so much rougher side/ it's dry, it was falling; have been sick, my
condition is only getting deteriorated; have been sick, my condition
is only getting deteriorated; headache; feel weak/ Energy loss; little
fever; I guess the vaccine was expired two days prior.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A
female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number and expiration
date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on
17May2021 as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunization. The
patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on
24Apr2021 for COVID-19 immunization. Patient had her first dose
at the end of April and second dose towards the end of May and
since the second dose, patient have been sick and (incomplete
sentence), her condition was only getting deteriorated. She used to
walk two miles in the morning, two miles at the night. She had no
existing condition and So, how it is started was. It started with
Lower pain which is, and then stroke brain, mind and then
continuous temperature exaggerated, energy loss. She has kidney
infection, high blood pressure. She had beautiful healthy curly hair,
her hair was tangled, was so much rougher side. She was having,
thinking 30 minutes to brush it, it's dry, it was falling and so her
question was, and she was just okay before the second dose and it
was getting worsen worse. So, my question is to you is, I don't
have health insurance in Withheld and emergency, If I go to
emergency, emergency is not going to diagnose me for. So, what
she needed and she knew was the second dose, because she never
felt this week, she came she will just in the shower and she can
even see her leg and it was getting worsen worse. ""So, my
question for Pfizer is Do you have any medical system that
uninsured people can go treat themselves without paying 1000s of
dollar emergency fees and you know emergency rooms are not
going to look anything, if with the Vaccine or not, how am I going to
get might, I know, it is the second dose. The first two weeks you
know, everybody is prepare for that. You going to feel weak, you
going to have little fever, you going to have a headache, okay so
that was it but I had recover from any of them since then. I don't
know what is that and my second dose date is, I am sorry, and my
second dose date is 17May2021. So, I guess the vaccine was the
expired 2 days prior"". Outcome of the events asthenia, little fever
and headache was recovered on an unspecified date while unknown
for the other events. Information on the lot/batch number has been
requested."

1512388-1

40-49
years

about 2 -3 weeks after my second moderna covid shot, I had
excessive hair loss that is not new to me . nothing else changed in
my situation to contribute to hair loss, all my lab work was normal .
the shot was the only difference

40-49
years

Effect On Ears - Evening of 3/13 tinnitus became louder and came
in waves. - Tinnitus increased over the next couple of days to
louder, constant, high-pitched buzzing, louder than TV and sound
machine. - Feeling of fullness/pressure in/around ears. Pain/discomfort in/around ear. - Sensitive to loud and high-pitched
sounds, incl. kids, TV, music, dishes, loud talking. - Occasional
popping in ears. - Occasional itching in ears. - Multiple sounds in
ears (buzzing, tone), some times sound travels. - Tinnitus
aggravated with exercise, hot showers, long exposure to sound (for
example, low music, ocean waves, driving). Allergy shots cause
flare ups with multiple symptoms (none of this happened prior to
vaccine). - All symptoms above are new. Prior to vaccine I had a
low baseline T that was easily ignored and only heard when silent. Most symptoms eased after 10 - 12 weeks, but tinnitus (louder than
pre-vaccine tinnitus) continues, as well as flare ups of all ear
symptoms. Other Side Effects - GI: Significant loss of appetite,
weight loss, stomach cramping, nausea, spit out food because of off
taste, loose stool / diarrhea. All improved after 3 weeks. - Tremors /
Shaking. Improved after 3 weeks. - Intense anxiety/depression
began 3/14, including tightness in chest, difficulty breathing at
times, increased heart rate, sleep disturbances, troubled thoughts.
Eased after several weeks. Emotional upset from situation continues
but at more appropriate level. - Pain/pressure (all over or shooting)
in head and face, some times on one side of face, temples,
forehead, base of neck. Eased after 1-2 months. - Prickly & numb
sensations on face, similar sensation in toes and fingers a few
times. Eased after 1-2 months. - Head fog. Eased after 1-2 months.
- Fatigue. 3/26 Took walk and felt as though recovering from flu
(heaviness in chest), unable to work out for 2 weeks, resumed since
with less frequency & more modifications (continues like this). - 1-2
days after vaccine sore arm, aggravated arthritis and interstitial
cystitis. - Other misc things experienced during the first 2-3 months
post vaccine: neck and back pain, vision issues (trouble focusing,
not as clear, floaters), hair loss (hair dresser noticed 3/23),
increased pain in legs/veins, leg cramps.

1512526-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1512644-1

1512795-1

1514591-1

1514721-1

1515088-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

About 4 weeks after taking the vaccine patient notice that her hair
was falling out. She also noticed that her mouth was a little twisted
at the bottom. Patient also noticed that she has lymphnodes behind
her right ear and two under her right arm. Patient also stated that
she feels a tingle in her toes and it seems like she has electricity in
her toes.

40-49
years

That night 4/27/2021, I woke up at midnight and I was achy all
over and my shoulder was the worst, I had the chills and I was
sweating, I was nauseated and I had a terrible headache lasting 12
hours. I felt awful. Felt like I had the flu. I had a fever was
relatively high 102 if I remember correctly. I never recovered from
fatigue. I can't do any standard duties. I took Tylenol that night and
all the next day. May 24, 2021 to the doctor was my 2nd. I was
losing hair. Soft tissue swelling from that palm to almost to elbow.

40-49
years

Significant hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 49-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: Unknown) via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Mar2021
at 16:15 (at the age of 49-years-old) and received the second dose
of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: Unknown) via an unspecified route of administration in the
left arm on 31Mar2021 (at the age of 49-years-old), as a single
dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included
autoimmune disease. The patient did not receive any medications
within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
had not been tested for COVID-19. On 16Mar2021, the patient
experienced significant hair loss. The event did not result in doctor
or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and emergency
room/department or urgent care. The patient did not receive any
treatment for the reported event. The clinical outcome of the event
significant hair loss was not recovered at the time of this report. No
follow-up attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number
cannot be obtained.

30-39
years

Loss of hair in large patches, two this far. Completely bald spots;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 39year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: EW0162) via an unspecified route of administration in the
left arm on 09Apr2021 (at the age of 39-years-old) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported.
Concomitant medications included zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN)
received within two weeks of vaccination. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the
vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been
tested for COVID-19. On 24Apr2021, the patient experienced loss
of hair in large patches and there was two patches which were
completely bald at the time of report. The clinical outcome of the
event loss of hair in large patches and there was two patches which
were completely bald was not resolved at the time of this report. No
follow-up attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

40-49
years

A few days before my second dose I have had a rash that came out
of nowhere. My eczema medication had no effect on it, I was
proscribed steroids and the rash cleared up. After the second shot
the rash has spread down my leg. Previously my eczema was very
limited to my eyelids and anti-cubital area. Doxycycline has not
helped anything this round. The second shot has exacerbated my
joint pain. I am also experiencing hair loss where my hair comes
out in clumps in the shower. My migraines have more of a burning
quality to them. My cough does not seem to be vaccine related
more of a allergic cough.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1515303-1

50-59
years

Reported 100.8 temp, chills and flu like symptoms. Could not get
out of bed. Day 2 went to work but very achy and tired. She had
Covid in April and was hospitalized. I have been having terrible joint
pain and have lost 3/4 of my hair. Joint, hands, neck and back pain
increasing and debilitating.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1515370-1

50-59
years

Hair has become very dry and brittle and continues to break and fall
out much more rapidly than ever.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1515430-1

50-59
years

Dizzy difficult breathing. Hair loss, I felt like I was having a heart
attack. It lasted for several weeks

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1515532-1

40-49
years

Neck pain Collarbone pain Joint pain and inflammation Hair loss
Fatigue Psoriasis flare

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1517952-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Someone who received vaccine and is experiencing blood clots; Hair
loss; Based on the current case data, this case has been classified
as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of THROMBOSIS (Someone who received
vaccine and is experiencing blood clots) in a patient of an unknown
age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for an unknown indication. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below. No
Medical History information was reported. On an unknown date, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced THROMBOSIS (Someone who received vaccine
and is experiencing blood clots) (seriousness criterion medically
significant) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the time of the report,
THROMBOSIS (Someone who received vaccine and is experiencing
blood clots) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. Concomitant products were not provided.
Treatment medication were not reported. Very limited information
regarding these events has been provided at this time. No follow up
is possible. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 26-Jul-2021: Follow up added event to main portion of
report.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information regarding
these events has been provided at this time. No follow up is
possible.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1519052-1

65-79
years

"On January 25, 2021, My father who was 72 years old at the time,
received his first Moderna Covid 19 vaccine at the Clinic. At the time
of the vaccine he was a healthy, very active man. He works
everyday as a ranch hand and cattle feeder 7 days a week. He does
not and never has taken any prescription medications that would
give us any suspicions of a reaction with those. He takes vitamin
supplements to stay healthy, which is why he does not need or use
prescription medications. Upon receiving this Covid-19 vaccine in
his left arm, he noticed an immediate muscle soreness, which he
thought was to be expected with a shot. This soreness or
""achiness"" that he describes in his left arm has never went away,
even to this very day. He believes that these series of Moderna
Covid-19 vaccines has permanently ""damaged"" the muscle in his
arm. His left arm muscle aches every single day, all day long. On
February 23, 2021 he received his second Moderna Covid-19 shot
again in his left arm. Two weeks after his first Covid-19 vaccine
shot, he went to get a haircut. His beautician and also my father
noticed that his hair seemed to be getting a little thinner. Around
the second week of March, two weeks after his second Moderna
Covid-19 vaccine, he began to notice massive amounts of hair
falling out. His hair brush was full of hair and he could literally run
his hands through his hair and get a handful of hair immediately.
This went on for weeks and months until around May 2021 when
there was no more hair to fall out. He was completely bald. He
looks like a ""Chemotherapy patient NOW! He has always been a
very excessive hairy man. He always could grow a full beard,
mustache and side burns. He has always had massive belly and
chest hair where there was no definite line between his chest hair
and his beard. Hairy arms and legs, hair in his ears and nostrils. At
this point and time (July 29, 2021) as I am filling out this form, My
father, has also told me that In the last month he has NOW also lost
about 90% of his eye brows and eye lashes. What few eye lashes
he does have left, have dried discharge on them (similar to when a
person has pink eye). His long, thick chest hair is starting to thin
and quite a bit of his arm hair has fallen out also (50 % loss). He
has small bald spots on his arms. The hair on his legs fell out
probably started falling out about the same time as the hair on his
head (95 % loss). He says the skin on his legs are now super
smooth and soft just like "" babies skin"" as he has told me. This
condition he has is very similar to ""Alopecia"" but has not been
confirmed by a dermatologist yet. A gentleman who lives in the
very same small town as my father, has had the same reaction to
the his series of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, ""COMPLETE
HAIRLOSS"". I would hope that you will ask for photos of my
fathers adverse reaction to your vaccine and that these very serious
complaints be documented and publicized to the public."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1519131-1

40-49
years

Tinnitus got worse, hair thinning/breaking, more fatigue, extreme
brain fog, red spots and blisters on toes, and skin rashes.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1519642-1

65-79
years

Extreme hair loss, and vivid nightmares

1519964-1

50-59
years

3/26/21 - awoke during night not feeling well - aches, fever, chills,
foggy. As the day progressed, higher fever, chills, nauseated, itching
on top of scalp, no energy; could hardly hold head up. For a week,
low energy, foggy effect, and itchy scalp.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1521945-1

1522142-1

1523666-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Atrial fibrillation; hurts when puts out laterally; numbness left side
of face; blood pressure dropped; stomach(muscle) pains; weakness
in the left arm; to whole left side of body being in pain; pain in arm
went through arm to neck; burst of pain to neck; pain left side of
face; alopecia spot/hair fell out; feeling lightheaded; sever vertigo.;
headache; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (Atrial fibrillation)
in a 51-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 030B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
The occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
Concurrent medical conditions included Hypertension. Concomitant
products included CARVEDILOL for Hypertension. On 10-Apr-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 10-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced DIZZINESS (feeling lightheaded), VERTIGO
(sever vertigo.) and HEADACHE (headache). On 14-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (alopecia spot/hair fell out). On 26Apr-2021, the patient experienced PAIN IN EXTREMITY (pain in arm
went through arm to neck), NECK PAIN (burst of pain to neck) and
FACIAL PAIN (pain left side of face). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (Atrial fibrillation)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), PAIN (hurts when puts
out laterally), HYPOAESTHESIA (numbness left side of face), BLOOD
PRESSURE DECREASED (blood pressure dropped), MYALGIA
(stomach(muscle) pains), ASTHENIA (weakness in the left arm) and
MYALGIA (to whole left side of body being in pain). The patient was
treated with METOPROLOL for Atrial fibrillation, at an unspecified
dose and frequency and APIXABAN (ELIQUIS) for Atrial fibrillation,
at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the report,
ATRIAL FIBRILLATION (Atrial fibrillation), DIZZINESS (feeling
lightheaded), VERTIGO (sever vertigo.), ALOPECIA (alopecia
spot/hair fell out), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (pain in arm went through
arm to neck), NECK PAIN (burst of pain to neck), FACIAL PAIN (pain
left side of face), PAIN (hurts when puts out laterally),
HYPOAESTHESIA (numbness left side of face), BLOOD PRESSURE
DECREASED (blood pressure dropped), MYALGIA (stomach(muscle)
pains), ASTHENIA (weakness in the left arm), HEADACHE
(headache) and MYALGIA (to whole left side of body being in pain)
outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are
provided in parenthesis if available): On an unknown date, Cardiac
stress test: normal (normal) normal. On an unknown date,
Computerised tomogram: normal (normal) normal. On an unknown
date, Electrocardiogram: normal (normal) normal. The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown. Patient was advised not to receive the second dose
because of all the symptoms had after getting the first dose of
vaccination. Based on the current available information and
temporal association between the use of the product and the start
date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.
However, underlying medical history of hypertension and use of
concomitant medication carvedilol are confounder.; Sender's
Comments: Based on the current available information and
temporal association between the use of the product and the start
date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.
However, underlying medical history of hypertension and use of
concomitant medication carvedilol are confounder.

40-49
years

Pain on arm; rash on arm; hair loss in clumps; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 44year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Lot
Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in
the left arm on 01Apr2021 at 14:00 (at the age of 44-years-old) as
a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included
diabetes. The patient did not receive any medication within two
weeks of vaccination. The patient did not have any allergies to
medications, food or other products. The patient previously took
first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE, Lot number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been
tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines
within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 01Apr2021 at 14:00,
the patient experienced pain, rash on arm. Days later hair loss in
clumps was noticed as well on an unknown date in Apr2021. It was
unknown whether therapeutic measures were taken as a result for
the reported adverse events. The adverse event did not result in a
visit to the doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit,
and emergency room/department or urgent care. The clinical
outcomes of the events pain, rash on arm and hair loss in clumps
was not recovered at the time of this report. No follow-up attempts
are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot be
obtained.

6-17
years

Chest Pain : Long lasting throughout day - squeezing pain Chest
Palpitations: Throughout whole day Hair loss: Occured more
intensely after getting vaccine Headaches: Lasted for a few minutes
Muscle Pain: started on 6/29/21, been occuring randomly and has
continued up to current date

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1524911-1

Unknown

had diagnosed COVID; had diagnosed COVID; Hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report from contactable consumer received via Pfizer
sales representative. An elderly female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as dose
2, single and via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as dose 1,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to the
vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. It was
reported that, the patient experienced hair loss after having had
diagnosed COVID and two doses of vaccine. The patient underwent
lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: unknown,
COVID-19 test: positive on an unknown date. The outcome of the
events was unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1525964-1

40-49
years

Started losing hair very badly. Have never had hair shedding in this
extreme amount in my entire life. It has been 3 months of extreme
hair shedding now every day and nothing is growing back.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1526517-1

30-39
years

At 2100 hours, I experienced menstrual bleeding. My menstrual
cycle was over and ended the day before. I lost 7 ml of blood. I
wear an internal menstrual cup that measures blood output. This
has never happened to me before. After my menstrual cycle in
January, the month I received my vaccine, my menstrual cycle was
irregular the following month (February) and after that I did not
have a menstrual cycle until June. So I did not have a menstrual
cycle from February until June. In the months that my menstrual
cycle was absent, especially at the end of February until April I
experienced menopause symptoms i.e. hot flashes, night sweats,
hair loss, weight gain. I had my hormones checked and my levels
were off. This was odd because I was completely fine prior to the
vaccine. My hormones have leveled since.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1526921-1

30-39
years

Loss of hair, scalp issues, worsening hormonal issues, worsening
memory

1527315-1

30-39
years

Starting in February after completing pfizer series I started
experiencing zombie like tiredness, and increased hair loss. I at first
attributed this to having a 6 month old baby but was much worse
then even when my baby was a newborn. Working in healthcare I
knew these signs were indicative of thyroid issues therefore I went
in and got tested, in early March I was diagnosed with Hoshimoto's
autoimmune thyroiditis. I am now on Synthroid. Also, starting in
February I began experiencing severe acid reflux which has lead to
breathing irritation and dry chronic cough. Omeprazole helped with
the breathing / cough but has not done anything about the daily
very uncomfortable reflux, I still have this daily, even when
standing, and many nights difficulty falling asleep even with diet
changes. I had my thyroid checked twice during pregnancy with
normal results, no history of GERD other than last month of my
pregnancies which resolved after delivery and restarted shortly
after covid vaccine series and has been significantly worse then it
ever was with late pregnancy. I am not sure if related but timing of
new onset with relation to this vaccine would suggest a correlation
and felt should report or will not be known if there is a cause effect
relationship.

1528838-1

40-49
years

Alopecia, extreme hair loss. Hair started coming out in clumps and
has continued for the last 2 months. I have lost 2/3 or more of my
hair. Balding spots and diffuse loss all over. Blood tests were done
and nothing was observed to be causing hair loss.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1529016-1

40-49
years

Hair loss/Patchy bald spots developed 4/12/2021 went to see my
PCP they did labs Went to see dermatologist- they are seeing an
increase of patients with hair loss with vaccinated people they told
me to use OTC Miniixidill for 6 months and if needed to have PRP
done Positive mammogram - followed up with 2 mammogram and
will have to follow up in 6 months

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1529021-1

30-39
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1529414-1

30-39
years

After 03/16 I had pain in my joints. Burning around my bra line.
Extreme fatigue. In April, I was hospitalized. I had symptoms of a
stroke. Losing weight and hair.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1530760-1

1532651-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Intense flu like symptoms; body aches down to the bone; soreness
in soft tissue as well, it almost felt like my entire body was
bruised...including my bones.; Missed two entire days of work to
rest and sleep and still felt exhausted; Chapped my lips and mouth
so bad they blistered. Also the area surrounding my lips. For three
days in a row this plagued me, and it has finally began to subside
and just look like normal chapped lips at 6 days post vaccine;
Chapped my lips and mouth so bad they blistered. Also the area
surrounding my lips. For three days in a row this plagued me, and it
has finally began to subside and just look like normal chapped lips
at 6 days post vaccine; Lost clumps of my hair in the shower. About
half of my hair fell out in the shower within the 48-72 hour after the
vaccine range.; My scalp still feels irritated, almost like it has an
itchy rash all over it.; My scalp still feels irritated, almost like it has
an itchy rash all over it.; Intermediate dehydration. Exactly how it
sounds, could not get enough water no matter how much I put in
my body; yet I was still getting muscle cramps; and had dark urine,
which would reflect some level of dehydration occurring; body
aches down to the bone,; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 26-years-old non-pregnant
female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER
BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine; Lot Number: EW0150), via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 02Apr2021 at
12:15 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history
included ADHD and COVID-19. The patient had a history of allergy
to Vicodin and morphine. Concomitant medications included
amfetamine aspartate; amfetamine sulfate; dexamfetamine
saccharate; dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL XR) 30 milligrams
twice daily for an unknown indication and from an unknown date.
Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.
Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks
prior to the COVID-19 vaccination. On 03Apr2021 at 12:00, the
patient experienced Intense flu like symptoms; body aches down to
the bone, soreness in soft tissue, felt exhausted, chapped lips and
mouth so bad that they blistered and also the area surrounding lips,
lost clumps of hair in the shower, scalp felt irritated, almost like it
has an itchy rash all over it intermediate dehydration, muscle
cramps and dark urine. The patient missed two entire days of work
to rest and sleep but still felt exhausted, Chapped lips and mouth so
bad that they blistered and also the area surrounding lips for three
days and it had finally begun to subside and just look like normal
chapped lips at 6 days post vaccine, lost clumps of hair in the
shower. About half of the hair fell out in the shower within the 4872 hour after the vaccine range. The scalp felt irritated, almost like
it has an itchy rash all over it, intermediate dehydration. Exactly
how it sounded, could not get enough water no matter how much
patient had in the body, yet the patient still getting muscle cramps
and had dark urine, which would reflect some level of dehydration
that occurred. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures on
06Apr2021 which included Sofia SARS Antigen FIA (Nasal Swab),
Sofia Influenza A FIA (Nasal Swab) and Sofia Influenza B FIA (Nasal
Swab) and the results for all the tests was negative. The adverse
events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care.
Therapeutic measures were taken for the adverse events which
included urgent care and COVID test. The clinical outcome of the
events was not recovered at the time of this report. No follow-up
attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

40-49
years

Patient develop alopecia of approximately 4 cm in diameter to L
posterior scalp approximately 1 week after second dose of Pfizer
vaccination. (Second dose lot # EW0175 given on 5/8/21).
Symptoms persist as of 8/6/21, pt has undergone intralesional
steroid injection which has helped encourage areas of new growth.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1533284-1

30-39
years

Exactly two weeks after my second shot, I broke out in horrendous
hives. Nothing else in my life changed. The hives have been
persistent for 3 months despite multiple steroid rounds, allergy
testing, and months of acupuncture. No history of hives for me and
my family, though I did get a brief outbreak of hives after taking
penicillin at age 2. The hives are constant, daily, and cover all parts
of my body. I had an alopecia spot appear on my scalp at a similar
time.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1534732-1

30-39
years

Alopecia, raynauds, joint pain, elevated liver enzymes, livedo
reticular, UTI, bladder & kidney infection
Large rash at shot site - over a week after first shot given. Major
itching of torso, head, feet. Hair on head is falling out at a rapid
pace. I am at almost 3 weeks after the first shot and still itching
and still losing my hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1535006-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1535572-1

60-64
years

I am losing hair all day long. I am shedding hair all over,

50-59
years

In May I started noticing thinning of my hair at the front. It has
progressed and in July I received a diagnosis of FFA, frontal
fibrosing alopecia. I received steroid injections in my scalp, and
take prescription doxycycline daily as well as use clobetasol Drops
on the scalp twice a day. I have follow-up appointments with the
dermatologist and am still losing hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1535852-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1536312-1

1536583-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

March, hair loss; take shower and hair would come out lasted for
about a month. April Joint pain, very sore, hands, wrist, elbows,
knees, ankles and toes. Doctor put on a depomedro dose pack.
Swelling in right ankle and foot and went away and returned after 2
weeks.

50-59
years

Extreme hair loss, diagnosed as late-onset Alopecia Areata. First
noticed 5/11 by hairdresser. As of 8/9, 70% of hair has been lost in
large patches or extreme thinning in all other areas. I have never
had a hair loss event prior to this and there was no emotional stress
trigger. Also, very lethargic and body aches for day after vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1536911-1

50-59
years

On 5/16/2021, I developed canker sores at the back of my mouth.
I'd never had them before. I tried treating them on my own but
ended up calling the doctor's office 5/20/21 for advice. I was told to
apply Campho Phenique to the sores and they resolved after about
a week and a half. During the first week in July, I noticed I'd lost all
of the old growth on the sides of my head, near the front. I've had
alopecia for a little over 2 years due to stress but the hair was
growing back. The new growth on the top of the head was
unaffected. I will be seeing my dermatologist this week for this.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1540790-1

30-39
years

Massive Hair loss and patchy bald spots. Was diagnosed with
Alopecia Areata by my dermatologist when I went in 2 weeks after
my shot.
Noticed significant increase in hair shedding one week after second
dose of Pfizer vaccine. Shedding diagnosed as telogen effluvium and
gradually increased. Significantly worse and continuing to lose hair
5 months post vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1540854-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1540918-1

65-79
years

Rash on the arm, pain in left arm and travels to neck, hair loss,
unable to control bladder and bowel movements, numbness in
hands.

30-39
years

First dose was completed on 1/7/2021 and the second was
completed on 2/4/2021. In March 2021, experienced change in
menstrual cycle. Have a hx of PMS, but nothing as severe as was
experienced in March, April, May, and June of 2021. Had a marked
increase in PMS well above normal, including cystic like acne, hair
loss (coming out almost in clumps), edema, irritability, mood
swings. PMS would start a week after the end of the last period.
Had a significant increase in dysmenorrhea and menorrhagia.
Periods would last for seven to nine days, with four to five days of
heavy bleeding (specifically, would use 10 or more maximum sized
pads in a 24 hour period, and still had problems with cleanliness
despite signficant pad use). Also had bleeding in between periods
for first time. Did not in any way connect this to the vaccine until I
heard on the media that a number of other women had reported
this effect after they completed their shots.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1541012-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1541092-1

40-49
years

I experienced a rash over the past 8 or 9 months and now I have
mass cell activation (itch all over my body with red welts & hives on
random parts of my body from an intense histamine response since
January). I also experienced massive hair loss approximately 2 to 3
months after the vaccine. I went to my Dermatologist and inspected
my scalp which she confirmed that indeed I was experiencing
Alopecia. I communicated over email with a Dermatologist who felt
that my body was mounting an immune response to the vaccine
and what I experienced was seen in lots of patients that received
the vaccine and their A-Topic Dermatitis pushes their immune
system over the edge. My Dermatologist put me on a mid-grade
steroid topical prescription (Fluocinonide Acetonide) to put on my
scalp twice per day. I have an appointment to see an
Allergists/Immunologist who specializes in Histamine
Phenomenon/Mass Cell Activation).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1541102-1

30-39
years

Missed/late menstrual cycle started in May 2021. Hair loss, hair
thinning started in April 2021. Hot flashes started in April 2021

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1541626-1

30-39
years

Headaches( these are starting to subside) Tiredness ( just the first
couple days) Injection swelling ( pretty much gone it was sore the
first week and sensitive alittle) The one I'm kind of concern about is
hair loss I'm starting to see more hair come out when I brush it in
the past week also if I just run my hand through my hair I have a
good amount hair that wouldn't seem normal. I'm going to try and
take some vitamins and stuff for hair and hopefully that works or in
time it will just stop. I'm almost to two weeks and I hope this stops
with that as mostly everything's is pretty much done

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1545210-1

40-49
years

A bunch of my hair fell out the next day (kinda freaked me out). My
arm was sore (that was expected).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1545956-1

30-39
years

menstrual cycle started early after 1st dose. Irregular cycle since
vaccine. Increased acne more cystic type normally have clear skin.
Higher hair shedding May and June.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1545970-1

30-39
years

Sometime after the first dose of the vaccine I was only sleeping 4-5
hours per night, and I was waking up very early. This was not
normal for me. I was waking up with a strange feeling like my skin
was vibrating and I have a feeling in the pit of my stomach. I also
have disjointed thoughts and an inability to picture things. My
doctors had differing opinions ranging from mania to depression. I
had been suffering from depression early in the spring, but this was
totally different. I was prescribed with a mood stabilizer. I still have
the warm feeling and vibration in my skin when I get up or I am
sitting still. It feels like my skin is warm all over my body but
mostly in my arms and hands. After the second vaccine I also have
had some hair loss and breakage. It has been three months and it
does not seem to be happening any less often or come in shorter
bouts. I still have trouble with my thought processes and
verbalization. I have conceived since that time, and I am currently
six weeks pregnant.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1546143-1

65-79
years

5 hours post vaccine, I started getting flu like symptoms, and then I
got heart palpitations that lasted all night the day of the inoculation.
I also had significant hair loss after the shots.

65-79
years

Hair falling; Strong Headache; Fever; Nausea; Chills; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling), HEADACHE (Strong
Headache), PYREXIA (Fever), NAUSEA (Nausea) and CHILLS (Chills)
in a 65-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 0371C20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. no specified medical history was reported. Concomitant
products included VITAMIN 15 and BIOTIN for an unknown
indication. On 25-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 26-Jan-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair
falling), HEADACHE (Strong Headache), PYREXIA (Fever), NAUSEA
(Nausea) and CHILLS (Chills). The patient was treated with
ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRIN (E.C.)) at an unspecified dose
and frequency. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling),
HEADACHE (Strong Headache), PYREXIA (Fever), NAUSEA (Nausea)
and CHILLS (Chills) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown.

65-79
years

Hair loss; Sick; Legs wanted to give out; Arm was sore; Body
aches; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
(subsequently medically confirmed) and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair loss), ILLNESS (Sick), LIMB DISCOMFORT (Legs
wanted to give out), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Arm was sore) and
MYALGIA (Body aches) in a 67-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
011L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical
history included COVID-19 in October 2020. On 22-Jan-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 23-Jan-2021, the
patient experienced ILLNESS (Sick), LIMB DISCOMFORT (Legs
wanted to give out), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Arm was sore) and
MYALGIA (Body aches). On 30-Jan-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair loss). The patient was treated with PARACETAMOL
(TYLENOL) at a dose of 2 times. On 23-Jan-2021, ILLNESS (Sick),
LIMB DISCOMFORT (Legs wanted to give out), PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(Arm was sore) and MYALGIA (Body aches) had resolved. At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss) had not resolved. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. Concomitant product use was not
provided. Patient took Tylenol 2X and felt better The patient
reported that the physician said alopecia was due to COVID which
she had in October. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 28-Apr-2021: Added historical
condition. The outcome of the event alopecia changed from
unknown to not resolved.

65-79
years

Hair falling (hair loss); Fever; Strong Headache; Nausea; Chills;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling (hair loss)), PYREXIA
(Fever), HEADACHE (Strong Headache), NAUSEA (Nausea) and
CHILLS (Chills) in a 65-year-old male patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 0371C20A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. Concomitant products included
ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRINE), VITAMINS NOS and BIOTIN for
an unknown indication. On 25-Jan-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 26-Jan-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Hair falling (hair loss)), PYREXIA (Fever), HEADACHE (Strong
Headache), NAUSEA (Nausea) and CHILLS (Chills). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling (hair loss)), PYREXIA (Fever),
HEADACHE (Strong Headache), NAUSEA (Nausea) and CHILLS
(Chills) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. he has
acupuncture therapy coming up. Reporter did not allow further
contact

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1551324-1

1552363-1

1552550-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1553075-1

65-79
years

Hair was falling and thinning, have bald spots; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair was falling and thinning, have bald spots) in a 73year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 045A21 and 42L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included Allergic reaction
to antibiotics (augmentin caused lips swollen.) and Allergic reaction
to antibiotics (Levaquin caused lips swollen). Concomitant products
included LOSARTAN, METOPROLOL, BUPROPION, ALENDRONATE
SODIUM (ALENDRONATE) and OXYBUTYNIN for an unknown
indication. On 01-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 20-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair was falling and thinning, have bald
spots). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair was falling and
thinning, have bald spots) outcome was unknown. Treatment
medications included antihistamines. Action taken with mRNA-1273
in response to the events was not Applicable. This case was linked
to MOD-2021-023307 (Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 27-Apr-2021: Updated
patient demographics, medical history ,concomitant medications
Events information is updated.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1553449-1

40-49
years

Severe hair loss that started one month after shot and continues to
fall out and with no end in site. Saw dermatologist and they said
there is nothing they can do.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1553884-1

50-59
years

Heart palpitations increased. Hair loss. Dramatic increase in hair
falling out by the roots. Have no idea is this is related to vaccine or
not.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1554214-1

50-59
years

loss of hair in a spot on the left side of head, later diagnosed as
Alopecia Areata.

65-79
years

hair loss; Headache; a red circle; Severe pain, at the injection site /
throbbing; swelling at the injection site; Couldnt sleep d/t throbbing
at site.; This spontaneous case was reported by a nurse and
describes the occurrence of SLEEP DISORDER (Couldnt sleep d/t
throbbing at site.), ALOPECIA (hair loss), HEADACHE (Headache),
VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (a red circle) and VACCINATION
SITE PAIN (Severe pain, at the injection site / throbbing) in a 74year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 041L20A and 014M20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. no medical history was provided by the reporter.
The patient's past medical history included Solitary kidney (Has only
L kidney, as R was removed d/t poss Cancer). Concurrent medical
conditions included Drug allergy (Codeine). Concomitant products
included CURCUMA LONGA (TURMERIC [CURCUMA LONGA]) for
Arthritis, ATORVASTATIN for Hypercholesterolemia,
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE, LISINOPRIL (LISINOPRIL/HCTZ) for
Hypertension, PROBIOTICS NOS, CA [CALCIUM] and
NICOTINAMIDE (VIT B3) for an unknown indication, ASCORBIC
ACID, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, XANTOFYL, ZEAXANTHIN, ZINC
(AREDS). On 03-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 03-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 03-Feb-2021, the patient experienced SLEEP
DISORDER (Couldnt sleep d/t throbbing at site.), HEADACHE
(Headache), VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (a red circle),
VACCINATION SITE PAIN (Severe pain, at the injection site /
throbbing) and VACCINATION SITE SWELLING (swelling at the
injection site). On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair loss). On 07-Feb-2021, VACCINATION SITE PAIN
(Severe pain, at the injection site / throbbing) had resolved. On 11Feb-2021, SLEEP DISORDER (Couldnt sleep d/t throbbing at site.),
HEADACHE (Headache), VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (a red
circle) and VACCINATION SITE SWELLING (swelling at the injection
site) had resolved. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss)
outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are
provided in parenthesis if available): On 11-Dec-2020, COVID-19:
positive Positive. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter
considered SLEEP DISORDER (Couldnt sleep d/t throbbing at site.),
ALOPECIA (hair loss), HEADACHE (Headache), VACCINATION SITE
ERYTHEMA (a red circle) and VACCINATION SITE SWELLING
(swelling at the injection site) to be possibly related. No further
causality assessment was provided for VACCINATION SITE PAIN
(Severe pain, at the injection site / throbbing). Patient reports she
was hospitalized at Hospital 12/11-12/14 where she received 3
treatments of Remdesivir and steroids. Treatment for the event
included acetaminophen (Tylenol) and Nutrasol for hair loss possibly
related to the vaccine. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 18-Apr-2021: New event added,
lab, concomitant medications, event outcome , causality and
vaccine information.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1557649-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1559936-1

1560004-1

1560216-1

Age

cannot be excluded.
Adverse Event Description

Unknown

hair coming out; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of in a female patient of an
unknown age who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On 04-Feb-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. The patient was treated with
BIOTIN at an unspecified dose and frequency. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown.

65-79
years

Was scheduled to have the 2nd shot. I did not get it; Losing 3 times
as much hair as usual; head was ready to explode/severe
headache; Chills; Difficulty breathing; Couldn't swallow; No energy;
Dizzy; it was tingling all over; Mouth felt like it was constantly
watery; had to wear sunglasses because any light would hurt my
eyes; Eyes felt like they were the size of tennis balls; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of DIZZINESS (Dizzy), PARAESTHESIA (it was tingling
all over), SALIVARY HYPERSECRETION (Mouth felt like it was
constantly watery), PHOTOPHOBIA (had to wear sunglasses
because any light would hurt my eyes) and EYE SWELLING (Eyes
felt like they were the size of tennis balls) in a 72-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch no. 010M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of
additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's past
medical history included Gastrointestinal bleed in 2018, Sepsis in
2018, Infection bladder in 2018, Infection of kidney in 2018 and
Blood transfusion. Concurrent medical conditions included
Spondylolisthesis, Hiatal hernia since 16-Mar-2012, Schatzki's ring
since 16-Mar-2012, Peptic ulcer since 16-Mar-2012, Autoimmune
hemolytic anemia (RBC Antibody M disease) and Drug allergy
(Morphine). Concomitant products included CETIRIZINE (ALLERTEC
[CETIRIZINE]) for Allergy, BIOTIN for Biotin supplementation,
PANTOPRAZOLE for Gastritis, PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL ARTHRITIS)
for Pain, CALCIUM CARBONATE, COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D
2000) and ADULT MULTIVITAMIN for Vitamin supplementation. On
08-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
08-Feb-2021, the patient experienced DIZZINESS (Dizzy),
PARAESTHESIA (it was tingling all over), SALIVARY
HYPERSECRETION (Mouth felt like it was constantly watery),
PHOTOPHOBIA (had to wear sunglasses because any light would
hurt my eyes), EYE SWELLING (Eyes felt like they were the size of
tennis balls), DYSPNOEA (Difficulty breathing), DYSPHAGIA
(Couldn't swallow), ASTHENIA (No energy), HEADACHE (head was
ready to explode/severe headache) and CHILLS (Chills). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION
ISSUE (Was scheduled to have the 2nd shot. I did not get it) and
ALOPECIA (Losing 3 times as much hair as usual). On 08-Feb-2021,
DIZZINESS (Dizzy) and SALIVARY HYPERSECRETION (Mouth felt
like it was constantly watery) had resolved with sequelae. On 14Feb-2021, PARAESTHESIA (it was tingling all over) had resolved
with sequelae, PHOTOPHOBIA (had to wear sunglasses because any
light would hurt my eyes) had resolved. On 15-Feb-2021, EYE
SWELLING (Eyes felt like they were the size of tennis balls),
DYSPNOEA (Difficulty breathing), DYSPHAGIA (Couldn't swallow),
HEADACHE (head was ready to explode/severe headache) and
CHILLS (Chills) had resolved. At the time of the report, PRODUCT
DOSE OMISSION ISSUE (Was scheduled to have the 2nd shot. I did
not get it) had resolved and ASTHENIA (No energy) and ALOPECIA
(Losing 3 times as much hair as usual) had not resolved.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): On an unknown date, Heart rate increased: high
(High) high. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. The treatment information
was not provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated
above includes: On 06-May-2021: Events, Allergy, Concomitant
medication, Medical History, Patient Information updated. On 08May-2021: No new information added. On 13-May-2021: No new
information added.

65-79
years

pain in the arm; started losing hair, but now it is falling out in
clumps; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of PAIN IN EXTREMITY (pain in the arm)
and ALOPECIA (started losing hair, but now it is falling out in
clumps) in a 69-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 013L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 08Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 10-Feb2021, the patient experienced PAIN IN EXTREMITY (pain in the
arm) and ALOPECIA (started losing hair, but now it is falling out in
clumps). On 12-Feb-2021, PAIN IN EXTREMITY (pain in the arm)
had resolved. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (started losing
hair, but now it is falling out in clumps) outcome was unknown. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1560265-1

1561775-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

Hair falling out on head; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling
out on head) in an 80-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 025L20A) for COVID19 vaccination. No medical history was reported by the reporter.
Concomitant products included NORTRIPTYLINE, LEVOTHYROXINE,
TOPIRAMATE and VITAMINS NOS (DAILY VITAMINS) for an unknown
indication. On 06-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair
falling out on head). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair
falling out on head) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown. Treatment information was not provided. Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 07-Apr2021: NNI; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot
be excluded.

30-39
years

losing hair; headache; High Fever; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(losing hair), HEADACHE (headache) and PYREXIA (High Fever) in a
33-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 11-Feb-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (losing hair), HEADACHE (headache) and
PYREXIA (High Fever). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (losing
hair), HEADACHE (headache) and PYREXIA (High Fever) outcome
was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No relevant concomitant
medications were reported. Treatment information was not
provided.; Sender's Comments: Based on current available
information and the temporal association between product use and
the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be
excluded.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1565248-1

1565828-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

I felt kind of weird, I started to feel odd; weak could not lift my
arm; my head did not feel right inside.; I was very perplexed; my
head looked like a beet (I am bald); my head looked like a beet (I
am bald); chest got some rash; My tongue started to tingle; throat
would swell; On April 6 I got the Johnson and Johnson shot; Baffled
rage and anger / sudden sense of emotional anger; I began to itch /
my head, face, chest, inside of my forearms, upper arms,
shoulders, back, hips, and crotch itched really bad; arm began to
hurt with pain spreading down to my hand/elbow; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ANGER (Baffled rage and anger / sudden sense of emotional anger),
FEELING ABNORMAL (I felt kind of weird, I started to feel odd),
MOBILITY DECREASED (weak could not lift my arm), HEAD
DISCOMFORT (my head did not feel right inside.) and
CONFUSIONAL STATE (I was very perplexed) in a 67-year-old male
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch no. 036A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of
additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's past
medical history included Alcoholic and Polycythemia vera (In
remission about 9 years). Concurrent medical conditions included
Iodine contrast media allergy, Sulfonamide allergy, Penicillin allergy,
Frontal lobe epilepsy (Stable with medication), Hypothyroidism
(stable with medication) and Urinary tract disorder (stable with
medication). Concomitant products included LEVOTHYROXINE from
01-Jan-2003 to an unknown date for Hypothyroidism, TERAZOSIN
from 15-Jan-2008 to an unknown date and OMEPRAZOLE from 02Feb-2020 to an unknown date for Prophylaxis, OXCARBAZEPINE
from 15-Jan-2011 to an unknown date for an unknown indication.
On 05-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
04-Mar-2021 at 6:00 PM, the patient experienced MYALGIA (arm
began to hurt with pain spreading down to my hand/elbow). On 05Mar-2021, the patient experienced PRURITUS (I began to itch / my
head, face, chest, inside of my forearms, upper arms, shoulders,
back, hips, and crotch itched really bad). On 05-Mar-2021 at 4:00
PM, the patient experienced ANGER (Baffled rage and anger /
sudden sense of emotional anger). On 06-Apr-2021, the patient
experienced INTERCHANGE OF VACCINE PRODUCTS (On April 6 I
got the Johnson and Johnson shot). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced FEELING ABNORMAL (I felt kind of weird, I
started to feel odd), MOBILITY DECREASED (weak could not lift my
arm), HEAD DISCOMFORT (my head did not feel right inside.),
CONFUSIONAL STATE (I was very perplexed), PARAESTHESIA ORAL
(My tongue started to tingle), PHARYNGEAL SWELLING (throat
would swell), ALOPECIA (my head looked like a beet (I am bald)),
ERYTHEMA (my head looked like a beet (I am bald)) and RASH
(chest got some rash). On 25-Mar-2021, MYALGIA (arm began to
hurt with pain spreading down to my hand/elbow) had resolved. At
the time of the report, ANGER (Baffled rage and anger / sudden
sense of emotional anger), FEELING ABNORMAL (I felt kind of
weird, I started to feel odd), MOBILITY DECREASED (weak could
not lift my arm), HEAD DISCOMFORT (my head did not feel right
inside.), CONFUSIONAL STATE (I was very perplexed), PRURITUS (I
began to itch / my head, face, chest, inside of my forearms, upper
arms, shoulders, back, hips, and crotch itched really bad),
PARAESTHESIA ORAL (My tongue started to tingle), PHARYNGEAL
SWELLING (throat would swell), INTERCHANGE OF VACCINE
PRODUCTS (On April 6 I got the Johnson and Johnson shot),
ALOPECIA (my head looked like a beet (I am bald), ERYTHEMA (my
head looked like a beet (I am bald) and RASH (chest got some
rash) outcome was unknown. Not Provided The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Treatment Medications were not provided by the reporter.
Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes:
On 13-Jul-2021: Significant follow-up appended in patient
information, vaccine information and concomitant drugs, events
added.

Unknown

Falling hair in handfull; sore scalp; Fever; Bodyache; Tiredness;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Falling hair in handfull), PAIN OF SKIN
(sore scalp), PYREXIA (Fever), MYALGIA (Bodyache) and FATIGUE
(Tiredness) in a 71-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 007M20A) for
COVID-19 immunisation. No medical history was provided by the
reporter. Concomitant products included LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM
(SYNTHROID) and OMEGA-3-ACID ETHYL ESTER (LOVAZA) for an
unknown indication. On 16-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 17-Feb-2021, the patient experienced PYREXIA
(Fever), MYALGIA (Bodyache) and FATIGUE (Tiredness). On 24-Feb2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Falling hair in handfull)
and PAIN OF SKIN (sore scalp). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(Falling hair in handfull), PAIN OF SKIN (sore scalp), PYREXIA
(Fever), MYALGIA (Bodyache) and FATIGUE (Tiredness) outcome
was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. The patient did not
receive any treatment medications.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1566676-1

1567275-1

1567785-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

her hair started falling out; Sore Arm; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer (subsequently medically confirmed) and
describes the occurrence of PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore Arm) and
ALOPECIA (her hair started falling out) in a 71-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 029L20A and 022M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included Knee replacement (It took a
while for the pain from the knee replacement to go away.) in July
2019 and Hernia repair (Hernia surgery 9 days before getting her
vaccine). On 23-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 20-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 23-Jan-2021, the patient experienced PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Sore Arm). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (her hair started falling out). At the time of
the report, PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore Arm) outcome was unknown
and ALOPECIA (her hair started falling out) was resolving. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. No concomitant medications were
reported. No treatment details were reported. This case was linked
to MOD-2021-044695 (Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 24-May-2021: Followup received, added new event Alopecia, historical condition and
event outcome.

30-39
years

red sores all over scalp; scalp hurts; hair is falling out where the
spots are; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ERYTHEMA (red sores all over scalp),
PAIN OF SKIN (scalp hurts) and ALOPECIA (hair is falling out where
the spots are) in a 38-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 003A21A) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On
10-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
15-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ERYTHEMA (red sores all
over scalp), PAIN OF SKIN (scalp hurts) and ALOPECIA (hair is
falling out where the spots are). At the time of the report,
ERYTHEMA (red sores all over scalp), PAIN OF SKIN (scalp hurts)
and ALOPECIA (hair is falling out where the spots are) outcome was
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No relevant concomitant
medications were reported. Treatment information was not
provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 07-May-2021: Follow-up received and contains no new
information .

40-49
years

clumps of hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (clumps of
hair loss) in a 40-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (clumps of hair loss). At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (clumps of hair loss) outcome was unknown. Not
Provided The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown Route) was unknown. No concomitant
medication reported No treatment medication reported

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1567899-1

Unknown

Clumps of hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Clumps of
hair loss) in a 40-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Clumps of hair loss). At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (Clumps of hair loss) outcome was unknown.
Concomitant medications were not provided. Treatment information
was not reported.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1569146-1

60-64
years

I have been losing clumps of hair every time I brush or wash it. It is
an abnormal amount of hair that I am starting to thin out and my
scalp is showing.

50-59
years

Hair Loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair Loss) in a 51-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 038A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On 20-Mar-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 22-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair Loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair Loss) outcome was unknown. Not Provided The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. Concomitant product use was not
provided by the reporter. No treatment information was provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1570172-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1570385-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

Alopecia; Painful arm; Chills; FEVER; Headache; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Alopecia), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Painful arm), CHILLS
(Chills), PYREXIA (FEVER) and HEADACHE (Headache) in an 81year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On 23-Feb-2021, the patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Alopecia), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Painful
arm), CHILLS (Chills), PYREXIA (FEVER) and HEADACHE
(Headache). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Alopecia), PAIN
IN EXTREMITY (Painful arm), CHILLS (Chills), PYREXIA (FEVER) and
HEADACHE (Headache) outcome was unknown. Not Provided The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. no concomitant medications were
reported. No treatment for the events was provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1572124-1

Unknown

Hair started falling in clumps; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair
started falling in clumps) in a female patient of an unknown age
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On
03-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
07-Jan-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair started
falling in clumps). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair started
falling in clumps) had not resolved. The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown.
Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter. No
treatment information was provided.; Sender's Comments: Based
on the current available information and temporal association
between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a
causal relationship cannot be excluded.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1573956-1

40-49
years

Since mid May 2021 after my 2nd COVID 19 vaccination I have had
hair thinning and lose. I have a round bald spot on the top left side
of my head about 2-3 inches in diameter.

65-79
years

Day 1: 2 fleeting headaches Day 2: Vertigo for24 hours, fatigue,
loss of appetite, body aches, had to lay down most of the day Day
3: all teeth ached Day 4: eyesight distorted Day 5: eyesight
distorted, loss of hair when washed Day 6: 2 headaches, not
terrible but tylenol did not stop either, smell distortion Day 7: one
headache, not terrible Day 8: back to normal Note:I had covid and
experienced few symptoms: minor fatique, loss of smell and taste,
hair loss, and 4 terrible headaches the likes of which I never have
had. I was tested in January and had them

50-59
years

"pt says she started noticing that her hair was falling out. Every day
she would find hair in her hairbrush, sink and floor. She could run
her hand through her hair and it would come out by the handfuls.
After a couple of months she had to get it cut to about 1"" since she
had lost so much of her hair. She says it is starting to grow back
now."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1574117-1

1574325-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1575067-1

40-49
years

I received the first vaccine and had an arthritic flare up in my left
wrist. My doctor gave me prednisone (60 mg) for a month and then
it took six weeks to wean off the prednisone. I received the second
vaccine and a week later,, my hair started to fall out in clumps from
6/25/21 to present.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1575473-1

18-29
years

Extreme fatigue, hair loss all starting within a month of getting the
vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1575627-1

40-49
years

Acute severe hair loss, started after first dose, then intensified after
2nd dose. Lost about ~70% of hair all over scalp during the
following 3 months

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1577244-1

60-64
years

Hair loss on top of head; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss on
top of head) in a 64-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 041B21A and
048A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 18-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 15-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 12-May-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair loss on top of head). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss on top of head) had not resolved. No relevant
concomitant medications were reported. No treatment information
was provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1577844-1

65-79
years

Myalgias - Generalized (aggravated from usual fibromyalgia)
Burning sensation with pain legs Hair Loss

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1578202-1

60-64
years

42 days after 2nd vaccine, I began having left leg pain. It started in
the shin, then calf, thigh & remained mostly in the knee. It was
excruciating & I could not sleep at night nor put weight on it. I was
unable to bend it even 5 degrees & it locked at times. I never had
any issues whatsoever prior to 6/29. I am a very active, healthy
person. I had appts with my chiropractor (who I had not seen since
2013) on 7/16, 7/19, 7/21, 7/23, 7/26, 7/28, 8/2 & 8/4. I had a
left knee x-ray at the hospital on 7/19. I had appts with my family
physician on 7/28 & 7/30 to rule out Lyme, etc. I went to another
medical facility on 8/6 and had weight-bearing x-rays that showed
arthritis, bone on bone. I have an appt scheduled with an ortho
surgeon on 8/27. Also, 1 week after 1st vaccine, my hair fell out in
clumps for 3 full months. Once again, I NEVER EVER had issues
with my knee or anything arthritic.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1578436-1

30-39
years

All over body hives a few hours after injection. Hives haven?t gone
away and I have been on OTC antihistamines with little to no
improvement. I have hair loss and tightness in chest/throat.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1579752-1

50-59
years

Extremely heavy menstrual cycle after 1st dose 6 days after Large
amounts of hair loss 4 days after and continuing daily

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1579757-1

40-49
years

Developed Alopecia Areata. I developed golf ball size patches in my
hair out of nowhere. I have never had hair loss or thinning before

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1581825-1

Unknown

"I was ""down and out""; extremely dizzy; my ears hurt; clumps of
hair fell out; GI issues in the left lower quadrate of my abdomen;
slight diarrhea; did not want to eat; severe nausea; terrible chills,
severe chills; every joint in my body hurt/felt like a burning
sensation in every joint; throat was closing and it was hard to
swallow; could not move my arm at all; extremely fatigued; felt
achy; arm was sore; This spontaneous case was reported by an
other health care professional (subsequently medically confirmed)
and describes the occurrence of PAIN (felt achy), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (arm was sore), MOVEMENT DISORDER (could not
move my arm at all), DYSPHAGIA (throat was closing and it was
hard to swallow) and DEPRESSED MOOD (I was ""down and out"")
in a 42-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 012L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
The occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
No medical history was provided by the reporter. Concomitant
products included FLUOXETINE for an unknown indication. On 13Jan-2021, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 13-Jan2021, the patient experienced PAIN (felt achy) and PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (arm was sore). On 14-Jan-2021, the patient
experienced MOVEMENT DISORDER (could not move my arm at all)
and FATIGUE (extremely fatigued). On 15-Jan-2021, the patient
experienced DYSPHAGIA (throat was closing and it was hard to
swallow), CHILLS (terrible chills, severe chills) and ARTHRALGIA
(every joint in my body hurt/felt like a burning sensation in every
joint). On an unknown date, the patient experienced DEPRESSED
MOOD (I was ""down and out""), DIZZINESS (extremely dizzy),
EAR PAIN (my ears hurt), ALOPECIA (clumps of hair fell out),
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT IRRITATION (GI issues in the left lower
quadrate of my abdomen), DIARRHOEA (slight diarrhea), EATING
DISORDER (did not want to eat) and NAUSEA (severe nausea). The
patient was treated with AZITHROMYCIN (Z-PAK) on 19-Jan-2021
for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency;
PREDNISONE on 25-Jan-2021 for Adverse event, at an unspecified
dose and frequency; GUAIFENESIN (MUCINEX) on 25-Jan-2021 for
Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency and
PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL) on 25-Jan-2021 for Adverse event, at an
unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the report, PAIN (felt
achy), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (arm was sore), MOVEMENT DISORDER
(could not move my arm at all), DYSPHAGIA (throat was closing
and it was hard to swallow), DEPRESSED MOOD (I was ""down and
out""), DIZZINESS (extremely dizzy), EAR PAIN (my ears hurt),
ALOPECIA (clumps of hair fell out), GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
IRRITATION (GI issues in the left lower quadrate of my abdomen),
DIARRHOEA (slight diarrhea), EATING DISORDER (did not want to
eat), FATIGUE (extremely fatigued), CHILLS (terrible chills, severe
chills) and ARTHRALGIA (every joint in my body hurt/felt like a
burning sensation in every joint) outcome was unknown and
NAUSEA (severe nausea) was resolving. Not Provided For mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. The patient reported that
azithromycin did not do anything. On 25-Jan-2021, the patient went
to ER urgent care. Her Covid-19 tests came back negative and
blood work was fine. Nothing alarming documented from the chest
X-Ray.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1582453-1

50-59
years

HAIR LOST. ALOPLESIA. 3 CIRCLE SPOTS

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1582544-1

40-49
years

Ongoing ,excessive hair fall beginning the day after vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1582775-1

60-64
years

Started noticing big clumps of hair in the shower after about 1 week
after getting the vaccine and it never happened like that before.
Every day I brush my hair and the brush is heaping with hair.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1583352-1

65-79
years

Hair Loss severe, insurance refused to pay for the medication the
doctor ordered. Doctor recommended Rogaine for Women for 4
months.

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1586758-1

30-39
years

Lost of hair, Arm sore, Tiredness

60-64
years

Starting around the beginning of May, I realized I had a receding
hairline especially above my ears. I went to see the physician
5/21/2021 and the Doctor said it could be an autoimmune
response. Unknown reason for the hair loss at the moment. It
hasn't been progressing now that I have noticed it. It seems to
have stabilized. Topical - Minoxidil - liquid OTC to use for it (apply to
scalp) and I have been using it somewhat inconsistently. It is still
present - the loss.

65-79
years

Hair loss; Hives; Fever; Chills; Headache; Muscle ache; This case
was received via an unknown source (no reference has been
entered for a health authority or license partner) on 05-Mar-2021
and was forwarded to Moderna on 05-Mar-2021. This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
(Hair loss), (Hives), (Fever), CHILLS (Chills) and HEADACHE
(Headache) in a 74-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 029L20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Co-suspect product included non-company product
DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE (BENADRYL
[DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) for an unknown indication.
No Medical History information was reported. On 21-Feb-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient started DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE (BENADRYL
[DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) (unknown route) at an
unspecified dose. On 21-Feb-2021, the patient experienced (Hair
loss), (Hives), (Fever), CHILLS (Chills), HEADACHE (Headache) and
(Muscle ache). The patient was treated with CORTICOSTEROID NOS
at an unspecified dose and frequency and PREDNISONE at an
unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss), (Hives), (Fever), CHILLS (Chills), HEADACHE
(Headache) and MYALGIA (Muscle ache) was resolving. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown.

80+
years

Hair was falling out/ Hair was falling out in massive amounts/
Alopecia; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair was falling out/ Hair
was falling out in massive amounts/ Alopecia) in an 85-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 016M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included No adverse event (Medical
history was not reported). On 09-Feb-2021, the patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) 1 dosage form. On 19-Feb-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair was falling out/ Hair was falling out in massive
amounts/ Alopecia). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair was
falling out/ Hair was falling out in massive amounts/ Alopecia)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown.
Concomitant medication use was not provided. Treatment
information was not provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 03-May-2021: No specific followup information recorded.

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1591891-1

1596359-1

1596756-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1597268-1

1597318-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

cramps in stomach; Diarrhea; nodules that she feels in her lips;
runny nose; eyes started burning out; anxiety attack; lost hair;
nose was swollen; nausea; headache; vomiting; chills; muscle
aches; Tingling and itching on lips,scalp, toes, bottom of feet, ears;
Tingling and itching on lips,scalp, toes, bottom of feet, ears / Itchy
and burning all over the body; Burning and itching sensation on
neck and vaginal area / Itchy and burning all over the body; eyelids
swollen; Lips and Nose hives .Back burns with hives,feel pinching
needles; raw mouth; Could not sleep; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer (subsequently medically confirmed) and
describes the occurrence of PARAESTHESIA (Tingling and itching on
lips,scalp, toes, bottom of feet, ears), PRURITUS (Tingling and
itching on lips,scalp, toes, bottom of feet, ears / Itchy and burning
all over the body), BURNING SENSATION (Burning and itching
sensation on neck and vaginal area / Itchy and burning all over the
body), SWELLING OF EYELID (eyelids swollen) and URTICARIA (Lips
and Nose hives .Back burns with hives,feel pinching needles) in a
59-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 038A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
The occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
The patient's past medical history included Lyme disease (Chronic
lyme disease) since an unknown date. Concomitant products
included L-THYROXIN [LEVOTHYROXINE] for Hypothyroidism,
FAMOTIDINE (PEPCID AC) and LORATADINE, PSEUDOEPHEDRINE
SULFATE (CLARITIN D 12 HOUR) for an unknown indication. On 12Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 11-Mar2021, the patient experienced SWELLING OF EYELID (eyelids
swollen), URTICARIA (Lips and Nose hives .Back burns with
hives,feel pinching needles), STOMATITIS (raw mouth) and
INSOMNIA (Could not sleep). On 12-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced PARAESTHESIA (Tingling and itching on lips,scalp,
toes, bottom of feet, ears), PRURITUS (Tingling and itching on
lips,scalp, toes, bottom of feet, ears / Itchy and burning all over the
body) and BURNING SENSATION (Burning and itching sensation on
neck and vaginal area / Itchy and burning all over the body). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ABDOMINAL PAIN UPPER
(cramps in stomach), NAUSEA (nausea), VOMITING (vomiting),
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), LIP OEDEMA (nodules that she feels in her
lips), HEADACHE (headache), RHINORRHOEA (runny nose), EYE
IRRITATION (eyes started burning out), CHILLS (chills), MYALGIA
(muscle aches), ANXIETY (anxiety attack), NASAL OEDEMA (nose
was swollen) and ALOPECIA (lost hair). At the time of the report,
PARAESTHESIA (Tingling and itching on lips,scalp, toes, bottom of
feet, ears), PRURITUS (Tingling and itching on lips,scalp, toes,
bottom of feet, ears / Itchy and burning all over the body),
BURNING SENSATION (Burning and itching sensation on neck and
vaginal area / Itchy and burning all over the body), SWELLING OF
EYELID (eyelids swollen), URTICARIA (Lips and Nose hives .Back
burns with hives,feel pinching needles), STOMATITIS (raw mouth),
INSOMNIA (Could not sleep), ABDOMINAL PAIN UPPER (cramps in
stomach), NAUSEA (nausea), VOMITING (vomiting), DIARRHOEA
(Diarrhea), LIP OEDEMA (nodules that she feels in her lips),
HEADACHE (headache), RHINORRHOEA (runny nose), EYE
IRRITATION (eyes started burning out), ANXIETY (anxiety attack),
NASAL OEDEMA (nose was swollen) and ALOPECIA (lost hair)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.
Treatment medications of the patient were Originally started with
Benadryl, Claritin D 20mg, Pepcid AC. and Valium, and then
changed to Claritin to Zyrtec and Pepcid AC. Most recent FOLLOWUP information incorporated above includes: On 31-Mar-2021:
Significant follow up appended.Treatment medications were
provided. On 19-Apr-2021: No specific follow-up information
recorded.

65-79
years

mild symptoms; Loosing hairs of head; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ADVERSE
EVENT (mild symptoms) and ALOPECIA (Loosing hairs of head) in a
77-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 07M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
Concurrent medical conditions included Blood pressure. On 28-Jan2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 25-Feb2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On 25-Feb-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Loosing hairs
of head). On an unknown date, the patient experienced ADVERSE
EVENT (mild symptoms). At the time of the report, ADVERSE EVENT
(mild symptoms) and ALOPECIA (Loosing hairs of head) outcome
was unknown. Concomitant medications include thyroid, blood
pressure and blood thinner medicine. Reporter did not provide any
treatment medications.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1598396-1

1600098-1

1600359-1

1600394-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair loss; Vertigo; immune defenses on overdrive; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (hair loss), VERTIGO (Vertigo) and IMMUNE SYSTEM
DISORDER (immune defenses on overdrive) in a 66-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch no. 015M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past
medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant products included
ESTROGEN NOS, COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D
[COLECALCIFEROL]) and FISH OIL for an unknown indication. On
03-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
13-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss),
VERTIGO (Vertigo) and IMMUNE SYSTEM DISORDER (immune
defenses on overdrive). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair
loss), VERTIGO (Vertigo) and IMMUNE SYSTEM DISORDER (immune
defenses on overdrive) outcome was unknown. The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Other Concomitant Medications included multivitamin. No
Treatment History was provided.

65-79
years

arm from second dose still has a mark; smell of pin burning
sensation; hair loss; seven days later, redness in area, not as bad
as the first dose; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of VACCINATION SITE
SCAR (arm from second dose still has a mark), PAROSMIA (smell of
pin burning sensation), ALOPECIA (hair loss) and VACCINATION
SITE ERYTHEMA (seven days later, redness in area, not as bad as
the first dose) in a 58-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 039K20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The patient's past medical history included No
adverse event. On 06-Mar-2021, the patient received second dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
VACCINATION SITE SCAR (arm from second dose still has a mark),
PAROSMIA (smell of pin burning sensation), ALOPECIA (hair loss)
and VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (seven days later, redness in
area, not as bad as the first dose). At the time of the report,
VACCINATION SITE SCAR (arm from second dose still has a mark),
PAROSMIA (smell of pin burning sensation), ALOPECIA (hair loss)
and VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (seven days later, redness in
area, not as bad as the first dose) outcome was unknown. This case
was linked to MOD-2021-034899 (Patient Link).

60-64
years

hair loss; feeling unwell; Fever (101¦F); body ache; soreness of her
arm; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (soreness of her arm), MALAISE (feeling unwell),
PYREXIA (Fever (101¦F)) and MYALGIA (body ache) in a 62-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 014m20a and 031B21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. no medical history was reported. Concomitant products
included VITAMIN D NOS from 10-Jan-2020 to an unknown date for
Deficiency vitamin, VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID] for an unknown
indication. On 16-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 13-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 16-Mar-2021, the patient experienced PAIN
IN EXTREMITY (soreness of her arm). On 17-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced MALAISE (feeling unwell), PYREXIA (Fever (101¦F))
and MYALGIA (body ache). On 25-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). The patient was treated with
PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL) at a dose of 1 dosage form. On 18-Mar2021, PAIN IN EXTREMITY (soreness of her arm) had resolved. On
20-Mar-2021, MALAISE (feeling unwell) and PYREXIA (Fever
(101¦F)) had resolved. On 22-Mar-2021, MYALGIA (body ache) had
resolved. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) had
resolved with sequelae. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are
provided in parenthesis if available): On 29-Dec-2020, SARS-CoV-2
test positive: (Positive) positive. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) and mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 26-May2021: Added one additional event-body ache

65-79
years

losing hair in clumps after getting vaccine; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (losing hair in clumps after getting vaccine) in a 73-yearold female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 025A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included COVID-19 (in December
2020). On 01-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (losing hair
in clumps after getting vaccine). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (losing hair in clumps after getting vaccine) had not
resolved. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any
causality assessments. No relevant concomitant medications were
reported. No treatment information was provided.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1602698-1

60-64
years

Consistent Diarrhea for 8 weeks, none stop Thyroid tests showed
extreme elevated count, like never before & still dealing with that.
Vaginal yeast Severe weakness, sleeplessness, body flushes, hair
loss, weight gain, head fog & heaviness

Unknown

prescribed 10-20 breaths, four times a day (QID) of Tyvaso; Not
feeling well; losing chucks of hair every time she showers;
shortness of breath; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer (subsequently medically confirmed) and describes the
occurrence of MALAISE (Not feeling well), ALOPECIA (losing chucks
of hair every time she showers), DYSPNOEA (shortness of breath )
and OFF LABEL USE (prescribed 10-20 breaths, four times a day
(QID) of Tyvaso) in a 62-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. Co-suspect products included non-company products
TREPROSTINIL SODIUM inhalation gas for Pulmonary arterial
hypertension and RIOCIGUAT (ADEMPAS) for an unknown
indication. Concurrent medical conditions included Pulmonary
arterial hypertension. Concomitant products included AMLODIPINE
BESILATE for an unknown indication. On 09-Apr-2018, the patient
TREPROSTINIL SODIUM (unknown route) dosage was changed to
un k. On 20-Mar-2021, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient started TREPROSTINIL SODIUM
(unknown route) at an unspecified dose four times per day On an
unknown date, TREPROSTINIL SODIUM (unknown route) dosage
was changed to at an unspecified dose four times per day. and
RIOCIGUAT (ADEMPAS) (unknown route) unk,unk,unk. In March
2021, the patient experienced MALAISE (Not feeling well),
ALOPECIA (losing chucks of hair every time she showers) and
DYSPNOEA (shortness of breath ). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced OFF LABEL USE (prescribed 10-20 breaths, four times
a day (QID) of Tyvaso). At the time of the report, MALAISE (Not
feeling well), ALOPECIA (losing chucks of hair every time she
showers) and OFF LABEL USE (prescribed 10-20 breaths, four times
a day (QID) of Tyvaso) outcome was unknown and DYSPNOEA
(shortness of breath ) had not resolved. The reporter did not
provide causality for the events of malaise For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. No treatment information was
provided. Reporter did not allow further contact; Sender's
Comments: Based on the current available information and the
events, malaise, dyspnea, alopecia, and off label use, the events
were assessed as Not Related to Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's
underlying history of pulmonary hypertension is a contributory
factor. It was also reported that hair loss started three to four
months after starting treatment for pulmonary hypertension.

60-64
years

losing more hair than normal; cold sores appearing randomly;
inflammation of ears; inflammation of pallet randomly; pain when
swallowing; pain in hands; weakness at a level 10; fever; chills;
muscle pain at a level 8; very strong headache; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (losing more hair than normal), ORAL HERPES (cold
sores appearing randomly), INNER EAR INFLAMMATION
(inflammation of ears), STOMATITIS (inflammation of pallet
randomly) and ODYNOPHAGIA (pain when swallowing) in a 63-yearold female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 040A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below. The
patient's past medical history included COVID-19. On 14-Mar-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 14-Mar-2021, the
patient experienced HEADACHE (very strong headache). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (losing more hair
than normal), ORAL HERPES (cold sores appearing randomly),
INNER EAR INFLAMMATION (inflammation of ears), STOMATITIS
(inflammation of pallet randomly), ODYNOPHAGIA (pain when
swallowing), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (pain in hands), ASTHENIA
(weakness at a level 10), PYREXIA (fever), CHILLS (chills) and
MYALGIA (muscle pain at a level 8). On 22-Mar-2021, HEADACHE
(very strong headache) had resolved. At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (losing more hair than normal), ORAL HERPES (cold
sores appearing randomly), INNER EAR INFLAMMATION
(inflammation of ears), STOMATITIS (inflammation of pallet
randomly), ODYNOPHAGIA (pain when swallowing), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (pain in hands), CHILLS (chills) and MYALGIA (muscle
pain at a level 8) had not resolved and ASTHENIA (weakness at a
level 10) and PYREXIA (fever) had resolved. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown.

1603228-1

1603997-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1606922-1

1607044-1

1607600-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

began to lose hair by the handfuls every time she combs her hair;
Newbald spots; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (began to lose hair by
the handfuls every time she combs her hair) and ANDROGENETIC
ALOPECIA (Newbald spots) in a 70-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included COVID-19
(had COVID in January 2021 where she was hospitalized for 10
days) in January 2021. In February 2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. In March 2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In March 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (began to lose hair by the handfuls every time she combs
her hair) and ANDROGENETIC ALOPECIA (Newbald spots). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (began to lose hair by the handfuls
every time she combs her hair) and ANDROGENETIC ALOPECIA
(Newbald spots) outcome was unknown. No concomitant
medications were provided No treatment medications were provided

65-79
years

Flu like symptoms; Cramping; Hair is falling out; Chills; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (Flu like symptoms),
MUSCLE SPASMS (Cramping), ALOPECIA (Hair is falling out) and
CHILLS (Chills) in a 71-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. On 18-Mar-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (Flu like symptoms),
MUSCLE SPASMS (Cramping), ALOPECIA (Hair is falling out) and
CHILLS (Chills). At the time of the report, INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS
(Flu like symptoms), MUSCLE SPASMS (Cramping), ALOPECIA (Hair
is falling out) and CHILLS (Chills) outcome was unknown. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. Reporter did not allow further contact

65-79
years

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a 74-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On an unknown date, the patient received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 01-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. Not Provided No
concomitant medication were reported. No treatment medication
details were reported. The patient received both scheduled doses of
mRNA-1273 prior to the events; therefore, action taken with the
mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 07May-2021: Follow-up received on 07-MAY-2021. additional
information: patient demographics

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1608092-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
Significant memory loss/ can't remember things she could
remember before the vaccine; Involuntary head movements; So
dizzy and had vertigo she collapsed back into the bed, She got up
and half way she was so dizzy that she stayed half way up for 2-3
minutes and then she was able to get up, when she got up right she
felt like the whole room was moving around; So dizzy and had
vertigo she collapsed back into the bed. The dizziness and vertigo
never went away she was just less dizzy/The vertigo was almost
like an incapacitation, couldn't even do anything/The vertigo was
almost like an incapacitation, could; Hair has fallen out profusely,
hair is falling out and keeps falling out/Hair is still falling out/After I
had the second dose of the vaccine when I ran my fingers through
my hair lots and lots of hair came out.; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of DIZZINESS
(So dizzy and had vertigo she collapsed back into the bed, She got
up and half way she was so dizzy that she stayed half way up for 23 minutes and then she was able to get up, when she got up right
she felt like the whole room was moving around), VERTIGO (So
dizzy and had vertigo she collapsed back into the bed. The dizziness
and vertigo never went away she was just less dizzy/The vertigo
was almost like an incapacitation, couldn't even do anything/The
vertigo was almost like an incapacitation, couldn), ALOPECIA (Hair
has fallen out profusely, hair is falling out and keeps falling out/Hair
is still falling out/After I had the second dose of the vaccine when I
ran my fingers through my hair lots and lots of hair came out.),
AMNESIA (Significant memory loss/ can't remember things she
could remember before the vaccine) and DYSKINESIA (Involuntary
head movements) in a female patient of an unknown age who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 23Mar-2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On 24-Mar-2021, the patient experienced
DIZZINESS (So dizzy and had vertigo she collapsed back into the
bed, She got up and half way she was so dizzy that she stayed half
way up for 2-3 minutes and then she was able to get up, when she
got up right she felt like the whole room was moving around) and
VERTIGO (So dizzy and had vertigo she collapsed back into the bed.
The dizziness and vertigo never went away she was just less
dizzy/The vertigo was almost like an incapacitation, couldn't even
do anything/The vertigo was almost like an incapacitation, couldn).
On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair has
fallen out profusely, hair is falling out and keeps falling out/Hair is
still falling out/After I had the second dose of the vaccine when I
ran my fingers through my hair lots and lots of hair came out.),
AMNESIA (Significant memory loss/ can't remember things she
could remember before the vaccine) and DYSKINESIA (Involuntary
head movements). At the time of the report, DIZZINESS (So dizzy
and had vertigo she collapsed back into the bed, She got up and
half way she was so dizzy that she stayed half way up for 2-3
minutes and then she was able to get up, when she got up right she
felt like the whole room was moving around), VERTIGO (So dizzy
and had vertigo she collapsed back into the bed. The dizziness and
vertigo never went away she was just less dizzy/The vertigo was
almost like an incapacitation, couldn't even do anything/The vertigo
was almost like an incapacitation, couldn) and ALOPECIA (Hair has
fallen out profusely, hair is falling out and keeps falling out/Hair is
still falling out/After I had the second dose of the vaccine when I
ran my fingers through my hair lots and lots of hair came out.) had
not resolved and AMNESIA (Significant memory loss/ can't
remember things she could remember before the vaccine) and
DYSKINESIA (Involuntary head movements) outcome was
unknown. Not Provided No concomitant medications were reported.
Treatment information was not provided by the reporter. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 21May-2021: Follow up received on 21 May 2021 and contact
information updated. On 06-Aug-2021: Follow-up received on 06AUG-2021 and included Reporters Address, Event outcome updated
to not recovered/not resolved.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1608125-1

Age

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
lightheaded; weak; increased wheezing; migraines; Hot; Hot
flashes; menstrual cycle; noticeable hair loss; sorearm; headache;
extreme fatigue; redness with hives and bruising; redness with
hives and bruising; covid arm, bump was size of silver coin; redness
with hives and bruising; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of DIZZINESS
(lightheaded), ASTHENIA (weak), WHEEZING (increased wheezing),
MIGRAINE (migraines) and ERYTHEMA (redness with hives and
bruising) in a 47-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 011L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included COVID19 on 06-Apr-2021. Concurrent medical conditions included Asthma
(Increased wheezing) since 1990 and Antiphospholipid syndrome
(increased bruising) since 2012. Concomitant products included
SERTRALINE HYDROCHLORIDE (ZOLOFT) and TOPIRAMATE for an
unknown indication. On 22-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 22-Jan-2021, the patient experienced ERYTHEMA
(redness with hives and bruising), URTICARIA (redness with hives
and bruising), VACCINATION SITE REACTION (covid arm, bump was
size of silver coin), CONTUSION (redness with hives and bruising),
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (sorearm), HEADACHE (headache) and
FATIGUE (extreme fatigue). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced DIZZINESS (lightheaded), ASTHENIA (weak),
WHEEZING (increased wheezing), MIGRAINE (migraines),
ALOPECIA (noticeable hair loss), UNEVALUABLE EVENT (Hot), HOT
FLUSH (Hot flashes) and MENSTRUATION IRREGULAR (menstrual
cycle). On 18-May-2021, ERYTHEMA (redness with hives and
bruising) and CONTUSION (redness with hives and bruising) was
resolving. At the time of the report, DIZZINESS (lightheaded),
ASTHENIA (weak), WHEEZING (increased wheezing), MIGRAINE
(migraines), URTICARIA (redness with hives and bruising),
VACCINATION SITE REACTION (covid arm, bump was size of silver
coin), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (sorearm), UNEVALUABLE EVENT (Hot),
HEADACHE (headache) and FATIGUE (extreme fatigue) outcome
was unknown and ALOPECIA (noticeable hair loss), HOT FLUSH (Hot
flashes) and MENSTRUATION IRREGULAR (menstrual cycle) had not
resolved. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in
parenthesis if available): On 06-Apr-2021, SARS-CoV-2 antibody
test: positive (Positive) Positive. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. Patient
ethnic group was Ashkenazic. No treatment details were reported.
Event outcome was not reported. This case was linked to INC.MOD-2021-078037 (E2B Linked Report). Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 18-May-2021: This
Follow-up was received on 18-MAY-2021 which updated patient
demographics, historical conditions, lab data, concomitant
medications and events.; Sender's Comments: INC.-MOD-2021078037:cross linked to dose 2

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1608197-1

1608484-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Lightheaded; Weak; Migraines; Sore arm; Extreme fatigue/
exhaustion; Elevated fever; Chills; Skin itching burning; Skin
itching burning; Increased urination; Periods started for the 1st
time in 2yrs/Developed reoccurance of menstrual cycle;
Forgetfullness; Hot flashes; Sinus pressure; Hair loss; Unexplained
weight loss; Subdermal bruising; Hypersensitivity; Possibly
contracted covid after exposure to covid patient; Increased
wheezing; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of BURNING SENSATION (Skin itching
burning), POLLAKIURIA (Increased urination), MENSTRUAL
DISORDER (Periods started for the 1st time in 2yrs/Developed
reoccurance of menstrual cycle), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT
(Forgetfullness) and HOT FLUSH (Hot flashes) in a 47-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 013M20A and 011L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included Asthma
(Increased wheezing) since 1990, Antiphospholipid syndrome
(Antiphospholipid antibody syndrome) since 2012 and Drug allergy
(Reactive to other medications, body is complex and behaves weird
with medications). Concomitant products included SERTRALINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (ZOLOFT) from an unknown date to 01-Mar-2021
and TOPIRAMATE from an unknown date to 01-Apr-2021 for an
unknown indication. On 22-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 21-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In February 2021, the patient experienced
WHEEZING (Increased wheezing). On 22-Feb-2021, after starting
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine), the patient experienced
COVID-19 (Possibly contracted covid after exposure to covid
patient). On 28-Feb-2021, the patient experienced BURNING
SENSATION (Skin itching burning), POLLAKIURIA (Increased
urination), MENSTRUAL DISORDER (Periods started for the 1st time
in 2yrs/Developed reoccurance of menstrual cycle), MEMORY
IMPAIRMENT (Forgetfullness), HOT FLUSH (Hot flashes),
PARANASAL SINUS DISCOMFORT (Sinus pressure), ALOPECIA (Hair
loss), WEIGHT DECREASED (Unexplained weight loss), CONTUSION
(Subdermal bruising), HYPERSENSITIVITY (Hypersensitivity),
PRURITUS (Skin itching burning), FATIGUE (Extreme fatigue/
exhaustion), PYREXIA (Elevated fever) and CHILLS (Chills). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced DIZZINESS (Lightheaded),
ASTHENIA (Weak), MIGRAINE (Migraines) and PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(Sore arm). At the time of the report, BURNING SENSATION (Skin
itching burning), POLLAKIURIA (Increased urination), MEMORY
IMPAIRMENT (Forgetfullness), PARANASAL SINUS DISCOMFORT
(Sinus pressure), WEIGHT DECREASED (Unexplained weight loss),
CONTUSION (Subdermal bruising), HYPERSENSITIVITY
(Hypersensitivity), COVID-19 (Possibly contracted covid after
exposure to covid patient), DIZZINESS (Lightheaded), ASTHENIA
(Weak), MIGRAINE (Migraines), PRURITUS (Skin itching burning),
WHEEZING (Increased wheezing), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore arm),
FATIGUE (Extreme fatigue/ exhaustion), PYREXIA (Elevated fever)
and CHILLS (Chills) outcome was unknown and MENSTRUAL
DISORDER (Periods started for the 1st time in 2yrs/Developed
reoccurance of menstrual cycle), HOT FLUSH (Hot flashes) and
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) had not resolved. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS
(normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available): On 06-Apr2021, SARS-CoV-2 antibody test: unknown (Positive) SARS-CoV-2
Antibody IGG positive. It was reported that patient had been to her
PCP, rheumatologist, gynecologist and immunologist and several
tests and ultrasounds and biopsies was done No treatment
medication was reported This case was linked to US-MODERNATX,
INC.-MOD-2021-077953 (E2B Linked Report). Most recent FOLLOWUP information incorporated above includes: On 18-May-2021:
Follow up received on 18-May-2021 contains significant information
added medical history, concomitant medications, new events and
the outcome of the event alopecia, menstrual disorder and hot flush
changed from unknown to not resolved .Updated reporter details.;
Sender's Comments: US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021077953:cross linked to dose 1

Unknown

hair fall; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair fall) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) at an unspecified dose. On 16-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair fall). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair fall) outcome was unknown. Not Provided

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1608777-1

1608924-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

sweating like a pig; hair is falling out in chunks,when she touches
her hair it comes out in clumps, bald in a month; no control over
her body; hair is falling out in chunks,when she touches her hair it
comes out in clumps, bald in a month; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
HYPERHIDROSIS (sweating like a pig), the first episode of
ALOPECIA (hair is falling out in chunks,when she touches her hair it
comes out in clumps, bald in a month), COORDINATION ABNORMAL
(no control over her body) and the second episode of ALOPECIA
(hair is falling out in chunks,when she touches her hair it comes out
in clumps, bald in a month) in a female patient of an unknown age
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
HYPERHIDROSIS (sweating like a pig), the first episode of
ALOPECIA (hair is falling out in chunks,when she touches her hair it
comes out in clumps, bald in a month), COORDINATION ABNORMAL
(no control over her body) and the second episode of ALOPECIA
(hair is falling out in chunks,when she touches her hair it comes out
in clumps, bald in a month). At the time of the report,
HYPERHIDROSIS (sweating like a pig), COORDINATION ABNORMAL
(no control over her body) and the last episode of ALOPECIA (hair is
falling out in chunks,when she touches her hair it comes out in
clumps, bald in a month) outcome was unknown. Not Provided No
relevant concomitant medications were reported. No treatment
information was reported. This case was linked to MOD21-077234
(E2B Linked Report).; Sender's Comments: MOD21-077234:

50-59
years

Severe Hair Loss (May be due to COVID Positive); Difficulty getting
up and going to the bathroom; Low stamina, her Body was weak;
Headache; Severe chills; Fever 100F to 101F; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Severe Hair Loss (May be due to COVID Positive)),
HYPOKINESIA (Difficulty getting up and going to the bathroom),
ASTHENIA (Low stamina, her Body was weak), HEADACHE
(Headache) and CHILLS (Severe chills) in a 51-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch no. 032M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of
additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's past
medical history included COVID-19 pneumonia. On 21-Mar-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 21-Mar-2021, the
patient experienced HYPOKINESIA (Difficulty getting up and going
to the bathroom), ASTHENIA (Low stamina, her Body was weak),
HEADACHE (Headache), CHILLS (Severe chills) and PYREXIA (Fever
100F to 101F). On 04-Apr-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Severe Hair Loss (May be due to COVID Positive)). On 28-Mar2021, HYPOKINESIA (Difficulty getting up and going to the
bathroom), ASTHENIA (Low stamina, her Body was weak),
HEADACHE (Headache), CHILLS (Severe chills) and PYREXIA (Fever
100F to 101F) outcome was unknown. At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Severe Hair Loss (May be due to COVID Positive))
outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are
provided in parenthesis if available): In January 2021, SARS-CoV-2
test: positve (Positive) she had Patient had COVID Pneumonia
towards end of JAN2021, a positive PCR test, and was Hospitalized.
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. Patient reported that she had COVID
Pneumonia towards end of JAN2021, a positive PCR test, and was
Hospitalized. No relevant concomitant medication information was
provided by the reporter. No relevant treatment medication
information was provided by the reporter. Patient wanted to know
whether the second dose will have more side effects. Reporter did
not allow further contact

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1609467-1

1609542-1

1609785-1

1609909-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair has been falling out one week after the second dose; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair has been falling out one week after
the second dose) in a 77-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 003B21A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical history included
No adverse event (Patient on multiple concomitant medications did
not report medical history). Concomitant products included
ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRIN (E.C.)), VITAMIN D NOS,
LOSARTAN, METOPROLOL, CETIRIZINE, OMEPRAZOLE and
PROBIOTICS NOS. On 22-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 31-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 07-Apr-2021, after starting mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine), the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair has been falling out one week after the second
dose). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair has been falling
out one week after the second dose) had not resolved. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. No treatment information was
reported. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was not applicable. Reporter did not allow
further contact; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot
be excluded.

50-59
years

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a 56-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 040A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included No adverse event.
Concomitant products included SIMVASTATIN, TRANEXAMIC ACID
(LYSTEDA), OMEPRAZOLE, VITAMIN D2, LISINOPRIL, METOPROLOL,
METFORMIN, PROGESTERONE, SPIRONOLACTONE and
PHENTERMINE HYDROCHLORIDE, TOPIRAMATE (QSYMIA) for an
unknown indication. On 25-Mar-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 28-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(hair loss). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome
was unknown. Not Provided The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.
Concomitant drug include Qsymia-15/92 mg dose. Treatment
information not provided.

Unknown

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a female patient
of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical
history included No adverse event (no medical history.). On an
unknown date, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 2. On an unknown
date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. No
concomitant medications were provided. No treatment medications
were provided. Reporter did not allow further contact

65-79
years

extremely upset; crying; clumps of hair started to coming out, scalp
is healthy, healthy person.; same rash which was worse; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of RASH (same rash which was worse), ALOPECIA
(clumps of hair started to coming out, scalp is healthy, healthy
person.), FEELING ABNORMAL (extremely upset) and CRYING
(crying) in a 76-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 023M70) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 24Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 26-Mar2021, the patient experienced RASH (same rash which was worse).
On 07-Apr-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (clumps of hair
started to coming out, scalp is healthy, healthy person.). On 21Apr-2021, the patient experienced FEELING ABNORMAL (extremely
upset) and CRYING (crying). At the time of the report, RASH (same
rash which was worse), ALOPECIA (clumps of hair started to coming
out, scalp is healthy, healthy person.), FEELING ABNORMAL
(extremely upset) and CRYING (crying) outcome was unknown. Not
Provided The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. Concomitant medicine and
medical history were not provided. Treatment medicine were not
reported. This case was linked to US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021083025 (E2B Linked Report). Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 03-Aug-2021: Follow up document
contains No New Information; Sender's Comments: USMODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-083025:1st dose vaccine

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1610489-1

1610522-1

1610599-1

1611175-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

massive hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (massive hair
loss) in a 76-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On 26-Feb-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 26-Mar-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 26-Mar-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (massive hair loss). The patient was
treated with ZINC for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and
frequency and BIOTIN for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose
and frequency. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (massive hair
loss) outcome was unknown. Not Provided This case was linked to
MOD21-080638 (E2B Linked Report).; Sender's Comments:
MOD21-080638:

65-79
years

This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (massive hair loss/bare spots),
MYALGIA (muscle pains in legs), PYREXIA (fever for 3 or 4 days)
and FATIGUE (fatigue) in a 74-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 001A21A and
006B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 26-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 26-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 26-Mar-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (massive hair loss/bare spots), MYALGIA (muscle pains in
legs), PYREXIA (fever for 3 or 4 days) and FATIGUE (fatigue). The
patient was treated with ZINC at an unspecified dose and frequency
and BIOTIN at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (massive hair loss/bare spots), MYALGIA
(muscle pains in legs) and FATIGUE (fatigue) outcome was unknown
and PYREXIA (fever for 3 or 4 days) had resolved. This case was
linked to MOD21-080679 (E2B Linked Report).; Sender's
Comments: MOD21-080679:

40-49
years

Hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a 40-year-old
male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 044a21a) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent
medical conditions included Crohn's disease since 2003 and Irritable
bowel syndrome since 2003. Concomitant products included
CHOLESTYRAMINE for an unknown indication. On 16-Mar-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form.
On 16-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At
the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss) had not resolved. Not
Provided Treatment information was not provided. This case was
linked to US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-086242 (E2B Linked
Report). Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 25-Jun-2021: Live follow up received on 25-Jun-2021
date; Sender's Comments: US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021086242:cross linked; Dose 1

65-79
years

"soreness in arm wasn't as bad; Hair loss; terrible migraine; had a
small lump after second dose; This spontaneous case was reported
by a nurse and describes the occurrence of PAIN (soreness in arm
wasn't as bad), SWELLING (had a small lump after second dose),
MIGRAINE (terrible migraine) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a 74year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch no. 014M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included Surgery (Has only left
kidney, as right was removed d/t possible cancer.). Concurrent
medical conditions included Drug allergy (Codeine). Concomitant
products included TURMERIC [CURCUMA LONGA RHIZOME] for
Arthritis, ATORVASTATIN for Hypercholesterolaemia,
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE, LISINOPRIL
(LISINOPRIL/HYDROCHLOROTHIAZID) for Hypertension, ASCORBIC
ACID, TOCOPHERYL ACETATE, XANTOFYL, ZEAXANTHIN, ZINC
(AREDS) for Vitamin supplementation, BIFIDOBACTERIUM
LONGUM, LACTOBACILLUS ACIDOPHILUS, LACTOBACILLUS
RHAMNOSUS (PROBIOTICS [BIFIDOBACTERIUM
LONGUM;LACTOBACILLUS ACIDOPHILUS;LACTOBACILLUS
RHAMNOSUS]), CALCIUM and NICOTINAMIDE (VIT B3). On 03-Mar2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 04-Feb2021, the patient experienced SWELLING (had a small lump after
second dose). On 04-Mar-2021, the patient experienced MIGRAINE
(terrible migraine). On an unknown date, the patient experienced
PAIN (soreness in arm wasn't as bad) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss). On
05-Feb-2021, PAIN (soreness in arm wasn't as bad) outcome was
unknown. On 11-Feb-2021, SWELLING (had a small lump after
second dose) outcome was unknown. On 05-Mar-2021, MIGRAINE
(terrible migraine) had resolved. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any
causality assessments. Treatment medication includes Nutrasol
supplement. Patient had a ""terrible migraine"" for 24 hours, but
her only history of previous migraines was during menopause 15-18

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1611360-1

1611387-1

1611502-1

1611689-1

Age

yrs ago."

65-79
years

hair is falling; muscle weakness; fever; Was in bed all the time;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair is falling), MUSCULAR WEAKNESS
(muscle weakness), PYREXIA (fever) and FATIGUE (Was in bed all
the time) in a 69-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 019B21A and 030A21A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical history
included COVID-19 in December 2020. On 04-Mar-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 01-Apr-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 01-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair is falling), MUSCULAR
WEAKNESS (muscle weakness), PYREXIA (fever) and FATIGUE (Was
in bed all the time). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair is
falling), MUSCULAR WEAKNESS (muscle weakness), PYREXIA
(fever) and FATIGUE (Was in bed all the time) outcome was
unknown. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events
was not applicable. This case was linked to MOD-2021-090231
(Patient Link).

65-79
years

muscle weakness; All my hair is falling out after the first shot/going
to get bald by end of this; I was in bed all the time/didn't even feel
like getting up; I feel like I have aged 20-30 years after the Covid
and the two vaccines; fever; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of MUSCULAR
WEAKNESS (muscle weakness), ALOPECIA (All my hair is falling out
after the first shot/going to get bald by end of this), BEDRIDDEN (I
was in bed all the time/didn't even feel like getting up),
THERAPEUTIC RESPONSE UNEXPECTED (I feel like I have aged 2030 years after the Covid and the two vaccines) and PYREXIA (fever)
in a 69-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 030A21A and 019B21A) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On
04-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
01-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 04-Mar-2021, the patient experienced MUSCULAR
WEAKNESS (muscle weakness), ALOPECIA (All my hair is falling out
after the first shot/going to get bald by end of this), BEDRIDDEN (I
was in bed all the time/didn't even feel like getting up),
THERAPEUTIC RESPONSE UNEXPECTED (I feel like I have aged 2030 years after the Covid and the two vaccines) and PYREXIA
(fever). At the time of the report, MUSCULAR WEAKNESS (muscle
weakness), ALOPECIA (All my hair is falling out after the first
shot/going to get bald by end of this), BEDRIDDEN (I was in bed all
the time/didn't even feel like getting up), THERAPEUTIC RESPONSE
UNEXPECTED (I feel like I have aged 20-30 years after the Covid
and the two vaccines) and PYREXIA (fever) outcome was unknown.
For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the
reporter did not provide any causality assessments. No concomitant
medication was reported. This case was linked to MOD-2021090195 (Patient Link).

65-79
years

Excessive hair fall; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Excessive
hair fall) in a 66-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 038A21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 29Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown
date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Excessive hair fall). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (Excessive hair fall) outcome was
unknown. Not Provided The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No concomitant
medicines were reported. No treatment information were reported.

65-79
years

hair fall; little body aches; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair fall) and
MYALGIA (little body aches) in a 75-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
006B21A and 042B212A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No medical
history was provided by the reporter. On 16-Mar-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 14-Apr-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 2 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair fall) and MYALGIA (little body
aches). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair fall) and MYALGIA
(little body aches) outcome was unknown. The concomitants include
blood pressure medication, cholesterol medication and nature's
brown hair, skin, nail vitamins. No treatment was reported. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 27May-2021: Follow up received on 27-may-2021 contains no new
information.

Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1611693-1

1612042-1

1612224-1

1612578-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair fall; little body aches; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair fall) and
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (little body aches) in a 76-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 006B21A and 042B212A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
concomitant medication reported. Concurrent medical conditions
included Hypertension and Cholesterol. On 16-Mar-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage form. On 14-Apr-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) dosage was changed to dosage form. On an unknown date,
the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair fall) and PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (little body aches). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(hair fall) and PAIN IN EXTREMITY (little body aches) outcome was
unknown.

50-59
years

No strength; Shakes; Shortness of breath; Hair loss; Where she is
in space feels screwed up; Joint pain; chills; Muscle pain; Absolutely
debilitating fatigue; Tired; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ASTHENIA (No strength),
TREMOR (Shakes), DYSPNOEA (Shortness of breath), ALOPECIA
(Hair loss) and FEELING ABNORMAL (Where she is in space feels
screwed up) in a 55-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 020B21A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concomitant products included LEVOTHYROXINE
SODIUM (SYNTHROID) for Hashimoto's disease. On 01-Apr-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 01-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced ASTHENIA (No strength), TREMOR (Shakes),
DYSPNOEA (Shortness of breath), ALOPECIA (Hair loss), FEELING
ABNORMAL (Where she is in space feels screwed up), ARTHRALGIA
(Joint pain), CHILLS (chills), MYALGIA (Muscle pain), FATIGUE
(Absolutely debilitating fatigue) and FATIGUE (Tired). At the time of
the report, ASTHENIA (No strength), TREMOR (Shakes), DYSPNOEA
(Shortness of breath), ALOPECIA (Hair loss), FEELING ABNORMAL
(Where she is in space feels screwed up), ARTHRALGIA (Joint pain),
CHILLS (chills), MYALGIA (Muscle pain), FATIGUE (Absolutely
debilitating fatigue) and FATIGUE (Tired) outcome was unknown.
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Treatment The consumer is taking Tylenol for these
symptoms.

65-79
years

Hair started to fall off, hasn't stop falling off; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer (subsequently medically confirmed)
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair started to fall off,
hasn't stop falling off) in a 72-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 003b21a) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On 06-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 07-Apr-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair started to
fall off, hasn't stop falling off). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(Hair started to fall off, hasn't stop falling off) had not resolved. Not
Provided The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. Concomitant medication list
was not provided. Treatment information was not provided.

60-64
years

Loss of about 40 to 45% of hair progressively beginning 2 days
after second vaccine shot; Twitching in the right upper eye lid; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Loss of about 40 to 45% of hair
progressively beginning 2 days after second vaccine shot) and
BLEPHAROSPASM (Twitching in the right upper eye lid) in a 64year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 026A21A and 031M20H) for COVID-19
vaccination. No medical history was provided by the reporter.
Concomitant products included METFORMIN, GLIPIZIDE,
ATORVASTATIN, LOSARTAN, SPIRONOLACTONE, CARVEDILOL,
AMITRIPTYLINE, FUROSEMIDE, PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL),
ACICLOVIR SODIUM (ACYCLOVIR ABBOTT VIAL), DICLOFENAC,
PENTOSAN POLYSULFATE, GABAPENTIN, MELOXICAM,
OMEPRAZOLE, BUSPIRONE, TOLTERODINE, ASCORBIC ACID,
VITAMIN D NOS and VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID] for an unknown
indication. On 10-Mar-2021, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage
was changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 12-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Loss of about 40 to 45% of hair
progressively beginning 2 days after second vaccine shot) and
BLEPHAROSPASM (Twitching in the right upper eye lid). At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA (Loss of about 40 to 45% of hair
progressively beginning 2 days after second vaccine shot) and
BLEPHAROSPASM (Twitching in the right upper eye lid) outcome
was unknown. Not Provided Treatment medications were not
reported

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1612940-1

1612980-1

1613094-1

1613599-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Redness on scalp; Hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by
a consumer and describes the occurrence of ERYTHEMA (Redness
on scalp) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a 68-year-old male patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
039A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 05-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 21-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 02-Apr-2021, the patient experienced
ERYTHEMA (Redness on scalp) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the
time of the report, ERYTHEMA (Redness on scalp) and ALOPECIA
(Hair loss) outcome was unknown. Reporter did not allow further
contact

60-64
years

affected my hair/it lost a huge bunch of the hair/ doctor is stating
alopecia, 1% of hair left, completely lost her hair within three
weeks; everything is gone, like 99.9% including eyebrows, bold;
CRP that was elevated; Body aches; Fever 99.4F; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer (subsequently medically
confirmed) and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (affected my
hair/it lost a huge bunch of the hair/ doctor is stating alopecia, 1%
of hair left, completely lost her hair within three weeks),
MADAROSIS (everything is gone, like 99.9% including eyebrows,
bold), C-REACTIVE PROTEIN INCREASED (CRP that was elevated),
MYALGIA (Body aches) and PYREXIA (Fever 99.4F) in a 62-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. unavailable at the time) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included No adverse
event. On 09-Feb-2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 2 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (affected
my hair/it lost a huge bunch of the hair/ doctor is stating alopecia,
1% of hair left, completely lost her hair within three weeks),
MADAROSIS (everything is gone, like 99.9% including eyebrows,
bold), C-REACTIVE PROTEIN INCREASED (CRP that was elevated),
MYALGIA (Body aches) and PYREXIA (Fever 99.4F). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (affected my hair/it lost a huge bunch of the
hair/ doctor is stating alopecia, 1% of hair left, completely lost her
hair within three weeks), MADAROSIS (everything is gone, like
99.9% including eyebrows, bold), C-REACTIVE PROTEIN
INCREASED (CRP that was elevated), MYALGIA (Body aches) and
PYREXIA (Fever 99.4F) had not resolved. no concomitant
medications and treatment details reported. This case was linked to
US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-100832 (E2B Linked Report).
Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes:
On 30-Apr-2021: Significant follow up, new ADR and reporter email
address were updated.; Sender's Comments: US-MODERNATX,
INC.-MOD-2021-100832:First Dose Case

60-64
years

losing her hair/I'll practically be bald headed in a little bit; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (losing her hair/I'll practically be bald
headed in a little bit) in a 63-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 008B21-2A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical history
included COVID-19 on 12-Nov-2020. Concomitant products included
COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D3) for Vitamin D deficiency,
TORSEMIDE, LISINOPRIL, AMLODIPINE BESYLATE and
ATORVASTATIN for an unknown indication. On 27-Feb-2021, the
patient received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (losing her hair/I'll practically be
bald headed in a little bit). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(losing her hair/I'll practically be bald headed in a little bit) outcome
was unknown.

40-49
years

hair falling out in clumps; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair falling
out in clumps) in a 40-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included Alopecia (Taken steroid shots
which helped in hair growth) in February 2020. In March 2021, the
patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair falling out in clumps). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (hair falling out in clumps) outcome was
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. Treatment information was not
provided. Concomitant medications were not provided. Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 03-Jun2021: Follow-up information received on 03-jun-2021 contains no
new information.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1613780-1

1614668-1

1615068-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

To top it off my hair started falling out by the handfuls; tire quickly.;
trouble breathing; fever; Severe headache like migraine; nausea;
chills; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of DYSPNOEA (trouble breathing),
ALOPECIA (To top it off my hair started falling out by the handfuls),
HEADACHE (Severe headache like migraine), NAUSEA (nausea) and
CHILLS (chills) in a 67-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 014C21A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included COVID19 in February 2021. Concomitant products included LOSARTAN,
OMEPRAZOLE, ROSUVASTATIN, GABAPENTIN, LEVOCETIRIZINE
DIHYDROCHLORIDE (XYZAL), UBIDECARENONE (COQ) and ASPIRIN
[ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID] for an unknown indication. On 27-Apr2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 27-Apr2021, the patient experienced CHILLS (chills). On 28-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced DYSPNOEA (trouble breathing), HEADACHE
(Severe headache like migraine), NAUSEA (nausea) and PYREXIA
(fever). On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(To top it off my hair started falling out by the handfuls) and
FATIGUE (tire quickly.). The patient was treated with PARACETAMOL
(TYLENOL) at a dose of 1 dosage form. On 29-Apr-2021,
HEADACHE (Severe headache like migraine), CHILLS (chills) and
PYREXIA (fever) had resolved. At the time of the report, DYSPNOEA
(trouble breathing) and NAUSEA (nausea) had not resolved and
ALOPECIA (To top it off my hair started falling out by the handfuls)
and FATIGUE (tire quickly.) outcome was unknown. Not Provided
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In April 2021, Antibody test: other (High) high. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 15-Jun-2021: Added two additional
events fatigue and alopecia.

Unknown

spot on the back of her head a little bigger than golf ball where her
hair is missing hair and all bald.; headache; nausea; fever; chills;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (spot on the back of her head a little
bigger than golf ball where her hair is missing hair and all bald.),
HEADACHE (headache), NAUSEA (nausea), PYREXIA (fever) and
CHILLS (chills) in a female patient of an unknown age who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 044A21A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No medical history was provided by the
reporter. Concomitant products included ETHINYLESTRADIOL,
FERROUS FUMARATE, NORETHISTERONE ACETATE (TARINA FE),
TRETINOIN and CLINDAMYCIN for an unknown indication. On 06Apr-2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (spot on the back
of her head a little bigger than golf ball where her hair is missing
hair and all bald.), HEADACHE (headache), NAUSEA (nausea),
PYREXIA (fever) and CHILLS (chills). The patient was treated with
IBUPROFEN at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (spot on the back of her head a little bigger
than golf ball where her hair is missing hair and all bald.),
HEADACHE (headache), NAUSEA (nausea), PYREXIA (fever) and
CHILLS (chills) outcome was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide
any causality assessments. Treatment details include Ibuprofen

65-79
years

Hair loss/hair falling out; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair
falling out) in a 75-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 026A21A) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On
04-Mar-2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On 17-Apr-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Hair loss/hair falling out). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(Hair loss/hair falling out) outcome was unknown. Not Provided No
concomitant medications were provided by the reporter. No
treatment medications were provided by the reporter. Reporter did
not allow further contact Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 22-Jul-2021: Follow-up received
contains non-significant information including patient's withdrawal
of consent for follow up and updated event verbatim

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1615173-1

1616319-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

Severe hair loss (bold on top of head); This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Severe hair loss (bold on top of head)) in an 84-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 013A21A and 004M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. On 01-Feb-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 01-Mar-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date,
the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Severe hair loss (bold on top of
head)). The patient was treated with MINERALS NOS, VITAMINS
NOS (PRENATAL VITAMINS [MINERALS NOS;VITAMINS NOS]) at a
dose of 1 dosage form. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Severe
hair loss (bold on top of head)) outcome was unknown. Not
Provided The action taken with mRNA-1273 with the events was
considered as not applicable No concomitant medications was
provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 08-Jun-2021: NNI, email or fax number requested
from consumer, consumer declined to share email address

60-64
years

My beard quit growing; Sick to my stomach with the chills; Total
baldness and falling off of whiskers; Severe headache; Sick to my
stomach with the chills; Hairfall/hair loss from Alopecia started in
three or four spots ranging in the/body hair has also begun to fall
out/my mustache has fallen out; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Hairfall/hair loss from Alopecia started in three or four spots
ranging in the/body hair has also begun to fall out/my mustache
has fallen out), HAIR GROWTH ABNORMAL (My beard quit growing),
ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Sick to my stomach with the chills),
VACCINATION COMPLICATION (Total baldness and falling off of
whiskers) and HEADACHE (Severe headache) in a 62-year-old male
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 028A21A and 027A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
Previously administered products included for Prophylactic
vaccination: Flu shot. Concurrent medical conditions included
Hypertension (high blood pressure) since 01-Jan-1990 and Heart
disease, unspecified (heart condition) since 21-Feb-2018. On 07Mar-2021 at 11:30 AM, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form.
On 05-Apr-2021 at 2:30 AM, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 17-Apr-2021, after starting mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine), the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Hairfall/hair loss from Alopecia started in three or four spots
ranging in the/body hair has also begun to fall out/my mustache
has fallen out). On an unknown date, the patient experienced HAIR
GROWTH ABNORMAL (My beard quit growing), ABDOMINAL
DISCOMFORT (Sick to my stomach with the chills), VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (Total baldness and falling off of whiskers),
HEADACHE (Severe headache) and CHILLS (Sick to my stomach
with the chills). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hairfall/hair
loss from Alopecia started in three or four spots ranging in the/body
hair has also begun to fall out/my mustache has fallen out) had not
resolved and HAIR GROWTH ABNORMAL (My beard quit growing),
ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Sick to my stomach with the chills),
VACCINATION COMPLICATION (Total baldness and falling off of
whiskers), HEADACHE (Severe headache) and CHILLS (Sick to my
stomach with the chills) outcome was unknown. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. Action taken with mRNA-1273
in response to the event was not applicable. No concomitant
products were reported. Patient stated that he is taking a topical
steroid treatment on his scalp with steroid injections every three
weeks, then a week off. Patient also stated that he experienced side
effects like sleep loss and injection site discomfort due to the
treatment. creams are taking as a treatment. Most recent FOLLOWUP information incorporated above includes: On 14-Jun-2021:
Events and treatment information were added. On 15-Jun-2021:
Non significant follow up On 18-Jun-2021: dose 1 batch lot added,
current medical conditions added , dose 1 dose 2 time of vaccine
start added , Treatment added in I narrative .

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1616973-1

1617127-1

1617583-1

1617762-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of MALAISE (Feeling sick to her stomach),
DISCOMFORT (Uncomfortable), ALOPECIA (Hair loss), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Arm started to hurt across the back and to the other
arm) and PYREXIA (Fever of 101-102 degrees Fahrenheit) in a 60year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 013N20A and 013N20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concomitant products included ATORVASTATIN,
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE, VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID], ZINC,
COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D3) and LOTEPREDNOL ETABONATE
(LOTEMAX) for an unknown indication. On 09-Feb-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 09-Mar-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 15-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). On 16-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced MALAISE (Feeling sick to her stomach),
DISCOMFORT (Uncomfortable) and PYREXIA (Fever of 101-102
degrees Fahrenheit). 16-Apr-2021, the patient experienced PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Arm started to hurt across the back and to the other
arm) and FATIGUE (In bed for 24 hours). 16-Apr-2021, the patient
experienced CHILLS (Chills). The patient was treated with
PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL) at a dose of 1 dosage form and
IBUPROFEN (ADVIL [IBUPROFEN]) at a dose of 1 dosage form. On
17-Apr-2021, FATIGUE (In bed for 24 hours) and CHILLS (Chills)
had resolved. At the time of the report, MALAISE (Feeling sick to
her stomach), DISCOMFORT (Uncomfortable), ALOPECIA (Hair
loss), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Arm started to hurt across the back and
to the other arm) and PYREXIA (Fever of 101-102 degrees
Fahrenheit) outcome was unknown. Action taken with the drug in
response to events was not applicable. This case was linked to USMODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-143038, US-MODERNATX, INC.MOD-2021-142994 (E2B Linked Report). This case was linked to
MOD-2021-142282 (Patient Link).; Sender's Comments: USMODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-143038:crosslinked; husband dose
2. US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-142994:crosslinked; husband
dose 1.

40-49
years

This spontaneous case reported by a consumer, describes the
occurrence of pharyngeal hypoesthesia (numb throat) and alopecia
areata (hair loss/now has a bald spot on her head/they said she has
alopecia areata) in a 48-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, batch# 039B21A) for
COVID-19 immunization. Concurrent medical conditions included
alopecia areata. Concomitant products included low-dose Aspirin
(acetylsalicylic acid) for an unknown indication. On Apr 21, 2021,
patient received the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
vaccine), intramuscular; 1 dosage form. On Apr 21, 2021, patient
experienced pharyngeal hypoesthesia (numb throat). On May 18,
2021, patient experienced alopecia areata (hair loss). On an
unknown date, patient experienced alopecia areata (now has a bald
spot on her head/they said she has alopecia areata). On Apr 22,
2021, pharyngeal hypoesthesia (numb throat) outcome: unknown.
At the time of the report, alopecia areata (hair loss/now has a bald
spot on her head/they said she has alopecia areata) outcome:
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
vaccine), intramuscular: unknown. Treatment medication not
reported. Patient reported visiting a dermatologist and was
concerned if the condition (alopecia areata) is related to
vaccination.

18-29
years

Extreme fatigue, irregular menstrual cycle, low libido, headache,
vaginal dryness, hair loss. All of these symptoms began after my
second dose of moderna January 2021. I reported symptoms to PCP
she ordered labs and now I have elevated Estrogen level and low
FSH levels which explain my symptoms however this has never
been an issue for me prior to receiving vaccine. Not sure if it?s
related or not but I figured I should report.

18-29
years

alopecia; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (alopecia) in a 20-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 immunisation. No Medical History
information was reported. In March 2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. In April 2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 2 dosage form. In March 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (alopecia). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(alopecia) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. No
Concomitant medications included. No Treatment included.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1617764-1

1618620-1

1618693-1

1618700-1

1619159-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Another balding spot; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Another
balding spot) in a 20-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. In March 2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. In April 2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In April 2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Another balding spot). At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA (Another balding spot) outcome was
unknown. No relevant concomitant medications reported. No
treatment information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) in response to the event was not
applicable. This case was linked to MOD-2021-155071 (Patient
Link).

Unknown

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown. No concomitant medications were provided. No treatment
information provided.

Unknown

My hair is falling out, Hair loss started maybe a week after first
shot; Based on the current case data, this case has been classified
as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (My hair is falling out, Hair
loss started maybe a week after first shot) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (My hair is falling out, Hair loss started
maybe a week after first shot). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(My hair is falling out, Hair loss started maybe a week after first
shot) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. Treatment
information were provided. Concomitant product use was not
provided by the reporter.

Unknown

hair loss; Based on the current case data, this case has been
classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a
patient of an unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. no concomitant medications are provided. treatment to
the events not reported. No lab data has been provided by the
reporter.

Unknown

Her hair is falling out after receiving second shot; Based on the
current case data, this case has been classified as invalid. This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Her hair is falling out after receiving
second shot) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Her hair is
falling out after receiving second shot). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Her hair is falling out after receiving second shot)
outcome was unknown. Not Provided no concomitant medications
are reported. treatment to the events not provided. Action taken
with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 25May-2021: Non-significant follow-up case booked in

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1619722-1

1620019-1

1620313-1

1620409-1

1620612-1

1620620-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

major increase in hair loss, very large quantities; Based on the
current case data, this case has been classified as invalid. This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (major increase in hair loss, very large
quantities) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (major increase
in hair loss, very large quantities). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (major increase in hair loss, very large quantities)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown.
Concomitant medications were not reported. Treatment details were
not reported.

Unknown

hair loss; Based on the current case data, this case has been
classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a
patient of an unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No concomitant medications were reported. No treatment
medications were reported.

Unknown

Terrible hair loss / Almost bald; Based on the current case data, this
case has been classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Terrible hair loss / Almost bald) in a patient of an unknown age and
gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Terrible hair loss / Almost bald). At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA (Terrible hair loss / Almost bald) outcome
was unknown. No concomitant medication was reported . no
treatment medication was reported

Unknown

Side effects; hair falling out; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (Side effects) and ALOPECIA (hair falling out) in a
patient of an unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 27-Apr-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair falling out). On an unknown
date, the patient experienced VACCINATION COMPLICATION (Side
effects). At the time of the report, VACCINATION COMPLICATION
(Side effects) and ALOPECIA (hair falling out) outcome was
unknown. Not Provided NO CONCOMITANT AND TREATMENT
MEDICATION WERE USED Reporter did not allow further contact
Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes:
On 25-May-2021: Non-significant follow up

Unknown

side effects of loss hair; Based on the current case data, this case
has been classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (side
effects of loss hair) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
Unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical
history included No adverse event. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (side effects of loss hair). At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (side effects of loss hair) outcome was unknown.
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown.

Unknown

Losing hair; Based on the current case data, this case has been
classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Losing hair)
in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. On an unknown date, the
patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Losing hair). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Losing hair) outcome was unknown. The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No treatment and concomitant medications were
reported.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1621085-1

1621927-1

1622068-1

1622083-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Hair began to fall out; Hair began break off; Based on the current
case data, this case has been classified as invalid. This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair began to fall out) and TRICHORRHEXIS (Hair began
break off) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. In
January 2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. In
February 2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair began to fall out) and TRICHORRHEXIS (Hair began
break off). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair began to fall
out) and TRICHORRHEXIS (Hair began break off) outcome was
unknown. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. No
treatment information was reported.

60-64
years

it is now noticeably thinner; Hair has been thinning since I received
the 2nd dose/it is now noticeably thinner; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair has been thinning since I received the 2nd dose/it
is now noticeably thinner) and ALOPECIA (it is now noticeably
thinner) in a 62-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No medical
history was provided by the reporter. Concomitant products
included OLMESARTAN MEDOXOMIL (BENICAR) for Blood pressure.
On 01-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
29-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. In May 2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair
has been thinning since I received the 2nd dose/it is now noticeably
thinner). In June 2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (it is now
noticeably thinner). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair has
been thinning since I received the 2nd dose/it is now noticeably
thinner) and ALOPECIA (it is now noticeably thinner) outcome was
unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in
parenthesis if available): On an unknown date, Blood test: unknown
(Inconclusive) unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Treatment information were not provided.

Unknown

side effects were pretty intense,lasting for the most part of 3
weeks/massive hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (side effects
were pretty intense,lasting for the most part of 3 weeks/massive
hair loss) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 31Dec-2020, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (side effects were
pretty intense,lasting for the most part of 3 weeks/massive hair
loss). The patient was treated with MULTIVITAMIN & MINERAL at a
dose of UNK dosage form; B-COMPLEX 2000 at a dose of 1 UNK;
CALCIUM CARBONATE, COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D 2000) at a
dose of UNK dosage form and COLLAGEN at a dose of UNK dosage
form. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (side effects were pretty
intense,lasting for the most part of 3 weeks/massive hair loss)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. No
concomitant medications reported. Patient stated that events
started from beginning of Feb-2021.Patient stated that she had lost
at least 1/3 of her volume and had massive breakage throughout.
She stated that she had very long and healthy hair before vaccine.
Patient stated that she had no genetic conditions or predisposition
to alopecia or hair loss.

Unknown

my mother who also had Moderna this year is now suffering the
same ill fate; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (my mother who also
had Moderna this year is now suffering the same ill fate) in a female
patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concomitant
products included MULTIVITAMINS [VITAMINS NOS], ASCORBIC
ACID (VITAMIN C ACID), B COMPLEX [BIOTIN;CALCIUM
PANTOTHENATE;CYANOCOBALAMIN;FOLIC
ACID;NICOTINAMIDE;PYRIDOXINE
HYDROCHLORIDE;RIBOFLAVIN;THIAMINE MONONITRATE],
COLLAGEN and COLECALCIFEROL (D) for an unknown indication. On
31-Dec-2020, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (my mother who also had Moderna this year is now
suffering the same ill fate). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (my
mother who also had Moderna this year is now suffering the same ill
fate) outcome was unknown.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1622088-1

1622091-1

1622147-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

I received my 1st dose 12/31/20 and my second dose twenty
something days later.; massive hair loss/Beginning in Feb 2021 I
noticed increased hair shedding/FF to now and I've lost at least 1/3
of my volume and have massive, massive breakage throughout;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (I received my 1st dose 12/31/20 and my second
dose twenty something days later.) and ALOPECIA (massive hair
loss/Beginning in Feb 2021 I noticed increased hair shedding/FF to
now and I've lost at least 1/3 of my volume and have massive,
massive breakage throughout) in a patient of an unknown age and
gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (I
received my 1st dose 12/31/20 and my second dose twenty
something days later.) and ALOPECIA (massive hair loss/Beginning
in Feb 2021 I noticed increased hair shedding/FF to now and I've
lost at least 1/3 of my volume and have massive, massive breakage
throughout). The patient was treated with MULTIVITAMINS
[VITAMINS NOS] for Hair loss, at an unspecified dose and
frequency; VITAMIN B COMPLEX for Hair loss, at an unspecified
dose and frequency; COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D
[COLECALCIFEROL]) for Hair loss, at an unspecified dose and
frequency; VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID] for Hair loss, at an
unspecified dose and frequency and COLLAGEN at an unspecified
dose and frequency. At the time of the report, INAPPROPRIATE
SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (I received my 1st dose
12/31/20 and my second dose twenty something days later.) had
resolved and ALOPECIA (massive hair loss/Beginning in Feb 2021 I
noticed increased hair shedding/FF to now and I've lost at least 1/3
of my volume and have massive, massive breakage throughout)
outcome was unknown. No concomitant medication reported.
Patient stated that events started from beginning of Feb2021.Patient stated that she had lost at least 1/3 of her volume and
had massive breakage throughout. She stated that she had very
long and healthy hair before vaccine. Patient stated that she had no
genetic conditions or predisposition to alopecia or hair loss.;
Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information
and temporal association between the use of the product and the
start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

Unknown

Ironically, my mother who also had Moderna this year is now
suffering the same ill fate-Hair loss; This spontaneous case was
reported by a patient family member or friend and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Ironically, my mother who also had
Moderna this year is now suffering the same ill fate-Hair loss) in a
female patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included No adverse event. On 31Dec-2020, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Ironically, my
mother who also had Moderna this year is now suffering the same ill
fate-Hair loss). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Ironically, my
mother who also had Moderna this year is now suffering the same ill
fate-Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 06Jun-2021: Non-Significant follow-up appended to AER

Unknown

hairloss; This spontaneous case was reported by a patient and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hairloss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination.
The patient's past medical history included No adverse event. On an
unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hairloss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hairloss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Concomitant products were not provided. Treatment
products were not provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1623715-1

30-39
years

Developed bald spots on my head days later after my second dose.
Dermatology biopsy confirmed Alopecia Areata and she stated this
was triggered by being exposed to a virus. I am currently still being
rigorously treated with steroid injections into my scalp every 4
weeks.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1625049-1

6-17
years

Total hair loss in the course of five days.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1626613-1

1626756-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Hair loss; Tiredness; Nausea; Headache; Very strong reaction/very
sick and felt terrible; Couldn't eat; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer (subsequently medically confirmed) and
describes the occurrence of ILLNESS (Very strong reaction/very sick
and felt terrible), DECREASED APPETITE (Couldn't eat), ALOPECIA
(Hair loss), FATIGUE (Tiredness) and NAUSEA (Nausea) in a 68year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 012M20A and 012LZ0A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No Medical History information was reported. On
16-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
13-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 13-Feb-2021, the patient experienced ILLNESS
(Very strong reaction/very sick and felt terrible), DECREASED
APPETITE (Couldn't eat), FATIGUE (Tiredness), NAUSEA (Nausea)
and HEADACHE (Headache). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). The patient was treated with
CORTISONE for Hair loss, at an unspecified dose and frequency. On
20-Feb-2021, ILLNESS (Very strong reaction/very sick and felt
terrible), DECREASED APPETITE (Couldn't eat), FATIGUE
(Tiredness), NAUSEA (Nausea) and HEADACHE (Headache) had
resolved. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome
was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Concomitant product information was not provided.
The consumer visited a dermatologist on unknown date due to hair
loss experienced several weeks after the second dose of the
vaccine. Bloodwork was drawn to rule out other diseases, no results
provided. Treatment included , and a topical ointment. This case
was linked to MOD-2021-101556 (Patient Link).

50-59
years

Burning sensation in my nose; Burning sensation in my nose and
my mouth; Stomach is upset; Hardly eat anything; Everything taste
terrible; My back seems to be getting a little bit better; Frustrating;
Loss of hair; Everything smell gross; This spontaneous case was
reported by a non-health professional and describes the occurrence
of NASAL DISCOMFORT (Burning sensation in my nose), ORAL
DISCOMFORT (Burning sensation in my nose and my mouth),
ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Stomach is upset), FEEDING DISORDER
(Hardly eat anything) and TASTE DISORDER (Everything taste
terrible) in a 57-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 038B21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included COVID19. On 07-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 07-Apr-2021, the patient experienced NASAL
DISCOMFORT (Burning sensation in my nose), ORAL DISCOMFORT
(Burning sensation in my nose and my mouth), ABDOMINAL
DISCOMFORT (Stomach is upset), FEEDING DISORDER (Hardly eat
anything), TASTE DISORDER (Everything taste terrible),
MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT (My back seems to be getting a
little bit better), FRUSTRATION TOLERANCE DECREASED
(Frustrating), ALOPECIA (Loss of hair) and PAROSMIA (Everything
smell gross). At the time of the report, NASAL DISCOMFORT
(Burning sensation in my nose), ORAL DISCOMFORT (Burning
sensation in my nose and my mouth), TASTE DISORDER
(Everything taste terrible), MUSCULOSKELETAL DISCOMFORT (My
back seems to be getting a little bit better), ALOPECIA (Loss of hair)
and PAROSMIA (Everything smell gross) had not resolved and
ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Stomach is upset), FEEDING DISORDER
(Hardly eat anything) and FRUSTRATION TOLERANCE DECREASED
(Frustrating) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.
No Concomitant and treatment medications were provided.
Treatment information was not provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 03-Jul-2021:
Significant FUP- new event added, product details, gender, age,
outcome updated

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1626870-1

1627142-1

1627368-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Could hardly walk; Her hair is still falling out (practically bold);
Taking a lot of naps; Pain in muscles; Pain in joints; Feeling very
tired; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of GAIT DISTURBANCE (Could hardly
walk), ALOPECIA (Her hair is still falling out (practically bold)),
SOMNOLENCE (Taking a lot of naps), MYALGIA (Pain in muscles)
and ARTHRALGIA (Pain in joints) in a 67-year-old female patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
038B21A and 056AZ1A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence
of additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's
past medical history included COVID-19 in November 2020.
Concurrent medical conditions included Hair loss (Her hair was
falling out at that time and continues to be falling out). On 24-Mar2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 21-Apr2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced GAIT DISTURBANCE
(Could hardly walk), ALOPECIA (Her hair is still falling out
(practically bold)), SOMNOLENCE (Taking a lot of naps), MYALGIA
(Pain in muscles), ARTHRALGIA (Pain in joints) and FATIGUE
(Feeling very tired). The patient was treated with IBUPROFEN at an
unspecified dose and frequency; PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL) at an
unspecified dose and frequency and ASPIRIN [ACETYLSALICYLIC
ACID] at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the
report, GAIT DISTURBANCE (Could hardly walk), SOMNOLENCE
(Taking a lot of naps), MYALGIA (Pain in muscles), ARTHRALGIA
(Pain in joints) and FATIGUE (Feeling very tired) had resolved and
ALOPECIA (Her hair is still falling out (practically bold)) had not
resolved. No concomitant medications were reported. Treatment
details also included hair growth products. This case was linked to
MOD-2021-214932 (Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 29-Jul-2021: Events
outcome was updated from unknown to recovered.

80+
years

losing her hair; started in the crown of her head and now she is
starting to lose her hair in the front; used a hairbrush and her hair
started coming out; little bumps on the scalp; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (losing her hair; started in the crown of her head and
now she is starting to lose her hair in the front; used a hairbrush
and her hair started coming out) and RASH (little bumps on the
scalp) in an 86-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 010M20A and 012L10A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included
Allergy NOS, Hypercholesterolemia and Thyroid disorder NOS.
Concomitant products included FAMOTIDINE for Allergy,
ATORVASTATIN and EZETIMIBE (ZETIA) for Hypercholesterolemia,
LEVOTHYROXINE for Thyroid disorder NOS. On 09-Jan-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 06-Feb-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 25-Feb2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (losing her hair; started in
the crown of her head and now she is starting to lose her hair in the
front; used a hairbrush and her hair started coming out) and RASH
(little bumps on the scalp). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(losing her hair; started in the crown of her head and now she is
starting to lose her hair in the front; used a hairbrush and her hair
started coming out) and RASH (little bumps on the scalp) outcome
was unknown. Treatment medication was not reported. Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 20-Jul2021: Follow Up received on 20-JUL-2021 contains non significant
information. Contact information (email address) for the reporter
was updated.

Unknown

Hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No concomitant products were reported. No treatment
information was provided. Reporter did not allow further contact

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1627506-1

1627512-1

1627524-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

Hair thinning at the top of her head; Hair loss; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and ALOPECIA (Hair thinning at the top of her
head) in a 64-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 048A21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 18Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 12-May2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair thinning at
the top of her head). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair
loss) and ALOPECIA (Hair thinning at the top of her head) had not
resolved. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. Concomitant medication were
not provided. Treatment medication were not provided.

Unknown

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss) outcome was unknown. No concomitant
medication was reported. Treatment medication was not provided.
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was not applicable. Reporter did not allow further
contact Reporter did not allow further contact

50-59
years

Extreme hair loss; arm was tender for the next 4 to 5 days; Arm
was a little sore, little achy; Tired; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Extreme hair loss), TENDERNESS (arm was tender for the next 4
to 5 days), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Arm was a little sore, little achy)
and FATIGUE (Tired) in a 59-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 050C21A and
016C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concomitant products included
ESTRADIOL (ESTROGEN) and PROGESTERONE for an unknown
indication. On 26-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 24-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Extreme hair loss), TENDERNESS (arm was tender for
the next 4 to 5 days), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Arm was a little sore,
little achy) and FATIGUE (Tired). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Extreme hair loss) outcome was unknown and
TENDERNESS (arm was tender for the next 4 to 5 days), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Arm was a little sore, little achy) and FATIGUE (Tired)
had resolved. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Concomitant medications also included hormone
replacement therapy. The patient began experiencing extreme hair
loss after the second dose which became extensive a week later
after vaccination. She reported losing a handful of hair. Treatment
information was not provided.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1627635-1

1627688-1

1628130-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Hair loss/hair started falling out; Left arm achy; body aches;
alopecia areata diagnosed after the vaccine.; This spontaneous
pregnancy case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair started falling out),
ALOPECIA AREATA (alopecia areata diagnosed after the vaccine.),
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left arm achy) and MYALGIA (body aches) in a
53-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 036A2119 and 030B2117) for
COVID-19 vaccination. Previously administered products included
for an unreported indication: SHINGRIX in January 2021.
Concurrent medical conditions included Blood pressure high since
2018. Concomitant products included LISINOPRIL for Blood
pressure high, DOXYCYCLINE for Rosacea, FLUOXETINE and
CLONAZEPAM for an unknown indication. On 18-Mar-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 15-Apr-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. Last
menstrual period and estimated date of delivery were not provided.
On 21-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA AREATA
(alopecia areata diagnosed after the vaccine.). On an unknown
date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair started
falling out), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left arm achy) and MYALGIA
(body aches). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair
started falling out) had not resolved, ALOPECIA AREATA (alopecia
areata diagnosed after the vaccine.) outcome was unknown and
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left arm achy) and MYALGIA (body aches) had
resolved. It was reported that patient had thyroid test normal.
Treatment information was not provided by the reporter. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 28Jun-2021: Follow up received on 28-June-2021which contains
added events: Body ache, Left arm achy and alopecia areata. Added
event outcome: unknown to recovered. Added medical history:
Shingles vaccine. Added concomitant medications : Lisinopril,
Fluoxetine, Doxycycline and Clonazepam.Added product details :
Dose number, drug start ate and Batch number.Added patient
demographics : age On 08-Jul-2021: Follow up received on 08June-2021which contains . Added concomitant medications dose
details.Added patient demographics : Hight weight and pregnancy
informationAdded medical history: High blood pressureAdded
Vaccine facility information.; Sender's Comments: Very limited
information regarding this event/s has been provided at this time.
Further information has been requested.

50-59
years

"Having tons of hair loss; This case was received via an unknown
source (no reference has been entered for a health authority or
license partner) on 14-Jun-2021 and was forwarded to Moderna on
14-Jun-2021. This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Having tons of hair loss)
in a 53-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 036C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
No Medical History information was reported. On 04-Jun-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 09-Jun-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Having tons of hair loss). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (Having tons of hair loss) had not
resolved. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No relevant concomitant
medications were reported. No treatment was received. Reporter
reported hair loss is continuing, states she looks like ""a balding
man"". Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 05-Aug-2021: FU received on 05-08-2021 with Event
outcome continuing and No new information."

30-39
years

extreme hair loss began on june 12th apx 4 weeks after the second
dose of my shot. it has continued to progress at an extremely fast
rate. everyday more and more hair is falling out. i have developed
severe anxiety and cannot sleep. i have seen a primary care doctor
and a dermatologist and I am afraid that I am going to lose all of
my hair. they are treating my anxiety with zoloft and hair loss with
minoxidil 5%. no improvement at all

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1628881-1

30-39
years

I noticed a very small bald spot forming in my mustache. After a
few more days another spot in my facial hair started forming on my
neck, soon followed by 2 more bald spots on my neck and just in
the past three weeks two more on my chin. The spots have steadily
grown in size as time has progressed, with a week where the spots
appeared to be slowing progression. I have tried applying
hydrocortisone cream with no noticeable change. All areas affected
are growing in size. I have started taking Vitamin D, a daily multivitamin and a probiotic. No positive changes have occurred as of
yet.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1629070-1

50-59
years

Hair loss (Alopecia areata & overall thinning)

40-49
years

I had severe diarrhea within the first 12 hours and then did not
have a bowel movement for 10 days. I gained 10 lbs in less than 30
days. Since the injection, my hair has fallen out in large amounts at
a time, I was tired all of the time, always cold, blurred vision, and
have struggled to have normal bowel movements.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1629535-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1632208-1

18-29
years

Severe hypothyroidism TSH of 69.8, recurrence of Epstein barr,
severe multi system inflammation including kidney, liver, heart and
thyroid as well as hands as evidenced by extreme labwork changes.
Previously within that year all labwork was completely normal. No
menstrual cycle for 4 months Extreme cold sensitivity Hair loss
Jaundice scalera Extreme fatigue Joint pain Muscle pain and
weakness ?Brain fog? Symptoms persisted 4 months plus and still
have not completely resolved even with medication

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1633006-1

30-39
years

My hair rapidly fell out in June and July following my vaccines. It is
so bad I am wearing a wig now. I never wore a wig before the
vaccines.

50-59
years

Hair loss; Fever; Nausea; Redness in their right arm; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ERYTHEMA (Redness in their right arm), ALOPECIA
(Hair loss), PYREXIA (Fever) and NAUSEA (Nausea) in a 54-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 018B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
Concomitant products included LEVOTHYROXINE for an unknown
indication. On 01-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) .5 ml.
On 02-Apr-2021, the patient experienced ERYTHEMA (Redness in
their right arm), PYREXIA (Fever) and NAUSEA (Nausea). On 08Apr-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). On 05Apr-2021, ERYTHEMA (Redness in their right arm), PYREXIA (Fever)
and NAUSEA (Nausea) had resolved. At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown. Concomitant medication also included Vitamins. No
treatment medication was reported. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 12-Jun-2021: Follow
up received on 12-JUN-2021 contains no new information.

40-49
years

After receiving the vaccination patient had to wait 20 to 25. Her
arm was sore and red. The muscle became tender. She received a
numb and tingly feeling. Where the injection was entered arm
started to knot up. The inside of body felt hot. Patient developed
chills and developed chills. Felt nausea. Started feeling flu like
symptoms that lasted four days. The next day hair was coming out
from the roots. The hair dresser called it shedding.

Unknown

Severe hair loss after vaccination; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Severe hair loss after vaccination) in a patient of an unknown age
and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Severe hair loss after vaccination). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Severe hair loss after vaccination) outcome was
unknown. No treatment information is provided. No concomitant
information is provided.

65-79
years

Dermatitis of scalp; Alopecia; Patient's head stared itching;
Patient's head stared flaking; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of DERMATITIS
(Dermatitis of scalp), PRURITUS (Patient's head stared itching),
SKIN EXFOLIATION (Patient's head stared flaking) and ALOPECIA
(Alopecia) in a 66-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 027L20A and 028L20A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included
CIDP. Concomitant products included AZATHIOPRINE (IMURAN
[AZATHIOPRINE]) and TRIAMCINOLONE ACETONIDE (KENALOG 40)
for CIDP. On 15-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 11-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 18-Jan-2021, the patient experienced PRURITUS
(Patient's head stared itching) and SKIN EXFOLIATION (Patient's
head stared flaking). On 27-Jan-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Alopecia). On an unknown date, after starting mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine), the patient experienced
DERMATITIS (Dermatitis of scalp). The patient was treated with
CLOBETASOL for Itching, at a dose of 1 dosage form. At the time of
the report, DERMATITIS (Dermatitis of scalp) had not resolved and
PRURITUS (Patient's head stared itching), SKIN EXFOLIATION
(Patient's head stared flaking) and ALOPECIA (Alopecia) outcome
was unknown. mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosing remained unchanged. On 18 Jun 2021, the
patient's hair started to fall out. On 27 Jun 2021, the patient was
diagnosed with Alopecia. This case was linked to MOD-2021-229351
(Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated
above includes: On 01-Jul-2021: Updated reporter's address,
patient's age, DOB, medical history, concomitant medications,
batch/lot number, start date of the suspect product,treatment
medications and new events were added.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1635267-1

1637322-1

1639860-1

1640006-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1640008-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Alopecia; Patient's head stared itching; Patient's head stared
flaking; Patient's hair started to fall out; This spontaneous case was
reported by a physician and describes the occurrence of PRURITUS
(Patient's head stared itching), SKIN EXFOLIATION (Patient's head
stared flaking), DERMATITIS (Patient's hair started to fall out) and
ALOPECIA (Alopecia) in a 67-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 027L20A and
028L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions
included Alopecia since 27-Jun-2021 and CIDP. Concomitant
products included AZATHIOPRINE (IMURAN [AZATHIOPRINE]) and
TRIAMCINOLONE ACETONIDE (KENALOG [TRIAMCINOLONE
ACETONIDE]) for an unknown indication. On 15-Jan-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 11-Feb-2021,
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 18-Jan2021, the patient experienced PRURITUS (Patient's head stared
itching), SKIN EXFOLIATION (Patient's head stared flaking) and
DERMATITIS (Patient's hair started to fall out). On 27-Jun-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Alopecia). The patient was treated
with CLOBETASOL ongoing since an unknown date for Itchy scalp,
at a dose of 1 dosage form. At the time of the report, PRURITUS
(Patient's head stared itching) and SKIN EXFOLIATION (Patient's
head stared flaking) had not resolved and DERMATITIS (Patient's
hair started to fall out) and ALOPECIA (Alopecia) outcome was
unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. This case was linked to MOD-2021-229344. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 01Jul-2021: Significant follow up received on 01-JUL-2021. Medical
history, Concomitant products and treatment medication ,drug
information and events were reported.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1640192-1

Unknown

loss of hair alot; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (loss of hair
alot) in a female patient of an unknown age who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (loss of
hair alot). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (loss of hair alot)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown.
Concomitant and treatment medications information was not
provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1641222-1

65-79
years

6 months after injection #1 there has been significant hair loss

Unknown

Bald spot appeared towards the back of her head after the first
vaccine; This spontaneous case was reported by a patient and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Bald spot appeared towards
the back of her head after the first vaccine) in a female patient of
an unknown age who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On an unknown date, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Bald spot appeared towards the back of her head after
the first vaccine). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Bald spot
appeared towards the back of her head after the first vaccine)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. For mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. No concomitant medications
were reported. No treatment medications were reported. This case
was linked to MOD-2021-238746 (Patient Link).

Unknown

losing clumps of hair/hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (losing
clumps of hair/hair loss) in a patient of an unknown age and gender
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (losing clumps of
hair/hair loss). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (losing clumps
of hair/hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No Relevant concomitant medications was reported.
Treatment information was not provided.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1643673-1

1644048-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1644476-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
Feeling spacey; Feeling dizzy; Kicked my arthritis up into high gear
/ now I am experiencing chronic arthritis; Severe hair loss;
Concentration and memory problems; Intestional issues; want to
report a vaccine event; Concentration and memory problems;
Refuse to get the second vaccination; Feeling a little tired; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of FEELING ABNORMAL (Feeling spacey) and DIZZINESS
(Feeling dizzy) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included Arthritis (not
noticeable arthritis). On 31-May-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 02-Jun-2021, the patient experienced FATIGUE
(Feeling a little tired). On 03-Jun-2021, the patient experienced
FEELING ABNORMAL (Feeling spacey) (seriousness criterion
hospitalization) and DIZZINESS (Feeling dizzy) (seriousness
criterion hospitalization). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ARTHRITIS (Kicked my arthritis up into high gear / now
I am experiencing chronic arthritis), ALOPECIA (Severe hair loss),
MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (Concentration and memory problems),
ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Intestional issues), VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (want to report a vaccine event), DISTURBANCE IN
ATTENTION (Concentration and memory problems) and
INTENTIONAL DOSE OMISSION (Refuse to get the second
vaccination). At the time of the report, FEELING ABNORMAL
(Feeling spacey), DIZZINESS (Feeling dizzy), ARTHRITIS (Kicked
my arthritis up into high gear / now I am experiencing chronic
arthritis), ALOPECIA (Severe hair loss), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT
(Concentration and memory problems), ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT
(Intestional issues), DISTURBANCE IN ATTENTION (Concentration
and memory problems) and FATIGUE (Feeling a little tired) had not
resolved and VACCINATION COMPLICATION (want to report a
vaccine event) and INTENTIONAL DOSE OMISSION (Refuse to get
the second vaccination) outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available):
On 03-Jun-2021, Blood pressure measurement: 205/105 mmHg
(High) High. On 03-Jun-2021, Computerised tomogram: normal
(normal) Normal. On 03-Jun-2021, Echocardiogram: normal
(normal) Normal. On 03-Jun-2021, Magnetic resonance imaging:
normal (normal) Normal. On an unknown date, Blood pressure
measurement: 180/95 mmHg (High) High. On an unknown date,
Blood test: normal (normal) Normal. mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was withdrawn on an unknown date.
The patient refused to get second vaccine because the patient felt
he/she would die from Covid than living a life of complication.
Based on the current available information and temporal association
between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a
causal relationship cannot be excluded. Further information is not
expected. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 06-Aug-2021: Follow-up information received contains
non-significant information.; Sender's Comments: Based on the
current available information and temporal association between the
use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal
relationship cannot be excluded. Further information is not
expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1644607-1

1645475-1

1645476-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Lyme disease; Diagnosed with alopecia areata; Loss of hair on his
head; Loss of eye lashes/losing of eyelashes/Loss of his eyebrows;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of LYME DISEASE (Lyme disease) in a 19-year-old
male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions
included Environmental allergy (takes allergy shot for his allergy
and uses inhaler) and Asthma. In March 2021, the patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. In April 2021, received second dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In May 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Loss of hair on his head) and MADAROSIS
(Loss of eye lashes/losing of eyelashes/Loss of his eyebrows). On
an unknown date, the patient experienced LYME DISEASE (Lyme
disease) (seriousness criterion medically significant) and ALOPECIA
AREATA (Diagnosed with alopecia areata). The patient was treated
with MINOXIDIL (ROGAINE) (oral) for Ingrown hair, at an
unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the report, LYME
DISEASE (Lyme disease), ALOPECIA (Loss of hair on his head),
MADAROSIS (Loss of eye lashes/losing of eyelashes/Loss of his
eyebrows) and ALOPECIA AREATA (Diagnosed with alopecia areata)
outcome was unknown. Concomitant medications included allergy
shot for his allergy and uses inhaler. On May-2021, the patient
started losing his eyes lashes, the hair on his head and his
eyebrows. He went to the dermatologist; he was diagnosed with
alopecia areata. Patient was currently getting steroid shot at the
dermatologist office and was previously on oral rogaine to regrow
his hair but had to stop because it was dropping his blood pressure.
The patient recently got a tick bite, so he was also dealing with
lyme disease now. Company comment: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

Unknown

2 people developed alopecia after getting the vaccination; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/Lot number and
expiration date was not reported), second dose via an unspecified
route of administration on an unspecified date single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. Patient previously bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection,
Batch/Lot number and expiration date was not reported), first dose
via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date
single for covid-19 immunisation. The HCP states on unspecified
date of 2021 two people developed alopecia after getting the
vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for the vaccine, [bnt162b2], was not provided and will be
requested during follow up.

Unknown

2 people developed alopecia after getting the vaccination; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received second dose of bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; solution for injection;
Batch/Lot number: Not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as dose 2,single for covid-19
immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient previously received first
dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; solution
for injection; Batch/Lot number: Not reported), via an unspecified
route of administration on an unspecified date as dose 1, single for
covid-19 immunisation. It was reported that on an unspecified date
the patient developed alopecia after getting the vaccination. At the
time of the report the outcome of the events was unknown.
Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1646047-1

1646059-1

1646217-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"Dramatically hair loss; Its is very much depressing; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for
herself. A 46-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), (at the age of 46-yearsold), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration on 2021
(Batch/Lot Number: Ew0182) as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The
patient had received the first dose of the same vaccine from Lot
number: Ew482 at the right arm. There were no concomitant
medications. The patient experienced dramatically hair loss
(disability) on 11Jul2021 with outcome of not recovered, it is very
much depressing (disability) on 11Jul2021 with outcome of not
recovered. Pregnancy at the time of Vaccination: No. The patient
didn't receive any treatment for the adverse events. Clinical course
was reported as follows, ""dramatically hair loss. I been losing my
hair like I have never lost before. It is very much depressing as
have great set of hair. No matter what do am not able to stop this
hair lost close to 75% of my hair in last 3 weeks since I got my last
shot. I don't see any other reason why I would be losing this much
of hair as nothing else has changed in my diet or lifestyle."" No
follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch
number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected."

30-39
years

Basal cell carcinoma in nose; Alopecia Areata; Telugen effluvium;
Lost lots of hair, eventually noticed it started to fall in patches.; This
is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer. A
39-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), dose 2
via an unspecified route of administration, in Arm Left on
31Mar2021 14:30 (Batch/Lot Number: Ep 1533) (at the age of 39
years-old) as single dose for covid-19 immunisation . The patient
had received the first dose of vaccine on 31Mar2021 at 02:30 PM
(Lot Ep 1533) in Left arm. The patient medical history was not
reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior
to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Patient was not pregnant. Drug history
included drug allergy to bactrim. On 05Apr2021 the patient
experienced lost lots of hair, eventually noticed it started to fall in
patches. She saw 2 doctors and both diagnosed alopecia areata and
Telogen effluvium in May2021. At the same time while going
through the process she was also diagnosed with a basal cell
carcinoma in her nose. The adverse events resulted in the Doctor or
other healthcare professional office/clinic visit . Treatment received
for the adverse events inclued steroid shots, steroid topical creams,
uv light tr. The outcome of the events was recovering.

40-49
years

"noted to be talking very slow, slurring speech at times; half of her
hair was gone and it had become curly when it was always straight;
sore shoulder; I had fever of four degrees higher than normally I
am. I am lower than normal.; chills; body aches; soreness of the
arm; a red bump at the site of injection; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer or other non-HCP. A 45-yearold female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number:
ZP7533), intramuscular, administered in Deltoid Right on
29Jun2021 11:30 as DOSE 2, SINGLE (at the age of: 45-year-old)
for covid-19 immunization. Historical vaccine included first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE , Solution
injection, Lot number/Expiration date: Unknown) for covid-19
immunization and experienced reaction to the first shot: shoulder
pain and couldn't sleep on my right side, mouth lost its sense of
taste and chest got warm. Medical history included asthma, sleep
disorder, gastrointestinal disorder, stress Yes, I have lot of the
stress but I have had stress prior to this vaccine.(further not
clarified) and I am trying to figure out if anyone has reported hair
loss with this vaccine."". Concomitant medication(s) included
salbutamol (VENTOLIN [SALBUTAMOL]) taken for asthma, ;
fluticasone furoate, vilanterol trifenatate (BREO ELLIPTA) taken for
asthma, ; diazepam (DIAZEPAM) taken for sleep disorder, ;
ondansetron (ZOFRAN [ONDANSETRON]) taken for gastrointestinal
disorder, ; omeprazole (OMEPRAZOLE) taken for gastrointestinal
disorder ; cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC ALLERGY) taken for
asthma. On an unspecified date the patient experienced noted to be
talking very slow, slurring speech at times, half of her hair was
gone and it had become curly when it was always straight, sore
shoulder, she had fever of four degrees higher than normally she is.
She is lower than normal, chills, body aches, soreness of the arm, a
red bump at the site of injection. The patient underwent lab tests
and procedures which included blood test: very high iron level on
Jul2021 , body temperature: fever of four degrees higher than
normally i am on Jul2021 I am lower than normal. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result, she had fever of four degrees
higher than normally she is. The outcome of all events was
unknown."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1646559-1

1646714-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

no period prior to vaccine , post menopausal x 5 years.; right
ovarian cyst; heavy bleeding daily( still to this day)/Menorrhagia;
joint pain; hair loss; first dose:05Mar2021; second dose:
05Mar2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (patient). A 44-year-old non-pregnant female patient
received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), dose
1 via an unspecified route of administration administered in left arm
on 05Mar2021 (Batch/Lot Number: EN6206) as DOSE 1, SINGLE,
dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
left arm on 05Mar2021 (Batch/Lot Number: ER8727) as DOSE 2,
SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation at Hospital. No other vaccine in
four weeks. No other medications in two weeks. The patient did not
have covid prior vaccination. No known allergies nor other medical
history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.
On 05Apr2021, the patient experienced menorrhagia, heavy
bleeding daily (still to this day), no period prior to vaccine, post
menopausal x 5 years. joint pain, hair loss, right ovarian cyst.
Surgery for endometrial ablation and cystectomy scheduled for
Sep2021. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. The treatment for events included
ultrasound, biopsy, surgery scheduled. The covid tested post
vaccination included Nasal Swab on 29Jul2021 with negative result.
The patient was not recovered form the events, outcome of 'first
dose:05Mar2021; second dose: 05Mar2021' was unknown. Followup attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

30-39
years

"allergic reaction; immediately my butt got itchy and it get swell
up; immediately my butt got itchy and it get swell up; after I got
the shot like my face swell and it on fire; like numb, like I cant even
feel my toes/The next day, whole side of my body was very numb; I
also have 4 periods since June 10; I can't sleep at night; I have
burning sensation all over my body and face; Goose bumps all over
my body and that remains for about 15- 20 minutes and then they
go away; crying; tired; no energy/weaker; her left leg and her toes
had been paralyzed; I had severe blood clotting like I was having a
miscarriage but I even had sex in month; not even sexually active;
Blurred vision; bad headache; I have been loosing hair; Loss
weight; Low blood pressure; Its like bug crawling under my feet and
my hand its on the left; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient self). A 36-year-old female patient
received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, administered
in Arm Left on 10Jun2021 (Lot Number: EW0168) (at the age of 36year-old) as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation. There was
no medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient did not take any other vaccine within 4weeks
prior to Covid19 vaccine, There was no family History or Prior
medical history for the same problem or other medical condition,
The patient stated that her left leg and her toes had been
paralyzed, like numb, like she could not even feel her toes in
2021."" Ever since she got BNT162B2 on 10Jun2021, she
immediately had allergic reaction and she was a healthy 36 years
old no underline issues, no drink, no smoke, no drug. The patient
nearly got her physical and everything was active, she exercise and
no allergies nothing. She got the shot (10Jun2021), immediately
butt got itchy and it got swell up, They gave her Benadryl or
something like a steroids (Treatment). The next day (11Jun2021),
whole side of her body was very numb and it felt like her face was
on fire, that's also happen in very first day (10Jun2021) like second
day she got the shot, After she got the shot like face swell and it on
fire. The patient had the tons of side effects that not went away yet
and she also had 4 periods (mensural cycles) since 10Jun2021, and
she was not even sexually active in 2021 and also she had recently
vagina checkup and everything was fine. In 2021, the patient had
severe blood clotting like she was having a miscarriage but she
even had sex in month. So her periods was always been normal and
blurred vision, bad headache. The patient had been losing hair, Loss
weight, and low blood pressure in 2021. It's like bug crawling under
her feet and her hand it's on the left in 2021. The patient could not
sleep at night, she got up 7 in the morning and ever since
10Jun2021. Then she got the bumps in her body and her mouth
that apparently went away, had burning sensation all over body and
face in 2021. Goose bumps all over her body in 2021 and that
remains for about 15- 20 minutes and then they went away. She
had been crying pretty much in 2021 every day with the vaccine
and she was not a depress person at all. She tired, no energy in
2021 and she was feeling like actually dying because every day she
was getting weaker and weaker and she did not have the energy
like she need to, she was very energetic person, always energetic
and there was no way she was going on second one at all. It's
already been over a month almost, 2 months and she was having
all these issues and now they were making. Outcome of the events
was not resolved. Follow-up (12Aug2021): Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1646896-1

1647666-1

1649159-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

hair loss; extreme dizziness; tingling and swollen lips; tingling and
swollen lips; decreased left ear hearing; joint pain/extreme joint
pain; brain fog; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a noncontactable healthcare professional (patient). A non-pregnant 46year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in right arm on 13Jan2021 (Lot
Number: ek4176, unknown expiration; at the age of 46 years old)
as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical
history was not reported. Concomitant medications included
colecalciferol (VITAMIN D); biotin; and unspecified multivitamin.
The patient previously took Percocet, amoxicillin, and doxycycline,
and has known allergies to it. On 13Jan2021, few hours after the
vaccination, the patient experienced extreme dizziness, tingling and
swollen lips, decreased left ear hearing, joint pain, brain fog, and
fatigue. Now (on 10Aug2021), the patient experienced hair loss and
extreme joint pain, and dizziness on and off 8 months later. No
COVID prior vaccination and has not been tested for COVID post
vaccination. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. The patient did not receive treatment
for the events. The patient had not yet recovered from the events.
No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch
number was already obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the
available information and the strong drug event temporal
association, a possible contributory role of suspect product
BNT162B2 to development of events dizziness, paraesthesia oral, lip
swelling, hypoacusis, Arthralgia, feeling abnormal, fatigue and
alopecia cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the
benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer
procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis
of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified
as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response,
will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

50-59
years

Loss of hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable 51year-old male patient reported for himself that: A 51-years-old
male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot Number: EK4176) via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Right on 07Jan2021 as DOSE
2, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included
alopecia, known allergies: pollen. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient previously received first
dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EH9899) via
an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
17Dec2021 02:00 as DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation.
Patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. Patient had not received any other medications
the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to
vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the
vaccination, the patient was not tested for COVID-19. On,
11an2021, the patient experienced loss of hair. The clinical outcome
of event was recovering. Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: s

50-59
years

Hair falling out in clumps over the last 2 weeks; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable other health care
professional, the patient. A 50-year-old male patient received the
first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 20Mar2021 at 10:30 (at the age of
50-years-old), as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical
history was reported as none. Concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food
or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 24Mar2021
at 09:00, the patient experienced hair falling out in clumps and
which continued to occur over the last 2 weeks (at the time of this
report). The events did not result in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit, and emergency room/department or
urgent care. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of the
event. The clinical outcome of the event hair falling out in clumps
was not recovered at the time of this report. No follow-up attempts
are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot be
obtained.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1650242-1

1650923-1

1651958-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer, the patient. A 68-year-old non-pregnant female patient
received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route
of administration on 18Mar2021 at 11:00 (at the age of 68-yearsold) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history
included COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). The patient
had no known allergies to food, medication or other products.
Concomitant medications included fluticasone propionate;
salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR) and vitamin s (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN); for an unknown indication from an unknown date and
unknown if ongoing. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the
vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. On
15Dec2020, the patient underwent SARS-CoV-2 test as nasal swab
and the result was negative. On 22Mar2021, the patient
experienced hair loss. The event resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of event hair loss and included treatment
with unspecified medication from an unknown date. The clinical
outcome of the event hair loss was not resolved, at the time of this
report. No follow-up attempts are needed; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.

65-79
years

Itchy spots on arms; Hives all over my body/Hives for 5 months;
Loss of hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (patient). A 78-year-old female patient received dose 2 of
BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH COVID-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified
route of administration, administered in the left arm on 26Feb2021
at 10:45 (also reported as 11:00 AM) (Batch/Lot Number: EN6198)
single, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included
Sjogren's syndrome and had known allergies to penicillin, Bactrim,
Cypro, sulfur, clindamycin, and tetracycline. The patient was not
pregnant at the time of vaccination and was not diagnosed with
COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included
omeprazole, trazodone, Vitamin E, Vitamin D3, Multivitamins,
Vitamin B6, and Calcium, taken for unspecified indications, start
and stop dates were not reported. The patient received other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine (unspecified;
also reported as had not received). The patient previously received
dose 1 of BNT162B2 on 03Feb2021 at 03:30 PM (Lot number:
EM9810) in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. On 01Mar2021
at 10:00 AM, the patient experienced hives for 5 months and loss of
hair. On 04Mar2021, one week after the shot, the patient began to
get itchy spots on the arms. It was also reported that shortly
thereafter, she began with hives all over her body. As of 22Apr2021,
the patient was reported to be still suffering. She was taking double
doses of antihistamines, Atarax, and prednisone, and had seen a
dermatologist. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been
tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the event alopecia was recovered
with sequelae (reported as recovered with lasting effects) on an
unspecified date, while for the other events was not recovered. The
case was reported as non-serious.

65-79
years

It started with the pneumonia vaccine and then the 2 covid vaccines
and I lost all my hair; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer or other non hcp. A 68-years-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, solution for injection,
Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN,
SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation; pneumococcal 13-val conj vac
(dipht crm197 protein) (PNEUMOCOCCAL 13-VAL CONJ VAC (DIPHT
CRM197 PROTEIN)), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as DOSE
NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for an unspecified indication. The
patient medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient experienced it started with the pneumonia
vaccine and then the 2 covid vaccines and i lost all my hair
(alopecia) on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.
Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1652333-1

1652541-1

1652739-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Important Hair Loss; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 46-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received an unknown dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EW0173) via
an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on
15May2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical
history was not reported. The patient had no known allergies.
Concomitant medications included levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN) taken for an unknown indication on an unknown date.
Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks
prior to the vaccination. On 28Apr2021, the patient underwent
COVID-19 test Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and the result was
negative. On 17May2021, the patient experienced hair loss which
was important. The events did not result in a visit to the doctors or
other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency
room/department or urgent care. No therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of the event. The clinical outcome of the event
hair loss was not resolved at the time of this report. No follow-up
attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

30-39
years

Hair loss, Significant hair fall that comes in sections when
smoothed, brushed, washed; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 35-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 17May2021
at 13:30 (at the age of 35-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient did not have any relevant medical
history. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant
medications were not reported. It was unknown if patient was
diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the
vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. On 23May2021, the patient experienced hair
loss, significant hair fall that comes in sections when smoothed,
brushed and washed. The events did not result in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency
room/department or urgent care. No therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of the reported event. The clinical outcome of the
event hair loss was not recovered. No follow up attempts are
needed; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

65-79
years

Hair feels very sticky after washing it and drying it/Hair is sticky
and hard; discoloration of her hair; Loss of her hair/Losing Hair;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other
non-health care professional (Patient). A 72-year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution
for injection, Lot Number: EN6205 and expiration date was not
reported), first dose via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Left on 01Mar2021 (at the age of 72 years) as
single for covid-19 immunization along with bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Lot Number:
ER8737 and expiration date was not reported), second dose via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
29Mar2021 (at the age of 72 years) as single for covid-19
immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from 03Oct2020 to
an unknown date. Concomitant medication(s) included
levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN, 50MCG) taken for
thyroid from 1986 and ongoing once a day. Patient did not receive
any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On
unspecified date of Mar2021 the patient experienced that her hair
feels very sticky after washing it and drying it. Patient also reports.
loss and discoloration of her hair. Caller states all this happened
after receiving the vaccine. patient further questioned that about
anyone reported this side effects. On unspecified date of 2021 the
patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nutrition
Panel and metabolic function test both with unknown result. The
outcome of the events was not recovered. Follow-up attempts are
needed. Additional information has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1652809-1

1653092-1

1653276-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

hair has been shedding and falling out; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer or other non hcp (patient). A 65-yearold non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, formulation:
solution for injection, #lot: EL9266) via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in left arm on 25Feb2021 10:00 as
single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history
included stroke, aneurysm, high blood pressure from an unknown
date and unknown if ongoing. The patient previously took statins
and experienced allergies. The patient's concomitant medications
included telmisartan, amlodipine, omeprazole and aspirin at 81 mg.
On 24Apr2021 10:30 AM, the patient experienced hair has been
shedding and falling out. Patient reported that from end of Apr2021
through now, her hair has been shedding and falling out. Currently
she was taking good hair high power synergistical food
supplements, but it still sheds and falls out. Patient was wondering
if Pfizer with her medicine has cause an issue and she trying to find
out why her hair is shedding since it had never happened in the
past. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of my hair has
been shedding and falling out. The outcome of the event was not
recovered. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected.

6-17
years

2 small patches of hair loss from the back/alopecia; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 14year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EW0183) via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 15May2021
(at the age of 14-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient had not reported any other health issues.
The patient had no known allergies to food, medications, or other
products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any concomitant
medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within
four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 21May2021, after
receiving the first dose, there were 2 small patches of hair loss from
the back, we noticed that within one week. The doctor stated that it
was alopecia, the patient never had that and patch of hair loss was
very evident now. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been
tested for COVID-19. The event resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of the reported event. The clinical outcome
of the event 2 small patches of hair loss from the back/alopecia was
not recovered at the time of this report.

60-64
years

Lost her eyebrows hair; Hair started falling out.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 61year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: ER8733) via an unspecified route of administration in the
left arm on 07Mar2021(at the age of 61-years-old) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included blood
pressure. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines
within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient received
unspecified blood pressure medications within 2 weeks of
vaccination. Patient had no known allergies to food, medication or
other products. The patient previously received first dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: EN6199) via an unspecified route of administration in the
left arm on an unknown date in 2021 as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. On 30Apr2021, the patient stated that she lost her
eyebrows hair, looks as if she had cancer by eyes and also
experienced hair started falling out. The events did not result in a
visit to the doctors or other healthcare professional office/clinic
visit, and emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient
did not receive any treatment for the event. Since the vaccination,
the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome
of the event she lost her eyebrows hair, looks as if she had cancer
by eyes and also experienced hair started falling out was not
recovered at the time of this report.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1653278-1

1654003-1

1655015-1

1656230-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

extreme hair loss post vaccination; inappropriate schedule of
vaccine administered; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old non pregnant female
patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number
was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Left on 15May2021 12:00 (at the age of 46year-old) as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There were no
medical history and concomitant medications. The patient had no
known allergies. She had no covid prior vaccination. The patient did
not receive any other vaccine in four weeks and any other
medications in two weeks. The patient previously received first dose
of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
31Mar2021 10:30 (at the age of 46-year-old) as single dose for
COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had inappropriate schedule of
vaccine administered on 15May2021 12:00. The patient
experienced extreme hair loss post vaccination since 01Jun2021
12:00. The AE resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. Doctors had not found any other reason or source
of hair loss. No treatment received for the hair loss. The patient had
not tested Covid post vaccination. Outcome of the event hair loss
was not recovered. Information about the Lot/batch number has
been requested.

40-49
years

The evening after I had my vaccination, the lymph nodes in my
armpits swelled up quite a bit; the following day, the nodes behind
my knees and in my neck also became swollen. This swelling lasted
two weeks. I also began experiencing really debilitating head pains
the following day that would come and go every day for two weeks.
I was extremely fatigued for a few weeks and found it hard to work.
Additionally, my hair started falling out in handfuls after vaccination
and this is still an issue. I also had a rash starting in my armpits
and going down my arms and sides. My menstrual cycle was
interrupted (I stopped ovulating and had bleeding every day) and
this is just now getting back to normal three months later. Six
weeks after vaccination, my head pains returned and were very
extreme. I went to the ER where I was diagnosed with a colloid cyst
in my brain. I had urgent surgery the following week to remove as
it was preventing spinal fluid from exiting my brain; my
endocrinologist believes the incident could be related to the
inflammation caused when I was vaccinated.

65-79
years

Extreme joint pain all over body and swelling; Extreme joint pain all
over body and swelling; Severe hair loss-comes out in bunches;
numbness in neck radiating down arms into hands, right arm and
hand are still tingling and numb; right arm and hand are still
tingling and numb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer, the patient. This 65-year-old non-pregnant female
patient reported that she received the second dose of BNT162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Lot number:
EW0196) via unspecified route in the left arm on 20Jul2021 at
15:00 (at the age of 65-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunization. Medical history included hypertension, diabetes,
COVID, and allergies to sulfa and penicillin. There were no other
vaccines received within four weeks of the COVID vaccine.
Concomitant medications received within two weeks of the vaccine
included metformin, sitagliptin phosphate (JANUVIA), metoprolol,
valsartan. The patient previously received the first dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Lot
number: EW0181) via unspecified route in the left arm on
29Jun2021 at 15:00 (at the age of 65-years-old) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunization. On 21Jul2021 at 02:00, patient
experienced extreme joint pain all over body and swelling,
numbness in neck radiating down arms into hands, right arm and
hand are still tingling and numb, severe hair loss-comes out in
bunches. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Treatment included unspecified
medication to reduce pain. The outcome of the events was not
recovered. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination.

50-59
years

I started noticing some brain fog, but I was not really sure. I
discussed it with my doctor. My hair changed texture, it went from
being thick and straight to being curly and frizzy and thin. It literally
was falling out by the handful. I cannot say for sure it was the
vaccine, but it started a month after. I went to the doctor in April,
and we started discussing it. He referred me to a dermatologist and
unfortunately it took months to be seen. I was not seeing until
08/12/2021. They did not do any medical tests or prescribed any
medications. They said they do not know what the cause was. They
said they noticed that my hair is growing back. They suggested to
use Rogaine to help with the growth. I was Covid positive the
Monday after thanksgiving of 2020. I do not know if this is related.
I know when I went for my first dose it was 01/25/2021 and they
said it was within the 90 day timeframe of active disease but they
said they will still give me the vaccine because I work in healthcare.
I am still in the process of recovering.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1656251-1

30-39
years

I received my 2nd Pfizer vaccination in April 2021 and in early May
2021, I started noticing my resting heart rate slowly increasing day
by day and my heart felt like it was constantly pounding. I also
started losing more hair than usual & would sweat excessively. After
about a month of these symptoms not improving, I finally saw my
primary care physician. I had an EKG completed and some blood
work to check my thyroid levels. It was revealed that my TSH was
extremely low and my FreeT4 was high. I was referred to an
endocrinologist who, after more testing, confirmed a diagnosis of
Graves Disease on June 16th. I was prescribed methiMAzole
(commonly known as Tapazole) at a dose of 10mg once daily. I
recently had my thyroid levels re-checked after two months of
being on the medication and my FreeT4 and FreeT3 are back to the
normal ranges, while my TSH still remains extremely low.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1656583-1

40-49
years

Dizziness, Imbalance, slight nausea, Much hair loss

1657433-1

50-59
years

Roughly in May 2021, I began noticing loss of skin pigmentation to
multiple locations on my face. The locations kept getting lighter.
These locations were on chin / sides of face. My facial hair stopped
growing in these de-pigmented spots.
Extreme fatigue for two weeks following each vaccination, loss of
menstrual cycle for 8 months (amenorrhea), cystic acne along jaw
line and neck which has not improved, thinning hair which seems to
be worsening.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1657542-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1658400-1

30-39
years

Hair falling out in chunks, frequent fainting, hive at injection site

65-79
years

On the day of the vaccination, 02/19/2021 my arm was sore and I
had a fever. The next day I was very very tired and the arm had a
large, red swollen area (4 inches) around the injection site. The
next day I went to urgent care, they were going to give me
antibiotic and they decided to wait 1 more day and it went down the
next day on its own. The provider that was at the urgent site
thought it might have been a poorly applied injection. The very next
week, I have psoriasis, It's an autoimmune condition, but overnight
it appeared very aggressively. It never comes on that fast. I went to
dermatology, they treated it with a steroid shot, Kenalog and it took
care of it. I have Alopecia and it suddenly got worse fast. It became
noticeable in May. The doctor gave me the same steroid shot and
asked me to use Rogaine. Till this day, there is no hair coming back
and there is still some hair loss. The adverse event, I'm still working
on, is I'm having irregular blood pressure. I have never been aware
of having irregular blood pressure and I am currently working with
my doctor on it. My blood pressure seems to drop when I stand or
bend over.

30-39
years

4 hours after vaccine, lips and throat be gain to swell. I became
lethargic, almost unable to stay awake but managed to ensure I
took Solumedrol and Benadryl before falling asleep. When I woke
up, the joints on my right side were swollen. The next day, a large
amount of hair fell out of my scalp. I had chest pressure and felt
exhausted for 2 weeks . The beginning of week 2 (and continuing
today) my joints began to hurt and my hand grasp is weaker on
both hands. I have lost about half of my hair and remain tired and
foggy. Labs pending.

60-64
years

01/23/21-large bump at injection site left arm, ,extremely warm
and painful to touch. The next day the redness and warmth was
from my shoulder to my elbow and I was itchy in that area. about 1
month later I broke out in a red raised rash on my upper body that
was itchy and felt like I had a sever sunburn.This continued to last
for months. I took Medrol dose packs and IM injections of cortisone
with no relief. I continued with this rash for months. I then started
developing sores in my mouth and nose, enlarged lymph nodes in
my neck. and saw an ENT doctor. first week in July 2021 started
having hair loss and rash continued. Nail beds are becoming
discolored and rash is reoccurring. I have an appointment to see a
Rheumatologist this week to see what might be causing all these
issues.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1658666-1

1658984-1

1659176-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1661881-1

Unknown

Alopecia; worsening condition; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient) via Pfizer Clinical Trials Contact
Center. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot number was not reported), dose 1 via an unspecified
route of administration on an unspecified date as DOSE 1, SINGLE
for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she
would like to know any new findings on alopecia after Pfizer covid19 vaccine. She had got one shot 2 months ago and has postponed
second dose because of worsening condition. At the time of this
report, the outcome of alopecia and condition aggravated was
unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible, no information is
expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1662574-1

50-59
years

Alopecia- started as a small hair loss the size of dime and is not two
inches in diameter

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1663941-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Three weeks after the second dose, chest pain and low grade fever
occurred. I had a similar episode before following a quadrivalent flu
shot. A month after the second dose, extreme hair loss started and
within two months it progressed to Alopecia Universalis. I saw
rheumatologist and dermatologist. Steroid injections and oral
treatments did not stop complete hair loss on head, eyebrows, and
arms..

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1670379-1

18-29
years

Throat and vocal cord spasms, leading to uncontrollable coughing
and gagging and trouble breathing in and out. Excessive sweating
and hot flashes. Treatment was nebulized lidocane and
epinepherine, along with a number of other nebulized medications,
steroids, and anti nausea medication. Active symptoms lasted about
30 hours. For the following 5-10 weeks I had episodes of coughing
up watery, pink, foamy liquid, and intense gagging without throwing
up. I still have allergic symptoms that began after the vaccine
reaction: fatigue, crampy stomach pain with diarrhea, skin rash,
hives and swelling, joint pain, hair loss, low grade fever.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1670471-1

40-49
years

Adverse: Hair loss Treatment: cortisone injections and cream No
improvement

1670899-1

50-59
years

Extreme brain fog similar to dementia for two weeks, fever daily for
3 days, sudden menstruation and heavy bright red blood lasting for
10 days, eyes strained by any light, hearing intensified, taste in
mouth is that of metal or spoiled milk, sense of smell intensified to
the point that I can smell everything beyond anything I have ever
experienced, hearing intensified, ringing in the ears for two days,
shaking, vibrating and then heart palpitations nonstop causing me
to be awake every 45 minutes, unable to walk upstairs, extremely
dizzy, cannot work or drive or walk anywhere, Im an artist and lost
all ability to control hand eye coordination, and no sensation of
other body parts, suddenly warm nonstop when I am usually
freezing, skin rash on face and chest and arms thickening skin, loss
of hair on head, aches and pains in all joints within 3 days of the
vaccine. Finally had to go to hospital and be seen with high blood
pressure, EKG, ECHOCARDIOGRAM and blood tests. Blood tests
show a TSH of 11.45 and TPO of 307. I have not had numbers that
have been close to this since 2002. This is a response to the
vaccine, the vaccine purged my body of all thyroxine. Nothing could
remove the thyroxine that quickly after taking 150 -175 of Thyroid
replacement hormone for 20 years!!!

1670906-1

40-49
years

Within 1.5 weeks of getting the first dose of the vaccine, I lost
about 70% of my hair. The hair loss was so bad that I shaved my
head on August 25. Other symptoms were minor and expected:
sore arm, extreme exhaustion/tiredness.

65-79
years

Stiffness all over; Constipation; Somehow my body seems to be
slowing down; Felt cold; Loss of weight; Hair loss; blazing red itchy
rash on my upper shot arm; This spontaneous case was reported by
a consumer and describes the occurrence of MUSCULOSKELETAL
STIFFNESS (Stiffness all over), CONSTIPATION (Constipation),
BRADYKINESIA (Somehow my body seems to be slowing down),
FEELING COLD (Felt cold) and WEIGHT DECREASED (Loss of
weight) in a 77-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
Concurrent medical conditions included Penicillin allergy.
Concomitant products included METOPROLOL TARTRATE (METAPRO
[METOPROLOL TARTRATE]) for TIA, CANDESARTAN CILEXETIL,
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE (CANDEMOX [CANDESARTAN
CILEXETIL;HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE]) for an unknown indication.
On 28-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 28-Feb-2021, the patient experienced RASH
PRURITIC (blazing red itchy rash on my upper shot arm). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced MUSCULOSKELETAL
STIFFNESS (Stiffness all over), CONSTIPATION (Constipation),
BRADYKINESIA (Somehow my body seems to be slowing down),
FEELING COLD (Felt cold), WEIGHT DECREASED (Loss of weight)
and ALOPECIA (Hair loss). The patient was treated with
METHYLCELLULOSE (CITRUCEL) for Constipation, at an unspecified
dose and frequency. On 05-Mar-2021, RASH PRURITIC (blazing red
itchy rash on my upper shot arm) had resolved. At the time of the
report, MUSCULOSKELETAL STIFFNESS (Stiffness all over),
CONSTIPATION (Constipation) and BRADYKINESIA (Somehow my
body seems to be slowing down) had not resolved, FEELING COLD
(Felt cold) and WEIGHT DECREASED (Loss of weight) outcome was
unknown and ALOPECIA (Hair loss) had resolved. Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 23-Aug2021: Follow up received on 23 AUG 2021: Medical history,
concomitant and treatment medications added, new events and
outcomes were added

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1672378-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1672697-1

1673113-1

1673345-1

1673346-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

lose her hair; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (lose her hair) in a
female patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (lose her hair). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (lose her hair) outcome was unknown. The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Concomitant medication of the patient was not reported.
No treatment information was provided by the reporter.

65-79
years

Vasculitis; Hearing loss- both sides; Bad cough; A lot of sinus
problems; Lost almost 50 pounds in period of 6 weeks; Pain and
swelling in lower extremities; Pain and swelling in lower
extremities; Feet and ankle got swollen up; Off balance; Couldn't
walk very well; Hair loss; Weak; Pain in legs and feet; Pain in legs
and feet; Tired; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of DEAFNESS (Hearing loss- both
sides) in a 66-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 016M2014) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included
Myelofibrosis (In lungs). Concurrent medical conditions included
Vasculitis (About 3 weeks ago.) since August 2021. Concomitant
products included PREDNISONE for an unknown indication. On 10Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 10-Mar2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
In May 2021, the patient experienced DEAFNESS (Hearing lossboth sides) (seriousness criterion medically significant), COUGH
(Bad cough), SINUS DISORDER (A lot of sinus problems), WEIGHT
DECREASED (Lost almost 50 pounds in period of 6 weeks), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Pain and swelling in lower extremities), SWELLING
(Pain and swelling in lower extremities), JOINT SWELLING (Feet and
ankle got swollen up), BALANCE DISORDER (Off balance), GAIT
DISTURBANCE (Couldn't walk very well), ALOPECIA (Hair loss),
ASTHENIA (Weak), the first episode of PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Pain in
legs and feet), the second episode of PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Pain in
legs and feet) and FATIGUE (Tired). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced VASCULITIS (Vasculitis). At the time of the
report, DEAFNESS (Hearing loss- both sides), COUGH (Bad cough),
SINUS DISORDER (A lot of sinus problems), WEIGHT DECREASED
(Lost almost 50 pounds in period of 6 weeks), PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(Pain and swelling in lower extremities), SWELLING (Pain and
swelling in lower extremities), JOINT SWELLING (Feet and ankle got
swollen up), BALANCE DISORDER (Off balance), GAIT
DISTURBANCE (Couldn't walk very well), ALOPECIA (Hair loss),
ASTHENIA (Weak), the last episode of PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Pain in
legs and feet), FATIGUE (Tired) and VASCULITIS (Vasculitis)
outcome was unknown. Patient was prescribed with other steroids.
No treatment information was provided. Company comment: Very
limited information regarding this events has been provided at this
time. However, based on the current available information and
temporal association between the use of the product and the start
date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.;
Sender's Comments: Very limited information regarding this events
has been provided at this time. However, based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

Unknown

My granddaughters other grandmother went bald from it; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection. Batch/Lot number was
not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for COVID19 immunization. The patient medical and concomitant medication
history were reported. It was reported that, reporter
granddaughters other grandmother went bald from it, and a friend
whose hair fell out the back, and another friend who goes to the
beauty shop, and the beautician said people are complaining left
and right about their hair. The outcome of the event was unknown.
The lot number was not provided. Information on lot number has
been requested during follow up.

Unknown

"I have a friend whose hair fell out the back; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a
patient (her friend) of unspecified age and gender received
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date was not
reported) via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for COVID19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient experienced ""I have a
friend whose hair fell out the back"" on an unspecified date. The
outcome of event was unknown. The lot number for the vaccine,
[BNT162B2], was not provided and will be requested during follow
up."

Symptoms
ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type
COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID Age
1673684-1 50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
"skin changes; hair loss; Nausea; did not sleep well due to
achyness and muscle spasms; Legs seemed to get weak, wobbly
and achy; intermittent headache; was awake during the night with
increased leg pain and achyness; severe body aches; joint pain;
Legs very painful- cant stand anything touching legs; brain fog; legs
heavy; bilateral leg muscle spasms; 2 falls; Dizziness; metallic taste
in mouth; when walking legs had visible shaking; Injury;
hypotension; BP variation; HTN; standing and walking for more
than a short distance caused extreme fatigue, weakness and some
dizziness; standing and walking for more than a short distance
caused extreme fatigue; standing and walking for more than a short
distance caused extreme fatigue, weakness and some dizziness;
bilateral tinnitus; anxiety; stress; hearing distortion; difficulty going
from one computer monitor to the other/ difficulty walking;
Difficulty standing- mild; mid vertigo; neurogenic pain of lower
extremity, left; osteopenia; insomnia due to medical condition;
essential hypertension, benign; The initial case was missing the
following minimum criteria: unspecified AE. Upon receipt of followup information on 23Aug2021, this case now contains all required
information to be considered valid. This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable other HCP (health care profession) reported for
herself via physician. A 58-year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/Lot
Number: EL9261), via intramuscular route, administered in left
deltoid on 25Jan2021 (at the age of 58-year-old) as DOSE 1,
SINGLE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included
hypotension, Anxiety and depression from 18Oct2016, Arthropathy
unspecified in knees and hands, asthma from 30Nov2011, Cardiac
dysrhythmias, chronic sinusitis, complication of anesthesia,
dysautonomia, GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease),
hypothyroidism, menopause from 15Oct2012, migraines, morbid
obesity with BMI (body mass index) of 40.0 44.9, adult from
19Oct2016, motion sickness, osteopenia, cardiovascular disease,
pneumonia, unspecified visual loss, alcohol use, heart disease
unspecified, orthostatic hypotension, headache, exercise
intolerance, heart palpitation, hyperlipidemia, irregular heartbeat,
AFib, OSA (obstructive sleep apnea), tends to be tachycardiac, hole
in heart, post-menopausal syndrome, allergies to adhesive tape,
allergy to suture; red dye; penicillin; sulfonamide, alcohol use, non
smoker and COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were
not reported. The patient previously took metoclopramide,
azithromycin, cetirizine, iodine Budesonide metoprolol succinate
(TOPROL) and solifenacin succinate (VESICARE) and experienced
allergy for all of them. The patient had the family history as such:
her mother was having cataract, macular degeneration, cancer of
colon, pancreas and liver, her father had cataract, glaucoma, heart
disease, heart bypass, atrial fibrillation, had pacemaker, diabetes
and other Wolfe Parkinson white while her brother had lung cancer
and orthostatic hypotension. On 28Jan2021, the patient had
difficulty standing- mild and had difficulty while going from one
computer monitor to the other. In Jan2021, the patient had mild
vertigo. On 30Jan2021, hearing distortion and by 01Feb2021
standing and walking for more than a short distance caused
extreme fatigue, weakness and some dizziness. very hard work. On
02Feb21 BP (blood pressure) variations, HTN (hypertension) and
hypotension- send to ED (Emergency department) from work head
CT (Computerized tomogram) done and it was negative, no clear
etiology found in ED. On 03Feb2021 symptoms evolved, had 2 falls
when walking legs had visible shaking. Started using a walker.
Symptoms at this point: difficulty walking, legs heavy, hearing
distortion, metallic taste in mouth, bilateral leg muscle spasms,
dizziness, brain fog, very fatigue and weak 04Feb2021-same
symptoms as 03Feb2021 but leg shaking was more pronounced and
CRP (C-reactive protein) was 18.725. On 05Feb2021, additional
symptoms were the patient woke up in the night with severe body
aches and joint pain. No fever no cough. Legs were very painfulcouldn't stand. Seemed weaker overall. COVID test and antibody
test recommended and both came back negative on the same day
of 05Feb2021. 07Feb2021-leg shakiness only if up walking, rest of
symptoms from 06Feb2021 were the same. Leg/foot pumps were
added. On 08Feb2021-body aches and leg pain got some better. No
change in other symptoms. Patient had long talk with doctor and
the doctor felt that symptoms were due to COVID vaccine. On
09Feb2021-no changes seen in symptoms, doctor added vitamin D3
10,000 IU, zinc 50 mg twice daily, vitamin C 1000 mg twice daily
and Quercitin 500 mg twice daily and Lipo- Flavonnid plus ear
health 2 tabs twice daily. On 10Feb2021-same symptoms occurred
but tried adding legs lifts to foot pumps and hourly walks around
the house assisted by walker which made legs ached more. Legs
felt weaker but the patient did them anyway. On 11Feb2021,
patient was awake during the night with increased leg pain and
achiness. It was reported that the patient will try leg lifts every
other hour instead of hourly. Symptoms were as of 11Feb2021:
hearing distortion, intermittent headache, intermittent muscle
spasms of the legs and arms, intermittent weakness and leg pain,
brain fog, metallic taste in mouth, general feeling of weakness and
fatigue. Tried to do leg lifts but legs too painful. On 12Feb2021-did
leg lifts 3 times today, it was better day today. Patient informed she
will try shower tomorrow with a shower chair. On 13Feb2021 the
patient did shower today, had leg shaking mostly in left leg but
overwhelming feeling of fatigue and weakness But the patient still
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overwhelming feeling of fatigue and weakness. But the patient still
Adverse Event Description
did the leg lifts x3. Left leg much harder to do than right. Had
increased muscle spasms and cramping. On 14Feb2021-seemed to
have increased hearing distortion and craft had to stop due to
weakness and needed a nap. Overall, the patient was not feeling
well. 15Feb2021, the patient tried to do things but seemed to
""hit"" a wall after a short time. Legs seemed to get weak, wobbly
and achy. The patient was still doing leg lifts 3 times a day with foot
pumps. Left leg was still worse. Metallic taste in mouth got better,
ears no change, the patient tried a little walking without the walker
and still it was not safe as the patient reported. On 16Feb202, the
patient did not sleep well due to achiness and muscle spasms.
Headache got back today and legs were heavy/wobbly on
16Mar2021. On 10Mar2021, Physical therapy ordered. On
11Mar2021, physical therapy started once weekly through
02Apr2021, minimal improvement. On 24Mar2021-went back to
work remotely as unable to walk without walker still. On
03April2021, the symptoms were brain fog which made it extremely
difficult to work, an example was typing and cut a word the first
letter is correct and the rest was jumbled. Hearing distortionsometimes volume got loud, intermittent beeping in hearing which
made her sometimes had vertigo and nausea, legs were shaky but
after being up for a longer amount of time. Half day at work was
very difficult due to hitting a wall had extreme fatigue and brain fog
got worse as the day goes on. Additional symptoms were hair loss
and skin changed. As on 06May2021, the patient was taking
olmesartan (BENICAR) 20 mg tablet, potassium chloride 20 mEq
tablet, sucralfate (CARAFATE) 1 g tablet, valacyclovir (VALTREX)
500 mg tablet, vitamin coral, vitamin D2 oral, zinc oral. It was
considered that the patient was having fatigue, unspecified type,
brain fog, neurogenic pain of lower extremity, essential
hypertension, benign, osteopenia, unspecified location, hair loss.
The treatment with paracetamol (TYLENOL), alendronatecholecalciferol (FOSAMAX PLUS D) 70 mg-2,800 unit per tablet and
spironolactone (ALDACTONE) 50 mg tablet were started. The
patient was put on a trail of Aldactone for hair loss and the pain
medication was refilled and the patient was called for follow up after
3 months. It was reported that the patient understood and agreed
of the treatment plan and will follow as directed. It was noticed that
her symptoms had improved on the gabapentin, but pain persisted.
fatigue and brain fog also persisted. she had started to lose hair,
previous bone density shows osteopenia. sucralface (CARAFATE),
gabapentin (NEURONTIN), buspirone hcl (BUSPAR), CANNABIDIOL
C80, extract, albuterol (ACCUNEB), estradiol (ESTRACE), Melatonin,
olmesartan (BENICAR), potassium chloride (KLOR-CON M20),
levothyrine (SYNTHROID), montelukast (SINGULAIR), lisinopril
(PRINIVIL, ZESTRIL), zinc, ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) biofav
lemonivit Bcomp,C (LIPOFLAVONOID PLUS ORAL), valaciclovir
hydrochloride (VALTREX), esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM),
diltazem (CARDIZEM), calcium carbonatevitamin D2 (CALCIUM
VITAMIN D), ciclosporin (RESTASIS), Magnesium, Lactobacillus
acidophilus, ergocalciferol, vitamin d2, multi-vitamin were given to
patient. Patient's system was reviewed, and it was found that
patient denied fever, chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
constipation, chest pain, shortness of breath, light headedness,
dizziness, changed in vision, muscle pain, weakness, numbness, or
tingling other than that noted above. Objective: general well
developed, well nourished, in no apparent distress. skin warm, no
pallor, head: normocephalic, atraumatic, neck: neck supple without
adenopathy, lungs clear to auscultation, breath sounded equal
bilaterally, cardio regular rate and rhythm without murmurs,
abdomen: abdomen soft, nontender, bowel sounds normal. Again
the patient presented with brain fog, bilateral tinnitus, neurogenic
pain of lower extremity, left, insomnia due to medical condition,
essential hypertension, benign. The patient reported that she was
having daily ""brain fog"", leg pain/weakness, distorted hearingsometimes vertigo, extreme fatigue, stress and wanted another
opinion. Primary diagnosis was Leg weakness, bilateral. Patent's leg
weakness was very unclear to the etiology. It was not identified
whether this conversion reaction from stress and anxiety of issues
at work or this was the side effect from the coronavirus vaccine
which was unusual. The doctor didn't see no signs of her pots
syndrome causing this nor on other neurological symptoms.
Individual muscle were normal reflexes were normal and sensation
was normal. When the patient tried to stand she shook, encouraged
her and she stated she was going fall down. She stated she had
fallen at home. She was using a walker to get around which seems
to be helpful. This did not not seem to be a cauda equina or spinal
stenotic type of syndrome. It was getting better and so at this point
time with the injury her symptoms better and the weakness was
somewhat better and she was able to walk with a walker will be
monitored. Dizzy spells: the sounds to be inner ear in nature was is
resolving she still had tinnitus type of symptomatology. Physical
exam was normal no indication for further imaging work-up CAT
scan was normal also. She did describe some inner ear but not true
vertiginous type of symptoms. And this also seemed to be
improving. Patient states that 1 week ago she did her COVID test
and checked for the first time. Last Tuesday she started to feel just
off in the head. She had a hard time thinking. She was still at work.
She stated that when she looked from screen to screen that's when
she became somewhat dizzy but not true vertiginous. Over the next
couple of days she had had distortion of the ears such as static type
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couple of days she had had distortion of the ears such as static type
Adverse Event Description
of tinnitus. And she became progressively weaker to the point
where she felt was fallen twice. she could not stand without using a
walker without shakiness and weakness in the legs bilaterally. There
was no focal deficit noted. Arms were fine but there was a slight
tremor noted she had been very stressed at work and overwhelmed
recently. ENT: Tinnitus type symptoms with mild vestibular
symptoms. Neuro: generalized lower extremity weakness when she
tried to stand and had some shaking and tremor. As corrective
treatment valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX), Esomeprazole
Magnesium (NEXIUM), buspirone (BUSPAR), nitroglycerin
(NITROSTAT), Olmesartan (BENICAR), estradiol (ESTRACE),
diltiazem (CARDIZEM CD) , calcium carbonate/vitamin D2
(CALCIUM-VITAMIN D ORAL), cyclosporine (RESTASIS), lisinopril
(PRINIVIL, ZESTRIL), montelukast (SINGULAIR), sucralfate
(CARAFATE), levothyroxine (SYNTHROID), potassium chloride
(KLOR- CON M20), estradiol (ESTRACE), Acyclovir 5% cream ,
albuterol (PROVENTIL HFA, VENTOLIN HFA, PROAIR), magnesium,
lactobacillus acidophilus, ERGOCALCIFEROL, VITAMIN D2. (VITAMIN
D ORAL) MULTI-VITAMIN, Melatonin, montelukast (SINGULAIR) was
ongoing for the patient. The patient underwent lab tests and
procedures which included blood pressure measurement: BP
variation on 02Feb2021, blood test: negative on 08Feb2021,
computerized tomogram: negative on 02Feb2021 negative, no clear
etiology found in ED, c-reactive protein: 18.725 (high) on
09Feb2021, c-reactive protein: 110.258-high on 14Feb2021, red
blood cell sedimentation rate: 30-high on 14Feb2021 , SARS-COV-2
antibody test: negative on 08Feb2021 and SARS-COV-2 test:
negative on 08Feb2021. The outcome was recovering for hearing
distortion, brain fog, Legs very painful- cant stand anything
touching legs, standing and walking for more than a short distance
caused extreme fatigue, weakness and some dizziness, legs heavy,
bilateral leg muscle spasms, standing and walking for more than a
short distance caused extreme fatigue, joint pain, Dizziness,
Difficulty standing- mild, neurogenic pain of lower extremity, left,
Legs seemed to get weak, wobbly and achy, mild vertigo, standing
and walking for more than a short distance caused extreme fatigue,
weakness and some dizziness, severe body aches. The outcome
was not recovered for bilateral tinnitus, when walking legs had
visible shaking and recovered for skin changes and nausea in 2021,
whereas the outcome was unknown for rest of the events. Follow up
(23Aug2021) New spontaneous report received from a contactable
other HCP (health care professional). This other HCP (patient)
reported in response to HCP letter [sent to physician] via follow-up
letter which includes: New events added, seriousness criteria
updated, case was assessed as serious and valid.; Sender's
Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory
role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded
for the reported events due to temporal relationship. However, the
reported events may possibly represent intercurrent medical
conditions in this patient. There is limited information provided in
this report. Additional information is needed to better assess the
case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including
audiogram at baseline, counteractive treatment measures and
concomitant medications. The impact of this report on the
benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer
procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis
of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified
as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response,
will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics
Committees and Investigators, as appropriate."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1673833-1

30-39
years

Losing much more hair than normal the last 4 days.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 39year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 14Apr2021
at 15:30 (at the age of 39-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Other medical history was reported as none. The
patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other
products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any medications within
two weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 17Apr2021,
the patient experienced losing much more hair than normal the last
4 days, to the point that the patient must clean the brush 2-3 times
while brushing the hair when the patient generally only lost a few
strands. The event did not result in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or
urgent care. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of the
event. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for
COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the event losing much more hair
than normal the last 4 days was not recovered at the time of this
report. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.
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ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1674038-1

50-59
years

Excessive hair loss began; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. A 58-year-old non-pregnant female patient
received the second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified
route of administration on 18Mar2021 (at the age of 58-years-old)
as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history
included Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) positive. The patient
was allergic to shellfish and Penicillin (PCN). Concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient previously received the
first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of
administration on 18Mar2021 (at the age of 58-years-old) as a
single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Prior to the vaccination,
the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the
vaccination, it was unknown if the patient had been tested for
COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within
four weeks prior to the vaccination. On an unknown date in
Mar2021, about 1 week after vaccination, the patient experienced
excessive hair loss. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as
a result of the event and included treatment with ketoconazole. The
clinical outcome of the event excessive hair loss was not resolved at
the time of this report. No follow-up attempts are needed;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1674547-1

50-59
years

Sudden, acute hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1674628-1

50-59
years

Severe body pain, chills, fatigue, severe hair loss about 6-8 weeks
after 2nd dose. This reaction has occurred 2 times before with
patient. After flu shots that contained egg

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1674827-1

18-29
years

Flair up of Alopecia Areata following vaccination. Consistent hair
loss since April 2021 continuing still today, September 2021

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1675034-1

30-39
years

Hair loss and facial numbness

1675169-1

30-39
years

Pt started having grand mal seizures one day post vaccination. 3
episodes of seizures since vaccination date. Pt is still unwell. GI
upset, hair falling out, seizure activity daily. Now on seizure
precautions and medication for prevention.

50-59
years

Hair loss,it has gotten worse; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair
loss,it has gotten worse) in a 55-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
031L20A and 011L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent
medical conditions included Depression and Anxiety. Concomitant
products included BUSPIRONE HYDROCHLORIDE (BUSPAR) for
Anxiety, VILAZODONE HYDROCHLORIDE (VIIBRYD) for Depression,
LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM (SYNTHROID) and ZOLPIDEM for an
unknown indication. On 12-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 12-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In April 2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Hair loss,it has gotten worse). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(Hair loss,it has gotten worse) had not resolved. DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available):
On an unknown date, Blood test: normal (normal) A blood test
came out fine.. The concomitant medication used for depression
and anxiety. Treatment information was not provided. Action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) was not applicable.

Unknown

Hair falling out after both shots; Based on the current case data,
this case has been classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Hair falling out after both shots) in a patient of an unknown age
and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair falling out after both shots). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling out after both shots)
outcome was unknown. No concomitant medication were provided
by the reporter No treatment medication were provided by the
reporter This case was linked to MOD-2021-294688 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1677143-1

1677236-1
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Unknown

losing her hair like if she was getting radiation; body
weakness/hasn't energy; difficulty breathing; feels like a burning
liquid was put inside of her like if she received gasoline and set up
fire.; feels ancient; intense headaches; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(losing her hair like if she was getting radiation), ASTHENIA (body
weakness/hasn't energy), DYSPNOEA (difficulty breathing),
BURNING SENSATION (feels like a burning liquid was put inside of
her like if she received gasoline and set up fire.) and VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (feels ancient) in a female patient of an unknown
age who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included
Diabetic and Multiple allergies. On 24-Apr-2021, the patient
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (losing her hair like if she was getting
radiation), ASTHENIA (body weakness/hasn't energy), DYSPNOEA
(difficulty breathing), BURNING SENSATION (feels like a burning
liquid was put inside of her like if she received gasoline and set up
fire.), VACCINATION COMPLICATION (feels ancient) and HEADACHE
(intense headaches). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (losing
her hair like if she was getting radiation), ASTHENIA (body
weakness/hasn't energy), DYSPNOEA (difficulty breathing),
BURNING SENSATION (feels like a burning liquid was put inside of
her like if she received gasoline and set up fire.), VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (feels ancient) and HEADACHE (intense headaches)
outcome was unknown. No concomitant medication details was
reported. No treatment medication details was reported. This case
was linked to MOD-2021-074683 (Patient Link).

65-79
years

Hair loss, entire strand including the bulb; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair loss, entire strand including the bulb) in a 71-yearold female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 042L20A and 020BZ1A) for COVID-19
vaccination. Concomitant products included DILTIAZEM
HYDROCHLORIDE (CARDIZEM [DILTIAZEM HYDROCHLORIDE]),
ROSUVASTATIN CALCIUM (CRESTOR), FOLIC ACID, ESTROGENS
CONJUGATED (PREMARIN), GABAPENTIN (NEURONTIN),
ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRIN (E.C.)) and CENTRUM VITAMINTS
for an unknown indication. On 22-Feb-2021, the patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) 1 dosage form. On 22-Mar-2021, received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage
was changed to 1 dosage form. In August 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss, entire strand including the bulb).
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss, entire strand
including the bulb) outcome was unknown. No Treatment
medications were reported.

30-39
years

Hair loss, globs and globs of hair loss; Fever for 5 days; Facial
numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse,
the patient. A 37-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the
first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Lot Number: EL9267) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 17Feb2021 at 09:00 (at the age of
37-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical
history included hypertension, hypothyroidism, anxiety and
arthritis. Concomitant medications included lisinopril
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), labetalol (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN), furosemide (LASIX) and levothyroxine
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all for unknown indication from an
unknown date. The patient had no known allergies to medications,
food or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 18Feb2021
at 00:00, the patient experienced hair loss, globs and globs of hair
loss, fever for five days and facial numbness. The events resulted
into doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of the events.
Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID19. The clinical outcome of the event fever was recovered on
23Feb2021, while that of the event- hair loss, globs and globs of
hair loss and facial numbness were unknown at the time of this
report.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1677483-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

hair loss; extreme fatigue; Spiked a fever of 102.9 less than 24 hrs
after; extreme shortness of breath; coughing; bronchitis; O2 levels
dropped to 90 at times; diagnosed with COVID; auto immune
disease; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP
(patient). A 51-years-old female patient received BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
13Apr2021 11:30 (Batch/Lot Number: EW0158) age at vaccination
of 51-years-old, as single dose, for covid-19 immunisation. Medical
history was none. The patient was not pregnant and was not
pregnant at the time of vaccination. Known allergies: NKDA; no
food allergies; seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications included
losartan potassium (LOSARTIN) taken for an unspecified indication,
start and stop date were not reported; colecalciferol (VITAMIN D
[COLECALCIFEROL]) taken for an unspecified indication, start and
stop date were not reported; vitamin c [ascorbic acid] (VITAMIN C
[ASCORBIC ACID]) taken for an unspecified indication, start and
stop date were not reported. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had
spiked a fever of 102.9 less than 24 hrs after; was diagnosed with
COVID 4 days later; had extreme shortness of breath and
coughing; bronchitis; O2 levels dropped to 90 at times; fever for
ten days; cough lasted for several weeks; now the patient had hair
loss and extreme fatigue. DR was concerned that patient may have
an auto immune disease now and now patient having bloodwork
done to test for this (unknown results); still have shortness of
breath some days and require an inhaler when that happens. The
events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care.
Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered:
Pharmacy or Drug Store. The patient underwent lab tests and
procedures which included body temperature: 102.9 on 14Apr2021,
oxygen saturation: dropped to 90 at times on 14Apr2021, sars-cov2 test: covid on 17Apr2021. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
has not been tested for COVID-19 (as reported). Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of the events and included
administration of steroids. The patient was considered recovered
with sequelae from the events on an unspecified date in 2021.;
Sender's Comments: Based on the available information and the
strong drug event temporal association, a possible contributory role
of suspect product BNT162B2 to development of event autoimmune
disorder cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the
benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer
procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis
of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified
as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response,
will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1678168-1

30-39
years

Extreme Hair loss/bad hair loss; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Extreme Hair loss/bad hair loss) in a 37-year-old female patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
041L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 18-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) .5
milliliter. On 25-Jan-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(Extreme Hair loss/bad hair loss) (seriousness criterion
hospitalization). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Extreme Hair
loss/bad hair loss) had not resolved. mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosing remained unchanged.
Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter. A week
after receiving first dose, patient began to fall out in big clumps.
Patient once had long thick hair, 8 months later her hair was so
bald. Patient had to wear a wig. It came out in clumps of hair which
had never happened in her life. On 16-Feb-2021, received second
dose. No treatment information was provided. Company comment:
Based on the current available information and temporal association
between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a
causal relationship cannot be excluded. Further information has
been requested. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated
above includes: On 01-Sep-2021: Significant follow up - verbatam
added; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot
be excluded. Further information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1678614-1

65-79
years

upper back pain, nausea, weight loss (30 pounds), cant sleep,
weakness, brain fog, depression, hair loss,

30-39
years

Rash, headache, lymph nodes swelling, fever all happened within an
hour. Hair loss within a few days, still falling out. Had a headache
through June, on June 5th I lost vision in my right eye, and mobility
on my right side. Had dealing problems and slurred speech. Still
receiving therapy to walk and get back to day to day normals

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1678956-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1681576-1

1681617-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Hair falling out after both shots; Based on the current case data,
this case has been classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Hair falling out after both shots) in a patient of an unknown age
and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch no. unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair falling out after both shots). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling out after both shots)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. No
concomitant medications were provided by reporter. No treatment
details were provided by reporter. Abundance of red blood cells and
abundance of red blood cells were reported as events.

Unknown

Lost almost 50 lbs in 6 weeks; Have had hair loss; Breathing
problems; Severe pain in lower legs, ankles and feet; Numbness in
lower legs, ankles and feet; Swelling in lower legs, ankles and feet;
Swelling in lower legs, ankles and feet; Crazy stuff going on with
white blood cells; Some days i was barely able to get out of bed;
Severe pain in lower legs, ankles and feet; Immune system is
compramised; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of WEIGHT DECREASED (Lost almost
50 lbs in 6 weeks), ALOPECIA (Have had hair loss), DYSPNOEA
(Breathing problems), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Severe pain in lower
legs, ankles and feet) and HYPOAESTHESIA (Numbness in lower
legs, ankles and feet) in a patient of an unknown age and gender
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included Vasculitis.
On 10-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
10-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. In May 2021, the patient experienced WEIGHT
DECREASED (Lost almost 50 lbs in 6 weeks), ALOPECIA (Have had
hair loss), DYSPNOEA (Breathing problems), PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(Severe pain in lower legs, ankles and feet), HYPOAESTHESIA
(Numbness in lower legs, ankles and feet), PERIPHERAL SWELLING
(Swelling in lower legs, ankles and feet), JOINT SWELLING
(Swelling in lower legs, ankles and feet), WHITE BLOOD CELL
DISORDER (Crazy stuff going on with white blood cells), MOBILITY
DECREASED (Some days i was barely able to get out of bed) and
ARTHRALGIA (Severe pain in lower legs, ankles and feet). In 2021,
the patient experienced IMMUNE SYSTEM DISORDER (Immune
system is compramised). At the time of the report, WEIGHT
DECREASED (Lost almost 50 lbs in 6 weeks), ALOPECIA (Have had
hair loss), DYSPNOEA (Breathing problems), PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(Severe pain in lower legs, ankles and feet), HYPOAESTHESIA
(Numbness in lower legs, ankles and feet), PERIPHERAL SWELLING
(Swelling in lower legs, ankles and feet), JOINT SWELLING
(Swelling in lower legs, ankles and feet), WHITE BLOOD CELL
DISORDER (Crazy stuff going on with white blood cells), MOBILITY
DECREASED (Some days i was barely able to get out of bed),
IMMUNE SYSTEM DISORDER (Immune system is compramised) and
ARTHRALGIA (Severe pain in lower legs, ankles and feet) outcome
was unknown. No concomitant medication was reported. Patient is
taking steroids as a treatment medication. It was reported that the
patient had diminished oxygen capacity in lab investigation.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1681859-1

50-59
years

I experienced fever; chills; moderate arm pain; substantial hair
loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient). A 56-years-old non pregnant female patient received first
dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EW0178,
Expiry date was not reported). via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Left on Jun2021 (at the age of
56 years old) as DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient's medical history includes Prior to vaccination, the patient
was diagnosed with COVID-19. Allergies: penicillin and morphine
from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Since the
vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The
patient had not received any other vaccine within 4 weeks. The
patient has received Occasional vitamin supplement as other
medication in last two weeks. On the first 24 hours patient
experienced fever and chills in addition to moderate arm pain.
Beginning 2-3 weeks after the vaccine, patient have been
experiencing fairly substantial hair loss. Patient received no
treatment for the events. The outcome for the events was not
recovered.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1682458-1

65-79
years

03/01/2021 Hair starting falling out and had to seek care from a
dermatologist. 08/05/2021 Starting having extreme bleeding.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1682508-1

65-79
years

Loss of taste, fatigue, no energy, loss of hair, problems with
retaining fluids.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1683352-1

1684386-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Pt admitted on 8/31/2021: 48-year-old female presents to the
emergency room with worsening shortness of breath fever and
cough. Patient was diagnosed with COVID on 08/18/2021. Although
she seems to be somewhat in denial of this. She had a positive test
on that date. Tonight she presents and says she just has an upper
respiratory infection. She is hypoxic on presentation. Her COVID
swab is positive tonight. Chest x-ray is consistent COVID. She
denies any diarrhea or GI symptoms. The patient has a history of a
median sternotomy in February of 2017. This apparently was for a
thymoma. She also has a history of lupus which apparently has not
been treated since 2001. Patient has a generalized alopecia which I
assume is an autoimmune alopecia. Patient states that she takes no
medications regularly currently. Patient states that she received 2
doses of COVID vaccine although she does not specify which brand
in February of this year. She has not had monoclonal antibody
therapy with her current illness. Pt is a current patient at the
facility.

40-49
years

My hair is falling out and I have alopecia now; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A
40-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number:
unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown
date (at the age of 40-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were
not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 01Feb2021
the patient experienced hair was falling out and had alopecia. The
event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic
visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of adverse
events (unspecified). On an unknown date, the patient underwent
Sars-cov-2 test and the result was negative. Since the vaccination,
the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of
the event hair was falling out and had alopecia was unknown at the
time of this report. No follow-up attempts are required; information
about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information
is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1684426-1

65-79
years

Exhaustion, hair loss, numbness in arms and feet, digestive and
bowel issues, gas; Exhaustion, hair loss, numbness in arms and
feet, digestive and bowel issues, gas; Exhaustion, hair loss,
numbness in arms and feet, digestive and bowel issues, gas;
Exhaustion, hair loss, numbness in arms and feet, digestive and
bowel issues, gas; digestive and bowel issues, gas; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer. Female consumer
(Patient) reported that: A 68 years old non pregnant female patient
received bnt162b2 (COVID 19 Pfizer brand, Formulation: Solution
for injection, lot unknown reason was Unable to locate or read the
details, Expiration date: unknown) via an unspecified route of
administration on 28Mar2021 12:15 as dose number unknown,
single for covid-19 immunisation at Pharmacy or Drug Store (age at
the vaccination 68 years old). Medical history, concomitant
medications were not reported and had no known allergies. The
patient had not received other vaccine in four weeks and other
medications in two weeks. On an unspecified date in 2021, the
patient experienced exhaustion, hair loss, numbness in arms and
feet, digestive and bowel issues, gas. The patient was not Covid
prior vaccination and was not tested Covid post vaccination.
Adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit and received treatment with Celecox1B. Outcome
of events were reported as not recovered. Information on the
Lot/batch number has been requested.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1685433-1

50-59
years

My hair began coming out in handfuls on July 8th. In under a 2
week period I lot 90-95% of my hair. I have never had any previous
issues with alopecia.

18-29
years

I have been diagnosed with dysfunctional uterine bleeding postvaccine due to experiencing menstrual periods every 2 weeks since
my first vaccination. This has continued since the initial dose,
through the current date of 9/9. On 8/24 I was prescribed
progesterone hormones to help regulate this issue. I have also been
experiencing significant hair loss and brittle nails since about 2
weeks post second vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1685437-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1686010-1

65-79
years

Within 12 hours, I had a temp of 100.6, aches and pains, headache,
stayed in bed for 3 days. I felt as sick at I did when I had Covid, but
not congested. Within several days, my hair started to fall out, and
my cover recovery started all over again. I had no energy and could
only walk several feet at a time.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1686754-1

40-49
years

Itchy skin, rash on face, back of neck, torso, hair loss, dry eyes

40-49
years

Blurred vision, worsening headaches, stabbing pains behind eyes,
numbness and tingling to entire body, memory lose, weakness,
fatigue, sleep disturbance, cognitive changes, low heart rate (in the
40's), shortness of breath, blacking out/ passing out, arrythmias,
weight lose- greater than 40 pounds, numerous hospital stays and
ER visits, hair lose, dry skin, anemia, low blood pressure

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1688948-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1691356-1

1691454-1

1691677-1

1691701-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

EXCESSIVE AND PROGRESSIVE UNNATURAL HAIR LOSS; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a patient of
unspecified age and sex. The patient's height, and weight were not
reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions were
reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: UNKNOWN)
dose was not reported, administered on JUN-2021 for prophylactic
vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been
requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On JUN2021, the patient experienced excessive and progressive unnatural
hair loss. Laboratory data (dates unspecified) included: Blood test
(NR: not provided) showed no reasonable indication for the hair
loss. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine was not applicable. The
patient had not recovered from excessive and progressive unnatural
hair loss. This report was non-serious.

65-79
years

tremendous hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (tremendous
hair loss) in a 76-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 0461321A and 00813212A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concomitant products included
SIMVASTATIN for an unknown indication. On 06-Apr-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 04-May-2021,
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (tremendous hair
loss). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (tremendous hair loss)
outcome was unknown. The patient reported that the symptoms
stared 6 weeks after vaccination and had no other symptoms.
Mentioned that he had not hair loss before and was been lasting 3
months. The patient was not tried any treatments.

65-79
years

eye surgery; Flu like symptoms 6 days after their first dose; Notice
that they lost, and have thinner hair after getting their Moderna
Covid19 vaccine; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of INFLUENZA LIKE
ILLNESS (Flu like symptoms 6 days after their first dose), ALOPECIA
(Notice that they lost, and have thinner hair after getting their
Moderna Covid19 vaccine) and EYE DISORDER (eye surgery) in a
69-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 013a21a and 028a21a) for COVID19 vaccination. Concomitant products included PROBIOTICS NOS,
LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM (SYNTHROID), LEVOTHYROXINE,
NABUMETONE and FUROSEMIDE for an unknown indication. On 03Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 31-Mar2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On 08-Mar-2021, the patient experienced INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS
(Flu like symptoms 6 days after their first dose). In 2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Notice that they lost, and have
thinner hair after getting their Moderna Covid19 vaccine). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced EYE DISORDER (eye
surgery). The patient was treated with Surgery for Eye disorder. At
the time of the report, INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (Flu like
symptoms 6 days after their first dose), ALOPECIA (Notice that they
lost, and have thinner hair after getting their Moderna Covid19
vaccine) and EYE DISORDER (eye surgery) outcome was unknown.
The consumer stated that they felt flu like symptoms 6 days after
their first dose of Moderna vaccine. The consumer also stated that
they noticed hair loss and have thinner hair after getting the
Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. The consumer stated that they
received a treatment of steroid shot for their back and underwent
eye surgery. The consumer stated that they always have adverse
reaction to medications.

Unknown

lost hair or have thinner hair after getting the Moderna covid19
vaccine; Based on the current case data, this case has been
classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (lost hair or
have thinner hair after getting the Moderna covid19 vaccine) in a
patient of an unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (lost hair or have thinner hair after getting
the Moderna covid19 vaccine). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(lost hair or have thinner hair after getting the Moderna covid19
vaccine) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown.
Concomitant medication was not provided. Treatment information
was not provided.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1692269-1

1692316-1

1692366-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Lost 33 lbs to date; Lost appetite; noted hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer
colleague. An elderly non-pregnant female patient received
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), 2nd dose via
an unspecified route of administration on 2021 (Batch/Lot number
and expiration date were not reported) as a single dose for covid-19
immunisation. The patient was not pregnancy at time of
vaccination. Medical history included COVID-19. The patient
previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 in 2021 (lot number and
expiration date were unknown) and experienced runny nose, sore
throat, cough, fever, headache. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. After second dose, patient lost
appetite, noted hair loss, and had lost 33 lbs to date, all on an
unspecified date. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures
which included weight: lost 33 lbs to date on an unknown date. The
outcome of the events was unknown. Treatment received was
unknown. The events were resulted in Doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. The lot number for BNT162b2 was not
provided and will be requested during follow up.

18-29
years

Bald spot on head/lost hair; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 26-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: FC3182) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 31Aug2021 at
11:00 (at the age of 26-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included cinnamon and penicillin
allergy (reported as penicillin family). Prior to the vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the
vaccination. Concomitant medications included birth control and
unspecified vitamins; both for an unknown indication from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing. On 03Sep2021 at 09:00,
the patient had bald spot on her head and lost hair. The events did
not result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic
visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of the event. Since the
vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The
clinical outcome of the event bald spot on head/lost hair was not
resolved at the time of this report.

40-49
years

Hair is breaking; It is dry; Hair has become brittle and is falling
out.; Patient is losing her hair like crazy; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 41-year-old nonpregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EWD179) via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 01Jun2021
at 10:00 (at the age of 41-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation and second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EWO196) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on an unknown
date in 2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical
history included rheumatoid arthritis and hypothyroid. The patient
had no known allergies. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine.
Concomitant medications included etanercept (ENBREL), ibuprofen
(MOTRIN) and levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all for
an unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if
ongoing. On 30Jun2021, since receiving the vaccine, the patient's
hair was breaking, was dry and had become brittle and was falling
out. The patient was not stressed and had no anxiety. It was also
reported this had never happened and was not ending and the
patient was losing her hair like crazy. The events did not result in
doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency
room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic measures were not
taken as a result of reported events. On 02Jul2021, the patient
underwent lab test and procedure which included antigen COVID-19
test (nasal swab) and the result was negative. Since the
vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The clinical
outcome of the events her hair was breaking, it was dry, had
become brittle and was falling out and losing her hair like crazy
were not recovered at the time of this report.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1693239-1

60-64
years

Development of new onset neuropathy symptoms after moderna
covid vaccination. Patient age 61 with trigeminal neuralgia,
migraine headaches, and history of rheumatoid arthritis. Received
Moderna vaccine doses on mar 2 and mar 30, 2021. Had reactions
to both shots, detailed in V Safe (including, increased migraines,
chills, fatigue, nausea, mouth sores). May 25th, after dose #2,
developed new onset hyperesthesia in dermatome distribution
(horizontal band from R lower back and extending around to front,
for about 5 days), and then 2-3 days later developed another band
about june 1 over R trapezius around to R upper chest) and was
seen in Neurology headache clinic on 6/7/21 at which time it was
fading. She never had paresthesias before this time. Discussion by
clinician at that time was of zoster without rash. Of note, Pt's sister
also developed shingles within 8 weeks after her second covid shot.
She has subsequently developed paresthesias, neuropathy and
other symptoms (abstracted from chart and notes): 6/28 Another
area of hyperesthesia(describe location), mouth sores for several
weeks, some nausea and sleeping problems. 7/23 nerve pain comes
back, nausea chills fatigue and headache 7/29-30 nerve pain comes
and goes, sense of taste and smell altered, hair loss 8/11 increased
symptoms, constant tingling/burning and pins and needles, legs
feet and arms and some on lower part of face and back, nausea,
fatigue cold sores and sores on tongue 8/13 increased symptoms,
bad headaches and completely lost appetite for several days, along
with loss of smell and taste. 8/16 still constant tingling lower legs
and feet, as well as legs back of pelvis arms and tingling in hands
which was new. Sense of taste and smell still altered and affecting
appetite. Episode of shaking yesterday, not due to nervousness.
8/18 Woke shaking again last night. 8/20 Seen at urgent care 8/23
Increased symptoms. Woke yesterday with new cold sore, and had
a bad night, shaking, and nerve tingling on arms legs left side of
back and moving through spine in sections, and back of head with
nausea and headache. 8/24 MRI of brain performed, (Note: order
incorrectly stated history of demyelinating disease, ordering
clinician confirmed this was never diagnosed or discussed. ) 8/25
Increased symptoms, another bad night, woke at 230am with
quivering on lips and face, and eventually entire body. Sensations
on base of skull and neck which turned into shaking arms/legs with
tingling especially on left side and left leg became painful for a
while, with light headache and nausea 8/26 MRI brain without
infusion, (note: history of demyelinating disease is incorrectordering clinician confirms this was not diagnosed or discussed)
Seen at urgent care 8/28-29 Seen at emergency room, sent by
neurologist and nurses for evaluation of increasing symptoms, not
for anxiety. Neurology consult by Dr overnight EEG and MRI of C
Spine performed 8/30 woke up shaky tremors, tremors in voice and
head shaking, can?t smell taste or eat for 4 days 8/31 bad night,
still shaking, appetite totally gone, lost weight 9/1 woke up super
shaky arms hands neck head, very shaky inside and nerve
sensation back of legs and bottom of feet, hands trembling with
pins and needles, tremor in voice, sense of smell partially returned
9/2-9/3 quiet somewhat better 9/4 woke at midnight till 4, new
tongue sores, L side this time, last time R side; woke with nerve
sensations back of arms and legs, wobbly legs impair walking,
increased symptoms with day tremors, in afternoon all out tremors
and shaking, headache and sensations back of head. 9/7 in
addition, severe L sided headache and resulting in numbness of L
side of face, and burning and tingling on entire L arm and burning
and tingling on L leg. 9/8 seen at emergency room, CT scan of brain
performed Symptoms are worsening and nights are horrible,
including increasing tremors at night and now more even during the
day. Pt is mostly lying down during the day, and has diminished
ability to perform many activities of daily life.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1693329-1

40-49
years

Immediate, severe hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1693508-1

30-39
years

Hair loss and pain in arm.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1693581-1

60-64
years

Hair falling out ,neo partials itching and pertaining out on arm ,
itching scalp before hair falls out ,neo partials filmed on roots of
hair.blood clots and chest pain,

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1693836-1

50-59
years

joint pain. hair loss, diarrrhea since shot till present.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1693838-1

60-64
years

Starting 48 hours after receiving the Janssen Covid-19 vaccination:
-- 3rd day after the vaccination -- -- while at my home -- 1)
persistent coughing 2) tightness in the middle of my chest 3) wasn't
able to sleep that night remedial actions on my part: 1) I drank
several glasses of lime juice and grapefruit juice over a period of 12
hours 2) I took 500 mgs. of aspirin over 4 hours -- 4th day after the
vaccination -- 1) persistent coughing 2) tightness in the middle of
my chest 3) I slept for only 2 hours remedial actions on my part: 1)
I drank several glasses of lime juice and grapefruit juice over a
period of 12 hours 2) I took 500 mgs. of aspirin over 4 hours -- 5th
day after vaccination -- 1) no more coughing 2) reduced tightness
in the middle of my chest 3) I took 250 mgs. of aspirin and I slept
normally No more problems after that, other than some loss of
head hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1694292-1

60-64
years

Continued Significant hair loss ?

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1694410-1

30-39
years

Extreme Hair Loss, falling out daily

1694515-1

30-39
years

hair loss diagnosed as telogen effluvium by 2 separate
dermatologists after completing a full panel of bloodwork from my
primary doctor which came back normal. hair loss started
immediately after becoming fully vaccinated on late June 2021.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1695597-1

65-79
years

excessive hair loss on the head; had bitty fever; soreness / arm is
still sore; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (excessive hair loss on the
head), PYREXIA (had bitty fever) and MYALGIA (soreness / arm is
still sore) in a 73-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 053E21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included COVID-19
(had been infected with Covid and hospitalized for 2-3 weeks.). On
18-Aug-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (excessive hair
loss on the head), PYREXIA (had bitty fever) and MYALGIA
(soreness / arm is still sore). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(excessive hair loss on the head) and PYREXIA (had bitty fever)
outcome was unknown and MYALGIA (soreness / arm is still sore)
had not resolved. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. Consumer stated
that she does not take any medications and had no medical history.
No treatment information were provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1696246-1

60-64
years

Patient reported that she is suffering from memory loss and hair
loss, she was also hallucinating and had to have someone come in
and help her get dressed and was in the bed for 3 weeks

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1697759-1

40-49
years

Approximately four days after the second vaccine was given I had
terrible Ringing/ Pulsatile Tinnitus in both my ears that sounds like
a heartbeat. Extreme intense migraines for several days, hair
started falling out after the first Moderna shot and getting worse.I?
ve also had weird muscle twitches /tremors, pain in my calves and
joints and feeling very weak. My constant ringing has not let up and
I had bouts of dizziness, ears also feel full.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1700217-1

60-64
years

Telogen Effluvium, my hair started falling out about 3-4 months
after the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1700685-1

18-29
years

Patient's mother reports significant hair loss that started one week
after receiving first dose of Moderna vaccination series

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1700950-1

50-59
years

Two weeks after the first Pfizer injection, a rash formed. It was very
similar to shingles experienced in the past, intense itching,
blistering, and weeping for weeks. At the same time a high increase
in hair loss began and continues. Additional symptoms continued to
appear. Eye styes became frequent for e few weeks. Chalazia
formed on both eye lids, one still exists. Lower leg cramps occurred
for weeks and have lessened, but leg swelling, cold extremities, and
bright red toes can still occur. Brain fog, fatigue, and a general
feeling of poor health have all been experienced since the first
vaccination. With the hair loss and circulatory issues, a micro
thrombosis is being researched.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1701530-1

50-59
years

Alopecia developed within a few weeks of the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1704218-1

40-49
years

Prior to getting Covid vaccines, bloodwork was checked and all
results showed healthy, stable WBC - and no sign of
Leukopenia/Neutropenia. Following Covid vaccine by about 1
month, I started to feel sick, hair was falling out, chills, fatigue, etc.
Had bloodwork retested by hematologist/oncologist, and bloodwork
showed Leukopenia/Neutropenia WBC-3.6 , low RBC count, and
elevated MCV. My son, who doesn't have my blood disorder had a
physical for college. His bloodwork also showed low WBC- 3.7, and
he lives in the dorms. He had the Covid vaccines same day and
location as me.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1704784-1

40-49
years

Thinning hair, increased fatigue

30-39
years

Lots of hair coming off my head during and after showers starting in
late April through the summer. I could tell by how thick my hair felt
in a pony tail that it was thinner. I could tell by how long it takes to
get wet and how I didn't get overheated as easily in the summer by
my hair. By August, I estimate 25-30% hair lost. No treatment.
Outcome is the hair on my head is significantly thinner.

Unknown

Hair loss; Based on the current case data, this case has been
classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a
patient of an unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Concomitant product information was not provided.
Treatment information was not provided.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1704804-1

1706653-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1707034-1

50-59
years

hair is falling out; autoimmune response or systemic
inflammation/severe inflammation response; can't go to work; has
been injured; he can't walk; can't get out of bed/can't raise arm
above his head; pain; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair is falling
out), INFLAMMATION (autoimmune response or systemic
inflammation/severe inflammation response), IMPAIRED WORK
ABILITY (can't go to work), INJURY (has been injured) and GAIT
INABILITY (he can't walk) in a 59-year-old male patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No Medical History information was reported. In
April 2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair is falling out), INFLAMMATION (autoimmune
response or systemic inflammation/severe inflammation response),
IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY (can't go to work), INJURY (has been
injured), GAIT INABILITY (he can't walk), MOBILITY DECREASED
(can't get out of bed/can't raise arm above his head) and PAIN
(pain). The patient was treated with METHOTREXATE for Adverse
event, at an unspecified dose and frequency and LEFLUNOMIDE for
Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (hair is falling out), IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY
(can't go to work), INJURY (has been injured), GAIT INABILITY (he
can't walk), MOBILITY DECREASED (can't get out of bed/can't raise
arm above his head) and PAIN (pain) outcome was unknown and
INFLAMMATION (autoimmune response or systemic
inflammation/severe inflammation response) had not resolved. No
Concomitant medications were provided. Treatment medications
includes Steroids and monoclonal antibody were reported. Lab
investigations includes lupus and Lyme disease test was reported.
Patients needs to take chemo drug Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 03-Sep-2021:
Significant follow-up Follow up received and contains: Updated
Vaccine Information, Treatment information, Events and Outcome of
the events and narrative.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1708220-1

60-64
years

extreme hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1708417-1

65-79
years

At the end of May 2020 I started noticing that my hair on my head
started falling out. I then noticed it started falling out all over the
rest of my body. I started seeing a dermatologist June 22, 2021.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1708604-1

65-79
years

Horrible joint pains throughout body, severe thinning of hair, and
hair loss.

65-79
years

I was given the injection and about 4 hours later I started feeling
feverish and achy and weak and nauseous. It got worse at about 6
o'clock at night. I was vomiting, during the night that stopped. It
took about 2 days to finally get to feeling better again. Shortly after
that I started experiencing hair loss, lots of aches. I was diagnosed
with Afib in December.

65-79
years

Allopecia; 2 sites; first site initally about the size of a large quater;
located at bottom right posterior of scalp 2nd site a small punchout
at crown of scalp approximate the size of an oversized nickel Both
sites continued to lose hair for a couple of months after first visit to
dermatologist (who administered injections to treat hair loss).
Actual onset of hair loss unknown but estimate approximately 3-4
weeks before first visit to doctor. The visit to doctor is the date
entered into this form on prior pages. Hair is slowly growing back
now. Have had injections approximately monthly

65-79
years

Multi inflammation- 4 UTI's, 1 bladder inf, 1 yeast inf, bursitus,
swollen ankles, rosacea on face/ eyelids,/in eye, psoriasis, from
lifelong oily skin to extremely dry, dizziness, chest pressure,
fatigue, vomiting, bloated stomach, constipation, brain fog, poor
concentration, hair loss

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1708645-1

1708676-1

1710182-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1710822-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
MORE SENSITIVE TO THE CHEMICAL METHYLISOTHIAZOLINONE
AFTER RECEIVING THE VACCINE; LOSING HAIR (HAIR COMING
OUT AS WELL); EXTREMELY DRY SKIN PEELS OFF DUE TO THE
DRYNESS; CONTINUE BURNING SENSATION; RED BURNING ITCHY
RASH ALL OVER ENTIRE BODY LOOKED LIKE IT HAD BEEN
SUNBURNT WITH BLISTERS LIKE HAD BEEN IN A BUNCH OF
POISON IVY; This spontaneous report received from a consumer
concerned a 71 year old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's pre-existing medical conditions
included: The patient had no allergies before. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine (suspension for injection, intramuscular, batch
number: 1808978, expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported,
administered on 31-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No
concomitant medications were reported. On 06-APR-2021, the
patient experienced losing hair (hair coming out as well). On 06APR-2021, the patient experienced extremely dry skin peels off due
to the dryness. On 06-APR-2021, the patient experienced continue
burning sensation. On 06-APR-2021, the patient experienced red
burning itchy rash all over entire body looked like it had been
sunburnt with blisters like had been in a bunch of poison ivy. On 12JUL-2021, Laboratory data included: Allergy test (NR: not provided)
Showed allergy to Methylisothiazolinone. On 14-JUL-2021,
Laboratory data included: Allergy test (NR: not provided) Showed
allergy to Methylisothiazolinone. On 16-JUL-2021, Laboratory data
included: Allergy test (NR: not provided) Showed allergy to
Methylisothiazolinone. On 15-SEP-2021, treatment medications
included: dupilumab. On an unspecified date, the patient
experienced more sensitive to the chemical methylisothiazolinone
after receiving the vaccine. Laboratory data (dates unspecified)
included: Blood test (NR: not provided) Results not known, and
Skin biopsy (NR: not provided) One of the biopsies came back as
drug induced allergy. Additional treatment medications (dates
unspecified) included: hydroxychloroquine, and prednisone. The
action taken with covid-19 vaccine was not applicable. The patient
had not recovered from more sensitive to the chemical
methylisothiazolinone after receiving the vaccine, losing hair (hair
coming out as well), extremely dry skin peels off due to the
dryness, continue burning sensation, and red burning itchy rash all
over entire body looked like it had been sunburnt with blisters like
had been in a bunch of poison ivy. This report was non-serious.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1710846-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
had a really adverse reaction to my Moderna shot,the blouse and
the bra and a white necklace (that was wearing) was so black; wait
3 full months to receive the second dose; almost instantly got
sick,have been sick on and off since I got the second shot; spend
one whole day coughing; horrible bouts of diarrhea and said that
can go for 3 days,night and day night and day; migraine; having
trouble to remember some things and said that needs to write down
the next week schedule; hair is falling out; no one knows whyit's
skin is turning everything black.; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
VACCINATION COMPLICATION (had a really adverse reaction to my
Moderna shot,the blouse and the bra and a white necklace (that
was wearing) was so black), INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF
PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (wait 3 full months to receive the
second dose), ILLNESS (almost instantly got sick,have been sick on
and off since I got the second shot), COUGH (spend one whole day
coughing) and DIARRHOEA (horrible bouts of diarrhea and said that
can go for 3 days,night and day night and day) in a 66-year-old
patient of an unknown gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of
additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's past
medical history included Stroke. Concurrent medical conditions
included Renal failure. Concomitant products included
ESCITALOPRAM OXALATE (ESCOSURE) for Depression, RANITIDINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (ZANTAC) for GERD, ROPINIROLE
HYDROCHLORIDE (REQUIP) for Restless leg syndrome, TEMAZEPAM
(RESTORIL [TEMAZEPAM]) for Sleep loss, CLOPIDOGREL BISULFATE
(CLAVIX [CLOPIDOGREL BISULFATE]) for Stroke, LEVOTHYROXINE
SODIUM (SYNTHROID), METOPROLOL SUCCINATE (TOPROL XL),
VITAMIN B12 [VITAMIN B12 NOS], CYCLOBENZAPRINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (FLEXERIL [CYCLOBENZAPRINE
HYDROCHLORIDE]) and BISOPROLOL FUMARATE,
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE (CONCOR 5 PLUS) for an unknown
indication. On 23-Jun-2021, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (had a really adverse reaction to my Moderna
shot,the blouse and the bra and a white necklace (that was
wearing) was so black), INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (wait 3 full months to receive the second dose),
ILLNESS (almost instantly got sick,have been sick on and off since I
got the second shot), COUGH (spend one whole day coughing),
DIARRHOEA (horrible bouts of diarrhea and said that can go for 3
days,night and day night and day), MIGRAINE (migraine), MEMORY
IMPAIRMENT (having trouble to remember some things and said
that needs to write down the next week schedule), ALOPECIA (hair
is falling out) and SKIN DISCOLOURATION (no one knows whyit's
skin is turning everything black.). At the time of the report,
VACCINATION COMPLICATION (had a really adverse reaction to my
Moderna shot,the blouse and the bra and a white necklace (that
was wearing) was so black), INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF
PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (wait 3 full months to receive the
second dose), ILLNESS (almost instantly got sick,have been sick on
and off since I got the second shot), COUGH (spend one whole day
coughing), DIARRHOEA (horrible bouts of diarrhea and said that can
go for 3 days,night and day night and day), MIGRAINE (migraine),
MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (having trouble to remember some things
and said that needs to write down the next week schedule),
ALOPECIA (hair is falling out) and SKIN DISCOLOURATION (no one
knows whyit's skin is turning everything black.) outcome was
unknown. No treatment drug was reported. This case was linked to
MOD-2021-262814 (Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 13-Sep-2021:
Followup received contain no new information.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1711057-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
Retaining fluid; Affecting my legs/circulation in legs; Fatigued; Less
than 35 days since first dose; Losing hair; Still fatigued with no
energy; Lost my taste; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Losing hair),
AGEUSIA (Lost my taste), FLUID RETENTION (Retaining fluid),
POOR PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION (Affecting my legs/circulation in
legs) and ASTHENIA (Still fatigued with no energy ) in a 73-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 047B21A and 031L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concomitant products included PARACETAMOL
(TYLENOL) for Arthritic-like pain, LOSARTAN for an unknown
indication. On 12-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 30-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In April 2021, the patient experienced AGEUSIA
(Lost my taste). In May 2021, the patient experienced ASTHENIA
(Still fatigued with no energy ). In July 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Losing hair). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced FLUID RETENTION (Retaining fluid), POOR
PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION (Affecting my legs/circulation in legs),
FATIGUE (Fatigued) and INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (Less than 35 days since first dose). The patient
was treated with HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE on 14-Jul-2021 for
Adverse event, at a dose of UNK, one time dose. At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (Losing hair), AGEUSIA (Lost my taste), FLUID
RETENTION (Retaining fluid), POOR PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
(Affecting my legs/circulation in legs) and ASTHENIA (Still fatigued
with no energy ) outcome was unknown, FATIGUE (Fatigued) had
not resolved and INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (Less than 35 days since first dose) had resolved.
For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the
reporter did not provide any causality assessments. Reporter stated
he did not experienced any adverse events after first dose of
Moderna vaccine which was done on 12-MAR-2021 On 03-SEP-2021
patient had undergone some bloodwork which results were not yet
disclosed. On 14-SEP-2021 his primary care provider ordered for
ultrasound of legs. Reporter also mentioned that after taking
Hydrochlorothiazide 12.5mg/1day but it did not work.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1711321-1

1711606-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

I would was my hair and gobs; 103.1 fever; freezing; Hair curly;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).
A 77-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection)
dose 1 via unspecified route of administration on 17Apr2021 in left
arm (Batch/Lot number-ER8727, Expirary date-Unknown) (Age at
Time of Vaccination in Years: 77 years) as dose 1, single for COVID19 immunisation. The patient relevant medical history included gall
bladder out from unknown, Kidney stones from Feb2021, blockages
(Why was the patient taking Concomitant Products rosuvastatin so
her arteries don't block up), diabetic, heart attacks (why was the
patient taking Concomitant Products Aspirin; for heart attacks),
blood pressure from unknown date stop date were unknown. The
patient had not received any other vaccine within 4 weeks before
COVID vaccination. The patient concomitant medication includes
Minoxidil 2.5mg (Had been taking for a year. States if she could
read or spell it. She was going to have to get a magnifying glass to
provide the name) tablet twice day taken for blood pressure
abnormal from an unspecified start date and ongoing; Rosuvastatin
40mg (Had been taking for 15 years, maybe) once a day taken for
arteries don't block up from an unspecified start date and ongoing;
metoprolol (METOPROLOL) (Has been taking about the same, 15
years or more) taken for blood pressure abnormal from an
unspecified start date and ongoing; Amlodipine Besilate
(AMLODIPINE BESILATE) 5mg (had been taking for a year) a day
both for blood pressure from an unspecified start date and ongoing;
glipizide (GLIPIZIDE) 5mg one a day taken for diabetes mellitus
from Feb2021 and ongoing; acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN COX
[ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID]) 81mg once a day taken for myocardial
infarction from an unspecified start date and ongoing; quinapril
(QUINAPRIL) 20mg twice a day taken for an unspecified indication
from an unspecified start date and ongoing (Has been taking for a
couple years, at least). Patient takes Vitamin D, 25mg for Vitamin D
start date and stop date was not reported. Her AIC is only 5.7. She
has never taken insulin. All she takes glipizide, which has only been
since Feb2021. Patient experienced I would was my hair and gobs,
hair curly, 103.1 fever and freezing on an unspecified date. Patient
Experiencing hair loss since after receiving both shots of the Pfizer
covid vaccine, and she has heard that this has happened to other
people as well. Her hair which has never been curly was curly now.
Patient stated, I sure was, but it quit now, it started after the first
shot, I would was my hair and gobs would fallout, and then after
the second shot and I had 103.1 fever, and my hair was falling out,
I was scared to even comb it, it scared me. Then, my hair is
straight, it ain't no more, it will curl up and it just curls up, my hair
never did that. It has quit falling out. I spoke to the pharmacist,
and to my regular doctor. Patient had a 103.1 fever the next day,
after both shots. She wasn't sick or anything, just freezing but not
sick, sick. It lasted only a day. Losing hair: Clarifies about 5 days
after the first shot, she went to wash her hair and had handfuls of
hair come out. After that, she would comb it and it and it would
come right out with the comb. It stopped falling out like it did. It is
not much at all and seems better. The patient underwent lab tests
and procedures which included body temperature: 103.1 and blood
test 5.7 (Her AIC is only 5.7, she thinks. She has never taken
insulin) on an unspecified date. The patient had not taken
treatment for hair loss. The outcome of events was unknown.
Follow-Up (06Sep2021): Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected.

50-59
years

hair lose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient). A 58-years-old female patient received first dose of
bnt162b2 (COMIRNATY) via unspecified route of administration in
the arm left, on 07Jun2021, at the age of 58-years-old, at single
dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history included
COVID-19 on unspecified date, prior vaccination. Concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient experienced hair loss
(hair lose) on unspecified date in 2021. Event caused hospitalization
on unspecified date in 2021 for 12 days. Outcome of the event was
recovered with lasting effects (recovered with sequel) on
unspecified date in 2021. The lot number for the vaccine,
[BNT162B2], was not provided and will be requested during follow
up.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1711674-1

1711729-1

1711920-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Nasal Swab: Positive; Nasal Swab: Positive; hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient)
reporting herself. A 50-year-old non pregnant female patient
received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, solution for
injection), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in left arm on 07Apr2021 08:15 (at the age of 50years-old) (Batch/Lot Number: EW0162) as dose 2, single and dose
1 via an unspecified route of administration, administered in left
arm on 17Mar2021 08:15 (at the age of 50-years-old) (Batch/Lot
Number: ER8727) as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not
reported. The patient previously experienced known allergies:
Penicillin. The patient experienced ongoing hair loss from an
unspecified date in Jun2021. The patient was tested positive for
Covid-19 which was confirmed by the nasal swab test. The patient
was exposed to vaccination failure scenario. Patient did not receive
any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.
Patient received other medications within 2 weeks to the COVID
vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with covid-19 prior to
vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of hair
loss; Prescription shampoo. The patient visited physician office for
the treatment for hair loss. The patient underwent lab tests and
procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 13Aug2021
post vaccination. The outcome of the hair loss was not recovered.
The outcome of all the other event was unknown. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

65-79
years

Within several weeks my hair began to fall out in general, not
patches.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer. This 68-year-old male consumer (patient) received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/Lot
Number: ENG205), dose 1 via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Right on 04Mar2021 (at the
age of 68-year-old) as DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation.
Medical history included hiv infection from an unknown date and
unknown if ongoing Other medical history: HIV, rubber sensitivity
from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing Known allergies:
Latex, drug hypersensitivity from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing Known allergies: Penicillan. The patient experienced
alopecia (within several weeks my hair began to fall out in general,
not patches) on 30Mar2021 with outcome of recovered with
sequelae. Adverse events was classified as serious: Disability or
permanent damage Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected.

30-39
years

Hair fell out in clumps/ bald; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 34-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EW0191) via
an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on an
unknown date in 2021 (at the age of 34-years-old) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included penicillin
allergy. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19. Concomitant medications included clonazepam
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for an unknown indication from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient previously
received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EW0178) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 22Jul2021 at 01:00 as a single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On 23Aug2021, the patient
underwent COVID-19 test via nasal swab and the result was
negative. On 01Sep2021 at 15:00, the patient's hair fell out in
clumps. The patient had become bald at the time of this report, she
had beautiful hair till she received this vaccine. The patient had a
picture taken before and after had a video it looked like a 3-yearold cut hair while sleeping. The events resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures
were not taken as a result of the events. Since the vaccination, the
patient had been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the
event hair fell out in clumps/ bald was not resolved at the time of
report.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1712320-1

1712975-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Pain at injection site; Arm hurt; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a
77-year-old female patient (wife) that: A 77-year-old female patient
received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EL9261), via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
Arm Left on 20Jan2021 (at the age of 77-year-old) as single dose
for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included reversible
shoulder surgery from 03Dec2020 to an unknown date and ongoing
blood cholesterol from an unknown date. Concomitant medication
only prescription medication she takes is a stating drug to control
cholesterol she has been on it for 2 to 3 years. He doesn't know the
dose. Patient previously took flu shot and a pneumonia shot he
thinks it might have been the end of Oct2020. Additional vaccines
administered on same date of the Pfizer Suspect reported as none.
Consumer reported side effect from the first dose was pain at the
injection site along with for a day or two her arm hurt. But as far as
fever and chills none. They received the first dose of the Pfizer
vaccine on 20Jan2021 at the (facility name) in (place). The reason
he called before around the eighth was because 10 days to two
weeks after the vaccine his wife started a lot of hair loss, she
continues to have a lot of hair loss she doesn't have much hair left.
He is calling because he is curious to know. He talked to family
doctor too. Received the first dose of COVID19 Vaccine on
20Jan2021. Ten to fourteen days after the vaccine his wife
developed hair loss. It was around the first week of February. It is
worsening and her hair is currently coming out. They were also told
that she should have the second dose initially they were supposed
to receive Moderna, but when it came their turn, they had run out
of Moderna and had 20 vials of Pfizer left, so they got Pfizer.
Because of the hair loss they had called the family doctor and asked
if it would be a good idea to get the second dose since she is having
a lot of hair loss. The doctor's response was yes, he would
recommend the second dose. the doctor told them it would be
better off to have no hair. Patient received second dose of bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation: solution for
injection, Batch/Lot Number: EL9269), via an unspecified route of
administration, administered on 11Feb2021 as single dose for
covid-19 immunisation. The outcome of the event hair loss was
reported as not recovered and Pain at injection site, Arm hurt was
unknown. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information
is expected.

18-29
years

Alopecia areata; Sudden hair loss in patches on scalp and beard;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other
non hcp. A 26-years-old male patient received first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation:
Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EN6199) via an
unspecified route of administration in Arm Left on 09Mar2021 (age
at vaccination 26years old) as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included testis cancer, drug
hypersensitivity, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4
weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication(s)
included famotidine (FAMOTIDINE); lysine (LYSINE); calcium
carbonate (TUMS [CALCIUM CAR-BONATE]), all taken for an
unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. Since
the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. On
12Mar2021 the patient experienced alopecia areata, sudden hair
loss in patches on scalp and beard. The patient underwent lab tests
and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on
20Apr2021. The patient received treatment with steroid cream for
the adverse events. The clinical outcome of the event was not
recovered. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia
areata, sudden hair loss in patches on scalp and beard. No followup attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1713071-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

pain returned worse; enlarged lymph node under my left arm; lump
in my breast; lost a patch of hair the size of a 1/2 dollar coin; This
is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A
62-year-old non-pregnant female patient received second dose of
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/Lot number: EL0140), via an
unspecified route of administration in arm left on 05Jan2021 at
14:00 (at the age of 62-years-old) as dose 2, single for COVID-19
immunisation. The medical history of the patient included included
breast cancer and breast biopsy. The patient had no known
allergies. The concomitant medications of the patient included
sertraline (SERTRALINE) 100mg 1 x per day and atorvastatin
(ATORVASTATIN) 10 mg both taken for an unspecified indication
start and stop date were not reported. The patient was not
pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient previously received
first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/Lot number: EL0140),
via an unspecified route of administration in arm left on 25Jan2021
at 15:15 (at the age of 62-years-old) as single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within
4 weeks prior to the covid vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient
was not diagnosed with covid-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
was tested negative with covid-19. The patient reported that after
the first vaccine it started with severe site pain, left arm, radiated
to her scapula through to the front of her shoulder where it was
difficult to move her arm. It felt better before the second vaccine,
however, after the second vaccine (on 08Jan2021 at 08:00), the
pain returned worse and still with her including an enlarged lymph
node under her left arm and then found a lump in her breast. She
had to have a breast biopsy where a benign growth was removed.
As of her Oct where she had a breast MRI her breasts were clear
from any growths. In addition, on the left side of her scalp she have
lost a patch of hair the size of a 1/2 dollar coin. All those symptoms
are on the left side of her body the same side in which she had the
vaccine. The events resulted in physician office visit. The patient
underwent lab tests and procedures whichbreast MRI: unknown on
an unspecified date and Nasal Swab PCR : negative on 04Jan2021.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events that
included cortisone injections and anti-inflammatories. The outcome
of the events was reported as not resolved. No follow-up attempts
are possible. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1713295-1

50-59
years

In early August, 3 months after my second vaccine dose, I noticed
unusually increased hair shedding. This continued so I saw my
dermotologist on September 15, 2021. My dermatologist diagnosed
me with Telogen Effluvium. I understand it is often the result of an
adverse event 3 months prior. There really was no change in my life
except having the vaccine at that time. I wonder if there could be a
connection. My dermatologist did not believe so.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1713477-1

50-59
years

Fuzzy head, lack of concentration, dizziness, nausea, tinnitus, off
balance fatigue, head full feeling, facial and head numbness, scalp
itching, hair loss, weight gain, bloating, depression, anxiety

40-49
years

losing my hair a lot/ hair is falling out/ huge bald spot; body aches;
tired; sore arm; tracers in my eyes/see water squigglies in the air;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of VITREOUS FLOATERS (tracers in my eyes/see
water squigglies in the air), ALOPECIA (losing my hair a lot/ hair is
falling out/ huge bald spot), MYALGIA (sore arm), MYALGIA (body
aches) and FATIGUE (tired) in a 42-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
007C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 18-Aug-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 18-Aug-2021, the patient experienced VITREOUS
FLOATERS (tracers in my eyes/see water squigglies in the air) and
MYALGIA (sore arm). On 19-Aug-2021, the patient experienced
MYALGIA (body aches) and FATIGUE (tired). On an unknown date,
the patient experienced ALOPECIA (losing my hair a lot/ hair is
falling out/ huge bald spot). At the time of the report, VITREOUS
FLOATERS (tracers in my eyes/see water squigglies in the air),
ALOPECIA (losing my hair a lot/ hair is falling out/ huge bald spot),
MYALGIA (sore arm), MYALGIA (body aches) and FATIGUE (tired)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No
concomitant medications were reported. No treatment medications
were reported.

30-39
years

Alopecia developed 3 weeks after injection. -initial immune
response was very strong (102 temp for days, etc) At the beginning
of week 3 a developed a strong headache. By the end of week three
two patches of hair started falling out. One the size of a nickel, the
other of a quarter. The patches grew to one being the size of a 50
cent piece and the other half the size of my palm. -treatment has
been with steroid injection and acupuncture. At this point tiny baby
hairs are growing in, but I still have two large patches of baldness.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1714678-1

1714914-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1715183-1

Age

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
*Dizziness *Nausea *vomitting Chronic Migraine - 12 hours later at
0300 *headache *Fever (100.2 to 101.8) *EXTREME fatigue
*Blurred vision *loss of appetite *Injection site felt like it was hit by
sledge hammer *Injection site swollen aphasia brain fog Hair loss
ER Visit on 8/31 after I Maxed out all triptans and other chronic
migraine meds and all of the other symptoms Migraine PCP 9/7
wrote exemption and advised to follow with neuro and rest Neuro
9/8 who started infusions and ordered an MRA 9/9 1st infusion 9/15
2nd infusion 9/16 3rd infusion 9/21 eye dr to check pressure in
eyes for the blurred vision

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1717930-1

Age

30-39
years

Adverse Event Description
Grave's disease symptoms were aggravated; Felt achy; Grave's
disease symptoms were aggravated; Didn't feel great; Hair was
falling out; Increase in anxiety; Fatigue; Joint pain; Headache;
Worse than flu shot pain in her arm; Nausea; Body aches/felt achy;
Chills; Headache; Could not lift her arm; Felt fluey but not severe;
Nauseous; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of BASEDOW'S DISEASE (Grave's disease
symptoms were aggravated) in a 38-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included Kikuchi
disease in 2008. Concurrent medical conditions included Graves'
disease, Asthma, Anxiety, Seasonal allergy and Rash all over (body
rashes). Concomitant products included LISDEXAMFETAMINE
MESILATE (VYVANSE), CLONAZEPAM (KLONOPIN), ALBUTEROL
[SALBUTAMOL], FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE (FLOVENT) and
BUDESONIDE, FORMOTEROL FUMARATE (SYMBICORT) for Asthma,
OXYMETAZOLINE HYDROCHLORIDE (CLARITIN ALLERGIC) and
FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE (FLONASE [FLUTICASONE
PROPIONATE]) for Seasonal allergy, THIAMAZOLE (METHIMAZOLE)
and EPINEPHRINE (EPIPEN) for an unknown indication. On 21-Mar2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 23-Apr2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On 23-Apr-2021, the patient experienced NAUSEA (Nauseous). On
24-Apr-2021, the patient experienced MOVEMENT DISORDER
(Could not lift her arm), INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (Felt fluey but
not severe), CHILLS (Chills), the first episode of HEADACHE
(Headache), MYALGIA (Body aches/felt achy), NAUSEA (Nausea)
and VACCINATION SITE PAIN (Worse than flu shot pain in her arm).
In May 2021, the patient experienced CONDITION AGGRAVATED
(Grave's disease symptoms were aggravated), FEELING ABNORMAL
(Didn't feel great), ALOPECIA (Hair was falling out), ANXIETY
(Increase in anxiety), FATIGUE (Fatigue), ARTHRALGIA (Joint pain)
and the second episode of HEADACHE (Headache). On an unknown
date, the patient experienced BASEDOW'S DISEASE (Grave's
disease symptoms were aggravated) (seriousness criterion
medically significant) and PAIN (Felt achy). On 23-Apr-2021,
NAUSEA (Nauseous) had resolved. At the time of the report,
BASEDOW'S DISEASE (Grave's disease symptoms were
aggravated), CONDITION AGGRAVATED (Grave's disease symptoms
were aggravated), MOVEMENT DISORDER (Could not lift her arm),
INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (Felt fluey but not severe), FEELING
ABNORMAL (Didn't feel great), ALOPECIA (Hair was falling out),
ANXIETY (Increase in anxiety), CHILLS (Chills), MYALGIA (Body
aches/felt achy), FATIGUE (Fatigue), ARTHRALGIA (Joint pain),
NAUSEA (Nausea) and VACCINATION SITE PAIN (Worse than flu
shot pain in her arm) was resolving and PAIN (Felt achy) and the
last episode of HEADACHE (Headache) outcome was unknown.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In August 2021, Red blood cell count: little low (Low)
little low. In August 2021, Thyroid function test: normal (normal)
normal. In August 2021, White blood cell count: little low (Low)
little low. The patient used steroid cream and another cream that
she could not remember the name of was also considered as
concomitant medications. Treatment medication was unknown. The
patient got her first Moderna dose in her right arm on 21/Mar/2021.
She did not have her card with her to give lot numbers. She got her
second dose in her left arm on 23/Apr/2021. She was nauseous
right away but that disappeared quickly. About 12 hours after she
had worse than flu shot pain in her arm, could not lift her arm, body
aches, chills, headache, nausea, felt fluey but not severe. By the
next day she was feeling better except for the headache which
lasted until the following day. She felt like after she got the second
dose everything was set off (Grave's disease symptoms were
aggravated). She felt achy and didn't feel great. Her hair was falling
out, and she had fatigue, joint pain, increase in anxiety, and
headaches. She thinks it started in May. She had bloodwork and the
thyroid hormones were in line, so her primary care did not adjust
her medication. In the last 2-3 weeks everything seems to be
leveling out. In August bloodwork indicated her thyroid was OK but
red and white blood cell count was a little low. They were
monitoring. Her primary care did all the bloodwork but was leaving
the practice shortly.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a 38year-old, female patient with relevant medical history of Graves'
disease and Asthma, who experienced the unexpected event of
Grave's disease symptoms aggravated. The event occurred on the
same day after the second dose of Spikevax. The rechallenge was
not applicable. The benefit-risk relationship of Spikevax is not
affected by this report. The patient had bloodwork done and the
thyroid hormones were in line and no adjustment to her medication
was suggested by primary physician.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1719363-1

1719447-1

1719630-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Sudden, rapid hair loss and thinning of hair beginning in late July
through to September 2021 across the crown of my head. The
same thing also happened to my sister who got her Pfizer shots on
the same day, roughly the same time, and the same location as me.
Within a matter of weeks, my hair rapidly shed. I was under no
more stress than I normally am and my father wasn't bald. My
sister, who I was staying with from January to May, tested positive
for Covid in January while I tested negative (but it came back
positive for strep throat in Jan. after she tested positive for Covid).
While it's not clear that the Pfizer vaccine triggered my hair loss, it's
the only major shock to my system that my body received in the
last four months leading up to this sudden hair loss. The possibility
of hair loss as a side effect should at least be looked into, please.
Thanks.

30-39
years

The same night after vaccine I felt completely sick. I had fever,
chills I was sweating and I couldn?t sleep completely. Next day it
was the same. I felt very sick all day. After few days I got red spots
on my skin and spontaneously headache till today. Also I used to go
to the gym often but after vaccine I am much weaker and my
muscles are shaking while I am exercising. Sometimes my legs feel
heavy and not completely normal like before the vaccine. I lost lot
of my hair. I got anxiety because of that.

18-29
years

I got the second shot at 6:30 PM on Tuesday 9/14. Around 2:30 PM
on Wednesday 9/15, severe muscle aches began. The severity of
the muscle aches cannot be understated -- it was worse than when
I had H1N1 and was the worst illness I have had in eight years. I
also got a low-grade fever (I have not had a fever since 2014) and
dizziness that evening. The muscle aches, fever, and dizziness were
gone by the next day after sleeping for 11 hours. However, the
lymph node in my armpit was swollen and painful for a few days
after that. The lymph node symptom now appears to be gone. I
also was very tired until Monday 9/20 and had trouble getting out of
bed and was sleeping more than usual. My hair has also been falling
out in clumps since around Thursday 9/16. Also, I have been having
recurring problems with my muscles since Thursday 9/16. My
muscles now keep getting injured. Since getting the vaccine I have
gotten significant muscle strains in my right calf, right foot, left
abdominal area, and left back area. I walk every day and today I
had to get my husband to drive and pick me up in the middle of my
walk due to severe pain in my right foot. Another walk that I did on
Saturday 9/18 had to be cut short due to pain in my right calf. This
has not happened before getting the vaccine, let alone twice in one
week.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1719765-1

50-59
years

Within a few weeks after my first COVID vaccine, I started
experiencing an increased heart rate (as measured with my STRAVA
app), trembling hands, fatigue, and hair loss. By the end of June I
also developed severe fatigue, diarrhea, racing heart, and weight
loss. Blood tests in July indicated hyperthyroidism. Follow-up
bloodwork indicated Grave's disease.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1720314-1

30-39
years

Bald spot developed on the back of my head. I went to get my hair
done and my hairdresser discovered a large bald patch near the
back of my hairline, near my right ear.

50-59
years

Fever and chills, muscle pain began after 12 hours and lasted until
72 hours after injection. Used ibuprofen to control symptoms, but
was confined to bed for two days. Noticable hair loss began on day
4. I have lost about 30-40% of my hair and it is still falling out 17
days later! My scalp is now showing through my hair! Also, joint
pain in my fingers began about the same time and continued for
about one week. (This is no longer a problem.). My only guess is
that I received the vaccine too soon after recovering from Covid-19.
I was sick with Covid symptoms from June 28-July 11th

50-59
years

Extreme Hair Loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (patient, self-reported). A 58-year-old female patient
received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EM9810 STEHS and
expiry date was not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration, in Arm Left, on 06Feb2021 at 11:45 PM (age at
vaccination: 58 years), as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization
at school or student health clinic. The patient was not pregnant at
the time of vaccination. The patient's medical history included high
B/P, high cholesterol, and kidney donor. The patient did not have
any known allergies. Concomitant medications included unspecified
medications. The patient did not received any other vaccine in four
weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination.
The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. On
22Feb2021 at 07:00 AM, the patient experienced extreme hair loss.
The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. Outcome of
the event was unknown. Follow-up attempts completed. No further
information expected.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1720687-1

1721959-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1721991-1

1721994-1

1722004-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other
health care professional (patient). A 88-years-old female patient
received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number
was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (at the
age of 88-years), administered in arm left on 25Feb2021 as dose 1,
single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included
hypothyroidism (Caller was diagnosed when she was 18 years old),
high blood pressure (Caller was diagnosed in her 50s) and covid-19
from Nov2020 to an unknown date. Concomitant medications
included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) taken for
hypothyroidism as 0.150mg once daily by mouth, lisinopril
(LISINOPRIL) taken for hypertension as 10mg once daily by mouth,
start and stop date were not reported. The patient was taking the
other products. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced
hair loss. It was further stated that she was calling regarding the
Pfizer BioNTech COVID Vaccine. She was having a side effect she
would like to report. She stated that she did have COVID in the
middle of Nov2020, but she got her first shot of the vaccine two
weeks ago, and she is having hair loss. She was wondering if this is
a side effect of the product. She stated that she noticed there might
have been some hair loss in with the COVID Virus, when she had
that back in Nov2020, but there was more with this. She had the
COVID vaccine two weeks ago, and she started noticing she was
having to take hair out of her brush more, and today, she went to
the hairdresser and the hairdresser noticed it as well. She stated
that it was just a concern of hers, that it will get worse with the
second shot. The patient was taking Pfizer BioN-Tech COVID Vaccine
because her doctor told her to. She stated that the lot number on
her card was covered with a sticker saying Pfizer BioNTech. She
wanted to know if hair loss is a reported AE associated with the
Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. If it is, how often is it reported. She had a
prior COVID-19 infection and is experiencing hair loss after the first
dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. She mentioned that she had
heard other people who are having this adverse event. Her friend
saw on TV that a per-son was having clumps of her hair were
coming out after having the COVID-19 vaccine but she was not sure
which vaccine the news is pertaining to. She wanted to know if she
should get the second dose of the vaccine considering her AE.
Considering she had prior COIVD-19 infection and got the first dose
of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, how much is the protection. The
study excluded participants who were immunocompromised and
those who had previous clinical or microbiological diagnosis of
COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the events was reported as not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot been obtained.

30-39
years

Had a baby 4 months ago; Hair loss; Scalp feels tingly; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This other HCP
(Mother) reported events for two patients (herself and baby). This
is mother report. This 30 years old female other HCP (mother)
reported for Herself. A 30-year-old (non-pregnant) female patient
received a dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot Number:
unknown, Expiration date: unknown), via unspecified route,
administered in left arm on 12Mar2021 11:30 AM (at the age of 30year-old) as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunization. The patient
medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On
14Mar2021 12:00 AM, after the vaccination, the patient
experienced Hair loss and Scalp feels tingly. Patient also
experienced maternal exposure during vaccination. No other
vaccines taken in four weeks, no other medications taken in two
weeks, covid was not diagnosed prior vaccination and covid was not
tested post vaccination. No allergies reported. The outcome of the
events alopecia and paraesthesia was not recovered. Outcome of
the event maternal exposure was unknown. No follow-up attempts
possible. No further information expected.; Sender's Comments:
Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021296513 same product,
different pt.

Unknown

hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
or other non hcp (patient) from a Pfizer sponsored program. A
female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2
(BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported) via an
unspecified route of administration on 28Feb2021 at dose 1, single
for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On 02Mar2021 the patient
experienced hair loss. Reporter received first CoVax 28Feb2021,
reported experiencing continuous hair loss 2 days later through
now. Confirmed reporter did receive both CoVax doses. Outcome of
the event was not resolved. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1722005-1

1722007-1

1722008-1

1722039-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

thinning of her hair; This is a spontaneous report from a noncontactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified
age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not
reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as dose number unknown, single for covid-19
immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced thinning of her hair following the vaccine doses. The
outcome of event was unknown. No follow-up attempts are
possible. information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
No further information is expected.

Unknown

I am losing my hair; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable consumer (patient) reported for self. A 85-years-old
patient of an unspecified gender received an unknown dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for
injection, Batch/Lot number: unknown, Expiration date: unknown)
via an unspecified route of administration, administered at an
unspecified anatomical location on an unspecified date (age at
vaccination was unknown) as dose number unknown, single for
COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had just
taken the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine and was just looking at
the side effects. On an unspecified date, the patient was losing hair.
The outcome of the event was unknown. No follow-up attempts are
possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

Unknown

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other
hcp. A 53-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Formulation:
Solution for injection; Batch/Lot Number: ER8732), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
27Mar2021 12:45 PM as DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included multiple sclerosis from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing, drug hypersensitivity from
an unknown date and unknown if ongoing known allergies: Sulfa.
Concomitant medications included natalizumab (TYSABRI) taken for
an unspecified indication from 31Mar2021 to an unspecified stop
date. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks
prior to the COVID vaccine. On 01Apr2021 09:00AM patient
experienced hair loss. The patient did not received treatment. Prior
to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since
the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The
outcome of the event was not recovered. No follow-up attempts are
needed; No further information expected.

40-49
years

Significant hair loss/hair started to fall out in large amounts/hair
was so thin now and she could see her scalp; low grade fever; body
aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient). A 42-years-old non-pregnant female patient received
BNT162b2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EN6207, Expiration date was not
reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Mar2021
as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history
included hypertension from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing and COVID-19 (prior vaccination) from an unknown date
and unknown if ongoing. Patient had no known allergies. There
were no concomitant medications in two weeks. Patient had no
other vaccine in four weeks. Patient had not been tested for COVID19, post vaccination. On 23Mar2021, after patient got the vaccine
that night, patient just had a low grade fever and body aches. This
continued for about 3-4 days. Patient took Tylenol and it went away.
On 29Mar2021, by day 7, patient hair started to fall out in large
amounts/significant hair loss. Up until today large amount continues
to fall out. Patient hair was so thin now and she could see her scalp.
This was the first dose, patient stated that she could only imagine
after she get the second one. Therapeutic measure were taken for
low grade fever and body aches and treatment included Tylenol and
received no treatment for significant hair loss/hair started to fall out
in large amounts/hair was so thin now and she could see her scalp.
The outcome of significant hair loss/hair started to fall out in large
amounts/hair was so thin now and she could see her scalp was not
recovered and recovered for low grade fever and body aches on
Mar2021. No follow up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1722044-1

1722045-1

1722055-1

1722057-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

a lot of hair fall out of her head/ her hair was so weak/ lost a lot of
hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient). A 47-years-old female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot number: EN6205, Expiry Date: Unknown) via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in arm right on
24Mar2021 10:00 (at the age of 47-years-old) as dose 1, single for
COVID-19 immunisation. No medical history was reported. There
were no concomitant medications reported. No prior vaccinations
(within 4 weeks). No family history was reported. No investigation
assessment was performed. No additional vaccines administered on
same date of the Pfizer Suspect. On 13Apr2021, the patient was
stated that she has lost a lot of hair. She wants to know if Pfizer can
tell her why and how they can help her. She stated that on Tuesday,
confirmed as 13Apr2021, she went to hair salon, and when she was
getting her hair washed the lady washing her hair stated that she
was sorry but lot of hair fall out of her head was reported as
worsened. The caller stated that could not be possible and the lady
washing her hair said that her hair was so weak. She finished doing
her hair and then she went home. The patient was not visited to
emergency room and physician office for events. The outcome of
the event was not recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected.

60-64
years

Since second dose on 30Mar, my hair is falling out by handfuls#
Extreme amounts of hair loss. Never happened before vaccine. I am
very afraid it is all fallingOut, every bit of my long beautiful; This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other non hcp
(Patient). A 63-years-old female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Formulation:
Solution for injection, Lot number: unknown), dose 2 via an
unspecified route of administration on 30Mar2021 (at the age of 63
years old) as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Medical
history included asthma, hypertension,immune thrombocytopenia,
rubber sensitivity and dermatitis contact from an unknown date and
unknown if ongoing. The patient concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot number: EN-6203), via an
unspecified route of administration administered in Arm Left on
09Mar2021 at dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient
did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.
Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID19. Patient had allergies Latex and adhesive. On 08Apr2021, the
patient experienced since second dose he had hair is falling out by
handfuls extreme amounts of hair loss never happened before
vaccine. The patient was very afraid it is all fallingout, every bit of
my long beautiful. The outcome of the event was not recovered. No
follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch
number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

30-39
years

hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
pharmacist. A 35-year-old nonpregnant female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation:
Solution for injection, Lot number was not reported), via
intramuscular, administered in arm right on 26Mar2021 09:00AM as
dose 2, (at the age of 35-year-old) single for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient previously received bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation: Solution for injection,
Lot number: EN6205), via intramuscular, administered in arm left
on 05Mar2021 08:00AM as dose 1, (at the age of 35-year-old)
single for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included
hypothyroidism and known allergies: sulfa. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium
(SYNTHROID). The patient received other medications within 2
weeks of vaccination. On 30Mar2021 13:00, the patient
experienced significant hair loss started 3 days after second shot
and is still continuing (~4 weeks post second shot). Approximately
~25percentage of hair loss from head. Not patches. Had to increase
Synthroid (100 mcg to 112 mcg). No treatment was received in
response to the adverse events. The patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, patient was
not tested for COVID-19. At the time of reporting, the outcome of
the event was not recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected.

Unknown

"She states that her ""friend's mom started losing her hair in
clumps since the vaccine""; This is a spontaneous report from a
Non-contactable Consumer. This Non-contactable Consumer
reporting for a female patient. A female patient with an unspecified
age received dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, formulation: solution for injection, Batch/lot number:
unknown) via unknown route of administration on an unknown date
as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for COVID-19 immunisation.
The patient's medical history and concomitant medication were not
reported. On an unknown date, it was reported that, her friend's
mom started losing her hair in clumps since the vaccine. At the time
of this report the outcome of the event was unknown. No follow-up
attempts were possible, information about lot/batch number cannot

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1722058-1

1722059-1

1722061-1

Age

be obtained."

40-49
years

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(Patient). A 43-years-old non-pregnant female patient received first
dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported) via unspecified
route of administration on an unspecified date (age at the time of
vaccination was 43 years old) as dose 1, single, second dose of
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for
injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported) via unspecified route
of administration on an unspecified date (age at the time of
vaccination was 43 years old) as dose 2, single for Covid-19
immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient had no other vaccine
within 4 weeks. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination
and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. On 01Apr2021, the
patient experienced Hair loss. After first shot and 2nd. Still loosing
hair 3 weeks after 2nd shot. No treatment was received for the
event. The clinical outcome of the event was not recovered. No
follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch
number cannot be obtained. No further information expected.

80+
years

hair falling out after second dose; This is a spontaneous case
received from a contactable consumer (patient himself). An 84year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2
PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation: solution for
injection and lot number: EN6207) via an unspecified route of
administration in left arm on 01Apr2021 10:00 (age at vaccination
84-year-old) as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient
medical history was reported as none. Concomitant medication was
not reported. The patient historical vaccine included first dose of
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation:
solution for injection and Lot number: EN6207) on 14Mar2021, on
left arm for COVID-19 immunization. On an unspecified date on
Apr2021, the patient stated that his hair started failing out a couple
weeks after second dose. The outcome of the event was reported as
not recovered. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further
information was expected.

40-49
years

Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
or other non hcp. A 49-years-old female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for
injection, Batch/Lot Number: (Batch/Lot Number: ER8727;
Expiration Date: 31Jul2021), dose 1 via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Left on 24Mar2021 at 14:25 (at
the age of 49-years-old) as dose 1, single for covid-19
immunisation. History of all previous immunizations with the Pfizer
vaccine considered as suspect was none. The patient medical
history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient
History was none. Family Medical History Relevant to AE was none.
The patient experienced hair loss on 28Mar2021. Reporter
seriousness for the event was unspecified. She commented she
works in Phlebotomy. She commented she filed a E-report online on
22Apr2021 and has not heard or received a response from anyone.
She further clarified she completed a VAERS report online. She
confirmed she has not complete a safety report with Pfizer directly
yet. She clarified the adverse event experienced as hair loss. She
noticed it in the morning before noon. Her second dose she received
on 14Apr2021, Lot: ER8729 Exp: 31Jul2021, administered in left
arm. Her appointment for second shot was at 2:30 PM. She also
added, she was using a skin cream that at first thought could have
been the cause of the hair loss. However, her Dermatologist said it
was not it because this skin cream is supposed to help hair loss.
She did not have name of skin cream to provide. Vaccination Facility
Type- Hospital. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of
the Pfizer Suspect was none. The event did not cause Emergency
Room. She visted Physician's Office. She went to Dermatologist.
She was going through injections in her head now as treatment.
Prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks was none. AEs following prior
vaccinations was reported as no. She wanted to know what usually
is the next step when something like this happen. She was
requesting or wanting follow-up about. She mentioned she just
wanted someone to contact her and follow-up directly regarding
this. No additional details provided. She wanted to speak to
someone directly. Outcome of the event was not recovered. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1722062-1

1722063-1

1722070-1

1722606-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Hair loss after both doses; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient herself). A 35-years-old nonpregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number:
er8736, expiration date was not reported), via an unspecified route
of administration, in left arm on 23Apr2021 at 09:30 AM (at the age
of 35-years-old) as dose 1, single and patient received BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, solution for
injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as dose
2, single for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history
included irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and eczema. The patient
had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of
vaccination. The patients concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient had not received any other vaccine within 4
weeks and had not received other medications in two weeks.
Patient had not been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination
and had not been tested since the vaccination. On 26Apr2021, the
patient had experienced hair loss after both doses. Patient had not
received any treatment for the event reported. The outcome of the
event was recovering. Follow up attempts are needed. Further
information has been requested. This follow-up is being submitted
to notify that the lot/batch number is not available despite the
follow-up attempts made. Follow-up attempts completed. No further
information is expected

Unknown

Losing her hair after her second vaccine; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer. and a non-contactable
consumer (friend). A female patient of an unspecified age received
second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was not
reported, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of
administration on 05May2021 as DOSE 2, SINGLE for covid-19
immunization. The patient's medical history included covid-19. The
patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient
was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the
vaccination, it was unknown that the patient been tested for
COVID-19. The patient has previously received first dose of
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation:
solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was not reported, expiry
date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on
unspecific date as DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunization. On
06May2021, the patient was losing her hair after her second
vaccine. The event was resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Treatment received for the event was
unknown. The outcome of the event was unknown. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information was expected.

30-39
years

my hair is falling out. I have long brown hair, I began to notice 3
days after the vaccine that my hair brush was Very full, its been
coming out heavily every day since. It looks very thin around my t;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other
non hcp (herself). A 35-year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for
injection), dose 1 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Left on 20May2021 (Batch/Lot Number:
EW0176) as dose 1, single (age at vaccination 35-year-old) for
covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included drug known
allergies: Sulfa from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.
Concomitant medication(s) included citalopram (CITALOPRAM)
taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not
reported. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for
COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks
prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced my hair is falling
out. i have long brown hair, i began to notice 3 days after the
vaccine that my hair brush was very full, its been coming out
heavily every day since. it looks very thin around my temples. And
the hair is everywhere I look. on 23May2021. No treatment was
received. The outcome for event was not recovered. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

40-49
years

Two days after receiving my vaccine, I started to have pain around
my right breast because my lymph nodes were swollen. It was
painful to the touch. I could not sleep on my right side. I went to
the doctor and she told me to wait a week and if it did not get
better, I would have a mammogram done. The pain lasted about 56 days and I took Tylenol and applied heat to help with the pain. I
noticed that I am losing more hair since my vaccines as well.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1722650-1

80+
years

IN THE MORNING ON THE DAY FOLLOWING THE 2ND INJECTION,
AS I ROSE FROM MY BED, MY BODY FELT VERY STRANGE AS IF
TINGLING FROM MY HEAD TO MY TOES, LEGS BECAME TOTALLY
IMOBILIZED, COMPLETELY PARALYZED AS I TRIED TO TAKE A STEP.
I VISUALIZED TAKING A STEP WITH MY R FOOT AND LOOKED
DOWN AND SAW THAT MY FOOT HAD NOT MOVED. I REPEATED
THIS WITH MY L FOOT AND IT, TOO, DID NOT MOVE. I WAITED
&TRIED AGAIN. NO LUCK. AFTER 10 MINUTES, I WAS ABLE TO
SLIDE MY FOOT ABOUT 1 INCH BUT COULD NOT LIFT IT OFF THE
FLOOR. OVER THE COURSE OF TIME, I FOUND I COULD MOVE MY
LIMBS MORE. I HAD TO WORK HARD FOR EACH STEP OF
IMPROVEMENT & BY THE END OF THE DAY, I FELT ALMOST
NORMAL. 2 WEEKS LATER, I LOST MOST OF THE HAIR ON TOP OF
MY HEAD.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1722664-1

50-59
years

hair loss for 4 mos post covid vax, Pfizer completed 4/2021

50-59
years

Chronic, primary stabbing/burning headache diagnosed as
nummular headache at top of head began May 9, 2021; headache
and stabbing/burning pain has not stopped since May 9 and has
worsened since May 9, 2021, 26 days after my second covid
vaccination. Pain began without other trauma, no change in
medications, or discernable cause. Other symptoms began in July
2021 including unexplained nausea, weight loss, rashes on head
and legs, muscle and bone pain, insomnia, ocular pain, nose and
throat pain, hair loss, and anxiety. Other symptoms lasted for
approximately 45 days. Primary headache, which remains largely
non-responsive to current drug therapies of gabapentin,
amitriptyline, and botox, continues to current day.

40-49
years

SCALP HAIR BECAME DRY, THIN, AND BRITTLE; SCALP HAIR
BECAME DRY, THIN, AND BRITTLE; DIFFUSE SHEDDING OF SCALP
HAIR; HEART PALPITATIONS; HOT FLASHES; INSOMNIA; FATIGUE
AND WEAKNESS; FATIGUE AND WEAKNESS; CHEST PAIN;
DIFFICULTY TAKING A DEEP BREATH; MOOD SWINGS; DIFFICULTY
CONCENTRATING AND MEMORY LAPSES; DIFFICULTY
CONCENTRATING AND MEMORY LAPSES; ACHING AND STIFFNESS
IN KNEES, THIGHS, HIPS, AND LOWER BACK; ACHING AND
STIFFNESS IN KNEES, THIGHS, HIPS, AND LOWER BACK; HAIR
LOSS ON FOREARMS, EDGE OF EYEBROWS, AND LOWER LEGS/
DIFFUSE SHEDDING OF SCALP HAIR; HEAT INTOLERANCE;
ELEVATED THYROID PEROXIDASE ANTIBODIES; GOITER /
THYROIDITIS; GOITER / THYROIDITIS; NECK TENDERNESS IN THE
AREA AROUND ADAM'S APPLE; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer or other health care professional. A 46-yearold male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection), (Lot Number:
EWO173, Expiry date not reported) via unspecified route of
administration administered in left arm on 01May2021 at 15:30 (at
age of 46-years-old) as DOSE 2, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation.
Patient medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. Patient did not receive any other vaccine within four
weeks. Patient received other medications in two weeks include
dietary supplements. Patient previously took beta lactam
antibiotics, azithromycin, ibuprofen, and experienced allergies. The
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The
patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Patient
previously received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot
Number: EWO150, Expiry date not reported) via unspecified route
of administration, administered in left arm on 10Apr2021 at 15:30
(at age of 46-years-old) as single dose for COVID-19 Immunisation.
On unspecified date in May2021 (after vaccination) patient
experienced scalp hair became dry, thin and brittle, diffuse
shedding of scalp hair, heart palpitations, hot flashes, insomnia,
fatigue ,weakness, chest pain, difficulty taking a deep breath, mood
swings, difficulty concentrating and memory lapses, aching and
stiffness in knees, thighs, hips, and lower back, hair loss on
forearms, edge of eyebrows, and lower legs, heat intolerance,
elevated thyroid peroxidase antibodies, goiter / thyroiditis, neck
tenderness in the area around adams apple. Patient did not receive
treatment for the events. Adverse events resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The Patient underwent lab
test and procedures include PCR test was negative on 29Jun2021;
Anti-thyroid antibody test result was elevated thyroid peroxidase
antibodies on unspecified date in May 2021. The Outcome of the
events was not recovered. Follow-Up (06Sep2021): Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected. FollowUp (07Sep2021): Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1722788-1

1725420-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1725445-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
Her hair has been falling out; Stress; Her thyroid and hormone
blood levels checked; Her thyroid and hormone blood levels
checked; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
Nurse (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, solution for
injection, Batch/Lot Number: not reported), via an unspecified route
of administration on an unspecified date as dose 2, single for covid19 immunization. The patient previously received BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (age at the
vaccination 65-years-old), dose 1, on an unspecified date for covid19 immunization. The medical history includes injured her Knee
(start date in 2011). The patient concomitant medication included
Propranolol. The patient receiving her BioNtech covid 19 vaccination
states that her hair had been falling out. This could be stress
related but wants to know if this was a potential side effect of the
vaccine. The patient also taking vitamins and it was growing back
some. The patient also sought treatment from her HCP and tried to
had her thyroid and hormone blood levels checked however was not
able to because of a dispute between her doctors office and the lab.
The outcome of the events were unknown. Additional Context:
Agent relays he had a patient on the line trying to enroll for Depo
Estradiol. Agent relays the patient was a talker and provided quite a
bit of information. Relays the patient reports her mind was all over
the place and the patient had cysts on her ovaries and tried many
other products with bad side effects with everything else but not
Depo-Estradiol. The patient took Propranolol for migraines and the
doctor told her to increase it when she had a migraine so the
patient was to increase the medication. Agent relays the DepoEstradiol helps with her hair and skin and that the patient was
getting a vial from the pharmacy, 5 injections per vial. Agent relays
the patient had PTSD and also mentioned something about she did
not remember or keep things straight. The patient takes Propranolol
for that and mitral valve prolapse and the patient was on it for that.
The patient had a CAT scan for severe headaches in the last 1-2
years and did not remember when. The patients neurologist said
that and the patient did not afford 150mg Propranolol so she ups
the dose and it helps cover her blood pressure and migraines and
her heart goes into tachycardia and it converts it over. It was state
that in 2012 when the patient moved there she used With held and
HEB and was paying dollar 13 for 5 injections of the 5mg/5ml and
was doing 1 injection monthly on the 1st day of the month and it
lasted 5 months. It state that it went from dollar13 to dollar65 and
with Humana the patient had to pay dollar 122 one time then it
went back to dollar5. The patient was going through her pharmacy
and insurance to saw who was telling the truth, that the patient was
an open book with no filter and told that what she thinks. The
patient came to find out that the pharmacist had been doing it like
that as a 30 day supply then an 84 day supply was filed and he did
not admit it and kept saying it was the insurance fault and they said
he sent it for 84. He had been doing it for years and now said that
he was scared if he gets audited he had to pay the difference and
they want her to pay dollar122 and the patient did not afford it. The
patient had to sell her car that was paid off and got social security
and was in nursing and respiratory and was not trying to be, the
patient did not think straight with the brain fog, agitation to society
she had to pay like everyone else. It was reported that with
Premarin the patient swelled up and tried Esterase in years past
and a roll on type stuff from her gynecologist but that threw off her
flora and the patient itched and scratched down there. It was
reported that with Depo-Estradiol the patient had no side effects
and it works for her. The patient had an MRI and did her breast
exam and everything. The patient injured her knee and had a knee
scope in 2011 and the patient choke. They screwed up her knee
and the patient had a lot of damage in her knee from the scope.
Spelling of the doctor name not confirmed with patient and also
done therapy at home and had very very bad range of motion and
was trying to prevent a knee replacement, that the patient tries to
stay active. The patient got a second hand bowflex and weights and
then injured her back, it helped her knee it seems like the way the
paddles go it helped her range of motion more. The patient had
anxiety really bad and did not think straight. The patient meant to
put her license on vacation but she surrendered it and talked to
someone to put it on vacation and the patient hopes they got that
straight. The lot number for the vaccine, [BNT162B2], was not
provided and will be requested during follow up.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1725579-1

1725580-1

1725605-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"Hair is falling out rapidly in the shower and every time ""I"" brush
it; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the
patient. A 42-year-old non-pregnant female patient received second
dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE;
Lot Number: EW0176) via an unspecified route of administration in
the left arm on 29Apr2021 at 14:30 (at the age of 42-years-old) as
a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included
known allergy to shellfish. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient did
not receive any concomitant medications. The patient previously
received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: ER8729) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 08Apr2021 at 15:00 (at the age of
42-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On
10May2021, the patient's hair was falling out rapidly in the shower
and every time she brushed it. The event did not result in doctor or
other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and emergency
room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic measures were not
taken as a result of the event. Since the vaccination, the patient
had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the
event hair is falling out rapidly in the shower and every time she
brush it was not recovered at the time of this report."

40-49
years

"Arm swollen to wrist; Could not feel fingers; Tight chest; Burning
throat to chest; Lethargy and pain is worse since shot; Palpitations;
Nasal congestion; Lethargic hair loss; Joint pain; All around sick;
Overheating; Lethargy and pain is worse since shot; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the
patient. A 49-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first
dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE;
Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration
in the left arm on 09Sep2021 at 09:00 (at the age of 49-years-old)
as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history
included COVID-19 from Dec2020 to an unknown date in 2021,
ongoing lethargy and pain from an unknown date. The patient was
a long haul COVID-19 sufferer. The patient had phantom, distorted
and no smell since Feb2021. The patient had unspecified allergies.
Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks
prior to the vaccination. Concomitant medications included
tetracycline (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), paracetamol (TYLENOL)
and unspecified allergy nasal and pill; all for unknown indication
from unknown date and unknown if ongoing. On 09Sep2021 at
09:00, the patient had arm swollen to wrist, could not feel the
fingers, tight chest, burning throat to chest, lethargy, palpitations
and nasal congestion. The patient felt as if she had COVID-19 all
over again. On the same day, the patient experienced lethargic hair
loss and joint pain. The lethargy and pain were worsened since the
shot and the patient was all around sick. The patient also
experienced overheating. The events resulted in emergency
room/department or urgent care. Since the vaccination, the patient
had been tested for COVID-19. On 16Sep2021, the patient
underwent COVID-19 test (reported as blood test) and result was
negative. On 20Aug2021, the patient underwent COVID-19 test
(reported as blood test) and the result showed antibodies 16.4
positive (greater than 0.8). Therapeutic measures were taken as a
result of events and included treatment with an unspecified
""recommendation"" and testing. The clinical outcome of the events
arm swollen to wrist, could not feel fingers, tight chest, burning
throat to chest, lethargy and pain is worse since shot, palpitations,
nasal congestion, lethargic hair loss, joint pain, all around sick and
overheating were resolving at the time of this report. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up."

Unknown

Hormonal change; Swellness in the breast; Lost of hair; This is a
spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the patient.
A non-pregnant female patient of unknown age received first dose
of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration on
an unknown date and second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on an unknown
date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had
no medical history and no known allergies. Prior to the vaccination,
the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant
medication was not reported. On an unknown date, the patient had
hormonal change, swellness in the breast and lost of hair. The
events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result
of the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been
tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the events hormonal
change, swellness in the breast and lost of hair was not resolved at
the time of the report. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1725650-1

1725790-1

1725794-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair is falling out; sick; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer or other non hcp (Patient). A 78-year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, solution for
injection; Batch/Lot Number: EL9264), dose 2 via an unspecified
route of administration, administered in Arm Left on 20Feb2021
08:30 as Dose 2, single (at the age of 78-year-old) for covid-19
immunisation. Patient height (170 cm) and weight (210 pounds)
reported. Medical history included cardiac disorder, three years ago
from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Patient had a heart
surgery and valve replacement. Concomitant medication(s) included
rosuvastatin calcium, (ROSUVASTATIN CALCIUM, 40 mg, half a
tablet a day), metoprolol succinate (METOPROLOL SUCCINATE, 50
mg, twice a day), lisinopril (LISINOPRIL, 5 mg, one tablet every
day), acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRINE, Low dose tablet everyday) all
taken for an un-specified indication and spironolactone
(SPIRONOLACTONE, 25 mg, one half tablet Mon-day, Wednesday
and Friday.) taken for heart trouble, start and stop date were not
reported. On 21Feb2021 the patient got sick for two days and her
hair is falling out. Patient was okay on Saturday, but Sunday and
Monday she was sick. Patient stated she got the shot at 8:30 in the
morning in Hospital. Patient had undergone all kind of tests when
she had a heart surgery but not recently. Patient was fine now. It
took her two days to get rid of it. Patient did not receive any
treatment for event. The outcome of the events was recovered on
23Feb2021. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected.

80+
years

Losing her hair; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer or other non healthcare professional (reporter's friend). A
85-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot number was
not reported, Expiry date: not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration as (at age of 85-years-old) dose number unknown,
single for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included diabetic,
high blood pressure (Takes high blood pressure medication (name
not specified). Past drug included statins (name not specified). On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced losing her hair. The
reporter has heard that she needs to wait 2 weeks after her second
Pfizer vaccine to travel. She wanted to find out if that is correct
information and stated that she had her second vaccine on
15Apr2021 and had no issues at all. She states her friend, reports
losing her hair after receiving the Pfizer Covid vaccine. The outcome
of the event was unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected.

40-49
years

My hair is falling out!; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. This 41-year-old female consumer reported
that: A 41-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose
of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 mRNA Vaccine; Solution for
injection; Lot number: EW0169), via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in left arm as dose 1, single on
23Apr2021 15:15 (at the age of 41-year-old) for covid-19
immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from an unknown
date and unknown if ongoing and no known allergies. Patient had
been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not
been tested since the vaccination. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any
other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and
received no other medications within two weeks of vaccination. On
25Apr2021, patient reported that her hair is falling out. No
treatment was received as a result of adverse event. The outcome
of event was not recovered. No follow up attempts are possible; No
further information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1725795-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Allergy; Considerable hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (herself as patient). A 72-years-old nonpregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2
(BNT162B2, Formulation: Solution for injection) (Age at
vaccination: 72-years-old) via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in Arm Right on 02Apr2021 08:45 (Lot
number: ER8727, Expiry date: Unknown) as DOSE 1, SINGLE for
COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic
lymphocytic leukaemia, heart disease, cholesterol, blood pressure
and stent implanted (I just recently had a stent implanted last week
Heart Catheterization); all from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing. The patient had known allergies. Concomitant medications
included atorvastatin calcium at 80 mg unknown frequency,
omeprazole, acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), prasugrel,
hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril and vitamin d3 (2000 unites); all
taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not
reported. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks
prior and received other medications 2 weeks prior to the COVID-19
vaccine. The patient was tested positive for COVID-19 prior to
vaccination and had not been tested post vaccination. On
14Apr2021, the patient experienced considerable hair loss and
allergy on an unspecified date. She was currently receiving IVIG
which is an Immunoglobulin infusion that I get on monthly basis for
my Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia and she just wondering she had
a schedule to get a shot in two days her second one and schedule
to do her IVIG two days later. She just recently had a stent
implanted last week Heart Catheterization. She on blood thinner,
Cholesterol medicine, blood pressure. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of allergy and no treatment was taken for
alopecia. The outcome of the event alopecia was not recovered and
for another event was unknown. Information on Lot/Batch number
was available. Additional information has been requested. Follow-up
attempts completed. No further information expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1725999-1

60-64
years

In June 2021, several weeks after my second Moderna vaccine, I
noticed that my hair was falling out in one spot. My hairdresser also
commented about my hair loss in July. The hair loss continued and
worsened and spread throughout the summer. I have had previous
incidents of Alopecia Areata, but nothing to this extent. I am
currently being treated with scalp steroid injections and topical
treatments.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1726185-1

40-49
years

Fever, Chills for 24 hours Months of Psoriasis / Dermatitis all over
body including face, back, head, genetials, armpits Extreme hair
loss

30-39
years

PATIENT STATES THAT AFTER HER 2ND DOSE OF PFIZER COVID
VACCINE STARTING ON 9/10/21 SHE STARTED TO EXPERIENCE
MORE NOTICEABLE HAIRLOSS. SHE SAID HER SCALP IS ITCHY AND
HER HAIR HAS BEEN SHEDDING MOST NOTICEABLY WHEN SHE
TAKES A SHOWER. SHE SHED A LARGE AMOUNT OF HAIR ON
9/19/21 AND SHOWED US DOCUMENTED PICTURES.

40-49
years

Since Feb 2021, shortly after receiving COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine,
she has had waxing and waning nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abd
pain, swelling of her lips, nasal bridge, peri-orbital area, feet, along
with scattered uritcaria across her entire body. She also notes
general hair loss, weight loss associated with decreased appetite
and frequent GI losses. Diarrhea- no mucous or blood by
description No trouble breathing or swallowing with facial edema
Denies cough, dyspnea Not much joint pain. Pain in feet when legs
are swollen. Urticaria - persists for many days, some fade, some
stay slightly hyperpigemented, always present somewhere ED visits
in June and July. Walk-in eval July. Treatment with antihistamines no improvement Was found to have H pyolori which explains GI
symptoms and was started on triple therapy; however, urticaria,
angio and other edema still present

50-59
years

Had headache, muscle and back pain, dizziness, it lasts only one
day only. After that headache. On September 20 she went to the
hospital because she had diarrhea, vomiting, fever and dehydration.
The hospital gave her medicine for vomiting only. Hair is also falling
from head.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1727301-1

1727364-1

1727433-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1730285-1

Age

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
breathing issues; experiencing extreme tiredness; Her chest is kind
of tight; Yesterday her whole face broke out in the same rash and
it's stronger today; Her hair started falling out,She washed her hair
last night and it came out in clumps; had a rash on her right arm
which was pretty severe,it was massive and covered the whole side
of her arm,her whole face broke out in the same rash; been having
severe insomnia starting a week after vaccination and it has been
getting worse; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Her hair started falling
out,She washed her hair last night and it came out in clumps),
INSOMNIA (been having severe insomnia starting a week after
vaccination and it has been getting worse), CHEST DISCOMFORT
(Her chest is kind of tight), DYSPNOEA (breathing issues) and RASH
(Yesterday her whole face broke out in the same rash and it's
stronger today) in a 51-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 008C21A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. The patient's past medical history included
Stroke (Prior to vaccination, patient has been sleeping all the time
after the stroke.). On 16-Aug-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. In August 2021, the patient experienced INSOMNIA
(been having severe insomnia starting a week after vaccination and
it has been getting worse). On 24-Aug-2021, the patient
experienced RASH (had a rash on her right arm which was pretty
severe,it was massive and covered the whole side of her arm,her
whole face broke out in the same rash). On 08-Sep-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Her hair started falling out,She
washed her hair last night and it came out in clumps). On 14-Sep2021, the patient experienced RASH (Yesterday her whole face
broke out in the same rash and it's stronger today). On 15-Sep2021, the patient experienced CHEST DISCOMFORT (Her chest is
kind of tight). On an unknown date, the patient experienced
DYSPNOEA (breathing issues) and FATIGUE (experiencing extreme
tiredness). On 29-Aug-2021, RASH (had a rash on her right arm
which was pretty severe,it was massive and covered the whole side
of her arm,her whole face broke out in the same rash) had
resolved. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Her hair started
falling out,She washed her hair last night and it came out in
clumps), INSOMNIA (been having severe insomnia starting a week
after vaccination and it has been getting worse), RASH (Yesterday
her whole face broke out in the same rash and it's stronger today)
and FATIGUE (experiencing extreme tiredness) had not resolved
and CHEST DISCOMFORT (Her chest is kind of tight) and DYSPNOEA
(breathing issues) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No concomitant medication details was reported. No
treatment medication details was reported. Patient might probably
taken Benadryl. Patient is scheduled to get her second dose on
Friday 17-SEP-2021. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 15-Sep-2021: Additional document
received on 15-SEP-2021. Processed as initial as per the
instructions. Event breathing issues is added.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1730286-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
Lost my voice for 3 months; Itching/ Uncontrollable itching/ Not dry
itching, it was like inside of me; Hair was falling in my face/ Hair
started falling out/ Thinning hair; The hair that was left were dry
and brittle, it was like it was dying; The hair that was left were dry
and brittle, it was like it was dying; Forearms turned all red; It feels
hot to the touch; It keeps me up at night; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (Hair was falling in my face/ Hair started falling out/
Thinning hair), HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (The hair that was left
were dry and brittle, it was like it was dying), TRICHORRHEXIS (The
hair that was left were dry and brittle, it was like it was dying),
APHONIA (Lost my voice for 3 months) and PRURITUS (Itching/
Uncontrollable itching/ Not dry itching, it was like inside of me) in a
67-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 038A21A and 022MOA) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included
Staphylococcal infection (Staph infection. Patient was on antibiotics)
in 2013 and Alopecia (Patient had an incident of hair loss before
when she had a staph infection.) in 2013. On 24-Feb-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 24-Mar-2021,
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In April
2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair was falling in my
face/ Hair started falling out/ Thinning hair), APHONIA (Lost my
voice for 3 months) and PRURITUS (Itching/ Uncontrollable itching/
Not dry itching, it was like inside of me). In 2021, the patient
experienced HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (The hair that was left were
dry and brittle, it was like it was dying), TRICHORRHEXIS (The hair
that was left were dry and brittle, it was like it was dying),
ERYTHEMA (Forearms turned all red), FEELING HOT (It feels hot to
the touch) and SLEEP DISORDER (It keeps me up at night). The
patient was treated with DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE
(BENADRYL [DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) for Adverse
event, at a dose of 1 dosage form once a day; LORATADINE
(CLARITINE) for Adverse event, at a dose of 1 dosage form once a
day; BIOTIN for Alopecia, at a dose of 1 dosage form and VITAMINS
NOS for Adverse event, at a dose of 1 dosage form. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (Hair was falling in my face/ Hair started
falling out/ Thinning hair) had not resolved, HAIR TEXTURE
ABNORMAL (The hair that was left were dry and brittle, it was like it
was dying), TRICHORRHEXIS (The hair that was left were dry and
brittle, it was like it was dying), PRURITUS (Itching/ Uncontrollable
itching/ Not dry itching, it was like inside of me), ERYTHEMA
(Forearms turned all red), FEELING HOT (It feels hot to the touch)
and SLEEP DISORDER (It keeps me up at night) outcome was
unknown and APHONIA (Lost my voice for 3 months) had resolved.
Concomitant medications were not reported. Treatment details
include baby oil for moisturizing from head to toe. The adverse
event started in Apr-2021, the hairs were getting on face, it was
tickling face. Hair kept falling on patient's face when the patient was
watching TV, even there was hair in the food prepared by the
patient. The patient would find a fur ball after combing hairs. It had
been falling out every day ever since. The patient lost voice for 3
months and went to all the specialists, but nobody could find out
what was wrong with the patient. The patient had itching kept the
patient up at night. The patient had lost half the hair on head, and
it still was coming out. The follicles could be seen and there were
spaces in between. The physician prescribed hair vitamins and
biotin, but hair was still falling out. The patient was afraid it will not
grow back and was afraid to get hair colored. The last time the
patient had an incident of hair loss was when the patient had a
staph infection in 2013. At that time, the physician gave antibiotics,
but the patient's hair grew back out. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 21-Sep-2021: Added
Alopecia in medical history. Added start date of vaccination, batch
numbers, expiration dates of both doses.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1730326-1

1730370-1

1731652-1

1732803-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair started falling out in clumps; sore arm; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (hair started falling out in clumps) and MYALGIA (sore
arm) in a 71-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 045A21A or 0U5A21A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. Concomitant products included
LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM (SYNTHROID), TELMISARTAN
(MICARDIS), POTASSIUM CHLORIDE (K-DUR), ASCORBIC ACID,
BIOFLAVONOIDS NOS (VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC
ACID;BIOFLAVONOIDS NOS]) and COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D
[COLECALCIFEROL]) for an unknown indication. On 17-Mar-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair started falling out in clumps)
and MYALGIA (sore arm). The patient was treated with
CLOBETASOL for Inflammation, at an unspecified dose and
frequency. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair started falling
out in clumps) had resolved and MYALGIA (sore arm) outcome was
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. Patient was given two
vaccination cards with different lot. Patient reported that within 2
weeks her hair started falling out in clumps and she was told by her
dermatologist to not get another shot. Patient reports she had a
plasma treatment that had her hair grow back.

65-79
years

losing her hair,almost completely lost all her hair,still loosing her
hair; it is a little depressing; it spread down to lymph nodes and
breast and across shoulder; arm was very sore for days; it spread
down to lymph nodes and breast and across shoulder; tired; it
spread down to lymph nodes and breast and across shoulder; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (losing her hair,almost completely lost all
her hair,still loosing her hair) in a 66-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
006B21A and 018B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence
of additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's
past medical history included Knee replacement in March 2020.
Concomitant products included ESOMEPRAZOLE SODIUM (NEXIUM
[ESOMEPRAZOLE SODIUM]) from 2021 to an unknown date and
SUCRALFATE (CARAFATE) from 2021 to an unknown date for Peptic
ulcer. On 06-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 05-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (losing her hair,almost completely lost all her hair,still
loosing her hair) (seriousness criterion medically significant),
DEPRESSION (it is a little depressing), BREAST PAIN (it spread
down to lymph nodes and breast and across shoulder), MYALGIA
(arm was very sore for days), LYMPH NODE PAIN (it spread down to
lymph nodes and breast and across shoulder), FATIGUE (tired) and
ARTHRALGIA (it spread down to lymph nodes and breast and across
shoulder). The patient was treated with CORTISONE ACETATE
ongoing since an unknown date for Alopecia, at an unspecified dose
and frequency. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (losing her
hair,almost completely lost all her hair,still loosing her hair) had not
resolved, DEPRESSION (it is a little depressing) outcome was
unknown and BREAST PAIN (it spread down to lymph nodes and
breast and across shoulder), MYALGIA (arm was very sore for
days), LYMPH NODE PAIN (it spread down to lymph nodes and
breast and across shoulder), FATIGUE (tired) and ARTHRALGIA (it
spread down to lymph nodes and breast and across shoulder) had
resolved. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. This case concerns a 66-year-old, female patient with
no relevant medical history, who experienced the unexpected event
of Alopecia. The events occurred a couple of weeks after the second
dose. The rechallenge is not applicable. The benefit-risk relationship
of Spikevax in not affected by this report.; Sender's Comments:
This case concerns a 66-year-old, female patient with no relevant
medical history, who experienced the unexpected event of Alopecia.
The events occurred a couple of weeks after the second dose. The
rechallenge is not applicable. The benefit-risk relationship of
Spikevax in not affected by this report.

50-59
years

It started with an itchy scalp followed by sudden hair loss (I would
say significant loss) I also was having hot flashes with a flushed
face. The hair loss is my concern, I did see my dermatologist and
primary care provider. Both were undetermined of what was causing
the hair loss.

50-59
years

1. Patchy hair loss noted two months after second dose (the date
provided on this form). 2. Significant adverse reaction to recent
DPAT immunization. No history of vaccination reactions. Chills,
nausea, significant swelling of entire outer bicep, swelling over
clavicle on injection side, swelling on shoulder blade at day two.
Prescribed antibiotics and steroids. Advised to increase Benadryl
dosing and use Tylenol. Some clearing of symptoms at Day 4.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1733961-1

1734012-1

1734048-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

bumps on their scalp; losing hair; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of SKIN
SWELLING (bumps on their scalp) and ALOPECIA (losing hair) in a
72-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination.
No Medical History information was reported. On 25-Jan-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced SKIN SWELLING (bumps on their scalp) and
ALOPECIA (losing hair). At the time of the report, SKIN SWELLING
(bumps on their scalp) and ALOPECIA (losing hair) outcome was
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. No medical history was provided
by the reporter. No treatment information was provided by the
reporter. No Concomitant medicines were reported. Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 21-Sep2021: Follow-up received for ID- Mod-20221-322410, but the form
has all reporter case i.e. MOD-2021-322385 Details .Hence
attached in both cases. Follow-up non sig for this case

60-64
years

Bumps on their scalp; Losing hair; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of SKIN
MASS (Bumps on their scalp) and ALOPECIA (Losing hair) in a 62year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. On 26-Jan-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 23-Feb-2021,
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced SKIN MASS (Bumps on their
scalp) and ALOPECIA (Losing hair). At the time of the report, SKIN
MASS (Bumps on their scalp) and ALOPECIA (Losing hair) outcome
was unknown. No concomitant medications were reported. No
treatment information was provided.

60-64
years

slight anemia.; Hair loss is everywhere on his body((eyebrows,
chest, arms, legs); hair is so thin and light; he started losing hair
on his head first./hair loss is progressively worse; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ANAEMIA (slight anemia.), ALOPECIA (Hair loss is everywhere on
his body((eyebrows, chest, arms, legs)), ALOPECIA (hair is so thin
and light) and ALOPECIA (he started losing hair on his head
first./hair loss is progressively worse) in a 64-year-old male patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. Concomitant products included SIMVASTATIN,
LISINOPRIL, COLLAGEN, ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (BABY ASPIRIN),
SERENOA REPENS (PROSTATE HEALTH [SERENOA REPENS]),
TURMERIC [CURCUMA LONGA RHIZOME] and BIFIDOBACTERIUM
INFANTIS, LACTOBACILLUS ACIDOPHILUS (PROBIOTIC
[BIFIDOBACTERIUM INFANTIS;LACTOBACILLUS ACIDOPHILUS]) for
an unknown indication. On 15-Jan-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 12-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In March 2021, the patient experienced ANAEMIA
(slight anemia.), ALOPECIA (Hair loss is everywhere on his
body((eyebrows, chest, arms, legs)), ALOPECIA (hair is so thin and
light) and ALOPECIA (he started losing hair on his head first./hair
loss is progressively worse). At the time of the report, ANAEMIA
(slight anemia.), ALOPECIA (Hair loss is everywhere on his
body((eyebrows, chest, arms, legs)), ALOPECIA (hair is so thin and
light) and ALOPECIA (he started losing hair on his head first./hair
loss is progressively worse) outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available):
On an unknown date, Blood test: slight anemia (abnormal) SLIGHT
ANEMIA and the blood work showed that the anemia is doing bet
(normal) the blood work showed that the anemia is doing better,
closer to normal ranges.. On an unknown date, Endoscopy: no
bleeding (normal) no bleeding. The patient was also taking Acu
vitamin concomitantly. No treatment information was provided.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1734084-1

50-59
years

Severe hair loss after second vaccination dose 12Apr2021; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 54-year-old
female consumer (Patient) reported for herself. A 54-year-old nonpregnant female patient received second dose of bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for
injection, Lot number: unknown, Expiration date: unknown) on
12Apr2021 (at the age of 54-year-old) as a single dose for COVID19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, GERD, eczema
and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medication included symbicort
inhaler. Patient previously took received first dose of bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for
injection, Lot number: unknown, Expiration date: unknown), in left
arm on 22Mar2021 at 11:15 am (at the age of 54-year-old) as a
single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No other vaccine in four
weeks. No covid prior vaccination. Tested covid post vaccination. No
known allergies. On Apr2021, the patient experienced Severe hair
loss after second vaccination dose. Event resulted in Physician
Office Visit. No treatment was given. Patient underwent laboratory
test which included Nasal Swab/PCR resulted negative on
21May2021. Outcome of the event was recovering. Lot/batch
number is not available despite the follow-up attempts made.
Follow-up attempts have been completed and no further information
is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1736053-1

30-39
years

Loss of hair in the center of the head, gradually until there was a
huge circular gap.

50-59
years

Shingles, 7/1/21-8/15/2021, nerve damage right side scalp, right
ear, right throat inside inflammation, pain, lesions on right side of
skin on neck, scalp, hair loss, balance when walking, 5 weeks plus,
ER visit 7/23/21, paged ER and my GP, nerve prescription and
steroids, lethargic for weeks, recovery slow over 5 weeks. Lasting
scalp nerve pain now September and flare ups to ear pain, throat
pain and inflammation, balance when exertion of any kind such as
long walks, grocery shopping an hour or more.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1736761-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1737445-1

65-79
years

My hair started to shed in June, and I am still occurring. I am still
having hard time concentrating. I am still having brain fog. I am
still having issues thinking and everything. I am seeing a
neurologist this week. I feel like I am having static in my ear. It
almost is like the noise from the TV.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1738587-1

40-49
years

Head's Hair falling, and bold spots at the front of my hair

50-59
years

Body aches, particularly in hips and both legs. Sore throat.
Sniffling, runny nose. Headache - felt from day after the vaccine
was received. Wednesday September 22, 2021. Hair falling out
more than usual during washing and combing - started Friday
September 24, 2021.

Unknown

lost all of my body hair; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. This male consumer (patient) of unknown
age reported for himself that he received the first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for
injection; Lot number: unknown) via an unspecified route of
administration on an unknown date as dose 1, single and the
second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE;
Solution for injection; Lot number: unknown) via an unspecified
route of administration on an unknown date as dose 2, single for
COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Mar2021 the
patient lost all of his body hair. He had questions about the third
vaccine shot and asked if reported side effect and if those
individuals who have reported had received the third dose. The
event outcome was unknown. The lot number for the vaccine,
[BNT162B2], was not provided and would be requested during
follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC202101253532 Pfizer

18-29
years

Hair loss occurred first then severe weight loss, from 200 lbs on
3/20/2021 to 175 lbs. on 9/15/2021. Healing from the pancreatitis
has slowed down or stopped as per CAT scan taken approximately
9/23/2021. Doctor recommends a procedure to remove excess fluid
and pancreatic tissue through the mouth within the next few weeks.
Patient has appointment with a general practitioner on 10/17/2021.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1742185-1

1743784-1

1744446-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1744504-1

60-64
years

in mid May 2021, I began to have heart palpitations, hair falling
out, extreme fatigue. I went to see a cardiologist who put me on a
heart monitor, did bloodwork and an echocardiogram. The blood
work showed my thyroid had completely stopped. In addition, my
heart is not coming back to relaxation as fast as it should. Due to
this, I am now on thyroid replacement hormone therapy and take a
medication to slow my heart back down. This occurred after the
second Moderna dose. I have not felt well at all since my second
dose, and still am extremely tired, and trying to get my body into
some kind of balance.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1745124-1

6-17
years

From July 2021, patient started hair loss. As of now (9/29/2021),
there are quite large bald spots on patient's scalp.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1747717-1

1747888-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

bumps on her scalp, nose, around her ears, in her ears, and her
face; lost all my hair/almost bald/bald spots all over my head now;
bumps hurt; Eyes became matted; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of SKIN
MASS (bumps on her scalp, nose, around her ears, in her ears, and
her face) in a 69-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 028L20A and 013L20A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included
Diabetes since 30-Jun-1997 and Hypertension since 1980.
Concomitant products included HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE,
VALSARTAN (VALSARTAN & HCTZ) from 11-Jan-2018 to an
unknown date for Blood pressure, METFORMIN HYDROCHLORIDE,
SITAGLIPTIN PHOSPHATE MONOHYDRATE (JANUMET) from 11-Jan2018 to an unknown date, DAPAGLIFLOZIN PROPANEDIOL
MONOHYDRATE (FARXIGA) from 08-Jan-2021 to an unknown date
and GLIPIZIDE from 11-Jan-2018 to an unknown date for Diabetes,
VITAMIN D2 from 11-Jan-2018 to an unknown date for an unknown
indication. On 26-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 23-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In May 2021, the patient experienced EYE
DISORDER (Eyes became matted). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced SKIN MASS (bumps on her scalp, nose, around
her ears, in her ears, and her face) (seriousness criterion
hospitalization), ALOPECIA (lost all my hair/almost bald/bald spots
all over my head now) and PAIN (bumps hurt). The patient was
hospitalized on 05-Apr-2021 due to SKIN MASS. The patient was
treated with BACITRACIN ZINC, NEOMYCIN SULFATE, POLYMYXIN B
SULFATE (NEOSPORIN TOPICAL) for Adverse event, at an
unspecified dose and frequency and TRIAMCINOLONE ACETONIDE
for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the
time of the report, SKIN MASS (bumps on her scalp, nose, around
her ears, in her ears, and her face), ALOPECIA (lost all my
hair/almost bald/bald spots all over my head now) and PAIN
(bumps hurt) had not resolved and EYE DISORDER (Eyes became
matted) outcome was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. It was reported that the bumps went on one side of
patient's head, then went away, then come back on the other side
of her head. The patient never had cancer; she never had radiation.
The patient used triamcinolone cream for her bumps, but the cream
only took away the bumps on her face and in her ears. The patient
used Neosporin on her scalp which worked better than the
triamcinolone cream . The patient received allergy pills, eye drops
and cream. It cleared all areas except her scalp. Initial in May of
2021, the patient went to the doctor because her eyes became
matted. Company comment: This case concerns a 59-year-old
female patient no relevant medical history, who experienced
serious, unlisted event of skin mass, among other non-serious
events. The events occurred on an unknown day after 2nd dose of
Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine. The rechallenge was not applicable as
the event occurred after 2nd dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.
The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine is not
affected by this report. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 21-Sep-2021: Follow-up received
provided reporter's additional contact information, patient initials,
patient demographics, medical history, concomitant medications,
treatment medication, event and event seriousness.; Sender's
Comments: This case concerns a 59-year-old female patient no
relevant medical history, who experienced serious, unlisted event of
skin mass, among other non-serious events. The events occurred
on an unknown day after 2nd dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.
The rechallenge was not applicable as the event occurred after 2nd
dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine. The benefit-risk relationship of
Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine is not affected by this report.

50-59
years

Rash on back and abdomen; Leg got bacterial infection; Hair loss;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of RASH (Rash on back and abdomen), BACTERIAL
INFECTION (Leg got bacterial infection) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in
a 54-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 036B21A and 037A21B) for COVID19 vaccination. Concomitant products included LOSARTAN and
COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]) for an unknown
indication. On 19-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 16-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
RASH (Rash on back and abdomen), BACTERIAL INFECTION (Leg
got bacterial infection) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss). The patient was
treated with MUPIROCIN at an unspecified dose and frequency and
TRIAMCINOLONE at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time
of the report, RASH (Rash on back and abdomen), BACTERIAL
INFECTION (Leg got bacterial infection) and ALOPECIA (Hair loss)
outcome was unknown. Treatment medication also included
antibiotics.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1747976-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

had the third shot two weeks ago; had the third shot two weeks
ago; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer or other non hcp. A 67-years-old female patient received
third dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot
Number: FC3182) via an unspecified route of administration on
26Aug2021 (age at vaccination: 67-Years-old) as DOSE 3, SINGLE
for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Patient previously
received first dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot Number: EL1284) via unspecified route of administration
on 13Jan2021(age at vaccination: 67 Years) as DOSE 1, SINGLE for
covid-19 immunisation. Patient previously received second dose
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EL9262) via unspecified route of administration on 03Feb2021(age
at vaccination: 67 Years) as DOSE 2, SINGLE for covid-19
immunisation. The patient experienced had the third shot two
weeks ago on an unspecified date, had the third shot two weeks
ago on an unspecified date, hair loss on 02Sep2021. No therapeutic
measures were taken for the event alopecia. The outcome of the
event alopecia was not recovered, the outcome of the events off
label use, extra dose administered was unknown. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1749339-1

50-59
years

Vaccine was administered 6 August. 20 August began running fever
that lasted until 21 August. Test for COVID came back positive.
Other symptoms were sneezing and slight congestion. Began
accelerated hair loss 23 August which continues to date. Began
running fever again on 2 September with no other symptoms. This
lasted one day.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1749349-1

40-49
years

Dry, itchy scalp and large amounts of hair loss beginning 4 days
after 1st dose of Moderna COVID vaccine.

65-79
years

Approximately 1 month after receiving the 1st dose of the Pfizer
Covid-19 vaccination, my blood glucose level rose & my thyroid TSH
level spiked. Approximately 5 months after receiving both doses of
the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccination, my hair started falling out. As of
this date, I continue to have hair loss and tender scalp. My thyroid
TSH level did spike in my past, but is not high enough to cause hair
fall per my endocrinologist. I have never had hair loss in my past
even when my TSH level spiked.

50-59
years

Severe headache fever chills nausea vomiting on day one. Followed
by hair loss beginning on day two and by day seven a bald patch
began to form in an ophiasis pattern consistent with autoimmune
response. Over the following ten days the patch slowed until the
second shot. I am now missing 25 percent of hair and there is no
regrowth. Additionally I have had autoimmune markers drawn
which are positive. The moderna shot triggered an autoimmune
disorder which was not present prior to the vaccine. director of
pharmacy at filled out a VAERES back in February but I thought you
should know that the effects have not gone away.

18-29
years

Hair loss; Fever; Chills; Headache; Pain at injection site; Lethargy;
Back pain; no apettite; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of LETHARGY, BACK PAIN,
DECREASED APPETITE, ALOPECIA, and PYREXIA in a 27-year-old
male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 055E21A and 056D21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included COVID19 PCR test positive on 02-Aug-2020. On 11-Aug-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 08-Sep-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 09-Sep-2021, the
patient experienced LETHARGY, BACK PAIN, DECREASED APPETITE,
PYREXIA, CHILLS, HEADACHE, and VACCINATION SITE PAIN. On
10-Sep-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA. On 12-Sep-2021,
LETHARGY, BACK PAIN, DECREASED APPETITE, PYREXIA, CHILLS,
HEADACHE, and VACCINATION SITE PAIN had resolved. At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available) on
02-Aug-2020, SARS-CoV-2 test positive PCR test. No concomitant
medications were reported. No treatment medications were
reported.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1749632-1

1750458-1

1751895-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Within 30 minutes- flushing, mild hives; Within 30 minutesflushing, mild hives; Within 6 hours- headache mild visible facial
swelling, Teeth pain (like after a root plaining); Within 6 hoursheadache mild visible facial swelling, Teeth pain (like after a root
plaining); Within 6 hours- headache mild visible facial swelling,
Teeth pain (like after a root plaining); Next morning- eye irritation,
elevated blood pressure. (154/86 and staying between 140-152/7088 over the next 5 days); Next morning- eye irritation, elevated
blood pressure. (154/86 and staying between 140-152/70-88 over
the next 5 days); Day 3 -left lower abdominal quadrant cramping
and noted an increased amount of hair loss; Day 3 -left lower
abdominal quadrant cramping and noted an increased amount of
hair loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient). A 43-years-old non pregnant female patient received first
dose of bnt162b2 (Solution injection; Batch/Lot Number: EW0171),
via an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left
on 27Aug2021 at 15:00 (at the age of 43-years-old) as single dose
for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism,
polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), history of appendectomy,
tonsillectomy and pelvic floor reconstruction. Patient had known
allergies to penicillin, keflex, mild egg allergy food allergy from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing known allergy to penicillin,
Keflex and mild egg allergy. Concomitant medications included
levothyroxine, multivitamins, paracetamol (TYLENOL), loratadine
(CLARITIN [LORATADINE]) and fish oil. The patient previously took
keflex [cefalexin] and experienced drug allergy. Patient did not
receive any other vaccine in four weeks. Patient was not diagnosed
with covid prior to vaccination. Patient was not tested for covid post
vaccination. On 27Aug2021 at 15:15, patient experienced within 30
minutes- flushing, mild hives, within 6 hours- headache mild visible
facial swelling, teeth pain (like after a root plaining), next morningeye irritation, elevated blood pressure (154/86 and staying between
140-152/70-88 over the next 5 days). On day 3, patient
experienced left lower abdominal quadrant cramping and noted an
increased amount of hair loss. The patient underwent lab tests and
procedures which included blood pressure measurement which was
154/86 and staying between 140-152/70-88 over the next 5 days).
Therapeutic measures were taken due to the events and patient
self-medicated with benadryl on the evening of 27Aug2021. The
outcome of all the events was recovering. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected.

1752052-1

Unknown

hyperthyroid; hair to fall out; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer. This patient reported information for herself
and another patient. A patient of unspecified age and gender
received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot
number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as dose number unknown,
single for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient
experienced hyperthyroid and hair to fall out on an unspecified
date. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on
lot/batch number has been requested.
Rash on chest, 2 near syncopal episodes alond with fever and
bodyaches all occured about 24 hours after vacinnation. one week
later hair stated falling out. employee com[plains of daily fever and
continued hair loss. as of 10-1-2021

1752007-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1753285-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1753704-1

40-49
years

Hives later that evening, did not respond to BENADRYL. Hair loss
began shortly after. The patient states she lost eye brow hair as well
as almost all hair on her scalp, stated she is almost bald.

65-79
years

"This may not be at all related to the Covid shot, but I am providing
this data for informational purposes. Five days after my second
Covid shot, I had a hair cut and all was normal. Four weeks later,
when my hairdresser went to cut my hair he asked "" have you
changed your medication?"" I asked why, and he said that I had
developed several alopecia spots on the back of my head. Another
one developed on the top of my head three months later. The
dermatologist has been able to execute a standard protocol of
cortisone injections to treat the alopecia and it seems to be
working. Again, this may not be related to the Covid shot but the
timing is coincidental for this auto-immune event."

30-39
years

- AFTER THE 1ST DOSE: PT HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING LOSS OF
TASTE AND REGAINING THE SENSE OF TASTE EVERY 2 WEEKS. AFTER THE 2ND DOSE: ABOUT A WEEK LATER, PT STARTED
FEELING OF BLACKING OUT AND STATED DID NOT FULLY BLACK
OUT BUT COULD NOT MOVE HIS BODY (UNSURE FOR HOW LONG).
DURING THIS TIME, HE DEFACATED HIMSELF AS WELL;
NEUROPAHTY (NERVE SHOOTING PAIN) ON LEFT LEG. FEELS LIKE
IT FALLS ASLEEP THEN ON FIRE; VELCRO RIPPING FEELING FROM
LEFT SIDE OF HEAD (ABOVE EAR) ABOUT 1 MONTH AFTER 2ND
DOSE; WHEN HE GOT A CUT ON HIS LEG, IT FELT ITCHY INSTEAD
OF PAIN; INDIGESTION FEELING ON THE LEG, NOT IN THE
STOMACH. 3 DAYS OF INSOMNIA AFTER 2ND DOSE; HAIR LOSS
AFTER 2ND DOSE. PT CURRENTLY DOES NOT HAVE PCP.
RECOMMENDED TO THE DOCTOR/URGENT CARE/HOSPITAL.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1753733-1

1754267-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1755758-1

1755929-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

A TYPICAL YEAST INFECTION; HAIR STARTED TO FALL OUT IN THE
SHOWER AND WITH BRUSHING; ECZEMA ON BOTH HANDS AND
ARMS; HEADACHES ON/OFF LIKE MIGRAINES; CHEST PAIN; LOST
APPETITE COMPLETELY AND READY TO PASS OUT FROM
HUNGER/NOT EATING.; LIGHTHEADED; EXTREME CHILLS; FEVER;
HOT/COLD SENSATIONS; This spontaneous report received from a
patient concerned a 44 year old female. The patient's weight was
196 pounds, and height was 66 inches. The patient's concurrent
conditions included: sesame seeds allergy, and penicillin allergy,
and other pre-existing medical conditions included: The patient was
very healthy, never had any health issues. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of
admin not reported, batch number: 203A21A expiry: 21-SEP-2021)
dose was not reported, administered on 07-SEP-2021 for
prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were
reported. On 08-SEP-2021, the patient experienced hot/cold
sensations. On 08-SEP-2021, the patient experienced extreme
chills. On 08-SEP-2021, the patient experienced fever. Laboratory
data included: Body temperature (NR: not provided) 105.0 F. On
09-SEP-2021, the patient experienced lost appetite completely and
ready to pass out from hunger/not eating. On 09-SEP-2021, the
patient experienced lightheaded. On 10-SEP-2021, the patient
experienced chest pain. On 11-SEP-2021, the patient experienced
eczema on both hands and arms. On 11-SEP-2021, the patient
experienced headaches on/off like migraines. Laboratory data
included: Electrocardiogram (NR: not provided) Normal. On 18-SEP2021, the patient experienced hair started to fall out in the shower
and with brushing. On 19-SEP-2021, the patient experienced a
typical yeast infection. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient recovered from chest
pain, hot/cold sensations, extreme chills, and fever on SEP-2021,
was recovering from eczema on both hands and arms, and a typical
yeast infection, had not recovered from hair started to fall out in the
shower and with brushing, and the outcome of lost appetite
completely and ready to pass out from hunger/not eating.,
headaches on/off like migraines and lightheaded was not reported.
This report was non-serious. This case, from the same reporter is
linked to 20211000473.

65-79
years

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a 67-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 010M20A and 011L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included Ankle injury
(Bad ankles), Knee replacement and Shoulder replacement.
Concomitant products included LISINOPRIL, ACETYLSALICYLIC
ACID (BABY ASPIRIN), METOPROLOL and FEXOFENADINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (ALLEGRA) for an unknown indication. On 09-Jan2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 06-Feb2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At
the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) had resolved. No
treatment medication details was reported. This case was linked to
MOD-2021-006473 (Patient Link).

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1756034-1

1756406-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

a spot that never goes away and it has no scab,Spot on right arm
where she received the 2nd dose of the Covid 19 vaccine; losing her
hair; Spot on right arm where she received the 2nd dose of the
covid 19 vaccine, round circle on her arm that itches; gaining
weight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient) or other non hcp reporting for herself. An 80-year-old
female patient received BNT162B2 (COMIRNATY, Solution for
injection, Lot number was not reported) via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in arm right on 01Apr2021 as dose 2,
single for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing
seasonal allergies, ongoing thyroid, feet and knees swell up.
Arthritis pain cholesterol all from an unknown date and unknown if
ongoing. Patient had car accident affected her spine, legs and hips.
Concomitant medications included levothyroxine for thyroid,
hydrochlorothiazide taken for swelling from an unspecified start
date and ongoing; paracetamol (TYLENOL ARTHRITIS PAIN) taken
for pain from an unspecified start date and ongoing, cobamamide
(VITAMIN B12 [COBAMAMIDE]) taken for pain from an unspecified
start date and ongoing; vitamin D3 taken for an unspecified
indication from an unspecified start date and ongoing; fish oil taken
for an unspecified indication from an unspecified start date and
ongoing; cinnamomum verum (CINNAMON) taken for protect her
pancreas, and help her cholesterol from an unspecified start date
and ongoing; zinc taken for an unspecified indication from Aug2021
and ongoing; vitamin C [ascorbic acid] taken for an unspecified
indication from an unspecified start date and ongoing and other
Vitamins, Fruitful Antioxidant Extracts, Green foods complex , One a
day vitamins for women over 50+, Myers brand. Historical vaccine
included first dose of BNT162B2 (COMIRNATY, Solution for injection,
Lot number EN6205) via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in left ram on 11Mar2021 (First dose in the morning
before 10:30am) as single dose for COVID-19 Immunisation. It was
reported that patient received both doses first in March and second
in April, had no side effects from the vaccine. The patient had a
spot that never goes away, and it has no scab, it looks not even as
big as a little finger fingernail and maybe less than a quarter inch
around and no soreness, it looks like a mosquito bite but that she
doesn't consider it a mosquito bite, rubber her arm, right arm
exactly where she received her second dose, losing hair for quite a
few weeks and never had that problem before, patient had no
vaccination scarring on her left arm where she received her first
dose even though both were Pfizer, within two weeks after her
second vaccine she had no side effects and felt normal even for her
age but this just began to show up and it shows like on top of
peeling after a burn from the sun with slight pink discoloration in
spots, no puss or liquid is coming out but it almost looks like a zit
on her arm and has one little scar, it was also reported that she
doesn't walk around much since the accident when that person hit
her, and it affected her spine, legs and hips, has a hard time getting
out of bed in the morning because she is so stiff and in pain, but
she doesn't like to stay in bed. So, she takes the droppers of
Vitamin B12 to help loosen up her spine and then once she gets out
of bed she will sit on the couch with a heating pad on her back for a
while, She has been gaining weight. When she went to the doctor's
office in Jun2021, her weight was 154. States that were up from
150 at her previous appointment, she has gotten shorter over the
years. Now she is about 4' 8 or 9. she hasn't been sick and there is
no puffiness; she just noticed a round circle on her arm that itches.
It looks like the leadings of a vaccination, can't walk very far
without pain due to the injuries that affected her spine, legs and
hips after a car accident, itching. Spot on right arm where she
received the 2nd dose of the covid 19 vaccine, round circle on her
arm that itches all on an unspecified date in 2021. The outcome of
the events was unknown. No follow up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected.

65-79
years

12-14 hours after the injection, I felt arches all over my entire body
more to the left side of the body from neck down to the legs. veins
popped up in dark blue color on my left arm and upper chest more
to the left side. the aches lasted about 2 days and the dark blue
veins disappeared about the same time. Since this injection, I have
been sneezing more often and hair falling in bunches more than
usual.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1756572-1

18-29
years

The patient became extremely fatigued, ran a fever, and the hair on
his head began falling out in large quantities. The fever went away
after a couple of days, but the fatigue and hair loss continued. The
patient received the second Moderna dose on 6/16/21 (050C21A).
Patient started sleeping over 12 hours a day and the hair loss
(alopecia) continued. There was tons of hair on his pillow, sink and
shower floor. The hair on his head is still thin all over, but has quit
falling out in abnormal quantities (as of 10/2/2021), and has not
started to regrow yet. The patient is back to his normal sleeping
habits and feels better.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1757227-1

40-49
years

Massive hair loss and scalp burning

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1757307-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Excessive loss of hair. It started around 4 days after vaccine and
now I'm afraid to even wash or brush my hair. It's falling off in
clumps. This is not the normal amount one loses when you brush.
I'm talking, I can't stop crying every time I run my fingers through
my head and clumps of hair just fall off. My husband ran to the
bathroom cause he heard me screaming and he was horrified at
what he saw. There was so much hair on the tub floor that it looked
like I was giving myself a haircut. At the rate is falling, if it
continues, I don't know if I will have much hair left, if any, in a
month or so.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1757388-1

60-64
years

"01/12/2021: Right shoulder joint ache with swelling in joint and
upper arm x 1 week after each COVID injection. Right shoulder joint
ache decreased to small ongoing ache but did not go away. Last
week of July 2021, shoulder joint ache intensified to significant
pain, stiff and painful motion, weakness, intermittent pain to the
hand. Self treatment of stretching/strengthening-minimal change.
Saw Primary Care Dr. 08/06/2021. Labs drawn, continued with
home ex. Limited improvement, referred to Orthopedic Dr.
9/01/2021. X-rays, referral for MRI (09/17/2021), follow up
09/27/2021-continue with home ex, return 12/01/2021-if
continuing to have difficulties-possible surgery. Continued
03/26/2021: After one week of intermittent right lower abdominal
pain, saw PCP, lab work drawn, sent to ER at Medical Centeradditional lab, CT scan of abdomen and pelvis. Diagnosed with
""inflammation of large intestines"", prescribed 2 weeks of oral
antibiotics, referral to Gastroenterologist. Post antibiotics,
colonoscopy (05/28/2021) by Dr. Lab work/patholoty. Inflammation
issue resolved, polyps found/removed. Other symptoms that were
not present prior to COVID injections: 08/26/2021 right lower
jaw/jaw joint swelled up/painful-slowly resolved over 3-4 days. End
of January 2021: Sharp stabbing intermittent left great toe
metatarsal/phalangeal joint pain-not related to activity or joint
movement. Occurs daily. Not treated. End of January 2021: Onset
of extremely itchy scalp with scalp-wide hive-like bumps and
greater than typical hair shedding. Continues, self treat with daily
rinse with diluted apple cider vinegar solution. This rinse has helped
the bumps and controls the tiching to some degree for about 12
hours. 03/26/2021 Abdominal pain-Emergency Department: Labs:
Normal except: urinalysis (trace blood), chloride (107.1), Lipase
(94), Hepatic Function Panel normal except bilirubin (1.4), CBC
normal except WBC (4.5), MCH (31.2), Lymphs % POC (40.0), EOS
% POC (1.1). CT Scan: Nonvisualized appendix but no focal right
lower quadrant inflammatory stranding is visualized to suggest
acute appendicitis. Mildly fluid-filled but nondistended small bowel
loops could reflect enteritis in the appropriate clinical setting. I do
not know if these issues are related to the COVID-19 Emergency
Use Authorized injections that I received through my employer. I
am completing this form after receiving a telephone follow up from
one of your employees upon completion and submission of my
VAERS text message update from August 4, 2021 on which I listed
these medical events that had occurred since the previous text
message follow up. The gentleman strongly encouraged me to
submit an adverse event report on what I had been experiencing. I
delayed filing the report as I was in the process of having my
shoulder pain evaluated and wanted to be able to include that
information as well."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1757516-1

40-49
years

Alopecia on the back of the head and it looks like hair is growing
back white.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1757533-1

40-49
years

Half of my hair fell out in three months after I got the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1757713-1

Unknown

HAIR LOSS; This spontaneous report received from a consumer
concerned a female of unspecified age. The patient's height, and
weight were not reported. No past medical history or concurrent
conditions were reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported,
batch number: Unknown) dose, start therapy date were not
reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not
reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were
reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced hair loss.
The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not
applicable. The outcome of hair loss was not reported. This report
was non-serious. This case, from the same reporter is linked to
20211001154.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1758833-1

50-59
years

Abnormal menstrual cycles, more than normal in a regular cycle
period. Bleeding 14 days out of 21. Brain is fuzzy. Hair is falling out.
Headaches. All these things started to happen after the first dose.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1759294-1

1759450-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Frequent tiredness, lethargic, hair loss, huge flakes of skin flaking
off my hair scalp.. itchy skin all over.. intense chest pains in my
breastbone/chest bone. My periods have not came back.. at all
since 2nd dose of vaccine. Before I had any covid vaccinations , I
was experiencing a light monthly periods..very light spotting.. after
having COVID-19 the second time, my periods have been very light
and not consistent.. I have not had a period at all since both
COVID-19 vaccines. I have had a lot of random falls, almost like an
unexpected twitch in nerve and I fall immediately with no
warnings.. this last fall I had, just walking and I fell in bushes and
rocks and my ribs were extremely sore and I had a lot of bruising
on my skin rib cage areas on my back., went to ER had scans done,
and found unusual bone Spurs in my joints and ligaments and
arthritis and bruised bones. The doctor said it was advanced for
someone my age..

50-59
years

I started having symptoms 5 minutes after getting the vaccine. I
had fever, heart fluttering, shortness of breath, fatigue, brain fog,
chills, congested, nausea, diarrhea, joints aches and pain, hand feet
and back pain, hair loss, blurred vision, it caused my lupus to flare
up when it was inactive for over a year and a half. I had blood work
done 5 days prior to the vaccine and it was inactive. 3 days later
after the vaccine it showed my lupus was active. My PCP wants to
do additional blood work and spinal tap but I had a steroid injection
so they want to see if that resolves it. I have had 5 infusions total. I
did not have a choice in getting the vaccine. I had to take the
vaccine or I would not be able to see my kids. I have not been able
to participate with my daughter's senior year at all or my son's daily
activities because I have been in bed. MRI of brain and neck, MRA
of brain and neck, CT showed I had an aneurism, but it was a false
positive. I have been to multiple doctors and emergency visits and
no one seems to know how to treat this. I still have these
symptoms.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1759714-1

40-49
years

Tongue swelling, rash on thighs & torso, headache, fever, chest
pain, dizziness, blurred vision, fatigue, disruption in menstrual
cycle, unable to focus/concentrate,low heart rate, inflammation in
the lymph nodes, hair loss , inflammation in chest,shortness of
breath

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1761586-1

30-39
years

Hair loss/thinning

40-49
years

Initially, I had moderate lymphadenopathy under my left arm. Over
the next 2 weeks, I developed constant burning in my tongue and
roof of my mouth. These symptoms progressively worsened over
the next several months until it peaked in July, 2021. At that point,
the burning was severe and constant. I also had progressively lost
taste and developed a persistent metallic/salty taste. Additionally, I
also began having parosmia and smelled fecal matter most of the
time. These symptoms have persisted, but are improved as of
10/5/21 after having 12 sessions of acupuncture over the past 2
months. During late March to early May 2021, I also experienced
fatigue, hair loss and easily bruised. I have lost 28 pounds since
February due to inability to tolerate tastes and textures along with
the burning sensation.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1762021-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1762155-1

40-49
years

In addition to the normal side effects that lasted for several days for
me, I also had significant increase in hair loss that began in the
days after the vaccine and has continued to the present day (almost
5 weeks post injection); increased fatigue; joint pain and the feeling
of swelling in joints and in particular hands and feet. This was a
problem in the past with lupus but has not been an issue for many
years and it just started again after the vaccine. I have not received
the second injection yet due to these lingering symptoms

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1762533-1

40-49
years

hair started falling out. as in ponytail is not even as big as a dime
around.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1764171-1

50-59
years

NAIL BREAKAGE; HAIR LOSS; SUSPECTED CLINICAL VACCINATION
FAILURE; SUSPECTED COVID-19 INFECTION; LEFT ARM PAIN/LEFT
FOOT PAIN; HEADACHE; LEFT RIB CAGE PAIN; LEFT HIP PAIN; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a 54 year old
female. The patient's weight was 132 pounds, and height was 64
inches. The patient's concurrent conditions included: high blood
pressure, and migraines, and other pre-existing medical conditions
included: Patient was not pregnant at the time of reporting. The
patient experienced passed out when treated with sumatriptan. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 1808978,
expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, 1 total, administered on
01-APR-2021 in left arm for prophylactic vaccination. Concomitant
medications included irbesartan for high blood pressure, and
ergocalciferol. On unspecified date in APR-2021, patient
experienced headache that started 2 weeks after receiving the
vaccine. She described it as a constant throbbing headache like it
had its own pulse and it was located in the entire head generally
and lasted 24/7 all day long. She would wake up and go to sleep
with a headache and sometimes could not sleep due to the
headache. The headache went away in late on an unspecified date
in JUN-2021. It was an 8/10 pain level. She went to emergency
room (ER) and had blood work ((unknown panel, including blood
test for blood clots) and was normal. She was told that she was
probably experiencing a migraine. Patient stated that she had
migraines when she was young before having kids/during

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

migraines when she was young before having kids/during
Adverse Event Description
menstruation, but it has been 20 years since and she never had one
lasting more than a day. In the emergency room (ER) she was
given a migraine cocktail of 3 medications combined but had no
relief. She was in the emergency room (ER) for 6 hours then
discharged home. She noted that she lied that the headache was a
little better after the medications because she just wanted to be
discharged home. She followed up with her primary care provider in
MAY-2021. On 01-APR-2021, the patient had left arm pain. She
stated that the pain was located at the injection site only and noted
that there was no lump or pain with pressing on the injection site.
She said the pain was a sharp pain and the pain level was 3/10
without movement and 9-10/10 with movement. She noted that the
pain was especially present when she moves her arm backwards
like to fasten her bra or wash her back. She noted that she had
been checked for frozen shoulder and it was not the case, as her
shoulder/ elbow/arm joints were fine. She can move her arm in
circles and in front of her and twist her arm but she cannot move it
back. She saw her primary care provider (PCP) in MAY-2021 and
was advised to do physical therapy and to take Ibuprofen and
another medication (name unknown). She stated that she only
takes the medication when she cannot stand the pain and
sometimes takes Tylenol for the pain as well. She noted that she
requires pain medication especially if she reaches her arm back at
times when she forgets her limitations. There was no improvement
or worsening since onset. She did not do physical therapy. On
unspecified date in APR-2021, the patient had left hip pain and left
rib cage pain that started 2 weeks after receiving the vaccine. She
describes the pain as constant and dull, 5-6/10 pain level. There
has been no improvement or worsening since onset. She noted that
her rib cage feels like she got hit with something, like she was beat
up and it feels very tender. Patient had left foot pain that occurred
once in a while and feels like she ran a lot. She denied pain in the
right foot. She noted it feels like the pain from the ribs moves all
the way down to the foot. She noted that the pain level was 4-5/10
and it went away after a few hours. Patient was an active person
who does yoga and exercises. The caller also saw her primary care
provider (PCP) in JUN-2021 and was supposed to follow-up in 6
weeks but could not see her doctor in person due to contracting
Covid-19. The caller stated that she underwent Covid-19 testing on
a weekly basis due to her job. On 20-APR-2021, Laboratory data
included: Blood test (NR: not provided) Normal. She tested positive
at her worksite on 27-JUN-2021 (suspected covid-19 infection and
suspected clinical vaccination failure). She was not sure if the test
was a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test or rapid test. She noted
that she waited 1 day for the result. She developed the symptoms
like cough, fever, nausea, diarrhea, no sense of smell or taste, body
aches, hair loss, nail breakage, a sensation of cob webs in the
throat and no phlegm but a lot of thick saliva. She stated that she
was sick in bed for 6 weeks and 3 weeks were very bad but her
oxygen levels never dropped below 96%. She was managed at
home with telephone follow-up with her primary care provider
(PCP)and nurse. Laboratory data included: COVID-19 virus test
(NR: not provided) Positive. Laboratory data (dates unspecified)
included: Oxygen saturation (NR: not provided) Never dropped
below 96%. Treatment medications (dates unspecified) included:
paracetamol, and ibuprofen. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient recovered from
headache on JUN-2021, had not recovered from left arm pain/left
foot pain, left hip pain, and left rib cage pain, and the outcome of
hair loss, nail breakage, suspected covid-19 infection and suspected
clinical vaccination failure was not reported. This report was serious
(Other Medically Important Condition).; Sender's Comments: V0:
20211004833-COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S-suspected clinical
vaccination failure. This event(s) is considered not related. The
event(s) has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is
unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There are other
factors more likely to be associated with the event(s) than the drug.
Specifically: SPECIAL SITUATIONS

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1764300-1

50-59
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1764553-1

30-39
years

Spots of hair loss on face, neck and head Hair will no longer grow in
those locations.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1764752-1

60-64
years

Hair Loss. Balding spot on left side of head and thinning on top.
This occurred after shot 2 but hair was growing back. Occurred
again after third shot in same area.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1766949-1

1766971-1

1767402-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Has not been able to work; Extreme brain fog; Extreme hair loss,
Hair loss is continuing through today; Extreme fatigue; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY (Has not been able to
work), FEELING ABNORMAL (Extreme brain fog), ALOPECIA
(Extreme hair loss, Hair loss is continuing through today) and
FATIGUE (Extreme fatigue) in a 68-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 09Jul-2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced IMPAIRED WORK
ABILITY (Has not been able to work), FEELING ABNORMAL
(Extreme brain fog), ALOPECIA (Extreme hair loss, Hair loss is
continuing through today) and FATIGUE (Extreme fatigue). At the
time of the report, IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY (Has not been able to
work), FEELING ABNORMAL (Extreme brain fog) and FATIGUE
(Extreme fatigue) outcome was unknown and ALOPECIA (Extreme
hair loss, Hair loss is continuing through today) had not resolved.
No Concomitant medication was reported. No treatment
medications were reported. Patient reported that after second dose
she felt extreme fatigue, extreme brain fog, extreme hair loss,
reactions were so bad she had to drop out of her studies at school,
her doctor may have thought she had a stroke but was not sure.
Brought in an ambulance to the ER but not hospitalized. This case
was linked to MOD-2021-334639 (Patient Link).

65-79
years

Bleed under skin easily; Taking more naps than usual; Hair stared
falling out; Been tired; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of SKIN HAEMORRHAGE
(Bleed under skin easily), SOMNOLENCE (Taking more naps than
usual), ALOPECIA (Hair stared falling out) and FATIGUE (Been tired)
in a 76-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 051C21A, 0U4A21A and 033L20A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included
Thyroid disorder NOS. Concomitant products included
LEVOTHYROXINE for Thyroid disorder NOS, PREDNISONE for an
unknown indication. On 13-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 14-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 19-Aug-2021, received third dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage
was changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced SKIN HAEMORRHAGE (Bleed under skin easily),
SOMNOLENCE (Taking more naps than usual), ALOPECIA (Hair
stared falling out) and FATIGUE (Been tired). At the time of the
report, SKIN HAEMORRHAGE (Bleed under skin easily),
SOMNOLENCE (Taking more naps than usual) and FATIGUE (Been
tired) outcome was unknown and ALOPECIA (Hair stared falling out)
was resolving. No treatment medications were reported. The patient
has underlying conditions and got third Moderna boost. The patient
tends to bleed under skin easily. The patient reported that a cat
bumped leg and blood went all the down front of leg and was black.

65-79
years

decreased thyroid function; increased atrial fibrillation; Hair loss;
bruising; slight confusion; memory loss; exhaustion; significantly
increased depression; sensitivity to cold; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female
patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH
COVID-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in the right arm on 24Mar2021 (Batch/Lot Number:
EP6955) at the age of 74-years-old, single, for COVID-19
immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant, did
not have any other vaccines within four weeks, did not have COVID
prior to vaccination, and was not COVID tested post vaccination.
The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on
24Feb2021 (Lot number: EN6202) in the left arm for COVID-19
immunization; and levothyroxine. The patient stated that she had
taken the same level of levothyroxine for many years, and suddenly
she started having breakthrough symptoms (after the Pfizer
vaccinations) in Mar2021: hair loss, bruising, increased atrial
fibrillation, slight confusion and memory loss, exhaustion,
significantly increased depression, and sensitivity to cold. According
to laboratory results on 14Sep2021, the patient had significantly
decreased thyroid function. Outcome of the events was not
recovered. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1767513-1

1768078-1

1768310-1

1768910-1

1769238-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

I have had complete hair loss of my entire body; Complete hair loss
due to the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender
received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE, formulation: solution for injection, lot number was
not reported, expiration date was not reported), via an unspecified
route of administration on 24May2021 as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient historical vaccine
included first dose of BNT162B2 for COVID-19 immunization. It was
reported that the patient took the second shot on 24May and
patient have had complete hair loss of patient entire body, complete
hair loss due to the vaccine. So now having conversation about
getting a booster shot and patient not sure if patient should get a
booster shot considering the side effects on the first 2. So patient
guess just trying to see if there has been any studies, if anyone else
has had complete hair loss due to the vaccine. The outcome of the
event was unknown. The lot number for, the vaccine, BNT162B2,
was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

50-59
years

On or around 9/2, my hair started shedding not alopecia but losing
multiple strands. This has continued and now hair is very thin, went
to my hair stylist of 15 years and she is very concerned with the
hair loss. It is still coming out in handfuls when washing or
brushing. This has never happened before, I have always had fairly
thick hair. Around 9/10, I began having issues with my right arm
tingling multiple times throughout the day from shoulder to fingers.

60-64
years

She got her vaccine, she started to feel tired and her arm swelled
up. Has a bump that hurts and is still present. She started getting
tingling in her body and got dizzy, and felt that her brain went to
the left side and lost her perspective. Her eyes also felt dry. She
drank a sports drink. She went to work and did not feel well. She
got home and collapse in the bed. At 4:00 AM she was not able to
walk and had to call her husband to help her go to the bathroom,
her temp was 103 and she was hot, had chills, thought she had the
flu. Could not get her head off the bed and got very dizzy. She was
turning in circles as she was confused and could not figure out
which direction to go and vertigo was bad. She took Tylenol every
3-4 hours and put ice packs on her body. She called the hospital
and they advised her to do that, she works in the hospital, and this
subsided. She then realized the 2nd day that her head was itching,
had tingling and numbness in her hands and all through her body,
has pain around her joints. Her left arm has the bump and is not
able to raise her arm to wash her hair to weakness and pain. She
cannot drive due to not able to keep her arm for a short period of
time. She started scratching her head. When she went to work and
scratched her head and had clumps of hair in her bed and in her
hand and loosing it. She had to get her hair cut short due to the
hair loss. Her head was coming out at the roots, not just breaking.
She is trying to take Biotin and taking Vitamin B12 shots as she is
mildly anemic. She is going to have blood work to see if there is
something going on. She feels like she has brain fog, and cannot
process thoughts like she used to. Time is very slow and feels very
confused. She is depressed due to this. She was forced to take the
vaccine due to her work, as she works in the hospital, and was told
that if she did not take it she would be terminated. She then asked
for religious exemption but they gave her a hard time and she had
to use the mask at all times everywhere in the hospital, and could
not talk to people, and if she got caught without the mask she
would be terminated. Due to the pain in her knees she went to her
orthopedist who gave her a shot, and that said that it could be from
the vaccine as it may attack the weaknesses in her body. She feels
that she needs a vitamin infusion. She gets confused now with
directions, feels like an onset of dementia.

18-29
years

After I received my first vaccine I stopped having periods
completely. I didn?t not have a period at all until may when I found
out I was 7 weeks pregnant. But before becoming pregnant,
December 2020-April 2021, I never had a period. I had very
regularly periods before the vaccine. I also developed acne and hair
loss, that still has not resolved.

40-49
years

1st shot: My right arm only went numb multiple times for 3 days
after shot, was numb from shoulder to hand. Started having short
dizzy spells. Have episodes where I have a hard time focusing on
my surroundings. Ended up with diarrhea for a couple of days. My
hair started falling out. 2nd shot: By that night I was sick. I had
uncontrollable cold chills, couldn't focus, wanted to throw up, ABD
pain. By morning I had no energy, could hardly walk, was dizzy and
unsteady on my feet, I couldn't focus, my vision was blurry. I had
102 fever for 2 days followed by 2 days of diarrhea. My whole body
ached, especially up my spine into my head. Felt like someone was
trying to crack my head open. My hair is still falling out in handfuls
daily. I fear I will be bald soon. It's 6 days after my second dose
and I have headaches on a off. Right now my head is killing me. It's
the same headache, I feel it up my spine and into my head. I
randomly have dizzy/near syncopal episodes. I still have episodes of
blurry vision and having hard time focusing on my surrounds.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1770482-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1770590-1

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
Metallic taste the mouth and smell; Her hair are falling off; Can feel
the pain on bony area, ribs, joints; Metallic taste the mouth and
smell; Pain that is radiating to back down to their finger/can feel
the pain on bony area; Have arm pain at the injection site; Can feel
the pain on bony area, ribs, joints; 6 weeks after the 1st dose to
get the 2nd dose; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of PAROSMIA (Metallic taste
the mouth and smell), ALOPECIA (Her hair are falling off),
MUSCULOSKELETAL CHEST PAIN (Can feel the pain on bony area,
ribs, joints), DYSGEUSIA (Metallic taste the mouth and smell) and
PAIN (Pain that is radiating to back down to their finger/can feel the
pain on bony area) in a 32-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No medical history was provided by the reporter.
The patient's past medical history included Suspected COVID-19
(Patient had a past medical history of quarantine with COVID-19
symptoms since her boyfriend who was full diagnosed with COVID19. They both were on quarantine prior to getting the vaccine. All
the symptoms related to COVID-19 was cleared up before starting
the new job.). Concomitant products included BUPRENORPHINE
HYDROCHLORIDE, NALOXONE HYDROCHLORIDE
(BUPRENORPHINE/NALOXONE) for an unknown indication. On 13Aug-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 24-Sep2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced PAROSMIA (Metallic
taste the mouth and smell), ALOPECIA (Her hair are falling off),
MUSCULOSKELETAL CHEST PAIN (Can feel the pain on bony area,
ribs, joints), DYSGEUSIA (Metallic taste the mouth and smell), PAIN
(Pain that is radiating to back down to their finger/can feel the pain
on bony area), VACCINATION SITE PAIN (Have arm pain at the
injection site), ARTHRALGIA (Can feel the pain on bony area, ribs,
joints) and INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (6 weeks after the 1st dose to get the 2nd dose).
At the time of the report, PAROSMIA (Metallic taste the mouth and
smell), ALOPECIA (Her hair are falling off), MUSCULOSKELETAL
CHEST PAIN (Can feel the pain on bony area, ribs, joints),
DYSGEUSIA (Metallic taste the mouth and smell), PAIN (Pain that is
radiating to back down to their finger/can feel the pain on bony
area), VACCINATION SITE PAIN (Have arm pain at the injection
site), ARTHRALGIA (Can feel the pain on bony area, ribs, joints) and
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (6
weeks after the 1st dose to get the 2nd dose) outcome was
unknown. No treatment information provided. Patient was taking
buprenorphine/naloxone 8mg/2mg and believed that her metallic
taste could be correlated to this medicine. But other symptoms
were from the vaccine. This case was linked to MOD-2021-336567
(Patient Link).
her mind doesn't work well anymore, she has a thought she cant
get it out, she can't process it; multiple sclerosis flare, MS
symptoms were elevated; forgetting the name of a medicine she
used to take because her brain just went dead; her mind doesn't
work well anymore, she has a thought she cant get it out, she can't
process it/could not think straight; could not walk properly with her
left leg; head spinning; brain disorder NOS; forgetting the name of
a medicine she used to take because her brain just went dead;
losing her voice; sore throat; the palm of her hand doesn't feel
right; confused because of some issues with insurance; stress;
vision changes; doesn't move very fast; fatigue; fever; body
aches/achy; heart racing; Sick; legs are really weak; pain in her
legs; Muscle ache; losing her hair; Headache; loose stool; bilirubin
was out of range by 2.0; tingling in her arm in both arms; bowel
problems; This is solicited report from a contactable consumer
(patient) based on the information received by Pfizer from a
Facilitating Company. (Report No: 2019SA004708). A 76-year-old
female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Mar2021
(Batch/Lot number was not reported) as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN,
SINGLE for COVID-19 immunization at the age of 76 years old; and
teriflunomide, oral from 15Jun2018 (Lot Number: 1582645;
Expiration Date: 31Dec2020) to 2018, at 14 mg, daily, oral from
22Nov2018 (Lot Number: 1582642; Expiration Date: 31Dec2020)
to Feb2019, at 14 mg, daily and oral from 2019 (Lot number was
not reported) and ongoing, at 14 mg, daily for multiple sclerosis.
Medical history included ongoing multiple sclerosis from Oct1991
and ongoing, seizure, ongoing gait problems, drug hypersensitivity,
did not tolerate sulfa, blood pressure, reflux and headache, from an
unknown date. Concomitant medication(s) included simvastatin
taken for blood pressure from an unspecified start date and
ongoing; ranitidine taken for gastrooesophageal reflux disease from
an unspecified start date to 2019; lisinopril taken for diuretic
therapy from an unspecified start date and ongoing; and famotidine
taken for diuretic therapy from 08Sep2020 and ongoing. The
patient previously took gabapentin and experienced drug
intolerance, metoprolol succinate and experienced drug intolerance,
gabapentin and experienced hypersensitivity, metoprolol succinate
and experienced hypersensitivity. The patient experienced her mind
doesn't work well anymore, she has a thought she can't get it out,

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

she cant process it,
MS symptoms
just were bonkers for 3 days/ her
Adverse
Event Description
ms symptoms were elevated, forgetting the name of a medicine she
used to take because her brain just went dead, losing her voice,
sore throat, bowel problems, condition worsened, the palm of her
hand doesn't feel right, confused because of some issues with her
insurance, for the past 15 months. The patient has been under
tremendous stress, experienced vision changes, doesn't move very
fast, fatigue, she had fever until the next day. 7hrs after receiving
BNT162B2, the patient developed headache, muscle aches, fatigue,
fever for over 24 hrs (hours), and heart racing for 3 days/ fever,
body aches/achy, legs are really weak, pain in her legs, heart
started racing/ heart rate race, hair is coming out/ losing her hair
and there's something going on with her hair again (recurrent),
recurrent low grade headache that is aggravating/consistent
headaches/ in the last week or two, consumer was more prone to
having headaches/ bad headache/ the headaches sometimes goes
away but she has it all the time, diarrhea, bilirubin was out of range
by 2.0, had tingling in her arm in both arms, it got worst in the
right arm and the palm of her hand does not feel right,
headaches/horrible headache, off aubagio for 18 days, sick and
heart racing giving her issues. The patient prior to teriflunomide, of
going a year and a half between magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
with having no changes and that her last MRI was early last year in
2018; being on a popular medicine that was an injection
(unspecified, unknown dosage and unknown frequency) for a couple
of weeks which she discontinued because one evening she had a
horrible problem (unspecified) that threw her into seizures
(unspecified); being on Rebif (interferon beta-1a) (unknown dosage
and unknown frequency) which she showed signs of reacting
(unspecified) after a few weeks and then discontinued with the
interferon beta-1a because she was well over two weeks off of the
interferon beta-1a since her neurologist screwed up with the
prescription, and by the time they sent her the interferon beta-1a in
the middle of February (patient did not specify the date), it was
sitting out in freezing temperatures from probably 5 pm the day
before so the patient did not use that interferon beta-1a; and in
2018 the patient began experiencing more gait problems and was
much worse (unspecified)(gait disturbance) and noticeably different
(unspecified), which was why she decided to go on teriflunomide
therapy. The patient's family history was not provided. At the time
of the event, the patient had ongoing multiple sclerosis (MS)
diagnosed since Oct1991, did not tolerate sulfa, gabapentin,
metoprolol succinate and another medication (unspecified
medication) (hypersensitivity). The patient's muscles started going
crazy (muscle disorder) (since last two years). On 15Dec2018,
(latency: 6 months), patient experienced recurrent low grade
headache that was aggravating with intensity mild (headache) and
dragged her out and characterized by having a constant ache even
before she woke up that was more in her forehead that any place
else but did not get worse during the day and was just there. On an
unknown date, unknown latency, the patient forgot the name of a
medicine she used to take because her brain just went dead.
Patient's bilirubin was out of rage by 2.0 (blood bilirubin abnormal),
had hair loss/losing her hair (alopecia) and there was something
going on with her hair again (recurrent) and she was off
teriflunomide. The patient did not know if her bilirubin was normal
now, because her doctor moved and she had an appointment with
him on 21-May-2019. She mentioned that she went to toilet bunch
of time and stool was loose too, she took Imodium once in a while,
recently her diarrhea was not that violent (diarrhoea). On unknown
date in 2019, patient stopped ranitidine because she said it was
causing cancer. Since an unknown date and latency, the patient
experienced mild bowel problem now (abdominal discomfort) and
then for low grade headache that was aggravating. Patient used to
take because her brain just went dead. In the past, patient reported
she had tingling in her arm in both arms. Since, the last 2 months
(date: unknown), it got worst in the right arm, the palm of her right
hand did not feel right (paraesthesia). Upon follow up, it was
reported that, on an unknown date (latency unknown) patient
reported her mind did not work well anymore (mental impairment)
seriousness criteria medically significant) as she had thought she
could not get it out and could not process it. On an unknown date,
(latency: unknown}, patient had vision changes after start of
teriflunomide, heart started racing, pain in her legs and issues with
her gait where she was not to able to walk as well. Patient had
three MRls before COVID came about and were no changes with it
but she was disappointed in the read out because they did not
compare the MRls to the previous MRls. Patient previously used
teriflunomide also. The patient was going to the emergency room
and she stopped atenolol on 08Jul2020 and started verapamil on
same day for her heart started racing. On an unknown date in
Aug2020, patient had hand surgery for carpal tunnel. Nurse
mentioned a couple of medications (unspecified) the doctor gave
patient to set her multiple sclerosis off. On 08Sep2020, the patient
started taking famotidine as she stopped taking ranitidine. On
unknown date, the patient could not think straight, her brain was
fried. All multiple sclerosis symptoms just were bonkers for 3 days.
It made her heart rate race. The patient had a bad headache. It
was reported that, patient had trouble with the stairs, her muscles
in her leg and arms are not acting right , she could not walk
properly with her left leg, it was starting to get to her knee. Further,
patient had fever until the next day (pyrexia) The headaches
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patient had fever until the next day (pyrexia). The headaches
Adverse Event Description
sometimes goes away but she had it all the time, she was not a
hundred percent. Patient heart medications (unspecified) changed
so many times due to the multiple sclerosis (MS) and her head was
spinning. Treatment for headaches included paracetamol (Tylenol).
There was no reported treatment for all other events. On Saturday
(unspecified date), patient was a little better but she doesn't feel
comfortable driving. At the time of the report, the patient feels a
little better. At the time of report, teriflunomide was continued. The
patient had a stress test on 20Apr2021. Corrective action/
treatment: throat lozenges (unspecified) for aphonia/
oropharyngeal pain; paracetamol (Tylenol) and Ibuprofen (Advil) for
recurrent low grade headache that is aggravating/ consistent
headaches// In the last week or two, consumer was more prone to
having headaches/ bad headache, the headaches sometimes goes
away but she has it al the time, imodium for diarrhea, the patient
also reported the throat lozenge did soothe the throat being sore
but did not stop it, no treatment for hair loss, confusion, stress;
wearing reading glasses for visual impairment, using cane for gait
disturbance, atenolol and verapamil for palpitations, hand surgery
for carpal tunnel syndrome, not reported for rest f the events.
Reporter causality: not reported for all events teriflunomide: related
for headache, myalgia, fatigue , fever, palpitations and MS flare, nor
reported for the rest of events w.r.t. COVID-19 vaccine. Company
causality: not reportable for all events for both suspects. The action
taken in response to the events for teriflunomide was dose not
changed. The outcome of MS, brain dead, forgetting, losing voice,
sore throat, fatigue, fever, muscle ache, bowel problems was
recovered on unspecified date. The outcome of bilirubin was out of
range, doesn't move very fast, palm of he hand doesn't feel right,
brain disorder and tingling was unknown. The outcome of loose
stool was recovering; and the outcome of the rest of events was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information expected. Information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Underlying medical condition
multiple sclerosis, elderly age, concomitant medications and longlatency of onset of events the causal role of vaccine is unlikely. The
impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product
is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation,
including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse
events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well
as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to
regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1772096-1

18-29
years

Several hours after first injection of Moderna I began to have a
fever of 103 and my heart started to race as if I was having a heart
attack. My body had extreme aches and as well as a severe pain in
my left arm that I cannot even describe. Following that I began to
vomit and blacked out. The fever/vomiting/body aches lasted for 2
weeks. I am now left with shortness of breath and grey mark where
my injection site was. My hair has begun to fall out as I am
assuming it is from this vaccine as well.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1772797-1

40-49
years

Hair loss!

65-79
years

FACE STARTED FLAKING; RASH ON ONE SIDE OF NECK; HAIR LOSS
(FALL OUT IN CLUMPS); FELT SICK; This spontaneous report
received from a patient concerned a 78 year old female. The
patient's height, and weight were not reported. The patient's past
medical history included: covid-19, hospitalization, and pneumonia.
The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 1808980,
expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 30MAR-2021 13:30 for prophylactic vaccination. Non-company suspect
drugs included: salicylic acid (cream, route of admin, and batch
number were not reported) dose, frequency, and therapy dates
were not reported for an unspecified indication. No concomitant
medications were reported. On NOV-2020, Laboratory data
included: COVID-19 virus test (NR: not provided) Negative for 3
times. On 30-MAR-2021, the patient experienced felt sick. On 06APR-2021, the patient experienced hair loss (fall out in clumps). On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced face started flaking,
and rash on one side of neck. The action taken with covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable; and action taken with
salicylic acid was not reported. The patient recovered from felt sick
on 31-MAR-2021, was recovering from hair loss (fall out in clumps),
and the outcome of rash on one side of neck and face started
flaking was not reported. This report was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1773428-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1773581-1

1774675-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

felt lousy; brain fog; sweaty feet; head pain; shooting pain going
across her head, from the base of her neck up to the middle of her
and also around the top of head; Dry cough; Runny nose; Hair loss;
Memory loss; they had fatigue, fatigue in arm,; strange sensation in
the nerves; inappropriate schedule of vaccine administered; This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's
daughter). A 86-years-old female patient received second dose of
bnt162b2 (Solution injection; Batch/Lot Number: EL9266), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
23Feb2021 (at the age of 86-years-old) as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included lung cancer. She has been
on chemo for about 5 years now. The patient's concomitant
medications included osimertinib mesilate (TAGRISSO), amlodipine
besilate for blood pressure and some vitamins. Patient previously
received first dose of bnt162b2 (Solution injection; Batch/Lot
Number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Left on 06Feb2021 as 225mcg/0.45mL single
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient experienced brain fog,
sweaty feet, dry cough, runny nose, hair loss, memory loss. Caller
reported that the patient felt lousy and had all these strange
happenings. She had head pain; shooting pain going across her
head, from the base of her neck up to the middle of her and also
around the top of head. It was like this strange sensation in the
nerves. It was like a tension headache that where a part of it didn't
materialize. Caller stated that they had fatigue, fatigue in arm.
Caller questioned if the patient should get an antibody test to see if
she still has some antibodies. The outcome of all the events was
recovered. Follow-Up (01Sep2021): Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected.

65-79
years

All of the hair on my head fell out .; My auto immune Response Was
insanely intense; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
Other HCP (patient). An elderly non pregnant female patient
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE
Solution for injection Lot number was not reported) via an
unspecified route of administration in arm right on 26Feb2021
14:00 as dose 2, single (age at vaccination: 67 years) for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included Hashimoto disease,
seborrheic dermatitis, known allergies penicillin, all from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications
included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) taken for an
unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported.
Historical vaccine includes bnt162b2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19
MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection Lot number was not reported)
via an unspecified route of administration in arm right on an
unspecified date as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation. No
other vaccine in four weeks. It was unknown if covid prior and
vaccination covid tested post vaccination. On 08Mar2021 at 01:00
AM, it was reported that the patient experienced all of the hair on
my head fell out. My auto immune Response was insanely intense
for one month and I am still dealing with the side affects 2 months
later. The adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was received. The
patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal
swab resulted as negative on 14Apr2021 nasal swab. The clinical
outcome of the events was not resolved. No follow up attempts are
needed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1775303-1

65-79
years

Reactivation of shingles 8 days after Covid-19 vaccine #3. 10 day
treatment with Valacyclovir 1 gram, TID. Shingles resolved. Same
thing happened after Covid-19 vaccine #2 Feb. 2021. Also, I
experienced extreme hair loss after Covid Vaccine #2 and #3. Hair
loss began to resolve by the time of Dose 3 and hair loss is starting
all over again after dose #3.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1775358-1

40-49
years

Body rash and hair loss, I got Alopecia universalis.

Unknown

ask people if they lost their hair after getting the vaccine they tell
her that hey have; Based on the current case data, this case has
been classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (ask people if
they lost their hair after getting the vaccine they tell her that hey
have) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (ask people if
they lost their hair after getting the vaccine they tell her that hey
have). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (ask people if they lost
their hair after getting the vaccine they tell her that hey have)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. For mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. No concomitant medications
were reported. No Treatment informations were reported. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 05Oct-2021: Non-significant Follow-up -NNI On 05-Oct-2021: Follow
up received on 06-Oct-2021 contained No New Information.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1775959-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1776044-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Covid toes( feet hurting, red/purple coloration)\last two months
symptoms have been only getting worse.; Covid toes( feet hurting,
red/purple colorationlast two months symptoms have been only
getting worse.; Felt awfull; hair loss/last two months symptoms
have been only getting worse; intense rash in the scalp/last two
months symptoms have been only getting worse; Experienced 101F
fever; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Covid toes( feet
hurting, red/purple coloration)\last two months symptoms have
been only getting worse.), SKIN DISCOLOURATION (Covid toes(
feet hurting, red/purple colorationlast two months symptoms have
been only getting worse.), FEELING ABNORMAL (Felt awfull),
ALOPECIA (hair loss/last two months symptoms have been only
getting worse) and RASH (intense rash in the scalp/last two months
symptoms have been only getting worse) in a 25-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 037C21A and 003C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below. The
patient's past medical history included COVID-19. Concurrent
medical conditions included Stress. Concomitant products included
TRAZODONE for Stress. On 27-Apr-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On 26-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Not applicable) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Covid toes( feet hurting,
red/purple coloration)\last two months symptoms have been only
getting worse.), SKIN DISCOLOURATION (Covid toes( feet hurting,
red/purple colorationlast two months symptoms have been only
getting worse.), FEELING ABNORMAL (Felt awfull), ALOPECIA (hair
loss/last two months symptoms have been only getting worse),
RASH (intense rash in the scalp/last two months symptoms have
been only getting worse) and PYREXIA (Experienced 101F fever).
The patient was treated with CLOBETASOL for Dermatitis and
Psoriasis, at an unspecified dose and frequency; SODIUM
PROPIONATE (PROPIONATE) for Dermatitis and Psoriasis, at an
unspecified dose and frequency and CICLOPIROX for Dermatitis and
Psoriasis, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the
report, PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Covid toes( feet hurting, red/purple
coloration)\last two months symptoms have been only getting
worse.), SKIN DISCOLOURATION (Covid toes( feet hurting,
red/purple colorationlast two months symptoms have been only
getting worse.), FEELING ABNORMAL (Felt awfull), ALOPECIA (hair
loss/last two months symptoms have been only getting worse),
RASH (intense rash in the scalp/last two months symptoms have
been only getting worse) and PYREXIA (Experienced 101F fever)
outcome was unknown. This case was linked to MOD-2021-339439
(Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1777001-1

50-59
years

I started out real tired, I would be so tired I would go home I would
have fever chills this went on a week before I went to hospital they
gave me an IV bag and sent me home saying said it was probably a
viral illness. Then I started getting a rash all over my body, I took
pictures. I went to a doctor on demand and they put me on
steroids. The rash went away. Then my foot started swelling so bad
I could barely walk on it and then my whole right side of my body
swelled up and I had to go I went to orthopedic surgeon they said I
had severe carpal tunnel I could not get the surgery because I can't
afford it it. Now my hair is falling out in chunks, I have floaters in
my eye. I was fine before I had covid I was fine and before the
vaccine I was fine. I don't want to get the booster, I'm already
scared to death as it is. My vaccine card does not have a lot number
for either vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1778820-1

60-64
years

Sudden circular patches of hair falling out - left side of head.
Appears to be sudden Alopecia Areata with no family history of
such.

40-49
years

Around 04/20/201, I was taking a shower, washing my hair, and my
hair was in my hand. From April my hair has been falling out till
now. I went to see Dr. He prescribed me Biotin. He did a blood test
and prescribed iron pills and referred me to a dermatologist. The
dermatologist prescribed iron pills. In 3 months I will go back to to
see the dermatologist. This week I have a follow up to see the
dermatologist. No, I have not recovered from the AEs. I am still
losing my hair. I am only 46 years old, I am too young to have hair
loss. It just started to fall out for no reason.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1779284-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1782883-1

18-29
years

I had nausea, fatigue, weight loss, heart palpitations, increased
heart rate, tremors, muscle loss, hair loss and occasional vomiting.
I underwent radioactive iodine treatment. I had to take a
radioactive pill i131. I had to isolate for 3 days. I was also
prescribed beta-blockers for my heart and tremors. I couldn't take
them during my radioactive treatment.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1785183-1

40-49
years

Hair is falling out at root. One week after vaccine hair loss was
noticed, but a few weeks later hair loss is significant.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1788254-1

60-64
years

Two weeks after the second shot, we notice I had developed one
spot of missing hair on head, diagnosed as Alcecia Areala. Not sure
when exactly the alcecia areala started.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1788332-1

65-79
years

Initially the only response I had from the shot was a headache for
3-4 days. On 05/14/2021 I went to the ER with a racing heartbeat.
My husband and I were just watching tv and my heart started to
beat really fast. It was scary. They did blood work and other tests.
They monitored me for about 5 hours and then they diagnosed me
with Hashimoto's disease. I have never had high blood pressure
before. It has always been normal. I was a runner for 25 years. I
regularly see an internist and have a physical every year and
everything always comes normal. Suddenly I have this onset of
Hashimoto's disease. I have it to the extent that I have
uncontrollable high blood pressure. It goes 101/60 to 170/90. My
hair started falling out. I was very tired. Everything all at once. My
endocrinologist is convinced that it was triggered by the Pfizer
vaccine. I am convinced too since I have never had these issues
before. I am a very active person and I always maintain a good diet
and take care of myself, so we were quite shocked about this. Now I
am on Metoprolol, which has helped bring those levels down but it
still goes up and down. I am concerned this caused some damage
to my heart. I am going to have a CT scan of my heart to see if this
is going to be damaging my heart.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1788371-1

50-59
years

Systemic: HAIR LOSS-Medium, Additional Details: HAIR LOSS
AFTER SECOND DOSE
Noticed hair loss and hand swelling between March-August 2021.
On August 9, 2021, I had an overwhelming sensation that I was
going to faint while walking, I also had stomach pain and diarrhea.
In the following week, I was taken to the Emergency Department 4
times; my heart felt like it was racing, I got extremely lightheaded,
I could not walk straight, I needed to hold on to something sturdy
within my range to hold myself up, felt like I was dying. Doctors
performed EKG, routine blood work and results were normal so they
did not know what was wrong with me and would just give me IV
fluid and discharge me.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1788377-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1789875-1

65-79
years

PAIN IN RIBS (RIBS STILL HURTING UPON AWAKENING); ENTIRE
BODY BLOATED; NERVES ON EDGE TRIGGERING AND FIRING;
NECK PAIN; BODY HURTING, PAIN BEHIND RIGHT EAR; MIGRAINES
(PAIN IN HEAD); SCARY FEELING; WEAK; FEEL EXHAUSTED; HAIR
FALLEN / HAIR THIN; PAIN IN BACK OF RIGHT LEG ARM LEFT ARM,
BIG TOE AND TOENAIL HURTING; DOUBLE VISION; FEEL LIKE
GOING TO BLIND; COLD; DRY EYES (EYES PAIN, BLURRED
VISION); LEFT HIP AND SHOULDER PAIN, ANKLE PAIN; ENTIRE
BODY SWOLLEN (NECK SWELLING, LEG/ANKLE SWOLLEN UP, RIBS
VERY SWOLLEN); SMALL RED BLOTCHES UNDER BRA, ON CENTER
OF BACK ON LEFT SIDE (3 AREAS STRAIGHT ACROSS); BOTH
ARMS HORRIBLY RED (ARM IS A RED-PURPLISH COLOUR), BACK
OF HEAD, NECK AND SPINAL ON THE RIGHT SIDE FEELS WEIRD
AND GETS PINK; FELT DIZZY / FEELING FAINT / FELT LIKE IF
STOOD WOULD PASS OUT; COULD NOT WALK STRAIGHT;
TWITCHING IN LEFT EYE; FELT LIKE FALLING OVER / ALMOST FELL;
FUNNY FEELING IN THE HEAD / BITING FEELING IN THE CENTER
OF THE BACK ON SPINAL COLUMN / FEELS LIKE KINK ON BACK OF
HEAD AND SHOULDER/ WEIRD FEELING, FEEL LIKE IN VACCUM;
LEFT ARM, LEGS AND ANKLES NUMB; CRAWLING SENSATION IN
HEAD, SCALP AND ARMS; LEFT ARM SWOLLEN ABOVE THE WRIST,
LEGS AND ANKLES SWOLLEN; TINGLING IN PINKY FINGER, RING
FINGER, LEG , ANKLES AND LEFT ARM / PINS NEEDLLE SENSATION
IN NECK, ARM; This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a 77 year old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's past medical history included:
removed parotid gland on right side., and concurrent conditions
included: rectal cancer right on stage 4, chemotherapy for rectal
cancer, lung cancer both left and right side, radiation for lung
cancer, tongue cancer, buccal cancer, pre-ca right parotid and half
salivary gland, skin cancer, and fright, and other pre-existing
medical conditions included: Patient sees massage therapist on a
monthly basis. Patient was on homeopathic Aconite for fright
medication, 30c. for approximately 30 years. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of
admin not reported, batch number: 043A21A, expiry: 19-SEP-2021)
dose was not reported, administered on 28-JUL-2021 10:00 for
prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were
reported. On 28-JUL-2021, the patient experienced left arm swollen
above the wrist, legs and ankles swollen. On 28-JUL-2021, the
patient experienced tingling in pinky finger, ring finger, leg, ankles
and left arm / pins needle sensation in neck, arm. On 29-JUL-2021,
the patient experienced crawling sensation in head, scalp and arms.
On 30-JUL-2021, the patient experienced felt dizzy / feeling faint /
felt like if stood would pass out. On 30-JUL-2021, the patient
experienced could not walk straight. On 30-JUL-2021, the patient
experienced twitching in left eye. On 30-JUL-2021, the patient
experienced felt like falling over / almost fell. On 30-JUL-2021, the
patient experienced funny feeling in the head / biting feeling in the
center of the back on spinal column / feels like kink on back of head
and shoulder/ weird feeling, feel like in vaccum. On 30-JUL-2021,
the patient experienced left arm, legs and ankles numb. On 03AUG-2021, the patient experienced both arms horribly red (arm is a
red-purplish color), back of head, neck and spinal on the right side
feels weird and gets pink. On 03-AUG-2021, the patient
experienced small red blotches under bra, on center of back on left
side (3 areas straight across). On 10-AUG-2021, the patient

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

experienced entireAdverse
body swollen
(neck
swelling, leg/ankle swollen
Event
Description
up, ribs very swollen). On 12-AUG-2021, the patient experienced
dry eyes (eyes pain, blurred vision). On 12-AUG-2021, the patient
experienced left hip and shoulder pain, ankle pain. On 16-AUG2021, the patient experienced cold. On 21-AUG-2021, the patient
experienced feel like going to blind. On 21-AUG-2021, the patient
experienced double vision. On 22-AUG-2021, the patient
experienced pain in back of right leg arm left arm, big toe and
toenail hurting. On 01-SEP-2021, the patient experienced hair fallen
/ hair thin. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced pain in
ribs (ribs still hurting upon awakening), entire body bloated, nerves
on edge triggering and firing, neck pain, body hurting, pain behind
right ear, migraines (pain in head), scary feeling, weak, and feel
exhausted. Treatment medications (dates unspecified) included:
olopatadine hydrochloride. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient recovered from
crawling sensation in head, scalp and arms on AUG-2021, and
double vision on 21-AUG-2021, had not recovered from feel
exhausted, hair fallen / hair thin, pain in ribs (ribs still hurting upon
awakening), dry eyes (eyes pain, blurred vision), weak, felt dizzy /
feeling faint / felt like if stood would pass out, could not walk
straight, twitching in left eye, funny feeling in the head / biting
feeling in the center of the back on spinal column / feels like kink on
back of head and shoulder/ weird feeling, feel like in vaccum, and
entire body swollen (neck swelling, leg/ankle swollen up, ribs very
swollen), and the outcome of pain in back of right leg arm left arm,
big toe and toenail hurting, left arm, legs and ankles numb, entire
body bloated, both arms horribly red (arm is a red-purplish color),
back of head, neck and spinal on the right side feels weird and gets
pink, tingling in pinky finger, ring finger, leg , ankles and left arm /
pins needle sensation in neck, arm, left arm swollen above the
wrist, legs and ankles swollen, nerves on edge triggering and firing,
cold, neck pain, body hurting, pain behind right ear, migraines (pain
in head), felt like falling over / almost fell, small red blotches under
bra, on center of back on left side (3 areas straight across), left hip
and shoulder pain, ankle pain, scary feeling and feel like going to
blind was not reported. This report was non-serious.; Sender's
Comments: V0: Medical assessment comment not required as per
standard procedure, as the case is assessed as non serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1790087-1

Unknown

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1790601-1

30-39
years

HARD TIME TO SEE/VISION HAS GONE VERY LOW; LOST
THOUSANDS OF HAIR/2/3 OF HAIR FALLING; SEVERE NUMBNESS
IN TOES AND LEFT ARMS; VERY BAD REACTION; This spontaneous
report received from a patient concerned a patient of unspecified
age and sex. The patient's height, and weight were not reported.
No past medical history or concurrent conditions were reported. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin, and batch number were not reported)
dose was not reported, administered on SEP-2021 for prophylactic
vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been
requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On SEP2021, the patient experienced very bad reaction. On an unspecified
date, the patient experienced hard time to see/vision has gone very
low, lost thousands of hair/2/3 of hair falling, and severe numbness
in toes and left arms. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome of the very bad
reaction, hard time to see/vision has gone very low, lost thousands
of hair/2/3 of hair falling and severe numbness in toes and left arms
was not reported. This report was non-serious.
her face, neck, down her arm and chest felt tingly,m pins and
needles on feet and hands; heart started pounding; shortness of
breath; left arm went numb and tingling,face numb and tingling;
chest pain,sharp shooting pains in chest,really sever chest pain; she
was diagnosed with POTS Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia
Syndrome; her doctor recommended her not getting the second
dose; tremors,constantly shaking; panic attacks; legs would give
off; twitching; anxiety attacks,could not have the door shut due to
her anxiety; ringing in ears; arm hurt,extremly painful; felt really
bad,t did not feel like her body,felt like she was going to die,can't
control her body,still feels like she is not going to wake up one
day,bad brain fog; short term memory; could not multi task,has not
been able to work since April,everything was so overwhelming, she
could not even schedule a doctor's appointment,make a phone
number and send a text message; swelling in the right side of her
body; still has muscle spasm; horrible migraines; electric shock
going all over her body; hair loss; hard time concentrating, black
out in the middle of conversations; sensitivity to pain; nerves are
overly sensitive; extrimly painful; affected her psychologically;
chest tightness; has not been able to work; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of CHEST
PAIN (chest pain,sharp shooting pains in chest,really sever chest
pain), PALPITATIONS (heart started pounding), DYSPNOEA
(shortness of breath), HYPOAESTHESIA (left arm went numb and
tingling,face numb and tingling), PARAESTHESIA (her face, neck,
down her arm and chest felt tingly,m pins and needles on feet and
hands), TREMOR (tremors,constantly shaking), PANIC ATTACK
(panic attacks), LIMB DISCOMFORT (legs would give off), MUSCLE
TWITCHING (twitching), ANXIETY (anxiety attacks,could not have
the door shut due to her anxiety), TINNITUS (ringing in ears), PAIN
IN EXTREMITY (arm hurt,extremly painful), FEELING ABNORMAL
(felt really bad,t did not feel like her body,felt like she was going to
die,can't control her body,still feels like she is not going to wake up

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

die,can t control her body,still feels like she is not going to wake up
Adverse Event Description
one day,bad brain fog), AMNESIA (short term memory), LOSS OF
PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY ACTIVITIES (could not multi
task,has not been able to work since April,everything was so
overwhelming, she could not even schedule a doctor's
appointment,make a phone number and send a text message),
SWELLING (swelling in the right side of her body), MUSCLE SPASMS
(still has muscle spasm), MIGRAINE (horrible migraines), ELECTRIC
SHOCK SENSATION (electric shock going all over her body),
ALOPECIA (hair loss), DISTURBANCE IN ATTENTION (hard time
concentrating, black out in the middle of conversations), SENSITIVE
SKIN (sensitivity to pain), NEURALGIA (nerves are overly sensitive),
PAIN (extrimly painful), MENTAL STATUS CHANGES (affected her
psychologically) and CHEST DISCOMFORT (chest tightness) in a 35year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch no. 045A21A.) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below. No
Medical History information was reported. On 22-Mar-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 22-Mar-2021, the
patient experienced CHEST PAIN (chest pain,sharp shooting pains in
chest,really sever chest pain) (seriousness criterion hospitalization).
On 03-Apr-2021, the patient experienced PALPITATIONS (heart
started pounding) (seriousness criterion hospitalization), DYSPNOEA
(shortness of breath) (seriousness criterion hospitalization) and
HYPOAESTHESIA (left arm went numb and tingling,face numb and
tingling) (seriousness criterion hospitalization). In April 2021, the
patient experienced IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY (has not been able to
work). On an unknown date, the patient experienced
PARAESTHESIA (her face, neck, down her arm and chest felt
tingly,m pins and needles on feet and hands) (seriousness criterion
hospitalization), TREMOR (tremors,constantly shaking) (seriousness
criterion medically significant), PANIC ATTACK (panic attacks)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), LIMB DISCOMFORT
(legs would give off) (seriousness criterion medically significant),
MUSCLE TWITCHING (twitching) (seriousness criterion medically
significant), ANXIETY (anxiety attacks,could not have the door shut
due to her anxiety) (seriousness criterion medically significant),
TINNITUS (ringing in ears) (seriousness criterion medically
significant), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (arm hurt,extremly painful)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), FEELING ABNORMAL
(felt really bad,t did not feel like her body,felt like she was going to
die,can't control her body,still feels like she is not going to wake up
one day,bad brain fog) (seriousness criterion medically significant),
AMNESIA (short term memory) (seriousness criterion medically
significant), LOSS OF PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY
ACTIVITIES (could not multi task,has not been able to work since
April,everything was so overwhelming, she could not even schedule
a doctor's appointment,make a phone number and send a text
message) (seriousness criterion medically significant), SWELLING
(swelling in the right side of her body) (seriousness criterion
medically significant), MUSCLE SPASMS (still has muscle spasm)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), MIGRAINE (horrible
migraines) (seriousness criterion medically significant), ELECTRIC
SHOCK SENSATION (electric shock going all over her body)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), ALOPECIA (hair loss)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), DISTURBANCE IN
ATTENTION (hard time concentrating, black out in the middle of
conversations) (seriousness criterion medically significant),
SENSITIVE SKIN (sensitivity to pain) (seriousness criterion
medically significant), NEURALGIA (nerves are overly sensitive)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), PAIN (extrimly painful)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), MENTAL STATUS
CHANGES (affected her psychologically) (seriousness criterion
medically significant), CHEST DISCOMFORT (chest tightness)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), POSTURAL
ORTHOSTATIC TACHYCARDIA SYNDROME (she was diagnosed with
POTS Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia Syndrome) and OFF LABEL
USE (her doctor recommended her not getting the second dose).
The patient was hospitalized from 07-Apr-2021 to 10-Apr-2021 due
to CHEST PAIN, DYSPNOEA, HYPOAESTHESIA, PALPITATIONS and
PARAESTHESIA. The patient was treated with NORTRIPTYLINE for
Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency; GABAPENTIN
for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency;
ESCITALOPRAM OXALATE (LEXAPRO) for Adverse event, at an
unspecified dose and frequency; DULOXETINE HYDROCHLORIDE
(CYMBALTA) for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and
frequency and METOPROLOL for Adverse event, at an unspecified
dose and frequency. At the time of the report, CHEST PAIN (chest
pain,sharp shooting pains in chest,really sever chest pain),
PALPITATIONS (heart started pounding), DYSPNOEA (shortness of
breath), HYPOAESTHESIA (left arm went numb and tingling,face
numb and tingling), CHEST DISCOMFORT (chest tightness) and
IMPAIRED WORK ABILITY (has not been able to work) had not
resolved, PARAESTHESIA (her face, neck, down her arm and chest
felt tingly,m pins and needles on feet and hands), TREMOR
(tremors,constantly shaking), PANIC ATTACK (panic attacks), LIMB
DISCOMFORT (legs would give off), MUSCLE TWITCHING
(twitching), ANXIETY (anxiety attacks,could not have the door shut
due to her anxiety), TINNITUS (ringing in ears), PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (arm hurt,extremly painful), FEELING ABNORMAL (felt
really bad t did not feel like her body felt like she was going to
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really bad,t did not feel like her body,felt like she was going to
Adverse Event Description
die,can't control her body,still feels like she is not going to wake up
one day,bad brain fog), AMNESIA (short term memory), LOSS OF
PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY ACTIVITIES (could not multi
task,has not been able to work since April,everything was so
overwhelming, she could not even schedule a doctor's
appointment,make a phone number and send a text message),
SWELLING (swelling in the right side of her body), MUSCLE SPASMS
(still has muscle spasm), MIGRAINE (horrible migraines), ELECTRIC
SHOCK SENSATION (electric shock going all over her body),
ALOPECIA (hair loss), DISTURBANCE IN ATTENTION (hard time
concentrating, black out in the middle of conversations), SENSITIVE
SKIN (sensitivity to pain), NEURALGIA (nerves are overly sensitive),
PAIN (extrimly painful), MENTAL STATUS CHANGES (affected her
psychologically) and POSTURAL ORTHOSTATIC TACHYCARDIA
SYNDROME (she was diagnosed with POTS Postural Orthostatic
Tachycardia Syndrome) outcome was unknown and OFF LABEL USE
(her doctor recommended her not getting the second dose) had
resolved. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in
parenthesis if available): On 03-Apr-2021, Heart rate: high (High)
173, elevated. In April 2021, Echocardiogram: normal (normal)
normal. In 2021, Blood test: normal (normal) normal. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown)
was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality assessments.
Lab data includes ECG, cardiac test, cardiac enzymes. The patient
has gone to the ER 7 times since April. The patient stated that
Nortriptyline, Gabapentin (after taking it, leg, face swelled up, and
was in pain). The Patient saw a psychiatrist, they gave
antidepressants and antianxiety pills, but stopped it. Concomitant
medication not reported. Company Comment: This case concerns a
35 year-old, female patient with no relevant medical history, who
experienced the serious unexpected events of paraesthesia, tremor,
limb discomfort, muscle twitching, panic attack, anxiety, tinnitus,
pain in extremity, feeling abnormal, amnesia, loss of personal
independence in daily activities, swelling, muscle spasms, migraine,
electric shock sensation, alopecia, disturbance in attention,
sensitive skin, neuralgia, pain, mental status changes, chest
discomfort, palpitations, chest pain, dyspnoea and hypoaesthesia.
The events occurred after the first dose of Moderna COVID-19
vaccine. The rechallenge was unknown since the events occurred
after the first dose and no information has been provided regarding
second dose. Off label use was considered as an additional event.
The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine is not
affected by this report.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a
35 year-old, female patient with no relevant medical history, who
experienced the serious unexpected events of paraesthesia, tremor,
limb discomfort, muscle twitching, panic attack, anxiety, tinnitus,
pain in extremity, feeling abnormal, amnesia, loss of personal
independence in daily activities, swelling, muscle spasms, migraine,
electric shock sensation, alopecia, disturbance in attention,
sensitive skin, neuralgia, pain, mental status changes, chest
discomfort, palpitations, chest pain, dyspnoea and hypoaesthesia.
The events occurred after the first dose of Moderna COVID-19
vaccine. The rechallenge was unknown since the events occurred
after the first dose and no information has been provided regarding
second dose. Off label use was considered as an additional event.
The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine is not
affected by this report.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1790864-1

6-17
years

New onset diagnosed alopecia Areata within 11 days of vaccine.; 2
large bald patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning; 2 large
bald patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning; Fist signs were
6-7 days out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (Patient). A 17-years-old non pregnant female patient
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
Solution for injection, Lot Number: ew0150), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
21Jul2021 at 14:00 (Age at vaccination: 17 years) as dose 1, single
for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was reported as None.
The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient has not been
tested for COVID-19. Patient did not test covid post vaccination.
Patient did not had allergies. The patient reported fist signs were 67 days out (hypoaesthesia) on 27Jul2021 and reported new onset
diagnosed alopecia areata within 11 days of vaccine, 2 large bald
patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning 02Aug2021.
Adverse events resulted Doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
new onset diagnosed alopecia areata within 11 days of vaccine, 2
large bald patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning, fist signs
were 6-7 days out. Steroid injectons in scalp, topical steroid was
received as a result of events. Patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number:
ew0176), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Left on 11Aug2021 at 02:00 PM. The outcome
of the events was not recovered. Follow-up attempts are completed.
No further information is expected.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1791070-1

50-59
years

spot on top of eye; Calf pain; Pain; Hair loss; flare up; COVID-19;
Exposure to SARS-CoV-2; This is a solicited report from a marketing
program facilitated collect based on information received from a
consumer (patient) by Pfizer from AbbVie, manufacturer control
number: 21K-163-3824949-00. A 54-year-old female patient
received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via
intramuscular in Mar2021 (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as
DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation; adalimumab
(HUMIRA), subcutaneous from an unspecified date (Batch/Lot
number was not reported) and ongoing, at 40 mg (40 mg,1 in 2-2)
for moderate to severe chronic plaque psoriasis psoriatic arthritis.
Medical history included ongoing psoriatic arthritis. It was unknown
if patient was enrolled in a covid-19 vaccine trial. No known
allergies. Concomitant medications included methotrexate;
levothyroxine; duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA); montelukast
sodium (SINGULAIR); biotin; and folic acid all taken for an
unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced spots on top of eye, flare
up, hair loss, aches/pains and calf pain. On 03Mar2021, the patient
experienced patient got exposed with covid-19. On 09Mar2021, the
patient experienced got sick after getting covid-19 vaccine and had
covid-19. Pfizer biontech covid-19 vaccine (tozinameran) was also
considered suspect. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures
which included covid-19 test: positive on 09Mar2021. The action
taken in response to the event for adalimumab was dose not
changed. The outcome of Covid-19 was not recovered, outcome of
other events was unknown. Causality for HUMIRA (adalimumab):
The reporter's causality for the event of patient got exposed with
covid-19 was not provided. The Reporter's causality for the event(s)
of spot on top of eye, flare up, got sick after getting covid-19
vaccine and had covid-19, hair loss, aches/pains and calf pain with
HUMIRA (adalimumab) was no reasonable possibility. The reporter's
assessment of the causal relationship of the events with the suspect
vaccine BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) was
not provided at the time of this report. Since no determination has
been received, the case is managed based on the company
causality assessment. Information on the lot/batch number has
been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association
between BNT162B2 and the reported events spots on top of eye,
flare up, hair loss, aches/pains, exposure to covid-19, covid-19 and
calf pain cannot be completely excluded based on information
provided. However, concomitant adalimumab & underlying psoriatic
arthritis were confounders.
Hair loss starting roughly one to two weeks after first injection. The
hair loss is evenly distributed over my head. I have probably lost at
least 50% of my hair. I continue to shed an unusually large amount
of hair daily.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1793532-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1793998-1

50-59
years

Major hairloss,fungal infection of scalp,left ear,metalic particles
coming out of scalp,hands,arms. Headache, tingling in arms,itchy
rash on scalp and arms.

1794050-1

60-64
years

Muscle soreness started the evening of the vaccination along with
being unusually tired. Being tired has improved the but the muscle
soreness still prevails. After about a week after the vaccination my
hair started falling out, this is such more than the amount of hair I
loose daily.

1795267-1

40-49
years

Pt. states that after receiving the 2nd dose of Moderna 09/07/2021,
started experiencing symptoms 09/27/2021 of loss of hair
(thinning) and fatigue. No noted Primary visit/communications. Still
continuing to experience symptoms.

60-64
years

My left knee that I had a total joint replacement on swelled up the
next day and was swollen for about two days. I also had trouble
gripping with my hands and joint pain. I started getting hot flashes
and headaches. The headaches lasted about 8 weeks. More
recently, I've experienced hair loss that my doctors don't know the
reason behind.

1795586-1

Unknown

Rec'd 2 vaccines at Clinic Store This could be coincidental however
it bears reporting because it is the only change in my health.
Shortly after receiving the vaccine, my nails began peeling back.
They have never done this before. Then during the summer 2021,
my facial skin became dry & flaky which in the past 40yrs, it has
been slightly oily. In late September 2021, I began to notice I was
losing more hair in the shower and in my hairbrush that ever
before. I have hair at shoulder length & have always shed a lot of
hair but this has been at an alarming rate. I made an appointment
with Primary for October 28, 2021 & am having bloodwork done for
this appointment. I had the seasonal flu vaccine in late 2020
administered by Clinic.

1796515-1

30-39
years

Alopecia areata. Random bald spot on back side of head. Slightly
larger than a quarter. Never had alopecia in the past. Did not seek
medical attention. Hair is growing back after approximately 2
months.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1795493-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1797298-1

Unknown

lupus; significant increase in hair loss; increased fatigue; joint pain;
the feeling of swelling in joints and in particular hands and feet; the
feeling of swelling in joints and in particular hands and feet; This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 49-years-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), dose 1 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Right on 02Sep2021 (Lot Number: EW0186) as
DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history
included COVID-19, lupus, joint pain. Patient was not pregnant.
Concomitant medication(s) included cetirizine hydrochloride
(ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]); omeprazole; famotidine;
vitamin d nos; curcuma longa (TURMERIC [CURCUMA LONGA])
taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not
reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously
took antibiotics and experienced neurological reactions, and
experienced allergies. The patient experienced lupus, significant
increase in hair loss, increased fatigue, joint pain, the feeling of
swelling in joints and in particular hands and feet in Sep2021.
Clinical course reported as: In addition to the normal side effects
that were fairly strong and lasted for several days for me, I also had
significant increase in hair loss that began in the days after the
vaccine and has continued to the present day (almost 5 weeks post
injection); increased fatigue; joint pain and the feeling of swelling in
joints and in particular hands and feet. Everything has gradually
improved (although still present) except the hair loss. The joint pain
was a problem in the past with lupus but has not been an issue for
many years and it just started again after the vaccine. I have not
received the second injection yet due to these lingering symptoms.
No treatment received for the events. Outcome of events was
recovering. AE resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1797816-1

18-29
years

Patient began to slowly lose large patches of hair on his head within
4 weeks after the second dose. The hair has not grown back.

65-79
years

In May, I experienced diarrhea that lasted about a month. I went to
my doctor and they did a bunch of tests that all came back normal.
There was no diagnosis. Luckily, that subsided. End of June, I
noticed behind my right ear I had a bald spot. Then I noticed a bald
spot on the top of my head, I went to the dermatologist and she did
hormone injections in the bald spots. A month later she did more
hormone injections. She prescribed additional experimental meds
but I do not take them. I am now balding all over my head. I was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1798023-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1798179-1

40-49
years

I experienced hair loss after receiving the vaccine and went to see
my Dermatologist a couple of months later. The Dermatologist said
that it sounded like I'm sensitive to any medical changes but could
not clarify it 100% as related to the vaccine. The hair loss is
continuing (still seeing it fall out).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1798720-1

18-29
years

Besides a sore arm there were no immediate symptoms however a
month later I observed hair loss and most recently actual bald
spots.

1799137-1

30-39
years

coughing every morning since 2nd shot. stops around noon. Joint
pain that started in my pinky toes and has spread to all toes and
ankles Trouble taking deep breaths massive hair lost. Saw a
dermatologist and I have lost 60% of my hair Chronic fatigue
Memory loss and fogginess Chronic vomiting every day. Very
violent. Causes peticia under eyes due to force Rash across torso

1799478-1

40-49
years

Excessive hair loss all over scalp. Started after 1st dose of Covid
Pfizer vaccine and increased dramatically after 2nd dose. Lost
~60% of hair over the next 3 months. Hair loss stopped on month 4
after vaccine and growing back.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1800234-1

Unknown

HAIR FALLING OUT; This spontaneous report received from a
patient concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The
patient's height, and weight were not reported. No past medical
history or concurrent conditions were reported. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of
admin not reported, batch number: Unknown, Expiry: Unknown)
dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic
vaccination. The batch number was not reported. The Company is
unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No
concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date,
the patient experienced hair falling out. The action taken with
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome of
hair falling out was not reported. This report was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1800951-1

65-79
years

Patient described having extreme hair loss. Her hair came out in
clumps. She already talk to her Rheumatologist about it and he said
to talk to her pharmacist.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1801208-1

6-17
years

Loss of hair, diagnosed alopecia areata, steriod injections every
month provided by healthcare professional.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1801467-1

60-64
years

Hair loss, no treatment, still losing hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1801993-1

60-64
years

My hair is falling out

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1803525-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a
patient of unspecified age and sex. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions
were reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: Unknown) dose, start therapy date were not reported for
prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and
has been requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced hair is falling out in
bunches. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was
not applicable. The patient had not recovered from hair is falling out
in bunches. This report was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1803661-1

Unknown

"Hair loss, ""shedding pretty bad"", right side is thinner then left
side of head hair; Refused to get 2nd dose due to continuous
shedding; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss, ""shedding pretty
bad"", right side is thinner then left side of head hair) and
INTENTIONAL DOSE OMISSION (Refused to get 2nd dose due to
continuous shedding) in a female patient of an unknown age who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
005C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 17-Aug-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair
loss, ""shedding pretty bad"", right side is thinner then left side of
head hair) and INTENTIONAL DOSE OMISSION (Refused to get 2nd
dose due to continuous shedding). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss, ""shedding pretty bad"", right side is thinner
then left side of head hair) outcome was unknown and
INTENTIONAL DOSE OMISSION (Refused to get 2nd dose due to
continuous shedding) had resolved. The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.
No concomitant medication information was provided No treatment
medication information was provided"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1804463-1

18-29
years

Ever since I got the the vaccine, my hair has been falling out a lot.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1808105-1

40-49
years

Extreme, ongoing fatigue Brain fog Complete inability to
concentrate for long periods Shoulder and thumb on my right arm
will twitch periodically for long periods throughout the day Shoulder
is still tight, tense, and stiff and my entire right arm is weak and my
right hand cramps frequently every day My hair has thinned
significantly and continues to thin I have experienced continued full
body muscle weakness and sometimes, I cannot even hold a pen or
pencil to write. I continue to have a constant full body ache
Constant diarrhea - constant! I can count the number of solid
movements that I have had since April My teeth and gums

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1809007-1

50-59
years

Hair loss, sensitive scalp, painful scalp

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1809197-1

1810226-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

I feel it activated mono in me. I was fit and healthy . A week post
vaccine I did bloodwork with new doctor . Mono came up , high
cholesterol and low vitamin D, & redness in ear. Day 3 and day 4
post vaccine Symptoms: sharp pains in the evening on the right
side of head near carotid artery. I was going for a run but I got that
pain then experienced dizziness and nausea so I didn?t even run I
just walked back home. Week 1 ?? Dr Appt. 08/6/21 Observation:
one ear had redness and dr asked me if it bothered me; I replied
no. - No symptoms - Bloodwork: 08/07/21 Results: - EBV positive high cholesterol g - low vitamin D levels Week 5 ?? post vaccine
9/05/21 Symptoms: extreme fatigue, nausea , ringing of ears,
sharp muscle pains on right unvaccinated arm, and extreme
dizziness/vertigo Week 6 ?? post vaccine 9/13/21 Symptoms: - In
the middle of the night I got a migraine; only felt on left side of
head; lasted 2 days . - Began to feel a little tightness in my chest
during sleep - Extreme dizziness, ringing of ears, and nausea while
outdoors (hot day), really felt like fainting Exercises: begun half
somersault maneuver 1x day Bloodwork: 9/13 morning Results:
EBV negative C protein levels normal Week 7 ?? post vaccine
9/18/21 Symptoms: - Fatigue is minimal. Vertigo is the same ,
sometimes need to hold/lean onto something while standing.
Episode at 3pm: While sitting on the couch watching tv, I began to
feel tightness of the chest just getting tighter and tighter, followed
by shortness of breath. It felt like my trachea was closing up and I
really couldn?t breath. I got up an walked to the bedroom becauseI
didn?t want my kids to see me struggle. I sat on my bed and just
struggled to breath with the chest tightness getting stronger and
stronger, I got lightheadedness, blurred vision and photopsia. I felt
like I was going to faint but I was just sweating excessively. My
husband came in to the room and said I had heartburn so he gave
me two tums . Chest tightness; excessive sweating; shortness of
breath, and lightheadedness lasted for what felt like 5 minutes. The
tightness of chest with time released and the sweating stopped - O2
=98 BPM =65 ???? - 6:30 pm: pain in LT arm and tingling on LT
foot (took 2 Aspirin) - Before bed - 02=98 BPM=99 - Exercises:
Semont Maneuver 1x - Week 8 post vaccine??? 9/23 : left work an
went to urgent care because I was unable to breath . Ear and throat
red. Stopped maneuvers . Prescribed: otic antibiotic drops
(ciprofloxacin) Zpack Steroid injection given Albuteral X-rays
showed tightness in lungs 9/25: hair is falling off probably due to
the low vitamin D but I already finished 2 vitamin treatments 9/27:
sore throat symptoms, probably from the mono which is weird
because I thought I was cleared from that already . 9/28: went
from 4 pumps of albuterol to 1/day if needed . Week 9 post
vaccine???????? 10/2 : Went to wedding and had to step out due
nausea , photopsia , sweating and almost fainting. Nausea the
remaining of the week 10/5 -10/6 : extreme dizziness with mild
fever Began to feel better 10/8 - hair still falling Week 10 post
vaccine ???????? 10/9 - 10/14 : FIRST WEEK W/OUT SYMPTOMS
10/15 : woke up at 4 A.M. thinking there was an earthquake , got
up for work and did a half somersault maneuver (almost tipped
over) . Vomited and went to work. Nausea all day 10/16 - 10/18 :
ears ringing, 1x/day dizziness all day, after showering I cleaned my
ears and I had black substance in left ear 10/19- 10/20: headache
near crown all day Ringing of ear 2xday 10/21 headache worst ,
nausea and slight dizziness . Left work early , I?m probably going to
loose my job . I have no sick days or vacation days left.

Unknown

lot of hair was falling off; Based on the current case data, this case
has been classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (lot of
hair was falling off) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (lot of hair was
falling off). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (lot of hair was
falling off) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown.
Concomitant medications were not provided. Treatment information
was not provided.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1811114-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Significant hair loss potentially caused by vaccine; Injection site
pain; Chills; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer, the patient. A 39-year-old non-pregnant female patient
received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: 2955291-06152) via an unspecified
route of administration in the left arm on 31Mar2021 at 08:15 (at
the age of 39-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included seborrheic dermatitis, hair
thinning, COVID-19 and known allergies to penicillin. Prior to the
vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant
medications included spironolactone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN),
ketoconazole (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), ascorbic acid (VITAMIN
C) and minoxidil (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all from unknown
dates for unknown indications and unknown if ongoing. The patient
previously received sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim (BACTRIM) on
an unknown date for an unknown indication and experienced drug
allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four
weeks prior to the vaccination. On 31Mar2021 at 19:30, the patient
experienced injection site pain, chills and fever. On 13Apr2021, the
patient experienced significant hair loss potentially caused by the
vaccine. The events did not result in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or
urgent care. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of the
events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for
COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the events injection site pain,
chills, fever and significant hair loss were unknown at the time of
report. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further information is
expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1813576-1

30-39
years

The following month, my period was a week late. I am always
regular. In August, I started noticing that my hair has been falling
out in clumps. I haven?t had Covid (that I?m aware of). I had blood
work taken to check my thyroid and vitamin levels. Those all came
back normal. My hair is still falling out, but my cycle has pretty
much returned to normal after 3 irregular months.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1813753-1

40-49
years

On my period for 26 straight days. Hair is falling out. Digestive
issues

65-79
years

Started noticing hair loss approximately 4 months after first dose.
Saw long-time hairdresser in July, she noticed hair loss. Dr
prescribed Clobetasol Propionate topical solution. Used it for 2
months without results. Saw hairdresser again in September and
she noticed significant hair loss. Dr is sending me to see a
dermatologist

1814334-1

Unknown

SIGNIFICANT HAIR LOSS; This spontaneous report received from a
patient concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The
patient's height, and weight were not reported. No past medical
history or concurrent conditions were reported. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of
admin, and batch number were not reported) dose was not
reported, administered on 15-SEP-2021 for prophylactic
vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been
requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On OCT2021, the patient experienced significant hair loss. The action taken
with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome
of significant hair loss was not reported. This report was nonserious. This case, from the same reporter is linked to
20211046209.

1814729-1

65-79
years

Had Shingles 2 years ago (2019). Still feeling some of the affects,
but after the Moderna shot, it became worse. Pain of the of Shingles
became worse. Noticed hair loss that did not occur before the
Modern shot.
Increased liver enzyme levels, hair loss within 2 weeks of 2nd dose.
No previous familial history of autoimmune disorders Both
autoimmune Hepatitis and Alopecia have been diagnosed in my
daughter since her vaccinations

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1813880-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1814771-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1814831-1

18-29
years

5 days after- constant headaches, chest pains, little hair falling out,
no smell. A few days after the 2nd dose- more hair falling out, chest
pains and headaches everyday. Still no smell to this day.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1815141-1

50-59
years

After receiving my first vaccine my Ulcerative Colitis flared up after
being in remission for several years. I went to Urgent department
several times, received steroids and other medication. The day after
my second shot, I woke up with excruciating pain in my left
shoulder(Felt like I had a stroke), hand and wrist. As time went on I
also had pain across my shoulder, sternum(heart area), slight
trouble breathing, neck pain, and eventually excruciating back pain.
I am unable to do many day to day activities and have extreme
difficulty with other to include getting dressed, getting in and out of
bed, and other self care, household activities, and work duties. I
have taken lots of medication to includes 3-4 rounds of
steriods(with no advancement). My hair is falling and other side
affects have happened. My doctor, said my problems are as a result
of vaccination administration and the vaccine itself.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1815188-1

65-79
years

Developed rash over most of upper body down to upper thighs with
intense itching and burning. Excessive skin shedding and hair loss.
Diagnosed as PRP - Pityriasis Rubra Pilaris.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1815232-1

30-39
years

Hair falling out , my hair has been falling out so much since I had
the vaccine. I?m extremely worried. I?ve never had this before.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1815240-1

30-39
years

Hair is falling out in large clumps. shortness of breath. No
treatment.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1815483-1

40-49
years

on 3/25/21 I received my second shot. On April 26th I noticed a
small spot of Allopecia Areatha. May 11th the spot grew to the size
of a dime an I began to experience hair loss (200+ strands per day.
June 20th we detected 5 spots of patchy baldness. By July my
condition was no longer manageable and saw a dermatologist. I
began steroid treatment, and completed two rounds with no results,
I also began topical steroids and rogane with no results. Currently I
am undergoing PRP Platelet rich plasma injections and have begun
to see results with white regrowth. I have no history of Allopecia in
my family and I have no history of hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1816133-1

50-59
years

Hair Loss/Massive Shedding. Not breakage. Abnormal hair shedding
started in June and progressively getting worse. Have lost about
45% of normal volume

Unknown

HAIR LOSS TO THE POINT OF BALD SPOTS ON SCALP/NOTICED
EXCESSIVE HAIR LOSS ON BACK OF HEAD/NEW PATCH OF HAIR
MISSING FROM FRONT OF MY HEAD; This spontaneous report
received from a patient via a company representative concerned a
female of unspecified age. The patient's height, and weight were
not reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions were
reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 211A21A
expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 20SEP-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications
were reported. On 15-OCT-2021, the patient experienced hair loss
to the point of bald spots on scalp/noticed excessive hair loss on
back of head/new patch of hair missing from front of my head. The
action taken with covid-19 vaccine was not applicable. The outcome
of hair loss to the point of bald spots on scalp/noticed excessive
hair loss on back of head/new patch of hair missing from front of
my head was not reported. This report was non-serious. This case,
from the same reporter is linked to 20211046106.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1817201-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1817338-1

6-17
years

rashes/blotches on skin; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report
based on the information received by Pfizer from AbbVie Inc. (MFR
Control No. # (21K-163-4022416-00) via a contactable consumer
(patient). A 14-year-old female patient received second dose of
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot number: EW0173), via
intramuscular route, administered on 08Jun2021 (age at
vaccination 14-year-old) as DOSE 2, SINGLE for COVID-19
immunization and adalimumab (HUMIRA 40mg/0.4ml (40 Milligram,
Solution for injection in pre-filled pen) (ADALIMUMAB)) via
subcutaneous route for Crohn's disease from 01Apr2021 and
ongoing. The patient medical history included non-smoker and
abstains from alcohol. The patient had no known allergies.
Concomitant medications were not reported. Historical vaccine
included first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot number:
EW0161, expiration date: Jul2021) via intramuscular route,
administered on 15May2021 (age at vaccination 14-year-old), as
single dose for COVID-19 immunization. On 21Jun2021, the patient
experienced rashes/blotches on skin and hair loss. The patient
underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood work on
21Jul2021: normal. The outcome of the events was not resolved.
Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is
expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1817598-1

65-79
years

Loss of scalp hair, eyelashes

40-49
years

"was positive for covid on 8/21/2021. on 8/23/2021 was given the
infusion. on 8/27/2021 began z pack and steroids. was down for 4
weeks. went back to work finally. I have since missed work and
continued to be sick with dizziness, faintness, nauseness,
headaches, no concentration, depression, fatigue, body aches, cold
like systems, something ""stuck"" in my throat, another round of
antibodics, a yeast infections, loss of hair, extreme pain in the
bottom of my feet, random break out of hives."

30-39
years

10/11/2021 - Received first Moderna vaccine at 06:30pm
10/12/2021 - Injection site sore. Fatigue. 10/13/2021 - Injection
site extremely sore. Fatigue. Headache. 10/14/2021 - Injection site
sore. Headache, fatigue, and fever. 10/15/2021 - Injection site
soreness mostly gone. Fatigue also diminishing. 10/16-17/2021 no indication of adverse event. 10/18/2021 - Noticeable hair
shedding. 10/19/2021 - hair shedding, morning headache.
10/20/2021 - hair shedding, morning headache, overall malaise and
fatigue but functional. 10/21-26/2021 - the above symptoms
continue now with severe dry eye, double vision, blurred, vision,
and eye pain. 10/26/2021 - Hair continues to fall out, shedding out
in clumps, dry eye is severe and needs treatment, fatigue
continues, motivation and mental focus are low.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1818083-1

1818209-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1820418-1

1820530-1

1820608-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

HAIR FALLING OUT; This spontaneous report received from a
patient via a company representative concerned a patient of
unspecified age and sex. The patient's height, and weight were not
reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions were
reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: Unknown) dose, start therapy date were not reported for
prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. The
Company is unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot
numbers. No concomitant medications were reported. On an
unspecified date, the patient experienced hair falling out. The action
taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The
outcome of hair falling out was not reported. This report was nonserious.

Unknown

Arms go limp; Patient reports experiencing hairloss; Patient reports
experiencing stomach upset; Shortness of breath, I can't breathe;
Patient report experiencing fatigue; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
HYPOTONIA (Arms go limp), ALOPECIA (Patient reports
experiencing hairloss), ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Patient reports
experiencing stomach upset), DYSPNOEA (Shortness of breath, I
can't breathe) and FATIGUE (Patient report experiencing fatigue) in
a female patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 026C21A and 042B21A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On 15-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form.
On 20-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
HYPOTONIA (Arms go limp), ALOPECIA (Patient reports
experiencing hairloss), ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Patient reports
experiencing stomach upset), DYSPNOEA (Shortness of breath, I
can't breathe) and FATIGUE (Patient report experiencing fatigue). At
the time of the report, HYPOTONIA (Arms go limp) outcome was
unknown and ALOPECIA (Patient reports experiencing hairloss),
ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (Patient reports experiencing stomach
upset), DYSPNOEA (Shortness of breath, I can't breathe) and
FATIGUE (Patient report experiencing fatigue) was resolving.
Concomitant medication was not provided. Treatment information
was not provided.

Unknown

severe hair loss/getting handfuls coming out; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer or other non hcp. A female
patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2
PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Solution for injection
(Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not
reported) as dose number unknown, single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. It was reported that, the patient
experienced severe hair loss/getting handfuls coming out on an
unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The lot number for the
vaccine, [BNT162B2], was not provided and will be requested
during follow up. Follow-up (11Oct2021): This is a follow up
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer
(patient) reported information included. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1821391-1

30-39
years

Roughly 12 hours following my first dose my left arm became very
sore and difficult/uncomfortable to lift or move. At about 15 hours
following the dose (2:30am on 9/12/2021) I woke up with: rigors
(shivering, feeling cold, copious sweating), fever of 101.8F, nausea,
vomiting, retching that lasted 16 hours, subsiding around 6:007:00pm on 9/12/2021. During that time I also had intense muscle
spasms/contractures in bilateral lower extremities that lasted for
about six hours beginning around 02:30am on 9/12/2021. I also
experienced significant changes in my smell and taste that lasted
roughly 3 days. Within a week of getting the vaccine my hair began
to fall out from the root at about a couple handfuls per day. My hair
fell out at this rate for 3-4 weeks and began slightly improving up
until the time i received my second dose of vaccine at which time
the hair loss returned to falling out at handfuls a day and at this
time has not resolved or improved.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1821432-1

60-64
years

approximately 3 months after I received the 2nd Moderna vaccine
my hair began to fall out in clumps. It was think hair and now is
thin. I continue to loose about 3 clumps a day.

30-39
years

About 8 hours after my second dose of COVID-19 vaccine I began
having chills which progressed into more significant rigors
(shivering, feeling cold, copious sweating), insomnia, fatigue,
nausea, and fever of 101.3F around 11:30pm on 10/16/2021.
Those symptoms lasted for roughly 14hrs. I again noticed
temporary loss/changes in my smell and taste that lasted roughly
48hrs. I followed up with the public health office and the physician
(the site where I had received my vaccine). Within 5 days of
receiving my second dose I noticed my hair loss that I had been
experiencing since my first dose of COVID-19 vaccine began
worsening. I again followed up with the public health office and the
physician and then sought care from my primary health care
provider. At which time she drew lab work and conducted a physical
t

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1821456-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1821516-1

1821993-1

1823406-1

Age

assessment.

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

At about 1AM on October 4th I woke up with severe hot sweats. I
noticed that I had 2 spots on my neck that looked like blisters. I
went back to bed, and then I woke up the next day and realized
that those 2 spots turned into clusters of blisters that looked like
chicken pox. It had spread to the other side of my neck and all over
my stomach. On October 5th it started spreading from my thighs
down to my kneecaps. I was taking over the counter BENADRYL for
it. The spots didn't itch, but they felt like a burning sensation. That
whole week I was down in the dumps with flu like symptoms. I
visited the ER on October 10th because I had woken up and felt
extremely sick. I couldn't breathe so the EMS came and took me to
that hospital. They ran some tests, and they diagnosed me with an
unspecified rash. My oxygen level was low, so they gave me oxygen
before I left the hospital. Then they sent me home with steroids to
take for the rash. I went to the ER about 5 times within a 3-week
span because of the rash I had that continued to spread up my back
and in my hairline. My hair was coming out. They had given me
steroids, a steroid injection, ATARAX, ZYRTEC, and CIPRO for the
rash to help clear it up, but none of the medications or injections
worked. On 10/25/2021 I was able to see my PCP. He said that he
wants me to see an allergist since the medicines have not helped
the rash. He thought it was an allergic reaction due to the vaccine. I
haven't changed anything with my body or hair products except
only taking the shot. I have been sick ever since taking that shot. I
keep losing train of thought. I have been off work because of this. I
am so exhausted and tired. I sleep for 12 hours a day. I am off
work until 11/3/2021 or it may be continued if I am still sick. My
job mandated the shot, so I had to take it. I feel like I am dying,
and I am scared to go to sleep at night because of that. I have
never been sick or had a rash for this long going over a month.

40-49
years

Later that evening I started shaking and I ran a low grade fever of
99-100. I had scalp pain which was the worst and my hair is falling
out and dermatology confirmed that. The shaking was horrible. I'm
also getting these blood rushing feelings like my blood is too thick
and it's rushing through certain veins and there's a vein on left side
of head and I feel it rushing through. I have pain in leg and I take a
aspirin just to be on the safe side. The scalp pain is horrendous and
it hurts to touch the top of my head. The shaking stopped and that
was a full week of shaking. I got Covid 3 weeks after the 2nd dose
as well and tested positive on October 17, and those covid
symptoms started 7 days prior to testing positive and those
symptoms were fever, shaking, body aches and pains, sore throat,
and an additional cough to the one I already have, a headache, and
I smelled ammonia constantly and I would try to eat meat and it
smelled like ammonia. After I tested positive for Covid, it was a
week before my symptoms stopped. The only thing I still have is
the blood rushing feeling in veins and the scalp pain. I don't know
how to explain the scalp pain but my Doctor did give my
fluocinonide ointment to put on my head. I had Covid previously
from November 2020-January 2021.

18-29
years

"Patient has been losing at least the 60% hair in the past 6 months.
She was diagnosed by biopsy with ""telogenic efluvian""; Diagnosed
by biopsy with telogenic efluvian, same in the past after a surgery,
but not so intense like now; This spontaneous case was reported by
a nurse and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Patient has
been losing at least the 60% hair in the past 6 months. She was
diagnosed by biopsy with ""telogenic efluvian"") and DIFFUSE
ALOPECIA (Diagnosed by biopsy with telogenic efluvian, same in
the past after a surgery, but not so intense like now) in a 22-yearold female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 048A21A and 037D21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included Telogen
effluvium. On 12-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 09-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Patient has been losing at least the 60% hair in the past
6 months. She was diagnosed by biopsy with ""telogenic efluvian"")
and DIFFUSE ALOPECIA (Diagnosed by biopsy with telogenic
efluvian, same in the past after a surgery, but not so intense like
now). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Patient has been losing
at least the 60% hair in the past 6 months. She was diagnosed by
biopsy with ""telogenic efluvian"") and DIFFUSE ALOPECIA
(Diagnosed by biopsy with telogenic efluvian, same in the past after
a surgery, but not so intense like now) outcome was unknown.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In 2021, Biopsy: telogen effluvium (abnormal) She
was diagnosed by biopsy with telogen effluvium. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. No concomitant medication
provided. No treatment medication provided. Most recent FOLLOWUP information incorporated above includes: On 20-Oct-2021:
Reporter address and patient age updated"

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1823567-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"covid test result Positive; covid test result Positive; joint
inflammation; joint inflammation and swelling; extreme hairloss;
hemoglobin leakage under skin; intermittent fever; intermittent
body rash; extreme itching and/or burning of skin; burning of skin;
Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse
(patient). A 69-year-old female patient received BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), 1st
single dose via an unspecified route of administration in the arm left
on 14Jan2021 at 12:15 PM (LOT number: EL3248, expiration date
unknown) and 2nd single dose via an unspecified route of
administration in the arm left on 10Feb2021 at 12:00 PM
(LOT/Batch number and expiration date unknown) for COVID-19
immunization. Patient was 69-year-old at time of vaccination.
Patient was not pregnant at time of vaccination and events onset.
Medical history included previous breast CA from 1993.
Concomitant medications the patient received within 2 weeks of
vaccination included losartan, hydrochlorothiazide. The patient
didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. After dose 1, patient had joint inflammation leading to
severe joint inflammation and swelling for 12 wks/5 days then
extreme hairloss, severe reaction to bee sting and amoxicillin,
severe allergic response to foods, histamine and any sugar,
hemoglobin leakage under skin, intermittent fever, intermittent
body rash, extreme itching and/or burning of skin, fatigue; on
19Jan2021 at 12:00 and were still ongoing. Patient received
treatment for above events. Patient had previous covid test (Blood
test) on 28Sep2021 which was positive. Test to R/O other things
(Blood test) on 28Sep2021 was negative. The events resulted in
doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. ""US lower
extremities, steroid rash, many visits"" was reported as treatment
for the events. Outcome of event COVID test result Positive was
unknown, of the other events was not recovered. Information on
the lot/batch number of 2nd dose has been requested.; Sender's
Comments: The possibility of COVID-19, Vaccination failure being
an intercurrent condition cannot be ruled out. The response to the
vaccine can vary from one person to another and hence the
occurrence of the event post vaccination cannot be completely ruled
out."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1823584-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
occasional ulcerative colitis flare up; red area at injection site; itchy
at injection site; flare up/had issues with constipation; Headache;
Fatigue; losing hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out; losing hair/hair
breaking/brittle/falling out; injections site reaction of hot; This is a
solicited report based on the information received by Pfizer from
AbbVie Inc. (Mfr. Control No. :21K-163-4026605-00). A noncontactable consumer (patient) reported a 38-years-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), dose 2 intramuscular on 20Apr2021 (Batch/Lot number
was not reported) as DOSE 2, SINGLE for covid-19 vaccination;
adalimumab (HUMIRA, Solution for injection in pre-filled pen),
subcutaneous from an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not
reported) and ongoing, at Citrate free for moderate to severe
ulcerative colitis. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications was not reported. Historical vaccine included bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), dose 1 intramuscularly on
20Mar2021 (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as DOSE 1,
SINGLE for covid-19 vaccination. The patient experienced nonserious events red area at injection site, itchy at injection site, flare
up/had issues with constipation, had covid-19 Pfizer of second
injection of headache and fatigue, losing hair/hair
breaking/brittle/falling out, occasional ulcerative colitis flare up and
injections site reaction of hot with Humira (Adalimumab). On
unknown dates, the patient experienced red area at injection site,
itchy at injection site, flare up/had issues with constipation, losing
hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out, occasional ulcerative colitis
flare up and injections site reaction of hot. in 2021, the patient
experienced had covid-19 Pfizer of second injection of headache
and fatigue. Pfizer BioNTech covid-19 vaccine was also considered
suspect. It was unknown if patient was enrolled in a covid-19
vaccine trial. The action taken in response to the event(s) for
adalimumab was dose not changed. The outcome of occasional
ulcerative colitis flare up, red area at injection site, itchy at injection
site, flare up/had issues with constipation and injections site
reaction of hot was not recovered. The outcome of other events was
unknown. The reporter's assessment of the causal relationship of
the events with the suspect product bnt162b2 was not provided at
the time of this report. Since no determination has been received,
the case is managed based the company causality assessment.
Causality for Humira (Adalimumab): The reporter's causality for the
event(s) of red area at injection site, itchy at injection site, had
covid-19 Pfizer of second injection of headache and fatigue onset in
2021, had covid-19 Pfizer of second injection of headache and
fatigue onset in 2021 and losing hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out
unknown onset with Humira(adalimumab) was no reasonable
possibility. the reporter's causality for the event(s) of flare up/had
issues with constipation, occasional ulcerative colitis flare up and
injections site reaction of hot with Humira (Adalimumab) was a
reasonable possibility. the reporter's causality for the event(s) of
losing hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out unknown onset was not
provided. No follow-up attempts are needed; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information in the
case report and a plausible temporal relationship, a possible causal
relationship between the events ulcerative colitis aggravated,
vaccination site erythema, vaccination site pruritus, UC flare up
,constipation, trichorhexis , alopecia, and injections site reaction ,
vaccination site warmth and suspect drug BNT162B2 cannot be
excluded The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the
Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and
Investigators, as appropriate.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1823683-1

1824154-1

1825107-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

joint inflammation leading to severe joint inflammation and swelling
for 12 wks/5 days; joint inflammation leading to severe joint
inflammation and swelling for 12 wks/5 days; extreme hairloss;
hemoglobin leakage under skin; intermittent fever; intermittent
body rash; extreme itching and/or burning of skin; burning of skin;
Fatigue; severe allergic response to foods, histamine and any
sugar; severe reaction to bee sting and amoxicillin; severe reaction
to bee sting and amoxicillin; severe allergic response to foods,
histamine and any sugar; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable nurse, the patient. A 69-year-old female patient
received BNT162B2 (Lot EL3248, first dose) solution for injection
intramuscular in left arm on 14Jan2021 at 12:15 (at the age of 69years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, amoxicillin,
and histamine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of
vaccination. Medical history included Previous Br CA (breast cancer)
from 1993. Concomitant medication included losartan potassium/
hydrochlorothiazide. On 19Jan2021 at 12:00, the patient
experienced joint inflammation leading to severe joint inflammation
and swelling for 12 weeks/5days then extreme hair loss,
hemoglobin leakage under skin, intermittent fever, intermittent
body rash, extreme itching and/or burning of skin, fatigue, severe
allergic response to foods, histamine and any sugar, severe reaction
to bee sting and amoxicillin, severe reaction to bee sting and
amoxicillin. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Lab tests included ultrasound lower
extremities in 2021 with unknown results; COVID test type: Blood
test on 28-SEP-2021 was positive
covid_test_name_post_vaccination=previous covid and Negative
covid test name post vaccination=to R/O other things (case
202101365226). The action taken with amoxicillin and histamines in
response to the events was unknown. Treatment for the events
included steroids and many office visits. The outcome of the events
was not recovered. The patient received second dose of BNT162B2
on 10Feb2021 at 12:00 PM.; Sender's Comments: Based on the
information currently available,The casual association between the
reported event and suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be
completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk
profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures
for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate
data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of
this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be
promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate.

60-64
years

Hair loss, hair feels thinner/Hair loss; Hair texture feels different,
hair feel dryer; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss, hair feels
thinner/Hair loss) and HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (Hair texture feels
different, hair feel dryer) in a 62-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
003A21A and 012M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On 02-Feb-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 02-Mar-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In July 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss, hair feels thinner/Hair loss) and
HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (Hair texture feels different, hair feel
dryer). The patient was treated with BETAMETHASONE SODIUM
PHOSPHATE (BETAMETHASONE [BETAMETHASONE SODIUM
PHOSPHATE]) for Hair loss, at an unspecified dose and frequency.
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss, hair feels
thinner/Hair loss) and HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (Hair texture feels
different, hair feel dryer) had not resolved. Concomitant medication
was not provided. The patient went to her doctor and her doctor ran
batteries of tests associated with why her hair loss might be
occurring. Everything came back normal, no thyroid issues or
nothing.The only thing she can attribute it to was it started two to
three months after her second shot. It has not resolved, she has
never had this in her life. She attributes it to the vaccine.She was
later prescribed Minoxidil, but she did not used it due to the
expected side effects. This case was linked to MOD-2021-358794
(Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated
above includes: On 21-Oct-2021: Added reporter's details, patient
DOB, age, suspect drug start date and updated events outcome
from recovering to not recovered.

40-49
years

I received 2 vaccines of Pfizer on 12/21/20 and 01/12/21. ~ 3-4 mo
thereafter i developed irregular menses with hair loss and
intermittent mild hot flashes. Initially, I thought i entered
perimenopause but after talking to my GYN that seemed too early
as my mother's menopause was at 50 y/o. I still have same
symptoms to date. I also have iron deficient anemia thought to be
due to menses (that started before my vaccination, 5/2020-> i was
placed on oral iron). I do not have an alternative explanation for my
symptoms. After hearing that some of my female colleagues had
similar issues with irregular menses and breast tenderness, I
thought it would be wise to report it to to start gathering data on
long term side effects.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1825237-1

65-79
years

I broke out in shingles, Herpes Zoster, with a rash across the right
side of my chest and down my arm. I had never had a shingles
outbreak before. I had also started losing hair about two weeks
before and it continues. I saw my PCP who prescribed Valacyclovir 1
gram three times a day for one week. The sores have scabbed over
and are starting to heal after one week on medication.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1825559-1

40-49
years

A couple of weeks after my second shot I started shedding a lot of
hair and I'm still having that. I also had the usual stuff like fever. No
medical care sought, and this is still ongoing.

60-64
years

See prior report: Forgot to mention urticaria and hairloss. Had
urticaria all over body that still continued until week of 1/11/21 but
only in mornings. After dose #2 fever started approx 13-14 hours
after injection with fatigue and ache beginning. Severe headache
next morning that I had to take Ibuprofen 400 mg. Had severe jt
pains and muscle aches. Could not function . Had to be in bed and
not move due to RA intensity joint pains. 1/26/21 while sidelying,
every breath, I felt pain at every sternocostal jt and costotransvsere
jt , every finger PIP jt and everry toe jt. Every pressure point where
my body was on the bed had urticaria - shoulder. elbow. hip/gt
trochanter, knee ankle/foot. Headache intense and unrelenting,
fever low grade. By Thursday pains and all symptoms gradually
better and by Friday was almost gone. Returned to work 2/1/21
without a problem. It is like the vaccine symptoms just switched off
and never happened.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1826656-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1827209-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
they mention the texture of their hair is different, it feels thinner
and dryer; extreme fatigue; Around July2021 they noticed a lot of
hair loss, their hair was falling out more than normal/ hair loss
(diverse); This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Around July2021 they
noticed a lot of hair loss, their hair was falling out more than
normal/ hair loss (diverse)), HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (they
mention the texture of their hair is different, it feels thinner and
dryer) and FATIGUE (extreme fatigue) in a 65-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 002A21A and 012M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
medical history was provided by the reporter. The patient's past
medical history included AFib (no afib in more than a year) in June
2019. Previously administered products included for Product used
for unknown indication: Shingrix from 10-Nov-2020 to 03-May2021; for Pneumonia: Previnar (2nd shot) on 09-Dec-2020. Past
adverse reactions to the above products included No adverse event
with Previnar and Shingrix. Concurrent medical conditions included
Penicillin allergy, Sulfonamide allergy, Allergy to antibiotic
(Azithromycin), Drug allergy (Prednisone), Allergy to animal (Cat),
Dust allergy, Sjoegren's syndrome (extreme fatigue) since
November 2011, Brugada syndrome (extreme fatigue) since
November 2009, Osteoarthritis since November 2011, Hypertension
since January 2008, Hypothyroidism and High cholesterol.
Concomitant products included ROSUVASTATIN CALCIUM
(CRESTOR) from 01-May-2021 to an unknown date for High
cholesterol, OLMESARTAN MEDOXOMIL (BENICAR) from 2017 to an
unknown date for Hypertension, LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM
(SYNTHROID) from 1990 to an unknown date for Hypothyroidism,
HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE SULFATE (PLAQUENIL
[HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE SULFATE]) from 2011 to an unknown
date for Sjoegren's syndrome, FLUCONAZOLE (FLUCONAL),
CICLOSPORIN (RESTASIS) and ALUMINIUM HYDROXIDE GEL,
DRIED, MAGNESIUM CARBONATE (PEPCID [ALUMINIUM
HYDROXIDE GEL, DRIED;MAGNESIUM CARBONATE]) for an
unknown indication. On 29-Jan-2021 at 1:00 PM, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 26-Feb-2021 at 2:40 PM,
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 01-Jul2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Around July2021 they
noticed a lot of hair loss, their hair was falling out more than
normal/ hair loss (diverse)) and FATIGUE (extreme fatigue). On an
unknown date, the patient experienced HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL
(they mention the texture of their hair is different, it feels thinner
and dryer). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Around July2021
they noticed a lot of hair loss, their hair was falling out more than
normal/ hair loss (diverse)), HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (they
mention the texture of their hair is different, it feels thinner and
dryer) and FATIGUE (extreme fatigue) had not resolved. Acute
illnesses at the time of vaccination and up to one month before was
reported as none. About 5 months later after vaccination, the
patient noticed that she was losing more hair than normal. When
she washed her hair, lots of hair was on her hands. The hair loss
was diverse (no bald spots). The only time that ever happened was
30plus years ago, when she was diagnosed with hypothyroidism.
She mentioned the hair loss to her PCP in mid-July along with
extreme fatigue, and was seeing for a cosmetic treatment. The
dermatologist examined and said that the hair loss should subside
in about 3 months that would be by the end of September. She
noticed slowing of the hair loss but her usual full head of healthy
hair was thin, limp and very dry. The PCP ran a battery of tests, and
did not had an explanation. In the past the patient had these
condition years ago, low thyroid and after surgery/anesthesia and
sjogrens, hypothyroid. The patient had flu shot on 29-Sep-2021.
The also had supplements as other concomitant medication. This
case was linked to MOD-2021-358708 (Patient Link). Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 21-Oct2021: Follow up received on 21-OCT-2021 Updated Patient (added
medical history, race, ethnic origin), Products (added indication,
start date of concomitant medication), Event (updated outcome of
the events, onset date) and narrative.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1827469-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Caller reports he has noticed his hair falling out, more than normal
for the past 2 to 3 months.; This is a spontaneous repot from a
Pfizer sponsored Program. A contactable consumer (patient)
reported that a 72-year-old male patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in right arm on 05Feb2021 (Lot number was unknown,
reported as being either EK5318 or EN5318) as dose 2, single for
COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Large B-Cell
Thyroid Lymphoma in Jan2010, Brain damage, cancer and has had
chemotherapy he now has what is called Chemo brain, has lost a lot
of his memory. His brother had a heart attack a couple of years
ago; his mom had Alzheimer's; his dad passed away at 90 years
old; his 2 brothers and sisters are still alive; his kids have no
medical problems. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2
(Lot Number: EK4176) administered in right arm on 06Jan2021 as
single dose for COVID-19 immunization (at age 71 years old). The
patient noticed his hair falling out, more than normal for the past 2
to 3 months and is persisting on unspecified date in 2021. He
looked online and saw that Pfizer is working on a trial for people
that are losing their hair. He stated that he had a head full of hair
and everyone commented about how nice it was at his age. He
looked up online to see if the vaccine could have caused this. He
can't think of any other reason that he would be losing hair. He
mentions that he had cancer and has some brain damage. States
he is a disabled veteran. He has had both doses of the Pfizer Covid
19 Vaccine and the booster dose in Oct2021. He clarifies that he
has not received this dose yet. After his first and second doses of
the vaccine he had no pain and no other side effects. The outcome
of the event was not recovered. The lot number for the vaccine,
[BNT162B2], was not provided and will be requested during follow
up.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1827553-1

50-59
years

start falling my head hair, which is causing baldness; bloot clot on
my right leg; immence headaches; dizzyness; left right abdomenal
left abdonemal pains; rashes scars on my right lef; pains all over
body; insomnia; feaver; My Sugar And Blood Preasure Wehn Hi; My
Sugar And Blood Preasure Wehn Hi; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old patient of
unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EW0183), via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in arm left on 11Jun2021 (at the age
of 54-years-old) as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. The vaccine was administered at the clinic. The patient
got his/her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Lot Number was not reported), on 21May2021 (at the
age of 54-years-old) for covid-19 immunisation, and experienced
the following symptoms: immense headaches, dizzyness left right
abdominal and left abdominal pains, blood clot on his/her right leg,
rashes, scars on his/her right leg, left permanent pains all over
body, insomnia, feverish, and went to urgent care. His/her sugar
and blood pressure went high. Then again, he/she went back for
second dose of Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine on 11Jun2021. After that
second dose, he/she got even worst same symptoms, and this was
vaccinated on his/her left arm. He/She got rashes to permanent
marks on his/her left leg with the same above mentioned, worst
symptoms. The patient was in extreme pain sufferings. His/her
rashes marks caused by Covid-19 vaccine were permanent on both
legs. After Covid-19 Vaccine shots, his/her life was in immensely
pains and sufferings. After the second dose of Pfizer Covid 19
Vaccine, start falling his/her head hair, which was causing baldness
on 21Sep2021. The outcome of the events was unknown. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1828200-1

30-39
years

EXTREME HAIRLOSS! It?s been almost two months and I?ve lost
about half of my hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1828937-1

40-49
years

Loss of appetite, weight loss, hair loss, rash, muscle ache, irregular
bowel movement, ringing in head ear ache

30-39
years

I have been diagnosed with Graves' disease. No one in my family
carries this disease. My symptoms began slowly earlier this year
approx 2-4 weeks after the second vaccine. I began noted hair
thinning/hair loss, fatigue, fluctuating diarrhea and constipation,
shortness of breath, and periodic mild tachycardia. These symptoms
progressed to weight gain despite healthy eating and increased
work outs (due to increased appetite), severe anxiety and hand
tremors, irritability at family/friends/work colleagues, hyperactive
behaviors, increasingly severe tachycardia with palpations/fluttering
with HR as high as 160s with walking and 140s at rest/sleeping.
More recently, I have been noted vocal hoarseness and a swollen
neck as well as progressively worsening shortness of breath with
ambulation/at rest and associated left chest pain with tachycardia.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1828955-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Severe Fatigue as of 09/18/2021- Continuing to increase daily
09/20/2021- increased fatigue and tachycardia with PVC?s
10/04/2021- Syncope incident with seizure to follow. Overnight
hospital monitoring. EKG, echocardiograph, blood tests, 21 day
heart monitoring. Continuing symptoms of- Foggy brain
Forgetfulness Body Achy when I lay down or sit. PVC?s Continuing
Weight gain Skin itchy/ dry Lower/ left side abdomen cramping Hair
loss Fatigue Wake up in the middle of the night having to urinate.
Having to urinate more often than normal. Inflammation/ painful
skin

1829539-1

18-29
years

Following first injection on 3/13/21. pt had 2 days of headache
starting that night. Following the second shot on 4/10/21, headache
returned but was severe starting 24 hrs following injection. Nausea
and severe headache noted during this time. Took Tylenol, but took
1 week to resolve. Since this time, pt had marked increase in
frequency of headaches, with need to start Elatriptan in June.
Headaches continued despite this medication. Pt seen in ER 10/7 for
intractable headache. ER workup negative for acute changes. Noted
hair falling out, fatigue and weight loss in August, dropping her BMI
to 19.5. Pt had w/u and has ANA antibodies and possible diagnosis
of scleroderma per Rheumatology.

1830616-1

30-39
years

Major hair loss. Nothing else changed in my diet or routine. I have
videos from before and about a month after the vaccination
showing the difference. I have always had super thick hair and have
never in my life had issues with thinning hair or hair loss.

65-79
years

Approx. 5 months after my 2nd Pfizer Covid-19 vaccination, I
started losing my hair; After 1 month after the 2nd dose, my blood
glucose & thyroid levels rose; After 1 month after the 2nd dose, my
blood glucose & thyroid levels rose; This is a spontaneous report
from a non-contactable consumer, the patient. A 69-year-old nonpregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number:
EL9264) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm
on 30Jan2021 at 15:00 (at the age of 69-years-old) as a single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included anxiety.
Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID19. Concomitant medications taken within two weeks of vaccination
included multivitamins, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D3), zinc
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), imipramine (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN) and probiotics nos (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all
from unknown date for unknown indication and unknown if ongoing.
The patient previously took chlorhexidine gluconate (SURGILUBE)
and experienced drug allergy. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On an unknown
date in 2021, after one month after the second dose, the patients
blood glucose and thyroid levels rose. On 01Jul2021 at 08:00,
approximately five months after second Pfizer COVID-19
vaccination, she started losing her hair. The events resulted in
doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Since the
vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of the events. The
clinical outcome of the events after one month after the second
dose, blood glucose and thyroid levels rose and approximately five
months after her second Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination, she started
losing her hair was not resolved at the time of this report. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

1829194-1

1830970-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1831004-1

18-29
years

Excessive hair shedding. Clumps of hair falling out during shower.
Noticeable hair thinning; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable other healthcare professional, the patient. A 26-yearold non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: EW0217) via an intramuscular route of administration in
the left arm on 10Sep2021 (at the age of 26-years-old) as a single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no medical
history and no known allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccine within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient did
not receive any concomitant medications. The patient previously
received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EW0178) via an intramuscular route
of administration in left arm on 20Aug2021 (at the age of 26-yearsold) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On 12Sep2021,
the patient had excessive hair shedding. Clumps of hair falling out
during shower and noticeable hair thinning. The events did not
result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit,
emergency room/department or urgent care. On 16Sep2021, the
patient underwent an antigen test by nasal swab and the result was
found to be negative. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had been
tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the events excessive
hair shedding, clumps of hair falling out during shower and
noticeable hair thinning was not resolved at the time of this report.
No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1831661-1

18-29
years

alopecia areata, hair loss

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1831790-1

1833224-1

1833336-1

1835281-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Pain up left arm to back of neck shortly after getting vaccination..
My heart was racing so fast and felt like it was going to explode .
Slowed down after about 3 weeks I still seem to have a issue going
on with it not as severe . Severe head and neck pain. Cant eat
much meat oils salty or spicy foods anymore.Had to completely
change my diet felt like some foods were attacking the inside of my
body. No energy for 3 months and still suffering from fatigue.
Feeling like something crawling around my skin . I'm having a issue
with memory . Hair loss on back of scalp. Lost 22 pounds in 30days.

30-39
years

brain fog, out of body experience, migraines, neurological issues,
neuropathy, tremors, spasms, abdominal and back pain, wrist pain,
numbing of arms and legs and tingling of arms and legs, hair loss,
heart palpitations, shakes, weight loss, tics, inflammation of body
and brain, ear aches and pressure, burning sensations inside body
(all over including chest area)

50-59
years

Before the vaccine I had small amounts of hair loss due to my
thyroid. They were about dime and quarter size hair loss. Simple
case of alopecia. After the vaccine, I lost the entire back hair totally
by May 15th. And then by July 4th, I lost all of my hair. I thought
the vaccine could have caused my autoimmune to go into overdrive.
So a problem that was already active, became hyper active to
attack my entire hair follicles. I took the COVID19 vaccine in April
5, 2021 and the second does was on May 3, 2021.

65-79
years

My hair is thinning, just two weeks after my second dose and is
continuing to thin until now; shingles up until now.; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (My hair is thinning, just two weeks after
my second dose and is continuing to thin until now) and HERPES
ZOSTER (shingles up until now.) in a 75-year-old female patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
002A21A and 011M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's
past medical history included Corneal transplant. Concurrent
medical conditions included Shingles and Blurred vision. On 06-Feb2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 01-May2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On
10-May-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (My hair is
thinning, just two weeks after my second dose and is continuing to
thin until now) and HERPES ZOSTER (shingles up until now.). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (My hair is thinning, just two weeks
after my second dose and is continuing to thin until now) and
HERPES ZOSTER (shingles up until now.) outcome was unknown.
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was not applicable No concomitant medications
were reported. No treatment information was reported.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1835680-1

40-49
years

She shampooed her head and as she was washing her hair it was
falling out/she now has a bald spot; She told her boss she didn't
feel well and went home; She said that this event is very painful to
her; Sore arm; he states that she got the second vaccine on
Wednesday and that day she had a little sore shoulder; fatigue, so
tired; light headache/Pounding in the head; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable 47-year-old female consumer or other
non HCP (patient) reported for herself. A 47-year-old female patient
received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EW0150,
Expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Right on 14Apr2021 around 08:00 or 09:00
(age at vaccination: 47-year-old) as a single dose for covid-19
immunization. No medical history reported. There were no
concomitant medications reported. Historical vaccine included first
dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EN6205), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right on
24Mar2021 at 10:00 (age at vaccination: 47-year-old) as a single
dose for covid-19 immunization and experienced a lot of hair fall
out of her head reported as worsened on 13Apr2021. The patient
had not received prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). On
14Apr2021, patient had a little sore shoulder, also confirmed as
sore arm, headache and fatigue like 3-4 hours later. She told her
boss she did not feel well and went home. She states she decided to
take a shower because her head was like someone was pounding
inside her head. She shampooed her head and as she was washing
her hair it was falling out. She states that she now has a bald spot
and people are looking at her like she has gone through chemo. She
states that her daughters asked her if she had cancer and she is not
telling them about it. She said that this event is very painful to her.
She also stated that she has pictures from the salon. She has a
light headache, and she took Tylenol this morning, but it is still
persisting. However, she confirmed it is not like yesterday. She
confirmed the pounding in her head has resolved. adverse events
did not result in emergency room or physician office visit. The
clinical outcome of sore arm, fatigue, so tired was recovering,
pounding in her head has resolved on an unspecified date in 2021
and for other events outcome was unknown. No follow-up attempts
are possible; no further information expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1835814-1

40-49
years

Nose bleed, palpitations, extreme fatigue, post-exertional malaise,
brain fog, rash, depression, hair loss, sleep disturbances, leg
ti li
b i

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

yea s
Age

tingling, bruises

patient mom states daughters hair began falling out in excess. she
showed me pictures it did indeed look like a lot of hair to come out
at once. hair continued to come out over the coarse of the following
days. patient received vaccine 5 days ago.

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1836442-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1837897-1

30-39
years

Increase hair loss and thinning hair

40-49
years

Sudden onset of significant hair loss; Rapid significant onset of hair
thinning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer,
the patient. A 48-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the
first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Lot Number: FC3180) via an unspecified route of
administration in the left arm on 23Sep2021 (at the age of 48years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical
history included sulfa drugs and she also had been experiencing
normal thinning with age and was genetically predisposed to
gradual hair thinning with age. Prior to the vaccination, the patient
was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were
not reported. The patient previously received amoxicillin
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced drug allergy. The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. On 27Sep2021 the patient experienced sudden
onset of significant hair loss within a few days of receiving the
vaccine. Handful of hair were coming out. The patient had obvious
bald patches on her scalp. There was no way that was coincidental.
There were no other changes. she also had been experiencing
normal thinning with age and was genetically predisposed to
gradual hair thinning with age, but this was different. A rapid
significant onset that lasted about a week or so. The events did not
result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It
was unknown whether any therapeutic measures were taken as a
result of the event. Since the vaccination, the patient had been
tested for COVID-19. On 08Oct2021, the patient underwent nasal
swab and the result was negative. The clinical outcome of the
events sudden onset of significant hair loss and rapid significant
onset of hair thinning within a few days of receiving the vaccine was
resolved with lasting effects on an unknown date in Oct2021.

50-59
years

Suddenly had hair loss so severe I had to get a wig. I went to the
doctor and mentioned that I'm aware that as people get older they
lose they hair. One day I had hair and the next day I had no hair.
My hair has not grown back yet. It will take 6 months to a year for
my hair to grow back.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1839131-1

1840097-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1840363-1

40-49
years

Approx 2 wks after 2nd vaccine head started itching, especially
after showering. Hair loss also started to occur. Itching/hair loss
progressively increased as days passed. After scratching, skin would
welt/hive lasting ~60mins. Intensity increases when body
temperatures rise. Welts/hives appear primarily on
arms,legs,stomach,back,neck. After several wks of ruling out any
new foods/lotions etc, scheduled appt with dermatologist. She
confirmed I now have an autoimmune called Dermatographia(aka
skin writing) & that this is a known side effect since being
vaccinated. Prescribed Zyrtec & Hydroxyzine for 6 wks. Not sure if
this is going to be a chronic for me or not. At this time still have
Dermatographia.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1840470-1

18-29
years

Increasingly losing hair. Started between doses and almost three
weeks out from second dose is still happening

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1840595-1

18-29
years

chest pain and tightness that has lasted 3 weeks, arm numbness on
both sides (worse on injected arm), hair loss (brushing hair has
been strange),

40-49
years

"Early April 2021: began experiencing fatigue, dizziness,
breathlessness, and unintended weight loss. 04/26/2021: PCP ran
labs. 05/03/2021: PCP ran follow up hematology labs. 05/07/2021:
Was told to admit to the hospital through the ER. 05/07/2021 05/11/2021 was hospitalized, tested extensively, and diagnosed
with Warm Autoimmune Hemolytic Anemia. Began Prednisone, 70
mg qd. Follow up with Rheumatologist was recommended.
Hemoglobin stabilized, last dose of Prednisone 09/02/2021.
10/21/2021: saw rheumatologist Dr. labs run for Lupus and
Rheumatoid Arthritis due to ongoing symptoms. Dr. referred me to
my immunologist due to labs reflecting low immunoglobulins both
both before and after course of Prednisone. 10/27/2021:
Immunologist Dr. ordered labs to test for Primary
Immunodeficiency, labs taken 10/28/2021. 10/28/2021:
rheumatologist noted, ""Patient could meet lupus criteria today with
ANA of 160, anemia, arthralgia, alopecia., however wanted to
review labs done by immunologist before recommending course of
treatment."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1840711-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1840781-1

65-79
years

The week after I was in a fog and had a bad headache and tired.
The next week I had extreme muscle pain and then it moved into
my foot where it still is very painful to walk. Then 2 months later
my hair fell out. I went to the dermatologist and she said that this
is common from the vaxx-she is seeing it a lot.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1840809-1

40-49
years

I had a bad eczema type outbreak covering my face, chest, back,
thighs, arms, and scalp. It's been going on for about three months
now. It's bad on my scalp and it's making my hair fall out.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1842186-1

1842234-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"her blood sugars have been very high; My TSH, T3 and T4 were
totally high; bleeding like a 20 y/o; she is also having hair loss;
excessively tired; her hormone pellets are not working after the
COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
Nurse from a Pfizer sponsored program. A 55-year old nurse
(patient) reported that received the second dose of bnt162b2
(COMIRNATY; Batch/Lot Number: unknown) on 01Apr2021 as single
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had received the first
dose of COMIRNATY on 11Mar2021 as single dose. Medical history
included hypothyroidism, Type 1 diabetes, and postmenopausal
complications. The patient was taking hormone pellets, it is
estrogen and testosterone pellets before she had the vaccines.
Approximately 2 months after receiving bnt162b2 in Jul2021, her
blood sugars have been very high. She is requiring 6-10 unit higher
doses, which has never happened since she was dx at age 18. She
also takes hormones, estrogen and testosterone ( pellets inserted
every 4months) and she also takes progesterone pills, and she is
""bleeding like a 20 y/o."" Her thyroid medication no longer works
and neither does her hormone pellets. She states she had ""blood
drawn in September and all were extremely high, she was not
absorbing any of her medications. Her TSH, T3 and T4 were totally
high."" This all started after the vaccine and it just keeps getting
worse. Caller stated her Synthroid was increased to 100mcg , she
was also having hair loss and the hormones were not working
anymore. "" The patient stated that everything was fine before she
had the vaccines. Her thyroid level was normal, everything was fine
and her sugars were where they needed to be. She didn't have any
problems with fevers and her arm was tender but it was nothing
impressive. As the months went on her sugars were continuing to
go up and she was increasing her medications. She didn't touch her
thyroid medication because she needed to see the doctor for that to
see what was going on. With her hormone pellets she gets those
every 4 months and she wasn't due until Sep2021 for those. Also
her hair is falling out in handfuls to where she is going to have to
get a wig. She has never had issues with her hair before, she has
thick hair, but now when she washes it she gets a handful of hair
and when she blow dries it she has another. Her hairdresser noticed
it as well. When she was able to get in to see her endocrinologist,
withheld, it wasn't time for her appointment, she didn't have to
have one until Nov2021. The caller doesn't go to the doctor unless
she has to or if she has a problem. She told the doctor that she
doesn't feel good and she has been excessively tired. The doctor
said that something must be going on and maybe her medication is
not getting absorbed and maybe there is an issue with the caller's
gallbladder. The MD thought it was her gall bladder but all tests
were normal. The doctor had increased the caller's Synthroid from
88 mcg to 100 mcg and she has been on that for over a month and
one week now with no improvement. Her hair loss continues even
though she has also gotten a shampoo for that with a DHT blocker
in it. She has also taken the other grass root or whatever is
recommended to take that prevents hair loss. She had none of this
before she received the vaccines. The lot number for the vaccine,
[BNT162B2], was not provided and will be requested during follow
up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided,
known drug safety profile and plausible temporal association, the
causality between BNT162B2 and Blood glucose increased, Blood
thyroid stimulating hormone increased, Postmenopausal
haemorrhage, Alopecia, Fatigue, Therapeutic product effect
decreased cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report
on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part
of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and
analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern
identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in
response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate."

50-59
years

Loss of hair (the volume of hair loss was a lot); This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 58year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration in
the left arm on 10Mar2021 at 09:00(at the age of 58-years-old) as
a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history
included COVID-19. The patient's known allergies were reported as
not applicable. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed
with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines
within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On an unknown date in
Mar2021, the patient experienced loss of hair (the volume of hair
loss was a lot). On an unknown date in 2021, the patient underwent
blood test and the result was not reported. The adverse event
resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the reported event
included unspecified medication prescribed by the doctor. Since the
vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The
clinical outcome of the event loss of hair was resolved on an
unknown date in 2021.The patient received the second dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration in
the left arm on 10Apr2021 at 08:00(at the age of 58-years-old) as
a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The lot number for
BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1842837-1

40-49
years

I received the first dose of Moderna Covid vaccine on 4/14/2021,
the second dose on 5/14/2021. I felt the usual chills and tiredness
after the second dose, fine by the next day. At some time in the
summer of 2021, after the second dose of Moderna, however, I
started developing alopecia and joint pain (particularly in forearms
and hands). I am a very healthy, athletic 41 year old that does
martial arts regularly. I had never had alopecia (and didn't know
what it was), or joint pain previously. I went to the dermatologist
for the alopecia, and was prescribed topical cream. It seems like the
joint pain and alopecia are slowly resolving by fall 2021, but I
wanted to mention it. I am still experiencing these to to an extent.
The alopecia is located at the back of my neck, near my collar line.
The joint pain is focused in my hands and forearms but felt
throughout.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1843201-1

60-64
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1843603-1

40-49
years

Large clumps of hair loss about 10 days after 2nd shot. lab results
came back as auto immune disease that i didn't have before
vaccination. Followed up with a dermatologist with a lateral biopsy.
Diagnosis is in fact a rare auto immune disease called Lichen Plano
Polaris. A form of scarring alopecia (permanent hair loss).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1844031-1

Unknown

Loss of hair on left side nape of neck. No treatments given, hair
seems to be growing back now. No itching, redness, irritation,
bumps, etc.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1844723-1

40-49
years

Severe hair loss, chest pressure, troubled breathing

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1845279-1

60-64
years

Hair is falling out/hair falling out in kind of clumps/has a lot less
hair now; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair is falling out/hair falling
out in kind of clumps/has a lot less hair now) in a 61-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 032M20A and 030M20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 14Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 10-Mar2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair is
falling out/hair falling out in kind of clumps/has a lot less hair now).
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair is falling out/hair falling
out in kind of clumps/has a lot less hair now) outcome was
unknown. No Concomittant medications were reported. No
treatment information was provided. The patient stated that the
hair fall started after taking the two doses of the Moderna COVID19 vaccine. The patient also stated that she got both of the vaccine
in separate arms.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1845751-1

30-39
years

Systemic: hair loss. palpitations-Medium

50-59
years

Since my COVID shots I have experienced extreme fatigue where I
feel like I cannot get enough sleep and feel like I am in a fog. I am
also experiencing severe hair loss (I have lost the entire bottom
portion of my hair) - diagnosed with alopecia areata in May 2021
but have no genetic family history of the autoimmune disease. I
have been using rogaine, betamethezone, capilus cap and getting
corticosteroid shots in my head monthly since May and still no
growth. I am also experiencing difficulty getting over bronchitis. I
am 6 weeks into having bronchitis and am still not well even after a
zpak and 2 steroid shots. I truly believe the COVID shot is the
initiator of my extreme fatigue, hair loss and weakened immune
system. I was completely healthy prior to receiving the shots. I
have been taking iron supplements and biotin supplements to help
with the hair loss as well since May. I experienced an extremely
swollen arm and the muscle was extremely sore for about 4 days.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1846910-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

HAIR FALLING OFF DRASTICALLY/THINNING HAIR; FEELING WARM;
TINGLING IN LEGS; FELT VERY TIRED/ FELT TIRED TO EXERCISE;
HEADACHE LIKE PRESSURE IN THE HEAD; .This spontaneous report
received from a patient concerned a 36 year old female. The
patient's weight was 140 pounds, and height was 64 inches. The
patient's concurrent conditions included: social alcohol drinker, nonsmoker, and hair loss, and other pre-existing medical conditions
included: The patient had no known allergies. The patient had no
history of drug abuse/illicit drug use. The patient had no medical
conditions and was not taking any medication except for the hair
vitamins and local hair treatment. The patient was healthy. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 042A21A,
expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 06APR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications
were reported. On 06-APR-2021, the patient experienced feeling
warm. On 06-APR-2021, the patient experienced tingling in legs. On
06-APR-2021, the patient experienced felt very tired/ felt tired to
exercise. On 06-APR-2021, the patient experienced headache like
pressure in the head. Treatment medications included: paracetamol.
On MAY-2021, the patient experienced hair falling off
drastically/thinning hair. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient recovered from feeling
warm, tingling in legs, and headache like pressure in the head on
06-APR-2021, and felt very tired/ felt tired to exercise on 13-APR2021, and had not recovered from hair falling off
drastically/thinning hair. This report was non-serious. This case,
from the same reporter is linked to 20211112231.

1848522-1

65-79
years

Idiopathic Pulm fibrosis; Gi distention/loss of ability to eat; loss of
ability to eat; Hbg from 11 to 8.9; dramatic drop in iron/ferritin;
dramatic drop in iron/ferritin; auto-immune inflammatory response;
auto-immune inflammatory response; hair loss; pale/pallor
appearance; short of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable nurse (patient). A 73-years-old female patient received
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right on
23Feb2021 17:00 (Lot Number: EN8203), at the age of 73-yearsold, as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been
tested for COVID-19. Medical history included Idiopathic
thrombocytopenic purpura from 2003, lupus from 2004,
hypertension from 2020. Concomitant medications included
amlodipine (AMLODIPINE) taken for an unspecified indication, start
and stop date were not reported; hydroxychloroquine
(HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE) taken for an unspecified indication, start
and stop date were not reported, and Multivits. Historical vaccine
included BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right on
28Jan2021 17:00 (Lot Number: EN6203), at the age of 73-yearsold, as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient has
known allergies to penicillin and tetracycline. The patient reported
having lupus and 3-4 months after last dose, in Jun2021 had an
auto-immune inflammatory response, hair loss, pale/pallor
appearance, short of breath. Later labs and tests showed in
Aug2021 drop in hemoglobin (Hbg) from 11 to 8.9./ dramatic drop
in iron/ferritin, gastrointestinal (GI) distention/loss of ability to eat,
and computerized tomography (CT) scan showed new development
of Idiopathic Pulmonary fibrosis. The events were reported as non
serious. The adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit and Emergency room/department or
urgent care visit. Treatment was received for the events. And new
consults with primary, Hematology, GI (gastrointestinal),
Rheumatology was required. The patient was recovering from the
events.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a
causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events
cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk
profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures
for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate
data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of
this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be
promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate.
My hair began to fall out in September of 2021. I have no
nutritional deficiencies and very little stress. I did, however find a
site with people claiming the same (hair falling out months after
getting the Moderna vaccine)
Increased tremors in hands, decreased mobility, loss of hair, altered
menstrual cycle

1848148-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1848678-1

60-64
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1849011-1

30-39
years

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1849191-1

40-49
years

Hives, shortness of breath, dizziness, blurred vision, ear ringing
(like after a rock concert), headache all started 15-20 min after
injection. I took Benadryl and applied clay to the hives. This allowed
me to breathe and the hives stop spreading but came back every 4
hrs when the Benadryl wore off. I reported all symptoms to my dr.
She said the rest were not signs of allergic reaction to vaccine, but
that I did have an allergic reaction. It is noted in my file. List of
other symptoms: within 12 hrs - projectile vomit/diarrhea - I had
not ate before work so this was not food poisoning or disagreeable
stomach, tingling in hands and feet, light headed Vaccine +1 day:
cramps in legs/feet, tingles in legs & hands, stomach pain, blurred
vision, shortness of breath, extreme fatigue (these have all
continued as of 6 weeks after Vaccine +3 days: very heavy, thick
pudding consistency period, never had anything like this. OBGYN
said abnormalities happen after vaccine not to be concerned
Scheduled Covid test because some symptoms aligned with Covid
and had positive exposure at work. Tested Negative. Vaccine +8
days: hair started falling out in clumps, Had phone appt with dr she
requested in person and ordered follow up lab work to my lab work
taken 1 week prior to vaccine. Vaccine +26 days still having
symptoms plus 6 day long period (mine are always 4)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1849305-1

30-39
years

Began losing hair rapidly starting in April continuing until current.
Diagnosed as alopecia areata. History of hair loss only when 2
following illness. No other history.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1849868-1

50-59
years

Significant hair loss. Hair started falling out in August. Comes out in
clumps when I wash it.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1850725-1

30-39
years

Left breast implant (on same side of body where vaccine was
administered) Became hard and swollen as if it was developing
capsular contracture. It was tender and had shifted upward on my
chest. This lasted for several days until swelling and hardening went
away . I also developed noticeable hair loss that started about one
week post vaccination and lasted several seeks before slowing
down. Lastly, menstrual changes with heavier and more painful
periods have developed with this now being my second cycle post
vaccination that is still heavier and more painful than before
vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1850981-1

65-79
years

Pt. states that after receiving the 3rd dose of Moderna 10/25/2021,
started experiencing symptoms 11/01/2021 of frequent hair loss
*thinning. Primary communications (suggestions of Age-Related).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1851387-1

30-39
years

Irregular and heavy menstrual cycles and heavy hair loss on scalp
I went to my OBGYN 9/15/21 for my first ultrasound which I
should've been around 10 weeks pregnant where they were not
able to find a heartbeat. The baby was only measuring about 8.5
weeks along in size which was when I felt symptoms drop off. I
have one healthy 3 year old and this was my first miscarriage along
with two of my sister-in-laws which we are all vaccinated and
conceived around the same time. I didn't miscarry on my own but
took medicine that night to speed along the process. I was also
asking the doctor about a significant amount of hair loss I was
having before the miscarriage which seems to have slowed down
but to me is a very noticeable difference.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1852051-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1856541-1

Unknown

"high pain level of seven out of ten; Booster dose; the medication
started to squirt out everywhere getting on her and her clothes;
usually gets a red mark and a ""little swell"" after each injection but
not with this one; flare of RA/after receiving her COVID -19 booster
she had a major flare up, her arm ""swelled up like a football"" that
lasted for a couple of weeks; worsening neuropathy from ankle to
toes on left side; Hair loss; Nausea/having nausea that lasted up to
a week then decreased over time; decreased appetite; Weight loss;
dizziness; SVT Issue; Depression; anemia; Injection site bruising;
Patient reports more pain from Enbrel sureclick than
previously/burning/ symptoms very swollen burning and itching at
site for 5 days after/beginning (of using Enbrel) it would burn and
itch butas her; Nausea, rash, swelling, burning and itching at
injection site/ symptoms very swollen burning and itching at site for
5 days after/she usually gets a red mark and a ""little swell"" after
each injection/; Nausea, rash, swelling, burning and itching at
injection site/symptoms very swollen burning and itching at site for
5 days after/beginning (of using Enbrel) it would burn and itch
butas her immune sys; Nausea, rash, swelling, burning and itching
at injection site; The FU#01 safety information received was
reporting only non-serious adverse drug reaction(s), Upon receipt of
follow-up information on [25Oct2021], this case now contains
serious adverse reaction(s). Information processed together. This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, based on
information received by Pfizer from Amgen (manufacturer control
number: US-AMGEN-USASP2021072400), license party for
etanercept (ENBREL). This non-serious spontaneous report
(USASP2021072400) was reported to Amgen on 10May2021 by a
consumer and involves a 62-year-old female patient who
experienced nausea [PT: nausea], decreased appetite [PT:
decreased appetite], weight loss [PT: weight decreased], dizziness
[PT: dizziness], SVT (supraventricular tachycardia) issue [PT:
supraventricular tachycardia], depression [PT: depression], anemia
[PT: anaemia], injection site bruising [PT: injection site bruising]
while receiving Enbrel with Single Dose Prefilled Syringe and Single
Dose Prefilled Autoinjector No historical medical condition was

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Dose Prefilled Autoinjector. No historical medical condition was
Adverse Event Description
reported. The patient's current medical condition included other
specified rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sites. The patient's
concomitant medications included Cardizem (diltiazem), folic acid,
hydrochlorothiazid, isosorbide dinitrate, potassium, Xarelto
(rivaroxaban). No co-suspect medications were reported. The
patient began Enbrel with Single Dose Prefilled Syringe on an
unknown date in Apr2021. On an unknown date in 2021, the
patient stated that, the Single Dose Prefilled Syringe formulation
was more difficult to use due to RA (rheumatoid arthritis)
limitations in fingers and that caused her bruising at injection site.
Therefore, on an unknown date in 2021, the patient started using
Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector formulation. Also, the patient
reported nausea that has progressively gotten better with each
dose of Enbrel. The patient had decreased appetite and weight loss
of 20 lbs (pounds). Also, the patient has ongoing SVT issues and
will require ablation in the next few weeks to manage tachycardia
and reported dizziness and anemia related to SVT. Also, the
patient's depression is ongoing. No treatment information was
received. The outcome of the events decreased appetite, weight
decreased, dizziness, supraventricular tachycardia, depression,
anaemia, injection site bruising were reported as not recovered/not
resolved. The outcome of the event nausea was reported as
recovering/resolving. Action taken with Enbrel was continued for the
event injection site bruising. Action taken with Enbrel and Single
Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was reported as unknown for the events
nausea, decreased appetite, weight decreased, dizziness, anaemia,
supraventricular tachycardia and depression. Action taken with
Single Dose Prefilled Syringe was withdrawn for the event injection
site bruising. The causal relationship between the events injection
site bruising, nausea, decreased appetite, weight decreased,
dizziness, anaemia, supraventricular tachycardia, depression and
Enbrel and Single Dose Prefilled Syringe and Single Dose Prefilled
Autoinjector was not provided by the consumer. No follow up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Follow-up
(08Jul2021): This is a follow-up spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, based on information received by Pfizer from
Amgen (manufacturer control number: US-AMGENUSASP2021072400), license party for etanercept (ENBREL).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED ON 08/JUL/2021: It was
reported that the patient had more pain from Enbrel SureClick than
previously [PT: injection site pain] while receiving Enbrel, Single
Dose Prefilled Syringe, Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector. On an
unknown date in 2021, the patient had more pain from Enbrel
SureClick than previous formulation Single Dose Prefilled Syringe.
The outcome of the event injection site pain was reported as not
recovered/not resolved. Action taken with Enbrel was continued for
the event injection site pain. Action taken with Single Dose Prefilled
Autoinjector was reported as unknown for the event injection site
pain. Action taken with Single Dose Prefilled Syringe was withdrawn
for the event injection site pain. The consumer reported that the
event injection site pain was possibly related to Enbrel. The causal
relationship between the event injection site pain and Single Dose
Prefilled Syringe, Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was not
provided by the consumer. No follow up attempts are required. No
further information is expected. Follow-up (17Aug2021): This is a
follow-up spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, based
on information received by Pfizer from Amgen (manufacturer
control number: US-AMGEN-USASP2021072400), license party for
etanercept (ENBREL). ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED ON
17/AUG/2021: The patient reported nausea, rash, swelling, burning
and itching at injection site [PT: injection site pain, PT: nausea, PT:
injection site rash, PT: injection site pruritus, PT: injection site
swelling] while receiving Enbrel with Single Dose Prefilled Syringe,
Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector. On an unknown date in 2021, the
patient had nausea, rash, swelling, burning and itching at injection
site. The outcome of the events nausea, injection site pain, injection
site rash, injection site pruritus, injection site swelling was reported
as not recovered/not resolved. Action taken with Enbrel and Single
Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was continued for the events nausea and
injection site pain. Action taken with Enbrel and Single Dose
Prefilled Autoinjector was reported as unknown for the events
injection site rash, injection site pruritus and injection site swelling.
The consumer reported that the events nausea injection site rash,
injection site pruritus, injection site swelling were possibly related
to Enbrel. The causal relationship between the events nausea,
injection site pain, injection site rash, injection site pruritus and
Single Dose Prefilled Syringe, Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was
not provided by the consumer. The reporter declined consent for
follow up. No follow up attempts are required. No further
information is expected. Follow-up (25Oct2021): This is a follow-up
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, based on
information received by Pfizer from Amgen (manufacturer control
number: US-AMGEN-USASP2021072400), license party for
etanercept (ENBREL). ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED ON
25/OCT/2021: This case is upgraded to serious. In this follow up
report, the patient experienced flare of RA (rheumatoid arthritis)
[PT: rheumatoid arthritis], worsening neuropathy from ankle to toes
on left side [PT: neuropathy peripheral], hair loss [PT: alopecia],
symptoms very swollen burning and itching at site for 5 days after
[PT: injection site swelling, PT: injection site pruritus and PT:
injection site pain] while receiving Enbrel with Single Dose Prefilled

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

injection site pain] while receiving Enbrel with Single Dose Prefilled
Adverse Event Description
Syringe and Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector. On an unknown date
in 2021, the patient experienced worsening neuropathy from ankle
to toes on left side. Also, the patient experienced hair loss that
continues while on medication and also had high pain level of seven
out of ten. On an unknown date in 2021, the patient received the
""COVID booster"" and had flare of RA (rheumatoid arthritis). On an
unknown date in 2021, about two months ago, the patient had
injection site reactions with Enbrel with symptoms very swollen
burning and itching at site for five days after injection and that
happened with both injections from PFS (prefilled syringe). The
outcome of the events rheumatoid arthritis, neuropathy peripheral,
alopecia were reported as not recovered/not resolved. Action taken
with Enbrel was reported as unknown for the events rheumatoid
arthritis, neuropathy peripheral and alopecia. Action taken with
Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was reported as unknown for the
events rheumatoid arthritis, neuropathy peripheral and alopecia.
Action taken with Single Dose Prefilled Syringe was reported as
unknown for the events injection site pain, injection site pruritus,
injection site swelling, rheumatoid arthritis, neuropathy peripheral
and alopecia. The consumer reported that the events rheumatoid
arthritis, neuropathy peripheral, alopecia were possibly related to
Enbrel. The causal relationship between the events rheumatoid
arthritis, neuropathy peripheral, alopecia and Single Dose Prefilled
Syringe and Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was not provided by
the consumer. The reporter declined consent for follow up. No follow
up attempts are required. No further information is expected.
Amgen Comments: This safety report does not necessarily reflect a
conclusion by Amgen that etanercept, devices, caused or
contributed to the adverse events reported; however, consistent
with regulatory reporting requirements, this case is being reported
because it contains one or more suspected adverse reactions. This
individual case report does not change the safety profile of the
product. Follow up (27Oct2021): This is a follow up spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer, based on information received
by Pfizer from Amgen (manufacturer control number: US-AMGENUSASP2021072400), license party for etanercept (ENBREL).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RECEIVED ON 27/OCT/2021:The
outcome of the previously reported event PT: Injection site swelling,
Injection site pruritus, Rheumatoid arthritis has been updated to
recovered/resolved. The outcome of the previously reported event
PT: Nausea has been updated Recovering/Resolving. In this follow
up, it was reported tha the patient experienced after receiving her
covid -19 booster she had a major flare up, her arm ""swelled up
like a football"" that lasted for a couple of weeks [PT: rheumatoid
arthritis], having nausea that lasted up to a week then decreased
over time, [PT: nausea], arm ""swelled up like a football [PT:
injection site swelling], beginning (of using enbrel) it would burn
and itch butas her immune system became suppressed it went
away [PT: injection site pruritus], beginning (of using enbrel) it
would burn and itch butas her immune system became suppressed
it went away [PT: injection site pain], the medication started to
squirt out everywhere getting on her and her clothes [PT: accidental
exposure to product], usually gets a red mark and a ""little swell""
after each injection but not with this one [PT: injection site
erythema] while receiving Enbrel, Single Dose Prefilled Syringe,
Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector. The patient's co-suspect
medication included Covid-19 Vaccine. On an unknown date in
2021, the patient usually gets a red mark and a little swell after
each injection but not with this one. The consumer continued to say
that in the beginning of using Enbrel it would burn and itch but as
her immune system became suppressed it went away. Consumer
also reported having nausea that lasted up to a week then
decreased over time, now it lasts less than a couple hours and helps
when she eats yogurt. The patient stated that after receiving her
COVID -19 (corona virus disease-2019) booster she had a major
flare up, her arm swelled up like a football that lasted for a couple
of weeks. On 27/OCT/2021, the patient stated that while
attempting to administer her Enbrel using SureClick pen, the
patient injected like she always had but after the needle pierced her
skin the yellow in the window stopped it would not move further
down. After waiting for five minutes, no click was heard, so patient
lifted the pen from leg and the medication started to squirt out
everywhere getting on her and her clothes. The outcome of the
event nausea was reported as recovering/resolving. The outcome of
the events rheumatoid arthritis, injection site swelling, injection site
pruritus, injection site pain were reported as recovered/resolved.
The outcome of the events accidental exposure to product, injection
site erythema were reported as unknown. The events rheumatoid
arthritis, injection site swelling, injection site pruritus, injection site
pain were resolved on an unknown date in 2021.Action taken with
Enbrel and Single Dose Prefilled Syringe, Single Dose Prefilled
Autoinjector was reported as unknown for the events injection site
erythema. The causal relationship between the events accidental
exposure to product, injection site erythema and Enbrel with Single
Dose Prefilled Syringe, Single Dose Prefilled Autoinjector was not
provided by the consumer. No follow up attempts are possible, no
further information is requested. Amgen Comments: This safety
report does not necessarily reflect a conclusion by Amgen that
etanercept, devices, caused or contributed to the adverse events
reported; however, consistent with regulatory reporting
requirements this case is being reported because it contains one or

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

requirements, this case is being reported because it contains one or
Adverse Event Description
more suspected adverse reactions. This individual case report does
not change the safety profile of the product."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1856734-1

6-17
years

Hair loss/ There are quite large bald spots; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 12-year-old nonpregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EW0186), via an unspecified route of administration, administered
in Arm Left on 12Jun2021 (at the age of 12-year-old) as DOSE
NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation. Patient
medical history was not reported. The patient did not receive any
other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. List of
any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of
vaccination included Lil Critters Gummy Vites Daily Kids
Multivitamin. The patient experienced hair loss, there are quite
large bald spots on 01Jul2021. The patient underwent lab tests and
procedures which included sars-cov-2 test (PCR): negative on an
unspecified date (nasal Swab). Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
has been tested for COVID-19. The patient received injection on the
bald area as treatment for adverse events. The adverse event
resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.
The outcome of events was not recovered. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1856752-1

50-59
years

hair loss on head and other parts of body; This is a spontaneous
report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 58-year-old male
patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, lot number: EW0153) via an unspecified route of
administration, administered on the left arm on 13Apr2021 11:30
(at the age of 58-year-old) as dose 2, single for COVID-19
immunization. The patient had no medical history. The patient had
other medications in two weeks (unspecified). The patient
previously received first dose of Comirnaty (Lot number: EP6965)
on 23Mar2021 11:30 AM at Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation.
For the last few months experiencing extensive hair loss on head
and other parts of body. Have seen doctors and had blood work
done and there is no explanation, other than the vaccine. The event
resulted to a Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic
visit, Disability or permanent damage. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of the events which included Finasteride,
minoxidil. No known allergies. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The
patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included PCR
Nasal Swab: Negative in Oct2021. Outcome of the event was not
recovered. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1857736-1

60-64
years

Muscular and joint inflammation, unusual muscle mass/weight loss
without dietary changes, accelerated loss of scalp hair, reduced sex
drive/semen production.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1858028-1

50-59
years

24/48 hours after vaccination, muscle aches all over and feeling
exhausted for 3 weeks, I felt yucky. I tried getting an appointment
with my Doctor but had no luck, I also started feeling pain in my
mouth and my teeth. This is the real health even ever. I had never
had a cavity in my life and after vaccine I this started happening,
This shot affected me because now my hair falling out and I've
always been healthy.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1858443-1

60-64
years

Hair loss for several weeks

Unknown

losing their hair/lost hair; This spontaneous report from two
contactable consumers reporting same event under the same
suspect product for 7 patients. This is one of 7 reports. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as singe
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated seven
patients off the top of head that were losing their hair since they
had the vaccine, also reported these seven patients were having
hair changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination, 7 patient
who have lost hair. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : USPFIZER INC-202101342968 same drug/event, different patient

Unknown

losing their hair/lost hair; This spontaneous report from two
contactable consumers reporting same event under the same
suspect product for 7 patients. This is one of 7 reports. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as singe
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated seven
patients off the top of head that were losing their hair since they
had the vaccine, also reported these seven patients were having
hair changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination, 7 patient
who have lost hair. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : USPFIZER INC-202101342968 same drug/event, different patient

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1860383-1

1860385-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1860386-1

Age

PFIZER INC 202101342968 same drug/event, different patient
Adverse Event Description

Unknown

losing their hair/lost hair; This spontaneous report from two
contactable consumers reporting same event under the same
suspect product for 7 patients. This is one of 7 reports. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as singe
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated seven
patients off the top of head that were losing their hair since they
had the vaccine, also reported these seven patients were having
hair changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination, 7 patient
who have lost hair. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : USPFIZER INC-202101342968 same drug/event, different patient

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1860387-1

Unknown

losing their hair/lost hair; This spontaneous report from two
contactable consumers reporting same event under the same
suspect product for 7 patients. This is one of 7 reports. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as singe
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated seven
patients off the top of head that were losing their hair since they
had the vaccine, also reported these seven patients were having
hair changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination, 7 patient
who have lost hair. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : USPFIZER INC-202101342968 same drug/event, different patient

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1860715-1

50-59
years

hair falling out in clumps

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1860783-1

6-17
years

hair loss 4 months after vaccine.

50-59
years

1. In early April, my vision impaired suddenly (need to wear glasses
to watch TV. I didn't need to wear glasses to watch TV before 1st
shot. ) 2. Began to have substantial hair loss for 2-3 months since
April. 3. All joints in my left hand was in pain for two days. Then the
pain went away. 4. My injection spot was in pain for a few days.
then it went away.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1861445-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1861536-1

65-79
years

I had a lot of my hair in my comb and in my brush falling out after
the vaccination. I bought over the counter minoxidil that I'm putting
on my scalp. And I also read that castor oil was good for balding.
Another friend the same age and with the same manufacturer had
the same problem. Appointment for dermatologist in the future.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1861858-1

60-64
years

Severe hair loss on head darting July 2021 to this date. Massive
hair loss, I have loss 2/3 of my hair.

65-79
years

Developed alopecia/a lot of hair loss; This spontaneous case was
reported by a health care professional and describes the occurrence
of ALOPECIA (Developed alopecia/a lot of hair loss) in a 70-year-old
male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions
included Rheumatoid arthritis and Diabetes. Concomitant products
included METFORMIN and GLIPIZIDE for Diabetes, INFLIXIMAB
(REMICADE) and METHOTREXATE for Rheumatoid arthritis. On 04Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 11-Feb2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
In April 2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Developed
alopecia/a lot of hair loss). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA
(Developed alopecia/a lot of hair loss) outcome was unknown. For
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter
did not provide any causality assessments. Patient reported that a
month after the second dose he began notice a lot of hair loss.
Patient reported the only difference was he had the Moderna
vaccine 5-6 months ago. Patient reported not taking any medication
as treatment.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1863518-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1863916-1

1864035-1

1864036-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

losing their hair/lost hair; This spontaneous report from two
contactable consumers reporting same event under the same
suspect product for 7 patients. This is one of 7 reports. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as singe
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated seven
patients off the top of head that were losing their hair since they
had the vaccine, also reported these seven patients were having
hair changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination, 7 patient
who have lost hair. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up. Follow-up attempts completed. No follow-up
attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER
INC-202101529886 same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER
INC-202101530873 same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER
INC-202101530874 same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER
INC-202101530876 same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER
INC-202101530872 same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER
INC-202101530875 same drug/event, different patient

Unknown

This spontaneous report from two contactable consumers, reporting
same event under the same suspect product for 7 patients. This is
one of 7 reports. A patient, of unspecified age and gender, received
BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, batch/lot# not
reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an
unspecified date, singe dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The
patient's medical history and concomitant medications not reported.
Reporter stated seven patients lost/losing their hair since they had
the vaccination. Also reported these seven patients experienced hair
changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination (7 patients have
lost hair). The outcome of the event: unknown. The lot number for
BNT162B2 not provided and will be requested during follow-up.
Sender's comments: Linked report(s): US-PFIZER INC202101342968 same drug/event, different patient.

Unknown

losing their hair/lost hair; This spontaneous report from two
contactable consumers reporting same event under the same
suspect product for 7 patients. This is one of 7 reports. A patient of
unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as singe
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated seven
patients off the top of head that were losing their hair since they
had the vaccine, also reported these seven patients were having
hair changing or falling out right after Pfizer vaccination, 7 patient
who have lost hair. The outcome of the event was unknown. The lot
number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : USPFIZER INC-202101342968 same drug/event, different patient

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1864312-1

Unknown

got the Pfizer vaccination it hurts real bad; hair would come out;
This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A
non-contactable consumer (patient) reported that a patient of
unspecified age and gender received unknown dose number of
BNT162B2 (Pfizer Covid Vaccine), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were
not reported. The patient just got the Pfizer vaccination, it hurt real
bad. One thing they did not tell the patient about was that his/her
hair would come out. The patient stated he/she can't walk around
looking like this. Outcome of event was unknown. No follow-up
attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1865783-1

40-49
years

Terrible flu like symptoms 24 hours post vaccine Significant Hair
loss since that date

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1867102-1

65-79
years

hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a health care
professional and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA in a 67year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 018521A and 006B21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. Co-suspect product included non-company product
STERIOD INJECTIONS for an unknown indication. Concurrent
medical conditions included Drug allergy to Darvocet, Vioxx,
Neurontin, and OxyCodone. Concomitant products included
SUCRALFATE from 24-Aug-2021 to an unknown date and
ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM (ESOMEPRAZOLE) from 10-Sep-2021
to an unknown date for an unknown indication. On 04-Apr-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 05-Jul-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient started STERIOD INJECTIONS (unknown
route) at an unspecified dose. On 30-Apr-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). The patient was treated with
TOPICAL CREAMS at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) had not resolved. Not Provided
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In 1995, Blood pressure measurement: 25-10-2021
(normal) 120/72 mm Hg. In 1995, Bone scan: normal (normal)
normal. In 1995, CT Right Hip: ??-???-1997 (normal) Normal. In
1995, CT Scan of Chest: ??-03-2009 (normal) Normal. In 1995,
EGD: 09-01-2021 (abnormal) Abnormal- GERD. In 1995, MRI
Lumbar: ??-???-1996 (normal) normal. In 1995, MRI plevis: ??-???
-1997 (abnormal) Abnormal- Left Ovarian cyst. In 1995,
Oesophagram: 08-05-2021 (normal) normal. In 1995, Thoracic
Outlet Syndrome Repair: ??-???-1977. In 1995, Ultrasound of
Thyroid: 09-07-2021. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Medication information was reported. This case was
linked to MOD-2021-321248 (Patient Link). This spontaneous case
was reported by a health care professional and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) in a 67-year-old female patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
018521A and 006B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Co-suspect
product included non-company product STERIOD INJECTIONS for
an unknown indication. Concurrent medical conditions included
Drug allergy (Darvocet), Drug allergy (Vioxx), Drug allergy
(Neurontin) and Drug allergy (OxyCodone). Concomitant products
included SUCRALFATE from 24-Aug-2021 to an unknown date and
ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM (ESOMEPRAZOLE) from 10-Sep-2021
to an unknown date for an unknown indication. On 04-Apr-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 05-Jul-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient started STERIOD INJECTIONS (unknown
route) at an unspecified dose. On 30-Apr-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). The patient was treated with
TOPICAL CREAMS at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) had not resolved. Not Provided
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In 1995, Blood pressure measurement: 25-10-2021
(normal) 120/72 mm Hg. In 1997, MRI plevis: abnormal (abnormal)
Abnormal- Left Ovarian cyst. On 09-Jan-2021, Endoscopy
gastrointestinal: abnormal abnormal. On 18-Nov-2021, Magnetic
resonance imaging: abnormal (abnormal) chronic tear
medial/posterior meniscus, chondromalacia patella. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. Medication information was
reported. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS were reported as In 1995, Bone
scan: normal (normal) normal. In 1995, CT Right Hip: ??-???-1997
(normal) Normal. In 1995, CT Scan of Chest: ??-03-2009 (normal)
Normal. In 1995, MRI Lumbar: ??-???-1996 (normal) normal. In
1995, Oesophagram: 08-05-2021 (normal) normal. In 1995,
Ultrasound of Thyroid: 09-07-2021. This case was linked to MOD2021-321248 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1867567-1

50-59
years

Substantial Hair loss, burning scalp, itchiness . It worsens after
each vaccine dose and booster

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1868388-1

50-59
years

Severe hair loss over last month. Similar to chemotherapy patients.

60-64
years

10/23/21 9:00 pm fever and fatigue onset , 10/24 08:44 am
explosive headache - took Ibuprofen on empty stomach , developed
gastritis in addition to all muscle aches and EVERY joint ached like
Rheumatoid Arthritic diseases. Every breath - caused ache in
sternocostal and costotransverse joints. Every finger /toe joint
ached. Subsequent days could not take any medication due to
gastritis. Slept long hours 12 - 15 hours daily. Hair Loss noted. Pain
peaked 10/27/21. Noted 10/28/21 - diarrhea, new mental issues.
Reported this to MD 10/29/21.

40-49
years

Menstrual irregularity, sweating, palpitations, tachycardia, anxiety,
sleeplessness, tremors, excessive irritability, extreme depression,
decreased appetite, decreased libido, rapid weight loss, increased
sensitivity to heat, fatigue, hair loss, shortness of breath, light
headedness, hyperthyroidism More tests required.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1868592-1

1868638-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1868641-1

65-79
years

"Burning throat fever on the way home from first shot. Cough
fatigue fever continued for 2 weeks. Loss of appetite for 4 months.
Lost 35 lb. Lost half of my hair. Appetite improved October 2021.
October 11,2021 I lost use of right hand, diagnosed on November
11,2021 as a ""tiny stroke"". Was seen at hospital."

1870132-1

60-64
years

"Pt. states that after receiving the 1st dose of Moderna 10/18/2021,
started experiencing symptoms 11/01/2021 of hair loss to the right
side of the head. Hair is coming out in ""chunks"". No noted Primary
visit/communications."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1870654-1

50-59
years

"Sometime in late june/early july, I noticed a bald spot on the back
of my head. It enlarged and new ones were forming. I saw the
dermatologist on Aug 4 and was prescribed Clobetasol and given
monthly Cortizone injections in Sept and Oct. After bad reactions,
after a month of use as directed, I stopped use. I tried to continue
use in two later periods, then stopped. I was given a
Rheumatologist referal and saw this Dr. in Oct. The test results were
negative. I have follow-up in Dec. I'm diagnosed with acute
Alopecia Areata. Shortly after my 3rd cortizone injection appt.
(early Oct) I accepted the use of headcoverings and ceased with the
injections. use of headcoverings and decided to cease injections.
After initial info gathering about Alopecia Areata I found a book on
the subject. After the negative test results with the Rheumatologist,
I looked at the chapters in the book. The book mentions
reasearchers suspecting viruses ""could trigger an imballance of
immune responses"" The book also rejects the longstanding belief
that the condition can be caused by stress. I'm mentioning this
because the Derm. Provider said this was most likley the cause.
This bit of information, the time of onset and the grey hairs make
me suspect that the condition may have been caused by the
Vaccine. I was trying to be informed about the condition and look
for other info in a book. I'm not diagnosing myself. This info caused
suspicion. I think the scruffy grey hairs within the bald spots and
surrounding some spots could be a medical sign. I looked at
internet image results of alopecia areata. I did'nt see any with the
greying. I think this supports my belief about something unusual."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1870706-1

40-49
years

Hair loss being blamed on stress but stress levels were same or
lower after getting vaccine. Never had issue with stress related
female hair loss prior to receiving Moderna Vaccine series.

Unknown

Pfizer booster vaccine; Extreme hair loss/lost like 75% of her hair;
This is a spontaneous report from a Contactable consumer (Patient)
via Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified
age received booster dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date
were not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19
immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. Historical vaccine included first and
second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not
reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as dose 1, single and dose 2, single for COVID-19
immunization. On an unspecified date, patient experienced pfizer
booster vaccine, extreme hair loss/lost like 75% of her hair. The
outcome of events was unknown. The lot number for the vaccine,
[BNT162B2], was not provided and will be requested during follow
up.

18-29
years

"I'm not sleeping or able to even think because of the brain fog and
fatigue; My thyroid blood work shows a 0.005 level of the needed
hormone, prior to the shot I was at 3.6; My hair is falling out and
creating bald spots; I'm not sleeping or able to even think because
of the brain fog and fatigue; I'm not sleeping or able to even think
because of the brain fog and fatigue; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer (patient). A 26-year-old unspecified
gender patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER
COVID-19) via an unspecified route of administration in Sep2021
(Lot Number: FF8839) at the age of 26-year-old as single dose for
COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hashimotos,
allergy to dairy, soy and yeast. The patient didn't received other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since
the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.
Concomitant medication included thyroid hormone, antibiotics for
tooth infection. The patient previously received gluten and
experienced allergy. The patient previously received the first dose of
BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration in Sep2021
(Lot Number: Fc3182) as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.
The patient stated:""My thyroid blood work shows a 0.005 level of
the needed hormone, prior to the shot I was at 3.6. This has been
devastating to my health and condition, I have been living in a
constant flare since the shots whereas before I was managing my
condition well with the medicine and diet. My hair is falling out and
creating bald spots. I'm not sleeping or able to even think because
of the brain fog and fatigue."" The events resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was
received. The outcome of events was not recovered. No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1872229-1

1872277-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1872305-1

1872857-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

Excessive hair shedding; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 61-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received the second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EP7533) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Apr2021 at
12:00 (at the age of 61-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism. The patient
was allergic to penicillin. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Concomitant
medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for an
unknown indication from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.
The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EN6206) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on an unknown
date at 12:00 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On
29Apr2021, the patient experienced excessive hair shedding. The
event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic
visit. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of the event.
Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID19. The clinical outcome of the event excessive hair shedding was
resolving at the time of this report.

30-39
years

Starting mid October I had autoimmune disease symptoms, starting
with face butterfly rash, rash all over body that itched, was painful,
hot and felt tight. My hair started falling out, severe headaches
daily, extreme fatigue, painful joints, pain in feet, knees, hips, neck,
reoccurring acid reflux, depression, congestion. I have started the
aip diet. I did go to the emergency room twice last week of October.
I have been off work due to event. The question can be raised, if a
prior autoimmune issue was flared by the vaccine?

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1872994-1

30-39
years

On 8/26 at 1145am, while at home working on my computer, my
right leg had a weird numbness and tingling for about 5 seconds
and then went away. A few mins later, the area around my ribs but
under my armpits started to itch on both sides. I rubbed it and
didn?t think much of it but thought it was odd. I went to take a sip
of coffee and noticed my mouth felt weird. I touched my chin and
side of mouth area and it was all puffy and my chin was hard as a
rock and I could hardly feel myself touching it. At this point, I went
to the bathroom to look in the mirror and noticed my whole face
was starting to swell and looked at my body, where a rash was
developing. I hopped right into the shower not knowing what else to
do, and when I came out, everything was getting slightly worse.
The first picture I took was at 12:06pm immediately after the
shower. The last pic was at 121pm. I also took some pics post
steroid injection. Urgent Care Visit Arrived at Urgent Care at 125pm
and they took me back right away due to my poor enunciation
because of my tongue swelling. I did not have problems breathing
that I could tell, just a numb mouth and swollen tongue, and it was
harder to swallow food than normal, but I could still swallow. I
couldn?t feel my face, and my sense of touch was minimal around
my whole body. I was scratching hard but could hardly feel it. The
urgent care doctor mentioned that she had seen this once before
but not as severe, also a few days after a female patient had gotten
the Moderna vaccine (I received it on 8/21 at 6pm). During our
discussion, she was very confident my allergic reactions were from
the vaccine. She strongly advised against getting the second shot
due to my sudden severe reactions that impacted my tongue and
swallowing, and commented that I could possibly go into a more
severe shock after the second shot. We reviewed any other
environmental changes, no food changes, detergent changes, etc.
The only thing I did different than normal was get the first Moderna
vaccine so I wouldn?t lose my job. I had made sure to get the first
vaccine in time to get the second vaccine to meet the ?day?s pay
monetary bonus? which I will now lose out on. I had a few heat
bursts in my feet about 1 hour after receiving the vaccine, and
some minor itching between the breasts, but no other major side
effects the first day. Urgent Care Treatment Shot received in left
butt cheek was: (10.00) Dexamethasone Na Phosphate 1 Mg Dose
10 mg Intramuscular and Methylprednisone Acetate 40 Mg Dose 40
mg Intramuscular Began getting hot flashes and dizziness after
injection, but subsided after approximately 15 mins. Urgent Care
kept me in room with doors open until my symptoms were well
enough for me to drive. Prescriptions Prescriptions received:
dexamethasone 4 mg tablet, 2xday for 5 days, Claritin 10 mg
tablet, 1xday for 14 days, Pepcid AC 20 mg tablet, 2xday for 7 days
To this day, I still continue to have tight lungs and out of breath
easy (not normal), I overheat easy and my face turns blotchy red if
I'm outside doing yard work (not normal), my left ear is clogged
and feels like cotton ball with vaseline is stuck inside (not normal),
and continue to lose a ton of hair. Dizzy spells have gone away, and
ringing in ear happens occasionally, but not as often as it previously
did.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1873746-1

18-29
years

periods have stopped since vaccine, developed hives, hair falling off

30-39
years

Took 1st and 2nd Pfizer vaccine in May 2021 and immediately
patches on the sides of my head started to get bigger and bigger,
until I was completely bald and now I have alopecia universalis! No
hair, eyebrows or lashes. No supplements, steroids, or medication
helps with help growth.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1874647-1

e ps
Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1875882-1

1876210-1

Age

t

epg o t
Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

Current-Hair loss; Skin rash; intermittent left lower sharp back
pain; swollen lymph node; headaches; arthritis pain worse; arthritis
pain worse; tired; hair shedding; flue like Symptoms; Other vaccine
same date vaccine date 09Sep2021; dose number=3; dose
number=3; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer or other non hcp. A 62-years-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation:
solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EW0185 MUSC), via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
09Sep2021 (age at vaccination 62-Years-old) as dose 3 (booster),
single for COVID-19 immunization; SHINGRIX, via an unspecified
route of administration from 09Sep2021 (Batch/Lot number was not
reported) to 09Sep2021, at unspecified dose for an unspecified
indication . Medical history included arthritis from an unknown date
and unknown if ongoing , hypersensitivity from an unknown date
and unknown if ongoing , blood cholesterol increased from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing , blood iron decreased from
an unknown date and unknown if ongoing , seasonal allergy from
an unknown date and unknown if ongoing , food allergy from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication(s)
included amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate,
dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL);
chorionic gonadotrophin (HTROP); colecalciferol (VIT D
[COLECALCIFEROL]); calcium (CALCIUM) and fish/flack seed all
taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not
reported. The patient previously took, niacin and experienced drug
hypersensitivity, statins and experienced drug hypersensitivity.
Patient previously received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19
VACCINE, Formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration, administered in
Arm Left on 06Jan2021 (age at vaccination 61-Years-old) as dose 1,
single for COVID-19 immunization and bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC
COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot
Number: EL3249 MUSC), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Right on 26Jan2021 (age at vaccination 61Years-old) as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunization. on an
unspecified date patient experienced current-Hair loss, Skin rash,
intermittent left lower sharp back pain after vac- swollen lymph
node, headaches, arthritis pain worse, tired, hair shedding, flue like
Symptoms. HAIR LOSS is my biggest concern and 09Sep2021,
other vaccine same date vaccine date 09sep2021, dose number=3.
Patient did not received any treatment. The outcome events other
vaccine same date vaccine date 09sep2021, dose number=3 was
unknown and rest all was not received. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected.

40-49
years

Arm swelling from shoulder to elbow, extreme pain and sensitivity,
headaches, nausea, vomiting, rash on torso, long term effectsconfusion, brain fog, severe fatigue, ongoing rash/breakouts under
arms, joint pain, weight gain, hair thinning, heart palpitations, This
is effecting my life

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1876410-1

40-49
years

I have lost over 65% of my hair and it is still happening. It is
breaking off in the middle of the hair and not at the scalp. Nothing
else in my life has changed for this to happen. My arm is still really
sore and can't be touched along with neck pain that is not going
away.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1876636-1

65-79
years

My hair started to fall out in hand full all day. These happened for
about a few months. I contacted my doctor. She was unsure why
my hair was falling out. She did blood work.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1877108-1

60-64
years

Severe agitation resulting in no or minimal sleep for 5 days, hair
loss on various parts of my body, and tinnitus.

40-49
years

"Had massive hair fall event beginning approximately 2 months
following event and continued for several months before hair fall
began to return to normal. Acute hair fall event occurred 1&/2
weeks following second dose 9/13 and continued for several weeks.
Just now beginning to slow. Have lost between 60 to 70 percent of
hair at this point. Also following 2nd dose began to experience
intense hot flashes , and loss of period, and additional hair fall
occurred more on crown and part of hair with second ""acute""
shedding."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1877282-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1879209-1

50-59
years

HAIR LOSS ON THE SCALP (STARTED ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE
SCALP AND IN DIFFERENT AREAS AND STRETCHED TO THE BACK
OF THE SCALP, THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE SCALP NOT AS BAD AS
THE LEFT SIDE); This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a 56 year old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's concurrent conditions included:
pain here and there, non alcohol user, and non smoker, and other
pre-existing medical conditions included: The patient had no known
allergies. The patient did not have any history of drug abuse or illicit
drug use. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: 205A21A, expiry: 21-SEP-2021) dose was not reported,
administered on 12-APR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No
concomitant medications were reported. On MAY-2021, the patient
experienced hair loss on the scalp (started on the left side of the
scalp and in different areas and stretched to the back of the scalp,
the right side of the scalp not as bad as the left side). The action
taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The
patient had not recovered from hair loss on the scalp (started on
the left side of the scalp and in different areas and stretched to the
back of the scalp, the right side of the scalp not as bad as the left
side). This report was non-serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1879534-1

50-59
years

Beginning approximately the middle of October I started to
significant hair loss. My hair is now visibly thinner on the top of my
scalp.

18-29
years

Healthy 26 year old with no previous health conditions or hair loss/
shedding incidents. Hair loss began two weeks after the second
dose and gradually escalated to severe hair loss. 40% of hair has
been lost. Bald spots and thinning are clearly visible. Hair loss has
not stopped or slowed down. I have tried biotin, nutrafol, protein
and home remedies such as rosemary, aloe vera and oils to
stimulate hair growth consistently since the hair loss began with no
results. Informed both PCP and Endocrinologist that the hair loss
occurred after receiving Pfizer vaccine.

50-59
years

Please not this adverse effect has not been verified as caused by
the COVID vaccine. The reason for my report is to track/gather info.
that others might not be reporting. There are other family members
of mine with similar issues. My issue is unexplained hair loss. My
hair has been severely thinning out for the last two months. At first
I though it was hormonal, but this doesn't run in my family. I visit
the dermatologist early Nov. 2021 about this and they tested me for
a couple of illnesses among them thyroid, but test showed negative.
Also note I have no regrets for the vaccine as vaccine can save
people.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1880789-1

1881179-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1881301-1

60-64
years

"Within three hours extreme fatigue, fever of 101F, body aches,
feeling of coming down with influenza like symptoms, and, in terms
of feelings, PTSD from having had COVID-19 in December 2019 and
from having the same adverse side effects after every vaccination. I
am a stable, balanced individual but in addition to feeling sick, I
was angry, sad, and spent an entire day crying. I know that my
body was ""recognizing"" the m-RNA vector in the vaccine, but why
was it fighting so hard against COVID-19 that it brought me back to
my knees for a fourth time? If my immunity was built in by the
infection and then two vaccines (given in March and April 2021 after
a year of self-quarantine), why do I keep reacting with such
severity? I called my doctor who advised me to report this...I am
also part of the study being done by the regarding who may have
had COVID-19 before it was a ""thing."" I may have ""long COVID""
because I've lost hair, my once cast-iron stomach has become
'rusted' since being so ill, and I am doing my level best to
understand what is going on with this virus, this pandemic, and the
vaccines. I do not mean to be whiny; I merely feel a call to act after
suffering. Thank you for reading this--and I hope you've remained
above this crisis."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1885067-1

18-29
years

massive hair loss

6-17
years

Pt.'s Mother states that after receiving the 1st dose of Phizer
11/08/2021, started experiencing symptoms 11/17/2021 of loss of
hair (middle-top back) quarter-size. No noted skin conditions/
allergies. Primary communications 11/19/2021 recommended
Reporting.

50-59
years

I had experienced soreness in my left arm right after getting my
vaccine that lasted for about a couple of days. I have also noticed in
June I was experiencing hair loss. I had go to a Dermatologist and I
had to start to taking steroid medication called betamethasone and
Rogaine to help with the hair loss.

18-29
years

5 days following the second dose, I began to notice two bald
patches in my hair and a strange rash on my face and hands. I was
diagnosed with alopecia areata and eczema, which I did not have
prior.. Shortly after that, I started having intense pain and
inflammation in my joints, mainly in my fingers, developed more
pain and inflammation in my other joints, along with fatigue and
muscle aches. I went to my PCP who diagnosed me with Raynaud?s
Phenomenon and they are now referring me to a rheumatologist
because my blood work indicates that I have lupus, which I also did
not have prior.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1885531-1

1885846-1

1885887-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1887763-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Increase in energy; pain in hands and knees; pain in hands and
knees; harder to bend knees; fatigue; hair falling out; feels
discouraged or depressed; right middle finger was 'locking up';
stress; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient) or other non hcp. A 58-years-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot number: was not reported, Expiration Date:
was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered anatomical location was not reported, on an
unspecified date in Oct2021 (at the age of 58 year), as dose
number unknown, single for COVID-19 immunization; tofacitinib
citrate (XELJANZ XR), oral from Aug2021 (Batch/Lot number was
not reported) and ongoing, at 11 mg, once daily for rheumatic
arthritis. Medical history included pre-existing anxiety from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing, rheumatoid arthritis from
an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient stated, medical doctor
instructed her to stop XELJANZ XR a couple of days after receiving
COVID-19 vaccine. The patient stated, during that time she initially
noticed an increase in energy on first day off XELJANZ XR, then
increase in pain in hands and knees, right middle finger was locking
up and harder to bend knees. The patient stated, she was unsure if
increased pain and mobility is related to pause in XELJANZ XR,
change in weather, or vaccine. The patient stated, symptoms
subsiding since re-start of XELJANZ XR. The patient stated,
unknown if medical doctor was aware. The patient stated, she feels
fatigue after taking dose of XELJANZ XR, like she needs a nap. The
patient experienced, her hair falling out, but unsure if it is related to
stress, pre-existing anxiety, or other medications. No date or time
frame given in relation to start of XELJANZ XR. The patient stated,
she agrees it is hard to cope with rheumatoid arthritis and
sometimes she feels discouraged or depressed. The outcome of the
events was unknown. The lot number for the vaccine BNT162B2
was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1887833-1

60-64
years

"This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the
patient. A 61-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first
dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE;
Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration
in the left arm on 08Nov2021 at 14:45 (at the age of 61-years-old)
as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no
medical history and no known allergies. Prior to the vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not
receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.
Concomitant medications included pravastatin (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN), acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN 81), ""D3"" and ""B""; all
taken for unknown indications from an unknown date and unknown
if ongoing. On 14Nov2021 at 00:00, 7 days after vaccine, the
patient had been losing a lot of hair and just kept falling out. The
event did not result in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care.
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of event. Since the
vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The
clinical outcome of the event she had been losing a lot of hair and
just kept falling out was not resolved at the time of this report.The
lot number for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1888126-1

30-39
years

Chronic tinnitus Generalized hair loss Menstrual irregularities

1888658-1

65-79
years

Approx July 22, husband noted bald spot on the top of my head
about the size of a nickel. No previous history or family history of
alopecia areata. Pfizer booster received October 17. Original bald
spot nearly dollar size, two additional bald spots have formed.

1889048-1

40-49
years

I received my 2nd COVID vaccine and within about 48 hours I lost a
3-inch diameter chunk of hair. Completely gone from the back of
my head. I have never experienced any hair loss prior and had not
been to a salon in over 3 months. After speaking to multiple doctors
and specialists it is felt that this was hair loss due to an immune
response from the COVID vaccine. There was no trauma to the area
and no regrowth has occurred in the past 4 months.
I had dry mouth and dry eyes. I had SOB. I was fatigue and had
body ache. I had a dry cough. I had hair loss and weight loss. I
went to rumpologist and was diagnosed with Sjogren's. These
symptoms are ongoing.
Heavy hair loss.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1890048-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1892718-1

40-49
years

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1892893-1

1893008-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Hair falling out; Lost 40 lbs; This spontaneous case was reported by
a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling
out) and WEIGHT DECREASED (Lost 40 lbs) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for an unknown indication. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair falling out) and WEIGHT DECREASED
(Lost 40 lbs). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling out)
and WEIGHT DECREASED (Lost 40 lbs) outcome was unknown. Not
Provided mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
withdrawn on an unknown date. No concomitant medications were
provided by the reporter. No treatment information was provided by
the reporter. patient gender was not specified.

60-64
years

Hair falling out/Receiving hairline in the right side of her head; Sore
arm; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling out/Receiving
hairline in the right side of her head) and PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore
arm) in a 62-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 088D21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included COVID-19
(twice but not enough to be hospitalize), Cough (Patient state for 3
straight months she was cough badly), Taste abnormality and Smell
change. Concomitant products included METOPROLOL for an
unknown indication. On 18-Oct-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 19-Oct-2021, the patient experienced PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Sore arm). On 24-Oct-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair falling out/Receiving hairline in the right side of her
head). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling
out/Receiving hairline in the right side of her head) and PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Sore arm) outcome was unknown. The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown. Patient states that The first shot made hair fall out and
supposed to get the second. As a woman, don't want to be bald.
Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes:
On 15-Nov-2021: followup document contains non-significant
information

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1893729-1

40-49
years

Regularly scheduled blood work completed 4/5/21. Discovered
thyrotoxic crisis on 4/8/21. Was referred to an Endocrinologist (Dr.)
and diagnosed with Hyperthyroidism (Graves Disease). Was given
Methmizole to treat. Had follow up lab work completed on 11/12/21
and met with doctor on 11/17/21 and my thyroid numbers are
normal. I stopped taking thyroid medication in September 2021.
Also started experiencing (and still experiencing significant hair
loss).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1894086-1

50-59
years

I have been told that my hair loss previously reported could actually
be telogen effluvium and not alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1897093-1

30-39
years

Sudden hair loss(telogen effluvium): beginning 2-3 days after 2nd
dose of vaccine, continuing to current date (11/24/21)

30-39
years

2 weeks post-vaccination experienced severe headache and neck
stiffness/heaviness with lower extremity paresthesias that required
emergency department visit. COVID testing negative, lab tests
showed significantly elevated d dimer. MRI/MRV was negative for
clot, DVT study negative. Repeat d dimer trending down 1 week
later. 2 months after this occurrence significant hair shedding
started. Lab tests done by doctor revealed elevated TSH. Previous
labs earlier in the year BEFORE vaccination showed a normal TSH
and NO history of thyroid issues in family or self. Thyroid antibodies
now also positive suggesting acute onset of Hashimotos. Now
currently seeing an endocrinologist who believes the vaccine may
have triggered this condition. Currently on synthroid. Still
experiencing hair los and severe fatigue.

50-59
years

Caught Covid-19 on Sept 30, 2021. Extremely ill for 3-4 weeks.
Chronic cough, fatigue ,nausea, brain fog, loss of smell & taste,
extreme tiredness. Have long term lasting effects: brain fog, hair
loss, numbness in finger tips after antibodies infusion, fatigue,
aches in ligaments and joints, continued breathing issues.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1897305-1

1898482-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1899544-1

1901593-1

1901624-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

"After the COVID-19 shot ""I"" haven't had a period at all; I've got
brain fog; Ive got hot flashes; Ive got thinning hair; Early onset
menopause/ I havent had a period at all / got full-blown
menopause; Received the vaccine on the left leg; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 51year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration in
the left leg on 05Jun2021 at 16:15(at the age of 51-years-old) as a
single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not
reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four
weeks prior to the vaccination. Concomitant medications included
cetirizine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), multivitamin (unspecified)
and probiotic (unspecified); all for an unknown indication from
unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient previously
received the first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route
of administration in the left arm on 15May2021 at 16:15(at the age
of 51-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On
11Aug2021, the patient experienced early onset menopause. The
patient had absolutely no symptoms and her periods were
absolutely regular and she reported she was mad about the age but
still to go from zero symptoms to full on menopause (meta-paws)
right after, seemed too much of a coincidence. The patient had been
completely regular, no hot flashes but after the COVID-19 shot, she
hasn't had a period at all. She had brain fog, hot flashes, thinning of
hair, full-blown menopause and she did not have any warning or
symptoms beforehand. The events resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was unclear if
therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events. It was also
reported that the patient had appointments coming up. Since the
vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The
clinical outcome of the events early onset menopause, after the
COVID-19 shot haven't had a period at all, got brain fog, hot
flashes, thinning hair, full-blown menopause was not recovered at
the time of this report. The batch/lot numbers for BNT162b2 were
not provided and will be requested during follow up."

Unknown

hair loss; lack of sleep; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss) and
INSOMNIA (lack of sleep) in a male patient of an unknown age who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair loss) and INSOMNIA (lack of sleep). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss) was resolving and INSOMNIA (lack
of sleep) had resolved. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. No concomitant medications reported by reporter No
treatment medications provided by the reporter. Patient stated that
after being admitted at the psychiatric facility he could sleep and
rest and after that his hair started growing again. He stated that he
lost his hair because of lack of sleep and not because of vaccine. He
also mentioned that the doctor at the facility kept reminding him
that he had first said it was the vaccine.

65-79
years

Hair loss; Sore arm; Fever; Chills; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Hair loss), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore arm), PYREXIA (Fever) and
CHILLS (Chills) in a 73-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 014F21A and
053E21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical
history included COVID-19 (MAY 14-27 2021, went to hospital with
COVID.) from 14-May-2021 to 27-May-2021. Concurrent medical
conditions included Penicillin allergy, Contrast media allergy and
Allergic reaction to analgesics (Demoral). Concomitant products
included CALCIUM for Supplementation therapy. On 18-Aug-2021 at
10:30 AM, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 18-Sep2021 at 10:00 AM, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair loss), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore arm), PYREXIA
(Fever) and CHILLS (Chills). On 10-Nov-2021, ALOPECIA (Hair loss)
had resolved. At the time of the report, PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Sore
arm), PYREXIA (Fever) and CHILLS (Chills) had resolved.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In 2021, Blood test: seems to be little off (abnormal)
seems to be little off. The onset time for events such as sore arm,
fever and chills was provided as 10:00 pm. No treatment
medication were reported. This case was linked to MOD-2021304842 (Patient Link).
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ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID
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Adverse Event Description

1902095-1

40-49
years

Within a month after the vaccine, around May 22nd, I became
chronically exhausted and was eventually diagnosed as anemic. My
hair began to fall, I am chronically nauseated and my body/legs
hurt. I am always exhausted now, it never stops. I have been to the
Oncologist at facility and had 2 iron transfusions without it doing
any good. I have been to my general physician several times and
nothing has helped. Dates of General Dr appts, 05/24/2021.
06/10/21, 09/13/2021, 011/04/2021, 11/09/2021 Dates of MN
Oncology appts 08/09/2021, 08/16/2021, 08/23/2021,
08/30/2021, 11/05/2021 08/16/2021 - Iron Transfusion
08/23/2021 - Iron Transfusion

1903476-1

40-49
years

My hair is falling out in mass amounts especially worse after my
second shot on 09/13/21. The fax number I put is incorrect bc of
the time I?m making this report the pharmacy was unopened to
give me the number.

Unknown

hair breakage; excessive hair loss; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar
events for 3 patients. This is a 1st of 3 reports. This female
consumer (patient) reported that: A 71-year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, formulation: Solution for injection,
Batch/Lot Number: Unknown) via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN,
SINGLE for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was
not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. On an unspecified date the patient experienced hair
breakage and excessive hair loss. It was reported that the patient
states that a friend of hers also had the Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine and
her friend, who is female, experienced the same issue with
excessive hair loss and hair breakage. The clinical outcome of the
events was unknown The lot number for [BNT162B2], was not
provided and will be requested during follow up; Sender's
Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101599235 same
reporter/drug/event, different pt;US-PFIZER INC-202101599236
same reporter/drug/event, different pt

Unknown

hair breakage; excessive hair loss; This is a spontaneous report
from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a patient
that: A patient of an unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2
(COMIRNATY, Formulation: Solution for injection, Batch/Lot
Number: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for COVID19 immunization. The patients medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient
experienced excessive hair loss and hair breakage. It was reported
that consumer asked if anyone had reported excessive hair loss and
hair breakage more than usual since she also experienced that with
the Pfizer Biontech COVID19 vaccine. Consumer stated she called
her local county in which one nurse mentioned that a patient
mentioned having a similar experience but was unsure which covid
vaccine, added that she had a friend who also expressed the same
thing to her regarding the vaccine. All the events were considered
as non-serious as per the reporter. Outcome of the events was
unknown. The lot number for the vaccine, [COMIRNATY] was not
provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's
Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101595686 same
reporter/drug/event, different pt;US-PFIZER INC-202101599236
same reporter/drug/event, different pt

1903762-1

1903763-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1903786-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

About 5 weeks after receiving my second dose the hair on my head
started falling out. My hair is continuing to fall out; I am extremely
distraught and upset; I am extremely distraught and upset; This is
a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A
39-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose
of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: EW0177) via an unspecified route of administration in the
left arm on 17Jun2021 at 12:00 (at the age of 39-years-old) as a
single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history and no known allergies. Prior to the
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.
Concomitant medication was not reported. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID-19
vaccine. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number:
EW001) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on
27May2021 at 12:00 (at the age of 39-years-old) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunisation. On 02Aug2021, (also reported as
about 5 weeks after receiving the second dose), the patient's hair
on her head started falling out. The patient's hair was continuing to
fall out and she went to her dermatologist who indicated that it was
a result of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. The dermatologist stated
she has seen an unprecedented amount of hair loss from her
patients and a strong correlation to those presenting with hair loss
and receiving the vaccine. On an unknown date in 2021, the patient
was extremely distraught and upset to be loosing her hair and
required Pfizer to inform her how her hair loss will be halted and
if/when her hair would come back. She was instructed to take hair
loss supplements and required Pfizer to reimburse her for the out of
pocket expenses for the hair loss supplement. The event hair on
head started falling out resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as
a result of the event hair on head started falling out with hair loss
supplements. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of
the events extremely distraught and upset to be loosing her hair.
The clinical outcome of the events hair on head started falling out
and extremely distraught and upset to be loosing her hair was not
resolved at the time of this report.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1903872-1

30-39
years

Arm soreness, left body swelling (leg, arm, back/shoulder, neck),
chest pain, shortness of breath, inability to make it through a
workout like before the vaccine, inability to exercise arm without
pain, headaches, dizziness, hair loss, fat loss around injection site,
arm deformity, fatigue, mood changes, bowel issues, no desire to
do anything/no motivation/depression, constant soreness/pain in
arm around injection site, frequent infections, breast lumps/pain

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1903971-1

65-79
years

My hair has started falling out, thinning.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1903975-1

30-39
years

within 24 hours : fever for 12 hours, fatigue, loss of appetite within
one week : excessive hair falling out for multiple days in a row
within 2 weeks notable for missed menstruation and not pregnant
within the first 24 hours : ran fever for 15 hours, extreme fatigue,
body and muscle aches within two weeks : excessive hair loss
(clumps falling out daily) within three weeks : changes to menstrual
cycle, spotting on cycle day 19; not pregnant

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1903979-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1904298-1

6-17
years

Intense Anxiety and Depression along with rapid weight loss, hot
flashes, rapid heart beat and hair thinning

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1904319-1

30-39
years

Trigeminal neuralgia, hair loss, brain fog. These have all Persisted 8
weeks since shot.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1904328-1

30-39
years

Important Hair loss ( Telogen Effluvium )

40-49
years

Aug 29 my husband tested positive for COVID. Exposed on Aug 25.
We both started getting sick. I tested positive Aug 30. I continued
to get sicker. Sept 4 I took my husband to the ER. I never saw him
walking and talking again. I was very sick that day. Tired, not
eating, coughing. Sept 7 I was taken to the ER by a friend. I was in
the ER for 9 hours. 3 hours waiting and 6 hours in the ER. Chest Xray, MRI, blood work, 2 bags of fluids. They gave me an inhaler and
lots of meds. They thought I had some blood clots in my chest but I
did not. They sent me home with meds and an inhaler due to
pneumonia. I was very sick, weak, stopped eating, hair is now
falling our like crazy,

50-59
years

Initial reaction was lethargy, fever, chills, and body aches (day after
shot for approximately 2 days). Chronic cough and congestion
began in mid-May. Rash on stomach and shoulders for
approximately six weeks (sometimes severe, from early June
through mid-July) and later on the tops of my legs in August.
Chronic cough returned end of July and has persisted ever since. I
took a Z-Pack in early August and then augmentin and prednisone
when that didn't work. I noticed hair loss that began in early
August. It has been steady ever since and I have lost 50% or more
of my hair so far. I have been suffering headaches off and on and
have had great difficulty sleeping for the past two months.
(continued)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1904456-1

1904464-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

since the booster dose experiencing hair loss/strands of hair are
coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling few strands at a time; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (since the booster dose experiencing hair
loss/strands of hair are coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling
few strands at a time) in a 73-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 26Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. In February
2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On 24-Sep-2021, received third dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. In September 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (since the booster dose experiencing hair loss/strands of
hair are coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling few strands at a
time). The patient was treated with FINASTERIDE on 11-Nov-2021
for Hair loss, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (since the booster dose experiencing hair
loss/strands of hair are coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling
few strands at a time) had not resolved. Concomitant product use
was not provided by the reporter. Patient's dermatologist gave her a
steroid medication for her scalp. Reporter stated that the blood
work would be performed to see if there were any other reason for
the hair loss. She did not get COVID. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 22-Nov-2021: Added
date of birth and added treatment. On 23-Nov-2021: Updated
reporter details and added event verbatim

1906156-1

40-49
years

(1) Abdominal pain. Started the next day and lasted about 3 weeks,
lessening over time. My stomach hasn't been the same since. (2)
Lost sensation in lower legs (below the knees, mostly the calves),
along with some hair loss/thinning. I dont recall noticing this until
at least a week after the shot. Maybe a couple weeks. This weird
sensation lasted several months.

1906254-1

40-49
years

HAVE BALD SPOT ON THE BACK OF MY SCALP THAT I BELIEVE IS
DUE TO COVID VACCINE. Have never had a bald spot nor any
family history of alopecia. Read online that others have reported the
same (reported bald spot appearing 2-6 weeks after covid vaccine).

1904832-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1906278-1

18-29
years

I began losing my hair in June, June 18th to be exact. It?s now
been over 5 months and my hair is still falling out. It has thinned
significantly and no vitamins, supplements etc are helping. I?ve
been to my PCP and a dermatologist both diagnosed me with TE. I
was told vaccines can cause hair loss from my dermatologist. I
didn?t have any trauma, surgery, medicine etc occur at all. No new
anything. My hair is falling out from the root and falls all day, every
day. I went from thick hair to paper thin hair. It?s now 11/29 and
no end in sight. I had COVID in 2020 and didn?t even lose my hair.
I know it?s the Pfizer vaccine. I got my second shot on 6/18 and my
hair also began shedding on 6/18. I know the exact date because
when I brushed my hair that morning I had so much hair fall I took
a picture and sent it to my friend questioning why I had so much
hair in my brush as this was completely abnormal for me. At first I
didn?t think the vaccine and after putting a timeline together with
my dermatologist we agreed it must be the Pfizer vaccine. This isn?t
scientifically a side effect because people haven?t reported it yet, I
am now one of thousands of women and men in a group on
Facebook that have similar stories after receiving the vaccine. It
DOES cause hair loss. I don?t think my hair will ever stop falling
out. Severe depression, anxiety and low self esteem has arrived
thanks to my long, thick hair now being short, thin, no density and
dead looking.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1906448-1

40-49
years

Severe projectile vomiting, dehydration, head fog, loss of hair, flu
like symptoms, dizziness

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1907139-1

30-39
years

"4 hr post - ""fire"" in chest, Left hand contracture x2 days
Throbbing pain moving up and down Right leg, back of calf, knee,
thigh, described as ""charley horse"". Vomiting x2 weeks. Ongoing
feet and lower leg swelling (R>L), exertional SOB, hair loss,
decrease in short term memory, scalp dysesthesia."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1908541-1

40-49
years

Massive hair shedding of scalp resulting in baldness. Symptoms
started on 10/13/2021 and resulted in near baldness in 2 weeks.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1908609-1

65-79
years

Generalized urticaria (hives); hypersensitivity; serum sickness; joint
swelling; joint stiffness; pruritus; Generalized erythema;
swelling/Swelling to skin/joints; vein disorder; swelling/Swelling to
skin/joints; arthralgias; myalgias; multiple joints petechiae; sever
sickness; tearful; knee swelling; red patches on skin; burning
especially in the evenings; extreme pain; occasional fever of 100100.5 with exacerbations; dizzy; vomited; beginning Fatigue; Hair
loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician and
other HCP. A 70-year-old female patient received second dose of
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot Number: EM9810), via an unspecified route
of administration, administered in arm left on 10Feb2021 12:00 (at
the age of 69-year-old) as dose 2, single for COVID-19
immunization. Medical history included Right breast cancer (gene
negative (in 2012) from 1992 to 2012 (treated with
cytoxin/methotrexate/adrenomycin/5 FC), Osteopenia,
Environmental allergies Basal cell cancer (Basal cell cancer face

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Environmental allergies, Basal cell cancer (Basal cell cancer-face
Adverse Event Description
and thigh), R superficial phlebitis, bilateral knee degeneration, Dry
eye, Kidney stones, Right leg venous ligation in 1986, right
mastectomy in 1992, breast reconstruction (right breast
reconstruction and left breast mastectomy/saline implant 1993),
basal cell carcinoma removed (basal cell carcinoma removed from
left side of nose and left upper thigh 2008, basal cell removed from
left forehead 2010), small spot of diverttulosis (COLONOSCOPY,
small spot of diverttulosis, polyps rec f/u q 3 year 2012), Knee
surgery (right knee surgery for torn meniscus 2010, left knee
surgery for torn meniscus 2011, Total right knee Nov2017), right
knee arthroplasty/replacement (Right knee replacement 2017),
ESWL (Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy) and Hypertension
from 1992. Family History included Father had alcoholism, HTN,
Mother had breast cancer age 40, colorectal cancer age 44,
metastatic cancer to bone, liver and lung age 48, diagnosed with
Cancer, brother (both) had alcoholism. Maternal cousins with breast
cancer; mother with 10 sisters, 4 with breast cancer (alt between
40-50 years) and 3 with brain cancer; 3 sisters with colon cancer (3
brothers-no known cancer hx). The patient social history included
marital Status (divorced in 2011, Committed Relationship with my
ex-husband), Non-Smoker, Diet overall good, alcohol rare, Caffeine
2-3/day, Exercise 5 days a week, golfing; 5d/week; cycling/walking
and weights, Occupation she retired since 2014, RN doing home
health and directing that service, no Physical abuse, sexually active
and no domestic Violence. The patient was allergic to most metal
but nickel for sure, pine: respiratory, mold: respiratory, linen: rash,
lactose: sick to stomach, peaches: rash, Allergies Palm oil,
seafood/shellfish, Iodine: itching, rash, fever, confusion and verbal
slurring, Allergies white/red whine. The patient received Histamine,
codeine, morphine and had Allergic (morphine and codeine: vomit).
Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan
potassium (LOSARTAN POTASSIUM AND HCTZ) 50mg/12.5mg tablet
orally once a day; estradiol 0.0375mg transdermal patch 2x/week,
24HR patch via transdermal route; progesterone (PROMETRIUM
[PROGESTERONE]) 8 days a month, discontinued; tretinoin 0.025%
cream daily via transdermal route; clobetasol propionate (CLOBETA
[CLOBETASOL PROPIONATE]) ointment; varicella zoster vaccine rge
(cho) (SHINGRIX, Lot: P2J7E) from 16Apr2021 to 16Apr2021, all
taken for an unspecified indication. The patient received Histamine,
codeine, morphine and had Allergic (morphine and codeine: vomit).
The patient received unspecified antihistamine for previous history
of allergies. Historical vaccine included first dose of bnt162b2 on
14Jan2021 at 12.15 PM (Batch/lot number: EL3248, intramuscularly
in Arm (Deltoid) (at the age of 69-year-old) for covid-19
immunisation and experienced arthritis, hairloss, hemoglobin
leakage under skin, fever, rash, pruritus, skin burning sensation,
fatigue. Historical vaccine included Tdap (Dose 1, Manufacturer:
Sanofi, Lot: U5771AA) on 19Mar2018 (at the age of 66-year-old),
Hepatitis A Hep A (adult) (Dose 1, Manufacturer: Glaxo, Lot:
595AS) on 26Feb2018 (at the age of 66-year-old), Seasonal
Influenza Influenza IIV4 (P-Free Injection) (Dose 1, Manufacturer:
Glaxo, Lot: 595AS) on 20Oct2017 (at the age of 66-year-old),
Seasonal Influenza IIV3 High Dose from 29Nov2018 (Dose 2,
Manufacturer: sanofi, Lot: UJ030AB)(at the age of 67-year-old),
Influenza IIV3 High Dose on 21Oct2019 (Dose 3, Manufacturer:
Sanofi, Lot: UJ274AB) (at the age of 68-year-old), Influenza IIV4
High Dose (FluZone HD Quad) on 12Oct2020 (Dose 4,
Manufacturer: Sanofi, Lot: UJ510AB) (at the age of 69-year-old),
Pneumocaccal Adult (PREVENAR 13) (Vaccine: Pneumocaccal Adult
PCV13 (Prevenar13), Dose 1) on 17Nov2017 ((at the age of 68year-old), PPSV23 (Pneumovax) on 26Feb2018 (Dose 2,
Manufacturer: Merck, Lot: N023650) (at the age of 66-year-old),
Typhoid Typhoid ViCPS on 26Feb2018 (dose 1, Lot: N1K90) (at the
age of 66-year-old), Zoster ZVL (Zostavax) on 09Oct2012 (dose 1,
Manufacturer : Merck, Lot: 0071AE) (at the age of 61-year-old),
Zoster RZV (Shingrix) on 12Oct2020 (Dose 2, Manufacturer : Glaxo,
Lot: 52B24) (at the age of 69-year-old). The patient did not receive
any recent vaccines for any other conditions prior to the event
being reported. The patient did not receive any recent vaccines for
SARS-CoV2 other than Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine prior to
the event being reported. The patient was not treated with any
other vaccines, immunomodulating or immunosuppressing
medications or received any other vaccines around the time of
COVID-19 vaccination. The patient experienced generalized urticaria
(hives), hypersensitivity, serum sickness, joint swelling, joint
stiffness, pruritus, generalized erythema, swelling, vein disorder on
an unspecified date in 2021. It was unknown if patient had
Angioedema (not hereditary), generalized prickle sensation,
Localized injection site urticaria or Red and itchy eyes. On an
unspecified date in 2021, swelling to skin/joints, arthralgias,
myalgias, multiple joints petechiae and sever sickness. The patient
chooses not to get ashes because of fear of kneeling with difficulty.
On 18Feb2021, the had appointment for specialist to discuss
planned eyelid surgery. On 26Feb2021, 8 hour meeting the patient
was taking Ibuprofen for joint and muscle in. That seemed to work
and was thrilled as had gotten the vaccine and was experiencing
some knee swelling still. On 03Mar2021, Annual physical Mentioned
joint issues but patient think it was attributed to aging. Then that
afternoon had appointment again for testing regarding surgery and
exhibited swelling and pain with movement expressed concern with
getting surgery because of general difficulty joints and obvious
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getting surgery because of general difficulty joints and obvious
Adverse Event Description
swelling of R leg veins. He suggested that she had Serum Sickness.
Never heard of it, didn't ask any aid mention It to your physician.
Decided to wait to get the eye surgery. Mammogram on the on
04Mar2021 which was ok. The patient very concerned about the
distended veins in right leg and she made appointment with GR vein
specialists for 10Mar2021 to R/O problem or clot. It was stated that
the patient was continued doing vaccination shots for the month of
Mar for Allegan, Co Noted distended veins in bilateral legs, worse in
Right leg. Elbows, wrist and shoulders were inflamed and painful.
Still going to the gym and biking and walking with ease as before
Covid shots. On 10Mar2021, had appt. with Nurse Practitioner and
made appt to follow up with physician. On 25Mar2021, Appt with
physician. She measured, photo'd and manually examined legs and
joints and confirmed that she thought serum sickness. She
explained the reaction to foreign protein in the body and said she
had seen a few cases. Explained that it could take weeks to months
to get through. Explained how challenging it was the actual blood
vessels in the body and by then exhibited leaking in the vessels red
patches on skin, and along with swelling and pain and was tearful.
On 12Apr2021, the patient walked to and had a lot of pain and
difficulty with shoulders and knees. On 15Apr2021, Ultrasound for
right leg and no abnormalities noted. Stopped taking any Ibuprofen.
On 24Apr202, ate dinner and had one glass of wine. Woke up
swollen and peppered with hives from the waist down. Started
taking Benadryl 2x daily for the week. Wondered if it was
food/histamine/general. On 28Apr2021, the patient had to be very
careful with food choices and any ETOH (Meaning totally abstained
from any ETOH going forward) By then any current allergy was
exacerbated 3 fold. (Milk, preservatives, sugar, she made really
good simple choices). Still swollen through month of Apr and May.
On 13May2021, Appt with Allergist. Again, confirmed Serum
Sickness and that it would go away but causes hypersensitivity to
everything. No testing as it would exacerbate the symptoms and
body was already pretty inflamed. It was stated that In the fourth
week of May2021, the patient woke up one morning and the
swelling was gone and patient was happy. In Jun2021, Swelling
gone but joints still painful. Still very hypersensitive to food. Unable
to drink a glass of wine w/o extreme pain, itching and swelling the
next day. In Jul2021, noted the red blotching under the skin with
itching and burning especially in the evenings. Everything the same
all month, no more swelling, yes to itching and leaky vessels, yes to
taking very good care of herself. On 28Jul2021, the patient had
reaction on l r/t soup. Legs broke out with itching and swelling,
leaking and pain within an hour. (Not a fish soup). Due to this the
patient cancelled scheduled eye surgery. On 30Jul2021, received
cortisone injection for knee. In Aug2021, the patient had trip and
felt good. After returned home, she had Itching, burning and skin
issues returned and Icing helped on that. 09Aug2021, the patient
went on lunch with friends, and they noted how bad my legs. The
patient was cancelled Aug2021 dental appt because she doesn't
want any more issues. In Sep2021, Same issues. stung by a bee at
the. L arm swelled immediately, dizzy, and vomited. it was weird.
Took one week for swelling to resolve, very painful, took Benadryl
for the event for 10 days. On 10Sep2021, Sclerotherapy R leg
Spectrum. On 13Sep2021, Eye surgery (took 4 amoxicillin prior to
the surgery as ordered by orthopaedic surgeon before any invasive
surgery). One week prior to surgery tested me for any allergy to
medication being used (except the PCN) including betadine. No
reactions noted. Surgery successful. Tuesday rash and flush in lower
R extremities. Extreme itching, leaking, pain and ugly. suggested
Zyrtec and use Cerave cream liberally and a 12 day prednisone
routine. On 20Sep2021, during follow up explained reaction to
physician and noted that didn't think it had any connection to the
eye surgery except timing and he thought about It and said the PCN
derivatives and bee stings exacerbate the Serum Sickness. The
patient continues to itch and look awful. The patient doesn't drink
ETOH, but just want to be normal. The patient want more
information about covid vaccine. The patient had Hair loss,
beginning Fatigue, occasional fever of 100-100.5 with exacerbations
on an unknown date. The patient was seen by vascular Surgery who
basically stated that felt that this was a consistent diagnosis she
stated that this was likely that was causing the vascular changes.
The patient noticed black blotches on her skin as well as red
patches and has pictures of urticaria areas she had an ultrasound
on the leg in Apr2021 looking for more venous insufficiency she
stated that she was affected by food especially alcohol and red
Wine. She was then had an appointment with her allergist and
confirmed serum sickness and he Stated that this was a
hypersensitivity and this will go away unfortunately no treatment
Was given he did not do any testing at that time due to the fact that
he was concerned that she would react to everything. The
practitioners treating the skin symptoms and trying prednisone
which helps some but unfortunately she did have surgery in the
past and because Of the surgery she had taken penicillin and this
had caused an exacerbation as well so overall she talks about her
fear of the future she was concerned about the vaccine itself and
was there a database that has these reactions we discussed that it
does sound like she has Serum sickness although will get blood
work to help try to confirm this but by history she very much fits at
diagnosis we discussed that these typically take time to settle down
that treatment of long-term prednisone was advised Patient
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that treatment of long term prednisone was advised. Patient
Adverse Event Description
presents with concerns that she feels were related to Pfizer COVID
injections. She had on-going pain in multiple joints with stiffness.
Also, with concerns about possible serum sickness. Swelling in BLE
with large painful varicosities. Continues to have severe itching over
her entire body. Tries not to itch- likely unintentionally itching in her
sleep. Legs with ecchymotic areas and patches of redness. She feels
the symptoms were unrelenting. She was complaining of broken
blood vessels on arms and legs. swelling and pain of the extremities
with pink splotches and bulging veins of the lower legs. Her plastic
surgeon felt she had serum sickness, she also saw a vein specialist
who said she has varicose veins, but she also agreed that there was
an allergic component, and she was referred for allergy assessment,
and will have testing in Oct2021. Had no other unusual bruising,
bleeding, chest pain, shortness of breath, night sweats, fever, or
weight changes. The patient did not display any clinical signs at rest
indicative of severe systemic illness. The reporter consider the
Pfizer product had a causal effect to the adverse events. The patient
was not seen in the emergency department or intensive care unit.
No hospitalization required. No dermatological/Mucosal,
Cardiovascular organ involvement. Capillary refill time was more
than 3 sec was Unknown and Reduced central pulse volume:
Unknown. The patient did not had symptoms of gastrointestinal,
diarrhea, abdominal pain, nausea or vomiting. No any new or
worsened symptoms/signs noted during the COVID-19 illness.
Diagnosis as per Allergists Vascular surgeon to have serum
sickness. The patient vitals sign noted as BP 198/70 mmHg and
Pulse sitting 72 on an unknown date. The patient general
examinations was normal on an unknown date. Assessment of
Serum sickness, initial encounter was T80.69XA and Dermatitis was
L30.9. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which
included on 28Sep2021, included Complement activation test was
Normal C3 and C4, Rheumatoid panel was normal. On 29Sep2021
included SARS-CoV-2 by PCR was Positive, SARS-CoV-2 IgG Ab was
Reactive A (Reference range: Nonreactive), Rheumatoid Factor was
11.2 iu/ml (0 to 14), sed rate was 3 mm/hr (0 to 20), RBC 4.79
10e6/uL, Total protein 6.4 g/dl, Platelet count 239 10e3/uL, MCV
89.1 fl, MCHC 33 g/dl, MCH 29.4pg, OCP antibody 0.9 EliA U/mL,
Hepatitis Interpretation (Unknown result), Hepatitis C Antibody
Negative, Hepatitis Bs Ag Negative, Hepatitis B Core At), lgm was
Negative, Hepatitis A Ab.,lgm Negative, Haemoglobin 14.1g/dl,
Haematocrit 42.7 percent, Globulin 2.4 g/dl less than 60
mL/min/1.73m2, Double stranded DNA was 0.6 iu/ml, Complement
C4 33.2 mg/dl, Complement activation test (C3) 121 mg/dl (Serum
sickness, initial encounter was T80.69XA), Carbon dioxide 30
mmol/l, Uric acid 3.5 mg/dl, Bun 14 ,g/dl, RDW 14.3 percnet, High
Sensitivity CRP was 0.8, ANA Symphony 0.20, ANA interpretation
Negative, alanine aminotransferase: 27 iu/l, anion gap: 5 mmol/l,
aspartate aminotransferase: 18 iu/l, blood albumin: 4.0 g/dl, blood
alkaline phosphatase: 52 iu/l, blood bilirubin: 0.60 mg/dl, blood
calcium: 9.3 mg/dl, blood chloride: 102 mmol/l, blood creatinine:
0.74 mg/dl, blood glucose: 102 mg/dl, Comprehensive Chemistry
Panel Test: Glucose , blood potassium: 3.7 mmol/l, blood sodium:
137 mmol/l. On 30Spe2021, included Complement Total S was 73
u/ml (30 to 75). The patient received Corticosteroids,
Antihistamine, Benadryl 25 mg 10 days, Zyrtec 10 mg and
Prednisolone 12 days. It was stated that Addition of Benadryl
prednisone/Zyrtec Benadryl was daily but too sedative than
switched Zyrtec prednisone done least twice for 6-12 days.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events. The
outcome of events generalized urticaria (hives), hypersensitivity,
joint swelling, serum sickness, joint stiffness, pruritus, generalized
erythema, vein disorder was recovering while outcome of other
events was unknown. No follow-up attempts needed. No further
information expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the
information provided in the narrative, a causal association between
the suspect drug and the events cannot be completely excluded.
The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer
product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and
Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : PFIZER INC202101365226 same patient/reporter, different drug dose

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1909355-1

6-17
years

Patient (age 14), started losing her hair 2-3 weeks after 2nd Pfizer
vaccine (which was on June 10 2021). Since diagnosed with
Alopecia Areata. Did not have this issue before the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1909391-1

65-79
years

Hair loss, intensified arthritis, persistent dizziness

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1909483-1

30-39
years

Hair Loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1909926-1

18-29
years

5/26/2021 vaccination. 5/27/2021 03:00AM I woke up and felt like
I had a fever. My feet felt like they were on fire, burning sensation.
I had 101 temperature, chills, nausea, HA. I slept all day.
5/28/2021 I woke up feeling ok. 6/19/2021 I started to notice hair
loss. It has been going on until November 15 2021. I did seek
medical attention with a dermatologist and diagnosed with 'telogen
effluvium'. I was advised the timing between the serious illness and
vaccine, it was a true shock to my body. I lost about 30-40% of my

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

hair over that period of time.
Adverse Event Description

1910042-1

6-17
years

hair loss. Spots of hair loss, falling from different areas.

65-79
years

My hair started falling out. It's gotten worse in last month, or so.;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (My hair started falling out. It's gotten
worse in last month, or so.) in a 78-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
071F21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information
was reported. On 02-Nov-2021, the patient received third dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 22-Nov-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(My hair started falling out. It's gotten worse in last month, or so.).
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (My hair started falling out. It's
gotten worse in last month, or so.) outcome was unknown. No
concomitant medications were reported. No treatment medications
were reported. This case was linked to MOD-2021-395776, MOD2021-395763, MOD-2021-395825 (Patient Link).

Unknown

HAIR STARTED SHEDDING/ DRAMATIC HAIR LOSS; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a patient of
unspecified age and sex. The patient's height, and weight were not
reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions were
reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: unknown) dose was not reported, administered on SEP2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not
reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were
reported. On OCT-2021, the patient experienced hair started
shedding/ dramatic hair loss. The action taken with covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient had not
recovered from hair started shedding/ dramatic hair loss. This
report was non-serious.

65-79
years

"Booster; She got the booster dose and her hair started falling out
again; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Other HCP) from medical information team for a Pfizer
sponsored program via Regulatory Authority.. The reporter is the
patient. A 69 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(COMIRNATY), administered in deltoid left, administration date
06Nov2021 (Lot number: 32030BD) at the age of 69 years as dose
3 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""A little anemic"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Borderline diabetic"" (unspecified if ongoing). There were no
concomitant medications. No prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks).
Vaccination history included: bnt162b2 (Dose: 1, Lot number:
EN6203), administration date: 26Feb2021, when the patient was 68
years old, for COVID-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""Hair failing
about within a month of first dose""; bnt162b2 (Dose: 2, Lot
number: EP6955), administration date: 19Mar2021, when the
patient was 68 years old, for COVID-19 Immunization, reaction(s):
""After her second dose, her hair started to fall out even more"".
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (medically
significant) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""She got the booster dose and her hair started falling out
again"". The event did not require emergency room visit or
physician office visit.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal
relationship the causal association between the reported events and
the vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. The case will
be reassessed once additional information is available. The impact
of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is
evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation,
including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse
events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well
as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to
RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate"

1911778-1

1912226-1

1912256-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1912272-1

1912849-1

1913116-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the
patient. A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of
BNT162b2 (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN COVID-19 Vaccine; Lot
Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration on
30Oct2021 at 12:00 (at the age of 39-years-old) and the second
dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE;
Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via an unspecified route of administration
on 19Nov2021 at 12:00 (at the age of 39-years-old) as a single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included kidney
stones- chronic kidney infection in prior years, COVID-19 and
known allergies to multiple antibiotics. Prior to vaccination, the
patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. On an unknown date in
Jul2021, the patient underwent SARS-CoV-2 test via nasal swab
and the result was negative. On an unknown date in Aug2021, the
patient underwent SARS-CoV-2 test via blood test (as reported) and
the result was negative. The patient did not receive any
concomitant medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient
did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. The patient reported that with both doses she had
the same side effects and lasted about the same. On an unknown
date in Oct2021, the patient experienced extreme hair loss, fevers,
chills, bones/body aches, night sweats (profuse, her bed sheets had
to be changed), headaches, nausea, loss of appetite, light cough
and tiredness. She was very regular and knew because she kept
track on an app; she usually have a two and half day period very
light. She had been like this the whole life. The shot made her
period early by a week in each instance and her period was a lot
heavier and with pain after the first shot and lasted for 7 days. After
the second shot, she got period early by a week (technically the
shot triggered her period and it happened the next day after the
shot) which was heavier and painful which was not common for her.
The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit (reported as doctor's virtual call). Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of the events and included
treatment with over-the-counter medicines (OTCM) and full bed
rest. She was on day 3 of second dose and finally started to feel
better. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for
COVID-19. On an unknown date in Oct2021, the patient underwent
SARS-CoV-2 test via nasal swab and the result was negative. The
clinical outcome of the events extreme hair loss, fevers, chills,
bones/body aches, night sweats (profuse, my bed sheets have to be
changed), headaches, nausea, loss of appetite, light cough,
tiredness, the shot made her period early by a week in each
instance and her period was a lot heavier and with pain after the
first shot and lasted for 7 days, after the second shot, she got
period early by a week (technically the shot triggered her period
and it happened the next day after the shot) which was heavier and
painful which was not common for her were resolving at the time of
this report.No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.

65-79
years

On Aug 5th symptoms began feverish, no energy, achy all over,
coughing and sore throat. I took him to get tested and he was
positive. The symptoms got worse. He couldn't walk every time he
tried he'd fall. Also lost control of his bladder. I took him to the
emergency room on Aug 11 he had high fever and was confused
and couldn't walk, They sent us home 6-8hrs later after they got his
temp down a bit because they didn't have any room. His symptoms
continued and I took him to Hospital ER on Aug 17 they kept until
him Aug 21st, he was diagnosed with pneumonia and had to be on
oxygen. I'm not sure what all happened there because I could not
visit and I had a hard time getting a hold of him and the nurses
were swamped. He came home with oxygen and was very weak. It
took a long time for him to recuperate. He had to do breathing
treatments, measure oxygen level and take temp,. He had a home
nurse that came several times a week as well as OT and PT that
lasted for about a month. He's still quite not back to normal, still
has low energy, hair loss, and still has trouble walking.

40-49
years

The beginning of June I noticed two spots of hair missing in my
beard. Over the last several months those grew and more appeared
in my beard and around my scalp. They have been diagnosed as
Alopecia. There were no other signs of the disorder at any point
prior to vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1913296-1

50-59
years

Around July 2021 my bones/joints started feeling frail and sore. I
have horrific muscle cramps in my legs and feet through out my
sleep. I also notice I bruise very very easy. The issues seems to be
getting worse. I also have a lot of hair loss. I take ibuprofen 2+a
day each 4-5 . I have No idea if the vaccine is the cause but I do
know I did not have these issues beforehand.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1913358-1

50-59
years

Client states that her hair has started to fall out since she received
the Covid Vaccination. She states she has not had any medical
treatment at this time.

30-39
years

For about 45 days I was losing handfuls of hair every single day, it
finally stopped when I started taking hair skin nail vitamins. But
after having many conversations with people I noticed a trend that
we were all losing hair at an extreme rate for no reason. I feel like
there could be a relation to the covid vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1913596-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

the loss of hair of half of her head; Unable to move/ could not move
due to general fatigue; Slight body aches; General fatigue; Chills/
Shivers; High fever; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (the loss of
hair of half of her head), MOBILITY DECREASED (Unable to move/
could not move due to general fatigue), PAIN (Slight body aches),
FATIGUE (General fatigue) and CHILLS (Chills/ Shivers) in a 31year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 046G21A and 045B21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No Medical History information was reported. On
12-Aug-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
10-Sep-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. In September 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (the loss of hair of half of her head), MOBILITY
DECREASED (Unable to move/ could not move due to general
fatigue), PAIN (Slight body aches), FATIGUE (General fatigue),
CHILLS (Chills/ Shivers) and PYREXIA (High fever). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (the loss of hair of half of her head),
MOBILITY DECREASED (Unable to move/ could not move due to
general fatigue), PAIN (Slight body aches), FATIGUE (General
fatigue), CHILLS (Chills/ Shivers) and PYREXIA (High fever)
outcome was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.
No treatment information was provided.

65-79
years

"After her first dose, her hair started falling out. After her second
dose, her hair started to fall out even more then it stopped; This is
a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Other HCP) from medical information team for a Pfizer sponsored
program (159558). The reporter is the patient. A 68 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in
deltoid left, administration date 26Feb2021 (Lot number: EN6203)
at the age of 68 years as dose 1, single and administration date
19Mar2021 (Lot number: EP6955) as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""A little anemic""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: she is a little anemic, but her diet is
crap and she lived alone for a year.; ""Borderline diabetic""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: She is a borderline diabetic, but is
not a diabetic. There were no concomitant medications. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (medically
significant) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovered"" (2021),
described as ""After her first dose, her hair started falling out. After
her second dose, her hair started to fall out even more, then it
stopped"". Clinical course: The hair loss has been so significant that
it has caused her vacuum cleaner to be clogged twice. Her dogs are
even ingesting it and pooping out long grey hair. she noticed the
hair failing about within a month of first dose. She noticed hair
everywhere. Certainly after second dose it was like woah. Caller has
had children and been under stress in her life and never lost hair
like this before. Compared to what her hair normally looks like she
has lost a third of hair volume easily.; Sender's Comments: A
possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported
alopecia cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the
benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer
procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis
of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified
as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response,
will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate. ,Linked Report(s) :
-PFIZER INC-202101596809 same reporter/drug/AE, different
patients"

1916154-1

30-39
years

"Vaccine administered in 9/1. Patient took a shower & washed hair
on 9/3 & noticed a bald spot that she did not notice before.
Although lamotrigine can cause 4% alopecia, she believes moderna
caused the bald spot She has been on lamotrigine for >9 years and
has seen routine normal hair loss. She has not noticed any ""hair
clump"" loss on 9/1 or 9/2 but noticed the bald spot on 9/3."

1916787-1

40-49
years

The day after the second vaccine, I had a high fever, fatigue, and
other symptoms of Covid-19. On going events (11/23/21 to
present) include my hair falling out, forgetfulness, and extreme
itching over my entire body.

1915732-1

1915871-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)
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Adverse Event Description

1916840-1

40-49
years

First I got a large lymph node in my left arm pit. I wasn't able to
close my arm the whole way. It started hurting in my left breast,
the left side of my neck, left temple, and in my left eye. I always
had migraines on my left side, but I wasn't having a migraine
because no migraine medication would help. I started getting
cluster headaches in my right eye to where it would wake me up. I
went to urgent care and got a caudal shot. Then the next time I got
oxygen with it. By the time I seen the neurologist it had been 45
days of constant migraines. They gave me a large dose of
prednisone. On the 3rd or 4th day of the prednisone I was able to
function again. As soon as I was done with prednisone it came
back. After that they did Botox for migraines. I had that treatment
twice now. Everything has been very expensive, and I have been
having to come out of pocket. Every penny I made has been going
to paying medical bills this year. I also had to get physical therapy
for my neck twice a week. They sent me to an endocrinologist. All
of my hair started falling out as well so they sent me to a
dermatologist. I been getting body work done at another medical
facility. Now they are starting me on medicine for fibromyalgia. My
health has dramatically went down. I used to be a chef who owned
my own business, but now I have been laying in bed unable to work
or do anything. Now I am working a part time job and doing small
catering. I am not back to my old self. I have chronic pain in my
sacrum, buttocks, and coccyx. I haven't been able to sit for more
than 20 minutes even on medication. I am now on Cymbalta and
gabapentin. I felt like I was going to have to be on disability. This all
came on after the second vaccination. I am still going to the
physical therapist once a week now. I also have a hump on my back
now in-between my shoulders at the base of my neck. The Botox
helps but I still have pains. If I miss a medication I have muscle
spasms.

1917104-1

40-49
years

Patient reports experiencing headaches, fatigue, and hair loss in the
last two weeks since receiving her first moderna vaccine. Hair loss
on scalp measures 3.5cm by 4.5cm. Recommended that the patient
be seen at urgent care for further evaluation and workup.

40-49
years

HAIR LOSS; This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a 42 year old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's concurrent conditions included:
premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), temporomandibular joint
(TMJ) disorder, penicillin (PCN) allergy, drug allergy
(pseudoephedrine hydrochloride) ,and seasonal allergies. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, and batch number: 202A21A
expiry: 21-SEP-2021) dose was not reported, 1 total administered
on 28-APR-2021 to Left Arm for prophylactic vaccination. No
concomitant medications were reported. (Dose series in number 1)
On 15-MAY-2021, following vaccination with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s the patient experienced hair loss. (Dose series in
number 1) The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was
not applicable. The patient had not recovered from hair loss. This
report was non-serious. This case, involving the same patient is
linked to 20211115110.

18-29
years

"Hair loss/Bald spots and thinning were clearly visible; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 26
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
24Aug2021 15:00 (Lot number: EW0217) at the age of 26 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. No Known allergies. The patient took
concomitant medications. No other vaccine in four weeks. Other
medications in two weeks included birth control. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: EW0168,
Location of injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration Time: 03:00
PM), administration date: 03Aug2021, when the patient was 26
years old, for COVID-19 immunization. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (disability) with onset 06Sep2021 12:00,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair loss/Bald spots and
thinning were clearly visible"". The event ""hair loss/bald spots and
thinning were clearly visible"" was evaluated at the physician office
visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia.
Healthy 26 year old with no previous health conditions or hair
loss/shedding incidents. Hair loss began two weeks after the second
dose and gradually escalated to severe hair loss. 40% of hair has
been lost. Bald spots and thinning were clearly visible. Hair loss has
not stopped or slowed down. She had tried biotin, nutrafol, protein
and home remedies such as rosemary, aloe vera and oils to
stimulate hair growth consistently since the hair loss began with no
results. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post
vaccination."

1919237-1

1919636-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1919637-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"She went into septic shock; went into a coma.; first dose on
08Aug2021 and the second dose on 24Aug2021; eye infections;
hair loss; very sick; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable Consumer from medical information team. The reporter
is the patient. A 74 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(COMIRNATY), administered in arm left, administration date
24Aug2021 (Lot number: FC3183) at the age of 74 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""Fell"", start date: Feb2021 (unspecified if ongoing); ""Bruise"",
start date: Feb2021 (unspecified if ongoing); ""sore"", start date:
Feb2021 (unspecified if ongoing); ""Infected"", start date: Feb2021
(unspecified if ongoing); ""sick"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: in
the hospital and different rehabs since May2021. Concomitant
medication(s) included: FLOMAX [MORNIFLUMATE] taken for
urinary tract infection; WARFARIN. She was getting a lot of
antibiotics, but could not say what they were, took a water pill,
blood thinners to regulate her blood, and heart medications.
Vaccination history included: Comirnaty (Dose: 1st, Batch/lot
number: FA7485, injection in the left arm), administration date:
08Aug2021, when the patient was 74 years old, for Covid-19
immunization. The following information was reported: SEPTIC
SHOCK (hospitalization) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""She went into septic shock""; COMA (hospitalization)
with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""went into a
coma.""; EYE INFECTION (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""eye infections""; ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair
loss""; ILLNESS (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""very sick""; INAPPROPRIATE
SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (non-serious) with
onset 24Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""first dose
on 08Aug2021 and the second dose on 24Aug2021"". She started
experiencing hair loss and she as almost completely bald. She
started noticing the back of her hair falling out in chunks at first but
then it kept falling out and her whole head and she was completely
bald. Her son said it was from laying on her back from all of the
time she spent in the hospital. She was almost all completely bald,
it was not just in the back anymore. She also had eye infections
and the eye doctor gave her eye drops and it lasted for almost 2
months. It was cured, but again she was starting with infection in
her eyes. She went into septic shock and went into a coma. She
woke up in ICU. A week after she received the second dose she
came home from the rehab on 04Sep2021. The event ""eye
infections"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. She said that
she had not gone to her doctor for her hair loss, but did see them
for her eye infection before being sent to an eye doctor. She was
currently in a wheelchair. She did not get it earlier because she was
so sick and was taking a lot of medications and did not want it to
interfere with anything. She wants to get a blood test to see if she
was lacking anything, but she did not think so because she had
blood tests before and it did not show anything. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of eye infection, illness."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1919640-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"might have lupus; could not walk without getting winded and
having thumping heart; could not walk without getting winded and
having thumping heart; Hair loss; Terrible body swelling; stomach
and digestion issues; stomach and digestion issues; bad acne on
cheeks and jaw line; Periods have been very heavy and crampy;
Periods have been very heavy and crampy; huge mood changes;
terrible rage; depression; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The
reporter is the patient. A 34 year-old female patient (not pregnant)
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 16Jul2021 (Lot number: FAG780) at the age of
34 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""History of autoimmune issues""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""asthma"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Known allergies: Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing). The patient
took concomitant medications. The following information was
reported: LUPUS-LIKE SYNDROME (medically significant) with onset
20Jul2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""might have
lupus""; GAIT DISTURBANCE (non-serious), PALPITATIONS (nonserious) all with onset 20Jul2021, outcome ""recovering"" and all
described as ""could not walk without getting winded and having
thumping heart""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 20Jul2021,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""Hair loss""; SWELLING
(non-serious) with onset 20Jul2021, outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Terrible body swelling""; ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT
(non-serious), DYSPEPSIA (non-serious) all with onset 20Jul2021,
outcome ""recovering"" and all described as ""stomach and
digestion issues""; ACNE (non-serious) with onset 20Jul2021,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""bad acne on cheeks and jaw
line""; HEAVY MENSTRUAL BLEEDING (non-serious),
DYSMENORRHOEA (non-serious) all with onset 20Jul2021, outcome
""recovering"" and all described as ""Periods have been very heavy
and crampy""; MOOD ALTERED (non-serious) with onset 20Jul2021,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""huge mood changes"";
ANGER (non-serious) with onset 20Jul2021, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""terrible rage""; DEPRESSION (nonserious) with onset 20Jul2021, outcome ""recovering"", described
as ""depression"". The events ""might have lupus"", ""could not
walk without getting winded and having thumping heart"", ""could
not walk without getting winded and having thumping heart"",
""hair loss"", ""terrible body swelling"", ""stomach and digestion
issues"", ""stomach and digestion issues"", ""bad acne on cheeks
and jaw line"", ""periods have been very heavy and crampy"",
""periods have been very heavy and crampy"", ""huge mood
changes"", ""terrible rage"" and ""depression"" were evaluated at
the physician office visit. The patient underwent the following
laboratory tests and procedures: blood test: (unspecified date) fine,
notes: Got it checked a couple of months later and it was fine;
(20Jul2021) fine, notes: Got bloodwork done shortly after and they
said everything was fine; sars-cov-2 test: (unspecified date)
unknown result. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of
lupus-like syndrome, gait disturbance, palpitations, alopecia,
swelling, abdominal discomfort, dyspepsia, acne, heavy menstrual
bleeding, dysmenorrhoea, mood altered, anger, depression.
Additional information: AE resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare
professional/clinic visit. No COVID prior vaccination. COVID tested
post vaccination. Clinical course: -After the vaccine could not walk
without getting winded and having thumping heart even after
walking only a few feet. This lasted for about 1.5 months. -Hair
loss, coming out in clumps 1.5 months. -Terrible body swelling,
stomach and digestion issues. Majority 2 months but started to get
better after 1.5. -Never had acne before in my life. Have not
changed diet, products, literally nothing in my life. After getting
vaccinated bad acne on cheeks and jaw line. -Periods have been
very heavy and crampy. -Times during ovulation and pms are
horrible. Terrible symptoms similar to above and huge mood
changes, terrible rage and depression. -Got bloodwork done shortly
after and they said everything was fine but I might have lupus.
Never ever had anything like that on bloodwork before. Got it
checked a couple of months later and it was fine."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1920397-1

40-49
years

4 hours after shot - heaviness below the waist and odd feeling in
legs Day after - sharp back pain and trouble walking, soreness in
legs 3 weeks post 1st dose - extreme twitching in legs and hands
Month 1-3 - Very painful pins and needles, poor circulation, hurt to
stand for more than a few minutes without it feeling like blood flow
was pooling in feet, systemic flushing, inflammation in legs, torso,
hands, arms, very blue and bulging veins, twitching continues now
spasms and huge jerks in body Month 3 - hair started falling out at
rapid rate, broken blood vessels start appearing on legs along with
cherry angiomas, twitching continues, poor circulation and
inflammation still present Month 6 - Hair stops falling out, poor
circulation still present but has lessened substantially, twitching and
spasms still very strong Month 9 - start getting extreme chest pain
and rapid heart beat coming out of chest, twitching and spasms are
still throughout body but mostly concentrated on left side of face
now

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1920471-1

30-39
years

Sever pain in arm, shoulder, neck, ear. Difficulty breathing, chest
pain. Sudden severe pain and inflammation throughout body that
has not resolved after months of discomfort. Sudden loss of hair.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1920564-1

1923392-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

First dose given at facility on September 24 2021 at approx 5:00
pm, by midnight Sept 25th have entire body pain, by breakfast was
feeling ill with body pain, fever of 101.9 and severe headache. This
lasted the duration of 4 days. Began losing hair shortly after.
Received Second dose on October 8, 2021 at approx 4:30/5:00 pm
at a different facility due to vaccine being out of stock at first
facility. In the exact sequence and time frame i experienced the
same reaction. Within days I began profusely losing my hair. As of
now i have lost over half of my hair and continue to. Have been
following the Dr recommendations with no success. In addition
there has been three toes that swell with pain that comes and goes.

40-49
years

Within 5 hours, serious vomiting and a sore arm. The following day
a pressure in my head and sparadic painful head pains. Facial
twitching (in various areas). The headache and pressure continued
for 10 days and I am still experiencing facial and leg twitches to
date. The most worrying effect was around 6 weeks after having
the vaccine. I felt ill and my left arm was in a lot of pain. It felt Like
I had arthritus throughout my body. I took a bath and later
experienced pain stretching from my arm to my chest. I also
experienced more hair loss than normal.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1924274-1

30-39
years

Started losing my hair in patches after the second shot and after
the booster. Am currently working with a dermatologist who started
having me use a steroid foam, dandruff shampoo, and gave me a
steroid shot in one of the bald spots. The first bald spot is starting
to grow back slowly. The second bald spot has just started and
there is no new growth yet.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1924651-1

30-39
years

Patient reports ongoing hair loss after receiving the Moderna
vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1924727-1

40-49
years

Swollen lymph nodes and arm pit for 5 days day after booster. Pain
and swelling in same area for 1 day about 3 weeks after. Large bald
spot on half of left side of head.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1924992-1

40-49
years

Arm pain at injection site and trending towards elbow that lasted
approximately a week; Body temperature drop to the point of
chattering teeth beginning on 11/19 at 10 am; took ibuprofen and
ate hot lunch at noon, which abated the body temp issue for about
6 hours, then the chills returned 911/19-18:00) followed a hour
later (19:00) by a fever of 102.4 F and my skin hurt to the touch,
not just portions of the skin, but all of my skin. I soaked in a hot
bath and went to bed. Next morning, the fever and chills were
gone. 11/24/21 - RA dr identified enlarged lymph node in neck, left
side; 11/26/21 late PM, right leg pain started, 11/27/21 02:00 06:00 excruciating pain associated with the varicose veinson my
right leg from ankle to groin that could only be mitigated by
pressure on the vein and massaging of the vein areas; ibuprofen
lessened the pain, but did not eliminate the pain. 11/27/21 12:00
pain was manageable and lessened with movement (jogging on
treadmill); 11/28/21 early PM body temperature flux, similar to
what my mom has described as hot flashes, but changing like
someone was flipping a switch every few minutes. This continues to
occur intermittently. 11/28/21 - PM significant hair loss noted
during evening shower, handfuls of hair shed during and after
showering, similar to post-pregnancy quantities, continues to date.
Additionally, the relief of joint issues I typically see following my
Simponi Aria infusion (11/24/21) was not observed, almost as if I
hadn't received my medication. I have notified my primary care
doctor of the details presented in this section and have requested
direction concerning my thyroid issues that continue.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1925898-1

50-59
years

My hair is thinning and falling out on my head.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1926052-1

18-29
years

Extreme hair loss. Was tested for other possible causes all were
negative.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1927410-1

50-59
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Physician) for a Pfizer sponsored program (004756). The reporter
is the patient. A 52 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
04Jan2021 (Lot number: EK4176) at the age of 51 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant
medical history. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (dose 1), administration
date: Dec2020, when the patient was 51 years old, for COVID-19
immunization.The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
AREATA (non-serious) with onset Mar2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Alopecia areata""; ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Alopecia""; MADAROSIS (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""She has lost all her hair including her eye brows and
eye lashes""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious), outcome
""recovered"", described as ""Pain in the arm"". The events
""alopecia areata"", ""alopecia"" and ""she has lost all her hair
including her eye brows and eye lashes"" were evaluated at the
physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of alopecia areata, alopecia."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1929402-1

Unknown

Patient developed multiple areas of alopecia on her scalp within 48
hours of receiving COVID vaccine

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1932320-1

6-17

Hair loss

O C
Symptoms

ALOPECIA

CO
9
CC
Vaccine Type

(CO

9)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

93 3 0
years
VAERS ID Age

1934881-1

Hair loss
Adverse Event Description

Unknown

HAIR FALLING OUT IN CLUMPS/ HAIR THINNING; This spontaneous
report received from a patient concerned a patient of unspecified
age and sex. The patient's height, and weight were not reported.
No past medical history or concurrent conditions were reported. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine (suspension for injection, route of
admin, and batch number were not reported) dose, start therapy
date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch
number was not reported and has been requested. No concomitant
medications were reported. On NOV-2021, the patient experienced
hair falling out in clumps/ hair thinning. The action taken with
covid-19 vaccine was not applicable. The patient had not recovered
from hair falling out in clumps and hair thinning. This report was
non-serious.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1935385-1

65-79
years

Shingles behind the left arm and back of the body after booster;
Mental confusion after booster; In bed for 4 weeks after booster;
Unable to do anything after booster; Lost a lot of hair after booster;
Horrible roaring in the ear; Runny nose that wont stop; Memory
loss; Fatigue after booster; Pain on the left shoulder and after
booster; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of HERPES ZOSTER (Shingles behind the
left arm and back of the body after booster), CONFUSIONAL STATE
(Mental confusion after booster), BEDRIDDEN (In bed for 4 weeks
after booster), LOSS OF PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY
ACTIVITIES (Unable to do anything after booster) and ALOPECIA
(Lost a lot of hair after booster) in a 71-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
043B21A and 002B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence
of additional non-serious events is detailed below. No Medical
History information was reported. On 16-Mar-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 23-Apr-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 03-Nov-2021, received
third dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 03-Nov2021, the patient experienced HERPES ZOSTER (Shingles behind
the left arm and back of the body after booster), CONFUSIONAL
STATE (Mental confusion after booster), LOSS OF PERSONAL
INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY ACTIVITIES (Unable to do anything after
booster), ALOPECIA (Lost a lot of hair after booster), TINNITUS
(Horrible roaring in the ear), RHINORRHOEA (Runny nose that wont
stop), AMNESIA (Memory loss), FATIGUE (Fatigue after booster)
and ARTHRALGIA (Pain on the left shoulder and after booster). 03Nov-2021, the patient experienced BEDRIDDEN (In bed for 4 weeks
after booster). On 06-Dec-2021, HERPES ZOSTER (Shingles behind
the left arm and back of the body after booster), CONFUSIONAL
STATE (Mental confusion after booster), BEDRIDDEN (In bed for 4
weeks after booster), LOSS OF PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY
ACTIVITIES (Unable to do anything after booster), TINNITUS
(Horrible roaring in the ear) and AMNESIA (Memory loss) had
resolved. At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Lost a lot of hair
after booster), RHINORRHOEA (Runny nose that wont stop),
FATIGUE (Fatigue after booster) and ARTHRALGIA (Pain on the left
shoulder and after booster) outcome was unknown. No concomitant
medications were reported No treatment information was provided

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1935640-1

40-49
years

MAJOR HAIR LOSS. I have lost over 50% of my hair and now I have
to see a Dermatologist to see what can be done to cease the
contiuned hair loss.

1936006-1

60-64
years

My hair began to start snapping off on around 7/15/2021. As time
went on there was gradual hair loss. On Sept 21st, I used a
clarifying product on my hair and hundreds of hair fell out. The
following day I went to my hair salon and stylist told me to see my
family practitioner. I also went to immunologist on the same day
and observed my hair loss, and said I needed to see a specialist
after I was to see my PCP. So went to my PCP on Sept 23rd.
I experienced flu like symptoms, fatigue, brain fog, hair loss. I went
to the ER and the doctors performed a series of kidney tests, and
performed an EKG. I was admitted for overnight observation for 1
day.
3-4 days later hair started falling out, extreme fatigue, weight gain.
Then started Rogaine for hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1936065-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1936415-1

40-49
years

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1938641-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Booster; Hair started falling out; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Other HCP) for a program
(159558). A female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2)
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 3 (booster), single for
COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Pfizer BioNTech Covid19 Vaccine), for
COVID-19 immunisation, reaction(s) Hair started falling out;
Bnt162b2 (Dose 2, Pfizer BioNTech COVID19 Vaccine), for COVID19 immunisation, reaction(s) Hair started falling out. The following
information was reported IMMUNISATION (non-serious), outcome
unknown; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome unknown. The clinical
course included she received all three Pfizer BioNTech Covid19
Vaccine doses, but after the first dose she noticed her hair started
falling out. After the second dose, her hair started falling out more.
Then it stopped and everything seemed ok. Then she got the
booster and her hair started falling out again. She has questions.
The caller noticed the hair failing about within a month of the first
dose. She noticed hair everywhere. Certainly, after the second
dose, it was like woah. The lot number for bnt162b2 was not
provided and will be requested during follow-up. Linked Report(s):
US-PFIZER INC-202101595915 same reporter/drug/AE, different
patients.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1939698-1

30-39
years

Shortly after the first dose of my Moderna vaccine on February 27,
2021, I experienced muscle and joint pain in my legs that lasted
approximately three weeks. I also developed a large cyst under my
right collar bone. I was feeling better in the days before my second
shot, so I went ahead with receiving it. On the day of the second
dose, March 27, 2021, I began to experience irregular, heavy
menstrual bleeding, weakness and extreme thirst that lasted
approximately 10 days. On April 13, 2021, I went to the emergency
room, as I had persistent incredible thirst, a pounding heart, and
had become so weak that standing was difficult. Blood tests were
negative for Lyme and other tickborne illnesses, and an x-ray of my
chest and an EKG both came back clear. A CBC showed that my
magnesium was low at 1.8, but everything else appeared to be in
range, so I was sent home. In the following days I began to
experience; shortness of breath and difficulty breathing; heart
palpitations and continued pounding; insomnia; anxiety; visual
disturbance (difficulty focusing eyes, blurred vision); red petechiae
rash on the sides of my neck; exercise intolerance and intense
muscle fatigue and soreness; pain and aching in the bones and
muscles of my legs that left me unable to stand for more than a few
minutes at a time without an increase in pain; joint pain in my
knees; muscle twitching; headaches; fatigue; and brain fog. These
symptoms have continued ever since. In June 2021 I experienced a
severe ocular migraine that left me with tinnitus and chronic visual
disturbance (patch of light in left eye that comes and goes). I also
began to experience hair loss and depression around this time.
Visits to several doctors and specialists beginning in April 2021
revealed that I was depleted of vitamins and minerals. My ferritin
level was dangerously low at 6, my vitamin B12 was 202, my
vitamin D was 23ng/mL, and my magnesium was 1.8.
Supplementing these things for the past several months has started
to improve my symptoms, but I am still struggling with my health. I
am unable to do strength training or exercise the way I used to, I
struggle with anxiety, and I have several days a month where I
cannot focus or sit still for very long due to leg pain. I am still
dealing with hair loss as well.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1939710-1

6-17
years

Tolerated vaccine well but woke up next morning and noticed a bald
spot on her head. To see dermatologist on 12/11/21.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1940042-1

65-79
years

Two ,two weeks of topical steroids rogaine , daily , vitamins for hair,
special shampoo. Hair stopped traveling after steroids. Baldness
crown forehead, and sides.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1940088-1

65-79
years

24FEB2021 - Moderna Dose 2 27MAR2021- Tetanus MAR2021 APR2021 Observation: Signifiant hair loss, inflamed scalp, hair
texture change from smooth to frayed. Also, sole of feet have
spongy feel (tingling, numbness). Summer 2021 Observation:
Noticed tightness in fingers when clenching fingers, especially when
first waking in morning. More noticeable on right hand. Symptoms
continue to present. AUG2021: Prescribed Clobetasol Solution for
scalp condition (LPP). Solution calmed scalp; then, noticed burning
sensation, sometimes frostbite sensation, in feet at night. Spongy
with tingling and numbness sensation continue. Continue with
acupuncture with no noticeable improvement.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1940325-1

50-59
years

102 temperature for 36 hours, large swollen lymphnode under left
arm. 1 week later, joint aches, body odor change to metallic sour
smell, and excessive hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1942273-1

50-59
years

Patient complained that she's been losing her hairs a lot since 2nd
pfizer shot. She does not use shampoo when she never use any
shampoo

50-59
years

Around 6 months of my 2nd dose of the Moderna vaccine. I started
to notice hair loss, large amounts of hair stopping up the shower
drain. Hair falling out all over my home. This has slowed a bit but
still losing an unusual amount of hair. Fears of how thin my hair has
become. I am a licensed hair dresser, this is a Real issue!!

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1942828-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1942829-1

65-79
years

Began losing hair in September. After booster shot of Moderna
(939904) on 10/26/2021 hair Loss accelerated. By December over
60% of hair lost. Regular doctor referred me to a dermatologist who
prescribed Methylprenisolone 8mg and Tacrolimus .1% Still losing
hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1943056-1

6-17
years

Hair loss/ alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1943694-1

40-49
years

3 days post 1st vaccine: stabbing pain in right foot - 12 hours 30
mins post 2nd vaccine: numbness, tingling of right arm, hand,
fingers of right hand - 4 days 12 hours 2nd post vaccine:
numbness, tingling of right side of face and forehead that lasted 4
days 5 days post 2nd vaccine: stabbing pain in right foot - 2 weeks
4 weeks post 2nd vaccine: nasal wing sores - peaked 6 months but
continues 10 months post vaccine 6 weeks: internal and external
vibrations, tremors and jerks - peaked 6 months but continues on a
lesser level 10 months post vaccine insomnia from waking up
jerking and with tremors and vibrations trouble swallowing - peaked
6 month but continues on a lesser level at 10 months 8 weeks:
excessive hair loss weight loss POTS symptoms full body flat, nonitchy, non-oozy spotted rash - 2 weeks 12 weeks: shingles on right
side of upper back, under arm and breast area 15 weeks oral thrush

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1943709-1

40-49
years

2 small areas of alopecia at back of scalp

1944350-1

50-59
years

patchy air loss on head. got a hair cut, came home and wife freaked
out about me having a nickel sized bald spot. a month later (here at
the end of November (2021), got another hair cut, bald spot is now
about 2 inches. No treatment.

50-59
years

hair falling out in droves; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair falling
out in droves) in a 54-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 002C21A and
045A24) for COVID-19 vaccination. No medical history was
provided by the reporter. Concomitant products included DILTIAZEM
(CARDIZEM [DILTIAZEM]), CHLORTALIDONE (CHLORTHALIDONE),
VITAMINS NOS, SERTRALINE HYDROCHLORIDE (ZOLOFT),
POTASSIUM and FAMOTIDINE (PEPCID [FAMOTIDINE]) for an
unknown indication. On 25-Mar-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On 22-Apr-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. In May 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair falling out in droves). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair falling out in droves) outcome was unknown. No
Treatment information was provided

65-79
years

I began losing my hair; fever of 99.6F/Fever of 100.1F; had chills;
Tired/was very tired; my head hurt; swollen arm as the size of my
hand. My arm was swollen for a week/arm was swollen; It was
red/my arm was red; sore arm; I felt sick; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ERYTHEMA (It was red/my arm was red), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (sore
arm), MALAISE (I felt sick), ALOPECIA (I began losing my hair) and
PERIPHERAL SWELLING (swollen arm as the size of my hand. My
arm was swollen for a week/arm was swollen) in a 71-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 051F21A, 047A21A and 013M20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No Medical History information was reported. On
17-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
17-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 11-Nov-2021, received third dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 11-Nov-2021, the patient experienced
ERYTHEMA (It was red/my arm was red), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (sore
arm), MALAISE (I felt sick), PERIPHERAL SWELLING (swollen arm
as the size of my hand. My arm was swollen for a week/arm was
swollen), FATIGUE (Tired/was very tired) and HEADACHE (my head
hurt). On 13-Nov-2021, the patient experienced PYREXIA (fever of
99.6F/Fever of 100.1F) and CHILLS (had chills). On 25-Nov-2021,
the patient experienced ALOPECIA (I began losing my hair). The
patient was treated with COLLAGEN in November 2021 for Adverse
event, at an unspecified dose and frequency and PARACETAMOL
(TYLENOL [PARACETAMOL]) for Adverse event, at an unspecified
dose and frequency. In November 2021, PERIPHERAL SWELLING
(swollen arm as the size of my hand. My arm was swollen for a
week/arm was swollen) had resolved. At the time of the report,
ERYTHEMA (It was red/my arm was red), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (sore
arm), MALAISE (I felt sick), ALOPECIA (I began losing my hair),
PYREXIA (fever of 99.6F/Fever of 100.1F), FATIGUE (Tired/was very
tired), HEADACHE (my head hurt) and CHILLS (had chills) outcome
was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided
in parenthesis if available): On 13-Nov-2021, Body temperature:
high (High) 99.6F. On 14-Nov-2021, Body temperature: high (High)
100.1F. No concomitant medication was reported. Treatment
medications included ice on arm. On Nov 2021 patient started nail
and hair vitamins. This case was linked to MOD-2021-407226,
MOD-2021-407238 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1946810-1

1946835-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1946853-1

Unknown

hair loss/losing a lot of my hair since the vaccine/hair is falling
out/losing hair five months afterward and it's coming out in clumps;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss/losing a lot of my hair since
the vaccine/hair is falling out/losing hair five months afterward and
it's coming out in clumps) in a female patient of an unknown age
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On
09-Feb-2021, the patient received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. In February 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (hair loss/losing a lot of my hair since the vaccine/hair is
falling out/losing hair five months afterward and it's coming out in
clumps). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair loss/losing a lot
of my hair since the vaccine/hair is falling out/losing hair five
months afterward and it's coming out in clumps) outcome was
unknown. No concomitant medication was reported. Treatment
information include not provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1948014-1

6-17
years

Hair loss and chest pain five months post vaccine administration.

50-59
years

Patient reported balding spot left temple within one week of
receiving first COVID shot 9/20/2021. The balding area left temple
continued to increase in size. He received the 2nd COVID shot
10/14/2021 and continued to see more bald spots various places on
his scalp. First medical encounter patient sought was 11/19/2021.
He was treated with betamethasone dipropionate daily to the
affected areas.

1948181-1

65-79
years

Pt. states that after receiving the 1st dose of Moderna 04/09/2021,
started experiencing symptoms 04/21/2021 of left arm pain, right
arm pain and numbness (Paralysis). Emergency Room visit
04/21/2021, Diagnosed with Rhasbdomyolysis admitted to
04/21/2021 lasting 7 days . Transported 04/29/2021 to Private
Nursing Facility Discharged after 6 weeks 06/09/2021. Currently
experiencing hair loss, and mild urinary incontinence. Hospitalized
for 42 days for Rehabilitation and 7 days in ICU.

1948403-1

50-59
years

In July I started to experience major hair loss. I have talked to
several people that have experienced the same. I have always had
thick hair an few month after 2nd dose, I started loosing it. Still
loosing it.

30-39
years

1. Swollen lymphatic node (left armpit) sent me
Sonomammography. It has been decreasing in size after a month
and a half. 2. Irregularity with menstruation. I get off after the
vaccine and after two weeks. 3. Triggering signs of lupus that was
in remission several months prior to the vaccine. Increase
inflammatory symptoms, hair loss and chemical alteration. Female
doctor increased dose of drugs from routine.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1948112-1

1949019-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1950486-1

65-79
years

Since the booster dose experiencing hair loss/strands of hair are
coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling few strands at a time; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Since the booster dose experiencing hair
loss/strands of hair are coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling
few strands at a time) in a 73-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The patient's past medical history included Pneumonia.
On 26-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. In
February 2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 24-Sep-2021, received third dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. In September 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Since the booster dose experiencing hair loss/strands of
hair are coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling few strands at a
time). The patient was treated with FINASTERIDE on 11-Nov-2021
for Hair loss, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (Since the booster dose experiencing hair
loss/strands of hair are coming in my hands/hair loss/hair falling
few strands at a time) had not resolved. No concomitant
medications were provided. Patient's dermatologist gave her a
steroid Medication for her scalp. Reporter stated that the blood
work would be performed to see if there were any other reason for
the hair loss. She did not get COVID. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 22-Nov-2021: Added
date of birth and added treatment. On 23-Nov-2021: Updated
reporter details and event verbatim On 13-Dec-2021: Follow up
received contains significant information, medical history was
updated.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1951512-1

60-64
years

Hair loss and joint pain

1951714-1

18-29
years

Extreme hair loss. Spiked a very bad response with my alopecia
areata. Typically I have small bald patches on my scalp, apron 5-6
weeks after receiving my final Pfizer shot I noticed very large
clumps of hair falling out. Now I have 75% bald.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

Adverse Event Description

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1951809-1

65-79
years

Patient stated she has an itchy and dry scalp and is now losing her
hair. She's also losing her voice. Her PCP referred her to a
dermatologist but she has not yet been seen.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1951922-1

50-59
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1951965-1

80+
years

Pt received all 3 vax After her second vax on 3/31/2021 Pt said she
had massive hair loss Pt said she had hair loss after the first vax
but the second and third vax made hair loss worse

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1952108-1

60-64
years

Loss of hair

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1952140-1

60-64
years

"Patient states symptoms such as anxiety and panic attacks started
day after receiving dose #2 of Covid-19 vaccine. She also states
that insomnia, agitation, lack of focus, mood swings , and increased
hair loss. Patient states that symptoms are similar to previous
autoimmune ""flares"" she has experienced and adds that
symptoms have not yet subsided completely."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1952274-1

50-59
years

Hair started to fall out in shower. Lost about half of it.

Unknown

LOST MOST OF HAIR DUE TO THE JANSSEN VACCINE; This
spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a patient
of unspecified age and sex. The patient's height, and weight were
not reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions were
reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin, and batch number were
not reported) dose, start therapy date were not reported for
prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and
has been requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced lost most of hair due
to the janssen vaccine. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome of lost most of hair
due to the janssen vaccine was not reported. This report was nonserious. This case, from the same reporter is linked to
20211127938.

30-39
years

"Severe Alopecia requiring steroid injection; Elevated ANA; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s) (Other
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 36 year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), intramuscular,
administered in arm left, administration date 21Dec2020 (Lot
number: EH9899) at the age of 36 years as dose 1, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Eczema""
(unspecified if ongoing). There were no concomitant medications.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (medically
significant) with onset 31Dec2020, outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Severe Alopecia requiring steroid injection"";
ANTINUCLEAR ANTIBODY INCREASED (non-serious) with onset
31Dec2020, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""Elevated ANA"".
The events ""severe alopecia requiring steroid injection"" and
""elevated ana"" were evaluated at the physician office visit. The
patient underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures:
antinuclear antibody: (31Dec2020) elevated. Therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of alopecia, antinuclear antibody increased.
It was reported that patient received treatment with Steroid
injection every 4 weeks. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and not
received other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The
patient had no known allergies. The patient did not diagnose with
COVID-19 prior to vaccination and not tested for COVID-19 since
the vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on plausible temporal
relationship, a possible causal association between the event
Alopecia and the suspect drug BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The
impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product
is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation,
including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse
events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well
as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to
regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1954133-1

1954272-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1954421-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"pain in her arm just like a stiffness; pain in her arm just like a
stiffness; Arm arthritis at the 2 shots site; hair loss; fatigue;
Diagnosed Autoimmune Diseases; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is the patient. A
66-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 15Feb2021 12:00 (Lot
number: EN6201) at the age of 66 years as dose 1, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""symptoms of
autoimmune disease"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: some
symptoms of autoimmune disease not aggressive in the past;
""Rhematoid arthiritis"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""hair loss for
many years"" (ongoing), notes: issues with hair loss for many
years; ""osteoarthritis"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""prediabetic""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""meniscal plaque"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""some minor arrhythmias"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""a
little bit of fatigue"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: a little bit of
fatigue in the past. Family history included: ""Husband has
Parkinson's disease"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Husband has
Parkinson's disease. No history of all previous immunization with
the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No additional Administered
Vaccines. No prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). No events
following prior vaccinations. There were no concomitant
medications. The following information was reported: AUTOIMMUNE
DISORDER (medically significant) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Diagnosed Autoimmune Diseases"";
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious), MUSCULOSKELETAL STIFFNESS
(non-serious) all with onset 15Feb2021 16:00, outcome
""recovering"" and all described as ""pain in her arm just like a
stiffness""; ARTHRITIS (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Arm arthritis at the 2 shots site"";
ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""hair loss""; FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""fatigue"". No event required a
visit to Emergency Room, but event required a visit to Physician
Office. The patient underwent the following laboratory tests and
procedures: blood test: (unspecified date) negative, notes:
Osteoarthiritis blood work; rheumatoid factor positive: (unspecified
date) normal, notes: before vaccination; (25Apr2021) positive,
notes: Blood work for R factor rheumatoid arthritis. Additional
Context: Patient had the first dose of the vaccine on 15Feb2021 and
second dose 08Mar2021 and she thinks she might have had in the
past some symptoms of autoimmune disease but were not
aggressive. The only thing patient can remember was a little bit of
fatigue and issues with her hair falling in the past. She had side
effects from the 2 vaccines: diagnosed Autoimmune Diseases, Arm
arthritis at the 2 shots site, hair loss, fatigue! After those two
vaccines her body started acting up on her. Pain in arm like stiffness
started at 4pm the day she got the vaccine and the left arm muscle
has not healed since. When she lifted her arm it was uncomfortable
and it has been more than 2 months and still the area of muscle
was still stiff whereas the right one was smooth and flexible. She
was not sure how a little needle can hurt the muscle. After the first
dose of the vaccine she had mostly pain in her arm just like a
stiffness not numbness. She also felt tired. Tiredness started after
the first dose of the vaccine. Hair was falling started changing like
where it was disintegrating and getting brittle and dry: she has had
ongoing hair loss for many years but this was different it was like
her hair turned into hay and it is so dry it breaks and it is horrible.
When she went to the rheumatologist she was told that this was
sometimes a symptom of Sjogren's and Lupus but she was never
diagnosed with those until she got her results on 25Apr2021 from
the lab. Patient stated interestingly the opposite the blood work she
got was normal for the R factor rheumatoid arthritis and the others
had been normal for 15 years and the blood work to see if
osteoarthritis was always negative but now it was positive."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1958178-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair loss; incredibly itchy; experiencing eczema on
scalp,face,forehead and neck; rashes from the eczema would come
and go and move. She has had it on the back of her knees, belly
button, top to thighs, and all over her back; 1st dose of the
Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 29JAN2021 Expiration date for lot #
is unknown) and the second dose on 3MAR2021; after 2nd dose it
became full blown eczema; I've had it on eyelids; This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ECZEMA (after 2nd dose it became full blown eczema), ECZEMA
EYELIDS (I've had it on eyelids), ALOPECIA (hair loss), RASH
PRURITIC (incredibly itchy) and ECZEMA (experiencing eczema on
scalp,face,forehead and neck) in a 72-year-old female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
029A21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. No medical history was
provided by the reporter. Concurrent medical conditions included
Asthma. Concomitant products included MOMETASONE FUROATE
(NASONEX) for Allergy, LEVOSALBUTAMOL HYDROCHLORIDE
(XOPENEX) for Asthma. On 03-Mar-2021, the patient received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 03-Mar-2021, the patient
experienced ECZEMA (after 2nd dose it became full blown eczema),
ECZEMA EYELIDS (I've had it on eyelids), RASH PRURITIC
(incredibly itchy), ECZEMA (experiencing eczema on
scalp,face,forehead and neck), ECZEMA (rashes from the eczema
would come and go and move. She has had it on the back of her
knees, belly button, top to thighs, and all over her back) and
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (1st
dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 29JAN2021 Expiration
date for lot # is unknown) and the second dose on 3MAR2021). On
an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss). At
the time of the report, ECZEMA (after 2nd dose it became full blown
eczema) and ECZEMA (experiencing eczema on scalp,face,forehead
and neck) had not resolved, ECZEMA EYELIDS (I've had it on
eyelids), ALOPECIA (hair loss), RASH PRURITIC (incredibly itchy)
and ECZEMA (rashes from the eczema would come and go and
move. She has had it on the back of her knees, belly button, top to
thighs, and all over her back) was resolving and INAPPROPRIATE
SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (1st dose of the
Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 29JAN2021 Expiration date for lot #
is unknown) and the second dose on 3MAR2021) had resolved.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In 2021, Antibody test: other (High) high level of
antibodies. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. The patient was prescribed 3 or 4 topical ointments
by her dermatologist but nothing seemed to help. This case was
linked to MOD-2021-414585 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1958257-1

30-39
years

thinning of hair, is losing his hair all the time, has hair loss and
stated that his whole set of hair is thin; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(thinning of hair, is losing his hair all the time, has hair loss and
stated that his whole set of hair is thin) in a 31-year-old male
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 023C21A and 041C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. On 28-May-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 25-Jun-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (thinning of hair,
is losing his hair all the time, has hair loss and stated that his whole
set of hair is thin). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (thinning of
hair, is losing his hair all the time, has hair loss and stated that his
whole set of hair is thin) outcome was unknown. Concomitant
medication was not reported. Treatment information was not
reported. This case was linked to MOD-2021-414611 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1958866-1

30-39
years

Telogen Effluvium - loss of hair on scalp and body

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1958921-1

50-59
years

significant hair loss for several months heart arrhythmia for several
months

1959186-1

65-79
years

Woke up with almost all my hair on my pillow. The rest fell out
during the next few days. Loss of all body hair except eyebrows and
most eyelashes. No abnormal hair loss prior to this event. Some
hair on head has grown back.

30-39
years

I was diagnosed with Telogen Effluvium hair loss. My dermatologist
indicated that the triggering event to my episode likely occurred 3-6
months prior to it's onset. I have had no other changes in
medications, lifestyle, hormones, stress, or surgeries in that timeframe. After I received the Covid vaccine I had fever, chills,
headache, and fatigue for a few days. I spoke to a pharmacist who
said it is possible that my reaction to the Moderna vaccine caused
the Telogen Effluvium. I have now experienced extreme hair fall for
four or five months. I have lost about 50% of my hair, and the hair
loss continues.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1959924-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1959933-1

1961161-1

1961644-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

COVID-19 VACCINE REACTION: Here are the dates I took them:
FIRST dosage (MODERNA) on 04/14/2021; SECOND dosage
(MODERNA) on 05/13/2021; THIRD dosage ? booster (PFIZER) just
today, 12/17/2021 ? and up until now, I am feeling OK. After taking
all 03 doses I stayed in the Pharmacies where I took them for about
15 minutes and afterwards, I was liberated to go home. About 24 to
48 hours after taking my FIRST dosage of MODERNA, my hair
started to fall like crazy, meaning: hands full of hair! I thought I
was going to lose it all. Everyday combing my hair was bringing
tears to my eyes and lots of panic. I was scared but didn?t look for
doctors, I thought ?It must stop soon it is just a side effect from the
vaccine and there is nothing that I can do about it.? My hair didn?t
stop falling for about 4 months. I spoke with a lot of people and
calmed down to learn they were experiencing the same type of side
effect. They oriented me to take Vitamin E, Iron, and many other
under the counter medications besides applying natural coconut oil
in my hair to massage it. I lost about 40 percent of my soft and
smooth hair. The hair left in my head became dry ? it lost its natural
oil. During shower, when I would collect hands full of hair, I would
move my hair in my hands and it was like rubber, like being melted
away. Not a great feeling, I can assure you. Well, after 04 months
my hair stopped falling little by little. Today it falls like normally.

65-79
years

"Hair was coming out/hair was shedding everywhere/hair loss/hair
was thin; hair ""limp""; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair was
coming out/hair was shedding everywhere/hair loss/hair was thin)
and HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (hair ""limp"") in a 66-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 041C21A and 023C21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 28May-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 25-Jun2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair was
coming out/hair was shedding everywhere/hair loss/hair was thin)
and HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (hair ""limp""). At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (Hair was coming out/hair was shedding
everywhere/hair loss/hair was thin) and HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL
(hair ""limp"") outcome was unknown. No relevant concomitant
product were reported No treatment medication was provided This
case was linked to MOD-2021-414520 (Patient Link)."

65-79
years

"collarbone pain; hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from
medical information team. The reporter is the patient. A 79 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date
24Feb2021 (Lot number: EM9809) at the age of 79 years as dose 2,
single for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history
included: ""autoimmune disease"" (unspecified if ongoing).
Concomitant medication(s) included: URSODIOL. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Batch/Lot number: EL9262),
administration date: 03Feb2021, for Covid-19 Immunization. The
following information was reported: PAIN (non-serious), outcome
""Not recovered"", described as ""collarbone pain""; ALOPECIA
(non-serious), outcome ""Not recovered"", described as ""hair
loss"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of pain,
alopecia. Additional Information: Consumer stated, she just want to
report possible side effects, she got post her shot. start date of
experiencing the problems, consumer stated, She had two problems
one was the pain in the collar bone and the other was hair loss, her
hair was coming out. Consumer further added, she got her First
shot on February 3, she was just giving you the estimate, she was
not a 100% sure. She would say in the middle of February, She was
not sure 100%. When probed for the doctor details, consumer
stated, she will you her regular doctor. When probed for the facility
details, consumer stated, ""The vaccine was administered at
(Address). When probed for the number of facility, consumer
stated, she had no idea. When probed for the expiration date,
consumer stated, ""she don't have an expiration date. When probed
for the NDC, consumer stated, ""she don't see a bar code. When
probed for the dose, consumer stated, she don't have either. When
probed for route of administration, consumer stated, she don't have
anything other than what she gave u. Concomitant medications:
Consumer stated, yes, but she was on all those medications from
last 1 year. When probed if the event was worsened, improved or
persisting, consumer stated, She still have it. Consumer stated, She
just want to know how long it is going to last. Consumer was
provided with the number of Pfizer Medical Information. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1961759-1

40-49
years

Significant menorrhagia, severe daily/constant headaches with
vision disturbance (migraine), chest pains at sternum, heart
palpitation, insomnia, excessive hair loss. Symptoms significantly
impair/interfere with daily life. Symptoms continue @ >4 months.
NO symptoms ever experienced prior to vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1961791-1

65-79
years

Lost hair on top of head, not all of it but mainly the grey hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1962103-1

18-29
years

1) Hair loss beginning between 2-3 weeks after vaccine, within 1-2
months suffered 90% hair loss with little to no new hair growth to
date 2) Swollen Lymph Node under left arm pit

y
VAERS ID Age

date. 2) Swollen Lymph Node under left arm pit
Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1962109-1

50-59
years

Blood vessel burst in my eye, rash/hives on chest, neck, head and
scalp, ears were swollen and seeping a clear liquid, red dots/bumps
on arms, legs, hair falling out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1962852-1

40-49
years

Severe ongoing hair loss, severe heavy painful irregular menstrual
periods

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1963295-1

50-59
years

A couple of weeks after the 2nd dose I started losing clumps of my
hair this went on for a few months. I started taking Minoxidil after a
couple of months and the hair has not grown back.

40-49
years

I have suffered horrible auto-immune Sjogrens flares since I
received this vaccine. My eyes, my skin, my hair is falling out. My
joints hurt. My medication I take for Sjogrens is now not even
working anymore. I have had horrible symptoms for past 3 mos. I
had Covid and recovered from covid before getting vaccines. my
auto immune never flared with covid like it has with vaccines.
People who suffer from autoimmune diseases should never take
these vaccines nor should we be mandated. I was fine before i took
Moderna vaccines, my medications had my sjogrens under control.
The covid infection was gone in 7 days. This has lasted two months
of pure misery. How long will this last? Will my medications ever
work again?

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1963302-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1963463-1

40-49
years

On the day of the vaccine I experienced extreme muscle spasms
including a clenching jaw and stomach spasms. My stomach felt like
it was being grabbed and squeezed and turned around in my body.
This lasted approximately one to two weeks. I was also unable to
eat without nausea and indigestion (which I had never experienced
before) and began experiencing EXTREME bloating and severe
abdominal pain. I went to Emergency Room on April 22 - two weeks
after receiving the vaccine due to above listed symptoms. A CT scan
revealed no blockages. They gave me antacids and morphine,
neither of which reduced the pain or nausea. I saw a GI Specialist
Dr. on April 27 who thought it might be an ulcer and prescribed me
medication that made me feel worse. I discontinued the medication
and saw Dr., another GI Specialist, who performed endoscopy and
Colonscopy. I have the reports from that procedure which note
inflammation/gastritis and no evidence of chronic illness (because I
have no history of GI Issues and was healthy until the vaccine). Dr.
diagnosed me with SIBO, gave me some antibiotics and referred me
to a nutritionist. My symptoms continued to worsen and my hair
started falling out. I am now being treated by Dr. from Nutrition
Dept. It has been nearly a year and I am still disabled. I experience
extreme bloating which prevents me from moving or eating and I
cannot eat very many foods. I cannot work and have had to drop
out of school. Please contact me and let me know what could be
causing these symptoms. I am pro-vaccine but I've had an adverse
reaction and deserve help understanding and navigating my
response so that I can heal. In addition, these vaccines must be
made safe for everyone and understanding adverse outcomes is
crucial to that.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1963678-1

40-49
years

Severe, global scalp hair loss.

50-59
years

I had the commonly reported reaction a day later - fever, chills,
headache, fatigue, arm pain. Severe enough to miss work, the only
day I missed at that job in 15 months. However, even when it
calmed down the next day, I continued to have chills and intense
headaches daily. Over the following 2-3 months, more of my
Hashimoto's symptoms flared up in addition to the chills and
headaches -- sudden weight loss, fatigue, hair loss, constipation,
dry flaky skin, excessive sense of cold even on hot days in summer,
splitting nails. Now in December 2021, the headaches and chills
have calmed somewhat and are less severe but still present, and all
other symptoms are ongoing. I had 3 PCR covid tests in late May
2021 and all were negative. I have not been to see a doctor about
this yet because I'm new to the area and don't have a specialist yet
locally. I'm very reluctant to have the covid booster, as I fear it will
worsen the Hashimoto's symptoms that are finally improving after
over 7 months of dealing with the reaction the last time.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1963736-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1966922-1

Age

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
"The caller said that the doctor advised her to get the second dose
and the symptoms got worse.; inflammation; fatigue / exhaustion;
massive hair loss; discomfort in her eyes; hear clinks and clanks all
over her body. It happens in her legs, arms, and shoulders/could
hear clinks and clinks like her body is clinking; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team. The
reporter is the patient. A 40 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 29Apr2021 (Lot number: EW0171) at the age of 40 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. Concomitant medication(s) included: ZINC
taken for supplementation therapy (ongoing); VITAMIN D NOS
taken for supplementation therapy (ongoing). Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose:1, one of her feet is cold as a popsicle
but it was not cold to the touch/one of her feet that was frozen like
a popsicle), administration date: 08Apr2021, when the patient was
40 years old, for COVID-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""one of her
feet is cold as a popsicle but it was not cold to the touch/one of her
feet that was frozen like a popsicle"", ""here were also tightness,
stiffness and soreness with pain and discomfort in her lower leg and
knees that also led to pins and needles in her leg that ""felt like
bugs""/tightness in her lower legs in her knees and below her
knees"", ""here were also tightness, stiffness and soreness with
pain and discomfort in her lower leg and knees that also led to pins
and needles in her leg that ""felt like bugs""/had tightness,
stiffness, soreness, and pain and discomfort"", ""here were also
tightness, stiffness and soreness with pain and discomfort in her
lower leg and knees that also led to pins and needles in her leg that
""felt like bugs"""", ""here were also tightness, stiffness and
soreness with pain and discomfort in her lower leg and knees that
also led to pins and needles in her leg that ""felt like bugs"""",
""here were also tightness, stiffness and soreness with pain and
discomfort in her lower leg and knees that also led to pins and
needles in her leg that ""felt like bugs"""", ""soreness, and pain"",
""this led to pins and needles in her legs like she had jumping bugs
on her legs"", ""cold feeling in her feet was Raynaud's"". The
following information was reported: INFLAMMATION (medically
significant) with onset Sep2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""inflammation""; FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset Sep2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""fatigue / exhaustion"";
ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Sep2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""massive hair loss""; OCULAR
DISCOMFORT (non-serious) with onset Sep2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""discomfort in her eyes""; HYPOACUSIS
(non-serious) with onset Sep2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""hear clinks and clanks all over her body. It happens in her legs,
arms, and shoulders/could hear clinks and clinks like her body is
clinking""; CONDITION AGGRAVATED (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""The caller said that the doctor advised
her to get the second dose and the symptoms got worse."". The
events ""inflammation"", ""fatigue / exhaustion"", ""massive hair
loss"", ""discomfort in her eyes"", ""hear clinks and clanks all over
her body. it happens in her legs, arms, and shoulders/could hear
clinks and clinks like her body is clinking"" and ""the caller said that
the doctor advised her to get the second dose and the symptoms
got worse."" were evaluated at the physician office visit. The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures:
electromyogram: normal, notes: She had a EMG and it was normal;
laboratory test: negative; magnetic resonance imaging: negative;
ultrasound scan: negative; x-ray: negative. The clinical course was
reported as follows: Around Sep2021, she got whole body
symptoms. She had exhaustion, fatigue, massive hair loss, and
discomfort in her eyes. She went back and saw a chiropractor and
they said she had inflammation. She had a EMG and it was normal.
They are going to do a skin pinch biopsy to see if there is damage
to the micro nerves. She has another rheumatology appointment to
see if there is any change in her labs too. The latest symptom she
had is that she can hear clinks and clanks all over her body. It
happens in her legs, arms, and shoulders. She said that this started
in early Sep2021. She said that it has to be a response to the
vaccine. She said that her doctor said that the odds are very high
that it is because of the vaccine. Follow-up attempts are completed.
No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked
Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101731350 Same
reporter/patient/drug, different dose/event"

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1966959-1

1967097-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"developed covid when she got out of the hospital; developed covid
when she got out of the hospital; hair was falling; sick; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team. The
reporter is the patient. A female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose number
unknown, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant
medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.
The following information was reported: DRUG INEFFECTIVE
(medically significant), SUSPECTED COVID-19 (medically
significant), outcome ""unknown"" and all described as ""developed
covid when she got out of the hospital""; ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair was falling""; ILLNESS
(non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""sick"". Clinical
information: Caller stated that last Jun (year was not specified) she
was only supposed to undergo a medical check. Caller stated that
they put her in isolation for 10 days in the hospital and performed
all kinds of tests (""tortured me, continued to torture me"") and
developed covid when she got out of the hospital. She was put in a
mental hospital, put tags on her and her hair was falling was falling
out. Caller suspects that the hospital might have administered Pfizer
BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine during its clinical trial phase. Caller also
mentioned that she would like to have this escalated to the
president since the vaccine was administered to her without her
consent. Description of complaint: Attempted transfer for a caller
reporting that she is in the COVID vaccine trial and she has gotten
COVID 3 times, she only provided two dates to the transfer agent
as being in Mar and Jul (unspecified year). The caller also
mentioned that they gave her COVID without her knowing and that
was when she went to the trial. Inquired if transfer agent knew if
the caller was speaking in regards to the COVID virus or the COVID
vaccine specifically and the transfer agent states that the caller just
said that she was in the COVID vaccine trial. Product strength and
count size dispensed: Unable to obtain Additional lot numbers:
Unable to obtain. The lot number for bnt162b2 was not provided
and will be requested during follow up."

50-59
years

She had heart palpitations and still continues to get heart
palpitations; She had a terrible reaction with the second shot/had a
bad reaction; She had an overabundance of hair fall out; Feeling
really bad/felt like she was going to die; has not been good since
that shot; She felt like she had a locked jaw; She had not been that
sick since when she had been sick with chicken pox; Pressure-like
headaches that she never had before; She went to bed and could
not move for like 3 days; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of PALPITATIONS (She had
heart palpitations and still continues to get heart palpitations),
VACCINATION COMPLICATION (She had a terrible reaction with the
second shot/had a bad reaction), ALOPECIA (She had an
overabundance of hair fall out), FEELING ABNORMAL (Feeling really
bad/felt like she was going to die) and MALAISE (has not been good
since that shot) in a 51-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. The patient's past medical history included
Chickenpox (Patient had been sick with chicken pox.) and Sickness
(Patient had been sick with chicken pox.). On 18-Jul-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. In August 2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date,
the patient experienced PALPITATIONS (She had heart palpitations
and still continues to get heart palpitations), VACCINATION
COMPLICATION (She had a terrible reaction with the second
shot/had a bad reaction), ALOPECIA (She had an overabundance of
hair fall out), FEELING ABNORMAL (Feeling really bad/felt like she
was going to die), MALAISE (has not been good since that shot),
TRISMUS (She felt like she had a locked jaw), ILLNESS (She had
not been that sick since when she had been sick with chicken pox),
BEDRIDDEN (She went to bed and could not move for like 3 days)
and HEADACHE (Pressure-like headaches that she never had
before). At the time of the report, PALPITATIONS (She had heart
palpitations and still continues to get heart palpitations) had not
resolved, VACCINATION COMPLICATION (She had a terrible reaction
with the second shot/had a bad reaction), ALOPECIA (She had an
overabundance of hair fall out), FEELING ABNORMAL (Feeling really
bad/felt like she was going to die), MALAISE (has not been good
since that shot), TRISMUS (She felt like she had a locked jaw),
ILLNESS (She had not been that sick since when she had been sick
with chicken pox) and HEADACHE (Pressure-like headaches that she
never had before) outcome was unknown and BEDRIDDEN (She
went to bed and could not move for like 3 days) had resolved.
Concomitant information was not provided. It was reported that the
patient took her second shot around 23-Aug-2021. Patient had the
second shot on Saturday around 9 A.M and she started feeling
really bad at 8 P.M that night. Treatment information was not
provided.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1967714-1

1968611-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Oct. 26-COVID vaccine 2-Nov 2 - sudden vomiting-Nov 4 queasiness after elevatorFriday 11/5 - severe palpitations, worse
lying down, and dizziness/lightheadedness - near syncope - asked
to call 911 and went to ERSaturday 11/6 - dizzy/lightheaded going
up stairsSunday 11/7 - dizzy/lightheaded getting up in morning and
after running in the parkMonday 11/8 - fatigue, poor appetite,
malaiseTuesday 11/9 - felt okWednesday 11/10 - felt okThursday
11/11 - had palpitations, dizziness, near fainting at school - nurse
called and said her heartbeat was irregular and the pediatrician said
to take to ED. Chest pain a few times while in the ED.Friday-Sun felt okMonday 11/15 dizzy after stretching head/neck at desk in
schoolSaturday 11/20 nauseous a few times during day, then sitting
watching movie at 8pm, palpitations and dizziness, then vomited a
very large amount. Heart rate was 138Sunday 11/21 she slept in
until 8, was ok, then at 6pm said she had a headache and at 7pm
said she felt really tired and like her eyes were going to close, which
continued until we got home and got her into bed around 8:30. She
also seemed like she was nauseous again.Monday 11/22 - too
fatigued to go to school. HR 110 when she woke up. Diarrhea in
morning.Tuesday 11/23 - dizzy after stretching head/neck at desk
in schoolWed 11/24 - ok but still malaise and low appetiteThursday
11/25 - headacheFriday 11/26 - headache in eveningSaturday
11/27 - dizziness after going up stairs, headache (right forehead) in
morning and evening.Sunday 11/28 - woke up at 4am to go to the
bathroom and got very dizzy walking to and from the bathroom,
almost falling twice. She was crying and scared after. In the
morning, Dizzy/lightheaded laying in bed, upon getting up, standing
up after sitting, and walking around. Headache on right forehead
started @4:30pm. Mild diarrhea, stomach ache, low appetite,
general malaiseMonday 11/29 ok, but very fatigued, so stayed
home from school.Tuesday 11/30, dizzy once at school after
stretching. Chest pain starting @11 and on and off rest of day, also
malaise. Called pediatrician and they sent us to ER.Wednesday 12/1
- chest pain after school for a few minutesThursday 12/2 dizzy/lightheaded walking to gym classFriday 12/3 dizzy/lightheaded at school - abnormal orthostatic BP at
pediatricianSaturday 12/4 - dizzy/lightheaded at ballet classSunday
12/12 - said it was the first time she felt like herself again (6 weeks
after onset of symptoms)12/13 - 12/17 - some periods of fatigue
and malaise as well as very fitful sleep. She said sometimes she
feels like herself and sometimes still not good. May have over
exerted swimming at pool birthday party 12/18 - very fitful sleep
and too fatigued to go to horseback riding lessons. Noticed hair loss
in shower 12/19 - fatigue, malaise, told me her distance vision is
blurry. Queasy at dinner. 12/20 - fatigue, stomach ache

18-29
years

- noticed rapid hair loss, flaking, and bald spots on scalp about a
month after 2nd dose - dermatologist diagnosed it as Alopecia
areata and prescribed Clobetasol Propionate as a topical treatment some hair growth in certain spots, but overall, the condition has
exacerbated and there are more bald spots and hair loss

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1970387-1

Age

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
"HEAVY VAGINAL BLEEDING (FEW DAYS AFTER HAVING FINISHED
PERIOD); PERIOD 3 WEEKS EARLY; PAIN AT INJECTION SITE;
TINGLING IN ARMS AND LEGS; HEADACHE/TENDERNESS ON TOP
OF HEAD; INCREASED HAIR LOSS; LETHARGY (SLEPT 15 HOURS A
DAY FOR 3 DAYS); DIFFICULTY BREATHING/ SHORTNESS OF
BREATH; CHEST TIGHTNESS; This spontaneous report received
from a patient concerned a 40 year old female. The patient's weight
was 118 pounds and height was not reported. The patient's
concurrent conditions included: autistic spectrum (processing
disorder), abstained from alcohol, non smoker, ADHD (Attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder), severe anxiety disorder, Ehlers
Danlos (connective tissue disorder), complex post-traumatic stress
disorder, contrast dye allergy, allergy to antidepressant and allergy
medication, and vaccine reaction when she was a child, and other
pre-existing medical conditions included: The patient had no history
of drug abuse or illicit drug use. The patient was planning to have
genetic test for allergies and how medications react. The patient
previously received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose number in
Series 1) (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported and
batch number: 205A21A) dose was not reported, 1 total,
administered on 12-APR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The
patient had bad reaction such as chest tightness, difficulty
breathing/ shortness of breath, hair falling out,
headache/tenderness on top of head, pain at injection site hurt for
about week and a half, period stopped for 4 months, sick for a week
and involuntary weight loss following vaccination with first dose of
covid-19 vaccine ad26. cov2. s (dose number in Series 1). The
patient's period had stopped on 09-DEC-2021. The patient
recovered from chest tightness, shortness of breath/difficulty
breathing, sick for a week, headache/tenderness on top of head,
and pain at injection site hurt for about a week a half, and had not
recovered from hair falling out, and involuntary weight loss
following vaccination. The outcome of period stopped for 4 months
was unknown. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(dose number in Series 2) (suspension for injection, route of admin
not reported, batch number: 1855191, expiry: UNKNOWN) dose
was not reported, 1 total, administered on right arm on 10-DEC2021 for prophylactic vaccination. Concomitant medications
included Xanax (alprazolam), marihuana (cannabis sativa) and
ketamine for complex post-traumatic stress disorder. On 10-DEC2021, following vaccination with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose
number in Series 2), the patient had pain at injection site. On 12DEC-2021, patient had period 3 weeks early and heavy vaginal
bleeding (few days after having finished period). She stated that
she used one super tampon for 2 hours maximum. On an
unspecified date in DEC-2021, the patient had same symptoms as
with first vaccine. She had increased hair loss, lethargy (slept 15
hours a day for 3 days), difficulty breathing/ shortness of breath,
chest tightness, headache/ tenderness on top of head, experienced
tingling in arms and legs. As on report time, patient had just
tenderness and excessive bleeding (dose number in Series 2). The
JNJ booster doubled hair loss and ""period 3 weeks early"". The
patient visited emergency room for the treatment of the events. It
was reported that, the patient talked to her old doctor about
symptoms who had heard a lot about JNJ and these effects and
recommended patient to get a full hormone panel and patient was
planning to do as she could not found an appointment with doctor
of medicine (MD) before February The action taken with covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient recovered from
increased hair loss, lethargy (slept 15 hours a day for 3 days),
difficulty breathing/ shortness of breath, chest tightness, and
tingling in arms and legs on DEC-2021, and pain at injection site on
15-DEC-2021, had not recovered from headache/tenderness on top
of head, and heavy vaginal bleeding (few days after having finished
period), and the outcome of period 3 weeks early was not reported.
This report was non-serious. This case, involving the same patient
is linked to 20211235199."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1970933-1

1971181-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair loss became more prominent, mother is basically bald now; she
has been having diarrhea off and on; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(hair loss became more prominent, mother is basically bald now)
and DIARRHOEA (she has been having diarrhea off and on) in a 76year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss became more prominent,
mother is basically bald now) and DIARRHOEA (she has been
having diarrhea off and on). The patient was treated with BISMUTH
SUBSALICYLATE (KAOPECTATE [BISMUTH SUBSALICYLATE]) for
Diarrhea, at a dose of 1 dosage form. At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss became more prominent, mother is basically
bald now) and DIARRHOEA (she has been having diarrhea off and
on) had not resolved. Concomitant medication included unspecified
medication for blood pressure. It was reported that the patient
experienced diarrhea once or twice every week, or every other
week. It was also reported that when the patient was taking
medicine for diarrhea, it was going away but was coming back after
sometime. This case was linked to MOD-2021-419573 (Patient
Link).

18-29
years

I received my 2nd dose of the Moderna vaccine on 5/4/2021. About
a month later (early June 2021), I started experiencing symptoms I
had when I received the first dose of the vaccine (4/6/2021) .
Those symptoms include: dizziness (vertigo), brain fog, forehead
pressure (near the sinuses), as well as hair loss. The symptoms ?
flare up? 2-3 times a day, persist for 15 minutes to 2 hours, then go
away. I have never experienced these symptoms prior to the first
vaccination. I let the symptoms persist for about a month until I
went to my primary care physician (PCP) to see if she could
understand what was wrong (early July 2021). Based on my
symptoms, she believed it may have been a sinus infection, so she
prescribed me a 10-day antibiotics course, which I completed, but
to no avail. Throughout the following months, the symptoms
persisted until I finally went to see an ENT doctor. I saw the ENT in
early October 2021 - he didn't see anything wrong with my sinuses
or my ears and sent me for a CT scan of the sinuses. The CT scan of
the sinuses came out clear. He recommended I see a neurologist. I
set up an appointment to see a neurologist in November, but before
that, around the weekend of 10/23/2021, I started experiencing
pain and numbness (almost like local anesthesia at the dentist?s
office) going down the left side of my body - from the left side of
my temple to the arch of my left foot, and it went into the left arm
as well. I was able to move my extremities. During this time I
started having pressurized headaches near the temples as well,
which caused eye pain. This persisted for a few days, until I finally
went to the ER as the feeling of numbness was paired with
shortness of breath (unclear if that was anxiety from the numbness
or related). By the time I reached the ER, the numbness had mostly
subsided. While in the ER, they took a CT scan of my brain and ran
some blood tests - all were normal. I saw the ophthalmologist on
11/3/201, and he said the pressure in my eyes were fine and didn?t
see a problem with the optic nerve. I saw the neurologist on
11/4/2021, where he assessed me in his office - he said I did fine
on the assessment. He sent me for an MRI of the brain and for a
blood test. The MRI of my brain came out normal, as did the blood
test. During the month, the numbness went down, but the pain
persists, primarily in the left pectoral muscles, left arm and thumb.
With my symptoms starting back in June 2021 persisting along with
these new symptoms, I went back to my PCP in early December
2021 to see if she could think of any other reason this could be
happening. She sent me for another blood test to check for anemia
as the neurologist covered everything else - it came back normal.
All of my symptoms persist.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1971215-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

**ALL ISSUES BEGAN JUL-NOV 2021 AND ARE ONGOING AT
PRESENT (DEC 22, 2021)** FREQUENT, SEVERE HEADACHES;
INTENSE HIP PAIN; INTENSE KNEE PAIN; MODERATE-TO-SEVERE
HAND, WRIST PAIN; INTENSE SHOULDER PAIN; SORES IN GUMS;
RASHES IN VARIOUS AREAS AROUND BODY; DERM ISSUE - CUTS
FORMING AROUND INNER AREA OF THUMBS, ROUGHLY EVERY 2
WEEKS; FREQUENT BOUTS OF EXTREME EXHAUSTION;
EXHAUSTION/TIREDNESS CAUSES ME TO FALL ASLEEP DAILY
WHILE DRIVING; HEART PAIN ON REGULAR BASIS; INTENSE PAIN
IN UPPER LEFT NOSTRIL; MULTIPLE, VARIOUS GASTROINTESTINAL
COMPLICATIONS/PAINS; NECK, BACK PAIN; FREQUENT MENTAL
FOG, CONFUSION; NUMBNESS IN ARMS, LEGS AT LEAST ONCE
DAILY; ARMS AND LEGS GO COMPLETELY NUMB / WITHOUT
FEELING AT TIMES; NEW, SUDDEN ONSET HEAD HAIR LOSS;
FREQUENT SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES UNDER CHIN; FREQUENT
LOW-GRADE FEVERS; FREQUENT IRRITATED, SORE THROAT; BODY
OFTEN FEELS EXTREMELY HEAVY AND CUMBERSOME DURING
NORMAL DAILY ACTIVITIES (WALKING, GOING
UPSTAIRS/DOWNSTAIRS, LIFTING MY LIMBS); MULTIPLE
DERMATALOGICAL ISSUES (SCALES, YELLOW CRUST AROUND
NIPPLES; SORES/SCABS ON HEAD; SMALL PUSTULES ON HANDS,
KNEES, FEET); NEW BREAST LUMP IN LEFT BREAST; ABNORMALLY
HEAVY, FREQUENT MENSTRUAL BLEEDING

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1971578-1

65-79
years

chronic inflammation, neuromuscular pain, neurological symptoms,
weakness. vision changes, EBV and HHV reactivation, burning in
tissues, burning around breast implants, gout type pain n fingers,
cognitive dysfunction, high anxiety, hair loss, heavy acid reflux and
stomach problems, cough, sinus pain, swollen lymph nodes,
pelvic/vaginal cysts, post exertional malaise, arm pain resulting in
frozen shoulder and cortisone injection, headaches, some hearing
loss, swelling in calves, ankles and feet. These began slowly after
second injection on 2/6/21 and still continue to this date. Was
hospitalized Sept. 8-12 with colitis and sepsis and diagnosed with
C-diff after taking antibiotic to treat vaginal cysts.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1971677-1

30-39
years

significant hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1971820-1

6-17
years

Teenager stopped menstruating for 2 months. She is also
experiencing constant hair loss 3 months later.

1971842-1

50-59
years

Large raised lump (about 2 inches across) formed where injection
was given. Became reddened and hot. It was extremely painful.
Redness went away but there is a deep lump there still and I
experience severe shooting pains down the bone of my arm sometimes enough to wake me in the night. This is not a constant
pain - it seems to be exacerbated by inactivity and also by cold but
when it is hurting, the pain is significant. Sometimes the pain is
relieved by movement, heat, and also rubbing and sometimes it is
not. I also experienced severe muscle aches, chills, and low grade
fever (100) for the first 48 hours after injection. Not enough to go
to the hospital but it was just as severe as my symptoms were
when I had COVID 1 year prior to the vaccination. I have also had
considerable hair loss since the shot. There are no bald spots and
this seems to be slowing down but my hair is significantly thinner
since the shot. (I had had some hair loss after my first bout of
COVID in August of 2020 and the vaccination seemed to exacerbate
this again in Aug 2021 )

1971929-1

80+
years

After she took the vaccine on her left leg her knee joint started
hurting. It stopped her from walking it also swole up. It was very
painful and it kept her up at night. Then her hair started coming
out. When she comb it it started coming out by the hand full.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1973961-1

1974072-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"CHEST TIGHTNESS; HAIR FALLING OUT ABOUT 3-4 WEEKS
NONSTOP; PERIOD STOPPED FOR 4 MONTHS/AMENORRHEA;
SHORTNESS OF BREATH/DIFFICULTY BREATHING; INVOLUNTARY
WEIGHT LOSS; SICK FOR ABOUT A WEEK; HEADACHE/TOP OF
HEAD SUPER TENDER; PAIN AT INJECTION SITE/RIGHT ARM HURT
FOR ABOUT A WEEK A HALF; This spontaneous report received from
a patient concerned a 39 year old female of unspecified race and
ethnicity. The patient's weight was 118 pounds (135 pounds before
vaccine), and height was 170 centimeters. The patient's concurrent
conditions included: non smoker, non alcohol user, autistic spectrum
(processing disorder), Ehlers-Danlos (connective tissue
disorder),severe anxiety disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD), complex post-traumatic stress disorder (CPTSD),
contrast dies allergy, allergy to anti-depressants and allergy
medication. Other pre-existing medical conditions included: Patient
had no drug abuse or illicit drug use. The patient had a history of
vaccine reaction ("" vaccine given in 1/4 doses""). The patient was
planning to have genetic test for allergies and how medications
react. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose
number in series 1) (suspension for injection, route of admin not
reported, batch number: 205A21A, expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was
not reported, 1 total administered on 12-APR-2021 in right arm for
prophylactic vaccination. Concomitant medications included Xanax
(alprazolam), marijuana (cannabis sativa) and ketamine for
complex post-traumatic stress disorder. On an unspecified date, the
patient experienced chest tightness, hair falling out about 3-4
weeks nonstop, period stopped for 4 months (amenorrhea)
shortness of breath/difficulty breathing, weight loss, sick for about a
week, headache/top of head super tender, and pain at injection
site/right arm hurt for about a week a half (dose number in series
1). The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not
applicable. The patient recovered from chest tightness, shortness of
breath/difficulty breathing, sick for about a week, headache/top of
head super tender, and pain at injection site/right arm hurt for
about a week a half, had not recovered from hair falling out about
3-4 weeks nonstop, and involuntary weight loss. The outcome of
period stopped for 4 months/amenorrhea was unknown. This report
was non-serious. This case, involving the same patient is linked to
20211235188 (dose number in series 2)."

65-79
years

hair loss/bald; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair loss/bald) in a 76year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair loss/bald). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair loss/bald) outcome was unknown. The action taken
with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Treatment information includes Kaopepto No concomitant
information were reported by the reporter This case was linked to
MOD-2021-419602, MOD-2021-419647, MOD-2021-419198, MOD2021-419419 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1974205-1

65-79
years

"She got the booster dose; Hair is falling out; This is a spontaneous
report received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 72 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 09Nov2021
(Lot number: FG3527) at the age of 73 years as dose 3 (booster),
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant
medical history. Concomitant medication(s) included: LOVASTATIN
(ongoing); MEDROXYPROGESTERONE; AMITRIPTYLINE taken for
fibromyalgia, depression; METFORMIN taken for diabetes mellitus
(ongoing); LISINOPRIL taken for blood pressure measurement
(ongoing); ESTRADIOL (ongoing); METOPROLOL SUCCINATE ER
(ongoing); CYCLOBENZAPRINE taken for muscle spasms (ongoing);
L-THYROXINE [LEVOTHYROXINE] taken for blood pressure
measurement (ongoing); AMLODIPINE BESYLATE taken for blood
pressure measurement (ongoing); SYNTHROID (ongoing). V
accination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number : 2, LotEL9266, Administered in left upper arm), administration date:
19Feb2021, when the patient was 72 years old, for COVID-19
immunization; Bnt162b2 (Dose Number : 1, Time the Vaccination
Was Given: 1:10PM, Lot- EN6199 , Administered in upper left arm),
administration date: 12Mar2021, when the patient was 72 years
old, for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""Hair is falling out"".
The following information was reported: IMMUNISATION (nonserious) with onset 09Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""She got the booster dose""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair is falling
out"". The event ""hair is falling out"" was evaluated at the
physician office visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result
of alopecia. Follow-up (06Dec2021): Follow-up attempts completed.
No further information expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1975115-1

18-29
years

Extreme hair loss lasting over 4 months. No sign of slowing down or
recovery.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1975428-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

I had COVID-19 in July of 2020. I have Long-COVID symptoms
since then. After getting the first dose of the vaccine I had serious
side effects. I was advised to wait an extra two weeks to get my
second dose. After getting the second dose of my vaccine, within 15
minutes of the shot I had Tremors in my legs. I could not get out of
bed the next day and I need help dressing. I was very weak, and I
went to the COVID-19 clinic, and I was tested. It was negative. I
got a lump in my right arm inside my elbow where it bends. I had a
history of Lymph Node removal in the past. I was sick for seven
days and I had muscle twitching, insomnia, and neuropathy in my
feet. My COVID-toes started to return. I had severe cramping,
spasm, left sided abdomen pain. I was having breathing issues and
heaviness in my chest. After 7 days some of the symptoms
improved but I was still fatigued, and I had the lump in my arm
persisting. I got a mammogram and there was a lump under my
right arm. It was suspected that I had a blood clot in my armpit,
but it was ruled out. It has been 3 months and I have hair loss and
a Biopsy in my hair. It is almost as if my COVID Symptoms. I have
a sore on my abdomen which has been there for 2 months. I
consulted a Dermatologist, and it is unidentified. My blood work
shows elevated inflammation markers. I still have insomnia and I
have a persistent cough.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1977136-1

30-39
years

4 days after vaccine experienced a butterfly face rash, pealing skin
on the face/eye lids, blurry vision, corneal swelling, then a few
weeks later shingles on left foot. Then starting 6 weeks after that
hair loss. Lost about 50% of hair on head over a 2 month period.
Went to 3 doctors. Had a lot of blood work done. Everything
normal. Conclusion was symptoms were a vaccine reaction. Did eye
drops for blurry vision. Did PRP treatments for hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1978537-1

30-39
years

No treatments. Outcomes hair loss, constant migraines, skin
irritation and itching, no milk supply

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1978645-1

40-49
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored
program (005570). The reporter is the patient. A 40 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm
left, administration date 30Apr2021 08:30 (Lot number: EW0171)
at the age of 40 years as dose 2, single and administered in arm
left, administration date 09Apr2021 08:30 (Lot number: EW0150)
as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (1st dose), for Covid-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset 30Apr2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""have had my hair fall out in clumps""; ARTHRALGIA
(non-serious) with onset 01May2021, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""joints have been aching/ Sore Joints""; FATIGUE
(non-serious) with onset 30Apr2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""extremely fatigue""; POLYMENORRHOEA (nonserious) with onset 11May2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""my period has been 2 times a month since may.""; BLOOD
GLUCOSE INCREASED (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Glucose 105""; ANTINUCLEAR ANTIBODY POSITIVE
(non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""ANA screen
IFA Positive""; ASTHENIA (non-serious) with onset 11May2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""two menstrual cycles a month
making me more weak "". The event ""joints have been aching/
sore joints"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant
laboratory tests and procedures are available in the appropriate
section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of arthralgia.
Additional information: Prior Vaccinations and Concomitant drugs
were reported as none. Interpretation included: All three negative
tiers indicate the absence of detectable antibodies to component
analytes consisting of double stranded DNA (dsDNA), chromatin,
RNP, RNP, (SM), SSA. SSB, JO-1, Scl-70, Centromere B, and
ribosomal P. A negative result should be interpreted in the context
of clinical and laboratory findings. Treatment for Sore Joints
included meloxicam. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1979360-1

30-39
years

Hair loss/ hair thinning of the scalp

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1981008-1

40-49
years

TINGLING, PAIN, BURNING OF BOTH ARMS INCLUDING THE HANDS
(IN THE EARLY HOURS THEY BECAME WORSE, CAUSING
INSOMNIA) AND EXCESSIVE HAIR LOSS.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1981009-1

40-49
years

TINGLING, PAIN AND BURNING OF BOTH ARMS INCLUDING THE
HANDS WITH WORSENING IN EARLY HOURS AND EXCESSIVE HAIR
LOSS.

18-29
years

Extremely sick starting the evening of the injection, chills, sweats,
severe headache, nausea, dizzy, couldn't walk alone. This lasted a
couple of days. Then all these symptoms subsided but left with a
severe headache and hazy/blurry vision. Headaches are now a daily
symptom, blurry vision is a constant along with extremely fatigued
eyes. I visited an ophthalmologist who did testing. My vision has
changed from my last appointment on March 2021. My entire life I
have been nearsighted. I now can't see clearly near or far, I have a
loss of vision. All other tests completed that day came back normal.
I had to buy new glasses and contacts with a new prescription
which only slightly help. I also am currently experiencing loss of
hair phantosmia unexplained pain in shoulder

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1981373-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

hair, phantosmia, unexplained pain in shoulder.
Adverse Event Description

1981638-1

50-59
years

facial body rashes internal tremors nerves joint pain hair falling out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1982212-1

40-49
years

First fluid filled blister started on head on 08/29/2021 ten days after
getting first vaccine blisters went away by themselves. After getting
second vaccine the fluid filled blisters re appeared this time in
mouth on 09/27/2021 and treated with Valtrex on 10/11/2021.
Blisters in mouth went away however multiple fluid filled blisters
under breast, torso and legs on 10/30/2021. Was seen by MD on
10/30/2021, 11/02/2021, 11/08/2021, 11/19/2021, and
12/02/2021. Was given 2 courses on antiviral medication 10/11 and
11/08/2021. Antibiotics because blisters got infected on scalp and
torso and started to lose hair 11/02/2021. Referred to dermatology
because viral swabs came back negative. Had skin biopsy and blood
test done on 11/19/2021. Was put on prednisone on 11/22/2021 (
still on this medication). Saw dermatologist again on 12/02/2021
with final diagnosis based on skin biopsy and blood work, I now
have Pemphigus Vulgaris which is a rare disease.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1982936-1

40-49
years

7 months post 2nd dose, I began to experience hair loss that has
gotten progressively worse

50-59
years

First, I had whole body muscle ache. wore off after 2 months. My
muscles still ache randomly. About a week or so after the vaccine
my hair fell off in patches. Treated by dermatologist, said Alopecia.
Then a few months later all my hair fell off, now Alopecia Areata.
Eyebrows, eyelashes, nose hair, ear hair ect... then he found
immune system disorder on blood test. Referred me to Dr., she
found protein in my body that was not right. she just referred me to
a cancer doctor. Waiting now for appointment.

1988277-1

65-79
years

now experiencing hair loss even more this morning, whole braid
came out; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (now experiencing hair loss
even more this morning, whole braid came out) in a 67-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 037C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
Concurrent medical conditions included Rheumatoid arthritis and
Pre-diabetic. Concomitant products included METFORMIN for
Diabetic, PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL [PARACETAMOL]) for Pain,
LEFLUNOMIDE for Rheumatoid arthritis, HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE,
LISINOPRIL (LISINOPRIL/HCTZ), AMITRIPTYLINE, COLECALCIFEROL
(VITAMIN D3), CYANOCOBALAMIN (VITAMIN B12
[CYANOCOBALAMIN]), BIOTIN and VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID]
for an unknown indication. On 13-Dec-2021, the patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. In December 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (now experiencing hair loss even more this
morning, whole braid came out). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (now experiencing hair loss even more this morning,
whole braid came out) had not resolved. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was
unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Patient experiencing hair loss. she started noticing it a
couple of days ago and even more this morning. Her natural hair is
braided. Her whole braid came out. No treatment information
details were reported.

1988785-1

6-17
years

The 10 year old girl is losing patches of her hair. This started after
her 2nd Covid Vaccination. Every few days more patches of hair are
missing on her head. Each patch of missing hair seems to be
getting larger.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1985004-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1989188-1

65-79
years

3 months after my second vaccine my ME/CFS and fibromyalgia
were much worse. I lost tons of hair, my entire body hurt, arthritis
everywhere, fingernails stopped growing...This is since June 2 or 3,
but I have been worse and in hindsight and in checking with other
ME/CFS health sites, patients have experienced the same thing.
Worsening-long term flares. Brain fog is much worse.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1992091-1

40-49
years

I started losing facial hair, and now I am losing hair on my head. I
have Alopecia Areata, which is an autoimmune disorder. My
dermatologist said it was likely caused by the vaccine.

1992308-1

18-29
years

In September, began experiencing thinning hair, a bald patch on
scalp, irritability/mood swings, and weight loss which led to blood
work that revealed low TSH. I was seen my an endocrinologist who
confirmed hyperthyroidism/thyroiditis.

6-17
years

"Losing lots of hair; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 12 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 29Oct2021 12:00 (Lot number: 20021) at the age of 12 years
as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant
medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant
medications. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset 30Oct2021 12:00, outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Losing lots of hair"". It was unknown if therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information:
other vaccine same date lot number=32030BD, other vaccine same
date vaccine date=29Oct2021, other vaccine same date dose
number= 30. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1995177-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1995186-1

1995321-1

1995322-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"Hair started falling out; This is a spontaneous report received from
a contactable reporter(s) (Other HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored
program (159558). A female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 1, single and
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Hair started falling out"". Additional
Information: Caller reported she received all three Pfizer BioNTech
Covid19 Vaccine doses, but after the first dose she noticed her hair
started falling out. After second dose, her hair started falling out
more. Then it stopped and everything seemed ok. Then she got the
booster and her hair started falling out again. She had questions.
This report was for caller's friend. She had a dear friend at work
that has also reported the same thing. They both got Pfizer and got
boosters together, 10 days ago. Caller noticed the hair failing about
within a month of first dose. She noticed hair everywhere. Certainly
after second dose it was like woah. Her friend at work said she had
the same thing and she is caller's age too. Follow-up attempts have
been completed. Batch/lot number not available for BNT162B2. No
further information is expected. Sender's Comments: Linked
Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101595915 same reporter/drug/AE,
different patients."

60-64
years

"hair loss; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 63 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administration date 13Sep2021 (Lot number: FC3183)
at the age of 62 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Mitral valve prolapse""
(unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included:
METOPROLOL SUCCINATE. The following information was reported:
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Sore arm""; ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair loss"". Additional infoThe patient reported that she has still hair loss and is going to be
bald because clumps come out No Follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

6-17
years

"Alopecia Areata-significant hair loss in the month following the
vaccine; Alopecia Areata-significant hair loss in the month following
the vaccine; prev dose administration date 06Oct2021, prev dose
dose number 1, Most recent dose: administration date
20Oct2021,dose number 2; This is a spontaneous report received
from a non-contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP).
The reporter is the patient. A 12 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 20Oct2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 12
years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""Known allergies: Pennicilin"" (unspecified if
ongoing). There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No:
Unknown. Not available/provided to reporter at the time of report
completion, Location of injection: Arm Left), administration date:
06Oct2021, when the patient was 12 years old, for COVID-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
AREATA (non-serious), ALOPECIA (non-serious) all with onset
17Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as
""Alopecia Areata-significant hair loss in the month following the
vaccine""; INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (non-serious) with onset 20Oct2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""prev dose administration date
06Oct2021, prev dose dose number 1, Most recent dose:
administration date 20Oct2021,dose number 2"". The event
""alopecia areata-significant hair loss in the month following the
vaccine"" and ""alopecia areata-significant hair loss in the month
following the vaccine"" was evaluated at the physician office visit.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia areata,
alopecia. Additional information: the patient received treatment for
the adverse event which included Steroid injections into scalp. The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received
within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
has not been tested for COVID-19. No follow-up attempts are
possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1995491-1

1995533-1

1996907-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

now experiencing hair loss even more this morning, whole braid
came out/having with my hair loss/ Now I am Balded from left,
middle, and on the right side of my head; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (now experiencing hair loss even more this morning,
whole braid came out/having with my hair loss/ Now I am Balded
from left, middle, and on the right side of my head) in a 67-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. 037C21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
patient's past medical history included COVID-19 (Nose swipe) on
05-Jun-2021. Concurrent medical conditions included Rheumatoid
arthritis since 06-Aug-2021, Pre-diabetic since 12-Sep-2015,
Allergic reaction to drug (Steglatro), Allergic reaction to drug
(Hydroxychloroquine), Allergic reaction to drug (Fenofibrate) and
Blood pressure high since 12-Sep-2015. Concomitant products
included HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE, LISINOPRIL (LISINOPRIL/HCTZ)
from 12-Sep-2015 to an unknown date for Blood pressure high,
AMITRIPTYLINE from 15-Sep-2016 to an unknown date for
Hypertension, PARACETAMOL (TYLENOL [PARACETAMOL]) for Pain,
METFORMIN from 12-Sep-2015 to an unknown date for Prediabetic, LEFLUNOMIDE from 06-Aug-2021 to an unknown date for
Rheumatoid arthritis, COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D3),
CYANOCOBALAMIN (VITAMIN B12 [CYANOCOBALAMIN]), BIOTIN
and VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID] for an unknown indication. On
13-Dec-2021 at 1:20 PM, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 27-Dec-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (now
experiencing hair loss even more this morning, whole braid came
out/having with my hair loss/ Now I am Balded from left, middle,
and on the right side of my head). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (now experiencing hair loss even more this morning,
whole braid came out/having with my hair loss/ Now I am Balded
from left, middle, and on the right side of my head) had not
resolved. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. Patient experiencing hair
loss. She started noticing it a couple of days ago and even more in
the morning on the day of reporting. Her natural hair was braided.
Her whole braid came out. No treatment information details were
reported. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 29-Dec-2021: Significant Follow Up received updated
Patient demographic information and History conditions,
Concomitant medication dose details, Anatomical location, AE onset
date Updated.

40-49
years

"fainting; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter, nurse. The reporter is the patient. A 41-yearold female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (COVID-19
MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), administered in arm right,
administration date 03Jul2021 10:30 (Lot number: EW0198) at the
age of 40 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient had no relevant medical history. The patient took
unspecified concomitant medications. Vaccination history included:
Bnt162b2 (lot# EW0181, administration time: 10:30 AM, first dose,
location: Left arm), administration date: 12Jun2021, when the
patient was 40 years old, for covid 19 immunization. The following
information was reported: syncope (medically significant) with
onset 17Jul2021 20:00, outcome recovering"", alopecia (nonserious) with onset 17Jul2021 20:00, outcome recovering.
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of syncope,
alopecia. No other vaccine in four weeks, no covid prior vaccination.
No covid tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on
temporal relationship the possibility of causal association between
the reported event syncope and other reported events and the
suspect drug BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The impact of this
report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated
as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the
review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any
safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any
appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to
regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate."

Unknown

"losing hair/also happened to other people and to the patient; This
is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team. A
patient (no qualifiers provided) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2)
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose number unknown, single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""losing hair/also happened to other
people and to the patient"". The lot number for bnt162b2 was not
provided and will be requested during follow up."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1997231-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Symptoms started 1 day after injection to summarize most likely an
over inflammation/ over immune response prolonged for 3 months.
Cardiovascular: Chest pain and pressure, heart rate from 40s-120s.
Periods of palpitations. Muscular: Right wrist pain, numb at times.
Neurological: Dizziness, headaches, fatigue. Brain fog, forgetful,
vision poor, difficulty recalling info. GI: Nauseated loss of appetite
weight loss of 10 lbs. Bloated. Diarrhea/loose stools x 2 days.
Reproductive: Period was due the week of the injection and has
never been irregular. The week of the injection started ovulating on
10/02/21. Since then menstrual cycyles have been irregular.
Bleeding started 10/09/21 and continued until 11/05/21. Bleeding
varied from light to heavy saturation. Menstual cycle continues to
be irregular. Also hair thinning and shedding x 1 month.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1997541-1

65-79
years

My head hair and some body hair first fell out when I was age 9. A
couple of times it grew back, but finally fell out completely when I
was age 25. However, since then, I've always had hair on my arms,
underarms, legs, chest, and genitals, although there were patchy
spots in places without hair. In addition, I've had to shave my face
daily, although the growth was much lighter than most men, and I
also had constant peach fuzz on my head that required shaving
every week to week and a half. Now, after getting the two vaccines
at age 68, 98-99% of all my hair is suddenly gone over my entire
body. I still have brown colored nose hair and eyelashes although
they appear thinner and less dense. My chin hair is very patchy and
white. I haven't shaved my head in probably 3 months and there is
no sign of any peach fuzz. I noticed that the hair was primarily gone
before I got the booster on 11/27/2021. What is interesting is that I
received a vaccine at age 8 (1960) when in 3rd grade. a few
months later, I started losing my hair and by the middle of 4th
grade, I was completely bald at age 9.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1997607-1

40-49
years

Hairl loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1998044-1

65-79
years

85% loss of head hair
Patient has moderate hair loss since a few days after vaccine
administration. This was not an issue prior and now she has thin
and bald spots to the scalp. Patient is educated to look into
minoxidil type shampoos and to avoid pulling of the hair.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1999008-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1999258-1

30-39
years

Incessant fatigue regardless of sleep, muscle weakness,
unexplained weight gain, and hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1999882-1

30-39
years

In June of 2021 my hair began falling out at an increased rate and
has continued period of shedding until the present. I have lost
about 40% of my hair. I also have elevated cholesterol as proven by
bloodwork I had done, despite never having high cholesterol before.
I was very sick following both doses of the vaccine with fevers,
extreme fatigue/weakness, and a persistent cough that took over a
month to get rid of. My period was longer and had increased
bleeding after the vaccine. I did not have Covid prior or during this
time.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2000457-1

40-49
years

My finger/toenail growth has slowed, hair getting thinner and my
joints ache more than before getting both vaccine doses.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2001299-1

65-79
years

Chest pain, tightness in chest, shortness of breathe, all-over travel
pains (muscle, joints), extreme fatigue, brain fog, and hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2001768-1

50-59
years

I had fever and also I had a seizure, I went to the doctor because I
felt sick on 10/04/2021 I was told that I positive for Coronavirus. I
had a fever for 101 for a few days and I was told it was normal.
Ever since I had the vaccination I notice hair loss and I've gained
weight.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2001961-1

50-59
years

Hair loss, nose bleeds, blood in urine and stools, extreme tiredness,
disorientation, blood spots on legs, easy bruising, achy joints, and
some memory loss and clarity.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2004794-1

40-49
years

I have been experiencing intermittent twitches/spasms around my
body, especially before sleep at night and in the morning when I
wake up. When this first started, it was only my left thumb that
would spasm. By the 3rd month following the 2nd dose, I have felt
twitches in my arms, abdomen, sides, and chest. I have also
noticed my hair falling out or shedding from the root more than
normal.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2005910-1

40-49
years

I received the first dose on 8/11/21. I then began losing large
clumps of hair on 8/17/21 that continued and escalated after the
second dose on 9/1/21.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2007077-1

6-17
years

SEVERE HAIR LOSS

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2010209-1

50-59
years

Approximately 7-10 days after the VAX, my wife noticed a small
bald spot on the back of my head about 1 inch in diameter. It slowly
grew larger and is now 3.5 inches in diameter.

2010232-1

40-49
years

I lost 30% of my hair over the summer. I had severe brain fog and
short-term memory loss until roughly November. I could not
concentrate to read a book. I also had restless leg syndrome which
went away around October.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2010694-1

65-79
years

Starting that evening of the vaccine, I had a mild fever. Then, I
developed a headache, severe joint pain and muscle pain that
night. I waited 2 weeks to see if it would go away on its own. It did
not, so I called the doctor and they did blood work. It showed
elevated sed rate/inflammatory markers and was put on steroids off
and on for at least 3 months. I ended up seeing a vascular surgeon
to check on my leg to make sure the pain was not coming from
poor circulation. Told to wear compression socks. I was sent to see
a urologist due to decreased kidney function. Increasing fluids
helped my kidney function to come back normal. Also, I developed
blurry vision and swelling around the eyes, so I saw an
ophthalmologist to rule out any issues. I was given steroid eye
drops and I used them for a bit of time off and on as well. Also, I
felt weak/tired during this event. I was sent to see a neurologist
and get an MRI of the head to ensure I did not have a blood clot for
the severe headaches. My hair started falling out around the same
time, and was seen by a dermatologist who said it was likely due to
severe medical stress. I had to use rogaine to help the hair grow
back. My SED rate has not gone back to normal, hence why I was
told to get a different booster shot.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2011234-1

6-17
years

Mild alopecia (both sideburns and couple of spots in in the back.)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2011404-1

6-17
years

Telogen effluvium, excessive hair shedding

2013991-1

18-29
years

I noticed while showering approximately 10 days later that my hair
started to fall out in clumps. Every time I brush my hair or wash it,
I'm losing tons of hair. It is everywhere falling out just with the
smallest touch.

65-79
years

PT NOTICED A RED BUMP ON HER BACK THAT WAS INFLAMMED
AND HAD A PIMPLE IN THE MIDDLE AND SMALLER ONES IN THE
PATCH AREA. IT SPREAD ALL OVER HER BODY, LESIONS ON HER
HEAD, BLISTER LIKE PLACES ALL OVER BODY. ITCHES REALLY BAD.
IT BURNS BUT DOESNT HURT. HER HAIR HAS GOTTEN THIN AND
HAS LOST HAIR. HANDS PEELED OFF AND CAN'T HOLD ANY
OBJECTS. HEELS ARE CRACKED OPEN. SKIN IS MOLTING OFF OF
HER.

40-49
years

06/09/2021 around 10:30 or 11:00 PM severe chills, all day and the
chills came and went through the next day. I called my doctor and
he said it was just a reaction from the vaccine. On 06/09 and
06/10, I had a lot of severe chills. I did not feel fever, but I would
wake up as though someone dumped water on me, with a lot of
sweat. This occurred throughout the day. 06/11/2021 at 11:00 PMMy blood pressure was very high, and I took 2 Tylenol and my chills
continued. 06/12/2021 in the afternoon, I went to the hospital, my
blood pressure was very high, and my oxygen level was very low,
and I was dehydrated. I was given IV fluids and was given Tylenol,
and my severe chills continued at the hospital. I was given a
prescription of Cefpodoxime Proxetil tablet 200 mg. They diagnosed
me with a kidney infection, and I was very dehydrated. They
discharged me on 06/13/2021 in the AM. 06/13/2021, my severe
chills and sweats continued at home. I never had a fever.
06/14/2021, at 09:00 AM I went to the hospital again because the
chills and sweats were unbearable. They gave me a C-19 test and
the results were negative. They put me on IV fluids, and an IV of
Cefpodoxime Proxetil 200 mg. They took a lot of blood work and
urine test. 06/15/2021 in the morning, at the hospital they
transferred me at hospital, and I stay at that hospital on 06/16 and
06/17. At hospital they continued to take a lot of blood work and
gave me Morphine because I could not tolerate my headache. I was
discharged on 06/17/2021. 06/18/2021 I went to hospital, and they
checked my IUD contraceptive, and it was in perfect condition.
There was no infection. I do not drink alcohol. I do not drink sodas.
I do not smoke. These questions were asked of me at the hospitals.
I have never had kidney infection problems prior to the vaccine.
01/02/2021- I went to see my doctor and he diagnosed me with a
UTI and prescribed me with an antibiotic, Cyclobenzaprine 10 mg,
for 15 days. I have not recovered from my AE, kidney problems. My
hair is falling out. I now have a lot of anxiety; I can't exercise
anymore because I feel fatigue. My back hurts as though I have a
bruise on my back where my belt area is at. I have never tested
positive for Covid-19.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2014474-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2014591-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2017692-1

65-79
years

psoriasis to the head, face, arm, leg, back and stomach; Due to
psoriasis, the patient had sepsis; attacked the heart valve and
required a valve replacement/infected heart valve; ulcer repair of
stomach; itching and scratching every 3-4 days; itching and
scratching every 3-4 days; grown double layers of toenails; bottom
of feet and hand became callous and thick; lost the hair; The
patient cannot walk without support; depressed; memory issues;
bottom of the feet are scaly; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of PSORIASIS
(psoriasis to the head, face, arm, leg, back and stomach), SEPSIS
(Due to psoriasis, the patient had sepsis), ENDOCARDITIS
(attacked the heart valve and required a valve replacement/infected
heart valve) and GASTRIC ULCER (ulcer repair of stomach) in a 73year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 014M20A and 013M20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. No Medical History information was reported. On

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

03-Feb-2021, the Adverse
patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273
Event Description
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
03-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. In March 2021, the patient experienced PSORIASIS
(psoriasis to the head, face, arm, leg, back and stomach),
(seriousness criterion medically significant) ,SEPSIS (Due to
psoriasis, the patient had sepsis) (seriousness criterion medically
significant), ENDOCARDITIS (attacked the heart valve and required
a valve replacement/infected heart valve) (seriousness criterion
medically significant), GASTRIC ULCER (ulcer repair of stomach)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), SCRATCH (itching and
scratching every 3-4 days), PRURITUS (itching and scratching every
3-4 days), NAIL HYPERTROPHY (grown double layers of toenails),
HYPERKERATOSIS (bottom of feet and hand became callous and
thick), ALOPECIA (lost the hair), GAIT DISTURBANCE (The patient
cannot walk without support), DEPRESSION (depressed), MEMORY
IMPAIRMENT (memory issues) and SKIN EXFOLIATION (bottom of
the feet are scaly). The patient was treated with ACETAMINOPHEN
at a dose of 600 milligram every four hours; ACITRETIN at a dose
of 10 milligram once a day; AMOXICILLIN at a dose of 2000
milligram once a day; ASPIRIN [ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID] at a dose
of 81 milligram once a day; DILTIAZEM HYDROCHLORIDE
(DILTIAZEM AN) at a dose of 300 milligram once a day; SALICYLIC
ACID (CERAVE PSORIASIS) (topical) at an unspecified dose and
frequency; SALICYLIC ACID (EUCERIN [SALICYLIC ACID]) at a dose
of UNK, bid; MACROGOL, PROPYLENE GLYCOL, SIMETICONE,
SORBIC ACID, SORBITOL, WHITE SOFT PARAFFIN (VANICREAM) at
a dose of UNK, bid; FAMOTIDINE at a dose of 20 milligram twice a
day; FERROUS SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE (FERROUS SULFATE
[FERROUS SULFATE HEPTAHYDRATE]) at a dose of 325 milligram
twice a day; FOLIC ACID at a dose of 1 milligram once a day;
HYDROXYZINE HCL at a dose of UNK, tid; INFLIXIMAB at a dose of
100 mg; LEVOTHYROXINE at a dose of 88 microgram once a day;
METHOTREXATE at a dose of 10 milligram four times per day;
PANTOPRAZOLE at a dose of 40 milligram once a day; POTASSIUM
CHLORIDE at a dose of 40 milliequivalent twice a day; SERTRALINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (ZOLOFT) at a dose of 50 milligram once a day;
TORSEMIDE at a dose of 40 milligram twice a day; APREMILAST
(OTEZLA) for Psoriasis, at a dose of 25 pills, qd; Surgery (valve
replacement) for Sepsis; Surgery (valve replacement, open heart
surgery) for Endocarditis and Surgery (ulcer repair of stomach) for
Gastric ulcer. At the time of the report, PSORIASIS (psoriasis to the
head, face, arm, leg, back and stomach), SEPSIS (Due to psoriasis,
the patient had sepsis), ENDOCARDITIS (attacked the heart valve
and required a valve replacement/infected heart valve), GASTRIC
ULCER (ulcer repair of stomach), NAIL HYPERTROPHY (grown
double layers of toenails), HYPERKERATOSIS (bottom of feet and
hand became callous and thick), ALOPECIA (lost the hair), GAIT
DISTURBANCE (The patient cannot walk without support),
DEPRESSION (depressed), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory issues)
and SKIN EXFOLIATION (bottom of the feet are scaly) outcome was
unknown and SCRATCH (itching and scratching every 3-4 days) and
PRURITUS (itching and scratching every 3-4 days) had not resolved.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): In 2021, Biopsy: drug related events (inconclusive)
found out to be drug related. In 2021, Weight: lost 240 lb to 160 lb
(Low) lost 240 pounds to 160 pounds. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide
any causality assessments. No concomitant medication information
was reported. The patient's sister reported that a week after
receiving the second dose of Moderna vaccine, the patient had a
severe case of psoriasis. The patient was receiving infusion for
treatment of psoriasis and 25 pills a day (one was Otezla). The
patient had undergone two biopsies that turned out to be drugrelated. It was reported that since vaccination, patient had sepsis,
and open-heart surgery because of the infected heart valve. The
patient was feeling like dying, and the patient's sister could not do
anything about it. The patient was very healthy prior to vaccination.
Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes:
On 29-Dec-2021: Significant Follow up received : Suspect vaccine
start date, lot number of vaccine, anatomical location and route of
administration of vaccine were updated. Company comment: This
spontaneous case concerns a 73-year-old female patient with no
medical history reported, who experienced the unexpected serious
(medically significant) events of Psoriasis, Endocarditis, Sepsis and
Gastric ulcer after mRNA- 1273 vaccine. The onset of the event
Psoriasis occurred approximately 1 week after the second dose of
mRNA- 1273 vaccine and Endocarditis, Sepsis and Gastric ulcer
occurred at an unknown later date. Psoriasis was reported as severe
and involved the head, face, arm, leg, back and stomach. It is
noted that skin biopsy was performed and reported the lesion as
drug-related. Treatment with Infliximab infusion, methotrexate,
apremilast, Acitretin were prescribed, among other drugs. Sepsis
secondary to psoriasis occurred, which lead to Endocarditis. Valve
replacement intervention was required. Additionally, Gastric ulcer
repair was reported. Very limited information is available regarding
these events. The benefit-risk relationship of mRNA- 1273 vaccine
is not affected by this report.; Sender's Comments: This
spontaneous case concerns a 73-year-old female patient with no
medical history reported, who experienced the unexpected serious
(medically significant) events of Psoriasis Endocarditis Sepsis and

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

(medically significant) events of Psoriasis, Endocarditis, Sepsis and
Adverse Event Description
Gastric ulcer after mRNA- 1273 vaccine. The onset of the event
Psoriasis occurred approximately 1 week after the second dose of
mRNA- 1273 vaccine and Endocarditis, Sepsis and Gastric ulcer
occurred at an unknown later date. Psoriasis was reported as severe
and involved the head, face, arm, leg, back and stomach. It is
noted that skin biopsy was performed and reported the lesion as
drug-related. Treatment with Infliximab infusion, methotrexate, and
Apremilast, Acitretin was prescribed, among other drugs. Sepsis
secondary to psoriasis occurred, which lead to Endocarditis. Valve
replacement intervention was required. Additionally, Gastric ulcer
repair was reported. Very limited information is available regarding
these events. The benefit-risk relationship of mRNA- 1273 vaccine
is not affected by this report.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2018206-1

80+
years

"Booster Nov2021; No sense of smell; Muscle deep connector pain
(thigh)/ Thigh muscles are extremely tender and sore; Lack of
stamina/ Low energy; Lack of sense of taste; Mild nauseous feeling/
Increased nausea/Mild nausea after eating; Thigh muscles are
extremely tender and sore, including the joining at her knee and
hip; Is more lethargic Doesn't have the strength she had before;
One-stop diarrhea; Yesterday she was torn apart with not cramping
or kneading of the abdomen, but she was bloated; she'll have
extreme pain on the outer edges of her feet for 3-4 days; Feels like
she needs to walk on egg shells; Signifiacnt hair loss; Occassional
deep rocking cough; Headache; Outsides of her feet are extremely
tender; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 85 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (COMIRNATY), administered in arm right,
administration date 04Nov2021 17:30 (Lot number: F93527) at the
age of 85 years as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""COVID""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""mastectomy"" (unspecified if ongoing),
notes: Previously had a mastectomy and her left arm and shoulder
were affected.; ""Diabetes 2"" (ongoing), notes: 3.5 years ago;
""GERD Health"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Macular degeneration""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Breast cancer"", start date: 2010
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Chemo & radiation"", start date: 2011
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Sulfa allergy"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Penicillin allergy"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Allergies to cleaning
products"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Allergies to latex""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Allergies to pollen"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""clots in left calf & right upper arm"" (unspecified if
ongoing), notes: During chemo , clots in left calf & right upper arm.
Concomitant medication(s) included: METFORMIN taken for type 2
diabetes mellitus, start date: 2020 (ongoing); VITAMIN B 12 taken
for gastroesophageal reflux disease, macular degeneration
(ongoing); LUTEIN taken for gastroesophageal reflux disease,
macular degeneration (ongoing); LISINOPRIL (ongoing). Past drug
history included: Tylenol, reaction(s): ""Allergy""; Acromycin,
reaction(s): ""Allergy"". Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(COVID-19 Vaccine: Second dose, Time: 10:30, Pfizer Batch:
EL0141 , All three COVID-19 Vaccines administered in right upper
arm.), administration date: 09Jan2021, when the patient was 84
years old, for COVID-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""Sense of
smell- 12 mo.""; Bnt162b2 (COVID-19 Vaccine: First Dose, Time:
10:30, NDC/EXP: Unknown , Batch: EJ0553, All three COVID-19
Vaccines administered in right upper arm., got sick on 27Dec2020,
that it was a reaction to the first dose.), administration date:
19Dec2020, when the patient was 84 years old, for COVID-19
Immunization, reaction(s): ""Sick""; Bnt162b2 (COVID-19 Vaccine:
Second dose, Time: 10:30, Pfizer Batch: EL0141 , NDC/EXP:
Unknown, All three COVID-19 Vaccines administered in right upper
arm.), administration date: 09Jan2021, when the patient was 84
years old, for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""Sense taste12 mo many foods repulse me,"", ""mild nausea"". The following
information was reported: IMMUNISATION (non-serious) with onset
04Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Booster
Nov2021""; ANOSMIA (non-serious) with onset Nov2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""No sense of smell""; MYALGIA (nonserious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Muscle deep connector pain (thigh)/ Thigh muscles are
extremely tender and sore""; FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset
Nov2021, outcome ""recovered"" (2021), described as ""Lack of
stamina/ Low energy""; AGEUSIA (non-serious) with onset
Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Lack of sense of
taste""; NAUSEA (non-serious) with onset Nov2021, outcome
""recovered"" (2021), described as ""Mild nauseous feeling/
Increased nausea/Mild nausea after eating""; ARTHRALGIA (nonserious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Thigh muscles are extremely tender and sore, including the
joining at her knee and hip""; LETHARGY (non-serious) with onset
Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Is more lethargic
Doesn't have the strength she had before""; DIARRHOEA (nonserious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""One-stop diarrhoea""; ABDOMINAL DISTENSION (non-serious)
with onset Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Yesterday she was torn apart with not cramping or kneading of
the abdomen, but she was bloated""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (nonserious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""recovered"" (Nov2021),
described as ""she'll have extreme pain on the outer edges of her
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Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

feet for 3-4 days""; GAIT DISTURBANCE (non-serious) with onset
Adverse Event Description
Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Feels like she
needs to walk on egg shells""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
Nov2021, outcome ""recovered"" (2021), described as ""Significant
hair loss""; COUGH (non-serious) with onset Nov2021, outcome
""recovered"" (2021), described as ""Occasional deep rocking
cough""; HEADACHE (non-serious) with onset Nov2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Headache""; TENDERNESS (nonserious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Outsides of her feet are extremely tender"". Relevant laboratory
tests and procedures are available in the appropriate section.
Additional Information: It was reported that when patient was
feeling queasy, she will drink one glass. Is drinking it now every
day. Wouldn't be calling if she was a normal 85 year old. Has a high
energy level. This was definitely different than anything she's had in
life. This random thing she'll have extreme pain on the outer edges
of her feet for 3-4 days. Feels like she needs to walk on eggshells.
It was coming out of the blue. Just trying to keep ahead of any
advice. Also uses homeopathic remedies for allergies. States the
country's medical establishment is far more narrowminded about
medical philosophies that sometimes work brilliantly. All three
COVID-19 Vaccines administered in right upper arm. Previously had
a mastectomy and her left arm and shoulder were affected. Told to
never get injections in the left arm. (withheld) got the Moderna
vaccine first. Vast majority of people were going to (withheld) that
offered the Moderna injection. Patient went to the (withheld) that
was offering Pfizer. There were two appointments scheduled for the
Pfizer, but neither person showed up. No further details provided.
Had no pain in the injection arm. Then states the pain was minimal.
She slept well. Is a deep sleeper. Other stuff has been hard. Said in
the original report she had to have a tooth that was being
reabsorbed into her body and gums on 14Dec2020. No prior
vaccination (within 4 weeks0. In Dec & Jan2021 patients side
effects have listed between 9- 12 months post Vaccination. Thigh
pain connectors-9-10 mo. Sense of smell- 12 mo. Occasional with
breakthroughs lasting seconds. Sense taste-12 mo, many foods
repulse me, texture also a factor. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2018702-1

50-59
years

"Losing my hair and its not growing back ,; This is a spontaneous
report received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 59 year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in
arm left, administration date 07Apr2021 14:00 (Lot number:
ER873u) at the age of 59 years as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunization. Relevant medical history included: ""Asthma""
(unspecified if ongoing). The patient had no known allergies. There
were no concomitant medications. The patient had no other vaccine
in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient
had no Covid prior vaccination and had not tested post vaccination.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot
No: EN6207, Location of injection: Arm Right, Vaccine
Administration Time: 02:00 PM), administration date: 17Mar2021,
when the patient was 59 years old, for Covid-19 immunization. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (disability, medically
significant) with onset 2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Losing my hair and its not growing back ,""; ALOPECIA
(disability, medically significant) with onset 2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""I'm almost bald on the top of my head
and have patchy bald spots on the rest of my head"". Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia, alopecia which
included Lazer hair follicle treatments, Rogaine, vitamins. It was
reported that Losing hair and it's not growing back! Patient was
almost bald on the top of her head and had patchy bald spots on
the rest of her head. Afraid to get the booster shot now. Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2018722-1

2018864-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Other HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 59 year-old female
patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm right, administration date 07May2021 (Lot
number: EW2174) at the age of 59 years as dose 2, single and
administered in deltoid right, administration date 07May2021 (Lot
number: EW2173) as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Hypertension"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""high cholesterol"" (unspecified if ongoing). The patient's
concomitant medications were not reported. Past drug history
included: Erythromycin, reaction(s): ""Known allergy:
erythromycin""; Lisinopril, reaction(s): ""Known allergy: lisinopril"";
Aciphex, reaction(s): ""Known allergy: aciphex""; Bactrim,
reaction(s): ""Known allergy: Bactrim""; Codeine, reaction(s):
""Known allergy: Codeine"". Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(Dose number:1, lot number: EW0162, vaccine location: Right
arm), administration date: 16Apr2021, for COVID-19 Immunization.
The following information was reported: NEUROMYOPATHY
(disability, medically significant) with onset 16May2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""neuromuscular symptoms"";
ALOPECIA (disability) with onset 16May2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Hair loss""; SPEECH DISORDER
(disability), MASTICATION DISORDER (disability), DYSGRAPHIA
(disability) all with onset 16May2021, outcome ""not recovered""
and all described as ""Trouble talking and chewing and
handwriting""; CONSTIPATION (disability) with onset 16May2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Constipation"". The
events ""neuromuscular symptoms"", ""hair loss"", ""trouble talking
and chewing and handwriting"", ""trouble talking and chewing and
handwriting"", ""trouble talking and chewing and handwriting"" and
""constipation"" were evaluated at the physician office visit. The
patient underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures:
blood test: (unspecified date) unknown result, notes: AE treatment;
electromyogram: (unspecified date) unknown result, notes: AE
treatment; magnetic resonance imaging: (unspecified date)
unknown result, notes: AE treatment; sars-cov-2 test: (21Nov2021)
negative, notes: post vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken
as a result of neuromyopathy, alopecia, speech disorder,
mastication disorder, dysgraphia, constipation.; Sender's
Comments: Based on the reported information ,a causal
relationship between the events and suspected drug cannot be
excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the
Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and
Investigators, as appropriate."

60-64
years

"My hair started to noticeably thin after the second shot. Is now
much worse and is not stopping.; This is a spontaneous report from
a contactable reporter (consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is
the patient. A 63-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in left arm, administration
date 12Nov2021 at 12:00 (Lot number: unknown) at the age of 63
years as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Sulfonamide allergy"" (unspecified if
ongoing), notes: Known allergies: Sulfa drugs. There were no
concomitant medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(DOSE 1, SINGLE, Lot Number: UNKNOWN), administration date:
22Oct2021, when the patient was 63 years old, for COVID-19
immunisation. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset 19Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""My hair started to noticeably thin after the second
shot. Is now much worse and is not stopping"". Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional
Information: The patient did not receive any other vaccines within
four weeks prior to COVID-19 vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination,
the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The events did not
result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit,
and emergency room/department or urgent care. The lot number
for BNT162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow
up."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2019151-1

18-29
years

This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other
non-HCP (patient). A 28-year-old female patient (not pregnant)
received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (Comirnaty, batch/lot#
unknown), at the age of 28, in left arm, on Dec 16, 2021, single
dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID19 (unspecified if ongoing). Notes: Prior to vaccination, was the
patient diagnosed with COVID-19? Yes. There were no concomitant
medications. The patient reported alopecia/have been losing hair by
the fistfuls/every shower and every hair brush resulted in a softball
size wads of hair loosened from scalp, onset Dec 20, 2021, outcome
of not recovered. No therapeutic measures taken as a result of
alopecia. Additional information: The patient has no known
allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four
weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not
tested for COVID-19. The events did not result in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and emergency
room/department or urgent care. The lot number for BNT162B2 not
provided and will be requested during follow-up.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2019371-1

50-59
years

Hair falling out, menstrual cycle stopped, joint pain and strange
spots that are raised on skin

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2019612-1

18-29
years

Tachycardia sometimes bradycardia Severe headache Loss of breath
Joint pain Loss of hear

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2019926-1

30-39
years

Loss of all scalp hair with no prior history of hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2019995-1

40-49
years

Pfizer Hair loss and changes in menstruation

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2020345-1

6-17
years

Hair loss, first noticed by my daughter in October in one area on the
back of her head. She was diagnosed with alopecia areata in
November. It has progressed to multiple areas on her head.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2020348-1

18-29
years

Began losing large amounts of hair a few days after the vaccine.
Almost three weeks after the shot and the hair loss has not slowed
down. May possibly be getting worse. Have noticeably thinner hair.
Enough so that close friends have pointed out that it looks like I?m
getting bald spots. Going to see my primary care doctor tomorrow
(1/10/2022) to see what they have to say about it. Going to also
request a referral to see a dermatologist.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2021607-1

50-59
years

Significant hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2023699-1

50-59
years

Excessive hair loss. 10 months out and continuous loss.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2024012-1

Unknown

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2024019-1

60-64
years

Adverse Event Description
"SHORTNESS OF BREATH; CHEST PAIN; SLEEP DOESN'T GET
BETTER; BURNING BOTH LEGS; CHILLS ALL OVER; TINGLING ON
BOTH ARMS AND LEGS; NUMBNESS OF BOTH LEGS; MULTI
MYALGIA RHEUMATICA; HAIR LOSS; BODY ACHE ALL OVER;
HEADACHE; This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a 57-year-old female. The patient's height, and weight
were not reported. The patient's concurrent conditions included:
high blood pressure (currently on medication), alcohol user, nonsmoker, and pre-diabetes, and other pre-existing medical conditions
included: The patient did not have any known drug allergies. The
patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, intramuscular, batch number: 1802070 expiry: Unknown)
frequency one total, dose was not reported, vaccinated on right arm
on 13-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination.(dose number in
series 1) Concomitant medications included clobetasol. The Patient
called after receiving Janssen vaccine on 13-MAR-2021, On an
unspecified date in month of march She had chest pain and
shortness of breath; She had to go to emergency room with chest
pain and shortness of breath 2 more times. In ER checked for
stroke and blood clots but ""everything was fine"" They did
Computerized tomography Scan, and they did not find anything.
""They sent her to see the doctor"" ""Before when she had
headache and chills they said to see her neurologist, and they send
to do tests, As per the patient she received therapy, but the pain
did not go away. She felt little better than before but when she took
the booster then the symptoms start again"" ""Finally they put the
patient on medication"" .The hair loss started in August, one day
she woke up without hair on one side. She went to the
dermatologist, and he ordered a biopsy and result not provided ,he
gave me Clobetasol and changed the cream after one and half
months he changes it to a different cream."" The patient said the
name of the new cream was Augmentin, but the company
representative explained that is an oral antibiotic, so it is not clear
what the name of the new cream is. On 25-Nov-2021 she
experienced multi myalgia rheumatica and called she called her
primary doctor and asked him to prescribe high dose prednisone
and her primary doctor says she had to take for the rest of her life.
She had an appointment next month to see him again"". She did
not have cough and fever.( all events occurred in dose number in
series 1) The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was
not applicable. The patient recovered from shortness of breath, and
chest pain on 03-JAN-2022, was recovering from headache, body
ache all over, and hair loss, and had not recovered from tingling on
both arms and legs, tingling on both hands, numbness of both legs,
chills all over, burning both legs, and multi myalgia rheumatica. The
patient received non company suspect Pfizer (BNT 162) (route of
information was not reported batch number: FJ8757 expiry:
Unknown) dose was not reported, vaccinated on left arm on 9-Dec2021 for prophylactic vaccination (Dose number in series 2) After
booster vaccination, she again experienced tingling on both arms
and legs and both hands, her sleep doesn't get better"" she did not
sleep because of pain. The action taken with Pfizer (BNT 162) was
not applicable. The outcome of hair loss and sleep doesn't get
better, tingling on both arms and legs, tingling on both hands was
not reported. This report was serious (Other Medically Important
Condition).; Sender's Comments: V0: 20220102657-covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s-multi myalgia rheumatica. This event(s) is
considered unassessable. The event(s) has a compatible/suggestive
temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific
plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially
associated with the event(s)."
TOP OF RIGHT ANKLE CRACKED OPEN; SCALY/SCALY/THICK SKIN
THAT PEELS; INFECTION/GOT INFECTED; VASCULITIS OF SKIN
(AFFECTED AREAS INCLUDED TUMMY, ANKLES, TOES, WHOLE
LEGS, ARMS, BACK. STARTED ON TUMMY BLOTCHY, AND LITTLE ON
THE BACK), MOSTLY ON ARMS AND LEGS; BROKEN HIP; WAS NOT
FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS; WAS NOT ACTING RIGHT;
UNCONTROLLABLE MUSCLE MOVEMENTS; SPASMS; INABILITY TO
WALK/COULD NOT WALK/HAD NOT ABLE TO WALK; HAIR
LOSS/LOSING HAIR; SKIN WOULD GET LEATHERY; COULD NOT
SLEEP; COULD NOT GET ATTENTION; COULD NOT SIT ON SIDE OF
BED; FELL; LOST USE OF LEFT HAND AND LEFT ARM; This
spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a 64 year
old male. The patient's weight was 142 pounds and height was 71
inches. The patient's past medical history included biventricular
brain stem hemorrhage, itching, rash on body, head was read and
scalp was peeling and concurrent conditions included blood
pressure, disabled, non alcohol user and non smoker, and other
pre-existing medical conditions included he was not sick (not even a
sniffle) for 7 years. The patient experienced drug allergy when
treated with lorazepam, cefepime and vancomycin used for
unknown indication. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of administration was
not reported, batch number: 202A21A, and expiry: unknown) dose
was not reported, dose number in series was 1,1 total administered
to right arm on 07-APR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No
concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date in
JUL-2021, the patient experienced vasculitis of skin (affected areas
included tummy, ankles, toes, whole legs, arms, back. Started on
tummy blotchy and little on the back), mostly on arms and legs

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

(dose number in series
was Event
1). First
it was thought that his skin
Adverse
Description
condition was eczema, however, the dermatologist performed a
biopsy and he was diagnosed with vasculitis of skin. On an
unspecified date, the patient experienced high Rheumatoid (RH)
factor and his blood test showed that the RH factor was high and
was sent to a rheumatologist. The rheumatologist thought that his
condition could be autoimmune but only RH factor was high (no
other factor) so he concluded that the condition was not
autoimmune. The vasculitis of skin would heal, he experienced that
his skin would get leathery, scaly/scaly/thick skin that peels. His
ankles got scalier and scalier, then top of right ankle cracked open
and he experienced inability to walk/could not walk/had not able to
walk. It got infected/ infection and the primary care physician
treated it with oral antibiotics, but that did not help. He was not
walking for a whole week or was not following directions and was
not acting right before going to hospital. On an unspecified date,
laboratory data included: Blood test with result was great and
weight loss with result lost 15 pounds (lbs) of weight. He also
experienced hair loss/losing hair. On 23-AUG-2021 he was
hospitalized. On an unspecified date in AUG-2021, treatment
medications (intravenous antibiotics) included: cefepime,
doxycycline and vancomycin. He had a reaction to intravenous
antibiotics and it was reported that he had never reacted to it
before. He went through physical therapy and occupational therapy
but was not bouncing back. His health started declining again and
on an unspecified date in OCT-2021 he was back in the hospital for
3 weeks. He had high sodium levels (which was flushed out) so they
thought that he was not getting enough water. He also experienced
uncontrollable muscle movements, spasms, could not sleep, could
not get attention. Then he was sent to rehab and was being fed
through a feeding tube. He had to learn to walk and do everything
again. He could not sit on side of bed (It was like how it was 7.5
years ago). In the rehab on an unspecified date in NOV-2021, he
lost use of left hand and left arm. He was in rehab from 03-NOV2021 to 23-NOV-2021. He got home couple days. On 12-DEC-2021,
the patient fell and broken hip. On 13-DEC-2021, he went through
partial hip replacement. Everything on his left side had got tighter
and tighter (like it was drawn and spastic and tight). He had not
been able to walk since surgery, he cannot straighten his left leg out
to put his foot down. There had been set back and set back. He had
visited physician's office. He was hospitalized for 8 days. The action
taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The
patient had not recovered from infection/got infected,
uncontrollable muscle movements, and hair loss/losing hair, and the
outcome of vasculitis of skin (affected areas included tummy,
ankles, toes, whole legs, arms, back. started on tummy blotchy,
and little on the back), mostly on arms and legs, high rh factor, top
of right ankle cracked open, high sodium levels, spasms, lost use of
left hand and left arm, broken hip, inability to walk/could not
walk/had not able to walk, skin would get leathery, scaly/scaly/thick
skin that peels, could not sleep, could not get attention, could not
sit on side of bed, fell, was not following directions and was not
acting right was not reported. This report was serious
(Hospitalization Caused / Prolonged).; Sender's Comments: V020220108492-Covid-19 vaccine ad26.CoV-2.s- Vasculitis of skin
(affected areas included tummy, ankles, toes, whole legs, arms,
back, started on tummy blotchy, and little on the back) mostly on
arms and legs, Broken hip, Top of right ankle cracked open,
Scaly/scaly/thick skin that peels, Infection/got infected. This
event(s) is considered unassessable. The event(s) has a
compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has
unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other
factors potentially associated with the event(s).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2024176-1

18-29
years

"itchiness; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is the patient. A
28 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
19Jul2021 10:30 (Lot number: EW0186) at the age of 28 years as
dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no known
allergies and other medical history. There were no concomitant
medications. The following information was reported: PRURITUS
(non-serious) with onset 23Jul2021 22:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""itchiness""; ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 23Jul2021 22:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Hair loss"". The events ""itchiness"" and ""hair loss"" were
evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of pruritus, alopecia. Additional
information: Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was
administered was at Pharmacy or Drug Store. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2
weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has
been tested for COVID-19. Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2024356-1

40-49
years

Several months later after the second dose, hair was falling out of
the top of his forearms/hair falling out of the back of his hands/hair
falling off of legs.; muscle aches; soreness at the injection site; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Several months later after the second
dose, hair was falling out of the top of his forearms/hair falling out
of the back of his hands/hair falling off of legs.), MYALGIA (muscle
aches) and VACCINATION SITE PAIN (soreness at the injection site)
in a 43-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 028L20A and 011J20A) for COVID19 vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On
08-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
04-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 04-Feb-2021, the patient experienced MYALGIA
(muscle aches) and VACCINATION SITE PAIN (soreness at the
injection site). In September 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Several months later after the second dose, hair was
falling out of the top of his forearms/hair falling out of the back of
his hands/hair falling off of legs.). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Several months later after the second dose, hair was
falling out of the top of his forearms/hair falling out of the back of
his hands/hair falling off of legs.), MYALGIA (muscle aches) and
VACCINATION SITE PAIN (soreness at the injection site) outcome
was unknown. No concomitant medications were reported.
Treatment information was not provided. This case was linked to
MOD-2022-445521 (Patient Link).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2024574-1

50-59
years

Body has began to have all over rash. Blisters. Losing skin losing
hair. Burning and itching. White blood cell count off

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2025258-1

30-39
years

No immediate adverse reaction after 2nd Moderna shot - delayed 2
months later - chronic itching with and without rashes. Super
sensitive skin reacts to clothing tags/seams and loose hair. Skincolored goosebumps appear and disappear multiple times
throughout the day for no reason. Itching every day for about 6
months now, itching all over body in specific parts: stomach, chest,
neck, genital area, near armpits, upper right thigh near butt, anus,
scalp, legs and arms. Different parts of body itch at different times
or days. Infrequent but super unusual red rashes on neck and chest
and legs that last for 5-15 minutes. Sometimes skin shows red
small bumps that itch.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2028063-1

65-79
years

having hair loss, alopecia, never had it before. being treated

18-29
years

I began losing the hair on my head in small patches and it has very
rapidly progressed. I have lost more than half of my hair. It is
possible that the booster triggered my alopecia, causing a flare up.
This is the most substantial hair loss I have ever experienced. I am
being treated with topical medication, steroid injections, oral
steroids and have not yet had any progress. Next steps are to
include additional treatments and changing my medication.

65-79
years

After the 1st dose I got a little bit of a rash that was itchy but after
the 2nd dose is when the itching and rash got much worse. It felt
like ants were crawling all over my body. I have also had a lot of
trouble with my short term memory since the 2nd dose. I also had
a cough come up after my second dose that has continued still to
today and I am just so tired all the time now. I started a good
amount of hair loss as well that is still a continuing issue.

50-59
years

Muscular knot on back with pain in back muscles. Joint pain in both
knees and both ankles. Significant scalp hair loss. Headache in
temples. Right side of stomach by belly button has no sense of
feeling. All these are still occurring. First 4 days also had muscle
pain in back of legs. Loss of balance since onset.

60-64
years

BOOSTER ON NOV 10, 2021. FELT FINE UPON LEAVING CLINIC.
WITHIN 12 DAYS, I DEVELOPED HUGH NODULES THROUGHOUT MY
LYMPATHIC SYSTEM. IN MY NECK, MY HEAD, MY INNER THIGHS, MY
ABDOMEN. MY SKIN DEVELOPED A RASH WITHIN 3 HOURS OF
LYMPH NODES. RASH ALL OVER MY TORSO, BACK, SCALP, ARMS,
LEGS. VAGINAL AND BUTTOCK.S THE ITCH WAS HORRID AND
INTENSE, ALL NIGHT. I WENT TO 2 DOCTORS.. RECEIVED A SERIES
OF PREDISOINE. ONE DAY AFTER PERSCRIPTION ENDED. RASH
WAS WORSE THEN EVER. HORRIBLE. WENT TO DERMATOLOTIST.
HE LOOKED AT RASH AND SAID IT WAS PSORASIS. ALL OVER. IN
THE PAST, IN MY 40'S I HAD VERY MILD PSORASIS ON MY SCALP,
NECK AND ELBOWS. NOTHING LIKE THIS EVER. MY WHOLE BODY
WAS INFECTED WITH PSORASIS. THE DOCTOR DID NOT WANY ANY
MORE PREDISONE. HE GAVE ME A STERIOD CREAM. AND WANTED
ME TO USE THEIR UVB LIGHT. MY RASH HAS LIGHTENED UP, BUT
IT IS STILL HORRIBLE. MY LEGS, MY BODY LOOK AWFUL. I
STARTED LOSING MY HAIR WHEN THE RASH FIRST APPEARED.
THAT IS STILL GOING ON.. HORRIBLE HAIR LOSS, LIKE A CHEMO
PATIENT. NOTHING LIKE THIS HAS EVER HAPPENED TO ME. MY
SKIN STILL BURNS. THIS VACINNE DID THIS TO ME. I AM
WORKING ON ALL KINDS OF HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES. THIS IS
AWFUL. I COULD NOT TAKE MODERNA, DUE TO VANCOMYCIN
REACTION 13 YEARS AGO. JAND J WAS MY ONLY OPTION. CLEARLY
I WILL NEVER TAKE THIS AGAIN. PEOPLE NEED TO BE INFORMED
OF SKIN REACTIONS.,THIS IS NOT RIGHT.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2028117-1

2028124-1

2028316-1

2028544-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

"I didn't notice right away but a few weeks after I noticed blocks of
Hair missing. I went to my DR. with pain in my chest. He found no
evidence of a "" problem"" he took blood and my Liver enzymes
were high. He had me wait 3 weeks with no Tylenol or
acetaminophen and re draw . My liver enzymes had come down a
little bit. After several months of reading and talking with people I
found out that Hair loss and abnormal liver tests are a side effect of
the Shot."

30-39
years

Symptoms beginning one day after vaccine? Fever of 104 degrees
for 3 days, joint pain in hips, feet, hands, knees, ribs, neck, and low
back recurring daily and continuously to this date, severe daily
headaches continuing to this day, extreme fatigue daily to this date,
insomnia to this date, and thinning hair to this date. The
Rheumatologist tried Hydrochloriquin, Celebrex, and Gabipentin
without success. Also, moved to an autoimmune protocol diet,
helping some with inflammation. Took steroids for 8 days in Jan.
2022 for major flare up.

60-64
years

Within the next month after receiving vaccine my hair started falling
out by the handfuls. By Thanksgiving I broke out in a rash and
developed a fever, By December 21, 2021 I had several large lymph
nodes and very ill. I went to ER and I was put on antibiotics. Since
then the rash has become vasculitis. I saw a dermatologist Dec
10th I believe and a biopsy was done. Still waiting on results of
biopsy.

2030977-1

80+
years

High blood pressure; Time between 1st and 2nd dose 2 weeks;
Experience various health problems; Gaining weight because
thyroid not working; Thyroid is not working well; Hair is thinning;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of HYPERTENSION (High blood pressure) in an 83year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions
included Arthritis. Concomitant products included ATENOLOL for
Blood pressure high. In December 2021, the patient received third
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
HYPERTENSION (High blood pressure) (seriousness criterion
hospitalization), VACCINATION COMPLICATION (Experience various
health problems), WEIGHT INCREASED (Gaining weight because
thyroid not working), THYROID DISORDER (Thyroid is not working
well), ALOPECIA (Hair is thinning) and INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE
OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (Time between 1st and 2nd dose 2
weeks). At the time of the report, HYPERTENSION (High blood
pressure), VACCINATION COMPLICATION (Experience various health
problems), WEIGHT INCREASED (Gaining weight because thyroid
not working), THYROID DISORDER (Thyroid is not working well)
and ALOPECIA (Hair is thinning) outcome was unknown and
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (Time
between 1st and 2nd dose 2 weeks) had resolved. DIAGNOSTIC
RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available):
On an unknown date, Blood pressure measurement: 150/90 (High)
High. No treatment information was provided. Concomitant
medications also included Arthritis medication, Statin and Thyroid
medication. Patient received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine booster
dose about 2 weeks ago (she does not have the exact date), she
started to experience various health problems. She reported her
thyroid medication had to be changed, she was gaining weight
because her thyroid was not working well. Her hair was thinning,
when she went to get a perm, they said they did not think her hair
grew anymore, she wanted to exercise, but was told by her HCP not
to exercise. She went to the emergency room, and she had a
blockage. She also reported one knee is longer than the other, and
due to this, she gets a series of 3 shots between the knee, they put
in chicken cartilage. This case was linked to MOD-2022-437742
(Patient Link).; Sender's Comments: This is a spontaneous case
concerning an 83-year-old female patient with no relevant medical
history, who experienced the serious unexpected event of
hypertension and other non-serious events. The event occurred
within unknown period after the third dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine
administration. The event was assessed as related to the product
administration. The rechallenge was not applicable since the event
occurred after the third dose and no further dosing is expected. The
benefit-risk relationship of mRNA-1273 vaccine is not affected by
this report.

2031768-1

30-39
years

hx of chronic but relatively well-managed alopecia areataexperienced rapid, widespread hair thinning/shedding ~2-3 wks
post-booster; no additional treatment recommended by
dermatology but scalp biopsy taken 1/20/22, results pending

2032095-1

50-59
years

Hair thinning/receding/loss on head, first noticed around
7/16/2021. Not sure whether or not it?s related to the covid
vaccine, but am reporting it just in case it is. Have read and heard
of other people with similar issue.

2028789-1

2029223-1

2029247-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2034092-1

2034495-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

COULDN'T LIFT/ MOVE HER RIGHT ARM; RASH TO HER CHEST,
ARMS, LEGS; PAINFUL AT INJECTION SITE; HAIR STARTED FALLING
OUT; SCALP IS SORE/BURNING; This spontaneous report received
from a patient concerned a 79 year old white, not Hispanic or Latino
female. The patient's weight was 145 pounds, and height was 62
inches. The patient's concurrent conditions included: sleep/anxiety,
seasonal allergies, and environmental allergies, and other preexisting medical conditions included: Patient was not pregnant at
the time of report. The patient previously received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series: 1) (suspension for injection,
route of admin not reported, batch number: 1802068 expiry: 23AUG-2021) dose was not reported, 1 total, administered to right
arm on 10-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. On an
unspecified date, the patient was not feeling well following
vaccination with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s and went to the
Emergency Department and there had a positive COVID-19 PCR
(polymerase chain reaction) test confirmation of COVID -19
infection. The patient was subsequently hospitalized for 3 days. On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced confirmed clinical
vaccination failure (dose number in series: 1). On 28-SEP-2021,
Laboratory data included: COVID-19 PCR (polymerase chain
reaction) test (NR: not provided) positive. The patient received
covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series: 2)
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: 1855194 expiry: 09-APR-2022) dose was not reported, 1
total, administered to right arm on 28-OCT-2021 for prophylactic
vaccination. Concomitant medications included alprazolam for
sleep/anxiety. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced
couldn't lift/ move her right arm, rash to her chest, arms, legs, and
painful at injection site following vaccination with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series: 2). It was reported that the
patient's hair/scalp felt strange ever since positive COVID diagnosis.
The patient added that she was told by her HCP that if not for being
vaccinated, she may have needed intubation. (dose number in
series: 2) On 16-DEC-2021, the patient experienced hair started
falling out, and scalp is sore/burning dose number in series: 2). The
action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable.
The patient recovered from rash to her chest, arms, legs, and
painful at injection site, had not recovered from hair started falling
out, and the outcome of couldn't lift/ move her right arm and scalp
is sore/burning was not reported. This report was non-serious. This
case, involving the same patient is linked to 20220104484. (dose
number in series: 1)

50-59
years

"fever; aches; hair loss; arm became very sore; was hot to the
touch, felt like sunburn; was hot to the touch, felt like sunburn;
This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 54
year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered
in arm left, administration date 08Nov2021 13:00 (Lot number:
FH8020) at the age of 54 years as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Colitis
ulcerative"" (unspecified if ongoing). The patient took concomitant
medications. Past drug history included: Morphine, reaction(s):
""Known allergies: Morphine"". Vaccination history included:
Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: FH8020, Location of
injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration Time: 03:00 PM),
administration date: 18Oct2021, when the patient was 54 years old,
for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""Fever"", ""aches"". The
following information was reported: PYREXIA (disability) with onset
20Nov2021 16:30, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""fever""; PAIN (disability) with onset 20Nov2021 16:30, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""aches""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(disability) with onset 13Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""arm became very sore""; FEELING HOT (disability),
HYPERAESTHESIA (disability) all with onset 13Nov2021, outcome
""not recovered"" and all described as ""was hot to the touch, felt
like sunburn""; ALOPECIA (disability) with onset 20Nov2021 16:30,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""hair loss"". The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: body
temperature: 102. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result
of pyrexia, pain, pain in extremity, feeling hot, hyperaesthesia,
alopecia. Clinical course: On 20Nov started noticing hair loss, as of
today 01Jan2021 hair continues to fall out and I have about 1/3 of
volume left then prior to vaccine, noticed when I put a baseball hat
I had not worn since October, I had to adjust back to tighten as hat
was too loose on my head due to hair loss. Patient had not received
any vaccine in last four weeks. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2034509-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"losing my hair; every single joint in her body was in pain; She felt
like she had COVID and had joint pain everywhere, it was horrible.
She states it was gone in 24 hours; lichen planopilaris; Pfizer
booster; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team for a Pfizer sponsored program (005570). The reporter is the
patient. A 77 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration date
06Oct2021 (Lot number: FF8841, Expiration Date: 31Dec2021) at
the age of 77 years as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history was not
reported. There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Vaccine Name: First dose , Lot Number
/ Expiry Date: EN5318/ 31May2021, Route, Anatomical Location:
Right arm , No. of Previous Doses: This was dose 1), administration
date: 01Feb2021, for Covid-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""Arm
Soreness""; Bnt162b2 (Vaccine Name: Second dose , Lot Number /
Expiry Date: EN6200/ 30Jun2021, Route, Anatomical Location:
Right arm , No. of Previous Doses: This was dose 2), administration
date: 22Feb2021, for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""Sore
arm""; Flu shot (She had the flu shot a least a month earlier than
the booster dose, like in Sep2021), administration date: Sep2021.
The following information was reported: IMMUNISATION (nonserious) with onset 06Oct2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Pfizer booster""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""losing my hair""; ARTHRALGIA (nonserious), outcome ""recovered"", described as ""every single joint in
her body was in pain""; SUSPECTED COVID-19 (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""She felt like she had COVID
and had joint pain everywhere, it was horrible. She states it was
gone in 24 hours""; LICHEN PLANOPILARIS (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""lichen planopilaris"". The event ""losing
my hair"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant
laboratory tests and procedures are available in the appropriate
section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia,
arthralgia. Additional Information: After her booster dose she had a
terrible reaction, every single joint in her body was in pain. After
that, she started losing hair. States that her dermatologist said that
she was receiving more patients with this disease (hair loss). She
was fine with the first two vaccination shots. She explains 30 hours
after her booster dose, she had a terrible reaction. Her doctor said
that it was a reaction to the booster. However very slowly
afterwards, she started losing her hair. She felt like she had COVID
and had joint pain everywhere, it was horrible. She states it was
gone in 24 hours and lichen planopilaris. The joint pain occurred 30
hours after receiving her booster dose. She recovered from the joint
pain within 24 hours. The hair loss started occurring about a month
after the booster dose and has accelerated. She went and saw a
dermatologist and it's an actual hair disease. She explains she has
had to have scalp injections, it's a hair disease. She later clarifies
the name of the hair disease as lichen planopilaris. The terrible
reaction with the joint pain was gone in 24 hours. She talked to a
nurse who said it was a reaction, so she didn't bother going to the
emergency room. She took Tylenol and rode it all out and it was
gone in 24 hours. The time of vaccination was reported as between
11:00 to 11:30. There were no additional vaccines administered on
same date with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. The
patient did not receive any other vaccinations within four weeks
prior to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine. The
patient did not have any adverse events following prior
vaccinations. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2034667-1

30-39
years

"Lost all hair on head; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable reporter (consumer or other non hcp). The reporter is
the patient. A 36-year-old male patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in left arm, administration date
13Dec2021 at 17:30 (Lot number: FJ8762) at the age of 36 years
as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""None"". The patient did not take any
concomitant medications. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset an unknown date in Dec2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Lost all hair on head"".
The event ""Lost all hair on head"" was evaluated at the physician
office visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
alopecia. Additional information: The patient had no known
allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within
four weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. Since the vaccination,
the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. It was reported that
the patient had no prior history of hair loss. Treatment included visit
to dermatologist for alopecia."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2034919-1

50-59
years

I am losing large amounts of hair. Not thinning, LOSING larger
areas of hair. The skin is very smooth, not one bit of hair left. The
spots are increasing.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2035406-1

65-79
years

stupid J&J is making my hair fall out

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2035619-1

65-79
years

Hair loss. Started noticing hair strands on pillow. Then when
running hands thru hair and brushing. Noticeable hair loss when in
shower.

s o e
Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

2037743-1

50-59
years

Severe fatigue, body aches, severe lower back pain, and headache
x 48 hours. Hair loss with regrowth starting at 2 months post
vaccine.

40-49
years

Age: 45 at time of 1st dose (9/22/21) and 46 at time of 2nd dose
(10/13/21)- both around 8:30am Female Pfizer BioNTech (lot:
EW0182) received at the Health Center I started losing large
amounts of hair every time I washed my hair, and a lot more than
usual was falling out throughout the day. This began immediately
(9/23/21). After a friend suggested I take Vitamin D, I began taking
it on 12/6/21. The major hair loss stopped immediately. In this 2
1/2 months, I lost about half my hair.

40-49
years

Abnormal and breakthrough menstrual bleeding with IUD present,
started to occur after 1 st vaccination and has not stopped. Prior to
the Covid vaccination I experienced no menstrual bleeding after IUD
placement. I have also had significant hair loss and thinning after
the Covid-19 Vaccine.

2037905-1

2038125-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2038246-1

50-59
years

About one week after receiving my first dose, I noticed that my hair
was starting to fall out. I do not take any medication as to where
this could be a side effect. The only difference in my life was taking
this vaccine. I also received my second dose and noticed that my
hair is still falling out. I have seen a dermatologist and he
recommended that I use Rogaine for men. He noticed that my hair
was just dropping off when he examined my hair and my scalp. It
takes about four months to see any type of results so I have not
seen any results yet. I really don't want to go through this
experience again and I do not want to take the booster. I'm worried
that I may lose all of my hair at once.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2038514-1

6-17
years

Hair loss and thinning of hair
A week later I got very very weak and tired. My mensural cycle
started bleeding very heavily. I had a sore throat. I passed out and
was rushed to the ER in need of a blood transfusion. I was sick for
over 60 says I have lost all of my hair

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2039283-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2039609-1

60-64
years

After the second dose my thyroid levels dropped. My hair started
falling out.

Unknown

losing her hair; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical
information team. The reporter is the patient. A 81 year-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number:
unknown) as dose number unknown, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included COVID-19
(unspecified if ongoing), she and her son had Covid-19 and were
hospitalized. She was hospitalized for 11 days. The patient's
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
recovered. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia.
Consumer said her 53-year-old son has a genetic urea cycle
enzyme defect wherein he gets seizures if his proteins get too high.
He is epileptic and is only allowed to have 21 ounces of protein a
day. She mentioned that her son did not know he had a protein
problem until he was 32 years old. He was hospitalized because of a
drug-induced coma. She said the seizure was so bad. They had his
hair tested and found out that he was loaded with protein. With
that, consumer wants to know how much protein is in the PfizerBioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine. She said her son has not yet received
any of the doses, and that only she and her husband received the
vaccine. She also mentioned that before she received the vaccine,
she had Covid-19 and were hospitalized. She took a lot of vitamins,
and it took 05 months before her hair grew back. She said this also
happened to other people. NDC number of COVID-19 Vaccine was
not provided. Expiry Date of COVID-19 Vaccine was not provided.
Other Products was not provided. Investigation Assessment was not
provided. Consumer states his conditions are from birth, but they
never found out until he was 32 years old because they didn't have
DNA testing when he was born. He was in a medically induced coma
because he had 100 seizures. Stated they tested his hair and it
showed her son was loaded with protein. Caller really wants to get
her son the shots because of the virus that's going around. State
every one of the shots has protein in it. Even the Johnson and
Johnson. No follow-up attempts are possible, information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected. Follow up (13Dec2021) included this is a follow-up
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 81-year-old
female consumer (patient) reported for herself that, other
information was added in Narrative.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2042300-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2043615-1

80+
years

Severe bone and body ache after the first short, start losing hair.
After 2nd short (April 2021), couldn't move for 3 weeks due to pain
and lost all the hairs (she did not receive any treatment for cancer
in the time period). Passed away Jan, 2022. While the cause of
death is cancer, we believe her body was greatly weakened due to
the side effects of the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2044251-1

65-79
years

patient states that after the vaccine she got a rash on her chest,
arms, and her legs. She also stated that her hair has begun to thin.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2044485-1

65-79
years

Significant hair loss, scalp visible through hair on entire crown of
head. Finding shed hair on sinks, counters, floors daily. Reminiscent
of mid stage chemotherapy induced hair loss over 20 years ago.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

2046234-1

65-79
years

Systemic: hair loss-Mild

50-59
years

1st injection was tolerated. the second injection months later
immediately developed flu-like symptoms MUSCLE AND JOINT
PAIN. 3rd day symptoms of a pancreatic flare-up. My condition
became extremely painful forcing me to the ER. During the time
from injection prior to going to ER I was consuming low fat diet and
water which caused extreme pain and spasms of the abdomen with
pain radiating to my back. Tests were taken including CT scan they
came back negative for pancreatitis. the ER doctor suggested it
might be constipation. I was not constipated and was regular every
day. I still continue to have symptoms of pancreatitis. I do receive
multiple steroid injections that have lowered my immune system
drastically. The last steroid injection was two months prior to my
2cd vaccine injection while experiencing a bad cold. Not tested for
covid No tests available. Another side effect I noticed rapid hair loss
on my face (eyebrows eyelashes) and rapid hair loss on scalp.
Overall depleted health with bedridden status.

80+
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient.A 80 year-old male patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right,
administration date 10Mar2021 (Lot number: EN6208, Expiration
Date: Jun2021) at the age of 80 years as dose 2, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""High blood
pressure"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""throat"" (unspecified if
ongoing), notes: on pantoprazole; ""cancer"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: LOSARTAN taken for
blood pressure abnormal; FINASTERIDE taken for neoplasm
malignant; PANTOPRAZOLE 40 taken for pharyngeal disorder.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (dose 1, single),
administration date: 17Feb2021, when the patient was 80 years
old, for COVID-19 immunisation.The following information was
reported: MALAISE (non-serious), outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""feeling unwell/ doesn't feel good""; ABDOMINAL
DISCOMFORT (non-serious) with onset 14Mar2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""his stomach is upset, states this
started about four days after the vaccine""; VACCINATION SITE
ERYTHEMA (non-serious) with onset 16Mar2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""arm where he got the vaccine is still
red, that it was not red but now yesterday and today it was red"";
NAUSEA (non-serious), outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""feels like he is very nauseated""; ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""he is losing too much
hair; when he takes a shower and wipes his hair, more than normal
is coming out""; FATIGUE (non-serious), outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""he is also very tired, and this is not normal for him"".
Additional Information: Additional information for concomitant
products included 4-5 years for Losartan, 1 year for finasteride and
16 years for pantoprazole. The reporter wanted to know how long
will these symptoms persist and asked what to do about the
symptoms, if they can take paracetamol (TYLENOL).No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

2051089-1

18-29
years

NEW ONSET 06/04/2021 POST J/J COVID-19 VACCINE
ADMINSTRATION. PATIENT WITH C/O BLOOD SHOT EYES,
NAUSEA/VOMITING, KIDNEY PAIN, SYNCOPE, FATIGUE,
INCONTINENCE, HAIR LOSS, HIVES AROUND INJECTION SITE AND
SAME EXTREMITY. PATIENT WENT TO SICK CALL BUT WAS SENT TO
FACILITY ASSIGNED TO WITH LIMITED SICK CALL. NO AFFECTS
NOW. INITIAL SYPMTOMS LAST A FEW WEEKS AFTER
ADMINISTRATION.
Roughly a month after the second shot I noticed more hair loss than
normal. I developed small bald patches on the back of my head and
those turned into 3 large patches and patches starting to form at
my front hairline.

2048067-1

2050453-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2051189-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2051234-1

40-49
years

Major hair loss, scalp tenderness

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2053823-1

Unknown

"3rd dose; significant hair loss; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored program (005570). The reporter is the
patient. A patient (no qualifiers provided) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2, Solution for injection) (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as
dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's
relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. Vaccination history included: Covid-19 vaccine (DOSE-1,
Unknown manufacturer), for Covid-19 immunization; Covid-19
vaccine (DOSE- 2, Unknown manufacturer), for Covid-19
immunization, reaction(s): ""hair loss"". The following information
was reported: IMMUNISATION (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""3rd dose""; ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""significant hair loss"".
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. The lot number for bnt162b2 was not provided
and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments:
Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER_INC-202101863625 same drug and
patient, different event and drug dose"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2053938-1

65-79
years

Severe hair loss on head and body

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2054132-1

2054216-1

2057004-1

2057158-1

years
Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

Pain, redness,extreme itchiness 2nd toe right foot. I do not
remember exact date of occurrence. Redness remains. Small area
of redness also on 4th toe of right foot. Remains. Hair loss/thinning.
Was noticeable by April 2021. I attempted to report this in May or
June, but see that attempt failed. Itchiness of left arm surrounding
area where vaccine was given remains itchy and lumpy. This area
had previously been red, etc., from elbow to almost shoulder.

50-59
years

After the first vaccine, the significant fatigue began and has not
improved, but has seemed to worsen. I have also had experiences
with frequent episodes of memory loss and confusion. Have also
experienced hair loss. I do not have the energy, stamina, or
endurance to exercise and spend much of my time in bed.

65-79
years

"Hair loss; Dose number: 3; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a
Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is the patient. A 74 year-old
female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm right, administration date 21Aug2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 74 years as dose 3
(booster), single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""Small cell ovarian cancer"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""Thyroid"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Latex Adhesive""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Arthritis"" (unspecified if ongoing).
Concomitant medication(s) included: SYNTHROID; ZOLOFT;
PRAVASTATIN; METOPROLOL; LISINOPRIL. Past drug history
included: Effexor, reaction(s): ""Known allergies: Effexor"";
Lamotrigine, reaction(s): ""Known allergies: lamotrigine"".
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Brand: Pfizer, Dose
Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: Unknown. Unable to locate or read the
details, Location of injection: Arm Left), administration date:
22Jan2021, when the patient was 73 years old, for Covid-19
immunization; Bnt162b2 (Brand: Pfizer, Dose Number: 2, Batch/Lot
No: Unknown. Unable to locate or read the details, Location of
injection: Arm Left), administration date: 23Feb2021, when the
patient was 73 years old, for COVID-19 immunization. The following
information was reported: IMMUNISATION (non-serious) with onset
21Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Dose number:
3""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 01Dec2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Hair loss"". The event ""hair loss"" was
evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional
information: Reported event as per patient dermatologist thinks
that patient loss of hair over the last few months is from the
booster patient received the end of Aug. The patient had not
received AE treatment, other vaccine in fourweeks and covid prior
vaccination. The patient was covid tested post vaccination. The lot
number for bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested during
follow up."

40-49
years

"flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid; Significant and rapid hair loss;
including skin and hair issues; including skin and hair issues;
Booster; This is a spontaneous report received from a noncontactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 43-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 02Dec2021 16:45 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of
43 years as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Hashimoto's Thyroid""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Known allergy: Penicillin"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: LEVOTHYROXINE;
AMBIEN; VITAMIN D [VITAMIN D NOS]. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (dose 2, lot number: ER8737, administration
time: 04:00 PM , vaccine location: left arm), administration date:
29Mar2021, when the patient was 43 years old, for Covid-19
immunization, reaction(s): ""chills"", ""fever/low grade fever"",
""head/body ache"", ""fatigue"", ""swelling/redness and pain at
injection site"", ""disrupted menstrual cycle"", ""heavy/longer than
usual menstrual period"", ""flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid"",
""skin and hair issues at this time"", ""hair loss""; Pertussis vaccine,
reaction(s): ""Known allergies: pertussis vaccine"". These occurred
after second dose and lasted 6 months. Her hair was starting to
regrow and then after booster began to fall out again. She
experienced significant and rapid hair loss. Never had hair loss
prior, it was sudden significant, and resulted in a thinning across the
scalp particularly in the top of head and temple area. Estimate1/4
reduction of volume in this area. Have also experienced flare up of
hashimotos hypothyroid including skin and hair issues at this time.
Had been stable with medication for more than 5 years prior. The
events ""booster"", ""flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid"",
""significant and rapid hair loss"", ""including skin and hair issues""
and ""including skin and hair issues"" were evaluated at the
physician office visit. Therapeutic measures taken as a result of
events included adjustment of thyroid medication. The patient had
not recovered from flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid, significant
and rapid hair loss, skin and hair issues. No covid prior to
vaccination and was not tested post vaccination. No follow-up
attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2057201-1

Age

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
"flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid/skin and hair issues; flare up of
hashimotos hypothyroid/skin and hair issues; disrupted menstrual
cycle; Significant and rapid hair loss/hair thinning; Heavy menstrual
period; Longer than usual menstrual period; Chills; fever/low grade
fever; Head ache; Body ache; fatigue; Swelling at injection site;
Redness at injection site; Pain at injection site; This is a
spontaneous report received from a non-contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non-HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 43year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
19Apr2021 16:00 (Lot number: ER8737) at the age of 43 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""Hashimoto's Thyroid"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
Verbatim: Hashimoto's Thyroid; ""Known allergies: Penicillin""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Known allergies: Pertussis vaccine""
(unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included:
LEVOTHYROXINE; AMBIEN; VITAMIN D [VITAMIN D NOS].
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose number=1, Lot
Number: ER8732, Vaccine Administration time: 04:00 PM, Previous
dose Vaccine location= Left arm), administration date: 29Mar2021,
when the patient was 43 years old, for Covid-19 immunization. Prior
to vaccination the patient had not received any vaccines within 4
weeks and was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The following
information was reported: AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS (medically
significant), CONDITION AGGRAVATED (medically significant) all
with onset 07Jun2021, outcome ""not recovered"" and all described
as ""flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid/skin and hair issues"";
CHILLS (non-serious) with onset 20Apr2021 16:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Chills""; PYREXIA (non-serious) with
onset 20Apr2021 16:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""fever/low grade fever""; HEADACHE (non-serious) with onset
20Apr2021 16:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Head
ache""; PAIN (non-serious) with onset 20Apr2021 16:00, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""Body ache""; FATIGUE (nonserious) with onset 20Apr2021 16:00, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""fatigue""; VACCINATION SITE SWELLING (nonserious) with onset 20Apr2021 16:00, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""Swelling at injection site""; VACCINATION SITE
ERYTHEMA (non-serious) with onset 20Apr2021 16:00, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""Redness at injection site"";
VACCINATION SITE PAIN (non-serious) with onset 20Apr2021
16:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Pain at injection
site""; HEAVY MENSTRUAL BLEEDING (non-serious) with onset
03May2021 16:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Heavy menstrual period""; OLIGOMENORRHOEA (non-serious)
with onset 03May2021 16:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Longer than usual menstrual period""; MENSTRUAL DISORDER
(non-serious) with onset 10May2021 16:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""disrupted menstrual cycle""; ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset 10May2021 16:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Significant and rapid hair loss/hair
thinning."" The events ""flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid/skin
and hair issues"", ""flare up of hashimotos hypothyroid/skin and
hair issues"", ""chills"", ""fever/low grade fever"", ""head ache"",
""body ache"", ""fatigue"", ""swelling at injection site"", ""redness
at injection site"", ""pain at injection site"", ""heavy menstrual
period"", ""longer than usual menstrual period"", ""disrupted
menstrual cycle"", ""significant and rapid hair loss/hair thinning""
were evaluated at the physician office visit. The patient reported
that within 3 to 6 weeks after vaccination, she experienced a
disrupted menstrual cycle; significant and rapid hair loss. This
occurred after the second dose and lasted 6 months. The patient's
hair was starting to regrow and then after booster began to fall out
again. The patient never had hair loss; it was sudden and significant
and resulted in a thinning across the scalp, particularly in the top of
the head and temple area; she estimated a 1/4 reduction in the
volume of the area. She also experienced flare up of Hashimoto's
hypothyroid including skin and hair issues at that time; further
reporting she had been stable with medication for more than 5
years prior. The patient underwent the following laboratory tests
and procedures: body temperature: (20Apr2021) low grade.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of autoimmune
thyroiditis, condition aggravated. Since vaccination the patient had
not been tested for COVID. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2057270-1

2057383-1

2057944-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"This is a solicited report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) for a sponsored program. The
reporter is the patient. Other Case identifier(s): 22K-163-422285900 (RA), US-PFIZER INC-202200047448 (Pfizer). A 45 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), subcutaneous,
administration date 27Aug2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at
the age of 45 years as dose 3 (booster), single, subcutaneous,
administration date 16Apr2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as
dose 2, single and subcutaneous, administration date 25Mar2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 1, single for Covid-19
immunisation; adalimumab (HUMIRA), subcutaneous (Batch/Lot
number: unknown) for rheumatoid arthritis; methotrexate
(METHOTREXATE) (Batch/Lot number: unknown). The patient's
relevant medical history was not reported. Concomitant
medication(s) included: FOLIC ACID. The following information was
reported: IMMUNISATION (medically significant) with onset
27Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Booster"";
SUSPECTED COVID-19 (medically significant), DRUG INEFFECTIVE
(medically significant) all with onset 27Nov2021, outcome
""unknown"" and all described as ""COVID-19""; PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""sore arm""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""hair loss""; STOMATITIS (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""sores mouth""; FATIGUE
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""fatigue""; INCORRECT ROUTE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION
(non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""bnt162b2 via
subcutaneous"". The action taken for adalimumab was unknown.
Additional information: Causality for Humira (Adalimumab): The
reporter's causality for the event(s) of Hair Loss, Covid-19, Sore
Arm And Fatigue After All Covid Vaccine onset in 2021, Mouth Sores
and Sore Arm And Fatigue After All Covid Vaccine onset in 2021 was
not provided. The reporter causality for event Fatigue, Sores mouth,
Sore arm was not reported and for hair loss and COVID-19 reported
as not related with suspect BNT162B2. The reporter causality for
event Fatigue, Sore arm was not reported, Sores mouth hair loss
was reported as probable and COVID-19 it was not related with
suspect Methotrexate. The lot number for bnt162b2 was not
provided and will be requested during follow up. Sender's
Comments: Based on the reported information ,a causal
relationship between the events and suspected drug cannot be
excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the
Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and
Investigators, as appropriate."

30-39
years

"My hair has thinned out (loss of volume) and I have excessive hair
loss. This was not an issue priori to receiving the vaccines.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable reporter (Consumer or other
non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 30-year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in
right arm, administration date 16Sep2021 (Lot number: EW0164)
at the age of 30 years as dose 2, single for COVID-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Asthma""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Penicillin allergy"" (unspecified if
ongoing), notes: Known allergies: Penicillin and ""Food allergy""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Known allergies: sunflower seeds.
Concomitant medication included: VENTOLIN. Past drug history
included: Amoxicillin, reaction: ""Drug allergy"", notes: Known
allergies: amoxicillin. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE
1, SINGLE, Lot Number: EL0164, Anatomical Location: Right arm),
administration date: 26Aug2021, for COVID-19 immunisation. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 05Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""My
hair has thinned out (loss of volume) and I have excessive hair loss.
This was not an issue prior to receiving the vaccines"". Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional
Information: The patient did not receive any other vaccines within
four weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination,
the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The events did not
result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit
and emergency room/department or urgent care."

30-39
years

A month after being fully vaccinated, I developed inflammation in
the body that triggered an alopecia spot and thyroid issues that
were otherwise dormant for over 5 years. The inflammation caused
a bald spot and then my thyroid gland became inflamed and I was
diagnosed with Hashimotos Disease.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2058001-1

2058348-1

2058356-1

2058432-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Started with sore throat night of vaccine. That week was told at
urgent care no strep throat. Progressed to feeling of not being able
to swallow and mouth ulcers by 3 rd week of June.Urgent care
suggested to see ent. Trip to emergency said no strep or thrush.Ent
suspected was oral herpes and treated for that from July 2021September 2021. From July- September mouth ulcers and pain
increased & ultimately 60 lb weight loss.By September with
treatment from ent failing, saw alternate ent and immunologist&
back at emergency hospital again. Trouble swallowing, hair falling
out, eye problems,skin lesions, mouth ulcers confirmed to be down
throat and vocal chords and esophagus thickened, several blood
panels and cultures run with no diagnosis. Eye medications
prescribed. Immunologist referred to dermatologist who ultimately
made diagnosis of Pemphigus Vulgaris through skin biopsy,serum
indirect immunoflourescence & bloodwork.

65-79
years

There area was raised, like a pimple; Arm was sore; Hair started
falling out/unusual loss of hair; This spontaneous case was reported
by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair
started falling out/unusual loss of hair), VACCINATION SITE MASS
(There area was raised, like a pimple) and VACCINATION SITE PAIN
(Arm was sore) in a 77-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 008B21A and
014M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions
included Asthma (since child), Cold (Sinus causes on set 3 pets),
Penicillin allergy, Drug allergy (Amoxicillin), Drug allergy
(Atorvastatin) and Drug allergy (Ditropan). Concomitant products
included ROSUVASTATIN and LISINOPRIL for an unknown
indication. On 28-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 28-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. In March 2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair started falling out/unusual loss of hair). On 28-Mar2021, after starting mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine), the
patient experienced VACCINATION SITE MASS (There area was
raised, like a pimple) and VACCINATION SITE PAIN (Arm was sore).
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair started falling
out/unusual loss of hair) and VACCINATION SITE MASS (There area
was raised, like a pimple) had not resolved and VACCINATION SITE
PAIN (Arm was sore) outcome was unknown. No treatment
medication was provided. Concomitant medication included
Multivitamins. No reaction to Moderna 1, 2 and Booster dose.
Notified as unusual loss of hair about 3 months after the last shot.
This case was linked to MOD-2021-395763, MOD-2021-395777,
MOD-2021-395825 (Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 14-Jan-2022:
Significant FU: Patient demographic details added, allergic condition
added, medical history added, Drug start date time
updated,concomitants added, event outcome updated for hair loss.

65-79
years

This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (My hair started falling out. It's gotten
worse in last month, or so./unusual loss of hair. About 3 month
after my last shot , it is still going on) in a 78-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 071F21A, 008B21A and 014M20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included Drug allergy
(Amoxicillin), Drug allergy (Atorvastatin), Drug allergy (Ditropan),
Penicillin allergy (all penicillins), Sinusitis (causes on set and pets)
and Asthma (Asthma since child).Concomitant products included
ROSUVASTATIN and LISINOPRIL for an unknown indication.On 28Feb-2021 at 11:30 AM, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage
form.On 28-Mar-2021 at 12:30 PM, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form.On 02-Nov-2021 at 2:30 PM, received
third dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown
route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 22-Nov-2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (My hair started falling out. It's
gotten worse in last month, or so./unusual loss of hair. About 3
month after my last shot , it is still going on). At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (My hair started falling out. It's gotten worse in
last month, or so./unusual loss of hair. About 3 month after my last
shot , it is still going on) had not resolved. The patient had
Multivitamin at the vaccination or at the time of the adverse
event.This case was linked to MOD-2021-395776, MOD-2021395763, MOD-2021-395825 (Patient Link).Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes:On 14-Jan-2022: Follow-up
reeived: Patient demographic details added, allergic condition
added, medical history added, concomitants added, event outcome
updated.

60-64
years

Abnormal hair loss. This is following my 3rd in (booster) Covid
vaccine by Moderna Although I know it is not life threatening, it is
very frustrating to have my hair coming out this much. My
hairdresser and I both noticed it, she said she has many other
clients showing the same symptom.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2058698-1

65-79
years

Graves' Disease related to the vaccine. It does need to be treated
medically at this time and over the long run we'll try to push this
into remission. From the patient: I have generally not felt well since
my Moderna Covid booster on 11/19. I had a 99 degree temp for a
few days after the booster. My normal temp is closer to 97.4. Since
then a few new symptoms have appeared which may be
coincidence. I noticed some hair loss near my bangs over the last 11.5 years. Otherwise, most of these symptoms are new. I'm
experiencing: * Scratchy voice (which may relate to some neck
muscle tightness and stress), occasional coughing jags * Some
nasal congestion and occasional cluster of sneezes * 1-1.5 degree
temp usually around 2:30 or 3:00 pm (sometimes all day) 3-4 days
per week, usually with a slight headache. Temp often ends around
7:00 pm. * TOP CONCERN #1 Less breathing capacity while
walking, water aerobics. Monday I could not continue walking
without a rest at about 2,000 steps at a slow pace. My heart was
pounding. * Winded after bending over or doing physical work * A
little dizzy after doing something while bending over, rotating from
one counter to another in the kitchen in a circle * TOP CONCERN #2
Swollen ankles only at first, then included tops of feet and toes,
then wrist under watch band on left arm, tighter ring on right ring
finger, calves. Used to happen only after (Privacy) restaurant food
starting about 1.5 years ago. At that time, an echo was done and all
was well * Lower energy and some brain fog -- not finding words or
hard to concentrate * Emotionally feeling concerned, drained and
down I started out with acupuncture treatment and then brought in
my doc since the symptoms are not improving and in the last 2
weeks have worsened.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2058923-1

40-49
years

1. Costochondritis. 2. Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2058984-1

50-59
years

Massive hair loss. Started gradually 5 months post shot, then
massive hair loss 6 months post shot still continuing 9 months later.
I've lost 50+% of my hair. It is entire scalp, not localized. It
continues to come out massively daily. My scalp now shows with a
thin layer of hair when I previously had long luxurious head full of
hair. I've had my thyroid checked along with a complete blood workup. I've been to a Dermatologist who could give no medical
diagnosis for my massive hair loss (it was sudden and extreme) and
said it could have been from the vaccine since that was my only
event leading up to it. Recently doing research on this, I see I'm not
alone in this horrific side effect.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2060262-1

60-64
years

My hair is falling out

50-59
years

her alopecia getting worse; hardness; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(her alopecia getting worse) and INDURATION (hardness) in a 56year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 001821a and 007821a) for COVID-19
vaccination. No medical history was provided by the reporter.
Concurrent medical conditions included Alopecia since 2001.
Concomitant products included METFORMIN, SIMVASTATIN,
LISINOPRIL, FLUOXETINE HYDROCHLORIDE (PROZAC) and
BUPROPION HYDROCHLORIDE (WELLBUTRIN) for an unknown
indication. On 01-Mar-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 29-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. In November 2021, received third dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In December 2021, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (her alopecia getting worse) and
INDURATION (hardness). The patient was treated with VITAMINS
NOS for Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At
the time of the report, ALOPECIA (her alopecia getting worse) and
INDURATION (hardness) outcome was unknown.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2061663-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2061917-1

2061944-1

2062503-1

2063881-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

"severe joint pain and arthritis; severe joint pain and arthritis; Hair
loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored
program (159558). The reporter is the patient. A 63 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), intramuscular,
administration date 08Sep2021 (Lot number: FD8448) at the age of
63 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""neck issues"" (unspecified if ongoing).
Concomitant medication(s) included: SYNTHROID;
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE; VITAMIN D NOS; FISH OIL. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Lot: FC3180), administration
date: 09Aug2021, when the patient was 63 years old, for Covid-19
Immunization. The following information was reported:
ARTHRALGIA (non-serious), ARTHRITIS (non-serious) all with onset
Oct2021, outcome ""unknown"" and all described as ""severe joint
pain and arthritis""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Oct2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Hair loss"". Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of arthralgia, arthritis, alopecia.
Additional information: Four weeks after the patient had the
injection she started experiencing severe joint pain and hair loss,
she was still on treatment for hair loss she was on Finasteride, she
was also taking vitamin that's called Viviscal (Treatment) and she
was also taking Nutrafol (Treatment) so for the bone and joints she
had have neck issues (Intent: history) so she had already been
taking Tizanidine which is muscle relaxant and also take Diclofenac
then she was going to rheumatologist as well too so that
appointment has gonna make. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

40-49
years

"Significant hair loss on day 9 since receiving vaccine; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable reporter (consumer or other
non-HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 46-year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in
arm left, administration date 10Jan2022 at 09:15 (Lot number:
33025BD) at the age of 46 years as dose 1, single for COVID-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""COVID-19""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Prior to vaccination, was the patient
diagnosed with COVID-19: Yes. Concomitant medication included:
VIT D. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset 19Jan2022 at 08:00, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Significant hair loss on day 9 since receiving
vaccine"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of
alopecia. Additional information: The patient had no known
allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four
weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. The event did not result in
doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and
emergency room/department or urgent care. Since the vaccination,
the patient had not been tested for COVID-19."

40-49
years

I am 49 years old and started having very heavy, longer lasting
menstrual cycles. I had a period for 4 days on January 14-18, 2021
prior to second dose of Pfizer vaccine. Then, I had my second Pfizer
shot on January 20, 2021. I started my period again on January 26,
2021. It was very heavy and lasted 11 days until a February 6,
2021 . I went to see my PCP who sent me for testing and treatment
with Ob/ gyn on 2/17/2021. She started me on Progestin. There
was no immediate relief. My next period started on March 2, 2021.
It lasted through March 26,2021, . On March 12, 2021, I completely
bled through a long, super maxi pad in a matter of an hour. I was
bleeding so much that I started losing hair. I saw dermatologist for
hair loss. She recommended I take iron supplements. Finally, ended
up getting Mirena.l to help with bleeding. Since then, I have had
multiple ultrasounds and and MRI. I now have ovarian cysts which I
never had before and fibroids.

65-79
years

Dizzy, Brain Fog, headaches, body throbbing, rumbling in chest,
cough up specs of blood, cholesterol increased, blood pressure
increased higher and higher from what it normally is, Right wrist a
cyst appeared on my wrist after two weeks, complete exhaustion,
no energy, memory problems, couldn't work due to high anxiety. I
had horrible brain fog omg it's horrible. and I can't remember
things. I almost feel like everything has been erased from my
memory if I could explain how I started feeling after the second
shot. I now feel worse, horrible, and i keep fighting for my life.
Remembering is a struggle. I've noticed my hair coming out and I'm
an actress/model. Not cool!! I went to hospital seeking medical help
from a Dr. and then sweitched to dr. Dr. told me she thought I had
long term covid since I told her in August how long I had these
symptons. She did nothing. She could have prescribed ivermectin
yet she ignmored every possible sign which is why I switched to Dr.
who was worse. She's so in fear of losing her license she would not
medically treat me for anything. I asked her about the cyst on my
wrist and she played it off even thought this did not appear on my
body until after the second shot from Phizer. Shortly after leaving I
found out several of the doctors there were not legally set up to
practice yet. Thats what I was told. Now that's thrid party so I won't
accuse anyone of that but that is what I was told . I just kept
feeling sicker and sicker.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2065247-1

2065589-1

2065808-1

2066990-1

2067756-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

HAIR LOSS; This spontaneous report received from a patient
concerned a male of unspecified age. The patient's height, and
weight were not reported. The patient had no known allergies. The
patient never had covid previously. On 18-NOV-2020, the patient
received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series: 1)
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number were not reported) dose was not reported, 1 total
administered for prophylactic vaccination. No adverse events were
reported following covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (Dose number in
series: 1). On 23-DEC-2021, the patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series: 2) (suspension for injection,
route of admin, and batch number were not reported) dose was not
reported, 1 total administered to right deltoid for prophylactic
vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been
requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On 05-JAN2022, the patient noticed having hair loss which started out small
just round the hairline and then a couple of days later, became
more significant in a line all the way to the front of the hairline. On
an unspecified date, the patient had visited the healthcare
professional office (Dose number in series: 2). The action taken
with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient
had not recovered from hair loss. This report was non-serious.

6-17
years

1st dose 11/13, 2nd dose 12/8. On 12/31 we noticed small bald
spot on patients head. On 1/25/22 Dr. advised it appears to be
alopecia. Patient has no previous history of alopecia. Dr. advised we
see a specialist and could not rule out this is a side effect of the
vaccine.

60-64
years

Around the first week of January, I started to notice a large amount
of scalp hair on the bathroom floor and sink area. I have always had
thick hair. I started finding it in other places as well. In just a few
days, I could tell there was a lot less volume in my hair. Around the
second week of January, I experienced scalp discomfort and
tenderness, along with headache pain that was as though I was
wearing a headband. When I combed through my hair with my
fingers, I noticed more scalp. The dermatologist told me that it
could have been a stressful event that occurred in my life, two to
three months prior, that may have caused this, but I'm not sure.
This was not a gradual thing, it was abrupt. I continue to lose hair
in the shower and notice this daily.

65-79
years

Swelling and severe pain occurred in both feet within weeks of the
2nd Moderna Covid Vaccine, was unable to walk. Became anemic,
weight loss, hair began to fall out. Eventually was diagnosed by
rheumatologist (8/2021) as having psoriatic arthritis. Now has to
receive infusions of Simponi every two months for the foreseeable
future, to control the psoriatic arthritis (swelling and pain in feet).

40-49
years

Her hair started falling out about 6 weeks after getting the
doses/This is the worst it's ever been/says this is really bad & she
doesn't want to be seen or go anywhere/Loss of eyelashes; She lost
her eyelashes a little bit too; says this is really bad & she doesn't
want to be seen or go anywhere; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Her hair started falling out about 6 weeks after getting the
doses/This is the worst it's ever been/says this is really bad & she
doesn't want to be seen or go anywhere/Loss of eyelashes),
MADAROSIS (She lost her eyelashes a little bit too) and FEELING
ABNORMAL (says this is really bad & she doesn't want to be seen or
go anywhere) in a 49-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 003C21A and
037B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's past medical
history included Alopecia (It had been in remission, and it had only
happened a few times.). On 07-Apr-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
1 dosage form. On 05-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Her hair started falling out about 6 weeks
after getting the doses/This is the worst it's ever been/says this is
really bad & she doesn't want to be seen or go anywhere/Loss of
eyelashes), MADAROSIS (She lost her eyelashes a little bit too) and
FEELING ABNORMAL (says this is really bad & she doesn't want to
be seen or go anywhere). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Her
hair started falling out about 6 weeks after getting the doses/This is
the worst it's ever been/says this is really bad & she doesn't want to
be seen or go anywhere/Loss of eyelashes), MADAROSIS (She lost
her eyelashes a little bit too) and FEELING ABNORMAL (says this is
really bad & she doesn't want to be seen or go anywhere) outcome
was unknown. No concomitant products were reported. The patient
had a history of alopecia, it had been in remission and had only
happened a few times, that was the worst. Her hair started falling
out about 6 weeks after getting the doses, before the vaccine it was
just the hair on her head. She stated that was really bad and
doesn't want to be seen or go anywhere. She was looks like a
cancer patient. No treatment information was reported.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2068052-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"Booster; Hair loss; Hair loss was reported as worsened; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 70
year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 02Oct2021 (Lot
number: FF2589) at the age of 70 years as dose 3 (booster), single
for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history
and concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE 1, First Covid vaccine: 15Feb2021, Lot
Number / Expiry Date: EN5319 , Route, Anatomical Location: left
arm, No. of Previous Doses: NA), administration date: 15Feb2021,
when the patient was 69 years old, for Covid-19 immunization;
Bnt162b2 (DOSE 2, Second Covid vaccine: 08Mar2021, Lot
Number/Expiration Date: EN6203, Anatomical Location: left arm,
No. of Previous Doses: one), administration date: 08Mar2021, when
the patient was 69 years old, for Covid-19 immunization,
reaction(s): ""hair loss"". The following information was reported:
IMMUNISATION (non-serious) with onset 02Oct2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Booster""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset Oct2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair
loss""; CONDITION AGGRAVATED (non-serious) with onset
Oct2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair loss was
reported as worsened"". Additional information: No additional
vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The
patient doesn't have any other vaccinations within four weeks prior
to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine. No AE(s)
following prior vaccinations. No emergency room and physician
office visit. No relevant tests. The patient stated that the hair loss
started after the second dose, and the booster dose. No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2068078-1

Unknown

"hypothyroidism; tremors; heart rate was at 133; very bad anxiety;
lost 12 pounds in 12 week; hair loss; unable to do her daily things;
thyroiditis/TSH level was 0. 1; fear; palpitations; pain in joints; pain
in neck; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 40 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 23May2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""anemic""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: took iron pills. The patient took
concomitant medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(Dose 1), administration date: 2021, for COVID-19 Immunization.
The following information was reported: HYPOTHYROIDISM
(medically significant), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""hypothyroidism""; ANXIETY (non-serious) with onset Jul2021,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""very bad anxiety""; NECK
PAIN (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovered"",
described as ""pain in neck""; THYROIDITIS (non-serious) with
onset Jul2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""thyroiditis/TSH level was 0. 1""; FEAR (non-serious) with onset
Jul2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""fear"";
PALPITATIONS (non-serious) with onset Jul2021, outcome
""recovered"", described as ""palpitations""; ARTHRALGIA (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as
""pain in joints""; WEIGHT DECREASED (non-serious) with onset
Jul2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""lost 12 pounds in 12
week""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Jul2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""hair loss""; LOSS OF PERSONAL
INDEPENDENCE IN DAILY ACTIVITIES (non-serious) with onset
Jul2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""unable to do her
daily things""; TREMOR (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""tremors""; HEART RATE INCREASED (non-serious),
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""heart rate was at 133"". The
events ""hypothyroidism"", ""very bad anxiety"", ""pain in neck"",
""thyroiditis/tsh level was 0. 1"", ""fear"", ""palpitations"", ""pain in
joints"", ""lost 12 pounds in 12 week"", ""hair loss"", ""unable to do
her daily things"", ""tremors"" and ""heart rate was at 133"" were
evaluated at the physician office visit. The patient underwent the
following laboratory tests and procedures: blood thyroid stimulating
hormone: (Jul2021) 0.1, notes: diagnosed with thyroiditis; heart
rate: (unspecified date) 133; (unspecified date) 60; weight:
(unspecified date) lost 12 pounds in 12 week; (unspecified date)
loss, notes: loss weight in 2 weeks. Clinical course: The patient
received 1st and 2nd shots of the vaccine last year. Her 2nd dose
was on 23May2021 and after that she had pain in neck for 2 -3
weeks. The patient did not go to the doctor, she thought she would
be good after some time. The patient had palpitation 3 - 4 weeks
later, massive amount of them, very bad anxiety, and fear, pain in
joints, she went to Dr around Aug, very late. She was diagnosed
with thyroiditis her doctor was not sure if it was because of the
vaccine or not. She did not go to the doctor because she was able
to perform her functions. None of her family had problems related
to thyroid. She wanted to know if there were more reports of
thyroiditis or thyrotoxicosis after getting the vaccine. She was
planning taking the booster, but she lost 12 pounds in 12 weeks, no
able to perform to due to this condition. In Jul2021 the patient
started to have lots of palpitations and lost weight. Her symptoms
got worse. Her TSH level was 0. 1 was diagnosed with thyroiditis.
She had a lot of anxiety and fear. She had weight loss, hair loss.
She was unable to do her daily things. Now she was getting close to
getting normal. It took 6-7 months to get to normal. Her doctor
didn't have the answer to this as well. The patient stated she wasn't
fully better; she may take a lifelong medication. After the 2nd dose
on 23May2021, she experienced pain around the neck. 3 - 4 weeks
later palpitations, massive amount of them. Her heart rate was at
133. She experienced tremors, fear, and anxiety. She also lost
weight in 2 weeks. She was diagnosed with thyroiditis; all her
symptoms were of hypothyroidism. Now her palpitations were gone,
and her heart rate was at 60. She was in control with an
endocrinologist. No follow-up attempts are possible; information
about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information
is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2068597-1

65-79
years

I am going bald. This only has happened severely since I got the
third shot. I have no other symptoms.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2069350-1

40-49
years

Pain in my joints, neck and face

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2070110-1

30-39
years

Developed hypothyroid symptoms: hair loss, brain fog, constipation,
trouble swallowing, fatigue

30-39
years

Four months to the day that I completed my Covid Vaccine series,
my hair started falling out in massive chunks. I have never had hair
thinning or Alopecia before. All blood tests have been ran and there
is no other medical reason or event for the Alopecia to have been
triggered. The only change in my life was the vaccine. I have never
even had Covid. I was diagnosed by my PCP with Alopecia with no
other diagnosis and was referred to a dermatologist. My hair has
continued to fall out for 10 months. I have lost over 85% of my
hair, despite early treatment with oral, topical and injection steroid
treatments. I am now taking Methotrexate and folic acid and have
some hair regrowth.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2071078-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2071203-1

Age

some hair regrowth.
Adverse Event Description

Unknown

had other side effects including hair loss all with the moderna; had
a rash the second day, it started to go away but just woke up and
it's spreading/Kinda sore and irritating/It's only on elbow; no rash
with first phizer shot and second shot (moderna); This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
ALOPECIA (had other side effects including hair loss all with the
moderna), RASH (had a rash the second day, it started to go away
but just woke up and it's spreading/Kinda sore and irritating/It's
only on elbow) and INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (no rash with first phizer shot and second shot
(moderna)) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. Previously administered products included for Product
used for unknown indication: Pfizer (Dose 1). Past adverse
reactions to the above products included No adverse reaction with
Pfizer. On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (had other side effects including hair loss all with the
moderna), RASH (had a rash the second day, it started to go away
but just woke up and it's spreading/Kinda sore and irritating/It's
only on elbow) and INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (no rash with first phizer shot and second shot
(moderna)). The patient was treated with LORATADINE,
PSEUDOEPHEDRINE HYDROCHLORIDE (BENADRYL 24 D) for
Adverse event, at an unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (had other side effects including hair loss all
with the moderna) and RASH (had a rash the second day, it started
to go away but just woke up and it's spreading/Kinda sore and
irritating/It's only on elbow) outcome was unknown and
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (no
rash with first phizer shot and second shot (moderna)) had
resolved. No concomitant drug information was provided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2071251-1

65-79
years

"Hair loss; Hair loss was reported as worsened.; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 70
year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 08Mar2021 (Lot
number: EN6203) at the age of 70 years as dose 2, single for covid19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history. The
patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE 1, SINGLE, First Covid vaccine:
15Feb2021, Lot Number / Expiry Date: EN5319 , Route, Anatomical
Location: left arm, No. of Previous Doses: NA), administration date:
15Feb2021, when the patient was 69 years old, for COVID-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious), outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair
loss""; CONDITION AGGRAVATED (non-serious), outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Hair loss was reported as worsened.""
Additional information: Patient states her hair was falling out. She
used to have a full head of hair, like a rug, and now her hair was
thin, like a sheet of paper, or like a sheet on her bed. She was mad,
as she used to have a full head of hair and it was now a crappy
color and falling out. No other vaccinations within four weeks prior
to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine(s)."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2071780-1

50-59
years

Since October Hair Loss January 27 bleeding (mensural). Have not
had a cycle in 20 years

65-79
years

I didn't get in until October 19 before I got an appointment.
Fatigue, extremely dry skin and hair loss. Family had thyroid
problems and thought it was that and went to my endocrinologist.
He did an ultrasound and he found nodules on my thyroid. Went
back 3 days later and had a needle biopsy and was diagnosed with
Thyroid Cancer. Had surgery for total thyroidectomy on 12/22/2021.
Had bronchoscopy with needle on 01/20/2022. Radioactive iodine
treatment starting next Thursday. Full body scan February 16,
2022. Also started on new medications since this has started. HCTZ
0.25 mg daily for high calcium on my 24-hour urine test. Kidneys
leaking calcium. Starting Synthroid after my iodine therapy next
week Sunday. They did the bronchoscopy because they found
abnormal tissue on the trachea on the outside, so the cancer is
there as well, so they checked to make sure it was not also on the
inside of the trachea. Diagnosis: Stage 2 Papillary Carcinoma of the
Trachea.

Unknown

This spontaneous case reported by a consumer, describes the
occurrence of alopecia (hair loss) in a female patient, of an
unknown age, who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
vaccine) for COVID-19 immunization. No medical history reported.
On an unknown date, patient received the third (booster) dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 vaccine), unknown route; 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, patient experienced alopecia
(hair loss). At the time of the report, alopecia (hair loss) outcome:
unknown. No concomitant medication or treatment information
provided. Reporter wanted to know if hair loss was side effect of the
Moderna vaccine. Most recent follow-up information incorporated:
On Jan 27, 2022: Follow-up received contained no new information.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2072460-1

2074219-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2074348-1

2074385-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"was vaccinated against COVID-19 in March2021 with the Johnson
& Johnson vaccine; I was vaccinated against COVID-19 in March
2021 with the Johnson & Johnson vaccine; Within 3 weeks the hair
on my head started to fall out/I had significant hair loss; received
my booster shot , by Pfizer on 20Dec2021; This is a spontaneous
report received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is the
patient. A 57 year-old patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administration date 20Dec2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as
dose 2 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's
relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. Vaccination history included: Janssen covid-19 vaccine (I
had zero side effects.), administration date: Mar2021, for COVID-19
Immunization, reaction(s): ""No adverse effect"". The following
information was reported: IMMUNISATION (non-serious) with onset
20Dec2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""received my
booster shot , by Pfizer on 20Dec2021""; OFF LABEL USE (nonserious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""was vaccinated
against COVID-19 in March2021 with the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine""; INTERCHANGE OF VACCINE PRODUCTS (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""I was vaccinated against
COVID-19 in March 2021 with the Johnson & Johnson vaccine"";
ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Within 3 weeks the hair on my head started to fall out/I had
significant hair loss"". Additional information: Patient was
vaccinated against COVID-19 in Mar2021 with the Johnson &
Johnson vaccine and had zero side effects. Patient received booster
shot , by Pfizer on 20Dec2021. Within 3 weeks the hair on head
started to fall out. Upon showering , patient had significant hair
loss, and hair loss still continues to this day 09Jan2022. Patient
have always had a full & healthy head of hair, whole life, and
believes this hair loss is a direct result of the PFIZER booster. The
lot number for bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested
during follow up"

60-64
years

"I have trouble with blood draws. I have hemolysis; High RBC and
hematocrit; High RBC and hematocrit; Hypothyroidism; Joints ache;
Vision is blurry; Hair loss has increased; Symptomatic of systemic
lupus; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 64 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration
date 14May2021 (Lot number: EW0179) at the age of 64 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""discoid lupus"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: before, I
only had discoid lupus. Concomitant medication(s) included:
CYMBALTA. Past drug history included: Erythromycin ointment,
reaction(s): ""Known allergies: Erythromycin ointment"".
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot
No: EW169, Location of injection: Arm Right), administration date:
20Apr2021, when the patient was 64 years old, for COVID-19
immunization. The following information was reported:
HAEMOLYSIS (disability) with onset 14May2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""I have trouble with blood draws. I have
hemolysis""; RED BLOOD CELL COUNT INCREASED (disability),
HAEMATOCRIT INCREASED (disability) all with onset 14May2021,
outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as ""High RBC and
hematocrit""; HYPOTHYROIDISM (disability) with onset 14May2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hypothyroidism"";
ARTHRALGIA (disability) with onset 14May2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Joints ache""; VISION BLURRED
(disability) with onset 14May2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""Vision is blurry""; ALOPECIA (disability) with onset
14May2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair loss
has increased""; SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (disability)
with onset 14May2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Symptomatic of systemic lupus"". The events ""i have trouble with
blood draws. i have hemolysis"", ""high rbc and hematocrit"", ""high
rbc and hematocrit"", ""hypothyroidism"", ""joints ache"", ""vision is
blurry"", ""hair loss has increased"" and ""symptomatic of systemic
lupus"" were evaluated at the physician office visit. The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: blood
test: (14May2021) hypothyroidism; haematocrit: (14May2021)
high; red blood cell count: (14May2021) high, notes: high RBC;
sars-cov-2 test: (unspecified date) negative. Therapeutic measures
were not taken as a result of haemolysis, red blood cell count
increased, haematocrit increased, hypothyroidism, arthralgia, vision
blurred, alopecia, systemic lupus erythematosus. Clinical course:
The patient reported that she was not on immunosuppressive drugs
and was controlling my autoimmune disease naturally and did not
have these additional problems until she got the vaccine. The
patient stated that she had trouble with blood draws. Sometimes
they cannot get enough blood and sometimes they had to throw it
away. The patient reported that she only had discoid lupus before
but she was symptomatic of systemic lupus. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to
vaccination. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2074785-1

30-39
years

Extreme stomach issues (nausea vomiting and weight loss of 20
pounds over next month following doses) and got perianal colitis
that resulted in an anal abscess; more frequent and heavy periods
since first rounds of covid shots that have not stopped in frequency
or heavy bleeding (huge clots and periods twice a month now); also
low appetite and lots of weird stomach pains; the short term but
still concerning side effects are increased tsh levels a few weeks
after my second shot of moderna; a rapid heart rate and weird
heart flutters after the first few days then extremely tired for a
month after each dose. I feel like my physical health has changed
for the worse in some ways after this booster and get more
frequent skin infections; losing more hair; dizziness; and extreme
issues with mental health being greatly reduced after each dose of
moderna as well. Brain fog and zaps. Weakness in body at times. I
did not have these before the shots or booster or at the same
intensity with the skin infections.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2075626-1

30-39
years

Absent or irregularities in menstraul cycle Hair loss

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2076939-1

50-59
years

I began noticing a sudden hair loss in October, 2021. I continue to
experience hair loss. My thyroid TSH was sufficient upon onset, and
continues to remain sufficient.

30-39
years

Hair loss noticeable around December and still experiencing above
average hair loss as of today February 1, 2022. My concern led me
to my doctor and we performed multiple blood tests including
cancer screenings and a full vitamin profile. The test concluded I
was thriving and showed no reason for hair loss. The only difference
in my life was taking vaccines.
ABOUT MONTH & A HALF AFTER I RECEIVED 2ND DOSE MY HAIR
STARTED BREAKING OFF REALLY BAD & THEN I WOKE UP ONE
MORNING & MY LEFT EYE WOULDN'T OPEN I NOTICED A RED RASH
GOING DOWN THE SIDE OF MY EYE & DOWN MY NECK & MY ARMS
THEY WERE BLOOD RED IT BURNED SO I WENT TO URGENT CARE
& WAS GIVEN A Z-PAK THE DR SAID MY LEFT EYE & MY LEFT EAR
WERE SWOLLEN & IRRITATED. SO THEN AFTER ABOUT A WEEK I
WENT TO SEE A DERMATOLOGIST & WAS GIVEN 15 DAYS OF
STEROIDS.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2079078-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2079295-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2079393-1

50-59
years

"*FIRSTLY, NONE OF THESE REACTIONS WERE PRE EXISTING
CONDITIONS, PRIOR TO THE PFIZER VACCINATION. My Physicians
can attest to this FACT! FIRST AND ONLY PFIZER SHOT: 9/9/2021.
Exactly ""12 minutes AFTER THE SHOT"" I GOT VERY PALE. My
bottom lip swelled. My right eye swelled. I was wheezing. My entire
body turned red. Hives on tongue, in my mouth, and on the back of
my throat. I had crushing chest pain. I had trouble breathing which
was NOT anxiety! My brain and eyeballs felt like they were on fire.
Sweating profusely. Shaking like I was in ice water. I was rushed to
the ER. I was monitored for several hours than released, since they
did not know how to treat me. I had an IV. On 9/10/2021, the next
day and as every day that passed, the Burning Headache continued
to get worse, along with many other symptoms. My hair started
falling out, I lost 1/3rd of my hair. I now have varicose veins in my
legs and the veins in my hands are popping out and very purple. I
have pictures of everything. My bones feel like they are on fire. The
Bottom of my feet are so swollen, red and painful, I could barely
walk. My finger tips are also swollen, red and painful, you cannot
even see my fingerprints. Taking a shower is very painful, like every
nerve ending in my body is on fire. I do have pictures and videos.
My hands would be slightly curled up every morning and very stiff.
Every joint in my body was stiff and hard to move without pain. I
had bad TREMORS intermittently, lasting up to an hour. My lower
back was very stiff and painful. I had severe nerve pain over every
inch of my body. My stomach has pains like I had never had before;
My intestines and stomach were so sore and nauseous, I was
loosing control of my bladder and bowels. I had to wear diapers. I
am dry heaving and vomiting almost on the hour. When I was
driving, the split second nausea would happen and I would have to
pull over to dry heave. I carry small garbage bags in my car. It hits
so quick, I cannot make it to the bathroom if there is food in my
stomach and I vomit in my house. I kept a bucket right by me when
I was home to vomit in. There is an actual stain in my rug, (more
like it was bleached from the stomach acid) from one of the times I
vomited. I rarely go out. My other organs had sharp pains:
pancreas, liver. I could not sleep from ALL he pain all over my body.
I had severe heart/chest pains with pressure like I was suffocating.
I could not lay down to rest or sleep, I had to sleep sitting up on the
couch with pillows all around me. I could not breath when I laid
down either. I had a dry cough that was so hard I felt like my eyes
would shoot out of my head. I had never had this cough before nor
was it allergies. I had Covid-19 tests, so I know it was NOT Covid19! I have hives that come and go and itching like my skin was on
fire. This was all over my body but not on every body part at the
same time, It was mostly on my chest throat face and arms but
traveled. I actually have it recorded on my cell phone when I was
filming updates, the hives and redness happened. It also happened
in Dr. office, my internist! I had flaking psoriasis flakes on my ear
lobes and auricle. I had rashes and hives. I was severely foggy
headed. Forgetting things. Punch Drunk. I am not mentally sharp
like I usually am! I am a very focused woman. I am slurring
intermittently when my headache/burning starts to hit. All of my
Lymph Nodes under my arms and breasts were swollen I had to

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Lymph Nodes under my arms and breasts were swollen, I had to
Adverse Event Description
get an ultrasound at local imaging center. My tongue and mouth
had hives almost every day and my uvula had hives and I had tiny
taste buds bulging and white and terrible lightning bolt pains down
the entire tongue. ****The WORSE part is that my Brain feels like it
is on fire. The worse headache and eye ache I had ever had. I have
been fighting my Prescription plan to get the Prescription ""Nurtec
ODT"", made locally. My Neurologist gave me samples that did help
with the pain but legally she could not give me any more samples. I
HAVE BEEN SUFFERING IN ESCRUCIATING PAIN IN MY BRAIN,
WHERE I CANNOT EVEN CRY. I have been making phone calls for 3months, over 20- hours in total, ( I have a one inch file folder of
notes and denial letters) so far as of February 1, 2022. I am
""NOT"" eligible for any other prescription or coupon plans. Imagine
having the worse headache of my life, blurry vision and all the other
pains and hives and having to make calls to everyone, to get the a
prescription and being transferred continuously, hung up on and
having to repeat the scenario over and over, having people say they
are calling me back and never do? I was hysterically crying begging
for anyone to help me. My neurologist does not want me to take
any other medication because she thinks it will give me
anaphylaxis. The sample was chose because it has very little side
effects. My lips tingle and feel numb when the headache comes on.
I will be updating this template as treatment continues, because of
my foggy head, I am sure I am omitting symptoms, not by choice
but by not being able to function mentally. I can barely type. I went
to the Hospital 4 times. One time I was admitted into the special
ward for 4 days, for observation and for having all brain tests. And
Subsequently, I was only given IV's of saline and Morphine shots,
that didn't help at all with the pain in my BRAIN and
EYES!!!!!!!!!!!!!! As time went on, I became sicker and I had to go
to so many Doctors, getting so many tests including blood draws.
Nothing is done right away. Making appointment, getting examined,
going for tests 3 weeks later, follow ups and more follow ups
because I was getting sicker. I would CRY in every Doctors office in
pain and being sick. And they all said there is nothing they can do! I
Went to the Hospital and was examined by these Doctors, including
tests: Several ER visits and one admission. Neurologist, Several
times. MRI With contrast. Progressive Imaging, Hospital. Internist,
Several times; Office and Tele-med visits. I am still going to her for
blood work. Pain Management, Several times. *The Tremors
exasperated the injuries to my back and shoulder, I have to get the
painful TPI's repeated. Gastroenterologist, I had my entire stomach
ultrasound, Progressive Imaging in the Hospital. Gynaecologist,
Ultrasound on my Breasts because of the lymph nodes being so
swollen. Cardiologist. Echo Cardiogram and a 2- week EKG halter
heart monitor. Psychiatrist, Extreme stress from the PAIN and not
being able to get a physician who can treat me for all of these
symptoms, I am awaiting a, oral DNA swab test from his office, to
be mailed to me because I cannot drive long distances. I am still
making appointments with these doctors because I am not getting
any better. I will provide all the addresses and pertinent phone
numbers for every physician and testing facility when I am able to
type without feeling like my head is about to explode. I want to be
assigned an actual person at VAERS, that will be handling MY CASE,
so that I can communicate with them and not just another run
around scenario with information reporting! ******This is an
outrage that I have to suffer like this! This has been the worse
experience in my life******."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2079868-1

30-39
years

I began loosing my hair but didn't realize the severity until my hair
dresser who I've seen for 5 years told me I needed to see a doctor.
Since I have been to my doctor and a dermatologist twice, months
apart, and my hair is still falling out! It's coming out on several
strands to 15-20 strands at once, it has continued to thin and now
shows bald spots in my hair line. I've had blood work and neither
my doctor nor dermatologist can determine a cause other than the
vaccine, due to timing that my hair loss began.

2082498-1

18-29
years

Fatigue, Dizziness, Fever, Severe Aches, Headache; Starting
Gradually several hours after receiving the shot and continuing for
several days. Hair loss was observed soon after and has not
subsided.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2082585-1

30-39
years

Background note: I am a very fit and healthy, now 34 yr old, who
never drinks nor does drugs, is plant based, and never gets sick.
Got 2 doses of the pfizer vaccine end of April 2021. In May starting noticing very dry skin and hair. In June, Started
experiencing, hair loss, dizziness especially when getting up,
increased body heat and sweating (i used to run cold and rarely
sweat), and sudden weight gain (not other variables changed.) ....
major hair loss continued. chunks every 4 days for the last 8
months. Occasional Headaches (and occasional weird thunderbolt
feeling in head..not too painful, but uncomfortable bolts in certain
areas of my head. Never had this before) Major Insomnia for
months. Not emotional. definitely biological. Much Weaker and out
of breath when working out 10-15lb weight gain without any diet
change skin changes - acne and rashes Brain fog and poor memory
Very painful periods

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2083300-1

40-49
years

Hair loss after vaccine in April and booster in October . Severe
shedding . Noticeable thinning .

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2084808-1

2084856-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

SUSPECTED CLINICAL VACCINATION FAILURE (VACCINE
INEFFECTIVE); SUSPECTED COVID-19 INFECTION;
MARKS/PIMPLED ON HAND AND THIGHS; EXPERIENCING HEART
PALPITATIONS; FEELING WEIRD; HAIR FALLING OFF ARMS/ LOST
HAIR ON LEGS AND ARMS; SKIN LOOKING WEIRD; This
spontaneous report received from a patient concerned a male of
unspecified age, race and ethnic origin. Initial information was
processed with the additional information received on 25-JAN-2022
and 29-JAN-2022. The patient's height, and weight were not
reported. No past medical history or concurrent conditions were
reported. The patient received Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin, and batch number were
not reported) dose was not reported, 1 total, administered on 11SEP-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not
reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were
reported. On 11-SEP-2021, the patient experienced feeling weird
and not the same, his hair falling off arms or lost hair on his legs
and arms, his skin looking weird, all had happened since he had
received vaccine. He had marks or pimpled on his hand and thighs,
and he had trouble in breathing, experienced heart palpitations and
he reported that vaccine was ineffective as he caught the COVID
(coronavirus disease) and had suspected clinical vaccination failure.
He stated that he were live in a homeless shelter and could not got
a job. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not
applicable. The outcome of the feeling weird, hair falling off arms/
lost hair on legs and arms, skin looking weird, marks/pimpled on
hand and thighs, experiencing heart palpitations, suspected clinical
vaccination failure (vaccine ineffective) and suspected covid-19
infection was not reported. This report was serious (Other Medically
Important Condition). This report was associated with product
quality complaint: 90000214414.; Sender's Comments:
V0:20220146969-covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s- Suspected clinical
vaccination failure. This event(s) is considered not related. The
event(s) has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is
unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There are other
factors more likely to be associated with the event(s) than the drug.
Specifically: SPECIAL SITUATIONS

65-79
years

GREAT AMOUNT OF HAIR LOSS; BUNION IN THE SECOND TOE OF
RIGHT FOOT; GOUT; This spontaneous report received from a
patient concerned a 74 year old female. The patient's height, and
weight were not reported. No past medical history or concurrent
conditions were reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported,
batch number: 206A21A, expiry: 21-SEP-2021) dose was not
reported, administered on 26-JUL-2021 for prophylactic vaccination.
No concomitant medications were reported. On SEP-2021, the
patient experienced gout. On an unspecified date, the patient
experienced great amount of hair loss, and bunion in the second toe
of right foot. Treatment medications (dates unspecified) included:
prednisone. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
was not applicable. The patient had not recovered from great
amount of hair loss, and gout, and the outcome of bunion in the
second toe of right foot was not reported. This report was nonserious. This case, from the same reporter is linked to
20220157663.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2084863-1

Unknown

HAIR LOSS; This spontaneous report received from a consumer
concerned multiple female patients of unspecified age. No past
medical history or concurrent conditions were reported. The patient
received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection,
route of admin, and batch number were not reported) dose, start
therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The
batch number was not reported and has been requested. No
concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date,
the patient experienced hair loss. The action taken with covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome of hair loss
was not reported. This report was non-serious. This case, from the
same reporter is linked to 20220156562.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2085131-1

65-79
years

My hair began thinning dramatically and is continuing to thin

60-64
years

I started having ringing in the ears, louder than ever and hair loss.
At the time of the injection I had super pain in the left arm and then
that went away after two weeks. I went to the doctor around July
2021 bc of the hair loss got worse. But my lab work was all normal.
The doctor reported that he had seen that in others patients and it
should get better over time. Participant stated that this happened
with all 3 doses of the Pfizer vaccine and after taking each one it
would be louder than before. The Tinnitus makes it harder for me to
hear and it is still going on at this point. The doctor stated that it
was nothing that they can do. So, I saw no need to continue going
to the doctor.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2085255-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2085258-1

30-39
years

Immediately after getting the first dose I started to notice a change
in my hair. My hair started becoming brittle in texture and when I
would shower it would fall out in clumps. This has continued for two
years and there are even some bald patches. Now, about a month
after getting the second dose I started to notice alot of abdominal
bloating , more pain than usual and even pain during times not
associated with an upcoming period or during a period, then my
periods were significantly delayed and there would be occasions I
would miss one or two months altogether which is not normal for
me at all.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2085294-1

40-49
years

This vaccine has caused balding on this beautiful head of hair which
had been perfect for 45 years. I demand compensation!

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2085359-1

30-39
years

Hair loss, at top of scalp, is continuing to get worse. Also had full
body hives again, red raised welts.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2085388-1

18-29
years

Extreme hair loss

2085508-1

65-79
years

"Patient started experiencing hair loss 2-3 weeks after her first
Moderna vaccination on 5/28/21. She said that it got worse after
the second Moderna vaccination on 7/9/21. She had no previous
problems with hair loss prior to being vaccinated. She started no
other new medications or supplements at that time. She received
no new medical diagnoses at that time and did not experience any
other side effects other than ""not feeling well"" for 24 hours after
her vaccination. Patient continues to have the same amount of hair
loss now as right after the second shot. Patient feels she has a
""bald"" spot on the back of her head. It is not visible (covered by
other hair) and has grown back in some. It does appear thinner in
that spot than the rest of her hair. I do not know what the spot
looked like prior to her starting the vaccine series."

2085521-1

40-49
years

Chronic eczema condition worsened significantly, particularly around
scalp and trunk, with some hair loss due to eczema. Worsening
began in December, and has occurred until current date. Beginning
prednisone treatment

40-49
years

little spots of hair, losing little spots of hair like alopecia/noticing
some hair lost; notice some batches in his beard/getting bald spots
on scalp,noticed 15 spots size of a penny; like get the flu; I get too
sick; it was bad; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (little spots of
hair, losing little spots of hair like alopecia/noticing some hair lost),
BLISTER (notice some batches in his beard/getting bald spots on
scalp,noticed 15 spots size of a penny), INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS
(like get the flu), ILLNESS (I get too sick) and FEELING ABNORMAL
(it was bad) in a 42-year-old male patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 058E21A and
006D21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. It was reported that patient
was not having any pre existing health condition. On 30-Jul-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 28-Aug-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In 2021,
the patient experienced ALOPECIA (little spots of hair, losing little
spots of hair like alopecia/noticing some hair lost), BLISTER (notice
some batches in his beard/getting bald spots on scalp,noticed 15
spots size of a penny), INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (like get the flu),
ILLNESS (I get too sick) and FEELING ABNORMAL (it was bad). At
the time of the report, ALOPECIA (little spots of hair, losing little
spots of hair like alopecia/noticing some hair lost), BLISTER (notice
some batches in his beard/getting bald spots on scalp,noticed 15
spots size of a penny), INFLUENZA LIKE ILLNESS (like get the flu),
ILLNESS (I get too sick) and FEELING ABNORMAL (it was bad)
outcome was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. No concomitant medication were reported. No
treatment information was reported. It was reported that events
occurred in November/December 2021. It was stated that patient
would not take the booster shot. This case was linked to MOD2022-467203 (Patient Link). Most recent FOLLOW-UP information
incorporated above includes: On 31-Jan-2022: Follow up
information received added additional reporter, patient
demographics, medical history information, events and updated iNarrative.

30-39
years

Widespread alopecia. Alopecia areata all over the entire body. Large
patches of hair falling out on scalp, eyebrows, eyelashes, arms,
legs, chest, etc. Rapid hair loss - diagnosed as alopecia
areata/telogen effluvium - possible alopecia universalis onset. No
prior history of chronic alopecia before vaccine doses 1 and 2. Small
patches developed on scalp after first shot, then after the second
shot, a few days later, massive shedding all over body and face.
Beard patches, and eyebrows thinning. Has progressed dramatically
in the past several months.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2087416-1

2088127-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2089209-1

2090021-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Female patient of 72 years of age who suffers from COPD and
cardiac prolapse, allergic to glycerin according to what she refers in
an interview, 5-7 days after receiving her dose of the Janssen
vaccine, she presents inflammation, redness in the chest area,
including the breast area with palpable breast swelling. According to
the report's interview, the woman reports that 42 days after being
vaccinated, she has a headache, chest pain, high glucose, for which
she has had labs, chest X-rays, and has visited a pulmonologist,
who guides and refers to report the case to the vaccine provider. At
the time of visiting the specialist, the patient reports having
presented a skin rash manifested in the axillary area and chest
area, in addition to presenting a skin rash similar to blood spots on
her thighs mostly manifested on her left leg. The patient reports
that on December 10, she visited the Hospital due to respiratory
distress, palpitations, chest pain, hair loss, bruises under the armpit
and chest, as well as the nail of the first toe on both feet, which
were purple. To date, the patient has a burning sensation and
tenderness in the chest and poor coordination.

40-49
years

"hair started falling out again like it did first shot; Numbness in both
arms; ringing in ears(still have); fever 102; swollen lymph nodes;
sever pain in arm that lasted for 3 months after shot; sickness; This
is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 47
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration date
21Apr2021 (Lot number: Ew0170) at the age of 46 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant
medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE 1, SINGLE,
Anatomical Location: Arm left, Batch/lot number: Er8732),
administration date: 23Mar2021, when the patient was 46 years
old, for Covid-19 Immunisation, reaction(s): ""hair started falling
out"", ""Numbness in both arms"", ""ringing in ears(still have)"",
""sever pain in arm"", ""swollen lymph nodes"". The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""hair started falling out
again like it did first shot""; HYPOAESTHESIA (non-serious) with
onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""Numbness in
both arms""; TINNITUS (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""ringing in ears(still have)""; PYREXIA
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described
as ""fever 102""; LYMPHADENOPATHY (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""swollen lymph
nodes""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""sever pain in arm that
lasted for 3 months after shot""; ILLNESS (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""sickness"". Relevant
laboratory tests and procedures are available in the appropriate
section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia,
hypoaesthesia, tinnitus, pyrexia, lymphadenopathy, pain in
extremity, illness. Additional information: Patient was not pregnant
at the time of vaccination. Patient had no known allergies. Patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. Numbness in both arms that lasted about 3 months,
hair started falling out again like it did first shot. Fever 102 for 24
hrs, ringing in ears(still have),swollen lymph nodes, sever pain in
arm that lasted for 3 months after shot. Patient missed 5 days of
work the second shot due to sickness after. Patient cried in pain for
2 days from body pain and fever. Patient's hair was still recovering.
Therapeutic measures taken for the event included Chiropractor &
getting messages, and salt float ta. Prior to vaccination, patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has
been tested for COVID-19. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2090183-1

Age

30-39
years

Adverse Event Description
"runny nose; extreme fatigue; extreme pain from bottom of head to
buttocks; dizziness; pain in arm could not touch it; woke up swollen
in eyes and face; woke up swollen in eyes and face; experiences
abnormal hair loss on sides of head by face; eyelashes just falling
out; redness all around sides of face like a rash. pain in the neck
area still continues; redness all around sides of face like a rash.
pain in the neck area still continues; could not move; redness all
around sides of face like a rash; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 35-year-old male patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 30Nov2021 (Lot number: 3303012) at the age
of 35 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient
had no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant
medications. Past drug history included: Neomicin for
neomicin:Allergy. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose
Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: ff2590, Location of injection: Arm Left),
administration date: 02Nov2021, when the patient was 35 years
old, for Covid-19 Immunization. The following information was
reported: RHINORRHOEA (non-serious) with onset 30Nov2021
14:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""runny nose"";
FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset 30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""extreme fatigue""; PAIN (non-serious)
with onset 30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""extreme pain from bottom of head to buttocks""; DIZZINESS
(non-serious) with onset 30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""dizziness""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (nonserious) with onset 30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""pain in arm could not touch it""; EYE SWELLING
(non-serious), SWELLING FACE (non-serious) all with onset
30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as
""woke up swollen in eyes and face""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""experiences abnormal hair loss on sides of head by face"";
MADAROSIS (non-serious) with onset 30Nov2021 14:00, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""eyelashes just falling out"";
ERYTHEMA (non-serious), NECK PAIN (non-serious) all with onset
30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as
""redness all around sides of face like a rash. pain in the neck area
still continues""; MOVEMENT DISORDER (non-serious) with onset
30Nov2021 14:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""could
not move""; RASH (non-serious) with onset 30Nov2021 14:00,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""redness all around sides
of face like a rash"". The events ""runny nose"", ""extreme
fatigue"", ""extreme pain from bottom of head to buttocks"",
""dizziness"", ""pain in arm could not touch it"", ""woke up swollen
in eyes and face"", ""woke up swollen in eyes and face"",
""experiences abnormal hair loss on sides of head by face"",
""eyelashes just falling out"", ""redness all around sides of face like
a rash. pain in the neck area still continues"", ""redness all around
sides of face like a rash. pain in the neck area still continues"" and
""could not move"" were evaluated at the physician office visit.
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of rhinorrhoea,
fatigue, pain, dizziness, pain in extremity, eye swelling, swelling
face, alopecia, madarosis, erythema, neck pain, movement disorder.
Additional information: Reported Event: extreme fatigue, could not
move, extreme pain from bottom of head to buttocks, dizziness,
pain in arm could not touch it, woke up swollen in eyes and face,
experiences abnormal hair loss on sides of head by face and
eyelashes just falling out. redness all around sides of face like a
rash, pain in the neck area still continues, also a runny nose now.
Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. Patient did not receive any other medications
within 2 weeks of vaccination. Patient did not receive any treatment
for the events. Adverse event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Prior to vaccination, patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, patient has not
been tested for COVID-19. Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2091169-1

Age

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
"Left arm pain and unable to move; Total weakness in extremities;
Blurred vision; vertigo; Numbness in fingers, toes and legs;
Numbness in fingers, toes and legs; Numbness in fingers, toes and
legs; Slept for 72 hours without waking up until a welfare check by
neighbors; muscle fatigue; hair loss; disuse muscle atrophy;
Extreme fatigue; Left arm pain and unable to move; no appetite;
vomiting; nausea; Chills; Fever 101.4; Neuropathy; body aches;
loss of smell/can't smell anything, not even bad cat litter; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. Other
Case identifier(s): US-PFIZER INC-202200121795. A 54 year-old
female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 05Jan2022 18:00 (Lot
number: FE3594) at the age of 53 years as dose 1, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""nerve
injury"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: I've had nerve injury to left
arm. Before I could ask for the other arm, he already jabbed me.;
""Known allergies: PCN"" (unspecified if ongoing). There were no
concomitant medications. Past drug history included: Flu vaccine,
reaction(s): ""Known allergies: Flu vaccine"".The patient did not
received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. .The patient did not received any other medications within
2 weeks of vaccination.Prior to vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19.Since the vaccination, the patient has not
been tested for COVID-19.The following information was reported:
NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (disability, medically significant) with
onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Neuropathy""; PYREXIA (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15,
outcome ""recovered"" (13Jan2022), described as ""Fever 101.4"";
CHILLS (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome
""recovered"" (20Jan2022), described as ""Chills""; NAUSEA
(disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""nausea""; VOMITING (disability) with
onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""vomiting""; PAIN (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15,
outcome ""recovered"" (20Jan2022), described as ""body aches"";
ANOSMIA (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 18:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""loss of smell/can't smell anything, not
even bad cat litter""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (disability), MOVEMENT
DISORDER (disability) all with onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome
""recovered"" (09Jan2022) and all described as ""Left arm pain and
unable to move""; MUSCULAR WEAKNESS (disability) with onset
05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""recovered"" (Jan2022), described as
""Total weakness in extremities""; VISION BLURRED (disability)
with onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Blurred vision""; VERTIGO (disability) with onset 05Jan2022
22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""vertigo"";
HYPOAESTHESIA (disability), HYPOAESTHESIA (disability),
HYPOAESTHESIA (disability) all with onset 05Jan2022 22:15,
outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as ""Numbness in
fingers, toes and legs""; FATIGUE (disability) with onset 05Jan2022
22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Extreme
fatigue""; SOMNOLENCE (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Slept for 72 hours
without waking up until a welfare check by neighbors"";
DECREASED APPETITE (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""no appetite""; MUSCLE
FATIGUE (disability) with onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""muscle fatigue""; ALOPECIA (disability)
with onset 05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""hair loss""; MUSCLE ATROPHY (disability) with onset
05Jan2022 22:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""disuse
muscle atrophy"".Clinical course: Fever 101.4 for 7 days. Chills,
nausea, vomiting, body aches all for 14 days loss of smell
immediately. Left arm pain and unable to move 3 days. Total
weakness in extremities 3 weeks. Blurred vision and vertigo still.
Numbness in fingers, toes and legs still. Continue vomiting and
nausea, can't smell anything, not even bad cat litter. Extreme
fatigue. Slept for 72 hours without waking up until awelfare check
by neighbors. I keep retyping this info. Before I'm kicked out of the
system Nausea, vomiting, chills fever over 101.4 times two weeks
and I have documentation via camera dates and time, loss of smell,
no appetite, muscle fatigue, Neuropathy, hair loss, left arm pain,
with disuse muscle atrophy. The patient underwent the following
laboratory tests and procedures: body temperature: (05Jan2022)
101.4. It was unknown if therapeutic measures were taken as a
result of neuropathy peripheral, pyrexia, chills, nausea, vomiting,
pain, anosmia, pain in extremity, movement disorder, muscular
weakness, vision blurred, vertigo, hypoaesthesia, hypoaesthesia,
hypoaesthesia, fatigue, somnolence, decreased appetite, muscle
fatigue, alopecia, muscle atrophy. No follow up attempt needed, No
follow up information expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2091321-1

Unknown

"A few days after receiving her second shot some of her hair fell out
and that now her hair has a different texture; A few days after
receiving her second shot some of her hair fell out and that now her
hair has a different texture; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable reporter (consumer or other non-HCP). An adolescent
female patient (unknown if pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2) (Lot number: unknown) as dose 2, single for COVID19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE 1, SINGLE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN;
Route of Administration: Unspecified), for COVID-19 immunisation.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious),
HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (non-serious) all with, outcome
""unknown"", and all described as ""A few days after receiving her
second shot some of her hair fell out and that now her hair has a
different texture"". Additional Information: The patient is 14-15
years of age. It was unknown whether any therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of the events. Prior to vaccination, it was
unknown whether the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since
the vaccination, it was unknown whether the patient had been
tested for COVID-19. The lot number for BNT162b2 was not
provided and will be requested during follow up."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2091671-1

18-29
years

Hives and hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2091739-1

30-39
years

Body pain in which I could not move within 12 hours EXACTLY after
injection. (1/12/2022) lasted 36 hours Hair loss the next time I
washed my hair (2/4/2022) Dizziness and fatigue (1/12/2022)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2091747-1

30-39
years

Lichen planopilaris - permanent progressive hair loss

65-79
years

02/10/2021 Serious issues but two days later 02/12/2021 running
fever for 16 days, primary care sent for test, drew blood, chest Xray at hospital, urine test, trying to cause infection to run fever,
would spike at night and morning no fever, the first week. Then in
afternoon fever would start, for first week, fever 2 weeks in he
called the CDC an she called Dr. wanted CT-A, looking for blood
clots in lung scan of lungs and had to go to different hospital,
insurance issue and machine issues and 3rd time Thursday 2nd
week was waking up with a fever and he was called Levaquin and
that day before he went to COVID PCR test on Thursday raid and
flue test and both negative. The PCR test Friday was negative
patient referred to virus as unknown virus. Got the Levaquin and
was better the next day. Went back to the doctor for a check up and
he thought it was Pneumonia and he asked why it did not show up
on x-ray and he had hair fell out and he had a ball spot in his head.
Fever that ran so long he had bald spots in dermatologist. 2nd week
2 COVIDs Test, one was PCR and Flu and all negative.
Dermatologist thought it was due to the vaccination, since he had
bald spots.

30-39
years

My hair started falling out with the first dose of the vaccine and
started to come out in clumps and falling out more with the second
vaccine. You barely had to pull my hair for it to come out. If I
washed my hair, it would come out in clumps, If I combed my hair
when it was wet the comb would be entangled with hair. This has
never happened to me before with other vaccines I have received. I
also developed a fever that lasted for about two days. During the
fever, I had horrible pain in my joints. Almost to the point where
movement cause jolts of pain in my joints. I visited my
endocrinologist and he prescribed me the following: Rogaine- use
once a day as directed. Spironolactone 25mg - once by mouth twice
a day morning and evening Diclofenac 500mg one tablet by mouth
twice a day for joint pain My hair did not stop falling out until about
6 to 8 weeks after the vaccine. The joint paint subsided in about 3
weeks. The other side effect that I have experienced is I no longer
have a period. I used to get my period very consistently. I did not
get a period in November, December, or January. I have taken 6 at
home pregnancy tests ( 2 each month spaced a week or two apart).
All of the tests are negative.

65-79
years

After my 2nd shot on 2/1, I had extreme hair loss, it came back
over the summer On 9/12, I was diagnosed with Covid 19. On
December 14 I got my Phizer booster In December I started loosing
my hair again and it came out in handfuI In January I was put on a
heart monitor for 30 day for heart palpitations

50-59
years

Activation of SLE, Celiac, and Fibromyalgia Flare, & Caused
Rheumatoid Arthritis and Hemolytic anemia, Created life
threatening flare. Widespread systemic inflammation, severe pain,
depression, anxiety, loss of apatite, severe weight loss, left breast
pain with inflammation with severe joint pain and fatigue. Chronic
headaches. My eyebrows fell out, and I am still losing my head hair.
I am still in a shed and my hair on my head is thing and will not
grow like it used too.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2092587-1

2092716-1

2092792-1

2093160-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2095260-1

50-59
years

"I received BOTH Moderna from where I work 12/23/20 and again
1/19/21 had no issues. on 10/31/21 I had my BOOSTER of Moderna
pharmacy (my thyroid levels/lab had been good for over 2 years no
changes) within 4 days of my BOOSTER my hair was shedding and I
knew something was wrong with my thyroid, I was correct I was no
HYPERTHYROID so my PCP reduced my Synthroid from 112mcg to
100mcg and rechecked yesterday now I have very Hypothyroid TSH
level 10.29 my PCP has moved me back to 112mcg. I can tell you I
have never had numbers this crazy in 20 years and I have had
Hypothyroidism since 1992 so I would know. I don't regret getting
the first 2 vaccines but I think I'm not happy I got the booster hard
to know, Knock on wood I have not had COVID 19 ""yet"" but
messing with my Thyroid levels is no fun"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2095451-1

65-79
years

Patient experiencing hair loss noted after booster vaccination.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2095890-1

60-64
years

Began to lose hair in handfuls coming from root. Lasted for at least
4 months.

2098028-1

Unknown

"Hair Loss/ I started losing hair. I have almost none left on the right
side of my head.; I feel like I'm on the brink of insanity; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored program
(005570). The reporter is the patient. A patient (no qualifiers
provided) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date
Oct2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 3 (booster), single
for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history
and concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Covid-19 vaccine (Dose 2, Manufacturer unknown), for
Covid-19 immunization; Covid-19 vaccine (Dose 1, Manufacturer
unknown), for Covid-19 immunization. The following information
was reported: IMMUNISATION (non-serious) with onset Oct2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""third shot at the end of
October""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Hair Loss/ I started losing hair. I have
almost none left on the right side of my head.""; FEELING
ABNORMAL (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""I feel like I'm on the brink of insanity"".
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Additional information: After third shot at the
end of October patient started losing hair and had none left on the
right side of head. Patient had hair before these injections and now
it's literally going down the drain. Patient have been to the doctor
and all blood work came back normal. The patient doesn't go out
because the patient was so embarrassed about the appearance. So,
in order to save my life I sacrificed my hair and in a sense my life.
I'm beyond angry. The lot number for bnt162b2 was not provided
and will be requested during follow up."
HAIR LOSS - DR PRESCRIBED BIOTIN AND PRENATAL VITAMINS.
MY HAIR STARTED TO GROW BACK AND WHEN I GOT THE
BOOSTER ON AUGUST 27, 2021, MY HAIR LOSS WAS MORE
SIGNIFICANT

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2098463-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2098536-1

30-39
years

Scalp hair loss starting July, 2021. Monthly dermatology appt
starting October, 2021 with subcutaneous steroid scalp injections
Pt. states that after receiving the 3rd dose of Phizer 12/28/2021,
started to experience symptoms 01/02/2022 of hairloss 01/12/2021
Hair Dresser visit with noticing patches. No Primary
visit/communications.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2098664-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2099314-1

65-79
years

Hair loss, and then 6-8 weeks post vaccine considerable hair loss as
confirmed by hair stylist

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2101023-1

Unknown

poor kidney function/has stage III kidney disease with elevated
creat of 1.34 and GFR=38; fluid around heart; elevated heart rate
that normalizes throughout the day; Elevated BP in AM but
normalizes throughout the day/stable/controlled; elevated HR;
elevated BP now stable/stable/controlled; CA125 down to 56.1; hair
loss/worsening hair loss with loss of eyelashes and eyebrows; hot
flushes; nausea/rarely has very mild nausea; dry mouth; dry eyes;
Blood pressure increased; taking a fall in September; injuring nose;
injuring chin; Injuring right knee; Injuring right elbow; feeling
awful; overwhelming feeling of global malaise; dry skin; dyspnea;
blood in urine small amount; GFR 35 down from 38; Creatinine 1.41
up from 1.34; SED rate elevated; This case was reported by a
consumer via (Zejula PAP Together with GSK Oncology Pharmacy)
patient support programs and described the occurrence of heart
rate irregular in a 79-year-old female patient who received niraparib
capsule (batch number 1844082, expiry date 31st March 2024) for
ovarian cancer. On 12th July 2021, the patient started niraparib 200
mg once daily (200 mg daily). On an unknown date, an unknown
time after starting niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate
irregular and blood pressure fluctuation. Niraparib was continued
with no change. On an unknown date, the outcome of the heart rate
irregular and blood pressure fluctuation were not recovered/not
resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered the heart rate
irregular and blood pressure fluctuation to be related to niraparib.
Additional details: The patient received niraparib as Zejula. Adverse
event: Occasional elevated heart rate (HR) that normalized
throughout the day, elevated blood pressure (BP) in morning (AM)
but normalized throughout the day. The patient history was
unknown. The reporter did not give consent to be contacted. Follow

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

up information was
receivedEvent
from consumer
via Zejula PAP Together
Adverse
Description
with GSK Oncology Pharmacy on 30 Jul 2021. Concurrent medical
conditions included lymphedema. On an unknown date, an unknown
time after starting niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate
increased and increased blood pressure. Niraparib was continued
with no change. On an unknown date, the outcome of the heart rate
irregular, blood pressure fluctuation, heart rate increased and
increased blood pressure were recovered/resolved. It was unknown
if the reporter considered the heart rate increased and increased
blood pressure to be related to niraparib. Patient reported elevated
HR (heart rate) and, elevated BP (blood pressure) was now stable,
preexisting lymphedema wears support hose, no change since
started therapy. Last Lab was on 30 Jul 2021 today, no results as
yet. Next F/U (follow up) on 06 Aug 2021 and MD (physician visit)
on 17 Aug 2021 and weekly labs. Follow up information was
received from consumer via Zejula PAP Together with GSK Oncology
Pharmacy on 03 Sep 2021: Patient received niraparib capsule
(batch number 2054130, expiry date 31st March 2024) for
malignant neoplasm of ovary at dose 200 mg once daily (200 mg
daily). On an unknown date, an unknown time after starting
niraparib, the patient experienced ca 125 increased. On an
unknown date, the outcome of the ca 125 increased was
recovering/Resolving. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
ca 125 increased to be related to niraparib. Zejula start date
12Jul2021 at 200mg- Ovarian. Dose: 200mg PM (evening) w/food.
Adverse Events: preexisting lymphedema wears support hose-no
change since start of therapy. Last Lab: 27Aug2021 platelets 196K
CA125 down to 56.1. Next F/U (follow up) 24Sep2021 and MD
(physician). Confirmed: appetite good, hydration good, blood
pressure stable/controlled. Denied:
diarrhea/constipation/nausea/skin issues/sleep disturbances. No
new scan, EKG (electrocardiogram), specialist visit, ER (emergency
room) visit, hospital admission, new medications or medication
changes, no new drug allergies, no missed doses, no refill required.
Interventions: Continue current management of symptoms. Other
products and other conditions were unknown. Follow up information
was received from consumer via Zejula PAP Together with GSK
Oncology Pharmacy on 02 November 2021: Patient received
niraparib capsule dose of 200 mg once daily (batch number
2057785, expiry date 31st March 2024). Concurrent medical
conditions included fatigue. On an unknown date, an unknown time
after started niraparib, the patient experienced kidney dysfunction
(serious criteria GSK medically significant), pericardial effusion
(serious criteria GSK medically significant), hair loss, hot flush,
nausea, malaise, dry mouth, dry skin and dyspnea. On an unknown
date, the outcome of the kidney dysfunction, pericardial effusion,
malaise, dry skin and dyspnea were unknown and the outcome of
the hair loss, hot flush, nausea and dry mouth were not
recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered
the kidney dysfunction, pericardial effusion, hair loss, hot flush,
nausea, malaise, dry mouth, dry skin and dyspnea to be related to
niraparib. Drug Zejula Start Date was 12 Jul 2021 at 200 mg for
Ovarian, Dose as 200 mg PM with food. Notes Spoke with patient
today, 02 Nov 2021. Reported able to perform activities of daily
living with pre-existing mild fatigue since started Zejula. Appetite
good. Hydrating 6 to 8 glasses of water, fluid daily. Blood pressure
was stable. Last lab reported as WDL (Within defined limit). Next
lab and Doctor visit scheduled for Nov 2021. No EKG
(electrocardiogram), Scan, Specialist visit, ER (emergency room)
hospital visit, change in medications or allergy status, no missed
doses. New included hair loss, hot flashes, nausea, overwhelming
feeling of global malaise, poor kidney function, dry mouth, dry skin,
dyspnea due to fluid around heart. Follow up as N/A (Not
applicable), Resolved as Not Applicable. Follow up information was
reported from consumer via Zejula PAP Together with GSK Oncology
Pharmacy on 03 Dec 2021: On an unknown date, the dose was
changed to 200 mg once daily (200 mg daily) (batch number
2057802, expiry date 30th April 2024) for malignant neoplasm of
ovary. On an unknown date, an unknown time after starting
niraparib, the patient experienced eye dryness, increased blood
pressure, fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury,
feeling abnormal. The subject was treated with beta blocker nos
(Beta Blocker). On an unknown date, the outcome of the eye
dryness, fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury and
feeling abnormal were unknown and the outcome of the increased
blood pressure, kidney dysfunction, malaise, dry skin and dyspnea
were not recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the eye dryness, increased blood pressure, fall, nose
injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury and feeling abnormal to
be related to niraparib. Drug: Zejula C5D23 Start Date 12Jul2021 at
200mg - Ovarian Dose: 200mg daily PM with food Notes: Spoke
with patient today, 03Dec2021, she was a physician, so home
phone was work phone. Patient reported that she was able to
perform activities of daily living with increased fatigue since last
call. She used to take Zejula at night due to feeling awful, nausea,
and dry mouth and dry eyes. She had stage III kidney disease with
elevated creat of 1.34 and glomerular filtration rate was 38. She
was having her kidney stints replaced on 21Dec2021, done every 6
months. Her appetite was good. She was hydrating with 6-8 glasses
of water/fluid daily. Her blood pressure was increased, so taking
beta blocker in AM. She mentioned that she was taking a fall in
September and injuring nose chin right knee and right elbow but

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

September and injuring nose, chin, right knee and right elbow, but
Adverse Event Description
no bruising due to tripping over a brick while running. Last lab
reported abnormal as above, but carbohydrate antigen 125 had
decreased to 56.8 from 59. Next lab on 10Dec2021 and physician
visit scheduled for 20Dec2021. Patient had no electrocardiogram,
scan, specialist visit, emergency room/hospital visit, change in
allergy status, no missed doses. Medication list reviewed and
updated. No drug-drug interaction found. No refill needed. New:
worsening hair loss with loss of eyelashes and eyebrows, increased
fatigue; taking a fall in September and injuring nose, chin, right
knee and right elbow, but no bruising due to tripping over a brick
while running; stage III kidney disease with elevated creatinine of
1.34 and glomerular filtration rate was 38; kidney stints due for
replacing 21Dec2021; increased blood pressure; carbohydrate
antigen 125 had decreased to 56.8 from 59; takes Zejula at night
due to feeling awful Follow-up: hot flashes, nausea, overwhelming
feeling of global malaise, poor kidney function, dry mouth, dry skin,
dyspnea due to fluid around heart Resolved: none. Follow up
information was reported from consumer via Zejula PAP Together
with GSK Oncology Pharmacy on 02 Feb 2022: The age at
vaccination was not reported. Co-suspect products included covid19 vaccine for covid-19 prophylaxis. Concomitant products included
docusate sodium (Colace), potassium citrate, metoprolol,
levothyroxine, rosuvastatin calcium (Crestor) and loratadine
(Claritine). On an unknown date, the patient received niraparib 200
mg once daily (200 mg daily) (batch number 2057805, expiry date
30th April 2024). On an unknown date, the patient received a Flu
shot and 3rd Covid 19 vaccine and experienced heart rate
increased, increased blood pressure, CA 125 increased, kidney
dysfunction, pericardial effusion, hair loss, hot flush, nausea, dry
mouth, eye dryness, malaise, dry skin, increased blood pressure,
fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury, feeling
abnormal and dyspnea. Last lab on 10 Jan 2022 with doctor of
medicine (MD), glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was 35 down from
38, creatinine 1.41 up from 1.34, sedimentation (SED) rate
elevated after 3rd Covid vaccine and a Flu shot, blood in urine small
amount and patient put on oral prednisone. On 10th January 2022,
5 months 29 days after starting niraparib, the patient experienced
glomerular filtration rate decreased, blood creatinine increased, and
sedimentation rate increased. Less than 2 weeks after receiving 1st
dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate irregular and
blood pressure fluctuation, less than 3 weeks after receiving 1st
dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate increased and
increased blood pressure, less than 2 months after receiving 1st
dose of Niraparib, the patient CA 125 increased, less than 4 months
after receiving 1st dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced kidney
dysfunction, pericardial effusion, hair loss, hot flush, nausea, dry
mouth, eye dryness, malaise and dry skin, less than 4 months after
receiving 1st dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced increased
blood pressure, fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow
injury, feeling abnormal, dyspnea and less than 9 months after
receiving 1st dose of niraparib, the patient experienced blood in
urine. The subject was treated with prednisone (Prednisone (Oral)).
On an unknown date, the outcome of the eye dryness, blood
creatinine increased and blood in urine were not recovered/not
resolved and the outcome of the glomerular filtration rate
decreased, and sedimentation rate increased were unknown. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the glomerular filtration rate
decreased, blood creatinine increased, sedimentation rate increased
and blood in urine to be related to niraparib. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the heart rate increased, increased blood
pressure, CA 125 increased, kidney dysfunction, pericardial
effusion, hair loss, hot flush, nausea, dry mouth, eye dryness,
malaise, dry skin, increased blood pressure, fall, nose injury, face
injury, knee injury, elbow injury, feeling abnormal, dyspnea and
blood in urine to be related to Flu vaccine and Covid 19 vaccine.
Next lab on 05 Feb 2022 and doctor of medicine (MD) the next
week. Confirmed appetite good, hydration good, blood pressure
stable/controlled, sleeping well. Denied diarrhea or constipation or
nausea or skin issues. No electrocardiogram (EKG), scan, specialist
visit, emergency room (ER) visit, hospital admission, no new drug
allergies or medications, no missed doses.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2101072-1

50-59
years

HAIR LOSS; COLD SORES; TINNITUS; This spontaneous report
received from a patient concerned a 53 year old female. The
patient's height, and weight were not reported. The patient's preexisting medical conditions included: The patient did not have cold
sores before. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s
(suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch
number: 1855835, and expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported,
administered on 15-DEC-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No
concomitant medications were reported. On 16-DEC-2021, the
patient experienced tinnitus. On 22-DEC-2021, the patient
experienced cold sores. On an unspecified date, the patient
experienced hair loss. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient was recovering from
cold sores, and had not recovered from tinnitus, and hair loss. This
report was non-serious.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2101783-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

Hair loss started about three weeks after second dose of Moderna
vaccine (March 2021) and continued into summer. Lost about 1/4 of
hair all over head. Regrowth was noticed in August. Joint pain
started about the same time and last about 4 weeks. Also
spontaneous bruise/bleeding on hands, legs, back, eye- no trauma
associated. I have been referred to a hematologist but cannot get in
until April. Did not associate symptoms with vaccine until my
brother recently had a reaction to the booster and realized that my
symptoms fit the same approximate time line (three weeks after).

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2104677-1

50-59
years

I had the normal arm soreness and fatigue for a few days. I
received my flu vaccine one week prior to my Covid Booster. A
couple of weeks after my booster I noticed that I was starting to
have significant hair loss and I am continuing to have significant
hair loss at the 3 month mark.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2104795-1

50-59
years

Scalp Hair loss, facial rash, large joint pain, respiratory distress

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2104987-1

40-49
years

Pt 44 F with no past medical history. though her 2nd Pfizer dose in
our healthcare computer system is 7/2021, she reports having
another Covid shot (booster?) perhaps at another facility, around
11/2021. Reports about 1 month later, development of symptoms:
intensified daily hot flashes (prior had very mild hot flashes x 2
years), weight loss, hair loss, palpitations, tremulous ness. Found to
have secondary amenorrhea (LMP 12/8/21, prior menses was
regular) and newly dx hyperthyroidism (1/2022). I am an
endocrinologist and saw her for first time in clinic 2/11/2022;
running labs, suspect Graves? disease. Also, Her mother had
menopause at age 50.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2105452-1

65-79
years

Significance hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2105877-1

6-17
years

Loss of hair on scalp in patches( bald patches on scalp)

40-49
years

"severely low platelets level; significant hair losss; stress; toes have
been discolored; regular (2-3 times a week) migraines; mild
fatigue; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 49 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 06Feb2021 10:00 (Lot number: EL9264) at the age of 49
years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had
no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant
medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose
Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: EL9261, Location of injection: Arm Left,
Vaccine Administration Time: 10:00 AM), administration date:
06Jan2021, when the patient was 49 years old, for COVID-19
Immunization. The following information was reported: FATIGUE
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""mild fatigue""; PLATELET COUNT DECREASED (non-serious) with
onset May2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""severely low
platelets level""; MIGRAINE (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""regular (2-3 times a week)
migraines""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 01Mar2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""significant hair losss"";
STRESS (non-serious) with onset 01Mar2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""stress""; SKIN DISCOLOURATION (nonserious) with onset 01Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""toes have been discolored"". The events ""significant
hair losss"", ""stress"" and ""toes have been discolored"" were
evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia, stress, skin
discolouration. Additional information: The patient had not received
any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The
patient had not received any other medications within 2 weeks of
vaccination. Patient stated patient was fine with no adverse
reactions beyond mild fatigue. When patient was went for annual
physical in May, patient blood results showed severely low platelets
level. Patient had been having regular (2-3 times a week)
migraines. In Mar, patient had started to notice significant hair
losss, which initially attributed to stress. Patient was also noticed
that toes have been discolored, initially thought patient had stubbed
them or had a bit of an ingrown toe nail, but they have not
improved. Patient looked up a picture of Covid toes and the mild
case pictures are the same as patient toes. The patient did not put
Al the pieces together at first. Patient have not had Covid, patient
have been tested several times and have not been patient will.
Patient work from home. Patient was called doctor about the
symptoms and they said they dont collect adverse reaction data
unless it results in hospitalization. Prior to vaccination patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination patient was
tested for COVID-19. Known allergies: No. No follow-up attempts
are possible. No further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2108805-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2109021-1

2109024-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"Worsening of alopecia; Body aches; HA; Chills; Arm pain; Severe
migraines; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 45 year-old
female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 11Jan2021 07:30 (Lot
number: F13246) at the age of 44 years as dose 2, single and
administered in arm left, administration date 18Dec2020 07:30 (Lot
number: EK5730) as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""HTN"" (unspecified if ongoing),
notes: hypertension; ""depression"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""anxiety"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""allergy induces asthma""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: allergy induces asthma;
""endometriosis"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""migraines""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""alopecia areata"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: LABETALOL;
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE; LEXAPRO; VYVANSE. Past drug history
included: Known allergies; wellbutrin, reaction(s): ""Known
allergies; Wellbutrin"", notes: Known allergies; Wellbutrin; Known
allergies; ceftin, reaction(s): ""Known allergies; Ceftin"", notes:
Known allergies; Ceftin. The following information was reported:
PAIN (non-serious) with onset Dec2020, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""Body aches""; HEADACHE (non-serious) with onset
Dec2020, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""HA""; CHILLS
(non-serious) with onset Dec2020, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""Chills""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with
onset Dec2020, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Arm
pain""; MIGRAINE (non-serious) with onset Dec2020, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""Severe migraines""; ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset Jan2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""Worsening of alopecia"". The events ""body aches"",
""ha"", ""chills"", ""arm pain"", ""severe migraines"" and
""worsening of alopecia"" were evaluated at the physician office
visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
pain, headache, chills, pain in extremity, migraine, alopecia. Followup (01Feb2022): Follow-up attempts are completed. No further
information is expected."

40-49
years

"body aches; HA; chills; arm pain; severe migraines; all hair fell
out; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 45 year-old
female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 30Sep2021 14:00 (Lot
number: 301358A) at the age of 45 years as dose 3 (booster),
single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""HTN"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""depression"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""anxiety"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""allergy induces
asthma"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""endometriosis"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""migraines"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""alopecia
areata"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s)
included: LABETALOL; HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE; LEXAPRO;
VYVANSE. Past drug history included: Wellbutrin, reaction(s):
""Allergy""; Ceftin, reaction(s): ""Allergy"". Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 2, Batch/Lot No: F13246,
Location of injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration Time: 07:30
AM), administration date: 11Jan2021, when the patient was 44
years old, for COVID-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""Body aches"",
""HA"", ""Chills"", ""Arm pain"", ""Severe migraines"", ""significant
worsening of alopecia""; Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No:
EK5730, Location of injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration
Time: 07:30 AM), administration date: 18Dec2020, when the
patient was 44 years old, for COVID-19 Immunization, reaction(s):
""Body aches"", ""HA"", ""Chills"", ""Arm pain"", ""Severe
migraines"", ""Alopecia"". The following information was reported:
PAIN (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""body aches""; HEADACHE (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""HA""; CHILLS (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""chills""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""arm pain""; MIGRAINE (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovered"" (2021), described
as ""severe migraines""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""all hair fell out"". Relevant
laboratory tests and procedures are available in the appropriate
section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of pain,
headache, chills, pain in extremity, migraine, alopecia. Additional
information: Known allergies to Wellbutrin, Ceftin. Other medical
history included HTN, depression, anxiety, allergy induces asthma,
endometriosis, migraines, alopecia areata. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. Other medications in two weeks included Labetalol,
Hydrochlorothiazide, Lexapro and Vyvanse. Prior to vaccination, the
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination,
the patient has been tested for COVID-19. Seriousness criteria was
reported as non-serious. Adverse event resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received
Spironolactone as treatment for the events. No follow-up attempts
are possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2109072-1

2109125-1

2109374-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"heavy hair loss; loss of appetite; feeling cold; : Caller reported
that since last fall she started to present very dry skin in her arms
and legs with wrinkling in the back of her thighs as if she was ""90year-old"" and not 70; : Caller reported that since last fall she
started to present very dry skin in her arms and legs with wrinkling
in the back of her thighs as if she was ""90-year-old"" and not 70;
This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team for a
Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is the patient. A 79 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (COMIRNATY), administration
date 06Oct2021 (Lot number: FL3209) as dose 3 (booster), single,
administration date 23Jun2021 (Lot number: EW0178) as dose 1,
single and administration date 14Jul2021 (Lot number: FA6780) as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""Known allergy: chicken"" (unspecified if ongoing),
notes: Caller stated she does not want to eat chicken, meat nor
fish; ""Known allergy: meat"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Caller
stated she does not want to eat chicken, meat nor fish; ""Known
allergy: fish"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Caller stated she
does not want to eat chicken, meat nor fish; ""hair loss""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Caller reported that the heavy hair
loss began last summer and it is still continuing today. Concomitant
medication(s) included: TOPROL XL, start date: 01Jan2021. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""heavy hair
loss""; DECREASED APPETITE (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""loss of appetite"";
FEELING COLD (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""feeling cold""; DRY SKIN (non-serious),
SKIN WRINKLING (non-serious) all with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"" and all described as "": Caller reported that since last
fall she started to present very dry skin in her arms and legs with
wrinkling in the back of her thighs as if she was ""90-year-old"" and
not 70"". Additional information: Caller reported she has been
experiencing heavy hair loss since the last summer and it is still
continuing today. Caller mentioned that last summer she talked with
an Internist from Primary Care about the loss of appetite and she
was very concerned about it but has not connected with her since
then Caller ask for further information. Caller stated she does not
want to eat chicken, meat nor fish and that it not normal on her;
then, last fall she started to present very dry skin in her arms and
legs with wrinkling in the back of her thighs as if she was ""90 years
old"" and not 70. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

65-79
years

"Hives on head and stomach; Hair loss on head; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable reporter (consumer or other
non-HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 65-year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in
arm right, administration date 19Nov2021 (Lot number: FJ8757) at
the age of 65 years as dose 3 (booster), single for COVID-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""COVID-19""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Prior to vaccination, was the patient
diagnosed with COVID-19: Yes. There were no concomitant
medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE 1,
SINGLE, Lot Number: EN6199, Anatomical site: right arm),
administration date: 08Mar2021, when the patient was 64 years
old, for COVID-19 immunisation and Bnt162b2 (DOSE 2, SINGLE,
Lot Number: ER8734, Anatomical site: right arm), administration
date: 31Mar2021, when the patient was 64 years old, for COVID-19
immunisation. The following information was reported: URTICARIA
(non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Hives on head
and stomach""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Hair loss on head"". Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Additional
information: The patient had no known allergies. The patient did
not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the
COVID-19 vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed
with COVID -19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested
for COVID-19."

65-79
years

1) 6 weeks after taking the 2nd Pfizer vaccine, I developed shingles
in my lower right leg and foot. I was on gabapentin for 8 months.
I'm still having periodic pain in my right foot but don't take anything
for it. 2) In the last 4 months, my hair is thinning out on the top of
my head. 3) On Saturday, January 8, 2022, I developed a deep
bronchial cough. My doctor would not see me until after I had
tested negative for Covid. When I received the negative results a
week later after being tested at Hospital, in a virtual visit with my
dr. he prescribed a z-pack and a chest xray, which came out that
my lungs were clear. Though I am better, I am still having bronchial
coughing.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2109434-1

40-49
years

i was perfectly healthy with no underlying medical conditions. now
here we are 11 months post vax. i have musle spasm twitching
ringing in my ear rashes that come and go a lump in my neck my
teeth are loose and my hair is falling out. my heart races skips
beats i experience dizziness brain fog. i have days where i could
slep all day and night. severe anxiety dry mouth

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2109514-1

50-59
years

Total Hair Loss

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

2109754-1

60-64
years

Alopecia started in the fall - I received my #3 in on November 8.
Symptoms escalated during November and December and continue
to this day. I do believe hair loss started in October but I am not
sure.

2110032-1

65-79
years

No reaction whatsoever to first 2 shots. Alopecia Areata Univesalis
confirmed by biopsy began roughly 2.5 months to 3 months after 3
shot. High dose Flu vaccine given at the same time! No history or
family history of autoimmune diseases. Progressed from single thin
spot to almost complete scalp baldness and extensive eyebrow
eyelash & body hair involvement within 2 months of onset
1/30/2022 - sudden, unexplained, extreme hair loss. Consulted
doctor, labs were performed: Platelet=591, only out of range result.
Hair continues falling out daily and 2 weeks later, 3/4 of my hair is
gone.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2110106-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2110782-1

65-79
years

Fatigue, fever, body cold, shortness of breath, hair loss, sleep
distrubance

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2112984-1

40-49
years

Loss of hair, abnormal menstrual bleeding

40-49
years

On the 9/12/2021. I had lower back pain and it was hurting really
bad to the point where I couldn't move and moved towards the
front of my abdominal area. Went to ER 9/14/2021. They did a CAT
scan there and there was no findings and no abnormalities in that
area. Normal appendix. Everything was fine. Went to see my PCP
for follow up and they ordered an abdominal ultrasound for
9/28/2021, they found that my kidneys were enlarged. One was
13.6 and one was 15. From there my doctor said that that was
abnormal findings. So she was going to send me for a follow up
ultrasound on 12/01/2021. And those findings were: R kidney was
15.1 x 5.3 x 6.4 cm. no evidence of mast, hydronephrosis, or
calcification. L kidney was 16.1 x 6.6 x 7.6 cm. mild
hydronephrosis. No mast or calcification. Impressions large bilateral
kidneys with normal echotextures. Could be related to urinary
distension (no relation). After that, I was referred to a kidney
specialist because the other kidney got larger. The kidney specialist
did all tests and said I had normal functions of my urinary tract and
kidneys were functioning normally. He's not sure why they are
enlarged. I asked if it could be the vaccine and he said he wasn't
sure. 09/14/2021 kidneys were normal then 14 days later they
were enlarged. Joint pain is worse, loss of hair (hair falling out).

50-59
years

I just got a breakthrough case of COVID on 9/4/21, about 8 months
after my first vaccine. And I am experiencing exactly the same
vertigo-like and dizzy symptoms that I experienced two weeks after
receiving my first dose. I did not want to blame the vaccine for my
symptoms 8 months ago. I remember I went to get my second shot
and needed a wheelchair because I was so dizzy, experiencing
vertigo. But I never thought of blaming the vaccine until now that I
have COVID and the same symptoms have returned. Besides
vertigo/dizziness, I also have roving superficial pains that migrate
from one part of my body to another, then randomly go away.
Exactly like I experienced after the vaccines were administered. My
dizziness has varied in severity and will drop and rise every now
and then. I began with extreme tiredness, sore throat, fever for 8
days that never went beyond 101, and it would come and go when I
had covid. I had gastro intestinal issues, lost sense of taste and
smell and hair profusely as well. The dizziness kicked in around day
5 and was extremely bad. Brain fog came about and is causing me
to forget many things as well. This is causing me to struggle with
work as well. After covid I had blood tests done and this discovered
hemoglobin A1C as high which I had never had before. It showed a
high D-Dimer test as well and they thought I had a blood clot
occurring, however I had covid pneumonia. I also had the oxygen
level drop severely and then the next day I felt better.

30-39
years

I had a long period which was similar to the period I had after my
last chemotherapy treatment. I missed my period for two months. I
lost hair on my right eyebrow, legs, armpits and pubic area and it
will not grow back. I had rapid heart rate and extreme fatigue. All of
these symptoms began after the second dose vaccine. It seems like
the vaccine stirred up a reaction similar to chemotherapy
symptoms.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2113937-1

2113938-1

2114170-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2115715-1

2115786-1

2115794-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

hair has been falling out; COVID arm [after second and booster
doses]; shaking; hot; itching; bumps; red; she got fever between
100-101; chills; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair has been falling
out), VACCINATION SITE REACTION (COVID arm [after second and
booster doses]), TREMOR (shaking), VACCINATION SITE WARMTH
(hot) and VACCINATION SITE PRURITUS (itching) in a 74-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 058F21A, 038A21A and 023M20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included Penicillin
allergy, Drug allergy, Sulfonamide allergy, Drug allergy,
Hypertension (started 20 years ago) and Osteoarthritis (15 years
ago; age-related). On 19-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 17-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 16-Nov-2021, received third dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage
was changed to 1 dosage form. In November 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (hair has been falling out), VACCINATION
SITE REACTION (COVID arm [after second and booster doses]),
TREMOR (shaking), VACCINATION SITE WARMTH (hot),
VACCINATION SITE PRURITUS (itching), VACCINATION SITE
SWELLING (bumps), VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (red), PYREXIA
(she got fever between 100-101) and CHILLS (chills). In November
2021, VACCINATION SITE REACTION (COVID arm [after second and
booster doses]), TREMOR (shaking), VACCINATION SITE WARMTH
(hot), VACCINATION SITE PRURITUS (itching), VACCINATION SITE
SWELLING (bumps), VACCINATION SITE ERYTHEMA (red), PYREXIA
(she got fever between 100-101) and CHILLS (chills) had resolved.
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair has been falling out) had
not resolved. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in
parenthesis if available): In November 2021, Body temperature:
100-101 got fever between 100-101. Concomitant medication was
not provided. Patient received flu shot in September 2021 was
given within 1 month prior to Moderna COVID-19. It was reported
that, patient was standing ankle deep in her shower cleaning hair
out of her drain. She would call it shedding lots and lots of
shedding. The patient also added that after taking booster dose,
had the COVID arm - red, hot, itching, bumps, not blisters. That
lasted between 5-6 days. Within 24 hours, she got fever between
100-101. That lasted about 24 hours. Treatment information was
not provided. This case was linked to MOD-2022-481363 (Patient
Link).

65-79
years

Hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a 71-year-old
female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch nos. 038K20A and 029L20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included Hypothyroidism
since 2010, Ocular hypertension (Pressure on eyes), Penicillin
allergy and Drug allergy (Darvon allergy). Concomitant products
included LEVOTHYROXINE for Hypothyroidism, BIMATOPROST
(LUMIGAN) for Ocular hypertension. On 29-Jan-2021, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 27-Feb-2021, received second
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In August 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) had not resolved. Patient took her booster
shot on 26-Oct-2021 with the batch number 939905 and patient
received probably Flu vaccine on Sep-2021. Patient's dermatologist
stated that the hair loss could be due to her immune system was
attacking her hair and the that had been worsened and also stated
that she would go to take some lab analyses and patient did not
had ever COVID positive test or diagnosis. No treatment had been
given for hair loss.

40-49
years

losing clumps of her hair on Saturday; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(losing clumps of her hair on Saturday) in a 46-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 013H21A and 084J21A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
Concomitant products included MULTIVITAMINS [VITAMINS NOS]
and LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM (SYNTHROID) for an unknown
indication. On 11-Jan-2022, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On 11-Feb-2022, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 12-Feb-2022, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (losing clumps of her hair on Saturday). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (losing clumps of her hair on Saturday)
outcome was unknown. No medical history was provided by the
reporter. Weight of the patient was reported as 210. No treatment
medication was reported.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2115811-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"Swollen armpit; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 32 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 16Aug2021 17:00 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of
32 years as dose number unknown, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""known_allergies: Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
known_allergies: Penicillin. Concomitant medication(s) included:
TDAP taken for immunisation, administration date 09Aug2021;
HEPLISAV B taken for immunisation, administration date
09Aug2021. The following information was reported: SWELLING
(non-serious) with onset 23Aug2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""Swollen armpit""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 23Aug2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair
loss"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of swelling,
alopecia. Additional information: Prior to vaccination, the patient
was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the
patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No other medications the
patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Follow-up
(14Oct2021): This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the
lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts
made. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2115823-1

Unknown

"severe hair loss; skin disorder; itching; This is a spontaneous
report received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP) from medical information team. The reporter is the
patient. A patient (no qualifiers provided) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose number
unknown for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical
history and concomitant medications were not reported. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""severe hair loss""; SKIN
DISORDER (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""skin disorder""; PRURITUS (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""itching"". No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2116120-1

50-59
years

Patient states she experiencing hair loss after vaccine.

65-79
years

Felt severe pressure in chest, fast heart beat and a cough started
that lasted for weeks. I called the cardiologist immediately and
went to visit him. He did a EKG and it said I had right bundle
branch block and I had always previously had normal sinus rhythm.
He followed up with a stress stress and echo. a short time later I
started having GI problems, severe stabbing nominal pain followed
by constipation and then diarrhea. I started taking stool softeners
and became very hard constipated. Then, my hair started falling out
and breaking off which I've never had split ends before. Almost a
year to the day of vaccinations I got very sick, weak legs, fever,
sore throat, sore ears, laryngitis, horrible cough, and terrible hard
constipation. Went to the health department and got tested for the
three day coivd and it came back negative. I also took the at home
while waiting for the results and it was negative as well. I went to
the doctor and he gave me antibiotics and even then, still
constipated. I'm still taking the antibiotics and after 9 days still
have the cough, laryngitis and constipation which I never had
before the vaccination. I've been especially weak and feel a lot of
pain since the vaccination as well. I took my mom at the same time
as I went for the vaccination and she also has the loss of hair,
weakness and pain, and bowel problems from constipation and now
terrible diarrhea. I got the heart problems first and she didn't seem
to have any. However, all of our other symptoms of sudden hair
loss, weakness, pain, constipation and diarrhea all started at the
same time. I just recently found out how to report this, but have
complained all year. I feel these symptoms; cardiac, problems,
sudden and continuous hair loss, weakness, pain, constipation,
diarrhea; are from the vaccination. btw, I had a test for antibodies
and I do have them.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2116365-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2118786-1

65-79
years

After receiving Booster shot in September, 3-4 weeks later I started
feeling tingling sensations down the backs of my thighs the 3-4
days later had difficulty walking and extreme fatigue. These
resolved within a few days. About a week later, I developed left
shoulder and neck pain that extended down into my left arm. I
could feel painful raised nodules up the left side of my neck and in
my shoulder and knee joints. These symptoms resolved after about
a week. Then I developed internal tremors, feelings of being
extremely hot, weakness in arms, extreme sensitivity in my hands,
brain fog, feelings of electric shocks flowing through my body. I also
had periods where my heart would beat fast and I would feel short
of breath. My PCP did comprehensive lab workup and sent me for a
CT of chest and a referral to a Cardiologist. My lab, CT, and
Cardiology workup was normal except my cholesterol was high. She
gave me 2 weeks of steroids and that seemed to help until I
completed the course. After that I developed headaches, dizziness,
blurred vision, numbness to left face and outer left leg, difficulty
remembering words with occasional slurred speech and feelings of
de-realization with severe fatigue. By the end of December 2021
these symptoms had improved but then developed skin
rash/eruptions, hair loss, dry eyes/mouth. Currently I still have
numbness in left face and left outer extremities, Intermittent
headaches and vision problems left eye. I still have fatigue, brain
fog, joint pain and stiffness, neuropathy with burning pain in hands
and feet, headaches, hair loss. I just started Accupuncture.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2118967-1

60-64
years

Extreme loss of hair, also I have no eyebrows or eyelashes.

65-79
years

Reaction: Body aches and joint pain. Fatigue headache, fever.
Ongoing joint pain and swelling, neuropathy pain in feet, sensation
of aching in your foot pad on the both sides, more on the right side,
Ongoing fatigue since after the 1st vaccine. Mild muscle aches in
my legs. Always on this right leg, I've noticed that I'm weaker on
my right leg and what I'm presuming is muscle pain that starts
fairly immediately if my R leg is primary supporting me for
whatever activity. This has been ongoing since the first vaccine.
Painful, weaker. Never experienced this before in my life. Got home
and felt okay, the fatigue started at the same time from the first
vaccine. The symptoms that I experienced started at the same time
as the first vaccine, meaning the same time of day (ex: 10PM for
the first vaccine, 10PM for the 2nd vaccine when symptoms
started). Must be a body clock situation. I did not get a fever the
first night. Woke up feeling pretty great the next day but got a fever
that late afternoon on the 2nd day. Hair fell out a bit after the 2nd
dose as well (more during in 1st vaccine). Soreness at the injection
site. Again not sure if this is in relation to the vaccine: Starting after
1st dose and still happening after the 2nd dose. A strange increase
in mole activity. Strange eczema. Moles would appear and
disappear. Most of them are all located in my region of my forehead
and hairline. Not all of them, but most of them are there. None of
this did I experience prior to the vaccine. Note: Previous COVID
infection a year & 3 months ago. Severe case of COVID. Unsure if
some of this is in relation to the vaccine or COVID itself. 1st vaccine
add-ons: The day when I got out of bed after the first hallucinatory
moment- I would get out of bed and when I stood, I would literally
start to fall to left for 3-4 days. Couple nights of leg aching. Loss of
balance. It's hard to describe. My body was on a ship and I would
get up and go to the bathroom at 6AM and my body would just go
to the left and I would have something to support me. I would
finally be able to stabilize myself and it would happen every time.
Neurological check-up indicated that when I stood on my right leg
with eyes closed, I would fall over. This all happened after the first
dose. Hair fell out a little bit after the 1st vaccine for one month.

40-49
years

Day after booster I woke up with chills and worked until noon and
had to be sent home and went home to sleep. Third day after
vaccination, my legs were feeling numb and slept most of the day. I
would have diarrhea, hair has been falling out as well. I now have
blurriness out of my left eye and it is now hard to walk because out
of nowhere I will begin to get dizzy when the blurriness occurs. I
visited a specialist that found that there was severe inflammation in
my eye. They prescribed an RX for me however it was not covered
by my insurance and therefore could not receive them. Xiidra
(Lifitegrast). I have also been having a lot of joint pain going down
my shoulder and back. MRI done on the right hand as well due to
cramping in hands. They also checked for blood clotting as well in
my legs. After the first dose and second I had chills, and fever, and
nausea that caused me to get sick. I would then turn in and sleep
for the rest of the day. Obstetrician-gynecologist: Found a dermoid
cyst in right ovary that was not there a couple years ago.

50-59
years

I got covid a second time then I started having strokes followed by
myocardiatus. I have inflammation throughout my entire body and
very exhausted with brain fog.. My quality of life has greatly
diminished I also have Plantar fasciitis From the Inflammation. I'm
Unable to walk. I have nerve pain throughout my entire body. My
hair is falling out. My vision has been affected.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2119266-1

2119442-1

2122969-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2125858-1

2125861-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable physician.
A female patient received unknown dose number of BNT162B2
(Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, batch/lot# unknown), single
dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and
concomitant medications not reported. The patient experienced
alopecia (lost hair on her head; it is growing back somewhat; her
dermatologist said he's seen this a lot), with outcome of unknown.
Additional information: The patient experienced hair loss at the top
of her head, eyelashes and eyebrows after receiving the PfizerBioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. Reporter said their friend's
dermatologist said he's seen lots of cases involving hair loss in
many patients who had the COVID-19 vaccine. No follow-up
attempts possible. Information about batch/lot number cannot be
obtained. No further information expected.

Unknown

"significant hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer
sponsored program. The reporter is the patient. A patient (no
qualifiers provided) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot
number: unknown) as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
The patient's relevant medical history and concomitant medications
were not reported. Vaccination history included: Covid-19 vaccine
(DOSE 1, MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), for Covid-19 Immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""significant hair loss"".
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Additional information: After the second dose,
the patient had significant hair loss. The patient PC checked
hormonal levels, thyroid and looked for vitamin deficiency
everything came back normal. However the hair loss continued.
After a few months the hair loss subsided and the patient began to
regrow hair. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : USPFIZER_INC-202101863626 same drug and patient, different event
and drug dose"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2127108-1

80+
years

"chills; headache; tired; I was tired and weak; Hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 81
year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm right, administration date 13Jan2021 08:30
(Lot number: EL3246) at the age of 81 years as dose 1, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Blood
pressure"" (ongoing), notes: has blood pressure problems, her
blood pressure goes up and goes down; ""COVID-19"", start date:
09Nov2020 (unspecified if ongoing), notes: She reports she did
have the Covid 19 virus. She was diagnosed with the Covid 19 virus
on 09Nov2020. Concomitant medication(s) included: ASPIRIN
(E.C.) (ongoing); LOVASTATIN taken for blood cholesterol
(ongoing); METOPROLOL taken for blood pressure abnormal
(ongoing); PANTOPRAZOLE taken for abdominal discomfort
(ongoing); LOSARTAN (ongoing); LEVOTHYROXINE taken for
hypothyroidism (ongoing); ESTRADIOL (ongoing). The following
information was reported: CHILLS (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""chills""; HEADACHE (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""headache""; FATIGUE (nonserious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""tired""; ASTHENIA
(non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""I was tired and
weak""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""Hair loss"". Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Additional information: Patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. After first dose, Patient hair was coming out. Patient
had chills, hair loss, headache and was tired and weak, but not real
bad. Patient was 81 years old and her hair was thin anyway but it
has gotten a lot thinner. The chills lasted up until this past month
(at the time of report). She'd maybe have headaches off and on.
Maybe a day she'd have a headache, then she'd be fine for a day or
two, then she'd get a headache again. When probing medical
history and concomitant medications, she reports she has blood
pressure problems, her blood pressure goes up and goes down. She
also reports she had a steroid injection in her right knee on
20Jan2021. Patient was having bad hair loss. So, that was the thing
that she was concerned about was hair loss, will it comeback or will
it continue going on or what. No additional vaccines administered
on same date with the Pfizer vaccine. No Emergency Room and
Physician Office due to events. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2127667-1

50-59
years

High Fever, body aches, fatigue, headache. extreme hair loss,
mental fog, anxiety

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2127783-1

2127821-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"dose number=1, 08Sep2021;dose number=2, 14Nov2021; it
started falling out to the point that you can see my scalp now
through my hair.; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 72 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 14Nov2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 72
years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had
no relevant medical history. Concomitant medication(s) included:
ATENOLOL; ATORVASTATIN; AMITRIPTINE; ALENDRONATE.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1 ,
Batch/Lot No: FC3184 , Location of injection: Arm Left),
administration date: 08Sep2021, when the patient was 72 years
old, for Covid-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""Hair loss""; Flu
(Anatomical location: arm right), administration date: 08Sep2021.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""it
started falling out to the point that you can see my scalp now
through my hair.""; INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (non-serious) with onset 14Nov2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""dose number=1, 08Sep2021;dose
number=2, 14Nov2021"". The event ""it started falling out to the
point that you can see my scalp now through my hair."" was
evaluated at the physician office visit. Therapeutic measures were
not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information: The patient
had many with the first dose which she reported at that time.
Shortly after her hair started falling out. Then after the second dose
it started falling out to the point that it can see her scalp through
her hair. Since the vaccination, the patient did not tested for
COVID-19. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected."

65-79
years

"Large blisters on the forearms, legs, back and particularly scalp /
suffer with skin and scalp blisters/ small vesicles appeared on soles;
Thining hair; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 67 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 27Sep2021 13:15 (Lot number: 30135ba) at the age of 67
years as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""seasonal (spring) hay fever""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: I have a history of seasonal (spring)
hay fever that was cured by hypersensitization.; ""Known allergygrass pollen"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Grass pollen.
Concomitant medication(s) included: FLUZONE HIGH DOSE
QUADRIVALENT taken for immunisation, administration date
08Sep2021; SYNTHROID; SIMVASTATIN; FISH OIL; CALCIUM;
TURMERIC CURCUMIN [CURCUMA LONGA]. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 2, lot number: EN6204, Vaccine location:
Left arm), administration date: 21Mar2021, when the patient was
66 years old, for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""I got hives
shaped rash on calves and forearms""; Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Lot
number: EN6205, vaccine location: Left arm), administration date:
28Feb2021, when the patient was 66 years old, for Covid-19
immunization, reaction(s): ""No side effects""; Bnt162b2 (Dose 2,
lot number: EN6204, Vaccine location: Left arm), administration
date: 21Mar2021, when the patient was 66 years old, for Covid-19
immunization, reaction(s): ""I got hives shaped rash on calves and
forearms"", ""itching"", ""two pea-sized blisters appeared above the
heel and on the shoulder"". The following information was reported:
BLISTER (non-serious) with onset 05Oct2021, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""Large blisters on the forearms, legs,
back and particularly scalp / suffer with skin and scalp blisters/
small vesicles appeared on soles""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 05Oct2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""Thining
hair"". The events ""large blisters on the forearms, legs, back and
particularly scalp / suffer with skin and scalp blisters/ small vesicles
appeared on soles"" and ""thining hair"" were evaluated at the
physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of blister, alopecia. Additional information: No
covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. Ae
treatment was Prednisone tablets, Clobetasol cream and solution.
Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is
expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2127846-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"hair loss; very dry wrinkled skin to her arms and legs; loss of
appetite; feeling very cold; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a
Pfizer sponsored program (159558). The reporter is the patient. A
79 year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administration date 23Jun2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at
the age of 79 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Blood pressure high""
(unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included:
TOPROL XL taken for hypertension, start date: May2021. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair loss""; DRY
SKIN (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""very dry wrinkled skin to her arms and legs"";
DECREASED APPETITE (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""loss of appetite""; FEELING COLD
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""feeling very cold"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of alopecia, dry skin. Additional information: Caller said these
began shortly after her first shot. She said they began last summer,
her first dose was in Jun, so she knew it was during last summer.
She clarified that her first side effect was heavy hair loss, and said
the other came later, which was very dry wrinkled skin to her arms
and legs. She said she had done no treatment for those. She said
she also has had loss of appetite and feeling very cold. She said she
knew immediate side effects, but these were very long range. She
said she wore 2-3 layers of clothing, and that side effect was not
usual, that she had heard about. She said she wanted to know for
her other question: has there been any interaction reported with
blood pressure medicine she took which was Toprol XL. Toprol XL:
Caller said she began taking this May2021, so she is interested if
there could be any interaction with COVID vaccine. She said her
Toprol XL came in an orange pharmacy bottle with NDC/LOT/EXP:
Unknown, and provides manufacturer: Aralez/New Amer. She took
this for her high blood pressure, but her high blood pressure is not
related to when she started taking it, she started taking the blood
pressure medicine then about 3 weeks after that she got the shot.
The lot number for bnt162b2 was not provided and will be
requested during follow up."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2127927-1

Age

30-39
years

Adverse Event Description
"they said he can have from syphilis; he has been experiencing
alopecia; now alopecia areata,; a patch on his beard, a big patch,
come off; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 31 year-old male patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 28Nov2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 31 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""Accident"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Caller says a year ago
he lost half of his left leg in an accident.; ""allergic to bumblebees""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: allergic to bumblebees. There were
no concomitant medications. Past drug history included: Epi-pen,
notes: he only takes an Epi-pen, but he doesn't use that; Ibuprofen
for pain in his leg, notes: He says he took Ibuprofen when needed
he needed to for pain in his leg a year ago, but that was not at the
time of the vaccinations. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2,
administration date: Nov2021, for COVID-19 immunization. The
following information was reported: SYPHILIS (medically
significant), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""they said he can
have from syphilis""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""he has been experiencing alopecia"";
ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with onset 10Dec2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""now alopecia areata,""; SKIN
DISORDER (non-serious) with onset 10Dec2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""a patch on his beard, a big patch,
come off"". The events ""he has been experiencing alopecia"",
""now alopecia areata,"" and ""a patch on his beard, a big patch,
come off"" were evaluated at the physician office visit. The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: blood
test: unknown results, notes: He says they took lab results off his
blood, and said then that it didn't give enough information, and
removed his scalp. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
alopecia, alopecia areata, skin disorder. Clinical course: Caller says
that on 10Dec he noticed a patch on his beard, a big patch, come
off, and he thought he was hallucinating, it was unbelievable. He
says he touched and pulled the hair and it pulled out and he didn't
feel it rip out, his pores were dead. AE Treatment: Caller says they
tried to give him something, not for the beard, but it was a liquid
steroid that didn't work. He says he doesn't know the name of it,
and unspecified liquid steroid NDC/LOT/EXP: unknown, he doesn't
have it with him.Caller asks what does he do, he has been building
his own record, creating a profile, for example when they had to
surgically remove 4mm of his scalp he had his wife take a video of
that, he's made a profile of it. He says his doctors were telling him
first alopecia, and now alopecia areata, which makes no sense. He
says they took lab results off his blood, and said then that it didn't
give enough information, and removed his scalp. He says this is all
because of the Pfizer shot, and he doesn't know how get to real
information that Pfizer shot really is what created this. He says the
only thing he has taken was the shot, which is what he tried to tell
the doctors when they tested and they said he can have from
syphilis but they just had a baby and she doesn't cheat and he
doesn't cheat. Caller says he looked it up and found other people
are going thru this, one is a female. Caller says he looks horrible,
he is not supposed to look like this, he is trying to build a case
telling that he should not be going thru this. The lot number for
bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

"Covid test date=14Jan2022, Covid test result=Positive; Covid test
date=14Jan2022, Covid test result=Positive; am extremely fatigued
all the time; I'm losing a lot of hair; gaining weight; I have
intermittent severe breast pain; I am having pain from my left
ovary just like when I normally ovulate on that side.; I have not
had my menses since Nov2021; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is
the patient. A 50 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 18Aug2021 06:45 (Lot number: EW0171) at the age of 50
years as dose 3 (booster), single, administered in arm left,
administration date 18Jan2021 17:00 (Lot number: EL3248) as
dose 2, single and administered in arm left, administration date
18Dec2020 17:45 (Lot number: EK5730) as dose 1, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""Rheumatoid Arthritis"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Fibromyalgia""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Sjogren's syndrome"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""Raynaud's Vasculitis"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Hashimoto's"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Latex"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: IBUPROFEN;
TYLENOL; ASPIRIN [ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID]; METFORMIN. Past
drug history included: Wellbutrin, reaction(s): ""known allergies:
Welbutrin"", notes: known allergies: Welbutrin, latex. The following
information was reported: COVID-19 (medically significant), DRUG
INEFFECTIVE (medically significant) all with onset 14Jan2022,
outcome ""unknown"" and all described as ""Covid test
date=14Jan2022, Covid test result=Positive""; MENSTRUATION
DELAYED (non-serious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""I have not had my menses since
Nov2021""; FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset 21Dec2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""am extremely fatigued all the
time""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 21Dec2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""I'm losing a lot of hair""; WEIGHT
INCREASED (non-serious) with onset 21Dec2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""gaining weight""; BREAST PAIN (nonserious) with onset 21Dec2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""I have intermittent severe breast pain""; PAIN (nonserious) with onset 21Dec2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""I am having pain from my left ovary just like when I
normally ovulate on that side."". The patient underwent the
following laboratory tests and procedures: sars-cov-2 test:
(14Jan2022) positive, notes: Nasal Swab. Therapeutic measures
were not taken as a result of menstruation delayed, fatigue,
alopecia, weight increased, breast pain, pain. Clinical Course:
Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination and tested COVID
positive post vaccination. Patient did not take other vaccine in four
weeks. Facility type vaccine: Hospital.; Sender's Comments: Based
on known drug safety profile, there is reasonable possibility of
causal association between the events VACCINATION FAILURE and
covid-19 and BNT162B2."

2128592-1

30-39
years

Hair loss....my hair has never come out I've had blood work drawn
and do not have an auto immune disorder or any previous health
conditions. My hair started falling out right after the shot and has
progressively gotten worst. I now have 11 bald spots and am
shedding all over as well.

2129271-1

40-49
years

I got both Pfizer vaccines 8/6/21 and 8/27/21. My hair began falling
out Novembe 4th. I have now lost about 60% of my hair. I have
never suffered from hair loss in my life prior to this. The vaccines
are what triggered my massive hair loss.

65-79
years

By the end of the week after vaccination that is when I noticed my
hair was falling out. My nails broke off shortly after but I didn't put
two and two together. I had to have fluid taken out of my knee on
April 5 and then went again June 8th. I had to have injections in my
left shoulder, my next injection is scheduled on March 3rd. I started
being seen for my right thumb for severe pain; had injection in July
and I now need to have surgery. My hair is so thin that I can't cut it
short because pieces are missing everywhere. I had none of these
issues prior to my shot. I used to see my doctor once a year only.
My doctor put me on iron pills 2 x daily to help with my hair and
nails.

65-79
years

It just became a concern over the course of three or four months. I
noticed I was gaining weight and losing hair. I say my bone Doctor
it was a routine check up appoint. I don't want to say it was the
vaccine, I just don't know. I am not trying to say one way or
another I am just stated what I noticed.

2127996-1

2129422-1

2129483-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2129812-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Received 2nd Moderna shot at a drive through facility around 4:00
PM. Was warned that 2nd shot could cause flu like symptoms and
make my arm sore more than 1st shot. Later that evening around
9:00 I began to experience moderate pain at the injection site. I
went to bed shortly thereafter. Around 2:00 AM I was suddenly
awoken by extreme pain at the injection site. So much so I sat up
in bed. It felt like I was being repeatably stabbed with a pair of
scissors. It finally subsided and I went back to sleep. When I woke
up the next morning my left shoulder was very sore and stiff. Over
the next week this condition persisted and eventually affected my
entire left arm and hand. I then began to experience this pain and
stiffness in my right shoulder and arm as well. This limited my
ability to move or extend my arms. Within another 2 weeks it had
extended to my inner thighs making it impossible to continue my
daily walks. On the morning of 07/17/2021 I awoke in extreme pain
and I found myself unable to roll over or get out of bed. Fortunately
I was laying close to the edge and after laying there for about 45
minutes was able to get my right leg over the edge. I could not
however raise or extend my arms which prevented me from
dressing myself. As the day progressed It became less difficult to
move and later that evening I went an urgent care center. There
they examined me, drew blood for labs and prescribed steroids. I
was diagnosed with systemic inflammation response. I was seen by
a rheumatologist on 06/17/2021 who ordered numerous blood and
urine tests which indicated the inflammation was still present. I was
given an injection of Kenalog and continued with the oral steroids. I
then began to experience peripheral neuropathy and weakness in
my hands, forearms and feet. I've lost a significant amount of hair
due to possible telegon effluvium. Other treatment medications
included methotrexate a leflunomide. As of 02/21/2022 still on
steriods, gabapentin, ARB and statin. Was prescribed toxilixumab
but insurance denied the treatment. Still unable to see neurologist
because of false information provided by insurance co. Participated
in program. Tested positive for S Protein antibodies but negative for
N Protein indicating that the S Protein antibodies produced were
vaccine induced. 06/17/2021 1. Possible new onset inflammatory
polyarthropathy. 2. Previous history of biopsy-proven idiopathic
glomerulonephritis treated with chlorambucil and Cytoxan. 3. Post
viral syndrome following a donor vaccine. 4. Elevated CRP.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2130587-1

80+
years

"hair loss and hair thinning shortly after receiving the vaccine; This
is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team. The
reporter is the patient. A 82 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration
date 2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 82 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Route, Anatomical
Location: right upper arm , Caller state she had them both in the
beginning of last year, 2021.), administration date: 2021, for Covid19 Immunization. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""hair loss and hair thinning shortly after receiving the vaccine"".
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of alopecia.
Additional Information: Patient doctor and her dermatologist have
already told her this might be related to the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID19.All started not long after her second shot. Event had gotten
definitely worse. AE(s) did not required a visit to emergency room,
physician office,it had been a gradual thing that was getting more
and more apparent. Patient had no prior vaccination within 4 weeks
and had no AE following prior vaccinations. Patient had no family
history relevant to AE. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) :
US-PFIZER INC-202200056623 same reporter/drug/event, different
patient"

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2131099-1

60-64
years

Hair loss major.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2131311-1

30-39
years

Patient experienced hair loss starting around 2/6 - 2/12. He reports
hair coming out with just running his hand through his hair. Does
not report trying any agents to improve problem.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2131361-1

30-39
years

Diagnosed with alopecia areata in September. Lost 80% of my hair
by the end of November. No history of alopecia prior.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2135005-1

30-39
years

I received the Moderna COVID vaccine on 2/3/2021 (lot 012M20A),
3/3/2021 (lot 002A21A), and 8/18/2021 (lot 032C21A). I
experienced diffuse hair loss approximately 8-12 weeks after each
shot, which continued for about 8 weeks. This side effect was
temporary and has resolved as of February 2022 and I am now
seeing a regrowth of my hair. I also experienced menstrual
disruption after the first and second shot in the form heavy
bleeding, a temporarily shorter cycle, and excessive cramping,
which returned to normal after June 2021 and did not recur with the
third shot in the series. I also experienced lymph node swelling in
the breast after the second shot which presented as a lump in the
breast on the injection side and led to my doctor sending me for a
mammogram. The third shot in the series had a different series of
side effects, which were vomiting, fever, and generalized stinging
pain on the side of the injection which began abruptly 12 hours
after the shot, and resolved as abruptly 48 hours after the shot. I
did not have any similar side effects from the first or second shot. I
have not to my knowledge been infected with COVID-19 at any
point in the pandemic.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2135117-1

65-79
years

Continuous hair loss

60-64
years

I was diagnosed with hyperthyroidism. I was sent to an
Endocrinologist who did a thyroid ultrasound and echocardiogram
and I was diagnosed with graves disease. I were placed on
medication for this condition. My hair has become thinner and my
concentration is not good. I have symptoms with dry irritated eyes.
A swollen eyelid where an MRI was done of my head core. I have a
growth in my gland which is causing my eyelid swelling and the
doctors believe its related.

2137377-1

65-79
years

I received a full 3rd dose of 100 mcg of Moderna. Approximately a
month later, I started to get a flare up of my autoimmune disorder.
The first symptoms was a large amount of hair loss. I had severe
joint pain. I also had dry eyes, dry nose, and dry mouth which I
took OTC meds to help relieve the symptoms. I went to a
rheumatologist in February 2022, I had blood work. He had placed
me on Hydroxychloroquine 200mg twice daily which I do not want
to take due to side effects and being on these meds once before.
These symptoms lasted about 4-5 months. I still have hair loss,
joint discomfort, and dry mucus membranes. I am also using OTC
products for hair loss.
"Patient reports 2"" diameter injection sight reaction that is
erythematous. She is treating it with OTC hydrocortisone cream and
seeing relief. She also reports diminished hair growth in a baseballsized patch on the crown of her head."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2135202-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2137672-1

60-64
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2137674-1

40-49
years

Diagnosed with LUPUS - inflamed heart, hair loss, Breast Tumor,
and various other issues

50-59
years

Hair loss Chest and jaw pain Persistent Eyeball pressure/pain Throat
pressure/fullness Severe debilitating generalized joint pain followed
by bone pain Debilitating hand joint pain in bilateral hands ,
worsening and more sever pain in thumb joints Severe low back
pain Fatigue and brain fog for months Severe leg fatigue-feeling as
if weights are on my legs holding them down especially when
attempting to walk upstairs High abnormal Inflammatory lab tesults
Severe asthma flare up requiring me to use my rescue inhaler more
than I've used in the last 10 years combined

40-49
years

i do suffer from androgenic alopecia since i was diagnosed at 24,
but hair loss has been gradual on the scalp over the decades. i had
started PRP treatments several years ago, with good results and my
hair filling in up top. i had fuller hair on the sides though over all,
when i was younger before this, i had 3x as much hair. then, after
my first two covid shots, in july my hair started coming out at
alarming speed. i was losing not only on the scalp, but all over,
which is not the pattern for AGA. in october, it was still happening,
and my hair is so thin now that it is see through. it is devastating. i
got my booster in mid november and my hair loss increased again. i
totally associate everything with the timing of my covid vaccines
and booster.

60-64
years

Approximately a couple of months after my 2nd dose vaccination I
noticed a massive hair loss and I have never experienced this so I
went to the doctor and had a biopsy and was prescribed with
Rogaine and steroids and up to this day 02/25/2022 I still
experience some hair loss but not as much as it was before.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2138054-1

2140173-1

2140266-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2142043-1

2142089-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

ILEOSTOMY BAG; SICKNESS; SLEEPY; INFLAMMATION;
DEHYDRATION; HAIR LOSS; LOST 10 POUNDS; LOW IRON;
BLEEDING IN ILEOSTOMY BAG; STOMACH PAIN; BURNING PAIN IN
FEET/LEGS/HIPS/ BACK/BODY PAIN; PAINFUL HIPS; CROHN'S
DISEASE AGGRAVATED/FLARE UP; SLE FLARE/TRIGGERED; LEG
PAIN; FEVER; HEADACHE; DIARRHEA; VIRAL INFECTION; BACK
PAIN; SKIN PAIN; COULD NOT GET UP IN BED; FIBROMYALGIA
FLARE/TRIGGERED; This spontaneous report received from a
patient via a company representative concerned a 54 year old
female of an unspecified race and ethnic origin. The patient's weight
was 138 pounds, and height was 65 inches. The patient's
concurrent conditions included: no tobacco user, sleepy all the time,
abstains from alcohol, egg allergy, milk allergy, and moderate to
severe adult crohn's disease. The patient received covid-19 vaccine
(suspension for injection, intramuscular, batch number: unknown,
expiry: unknown) dose was not reported, 01 total, administered on
30-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The Company is unable
to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. Concomitant
medications included Protonix (pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate)
for acid reflux, Ritalin (methylphenidate hydrochloride) for
attention- deficit hyperactivity disorder, Prozac (fluoxetine
hydrochloride) for depression, Ferozorb (cyanocobalamin/ferrous
ascorbate/folic acid) for drug used for supplement, DLphenylalanine for joint pain, Flomax (morniflumate) for kidney
stone, Medrol (methylprednisolone) for lupus, Calcitriol for
osteoporosis, Hydrocodone for pain, Diflucan (fluconazole) for
stomach cramps, Vitamin b12 nos for supplement, Acetylcysteine
for supplement, Perfusia (arginine) for supplement, Omegagenix
EPA DHA 2400 (fish oil) for supplement, theanine for supplement
and Humira (adalimumab) for moderate to severe adult chrohn's
disease. On APR-2021, the patient experienced sle flare/triggered,
fibromyalgia flare/triggered, viral infection, back pain, skin pain,
could not get up in bed, leg pain, fever, headache, and diarrhea. On
OCT-2021, the patient experienced crohn's disease aggravated/flare
up. On DEC-2021, the patient experienced burning pain in
feet/legs/hips/ back/body pain, and painful hips. On JAN-2022, the
patient experienced bleeding in ileostomy bag, and stomach pain.
On 07-JAN-2022, the patient experienced low iron. Laboratory data
included: Serum iron (NR: not provided) unknown. On FEB-2022,
Laboratory data included: Magnetic resonance imaging (NR: not
provided) unknown. On an unspecified date, the patient
experienced ileostomy bag, sickness, sleepy, inflammation,
dehydration, hair loss, and lost 10 pounds. Laboratory data (dates
unspecified) included: Blood test (NR: not provided) unknown, and
Weight (NR: not provided) unknown. The action taken with covid-19
vaccine was not applicable. The patient was recovering from sle
flare/triggered, fibromyalgia flare/triggered, viral infection, back
pain, skin pain, and could not get up in bed, had not recovered from
sickness, bleeding in ileostomy bag, crohn's disease
aggravated/flare up, leg pain, and painful hips, and the outcome of
ileostomy bag, sleepy, inflammation, dehydration, hair loss, burning
pain in feet/legs/hips/ back/body pain, fever, headache, diarrhea,
lost 10 pounds, stomach pain and low iron was not reported. This
report was serious (Other Medically Important Condition).; Sender's
Comments: V0- 20220251183 - COVID-19 VACCINE -Sle
flare/triggered, bleeding in ileostomy bag, Crohn's disease
aggravated/flare up. The event(s) has a compatible/suggestive
temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific
plausibility. There are other factors more likely to be associated with
the event(s) than the drug. Specifically: MEDICAL HISTORY.
Therefore, this event(s) is considered not related.

Unknown

Will I experience hair loss because of the vaccine; Based on the
current case data, this case has been classified as invalid. This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Will I experience hair loss because of the
vaccine) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Will I experience
hair loss because of the vaccine). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Will I experience hair loss because of the vaccine)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. No
concomitant medications were reported. Treatment medications
were not provided by the reporter. Reporter did not allow further
contact

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2142325-1

2142380-1

2142388-1

2142396-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of ALOPECIA (has no hair, is completely bald with no
hair in the head) in a male patient of an unknown age who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No specified medical history has been reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (has no hair,
is completely bald with no hair in the head). At the time of the
report, ALOPECIA (has no hair, is completely bald with no hair in the
head) outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. Treatment
information not provided. Concomitant medications were not
provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above
includes: On 06-Jul-2021: Follow up information received on 06-Jul2021 contains no significant information.

65-79
years

noticed hair might be thinning; Muscle soreness,achiness; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (noticed hair might be thinning) and
MYALGIA (Muscle soreness,achiness) in a 73-year-old male patient
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no.
030L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions
included Penicillin allergy. Concomitant products included
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE (VITAMIN E-400), VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC
ACID], VITAMIN D3, VITAMIN K2 [MENAQUINONE], VITAMIN B
COMPLEX, NIACIN, FISH OIL, CALCIUM, MAGNESIUM and ZINC for
an unknown indication. On 25-Jan-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 25-Jan-2021, the patient experienced MYALGIA
(Muscle soreness,achiness). On 08-Feb-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (noticed hair might be thinning). At the time
of the report, ALOPECIA (noticed hair might be thinning) and
MYALGIA (Muscle soreness,achiness) had not resolved. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. For mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not provide any causality
assessments. Treatment information was not provided This case
was linked to MOD-2021-248944 (Patient Link). Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 29-Jul2021: Significant follow up received. New reporter, allergy
medication and concomitant medications was updated

Unknown

Diarrhea; Hair loss; Appetite change; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and APPETITE
DISORDER (Appetite change) in an adult female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. Co-suspect product included non-company product
TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) for Breast cancer. Concurrent medical
conditions included Breast cancer (Breast cancer / malign neoplm of
upper-outer quadrant of right female breast / 2+ breast cancer.).
On an unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form and
TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) 150 mg. On an unknown
date, TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 150 mg and TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 150 mg. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and APPETITE
DISORDER (Appetite change). At the time of the report,
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and APPETITE
DISORDER (Appetite change) outcome was unknown. Not Provided
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. No concomitant medications reported by
investigator No treatment medications provided by the reporter.
Patient reported date of birth as 1948 (Adult)

Unknown

Hair falling out; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling out) in a
female patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair falling out). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair falling out) outcome was unknown. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown)
was unknown. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.
No treatment information was reported. Reporter did not allow
further contact

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2142418-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
After receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair;
had a mustache and now does not have any facial hair at all,
including eyebrows or hair on this head; After receiving Moderna
Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair; had a mustache and now
does not have any facial hair at all, including eyebrows or hair on
this head/started loosing eye lashes and eye brows; After receiving
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair; had a mustache
and now does not have any facial hair at all, including eyebrows or
hair on this head,he was completly bald/Excessive loss of hair;
noticed hair might be thinning; This case was initially received via
an unknown source (no reference has been entered for a health
authority or license partner) on 05-Jul-2021. The most recent
information was received on 29-Jul-2021 and was forwarded to
Moderna on 29-Jul-2021. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of MADAROSIS (After
receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair; had a
mustache and now does not have any facial hair at all, including
eyebrows or hair on this head/started loosing eye lashes and eye
brows), ALOPECIA (After receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine,
started losing his hair; had a mustache and now does not have any
facial hair at all, including eyebrows or hair on this head,he was
completly bald/Excessive loss of hair), HYPOTRICHOSIS (After
receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair; had a
mustache and now does not have any facial hair at all, including
eyebrows or hair on this head) and ALOPECIA (noticed hair might
be thinning) in a 72-year-old male patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 030L20A and
030L20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions
included Penicillin allergy. Concomitant products included
TOCOPHERYL ACETATE (VITAMIN E-400), VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC
ACID], COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D 3), MENAQUINONE-7
(VITAMIN K 2), VITAMIN B COMPLEX, NIACIN, FISH OIL, CALCIUM
and ZINC for an unknown indication, MAGNESIUM. On 25-Jan-2021,
the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 23-Feb-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On 08-Feb2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (noticed hair might be
thinning). On 09-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(After receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair;
had a mustache and now does not have any facial hair at all,
including eyebrows or hair on this head,he was completly
bald/Excessive loss of hair). In June 2021, the patient experienced
MADAROSIS (After receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started
losing his hair; had a mustache and now does not have any facial
hair at all, including eyebrows or hair on this head/started loosing
eye lashes and eye brows). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced HYPOTRICHOSIS (After receiving Moderna Covid-19
vaccine, started losing his hair; had a mustache and now does not
have any facial hair at all, including eyebrows or hair on this head).
At the time of the report, MADAROSIS (After receiving Moderna
Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair; had a mustache and now
does not have any facial hair at all, including eyebrows or hair on
this head/started loosing eye lashes and eye brows), ALOPECIA
(After receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair;
had a mustache and now does not have any facial hair at all,
including eyebrows or hair on this head,he was completly
bald/Excessive loss of hair) and ALOPECIA (noticed hair might be
thinning) had not resolved and HYPOTRICHOSIS (After receiving
Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, started losing his hair; had a mustache
and now does not have any facial hair at all, including eyebrows or
hair on this head) outcome was unknown. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. Concomitant product use was
not provided. Treatment information was not provided. This case
was linked to MOD-2021-248380 (Patient Link). Most recent
FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 26-Jul2021: non-significant On 29-Jul-2021: Follow received included
Medical history, concomitant medication and therapy details

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2142481-1

2142923-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer (subsequently
medically confirmed) and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Got a bald spot on his head/different bald spots all over his
body/All of his hair is falling off including the hair on his arm,
eyebrows, and head/When he puts on his glasses, his hair will be
falling off) in a 48-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 016B21A and 016B21A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On 17-Apr-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form.
On 15-May-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Got a bald spot on his head/different bald spots all over
his body/All of his hair is falling off including the hair on his arm,
eyebrows, and head/When he puts on his glasses, his hair will be
falling off). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Got a bald spot on
his head/different bald spots all over his body/All of his hair is
falling off including the hair on his arm, eyebrows, and head/When
he puts on his glasses, his hair will be falling off) outcome was
unknown. No concomitant medications reported. Treatment
information included natural herbs and a bottle of vitamins/natural
remedy for skin and hair that was recommended by patient's
doctor.

65-79
years

Hair started falling out; Got a dry cough; Felt like he would run out
of oxygen; Foggy brain; Weak; Sweating at night; Temporary loss
of taste; Lost smell; Chills; Tired; This spontaneous case was
reported by a patient and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Hair started falling out), COUGH (Got a dry cough), DYSPNOEA
(Felt like he would run out of oxygen), FEELING ABNORMAL (Foggy
brain) and ASTHENIA (Weak) in a 74-year-old male patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos.
031M20A and 031M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence
of additional non-serious events is detailed below. The patient's
past medical history included COVID-19 (Had Covid-19 in
Nov2020.). On 09-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On 10-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 13-Jul-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair started falling out), COUGH (Got a dry cough),
DYSPNOEA (Felt like he would run out of oxygen), FEELING
ABNORMAL (Foggy brain), ASTHENIA (Weak) and FATIGUE (Tired).
13-Jul-2021, the patient experienced HYPERHIDROSIS (Sweating at
night), AGEUSIA (Temporary loss of taste), ANOSMIA (Lost smell)
and CHILLS (Chills). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair
started falling out), COUGH (Got a dry cough), DYSPNOEA (Felt like
he would run out of oxygen), FEELING ABNORMAL (Foggy brain),
ASTHENIA (Weak), HYPERHIDROSIS (Sweating at night), AGEUSIA
(Temporary loss of taste), ANOSMIA (Lost smell), CHILLS (Chills)
and FATIGUE (Tired) outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS
(normal ranges are provided in parenthesis if available): In
November 2020, SARS-CoV-2 test: positive (Positive) Positive. This
case was linked to MOD-2021-032822 (Patient Link).

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2143053-1

2143073-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

Did not sleep all night; Crying in the bed; heart hurts; eye swelling;
lot of pain in the ear; neck was tight; too much pain under ponytail
/Pain; Left Arm Hurting /Body Aches/pain; Fever /fever; Headache;
Left Arm Hurting; Sore Throat; Neck and Head Hurt; Swollen Neck
and Head; Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat; Inflammation in
Head, Ear and Throat; Sensitive Teeth; Hair Falling-out; Constipated
from Medications; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of OROPHARYNGEAL PAIN
(Sore Throat), NECK PAIN (Neck and Head Hurt), SWELLING
(Swollen Neck and Head), INNER EAR INFLAMMATION
(Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat) and PHARYNGITIS
(Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat) in a 65-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 037A21B and 009B21A) for COVID-19 vaccination. The
occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below.
Concurrent medical conditions included Insulin-requiring type II
diabetes mellitus. On 18-May-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 15-Jun-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 1 dosage form. On 18-Jun-2021, the patient experienced
OROPHARYNGEAL PAIN (Sore Throat), NECK PAIN (Neck and Head
Hurt), SWELLING (Swollen Neck and Head), INNER EAR
INFLAMMATION (Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat),
PHARYNGITIS (Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat),
HYPERAESTHESIA TEETH (Sensitive Teeth), ALOPECIA (Hair Fallingout), CONSTIPATION (Constipated from Medications), PYREXIA
(Fever /fever) and HEADACHE (Headache). 18-Jun-2021, the
patient experienced MYALGIA (Left Arm Hurting /Body Aches/pain)
and PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left Arm Hurting). On an unknown date,
the patient experienced INSOMNIA (Did not sleep all night),
CRYING (Crying in the bed), CHEST PAIN (heart hurts), EYE
SWELLING (eye swelling), EAR PAIN (lot of pain in the ear),
MUSCLE TIGHTNESS (neck was tight) and PAIN (too much pain
under ponytail /Pain). The patient was treated with AZITHROMYCIN
at a dose of 250 mg. At the time of the report, OROPHARYNGEAL
PAIN (Sore Throat), NECK PAIN (Neck and Head Hurt), SWELLING
(Swollen Neck and Head), INNER EAR INFLAMMATION
(Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat), PHARYNGITIS
(Inflammation in Head, Ear and Throat), HYPERAESTHESIA TEETH
(Sensitive Teeth), ALOPECIA (Hair Falling-out), CONSTIPATION
(Constipated from Medications), INSOMNIA (Did not sleep all night),
CRYING (Crying in the bed), CHEST PAIN (heart hurts), EYE
SWELLING (eye swelling), EAR PAIN (lot of pain in the ear),
MUSCLE TIGHTNESS (neck was tight), PAIN (too much pain under
ponytail /Pain), MYALGIA (Left Arm Hurting /Body Aches/pain),
PYREXIA (Fever /fever), HEADACHE (Headache) and PAIN IN
EXTREMITY (Left Arm Hurting) outcome was unknown.
DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges are provided in parenthesis
if available): On an unknown date, Blood glucose: 221-250 (High)
Increases. On an unknown date, Computerised tomogram:
abnormal (abnormal) Showed Inflammation. No concomitant
medication was provided. The reporter states the Patient
experienced many symptoms after the dose and had to go to the
hospital. and patient was Prescribed Pain Pills and Flox eye drops,
pain killers, stomach medication. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 14-Jul-2021: New
events and treatment medication was added.

Unknown

since receiving the vaccine she has experienced premature aging./
her skin has aged and looks like that of a 90 year old.; also
experiencing hair loss.; scared to take the 2nd dose/ first dose on
17MAY2021.; This case was received via an unknown source (no
reference has been entered for a health authority or license
partner) on 14-Jul-2021 and was forwarded to Moderna on 14-Jul2021. This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of PREMATURE AGEING (since receiving
the vaccine she has experienced premature aging./ her skin has
aged and looks like that of a 90 year old.), ALOPECIA (also
experiencing hair loss.) and PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE
(scared to take the 2nd dose/ first dose on 17MAY2021.) in a
female patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 041C21A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No medical history was provided by the reporter.
Concomitant products included RISPERIDONE for an unknown
indication. On 17-May-2021, the patient received first dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage
form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced PREMATURE
AGEING (since receiving the vaccine she has experienced
premature aging./ her skin has aged and looks like that of a 90 year
old.), ALOPECIA (also experiencing hair loss.) and PRODUCT DOSE
OMISSION ISSUE (scared to take the 2nd dose/ first dose on
17MAY2021.). At the time of the report, PREMATURE AGEING (since
receiving the vaccine she has experienced premature aging./ her
skin has aged and looks like that of a 90 year old.), ALOPECIA (also
experiencing hair loss.) and PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE
(scared to take the 2nd dose/ first dose on 17MAY2021.) outcome
was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No treatment drugs
included

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2143151-1

2143240-1

2143353-1

2143374-1

2143518-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of OESOPHAGITIS, ALOPECIA, ABDOMINAL PAIN,
BONE PAIN and HEADACHE in a 36-year-old patient of an unknown
gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. No Medical History information was
reported. On 24-Jun-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced OESOPHAGITIS,
ALOPECIA, ABDOMINAL PAIN, BONE PAIN, HEADACHE, FATIGUE
and MYALGIA. At the time of the report, OESOPHAGITIS, ALOPECIA,
ABDOMINAL PAIN, BONE PAIN, HEADACHE, FATIGUE and MYALGIA
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. No
concomitant medication were reported. No treatment information
was reported. Most recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated
above includes: On 15-Jul-2021: Translated document received
contains translated dose related information and events .

65-79
years

Hair started to fall out; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair started
to fall out) in a 72-year-old male patient who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 001A21A and 001A21A)
for COVID-19 vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included
Drug allergy (Patient has allergy to Ciprofloxacin.) and Drug allergy
(Patient has allergy some generic drugs.). Concomitant products
included COLECALCIFEROL (VITAMIN D3), LEVETIRACETAM
(KEPPRA XR), BIOTIN, PROBIOTICS NOS and CIPROFLOXACIN for
an unknown indication. On 21-Feb-2021, the patient received first
dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On 24-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On 13-Jul-2021, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair started to fall out). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair started to fall out) outcome was unknown.
Treatment information was not provided. Most recent FOLLOW-UP
information incorporated above includes: On 29-Jul-2021: received
FU document it does not contain newinformation.

Unknown

Flu; Arms swelled up; Hairs started to shed off; Rashes; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of INFLUENZA (Flu), PERIPHERAL SWELLING (Arms
swelled up), ALOPECIA (Hairs started to shed off) and RASH
(Rashes) in a male patient of an unknown age who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No
Medical History information was reported. On an unknown date, the
patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 13-Jul-2021, the patient
experienced INFLUENZA (Flu), PERIPHERAL SWELLING (Arms
swelled up), ALOPECIA (Hairs started to shed off) and RASH
(Rashes). At the time of the report, INFLUENZA (Flu), PERIPHERAL
SWELLING (Arms swelled up) and RASH (Rashes) had resolved and
ALOPECIA (Hairs started to shed off) outcome was unknown. The
action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. No relevant concomitant medications
were reported. No treatment information was provided.

Unknown

Flu; Rashes; Arms swelled up; Hairs started to shed off; This
spontaneous case was reported by a patient and describes the
occurrence of INFLUENZA (Flu), RASH (Rashes), PERIPHERAL
SWELLING (Arms swelled up) and ALOPECIA (Hairs started to shed
off) in a male patient of an unknown age who received mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical
History information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 13-Jul-2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hairs started to shed off). On an unknown
date, the patient experienced INFLUENZA (Flu), RASH (Rashes) and
PERIPHERAL SWELLING (Arms swelled up). At the time of the
report, INFLUENZA (Flu), RASH (Rashes), PERIPHERAL SWELLING
(Arms swelled up) and ALOPECIA (Hairs started to shed off)
outcome was unknown. Not Provided The action taken with mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.
No concomitant medication was reported by reporter. No treatment
medication was reported by reporter.

65-79
years

Hair falling out; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer
and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair falling out) in a 72year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 048A21A and 011M20A) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On 15Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On 15-Mar2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair
falling out). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair falling out)
outcome was unknown. Concomitant medication was not provided
Treatment information was not reported On an unspecified date, her
hair started falling out. She states that she uses the same shampoo
and has the same diet. Reporter did not allow further contact

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2143733-1

2143737-1

2143909-1

2144130-1

2145016-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. Concomitant medications were not provided by reporter.
No Treatment medications were provided by reporter.

40-49
years

Hair is falling off; After the first dose for one day it's appetite wasn't
real good; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair is falling off) and
DECREASED APPETITE (After the first dose for one day it's appetite
wasn't real good) in a 48-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. Concurrent medical conditions included Schizophrenia
and Depression. Concomitant products included TRAZODONE for
Depression and Sleep difficult, OLANZAPINE (ZYPREXA) for an
unknown indication. On 24-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA (Hair is falling off) and DECREASED APPETITE (After the
first dose for one day it's appetite wasn't real good). At the time of
the report, ALOPECIA (Hair is falling off) and DECREASED APPETITE
(After the first dose for one day it's appetite wasn't real good)
outcome was unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown. The
reporter said the patient had a lack of oxygen at birth and
developed a mild case of schizophrenia. Other concomitant
medications included crocrial (needs to have the blood drawn once
a month to receive it)takes small doses and schizophrenia
medication. No treatment information was provided by reporter.

Unknown

hair falling out; Based on the current case data, this case has been
classified as invalid. This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (hair falling
out) in a patient of an unknown age and gender who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. No Medical History information was reported. On an
unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair falling out).
At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (hair falling out) outcome was
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Unknown) was unknown. No relevant concomitant
medications were reported. Treatment information was unknown.

Unknown

Hair loss; This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and
describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss) in a patient of an
unknown age and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History
information was reported. On an unknown date, the patient
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(unknown route) at an unspecified dose. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss) outcome was unknown. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No treatment medications were reported by reporter. No
concomitant medications were reported by reporter. Reporter did
not allow further contact

Unknown

Hair loss after second vaccination; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(Hair loss after second vaccination) in a patient of an unknown age
and gender who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
for COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On an unknown date, the patient received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss after second vaccination). At the
time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss after second vaccination)
outcome was unknown. No Concomitant medications were reported.
No Treatment medications were reported.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

2146435-1

18-29
years

"experienced menstrual cycle changes with a missed cycle; more
tired than normal; showing signs of depression and forgetfulness;
showing signs of depression and forgetfulness/Forgetting things
more now; but very sleepy/Couldn't hardly wake up for 2 days;
missed her cycle for 1 1/2 months, but now she has ""; anxiety;
stress; Her ""hair was falling out; mood changes; Whole body rash;
then began scratching a lot; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from
medical information team from a Pfizer-sponsored program. The
reporter is the parent. A 24 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of
24 years as dose number unknown, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Drug induced
Lupus"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: daughter had other issues
of drug induced Lupus after Minocycline; ""allergic to antiinflammatories"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Pimples"" (unspecified
if ongoing), notes: took the Minocycline. The patient's concomitant
medications were not reported. The following information was
reported: MENSTRUAL DISORDER (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""experienced menstrual cycle changes
with a missed cycle""; FATIGUE (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""more tired than normal"";
DEPRESSION (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""showing signs of depression and forgetfulness""; MEMORY
IMPAIRMENT (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""showing signs of depression and forgetfulness/Forgetting things
more now""; SOMNOLENCE (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""but very sleepy/Couldn't hardly wake up for 2
days""; MENSTRUATION IRREGULAR (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""missed her cycle for 1 1/2 months, but
now she has """"; ANXIETY (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""anxiety""; STRESS (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""stress""; ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Her ""hair was falling out"";
MOOD ALTERED (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""mood changes""; RASH (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Whole body rash""; SCRATCH (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""then began scratching a lot"".
The event ""her ""hair was falling out"" was evaluated at the
physician office visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result
of alopecia. Additional information: The patient then ended up with
Lupus and had to take Etodolac for 3 weeks and experienced side
effects. The patient was then ""rushed back in"" and they put her
on steroids although the provider really did not want to do this
because of the side effects of the steroids, he advised that he had
to. She was on steroids for 3.5 weeks. She gave up her whole
senior year and was put on steroid for 2 years and monitored
closely. Patient was suggested to consult with her doctor/healthcare
provider about what the events experienced/are experiencing.
Doctor mentioned they have been seeing a lot of that lately with all
of the stress with Covid 19. Investigation Assessment: Not
Provided. This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the
lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts
made. Follow-up attempts completed. No further information is
expected."

2147153-1

65-79
years

Approximately 6 months later I noticed significant hair loss. Doctor
was consulted. 3-4 months after vaccination I started to have a
significant arthritis flair up with pain and joint deformation. 1 year
after vaccination I had a spontaneous compression fracture of T9

30-39
years

"Hair loss; Alopecia areata; This is a spontaneous report received
from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The
reporter is the patient. A 34 year-old female patient (not pregnant)
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 13Apr2021
(Lot number: ew0153) at the age of 34 years as dose 1, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""eczema"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""hypo thyroid"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: TIROSINT. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset May2021, outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as
""Hair loss""; ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with onset May2021,
outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as ""Alopecia
areata"". The events ""hair loss"" and ""alopecia areata"" were
evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia, alopecia areata.
Additional information: The patient receive any other medications
within 2 weeks of vaccination includes tiro sent 25 mcg. The patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior
to vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the
vaccination No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

2147198-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2147263-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"labs performed: Platelet=591, only out of range result.; Sudden
unexplained extreme hair loss/Hair continues falling out daily and 2
weeks later, 3/4 of my hair is gone.; This is a spontaneous report
received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 78 year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 02Nov2021 (Lot number: FF2590) at the age of
78 years as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""recurrent bladder cancer""
(unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included:
FLUZONE HIGH DOSE QUADRIVALENT, administration date
13Oct2021; AMLODIPINE; LOSARTAN; CELEBREX; CLONAZEPAM;
METOPROLOL. Past drug history included: Msg, reaction(s):
""known allergies: MSG"". Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(Prev dose product: COVID 19, Prev dose brand: Pfizer, Prev dose
brand unknown: False, Prev dose lot number: EM9810, Prev dose
lot unknown: False, Prev dose administration date: 09Feb2021 ,
Prev dose dose number: 2, Prev dose vaccine location=Left arm),
administration date: 09Feb2021, when the patient was 77 years
old, for covid-19 immunization; Bnt162b2 (Prev dose product:
COVID 19, Prev dose brand: Pfizer, Prev dose brand unknown:
False, Prev dose lot number: EL3249, Prev dose lot unknown: False
, Prev dose administration date=19Jan2021, Prev dose dose
number: 1, Prev dose vaccine location: Left arm), administration
date: 19Jan2021, when the patient was 77 years old, for covid-19
immunization. The following information was reported: PLATELET
DISORDER (medically significant) with onset 30Jan2022, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""labs performed: Platelet=591,
only out of range result.""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
30Jan2022, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Sudden
unexplained extreme hair loss/Hair continues falling out daily and 2
weeks later, 3/4 of my hair is gone."". The events ""labs performed:
platelet=591, only out of range result."" and ""sudden unexplained
extreme hair loss/hair continues falling out daily and 2 weeks later,
3/4 of my hair is gone."" were evaluated at the physician office
visit. The patient underwent the following laboratory tests and
procedures: platelet count: (30Jan2022) platelet=591, notes:
Platelet=591 only out of range result; sars-cov-2 test: (14Jan2022)
negative. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of
platelet disorder, alopecia. Clinical information: Other vaccine 4
weeks lot number: NDC: 49281-0121-65. Sudden unexplained
extreme hair loss. Consulted doctor, labs performed: Platelet: 591,
only out of range result. Hair continues falling out daily and 2 weeks
later, 3/4 of my hair is gone. No covid prior vaccination. Covid
tested post vaccination. No follow up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2147388-1

40-49
years

"This ""vaccine"" caused about 60% of my hair to fall out.; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable reporter (consumer or other
non-HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 41-year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in left
arm, administration date 27Aug2021 at 17:00 (Lot number:
FC3182) at the age of 41 years as dose 2, single for COVID-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""None"".
Concomitant medication included: WELLBUTRIN. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (DOSE 1, SINGLE; Lot Number: EW0169,
Anatomical Location: Left arm, Time of administration: 17:00),
administration date: 06Aug2021, when the patient was 41 years
old, for COVID-19 immunisation. The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 04Nov2021 at 21:00,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""This ""vaccine"" caused
about 60% of my hair to fall out"". Therapeutic measures were not
taken as a result of alopecia. Additional Information: It was
reported that the patient never had a hair loss issue in her life
before this vaccine triggered massive hair loss. The patient stated
that she got both shots of ""poison"" in August and her hair began
falling out November 4th. The patient had no known allergies. The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to
the COVID-19 vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. The event resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2148336-1

30-39
years

Severe headaches, significant hair loss, and extreme off cycle
menstrual bleeding.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2148401-1

40-49
years

Hair thinning/loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2148507-1

60-64
years

Approximately 48 hours after my 1st dose I experienced the
following symptoms: I lost hair from my scalp and several different
locations. My head was really itchy and I had a lot of hair falling out
of my head. I went to the doctor and she diagnosed me having
Alopecia and they applied steroids in my scalp as treatment - it was
an ongoing condition for me until I had my 2nd dose vaccination
(Moderna) the hair fall has gotten so much worse. It took me 3-4
rounds of steroids treatment until I have recovered. Up to this day I
still experience the same symptom but in a different part of my
head and still continue to receive the steroid treatment.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2148517-1

50-59
years

Two weeks after the second vaccine really bad rash on my face
broke out and eye brows loss hair, saw dermatologist diagnosed it
as dermatitis provided topical cream.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

2148640-1

40-49
years

Started losing my hair one month after vaccine.

30-39
years

"the hair loss started right away, a big and very different amount of
hair.; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 33 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 23Jun2021 (Lot
number: EW0186) at the age of 32 years as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Covid""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: If covid prior vaccination: Yes. The
patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (lot number=EW0186, lot
unknown=False, administration date=01Jun2021, dose number=1),
administration date: 01Jun2021, when the patient was 33 years
old, for Covid-19 immunization. The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 16Jul2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""the hair loss started right away, a
big and very different amount of hair."". Additional information
included: The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks.
The patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. The patient had
no known allergies or other medical history. No follow-up attempts
are possible. No further information is expected."

2150793-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2151193-1

65-79
years

I started to notice that my hair was falling out. Large amounts of
hair started falling out, then I became concerned. I was concerned
so I went the doctor to see if I had a condition. My hair was getting
thinner and thinner. I collected the hair that came out. I collected a
quart sized zip lock bag of hair. I went back to doctor and insisted
on a referral to see someone. I went to the dermatologist. The
dermatologist did a biopsy. She confirmed that I had a significant
hair loss. It could have been hormonal and suggested some
treatments that could restore hair growth, which I am not willing to
take due to taking medications would require taking life with no
promised results. Doctor stated that it could stop or it could
continue. I have also had another issue with my leg that may or not
be connected with the vaccine but I just want to report this. On
June 19, 2021, my left leg was red and painful like I have a bug
bite. I went to ER on July 3, 2021, and had tests ran. They did rule
out blood clot. I had 2 courses of antibiotics. The symptoms were
lessened. The bruise did not go away. The pain did go away but
then the pain returned. It still hurts to this day. It is red and
painful.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2151607-1

30-39
years

edema in legs, hair loss in legs, pain in hands, brain fog (cognition
issues, memory issues, task switching issues), uncomfortable
feelings in legs and arms, fatigue, dizziness, headache,

40-49
years

I had and currently have severe acne that is very itchy. In addition,
my hair fell out during the 1st and second dose of the vaccine, and
again with the booster, I received the booster in December 2021.
There was no mixing of vaccine types this all occurred each time
after being injected with the Pfizer Vaccine

65-79
years

hair loss started left top of head now coming down sides.
Endocrinologist did thorough blood tests for hair loss. All were
negative. He also looked at my drug list and said none cause hair
loss. My GP told me to see a dermatologist. I did and ahw pulled on
hair and it didn't come out. She checked my eye brows and lashes
which at this time are fine.

80+
years

On Feb 1 2021 I started losing my facial beard in patches. On Feb
19 2021 facial beard was almost completely gone. On Feb 22 2021 I
received my 2nd covid 19 Moderna vaccine. In Mar 2021 through
June 2021, my facial and head hair continued to disappear. By July
5 2021 there was NO hair left on my face or head. I continued to
lose hair on my body and as of Aug 11 2021 there was NO bodily
hair anywhere. Feb 8 2022 my hair does not appear to be coming
back in. There are no stubbles of hair anywhere on my body.
Beginning Feb 1 2021 pictures were periodically taken on the hair
lose. There have never been any signs or symptoms of having had
COVID19 before or after the vaccines.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2151734-1

2151852-1

2154588-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2154649-1

6-17
years

Three weeks after his second shot (mid-June 2021) he experienced
hair loss; in one spot at first. A dermatologist saw him and
diagnosed Alopecia Areata and treated him with Kenalog dermal
injections, topical clobetasol solution, and topical minoxidil solution.
Between July and November, he saw Doctor monthly, and each
month more spots appeared and were treated. Between Christmas
and New Years of that year he lost 95% of the hair on his head. He
is bald now and losing his eyebrows and eyelashes.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2154844-1

18-29
years

alopecia of left eyebrow. diffuse hair thinning. never had alopecia
before vaccine. currently treating with minoxidil and latisse.

50-59
years

Hair Loss began approximately 7 days after 1st injection. Initial hair
loss came out in large amounts. Shedding continued until recently.
Hair has thinned to less than half of what I originally had. Hair loss
has been lost evenly throughout. I continued after initial injection
with 2nd injection and booster. I think the follow up injections may
have attributed to the continuous hair shedding. Lost hair has not
grown back at this time.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2155752-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2157663-1

18-29
years

Hours after my first covid vaccine I got a very bad headache and
my back muscles started aching extremely bad. I took ibuprofen in
hopes that it would ease my symptoms but it did not help at all.
Today is March 4, 2022 and I have had the same type of headache
every single day since my first dose. That is 122 days of what now
my neurologist says are migraines. I had never in my life
experienced a migraine before. My neurologist has put me on
several migraine medications with no success, physical therapy for
migraines with no success and also therapy with no success. Our
next step is injectables and I am praying that it helps. Not only am
I experiencing daily migraines, I am experiencing hair loss and
memory loss/brain fog. The memory loss/brain fog is so bad that
my colleagues have noticed it multiple times and asked if I was ok.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2157774-1

30-39
years

Alopecia; referred to dermatology.

50-59
years

hair started falling out; started to have memory problems; After the
second dose the patient noticed that the burning in her right foot
and leg continued; This spontaneous case was reported by a
consumer and describes the occurrence of BURNING SENSATION
(After the second dose the patient noticed that the burning in her
right foot and leg continued), ALOPECIA (hair started falling out)
and MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (started to have memory problems) in a
60-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 014FZ21A and 088D21A) for
COVID-19 vaccination. No Medical History information was
reported. On 02-Aug-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On 07-Sep-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On 07-Sep-2021, the patient experienced BURNING
SENSATION (After the second dose the patient noticed that the
burning in her right foot and leg continued) (seriousness criterion
medically significant). In November 2021, the patient experienced
MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (started to have memory problems)
(seriousness criterion medically significant). In January 2022, the
patient experienced ALOPECIA (hair started falling out) (seriousness
criterion medically significant). At the time of the report, BURNING
SENSATION (After the second dose the patient noticed that the
burning in her right foot and leg continued) had not resolved and
ALOPECIA (hair started falling out) and MEMORY IMPAIRMENT
(started to have memory problems) outcome was unknown.
Concomitant medication was not reported. The patient noticed that
her hair was falling out starting a month. The patient noticed this
about her hair in late January 2022. The patient stated she was
kind of ol. The patient started to have memory problems in
November 2021. Treatment medication was not reported. This case
was linked to MOD-2022-494745 (Patient Link).; Sender's
Comments: This spontaneous case concerns a 60-year-old female
patient with no medical history reported, experienced the
unexpected serious events Burning sensation, on same day,
Memory impairment two months after and Alopecia four months
after the second dose of mRNA-1273. It was reported that the
patient developed, burning in her right foot and leg, memory
problems and hair started falling off. The patient had burning
sensation of foot after first dose which indicates a positive
rechallenge. Elderly age of the patient and previous use of
Gabapentin could be confounders for the events Memory
impairment and Alopecia. At the time of reporting, the event
Burning sensation had not resolved and outcome of Memory loss
and Alopecia was unknown. The benefit-risk relationship of mRNA1273 is not affected by this report. Event seriousness assessed as
per Regulatory Authority reporting.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2160792-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2161245-1

2161330-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"My hair falling out and now have bag full of hair that I've been
saving and bald areas on my head; My hair falling out and now
have bag full of hair that I've been saving and bald areas on my
head; My head is also very sensitive and sore; My head is also very
sensitive and sore; My head is also very sensitive and sore; This is
a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 40
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration date Jul2021
(Lot number: Ew0180) at the age of 40 years as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""hair
loss"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: rare condition as a child
where I experienced complete hair loss in one day for 5 years.;
""Known allergies: gamma globulin"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Known allergies: egg based protein shots"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""Known allergies: cashews"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Known allergies: mango"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Known
allergies: cat hair"" (unspecified if ongoing). The patient's
concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Lot number: EW0186, administration
time: 03:45 PM, vaccine location: Right arm, Please note: First shot
was done at (Urgent Care name & address withheld).),
administration date: Jun2021, for COVID-19 Immunization. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious),
ALOPECIA (non-serious) all with onset Jul2021, outcome ""not
recovered"" and all described as ""My hair falling out and now have
bag full of hair that I've been saving and bald areas on my head"";
SENSITIVE SKIN (non-serious), HEAD DISCOMFORT (non-serious),
HEADACHE (non-serious) all with onset Jul2021, outcome ""not
recovered"" and all described as ""My head is also very sensitive
and sore"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of
alopecia, alopecia, sensitive skin, head discomfort, headache. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.
Additional Information: It was reported that, facility type Vaccine:
Pharmacy or Drug Store. Patient did not receive any other vaccines
within 4 weeks. Patient did not receive any other medication within
2 weeks. Adverse event: A week or so after the second dose of
COVID19 vaccine I noticed my hair falling out and now have bag full
of hair that I have been saving and bald areas on my head. My
head is also very sensitive and sore. Even my hair dresser asked if
something is wrong with me because so much comes out during
one wash. The patient was not recovered from adverse events. The
patient was not received any treatment for adverse events. Patient
was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination. Patient has not
been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. The patient other
medical history includes rare condition as a child where he
experienced complete hair loss in one day for 5 years. This seems
different. Follow-Up#01 (02Sep2021): Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected."

30-39
years

"Loss of hair at the front in two separate sections. Additional to
balding significant hair breakage throughout the front and middle of
my hair; Loss of hair at the front in two separate sections.
Additional to balding significant hair breakage throughout the front
and middle of my hair; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 35 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 19May2021 (Lot number: EW0169) at the age of 34 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant
medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (dose 1, single, lot number:
EW0175, administration date: 27Apr2021, vaccine location: Left
arm), administration date: 27Apr2021, when the patient was 34
years old, for Covid-19 immunisation. The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious), TRICHORRHEXIS (non-serious)
all with onset 09Jun2021, outcome ""not recovered"" and all
described as ""Loss of hair at the front in two separate sections.
Additional to balding significant hair breakage throughout the front
and middle of my hair"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of alopecia, trichorrhexis. Additional information: The patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been
tested for COVID-19. Loss of hair at the front in two separate
sections. Additional to balding significant hair breakage throughout
the front and middle of my hair. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2161389-1

2161456-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"loss of hair; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non-HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 69-year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
17Mar2021 10:30 (Lot number: EN6207) at the age of 69 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Administration time: 10:00
AM, Anatomical site: Left Upper Arm, Lot: EN6203), administration
date: 24Feb2021, when the patient was 69 years old, for COVID-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""loss of hair"". Additional information: Dose:1,
Date/Time: 27Feb2021 Time:10:00am. Anatomical site of injection:
Left Upper arm for both doses. Vaccination Facility Type: Doctor
Office/Urgent Care. Prior Vaccinations: None. Family Medical History
Relevant To AE(s): Relevant Test: None. Patient was never
hospitalized nor had COVID-19. nave any answers as to why this
had occurred. had reported the Ioss of hair after receiving 2nd
vaccine. The loss of hair was a hand full each day. She believes this
loss of hair to be considered a side effect of the vaccine and should
be reported as such. For information purposes, she had not been
taking (as noted in previous contact to Pfizer) nor at this writing
ever taken any chemotherapy drugs. It still boggles the mind as to
why my hair loss was vast to the point of giving me very concern
about taking any future COVID vaccine boosters or otherwise. My
hair loss has stopped, with the exception of small amount of normal
hair follicles that fall out from time to time. No follow-up attempts
are possible. No further information is expected."

40-49
years

"Extreme Hair loss over 3 months after 2nd dose (~70% of all hair
volume); This is a spontaneous report received from a noncontactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 46 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date Apr2021 (Lot number:
ER2613) at the age of 45 years as dose 2,single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Batch/Lot No: ER8731), administration
date: Mar2021, when the patient was 45 years old, for COVID-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset Apr2021, outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Extreme Hair loss over 3 months after 2nd dose
(~70% of all hair volume)"". The event ""extreme hair loss over 3
months after 2nd dose (~70% of all hair volume)"" was evaluated
at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2161476-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
"hair loss/eyebrows are falling out/Hair on my arms is falling out/
Hair is falling off places it shouldn't; This is a spontaneous report
received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP)
from medical information team. The reporter is the patient. A 73
year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (COMIRNATY),
administered in arm left, administration date 12Mar2021 13:10 (Lot
number: EN6199) as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Diabetes"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""Blood pressure"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Fibromyalgia"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Depression""
(unspecified if ongoing). Family history included: ""women on my
side of the family have hair loss"" (unspecified if ongoing).
Concomitant medication(s) included: LOVASTATIN (ongoing);
MEDROXYPROGESTERONE; AMITRIPTYLINE taken for fibromyalgia,
depression (ongoing); METFORMIN taken for diabetes mellitus
(ongoing); LISINOPRIL taken for blood pressure measurement
(ongoing); ESTRADIOL (ongoing); METOPROLOL SUCCINATE
(ongoing); CYCLOBENZAPRINE taken for muscle spasms (ongoing);
LEVOTHYROXINE (ongoing); AMLODIPINE BESYLATE (ongoing).
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, LotEL9266 Exp Date-Unknown Administered in left upper arm),
administration date: 19Feb2021, for covid-19 immunization. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""hair
loss/eyebrows are falling out/Hair on my arms is falling out/ Hair is
falling off places it shouldn't"". The event ""hair loss/eyebrows are
falling out/hair on my arms is falling out/ hair is falling off places it
shouldn't"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information:
Consumer stated she has been experiencing hair loss after receiving
her second dose of Comirnaty. Consumer stated, ""The women on
her side of the family have hair loss. She has white hair, and now it
was falling out. Her eyebrows were falling out. Hair on her arms
was falling out. Hair was falling off places it shouldn't. She never
had hair loss before she got the vaccine. She told her doctor and
they told her to take some supplements."" Consumer was asking if
hair loss can be a side effect of Comirnaty. Caller stated she will
follow up with her doctor again. Additional Information for
Concomitant Products Lovastatin: Does not know if for high blood
pressure or cholesterol. Additional Information for Concomitant
Products Medroxyprogesterone: Indication- does not know if for hot
flashes or what, it's a female thing. Additional Information for
Concomitant Products Estradiol: Indication, thinks maybe hot
flashes, or something, it's a female thing. Additional Information for
Concomitant Products Metoprolol Succinate ER: Believes it could be
for cholesterol, but not sure. Additional Information for Concomitant
Products Cyclobenzaprine: It's the generic for Flexeril. Additional
Information for Concomitant Products L-thyroxine Synthroid:
Indication- thinks it may be for blood pressure. Additional
Information for Concomitant Products Amlodipine Besylate:
Indication- commented he cannot remember what it's for, maybe
it's for blood pressure. She got the booster dose. 3rd one- 09 Nov
2021 Lot- FG3527, Exp Date- Unknown Administered upper left
arm. Concomitant Medications- Commented she is on like 13
medications. Stated she takes another medication, but cannot
remember what it is. Investigations: Confirmed as none. However,
the last time she was at the doctor she mentioned this to the
doctor. Her doctor recommended she try as clarified, withheld. It
has two times the amount of Biotin, and 6,000 mcg of Keratin. She
takes 2 times a day. Lot- Sounded like mentioned she could hardly
read label, and then mentioned did not see it. She later provided
the lot as, 07316035CM1 Exp date - Jul 2022 UPC- 7431200847.
PSCC Communication: PC Filed. Is there a Product Complaint: Yes
Description of Product Complaint: Description of complaint: Caller
calling about the Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccination. Her doctor
recommended she try as clarified, Nature's Bounty Optimal
Solutions Advanced Skin, Hair, and Nails. It has two times the
amount of Biotin, and 6,000 mcg of Keratin. She takes 2 times a
day. Lot- Sounded like mentioned she could hardly read label, and
then mentioned did not see it. She later provided the lot as, # Exp
date - Jul2022 UPC-#. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2161482-1

2161499-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"Nose rinse; excessively losing her hair; This is a spontaneous
report received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 40 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 15Nov2021 12:15 (Lot number: FH8030) as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""COVID"", stop date: 25Aug2021, notes: After recovering
from Covid 25Aug2021, I recovered my since of taste, smell back.
There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (First Dose: , Lot: FF2593, Dosage text:
Injection in the left arm for both doses), administration date:
25Oct2021, for Covid-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""altered
taste"", ""smell horrible"", ""nauseous"". The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""excessively losing her hair"";
NASAL DISCOMFORT (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Nose rinse"". Therapeutic measures were taken as a
result of nasal discomfort. Additional information: It was reported
that caller said that she had noticed losing hair within the last 3
weeks. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No family Medical
History Relevant to AE(S). no relevant Test or specific relevant test
for Thromboembolic events with Thrombocytopenia. It was reported
that after receiving first dose a few days after I noticed an altered
taste and smell. Coffees, chocolate, voxmery, peppermint down,
dove soap, deodorant just to remove a few smell horrible that it
causes me to nauseous. If I drink coffee, eat chocolate or teas the
taste was so bad. I've thought long and hard on how to describe.
burnt oil l geese, smoke. This was 24/7. Paste with meat sauce has
zero flavour. After receiving second dose same symptoms no
improve meat. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected. Follow-Up (06Dec2021): Follow-up
attempts are completed. No further information is expected."

60-64
years

"Dose 1 given 25Aug2021; Dose 2 01Nov2021; Severe hair loss;
This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 63
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
01Nov2021 16:00 (Lot number: 33026BD) at the age of 63 years
as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""Chronic pain"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
Chronic pain due to botched surgery; ""botched surgery""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Chronic pain due to botched
surgery; ""allergies: sulfa drugs"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
known_allergies: Pain meds, sulfur drugs. Concomitant
medication(s) included: FLU, administration date Oct2021; XOLAIR;
METHADONE; PAMELOR; ATIVAN. Vaccination history included:
Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Lot No: FC3138, Location of injection:
Arm Left, Vaccine Administration Time: 16:00), administration date:
25Aug2021, when the patient was 63 years old, for Covid-19
Immunization. The following information was reported:
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION (nonserious) with onset 01Nov2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Dose 1 given 25Aug2021; Dose 2 01Nov2021""; ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Severe hair loss"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of alopecia. Additional information: Prior to vaccination
patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination
patient had not tested for COVID-19. No follow-up attempts are
possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2161674-1

2161698-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"Telogen effluvium; rapid hair loss; This is a spontaneous report
received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 38 year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 09Jun2021 (Lot number: EW0180) at the age of
37 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Migraines"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""scalp psoriasis"" (unspecified if ongoing). The patient's
concomitant medications were not reported. Past drug history
included: Wellbutrin, reaction(s): ""known allergies: Wellbutrin"".
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Previous dose details:
product=COVID 19, dose brand=Pfizer, lot number=EW0182, dose
number=1, vaccine location=Left arm), administration date:
19May2021, when the patient was 37 years old, for Covid-19
immunization. The following information was reported: DIFFUSE
ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 23Jun2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Telogen effluvium""; ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset 23Jun2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""rapid hair loss"". The events ""telogen effluvium""
and ""rapid hair loss"" were evaluated at the physician office visit.
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
diffuse alopecia, alopecia. Additional information: The patient was
not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Other vaccine in four weeks
was reported as no. Other medications in two weeks was reported
as yes. No covid prior vaccination and no covid tested post
vaccination. It was reported that, the patient had Telogen
effluvium: rapid hair loss occurred within 2 weeks after receiving
2nd dose. Full panel of blood work was done and all was normal.
Hair loss has continued. Therapeutic measures included that, the
patient was currently on spironolactone as well as nutrafol. Followup attempts are completed. No further information is expected."

Unknown

"1st dose some hair was falling out, then the 2nd dose she lost
almost all her hair; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer
sponsored program. An adolescent female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Lot number: fj4184) as dose 1, single and
(Lot number: 123002) as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
The patient's relevant medical history and concomitant medications
were not reported. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""1st
dose some hair was falling out, then the 2nd dose she lost almost
all her hair"". Additional information: Prior to the vaccine the
patient was a healthy teenager. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2162012-1

65-79
years

After my 2nd COVID 19 Pfizer vaccine, I found a big nodule at my
right thyroid area. I also had following symptoms: 1. depression
and mode swing with suicidal attempts, 2. sudden confusion or loss
of immediate memory, such as forgetting close friends? name and
losing keys, 3. tired very easily, 4. loose hair severely, 6.
Intolerance to coldness, and 7. blurred vision in the morning. I went
to see my family doctor and endocrinologist. My endocrinologist
diagnosed me with Hashimoto thyroiditis and Thyroid goiter.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2162044-1

50-59
years

Some hair loss after 1st injection. 2nd injection extreme hair loss
visible scalp on crown, front edges and rear. No regrowth as yet.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2162057-1

30-39
years

Patch of hair lost on side of head. Noticed as a pea-size spot of hair
loss. As of today, it is 4 to 5 times the size of original hair loss.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2162066-1

18-29
years

Tachycardia, Palpitations, hair loss, muscle spasms/ muscle
twitching. Inability to exercise. Major heart pain, cannot live my
normal life anymore even on heart meds.

65-79
years

About a month after the COVID-19 booster, my hair started falling
out in clumps. I never experienced hair loss before. This lasted for
about 10 days. During this time, I made an appointment to see my
dermatologist. Earlier bloodwork results for thyroid, Vitamin D and
iron data were normal, however, the dermatologist ordered another
set of bloodwork to be certain. Those results are pending. Although
there is no significant proof at this time, the doctor feels the
COVID-19 vaccine may have contributed to this sudden but brief
loss of hair episode. Treatment options have not been decided,
pending the outcome of the bloodwork.

65-79
years

Patient stated his blood sugars have been fluctuating, and he has
thinning hair on his scalp. It was a couple weeks after the vaccine
the hair loss started. His blood sugar was closer in proximity to the
vaccine with a day or so. Patient came in today and discussed the
vaccine. He stated his doctor was informed of the issues, but didn't
know if there was anything he could do about it. Patient decided to
try an over-the-counter vitamin for hair loss. Patient monitors blood
sugar at home for diabetes.

40-49
years

My alopecia areata had been under control for several years prior to
my COVID vaccination. Within a few weeks of receiving the second
dose, my hair started falling out very quickly. I've now lost 50% of
the hair on my head and I have painful sores all over my scalp.
There is no way to know if my hair will ever come back.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2162753-1

2163278-1

2165388-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2165970-1

2166082-1

2168052-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

09/04/2021 Booster / Vaccination 01/19/2022 Diagnosed with
COVID. I got really sick; 'long-hauler'. I went to Dr. and told it was
sinus infection. Test came back originally as negative. Medication
was not helping, I couldn't breath. Test then came back positive. I
developed asthma. Couldn't get antibody infusions. I am left with a
lot of fatigue, RA in my hands, hair loss; inflammatory symptoms.
01/08/2021 1st vaccination Moderna 025L20A 03/27/2021 2nd
vaccination Moderna 027A21A I had all 3 vaccinations and had a
breath thru case of COVID, resulting in 3 major inflammatory
symptoms. Considered a 'long-hauler'.

60-64
years

12 days following my second Covid19 vaccine I developed severe
pain in both of my wrists and shoulders. Soon after, pain manifested
in both hips. So I had pain in six joints in my body that I'd never
before experienced. The pain grew more severe over the next two
weeks, to the point I felt like I wanted to naw the hands off my
wrists. I had trouble walking and getting in and out of bed and
chairs. Only with some creative help (using a back scratcher to pull
my clothes on) did I manage to get myself dressed each day.

18-29
years

The day after the 1st vaccine, I started to have a flare up of my
ulcerative colitis. This flare up lasted 11 months before I was able
to get it under control. I lost so much blood that in September of
2021 I had to have 2 blood transfusions and an iron infusion. I then
had to have 2 more iron infusions in December of 2021. I had
severe stomach pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, rectal bleeding,
severe fatigue, hair loss, lost 60 pounds due to not being able to
eat/keep anything down, terrible back pain, and hot flashes.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2168152-1

6-17
years

Two months after the second Pfizer vaccination, we noticed that our
13-year old daughter developed hair loss, which our dermatologist
diagnosed as alopecia areata. And at the same time, our 15-year
old daughter developed pityriasis rosea. The family pediatrician
diagnosed this, and it cleared within 6 weeks. We thought it was
notable that both of our very healthy daughters developed
something out of the ordinary two months after the second
vaccination. Upon further reading, it appears that there have been
numerous reports of both alopecia areata and pityriasis rosea being
caused by both Covid-19 and the Covid-19 vaccine. Our family has
been very careful, and no one has so far caught Covid-19, and we
have all been double vaccinated and boostered (except for our 13year old daughter, who has been double-vaccinated, but not
boostered because we were concerned whether the booster shot
would further the alopecia problem). Our 13-year old daughter has
been losing large amounts of hair since August (8 months ago), and
unfortunately she is continuing to lose hair. Dermatology Center,
has treated my daughter for the past 8 months. Our family strongly
supports vaccines, though I have to admit that after what my
daughter has been through and continues to go through, we are
concerned about giving her future does of the vaccine since this
seemed to develop shortly after the vaccine. Before this, our
daughter was in great health.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2168912-1

30-39
years

Alopecia Areata along with major hair fall

2170733-1

65-79
years

I experienced soreness, stiff arm, chills, joints and bones ached a
lot. went to work but had to go home. had no energy, slept till next
day. Had some hair loss. Chills and aches were gone after 24 hours.
I have developed lesions on my liver.

65-79
years

The 1st thing I noticed was I had an overall sense of malaise. I then
had a rash that started at my neck and then it went all the way
down to my ankles. The rash was slightly elevated. The next day I
woke up in the night with bad pain in my back. It felt like my heart
was being squeezed, and it felt like something was going through it.
It then passed. These symptoms went on for awhile. I had a pain in
my leg. I woke up in the morning and my leg would just hurt. The
muscles around my ankles would hurt too. Then that went away. I
would get a tingling feeling in my body that would happen with my
arms, legs, and hands. I had a hard time getting up in the morning.
When I would get up from my bed and then walk to my kitchen, I
would break out in a sweat. I haven't felt right for weeks. My heart
feels like it could jump out of my chest. I never had any respiratory
symptoms. I had some odd pain. My arm would really hurt and then
it would just go away. A lot of my hair fell out. I felt very tired. In
the morning my hands, arms, and elbows felt weak. Then it would
go away after I got up. I also had some night sweats. One day I
could barely pick up my leaf blower. I was also riding a bicycle one
day and I felt fatigue in my legs. All of these symptoms lasted up
until the end of January 2022.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2170899-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2171631-1

40-49
years

I was rushed over to the ER at work because I had an anaphylactic
shock reaction due to the vaccine about 20 min after the vaccine. I
was stabilized at the ER after 4 hours and then was sent home with
my parents to stay with them. They gave me around four 50 mg of
Benadryl and dethamexazone as well for the nausea. I had throat
tightness, my lips swelled up. I was still able to breath. I have been
now having A-fib since last week and my hair has been falling out in
large clumps. I have a high level of fatigue.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2171656-1

65-79
years

Hair shedding started 1 week after the 2nd shot and continued for
more then 6 months thereafter.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2173677-1

2174876-1

2175136-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

FEELING UNWELL WITH NEGATIVE COVID TESTING AND NEGATIVE
FLU; SEVERE HAIR LOSS; HEADACHES THAT DON'T REALLY EVER
GO AWAY; SPIKE IN BLOOD PRESSURE FOR NO REASON RECENTLY
DONE AN EKG TO SEE IF THERE'S ARRHYTHMIA AND THERE WAS
NONE. IT WAS NORMAL. SCHEDULED TO HAVE A ECHO AND
STRESS TEST IN THE NEXT MONTH. THE SEVERE HEADACHES AND
BLOOD PRESSURE SPIKES ARE ALL NEW AND ONLY HAPPENED
AFTER THE BOOSTER. 12/21/2021

50-59
years

"sudden onset of hair loss within two weeks of this dose. This hair
loss included the hair on my head, eyebrows, and other body hair.;
This is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 52
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration date
18May2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 52 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications
were not reported. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (lot
number:EW0164,, administration time:10:00 AM, dose number:1,
vaccine location:Right arm}]), administration date: 23Apr2021,
when the patient was 52 years old, for COVID-19 immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 31May2021 16:00, outcome ""recovered with
sequelae"", described as ""sudden onset of hair loss within two
weeks of this dose. This hair loss included the hair on my head,
eyebrows, and other body hair."". Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional
information: No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior to
vaccination. Covid tested post vaccination. No Known allergies. No
follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch
number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected."

65-79
years

"hair loss started again; completely bald; This is a spontaneous
report received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP) from medical information team. A 78 year-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 11Feb2021 10:00 (Lot number: EL9269) at the
age of 77 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Right shoulder reverse
rotator"", start date: 12May2020 (unspecified if ongoing). There
were no concomitant medications. Vaccination history included:
Bnt162b2 (1st dose, Lot Number: EL9261, Left Arm, Onset Date:
06Feb2021 (Hair loss), Onset Time: AM, AE outcome: Not
recovered , Treatment:, Dis the event require the initiation of new
medication/ Other treatment/ procedure: Yes, If yes, Details:, See
Dermatologist OCD), administration date: 20Jan2021, when the
patient was 77 years old, for Covid-19 immunization, reaction(s):
""hair loss"". The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset Jul2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""hair loss started again""; ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""completely bald"". Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
alopecia, alopecia. Additional information: The patient suffered hair
loss after receiving the Pfizer covid vaccine, but her hair grew back
some, but then lost it again, and is now completely bald.Her hair
loss started again in Jul2021, the Dermatologist have prescribed
Vitamin supplements, Rogaine, and scalp massagers twice a day,
but none of is doing anything. One of the dermatologist told that
the Pfizer Covid vaccine may not cause the hair loss, it may
contribute to it. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2175149-1

2175261-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 76 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right,
administration date 23Aug2021 (Lot number: FC3180) at the age of
76 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Lyme disease"" (unspecified if ongoing),
notes: That is with the joints and they haven't acted up in a long
time. Concomitant medication(s) included: SYNTHROID taken for
thyroid disorder (ongoing). Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(First dose, Lot Number / Expiry Date: EW0198 /unknown, Route,
Anatomical Location: right arm), administration date: 03Aug2021,
when the patient was 76 years old, for COVID-19 immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""hair
falling out""; SOMNOLENCE (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""can't seem to wake up and has been
sleeping a lot""; HEADACHE (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""headache""; NAUSEA (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""nausea""; FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""still get tired during the day""; VERTIGO
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""had a little bit of vertigo""; BALANCE DISORDER (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""She was
losing balance"". Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were not
taken as a result of balance disorder. Additional information: Patient
received her 2nd dose of the Comirnaty vaccine last 23Aug2021 and
for the last 2 weeks she has been experiencing hair loss. she had
experienced headache and nausea. She added that she ""still get
tired during the day"" but her main issue is the hair loss and she
doesn't want to lose any more hair. It was worse yesterday,
12Sep2021. She also mentioned that she ""had a little bit of
vertigo,"" that she was losing balance and that her daughter-in-law
also has vertigo. She said that both of them got it from the
Comirnaty vaccine. stated that her side effects are definitely after
the 2nd dose. stated she just want to get some treatment.
Concomitant Dug: Synthroid, Dosage text: 0.150, unknown if mcg
or mg, states that it is a little blue pill, once a day, Has been taking
for 35 years. Test results: she just had blood work and had a
physical a couple of months ago and passed with flying colors. She
does have low vitamin D, which is probably normal. Prior
Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) is No. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected."

40-49
years

"hair started falling out again like it did first shot/my hair falling out
like crazy; Numbness in both arms; ringing in ears(still have); sever
pain in arm that lasted for 3 months after shot; Very swallow lymph
nodes underarm.; Day 5 my scalp started to feel like it was on fire;
Messed up period cycle; This is a spontaneous report received from
a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The
reporter is the patient. A 47 year-old female patient (not pregnant)
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right,
administration date 23Mar2021 (Lot number: Er8732) at the age of
46 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's
relevant medical history was not reported. Concomitant
medication(s) included: LAMOTRIGINE. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""hair started falling out again like it
did first shot/my hair falling out like crazy""; HYPOAESTHESIA (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as
""Numbness in both arms""; TINNITUS (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""ringing in ears(still
have)""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""sever pain in arm that
lasted for 3 months after shot""; LYMPHADENOPATHY (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""Very
swallow lymph nodes underarm.""; SKIN BURNING SENSATION
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described
as ""Day 5 my scalp started to feel like it was on fire""; MENSTRUAL
DISORDER (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Messed up period cycle"". Relevant laboratory tests
and procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia, hypoaesthesia,
lymphadenopathy, skin burning sensation, menstrual disorder.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of tinnitus, pain in
extremity. Additional information: Patient had no known allergies
and no other medical history. Patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Numbness in
both arms that lasted about 3 months, hair started falling out again
like it did first shot. Patient's hair was still recovering. Therapeutic
measures taken for the event included Chiropractor & getting
messages, and salt float ta. Prior to vaccination, patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has been
tested for COVID-19. Vaccine facility type was reported as
Pharmacy or Drug Store. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2175262-1

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2175383-1

Age

50-59
years

18-29
years

Adverse Event Description
This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer
or other non-HCP (patient). A 54-year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received unknown dose number of BNT162B2 (PfizerBioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, batch/lot# ER8730), at the age of 54,
in left arm, on Aug 31, 2021, at 16:00, single dose, for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included high blood pressure
(unspecified if ongoing), and asthma (unspecified if ongoing). The
patient took concomitant medications. The patient experienced
alopecia (rapid and complete hair loss), and diagnosed with alopecia
universalis (all evaluated at a physician office visit), with outcome
of not recovered. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result.
Additional information: Patient did not take any other vaccine in
four weeks. Treatment included corticosteroids injections to scalp
and eyebrows. Patient did not have COVID-19 prior to vaccination.
Patient has not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Follow-up
attempts completed. No further information expected.
"lose her hair; had low iron; feeling groggy; Her daughter said she
was tired/ tiredness; She missed her period cycle for over about a
week now/ She missed her cycle; sore arm from the vaccine; She
was so pale; very sick; fever; Fell asleep for a day and a half/ / She
slept for 2 days; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical
information team for a Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is
the parent. Other Case identifier(s): PFIZER INC-202101275219
(Pfizer), PFIZER INC-202200143754 (Pfizer). A 23 year-old female
patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 03Sep2021 (Lot
number: F00809) at the age of 23 years as dose 1, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""allergic to
leather"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Allergic to leather;
""allergic when she took the medication"" (unspecified if ongoing),
notes: She was allergic when she took the medication (unspecified
medication) in the past.; ""lupus"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
history of lupus (about 2-3 years ago); ""acne"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""nodules on elbows"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""pain in
arms that spread to whole body"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""depressed"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: She is still depressed
and is losing her hair due to the depression; ""losing her hair""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: She is taking Biotin for hair loss;
""itchy rash"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: She used Calamine
lotion to stop the itching; ""blisters all over her chest and back""
(unspecified if ongoing). There were no concomitant medications.
Past drug history included: Minocycline for acne, reaction(s):
""drug-induced lupus"", notes: Was on Minocycline for a whole
year; Minocycline, reaction(s): ""fingers and elbows were blowing
up"", notes: Was on Minocycline for a whole year; Minocycline,
reaction(s): ""cannot even walk"", notes: Was on Minocycline for a
whole year; Minocycline, reaction(s): ""nodules"", notes: Was on
Minocycline for a whole year; Minocycline, reaction(s): ""allergic to
minocycline""; Etodolac, reaction(s): ""Allergy"", notes: allergic to
rotodulac (possibly ETODOLAC?); Prednisone, notes: was on
prednisone for 2 years. The following information was reported:
SOMNOLENCE (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Fell asleep for a day and a half/ / She
slept for 2 days""; FATIGUE (non-serious) with onset Sep2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Her daughter said she was
tired/ tiredness""; MENSTRUAL DISORDER (non-serious) with onset
Sep2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""She missed her
period cycle for over about a week now/ She missed her cycle"";
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""sore arm from the vaccine""; PALLOR
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""She was so pale""; ILLNESS (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""very sick""; SOMNOLENCE
(non-serious) with onset Sep2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""feeling groggy""; PYREXIA (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""fever""; ALOPECIA (nonserious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""lose her hair"";
BLOOD IRON DECREASED (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""had low iron"". Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Additional
information: It was reported that Consumer said 2 weeks after
receiving the 1st dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine, her
23-year-old daughter fell asleep for a day and a half. On a Monday
afternoon, she noticed that her daughter didnt look so good. Her
daughter said she was tired. In addition to that, she missed her
period cycle for over about a week now. She said this was very
unusual because her daughter is either early or never late.
Consumer wants to know if the vaccine may have affected her
daughters fertility. She also mentioned that her daughter was
scheduled to receive the 2nd dose today but won't be getting it until
she has her period back. Consumer also mentioned that her
daughter had drug-induced lupus from Minocycline. She said her
fingers and elbows were blowing up, and was a mess. She said she
cannot even walk. She also said her daughter had several reactions
to several medications. Consumer also mentioned that her daughter
is allergic to leather and asked does vaccine cause infertility. Dont
think she could do because she almost died when she took the, she
took Minocycline and another medication (unspecified medication).
she will not be able to have children because she is not

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

menstruating. SheAdverse
was allergic
when
she took the
Event
Description
medication(unspecified medication) in the past. She did have a little
sore arm right after the vaccine, but it was no big deal. But caller
knew something was wrong 2 weeks after the vaccine when her
Daughter was on the couch and she was so pale. She was so sleepy
for 2 days. The caller is reluctant for her Daughter to receive the
second dose of the vaccine that was scheduled for today, due to all
her Daughter has experienced. Caller added her Daughter was on
Minocycline for a whole year. She only had a couple of pimples. Her
doctor advised her to go on this. It is the best thing. Her face blew
up with nodules. She experienced drug induced Lupus. She ended
up in the hospital and was put on Etodolac instead of Steroids and 3
weeks later, her Daughter called the local doctor because she was
itching. She was full of spots when she lifted her shirt and the caller
applied Calamine to help the itching. Then they treated her
Daughter with steroids. Caller adds, she has a delayed reaction to
everything, just like this with her period. I reported this 5 years
ago, all her Daughter went through. Caller had no details about the
Minocycline to provide. Caller states her daughter almost died from
a cream (Aminocycline) and did have a reaction for a year and she
called Pfizer about this and about her daughter's medications before
getting them and had delayed reactions from those medications.
The daughter has a history of lupus (about 2-3 years ago) and the
lupus was treated with glucocorticoids and she no longer has
problems with lupus. When her daughter was a senior in high
school, she started on minocycline for acne (she could not give a
specific date or dose). She stated she was not allergic to it right
away and took it for about a year before she had any symptoms.
She started with nodules on her elbows and then started having
pain in her arms that eventually spread to her whole body. She
stated she looked like a little old lady trying to walk and that was
awful for her because she was an avid tennis player. She was no
longer able to play tennis and lost all her friends causing her to be
depressed. She took her to several different doctors and they took
19 vials of blood. They diagnosed her with drug induced lupus from
the minocycline. As treatment, they put her on Etodolac. She thinks
that was sometime around 2015-2017. She stated she seemed to
be doing better but just felt sick and felt like she was still on
minocycline. She then developed an itchy rash and blisters all over
her chest and back. She used Calamine lotion to stop the itching.
She stopped Etodolac and was put on steroids for 2 years. She is
still depressed and is losing her hair due to the depression. She is
taking Biotin for hair loss. The mother stated her daughter is
healthy otherwise and takes no regular medications. Caller would
like to know if a high ANA test result is a side effect of the covid
vaccine. Her daughter started to lose her hair and their doctor
called them yesterday ANA (lab test) was very high: 1200, had low
iron and that she is going to have to take pills for the rest of her
life. Caller would like to know if hair loss is a side effect of the covid
vaccine. The caller has called Pfizer several times because the caller
was afraid to give the Adult Pfizer Covid Vaccine to daughter
because the caller's daughter has Drug Inducted Lupus Minocycline
and was afraid to bother with anything. The caller's daughter finally
received the Adult Pfizer Covid Vaccine. The caller called Pfizer
because after two weeks the caller's daughter slept for two days,
the caller was told this was because of the Adult Pfizer Covid
Vaccine and was one side effect. The caller's daughter then missed
menstrual cycle for two months. The bizarre thing is the patient
received the First dose Adult Pfizer Covid Vaccine on 03Sep2021
and the second dose on 03Dec2021. The patient waited to receive
the second dose adult Pfizer Covid Vaccine because patient had the
side effects after first dose and wanted to make sure everything
was back on and the patient's menstrual cycle was back and
everything was okay. Second dose: Hair was shedding probably
from stress: The patient received the second dose Adult Pfizer Covid
Vaccine and did not think much of it. The patient went to the
dermatologist because the patient's hair was shedding and probably
from stress. Second dose: ANA for Lupus was quite high: The
dermatologist took blood tests and freaked out stating the patient's
ANA for lupus is quite high. The caller is flipping out as a mother
and asked daughter how caller's daughter felt. The dermatologist
stated the patient has to go to a rheumatologist and the
dermatologist did not know why the ANA was high. The patient's
Iron was a little bit low and the patient was on mensural cycle when
patient went to the dermatologist, not too worried about that. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2175394-1

2175397-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"Severe hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 39 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration
date 17May2021 (Lot number: Ew0179) at the age of 39 years as
dose 1, single and administered in arm right, administration date
17May2021 (Lot number: Ew0182) as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Known allergies:
Sulfur"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Known allergies: Sulfur.
There were no concomitant medications. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 12Jul2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Severe hair loss"". The
event ""severe hair loss"" was evaluated at the physician office
visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of alopecia. Follow-Up (29Sep2021): Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected."

40-49
years

"Hair falling out on two days of receiving the shot; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 42
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
18Sep2021 11:30 (Lot number: Ff2568) at the age of 42 years as
dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""Allergy to Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
Past drug event and known allergies: Penicillin; ""Allergy to Cecile""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Past drug event and known
allergies: Cecile; ""Allergy to Sulfonamide"" (unspecified if
ongoing), notes: Past drug event and known allergies: sulfa drugs.
The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Past drug
history included: Codeine, reaction(s): ""drug allergy"", notes: Past
drug event and known allergies: Codeine. The following information
was reported: Alopecia(non-serious) with onset 20Sep2021 08:00,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Hair falling out on two
days of receiving the shot"". The event ""hair falling out on two
days of receiving the shot"" was evaluated at the physician office
visit. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of alopecia.
Follow-Up (29Sep2021): Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected. Follow-up (08Oct2021): This is a
follow-up spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This
consumer reported in response to Non-HCP letter sent Additional
Information:My hair started falling out less than 48 hrs after
receiving my 1st shot. It is still falling out. While it is not life
threatening it is serious reaction and one that should have been told
to me. I don't feel it is in my best interest to take the 2nd dose. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2175663-1

Age

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
"her hair started falling out/She has a giant bald spot; seven weeks
after she got the dose, she was notified by pharmacy that the first
dose was stored at the wrong temperature/In; seven weeks after
she got the dose, she was notified by pharmacy that the first dose
was stored at the wrong temperature/In; This is a spontaneous
report received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP) from medical information team for a Pfizer sponsored
program. The reporter is the patient. Other Case identifier(s): USPFIZER INC-202101352038. A 52 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (COMIRNATY), administered in arm left, administration
date 16Aug2021 (Lot number: FA6780) at the age of 52 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""immunocompromised"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""High
cholesterol"", start date: 2019 (ongoing); ""Blood pressure high"",
start date: 31Jan2012 (ongoing); ""Rheumatoid arthritis"", start
date: 1999 (ongoing); ""COPD"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""blood
clots"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s)
included: PRAVASTATIN taken for blood cholesterol increased;
LISINOPRIL HCTZ taken for hypertension (ongoing);
SULFASALAZINE (ENTERIC COATED); PREDNISONE; WARFARIN;
GABAPENTIN; EXJADE; HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE; OXYCODONE;
TIZANIDINE HCL; APO SUMATRIPTAN; AZELASTINE; COQ-10.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Lot: EW0198,
Location: right arm), administration date: 26Jul2021, when the
patient was 52 years old, for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s):
""first dose was stored at the wrong temperature"". The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""her hair started
falling out/She has a giant bald spot""; PRODUCT TEMPERATURE
EXCURSION ISSUE (non-serious), POOR QUALITY PRODUCT
ADMINISTERED (non-serious) all with onset Aug2021, outcome
""unknown"" and all described as ""seven weeks after she got the
dose, she was notified by pharmacy that the first dose was stored
at the wrong temperature/In"". Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Additional
information: The patient did not receive any other vaccine prior 4
weeks of covid vaccination. Patient did not receive any other
vaccine on same date of covid vaccine. caller stated that for the
second dose she was notified on ""16Aug2021 Caller said that they
have given her directions on what she should do but caller
expressed her lack of trust for pharmacy. Caller said no details
about the temperature was given to her. Caller is also
immunocompromised. Caller wants information from Pfizer on what
happens when stored at inappropriate temperature range. Caller
also stated that her hair started falling out after the second dose.
Stated that the one who administered the vaccine should contact
Pfizer Medical Information in order for us to obtain the details of the
specific temperature the vaccine were stored then we can provide
the appropriate stability information. They notified her on
21Sep2021 that the second dose was stored at an inappropriate
temperature. Then, 3 days later she also found out the first one was
not stored correctly either. After her second dose her hair started
falling out . She has a giant bald spot. Her hair started falling out
after the second dose she got on 16 Aug 2021. She has pictures of
this. It started 4 or 5 days after that. Every time she washes her
hair a handful of hair comes out. She is going to be bald within 2
weeks. It is literally a hand full every time she washes her hair. She
washes her hair every other day. She has a giant bald spot the size
of a fist . She has documented everything. She has every batch in a
gallon zip lock bag. She is thankful she had a lot of hair to begin
with. Pharmacy would not tell her what temperature the vaccines
were stored at. She found out about the 2nd vaccine before the 1st
vaccine. She doesn't get how that happened. She wrote them an
email about the inappropriate temperature storage, what date the
alarm sounded for both, and who was involved in the investigation?
She found out 3 weeks after the second dose about the second
dose's temperature, and 4 weeks after the second dose about the
first one. So really she found out 7 weeks later. caller has a Pfizer
covid 19 vaccine inquiry. Caller has two questions: She had both
vaccines unfortunately from the first one was frozen and thawed
outside of guidelines and the second one was given beyond the use
date. After the 2nd dose she is losing her hair in clumps, every time
she washes her hair she loses a fist full. Within two weeks at this
rate ""I'm going to be bald"". ""I didn't start losing my hair after the
first one, but after the second one"". Now she is saying after second
dose, she is losing her hairs in clumps, every time she washes her
hair she loses up to fistful. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2175860-1

2175908-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"Caller has experienced hair loss; hair on his head right now comes
out; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 68 year-old male patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, solution for injection),
administration date 22Jan2021 (Lot number: EL3246) at the age of
67 years as dose 1, single, administration date 12Feb2021 (Lot
number: EL9269) as dose 2, single and administration date
10Oct2021 (Lot number: 30130819) as dose 3 (booster), single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Caller has
experienced hair loss""; HAIR DISORDER (non-serious) with onset
2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""hair on his head
right now comes out"". Additional information: Patient reported his
AE after hours to and wants to ask this question. He knows of 7
people who have lost hair. Has had all 3 doses of Pfizer Covid
vaccine patient has experienced hair loss, is this a normal side
effect Spoke to the caller from the attached document. Medical
Inquiry (v12.0) DOC-Withheld/ 20Apr2021 No information found
regarding product medical question. hair loss is currently ongoing,
and it is not just losing his hair but the hair on his head right now
comes out since the vaccine and the hair is very limp and fine and
like baby hair. Dates for hair loss is currently ongoing and it is not
just losing his hair but the hair on his head right now comes out
since the vaccine and the hair is very limp and fine and like baby
hair was unspecified. Reporter seriousness for hair loss is currently
ongoing and it is not just losing his hair but the hair on his head
right now comes out since the vaccine and the hair is very limp and
fine and like baby hair was Unspecified. Caller states he is calling
about the Pfizer COVID Vaccine and states he does not know if
Pfizer has heard of any of this, but he knows seven people off the
top of his head that are losing their hair since they had the vaccine
and states he also is losing his hear after having had the vaccine
and wanted to know if this is related to the vaccine. Reporter states
he does not think he has previously filed this or does not know who
he spoke with but states he did go through all of these questions
before and had spoken with someone who was difficult to
understand with a heavy accent and after he finished speaking with
the agent was informed that was closed at that time, and he has
called back regarding his question, Caller states he has no report
reference number to provide and caller was asked for patient
information and vaccine information related to the seven patients
and did not provide this information at this time; as the caller
stated he previously did go through all of these questions in the
initial call, this report is filed as follow up. Caller declined to provide
email address. States his legal name is withheld on his patient card.
Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is
expected."

40-49
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 42 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 14Jul2021 (Lot number: EW0167) at the age of 42 years as
dose 2, single for Covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""Chronic fatigue syndrome"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""known allergies: dairy"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""fibromyalgia""
(unspecified if ongoing). The patient's concomitant medications
were not reported. Past drug history included: Percocet,
reaction(s): ""known allergies: Percocet"". Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: EW0167,
Location of injection: Left Arm), when the patient was 42 years old,
for Covid-19 immunization. The following information was reported:
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 25Aug2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""Pain in arm""; CHILLS (nonserious) with onset 25Aug2021, outcome ""not recovered"",
described as ""chills for two days""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 25Aug2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""now
hair loss"". Additional information: It was reported as Pain in arm
later that night chills for two days now hair loss. No other vaccine
was received in four weeks. The patient not received Covid
vaccination prior and post vaccination. No follow-up attempts are
possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2175909-1

2175926-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Chills; pain in arm soar for three days; significant loss of hair; This
is a spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 14
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administration date 04Aug2021 12:00 (Lot number:
EWO167) at the age of 14 years as dose 2, single and (Lot number:
EWO167) as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Sickle cell disease (SS)"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""asthma( mild)"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""known
allergies: Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant
medication(s) included: HYDROXYUREA; ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE
HYDROCHLORIDE]; ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]; FLOVENT. The
following information was reported: CHILLS (non-serious) with
onset 01Sep2021, outcome ""recovered"" (04Sep2021), described
as ""Chills""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset
01Sep2021, outcome ""recovered"" (04Sep2021), described as
""pain in arm soar for three days""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 01Sep2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""significant loss of hair"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as
a result of chills, pain in extremity, alopecia. Additional information:
Facility type vaccine: School or Student Health Clinic. Other vaccine
in four weeks: No. Other medications in two weeks coded under
concomitant medications. Covid prior vaccination and tested post
vaccination: No. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

65-79
years

"Hair loss; anxiety; she could feel like she may have a little of a
cold if she got it; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer
sponsored program (159558). The reporter is the patient. A 70
year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 24Mar2021 14:30 (Lot
number: ER8727, Expiration Date: 31Jul2021) at the age of 70
years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""Breast cancer"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
Diagnosed 15 years ago this August; ""Rapid heart beat""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Chemo"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Autoimmune disease"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: saw a
dermatologist that said it is autoimmune disease; ""She also has
seasonal allergies and allergies to prescription drugs, specifically
antibiotics"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: She also has seasonal
allergies and allergies to prescription drugs, specifically antibiotics;
""Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""PICC line"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""ringworm and hookworm"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""ringworm and hookworm"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Allergies to
prescription drugs"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""allergies to
prescription drugs, specifically antibiotics"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""allergic reaction to Bactrim, anything that has Sulfa drugs in it""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""They make her itch"" (unspecified if
ongoing), notes: has an allergic reaction to Bactrim, anything that
has Sulfa drugs in it. They make her itch; ""reaction to Penicillin""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""It makes it difficult to breathe""
(unspecified if ongoing). Family history included: ""Heart attack""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Brother and died had heart attack.
Hers was caused by Stage 4 cancer and PICC line. Concomitant
medication(s) included: METOPROLOL SUCCINATE, start date:
2020. Past drug history included: Bactrim, reaction(s):
""Allergy_Bactrim"". Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose:
01), administration date: 03Mar2021, when the patient was 70
years old, for Covid-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""she thought
she was having a heart attack"". The following information was
reported: NASOPHARYNGITIS (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""she could feel like she
may have a little of a cold if she got it""; ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 24Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Hair loss""; ANXIETY (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""anxiety"". Additional information:
No prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) If applicable, list any other
vaccinations within four weeks prior to the first administration date
of the suspect vaccines. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2176211-1

2176323-1

2176366-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"Experiencing significant hairloss; This is a spontaneous report
received from contactable reporter (Consumer or other non HCP).
The reporter is the patient. A 65 year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 20Oct2021 09:00 (Lot number: FF2590) at the
age of 65 years as dose 3, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Osteopenia"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant
medication(s) included: VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]. Past drug
history included: Aspirin, reaction(s): ""known allergies: Aspirin"".
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (dose 2, single, Batch/Lot
No: EP8737, Location of injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration
Time: 09:00 AM), administration date: 12Apr2021, for Covid-19
Immunization; Bnt162b2 (dose 1, single, Batch/Lot No: 6204,
Location of injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration Time: 09:00
AM), administration date: 17Mar2021, for Covid-19 Immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 25Oct2021 06:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Experiencing significant hairloss"". Therapeutic measures were
not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information: No if other
vaccine in four weeks. Adverse event: Experiencing significant hair
loss. Large clump of hair found about 3"" wide after waking this
morning on 25Oct21. Have been experiencing hair loss after
washing hair for a couple of months now. This recent event was the
most significant event. No if covid prior vaccination. No if covid
tested post vaccination. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

60-64
years

"Losing a lot of hair.; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 61 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 11Mar2021 10:00 (Lot number: EN6208) at the age of 61
years as dose 1, single, administered in arm left, administration
date 08Apr2021 10:00 (Lot number: EW0153) as dose 2, single and
administered in arm left, administration date 31Aug2021 09:15 (Lot
number: FC3183) as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""Diabetes""
(unspecified if ongoing). The patient took concomitant medications.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 15Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Losing a lot of hair."". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of alopecia. Additional information: Patient prior to
vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: No. Patient
since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19:No.
Patient known allergies: no. Facility where the most recent COVID19 vaccine was administered: Pharmacy or Drug Store. No followup attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

30-39
years

"Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a noncontactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 31 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administration date 21Oct2021 (Lot number: Ff8839)
at the age of 31 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""if covid prior vaccination: Yes""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: if covid prior vaccination: Yes. The
patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No:
FF8839), administration date: 30Sep2021, when the patient was 31
years old, for COVID-19 immunization. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 24Oct2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Hair loss"". Additional
information: Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for
COVID-19. COVID prior vaccination: Yes. If COVID tested post
vaccination: No. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2176420-1

2176422-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

"Burning scalp; Very fast hair loss.; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP) from medical information team. The reporter is the patient. A
61 year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 05May2021 (Lot
number: EW0179) at the age of 60 years as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history.
There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose:01), administration date: 14Apr2021,
when the patient was 60 years old, for COVID-19 immunization.
The following information was reported: TRICHODYNIA (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Burning scalp""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Very fast hair loss."".
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of trichodynia, alopecia. Additional information: Consumer
stated he was calling to report side effects after receiving the Pfizer
Covid vaccine in May. Consumer stated the side effects began last
week but he has not taken any other vaccines and has not changed
his lifestyle in any other way. Consumer also stated since his son
also experienced the same side effects he figured he should report
in case they are related to the vaccine. Consumer stated he does
not have a question for Medical Information he would just like to
report his side affects. His side effects started last week. He
experienced Burning scalp and very fast hair loss. He doesn't know
if we can add the notes to this report. his son had the same vaccine
in different state same date in May and he got exact same
symptoms in Aug. Exactly same symptoms but in Aug. When he got
the symptoms last week he was very concerned because definitely
it aligns up. They both are not on any medications, they both are
very healthy. They have exact same symptoms. That's the son got
in Aug and he got it now. So, to him get very concerned. Consumer
further stated, So he get any kind of follow up because he need to
know if anybody else will have same symptoms. He needs to know
that. It's very sad. he need to know anybody else 'has symptoms'
but is there a way for him to find out if anybody else reported this
kind of side effect?"" No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) :
US-PFIZER INC-202101504353 similar report from same reporter"

Unknown

"very fast hair loss; Burning scalp; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP) from medical information team. The reporter is the parent. A
male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date
May2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose number unknwon,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical
history and concomitant medications were not reported. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""very fast hair loss"";
TRICHODYNIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Burning scalp"". No follow-up attempts are possible; information
about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information
is expected. Additional Information: The patient reported side
effects after receiving the Pfizer Covid vaccine in May. The patient
reported that the side effects began last week but he has not taken
any other vaccines and has not changed his lifestyle in any other
way. The patient reported since his son also experienced the same
side effects he figured he should report in case they are related to
the vaccine. Follow-up (03Nov2021): This is a Follow-up
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer
reported for a patient (son) that on an unspecified age his son got
exact same symptoms; Burning scalp and very fast hair loss. The
patient reported that his side effects started last week. He did not
know if they can add the notes to this report. The patient reported
that his side son had the same vaccine in different state same date
in May and he got exact same symptoms in August. Exactly same
symptoms but in August. When he got the symptoms last week, he
was very concerned because definitely it aligns up. The patient
reported that they both are not on any medications (Further
clarifications unknown), and they both are very healthy. The patient
wanted to notify that his son got exact same symptoms. The patient
wanted to know if anybody else will had same symptoms. It's very
sad. The patient wanted to know is there a way for him to find out if
anybody else reported this kind of side effect. The lot number for
the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested
during follow up. Follow-up (06Dec2021): This follow-up is being
submitted to notify that the lot/batch number is not available
despite the follow-up attempts made. Follow-up attempts
completed. No further information is expected.; Sender's
Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101504259
similar report from same reporter"

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2176433-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"Heartache; Pfizer COVID 19 Vaccines (2) triggered Alopecia Totalis;
lost her hair because of the covid vaccine/has lost all of her hair,
has no eye lashes; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical
information team for a Pfizer sponsored program (002591;
005570). The reporter is the patient. A 71 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 21Feb2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at
the age of 71 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Alopecia Areata"" (unspecified
if ongoing), notes: I had been controlling Alopecia Areata by routine
Steroid injections. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose: 1, LOT-unknown, left
arm), administration date: 21Jan2021, when the patient was 71
years old, for COVID-19 Immunisation. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Feb2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""lost her hair because of
the covid vaccine/has lost all of her hair, has no eye lashes"";
CARDIAC DISORDER (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Heartache""; ALOPECIA TOTALIS (non-serious) with
onset Feb2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Pfizer COVID
19 Vaccines (2) triggered Alopecia Totalis"". Therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of alopecia totalis. Additional information:
Female patient received tofacitinib citrate (XELJANZ), via oral from
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) to an
unspecified date, at 5 mg, twice a day (5 mg PO Quantity 60 (30
days)) for alopecia totalis and help to grow her lashes and her hair
back (Alopecia). On Prescription Information and Enrollment Form
Reviewed used for L63.0 Alopecia Totalis. Upon follow up
(18Nov2021, 18Nov2021 and 22Nov2021): During inbound call with
patient, she said that she lost her hair because of the covid vaccine,
Patient was prescribed Xeljanz 5 mg. The caller stated the
medication had not been prescribed yet. Agent stated the caller had
to speak with someone else, she wanted Xeljanz to helped grow her
lashes and her hair back, doctor recommended the Xeljanz for hair
growth, this was an off label use. Doctor had not yet prescribed
medication, stated they would liked to. She wanted Pfizer to gave
her some Xeljanz, stated Pfizer owes her for her experience with
the Pfizer Covid vaccine and losing her hair. Caller stated that since
she had the second dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine last Feb2021,
she had lost all her hair, she had no eyelashes, stated her doctor
submitted documentation to support that she would be a perfect
candidate to try Xeljanz and had been assigned an appeal number,
stated she read the information they gave her, read that there was
a counter measures injury compensation program, stated she was
requesting help here, wanted to try the Xeljanz. Caller stated she
was wearing wigs to cover the hair loss. Stated it started within a
few days of the second dose and within two weeks she was pretty
much bald, states she has no eyelashes and was losing hair
everywhere. Stated it had not gotten better and it could not get any
worse. Patient took vaccine on 12Jan2021 and 21Feb2021 left arm.
The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and
will be requested during follow up. Follow-up (18Nov2021): New
information received from a contactable consumer (patient)
reported for herself that: patient details, events details-medication
prescribed for off label use, case narrative and additional
information. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected. Follow-up (18Nov2021): New information
received from a contactable consumer (patient) reported for herself
that: patient age at vaccination, unit weight and height, events
description and outcome-has lost all of her hair, has no eye lashes ,
suspect product details, case narrative and additional information.
No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected. Follow-up (22Nov2021): New information received in
response to the mail trail sent regarding the confirmation of query
confirm the ID for Pfizer Support. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected. Follow-up
(10Dec2021): This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the
lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts
made. Follow-up attempts completed. No further information is
expected. Follow-up (03Mar2022): New information received from a
contactable Consumer (patient) included new event added, New
Suspect drug ""Ritlecitinib"", seriousness and additional information
and Customer Verbatim: The Pfizer COVID 19 Vaccines (2) triggered
Alopecia Totalis. I had been controlling Alopecia Areata by routine
Steroid injections. My Dermatologist believes Xeljanz will help me. I
have submitted paperwork to company and been denied. I have
read about Allegro. When will Allegro become available? I would
sincerely appreciate Pfizer coming forward to aid me since their
vaccines caused me this Heartache. The lot number for the vaccine,
BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow
up."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2176444-1

2176477-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"Drastic Hair Loss; Loss of 10-15% Volume of Hair; felt lethargic;
arm pain; throbbing; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical
information team and product quality group. The reporter is the
patient. A 68 year-old male patient received bnt162b2
(COMIRNATY), administration date 12Oct2021 (Lot number:
30125BA) as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Covid-19"", start date: 06Aug2021
(unspecified if ongoing). The patient's concomitant medications
were not reported. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 14Oct2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Drastic Hair Loss; Loss of 10-15%
Volume of Hair""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset
Oct2021, outcome ""recovered"", described as ""arm pain""; PAIN
(non-serious) with onset Oct2021, outcome ""recovered"",
described as ""throbbing""; LETHARGY (non-serious) with onset
12Oct2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""felt lethargic"".
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Additional information: Caller stated to me he
received the Pfizer Covid Vaccine on 12Oct2021 and no more than
two days later he began to experience drastic hair loss that had
never happened before. Caller wanted to know if this was a
reported side effect of the vaccine. Caller is a 68 year old male who
reports hair loss, 10%-15%, that began no more than two days
after receiving his first Pfizer Covid vaccine injection. Caller stated
that he had a head full of hair prior to Covid injection and this has
never happened before. Caller goes on to explain that around
06Aug2021 he contracted Covid. He began to feel progressively
more sick and on 15Aug2021 he had a really bad day, so on
16Aug2021 he was tested for COVID and the test was positive.
Caller states he felt bad for approximately 10 more days. Caller
says he waited 5 weeks after contracting COVID to receive the
Pfizer Covid vaccine and he is not sure if his previously having Covid
contributed to his hair loss. Caller states he went to see his doctor
yesterday and they decided together to wait on getting the second
dose due to his hair loss. Second dose was due on 02Nov2021.
Caller also reports experiencing arm pain for two weeks after
vaccine injection, that turned into throbbing which lasted for about
a week but is gone today. Caller also says he felt lethargic right
after vaccine injection with no ambition but that wore off pretty
quickly. Caller did not have the expiration date. Caller declined any
further demographic information. Response: After review of the
prescribing information informed caller that I did not see hair loss
as a reported side effect, however these may not be all the possible
side effects of the vaccine. Serious and unexpected side effects may
occur. The possible side effects of the vaccine are still being studied
in clinical trials. LAB-1451-12.0 Revised: 29Oct2021 No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

18-29
years

"hair lose; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 27 year-old
female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 11Jan2021 13:00 (Lot
number: EL1283) at the age of 26 years as dose 2, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""High blood
pressure"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""shell fish"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: VYVANSE;
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE; LAMICTAL; BUSPAR. Past drug history
included: Phenergan for Phenergan:Allergy. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: EL5730,
Location of injection: Arm Right, Vaccine Administration Time:
02:00 PM), administration date: 21Dec2020, when the patient was
26 years old, for Covid-19 Immunisation. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Jan2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair lose"". Relevant
laboratory tests and procedures are available in the appropriate
section. Additional information- Facility where the most recent
COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did
not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. List of any other medications the patient received within 2
weeks of vaccination was Vyvanse, hydroclothized, lamictal, buspar.
Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.
Since the vaccination the patient tested for COVID-19. Device Date
: 06Nov2021. The patient had hair lose since January and 2 days
after booster the patient menstrual cycle came early and with
bleeding heavy. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further
information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2176551-1

2176557-1

2176644-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"Significant hair loss including eyebrows and eyelashes.; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 48
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
03Sep2021 10:30 (Lot number: EW0150) at the age of 48 years as
dose 1, single and administered in arm left, administration date
24Sep2021 09:15 (Lot number: 30130BA) as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history was
not reported. Concomitant medication(s) included: SYNTHROID
taken for thyroiditis, start date: 2017 (ongoing). The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
09Sep2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Significant
hair loss including eyebrows and eyelashes."". Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional
information: The patient did not receive any other vaccine in four
weeks. The patient did not had COVID prior vaccination and post
vaccination, patient had not tested with covid 19. Significant hair
loss including eyebrow and eyelashes soon after first and second
covid vaccine it has been over a month and the hair loss, brow and
lashes continues no other reason for this other than vaccine it is the
only thing done differently. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

65-79
years

"Losing extreme amounts of hair. Brushing hair and just running
hands through hair results in too much loss.; This is a spontaneous
report received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 67 year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in
arm left, administration date 29Aug2021 16:30 (Lot number:
FC3184) at the age of 67 years as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: FC3181,
Location of injection: Arm Right, Vaccine Administration Time:
04:30 PM), administration date: 08Aug2021, when the patient was
67 years old, for Covid-19 immunization. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 15Sep2021
09:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Losing extreme
amounts of hair. Brushing hair and just running hands through hair
results in too much loss."". Therapeutic measures were not taken as
a result of alopecia. Additional information: Age group was Elderly
(65+ Years), Other vaccine same date vaccine date was
29Aug2021.The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4
weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient
was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since vaccination, patient had
not tested for COVID-19. no allergies was reported. no other
medical history reported. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected."

65-79
years

"body ache; Loose hair; chills; fever; This is a spontaneous report
received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 68 year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm
right, administration date 06Mar2021 12:00 (Lot number: EL9269)
at the age of 68 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""High blood pressure""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""asthma"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""osteoarthritis"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""known allergies:
Iodine"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: known allergies: Iodine;
""Covid-19"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s)
included: TOPROL XL; TRIAMTERENE. The following information was
reported: PAIN (non-serious) with onset 01Jun2021 12:00,
outcome ""recovering"", described as ""body ache""; ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset 01Jun2021 12:00, outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Loose hair""; CHILLS (non-serious) with onset
01Jun2021 12:00, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""chills"";
PYREXIA (non-serious) with onset 01Jun2021 12:00, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""fever"". Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of pain, alopecia, chills,
pyrexia. Additional information included: The patient received other
Pfizer vaccine on 06Mar2021, lot number: ER8730, dose 1, in left
arm. The patient did not receive any other vaccine with in four
weeks. The patient was diagnosed with covid prior vaccination. The
patient was tested with covid-19 post vaccination. Covid test type
post vaccination: Nasal Swab. Covid test result: Negative. Covid
test date: 01Apr2021. Device Date: 29Nov2021. No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2176790-1

2176815-1

2176859-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"No side effects 1st shot but slight headach; severe chills; Fever;
lack of energy; hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from
a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). A 74 yearold male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration
date 08Feb2021 (Lot number: EM9810) as dose 1, single for covid19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""covid 19"",
start date: Nov2020, stop date: Nov2020, notes: in November of
2020; ""chronic obstructive pulmonary disease"", start date: 2015
(ongoing), notes: 2015 and ongoing; ""non-tobacco user"", start
date: 2015 (ongoing), notes: 2015 and ongoing; ""sinus
headache"" (ongoing), notes: ongoing sinus headache teen/adult all
my life/Ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. The following information was reported: HEADACHE (nonserious) with onset 08Feb2021 23:00, outcome ""recovered"",
described as ""No side effects 1st shot but slight headach""; CHILLS
(non-serious) with onset 08Feb2021 23:00, outcome ""recovered"",
described as ""severe chills""; PYREXIA (non-serious) with onset
08Feb2021 23:00, outcome ""recovered"", described as ""Fever"";
ASTHENIA (non-serious) with onset 08Feb2021 23:00, outcome
""recovered"", described as ""lack of energy""; ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset Feb2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as
""hair loss"". Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available
in the appropriate section. No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected. Amendment: This follow up report
is being submitted to amend previously reported information: (To
update patient details, suspect product details, events and lead line
of narrative.)"

65-79
years

"hair falling out; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 69 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
24Feb2021 10:00 (Lot number: EN6203) at the age of 69 years as
dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no
relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described as ""hair falling
out"". Additional information: It was reported that the initial case
was missing the following minimum criteria: ICH-Unspecified
number of patient. Upon receipt of follow-up information on
27Aug2021, this case now contains all required information to be
considered valid. Prior vaccinations, Relevant test: None. Patient
had also received the 2nd dose. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

80+
years

"loss of hair; skin rashes; This is a spontaneous report received
from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a
Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is the patient. A 85 year-old
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), intramuscular, administered
in arm left, administration date 01Mar2021 13:00 (Lot number:
EN6198) at the age of 84 years as dose 1, 0.3ml single,
intramuscular, administered in arm left, administration date
23Mar2021 13:00 (Lot number: EN6207) as dose 2, 0.3 ml single
and intramuscular, administered in arm left, administration date
19Oct2021 13:00 (Lot number: EW0185) as dose 3 (booster),
0.3ml single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""Lowering blood pressure"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""Osteoporosis"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant
medication(s) included: COZAAR taken for hypertension (ongoing);
CALCIUM taken for osteoporosis (ongoing); VITAMIN A [RETINOL]
taken for supplementation therapy (ongoing); VITAMIN B COMPLEX
taken for supplementation therapy (ongoing); VITAMIN C
[ASCORBIC ACID] taken for supplementation therapy (ongoing);
VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL] taken for supplementation therapy
(ongoing); VITAMIN E [TOCOPHEROL] taken for supplementation
therapy (ongoing). The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""loss
of hair""; RASH (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""skin rashes"". No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2176890-1

60-64
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team. The
reporter is the patient. A 60 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, solution for injection), administered in arm
left, administration date 04Nov2021 (Lot number: FH8028) at the
age of 60 years as dose 3 (booster), single for Covid-19
immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""high
cholesterol"", start date: Dec2008 (unspecified if ongoing), notes:
on cholesterol meds for years. she takes Simvastatin 40mg once
daily for high cholesterol.; ""Barrett's esophagus"", start date:
Jun2019 (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s)
included: NEXIUM 24HR; SIMVASTATIN taken for blood cholesterol
increased; FLUARIX QUADRIVALENT taken for immunisation,
administration date 12Oct2021. Vaccination history included:
Bnt162b2 (1st dose, Pfizer BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, 0.3ml
injected in left arm, lot number: EN6199), administration date:
11Mar2021, when the patient was 59 years old, for Covid-19
immunization, reaction(s): ""heart pounding and fluttering"", ""her
heart beating fast and hard"", ""her heart beating fast and hard"",
""It has affected her Thyroid""; Bnt162b2 (2nd dose; Pfizer
BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, Lot ER8732; Injected in left arm),
administration date: 01Apr2021, when the patient was 59 years
old, for Covid-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""heart pounding and
fluttering"", ""her heart beating fast and hard"", ""her heart beating
fast and hard"", ""It has affected her Thyroid""; Fluarix quad
2021/2022 (injection was 0.5ml; Intramuscularly; NDC 581600887-52), administration date: 12Oct2021. The following
information was reported: HYPERTHYROIDISM (medically
significant) with onset 14Feb2022, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""something has created her thyroid to be off which it never had
been /her thyroid is overactive all of a sudden/thyroid problems and
she's never had thyroid problems""; HEART RATE INCREASED (nonserious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""her heart beating
fast and hard""; PALPITATIONS (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Heart was beating fast and hard and
pounding out of""; FEELING HOT (non-serious), ERYTHEMA (nonserious) all with onset 05Nov2021, outcome ""recovering"" and all
described as ""Warmth and redness in cheeks""; ALOPECIA (nonserious), outcome ""recovering"", described as ""losing hair""; PAIN
IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset 04Nov2021, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""arm sore"". According to the caller,
when she first went to her doctor on 14Jan due to her concerns
about her heart beating harder since the booster vaccine, her
doctor stated something has created her thyroid to be off which it
never had been but the doctor does not know if it is because of the
vaccine. Caller stated her doctor will do a heart monitor on her on
02Mar and her doctor will re-check her thyroid again on 10Mar.
Caller stated patient got her labs done for her yearly physical and
that's when it showed up about her thyroid. Patient was a pretty
healthy person. Patient lost some weight, except for high
cholesterol. Caller stated patient was not gonna get the booster but
after she did it went all downhill since. She now has thyroid
problems and she's never had thyroid problems. Patient was
concerned since they are talking about a 4th vaccine and states she
will not be getting anymore vaccines as she does not feel
comfortable. They called in some medication, and she has not taken
it. It was Atenolol 25mg. She was afraid of taking it because it
lowers your blood pressure, and she didn't have high blood
pressure. She took her blood pressure when her heart was beating
fast, and it was 95/61, and she thought about going to the
emergency room and did not. Patient got sore immediately after
she got it, and got worse, but then better after 3 days. The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: blood
cholesterol: (unspecified date) levels were really good; blood
pressure measurement: (unspecified date) down which was at
90/61 or 95/61, notes: it had never been under 100; heart rate:
(unspecified date) fast and hard; laboratory test: (unspecified date)
showed up about her thyroid; thyroid function test: (11Feb2022)
thyroid is out of control. Therapeutic measures were taken with
atenolol as a result of heart rate increased, palpitations. Additional
information: The heart beating problem is a worry and now she
thinks it has affected her thyroid. She is having to go to doctor and
having to do a lot of tests. Caller stated she did a lot of reading
where it states the antibodies from the vaccine can attack the
thyroid causing inflammation and dysfunction of the thyroid after
some patients who have had the infection. The caller had her heart
beating fast and hard after all of the doses but after the 1st and
2nd dose it had dissipated but after the 3rd it has not dissipated."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2177244-1

50-59
years

Dry mouth, teeth loss, extremely fatigued, hemangiomas, rash, loss
of hair, metallic taste

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2177382-1

18-29
years

Within 1 week had breathing trouble and fatigue. Following months
experiencing hair loss, fatigue, stomach problems, brain fog.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2177393-1

2177448-1

2177824-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Shortly after my second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine my hair
started to fall off in an abnormal amount. After seeing my primary
care doctor and having blood tests done, I was diagnosed with
Hypothyroidism on July 25th, 2021, and started taking medication.
By the end of November, I started having tachycardia occasionally. I
called 911 twice for this reason and the second time my heart rate
increased up to 170 bpm and spent the night at the ER on January
19th, 2022. No family history of heart disease or symptoms before
that. On January 8th, 2022 i had a seizure for the first time in my
life and spent 2 days at the hospital. Then on January 26th, 2022 I
had 2 seizures (one at home and another one at the ER) and spent
3 days at the hospital. After having many tests done I was
diagnosed with right temporal epilepsy. I have no family history or
history of head trauma, not even as a kid. I have always been
healthy as evidenced by laboratory tests in the preview years.

Unknown

"This spontaneous report received from a patient via social media
from a company representative concerned a female of unspecified
age, race and ethnicity. The patient's height, and weight were not
reported. The patient's past medical history included: breast cancer
survivor. On an unspecified date, the patient previously received
Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series 1),
(unspecified manufacturer) (suspension for injection, route of
admin, batch number and expiry were not reported) dose was not
reported, administered 1 in total for prophylactic vaccination. No
adverse events reported following vaccination with Covid-19 vaccine
ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series 1). The patient received Covid19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (dose number in series 2) (suspension for
injection, route of admin, and batch number were not reported,
expiry: unknown) dose, start therapy date were not reported
administered 1 in total for prophylactic vaccination. The batch
number was not reported. Per procedure, no follow-up will be
requested for this case. No concomitant medications were reported.
On 04-MAR-2022, the patient experienced ear bleeding (dose
number in series 2). On an unspecified date, the patient
experienced heart flutters, hair falling out, skin like its sunburn
feeling, inside of mouth always feels sore, skin thickening, both
breasts have issues, legs hurt, headaches, and weaker (dose
number in series 2). It was reported that ""I wish I was as
fortunate. No problems with the regular shot, however, with booster
my hairs falling out, my skins like its sunburn feeling and
thickening, inside mouth now always feels sore, heart flutters, and
legs hurt. Yesterday one ear was bleeding, now left ears bleeding
not a little blood comes out of my ear so Monday it begins again I
am off to Dr. again. Also I am a breast cancer survivor and both
breast have issues now as well as headaches many other things. I
am trying to get thru but each day I get weaker"". The action taken
with Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient
recovered from ears bleeding on 05-MAR-2022, had not recovered
from inside of mouth always feels sore, both breasts have issues,
and weaker, and the outcome of hair falling out, skin like its
sunburn feeling, heart flutters, legs hurt, headaches and skin
thickening was not reported. This report was serious (Other
Medically Important Condition). Sender's Comments: V0:
20220313818-Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s-heart flutters. The
event(s) has an unknown/unclear temporal relationship, is
unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no
information on any other factors potentially associated with the
event(s). Therefore, this event(s) is considered unassessable."

50-59
years

Onset 12/28/2021 - Extreme fatigue, depression/anxiety,
hopelessness, muscle pain, headaches, night sweats, cold
extremeties, skin texture change (dry, flaky, itchy), post nasal drip,
hairloss, eye redness. Self Treatment: OTC Claritin, Ibuprofen &
prenatal vitamins daily. Outcomes: pain relief & post nasal drip
relief. Diagnosis: Low WBC, BURR CELLS +1 and OVALCYTES +1
Referral to Cancer Institute 3/28/2022 @ 11:30 am.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2177840-1

40-49
years

Alopecia flair up--had low levels of alopecia since a teenager. ~3-4
weeks after second and third Moderna shots, hair loss surged
dramatically. Instead of one spot or maybe 2 at a time,
experiencing 8-10 spots with continued hair loss after 45 days. The
second shot affects seemed to fade after 90 days. Third shot impact
is ongoing after 75 days. Dermatologist treating with steroid
injections.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2177899-1

50-59
years

Swelling at arm site for 10 days with radiating pain into left chest
wall, heart palpitations, loss of taste and smell, and hair started
falling out in clumps

18-29
years

Developed an internal Infection within 2 weeks of the vaccine with
Severe Blisters and Skin eruptions all over the body, I can longer
walk or move like a normal 26 year old as before the vaccine. In
addition to Hair loss as the bacteria spreading on the scalp is
causing severe pain and hair falling out. My skin is in constant pain
since the blisters are constantly irritated by any clothing worn. I
have joint and muscle pain ever since the vaccine. My Sexual health
has been severely and negatively impacted. I cannot work
consistently due to the inflammation and pain. My sleep has
suffered to where I sleep only 2 to 3 hours a night which has
contributed to chronic fatigue. With all of these health issues, my
mental health has been stressed beyond my control. My physician
believes I am now at risk for Liver, Kidney and Heart Failure.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2177930-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2179075-1

2179096-1

2179186-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored
program. The reporter is the patient. A patient (no qualifiers
provided) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number:
unknown) as dose 1, single for Covid-19 immunisation. The
patient's relevant medical history and concomitant medications
were not reported. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""Substantial hair loss"". Additional Information: Since receiving the
first dose of vaccine patient have noticed SUBSTANIAL hair loss, did
not have this problem before the vaccine. No follow-up attempts are
possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
No further information is expected."

50-59
years

"Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored
program (159558). The reporter is the patient. A 58 year-old
female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm
right, administration date 23Oct2021 10:15 (Lot number: 320308D)
at the age of 58 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Type II Diabetes"" (unspecified
if ongoing), notes: Diagnosed 6-7 years ago. There were no
concomitant medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(Dose no=1 at 18:30 , Lot FF2589,, Injected in left arm in the
muscle), administration date: 01Oct2021, when the patient was 58
years old, for COVID-19 Immunization. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""recovering"",
described as ""Hair loss"". Additional Information: Warm transfer
from (Name withheld), Support, 159558 She has a consumer on the
line who just received Series from Pfizer in Oct2021 and since then
has noticed hair loss.Patient confirmed information above. She
works in the medical field, but is not a healthcare professional. She
received her first dose on 01Oct2021, which was a Friday, and by
Monday or Tuesday, she realized her hair was coming out quite a bit
and for the next 2-3 weeks, she was losing a lot of hair.She never
had a hair problem before.It did not dawn on her until she talked to
a friend last night.It was embarrassing and she looked it up online
and saw articles where a few patients had hair loss with it. Since
she noticed it at first, over 2-3 weeks, it was more and more, but
now it has slowed down a bit.She thought that it was due to getting
the shot and it does lower your immune and didn't know if that
were it. She did look at the vaccine before he gave it to her, even
though she is not a nurse. The second dose of the Pfizer COVID
vaccine was last Saturday.By then, she had considerably less hair
on her head.She provided lot 320308D, Expiration unknown. Date
was 23Oct2021, and it was injected in right arm in the muscle. She
got it for her job and she wants to travel and have no restrictions
for travel. She did not wish to provide her primary care doctor's
name or contact details. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same
Date of the Pfizer Suspect reported as None. Any AE(s) require a
visit to Emergency Room and Physician Office reported as No. Prior
Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) If applicable, list any other
vaccinations within four weeks prior to the first administration date
of the suspect vaccine(s) reported as none. Patient's Medical History
(including any illness at time of vaccination) reported as None or
Unknown Family Medical History Relevant to AE(s) and Relevant
Tests reported as None. Follow-up attempts are completed. No
further information is expected."

Unknown

"Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Other HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored program (004756;
159558). A female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2)
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose number unknown, single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Hair loss"". Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information Patient taking
treatment with Xeljanz for hair loss. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2179208-1

2179252-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

"hair loss; maybe her arm hurt a little bit; experienced something
really strange; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical
information team. The reporter is the patient. A 64 year-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 22Sep2021 10:00 (Lot number: EWO186) at
the age of 64 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation.
The patient's relevant medical history and concomitant medications
were not reported. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Sep2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""hair loss""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (nonserious) with onset Sep2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""maybe her arm hurt a little bit""; FEELING ABNORMAL (nonserious) with onset Sep2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as
""experienced something really strange"". The event ""hair loss""
was evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests
and procedures are available in the appropriate section. Additional
information: The patient inquiring about side effect information for
the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine (purple top). The patient reports that,
she received both doses and after the first dose, she began
experiencing hair loss. Caller asks, could this by a reaction from the
vaccine? The patient reports that she spoke to her stylist who
reported that, a lot of her clients have been losing hair. Reporter
seriousness for her hair started coming out and maybe her arm hurt
a little bit: Unspecified. The reporter states her question, she was
just wondering if when you get both vaccines if there were
symptoms like a cough, headache, fever and aches and she has not
had anything except maybe her arm hurt a little bit and the
experienced something really strange and it started in the timeline
of when she got the vaccine and was wondering if various things
are not symptoms but are side effects from the vaccine or causing
what she is going though; caller clarifies to state her hair started
coming out and she does not know if what she experienced was
related to the vaccine and there was no way to know other than the
timeline and if this was a reaction from it. The patient Stated that,
after her 1st dose of the Pfizer COVID19 vaccine her hair started
coming out and she always had really thick hair and it was coming
out on her pillow when she washes it, it was in her fingers and it
was just weird for 64 years she has had hair and her stylist she saw
on 01Sep2021 and the stylist said it was not what it was and
strangely enough a lot of clients say they were losing their hair and
it was not just random things. The patient stated that hair loss
began she does not know exactly what day but noticed it towards
the end of Sep. She called her doctor and thought maybe it was
something wrong with her thyroid and they checked that and no her
thyroid was fine and there was no medical reason for this to be
happening. 2nd dose was administered on 13Oct2021. She was
pretty healthy and does not take any medications at all. The patient
Stated the first dose of her Pfizer COVID Vaccine was administered
on 22Sep2021 and her patient card has the lot number of EW and
she does not know if it was a zero or V and then 186 written for the
lot; states the 2nd dose was administered on 13Oct2021 and the
patient card does not state the lot or have it written on it. After
that, reporter stated that, she had a correction for the Pfizer COVID
Vaccine 1st dose lot number and it was the letter O so the lot is
EWO186. Vaccine Administered at Vaccination Facility Type: Public
health clinic. There was no Additional Vaccines Administered on
Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect and no Prior Vaccinations (within 4
weeks), AE(s) following prior vaccinations, Patient's Medical History
(including any illness at time of vaccination) and no Family Medical
History Relevant to AE(s). No follow-up attempts are possible. No
further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked
Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101579457 same
reporter/patient/product, different dose/event."

Unknown

"hair breakage; excessive hair loss; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP) from medical information team. A female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose
number unknown, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's
relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. The following information was reported: TRICHORRHEXIS
(non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair
breakage""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""excessive hair loss"". No follow-up attempts are
possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked
Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-202101599235 same
reporter/drug/event, different pt;US-PFIZER INC-202101595686
same reporter/drug/event, different pt"

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2179299-1

2179331-1

2179352-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"losing her hair; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from a sales
representative. The reporter is the patient. A female patient in her
40's received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number: unknown)
as dose number unknown, single for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient's relevant medical history and concomitant medications
were not reported. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"", described as
""losing her hair"". Additional information: it was reported that,
event took place after use of product. No follow-up attempts are
possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
No further information is expected."

50-59
years

"Received both covid vaccination doses and had major hair loss.;
Dose 1- 20Jun2021 and dose 2- 12Aug2021; This is a spontaneous
report received from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other
non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 55 year-old female patient
(not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date
12Aug2021 (Lot number: FC3181) at the age of 55 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant
medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose number=1,
Lot number=EW0178), administration date: 20Jun2021, when the
patient was 55 years old, for Covid-19 Immunization. The following
information was reported: INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (non-serious) with onset 12Aug2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Dose 1- 20Jun2021 and dose 212Aug2021""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 13Aug2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Received both covid
vaccination doses and had major hair loss."". The event ""received
both covid vaccination doses and had major hair loss."" was
evaluated at the physician office visit. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information: The patient did
not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2
weeks of vaccination. The patient received treatment as Needles in
head to try to help hair growth. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID. Since the vaccination, the patient has
not been tested for COVID-19. No follow-up attempts are possible.
No further information is expected."

65-79
years

"hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. A 65 year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm, administration date 04Oct2021 09:40 (Lot
number: 30155BA) at the age of 65 years as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history.
There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, Lot No: FC3183), administration date:
13Sep2021, when the patient was 65 years old, for Covid-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""recovering"", described
as ""hair loss"". No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) :
US-PFIZER INC-202101797400 same reporter/drug/event, different
pt;US-PFIZER INC-202101799476 same reporter/drug/event,
different pt"

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2181560-1

2181578-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"hair loss, getting big wads out of it/experiencing losing large
amounts of hair while combing; her hair that used to be white is
now turning green/her hair is turning from white to green; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information team. The
reporter is the patient. A 66 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (COMIRNATY), administration date 2021 (Batch/Lot
number: unknown) at the age of 66 years as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""she
already had COVID"" (unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant
medication(s) included: VITAMIN B [VITAMIN B NOS] (ongoing);
VITAMIN E [TOCOPHEROL] (ongoing); VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID]
(ongoing); FISH OIL. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(DOSE: 1), administration date: 2021, when the patient was 66
years old, for COVID-19 immunization, reaction(s): ""with her 1st
dose and she says that the chest pain lasted a couple of days"",
""she didn't sleep all night because she had chest pains and all
kinds of stuff"", ""thought that she was going to die because of all
the things that she went through, it was a lot"", ""ran a high
fever"". The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair
loss, getting big wads out of it/experiencing losing large amounts of
hair while combing""; HAIR COLOUR CHANGES (non-serious) with
onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""her hair that
used to be white is now turning green/her hair is turning from white
to green"". Additional information: Patient received her second dose
of Comirnaty around May or Jun2021 but was not certain exactly
when. She had changed shampoo three times. Ever since she took
her shot she had been combing her hair once a week or twice a
week and had been trying not to comb it too much but it depends
on if she shampoos her hair or not. She had been working in the
medical field since 1974, but she was a nurse tech. Her hair was
thick and her hair should be down to her shoulders. If she wasn't
taking the vitamins her hair would all be pulled out by now. No
follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch
number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected."

65-79
years

"hair is getting thinner and thinner; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP) from medical information team. The reporter is the patient.
Other Case identifier(s): US-PFIZER INC-202101573657 (PFIZER).
A 72 year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
intramuscular, administered in arm left, administration date
01Oct2021 11:15 (Lot number: 30135BA, Expiration Date:
Nov2021) at the age of 71 years as dose 3 (booster), single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""male
pattern baldness"" (ongoing). There were no concomitant
medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (First dose,
Batch/Lot number: EN6201, Expiration date: Jun2021, Time (24hr):
10:40, Anatomical Site of injection: Left arm, Route of
administration: Intramuscular), administration date: 12Feb2021, for
Covid-19 immunization; Bnt162b2 (Second dose, Batch/Lot
number: EN6203, Expiration date: Jun2021, Time (24hr): 2:30,
Anatomical Site of injection: Left Arm, Route of administration:
Intramuscular), administration date: 08Mar2021, for Covid-19
immunization; Fluzone hd (Manufacture: Sanofi, Batch/Lot#:
UJ702AB, Route: IM, Anatomical Site of Injection: R-Deltoid),
administration date: 16Sep2021, for Influenza immunisation. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""hair is getting
thinner and thinner"". The event ""hair is getting thinner and
thinner"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. Additional
information: Patient was a little concerned and he asked his doctors
office. On 01Oct2021 he received his third shot of the Pfizer covid
vaccine. In the past couple of weeks he noticed that his hair is
getting thinner and thinner at an accelerated rate. He already had
male pattern baldness prior to this. Patient had been have been
losing his hair for a long time, but it just seems like it was thinning
faster. He had an appointment coming up with his primary doctor.
He went to the office to ask but the doctor was not there and
someone at the office told him it could be male pattern baldness.
Stated that he hardly has any hair anyhow but he noticed it is
getting thinner and couple of weeks ago he needed a little trim but
now it looks like he got a trim. Patient had bald patter hair loss, but
he did have hair on the side which needed trimming, but now it
thinning on its own. The patient wanted to know if it is a common
side effect. Just wanted to make sure if it was the vaccine, Patient
heard the vaccine may cause your hormones to accelerate and
some people have had hair growth. Patient was going to see his PCP
next week and just wanted to make sure he have some information
to tell him. No other relevant diagnostic and confirmatory test
results for event(s), for example, from blood tests, cerebrospinal
fluid culture, pleural fluid culture, urine culture, diagnostic imaging,
(e.g., chest X-ray, MRI) performed. No COVID-19 testing had been
conducted. Specific Relevant Test for Thromboembolic Events with
Thrombocytopenia was none. Noticed hair getting thinner or both
sides of head after making report and being told, not a side effect
went and had reminder of hair out. Cause- natural balding process.
No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2181592-1

2181595-1

2181604-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 75 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 01Oct2021 (Lot number: FF2590) at the age of
75 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's
relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (First vaccine,
NDC/expiration: unknown, Lot: EC3182, Site: left arm),
administration date: 01Sep2021, when the patient was 74 years
old, for COVID-19 immunization. The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""hair loss"". Additional information:
Vaccination facility type was pharmacy. Vaccine was not
administered at a facility. No additional vaccines were administered
on same date of the Pfizer suspect. No other vaccines were received
within four weeks prior to the administration of bnt162b2. Patient
reported losing her hair, the hair was falling out the size of a
baseball after second vaccine. AE did not require visit to emergency
or physician office. No investigation assessment was reported.
Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is
expected."

30-39
years

"hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non-HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 35-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), intramuscular, administered in arm left,
administration date 22Jun2021 11:00 (Batch/Lot number:
unknown) at the age of 34 years as dose 2, single for covid-19
immunization; bupropion (BUPROPION), since Jun2021 (Batch/Lot
number: unknown). The patient had no relevant medical history.
The patient took concomitant medications. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Location of injection: Arm
Right, Lot number: unknown, Vaccine Administration Time: 11:00
AM), administration date: 25May2021, when the patient was 34
years old, for COVID-19 immunization. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 01Sep2021
12:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""hair loss"". The
action taken for bupropion was unknown. Therapeutic measures
were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information: other
medication included long time vitamins, no other vaccine in four
weeks, No Covid prior vaccination, No Covid post vaccination, No
allergies. She stated that she started using bupropion the same
week of vaccination, so she was not sure what is causing it. She
also stated that during her research she had stumbled on people
saying they are experiencing hair loss after their vaccine. No followup attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number
cannot be obtained. No further information is expected."

65-79
years

"Her hair fell out after taking the 2nd dose of the Pfizer
vaccine/having issues with the 2nd dose; Eyelashes; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non-HCP) for a Pfizer sponsored program
(002591). The reporter is the patient. A 71-year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 71 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical
history and concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (1st Dose), administration date: 2021,
when the patient was 71 years old, for COVID-19 Immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Her hair fell
out after taking the 2nd dose of the Pfizer vaccine/having issues
with the 2nd dose""; EYE DISORDER (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Eyelashes"". Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia, eye disorder.
Additional Information: Attempted transfer from Withheld with
Support Services CEP 2591. Transfer agent has a patient on the
other line who indicated that she needed Xeljanz and she takes it to
help her eyelashes and her hair fell out after taking the 2nd dose of
the Pfizer vaccine. No follow-up attempts are possible; information
about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information
is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2181695-1

2181714-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"my hair has been falling out in handfuls; I have had horrible
headaches; constipation; insomnia; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 44 year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm
right, administration date 30Nov2021 11:00 (Lot number: FJ1620)
at the age of 44 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Coeliac disease"" (unspecified
if ongoing), notes: other medical history: Celiac disease; ""COVID19"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: if covid prior vaccination: Yes.
Concomitant medication(s) included: PRILOSEC [OMEPRAZOLE];
ZOLOFT; ALEVE. Past drug history included: Known allergies:
gluten, reaction(s): ""Drug allergy"". The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 01Dec2021 08:00,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""my hair has been falling
out in handfuls""; HEADACHE (non-serious) with onset 01Dec2021
08:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""I have had
horrible headaches""; CONSTIPATION (non-serious) with onset
01Dec2021 08:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""constipation""; INSOMNIA (non-serious) with onset 01Dec2021
08:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""insomnia"".
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of alopecia,
headache, constipation, insomnia. Additional Information: Serious
was reported as no. Seriousness criteria-Results in death was
reported as no. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening was reported
as no. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization was
reported as no. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating was
reported as no. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth
defect was reported as no. Did the patient receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine was reported as
no. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19
was reported as no. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

65-79
years

"Lethargic; sore arm; fever; loss of taste; loss of smell; loss of hair;
loss of memory; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 66 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 18Feb2021 14:00 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of
66 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Diabetes mellitus"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: TRESIBA;
VERAPAMIL. Past drug history included: Allergy: amlodopine,
reaction(s): ""Allergy: Amlodopine""; Allergy: lisinopril, reaction(s):
""Allergy: lisinopril"". The following information was reported:
LETHARGY (non-serious) with onset 20Feb2021 04:00, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""Lethargic""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY
(non-serious) with onset 20Feb2021 04:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""sore arm""; PYREXIA (non-serious) with
onset 20Feb2021 04:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""fever""; AGEUSIA (non-serious) with onset 20Feb2021 04:00,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""loss of taste""; ANOSMIA
(non-serious) with onset 20Feb2021 04:00, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""loss of smell""; ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 20Feb2021 04:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""loss of hair""; AMNESIA (non-serious) with onset 20Feb2021
04:00, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""loss of memory"".
Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of lethargy, pain in
extremity, pyrexia, ageusia, anosmia, alopecia, amnesia. No followup attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number
cannot be obtained. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2181770-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2181819-1

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
"the first vaccine, the Pfizer vaccine but that was in
September/Dates for COVID-19 Vaccine: (Start: 7 Dec 2021); I
have experienced 98 percent of hair loss since receiving the second
dose of the COVID Vaccine/ I noticed just sections of my hair falling
out; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 53 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administration date 07Dec2021 (Lot number: FJ8757)
at the age of 53 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Alopecia areata"", start date:
2015 (not ongoing); ""auto immune disease"", start date: 2015
(not ongoing). The patient took concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1), administration
date: Sep2021, when the patient was 53 years old, for Covid-19
Immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
(non-serious) with onset Dec2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""I have experienced 98 percent of hair loss since receiving the
second dose of the COVID Vaccine/ I noticed just sections of my
hair falling out""; INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (non-serious) with onset 07Dec2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""the first vaccine, the Pfizer vaccine but
that was in September/Dates for COVID-19 Vaccine: (Start: 7 Dec
2021)"". The event ""i have experienced 98 percent of hair loss
since receiving the second dose of the covid vaccine/ i noticed just
sections of my hair falling out"" was evaluated at the physician
office visit. The patient underwent the following laboratory tests and
procedures: laboratory test: (2021) unknown results. Therapeutic
measures were not taken as a result of alopecia. Additional
information included: Consumer further stated, ""Because I read in
some studies that show that people (Further not clarified) who have
had alopecia in the past after receiving the vaccine have
experienced hair loss so I would have to said patient one of those
people. The patient experienced auto immune disease by way of
Alopecia areata but all of the hair regrew and I have not had any
signs of any auto immune disease since then. No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."
"she can''t lift her left arm, she has excruciating pain; rash on her
hands and the tops of her feet; her ankles are super swollen and
her hands are swollen; her ankles are super swollen and her hands
are swollen; her right hand is numb and painful; her right hand is
numb and painful; hair is falling out like crazy; has blisters under
her left arm, it was so painful; she is in extreme agony; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 51
year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm right, administration date 19Dec2021 13:00
(Lot number: 331308A) at the age of 51 years as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included: ""left
shoulder surgery"", start date: Aug2021 (unspecified if ongoing),
notes: has been going to physical therapy. There were no
concomitant medications. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2
(dose 1, single, Batch /lot number: FH8030, anatomical location:
left arm), administration date: 28Nov2021, when the patient was
51 years old, for Covid-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""she had
throbbing for a couple of days"". The following information was
reported: PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) with onset Dec2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""she can''t lift her left
arm, she has excruciating pain""; RASH (non-serious) with onset
Dec2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""rash on her hands
and the tops of her feet""; JOINT SWELLING (non-serious),
PERIPHERAL SWELLING (non-serious) all with onset Dec2021,
outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as ""her ankles are
super swollen and her hands are swollen""; HYPOAESTHESIA (nonserious), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious) all with onset Dec2021,
outcome ""recovered"" (Dec2021) and all described as ""her right
hand is numb and painful""; ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset
Dec2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""hair is falling
out like crazy""; BLISTER (non-serious) with onset Dec2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""has blisters under her left
arm, it was so painful""; FEELING ABNORMAL (non-serious) with
onset Dec2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""she is in
extreme agony"". Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Additional information: The
patient too no Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks), had no AE(s)
following prior vaccinations. Caller (patient) stated that on the 19th
she got her 2nd one and ever since then she can't even tell there
are so many things wrong. Caller relays she had left shoulder
surgery in Aug2021 and has been going to physical therapy and has
been making a lot of progress. Caller states that now she can't lift
her left arm, she had excruciating pain. Caller provides that started
yesterday, that it can't get any worse, any way she moves it feels
like there was an impingement, she doesn't know how to explain it.
Caller states it's bad, that she had made so much progress for this
to happen and she can't do anything and she Was like oh my God.
Caller relays that she and her physical therapist were close and he
was like you need to go to urgent care and she said no there are
crazy people there to see if they have covid and she was just going
to wait and see and the next day then her hand goes numb and her
ankles are still very swollen. Caller relays she took her blood
pressure and it's normal and she had normal salt intake and was

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

not a big salt person
and doesn't
a lot of foods with salt so she
Adverse
Eventeat
Description
doesn't think that was it. Caller relays she had a rash on her hands
and the tops of her feet that started like 3 days after the 2nd
vaccine. Caller states her ankles are super swollen and her hands
were swollen and they had been that way since the next day after
the 2nd vaccine. Caller states her right hand was numb and painful
and that started the day before yesterday and that was now gone,
it went away 24 hours later. Caller relays she did had neurological
and had to have a full nerve conduction test and possible cervical
spine surgery which she doesn't think she will do. Caller stated she
had not had numbness or tingling since seeing her neurologist a few
months back. Caller relays her hair was falling out like crazy, she
noticed that yesterday. Stated she had thick, beautiful hair and it
was overnight and she doesn't know if one goes with the other, she
had an appointment to see her surgeon that did her shoulder
surgery but she had come so far and now she can barely move it.
Caller stated with the swelling and rash she also had blisters under
her left arm, it was so painful and she was like squeezing all over
her arm like what the heck. States she had 2 big blisters and it's all
red underneath. Caller states she called her pharmacist and they
said to call Pfizer and tell us what she was experiencing. Caller
states she was about 5 foot 2 and a half, she was 200 pounds
before physical therapy and now she was down to 169 and she
could hop on her bike and was almost up to 9 miles now. Caller
states she feels like she was falling apart at the seams now that she
was 50. Caller stated she called the surgeon and will see him
Thursday, she wanted to see him today but he was not it and was
told that someone would call her and her physical therapist wants
her to come in and see him also. Caller relays she was in extreme
agony and he wants to look at it and she had a feeling he will tell
her to go to the ER. Dose #1 on 28Nov2021 in her left arm, like a
moron, around lunch time. Stated she had throbbing for a couple of
days but no side effects at all and now she was experiencing
everything under the sun. Caller does not have NDC or expiry to
provide. Dose #2 on 19Dec2021 in her right arm at around 1pm.
Caller does not have NDC or expiry to provide. Caller stated with
her left arm what was weird was that she alternates twice a week
with ice and heat. She texted a picture to her physical therapist this
morning and he said it looks like burns and she uses a heating pad
but it auto turns off after 20 minutes and she had it on medium
heat so there was no way she had blisters the way she does and
she was not able to move her arm for anything. Caller states it's so
bizarre she had come so far with her recovery with PT and now the
pain was so unbearable she can't stop crying, it's really shitty, she
didn't even want it and her primary was mad at her and she started
crying as she was scared as she doesn't feel they know enough
about it and just don't know. Caller stateD what was very sad, one
the girls she used to work with her husbands friends wife she had
her left side of her face paralyzed and she couldn't shut her eye to
sleep and she has to tape her eye shut. Caller states how crazy. She
doesn't know if this was reported and she doesn't know enough to
report on it. Caller states her friend said she's not getting it, she
was regretting getting it with so many problems she was having
since her 2nd one and she was scared. States her hair, not for
nothing but it's her pride and joy, it's beautiful thick red hair and
her ponytail looks like a pathetic little reed. She lost her hair on
Saturday and today is Tuesday. Stated she noticed it Saturday and
it was ok and on Sunday she felt like it was thin and yesterday she
kept running her fingers through and it was coming out in handfuls,
she was scared to wash her hair, that when she washed it on
Saturday it was coming out in crumples and she does dye her hair
every 6 weeks but never ever had it done this. Her hair came out
like normal in the shower and this was abnormal. The events did
not led the patient to Emergency Room and No Physician Office. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2181926-1

Unknown

"Alopecia; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Other HCP) from a sales representative. A patient (no
qualifiers provided) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot
number: unknown) as dose number unknown, single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""Alopecia"". Additional information:
Reporter received a call from (Name) (last name and name of
practice here) who wanted education on starting a patient of Dr.
(Name) on Xeljanz. The patient's diagnosis was Alopecia, (Name)
indicated this was caused by the Pfizer Covid- 19 vaccine. (Name)
stated the office had reported the side effect to Pfizer Covid
compliance. Reporter called Xelsource and inquired about the
process to have Xeljanz covered through assistance off label. I did
not give any information about the office or patient. I asked if the
process is the same as a Medicare patient denial. I called Dr.
(Name) office and informed (Name) that the process would be the
same as that she does for her Medicare denied patients. Event did
not take place after use of the product Xeljanz. No follow-up
attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2181964-1

Unknown

"significant hair breakage/loss; significant hair breakage/loss; her
toenails becoming brittle, three toe nails break off completely; This
is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. Other
Case identifier(s): 2021SA431468. A 56 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date Jul2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 1, single for covid-19
immunisation; dupilumab (DUPILUMAB), subcutaneous since
05May2020 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at 300 mg for dermatitis
atopic. Relevant medical history included: ""Thyroid disorder""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Historical Condition: Thyroid
disorder. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.
The following information was reported: TRICHORRHEXIS (nonserious), ALOPECIA (non-serious) all with onset 01Aug2021,
outcome ""unknown"" and all described as ""significant hair
breakage/loss""; ONYCHOCLASIS (non-serious) with onset
01Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""her toenails
becoming brittle, three toe nails break off completely"". The action
taken for dupilumab was unknown. Additional information: On
01Aug2021, the patient developed a non-serious event 'significant
hair breakage/loss' (Latency:1 year 2 months 27 days) following
the first dose intake of Dupilumab. On 01Aug2021, the patient
developed a non-serious event 'significant hair breakage/loss'
(Unknown Latency) following the administration of Pfizer BioNTech
Covid-19 Vaccine. It was reported 'patient received her Pfizer covid
vaccine around end of Jul, beginning of August. She has noticed
significant hair breakage/ loss since that time as well as her toenails
becoming brittle. She has had three toe nails break off completely,
only changes in her life around that time were getting her Covid
shot and possibly starting menopause'.It was not reported if the
patient received a corrective treatment for the events significant
hair breakage/loss, her toenails becoming brittle, three toe nails
break off completely. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2182084-1

80+
years

Muscle aches from Lt shoulder to Right shoulder. Hair falling out. All
eyebrows fell out. Lost some eye lashes. Hyper-sensitivity on face &
head

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2182318-1

65-79
years

2 weeks approximately after the 2nd Pfizer vaccine - may hair
started falling out and it fell out completely after 6 months to this
day it has not grown back - I have tried laser treatments, biotin
vitamins, Black seed oil daily and collagen peptides - I have been
wearing wigs for over 8 months at this point.

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2183089-1

30-39
years

Alopecia Areata, sudden appearance, no prior or family history.
Continuing to lose hair rapidly since.

65-79
years

hair started falling out in August 2021; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
(hair started falling out in August 2021) in a 71-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(batch nos. 01M20A and 025J20-2A) for COVID-19 vaccination.
Concurrent medical conditions included Drug allergy (Drug-Lisinopril
reaction-cough) and Sulfonamide allergy (Drug-Sulfa drugs). On
07-Jan-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
04-Feb-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. In August 2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA
(hair started falling out in August 2021). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (hair started falling out in August 2021) had not
resolved. Patient never had diagnosis of COVID-19 and states that
he was very healthy. Patient took Booster dose: 22Dec2021 Lot
045J1A Patient visits dermatologist once a month Concomitant
medications details were not reported by the reporter. Treatment
details includes Steroid injections and antibiotics .

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2183568-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2183664-1

2183774-1

2183934-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

"Since the vaccines I lost 2/3 of my hair; Within a week my hair
texture changed dramatically. It went from soft, not oily or dry and
curly to dry and straw like.; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The
reporter is the patient. A 61 year-old female patient (not pregnant)
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 09Jul2021 (Lot number: EW0181) at the age of
61 years as dose 1, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Complex Regional Pain"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""Tarsal Tunnel"" (unspecified if ongoing). There were no
concomitant medications. Past drug history included: Benadryl,
reaction(s): ""Allergy: Benadryl"", notes: known allergies: Benadryl
and Voltarin; Voltarin, reaction(s): ""Allergy:Voltarin"", notes:
known allergies: Benadryl and Voltarin. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset 16Jul2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Since the vaccines I lost
2/3 of my hair""; HAIR TEXTURE ABNORMAL (non-serious) with
onset 16Jul2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""Within
a week my hair texture changed dramatically. It went from soft, not
oily or dry and curly to dry and straw like."". The events ""since the
vaccines i lost 2/3 of my hair"" and ""within a week my hair texture
changed dramatically. it went from soft, not oily or dry and curly to
dry and straw like."" were evaluated at the physician office visit.
Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in the
appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were not taken as a
result of alopecia, hair texture abnormal. Additional information:
Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.
Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks
prior to the vaccination. Patient received subsequent dose 2 on
30Jul2021( LOT number :EW0198) left arm for covid-19
immunization No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

Unknown

"a great deal of hair loss; COVID-19 (mRNA) vaccine interfere with
the Endocrine System; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non-HCP) from medical
information team for a Pfizer sponsored program. The reporter is
the patient. A 66-year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), intramuscular, administered in arm left, administration
date 30Mar2021 (Lot number: ER8727) as dose 2, single for covid19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history was not
reported. There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (First dose, Lot EN6205, Anatomical
site: Right arm, Route of administration: Intramuscular),
administration date: 09Mar2021, for COVID-19 Immunization. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset 2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""a great deal of
hair loss""; ENDOCRINE DISORDER (non-serious) with onset 2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""COVID-19 (mRNA) vaccine
interfere with the Endocrine System"". The event ""a great deal of
hair loss"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information:
Patient had no other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to vaccination.
Patient had PRP treatment for the hair loss .Patient had no relevant
tests and patient had no concomitant therapy. No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

50-59
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 51
year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
13Sep2021 13:30 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 51
years as dose 1, single for Covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""High blood pressure and cholesterol""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""High blood pressure and cholesterol""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""recently diagnosed with diabetes""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""COVID-19"", start date: Nov2020
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Prior to vaccination, patient was
diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication(s) included:
LISINOPRIL; ATORVASTATIN. The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA (medically significant) with onset 20Jan2022
13:15, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""As with
contacting Covid in Nov2020, 6 months after receiving Covid
vaccination, I've experienced significant hair loss 6 months after the
vaccine"". Therapeutic measures were not taken as a result of
alopecia. Clinical Course: Prior to vaccination, patient was
diagnosed with COVID-19. She was experienced significant hair loss
and an still continuing to lose hair. Her hair was at approximately
half the volume as it was prior to the vaccine. The lot number for
bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2187098-1

2187259-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"""septic""; Stage 3 Kidney Disease; ""losing her hair""; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of SEPSIS (""septic"") and CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE
(Stage 3 Kidney Disease) in a female patient of an unknown age
who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions included Renal
disease (Recent change in status: Worsening) since 2016 and
Sepsis. In March 2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was
changed to .5 milliliter. In April 2021, received second dose of
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage
was changed to .5 milliliter. On an unknown date, the patient
received third dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) .25 milliliter. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced SEPSIS (""septic"") (seriousness criteria hospitalization
and medically significant), CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE (Stage 3
Kidney Disease) (seriousness criteria hospitalization and medically
significant) and ALOPECIA (""losing her hair""). The patient was
hospitalized on sometime in March 2022 due to CHRONIC KIDNEY
DISEASE and SEPSIS. At the time of the report, SEPSIS (""septic"")
and CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE (Stage 3 Kidney Disease) had not
resolved and ALOPECIA (""losing her hair"") outcome was unknown.
No concomitant medications were reported. Patient was unable to
report the date the hair loss started, but mentioned it started
sometime after getting the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. The patient
was in the hospital. Patient reported was admitted to the hospital
six days ago. Currently hospitalized due to Stage 3 Kidney Disease
and was currently ""septic"" - mentioning ""it is really bad this
time"". Patient reported was diagnosed with kidney disease in 2016.
Patient was unable to provide the exact dates of the Moderna
COVID-19 vaccinations. Patient did report patient received the first
dose in March 2021 and the second dose in April 2021. It is
unknown when patient received the booster dose. Moderna lot
numbers were not available at the time of the call. Patient had to
end the call early since was in the hospital and a Health Care
Provider came to visit and speak with patient. Additional patient
demographics were not provided by the patient since the call was
ended early by the patient. No treatment details were reported.
Company comment: This is a spontaneous case concerning a female
patient of unknown age, with a history of nephropathy since 2016,
who experienced the serious (due to hospitalization and medically
significant) unexpected, events of Chronic kidney disease (reported
as kidney disease stage 3 worsened) and sepsis. The events
occurred on an unknown date after the mRNA-1273 vaccination.
The mentioned medical history remains as a confounder. The
benefit-risk relationship of mRNA-1273 vaccine is not affected by
this report. This case was linked to MOD-2022-512240 (Patient
Link).; Sender's Comments: This is a spontaneous case concerning
a female patient of unknown age, with a history of nephropathy
since 2016, who experienced the serious (due to hospitalization and
medically significant) unexpected, events of Chronic kidney disease
(reported as kidney disease stage 3 worsened) and sepsis. The
events occurred on an unknown date after the mRNA-1273
vaccination. The mentioned medical history remains as a
confounder. The benefit-risk relationship of mRNA-1273 vaccine is
not affected by this report."

50-59
years

"I have been experiencing extreme hair loss since my second dose
of the Pfizer Vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter
is the patient. A 50 year-old female patient (not pregnant) received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration
date 06May2021 (Lot number: ER8736) at the age of 50 years as
dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history
included: ""Sarcoidosis"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Known
allergies: Penicillin"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Known allergies:
Sulfa Drugs"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Known allergies:
Sulfa Drugs. There were no concomitant medications. Past drug
history included: Demerol, reaction(s): ""Known allergies:
Demerol"", notes: Known allergies: Demerol. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (dose number=1, dose lot number=FW0151,
dose vaccine location=Right arm), administration date: 13Apr2021,
when the patient was 50 years old, for COVID-19 Immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious)
with onset 22Aug2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""I
have been experiencing extreme hair loss since my second dose of
the Pfizer Vaccine"". Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were not
taken as a result of alopecia. Additional information: No Other
medications in two weeks; No Other vaccine in four weeks, No covid
prior vaccination ;covid tested post vaccination: Yes No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2187338-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
"COVID-19 infection was confirmed by PCR test/had received two
doses of the BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech) vaccine 6 months prior to
the onset of her infection; COVID-19 infection was confirmed by
PCR test/had received two doses of the BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech)
vaccine 6 months prior to the onset of her infection; Altered smell
and taste; Altered smell and taste; Fever; Chills; Body aches; Chest
pressure; Fatigue; Hair loss; This is a spontaneous report received
from non-contactable reporter(s) (Physician). A 47 year-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 1, single and administration
date 2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 2, single for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The following
information was reported: COVID-19 (medically significant), DRUG
INEFFECTIVE (medically significant), outcome ""unknown"" and all
described as ""COVID-19 infection was confirmed by PCR test/had
received two doses of the BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech) vaccine 6
months prior to the onset of her infection""; PAROSMIA (nonserious), TASTE DISORDER (non-serious), outcome ""recovered""
and all described as ""altered smell and taste""; PYREXIA (nonserious), outcome ""recovered"", described as ""fever""; CHILLS
(non-serious), outcome ""recovered"", described as ""chills""; PAIN
(non-serious), outcome ""recovered"", described as ""body aches"";
CHEST DISCOMFORT (non-serious), outcome ""recovered"",
described as ""chest pressure""; FATIGUE (non-serious), outcome
""recovered"", described as ""fatigue""; ALOPECIA (non-serious),
outcome ""recovered"", described as ""hair loss"". The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: body
temperature: low grade; chest x-ray: unknown results;
echocardiogram: unknown results; electrocardiogram: unknown
results; fibrin d dimer: unknown results; full blood count: normal;
metabolic function test: unknown results; n-terminal prohormone
brain natriuretic peptide: unknown results; sars-cov-2 test:
negative, notes: she tested negative for COVID-19 by antigen test;
postive; thyroid function test: unknown results; troponin i:
unknown results. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
parosmia, taste disorder, pyrexia, chills, pain, chest discomfort,
fatigue. Clinical course: Patient was evaluated post-COVID clinic for
7 months of PASC symptoms. She developed acute COVID-19
infection in the summer of 2021 and had received two doses of the
BNT162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech) vaccine 6 months prior to the onset of
her infection. Her acute symptoms included cough, sore throat,
altered smell and taste, headache, fever, chills, body aches, chest
pressure, and fatigue, which were managed with home care.
COVID-19 infection was confirmed by PCR test. Most acute
symptoms resolved after 48 hours, but over the next several
months she continued to suffer severe fatigue, cognitive difficulties,
post-exertional malaise, insomnia, tachycardia, chest pressure, and
body aches resulting in significant functional debilitation and a leave
of absence from work. She also experienced headaches and hair
loss, both of which self-resolved. Workup included normal complete
blood count, complete metabolic panel, thyroid function tests,
troponin I, NT-proBNP, D-Dimer, EKG, chest x-ray, and
echocardiogram. Trials of different management strategies were
generally ineffective, but she did have some gradual improvement
with time until plateau at about 5 months post-infection. A few
weeks prior to our initial consultation, the patient was potentially
exposed to COVID-19 and developed new symptoms of headache,
congestion, sore throat, low grade fever, sweats, and malaise. She
tested negative for COVID-19 by antigen test but was started on a
5-day course of nirmatrelvir (300mg)-ritonavir (100mg) twice daily
on day 3 by her primary care provider, given considerations of a
potential false negative and her breakthrough infection history. Her
acute flu-like symptoms had already begun to self-improve by day
3, but she noticed rapid improvement of her pre-existing PASC
symptoms after taking the antivirals. By the time they saw her in
PASC clinic, her PASC symptoms had resolved, and she reported
being back at her normal, pre-COVID health status and function.
This case is a cautionary tale that demonstrates PASC can still occur
in vaccinated individuals who develop breakthrough COVID-19
infections. The symptomatology, prolonged duration, and functional
debilitation experienced by this patient are similar to that seen in
many unvaccinated individuals with PASC. They suspect that her
initial infection was likely the delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 based on
time frame, but studies are needed to elucidate PASC patterns with
different variants and vaccines. Another interesting feature of this
case is the timing of the patient's rapid PASC symptom resolution
with administration of nirmatrelvir-ritonavir. This is correlative and a
single case, but it raises interesting questions about persistent viral
reservoir as a potential mechanism of disease as previously
proposed and whether antivirals may have a role in PASC
treatment, which highlight the need for rigorous mechanistic studies
and well-designed clinical trials. The lot number for bnt162b2 was
not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's
Comments: As there is limited information in the case provided, the
causal association between the reported events with the suspect
drug BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The case will be reassessed
once new information is available."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2187357-1

40-49
years

"blood pressure was too high; numbness; tingling in my face; After
a while I started just not feeling well especially when I went to
work; hives; blistered; pain; hair loss; My right arm started swelling
up so I went to the doctor; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Other HCP). The reporter is the
patient. A 45 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), intramuscular, administered in deltoid right,
administration date 21Oct2021 (Lot number: 320308D) at the age
of 45 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant
medical history included: ""Lupus"" (ongoing); ""kidney cancer""
(ongoing); ""Partial surgery (R) Nephrectomy"", start date: 2019
(unspecified if ongoing); ""HTN"" (ongoing); ""GERD"" (ongoing);
""Constip."" (ongoing); ""Stool softener"" (ongoing). Concomitant
medication(s) included: HCTZ taken for hypertension (ongoing); KLOR taken for hypertension (ongoing); PROTONIX [OMEPRAZOLE]
taken for gastrooesophageal reflux disease (ongoing); COLACE
taken for constipation, faeces hard (ongoing). Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose: 1st, Anatomical site of injection: R
Deltoid, Route of administration: Intramuscular, Batch/lot number:
FF2589), administration date: 23Sep2021, when the patient was 45
years old, for Covid-19 Immunization, reaction(s): ""light
headache"", ""felt like I was gonna collapse"", ""I was very shaky"".
The following information was reported: HYPERTENSION (nonserious), outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as ""blood
pressure was too high""; HYPOAESTHESIA (non-serious), outcome
""recovered with sequelae"", described as ""numbness"";
PARAESTHESIA (non-serious), outcome ""recovered with
sequelae"", described as ""tingling in my face""; MALAISE (nonserious), outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as ""After
a while I started just not feeling well especially when I went to
work""; URTICARIA (non-serious), outcome ""recovered with
sequelae"", described as ""hives""; BLISTER (non-serious), outcome
""recovered with sequelae"", described as ""blistered""; PAIN (nonserious), outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as
""pain""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome ""recovered with
sequelae"", described as ""hair loss""; PERIPHERAL SWELLING
(non-serious), outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as
""My right arm started swelling up so I went to the doctor"". The
events ""blood pressure was too high"", ""numbness"", ""tingling in
my face"", ""after a while i started just not feeling well especially
when i went to work"", ""hives"", ""blistered"", ""pain"", ""hair
loss"" and ""my right arm started swelling up so i went to the
doctor"" were evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant
laboratory tests and procedures are available in the appropriate
section. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
hypertension, hypoaesthesia, paraesthesia, malaise, urticaria,
blister, pain, alopecia, peripheral swelling. Additional information:
Patient didn't had prior vaccination within 4 weeks. After 1st dose of
covid-19 Pfizer vaccine I was light headache so I reported this when
I went for my 2nd dose. So I was told to take Tylenol and drink
plenty of fluids. 1 and 1/2 hour after leaving the pharmacy I felt like
I was gonna collapse so I ran home and took some Benadryl. I was
very shaky. I've tried to bed as, I was off from work. I kept taking
the Benadryl and going to sleep because I wouldn't have that
feeling of my body being overwhelmed. I had a routine visit with
one of my doctors but she kept telling my blood pressure was too
high and gave me blood pressure medications. I tried telling her my
body was overeating to the vaccine but she said I was just
complaining. I tried the blood pressure medications but started
having numbness and tingling in my face. So I discontinued the
medications and continue taking Benadryl. After a while I started
just not feeling well especially when I went to work, I started with
hives, blistered and pain and increased hair loss. My right arm
started swelling up so I went to the doctor. The swelling
disappeared then returned about 3-4 days later. I went to urgent
care where I got steroids and to continue antihistamine until seen
by Rheumatologist. I returned home for PCP for follow up visit (name withheld) RN. Autopsy information: NA No follow-up
attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Sender's
Comments: Based on the available information, there is a
reasonable possibility of a causal relationship between the suspect
vaccine BNT162B2 (COMIRNATY) and reported events which cannot
be fully assessed/excluded. The case will be reassessed if additional
information becomes available. The impact of this report on the
benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer
procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis
of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified
as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response,
will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics
Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate."

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0082826-1

3-5 years

3months p/vax pt lost all body hair (alopecia totalis);MFR of vax
was notified;

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0099182-1

<6
months

temp to 104, rash, hair loss seen that noc in ER-DPH/APAP given;

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

3-5 years

parent observed alopecia rt parietal region @ 10wk post vax;initial
onset period unclear;hair has cont to fall out from lt parietal &
crown of head, more rapidly over last 30 days;to dermatologist
23SEP;dx poss allerg rxn;

0103114-1

Age

23SEP;dx poss allerg rxn;
Adverse Event Description

0103126-1

3-5 years

curly haired child presented w/head lice @ 2wk post vax;mom
reportedly tx child x5-6 w/OTC prescription & rx lindane;onset of
alopecia early in SEP97 w/breaking hair & falling out in clumps &
handfuls;

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0111817-1

<6
months

hair loss-no tx;

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0127472-1

3-5 years

p/2nd vax pt devel inc of hair loss & dx w/alopecia; remains
w/some hair loss but growing back;

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

VAERS ID

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0166193-1

3-5 years

One day post vax the pt's left upper arm was red, hard, with
quarter-sized lump and warm to the touch. Swelling, warmth and
the hardness progressed. On 2/5/01 the left upper arm redness and
swelling was the size of 3 silver dollars, still warm, hard. No fever
was noted. On 2/7/01, mom noticed the child's hair was falling out
in clumps.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0170467-1

1-2 years

Patient received five vaccination 03/05/01. Starting 03/17/01 her
hair started to fall out and in a period of 2 months she lost 50% of
her hair. The back of her head is completely bald.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0184795-1

1-2 years

The pt develped moderate to severe hair loss one week after
Prevanr on two different occasions (07/24/2001 and 04/30/2002).

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0186671-1

<6
months

Mom says hair loss occurred after vaccines. On exam, appears to
have typical infant traction alopecia over posterior scalp.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0198848-1

<6
months

Severe hair loss

3-5 years

"Information has been received from a registered dietician
concerning a male pt who at the age of 4 years old was vaccinated
with a dose of MMRII (Lot # 644415/1008M). Concomitant therapy
included a dose of hepatitis B vaccine, recomb (manufacter
unknown), IPV (unspecified) (manufacturer unknown) DTAP,
Tetanus toxoid (manufacturer unknown). In Feb 2003, the pt lost all
hair. The pt's mother noticed ""a patch on the back of the boy's
head the day after vaccination,"" and ""within 2 weeks all hair was
gone."" On 01/14/04, the pt's hair had not returned. Unspecified
medical attention was sought. Upon internal review, alopecia was
considered to be an other important medical event (OMIC).
Additional information has been requested. Follow up on 04/29/04
states: ""In follow up information from the pt's mother, it was
reported that the pt had allergies to soy and peanut products. She
also reported that on 02/10/03 the pt received his second dose of
hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (Lot # 643816/1061M) into the
right thigh. A first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated was
given on 12/11/03. It was reported that the pt was not ill at the
time of vaccination. The reporter indicated that the pt received 4
shots in one day and about 2 weeks later, on 02/25/03, the pt had
bad stomachaches and had to go to the MD for diarrhea. Reportedly
the pt woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within 3
months he had no hair, eyebrows or eyelashes. The pt's mother
noticed that a ""different behavior"", almost like she had a
""different child"". She reported that the pt had memory loss on
and off. The change in the pt's behavior was noticed by the mother,
after vaccination with hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated on
12/11/03 and the hair loss after vaccination with hepatitis A virus
vaccine inactivated on 02/10/03. According to the reporter, the
physician diagnosed the pt with alopecia. Upon internal review,
alopecia, memory impairment and abnormal behavior were
considered to be an other important medical events. The pt's
experience were considered to be disabling by the pt's mother.
Additional information has been requested."""

1-2 years

From initial report received on 13/Mar/2003 from the patient's
parent regarding an adverse event occurring in the USA. It was
reported that a 14-month-old male patient received ACTHIB (lot
number UA680AA) given Intra-muscular in the right thigh, IPOL (lot
number U0903-2) given subcutaneous in the left thigh, Diphtheria,
Tetanus and Acellular Pertussis (lInfanrix, lot number 548A2) given
in the left thigh, Hepatitis B (Engerix B, lot number 5252A2) given
intra-muscular in the right thigh, and Prevnar (lot number 486-811)
given intra-muscular in the left thigh on 09/Jul/2002. On
11/Jul/2002, the patient experienced a generalized rash and
became irritable with a fever of 101 degrees Fahrenheit. Two weeks
later, the patient's hair fell out. He was diagnosed in July with
platelet pool storage disorder. The patient has recovered from this
event. No other information was reported.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0215600-1

0218718-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

VAERS ID

0219705-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-11
months

"A mother reported that her 8 month old son received an injection
of Prevnar (pneumococcal 7-valent conjugate vaccine) on 07/09/02.
Concomitant vaccine therapy included Engerix B, Infanrix, Act-Hib,
and EIPZ. Medical history included sepsis and apnea at one week of
age. On 07/11/02, the child developed a fever, and ""broke out in a
rash all over his body, including the ""bottom of his feet."" The rash
got ""progressively worse for two days"" before spontaneously
resolving. During that same time period, the child developed
""spontaneous bruising over his entire body, bloody eyes, sun
sensitivity, irritability , and all hair on his hair on his head fell out"".
The reporter indicated that her son ""had a dark complexion and
dark eyes, and now has a pasty, white complexion"" and light eyes
which appear ""glossed over"". In August 2002, the child
experienced hair regrowth and spontaneous resolution of the
bruising and ""bloody eyes"". She stated his hair color ""changed
from brown to light blonde"". From 07/02 through 10/02, the child
did not gain weight; he currently weighs 22lbs. In October 2002,
the child was tested for ""platelet pool storage disorder""; the
results were negative. At that date of this report, the child
continues to experience irritability. Information regarding these
events has been forwarded to manufacturers of the concomitantly
administered vaccines."

3-5 years

From initial information received on 4/27/04 regarding an adverse
event occurring in the USA, it was reported that a four year old
male patient received an IPOL vaccination, lot number W0460,
administered in the right thigh, an MMR II vaccination, lot number
644415/1008M, administered in the left arm, a VAQTA vaccination,
lot number 643816/1061M, administered in the right thigh, and an
INFANRIX vaccination, lot number SS7A2, administered in the left
thigh on 2/10/03. 15 days later on 2/25/03, a registered dietitian
reported that in February 2003, the patient lost all of his hair. The
patient's mother noticed a patch on the back of the boy's head the
day after vaccination, and within two weeks all of his hair was gone.
On 1/14/04, the patient's hair had not returned. In follow up
information received from the patient's mother, it was reported that
the patient had allergies to soy and peanut products. She also
reported that on 2/10/03, the patient received his second dose of
VAQTA. The first dose was given on 12/11/03. It was reported that
the patient was not ill at the time of vaccination. The reporter
indicated that the patient received four shots in one day and about
two weeks later, on 2/25/03, the patient had bad stomach aches
and had to go to the doctor for diarrhea. Reportedly, the patient
woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within three
months he had no hair, eyebrows, or eyelashes. The patient's
mother noticed a different behavior, almost like she had a different
child. She reported that the patient had memory loss on and off.
The change in the patient's behavior was noticed by the mother
after vaccination with VAQTA on 2/10/03. According to the reporter,
the physician diagnosed the patient with alopecia. The patient's
experiences were considered to be disabling by the patient's
mother. Additional information has been requested. The patient has
not recovered from these events. From additional information
received on 10/May/2004 from another manufacturer, ID number
WAES0401USA01070, it was reported that the change in the
patient's behavior was noticed by the mother after vaccination with
the first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (manufacturer,
lot number and administration information not reported) on
11/Dec/2002 (also reported as 11/Dec/2003) and the hair loss after
vaccination with the second dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine
inactivated on 10/Feb/2003. This report was previously sent to PLA
V205C.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0238089-1

3-5 years

On 5/12/05, she got three shots. On 5/13/05, she broke out with
little bumps all over her body; head to torso were swelling and
itching. Restless and hoarseness now on 5/24/05. Skin is peeling all
over; hair falling out and has odor. 2 Benadryl bottles, Prednisolone
and Keflex.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0254704-1

6-11
months

Alopecia.

0263576-1

1-2 years

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0220122-1

"Information has been received regarding a case in litigation
concerning a minor male patient who was exposed to high levels of
mercury from thimerosal through exposure to unspecified products.
In additional, the patient was exposed to mercury emissions from
fossil fuel driven power plants. The mercury included in thimerosal
laden products and power plant emissions together caused the
patient to suffer from serious and permanent neurological injuries.
The patient was exposed to airborne mercury vapor and mercury
through food chain. The exposure to airborne mercury in the
environment through inhalation, the food chain, and other sources
contributed to the cumulative mercury toxicity and was a
heightened vulnerability to suffer neurological damage. It was noted
that the patient had a heightened vulnerability to suffer neurological
injuries from industry as a direct result of thimerosal exposure. As a
direct and proximate cause of the toxic mercury exposure to the
patient, minor male was caused to suffer serious and permanent
neurological damage which include past and future mental,
intellectual, developmental and neurological incapacity and
associated learning disabilities, disorders and impairments.
Additional information has been received via medical records from a

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description
case in litigation concerning a 22 month old male with no known
allergies to medication, foods or latex, physically well with
occasional constipation, questionable developmental delay and a
history of jaundice during neonatal period, pregnancy complicated
only by Rh incompatibility and the mother's use of occasional
tobacco during pregnancy, head injury (fall form a shopping cart to
cement floor and hit his head at 8 and half months of age) and
candidiasis. It was noted that at 8 months of age the mother was
concerned that he was not not developing normally (approximately
November 1990). On 03-OCT-1991 the patient was vaccinated with
a first dose of measles virus vaccine live (+) mumps virus vaccine
live (+) rubella virus vaccine live (lot#600924/1150T), in the left
thigh. Concomitant therapy that day included a third dose of
diphtheria toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+)
tetanus toxoid (lot#308-975) (ADEL-IMMUNE), in the right thigh,
and a first dose of Hib vaccine (unspecified) (lot#M615HE), in the
left deltoid. On 03-OCT-1991 assessment was ""physically well child
may check hearing later date to see if accounts for developmental
delay. Questionable developmental delay was also reported. On 12FEB-1992 the patient presented to physician's office with concerns
of ""doesn't speak at all, walks uncoordinated, does not seem to be
getting any smarter, not interactive hearing, like to bounce on bed,
screams a lot"". Assessment was suspected developmental delay.
On 12-FEB-1992 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
Hib conj vaccine (unspecified carrier) (lot#M160HH), in the right
anterior thigh. On 11-AUG-1992 the patient was evaluated by
pediatrician and was diagnosed with severe mental retardation with
an IQ equivalent of 25-30 and pervasive developmental disorder
with autistic tendencies. The patient's review of systems was
essentially negative. His only noted issues were dental caries. On
03-NOV-1992 the patient's review of systems was essentially
negative. His only noted issues were dental caries. On 03-NOV1992 the patient presented to a doctor's office. The patient was
growing well and ""physically OK"". Social, fine motor and language
development was reported to be severely delayed. Assessment was
physically well with autism and severe retardation. On 03-NOV1992 the patient received a third dose of poliovirus vaccine live oral
(ORIMUNE) (lot#334-951), a second of Hib vaccine (unspecified)
(lot#M005JD), in the left thigh, and a fourth dose of diphtheria
toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+) tetanus
toxoid (ADEL-IMUNE) (lot#334-931) (IM), in the right thigh. On 19APR-2003 MRI of the cranial region performed in the axial and
sagittal projections without intravenous contrast injection for
evaluation of CNS developmental abnormality for possible
explanation of mental retardation with autistic features. No other
significant abnormalities were seen. Some fluid-like signal noted
probably reflecting some inflammation in the mastoid air cells. On
28-APR-1994 the patient was seen by a pediatrician. The
pediatrician reported that the patient had been placed on a trial of
methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) shortly before. The
methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) was increased to 5 mg in
three daily doses at that time. There was some beneficial effect
lasting two to three hours after each dose. The patient was also
given chloral hydrate for use at bedtime for problems with sleeping.
The patient was currently taking methylphenidate hydrochloride
(RITALIN), 5 mg TID at 8 am, noon, and 4 pm, 4 cc of choral
hydrate on a when needed basis at bedtime. The patient had
normal karyotype showing 46 XY and negative for fragile X
syndrome in August of 1992, and a normal MRI scan in April of
1993. At this time the patient's mother stated that the patient's
behavior was worsening. The patient also had difficulty sleeping.
Choral hydrate was given 5 to 6 times per week. On 28-APR-1994
the patient was diagnosed with severe global developmental delay,
pervasive developmental disorder and severe behavior problems.
On 03-AUG-1994 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
measles virus vaccine live (+) mumps virus vaccine vaccine live (+)
rubella virus vaccine live. Concomitant therapy that day included a
fourth dose of polio vaccination and a fifth dose of diphtheria toxoid
(+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+) tetanus toxoid. On
04-FEB-1997 the patient was evaluated by a physician. At the time
the patient was medicated with clonidine, melapril, liquid
chlorhydrate or liquid valium and vitamins. The patient had
intermittent diarrhea. The patient had static encephalopathy of
unknown etiology which had caused the autistic disorder and
mental retardation. On 11-APR-1997 and on 13-JUN-1997 the
patient was vaccinated with hepatitis B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast)
(manufacturer unknown) (also reported as been given on 11-APR1998, 09-MAY-1998 and on 03-OCT-1998. On 23-MAY-2000 the
patient underwent CT without contrast. The opinion of the physician
was reported as sinusitis involving the sphenoid sinuses, no
evidence to suggest an acute intracranial process and left anterior
and right posterior plagiocephaly. Information received on 12-SEP2006, dental caries (11-AUG-1992), cough, chest congestion, fever
(viral syndrome vs pneumonia) (19-DEC-1992), pharyngitis (01FEB-1993), URI (09-FEB-1993), alopecia (09-FEB-1993), left otitis
(23-SEP-1993), purulent rhinitis (23-SEP-1993), intermittent
diarrhea (04-FEB-1997), sinusitis (23-MAY-2000), diarrhea (10-JUL2001), weight gain (14-NOV-2001), viral URI/influenza (January
2002), right otitis (January 2002), rash (20-NOV-2002), lesions on
face (20-NOV-2002), infected, ingrown nail (20-AUG-2003), head
injury (injury to head on back of toilet 31-OCT-2003 requiring

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

injury (injury to head on back of toilet 31 OCT 2003 requiring
Adverse Event Description
sutures). Previous vaccinations included on 19-JUN-1990 (lot#275931) (IM right thigh) and on 07-AUG-1990 (IM right thigh) a first
and second dose of diphtheria toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4component vaccine (+) tetanus toxoid, respectively. The patient
also received on 19-JUN-1990 (lot#275931) and on 07-AUG-1990
(lot#281-934) a first and second dose of poliovirus vaccine,
respectively. Upon internal severe mental retardation, autistic
tendencies, pervasive developmental disorder, developmental delay,
static encephalopathy, plagiocephaly, cumulative mercury toxicity
were considered to be other medical events. A copy of the patient's
medical records is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience. All available medical records will be provided
upon request. (OMIC)"

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0309350-1

3-5 years

"High fever 104.1 (2 days after 12) several days, she complained of
her right ear hurting, saw physician 09/08. Saw doctor ""said
symptoms likely due to immunizations"", treat fever with Tylenol,
give her a couple days. Symptoms became worse, high fever,
vomiting, saw physician, treated ear infection with antibiotics.
Since, her hair has been falling out, her hearing seems to be
effected by how well she hears things sharply."

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0342957-1

1-2 years

Fever, rash and hair loss.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0459533-1

30-39
years

Alopecia onset.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0480494-1

50-59
years

"On August 27th I went to a travel clinic prior to trip abroad. Had
Twinrix vaccine, Typhoid Vaccine, and Tdap vaccine. My hair began
falling out. I first noted this in the shower - as I pulled fingers
through hair - large amounts would come out. I am 59 years old
and have NEVER had hair come out like this. The hair came out
diffusely - there were not particular bald spots perse. I stopped
frequent hair washing and was afraid to even brush hair. I am a
physician and after a few weeks of this - had my thyroid functions
tested - normal. I did not have any life ""changes"" associated with
hairloss - stress, hormone changes, dietary changes, illnesses etc. I
began looking on web and found association with Hepatitis B
vaccine. (could not find association with Typhoid or Tdap) I then
had a second Twinrix shot November 5, 2012. It has only been in
the past 2-3 weeks that I have noticed the hair loss has lessened.
Given the time line and lack of any other events the only factor I
can attribute the hair loss to is the vaccine. I am reluctant to get
my third shot - due in 2 months."

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0481744-1

1-2 years

Redness, swelling, warmth at injection site, hair loss. Nno treatment
needed.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0484401-1

30-39
years

Hair became extremely thin. Hair falling out by the handfuls, 6
weeks later eyebrow hair is falling out, hair is fallling out won't stop
falling.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0641216-1

1-2 years

Lost patches of hair on his head. Took months to grow back. 6
months later he lost more patches of hair.

6-11
months

Seizures (non-febrile) beginning within hours of the injection. He
had dozens of seizures each day for weeks. 4 years later he is still
having subclinical and absence seizures daily. He lost all previously
gained speech and didn't speak for 3 years. He lost gross and fine
motor skills and began losing weight, losing his hair and became
severely anemic.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0832720-1

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP)

0872199-1

<6
months

severe eczema all over the body 2 days after vaccines of 2 months
visit. The baby also started loosing his hair and now currently
almost 6 months and bold. still suffering from serious skin
problems. His face and scalp are red itchy dry and flaky every day
and every night no matter how much cream or moisture I put on.
Before the vaccines his face were perfect no eczema whatsoever.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE (DTAPIPV)

0527042-1

3-5 years

Patient began losing patches of hair onset a few days after the
administration of the immunization and continued to lose round
patches ranging from .5 to 3 inches in diameter.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE (DTAPIPV)

0694465-1

3-5 years

Alopecia areata - hair loss noted 7 days after vaccine.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE (DTAPIPV)

3-5 years

Hair loss starting about 48 hrs after vaccine administration. Patient
seen about 7 days after hair starting to come off. Basic blood work
normal. Patient seen 4 days after that 1st visit. More hair loss
including eyebrow and eyelashes. Some of body hair was coming off
too. Patient seen by dermatology who are treating her with topical
steroids.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE (DTAPIPV)

3-5 years

Skin rash and bruising. Hair loss almost immediately. Came out in
circular quarter sized patches at first and by July 2019 she was half
bald. By October, her eyebrows and lashes went, too. Dermatologist
and rheumatologist seen. Steroids not used per parental decision.
Blood tests show no autoimmune.

0770690-1

0877745-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1-2 years

2 days after immunization 103 fever, 5 days after immunizations
hair started falling out.

<6
months

Per parent history: pt developed acute onset hair loss from scalp
and rash to arms after receipt of vaccinations. On exam three days
later (performed by associate of PCP): pt had significant absence of
hair with underlying smooth scalp to frontal aspect of scalp; dry
patches noted to bilateral arms; remainder of exam was withing
normal limits. Observation recommender with follow-up exam by
PCP in four days.

0286097-1

<6
months

Profound hair loss in clumps. 8/7/07 Received provider medical
records which reveal patient experienced good health & developing
as expected on day of vax. On return vx 7/23 large sections of hair
missing, scalp was clear w/scant amount of regrowth. Advised no
Pediarix at 6 mos, no third Hep B. FINAL DX: Hair loss, possibly
secondary to Hep B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

0321214-1

1-2 years

1 High fever (>106!) x4-5 days, followed, within 1 week, by hair
loss (diffuse). CBC, WBC 7170, HgB 10.2, HCT 30.7, platelet count
8.8. ESR=57.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

0355621-1

<6
months

Flu like symptoms, picky skin, thinning of the hair, very fussy. Need
BENADRYL.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

0355706-1

<6
months

HAIR FALLING OUT

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

<6
months

Mother reported vaccine reaction to our practice 8-8-12, first visit to
office. Reported fussy, fever 100 degrees within 1 hr of vaccine up
to 100.7-102.1 (R), vomiting some on first day. To ER at midnight
on 4-25-12. Mother reports admitted, fever, hair fell out, mother
reports hospitalized x 3 day. Took 1 week before back to normal ER diagnoses viral vs vaccine reaction.

0253581-1

0258284-1

0461886-1

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

0746231-1

<6
months

The night of her vaccinations 4/6/17 - I awoke in the middle of the
night to check on patient. She was extremely hot to the touch.
Checked her temp 104-105 degree fever. The baby was lethargic
and unable to really respond to me. I stripped her clothing down to
a diaper and applied room temperature watered towel to her skin to
help. My mother was calling EMS. Baby was still lethargic when EMS
arrived - their thermometer did not read appropriately as it showed
98 something - when we arrived at the ER it was still 103-104
degrees having come down some with some skin to skin type
intervention. The ER said that it was absolutely not the vaccines
and that it was a viral or bacterial infection and sent us home with
instructions to start an antibiotic and take TYLENOL/MOTRIN. We
went to pediatrician the next day with some rash like bumps
appearing on patient's trunk. Her pediatrician again claimed that
there was no reaction to the vaccine but said it resembled HFM or
Coxsackie virus. She did not have spots on her face, hands, or feet.
Continually ran fever on and off for the next couple weeks. Then
she broke out in blisters on her face which was later diagnosed as
Eczema and cradle cap. She lost a lot of her beautiful hair at this
point. I have multiple pictures of her before, during, and after
treatment. The doctors recommended hydrocortisone and
AQUAPHOR for treatment of her face and scalp leaving my baby in
mittens.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

0806372-1

<6
months

Extreme eczema burning rash - sensory processing disorder alopecia hair loss in patches - chronic colic - digestive issues.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
HEPATITIS B + INACTIVATED
POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
(DTAPHEPBIP)

0877189-1

6-17
years

Loss of hair after the vaccine but no doctors picked up on it. Had a
healthy full hair so much so that at age 13y hair was donated to
cancer patients wig. After vaccine saw loss of hair that even after
many years never recovered.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE + HAEMOPHILUS B
CONJUGATE VACCINE
(DTAPIPVHIB)

0881060-1

<6
months

Developed eczema 3 days after shot. Started mild and has turned in
to severe eczema. Lost her hair. Stopped sleeping at night.
Developed food allergies.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0075192-1

<6
months

pt recv vax & devel fever, signs showed would bang head against
pillow during noc & day;lost weight; dropped from 28lbs to 18lbs
slowly; loss appetite; would only drink not eat; lost most of hair;
t
d
lki
&
dt
li

Symptoms

(
)
Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

stopped walking & regressed to crawling;sz
Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0095230-1

3-5 years

1mo p/vax pt devel alopecia-partial hair loss progressive w/new
hair growth beginning shortly thereafter-no other dermatological
etiology;(new shampoo used at onset)

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0103309-1

3-5 years

hair loss continual (over a period of years)- a few weeks p/vax;final
dx hepatitis;

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0109419-1

<6
months

"Jan 17, 1997 pt developed alopecia, appetite loss,irritability,
cellulitis and ""red hot at inject site."" It was reported pt is still not
imp and rpt md stated that ""it appeared to be similar to an
infection."""

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0110810-1

<6
months

onset of diffuse hair loss 2 days p/vax;

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0130011-1

1-2 years

p/vax pt devel diffuse alopecia areata;pt has currently lost most of
hair in a diffuse pattern;

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0152091-1

6-17
years

Two days post vax (10/31/98), this child presented to a physician
with total body alopecia. On 11/19, tests and cultures were
conducted with negative results. Within a couple of months of onset
the pt had lost all body hair, including eyelashes and eyebrows. At
the time of the report, the pt still had complete body alopecia. No
further information is available.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0169464-1

1-2 years

After 15 month vaccines, my son's hair fell out. He lost about 75%
of his hair. No treatment as doctors are confused as to why this
happened. Hair is beginning to grow back.

40-49
years

Ache bones, ache joint, ache joints and muscles, acid reflux,
alopecia, amblyopia, amnesia, mood anxiety, heart arrhythmia,
balance problems, concentration difficulty, loss of concentration, leg
cramps, depression, energy loss, hair loss, heart palpitations,
impotence, memory difficulty, memory failure, memory loss,
memory bad, nervousness anxiety, pain back, pain knees and hips,
pain lower back, pain joint and muscle pain and stiffness, pain bone
and joint, pain muscle and joint, pain ear, pain back, sleep
insomnia, sleep problems, sleep feel no refreshed upon waking up,
tachycardia, weight gain,

18-29
years

"Encephalopathy, severe malnutrition and hairloss, ADD, ADHD,
vitamin deficiency, memory loss, concentration problems, burning in
head, acute ""electric"" pain originating in head and coursing
through to feet, decreased states of consciousness, tunnel vision,
breathing/heart murmurs, chronic headaches, chronic fatigue,
severe depression, suicidal thoughts, bi-polarity, arnold-chiari brain
malformation type 1 etc."

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0258198-1

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND PERTUSSIS
VACCINE (DTP)

0364372-1

60-64
years

Shortly after (2-5 days) immunization of with flu, TDP and typhoid I
experienced hives on chest & under arm and blotches of hair falling
out on right side of head continues to date (30 days). Client unsure
of date of symptoms. Thinks they began on completion of oral
typhoid.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS PERTUSSIS AND
HAEMOPHILUS INFLUENZA B
VACCINE (HEXAVAX) (DTPHIB)

0150930-1

3-5 years

Alopecia 10 days post vax.

18-29
years

Systemic Lupus Erythematosis, 2 days post vaccination, pt
developed fever, nausea, vomiting, fatique, and arthralgias. 2 wks
post vaccination, pt developed flu-like illness, cough, vomiting,
diarrhea, fever, arthralgias, facial rash. 60 day follow-up received on
10/25/00 provided no additional data.

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS, PEDIATRIC (DT)

0354300-1

0133043-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS, PEDIATRIC (DT)

0304398-1

60-64
years

"A 62-year-old female received a dose of Decavac (lot number
U1927EA; route/site of administration not reported) on 27 March
2007 after experiencing a puncture wound to the right great toe.
The patient reported she also received two ""shots"" to each side of
her toe (medical records indicate the patient received local
anesthetic, lidocaine 1%). The toe was taped with a steri-strip
following cleaning with normal saline and exploration. The patient
was sent home with a prescription for Tylenol (two 500 mg tablets
to be taken every eight hours as needed for fever or pain). That
night, as the anesthetic wore off, the patient experienced ""much""
pain. For the next four weeks she could not put a blanket over her
toe because it would hurt. The patient could not wear closed toe
shoes. On approximately 01 April 2007, the patient started to
experience dizziness and blurred vision. When seen by her primary
care physician on 23 April 2007, the patient's blood pressure was
130/100 and she was given blood pressure medicine (not specified).
Three weeks later, her blood pressure was 125/90. An additional
three weeks later, the patient's blood pressure returned to normal.
The patient reported, ""The doctor thinks that my body was
shocked with the tetanus shot."" The patient also experienced hair
loss (onset date not reported). At the time of this report, hair loss
was continuing. The patient reported that she still does not feel well
and continues to experience dizziness and blurred vision at about
11am and 5pm almost every day. The patient was seen by another
physician on 25 September 2007. The patient reported that this
physician ""...gave me all kinds of test and he came to the
conclusion that the tetanus shot that was given to me was causing
the problems that I am experiencing."" Outcome was reported as
'not recovered'. No additional information was provided at the time
of this report. Follow-up information received on 28 January 2008
from a physician; The reporter saw the patient for the first time on
25 September 2007, six months following the administration of the
vaccine. The reporter did not administer the vaccine and had no
information regarding the vaccine or the patient's condition at the
time of the injection. The patient presented to the office with
complaints of acute onset of head pressure, lightheadedness, onset
of hair loss after receiving tetanus injection at Emergency Room, on
27 March (2007). The patient felt that since that time, she was not
the same. Her symptoms by the time of the report had somewhat
improved. She developed alopecia areata losing her hair. She
thought that it was related to her tetanus injection. The patient
stated that she had symptoms of dizziness and blurred vision. She
denies any symptoms of true vertigo, however, she felt lightheaded.
On examination (25 September 2007), blood pressure was 122/72,
pulse 68. Audiogram showed evidence of normal hearing bilaterally.
She did have a decreased labyrinthine function on the left side. The
patient possibly had related aseptic encephalitis after the tetanus
injection. Per reporter ""from the ear, nose, and throat point of
view, there is no treatment necessary at this point. (25 September
2007)""."

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS, PEDIATRIC (DT)

0324522-1

6-17
years

"Unimmunized patient who was begun on ""catch up"" series has
developed alopecia. Family feels immunizations are the cause."

ALOPECIA

DIPHTHERIA/PERTUSSIS/POLIO
(ORAL [LIVE] OR INACTIVATED
NOT NOTED) (DPP)

0235681-1

18-29
years

Bone pain, muscle pain, chronic diarrhea, joint pain. Per follow up
report received on 06/09/2005: Multiple arthralgia, neurological
effects, fibromyalgia, skin rashes, hair loss, menstrual disorders,
chronic fatigue.

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0037139-1

30-39
years

Pt recvd 1st dose vax 30JNA92 & next day devel flu-like sx - h/a,
vomiting, myalgia, t102.5; also had swelling, erythema, tenderness
@ inject site; pt seen by MD tx pred; 4th day post vax muscles in lt
arm hard; joint effusion; lost hair;

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0054332-1

1-2 years

Pt recvd vax 13APR92 & on 28APR92 & devel diffuse hair loss in the
occipital area, which was fairly rapid over a period of several days;

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0075192-1

<6
months

pt recv vax & devel fever, signs showed would bang head against
pillow during noc & day;lost weight; dropped from 28lbs to 18lbs
slowly; loss appetite; would only drink not eat; lost most of hair;
stopped walking & regressed to crawling;sz

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0099182-1

<6
months

temp to 104, rash, hair loss seen that noc in ER-DPH/APAP given;

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0103309-1

3-5 years

hair loss continual (over a period of years)- a few weeks p/vax;final
dx hepatitis;

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0109419-1

<6
months

"Jan 17, 1997 pt developed alopecia, appetite loss,irritability,
cellulitis and ""red hot at inject site."" It was reported pt is still not
imp and rpt md stated that ""it appeared to be similar to an
infection."""

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0110810-1

<6
months

onset of diffuse hair loss 2 days p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0111817-1

<6
months

hair loss-no tx;

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0170467-1

1-2 years

Patient received five vaccination 03/05/01. Starting 03/17/01 her
hair started to fall out and in a period of 2 months she lost 50% of
her hair. The back of her head is completely bald.

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0184795-1

1-2 years

The pt develped moderate to severe hair loss one week after
Prevanr on two different occasions (07/24/2001 and 04/30/2002).

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0186671-1

<6
months

Mom says hair loss occurred after vaccines. On exam, appears to
have typical infant traction alopecia over posterior scalp.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0198848-1

<6
months

Severe hair loss

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0208239-1

1-2 years

Pt received MMR, PCV, IPV and Hib vaccines on 11/23/2002. Hair
started falling out in patches in January 2003. Completely bald by
March 2003.

1-2 years

From initial report received on 13/Mar/2003 from the patient's
parent regarding an adverse event occurring in the USA. It was
reported that a 14-month-old male patient received ACTHIB (lot
number UA680AA) given Intra-muscular in the right thigh, IPOL (lot
number U0903-2) given subcutaneous in the left thigh, Diphtheria,
Tetanus and Acellular Pertussis (lInfanrix, lot number 548A2) given
in the left thigh, Hepatitis B (Engerix B, lot number 5252A2) given
intra-muscular in the right thigh, and Prevnar (lot number 486-811)
given intra-muscular in the left thigh on 09/Jul/2002. On
11/Jul/2002, the patient experienced a generalized rash and
became irritable with a fever of 101 degrees Fahrenheit. Two weeks
later, the patient's hair fell out. He was diagnosed in July with
platelet pool storage disorder. The patient has recovered from this
event. No other information was reported.

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

VAERS ID

0218718-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0219705-1

6-11
months

"A mother reported that her 8 month old son received an injection
of Prevnar (pneumococcal 7-valent conjugate vaccine) on 07/09/02.
Concomitant vaccine therapy included Engerix B, Infanrix, Act-Hib,
and EIPZ. Medical history included sepsis and apnea at one week of
age. On 07/11/02, the child developed a fever, and ""broke out in a
rash all over his body, including the ""bottom of his feet."" The rash
got ""progressively worse for two days"" before spontaneously
resolving. During that same time period, the child developed
""spontaneous bruising over his entire body, bloody eyes, sun
sensitivity, irritability , and all hair on his hair on his head fell out"".
The reporter indicated that her son ""had a dark complexion and
dark eyes, and now has a pasty, white complexion"" and light eyes
which appear ""glossed over"". In August 2002, the child
experienced hair regrowth and spontaneous resolution of the
bruising and ""bloody eyes"". She stated his hair color ""changed
from brown to light blonde"". From 07/02 through 10/02, the child
did not gain weight; he currently weighs 22lbs. In October 2002,
the child was tested for ""platelet pool storage disorder""; the
results were negative. At that date of this report, the child
continues to experience irritability. Information regarding these
events has been forwarded to manufacturers of the concomitantly
administered vaccines."

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0243688-1

6-11
months

Started out with Alopecia areata and is now diagnosed with Alopecia
Totallis.

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0253581-1

1-2 years

2 days after immunization 103 fever, 5 days after immunizations
hair started falling out.
Per parent history: pt developed acute onset hair loss from scalp
and rash to arms after receipt of vaccinations. On exam three days
later (performed by associate of PCP): pt had significant absence of
hair with underlying smooth scalp to frontal aspect of scalp; dry
patches noted to bilateral arms; remainder of exam was withing
normal limits. Observation recommender with follow-up exam by
PCP in four days.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0258284-1

<6
months

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0263576-1

1-2 years

"Information has been received regarding a case in litigation
concerning a minor male patient who was exposed to high levels of
mercury from thimerosal through exposure to unspecified products.
In additional, the patient was exposed to mercury emissions from
fossil fuel driven power plants. The mercury included in thimerosal
laden products and power plant emissions together caused the
patient to suffer from serious and permanent neurological injuries.
The patient was exposed to airborne mercury vapor and mercury
through food chain. The exposure to airborne mercury in the
environment through inhalation, the food chain, and other sources
contributed to the cumulative mercury toxicity and was a
heightened vulnerability to suffer neurological damage. It was noted
that the patient had a heightened vulnerability to suffer neurological
injuries from industry as a direct result of thimerosal exposure. As a
direct and proximate cause of the toxic mercury exposure to the
patient, minor male was caused to suffer serious and permanent
neurological damage which include past and future mental,
intellectual, developmental and neurological incapacity and
associated learning disabilities, disorders and impairments.
Additional information has been received via medical records from a
case in litigation concerning a 22 month old male with no known
allergies to medication, foods or latex, physically well with
occasional constipation, questionable developmental delay and a
history of jaundice during neonatal period, pregnancy complicated
only by Rh incompatibility and the mother's use of occasional
tobacco during pregnancy, head injury (fall form a shopping cart to
cement floor and hit his head at 8 and half months of age) and
candidiasis. It was noted that at 8 months of age the mother was
concerned that he was not not developing normally (approximately
November 1990). On 03-OCT-1991 the patient was vaccinated with
a first dose of measles virus vaccine live (+) mumps virus vaccine
live (+) rubella virus vaccine live (lot#600924/1150T), in the left
thigh. Concomitant therapy that day included a third dose of
diphtheria toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+)
tetanus toxoid (lot#308-975) (ADEL-IMMUNE), in the right thigh,
and a first dose of Hib vaccine (unspecified) (lot#M615HE) in the

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

and a first dose of Hib vaccine (unspecified) (lot#M615HE), in the
Adverse Event Description
left deltoid. On 03-OCT-1991 assessment was ""physically well child
may check hearing later date to see if accounts for developmental
delay. Questionable developmental delay was also reported. On 12FEB-1992 the patient presented to physician's office with concerns
of ""doesn't speak at all, walks uncoordinated, does not seem to be
getting any smarter, not interactive hearing, like to bounce on bed,
screams a lot"". Assessment was suspected developmental delay.
On 12-FEB-1992 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
Hib conj vaccine (unspecified carrier) (lot#M160HH), in the right
anterior thigh. On 11-AUG-1992 the patient was evaluated by
pediatrician and was diagnosed with severe mental retardation with
an IQ equivalent of 25-30 and pervasive developmental disorder
with autistic tendencies. The patient's review of systems was
essentially negative. His only noted issues were dental caries. On
03-NOV-1992 the patient's review of systems was essentially
negative. His only noted issues were dental caries. On 03-NOV1992 the patient presented to a doctor's office. The patient was
growing well and ""physically OK"". Social, fine motor and language
development was reported to be severely delayed. Assessment was
physically well with autism and severe retardation. On 03-NOV1992 the patient received a third dose of poliovirus vaccine live oral
(ORIMUNE) (lot#334-951), a second of Hib vaccine (unspecified)
(lot#M005JD), in the left thigh, and a fourth dose of diphtheria
toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+) tetanus
toxoid (ADEL-IMUNE) (lot#334-931) (IM), in the right thigh. On 19APR-2003 MRI of the cranial region performed in the axial and
sagittal projections without intravenous contrast injection for
evaluation of CNS developmental abnormality for possible
explanation of mental retardation with autistic features. No other
significant abnormalities were seen. Some fluid-like signal noted
probably reflecting some inflammation in the mastoid air cells. On
28-APR-1994 the patient was seen by a pediatrician. The
pediatrician reported that the patient had been placed on a trial of
methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) shortly before. The
methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) was increased to 5 mg in
three daily doses at that time. There was some beneficial effect
lasting two to three hours after each dose. The patient was also
given chloral hydrate for use at bedtime for problems with sleeping.
The patient was currently taking methylphenidate hydrochloride
(RITALIN), 5 mg TID at 8 am, noon, and 4 pm, 4 cc of choral
hydrate on a when needed basis at bedtime. The patient had
normal karyotype showing 46 XY and negative for fragile X
syndrome in August of 1992, and a normal MRI scan in April of
1993. At this time the patient's mother stated that the patient's
behavior was worsening. The patient also had difficulty sleeping.
Choral hydrate was given 5 to 6 times per week. On 28-APR-1994
the patient was diagnosed with severe global developmental delay,
pervasive developmental disorder and severe behavior problems.
On 03-AUG-1994 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
measles virus vaccine live (+) mumps virus vaccine vaccine live (+)
rubella virus vaccine live. Concomitant therapy that day included a
fourth dose of polio vaccination and a fifth dose of diphtheria toxoid
(+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+) tetanus toxoid. On
04-FEB-1997 the patient was evaluated by a physician. At the time
the patient was medicated with clonidine, melapril, liquid
chlorhydrate or liquid valium and vitamins. The patient had
intermittent diarrhea. The patient had static encephalopathy of
unknown etiology which had caused the autistic disorder and
mental retardation. On 11-APR-1997 and on 13-JUN-1997 the
patient was vaccinated with hepatitis B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast)
(manufacturer unknown) (also reported as been given on 11-APR1998, 09-MAY-1998 and on 03-OCT-1998. On 23-MAY-2000 the
patient underwent CT without contrast. The opinion of the physician
was reported as sinusitis involving the sphenoid sinuses, no
evidence to suggest an acute intracranial process and left anterior
and right posterior plagiocephaly. Information received on 12-SEP2006, dental caries (11-AUG-1992), cough, chest congestion, fever
(viral syndrome vs pneumonia) (19-DEC-1992), pharyngitis (01FEB-1993), URI (09-FEB-1993), alopecia (09-FEB-1993), left otitis
(23-SEP-1993), purulent rhinitis (23-SEP-1993), intermittent
diarrhea (04-FEB-1997), sinusitis (23-MAY-2000), diarrhea (10-JUL2001), weight gain (14-NOV-2001), viral URI/influenza (January
2002), right otitis (January 2002), rash (20-NOV-2002), lesions on
face (20-NOV-2002), infected, ingrown nail (20-AUG-2003), head
injury (injury to head on back of toilet 31-OCT-2003 requiring
sutures). Previous vaccinations included on 19-JUN-1990 (lot#275931) (IM right thigh) and on 07-AUG-1990 (IM right thigh) a first
and second dose of diphtheria toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4component vaccine (+) tetanus toxoid, respectively. The patient
also received on 19-JUN-1990 (lot#275931) and on 07-AUG-1990
(lot#281-934) a first and second dose of poliovirus vaccine,
respectively. Upon internal severe mental retardation, autistic
tendencies, pervasive developmental disorder, developmental delay,
static encephalopathy, plagiocephaly, cumulative mercury toxicity
were considered to be other medical events. A copy of the patient's
medical records is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience. All available medical records will be provided
upon request. (OMIC)"

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0286097-1

<6
months

Profound hair loss in clumps. 8/7/07 Received provider medical
records which reveal patient experienced good health & developing
as expected on day of vax. On return vx 7/23 large sections of hair
missing, scalp was clear w/scant amount of regrowth. Advised no
Pediarix at 6 mos, no third Hep B. FINAL DX: Hair loss, possibly
secondary to Hep B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0321214-1

1-2 years

1 High fever (>106!) x4-5 days, followed, within 1 week, by hair
loss (diffuse). CBC, WBC 7170, HgB 10.2, HCT 30.7, platelet count
8.8. ESR=57.

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0333067-1

40-49
years

None stated

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0355706-1

<6
months

HAIR FALLING OUT

<6
months

Mother reported vaccine reaction to our practice 8-8-12, first visit to
office. Reported fussy, fever 100 degrees within 1 hr of vaccine up
to 100.7-102.1 (R), vomiting some on first day. To ER at midnight
on 4-25-12. Mother reports admitted, fever, hair fell out, mother
reports hospitalized x 3 day. Took 1 week before back to normal ER diagnoses viral vs vaccine reaction.

<6
months

The night of her vaccinations 4/6/17 - I awoke in the middle of the
night to check on patient. She was extremely hot to the touch.
Checked her temp 104-105 degree fever. The baby was lethargic
and unable to really respond to me. I stripped her clothing down to
a diaper and applied room temperature watered towel to her skin to
help. My mother was calling EMS. Baby was still lethargic when EMS
arrived - their thermometer did not read appropriately as it showed
98 something - when we arrived at the ER it was still 103-104
degrees having come down some with some skin to skin type
intervention. The ER said that it was absolutely not the vaccines
and that it was a viral or bacterial infection and sent us home with
instructions to start an antibiotic and take TYLENOL/MOTRIN. We
went to pediatrician the next day with some rash like bumps
appearing on patient's trunk. Her pediatrician again claimed that
there was no reaction to the vaccine but said it resembled HFM or
Coxsackie virus. She did not have spots on her face, hands, or feet.
Continually ran fever on and off for the next couple weeks. Then
she broke out in blisters on her face which was later diagnosed as
Eczema and cradle cap. She lost a lot of her beautiful hair at this
point. I have multiple pictures of her before, during, and after
treatment. The doctors recommended hydrocortisone and
AQUAPHOR for treatment of her face and scalp leaving my baby in
mittens.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0461886-1

0746231-1

ALOPECIA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0872199-1

<6
months

severe eczema all over the body 2 days after vaccines of 2 months
visit. The baby also started loosing his hair and now currently
almost 6 months and bold. still suffering from serious skin
problems. His face and scalp are red itchy dry and flaky every day
and every night no matter how much cream or moisture I put on.
Before the vaccines his face were perfect no eczema whatsoever.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0101714-1

30-39
years

alopecia circumscripta (multiple sites-facial & scalp) reversibilityunk;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0103292-1

18-29
years

Alopecia areata p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0106136-1

30-39
years

pt recv vax 13MAY97 & devel alopecia circumscripta on the face &
scalp;this hair loss shape was presented as round;pt was not hosp

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0106293-1

Unknown

pt recv vax & exp hair loss;no further info is available;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0113222-1

30-39
years

hair loss significant hair loss, but no bald patches hair grew back
over 4mo period;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0118482-1

Unknown

Pt recv vax on 4/98; in 8/98 pt exp eyelash loss (grew back); in
12/98 pt exp eyelash loss again

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0120616-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 10FEB99 & w/in 1 1/2 to 2wk began noticing inc hair
loss;hair loss worse p/washing & blow drying;hair noticeably
thinner;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0121717-1

65-79
years

pt recv vax 28JAN98 & devel elevated liver enzymes, rt upper
quadrant pain, hair loss;pt positive for hep A test;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0125025-1

50-59
years

p/vax pt devel numerous sx which feels have been triggered by vax
including stiff neck & h/a 2 days p/vax w/in next several weeks
devel progressive weakness, fatigue, dry mouth, swollen tongue,
worsening pre exist palpitations & dizziness; tingling sensation top
of head & toes, swollen abdomen (no pain), occasional diarrhea,
tremor, difficulty concentrating, and hair loss. Also c/o occasional
knee and thumb pain.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0132291-1

30-39
years

Pt reports hair loss after Hepatitis #2 & #3

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0153056-1

40-49
years

On 3/10/2000, noticed twice as much hair as usual came out after
shampooing. Each day since, hair is coming out in clumps.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

VAERS ID

0154914-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Case reference number 199901649411, is a spontaneous report
from 59year of female pt /physician assist. The pt is allergic to oral
codeine (GI SX and NSAIDS) She is hypertensive and takes blood
pressure medications (NOS). ON 05/08/98, the pt received her first
dose of Havrix for prophylaxis of Hep A. During the summer of
1998, she began to lose her hair. She lost 2/3 of hair volume . A
doctor visit was required. She was treated with biotin 300mg/ day
and zinc 200 mg / BID. Havrix was discontinued. The most recent
information receivid on 07/01/99 reports the condition of the pt is
not yet recovered.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0154915-1

60-64
years

Case, reference number 1999016507, is a spontaneous case from a
wife/physician assistant referring to her 61 year old husband. No
known drug allergies. The patient has hypertension and takes blood
pressure medications (nos), anti-inflammatories (nos) and Vicodin.
On 05/08/98, the pt received his first dose of Havrix for
prophalayxis of Hep A. Subsequently, in 1998, he experienced
alopecia. No treatment was given. Havrix was discontinued. The
latest information, received on 07/01/99, reported the condition of
the pt is not yet recovered.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0158078-1

Unknown

Pt had marked hair loss.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0167003-1

60-64
years

Client complained of hair loss and states the hair loss occurred after
the 2nd dose of Hep-B vaccine.

0177717-1

50-59
years

Alopecia, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, thyroiditis, vasculitis. Other
vaccines given were Hep B 6/99 and Tetanus 5/99 unknown
manufacturer/lot number. Per 1 year follow up: Pt did not recover.
Symptoms all described in earlier VAERS submission.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0186073-1

Unknown

"Information has been received from a 48 year old male consumer
with no remarkable past medical history and no known allergies
who on 06/11/2001 was vaccinated with hep A vaccine at a county
health department. There was no concomitant medication. Three to
four days after the vaccination, on approximately 06/14/2001, the
pt started to lose his hair. The pt felt that his hair loss was due to
hep A virus vaccine since ""he never lost his hair prior to the
vaccine."" Unspecified medical attention was sought. Additional info
has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0188123-1

50-59
years

Developed Alopecia totalis within 6 months of final vaccine.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0198845-1

30-39
years

Full loss of facial hair. Partial progressive loss of pubic hair.
Occasional loss of eye lashes.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

VAERS ID

0216338-1

0217737-1

0219050-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"Patient contacted with a concern that her current health problems
(Fibromyalgia, Depression, Chronic Pain, History of Alopecia,
Dizziness) may be due to vaccinations she received in 1998. HPI:
This patient reports a ""complete physical break-down"" that
occurred from January-April 1999. She was medically discharged
from in July 1999. She reports that she had a good career from
1986-1999. In November 1998, she recalls receiving 2 sets of
vaccinations. (Her immunization records indicate receipt of Tetanusdiphtheria, pneumococcal, influenza, and Hep A vaccinations in
December 1998.) In January 1999, she was routinely running 15-25
miles each week when she noticed that her muscles seemed to be
losing their tone. She began experiencing pain with running,
particularly in her left leg. She was diagnosed with a stress fracture.
Towards the end of January 1999, she started having pain with daily
activity in her hips and shoulder area. She saw a rheumatologist
and was diagnosed with fibromyalgia. In February 1999, the pain
became more intense, and now she started having pain in her right
wrist. In April 1999, she developed ""bald patches the size of 50
cent pieces."" To work up the alopecia, she reports that hormonal
levels were checked and were reportedly normal. She was seen by
a primary care PA and was referred to rheumatology. She was
reportedly told that she could be pre-menopausal. (She was 33
years old at the time.) Of note, she has a history of a partial
hysterectomy due to uterine fibroids. She was not satisfied with her
evaluation and saw a civilian OB/GYN. There, she was diagnosed
with depression and started on Celexa 20 mg (later was increased
to 40 mg). She reports that she did notice some improvement in
her pain. In July 1999, she requested a medical hardship. She went
to a nearby Hospital and was seen by rheumatology. She had a
series of X-rays and a CBC panel that was normal. She also reports
that her ESR has always been normal. She was later referred to
physical therapy, and her physical therapist requested a work-up for
multiple sclerosis. She was seen by a neurologist and had an MRI
done, which was normal. She was then referred to Neuropsychiatry
where she was diagnosed with Somatoform Disorder. Subsequently,
she reports that she was seen by a psychiatrist who diagnosed her
with Depression/Anxiety and not Somatoform disorder. She
continues to receive follow-up treatment. She is currently being
treated for Fibromyalgia. She continues to experience pain in
bilateral shoulders, hands, back and neck. The pain is worse when
she is tired and after about 2 hours of physical activity. She reports
stiffness after periods of inactivity. She has recently been switched
from Celexa to Wellbutrin and is tolerating this medication well so
far. She reports no further alopecia. She is seeking assistance to
review her case and offer any further clinical suggestions. She also
questions whether or not her condition could be related to the
vaccines she received in 1998. She states that she still has daily
symptoms and is unable to work. She comments, ""I just want my
life back."" The medical records received on 2/24/04 states fatigue,
joint aching, muscle ache, tendonitis, shin splints, decreased
memory, decreased concentration, weight gain, dysthymia, anemia
and headache. 60 day follow up 4/12/04: She continues to
experience fibromyaglia and depression. The HC referred her to the
specialized care program, but she denied. Her primary care
physicain has referred her to a rheumatologist. After our summary
is finalized, I will send a copy. Per annual report diagnosis of
fibromyalgia and adjustment disorder are unchanged, managed by
specialists 02/15/2005."

6-17
years

"Alopecia. This case describes the occurrence of hair loss in a 10
year old female patient who received hepatitis A vaccine inactivated
(Havrix) for prophylaxis. This report was received from the patient's
mother and has been verified by a physician. The physician
reported that the patient was a ""well child."" The patient's medical
history and concurrent medications were not reported. On 26
August 2003 the patient received the 1st dose of Havrix. Four days
post-immunization, on 30 August 2003, the patient experienced
hair loss. The hair loss improved on 31 August 2003. The reporting
physician considered the hair loss to be unlikely to be related to
vaccination with Havrix."

40-49
years

Ache;joints and muscles, allergies, mood:anxiety, depression,heart
arrhythmia,arthritis, bloating, heart ekg: abnormal, hair falling out,
heart palpitation, insomnia, menstrual abnormalities, nasal heavy
drainage, numbness and tingling of fingers and arm,lower back
pain, right shoulder pain, pain at injection site, injection site swollen
to the size of golf ball for at least on month, joint and muscle pain,
soft tissue pain, eye pain, neck pain, skin rash, unable to sleep flat,
night sweats, tens needed to control pain, sinusitis, change in preexisting thyroid condition blurred vision, weight gain, visual field
defected.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0220122-1

3-5 years

From initial information received on 4/27/04 regarding an adverse
event occurring in the USA, it was reported that a four year old
male patient received an IPOL vaccination, lot number W0460,
administered in the right thigh, an MMR II vaccination, lot number
644415/1008M, administered in the left arm, a VAQTA vaccination,
lot number 643816/1061M, administered in the right thigh, and an
INFANRIX vaccination, lot number SS7A2, administered in the left
thigh on 2/10/03. 15 days later on 2/25/03, a registered dietitian
reported that in February 2003, the patient lost all of his hair. The
patient's mother noticed a patch on the back of the boy's head the
day after vaccination, and within two weeks all of his hair was gone.
On 1/14/04, the patient's hair had not returned. In follow up
information received from the patient's mother, it was reported that
the patient had allergies to soy and peanut products. She also
reported that on 2/10/03, the patient received his second dose of
VAQTA. The first dose was given on 12/11/03. It was reported that
the patient was not ill at the time of vaccination. The reporter
indicated that the patient received four shots in one day and about
two weeks later, on 2/25/03, the patient had bad stomach aches
and had to go to the doctor for diarrhea. Reportedly, the patient
woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within three
months he had no hair, eyebrows, or eyelashes. The patient's
mother noticed a different behavior, almost like she had a different
child. She reported that the patient had memory loss on and off.
The change in the patient's behavior was noticed by the mother
after vaccination with VAQTA on 2/10/03. According to the reporter,
the physician diagnosed the patient with alopecia. The patient's
experiences were considered to be disabling by the patient's
mother. Additional information has been requested. The patient has
not recovered from these events. From additional information
received on 10/May/2004 from another manufacturer, ID number
WAES0401USA01070, it was reported that the change in the
patient's behavior was noticed by the mother after vaccination with
the first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (manufacturer,
lot number and administration information not reported) on
11/Dec/2002 (also reported as 11/Dec/2003) and the hair loss after
vaccination with the second dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine
inactivated on 10/Feb/2003. This report was previously sent to PLA
V205C.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0234536-1

1-2 years

Hair loss next AM with bald spot on left side of head.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0257683-1

30-39
years

Severe hair loss starting a month or so after receiving the Hepatitis
B and A vaccinations. Hair loss lasted for a fun 6 weeks. Mental
discombobulation, anxiety, and panic- tingling in head, hands, and
arms. - four day fever. The Epstein Barr viris also surfaced after the
vaccine complete with extreme tiredness and weakness. The
mainstream western doctors did not believe me until I went to a
homeopath. She gave me homeopathic remedies to releve the panic
and worked at detoxing me to rid me of the adverse affects of the
vaccine -- it took a month or so but now I'm finally doing better -- I
also am juicing all organic fruits and vegetables in order to clease
out the toxic effects of the vacinations. The juicing seem to help the
best.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0258246-1

50-59
years

Skin neoplasm carcinoma melanoma.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0262333-1

40-49
years

weakness, joint pain, muscular pain, insomnia, numbness,
headache, anxiety, skin itch, bone pain, ringing ears, constipation,
visual changes, hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0264498-1

1-2 years

Approximately 1 month following the vaccinations he started losing
hair rapidly. He was diagnosed with Telogen Effluvium. No treatment
at present time.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0274526-1

Unknown

abdomen: burning sensation; abdomen, cramps; ache: bones;
blood in stool; ache: joints; ache: joints and muscles; aches:
muscles; aches: whole body; acid reflux; skin acne; allergies; alpha
intrusion; high cholesterol; blood dyscrasia; bursitis; amblyopia;
appetite loss; arm hot to touch; heart arrythmia; autoinoculation
face; loss of concentration; difficulty concentrating; trouble
concentrating; constipation; leg cramps; blood pressure varies;
blood pressure high; depression; dermatitis; constant diarrhea;
constant fatigue; muscle fatigue; pain and fatigue; indigestion; hair
loss; continuous headaches; poor tolerance for loud noises; heart
palpitations; energy loss; low energy levels; exhaustion; memory
difficulty; memory loss; memory bad; memory loss with dizziness;
troube remembering recent information; short-term memory loss;
fungal infection; disorientation; depression; confusion; joint aches;
leg pain; lower back pain; right shoulder, hip and leg pain; right hip
and chest pain; groin pain; back pain; knee and hip pain; lower
back pain; rash; stomach pain; bone and joint pain; joint pain;
muscle and joint pain; muscle pain and stiffness; seizure-like
spasms; leg pain; neck pain; pelvic pain; skin itching; dry and flaky
skin; abdominal pain; chest pain; charlie horse; palpitations; sores
on skin; urinary frequency; sleep problems; poor tolerance for
bright lights; vision problems; unable to sleep flat without
medication; stomach problems; weakness; weight gain;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0274773-1

6-17
years

Significant hair loss (75-80%)-beginning approx 2 weeks after
shots. Tests ordered by pediatrician and biopsy performed by
dermatologist.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0297568-1

6-17
years

Within a week of the vaccination, she was tired, and she had a few
nose bleeds (that were hard to stop). Her gums started bleeding
when brushing her teeth a few weeks after the vaccine. She then
started having high fevers around October 31, 2006,(103, 104,
105)and was eventually hospitalized on November 7, 2007, after a
blood test revealed that her blood platelet count was down to
16,000. She had two chest x-rays that were normal. She was
diagnosed as having high fever, a low platelet count (platelets got
as low as 7,000), and low red blood cells count (which resulted in
anemia). While hospitalized, she was twice treated with IVIG that
caused her platelet count to rise. She also received intravenous
antibiotic treatments that she did not respond to. She was also
given Tylenol and later Motrin while hospitalized to control the fever.
She is now taking Prednisone for a short period. In addition, she is
taking iron pills and Protonix (to protect her stomach from the
affects of the steroid medicine). While hospitalized, she also had a
CAT Scan (of the head) and ultrasounds of her abdominal area
(tests were normal). 12/06/2007 MR received for DOS 11/717/2007 with D/C DX: Evan's Syndrome. Presented to local ED with
fever x days, thrombocytopenia and anemia. Pt initially developed
cough, rhinorrhea, fatigue and fever. Treated symptomatically for
suspected viral infection. Pt developed increasing fatigue and
difficulty leaving bed. Seen again by PCP with labs and CXR done.
Admitted for further w/u of FUO and thromobcytopenia. PE (+) for
purpura of the external ear, lip ecchymosis (blood blisters),
violaceous scaly skin patches involving the malar eminence, and
upper extremities. Started on abx and IVIG PMH: Skin disorder x
1.5-2 yrs c/w granuloma annulare. Rash on face/cutaneous lesions
c/w Lupus. Constipation. Recurrent sinus infections. Pt developed
nausea, dizziness and blurred vision and had a near syncopal
episode. New onset RUQ pain on day 8 with increased LFTs. Multiple
consults by Heme/Onc, Rheum, GI, Neuro and ID. DX of Evan's
Syndrome on Day 10 and tx with steroids begun to be continued
and F/U as outpt. Per 60 day follow up: She is still experiencing low
platelets, which is being controlled by steroid usage (presnisone).
1/15/2010 Patient rec'd other vaccine, hep A on 7/31/08 and she
had to be readmitted to the hospital she experienced hair loss, skin
rash, fevers, low plackets and joint pain.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0321214-1

1-2 years

1 High fever (>106!) x4-5 days, followed, within 1 week, by hair
loss (diffuse). CBC, WBC 7170, HgB 10.2, HCT 30.7, platelet count
8.8. ESR=57.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 12year-old female patient who on an unknown date was vaccinated
with the second dose of GARDASIL (lot number, route and injection
site unknown). Concomitant vaccinations included the first dose of
MENACTRA and HAVRIX. Subsequently, in October 2008
(""sometime last month""), the patient was experiencing hair loss.
She didn't sought any medical attention and her outcome was not
reported. Additional information has been requested."

6-17
years

Seizure activity, lower paralysis, exhaustion, nausea and vomiting,
brain fog, difficulty concetrating, low blood pressure, Painful periods
and off cycle, chest pain, joint pain, muscle pain and weakness,
blurred vision, tremors, weight loss, personality change, dizziness,
difficuly breathing, oxygen deprived, hair loss, Skin pale. 2/25/09
Received PCP medical records of 10/25/07-12/24/2008. FINAL DX:
none provided Records reveal patient experienced good health on
10/25/07. RTC 11/15 w/sore throat, left ear pain & nausea x 1 wk.
Dx w/viral URI. RTC 11/23/07 w/left knee pain/swelling x 5 yrs. Dx
w/patellofemoral syndrome, tx w/meds & referred to PT. RTC
1/8/08 w/neck & throat discomfort. Dx w/voice weakness, probable
strained cricopharyngial nerve. Tx w/meds & referred to ENT who
dx w/dysphonia following likely vocal misuse. RTC 2/8/08 w/fatigue,
upset stomach, weight loss, polydipsia & nausea x 1 wk. RTC
2/12/08 s/p fainting in school, lightheaded x 1 wk. Dx w/syncopal
episode & possible dehydration, weight loss & fatigue. Tx w/IVF &
meds. DM w/u neg. RTC 2/28 s/p ER visit for generalized pain. Had
been hospitalized previous wk, dx w/pseudoseizure & followed by
neuro. 3/27/09 Received Neuro consult medical records of 2/253/7/2008. FINAL DX: none provided. Consult states excessive
tiredness, nausea & weight loss likely secondary to viral illness;
intermittent weakness of legs posssibly due to dehydration vs
presyncope; & recent onset of nonepileptic shaking events. Records
reveal patient experienced fatigue during vacation out of state
approx 3 wks prior to eval. Saw PCP after vacation for nausea,
weakness. Hospitalized x 3 days. Eval by peds neuro at that time &
dx w/syncope vs near syncope. Improved & d/c to home. Was able
to return to school f/t & traveled out of state. Collapsed & had to be
brought back home w/trembling of extremities. Admitted to hospital
for further neuro eval. Exam & testing all WNL. D/C to home. Seen
in ER x 2 for recurrence of shaking & aggressive behavior. Seen in
Neuro clinic 3/7/08 where exam WNL. Dx spells of nonepileptic
events. Referred to psych.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0336765-1

0337624-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0338247-1

6-17
years

7/16/07 - Developed severe case of pneumonia with fever - no
cough or cold prior. Was sent to hospital for chest x-ray. Was given
inhalation therapy and prescribed cefdinir (300mg) and albuterol
(90mg). 7/16/07 evening - went to emergency room when patient
couldn't breath. Received inhalation therapy and z-pak 7/18/07 checked at doctors' office for improvement 7/19/07 - was given
additional albuterol (.83mg) and told to use one vial every 4 hours.
7/07 - given refill of z-pak. 9/28/07 - sinus infection and fever (has
had for about 3 weeks) and is prescribed Z-pak 9/07 - begins losing
substantial amounts of hair that continues for approximately 4
months. 3/7/08 - is seen for ear and sinus infection and fever and
prescribed z-pak 12/19/08 - patient develops flu-like symptoms
with vomiting, diarrhea, and fever. Is given phenergan (25 mg). Is
sent to hospital when vomiting continues. Is given 3 bags of IV fluid
and treated for vomiting and diarrhea. 1/20/09 - develops cold
symptoms and fever. Chronic bruising. 2/13/09 Received ER
medical records of 7/17/2007. FINAL DX: LLL pneumonia Records
reveal patient experienced fever, cough, difficulty breathing, SOB.
Had been seen by PCP 7/16 & dx w/pneumonia. Antibiotics &
inhaler had not improved s/s. Exam revealed decreased LLL breath
sounds. Tx w/nebs, IVF & oral antibiotics.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0342957-1

1-2 years

Fever, rash and hair loss.

6-17
years

"7/22 Woke up during the night from a really bad sharp pain in
chest. She barely touched it and the sharp pain would return same
with shoulders. 7/22 Tired and sore from therapy. I want to give a
little history on this patient. She was a cheerleader, majorette, and
was in a weight lifting class. She was very active and athletic. I
didn't have enough room on the VAERS for this so I am attaching
this sheet for a timeline. 10/14/08 1st GARDASIL. 12/29/08 2nd
GARDASIL. 01/09 School reported she was generally weak and
fatigued to the point of needing to leave school. 02/09 She started
with having leg weakness and would like wrap her ankles for
performances and practices (no injuries) just weakness. 03/09 The
actual leg and joint pain started. She was refusing to do stunts in
cheerleading because it hurt so bad. She is the ""flyer"" because of
her small size and she said it hurt too bad to climb up and to be
caught. 04/09 Not a lot of activity during the month with cheering
or anything, but she had to be picked up from school several times
because the exertion just from walking from class to class made her
so tired she had to go to bed. 05/09 The week of the 11th she had
to be picked up from school because of lethargy just from
decorating for the prom. The week of the 18th she started with a
limp more prominent in the R leg. Substantially increased pain in
the joints and ""shooting, needle-stick pains in the shin area"". The
following week she started losing muscle control and could not walk
or stand without help and started using crutches. She complained of
""burning, stabbing, achy"" pains in many different areas. Her hips,
arms, and leg muscles had significantly increased pain. Because of
the severity of the pain and loss of muscle control in her legs, she
was taken to ER on May 31. She was sent to hospital at that time.
06/09 She went to an Orthopedic Dr and they said it was
neurological. She started seeing a Neurologist, she was doing MRI's
and further testing and they couldn't find anything so they are
sending her to a Neurologist (08/14/09). She also started losing
clumps of hair, not sure of the actual date but it started in June and
is worsening some throughout the month of July with actual thin
spots where her scalp is visible. 07/09 Since 3rd shot 7/14/09 7/23 Low grade fever and nausea, said stomach felt like there was
a fork in side scratching on it. 7/24 Tired not wanting to eat much
stomach hurting. Sore after therapy 2:30 ended - take pain pill
around 4:30. By 5:30 pain was so bad she cried and asked to be
brought home (watching movie at friend's house) & severe pain in
fingers, thumb, wrist, lower arm and behind arm at elbow (home by
6:30) usually not home till 9 or 10 when at friend's house watching
movies. 07/14/09 3rd GARDASIL. Also, when she was in weight
lifting classes she was documented to be bench pressing 90lbs. She
can now barely lift a 1 lb weight at Physical Therapy."

0372620-1

1-2 years

Gradual hair thinning starting the month after Hepatits A booster
was given. Within 4 months she had total hair loss, including eye
brows and eyelashes. Looking back she had been hospitalized for
digestive problems (constant diarrhea) that appeared in November
of 2008. This happened a month after her first Hep A vaccine. She
recovered completely from the digestive problems but then after
the second shot she ended up with all over body hair loss. It has
been 8 months now and the hair has not returned. No one in her
family has this type of hair loss. Other than these two health
problems she has always been healthy.

0406578-1

6-17
years

Memory and cognitive deficit May to present - Hair loss, nose
bleeds, fatigue, lethargy, dry eyes, positive ANA test for an
autoimmune Dx for either lupus, MS, arthritis and Sjorgrens Dr neuro hospital. Continues treatment.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0353037-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0418653-1

18-29
years

My daughter blacked out at soccer practice. Her over health began
declining in the fall of 2008. She gets Strep throat constantly (even
after a tonsillectomy), she began getting cold sores (Herpes simplex
1) and now gets them all over her face, fatigue, hair loss, inability
to fight off any infection, reflux and digestive problems, muscle
tingling, soft tissue injuries that will not heal as well as bone
fractures that will not heal. She had a grand mal seizure in Jan.
2010 from what we expect to be mold toxicity (her rental house
flooded during winter break and the mold levels were tested at 200
times passed what is considered to be toxic).

0448115-1

6-17
years

Fatigue, polyarticular inflammatory arthritis, abdominal pain,
constipation, headaches, dizziness, fainting, joint pain, unexplained
rapid weight gain, skin rash, hair loss, sun sensitivity, swelling of
legs hands and feet.

Unknown

This case was reported by a healthcare professional and described
the occurrence of eczema in an infant subject of unspecified gender
who was vaccinated with HAVRIX (GlaxoSmithKline). On an
unspecified date the subject received unspecified dose of HAVRIX
(unknown). At an unspecified time after vaccination with HAVRIX,
the subject experienced eczema and hair loss. At the time of
reporting the outcome of the eczema and hair loss was unspecified.
At the time of the report no other information was provided.

6-17
years

3/30/11-1st HPV Shot 6/6/11-2nd HPV Shot July 2011-Unexplained
lumpy rash on hands and elbows August 2011-Wart on Shin
September 2011-Hair Loss becoming evident Sept/Oct 2011Irregular menstruation cycle Sept/Oct 2011- Trouble with
memory/brain fog March 2012-Talked to pediatrician and referred to
a pediatric dermatologist for hair loss April-Series of blood and hair
evaluations...nothing conclusive.

6-17
years

Mother reports daughter began losing hair one week after 1st
GARDASIL, accelerated after 2nd GARDASIL. Lost about 1/3 of hair.
Took to PP in September 2011. Tested thyroid and for anemia,
results negative. Mother reports new hair growth in last few
months. Had third HPV administered at PP 1-25-12.

0451792-1

0455110-1

0459414-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0460851-1

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer refers to her
11 years old daughter with penicillin allergy and no pertinent
medical history. The patient was vaccinated with a dose of VAQTA.
No other co-suspects were reported. No concomitant medications
were reported. The consumer reported that while on VAQTA, her
daughter's behaviour toward her siblings changed. Her hair became
dry. Her hair was still dry. She cannot tolerate flashing or bright
light in her eyes. She lost some hair on her head and began pulling
hair out around her ear. She visited the doctor for medical
attention. No treatment was given for the events. No lab
diagnostics studied were performed. At the time of the report, the
patient had not recovered. Additional information has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0481744-1

1-2 years

Redness, swelling, warmth at injection site, hair loss. Nno treatment
needed.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0484739-1

1-2 years

Patient received HPV#3 and hep A #2 on 12/27/12. Since that time
she has had excessive hair loss; abd pain and irregular menses.
Parent requested report file.

0492344-1

6-17
years

2 patches of hair loss on scalp. 3 in x 2 in near nape of neck and 1
in on top of head. No treatment started for his alopecia. Mom noted
it 5/15/13. She is quite sure it was not there 6-8 weeks before that
date.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0498498-1

6-17
years

Progressively worse symptoms since shot administered. Severe
migraines and blurred vision in Left eye beginning in October. On
February 10th, patient had deep vein thrombosis of the left arm.
Has progressively gotten worse over time with joint pain, muscle
pain, fatigue, high fevers daily, lower jaw pain, chest pain, racing
heart, hair loss, abnormal menstrual cycle, weight loss, appetite
loss and continues will all mentioned symptoms today.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0527041-1

1-2 years

Patient began losing patches of hair (alopecia) in areas of her scalp
that previously had hair.

0589761-1

40-49
years

Limited movement of Left Arm. Difficulty with swallowing. Joint and
muscle pain. Shortness of breath. Unusual tiredness and weakness.
Dark colored urine. Difficulty with moving. Hair loss and Thinning of
hair. Muscle cramps and spasms. Trouble sleeping. Inflammatory
arthritis. Fatigue.

0701212-1

6-17
years

Irregular menstruation, uterine pain, ovarian cysts, loss of hair on
head, increase of hair on upper lip and chin, diagnosis of Polycystic
Ovarian Syndrome in October of 2014 and prediabetic condition
from the PCOS.

6-17
years

On 2/1/17 we noticed a 1 1/2 inch bald spot on the back of her
head. Started complaining of tingling in her hands and feet and
chest pains. 05/17 started complaining of extreme fatigue and
started with a cough. Went to pediatrician in June and they noticed
her BP was high and sent us to ER they treated her with an IV and
sent us home. 07/17 started to get rashes from the sun and hot
water, felt nausea, had stomach pain, her feet and hands started
turning purple, lost weight, could not eat, got heart palpitations, felt
dizzy and everything would get black and she almost passed out.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0734015-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

VAERS ID

0735283-1

0813344-1

0817801-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Four days after receiving the 3 vaccines stated (HepA, HPV and
Meningo) my daughter noticed a significant patch of her hair had
fallen out/was missing. The area where this occurred was on the
right side of her head just behind her right ear. The patch was
roughly the size of a 50-cent piece.

50-59
years

Alopecia; This case was reported by a other health professional via
call center representative and described the occurrence of alopecia
in a 52-year-old male patient who received HBV (Engerix B) for
prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Hepatitis A vaccine for
prophylaxis, Typhoid vaccine for prophylaxis and diphtheria toxoid +
pertussis toxoid acellular + tetanus toxoid (Tdap) for prophylaxis.
Concomitant products included HBV (Engerix B). On 25th February
2019, the patient received the 2nd dose of Engerix B. On an
unknown date, the patient received Hepatitis A vaccine at an
unknown dose, Typhoid vaccine at an unknown dose and Tdap at an
unknown dose and frequency. In March 2019, 14 days after
receiving Engerix B and unknown after receiving Hepatitis A vaccine
and Typhoid vaccine, the patient experienced alopecia. The patient
was treated with medication unknown (Unspecified Medication). On
an unknown date, the outcome of the alopecia was unknown. The
reporter considered the alopecia to be possibly related to Engerix B.
It was unknown if the reporter considered the alopecia to be related
to Hepatitis A vaccine and Typhoid vaccine. Additional details were
provided as follows: On 21st January 2019, the patent received the
1st dose of Engerix-B. The healthcare professional noted the patient
received Hep B, Hep A, TDap and typhoid vaccines when at the
office. Brand name of the Hep A, TDap, and typhoid vaccines were
not provided at the time of this call. About two weeks after
receiving his 2nd dose of Engerix-B, the patient reported the
alopecia. The patient was upset because he was having alopecia.
The patient had started a very expensive medication to treat it
(medication not otherwise specified). The healthcare professional
stated the patient was threatening to sue the clinic for not stating
that alopecia was a side effect. The patient believed the Engerix-B
caused the alopecia. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
alopecia to be related to TDap vaccine.

18-29
years

5 (possibly sooner) months after my vaccines, I noticed my hair
falling out in patches. After going to the dermatologist, I was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata, and autoimmune disease on May
30th 2019. I have never ever noticed my hair falling out before, and
highly believe the HPV vaccine kickstarted the autoimmune disease.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0854016-1

65-79
years

brittle hair; hives; hair loss; This case was reported by a consumer
via call center representative and described the occurrence of hives
in a 76-year-old female patient who received HAV (Havrix 1440) for
prophylaxis. Previously administered products included Havrix 1440
(Received 1st dose on an unknown date). Concurrent medical
conditions included mosquito bite. On 1st December 2019, the
patient received the 2nd dose of Havrix 1440 (intramuscular). In
December 2019, less than 3 weeks after receiving Havrix 1440, the
patient experienced hives, hair loss and brittle hair. On an unknown
date, the outcome of the hives was unknown and the outcome of
the hair loss and brittle hair were not recovered/not resolved. It
was unknown if the reporter considered the hives, hair loss and
brittle hair to be related to Havrix 1440. Additional details were
provided as follows: The patient received 2nd dose of Havrix 1440
and noticed hair was very brittle and falling out more than usual.
The patient could hear her hair breaking when she runs her hand
gently through it, and was constantly sweeping hair off the floor,
some with the root. The patient had a few hives and there which
might be mosquito bites. The follow up consent was not granted.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

1878339-1

30-39
years

Massive hair loss with diagnosis of Alopecia Areata

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

0190393-1

40-49
years

Approx 1wk post 2nd Twinrix vaccination client began to experience
arthralgia in the opposite shoulder which eventually radiated to L
knee. Client is currently in physical therapy. Client also relates
increase hair loss since starting series.

30-39
years

This report was received from manf and was assigned manf report
number A0524880A. Information has been received by the
consumer who is a 30 year old female who on 21Jun04 was
vaccinated with a dose of measles virus vaccine live (Moraten) (+)
mumps virus vaccine live (Jeryl Lynn) (+) rubella virus vaccine live
(Wistar RA 27/3). Concomitant therapy included a first dose of hep
A virus vaccine inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast)
(Twinrix) and tetanus toxoid adsorbed. On 28Jun04, approx seven
days following the first administration of hep A virus vaccine
inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (Twinrix), the pt
developed hair loss and itching. The pt was seen at a physician's
office and was treated with corticosteroids and desloratadine
(Clarinex). The hair loss continued. The itching improved. On
23Jul04, the pt received the second dose of hep A virus vaccine
inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (Twinrix). The pt
reported that the hair loss continued following the second dose of
hep A virus vaccine inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAG
(yeast) (Twinrix). The outcome was not recovered. The pt declined
to grant authority to contact her physician; therefore, no further
information will be available. No further information was provided.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

0239501-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0240494-1

30-39
years

From initial information received on 09/16/2004 from information
received from another manufacturer regarding an adverse event
occurring in the USA, it was initially reported by the 30 year old
female patient that she received a Tetanus Toxoid vaccination, an
MMR vaccination, and a first dose of Twinrix on 06/21/2004. The lot
numbers, routes and sites of administration were not reported for
any of the products. Approximately seven days later, on
06/28/2004, the patient experienced hair loss and itching. She was
seen in a physician's office and was treated with corticosteroids and
desloratadine. The hair loss continued, but the itching improved. On
07/23/2004, the patient received a second dose of Twinrix and
reported that the hair loss continued following this dose. The
patient has not recovered from this event. It was reported that the
patient declined to grant authority to contact her physician for
additional information, therefore none will be available. Further
information is not anticipated, this case is considered closed.

0335514-1

50-59
years

Patient returned to clinic stating was losing body hair after second
twinrix injection. Has appointment with Dr. for further evaluation.
Also states was taking herbal medications and had switched regular
meds to generic during this time also.

30-39
years

See attached side effects which have been checked. Abdomen
cramps; ache: joints; aches: whole body; bowels: irritable,
cellulitis; chills, chills fever; mood: Anxiety; concentration:
difficulty; concentration: loss of, concentration: trouble;
neurological: Confusion; constipation; coordination: problems;
Cramps leg; balance: dizziness; balance: vertigo; balance:
problems; bladder problems; cyst: right ovary cysts painful; blood
pressure: high; Depression; dermatitis; diarrhea; diarrhea:
constant; gagging (means nausea); gastric ulcer; indigestion:
nausea; constant; Balance: Dizziness; Dry mouth; Dyspnea; energy
loss; exhaustion; eyes: loss of ability to produce tears (aka sicca
syndrome or Sjogren's syndrome, autoimmune); fatigue; fatigue:
muscle; fibromyalgia; Flu syndrome; Gastritis; hair: turned white,
then brown; hair: loss of facial; hair: falling out; head: shakes;
headache: uncontrollable thump on left side; headaches: migraines;
headache; hearing: ringing in ears; hearing: poor tolerance for loud
noises; heart: murmur; heart: rapid pulse rate; heart: palpitations;
Hypertonia; Hypokinesia; Hypotension; memory: difficult, loss, bad,
loss with dizziness, trouble remembering recent information, shortterm memory loss, increase in forgetfulness; Infection: fungal,
pockets of infection in throat and mouth, staphylococcal, chronic to
include ear and sinus; Menstrual abnormalities, loss; neurological;
reading comprehension difficulty, slowed responses, unable to
perform multiple tasks simulatenously, slowness, disorientation,
depression, confusion, staring spells (likely minor seizures),
migraine, mood swings, anxious, angry, irritable; Myalgia; sleep:
Insomnia; joint: stiffness, ache; nasal: nose bleeds; lesion: brain;
Nervousness; libido: loss; numbness and tingling: fingers, arms and
down one side of body, leg, neck down; pain: stomach, bone and
joint, muscle and joint, arthritic, ear, abdo, back, chest, in feet, like
electrical shocks, charlie horse (I do not think the pain location is of
great interest); Photophobia; Rash pustular, burn-type on entire
body; respiratory: shortness of breath; shaking; skin: cysts
developed, eczema, discoloration, sensitivity, rashes, pain; verbal
skills: unable to comprehend words, stuttering, trouble finding
words, struggle for words; Sleep: feel not refreshed upon waking
up, unable to sleep flat without medication; Speech disorder; Voice
alteration; weakness; weight gain; suicide attempt; sweating;
swelling: joints, feet and ankles; Tachycardia; Taste loss of;
Thinking abnormality; Tinnitus; Twitching or jerking

30-39
years

Vaccine was given on a Wednesday. On Thursday left eyebrow felt
itchy. By Friday I noticed a few hairs had fallen. By Saturday half of
my eyebrow was gone. I also noticed on Saturday that I had some
skin discoloration on my right hand. Two weeks later, while shaving
I noticed that a patch of facial hair had stopped growing. Since then
loss of facial hair has spread and as of right now, my eyebrow hair
has not grown back, and facial hair has not grown back and is
spreading.

0348936-1

0355899-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

0480494-1

50-59
years

"On August 27th I went to a travel clinic prior to trip abroad. Had
Twinrix vaccine, Typhoid Vaccine, and Tdap vaccine. My hair began
falling out. I first noted this in the shower - as I pulled fingers
through hair - large amounts would come out. I am 59 years old
and have NEVER had hair come out like this. The hair came out
diffusely - there were not particular bald spots perse. I stopped
frequent hair washing and was afraid to even brush hair. I am a
physician and after a few weeks of this - had my thyroid functions
tested - normal. I did not have any life ""changes"" associated with
hairloss - stress, hormone changes, dietary changes, illnesses etc. I
began looking on web and found association with Hepatitis B
vaccine. (could not find association with Typhoid or Tdap) I then
had a second Twinrix shot November 5, 2012. It has only been in
the past 2-3 weeks that I have noticed the hair loss has lessened.
Given the time line and lack of any other events the only factor I
can attribute the hair loss to is the vaccine. I am reluctant to get
my third shot - due in 2 months."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

0648754-1

30-39
years

Hair loss in patches (alopecia areata). Treating with topical steroid.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center
representative and described the occurrence of alopecia in a female
patient who received TWINRIX (batch number 53AT5, expiry date
28th November 2020) for prophylaxis. Previously administered
products included TWINRIX (1st dose received on an unknown date,
with batch number: 3C422 and expiry date: 27th April 2021). On
7th December 2018, the patient received the 2nd dose of TWINRIX.
On an unknown date, unknown after receiving TWINRIX, the patient
experienced alopecia. On an unknown date, the outcome of the
alopecia was unknown. It was unknown if the reporter considered
the alopecia to be related to TWINRIX. Additional details were
provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The
patient experienced alopecia after receiving two doses of TWINRIX.
The reporter did not want to provide any details further than what
was reported at time of initial report. The suspect vaccine was
changed from KINRIX to TWINRIX as per the batch number
reported which were found to be of TWINRIX and not KINRIX as per
sales data sheet.

0832797-1

60-64
years

Within the first week of having the vaccination, I noticed handfuls of
hair loss. Within the 4 weeks after the injection so much hair loss,
hair breakage and thinning resulted in me having to purchase a full
wig. For 6-8 weeks after the injection I also experienced excessive
coughing, and difficulty breathing that my rescue inhale could not
handle so I was using a nebulizer to get relief.
15May89 pt vax w/ hepta B after needlestick. devel bumpy lesions
over cheeks, right eyelid had red lesion and exp hair loss. Several
days after vax devel dermatitis on trunk, extremities, scalp, + nails.
Tx w/ Cortaid. See worm...

0806041-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0032119-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0040683-1

Unknown

Pt exp hair loss following vax w/Hep B vax; No further details were
provided;
Pt recvd 1st dose of Hep B vax on 30OCT90 & about 1 to 2 wks
following vax pt exp severe hair loss; pt recvd 2nd dose of vax on
30NOV90 & hair loss was most severe from DEC90 to MAR91; On
2MAY91 pt recvd a 3rd dose of vax & noted relapse;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0040684-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0047968-1

30-39
years

Pt recvd 2 doses of Engerix-B & 2 wks p/each inject exp joint pain,
fatigue, weakness & hair loss which persist;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0052080-1

40-49
years

pt recvd vax 28AUG92 & 25SEP92 sx persisted along w/swelling of
the joints around the fingers; seen by MD; dx degenerative joint
disease in the first MP joints in the feet bilaterally was made;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0052752-1

Unknown

pt recvd vax on 13SEP92 & devel massive hair loss; No further
details were provided;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0058509-1

30-39
years

pt recvd vax & stated hair is falling out;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0059474-1

40-49
years

Pt recvd vax & exp serum sickness, arthralgias, fatigue, fever, facial
erythema; seen by MD;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0061091-1

30-39
years

pt recvd vax 24AUG93 & 29AUG93 devel alopecia; no further details
were provided;
pt recvd vax 29JUN93 & JUL93 mom noticed that daughter was
losing hair; mom reported that pt hair was much thinner &
estimated that process was ongoing for about 1 to 2 months; MD
felt pt's condition may have been telogen effluvium;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0061092-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063178-1

30-39
years

noticed inc hair breakage/loss since DEC93; perms hair every 6
wks; last perm JAN94; dermatology consult: traction or chemical
induced hair breakage;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063179-1

30-39
years

noticed hair breakage/loss since JUL93, though it is currently
subsiding; dermatology consult; traction hair loss secondary to
perms; perms hair every 3 months/last perm FEB94;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063180-1

40-49
years

noticed inc hair loss/breakage since NOV93, approx 2 wks p/2nd
vax & lasting about 2 months; perms hair every 2-3 months; last
perm AUG93 & DEC93;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063181-1

40-49
years

pt recvd vax; pt noticed hair breakage/loss; pt consulted MD; due
to menopause; perms hair every 3 mo;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063182-1

40-49
years

noticed inc hair loss/breakage since JAN94 occurring 1 wk p/last
vax; shedding from roots p/2nd vax; perms hair every 3 months:
most recent SEP93 & DEC93;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063183-1

40-49
years

noticed inc hair/loss/breakage probably since before JUN93; last
hair perm in JUN93: tints hair;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0063184-1

50-59
years

noticed inc hair loss breakage since DEC93 though this has since
improved; perms hair every 3 months; last perm DEC93;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0064626-1

18-29
years

pt recvd vax & exp h/a, nausea, backache, muscle aches & extreme
lethargy-couldn't swallow, difficulty breathing, lost a great deal of
hair; incapitated 2 wks;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0064786-1

50-59
years

pt recvd vax & lose hair; more loss w/ 2nd dose; typical alopecia
areata;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0064787-1

1-2 years

pt recvd vax & lost hair assoc w/ black dots; form of diffuse
alopecia areata;

0067086-1

18-29
years

pt recvd vax & had hot flashes; pt face felt flushed; LA where vax
was given swelled & hurt, followed by knots;felt queasy & was
getting headaches;pt tossed & turned while sleep; pt had hair loss;
to MD; stated serum rxn;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0070174-1

3-5 years

pt recvd vax;approx 4 mo p/ recving 3rd dose, pt exp abnl hair
loss; unresolved

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0070209-1

Unknown

pt recvd vax; p/ dose 1 exp alopecia

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0070210-1

1-2 years

"pt recvd vax;exp alopecia 10 days p/ vax;hair regrew w/in 4 mo;8
days p/ 3rd dose exp again alopecia totalis;no tx given;hair grew by
end of 4 mo which mom described as ""fuzz"" & that is now falling
out;as of 22mar94,hair has not grown back;"

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0070391-1

40-49
years

pt recvd 3 doses of Engerix-B & noticed hair/loss/breakage since
JAN944;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0070844-1

6-11
months

pt recvd vax & 49 days p/vax exp alopecia areata totalis, affecting
scalp, eyelashes, & eyelids;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0073651-1

Unknown

pt recv vax & devel alopecia;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0073671-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax & devel alopecia; No further details were provided;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0073695-1

Unknown

pt recv vax 08MAY94 & 12MAY94 devel alopecia & was taken to MD
13MAY94 who described the alopecia as abn in a child because the
hair loss was coming off in big blocks;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0074375-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax; devel alopecia;neg hx of alopecia in the family;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0074443-1

Unknown

pt recv vax & devel alopecia in a small area which was not d/t the
cradle cap; pts hair grew back & pt recovered; parents did not want
pt to received 3rd dose of vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0074569-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax in 1992 & exp an autoimmune rxn in 1994 which
consisted of rheumatoid arthritis & hair loss; sx were worsening @
the time of the report; no further details were provided;
pt recv vax & devel fever, signs showed would bang head against
pillow during noc & day;lost weight; dropped from 28lbs to 18lbs
slowly; loss appetite; would only drink not eat; lost most of hair;
stopped walking & regressed to crawling;sz

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0075192-1

<6
months

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0075497-1

<6
months

pt recv vax; mom noticed hair loss (scalp) following hep B vax; pt
still w/ alopecia

3-5 years

parents were concerned that pts hair loss was related to hep B vax;
pts hair loss was initially noted in late FEB95; dx hair loss
secondary to tricotillomania; pt recv vax 2MAR93 & 13JUN94 &
3MAR95- hair loss occurred a/3rd hep B vax given;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0077394-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0078812-1

30-39
years

A nurse reported that a 38-year-old female was administered her
first dose of RECOMBIVAX HB vaccine, 10 mcg on 27SEP95. There
was no concomitant medication. On 29SEP95, the patient
experiencd flu0like symptoms which included nausea, vomiting, a
fever of 101 degrees F, and headache. She also developed jaundice
and liver tenderness and was hosptialized. Therapy COMPAZINE was
initiated for treatment. At the time of the report, the patient was
still being treated. Additional details are being requested.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0078926-1

6-17
years

thinning of har c/w male pattern baldness

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0082369-1

30-39
years

pt recvd vax & p/vax pt exp hair loss inc; pt exp hair loss w/1st
dose of vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0082826-1

3-5 years

3months p/vax pt lost all body hair (alopecia totalis);MFR of vax
was notified;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0084877-1

40-49
years

pt recv 3 doses of hep B vax on 5FEB93,16APR93 &
26NOV93,respectively;pt devel alopecia;
began pulling out hair went on prozac;mood
swings,h/a,sweating,hot flashes,neck&back stiffness,abd
pain;diarrhea-constipation,weakness,flushed,memory loss,trouble
w/eyes,breathing hard,purpura,ringing in ear,muscles aches

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0085656-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0088250-1

30-39
years

pain in joints, chest pain, t104-105, pneumonia x 2 lungs, h/a,
lethargy, weight loss 8lb x 1wk;
pt recv vax 28AUG92 & w/in 24hr exp pain in hand & feet,
migratory pain in multiple joints, fatigue, fibromyalgia, polyarthritis,
stiffness, alopecia, weakness, arthralgia, swelling of MP & PIP joints,
vascular problem, arthropathy;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0089529-1

40-49
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0093400-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 13FEB96 & right away hair came out in clumps;pt
ponytail one-half as big as formerly;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0096239-1

Unknown

pt recv vax & devel alopecia areata;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0099182-1

<6
months

temp to 104, rash, hair loss seen that noc in ER-DPH/APAP given;
pt devel 5 bald spots on scalp-various sizes;1 day p/2nd vax skin
blotchy (not hives);taken to MD next day w/fever up to 103 tx for
ear infect-had malaise & h/a on ATB;to MD dx autoimmune
rxn;hypersensitive rxn triggered autoimmune response

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0099514-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0101714-1

30-39
years

alopecia circumscripta (multiple sites-facial & scalp) reversibilityunk;

0102020-1

30-39
years

pt recv vax SEP95 & pt exp low grade fever, rxn @ inj site
w/swelling, erythema, & pruritus, urticaria, & joint pain;swelling
extended up the pt arm & down back to waist;pt also exp
malaise;urticaria, arthralgia;elevated ESR;hair coming out

3-5 years

curly haired child presented w/head lice @ 2wk post vax;mom
reportedly tx child x5-6 w/OTC prescription & rx lindane;onset of
alopecia early in SEP97 w/breaking hair & falling out in clumps &
h df l

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0103126-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

handfuls;

VAERS ID

Age

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0103293-1

60-64
years

30JUL97 noticed a very heavy hair loss-more than ever;recv last
hep b shot of 3 series shot on 22JUL97;

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0103322-1

3-5 years

pt recv vax 19MAY97 & devel alopecia areata;loss 50% of
hair;indentions in nail beds;

0104264-1

40-49
years

several months p/vax got hair cut & thought barber cut a plug out
of hair but was able to cover over w/other hair;spot size of ASAthen penny-larger over next several months;located on back of
head went to MD dx w/alopecia;
dime-sized hair loss patch rt occiput discovered MAR95;progressed
to 3inch patch w/scattered pea size patches & loss of back
hairline;dx as alopecia areata;JAN96 hair loss patch discovered @
middle back of hairline;

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0105154-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0105958-1

40-49
years

pt exp hair loss p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106068-1

18-29
years

pt recv vax & exp hair loss;no further details available;
pt recv vax 28APR97 & 2wk post vax exp loss of clumps of hair;pt
had used hair straightener @ the time of the hair loss;some hair
was growing back @ the time of this report 9JUN, but some is still
being lost;no tx of the event is reported;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106078-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106136-1

30-39
years

pt recv vax 13MAY97 & devel alopecia circumscripta on the face &
scalp;this hair loss shape was presented as round;pt was not hosp

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106352-1

6-11
months

pt devel alopecia @ age 3yr & has cont to exp patches of baldness
(fifty cents size);mom has read about cases of hair loss from hep b
vax & wants to report this;
hair started to fall out from the roots;started 30JUN97 p/vax;pt is
still loosing hair but not as much as following vax;pt estimates lost
about half of hair;pt is loosing hair not in spots but all over the
head equally;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106416-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106717-1

6-17
years

hair loss diffuse pattern/thinning;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106731-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 10SEP97 & noted 50% hair loss p/dose 2 of
vax;October throughout December 1997 pt had been to attending
physician;they could not discover a reason for the 50% hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0106984-1

30-39
years

pt exp hair loss (overall scalp thinning);h/a (p/2nd & 3rd doses);

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0107008-1

50-59
years

excessive hair legs-on lower extremities-on outer part of legs-back
of head 1 & on the lt side w/abd odor that can not be washed out
devel allergy to oranges & peaches not had before;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0107194-1

18-29
years

hair loss-alopecia for approx 2 1/2-3yr;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0107447-1

50-59
years

alopecia occurred p/1st dose of vax & became worse w/each
dose;hair odor is causing problems @ work;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0107448-1

50-59
years

excessive hair loss on lower extremities, outer part of legs & lt side
& back of head;hair has had odor that cant wash out;doesn't
subside w/shampoo-very strong;high temp @ noc only;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0107449-1

50-59
years

excessive hair loss on lower extremities (outer part of legs & lt side
& back of head;hair has had odor that cant be washed out;doesn't
subside w/shampoo-very strong;high temp @ noc only;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108252-1

18-29
years

pt recv adult doses instead of adolescent doses for 2nd & 3rd doses
on 30JUL96 & 18OCT96 respectively;pt also exp hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108421-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax & 1wk post vax pt exp hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108551-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 25SEP97 & pt exp alopecia & hair is falling out
inclumps;pt alopecia persisted;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108564-1

Unknown

pt recv vax & devel alopecia;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108566-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax MAR97 & JUN97 pt exp diffuse hair loss in clumps;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108568-1

18-29
years

pt recv vax MAR96 & approx JUL96 pt exp thinning of the hair;
pt recv vax 2JUL97 & 2-3 wk p/vax 16JUL97 pt exp severe hair loss
& painful nodules all voer body;later dx w/periarteritis nodosa;also
devel a huge area around inj site that looked like a boil & was very
sore;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108569-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108572-1

1-2 years

pt recv 3 doses of vax between 17OCT96 & 20AUG97 & less than
1yr later on 20AUG97 pt exp alopecia;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108579-1

30-39
years

pt recv vax 4APR97 & 18APR97 & 18MAY97;in mid APR & May pt
exp hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108587-1

Unknown

pt recv vax 4JAN95 & pt exp hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108598-1

30-39
years

pt recv vax & had itching but no DPH was needed;pt exp hair loss
on crown about the size of a nickel;pt feels that hair is thinner &
notices more hair on brush;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108601-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 1997 & several months later exp alopecia w/great big
patches of hair loss;tx w/medit was reported that the hair loss
started in the summer which was worsened;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108620-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 12SEP97 & 3DEC97 & p/vax pt exp some patchy hair
loss;

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

Adverse Event Description

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108632-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 10SEP97 & p/vax pt exp alopecia on head which has
gradually worsened;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108673-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax & devel viruses & fever & shed a lot of hair-hair thin &
weak hair in all three;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108674-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax & exp viruses & shed of lot of hair & fever;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108675-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax & devel a fever w/virus & thinner & weaker hair (fine
hair which pulls out of head very easily);

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108851-1

6-17
years

alopecia-pt had moderate loss of hair starting 1-2wk following 2nd
vax;lost approx 1/2 of hair on head;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0108889-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax & 2 days later eyelid swelling & total eyelash loss;Today
12MAR98 no eyelash growth to date;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0109015-1

6-17
years

hair loss-generalized used rogaine;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0109592-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 8DEC97 & 2wk later eyelid swelling & eyelash loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0110505-1

6-17
years

hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0110669-1

40-49
years

hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0110810-1

<6
months

onset of diffuse hair loss 2 days p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0111359-1

6-17
years

hair fell out in copious amounts p/vax of all 3doses of hep b vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0111410-1

6-17
years

hair loss p/hep b shot;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0111411-1

6-17
years

hair loss p/hep B shot;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0112049-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax & exp hair loss from crown of head dx lichen
planopilaris;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0112053-1

6-17
years

pt devel hair loss along par line of scalp;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0112835-1

6-11
months

loss of hair w/thinning of hair 1yr p/hep b vax;recovered w/nl hair
growth in 2mo;no rx;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0114112-1

6-17
years

pt started loosing hair 6-8mo ago;hair loss has cont resulting in
bald spots & loss is 1/2way up back of head;pvt MD told mom hair
loss is due to HBV series;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0114196-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 28JUN96 & 17OCT96 pt removed beard d/t alopecia
barbae;15OCT97 pt discovered onset of alopecia areata;10SEP98
alopecia areata covered 90% of scalp;no tx;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115418-1

6-17
years

Two months post third dose of hepatitis B vax, the pt lost eye brows
and eye lashes. Before vax, the pt was a happy, go-lucky child; now
she is terrified and wants to isolate self.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115673-1

30-39
years

Pt recv vax on 3/6/97; 7/97 pt exp hair loss.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115675-1

18-29
years

Pt recv vax on 7/10/97; 2-3 wk later pt exp hair thinning.
Dermatologist dx=stress related

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115677-1

6-17
years

Pt recv vax in 11/94; 3/95 pt exp hair loss; tx=Kenalog lotion w/o
imp; tx=Kenalog injections, pt imp. Pt recv Prednisone. Pt grows
hair then falls out; dx=alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115678-1

50-59
years

Pt recv vax on 9/17/97; on same day pt exp night sweats x 24hr,
hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115679-1

30-39
years

Pt recv 1st & 2nd dose of vax in 1996; pt exp hair thinning for past
1 yr

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115734-1

6-17
years

hair loss on top of scalp & front of head;the hair started growing
back p/2month

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115755-1

50-59
years

pt recv vax 9SEP97 & noticed an unusual amount of hair loss;also
notice bruising on arms;no tx given;bruising resolved;pt noted that
hair was thinning prior to vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115771-1

6-17
years

Pt recv vax on 8/21/97; post vax pt exp hair loss.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115777-1

65-79
years

Pt recv vax in 2/97; in 3/97 pt exp hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115781-1

6-17
years

Pt recv vax in 3/97; in 8/97 pt exp hair loss; tx=Temovate gel w/
no success

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115787-1

65-79
years

Pt recv vax on 7/28/94; in 1995 pt exp hair loss & weight gain.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115795-1

Unknown

pt recv vax 18OCT97 & 2 days later hair fell out in large quantities;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115797-1

30-39
years

pt recv vax 8MAR93 & approx 4 1/2yr p/vax 27OCT97 pt noticed
hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115807-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 1997 & devel alopecia areata on posterior scalp;tx
rogaine;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115817-1

40-49
years

Pt recv vax in 1/98; four day later pt exp alopecia; pt to
dermatologist

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115828-1

18-29
years

Pt recv vax on 8/29/97; post vax pt exp alopecia, facial rash &
swelling

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115870-1

18-29
years

pt recv vax 3SEP97 & devel hair loss, requiring MD visit;pt
completed the 3 doses 30JAN98 despite cont hair loss all over the
scalp;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115877-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 7OCT97 & approx 4mo later in FEB98 a small amount of
hair loss was noticed;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0115956-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 29APR98 & exp hair loss in a circular area during APRMAY98;the child's hair had been coming out in patches the size of a
dime;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0116729-1

18-29
years

having some hair loss, 2wk p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0116731-1

30-39
years

hair loss, tongue swollen, rt side of tongue had lumps on the next
day;really losing a lot of hair;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0117880-1

18-29
years

Pt recv vax on 11/24/98; pt exp ongoing hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0118642-1

6-17
years

19JAN99 unable to attend school;10SEP98 began feeling ill;11SEP
T105, diff breathing, resp distress (rushed to hosp); spitting up lots
of mucous;severe h/a;coughing/choking sounds;exhaustion,sinus
infect;hair falling out;Annual follow-up dated 02/21/01 stated that
the pt was bedridden for 10 months following the vaccine with a
fever, sensitive to light, difficulty breathing, wheezing, asthma, hair
loss, menstruation ceased, extreme exhaustion. She is beginning to
recover.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0118766-1

40-49
years

hair loss since 10 days p/vax;
pt recv vax NOV98 & hair loss cont;11DEC98 pt noticed a grayish
cloud in vision lt eye for several hr; examined by ophthalmologist
and found to be ok;18JAN99 exp distortion in peripheral vision of lt
eye, dx:vein occlusion near optic nerve

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0118834-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0119276-1

6-17
years

2wk p/vax joint pain, fingers & lt ankle swelling-dragged ankle
when walking, T99.8-101.2 swollen cervical lymph nodes;hair loss
size of quarter on top of head;fatigue & joint pain still persists;

0119369-1

40-49
years

flu like sx, body ache, chills, fever, joint pain, stiffness-severe h/a,
muscle weakness, profound weakness in extremities;trouble
remembering & concentrating; Per follow-up dated 9/27/00, the pt
continues to suffer from muscle pain, joint pain, extreme fatigue,
elevated sed rates, dry eyes and mouth, nausea, and poor immune
system. In January 1999, the pt was hospitalized twice; once for
nausea and vomiting uncontrolled and once for suffering a small
stroke.
feeling cold,tiredness, hands turns blue, diff breathing;@ home
home remedy keeping pt warm;asking pt to take deep breath finally
took pt to MD;MD did lab work says it is raynaud's synd, ANA +,
platelet count dec, losing hair, dx lupus;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0119450-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0119819-1

6-11
months

pt recv vax 17DEC97 & pt had bilat OM & cold signs & sx @ the
time of vax;pt exp extreme but not complete hair loss on the scalp;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0119821-1

Unknown

pt recv vax & exp alopecia;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0119930-1

Unknown

Pts recv vax on unspecified day; post vax pts exp hair loss

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0119936-1

Unknown

pt recv vax 22MAY98 & 12JUN98 pt exp hair loss;pt recovered p/3
months;pt was advised to have titer drawn to determine whether
3rd dose is indicated;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0120602-1

6-17
years

extensive diffuse hair loss;large accumulation of hair in drain when
showering;heavy loss approx 1-2yr;onset approx 3wk p/initial dose
of vax; cont until present;tx p/ medical consult in 1994

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0120616-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax 10FEB99 & w/in 1 1/2 to 2wk began noticing inc hair
loss;hair loss worse p/washing & blow drying;hair noticeably
thinner;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0120999-1

18-29
years

multiple sclerosis, 1 1/2yr- 1 1/4yr, daily inj copotene;fatigue,
weakness, excessive pain back, ankles, feet;syncope;some hair loss
(excessive but not to the point of baldness);

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0123878-1

6-17
years

had diffuse hair loss/thinning;referred to dermatology;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0124949-1

6-17
years

few days p/vax mom reported lots of hair loss;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0125248-1

6-17
years

pt devel alopecia areata 57 days p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0126418-1

6-17
years

7day p/vax pt noticed increase in amount of hair pt was losing p/pt
washed & brushed hair. better since no more treatment

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0126760-1

18-29
years

pt has hx of thrombocytopenia, tx w/Vincristin; 7/98 pt recurrent
episodes of thrombocytopenia, tx w/Vincristin; pt had painful rash
lower extremities, severe myalgias& leg pain, dx=urticarial
vasculitis; abd pain; low immunoglobulins Per follow-up dated
9/18/00, the pt continues to have severe recurrent vasculitis,
thrombocytopenia, headaches, arthralgias, chronic pain, and
immune suppression. Doc #201751 states that patient continues to
have severe recurrent, vasculitis, thrombocytopenia, headaches,
arthralgias, chronic pain and immune suppression

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0126761-1

6-17
years

approx 8 days p/vax pt document to have Alopecia Areata; Annual
follow-up provided no additional data.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0126817-1

6-17
years

alopecia 2-3 days p/recv vax

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0127210-1

Unknown

alopecia areata-1mo p/vax;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0127472-1

3-5 years

p/2nd vax pt devel inc of hair loss & dx w/alopecia; remains
w/some hair loss but growing back;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0128134-1

6-17
years

alopecia rt occiput 1 yr ago, now hair is regrowing;

0128433-1

6-17
years

pt hosp w/sx severe hair loss; cardiac problems; skin rash; joint
pain; muscle spasms; splenomegaly; inflamed liver. Annual FU
indicates pt has developed pulmonary problems, autoimmune
hepatitis and continues to take immunosuppressants and steroids
on a daily basis.
p/vax pt exp vague sx of arthralgias & weakness;it was reported
that pt labs were nl @ that time;pt cont to not feel well;pt exp
weight & hair loss;pt lost 14 pounds since last visit in12/98;60 day
follow-up received on 10/25/00 provided no additional data.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0130527-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0132291-1

30-39
years

Pt reports hair loss after Hepatitis #2 & #3
Hair loss post vax, subsided 4-6 wks after each dose. Alopecia post
vax lasting 4-6 wks-50% occurred. Regrowth currenty seen. R/O
fungal infection on scalp, hormone imbalance, TSH, vitamin
dificiency, stress, anemia, immunocompromised.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0133411-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0133611-1

6-17
years

4-6 weeks post vaccination, pt developed alopecia areata.
Diagnosed by family MD, confirmed by Dermatologist.

Unknown

Child began screaming a high pitched, top of his lungs scream w/i 4
hrs after receiving vax. He then never slept more than 15-40 mins
at a time & never more than 4 hrs in a 24 hr period. He screamed
90% of his waking hrs & was unconsolable.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0133910-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0152091-1

6-17
years

Two days post vax (10/31/98), this child presented to a physician
with total body alopecia. On 11/19, tests and cultures were
conducted with negative results. Within a couple of months of onset
the pt had lost all body hair, including eyelashes and eyebrows. At
the time of the report, the pt still had complete body alopecia. No
further information is available.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0153056-1

40-49
years

On 3/10/2000, noticed twice as much hair as usual came out after
shampooing. Each day since, hair is coming out in clumps.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0158696-1

6-17
years

"11 days, post vax, her eyelashes and eyebrows fell out. Her
eyebrows did begin to grow back when...She received the 2nd HepB shot and after 11 days, post vax, her eyebrows fell out. The few
remaining eyelashes fell out, too. The follow up report received on
12/13/00 states, ""She comes in today for evaluation of localized
hair loss in th eyebrows and eyelashes. This has been ongoing now
for about a two week period that the mother has noticed. She has
not had any itching or discomfort around the eyes. She has not
been plucking at the eyebrows or eyelashes as near as she and her
mother know. She does wear glasses but does not wear any
contacts. Has not had any redness or discharge. On exam today her
hair is normal without any hairloss, without any lesions, scabies or
mites within the hair. She does have hair loss in the eyebrow more
on the right then on the left and in the eyelashes with some broken
hairs as well as absent hairs. The eyes themselves are clear without
any signs of infection or drainage. HEENT is otherwise normal.
NECK is supple. No thyromegaly or masses. LUNGS are clear.
HEART is RRR without murmurs. ABDOMEN is benign. Localized
alopecia to be eyebrow and eyelash area of uncertain etiology. I
wanted to try her on some Decadron ophthalmic ointment to see if
this is an inflammatory response but this was not available at the
pharmacy. Therefore seh is placed on Cortisporin and is going to
use that tid for at least a week and follow back if not getting some
new hair growth within a three week period."""

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0161314-1

6-17
years

Post vax, the pt told her mother that her hair had been falling out.
Mother states that when child's hair is damp and they brush her
hair, it comes out in big hand fulls.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0162688-1

6-17
years

A week or so after the patients 2nd Hepatitis B vaccine. The
patients parent noticed that the patients eyelashes and eyebrows
had fallen out. Shortly after that, 2 areas of scalp hair fell out. At
the present, (11/12/00, 19 mos from vaccine date) scalp hair has
regrown. However, eyelashes are very sparse and continue to fall
out and then try to regrow. The eyebrows are almost nonexistent.
The patient still has hair loss of his eyebrows and eyelashes, also
lethargy noted after the first vaccination.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0163246-1

Unknown

Subsequent to receiving vax the pt developed alopecia. The
outcome is unknown.

0163400-1

6-17
years

17 days post vax the pts eyelashes had fallen out and her eye
brows had started to fall out. She was not losing any hair as of
05/23/2000. The most recent information received reports the
outcome of the event is resolved.

0163412-1

6-17
years

Two weeks post vax, the pt experienced alopecia of the eyebrows
and eyelashes bilaterally. Currently, her eyebrows and eyelashes
are very thin. The most recent information received reports the
outcome of the event as ongoing.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0163432-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

10 days after receiving the first dose of Engerix B the pts eyelashes
and eyebrows fell out. Outcome resolved. 10 days subsequent to
receiving the second dose of Engerix the pts eyelashes and
eyebrows again fell out. Unspecified treatment was given three
weeks post vax. As of 07/28/2000 the outcome of the event is
unresolved.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0164347-1

40-49
years

"She states ""has had nausea every day since injection"" but no
vomiting and eating as normal. Has occasional dizziness which last
for seconds. CC: hair loss. This African/American lady states comb
and brush removed large amounts of hair causing her to braid hair
and buy a wig 1 week from having injection of Engerix-B. Referred
to a Dermatologist for consult."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0166910-1

30-39
years

Pt reports alopecia post Hep B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0167003-1

60-64
years

Client complained of hair loss and states the hair loss occurred after
the 2nd dose of Hep-B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0167554-1

Unknown

"Information has been received from an RN concerning a male who
was vaccinated with Hep-B. Six weeks, post vax, the pt experienced
loss of all of his hair. Medical attention was sought. Follow-up
information from an RN indicated that ""nothing happened to our
pt"". No further information is available."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0168582-1

3-5 years

This patient's hair is falling out.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0169464-1

1-2 years

After 15 month vaccines, my son's hair fell out. He lost about 75%
of his hair. No treatment as doctors are confused as to why this
happened. Hair is beginning to grow back.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0170467-1

1-2 years

Patient received five vaccination 03/05/01. Starting 03/17/01 her
hair started to fall out and in a period of 2 months she lost 50% of
her hair. The back of her head is completely bald.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0171102-1

6-17
years

The pt's hair started falling out suddenly for no apparent reason.
She is losing much more than the normal about every day. Hair loss
has been constant for over four weeks.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0173669-1

6-17
years

Patient's hair started falling out a few months after her last shot.
The patient has lost 60% of her hair and is still losing hair, though it
is growing back in some areas.

0174734-1

6-17
years

This child was feeling tired, run down, no energy. Had sore throat,
indigestion, tingling in her arms, blurred vision, nausea, constant
abdominal pain, anorexia, esophageal reflux, Episodes of (ongoing)
gas. Hair loss, quarter size swollen cervical lymph nodes, bumps on
her scalp leaving multiple bald spots with 3 inch circle in the crown
of her head, still warm to touch. Still has to see the MD. Ongoing
visits to the doctor as of 08/20/01.

0177717-1

50-59
years

Alopecia, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, thyroiditis, vasculitis. Other
vaccines given were Hep B 6/99 and Tetanus 5/99 unknown
manufacturer/lot number. Per 1 year follow up: Pt did not recover.
Symptoms all described in earlier VAERS submission.

30-39
years

Pt developed fatigue, pain in back and limbs (severe), sore muscles,
excessive hair loss, loss of appetite, alternating constipation and
diarrhea, numbness in her left arm (site of injection) and nausea.
Diagnosed with perfuse myalgia. Per 1 year followup: Pt has not
recovered. Muscle and joint pain. Fatigue. Diminished motor skills,
loss of critical thinking skills. Depression. Intermittent blurred
vision. Loss of ability to work. Insomnia. Comments: I wish I never
agreed to be vaccinated with the Hep B recombinant vaccine. It has
uined my quality of life! Thank you for caring. 01/08/2003 Pt

3-5 years

Report 2001022498-1 describes headache in a pt who rec'd
hepatitis B vaccine (brand unknown). The pt's allergies, medical
history, and concomitant medications were not specified. In 8/01,
the pt rec'd her third intra-muscular dose of hepatitis B vaccine
(brand unknown). Three weeks later, she experienced hair loss,
fatigue, and headache. As of 9/14/01, the adverse events had not
resolved.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0179075-1

0180438-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0180518-1

50-59
years

Report 2001025938-1 describes hair loss in a pt who rec'd hepatitis
B vaccine recombinant (Engerix-B). The medical history included
hysterectomy. Concurrent medications included conjugated
estrogens, levothyroxine sodium, atorvastatin calcium,
hydrochlorothiazide, atenolol, calcium, vitamin E and vitamin C. The
vaccinee stated that she had no problems with previous vaccines of
any kind. She developed seasonal allergies post-immunization.. On
10/3/01, the vaccinee received her 1st injection of Engerix-B.
Subsequently, she experienced diffuse hair loss. This hair loss was
an increase in her daily hair loss. The hair loss got better just
before the vaccinee received her second injection of Engerix-B. On
10/31/01, the vaccinee received her second injection of Engerix B.
the vaccinee stated that her hair loss worsened two weeks after
receiving her second injection of Engerix B. The hair loss worsened
for approximately one wek and then improved. On 5/21/02, the
vaccinee received her third Engerix B injection. The status of the
patient's hair loss after her third injection was unknown. The
reporter stated that the hair loss was possibly related to Engerix B
administration.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0182052-1

6-17
years

Mild hair loss

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0182363-1

0182472-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning an 11 year old female with asthma, a strawberry allergy
and cat allergy who on 04/13/2001 was vaccinated with a first dose
of hep b vaccine IM in the right arm. Concomitant vaccination
included a dose of MMR received on 04/13/2001, SC in the left arm.
Concomitant therapy included montelukast sodium, fluticasone
propionate, and albuterol. There was no illness at the time of
vaccination. The licensed practical nurse reported that 24 hrs after
the pt received the vaccinations she experienced alopecia. The
licensed practical nurse reported that the client presented on
04/16/2001 with alopecia in the center of her head. The nurse
reported that this was the client's first injection of hep b vaccine
recombinant and MMR. In follow-up the licensed practical nurse
reported that 24 hrs after vaccines, there was an abrupt onset of
hair loss centrally, in a line along the sagittal suture. She report
that the roots came out too and the area was 2-3cm wide and 5-6
cm long, total alopecia in that area. The licensed practical reported
that as of 05/09/2001, the hair is starting to regrow. In follow-up
the physician's office reported that as of 09/26/2001, the hair has
regrown. No further info is available

Unknown

Information has been received from a registered nurse concerning a
patient who was vaccinated with a dose of hepatitis b vaccine
recombinant (yeast). Subsequently, the patient experienced hair
loss. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0187258-1

50-59
years

"Report A0303842A describes possible mercury poisoning in a 59
year old female who received hep B vaccine recombinant after
sustaining a needle stick injury. This report was received from the
vaccinee, who is a nurse and has not been verified by a physician.
The vaccinee reported that she had no allergies or medical history.
However, she also reported that she took conjugated estrogens
(Premarin), Prozac and baby aspirin. The vaccinee reported that she
received the first and second doses of Engerix B on 09/08/1998 and
10/08/1998, respectively. She reported that ""within one to two
weeks"" of receiving the second injection of Engerix B, three-fourths
of her hair fell out and was ""coming off from the follicle."" She also
reported that her hair became limp. She stated that she also
experienced ""occasional ""earaches, ""occasional"" sinus infectious,
anemia (manifested by decreased hemoglobin concentration,
decreased hematocrit, and decreased total protein concentration),
polyarthritis, muscle pain, ""thumb not in joint,"" and ""beginning in
late May 2002 or early June 2002, her ""tongue has sores and is
very red."" She started that she ""thinks"" that she has ""mercury
poisoning"" because she received thimerosal in the Engerix B
injections in 1998. She also stated that she experienced dryness of
""all mucous membranes"" and that she ""now has"" Sjogren's
syndrome. She considered the ""mercury poisoning"" and Sjogren's
syndrome to be possibly related to Engerix B administration. The
most recent info received on 06/19/02, indicated that all the
reported events were ongoing. This report of ""mercury poisoning""
is considered medically serious."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0188123-1

50-59
years

Developed Alopecia totalis within 6 months of final vaccine.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0190080-1

1-2 years

About 1 1/2 weeks after shot, daughter developed hair loss. Was
diagnosed as having alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0190939-1

18-29
years

Pt c/o Alopecia, First noticed approx 2-3 wks post HBV #1. Pt under
increased stress (1st year med. student) Also concerned about past
episodes, Will f/u as needed.
On Tuesday, 9/24/02, received HBV then on Wednesday and
Thursday, 9/25 and 9/25/02, 2/3 of hair on top of head fell out at
root. Went to DR who performed complete thyroid work-up normal.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0191658-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0192022-1

40-49
years

Herpes Zoster, Alopecia, Inflammatory arthritis, chronic fatigue,
migraines.

40-49
years

"Patient has had approx. 35% hair loss since hair loss started in
early/mid September, 2002. She was administered the Hepatitis B
vaccine, starting on April 29th of 2002, received the second shot on
June 3, 2002 and the final shot on October 4th 2002. Her hair
continues to fall out at a rate of at least 200 hairs per day, despite
therapy with Rogaine (for past 3 weeks). Telogen effluvium.
Immediately following the last shot, she felt exhausted as if she had
come down with ""mono."" She also received the flu vaccine on
10/4/02. Some fatigue has continued. She also has an aggravation
of asthma and upper respiratory symptoms. Please contact
Healthcare providers for Vaccine Maker and lot#s."

18-29
years

Second dose of Recombivax given 04/04/02 within days afterward
employee experienced unequal pupils visual problems in lef teye,
dizziness,muscle tremors, twitching, extreme weakness, fatigue and
hair loss. ACTscan, MRI and lumbar puncture yielded no abnormal
findings. After employee received 3rd dose on 10/11/02, employee
realized symptoms might be due to the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0192474-1

0194610-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0196358-1

0196359-1

0196410-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"On 2/28/02, the subject received her 1st injection of Engerix-B. On
3/2/02, 2 days post vax, she noticed ""a lot"" of her hair came out
from her temples and the back of her head while in the shower. On
4/29/02, a 2nd injection of Engerix-B was administered and the
subject again experienced the recurrence of hair loss, which she
described as ""hair falling out with flaky, itchy scalp"". Additionally,
the subject developed ""headaches at times"". A Hep-B surface
antibody (HBsAb) was performed following receipt of the 2nd
injection and was reported to have responded (greater that 150).
On 5/30/02, the subject reported ""less hair loss"", however, the
symptom persisted. The immunization series was discontinued after
the 2nd injection of Engerix-B. The event of alopecia was reported
to have improved as of 6/20/02, however, the outcome of other
events was not specified. The reporter considered alopecia to be
related to Engerix-B."

50-59
years

"On 2/3/99, the vaccinee received her 2nd injection of Engerix-B.
On 2/18/99, the vaccinee received her 3rd injection of Engerix-B, 2
weeks after the 2nd injection rather that the recommended interval
of 6 months. On an unspecified date, the vaccinee's hair ""fell out in
clumps"". The hair grew back after an unspecified period of time."

6-17
years

"Report A0370076A describes hair loss in a 17 y.o. female who
received Hep B vaccine recombinant (Engerix-B). This report was
received from the mother of the vaccinee and has not been verified
by a physician or other healthcare professional. The medical history
and concurrent conditions were not specified. Concurrent
medications reportedly included thiamazole (Tapazole). According to
the mother, the vaccinee received her first injection of Engerix-B in
June 99. Reportedly, in the summer & fall of 99, the vaccinee
""experienced hair loss from her hair line above her temples similar to how a man loses his hair. It grew back later."" Reportedly,
the vaccinee received her second and 3rd injections of Engerix-B in
July & October 2000, respectively. The hair loss reportedly revolved
in winter 2000."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0196424-1

40-49
years

"This report describes hair loss in a 44 y.o. female who was
vaccinated with Hep B vaccine recombinant (Engerix-B) for
prophylaxis. The subject's medical history included allergy to
ampicillin. Concurrent medications were not specified. The subject
had not experienced any adverse events following previous
immunizations. On 6/3/02, the subject received her first injection of
Engerix-B. By approximately 6/10/02, she experienced hair loss,
skin itching, and fatigue. The events ""came on gradually."" The
subject was seen by a physician. The Engerix-B immunization series
was discontinued. As of 10/8/02, the events has ""improved""."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0198846-1

30-39
years

Full loss of facial hair. Partial progressive loss of pubic hair.
Occasional loss of eye lashes.

0203214-1

<6
months

Upon the administering of the 2nd Hep B shots and 1st polio shot,
patient lost almost all his hair. After 1st Hep B shot on 05/10/2000,
patients thyroid was borderline high until 23:00. Patient also show
slight signs of mild autism.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0206577-1

3-5 years

I got my heb b shot and a mmr in may of 2003 and a few days after
that i notice my hair falling out i have not got treated yet i got 723-03 to see a work mens comp doctor other then that none my
hair is still falling out

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0208626-1

18-29
years

HAIR LOSS

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0212874-1

18-29
years

"alopecia. Hair falling out in patches approximately 1/2"" to 3/4"" in
diameter. 2 bald patches yesterday increased to 5 patches today."

Unknown

This case was reported by a nurse and described a an adolescent
female pt who experienced hair loss following immunization with
hepatitis B vaccine (manufacturer unknown). Family history was
significant for hair loss in the pt's sister following receipt of hepatitis
B vaccine. On unspecified dates, the pt received an unspecified
number of doses of hepatitis B vaccine (manufacturer unknown).
Subsequently, on an unspecified date, the pt experienced hair loss.
The hair loss resolved but the hair regrowth was different than prior
to the hair loss.

Unknown

This case was reported by a nurse and described a female pt who
experienced hair loss following immunization with hepatitis B
vaccine (manufacturer unknown). Family history was significant for
hair loss in the pt's sister following receipt of hepatitis B vaccine. On
unspecified dates, the pt received an unspecified number of doses
of hepatitis B vaccine (manufacturer unknown). Subsequently, on
an unspecified date, the pt experienced hair loss.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0215176-1

0215180-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0215600-1

3-5 years

"Information has been received from a registered dietician
concerning a male pt who at the age of 4 years old was vaccinated
with a dose of MMRII (Lot # 644415/1008M). Concomitant therapy
included a dose of hepatitis B vaccine, recomb (manufacter
unknown), IPV (unspecified) (manufacturer unknown) DTAP,
Tetanus toxoid (manufacturer unknown). In Feb 2003, the pt lost all
hair. The pt's mother noticed ""a patch on the back of the boy's
head the day after vaccination,"" and ""within 2 weeks all hair was
gone."" On 01/14/04, the pt's hair had not returned. Unspecified
medical attention was sought. Upon internal review, alopecia was
considered to be an other important medical event (OMIC).
Additional information has been requested. Follow up on 04/29/04
states: ""In follow up information from the pt's mother, it was
reported that the pt had allergies to soy and peanut products. She
also reported that on 02/10/03 the pt received his second dose of
hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (Lot # 643816/1061M) into the
right thigh. A first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated was
given on 12/11/03. It was reported that the pt was not ill at the
time of vaccination. The reporter indicated that the pt received 4
shots in one day and about 2 weeks later, on 02/25/03, the pt had
bad stomachaches and had to go to the MD for diarrhea. Reportedly
the pt woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within 3
months he had no hair, eyebrows or eyelashes. The pt's mother
noticed that a ""different behavior"", almost like she had a
""different child"". She reported that the pt had memory loss on
and off. The change in the pt's behavior was noticed by the mother,
after vaccination with hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated on
12/11/03 and the hair loss after vaccination with hepatitis A virus
vaccine inactivated on 02/10/03. According to the reporter, the
physician diagnosed the pt with alopecia. Upon internal review,
alopecia, memory impairment and abnormal behavior were
considered to be an other important medical events. The pt's
experience were considered to be disabling by the pt's mother.
Additional information has been requested."""

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0216374-1

<6
months

Hair Loss enough to scare the hell out of me. Fatigue,headaches
eye pain, depression, muscle spasams and tension. vaccinated
around 1989, just realized the connection recently.

30-39
years

"BLOOD IRON DECREASED; ALOPECIA; STRESS SYMPTOMS;
DEPRESSION. Information has been received from a health
professional concerning a 35 year old white female patient care
assistant with asthma and no known drug allergies who on 19-JUN2003 and 31-JUL-2003 was vaccinated with the first and second
doses of hepatitis B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (lOT
643395/0429m). There was no illness at the time of vaccination.
Concomitant vaccinations on 06-JUN-2003 included a dose of
tetanus toxoid. After the second dose of hepatitis B virus vaccine
rHBsAg (yeast), the patient experienced alopecia the size of a half
dollar and it has increased to a gold ball size. The patient was seen
by her physician, and the physician ""does not feel it is associated
with the vaccination"". Unspecified medical attention was sought.
There was no product quality complaint. Follow up information from
the patient indicated that she was stressed over losing a job in May
2003, and start4ed a new job in June 2003. On 06AUG2003, the
patient's hairstylist noted hair loss on the patient. The hair loss
continued to become bigger and more noticeable. On 26SEP2003
the patient presented to the physician's office with complaints of
being stressed and depressed, and also complained of a bald spot
on the right side of her head. Labs were drawn and the iron count
was low at 11.1. All other laboratory data are listed below. The
patient was prescribed alprazolan (XANAX)(0.5mg q12h), iron
supplements, an injection of B6/B12 every 2 weeks, and a
multivitamin. The outcome was reported as not recovered. No
additional information is expected."

0218718-1

1-2 years

From initial report received on 13/Mar/2003 from the patient's
parent regarding an adverse event occurring in the USA. It was
reported that a 14-month-old male patient received ACTHIB (lot
number UA680AA) given Intra-muscular in the right thigh, IPOL (lot
number U0903-2) given subcutaneous in the left thigh, Diphtheria,
Tetanus and Acellular Pertussis (lInfanrix, lot number 548A2) given
in the left thigh, Hepatitis B (Engerix B, lot number 5252A2) given
intra-muscular in the right thigh, and Prevnar (lot number 486-811)
given intra-muscular in the left thigh on 09/Jul/2002. On
11/Jul/2002, the patient experienced a generalized rash and
became irritable with a fever of 101 degrees Fahrenheit. Two weeks
later, the patient's hair fell out. He was diagnosed in July with
platelet pool storage disorder. The patient has recovered from this
event. No other information was reported.

0219055-1

50-59
years

"Vaccinations 12/27/01: Hep B, MMR, and Td. Alopecia started
1/25/2002. Alopecia scalp & eyebrows continues 4/14/2004. Nurse
follow up on 06/21/04 states: ""Review of medical records confirms
diagnosis of alopecia areata."""

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0217526-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0219705-1

6-11
months

"A mother reported that her 8 month old son received an injection
of Prevnar (pneumococcal 7-valent conjugate vaccine) on 07/09/02.
Concomitant vaccine therapy included Engerix B, Infanrix, Act-Hib,
and EIPZ. Medical history included sepsis and apnea at one week of
age. On 07/11/02, the child developed a fever, and ""broke out in a
rash all over his body, including the ""bottom of his feet."" The rash
got ""progressively worse for two days"" before spontaneously
resolving. During that same time period, the child developed
""spontaneous bruising over his entire body, bloody eyes, sun
sensitivity, irritability , and all hair on his hair on his head fell out"".
The reporter indicated that her son ""had a dark complexion and
dark eyes, and now has a pasty, white complexion"" and light eyes
which appear ""glossed over"". In August 2002, the child
experienced hair regrowth and spontaneous resolution of the
bruising and ""bloody eyes"". She stated his hair color ""changed
from brown to light blonde"". From 07/02 through 10/02, the child
did not gain weight; he currently weighs 22lbs. In October 2002,
the child was tested for ""platelet pool storage disorder""; the
results were negative. At that date of this report, the child
continues to experience irritability. Information regarding these
events has been forwarded to manufacturers of the concomitantly
administered vaccines."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0219739-1

6-11
months

alopecia

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0222264-1

18-29
years

This case was reported by a nurse and described the occurrence of
a bleeding bowel in her 18 year old daughter who received hepatitis
B vaccine recombinant. The patient's past medical history was
notable for irritable bowel syndrome which was diagnosed in March
1999. On 1/19/00, the patient received the first dose of Engerix B.
At an unspecified time following the administration of the first dose
of Engerix B on an unspecified date in 2000, the patient
experienced a bleeding bowel and alopecia of the scalp. The patient
was seen at a physician's office. On 3/13/00, the patient received
the second dose of Engerix B. This represents a schedule of two
months between the first and second doses of Engerix B which is
longer than the recommended interval of one month between the
first and second doses. On 7/17/00, the patient received the third
dose of Engerix B. As of May 2004, the events were unresolved.
Comment: Bleeding bowel (intestinal hemorrhage) was assessed as
medically serious (OMIC).

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0222461-1

30-39
years

Numbness, tingling and weakness in hands. Significant hair loss.
Eyes swollen shut. Hives. Stomach upset including acute vomiting.
Chronic fatigue.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0222502-1

30-39
years

Vaccine received 3/7/03 (#2 in series). 4/16/03 Reports rash on
opposite arm of vaccination; shoulder to elbow. 6/8/04 Patient
reports rash kept spreading; hair loss. Went to doctor July or
August and diagnosed with autoimmune disorder; dermatomyositis.
Losing muscle mass. Doctor thinks vaccine could be the cause. As
per annual follow up report: continues to have painful skin lesions
and muscle deterioration.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0223612-1

30-39
years

Hair began falling out in small amounts at first but after 3rd
vaccination, a large amount comes out daily

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0231643-1

6-17
years

Alopicia, generalized (head and body) Hair started falling out 4 days
after administration hep B 1
Developed alopecia in mid-Feb04 starting on both sides of head
above the ears and spreading to approx 20 bald spots on top and
back of scalp. Kenalog cream prescribed on 03Mar04. Received
injections of 0.4cc of Kenalog in 2 spots on 31Mar04.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0231843-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0236181-1

18-29
years

I have arthritis, chronic tiredness, memory loss, and mood swings. I
have had allergies to things I was never allergic to, like green tea. I
have lost a lot of hair.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0240606-1

Unknown

This case was reported by a pharmacist and described the
occurrence of alopecia of scalp in an adult female patient who
received hepatitis B vaccine recombinant. On an unspecified date,
the patient received a dose of Engerix-B. At an unspecified time
following the administration of Engerix-B, the patient experienced
alopecia of scalp and alopecia of eyebrows. The patient was seen at
a physician's office. The events were unresolved. The reporting
pharmacist considered the events to probably be related to
vaccination with Engerix-B.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0243688-1

6-11
months

Started out with Alopecia areata and is now diagnosed with Alopecia
Totallis.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0244315-1

18-29
years

Diffuse hair loss, pain and lump left breast.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0246133-1

30-39
years

Hair loss - severe with bald patches, ongoing loss. Muscle and joint
pain, weakness, tremor in right upper extremity (where vaccine
given), double vision, ataxia, hyperreflexia, headaches, dizziness.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0254629-1

40-49
years

Hair loss diagnosed as scarring alopecia; began 30days after first
dose. Atrial fibrillation: diagnosed first symptoms 30 days after first
dose.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0257683-1

30-39
years

Severe hair loss starting a month or so after receiving the Hepatitis
B and A vaccinations. Hair loss lasted for a fun 6 weeks. Mental
discombobulation, anxiety, and panic- tingling in head, hands, and
arms. - four day fever. The Epstein Barr viris also surfaced after the
vaccine complete with extreme tiredness and weakness. The
mainstream western doctors did not believe me until I went to a
homeopath. She gave me homeopathic remedies to releve the panic
and worked at detoxing me to rid me of the adverse affects of the
vaccine -- it took a month or so but now I'm finally doing better -- I
also am juicing all organic fruits and vegetables in order to clease
out the toxic effects of the vacinations. The juicing seem to help the
best.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0258246-1

50-59
years

Skin neoplasm carcinoma melanoma.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0259268-1

40-49
years

abortion or miscarriage ache: joints ache:joints and muscles
aches:whole body acid reflux blood:high cholesterol blood pressure:
spikes and drops agitation alopecia alpha intrusion amblyopia
bursitis mood:anxiety heart:arrhythmia cold and flu like symptoms
concentration:loss of concentration:trouble coordination:problmes
balance:dizzy upon standing balance:falling balance:problems blood
pressure:varies blood pressure:high depression disorder of
hepatobiliary system and pancreas dry mouth edema:injection site
hearing:ringing in ears energy:low energy:declining hypertension
hyperventilation inflam inject site neurological:unable to perform
multiple tasks simultaneously neurological:depression
neurological:confusion sleep:insomnia mood:anxious neck rigid
libido decrease pain: legs, lower back, right shoulder, hips and leg,
right hip and chest, back, knees and hips, lower back, throughout
his body, at injection site, bone and joint, muscle and joint, joint,
near live and where gall bladder was, arthritic, neck, pelvic, back,
chest, in feel like electrical shocks, charlie horse skin:itching, dry
and flaky skin sleep:insomnia sleep:unable to sleep flat without
medication somnolence weight gain testicular failure

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0262333-1

40-49
years

weakness, joint pain, muscular pain, insomnia, numbness,
headache, anxiety, skin itch, bone pain, ringing ears, constipation,
visual changes, hair loss

6-17
years

After having the first 2 Hep B shots, her hair began to fall out. We
had no idea that the vaccine could be causing this, and so we
followed with the last shot on 2/10/98. From around Oct. 1997
through May 1998, her hair continued to fall out. A dermatologist
diagnosed her with alopecia areata. Months of treatment followed,
including cortisone shots in her head in the bald places. We also
used special shampoos & treatments for the alopecia. In addition, I
must add that the emotional trauma that this caused was intense.
Around June of 1998, her hair stared growing back. She recovered
and has not had another incidence of alopecia since then.

30-39
years

Burning sensation injection site and arm, high blood pressure,
asthma, joint pain, muscle pain, costochondritis, insomnia, memory
loss, anxiety, angry, irritable, neck rigid, nausea, numbness,
tingling fingers, cramps, abdominal pain, difficulty concentrating,
conjunctivitis, cough, strength loss, swelling joints, liver functional
abnormality, infection, joint stiffness, anxious mood, mucous
membrane disorder, libido decreased, liver abnormal, burning
sensation abdomen, acid reflux, blood count strange numbers,
blood count low, blood count low red, blood count low white,
agitation, alopecia, alpha intrusion, amblyopia, blood anemia,
anxiety, arthritis, dizzy upon standing, cyst on scalp, blood pressure
high, skin turns a funny color at times, sleep problems, not feeling
refreshed upon waking up, too much sleeping, stomach problems,
stomatitis ulcer, night sweats, inappropriate sweating,
inappropriately hot 12/28/06-records requested. 01/30/07-records
received and reviewed for provided by VA. HX of epicondylitis,
anger, anxiety and insomnia. blepharitis, essential hypertension,
ashtma bronchial DX: PTSD, chronic, major depression. Carpal
Tunnel

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0262576-1

0269672-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0272910-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"This case was reported by a consumer and described the
occurrence of dysautonomia in a 23-year-old female subject who
was vaccinated with Engerix-B for prophylaxis. A physician or other
health care professional has not verified this report. On an
unspecified date the subject received unspecified dose of Engerix-B.
At an unspecified time after vaccination with Engerix-B, the subject
experienced dysautonomia. At the time of reporting the outcome of
the event was unspecified. Follow-up was received on 20 February
2007 by the reporting consumer. The consumer is the subject's
father and a lawyer representing the subject. the lawyer presented
this case as a legal complaint. According to the legal complaint, the
subject experienced dysautonomia ""as a direct and proximate
result of hepatitis B vaccine"". A physician or other health care
professional has not verified this report. At the time of the
administration of Engerix-B, August 1997, the subject was a
teenager. On an unspecified date in August 1997, the subject
received 1st dose of Engerix-B. Approximately one day after the 1st
dose of Engerix-B, on an unspecified date in 1997, the subject
experienced flu-like symptoms. ""The day after that,"" the subject
experienced dizziness and was unable to stand up without holding
the walls. ""The following day,"" the subject passed out. On an
unspecified date, the subject received the 2nd dose of Engerix-B.
On an unspecified date after August 1997 and before 16 May 1999,
the subject received 3rd dose of Engerix-B. Approximately 2 hours
after vaccination with the 3rd dose of Engerix-B, the subject
""became violently ill"". The lawyer reported that following the 3rd
dose of Engerix-B, he ""knew the vaccine was the catalyst of (the
subject's) illness."" Between August 1997 and 18 May 1999, the
subject also experienced headache joint pain, seizures, nausea, hair
loss, gastroesophageal reflux disease, and fatigue, was seen by
""15 specialists."" underwent tests with magnetic resonance
imaging, computer aided scans, and spinal taps, and was seen in an
emergency from and hospitalized. On an unspecified date after
August 1997 and before 18 May 1999, the subject was diagnosed
with dysautonomia and was unable to keep food down due to
frequent retching and vomiting. The lawyer also reported that the
subject ""takes 10 doses of medication"" to treat the events. An email dated 31 January from the lawyer indicated that on unspecified
dates between 18 May 1999 and 31 January 2007, thesubject
experienced transient blindness and underwent ""esophogeal
surgery that was required to stretch her esophagus"". The outcome
of the events was not reported."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0274526-1

Unknown

abdomen: burning sensation; abdomen, cramps; ache: bones;
blood in stool; ache: joints; ache: joints and muscles; aches:
muscles; aches: whole body; acid reflux; skin acne; allergies; alpha
intrusion; high cholesterol; blood dyscrasia; bursitis; amblyopia;
appetite loss; arm hot to touch; heart arrythmia; autoinoculation
face; loss of concentration; difficulty concentrating; trouble
concentrating; constipation; leg cramps; blood pressure varies;
blood pressure high; depression; dermatitis; constant diarrhea;
constant fatigue; muscle fatigue; pain and fatigue; indigestion; hair
loss; continuous headaches; poor tolerance for loud noises; heart
palpitations; energy loss; low energy levels; exhaustion; memory
difficulty; memory loss; memory bad; memory loss with dizziness;
troube remembering recent information; short-term memory loss;
fungal infection; disorientation; depression; confusion; joint aches;
leg pain; lower back pain; right shoulder, hip and leg pain; right hip
and chest pain; groin pain; back pain; knee and hip pain; lower
back pain; rash; stomach pain; bone and joint pain; joint pain;
muscle and joint pain; muscle pain and stiffness; seizure-like
spasms; leg pain; neck pain; pelvic pain; skin itching; dry and flaky
skin; abdominal pain; chest pain; charlie horse; palpitations; sores
on skin; urinary frequency; sleep problems; poor tolerance for
bright lights; vision problems; unable to sleep flat without
medication; stomach problems; weakness; weight gain;

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0274773-1

6-17
years

Significant hair loss (75-80%)-beginning approx 2 weeks after
shots. Tests ordered by pediatrician and biopsy performed by
dermatologist.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0275279-1

3-5 years

Information has been received from a healthcare professional
concerning a 44 month old female who was vaccinated with a first
and second dose of hepatitis B virus vaccine. On 20-OCT-1993 the
patient was vaccinated with a third intramuscular dose of
Recombivax. Three days later, on 23-OCT-1993, the patient started
to lose her hair. It was reported that a follow up consult with a
dermatologist diagnosed it as an adverse reaction to Recombivax
HB. It was noted that the patient was now 16 years old and has her
hair. The patient was reported as recovered. Unspecified medical
attention was sought. No product quality complaint was involved.
Follow-up information from a registered nurse indicated that there
was no other information to report. Additional information is not
expected.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0277848-1

18-29
years

I had Hepatitis B shot, and after seven days, I discovered 3 bald
spot on my head. It's pretty scary to see the hair loss.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0280056-1

18-29
years

severe alopecia difficulty breathing muscle aches and fatigue

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0284114-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0302945-1

18-29
years

Adverse Event Description
MOM CALLED STATES PATIENT HAS BEEN EXPERIENCING HAIR
LOSS AND PAIN TO LEGS PAST 2 WEEKS. MOM STATES HAD READ
ABOUT POSSIBLE S/S TO VACCINE. pATINE HAS ALSO BEEN
DEPRESSED
Loss of vision, inflammation, herpes zoster, night sweats, loss of
hair, fatigue, unconsciousness, nervous problems, frequent
urination, frequent bowel movement, chronic sinusitis, swollen
lymph nodes in neck, lungs, underarms, groins, chest, etc;
depression, shortness of breath and irritation in chest, a cough
(dry). Before receiving Hepta vac B serum, I was never diagnosed
with these medical problems before (lackadaisical state of mind),
liver problems. 2/12/1983 Started to experience adverse reactions
to Hepta Vac B serum after 2 second shot of three. Antigens
introduced caused immune system to go into autodrive, creating an
autoimmune disease tendencies. 6/1983 Went to the medical clinic
complaining of a dry cough that would not go away. During the
examination, physician discovered enlarged lymphnoids in the neck,
underarms, groins. X-ray showed lymphnoids in chest enlarged. All
test negative for any diseases. 8/1983 Sent to medical center for a
battery of diagnostic testing. Stayed there for 3 month. Physician
evaluation from the battery of tests concluded no origin or disease
that causing autoimmune tendency, immune system sent in
overdrive. They diagnosed the problem, medical condition as
Sarcoidosis. *Note: Before entering the military I was given a
physical, no enlarged lymphnoids. No health problems 8/1982.
Health problems associated due to the adverse reaction from 1983
to present: 1. Herpes Zoster: 5/1983 to 6/1983, symptoms painful rash on left side upper body and chest area. Topical
medication to relieve pain. 2. Night sweats 3/1983 to 10/91 profuse sweating at night regardless of temperature or climate.
Time course: stopped in 10/91 (1991). 3. Hair Loss: Legs and
buttock in winter months/cold climate; Time course - 5/1993 to
present. 4. Inflammation of various organs and lymphatic system. A
lymphadenopathy: enlargement of lymph nodes in chin, neck,
underarms, groin area, chest. Diagnosed by physician 6/1983.
Symptoms: weakness, case to get tried during exerting physical
exercising, shortness of breath, dry cough, muscle weakness,
fatigue, irritation in chest. Restricted blood flow - weakened or long
term destruction of various organs and healthy functioning. (Battery
of test every year 1983 to 1989 to see condition affecting health,
functioning of organs: lungs, heart, liver, kidneys, brain, etc).
Kidneys - frequent urination, burning sensation, increase urges to
urinate, especially at night. Loss of sleep, physical exertion going
back and forth to the restroom at night (4/1983 to present),
prostate test negative. Medication prescribed: Terazosin and
Doxazosin. Lungs - enlarged lymph nodes in lungs. Weakness,
easily fatigued, shortness of breath, muscle weakness, heavy
breathing, dry cough. No tuberculosis test negative, irritation in
chest. Chest x-ray's. Lung functioning test every year 1983 to 1989
(blood gas) [Frequent Colds - 1983 to 2004] Time course:1983 to
present. Liver - liver enzyme test high, autoimmune symptoms.
Hepatitis panel for A, B, C negative test result 2003 to present.
Being monitored by physician. Prostate - affected by muscle in the
organ. Medication Terazosin and Doxazosin. Test result: Is normal
(PSA) limits. Time course - 2000 to present (sharp pain in that
region). Eyes - vision loss, floaters, dry eyes. Elevated pressure in
both eyes. Diagnosed by optometrist, inflammation of the eyes.
Medications given - 2007 October. Prednisolone acetate, ophthalmic
suspension 1%; Cyclopentolate Hydrochloride ophthalmic solution
1%. Time course: 1983 to present (inflammation and elevated
pressure cured due to medication0. Sinus problems/Chronic
Sinusitis - inflammation, sinus flow at night, heavy mucus build up,
obstruction of nasal pathways/passage way, running nose,
headaches, sinus infections, stuff up nose and bleeding. Operation
in 1982 to snip sinus so breathing can improve. Time course: 1983
to present (Various medication and sprays ineffective).
Neurology/neurasthenia - feeling anxious, anxiety attacks, fatiguing
easily, lack of motivation, shakes/tremors, lackadaisical attitude.
Time course: 1983 to 2007. Memory loss - cannot retain much,
forgetfulness 1983 to 2007. Depression - two clinical depression
episodes: 1984 - hospitalized 3 months. 1989 - hospitalized from
Nov 1988to Feb 1989. Time course: Nov 1989 to Dec 2006.
Treatment Medications: Amitriptyline, Elavil, and Viractil.
Psychotherapy/antidepressant. 4/11/08-records received-11/23/83
DOS evaluation of hilar and mediastinal adenopathy. 1/12/89-DX:
AXIS II borderline personality disorder as manifested by instability
of mood, unstable intense interpersonal relationships with
alternating extremes of overidealization and devaluation,
impulsivity, inappropriate intense anger, suicidial behaviors, chronic
feelings of boredom. C/O homicial/suicidal ideation. 3/8/83adjustment disorder with deprssed features. avoidance personality
disorder, provisional. Narcissistic personality traits. Annual Followup Information 18-FEB-2009: 1)Lymph nodes in neck, chest, chin,
armpits, and groin are still enlarged. 2)Suffering malaise and
fatigue and sleep problems. 3) Inflammation affecting both
eyes/loss of vision, floaters, blurred vision. 4)Increased urination.
5)Loss of hair on both leggs during winter months. 6)Bouts of
confusion (hours). It's a case for Sarcondrosis. Medical residual
symptoms will continue. The vaccine type in Hepta-Vac B serum
vaccine. Manufactuere - Merck. Important tried to reach Merck and

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

U.S. Air Force Vaccination
unsuccessful
to retrieve Lot number
AdverseDept.
Event
Description
and will discontinue search for it. 02/03/2010 1)Sarcoidosis, 2)
Lymphadenopathy, 3) Chronic Sinusitis, 4) Imflammations eyes, 5)
Frequent urination affecting liver, bladder, kidneys. 6)
Nervousness/anxiety, &) Enlarge lymphoids on chest, groins,
underarms, neck, chin. 8) Hair loss on legs and buttock in winter
months, ill-feeling and fatigue. Sarcoidosis affects many organs and
systmes in the body and weakness.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0319068-1

18-29
years

"Extreme headaches every other day for approx. 1 minute then
goes away since late 2003. Loss of hair (began losing hair approx. 3
months after receiving those vaccines). Evacuate blood from time to
time. I currently have Anthrax 1, 2 and 3 not because I wanted but
because was ""a must"" to have them."

0322341-1

50-59
years

Alopecia on left side noticed early December 2007, probably started
November 2007. Increased alopecia several months. Alopecia on
right side noticed first part of July, 2008. Alopecia increasing. I've
now lost 3/4 of my scalp hair and it continues to shed.

50-59
years

This case was reported by a consumer and described the occurrence
of hair loss in a 53-year-old male subject who was vaccinated with
ENGERIX B. A physician or other health care professional has not
verified this report. On 2 June 2007 and 4 July 2007, the subject
received 1st and 2nd dose of ENGERIX B (unknown). In September
2007, within two and three months of vaccination with ENGERIX B,
the subject experienced hair loss. The subject required attention at
he doctor's office. Many lab test were done to rule out many other
disease states. The immunization series was discontinued. At the
time of reporting the event was unresolved.

Unknown

This case was reported by a physician via sale representative and
described the occurrence of alopecia in an infant male subject who
was vaccinated with ENGERIX. Previous and/or concurrent
vaccination included ENGERIX B; unknown; unknown given on
unspecified date. On an unspecified date the subject received 2nd
dose of ENGERIX B (unknown). At an unspecified time after the
vaccination with ENGERIX B, the subject developed alopecia. The
subject did not complete the series and never received a 3rd dose
of ENGERIX B. The reporting physician, who was not the subject's
caregiver at the time of the event, was inquiring about ENGERIX B
causing alopecia. It was unknown which manufactured Hepatitis B
vaccine the infant subject actually received. The subject is now in
middle school. At the time of reporting the event was resolved.

Unknown

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her son
with neutropenia, who when vaccinated with any vaccine including
RECOMBIVAX HB (manufacturer unknown) received as an infant,
ATTENUVAX and MERUVAX II received on unspecified dates, made
him developed a fever. The consumer also reported that when her
son had received an unspecified vaccine on an unspecified date, he
experienced hair loss and a high fever that required hospitalization.
No further information is available.

40-49
years

Description: This patient reports back pain, knee pain, headache,
fatigue, memory loss, sleep disturbance, and hair loss since starting
ANTHRAX vaccination series. Symptom: Memory Loss, short term.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair loss). Symptom: Fatigue, Malaise >60
days. Symptom: Insomnia. Symptom: Joint Pain, multiple joints.
Symptom: Headache, general.

0338190-1

0338196-1

0345851-1

0349451-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0356644-1

Unknown

"Information has been received from a physician via medical
records concerning a 7 day old male who on 06-NOV-2008 was
vaccinated with a first dose of Hep B (manufacturer unknown). On
06-NOV-08 the baby was circumcised. On 07-NOV-2008 the baby
was 3 days old, and the mother reported that she was unsure if the
baby had urinated and had concerns. The baby was questionably
crying with urination. The mother did some nursing but wanted to
change to ENFAMIL for convenience. The patient's neonatal bilirubin
was 12.6 mg/dL. On 10-NOV-2008 a laboratory test was performed
and the result indicated that Neonatal bilirubin 9.5 ug/dl. On 18NOV-2008 the baby was reportedly to have had no bowel
movement in the past 24 hours, no emesis or fever. The baby had
wet diapers 4-5 per day. The baby was breastfed with ENFAMIL FE
with occasional breastfeeds. He was diagnosed with constipation,
reducible umbilical granuloma/hernia and weight gain. Pediatric
glyceric supplement and silver nitrate were applied to the umbilical.
On 11-DEC-2008 the mother complained the baby congested for 2
weeks (approximately 27-NOV-2008) and experienced rash for 2
weeks on and off, erythema dry rash on cheek and neck. The baby
was assessed as upper respiratory infection and atopic dermatitis.
The plan was hydrocortisone 2.5% cream everyday to face and
back of neck with follow up in 5 days. On 16-DEC-2008 the mother
complained that the baby was gassy, irritable, was crying,
straightening like a board. Dry rash was noticed on his face. The
assessment was formula intolerance. ""LACROPUE"" was prescribed.
On 22-DEC-2008 the patient was hospitalized due to respiratory
syncytial virus bronchiolitis. On 26-DEC-2008 the patient was
discharged. On 29-DEC-2009 generalized papular rash was noticed.
The baby still coughed but no fever. The assessment was upper
respiratory infection, formula intolerance and rash. ""NEO DM"" was
given. On 05-JAN-2009 the baby was fed well, taking 4 OZ every 3
hours. The baby still coughed, the sign and symptoms of upper
respiratory infection had been last for 1 month. The assessment
was chronic rhinitis. COMOX and RONDEC DM were given. On 15JAN-2009 the baby was vaccinated with a dose of Hep B
(manufacturer unknown), a dose of ROTATEQ, a dose of PENTACEL
and a dose of PREVNAR. The patient's rhinitis was resolving. On 02FEB-2009 the baby presented with scalp dry, flakes and hair were
falling out. The assessment was atopic dermatitis. HC 2.5% was
prescribed. On 19-Mar-2009 the baby presented with constipation,
hard stools for 1-2 weeks, eczema which was treated with AVEENO
baths. The baby was diagnosed with wheezing, eczema and
constipation. The baby was given PULMICORT, LOCOID and ELIDEL.
At the same day, the baby was vaccinated with a dose of ROTATEQ,
a dose of PENTACEL and a dose of PREVNAR. 27-MAR-2009 the
baby was still wheezing daily with short of breath and coughed
""some"". The scalp was much improved, but there was still dry
eruption with papules. The treatment was continued. On 01-APR2009 LOCOID and HCTZ were discontinued. Other medications were
given to treat bronchiolitis. 08-APR-2009 the baby still coughed and
congested but no fever. CBC was performed but no result was
provided. Chest X-ray was scheduled and ZITHROMAX was given.
09-APR-2009 chest X-ray was negative and albuterol was given. On
14-APR-2009 eczema was still bad in some areas, such as neck and
arms. Treatment with PULMICORT and albuterol were changed to
twice a day. On 11-JUN-2009 the baby was vaccinated with a dose
of Hep B (manufacturer unknown), a dose of ROTATEQ, a dose of
PENTACEL and a dose of PREVNAR. No further information is
available. All available medical records will be provided upon
request."

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0374694-1

18-29
years

Alopecia which he states began 24 hrs after second dose of Hbv.
Alopecia still present
Daughter was getting ready for school noticed hair shedding and
had headaches throughout the day. This has continued to happen
along with dehydration since then. She has completely lost all her
hair and currently wearing a wig to school.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0375881-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0391119-1

18-29
years

Patchy hair loss. It began with a patch in the beard and has spread
over the majority of the beard and part of the scalp over the last 8
months.

40-49
years

Sore throat, hoarseness, body aches, rash, hives, all over body
itching, skin rash, scalp rash, alopecia, nausea, joint aches (knees, ankles and hips), muscle pain and stiffness, stomach upset,
diarrhea, constipation, dizziness, shortness of breath, irregular
heart beat, abdominal pain, cramps, bloatiness, sensitivity to
temperature, irritability, mental confusion, fatigue, intolerance to
eggs, and meat, vision disturbances. Symptoms come and go.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0434859-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0447924-1

40-49
years

This case was reported by a healthcare professional and described
the occurrence of hair loss in a 40-year-old female subject who was
vaccinated with ENGERIX B (GlaxoSmithKline). On 20 July 2011 at
15:45 the subject received 3rd dose of ENGERIX B (1 ml, unknown
route, left arm). On an unspecified date in 2011, approximately 1
month after vaccination with ENGERIX B, the subject experienced
hair loss. The subject was treated with unspecified medications
under dermatologist care. At the time of reporting the event was
worse.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0458636-1

18-29
years

This was the beginning of much hair loss. I began to lose hair much
quicker and in much more groups than I had previously. It has been
going on since the date mentioned, up until today.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

go g o s ce t e date e t o ed, up u t today
Adverse Event Description

VAERS ID

Age

0459533-1

30-39
years

Alopecia onset.

Unknown

"This case was reported by a healthcare professional and described
the occurrence of drop in platelet level in a teenager female subject
who was vaccinated with Hepatitis B vaccine (manufacturer
unspecified). In approximately 2002, the subject received
unspecified dose of Hepatitis B vaccine (unknown). In 2002, two
weeks after vaccination with Hepatitis B vaccine, the subject
experienced drop in platelet level, hair loss, lupus-like reaction,
possible lupus and vaccine reaction. The reporting healthcare
professional stated that a subject previously received a hepatitis B
vaccine 10 years ago (was unsure of the brand), two weeks after
receiving the vaccine the subject experienced hair loss and platelets
dropped. It was reported that ""back then physicians were unsure if
the subject had lupus type reaction or if this was due to the
vaccine"". The ""hair loss may have been lupus or some delayed
reaction to vaccination"". The healthcare professional was inquiring
about what the difference was between ENGERIX B and HAVRIX
since the subject was to received a hepatitis A vaccine, the subject
was instructed not to received another hepatitis B vaccine; the
subject is currently 26-years old. This case was assessed as
medically serious by GSK. At the time of reporting the outcome of
the drop in platelet level, hair loss, lupus-like reaction, possible
lupus and vaccine reaction was unspecified. The vaccination course
with Hepatitis B vaccine was discontinued."

0476342-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0483772-1

3-5 years

Two small bald patches were noticed on this day. They developed
into many large bald patches, and now is almost completely bald.
She is currently taking topical steroids. She also complains of joint
pain. She is currently being treated by a Dermatologist and
Rheumatologist.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0484401-1

30-39
years

Hair became extremely thin. Hair falling out by the handfuls, 6
weeks later eyebrow hair is falling out, hair is fallling out won't stop
falling.
2 patches of hair loss on scalp. 3 in x 2 in near nape of neck and 1
in on top of head. No treatment started for his alopecia. Mom noted
it 5/15/13. She is quite sure it was not there 6-8 weeks before that
date.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0492344-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0494305-1

60-64
years

Bad pain everywhere, dizziness, blurred vision, ringing in ears,
deafness, difficulty breathing, hair/eyelash loss, eye lesions, sleep
apnea, difficulty walking.

3-5 years

This spontaneous report was received from a physician via company
representative refers to an approximately 5year old male patient.
The patient has seasonal allergies, the patient had no drug allergies
and he was currently allergic to cashews. The patient was
previously allergic to eggs and to cats but outgrew these allergies.
On an unknown date in 2007 (reported as at birth) the patient was
vaccinated with first dose of RECOMBIVAX HG (lot number, expiry
date and route was unknown). On an unknown date, the patient
was vaccinated with second dose of RECOMBIVAX HB (lot number,
expiry date and route was unknown). Concomitant therapies
included CLARITIN. Approximately on an unknown date in 2013, the
patient experienced eczema and alopecia. The office manager first
noticed a patch of missing hair on her sons scalp in July 2012 when
he had a haircut. She stated that her son used to have thick curly
hair. However currently he has no hair on head and body including
no eyebrows. He went to the doctor who diagnosed him with tinea
capitis and was treated with griseofulvin which did not help. He then
switched to another physician who treated him with an unspecified
antifungal cream which did not help. He then switched to another
physician who said that tine capitis was a misdiagnosis. She then
diagnosed him with alopecia and eczema. The patient was
prescribed with Retin A and Rogaine as a treatment. The patient
tried for a month and discontinued them because they did not help.
Antibody testing, gluten testing and lead poisoning testing was
performed. The outcome of the events were reported as not
recovered. The patient sought medical attention. This is one of the
two reports received from the same reported. Additional information
has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0510492-1

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0527173-1

18-29
years

There have been many effects but the main ones include persistent
back pain and my hair started falling out after my hepatitis B shot. I
have a bald spot and my hair has thinned out severely. There have
been many articles linking the hepatitis b vaccine to alopecia
areata. Additionally, I had rashes that developed on 2 places in my
body, one near the injection site and one on my knee.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0568136-1

40-49
years

Unusual feeling. Back pain. Hair loss. Runny nose. Itching in area of
shot.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0570814-1

0582948-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

This case was reported by a consumer and described the occurrence
of skin necrosis in a 42-year-old female patient who received
Hepatitis B vaccine. Co-suspect products included Hepatitis B
vaccine. Previously administered products included hepatitis B
vaccine with an associated reaction of no adverse event (1st dose).
On an unknown date, the patient received the 2nd dose of Hepatitis
B vaccine (unknown) and the 3rd dose of Hepatitis B vaccine
(unknown). On an unknown date, 48 hours after receiving Hepatitis
B vaccine and Hepatitis B vaccine, the patient experienced skin
necrosis (serious criteria GSK medically significant), skin eruption,
granuloma, folliculitis, scar, alopecia, prurigo nodularis, acneiform
eruption, skin lesion, generalized eczematous reaction and
infection. On an unknown date, the outcome of the skin necrosis,
skin eruption, granuloma, folliculitis, scar, alopecia, prurigo
nodularis, acneiform eruption, skin lesion, generalized eczematous
reaction and infection were not recovered/not resolved. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the skin necrosis, skin eruption,
granuloma, folliculitis, scar, alopecia, prurigo nodularis, acneiform
eruption, skin lesion, generalized eczematous reaction and infection
to be related to Hepatitis B vaccine and Hepatitis B vaccine.
Additional information: The female patient was vaccinated with a
HepB vaccine series received 5 years ago at age 42. Within 48
hours after the second shot of Hepatitis B vaccine, her skin began
breaking out in wounds. She had scars on her shoulders in the
similar pattern of the shots (double as much on the left) but her
main problem was her head. She had never ending acneiform
lesions from ruptured hair follicles with chronic Granulomatous
Inflammation and Necrosis. She got a biopsy that confirmed the
above scalp issues. She hasn't scars on legs, hands, face or
stomach. She was given the 3rd of the series despite having
alopecia, skin lesion (head and arms), and treatment for 3
infectious diseases between the second and 3rd shot. Additionally,
she had an area in her head that went pure white too and she
heard this was due to trauma. At this point, her head/scalp had
white acneiform lesions, prurigo nodules, ruptured hair follicles,
viscid fluid, granulomatous inflammation, and necrotic tissue. She
also get ID reactions (autoeczematization) at other sites of body
from it.

Unknown

This literature marketed report was received from a healthcare
professional via below mentioned literature article refers to 2
pediatric patients of unknown age and gender. Medical history and
concurrent conditions were not reported. Loss of anagen hair follicle
immune privilege (HFIP) and changes in the ratio of activating to
inhibitory natural killer (NK) cells are important in the pathogenesis
of alopecia areata (AA). AA had been reported secondary to
vaccination, most commonly following administration of the
recombinant hepatitis B vaccine. How vaccination might lead to loss
of HFIP was unknown. On an unknown date 2 patients were
vaccinated with third dose of hepatitis b vaccine (manufacturer
unknown) (dose, route of administration and anatomical location
was not reported). Concomitant medications were unspecified by
reporter. On an unknown date, 2 weeks after the third dose of
vaccination, 2 patients experienced alopecia. Potential mechanisms
of loss of HFIP following vaccination include increased interferon
levels or an antigen-specific T-cell response. An electronic medical
record (EMR) database search revealed an increased frequency of
AA among those who receive the hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccine (or
2.7, p<0.0001). An independent analysis revealed an increased
frequency of AA in those receiving interferon-beta treatment (or
8.1, p<0.05). In order to explore whether an antigen-specific T-cell
response might be elicited by HBV vaccination, a BLAST search was
performed of all potential vaccine peptide fragments (6-mers) to
look for identical human sequences. 120 human peptides were
found to have exact sequence homology with part of the vaccine.
While none of the 120 peptides appeared to be specific to the hair
follicle, two of the three longest peptides (8-mers) were from NK
cell inhibitory receptors KIR3DL2 and KIR3DL 1. Software
(RANKPEP) designed to predict major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) peptide binding demonstrated that, of the 208 potential 9mers from the vaccine peptide, this KIR peptide is the most likely to
bind HLA-DQ1, third most likely to bind HLA-DRB1 11 04 (DR11),
fourth most likely to bind HLA-Cw7 02, and one of only 18 predicted
binders for HLA-DRB1 0401, all relevant MHC in AA. This suggests
that hepatitis B vaccination has the potential to stimulate an
immune response against KIR receptors. The outcome of alopecia
was unknown. The author considered alopecia to be related to
Hepatitis B vaccine. Additional information has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0615437-1

Age

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
In the beginning of August 2013, I had bleeding in stool issue and
was under investigation by Dr. He prescribed few medications such
as COLACE (stool softener), and MIRALAX. I started experiencing
severe itching in legs, and drastic increase in hair loss in August
2013. I thought had I had an allergic reaction to the above
medications and expected things to improve once I stopped. I did
not suspect Hep B first shot (August 14, 2013) could be the reason
for hair loss and skin itching. Hair loss and skin itching got worse
day by day even after the stopping the medications on Aug. 31,
2013. I changed my diet several times and thought that I had some
food allergy. Problems continued for months as I received second
and third Hep B shots on Oct 25, 2015 and May 16, 2014
respectively. Changing the diet did not help me. On June 11, 2014
when I experienced tissue discomfort in my left knee while walking,
I thought it was a minor issue (pulled a nerve or something) and it
would away. But that did not happen. At that point it did not occur
to me that Hep B shot could be the underlying cause. In Feb., 2015,
I had severe cold and cough and walked into Dr. (PCP) office (for
severe migratory abdominal pain, blood in phlegm, tinnitus, etc), it
never occurred to me that Hep B shots would have weakened my
immune system. I did not bring up Hep B shots in my conversation
with (PCP). It took too long to recover from a viral/bacterial
infection. I struggled for days and had never faced such an
experience before. In May 2015, when I started experiencing
neurological disorders (severe neck pain, spinal cord pain,
numbness, spasticity, shocking sensations while sleeping, shooting
nerve pain etc), I did some research and found symptoms were
similar to transverse myelitis. It is mentioned in the literature that
Transverse myelitis is preceded by viral/bacterial infection. I also
found Hep B shots may cause adverse events like transverse
myelitis, and autoimmune disorders like multiple sclerosis etc. I
went to E/R on May 23, 2015., and then later met (Neurologist) on
Jun. 2, 2015. I mentioned to her that I had bacterial/viral infection
in Feb., 2015, and I had been experiencing severe neurological
disorders since the beginning of May, 2015, and also expressed my
concerns regarding transverse myelitis. The blood test confirmed
B12 deficiency that mimics Transverse myelitis. I became curious to
find the cause. All my family members are vegetarian (including
me) and have never suffered any B12 deficiency, neurological or
autoimmune disorders etc. I consume eggs, dairy products (source
of B12) such as milk and yogurt etc. I followed up vigorously with
(Gastroenterologist), to find the cause of B12 deficiency, and he
confirmed pernicious anemia, atrophic gastritis (autoimmune
disorder). So the B12 deficiency occurred due to malabsorption.
When I met (E/R) on May 23, 2015, (PCP) on May 29, 2015,
(Neurologist) on June 2, 2015, (Gastroenterologist) on July 8, 2015,
and (Rheumatologist) on July 23, 2015, I explained the chronology
of events and how they were related to Hep. B shots. The
rheumatological disorder in my left knee occurred within 30 days
after receiving the third shot of Hep. B vaccine, and is consistent
with the findings in the medical literature. Many of the adverse
effects that I am suffering now are documented in package inserts
of Hepatitis B vaccine (ENGERIX_B).

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0617619-1

Unknown

This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of autoimmune disorder in a adult
male patient who received ENGERIX B adult. Co-suspect products
included ENGERIX B adult and ENGERIX B adult. In August 2013,
the patient received the 1st dose of ENGERIX B adult. On an
unknown date, the patient received the 2nd dose of ENGERIX B
adult and the 3rd dose of ENGERIC B adult. On an unknown date,
an unknown time after receiving ENGERIX B adult and ENGERIX B
adult and 30 days after receiving ENGERIX B adult, the patient
experienced autoimmune disorder (serious criteria GSK medically
significant), gastritis, vitamin B12 deficiency, hair loss, itchy skin,
rheumatic disorder, knee pain, neurological disorder nos, neck pain,
pain in spine, connective tissue disorder, numbness in hand, pain in
hand and spasticity. On an unknown date, the outcome of the
autoimmune disorder, gastritis, vitamin B12 deficiency, hair loss,
itchy skin, rheumatic disorder, knee pain, neurological disorder nos,
neck pain, pain in spine, connective tissue disorder, numbness in
hand, pain in hand and spasticity were unknown. The reporter
considered the autoimmune disorder, gastritis, vitamin B12
deficiency, hair loss and itchy skin to be almost certainly related to
ENGERIX B adult. The reporter considered the autoimmune
disorder, gastritis, vitamin B12 deficiency, hair loss and itchy skin to
be almost certainly related to ENGERIX B adult. The reporter
considered the autoimmune disorder, gastritis, vitamin B12
deficiency, rheumatic disorder, knee pain, neurological disorder nos,
neck pain, pain in spine, connective tissue disorder, numbness in
hand, pain in hand and spasticity to be almost certainly related to
ENGERIX B adult. Additional details were received as follows: In
August 2013, the patient received 1st dose of ENGERIX B adult.
After receiving 1st dose of ENGERIX B adult, the patient
experienced hair loss and itching of skin. After receiving the 2nd
dose of ENGERIX B adult, the patient experienced worsening of the
hair loss and itching of skin. On an unknown date, 1 month after
receiving 3rd dose of ENGERIX B adult, the patient experienced
rheumatological disorders in his left knee and neurological disorders
such as pain in his neck and spinal cord (symptoms similar to
cancerous mellitus). In the winter of 2015, the rheumatological
disorder spread to both knees and elbows. In July 2015, it was
determined that the patient might have a connective tissue disorder
in these joints. On an unknown date, patient underwent blood test
and it was confirmed that the patient had an autoimmune disorder
in the form of a B12 deficiency and gastritis. The patient also
experienced numbness, shooting pain and spasticity in his hands.
The patient believed that these events were caused by the
autoimmune disorder. The patient had denied permission to contact
their physician.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0626494-1

6-17
years

Constant headaches - ongoing. Weakness and fatigue - ongoing.
Hair loss - ongoing.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0628399-1

6-17
years

After the second vaccine on 2/19/16 patient began experiencing
headaches, extreme fatigue, massive hair loss, joint pain, anxiety
and general malaise.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0641982-1

30-39
years

Broke out on lip with blisters also hair loss both shot times.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0653765-1

Unknown

This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of multiple sclerosis in a male patient
who received ENGERIX B. On an unknown date, the patient
received the 3rd dose of ENGERIX B. On an unknown date, less
than a month after receiving ENGERIX B, the patient experienced
multiple sclerosis (serious criteria GSK medically significant),
muscle twitching, mental distress, itchy legs, hair loss, joint injury
and connective tissue disorder. On an unknown date, the outcome
of the multiple sclerosis, muscle twitching, mental distress, itchy
legs, hair loss and joint injury were unknown and the outcome of
the connective tissue disorder was not recovered/not resolved. It
was unknown if the reporter considered the multiple sclerosis,
muscle twitching and mental distress to be related to ENGERIX B.
The reporter considered the itchy legs, hair loss, joint injury and
connective tissue disorder to be related to ENGERIX B. Additional
details were provided as follows: The patient refused to provide his
name and demographics. He stated he had already reported these
issues to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
National Institutes of Health (NIH), Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS) and his physician. The age at
vaccination was not reported. The patient had received all 3 doses
of the vaccine in his left arm and had experienced muscle twitching
in his left arm since then. The patient stated that he experienced
these issues along with others (not named) within a month of the
3rd vaccine and he has been suffering for more than 3 years at the
time of reporting. The patient stated that his physician might have
reported it to GlaxoSmithKline also, as his physician contacted
GlaxoSmithKline himself. The patient noted but was not able to
confirm a possible Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) B27 gene
marker, as he was investigating these symptoms and possible
multiple sclerosis. The patient noted that he had been researching
this for the last 12 months. He stated he was upset that
GlaxoSmithKline was not doing anything to help him, as the vaccine
had harmed him and the burden of proof was on him to determine
the causality of his injuries and the vaccine. The patient stated that
he has been told by his physician to consult another physician and
that his physician was only offered the product information (PI)
from GlaxoSmithKline when he called. He noted that he was
pursuing the Vaccine Injury court for seeking legal advice and was
advised not to provide any additional information to
GlaxoSmithKline. The patient refused to provide his physician's
name or contact information. He did not provide his phone number
but called from some other number, if able to correlate to a possible
previous report.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0658303-1

40-49
years

Hair loss after receiving Hepatitis B vaccine.

Unknown

"This literature marketed report was received and refers to a 15
month old female patient (21 month old at clinic visit). Her family
history and family history were non-contributory. Antinuclear
Antibody (ANA), rheumatoid factor, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA),
antibody (Ab), thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH),
antithyroglobulin Ab, venereal disease research laboratory test and
glucose performed on an unspecified date were normal. On an
unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with her third dose of
hepatitis b vaccine (recombinant) (manufacturer unknown) (dose,
route, anatomical place of vaccination, lot # and expiration date
were not provided), for prophylaxis. On an unknown date (also
reported as ""2 weeks after receiving the third dose of hepatitis b
vaccine (recombinant) (manufacturer unknown) at the age of 15
months), the patient experienced hair loss. Physical examination
performed on an unknown date showed 80% of hair loss of the
scalp, with downy brown hair on the temples and occiput. The body
was without hair, although the eyebrows and eyelashes were intact.
No nail changes were noted. Diffuse alopecia of the scalp, with a
few sparse hairs on the occiput. No other changes from prior
examination were noted. Treatment was begun with pimecrolimus.
At 3 months her examination was unchanged. The patient was
instructed to continue the treatment and start amcinolone. The
reporter considered alopecia areata to be related to Hepatitis B
Vaccine (Recombinant) (manufacturer unknown). This is one of
several reports from the same reporter. Sender's Comments: US009507513-1802USA010505."

6-17
years

Shortly after my daughter's last vaccine shots in December, she
started losing her hair. It began with a round spot and started
growing larger. Doctor diagnosed her with Alopecia Areata and
prescribed some drops for her bald spot. It is now May and my
daughter has very few strands of hair left.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0740327-1

0749967-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0754667-1

0813344-1

0817229-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Immediately after Hep-B Shot: Burning hot face, tingly feeling in
face; Sore injection site; Generally unwell. After a few days: Sore
arm; Tingly/pins and needles in fingers on the arm of injection site.
January 2018: Sore arm; Tingly/Pins and Needles in fingers/hands;
Extreme back pain - knots along sciatica; flu-like sickness. Feb
2018: Mouth ulcers - 4 or more; Achy elbows (both arms);
Tingly/pins and needles in both hands; Tiredness; Sun/heat
sensitivity. March and April 2018: Hair loss, Mouth ulcers 4 or more;
Achy elbows (both arms); Achy Knees - feet throbbing when
standing still - big toes turning blue; Tingly/pins and needles in
both hands; Tiredness; Sun/heat sensitivity. May 2018: Same as
March and April; Numbness in face - 2 days; Fatigue lessening.
June 2018: Same as March and April: Hair loss lessening; Fewer
mouth ulcers (2); Wrists/hands ache.

50-59
years

Alopecia; This case was reported by a other health professional via
call center representative and described the occurrence of alopecia
in a 52-year-old male patient who received HBV (Engerix B) for
prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Hepatitis A vaccine for
prophylaxis, Typhoid vaccine for prophylaxis and diphtheria toxoid +
pertussis toxoid acellular + tetanus toxoid (Tdap) for prophylaxis.
Concomitant products included HBV (Engerix B). On 25th February
2019, the patient received the 2nd dose of Engerix B. On an
unknown date, the patient received Hepatitis A vaccine at an
unknown dose, Typhoid vaccine at an unknown dose and Tdap at an
unknown dose and frequency. In March 2019, 14 days after
receiving Engerix B and unknown after receiving Hepatitis A vaccine
and Typhoid vaccine, the patient experienced alopecia. The patient
was treated with medication unknown (Unspecified Medication). On
an unknown date, the outcome of the alopecia was unknown. The
reporter considered the alopecia to be possibly related to Engerix B.
It was unknown if the reporter considered the alopecia to be related
to Hepatitis A vaccine and Typhoid vaccine. Additional details were
provided as follows: On 21st January 2019, the patent received the
1st dose of Engerix-B. The healthcare professional noted the patient
received Hep B, Hep A, TDap and typhoid vaccines when at the
office. Brand name of the Hep A, TDap, and typhoid vaccines were
not provided at the time of this call. About two weeks after
receiving his 2nd dose of Engerix-B, the patient reported the
alopecia. The patient was upset because he was having alopecia.
The patient had started a very expensive medication to treat it
(medication not otherwise specified). The healthcare professional
stated the patient was threatening to sue the clinic for not stating
that alopecia was a side effect. The patient believed the Engerix-B
caused the alopecia. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
alopecia to be related to TDap vaccine.

Unknown

Hair loss; This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center
representative and described the occurrence of hair loss in a adult
male patient who received HBV (Engerix B) for prophylaxis. On an
unknown date, the patient received Engerix B at an unknown dose.
On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Engerix B, the
patient experienced hair loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of
the hair loss was unknown. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the hair loss to be related to Engerix B. Additional
details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not
reported. The patient experienced hair loss after receiving EngerixB. No additional details were provided. The pharmacist stated that
the vaccination was not given at his pharmacy. This case has been
linked to the case US2019094083, reported by same reporter for
the same patient.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0862766-1

Unknown

Diagnosed with ankylosing spondylitis; Autoimmune gastritis;
Drastic hair loss; Itching legs; Impaired digestion; Tinnitus; Vision
problems; Light sensitivity during the day; Pain in the left eye; Eyes
appearing dark; Eye redness; Vitamin B12 deficiency; Arthritis in
both knees, hips and shoulder; Neck problems; Back problems;
When he raises his arm muscle start twitching; Pain in his shoulder;
Pain in biceps tendon; This case was reported by a consumer via
call center representative and described the occurrence of
ankylosing spondylitis in a male patient who received Hepatitis B
vaccine for prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Hepatitis B
vaccine for prophylaxis and Hepatitis B vaccine for prophylaxis.
Concurrent medical conditions included arthritis. On an unknown
date, the patient received the 1st dose of Hepatitis B vaccine, the
2nd dose of Hepatitis B vaccine and the 3rd dose of Hepatitis B
vaccine. On an unknown date, not applicable after receiving
Hepatitis B vaccine and Hepatitis B vaccine and unknown after
receiving Hepatitis B vaccine, the patient experienced ankylosing
spondylitis (serious criteria GSK medically significant), autoimmune
gastritis, hair loss, itchy legs, digestion impaired, tinnitus, abnormal
vision, photophobia, eye pain, eye disorder, eye red, vitamin b12
deficiency, arthritis, neck discomfort, back disorder, muscle
twitching, shoulder pain and muscle pain. On an unknown date, the
outcome of the ankylosing spondylitis, autoimmune gastritis, hair
loss, itchy legs, digestion impaired, tinnitus, abnormal vision,
photophobia, eye disorder, vitamin b12 deficiency, arthritis, neck
discomfort, back disorder, muscle twitching, shoulder pain and
muscle pain were unknown and the outcome of the eye pain was
not recovered/not resolved and the outcome of the eye red was
recovered/resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
muscle twitching, shoulder pain and muscle pain to be related to
Hepatitis B vaccine, Hepatitis B vaccine and Hepatitis B vaccine. It
was unknown if the reporter considered the ankylosing spondylitis,
autoimmune gastritis, hair loss, itchy legs, digestion impaired,
tinnitus, abnormal vision, photophobia, eye pain, eye disorder, eye
red, vitamin b12 deficiency, arthritis, neck discomfort and back
disorder to be related to Hepatitis B vaccine. Additional details were
provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The
patient tested negative for Irritable bowel syndrome , Crohns
disease and celiac disease. The patient received all 3 doses of
Hepatitis B vaccine in the left deltoid. After vaccination, the patient
experienced drastic hair loss, itching legs, impaired digestion,
tinnitus, vision problems, light sensitivity during the day, pain in the
left eye eyes appearing dark, eye redness. The reporter stated that,
the redness of eye has disappeared, but the pain persists. The
physician confirmed via endoscopy biopsy that the patient has auto
immune gastritis, increased parietal cells, vitamin B12 deficiency.
The patient diagnosed with ankylosing spondylitis, arthritis in both
knees, hips and shoulder, vision problems, neck and back problems.
After vaccination of all 3 dose, when the patient raises his arm his
muscle start twitching in left arm and he has pain in his shoulder
and biceps tendon. Lab Comments: lab test performed on an
unknown date. The physician confirmed via endoscopy biopsy that
the patient has auto immune gastritis, increased parietal cells,
vitamin B12 deficiency. The patient tested negative for IBS (
Irritable bowel syndrome ), Crohns disease and celiac disease.

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

1530067-1

3-5 years

diffuse thining of hair

ALOPECIA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

1878339-1

30-39
years

Massive hair loss with diagnosis of Alopecia Areata

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 17 year old female with an eating disorder and
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder who on 10 Oct 2006, was
vaccinated with a dose of Gardasil. The patient was concomitantly
vaccinated with a dose of Menactra. Concomitant therapy included
unspecified therapy for ADHD. Subsequently, the patient
experienced thinning of hair/alopecia. The patient sought
unspecified medical attention. At the time of this report, the patient
had not recovered. Additional information has been requested. This
is in follow-up to report (s) previously submitted on 1/5/2007.
Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 17 year old female student with bulima and attention
deficit/hyperacticity disorder who on 15-SEP-2006 (previously
reported as 10-OCT-2006), was vaccinated intramuscularly with a
0.5 mL dose of GARDASIL (lot 653735/0688F). The patient was
concomitantly vaccinated with a dose of MENACTRA. Concomitant
therapy included ADDERALL XR. Subsequently, the patient
experienced thinning of hair/alopecia. The patient was seen in the
office and thinning hair was noted. Laboratory evaluations revealed
that CMP, complete blood count, thyroid stimulating hormone, creactive protein, WESR, and pre-albumin were all within normal
limits. It was reported that the physician was having the patient
monitor the condition. At the time of this report, the patient had not
recovered. No additional information is expected.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0270263-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0270265-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 9 year old female with no pertinent medical history or
drug reactions/allergies, who on 05 Sept 2006 and 03 Nov 2006
was vaccinated with the first and second doses of Gardasil (lot
653735/0688F). There was no concomitant medication.
Subsequently the patient experienced thinning of hair or alopecia.
Unspecified medical attention was sought. At the time of this report
the patient had not recovered. Additional information has been
requested. This is in follow-up to report (s) previously submitted on
1/5/2007. Initial and follow-up information has been received from
a licensed practical nurse concerning a 9 year old female with no
pertinent medical history or drug reaction/allergies, who on 10OCT-2006 was vaccinated intramuscularly with the first dose of
GARDASIL (0.5 ml) (lot # 653735/0688F). There was no
concomitant medication. Subsequently, approximately ten days
after vaccination on approximately 20-OCT-2006, the patient's
mother noticed a balding spot behind the patient's ear. The patient
used a steroid cream on the area and had an appointment with a
dermatologist. It was reported that the patient has some hair regrowth but not in the whole area. The patient's mother was unsure
about the completion of the recommended vaccine schedule. No
further information is expected.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0270405-1

18-29
years

States feeling like her head was burning and itching. States hair has
been steadily been falling out starting 2 weeks post vaccine and
continuing over the past two months.

0276122-1

Unknown

Information has been received from a pediatrician concerning a
female who was vaccinated with a 0.5 ml dose of Gardasil.
Subsequently the patient experienced muscle aches and hair loss.
On 02-MAR-2007, the patient was going to the pediatrician's office
for evaluation. the pediatrician reported that the vaccine was
administered by the patient's OB/GYN. No further information is
available.

0279645-1

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a 20
year old female who in March 2007 was vaccinated with Gardasil.
Subsequently the patient experienced hair loss. The patient's hair
loss persisted. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female (age not reported) with pertinent medical history and drug
reactions/allergies reported as none who on 09-MAR-2007 was
vaccinated with the first dose of Gardasil (lot #655849/0263U), 0.5
ml, IM in the deltoid. Concomitant therapy included montelukast
sodium (MSD). Subsequently on an unspecified date, the patient
experienced hair loss after her first dose of Gardasil. The patient
sought unspecified medical attention. The patient's hair loss
persisted. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

Information has been received from a nurse practitioner concerning
a female who was vaccinated with Gardasil. Subsequently the
patient experienced hair loss two weeks after vaccination. Medical
attention was sought. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

Symptoms: Swollen arm for 1 week couldn't move, back pain,
unusual urine smell (chlorine like), hair loss, white discharge, flu
like symptoms with vomiting, fever, soft stool, not feeling good at
all. Presented to office 9/18/07, has had 2 HPV vaccines and feels
her illness is from vaccines

6-17
years

Information has been received from a Registered Nurse (R.N.)
concerning a 17 year old female patient who on 26-JUN-2007 was
vaccinated IM in deltoid with Gardasil lot #0469U. Concomitant
therapy included ORTHO TRI-CYCLEN LO. The patient developed
hair loss after the vaccination. The patient saw a dermatologist who
said the hair was growing back underneath. No further information
was available. The patient was recovering. Additional information
has been requested.

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female who was vaccinated with a 0.5 ml first dose of Gardasil.
Subsequently the patient experienced hair loss. Unspecified medical
attention was sought. At the time of the report the patient's
outcome was unknown. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female who was vaccinated with Gardasil (lot number not provided).
Subsequently the patient experienced significant hair loss described
as hair was ""coming out in clumps."" The patient sought medical
attention and the physician recommended that the patient see a
dermatologist. The product quality complaint unit was not involved.
Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0283812-1

0284509-1

0290795-1

0293228-1

0293647-1

0296745-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0299703-1

0299717-1

0301315-1

0307684-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a physician and a nurse
practitioner concerning her 21 year old daughter with no preexisting allergies, birth defects or medical conditions, who on 16MAR-2007 in the morning was vaccinated with the first dose of
Gardasil vaccine (lot# 657006/0188U), injection (form) in the left
deltoid. On an unspecified date in July 2007 in the morning, the
patient was vaccinated with the second dose of Gardasil, injection
(form) in the right deltoid. On 17-SEP-2007, in the morning, the
patient was vaccinated with the third dose of Gardasil vaccine (lot
#658556/1060U), injection (form) in the left deltoid. Concomitant
medication was not reported. No illness was reported at the time of
vaccinations. On approximately 24-SEP-2007 ""one week after the
last Gardasil vaccine injection, the patient experienced pubic hair
loss. The outcome of the event was not reported. No product quality
complaint was involved. Additional information has been
requested."

Unknown

Information has been received from a female who was vaccinated
with GARDASIL vaccine (yeast). Subsequently the patient's hair
began falling out and she felt very itchy. It is unknown whether the
patient sought medial attention. The current status of the patient
was not reported. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a nurse concerning her 17
year old daughter with cystic acne, warts on her right lower leg and
no known allergies/drug reaction who on 20-AUG-2007 was
vaccinated intramuscularly(site not reported) with the 1st 0.5ml
dose of GARDASIL(lot# not reported). On 17-OCT-2007, the patient
was vaccinated intramuscularly(site not reported) with the 2nd
0.5ml dose of GARDASIL (lot# not reported). Concomitant therapy
included YAZ. The nurse reported that her daughter experienced an
increase in the number and size of pre-existing warts on her right
lower leg 2 weeks post the 2nd vaccination. The patient also
developed several warts on her face. The patient was evaluated by
her dermatologist, who performed a biopsy on the lesions on 28NOV-2007. The results of the biopsy are pending. The patient has
been scheduled for a allergy consult in the near future. The nurse
added that her daughter was experiencing increased fatigue and
hair thinning ""for several months"". The patient did received
unspecified medical attention and Thyroid function test(normal) and
a mononucleosis test (negative) were performed. At the time of this
report the patient had not recovered. Additional information has
been requested. Information has been received from a nurse and a
nurse practitioner concerning the nurse's 17 year old daughter. A
student, with cystic acne, warts on her right lower leg and no
known allergies/drug reactions, who on 20-AUG-2007 was
vaccinated intramuscularly in the left deltoid, with the first dose,
0.5ml, of HPV vaccine (lot # 0530U). On 17-OCT-2007, the patient
was vaccinated intramuscularly in the left deltoid, with the second
dose, 0.5ml, of HPV vaccine (lot # 65453970242U). There was no
illness at the time of vaccination. The nurse reported that her
daughter experienced an increase in the number and size of preexisting warts on her right lower leg, 2 weeks after the second
vaccination. The patient also developed several warts on her face.
The patient was evaluated by her dermatologist, who performed a
biopsy on the lesions on 26-NOV-2007. The results of the biopsy
are pending. The patient has been scheduled for an allergy consult
in the near future. The nurse added that her daughter was
experiencing increased fatigue and hair thinning ""for several
months"". The nurse practitioner reported that the onset of all
symptoms was in early November 2007. The patient received
unspecified medical attention, and thryoid function tests and a
monomnucleosis test were performed. At the time of this report the
patient's symptoms were improving. Additional information has
been requested. Follow-up information from the NP indicated that
on 22-FEB-2008, the patient was considered to be recovered from
the events, and now vaccinated IM in the left deltoid with the third
dose of GARDASIL (lot #655322/1211U). Additional information is
not expected."

18-29
years

Information has been from a health professional concerning a 21
year old female who on 16-MAR-2007 was vaccinated with
GARDASIL (yeast, lot # 653736/0014U). Concomitant therapy
included birth control pills (unspecified). On approximately 20-MAR2007 the patient experienced hair loss in circular patches on her
head. It continued to occur even after the second dose (lot #
657872/0515U0. When the patient brushed her hair a lot of hair
would fall out, which made her almost bald. She received steroid
injections in her head and 2 prescriptions (unknown). The patient
was almost back to normal until she received her third dose of
(yeast, lot # 657872/0515U) on 28-NOV-2007. The patient started
losing hair again and had to get the injections of steroids and use
the prescriptions again. Labs performed included CMP, thyroid, Iron
and CBC (results not specified). As of 12-FEB-2008, the patient was
almost fully recovered. Additional information has been requested.
03/25/2008 MR received for multiple OV beginning 7/12/20073/12/2008 with DX: Alopecia Areata and likely telogen effluria.
Eczematous patches on legs. Pt presented with c/o hair loss x 2
months and rash on legs. Diffuse thinning on scalp with areas of
total alopecia on crown. Dematitis on legs. OVs 10 & 11/2007 with
hair growing well in response to tx. Two new areas noted
12/18/2007. No bald spots noted 3/12/08

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

0311424-1

6-17
years

Started losing patches of hair after 2nd injection.

0313454-1

6-17
years

After taking the first dose of GARDASIL, my daughter discovered
two bald patches missing from her head. She also had a huge rash the size of an adult hand - on her inner thigh. After receiving the
second dose of GARDASIL she has discovered another patch of hair
missing, and two new rashes one on the back of her thigh and one
on her elbow. She is also extremely tired, when riding in the car she
hardly keep her head up. This child is not a sickly individual, and
has energy for days before taking this vaccine. Follow-up: Make
sure you question the side effects. Everything about this drug was
not disclosed before receiving.

0315885-1

6-17
years

After receiving the GARDASIL vaccine, pt is losing lots of hair. It has
been a year and she is still losing hair. She has diarrhea often and
vomits weekly. She has also been experiencing lower right ab pain.
She has also been hurting in her chest right side.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a certified medical assistant
concerning a 17 year old female who on 20-AUG-2007 was
vaccinated intramuscularly with a first dose of GARDASIL (Lot# not
reported). On 17-DEC-2007, the patient was vaccinated
intramuscularly with a second dose of GARDASIL (Lot# not
reported). On 25-FEB-2008, the patient was vaccinated
intramuscularly with a third dose of GARDASIL (Lot# not reported).
Concomitant therapy included multivitamins (unspecified). The
patient is now experiencing thyroid problems and on 25-APR-2008
was started on Synthroid 25 mcg po once daily. It was reported that
the patient had no thyroid problems in the past. The patient
reported that her hair was falling out. Many factors considered such
as chemical coloring, stress, now BCP initiation. Patient's mother
was convinced it was due to GARDASIL. Physician's records show
hari loss back to March 2007. Thyroid tests were ordered. The
patient's status was reported as not recovered. Additional
information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a healthcare worker
concerning a 17 year old female with concomitant medications,
allergies, and pertinent medical history reported as none, who on
13-NOV-2007 was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL. A
second dose of GARDASIL (Lot # 659657/1487U), 0.5ml, IM was
given on an unspecified date. The patient is experiencing hair loss,
reportedly starting ""two weeks ago"" (01-MAY-2008). The patient
sought medical attention over the telephone. No outcome
information was reported. No product quality complaint was
involved. Additional information has been requested."

0316823-1

0316846-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0317046-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female patient who in November 2007, was vaccinated with a first
dose of GARDASIL (lot # not provided). Concomitant therapy
included other unspecified vaccines administered on the same day.
Post vaccination, the patient experienced hair loss. Subsequently,
the patient recovered from the hair loss. The patient sought medical
attention at the office. The patient refused to get the second dose.
No product quality complaint was involved. Additional information
has been requested. 10/08/08 This is in follow-up to report(s)
previously submitted on 6/13/2008. Initial and follow up
information has been received from a physician concerning a 13
year old female patient, with no medical history, no known drug
allergies, no adverse events following prior vaccination and no
illness at time of vaccination, who on 11-Aug-2007 (first reported
as November 2007 and then as 01-Aug-2007), was vaccinated with
a first IM dose of GARDASIL (lot # 655205/1426F). There were no
other vaccines administered on this same day (previously reported
that concomitant therapy included other unspecified vaccines
administered on the same day). On 14-May-2008, the patient
returned for her annual check-up and the doctor inquired about why
the patient had not returned for her second vaccination. At that
time, the patient's mother reported that the patient had
experienced hair loss after receiving the first dose (followup
information reported the onset date of 11-Oct-2007, 2 months after
receiving the first dose). The hair loss lasted for two months
(followup information reported duration of 10 to 12 weeks) and
then she recovered all hair (followup information also reported date
of recovery as May 2008). The patient sought medical attention at
the office. The patient refused to get the second dose. No other
information is expected.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0317148-1

6-17
years

(1) hair loss June 08', (2) eye lashes falling out Nov 07', (3)
dizzy/shaking/light headedness Nov 07'

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0318588-1

0318777-1

0319119-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"About 1 week after receiving the first shot, I noticed my hair
started to fall out. I went to the dermatologist who said I had
telogen effluvium (temporary hair loss). They said it occurs when
something ""shocks"" the bodies system. I have also seen an
endocrinologist to rule out all illnesses/diseases (all tests came back
negative). I have seen so many doctors and everyone tells me
something different. I saw another dermatologist who said the hair
loss can last from 6 months to 2 years. I am now suffering from
anxiety and stress because of this and nothing seems to be
working. My scalp is sore all the time and sometimes burns. It is
extremely uncomfortable. The dermatologist can't see anything
(meaning it is some underlying symptom)."

18-29
years

A few days following my final Gardasil vaccination that received on
March, 2, 2007, I had excruciating pain my arm near my elbow. I
had to quit my job on March 29 because the pain was too
unbearable to continue office tasks like typing. By then, the pain
had spread to my neck, and shoulders. On April 3, 2007, I went to
see an orthopedist specializing in the arm and hand. He put me on
short-term disability and prescribed physical therapy. I went twice a
week for approximately 2 months, but the pain kept getting worse.
By August, the throbbing, burning pain in my neck was unbearable.
On August 24, I saw a neurologist who diagnosed the problem as
fibromyalgia. He prescribed Lyrica and Ultram, but neither drug
worked, so I discontinued them. In September of 2007, my general
doctor ordered blood tests which all returned normal. I had an MRI
done of my neck as well, and it returned normal. The MRI did show,
however, that abnormal growths had started to form on my thyroid.
By October, I felt anxious, depressed, fatigued, and in extreme pain
throughout my upper body. By November, my skin became very dry
and my hair started falling out. I tried physical therapy one more
time, twice a week for three weeks, but again it didn't work. In
December of 2007, I was sleeping roughly 11 hours a night. My
dentist prescribed me a night guard, because my neck and jaw pain
had caused me to begin grinding my teeth. In January of 2008, all
of my symptoms continued. By this time my entire body ached. On
January 21, I went to an ophthalmologist, because my eyes had
become so dry and itchy. He diagnosed the problem as blepharitis,
similar to the dry skin I had developed. Because my vision had
become blurry, for the first time in my life I was prescribed glasses.
On February 15, 2008, I saw a rheumatologist who conducted
extensive blood tests and an MRI of the brain. I had become very
confused and foggy headed. However these tests came back
normal. He prescribed Doxepin, in order to help me gain better
sleep. On June 16, 2008 I was rushed to the emergency room with
extreme kidney pain. The doctors found that I had a kidney
infection and prescribed me antibiotics. After a week, the infection
had not disappeared. My general doctor prescribed me another
round of antibiotics. Today, on July 10, 2008, I am still not better. I
have pain all over my body, I am unable to type (right now I'm
using voice-activated software) or write with my right hand, I feel
confused and foggy headed often, I cannot sleep well, my vision is
often blurry, my skin is dry, my hair is falling out, and the pain in
my kidneys continues. 8/5/08 Reviewed GYN office notes & vax
records. Vax records reveal patient received: HPV #1, 0696F,
8/10/2006; HPV #2, 0955F, 10/30/2006; and HPV #3, 0186U,
3/2/2007. 8/12/08 Reviewed ER medical records of 6/16/2008.
FINAL DX: UTI; flank pain; full appearing cervix on CAT scan.
Records reveal patient experienced flank pain, chills, dysuria &
urinary frequency, nausea & generalized aches x 1 day. Tx w/meds
& referred to PCP & GYN for further evaluation. 8/26/08 Reviewed
PCP medical records of 8/22/2007-7/10/2008. FINAL DX: probable
fibromyalgia Records reveal patient experienced pain, burning,
tingling, stiffness, dyesthesias in arms & neck x 6 mos. Had been
seen by neuro & had cortisone injection in neck for trigger points.
Developed itchy red rash behind right ear. Neuro consult reveals
episodic wrist, hand & elbow pain; pain & tightness in neck &
shoulders; difficulty sleeping due to pain; ADLs limited due to pain.
Tx w/meds. 8/5/08 Reviewed GYN office notes & vax records. Vax
records reveal patient received: HPV #1, 0696F, 8/10/2006; HPV
#2, 0955F, 10/30/2006; and HPV #3, 0186U, 3/2/2007. 8/12/08
Reviewed ER medical records of 6/16/2008. FINAL DX: UTI; flank
pain; full appearing cervix on CAT scan. Records reveal patient
experienced flank pain, chills, dysuria & urinary frequency, nausea
& generalized aches x 1 day. Tx w/meds & referred to PCP & GYN
for further evaluation. 1/26/2010 Follow-up: Fibromyalgia, muscle
pain, fatigue, blurred vision, skin irritation, thyroid imbalance,
bladder/kidney pain, difficulty sleeping.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 13
year old daughter with sickle cell anaemia who on 20-MAY-2008
was vaccinated intramuscularly with a 0.5 mL first dose of
GARDASIL vaccine (lot # not reported). The consumer reported that
""her daughter has been experiencing hair loss since getting her
first dose of GARDASIL vaccine. The patient's hair loss persisted
(reportedly began ""2 or 3 days after vaccination""). There was no
concomitant medication. The patient sought unspecified medical
attention. The consumer reported that her daughter ""will not be
continuing the series."" Additional information has been requested."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0322646-1

6-17
years

Began losing hair - about the size of golf ball each time she would
shower. I have some in baggies. Multiple blood tests were complete.
Tests were fine.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0323358-1

6-17
years

Complaint of hair loss (patch) following administration of 2nd dose
of GARDASIL.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0324504-1

6-17
years

Parents report hair loss and irregular menses at 1/28/08 PE visit.

6-17
years

"""HAIR LOSS,AND IRREGULAR MENSES,JOINT PAIN, HEADACHES
ETC: Our daughter, who had completed her series of 3 vaccinations
of ""Gardisil"" has been experiencing considerable hair loss. Her
first shot was in May 24, 2007, the second on July 26, 2007 and the
third and final on November 27, 2007. Here are the other
specifics....our daughter was 13 turning fourteen. She has had
every blood test imaginable to rule out the obvious which may
cause hair loss such as thyroid disease, polycystic ovary disease,
diabetes, and the list goes on and on. Everything came back
negative. We even have a future appointment scheduled with a
rheumatologist this coming November 08. We have seen the
Endocrinologist and two dermatologists (a scalp biopsy proved
negative to any infection, disease, etc. Granted, she had a typical
amount of stress during the school year, as any young teen would,
but nothing to cause this. Everyday our daughter says to us, ""you
should see how much hair fell out in the shower today"". She's so
afraid to brush or comb it because of the extreme shedding. She
literally, to date has half the amount of hair she had one year ago.
Let me tell you she had beautiful hair. The hair loss is becoming
quite visible at the forward part of her scalp. This has been
devastating, hair is everything to a teen. (to anyone this is
devastating) We must also mention that her periods have been
totally out of whack. She went 6 months at one point without one.
It finally came back, but it is so sporadic, getting every two weeks,
at times extremely heavy, etc... She also complains of intermitent
dizziness."

18-29
years

Extreme hair loss, fatigue, auto-immune problems, joint swelling
and pain. 10/1/08 Reviewed vaccination & medical records.
6/26/07-C/O lower abdominal pain on right side. Vaccine records
indicate different dates than originally reported: HPV #1 given
8/30/07, #2 9/20/07 & #3 12/13/07.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a 12 or
13 year old female who approximately 2 months ago
(approximately May 2008), was vaccinated with GARDASIL (lot #
not reported) and developed alopecia. There were no other
concomitant medications or no other vaccines. The patient's
alopecia resolved two weeks after the onset. The patient sought
unspecified medical attention. No other information was available.
Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a mother concerning her 12
year old daughter who on 30-JUN-2008 was vaccinated with
GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) (Lot# not reported). There was no
concomitant medication. On 04-JUL-2008 the patient experienced
hair loss. The patient's hair loss persisted. Laboratory tests
performed including thyroid test, joint test and autoimmune test
were reported as ""fine"" (dates Unspecified). The patient's
outcome was unknown. Additional information has been requested."

0325463-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a medical assistant concerning
a 16 year old female with no pertinent medical history who on 23JUL-2007 was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL vaccine
(yeast). On 10-OCT-2007 the patient was vaccinated with the
second dose of GARDASIL vaccine (yeast). On 18-FEB-2008 the
patient was vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL vaccine
(yeast). There was no concomitant medication. On 25-JUN-2008 the
patient experienced alopecia. At the time of this report, the
patient's alopecia persisted. The patient sought unspecified medical
attention. Additional information has been requested.

0325650-1

6-17
years

7/29/2008 Mother called to report that pt. has been having hair loss
since she received the 2nd dose of HPV vaccine. She reported that
she really noticed it 4 weeks prior(6/29/2008). Pt. has several small
areas where it is bald on her scalp. Referred to PCP

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0324667-1

0324778-1

0325309-1

0325450-1

Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0325923-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 20
year old daughter with allergies to dander, dust and cigarette smoke
who on an unspecified date in July 2007, was vaccinated with her
first dose of GARDASIL (Lot #, site and route dose of GARDASIL
(Lot #, site and route not reported). In the middle of August 2007,
the patient was vaccinated with her second dose of GARDASIL (Lot
#, site and route not reported). On an unspecified date in January
2008, the patient was vaccinated with her third dose of GARDASIL
(Lot #, site and route not reported). Concomitant therapy included
montelukast sodium (MSD) and ADVAIR (taken as needed). On an
unspecified date, while the patient was in college, she had ""blood
work done"" (not otherwise specified). When the patient came
home in May 2008, ""she had a complete panel"" and the physician
told her ""her immune system was out of whack"". In March 2008,
the patient experienced minor hair loss. In May 2008, the patient
experienced major hair loss where her hair would ""fall out on its
own without even having to touch it, when she shakes her head,
washing her hair and touching her hair as well"". The patient has
experienced really bad headaches ""Where she cannot move"" (not
further specified). The patient already had dander allergies, but
when they flared up it would come out as a sinus problem, but
lately the allergies have come out in the form of hives (not further
specified). Her menstrual period was irregular, but now it is back to
normal (not further specified). The patient has seen a dermatologist
who has her ""not washing her hair, increase her protein and is
using ROGAINE"". The dermatologist gave the patient a B-12 shot,
and ""now the patient's food intake is being monitored"". The
patient is going to see her primary care physician. The patient's hair
loss has persisted. No further AE information was provided.
Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0326390-1

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a 22 year old female who in
December 2006, received the second vaccination of GARDASIL (lot
# not provided). Concomitant therapy included unspecified
vitamins. The patient reported ""constant sickness"", her ""vision
was really screwed up,"" and hair loss and hair change on her 2nd
dose of GARDASIL. She ""had no side effects on the 1st dose and
chose not to have the 3rd dose"". The patient reported she ""felt
fine"" after her 2nd shot but the next morning at work her vision
""completely went"". She felt ""like there was a white veil over"" her
eyes, ""like half of 1 of the eyes was working, the other half was
gray"". She had to be driven home since she could not see. She
said she ""had a very bad headache"". Her gynecologist, did not
know the cause of her symptoms. The patient reported she in
general does not get very sick, but from her 2nd dose to June 2007,
she was ""constantly sick with the same cold and infection"". The
patient believes GARDASIL ""knocked"" her immune system. She
""could not keep anything down for 6 months and had stool samples
done last year after the shot"". In June 2007, the patient and her
hairdresser noticed her ""hair part was so wide"" and the patient's
""hair looked like it was thinning"". She visited a dermatologist. She
said now her ""hair is not as bad as June 2007, maybe because of
popping 8-9 vitamins a day"" (manufacturer unspecified), but she
does ""not see a lot of regrowth"". She does ""not have baldness
spots, but it has fallen out more"" than she has ever seen. Dr. ran
bloodwork less than a week ago. The patient is also concerned
about her fertility, but has not reported fertility problems. The
patient had no pertinent medical history. At the time of the report,
the patient was recovering. Upon internal review, loss of vision was
considered to be an other important medical event. Additional
information has been requested. 12/26/2008 MR received from PCP.
Reported to PCP on 3/2/07 that since receiving HPV vax pt has been
having blurry vision and dizziness. Returned 3/8/07 with c/o feeling
weak and tired. ? side effect from HPV vaccine. Returned 3/20/07
with c/o sore throat, T=101, some cough and clear mucus. Heart
rate noted to be irregular. Likely sinusitis. Tx-abx. Retuened
4/16/07 with return of sinus pressure. Tx-abx. Returned 5/21/07
with c/o stomach pain x 1 1/2 weeks, dizziness on/off,and
vomiting."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0326596-1

6-17
years

Mom states child had hair loss after HPV shot. Refuses any more.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0327151-1

0327299-1

0328089-1

0328739-1

0328846-1

0328876-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a office manager, concerning
an 17 year old female patient with mononucleosis diagnosed in the
beginning of April 2008. On 14-APR-2008, the patient had a recheck
for the mononucleosis. On 16-APR-2008, the patient was vaccinated
with the first dose of GARDASIL (Lot #14870) and MENACTRA. The
patient experienced feeling sick and fainted immediately after the
vaccinations. The patient also experienced a lot of bruising on an
unspecified arm within 24 hours of the vaccinations and her hair
was falling out (unspecified date). The patient recovered on an
unknown date. The patient sought medical attention in the office
and called the office. There was no product quality complaint.
Follow up information was received from the physician's office and
laboratory records concerning a 17 year old white female with
infectious mononucleosis (recovering; last day re-checked on 14APR-2008 and ""she was ok"") and an allergy to sulfa who on 16APR-2008 was vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL into the
right arm and with a first dose of MENACTRA (Lot # U2542AA) into
the left arm. In between 16-APR-2008 and 31-JUL-2008, the patient
complained about sweating, shaking, vomiting and being extremely
sore all over. On 14-APR-2008 the patient underwent a hepatic
panel and complete blood count which revealed an elevated liver
enzymes which were noted to be ""improving."" (refer to lab data
field). On 31-JUL-2008 the patient had a thyroid stimulating
hormone and free thyroxine level and CBC. The TSH was low at
0.30 uIU/mL (nl 0.50 - 5.20) and the FT4 was normal 1.1 ng/dL (nl
0.8 - 1.8). The MCH and MCHC were low. (refer to lab fields). On
08-MAY-2008 patient developed canker sores treated with FAMVIR.
On 31-JUL-2008 the patient developed hair loss (checked with Blood
work) and was bruising easily. The patient had recovered on an
unknown date. Additional information is expected."

6-17
years

Information has been received from a Nurse Practitioner concerning
a 12 year old female who on 30-JUL-2007, was vaccinated with her
first dose of GARDASIL. On 27-SEP-2007, she was vaccinated with
her second dose of GARDASIL. On 27-DEC-2007, she was
vaccinated with her third dose of GARDASIL. At a recent wellness
visit, the patient told the nurse practitioner, that she had had some
hair loss on her scalp, following each dose. Additional information
has been requested.

18-29
years

My daughter became very sick after the second shot. Her glands
swelled up and also her tonsils. She experienced exhaustion and a
number of vaginal, female problems. We spent a lot of money on
the Dr. and tests to find out what was wrong. I took her to a
specialist who said he thought she had mono, but all tests were
negative. After the third shot her hair began to fall out. Another
doctor visit and specialist visit. Apparently her thyroid (of which we
have no history) was not functioning properly. Eventually her
thyroid began to function, but she still suffers from various female
problems and swollen glands and tonsil issues. We NEVER had these
problems before. I want to sue this company for making my
daughter SICK! 1/9/09 Reviewed PCP medical records of 1/31/0812/12/08. FINAL DX: none provided Records reveal that on
following office visits patient experienced: 1/31/08 - UTI, vaginal
yeast infection, seasonal allergies, GERD 2/14/08- acute pharyngitis
7/11/08 - acute cystitis 7/30/08 - alopecia x several months,
fatigue, focal motor & sensory deficits & resolved viral syndrome.
12/12/08 - acute sinusitis

18-29
years

Information has been received regarding a case in litigation
concerning a 24 year old female with no relevant medical history or
allergies who on 25-JUN-2008 was vaccinated with a first dose of
GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) (lot number, injection site and route not
reported). Concomitant therapy included vitamins (unspecified). On
27-AUG-2008 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) (lot number, injection site and route not
reported). On 27-AUG-2008, also reported as starting the day of
her second shot of vaccine, the patient experienced hair falling out
in handfuls. The patient also reported that she was breastfeeding
her 6 month old daughter. The patient's daughter developed a rash
on her face. No medical attention was sought. The patient's event
persisted. This is one of several reports received from the same
source. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 16
year old daughter with no known pertinent medical history or drug
reactions/allergies who on 06-AUG-2007 was vaccinated with a first
dose of GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) 0.5 ml IM. On unspecified dates
the patient received the second and the third doses of GARDASIL
vaccine (yeast) 0.5 ml IM. Concomitant therapy included an
unspecified vaccine. In March 2008, the patient experienced 50%
loss of her hair. The patient also experienced bruising and swelling
at the injection site on an unspecified date. The patient's 50% loss
of hair persisted. The patient's physician had suggested that she
should be tested for ""heavy metals"". The patient sought
unspecified medical attention. No further information is available."

Unknown

"Information has been received from a nurse who heard from a
mother that her daughter was vaccinated with GARDASIL vaccine
(yeast) and is now experienced hair loss. The hair loss looked like
patches of ""bold spots"" down to the scalp. The patient's hair loss
persisted. The patient sought unspecified medical attention. No
further information is available."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0328881-1

30-39
years

Information has been received from a 32 year old female patient
with no pertinent medical history or drug reactions/allergies who on
18-JAN-2007, was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL
vaccine (yeast), on 19-MAR-2007 was vaccinated with the second
dose of GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) and on 19-JUL-2007 was
vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) into her
buttocks. There was no concomitant medication. In May or June2007, the patient reported that her hair fell out in clumps, she
experienced pain in the lower legs and sore joints (though not
constant), after she was getting her second dose of HPV vaccine.
Also she stated that her periods have gone from a steady every 28
days to between 28 and 50 days. She has not been on birth control
for years. She has had no family history of female hair loss. The
patient had also consulted a nutritionist and dermatologists. The
blood work performed showed no vitamin or mineral deficiency. The
patient's hair fell out in clumps, sore joints, pain in the lower legs
and irregular menstrual cycle persisted. Additional information has
been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0329453-1

6-17
years

Change in behavior (inappropriate laughing, maturity regression),
hair loss. Reported to us 10-21-08. Status changes were noted
approximately 2 weeks after vaccine administration.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

Unknown

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning 2 girls who on an unspecified dates were vaccinated
with an unspecified dose of GARDASIL. A patient's mother heard
that they have had hair loss and hair brittleness after vaccination
with GARDASIL. These 2 girls are athletes and wash their hair
several times each day. Additional information is available.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a nurse, concerning a 16 year
old female patient with who on 06-AUG-2007 was vaccinated with
the first dose of GARASIL IM. On 10-OCT-2007, the patient was
vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL (Lot
#654540/1209U) and on 13-FEB-2008 was vaccinated with the
third dose of GARASIL (Lot # 659055/1522U). Concomitant therapy
included an unspecified birth control discontinued in May-2008. On
12-MAY-2008, the patient stated that she was having hair loss on
her head only. At some point, she noticed that there was a little hair
regrowth. She was seen by a dermatologist, who ordered a set of
labs for her, they came back normal. As of 09-SEP-2008, the
patient did not recovered. There was no product quality complaint.
Additional information is expected.

0329686-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 14
year old daughter who had no pertinent medical history or allergies
who in November 2007, was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL and in May 2008, was vaccinated with the second dose
of GARDASIL . Concomitant therapy included ALLEGRA. In June
2008, the mother reported that her daughter started losing her hair,
where her hair was thinning and she had bald spots on the front of
her head and in other specific areas. The mother's patient also
reported that the patient had seen her physician and was diagnosed
with alopecia. It was reported that the physician did full blood work
which were negative. The mother stated that her daughter looked
like a man balding with hair plugs. It was reported that physician
gave her a medicated shampoo, just in case of fungus on her scalp,
which she was almost finished and she was starting to see some
regrowth, but her hair was still thin. The mother also reported that
in November 2007 the patient had stopped therapy with
fexofenadine hydrochloride when she received her first dose of
GARDASIL. The patient was also received routine vaccines (names
and manufactures unspecified), before going back to school. The
HPV vaccine series was discontinued (last dose May 2008).
Additional information has been requested.

0329764-1

6-17
years

Reports bald patch at back of head - onset one month after
receiving MENACTRA, Flu and GARDASIL 2/11/08, condition has
worsened over past 5 months - seen 9/25/08 for this condition.
Treated - Triamcinolone - referred to Dermatologist.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning his 12
year old daughter with no pertinent medical history, allergies or
drug reactions who in April 2008, was vaccinated with the second
dose GARDASIL vaccine (yeast) 0.5 ml (lot no. not reported). There
was no concomitant medication. On an unknown date, the patient
developed a bald spot on her head. Therapy with human
papillomavirus vaccine was discontinued. The patient's bald spot on
head persisted. In Jun 2008 a blood work was done (results not
reported). The patient sought unspecified medical attention. No
further information is available.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physical therapist concerning
a friend's daughter, a 19 year old female who was vaccinated with 3
doses of GARDASIL. It was reported that the patient had alopecia.
The patient lost her eyebrows, eyelashes and was completely bald.
At the time of the report the patient had not recovered. It was
unknown if the patient sought medical attention. No further
information is available.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0329530-1

0329554-1

0330482-1

0330666-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0330667-1

0330670-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"Information has been received from a 36 year old female who on
23-JUL-2008 was vaccinated with her second dose of GARDASIL
0.5mL intramuscularly. ""Immediately after dose"" (on 23-JUL2008) the patient reported hair loss. The patient's hair loss
persisted. The patient did not seek medical attention. Additional
information has been requested."

18-29
years

Information has been received from a medical assistant concerning
her neighbor's 19 year old daughter who received 3 doses of
GARDASIL. Concomitant therapy included hormonal contraceptives
(unspecified). In the spring of 2008, in approximately April 2008,
her hair started to fall out. By August 2008, she was completely
bald and had no eyelashes or eyebrows. He mother stated that the
physician said that it may have been caused by GARDASIL. The
daughter is not a patient at the practice where the medical assistant
works. The patient sought medical attention. At the time of the
reporting, the outcome of the patient was unknown. No further
information is available.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0330691-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer, who is the mother
of the patient, concerning her 14 year old daughter with
sulfonamide allergy and a history of hypersensitivity who on 06AUG-2008 or 08-AUG-2008 was vaccinated with GARDASIL for her
first dose. Concomitant therapy included montelukast sodium,
(MSD), allergy shots once a week and ZYRTEC. ""A few days after
receiving GARDASIL"" the patient started to throw up once a week,
was coughing and was losing her hair all over. Then the patient
started to have knee and back pain and then had gone to the
emergency room on 28-SEP-2008. At the hospital the patient was
diagnosed with appendicitis and had emergency surgery to have her
appendix removed. The patient had been in hospital from 28-SEP2008 to the following Monday. The patient was still feeling tired, but
she was recovering. No further adverse effect information was
provided. Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0333109-1

6-17
years

Patient and mother feel hair loss and thinning are due to GARDASIL
vaccine. Patient uses straightening iron and products and picks hair.
Referred to derm.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 23
year old female who on 17-OCT-2007, was vaccinated with the first
0.5 ml dose of GARDASIL (lot # 659435/1265U) in the left deltoid,
on 19-DEC-2007, was vaccinated with the second 0.5 ml dose of
GARDASIL (lot # 659439/1267U) in the left deltoid and on 15-APR2008, was vaccinated with the third 0.5 ml dose of GARDASIL (lot #
659182/1757U) in the left deltoid. Concomitant therapy included LO
OVRAL. In December 2007, the patient experienced severe
psoriasis over face, neck, hands, feet and entire scalp causing hair
loss. On an unspecified date, the patient was seen by a
Dermatologist who performed a ""work up"". AT the time of
reporting, the patient did not recover. Follow-up information on 19NOV-2008 was received from a physician who reported that she was
not able to add much more to her initial report. She stated that the
patient's chart did not reflect when the adverse event occurred in
December 2007. It was unknown if the onset was before or after
the second GARDASIL dose on 19-DEC-2007. The doctor did report
that there was no pertinent medical history and no concurrent
conditions. She confirmed that the events were disabling and
important medical events. The patient was currently taking HUMIRA
and using a special shampoo. Dermatology reported that the events
were an immune response to the vaccine. Current outcome was not
recovered. The physician would not be seeing this patient again
until October 2009. The physician considered severe psoriasis and
hair loss to be disabling and other important medical event.
Additional information has been requested. 12/3/08 Dermatology
consults received beginning 6/5/08 with DX: Sebopsoriasis. Pt
presented with 6-8 month hx of facial, scalp and hand scaly
patches. F/u 7/7/08 with Dx: Seborrheic dermatitis. Psoriasis. Tinea
versicolor. PE (+) for erythematous scaly patches on face,
extremities and scalp. Started on Humira. Reported severe sores in
mouth. Dx: aphthous ulcers. Herpes simplex virus. Humira d/c."

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a nurse concerning a 24 year
old female, who on 05-MAR-2008, was administered her first dose
of GARDASIL. Subsequently, the patient experienced hair loss
""since she was given the first dose of "" GARDASIL. The patient
was administered second dose of GARDASIL on 06-MAY-2008, and
third dose on 08-SEP-2008. The patient's hair loss persisted.
Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0333213-1

0333960-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0333973-1

0333992-1

0334007-1

0334609-1

0334808-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Information has been received from a physician via lawyer
concerning a 16 year old female student with no known drug
allergies a family history of thyroid disease and a history of
headache who on 26-MAR-2007 was vaccinated with the first dose
of GARDASIL IM into her left deltoid. On 29-MAY-2007, the patient
received the second GARDASIL. On 01-OCT-2007, the patient
received the third dose of GARDASIL IM into her left deltoid. There
were no illness at the time of vaccination. In June 2008, the patient
experienced bitemporal headache with phonophobia and
photophobia lasting 24 hrs every 2-3 days. The patient was treated
with TOPAMAX for the headache. In July 2008, the patient
experienced sudden hair loss. Lab tests included a serum
antinuclear antibodies test (ANA) serum thyroid-stimulating
hormone test (TSH) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (RSR) with
normal results. Additional information is not expected. 12/31/08
Reviewed PCP medical records. FINAL DX: alopecia, HA Records
reveal that on 11/27/08 office visit patient experienced sudden
severe alopecia x 1 week, HA w/nausea, photo/phonophobia
intermittently x 1 mo.

6-17
years

Information has been received from patient's grandmother
concerning her 15 year old granddaughter who was vaccinated IM
with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot number not reported). The
patient experienced weight loss, hair loss, cessation of menstrual
cycles, and several episodes of fainting after being vaccinated with
GARDASIL. The patient was recently diagnosed with type 1
diabetes. The patient's type 1 diabetes persisted. The patient's
grandmother did not have physician's information or specified
dates. No further information is available.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 17
year old daughter with allergies to amoxicillin and sulfonamide and
no pertinent medical history reported, who in June 2008, was
vaccinated with her first dose of GARDASIL. Subsequently the
patient experienced hair loss. In August 2008, the patient was
vaccinated with her second dose of GARDASIL. The hair loss
became worse after the second dose of vaccination and she was
""recently"" diagnosed with anemia. No further information was
given. Concomitant therapy included ALLEGRA. Lab diagnostics
studies performed included routine blood work. The patient had not
recovered at the time of the report. The patient was seen by a
physician. Additional information has been requested."

18-29
years

I took my HPV shots abroad. The first shot I took was on December
27th 2007. It didn't feel anything special after this first one. I took
my first shot before March 1st 2008. Days after my second shot, I
start growing out breakouts (which looks like skin allergy) on my
face. It has been bothering me until now. I have also experienced
increase of hair loss compared to before taking the shot. After
taking the 3rd HPV shot, my skin allergic problem has worsen. It
also affected my monthly menstruation cycle. It basically shifted my
cycle from normally 30 days to now 34 days. After having taken all
3 shots, i feel like i get tired alot easier than before. I went for an
annual body check, I was now told that I have high blood pressure.
My cardio result showed that I have irregular heart beat according
to the nurse.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 13
year old daughter with allergy to sulfa who on 06-AUG-2008 or 08AUG-2008 received the first dose of GARDASIL vaccine injection,
(lot# not provided). There was no concomitant medication. About
ten days after receiving the vaccine, the patient started to lose her
hair above the to right ear. At first the physician thought it was ring
worm and had given her medication, name was unspecified. Since
the spot did not get better, the patient saw a dermatologist. the
dermatologist did a scraping of the spot and the patient was then
diagnosed with alopecia. The consumer also reported that her
daughter had a sore in her vaginal are. the patient's sore in vaginal
area and alopecia persisted. Additional information has been
requested.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 19
year old daughter with penicillin and amoxicillin allergy and no
previous medical history reported, who on 25-FEB-2008, was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 mL, injection. On
28-APR-2008 was vaccinated with the second dose, and on 03-SEP2008 was vaccinated with the third dose. There was no concomitant
medication. "" One month ago"" on approximately 28-SEP-2008,
the patient experienced that falling after the third dose of
GARDASIL, the patient was not recovered from hair falling. On an
unspecified date a blood test was performed (result not provided).
The patient sought unspecified medical attention. Additional
information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0334960-1

Unknown

Information has been received from a consumer who reported that
she heard some girls experienced hair falling after getting a dose of
GARDASIL vaccine. was unknown if the patients sought medical
attention. Attempts are being made to obtain additional identifying
information to distinguish the individual patients mentioned in this
report. Additional information will be provided if available.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0335916-1

6-17
years

Hair loss/thining at 2 mos after administration of 2nd GARDASIL
shot on 7/7/08

0334926-1

Symptoms

(HPV4)
Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0336643-1

0336645-1

0336742-1

0336765-1

0337624-1

0338247-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a 26
year old female with no drug reactions or allergies and a history of
seborrhoea who on unspecified dates was vaccinated with
GARDASIL series. Concomitantly, the patient used medicated
shampoo. In May 2008, the patient experienced hair loss. At the
time of this reporting, the patient was recovering from hair loss.
Biopsy was performed and the results showed alopecia with mild
fibroplasia. Unspecified medical attention was sought in the office.
Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

"Information has been received from a pharmacy student
concerning a female who was vaccinated with an unknown number
doses of GARDASIL. The patient experienced hair loss on the top of
her head ""about 2 weeks ago"", on approximately 31-OCT-20088.
The patient's mother called pharmacy. At the time of reporting, the
patient recovered. Additional information is not expected."

6-17
years

"The information has been received from a mother concerning her
15 year old daughter, with no pertinent medical history, or known
drug allergies/drug reactions who on 18-JUL-2008 was vaccinated
with her ""first dose"" of GARDASIL vaccine. There was no
concomitant medications. The mother reported that approximately
""3 - 4 weeks after vaccination"" her daughter experienced
alopecia. It was reported that her hair was starting to slowly grow
back. ""Unspecified tests"" were performed (results not provided).
The patient did not plan on receiving her second or third dose. At
the time of this report, the patient was recovering. The patient
sought medical attention. No further information is available."

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 12year-old female patient who on an unknown date was vaccinated
with the second dose of GARDASIL (lot number, route and injection
site unknown). Concomitant vaccinations included the first dose of
MENACTRA and HAVRIX. Subsequently, in October 2008
(""sometime last month""), the patient was experiencing hair loss.
She didn't sought any medical attention and her outcome was not
reported. Additional information has been requested."

6-17
years

Seizure activity, lower paralysis, exhaustion, nausea and vomiting,
brain fog, difficulty concetrating, low blood pressure, Painful periods
and off cycle, chest pain, joint pain, muscle pain and weakness,
blurred vision, tremors, weight loss, personality change, dizziness,
difficuly breathing, oxygen deprived, hair loss, Skin pale. 2/25/09
Received PCP medical records of 10/25/07-12/24/2008. FINAL DX:
none provided Records reveal patient experienced good health on
10/25/07. RTC 11/15 w/sore throat, left ear pain & nausea x 1 wk.
Dx w/viral URI. RTC 11/23/07 w/left knee pain/swelling x 5 yrs. Dx
w/patellofemoral syndrome, tx w/meds & referred to PT. RTC
1/8/08 w/neck & throat discomfort. Dx w/voice weakness, probable
strained cricopharyngial nerve. Tx w/meds & referred to ENT who
dx w/dysphonia following likely vocal misuse. RTC 2/8/08 w/fatigue,
upset stomach, weight loss, polydipsia & nausea x 1 wk. RTC
2/12/08 s/p fainting in school, lightheaded x 1 wk. Dx w/syncopal
episode & possible dehydration, weight loss & fatigue. Tx w/IVF &
meds. DM w/u neg. RTC 2/28 s/p ER visit for generalized pain. Had
been hospitalized previous wk, dx w/pseudoseizure & followed by
neuro. 3/27/09 Received Neuro consult medical records of 2/253/7/2008. FINAL DX: none provided. Consult states excessive
tiredness, nausea & weight loss likely secondary to viral illness;
intermittent weakness of legs posssibly due to dehydration vs
presyncope; & recent onset of nonepileptic shaking events. Records
reveal patient experienced fatigue during vacation out of state
approx 3 wks prior to eval. Saw PCP after vacation for nausea,
weakness. Hospitalized x 3 days. Eval by peds neuro at that time &
dx w/syncope vs near syncope. Improved & d/c to home. Was able
to return to school f/t & traveled out of state. Collapsed & had to be
brought back home w/trembling of extremities. Admitted to hospital
for further neuro eval. Exam & testing all WNL. D/C to home. Seen
in ER x 2 for recurrence of shaking & aggressive behavior. Seen in
Neuro clinic 3/7/08 where exam WNL. Dx spells of nonepileptic
events. Referred to psych.

6-17
years

7/16/07 - Developed severe case of pneumonia with fever - no
cough or cold prior. Was sent to hospital for chest x-ray. Was given
inhalation therapy and prescribed cefdinir (300mg) and albuterol
(90mg). 7/16/07 evening - went to emergency room when patient
couldn't breath. Received inhalation therapy and z-pak 7/18/07 checked at doctors' office for improvement 7/19/07 - was given
additional albuterol (.83mg) and told to use one vial every 4 hours.
7/07 - given refill of z-pak. 9/28/07 - sinus infection and fever (has
had for about 3 weeks) and is prescribed Z-pak 9/07 - begins losing
substantial amounts of hair that continues for approximately 4
months. 3/7/08 - is seen for ear and sinus infection and fever and
prescribed z-pak 12/19/08 - patient develops flu-like symptoms
with vomiting, diarrhea, and fever. Is given phenergan (25 mg). Is
sent to hospital when vomiting continues. Is given 3 bags of IV fluid
and treated for vomiting and diarrhea. 1/20/09 - develops cold
symptoms and fever. Chronic bruising. 2/13/09 Received ER
medical records of 7/17/2007. FINAL DX: LLL pneumonia Records
reveal patient experienced fever, cough, difficulty breathing, SOB.
Had been seen by PCP 7/16 & dx w/pneumonia. Antibiotics &
inhaler had not improved s/s. Exam revealed decreased LLL breath
sounds. Tx w/nebs, IVF & oral antibiotics.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0338676-1

0339178-1

0340319-1

0340333-1

0340337-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Information has been received from a registered nurse and the
patient's mother concerning a 14 year old female patient with no
allergies and no pertinent medical history who on 23-MAR-2007 was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (date also reported as
22-MAR-2007 by the patient's mother), on 23-MAY-2007 the patient
received the second dose of GARDASIL the patient's mother
reported that in approximately may 2007, the patient experienced
severe hair loss. On 24-SEP-2007, the patient was vaccinated with
the third dose of GARDASIL. Concomitant therapy included vitamins
(unspecified). In July 2008, the patient came into the doctor's office
and stated that her hair started to fall out and she had had
dramatic weight loss (onset date not reported). The nurse reported
that the patient was going to have various test done. As of 30-DEC2008, the patient had not recovered. Additional information has
been requested. 2/9/09 PCP records received. 2/6/08 WCC with
Impression: Well Teenager. (Some records illegible) Seen 3/27/08
for bradycardia. OV 4/24/08 with c/o sore throat and H/A. Throat
hyperemic on PE. Imp: Pharyngitis. OV 7/7/08 with c/o losing hair x
1 month, facial hair x 1 month, irregular periods with R sided pain,
R foot lump, lump on coccyx, and significant weight loss (169 in
2/08 to 146). Sent for labs. Returned 12/31/08 for f/u of hair loss.
No dx noted.

18-29
years

"I have lost at least 25% of my hair. I have never experienced this
type of hair loss before the shot, and am not under any major
stress. I had my last shot about one year ago, and have noticed a
lot of shedding of my hair since then. It is just now to the point that
other people are noticing how wide my part is getting. Not to
mention the fact that I have had other strange symptoms.
Sometime after my second shot, I ended up in the hospital with
what the doctors called a ""panic attack"". I have no previous
history of panic attacks and was not under any real stress at the
time. Furthermore, I have had extreme headaches, near fainting
spells with partial loss of vision for a few hours at a time. To add to
that, I have developed immunity deficiencies. Before this vaccine, I
was perfectly healthy. Now, I have spent hundreds and hundreds of
dollars trying to figure out what is wrong with me. This is physically
and emotionally damaging, and I hope no one else has to
experience this. 2/11/09 Received ER medical records of
8/23/2007. FINAL DX: panic attack; possible med side effect
Records reveal patient experienced shakiness, difficulty swallowing
with sudden onset after taking bactrim for facial infection. Felt facial
swelling. Tx w/antihistamine, improved & d/c to home. 3/10/2009
Received PCP medical records of 1/29/08-1/14/2009. FINAL DX:
Records reveal patient experienced: asthma, sinus HA, chest
congestion, cough, fever, body aches, URI, asthma exacerbation,
BCP use, tension & difficulty relaxing, weight loss, feeling cold,
anxiety, fatigue, conjunctivitis, HA w/temporary left lateral vision
loss 11/08, alopecia 12/08. Tx w/meds."

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female who on an unspecified date was vaccinated with a dose of
GARDASIL and her hair started falling out. The patient's mother
called the clinic. At the time of reporting, the outcome was
unspecified. Additional information has been requested.

18-29
years

Information was viewed on the Internet concerning a 19 year old
patient who in approximately April 2008 (10 months ago), was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL. Second dose was
administered (unspecified date). The mother of the patient reported
that prior to first shot, the patient was healthy and active. After the
vaccination the patient's back started hurting immediately and
about three weeks after the first dose of GARDASIL the patient had
her first seizure. After the second dose of GARDASIL the seizures,
increased, as did severe stomach pain experienced, fatigue,
headache, joint pain, vision problems, hair loss and bleeding gums.
The mother reported that the patient has been hospitalized four
times, there has been multiple ambulance calls daily seizures,
several incidents of cluster seizures where she stopped breathing
and turned blue. The mother reported that patient seemed to be
improving as time goes by. Therapy with GARDASIL was
discontinued. Attempts to verify the existence of an identifiable
patient have been unsuccessful. No further information is available.

Unknown

Information has been received from a consumer via the Internet
concerning her daughter who in August 2007, was vaccinated with
GARDASIL. Subsequently the patient had been sick ever since. The
patient had several hospital stays, saw a neurologist on a reg basis,
and had been diagnosed with dysautonomia with orthostatic
intolerance. The patient experienced blackouts, chronic dizziness
and took massive anxiety medicines. She also experienced loose
clumps of her hair, blurred vision, migraine headaches, nausea and
panic attacks. The patient's immune system had been so
compromised that she had gotten MRSA (resistant staff) two times
and was hospitalized for that. The patient was also an honor
student (straight A's) with a very bright future. Her grades had
dramatically dropped. The reporter stated that they had to put her
on a plan at school so that her attendance can not be held against
her, and her teachers had to reduce her work load because she did
not know from one day to the next whether she would be able to
get out of bed. At the time of reporting, the outcome was unknown.
Attempts are being made to verify the existence of an identifiable
patient and reporter No further information is available

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

patient and reporter. No further information is available.
Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 14
year old female daughter with no pertinent medical history, no drug
reactions/allergies, who in April 2008 was vaccinated with the first
dose of GARDASIL vaccine and on an unspecified date was
vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL vaccine. There was
no concomitant medication. In July 2008, the patient noticed that
her hair began to thin out and within 2 months she lost all her hair.
The reporter took her daughter to the dermatologist. The consumer
specified they took test but did not provided what type of test. The
consumer stated that ""the patient had had wigs and shampoos,
name of shampoo unspecified, to help hair grow back, but non of
that was working."" The dermatologist as well as the family doctor
indicated this was due to GARDASIL vaccine. Therapy with human
papilloma virus vaccine was discontinued. At the time of reporting,
the patient had not recovered. This is one of two reports received
from the same source. Additional information has been requested."

6-17
years

Information has been received from a pharmacist concerning her 9
year old daughter who in August 2008, was vaccinated with a first
dose of GARDASIL and in October 2008, was vaccinated with a
second dose of GARDASIL. There was no concomitant medication.
In approximately October 2008 (some time after Dose 2), the
patient experienced hair shedding and hair loss. The patient did not
seek medical attention. At the time of reporting, the patient's hair
shedding and hair loss persisted. Additional information has been
requested.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 18
year old daughter with asthma who in the summer of 2008, was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot # was not
reported). Concomitant therapy included ADVAIR. The patient's
mother stated her daughter had 2 doses of the vaccine and
reported that around the first week of September 2008 the patient's
hair started to fall out. The consumer stated that her daughter's
hair started to fall out in clumps and within months all of her fell
out. The patient was seen by a rheumatologist, her primary care
physician, and a dermatologist; numerous amounts of blood work
were done for all auto immune disorders, vitamin deficiency, Lyme
disease and many others. The only thing that the blood work has
shown is that she was slightly anemic. They still can not find
anything that would cause her hair to fall out. The consumer stated
that she did not let her daughter get the third dose and stated that
she did research that the vaccine can cause alopecia and she can
not figure anything else but the vaccine that could cause this. This
is one of several reports received from the same source. Additional
information has been requested. 4/3/09 Office note received for
DOS 2/26/09 with DX: Alopecia areata, approaching universalis. Pt
presented with c/o progressive, extensive hair loss involving scalp,
eyebrows, eyelashes and body hair since 9/2008. PE confirms c/o.
Tx: steroids.

0340612-1

18-29
years

Information has been received from a registered nurse concerning a
20 year old female who on 09-OCT-2008 was vaccinated with the
first 0.5 ml dose of GARDASIL vaccine (lot#661764?0650X). There
was no concomitant medication. One week later after getting
GARDASIL vaccine the patient developed alopecia, she would not be
taking any more doses of GARDASIL vaccine. At the time of
reporting, the outcome was unknown. No additional information was
provided. The patient sought unspecified medical attention.
Additional information has been requested.

0340614-1

6-17
years

0340470-1

0340489-1

0340597-1

Information has been received from a doctor of pharmacy
concerning her daughter who in October 2007 was vaccinated with
the first dose of GARDASIL. In December 2007 the patient received
her second dose of GARDASIL and in July 2008 the patient was
vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL. It was reported by the
pharmacist that since her daughter was given the GARDASIL she
has not had a menstrual cycle. Her daughter also had dark spots on
her hands, has had an increase in weight gain and hair loss since
she started the GARDASIL series. The patient had not recovered at
the time of the report. Follow up information was received on 16JAN-2009: the doctor of pharmacy stated that her daughter was not
pregnant. She stated her daughter was an otherwise healthy 14
year old. It was reported that the patient was amenorrheic for
almost one year. It was reported that the patient was no taking any
other concomitant medication. The pharmacist was concerned
regarding the possibility of future fertility problems for her daughter
in the near future. The doctor of pharmacy had a full medical
evaluation scheduled for her daughter in the near future. This is one
of several cases from the same source. Additional information has
been requested. This is in follow-up to report (s) previous submitted
on 1/11/2009, 8/7/2009. Information has been received from a
doctor of pharmacy concerning her daughter who in October 2007
was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL. In December 2007
the patient received her second dose of GARDASIL and in July 2008
the patient was vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL. It was
reported by the pharmacist that since her daughter was given the
GARDASIL she has not had a menstrual cycle. Her daughter also
had dark spots on her hands, has had increase in weight gain and
hair loss since she started GARDASIL series. The patient had not
recovered at the time of the report. Follow up information was
received on 16-JAN-2009, the doctor of pharmacy stated that her
daughter was not pregnant She stated her daughter was an

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

daughter was not pregnant. She stated her daughter was an
Adverse Event Description
otherwise healthy 14 year old. It was reported that the patient was
amenhorrheic for almost, one year. It was reported that the patient
was not taking any other concomitant medication. The pharmacist
was concerned regarding the possibility of future fertility prolems
for her daughter in the near future. The doctor of pharmacy had a
full medical evaluation scheduled for her daughter in the near
future. This is one of several cases from the same source. On 11AUG-2007, the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL, intramuscularly. On 20-OCT-2007, the patient was
vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL intramuscularly.
Subsequently, in June 2008 the patient was vaccinated with the
third dose of GARDASIL, intramuscularly. Follow up information has
been received from a physician and a doctor of pharmacy via
medical records, concerning a 14 year old female black patient with
no known illness at time of vaccination, no known pre-existing
allergies and unremarkable past medical history. The doctor of
pharmacy reported that after the first injectiona wart occurred on
the patient's scalp and she became amenorrhaic and lost her hair.
After the second and third injection she has skin discoloration,
swellling of legs and stomach and weight gain. On 11-AUG-2007,
the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL,
intramuscularly. On 20-OCT-2007, the patient was vaccinated with
the second dose of GARDASIL intramuscularly. Subsequently, in
June 2008 the patient was vaccinated with the third dose of
GARDASIL intramuscularly. In February 2009, the patient presented
to her primary care physician with lower extremity adema and was
found to have elevated liver function test. The physician reported
that the patient was ultimately diagnosed with Autoimmune
hepatitis and was compliant with outpatient treatment. The patient
came to the emergency department (inj on 13-MAR-2009 with
complaints of joint pain and jaundice, and was admitted to the
pediatric intensive care unit for decompensationdue to liver disease.
The patient's liver function rapidly deteriorated, as well as her
mental status, and she required intubation as well as dialysis for
acute drenal failure. She was placed on the liver transplant on 26MAR-2009. She was able to be extubated on post operative day#1.
Postoperatively she was still required dialysis for approximately 3
weeks ntil she began to make urine. Her last dialysis was on 11APR-2009, after this her creatinine began to decline. Her LFTs also
improved to normalised. She had occasional fevers and leukocytosis
for which no source of infectionwas found via cultures or imaging,
including computer axial tomography scan. Her white blood cell
count eventually began to decline. The patient was deemed stable
for discharge home on 22-APR-2009. The patient's labs on
discharge were as follows: White blood cell count: 52.89; red blood
cell count, 3.15; blood hemoglobin, 9.2; whole blood hematocrit,
27.9, mean corpuscular volume, 97.3, red cell distribution width
test, 17.1; blood platelet count, 398, serum sodium test, 142;
serum potassium test, 4.4; serum chloride test, 109; total serum
carbon dioxide test, 22; serum blood urea nitrogen test, 59; serum
creatinine test, 2.9; serum glucose test, 100; serum alkaline
phosphatase test, 164; serum albumin test, 2.6; total serum
protein test, 6.3; serum aspartate aminotransferase test, 1%;
serum alanine aminotransferase test, 10; total serum billirubin, 2.4.
The patient's final diagnoses were fulminant liver, autoimmune
hepatitis, status post liver transplant, acute renal failure (resolved),
respiratory failure (noted 25-MAR-2009; resolved 11-APR-2009).
Activehospital problems included tachycardia and artharlgia.
Resolved hospital problems include encephalopathy (noted 20-MAR2009). The patient requires hospitalization for 90 plus days. The
physician reported that patient's discharged procedure orders were
physicial and occupational therapy with bilateral full weight bearing
(weight bearing as tolerated). The discharge medications include:
PROTONIX 40mg tablet, PO daily; PROGRAF, 5 mg PO. capuls, two
times daily; PROGRAF, 1 mg PO capsule, 4 Capaules two times
daily, IMODIUM, 2 mg PO capsule, two times daily as needed for
diarrhea/loose stools, kopran, 4 MG po tablet, every 6 hours as
needed for nausea, NEUROTIN, 300 mg, PO, capsule tow times
daily, CELLCEPT, 250 mg PO capsule, 2 capsules 12 hours,
MYCOSTATIN, 100,000 unit/mL PO oral suspension, BACTRIM DS,
260-500 mg PO tablet, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
morning, DELTASONE, 5 mg PO tablet, 2 tablets every morning. The
physician recommended to stop taking ACTIGALL, 100 mg, PO
capsule, ALDACTONE, 100 mg PO tablet, multivitamin PO,
PURINETHOL, 50 mg PO tablet. Autoimmune hepatitis, hepatic
failure, hair loss, skin discoloration, ward occurred on the scalp,
respiratory failure, renal failure, weight increased, encephalopathy
and amenorrhoea were considered to be other important medical
events. Autoimmune hepatitis, hepatic failure, encephalopathy.
Acute renal failure and respiratory failure were considered to be
disabling and life threatening. Follow up information was received
from a registered nurse who reported that on 11-AUG-2007 the
patient was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (Lot No.
658282/0929U). On 13-OCT-2007 (also reported as 290OCT-2007)
the patient was vaccinated wish the second dose of GARDASIL.
Subsequently, on 26-FEB-2009 the patient was vaccinated with the
third dose of GARDASIL (Lot No. 659441/1446U). The nurse was
unable to provide the patient's current status. A lot check has been
initiated. No further information is available. All available medical
records will be provided upon request.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0340807-1

0340876-1

0340882-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

chronic debilitating headaches, chronic diahrrea, severe back &
abdominal pain, tingling in hands and feet,numbness in hands &
feet, stabbing pain in lower legs and feet, inability to stand, inability
to walk, difficulty breathing, swollen lips, chest pain in conjunction
with neck pain, loss of hair, chronic debilitating fatigue, nausea,
vomiting, short term memory loss, inability to concentrate, stares
off in the distance for long periods of time. These started right after
the vaccination and continue to this day & have made her life as
she knew it unmanageable. She can no longer attend school.
Numerous trips to her pediatrician, blood tests, urine test, stool
tests, emergency room visits, referred to neurologists, nutritionist.
No one knows how to treat her. There is no treatment apparently.
3/16/09 Received consult records of 2/24/2009. FINAL DX:
probable chronic fatigue syndrome, possibly exacerbated by recent
EBV infection; reactive depression; likely vasovagal episodes;
possible anxiety disorder. Records reveal patient experienced
fatigue, nausea, numbness/tingling of hands/feet, HA, neck pain,
intermittent diarrhea, chest pain w/SOB & heart pounding,
intermittent difficulty walking, difficulty concentrating, decreased
appetite, insomnia, apathy, moody, irritable. Approx 1 wk after
initial HPV & Depoprovera injections, 11/12/08, developed
waxing/waning fatigue which escalated to missing school in Dec &
Jan. Suggested antidepressant & counseling. 3/9/09 Received PCP
medical records of 2/2007-3/2/2009 included ER records of
2/9/2009. FINAL DX:none provided Records reveal patient
experienced good health on 11/12, received depo-provera 1st dose
along w/HPV #1. RTC 2/11 s/p ER visit 2/9 for chest pain, cough,
runny nose, phlegm congestion. Parent reported back pain, hand
tremors, leg pain, leg swelling, back pain, dizziness, joint stiffness,
decreased concentration, fatigue, intermittent diarrhea, nausea
since 11/08. Missed several days of school. Developed leg
heaviness, gait disturbance, & LE weakness & increased fatigue.
Referred to ID & Neuro but no records available. ER records 2/9/09
FINAL DX: atypical chest pain Records reveal patient experienced
sharp nonradiating chest pain, rapid breathing & tingling of
hands/feet all of which had resolved by the time she was seen in
ER.

18-29
years

Was given the Gardasil shot in December 2007. In January 2008,
diagnosed with Supraventricular Tachycardia (SVT): Blacked
out/lost consciousness in the shower, woke up with a heart rate of
250bpm. Stayed for 45 minutes until given a shot of Adenosine.
Required an Ablation (April 2008). Happened twice more after the
first ablation (1 time requiring a double dose of the Adenosine
shot). Will be having a second Ablation March 12, 2009. Also losing
hair in clumps, chest pains similar to being stabbed 2-3 times a day
(around the heart, but all over the chest area.) 3/13/09-records
received-office visit 3/3/07 and first vaccine provided lot#0388U ,
vac #2 given on 8/14/07 lot#1060U and 3rd received 12/14/07
lot#1266U. Office visit 5/8/08-seen for gyn check up regular
menses. ablation 4/08 for SVT. Taking oral contraceptives. 4/8/09records received for DOS 4/17-4/18/08-DC DX: orthodoronic AV reentry SVT. Recurrent drug resistant narrow complex tachycardia
referred for electrophysiologic evaluation and successful ablation.
First epidsode on 1/19/08 with sudden onset of lightheadedness
with rapid palpitations and chest discomfort.Remote history of
syncope that sounds vasovagal in nature. Follow-up: I have had 2
cardiac ablations, and still suffer from chest pains.

6-17
years

AFTER FIRST GARDASIL VACCINE (administered 9/13/06):
experienced dizziness, light-headed, nauseous, headaches, leg
cramps, and shooting leg pain. AFTER SECOND GARDASIL VACCINE
(administered 11/13/06): experienced same symptoms after first
dose plus hair loss, abdominal bloating, menstrual cycle stopped,
weakness, poor circulation. AFTER THIRD GARDASIL VACCINE
(administered 3/13/07): experienced all symptoms listed above
plus excessive hair loss, pale/purple skin, always cold, loud ringing
in ears, extreme digestive problems, stomach pain, gastrointestinal
discomfort, chronic constipation, joint pain, facial swelling, chronic
fatigue, irritability, easily agitated, extreme weakness and all-over
muscle fatigue (with difficulty in walking, talking, moving, etc.).
TREATMENT: had to seek alternative medicine doctors to receive
nutritional supplementation because other doctors could do nothing
for me. Recently have been referred to a clinic. (scheduled appt. for
3/30/09). 3/18/09-records received for DOS 5/18-5/20/08-DC DX:
Chronic constipation. Exercise induced asthma. Cyanosis.
Pancytopenia. Presented to ED with increased generalized weakness
and constipation since 2/08.Taking a Chinese herbal formula for
chronic fatigue astra lsatis. Possibility of viral syndrome secondary
to hepatitis C. PE: differential in pulses bilaterally, cyanotic in
extremities pulse ox O2 saturation 87% at exercise but increased at
rest. Follow-up: Leg pain, numbness, stiffness, partial organ failure,
anemia low platelets, cardiac arrhythmia, low body temperature,
EBV onset, Hep C onset, UTIs, pancreatitis, amenorrhea, melanosis
coli, gout, boils, Baker's cyst, swollen glands hypothyroidism,
hypoglycemia, chronic somnolence episode tachycardia, dysphagia,
orthopnea, thrombocytopenia.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0341554-1

0342214-1

0342435-1

0342624-1

0342641-1

0342649-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

October, 2007 - Back and Hip pain Winter, 2007/08 - addition of
shoulder and elbow pain, ankle pain and weakness, increase in back
and hip pain - medicated with Advil/Tylenol (OTC) March, 2008 addition of tingling and numbness in arms and legs. Shooting pains
in arms and legs. Extreme exhaustion and fatigue June, 2008 Treated with Physical Therapy and Mobic/Advil. Had MRI of Lumbar
spine on 7/07/08 August, 2008 - extreme pain when running. All of
the earlier symptoms were still present. Intense muscles cramps in
legs and arms, especially at night. Addition of muscle cramps in
hands when writing or playing piano for a very short time (10
minutes). September, 2008 - All symptoms remain. Addition of hair
loss, weight loss, increase in fatigue. blurry vision. lightheadedness,
dizziness 3/19/09 records received-office visit 7/1/08-multiple
complaints over sometimes, Active in gymnastics, somewhat knockkneed. C/O left hip popping in and out with activity appears to be
iliotibial band phenomena. Right knee and kneecap popping in and
out with activity and some tightness in tendons in back with
activity. Right elbow complaints with activity. Spot on left forearm
been there a few months, looks like possible pencil lead in skin.
Assessment: hip problem suspect iliotibial band. Knee problem
looks like patellar malalignment. Elbow problem looks like tennis
elbow phenomena. Referral to sports medicine. office visit 3/16/09No complaints.

18-29
years

Information has been received form a 23 year old female patient,
with no known drug reaction/allergies and no pertinent medical
history, who in January 2009, was vaccinated with her first dose of
GARDASIL. Concomitant therapy included vitamins (unspecified).
The consumer reported that she experienced hair loss since 3
weeks ago when she received her first dose of GARDASIL vaccine.
At the time of the report, the patient was recovering. The patient
spoke to her physician seeking for medical attention. Additional
information has been requested.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a 21
year old female with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder and a
history of depression who in January 2007, was vaccinated with a
first dose of GARDASIL. The physician stated the patient received
three doses of GARDASIL but the dates of administration of the
second and third dose were unknown. Concomitant therapy
included CELEXA and ADDERALL tablets. In February 2007, the
patient developed hair loss. On unknown date, the patient visited
the office. In January 2009, the patient was examined and was
diagnosed with alopecia areata. The patient was prescribed topical
steroids and unspecified pulse systemic steroid therapy. The patient
has noticed slight improvement in the symptoms. The physician
added that thyroid levels, antinuclear antibody, sed rate, complete
blood count, and comprehensive metabolic panel results were
normal. Additional information has been requested.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a Nurse Practitioner concerning
a 19 year old female who was vaccinated intramuscularly with her
first, second and third dose of GARDASIL on 16-JAN-2007, 15-MAY2007 and 23-NOV-2007 respectively. The patient experienced
severe hair loss after receiving her second dose of GARDASIL (MAY
2007). She was sent to an endocrinologist for medical attention
after the adverse experience occurred. Lot numbers were not
available. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
nurse's daughter who was vaccinated with GARDASIL a year ago.
Coincidentally, the patient started losing her hair about the same
time. The patient has subsequently been diagnosed with alopecia
areata. This is one of several reports from the same source.
Additional information has been requested.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her
daughter, a 21 year old female with no medical history or drug
allergy who was vaccinated with all 3 doses (first dose on 16-JAN2007) of GARDASIL. There was no concomitant medication.
Subsequently the patient started loosing her hair in fall 2007,
before getting the third dose, she always had very thick hair and
she lost about 35-40% of it already. The caller also mentioned that
she started experiencing excessive bruising on her legs around the
same time the hair loss started. The bruising was all gone, and the
hair was not coming out as bad as it use to. She had multiple tests
(including tested vitamin levels (a little low on Biotin), thyroid test,
Cushing's disease test, PCOS and urine test) done to see what was
wrong. She had thyroid test done and it did spike but when the
second test was done it came back normal. All other tests came
back normal as well. At the time of the report the patient was not
recovered. The patient sought medical attention. Additional
information has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0342651-1

0343591-1

0344793-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Information has been received from a nurse concerning a patient
who was vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL and may have an
unspecified reaction to GARDASIL. At the time of reporting the
outcome was unknown. Follow up information was received from
the nurse concerning the 20 years old female patient who on 23JUL-2008 was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL. On 10SEP-2008 the patient was vaccinated with the second dose of
GARDASIL. The patient experienced hair loss in October, 2008, after
receiving the second dose of HPV. On 03-JAN-2009 the patient was
vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL. Additional information
has been requested.

18-29
years

Unexplained sudden and severe hair loss resulting in many visits to
dermatologists over the last year and a half. This has resulted in
meds prescribed by two dermatologists without significant results.
Our daughter has also experienced several episodes of mono-like
symptoms resulting in visits to the campus doctor and local doctor
with negative test results. She continues to be extremely fatigued
even when well-rested and has unexplainable headaches. 4/8/09
PCP notes received. Pt seen 3/23/07 for OV with c/o planter's wart
on foot, anxiety r/t school work and difficulty focusing, keratosis on
arms and allergy sx. PE (+) for allergic facies, boggy nares with
some throat drainage. Sent for derm consult and allergy meds
prescribed. 1st HPV vax given. Seen again 7/6/07 with c/o URI with
ear pain, cough and sore throat. Assess: Nasal Pharyngitis. Per TC
with MD-not aware of any AE from vax. Has not been seen since
7/6/07 visit. 4/14/09 Derm consults received. Pt presented 6/19/08
with c/o warts: thumb and plantar, and 8 month hx of hair loss.
Generalized hair thinning noted. Warts removed and shampoo rx.
Returned 7/10/08 for wart and mole check. F/U 3/19/09 for warts,
acne and hair loss from the scalp. PE (+) for circular patches of hair
loss with moderate flaking and minimal erythema of the scalp.

6-17
years

Symptoms started exactly 2 months after her 2nd shot. Started
with headaches, nausea, vomiting, strep throat and body aches.
Continues on with non-epileptic seizures, twitches,
unconsciousness, long and short term memory loss, hair loss,
fatigue, joint pain and neck and back pain. Continues on after 3 1/2
months. 4/27/09 Received vaccine & PCP medical records of
8/1/08-2/3/2009. FINAL DX: encephalopathy w/memory loss.
Records reveal patient experienced good general health on 8/1
when seen for sports physical. RTC 8/26 w/insect bite w/swelling,
warmth & pain LUE, felt sick, nausea, HA. Tx w/antibiotics. RTC
12/18 w/vomiting, abd pain, nausea, chest pain x 1 mo, coughing,
earache, migraine HA increased in frequency, sore throat, fatigue &
malaise x 5 mo, excessive sleeping. Tonsils enlarged, strep test (+)
& dx/tx for strep pharyngitis. RTC 1/5/09 appearing ill w/sore
throat, cervical lymphadenopathy, sick stomach, nausea, vomiting,
low grade fever, HA, decreased appetite, dizziness. Dx w/continued
strep pharyngitis. Tx w/IM antibiotic & continued on oral antibiotics
for another course. Seen in ER on 1/8/09. RTC 2/3/09 w/sore
throat, sister w/strep throat. Parent reported episodes of seizure
like posturing, gaze palsy, opisthotonos since 1/7/09 daily until
1/19. Had multiple ER visits. Hospitalized overnight for EEG which
was WNL. No further seizure episodes but significant memory loss.
Neuro-psych eval dx w/30% remaining memory. Missed a lot of
school. Dx 2/3 w/pharyngitis, probably viral; encephalopathy
w/memory loss, uncertain nature & cause. 5/18/09 Received
hospital medical records of 1/16-1/17/2009. FINAL DX: nocturnal
spasms Records reveal patient experienced muscle tension, arching
back, eyes rolling back, unresponsive & dystonia nightly x 7-10
days lasting 15 min to 2 hr. School performance had been affected
since mid-Dec when episodes had started. Admitted for 24-hr video
EEG which was WNL. Neuro exam WNL. Referred to Psych. 5/20/09
ED records received multiple DOS 1/7/09 to 1/12 FINAL
DIAGNOSIS: Syncope, seizure, acute vomiting, cephalgia and neck
stiffness Post vaccination: nausea, vomiting, body aches, twitching,
unresponsive at home, headache, neck stiff. Dizziness, numbness,
tingling in hands and feet, crying. Hyperventilation with carpal pedal
spasms. Myoclonic tremors.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0344938-1

18-29
years

autoimmune disease fibromyalgia, raynods, numbness,
flushing/sweats, anxiety,headaches, exhaustion to the point where
its impossible to work, total body pain constantly,hair loss, vision
problems,stiff and sore muscles,insomnia, trouble focusing and
concentrating, memory loss, weakness, trouble breathing,and
dizziness near syncope. All the side effects happened and intensified
during December through January so I had an anti nuclear antibody
blood test that was positive revealing the autoimmune disease
fibromyalgia and raynods. My ANA blood test has come back
positive several times. The doctors put me through a ridiculous
amount of tests to try to figure out a diagnosis and why this had
come out of nowhere. They thought I had at one point every
different type of autoimmune disease including lupus but settled on
FIbromyalgia with raynods and the possible beginnings of Lupus. I
have to frequent a rheumatologist, neurologist,and primary care
doctor several times a month. The side effects have made me very
weak and unable to live my life normally, its hard for me to work. I
teach children which take a lot of energy when I have none what so
ever. I used to be strong and able to work out and ride horses and
live a healthy active lifestyle, now I cannot enjoy any of it. My body
is in such pain all the time that its impossible for me to have a
normal life. I wanted this vaccine to help prevent problems, when
all it did was destroy my life. 5/18/09 Vax info received. HPV#1
7/7/08 0847X. HPV#2 9/8/08 0546X. HPV#3 1/7/09 0546X.
7/15/09 Rheumatology consult rec'd dated 1/29/09 to 6/8/09 with
final dx: Inflammatory arthritis, arthralgias. Pt presented with c/o
numbness and bluish discoloration of the feet. Pt also has a blackish
scab on the R 3rd toe. Pt reports feeling achy all over. PE (+) for
cold fingers and toes and bluish discoloration of toes. (+)
fibromyalgia tender points. Assess: Raynaud's. ANA (+). Scoliosis.
Possible fibromyalgia. F/U 3/5/09 with dx: fibromyalgia. Pt reporting
poor sleep and feeling sleepy during the day, as well as SOB. F/U
5/12/08 for c/o rib cage pain and fatigue.. Pt reports after 3rd HPV
vaccine sx began. Now with weakness, cognitive difficulties, H/A,
dizziness, hair loss, balance issues, LUQ pain and extreme fatigue
which disrupts ADLs. Occ blurred vision upon standing and canker
sores. PE (+) for anxiosness, tenderness of trapezius and scapular
border, joint tenderness of the MCPs and knees, ankles and feet as
well as lower rib cage. Assess; Arthralgias, fatigue and cognitive
difficulties.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0345105-1

6-17
years

Excessive rapid hair loss a month after administration of GARDASIL
vaccine

6-17
years

Immediate severe pain in left arm, 'as though someone just broke
it'; headache developed; 24 hours of joint and muscle pain; within
weeks, sharp stabbing pain in the stomach that radiates throughout
the upper abdomen and shoots toward the back and left shoulder;
persistent upset 'sour' stomach that complicates her ability to eat.
Now, 2 months later she is losing hair and weight. 5/4/09 Received
PCP medical records of 1/5/08-4/30/2009 including GI, Ortho & ENT
consults. FINAL DX: acid reflux, inflammatory gastropathy,
ulcerative tonsillitis, exercise intolerance, dyspnea Records reveal
patient experienced usual state of health on 2/23/09 for HPV#1.
RTC 4/29/09 w/c/o of injection site pain, HA & joint pain since
2/23/09. Hx of persistent abdominal pain. GI referral 8/08. Dx
w/pneumonia 12/08. RTC 1/09 w/exhaustion, sore throat, loose
stool x 2 days. Exam revealed 4+ red exudative throat w/bilateral
node tenderness. Strep & mono neg. RTC 2/09 w/chest tightness &
difficulty breathing x 2 yr.

Unknown

Information has been received from a Registered Nurse concerning
a female who on an unspecified date was vaccinated with
GARDASIL and experienced arthritis and alopecia. It was unsure if it
was the office patient or not. At the time of reporting the patient's
outcome was unspecified. No further information is available.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 15
year old daughter with no pertinent medical history and no known
drug allergies/drug reactions who on an unspecified date was
vaccinated with the first 0.5 ml dose of GARDASIL (Lot # not
reported). There was no concomitant medication reported. It was
reported that the patient experienced alopecia after getting first
dose of GARDASIL. It was reported that the patient's hair was
thinning after getting the second dose of GARDASIL (Lot # was not
reported). The patient did not seek medical attention. There were
no laboratory diagnostic tests performed. It was reported that the
patient had not recovered at the time of the report. No further
information is available.

6-17
years

Information has been received from an office manager concerning a
15 year old female who on 11-NOV-2008 was vaccinated with the
first dose of GARDASIL (Lot#661764/0650X), 0.5ml , IM and the
second dose(Lot# 661841/0653X) 0.5ml, IM on 10-FEB-2009. The
patient had been losing her hair after the third dose of GARDASIL
(Lot#662300/0100Y), 0.5ml, IM in her right arm on 11-MAY-2009.
Concomitant therapy included DEPO-PROVERA, 150mg, IM in the
left arm. Caller was requesting a lot check of this vaccine due to the
patient having adverse experience. The patient had sought medical
attention. The outcome was unknown. The Lot Check had been
initiated. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0345307-1

0346803-1

0346986-1

0349331-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0349369-1

0350862-1

0352198-1

0352207-1

0352235-1

0352243-1

0352312-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Information has been received from a mother concerning her
daughter who on 31-MAR-2008 was vaccinated with first dose of
GARDASIL (Lot # 659180/1758U). Concomitant therapy included a
dose of VARIVAX (Lot # 658287/1173U) (MSD) on 31-MAR-2008
and Acne cream. Subsequently the patient began to lose hair after
her first vaccination. The patient was vaccinated with the other
doses of GARDASIL as follows: 2nd dose (Lot # 656371/0181U) on
24-OCT-2008, and 3rd dose (Lot # 661953/1130X) on 21-MAY2009. Other concomitant therapy included influenza virus vaccine
(unspecified) on 24-Oct-2008. The patient didn't seek medical
attention. At the report time, the patient was not recovered.
Additional information has been requested.

18-29
years

"It was reported in a newspaper article that an 18 year old female
who was vaccinated with GARDASIL (dose, route and lot numbers
unspecified). On an unspecified date after the patient received the
vaccine, she began having seizures in the spring 2008
(approximately March 2008), often more than once a day. Her body,
her brain, her stomach ache, her hair fell out, her gums bleed, her
legs bruise, her hands shake with tremors. The patient ""didn't die,
but there are days when death seems to hover nearby"". At the
time of the report, the outcome of the patient was unknown. This is
one of several reports received from the same source. No further
information is available."

18-29
years

Information has been received from a nurse practitioner concerning
a 22 year old female with no drug reactions or allergies who on 22May-2009 was vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL.
Concomitant therapy included ZYRTEC, DETROL, FLONASE and
hormonal contraceptives (Unspecified). Subsequently on an
unspecified date the patient experienced a bald spot. The patient
did not seek medical attention. At the time of this report, the
patient had not recovered. This is one of several reports received
from the same source. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

Information has been received from a nurse practitioner concerning
a female who was vaccinated with GARDASIL. Subsequently the
patient went completely bald after getting GARDASIL. The patient's
outcome was unknown. This is one of several report's received from
the same source. Attempts are being made to verify the existence
of an identifiable patient.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a certified nurse practitioner
concerning a 22 year old female with overactive bladder and
allergies and no illness at the time of vaccination , who on 20-Mar2009 and 22-May-2009 was vaccinated into the left deltoid with first
dose (lot number reported as 13124, not valid) and second dose
(lot number reported as U5581, not valid) respectively of
GARDASIL. Concomitant therapy included FLONASE, ZYRTEC, birth
control pills and DETROL LA. Four days after vaccination on 26-May2009, the patient had a bald spot on head, she denied change in
any medications. It was reported that nothing else was different.
Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her
16-year-old daughter with no medical history nor drug
reactions/allergies who was vaccinated with the last dose of
GARDASIL in April 2009, the reporter was not sure when the first
dose was given but stated that the doses of GARDASIL were given
""on time"". There were no concomitant medications. After
receiving the third dose of GARDASIL the patient's hair has been
""falling out in clumps"". The patient had not sought medical
attention. At the time of the report, the patient's status was not
recovered. Additional information has been requested."

Unknown

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning her daughter with no medical history of allergies, who in
October 2008, was vaccinated with first and only dose of
GARDASIL, intramuscularly. There was no concomitant medication.
The patient had been experiencing hair loss after receiving the
GARDASIL vaccine dose. The reporter even noted a bald spot on
patients head. No laboratories studies performed. The patient
sought unspecified medical attention. At the time of this report the
patient had not recovered. Additional information has been
requested. 11/9/2009 PCP records for 2 visits 9/2009. Patient with
c/o's hair loss, fungus on toenails, sore on foot. Impression:
onychomycosis

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0353037-1

Age

6-17
years

Adverse Event Description
"7/22 Woke up during the night from a really bad sharp pain in
chest. She barely touched it and the sharp pain would return same
with shoulders. 7/22 Tired and sore from therapy. I want to give a
little history on this patient. She was a cheerleader, majorette, and
was in a weight lifting class. She was very active and athletic. I
didn't have enough room on the VAERS for this so I am attaching
this sheet for a timeline. 10/14/08 1st GARDASIL. 12/29/08 2nd
GARDASIL. 01/09 School reported she was generally weak and
fatigued to the point of needing to leave school. 02/09 She started
with having leg weakness and would like wrap her ankles for
performances and practices (no injuries) just weakness. 03/09 The
actual leg and joint pain started. She was refusing to do stunts in
cheerleading because it hurt so bad. She is the ""flyer"" because of
her small size and she said it hurt too bad to climb up and to be
caught. 04/09 Not a lot of activity during the month with cheering
or anything, but she had to be picked up from school several times
because the exertion just from walking from class to class made her
so tired she had to go to bed. 05/09 The week of the 11th she had
to be picked up from school because of lethargy just from
decorating for the prom. The week of the 18th she started with a
limp more prominent in the R leg. Substantially increased pain in
the joints and ""shooting, needle-stick pains in the shin area"". The
following week she started losing muscle control and could not walk
or stand without help and started using crutches. She complained of
""burning, stabbing, achy"" pains in many different areas. Her hips,
arms, and leg muscles had significantly increased pain. Because of
the severity of the pain and loss of muscle control in her legs, she
was taken to ER on May 31. She was sent to hospital at that time.
06/09 She went to an Orthopedic Dr and they said it was
neurological. She started seeing a Neurologist, she was doing MRI's
and further testing and they couldn't find anything so they are
sending her to a Neurologist (08/14/09). She also started losing
clumps of hair, not sure of the actual date but it started in June and
is worsening some throughout the month of July with actual thin
spots where her scalp is visible. 07/09 Since 3rd shot 7/14/09 7/23 Low grade fever and nausea, said stomach felt like there was
a fork in side scratching on it. 7/24 Tired not wanting to eat much
stomach hurting. Sore after therapy 2:30 ended - take pain pill
around 4:30. By 5:30 pain was so bad she cried and asked to be
brought home (watching movie at friend's house) & severe pain in
fingers, thumb, wrist, lower arm and behind arm at elbow (home by
6:30) usually not home till 9 or 10 when at friend's house watching
movies. 07/14/09 3rd GARDASIL. Also, when she was in weight
lifting classes she was documented to be bench pressing 90lbs. She
can now barely lift a 1 lb weight at Physical Therapy."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0354303-1

0354631-1

0354639-1

0354771-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Within one week of receiving the first shot (10/24/2007), I
experienced flu-like symptoms, fever, and such severe vaginal
discomfort that I went to the emergency room. I was diagnosed
with bacterial vaginosis. It cleared up, but my health felt off - worse
digestion, I started getting heartburn, feeling fatigue, started
seeing floaters in my vision and getting terrible headaches, and my
menstrual cycle started becoming more irregular. I had always been
like clockwork. I started losing weight, which was unusual, as I had
always been overweight and had a hard time losing weight. I began
feeling more and more irritable, but made no connections to the
Gardasil shot. In March, immediately after receiving the second
vaccine (3/17/08), my arm hurt terribly, I felt lightheaded, woozy,
and had hives appear. Within 1 week, I started experiencing vaginal
irritation again, fever, and had flu like symptoms. Over the course
of the next month, I started to feel such severe fatigue, stomach
aches, and uncontrollable diarrhea, that I went to my doctor. She
told me I probably just had acid reflux. Two days later, I experience
debilitating stomach pain, which lasted for nearly 1 month. I had an
endoscopy, a CT scan, allergy tests, and blood work for thyroid
disorders and other imbalances, all of which have come back
reasonably normal and regular for my body and system. I did have
some esophageal damage from acid reflux, and was put on
Prevacid. Receiving no answers from the clinic, I cut out gluten,
corn, soy, dairy, eggs, caffeine, alcohol, yeasts, and sugar from my
diet and started working with an acupuncturist and naturopath.
Stool sampling showed signs of Candida Yeast overgrowth in my
intestines and parasites, which I am combating naturally with help
from my naturopath, and managed to eliminate with diets and
supplements after 9 months of treatment. I a got off the Prevacid
successfully with her help, and am starting to feel stronger. All total,
after the vaccines, I experienced extreme weight loss (50 pounds),
hair loss, fatigue, eye itchiness, emotional upset, headaches, joint
pain, tingling/numbness in hands and feet, lower body temperature,
increasing food allergies/sensitivites, disruption in my sleep,
decreased strength, muscle loss, continued gastrointestinal pain,
alternating diarrhea/constipation, persistent Bacterial Vaginosis. My
energy is better and digestive issues have regulated, but I am on a
very restrictive diet. Em I am still suffering amenorrhea and low
hormone production, am easily fatigued, and still suffer occasional
neurological issues. All other labwork shows no sign of unusual
health issues other than food allergies. 11/23/09 Medical records
received for date 10/24/07 to 8/6/08. OV 10/24/07 Normal GYN
exam. Pap smear WNL. All labs negative. Gardasil and Tdap vax
given. OV 4/16/08 c/o diarrhea, weight loss, palpitations, irregular
menses, DX: diarrhea, weight loss, palpitations, irregular menses.
TSH WNL. OV 4/21/08 DX: back pain, abdominal pain. H-pylori(-).
OV 8/6/08 c/o vaginal discharge with odor, itching. Assessment:
(+)vaginal discharge w/ odor, wet prep(+), DX: vaginal leukorrhea

6-17
years

First injection of Garadsil was given to my daughter on July 21,
2009. A few weeks later her hair has begun to fall out severely. She
has not had any change to her diet, no new medications, no new
hair care products, in the past year. 9/4/09 Received vaccine & PCP
medical records. Records reveal patient experienced general good
health on 7/21/09. RTC on 8/18/09 w/hair loss.

6-17
years

Fatigue, dry skin, extreme fatigue, light headed, headache,
increased menstrual cramps, Raynaud's disease, weight loss, hair
loss, joint pain, facial rash, extreme joint pain, body rash. 9/16/09
Rheumatology records received DOS 4/28/09 to 9/9/09.
Assesment: Systemic Lupus Erythematosus. Vitiligo. Patient
presented with progressive fatigue and weight loss with impaired
functional capacity. Joint pain, swelling, and stiffness at PIPs, MCPs
and wristes. Malar rash and Raynauds of feet. Leukopenia, anemia.
Inflammatory polyarthropathy.

6-17
years

Initially loss of hair. Then dizziness and nausea with vomiting and
severe abdominal pain. After 20 months of multiple doctor visits,
patient was diagnoses with POTS, Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia
Syndrome. She is required to take meds every 3 hours including a
beta blocker. She has been on homebound study for her last 2 years
of school. 9/29/09 PCP medical records and multiple consultations
received DOS 7/18/05 to 10/2/08. Assessment: Vestibular
hypofunction. Patient presents with otalgia, ears fell clogged.
Injured ankle. Pharyngitis, URI. Hair falling out, dizziness. Feels
cold. Orthostatic tachycardia. Snores. Progressive fatigue.
Dehydration. Sudden increased heart rate at rest with nausea.
Cardiologist - Normal cardiac exam. ENT Consult performed T&A.
Peripheral vestibular lesion. Vomiting, stomach pain. Neuro consult
- migraine varient. Feels off balance. Otology Consult - Transient
decreased hearing (R). Visual vestibular hypersensitivity. Vestibular
hydrops.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0354967-1

18-29
years

"Light-headed, dizzy, and nauseous immediately after vaccination.
Since vaccination: headache, severe fatigue, numbness/tingling in
extremities, sharp lower back pain, shoulder pain, hair-loss,
memory 'fog'/concentration difficulties, breathing problems, muscle
twitching, leg/arm cramping, insomnia, rapid heart beat, overall
soreness, GI problems. 9/28/09 Neurology consult received DOS
2/13/08 to 6/6/2008 Assessment: Fibromyalgia. Restless leg
syndrome. Patient presents with chronic lower back pain and
paresthesias. Developed numbness and tingling ""pins and
needles"" affecting anterior thighs/lower extremities and upper
extremities, also including left hand. Gait affected, using wheelchair.
Decreased sensation to light touch, pinprick and vibration right
upper and lower extremities. Reflexes asymmetrical. Hoffman sign
on right. Involutary loss of urine with activity. Post LP headaches,
nausea, not eating or drinking very much. Muscle twitching.
Difficulty falling asleep. 9/28/09 Rheumatology consult received
DOS 2/15/08 to 2/29/08. Assessment: Likely demyelinating process
of unclear etiology. Post lumbar puncture headache. Emotional
lability brought on by stress of current illness. Patient c/o ""legs
falling asleep"", lower back pain, ""pins and needles"" right and left
arms. Thinning hair. Atypical Raynaud's symptoms, fingers appear
dusky, livedo orver dorsum of hand. Eyes dry. Disconjugate
movements extraocular muscles."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0356334-1

6-17
years

Severe hair loss. Headaches. 10/14/09 PC note servce dates
12/18/09 to 8/6/09. Patient's hair is falling out.

18-29
years

Symptoms began with hair loss two months after first shot,
progressed to stomach problems, indigestion, bloating, menstrual
irregularities, PMS Symtoms very bad, yeast infection, bladder
infection, extreme fatigue, extreme headaches, muscle aches, foggy
vision, foggy memory, inability to concentrate, depression, anxiety.
We are currently treating her for Systemic Candidias. 9/18/09 PCP
medical records received DOS 10/2/06 to 6/27/08. Assessment:
Cystitis. Irritable bowel syndrome alternating type. GERD. Patient
presents with urinary urgency, dysuria, and frequency. Hypogastric
tenderness. Nevus on shoulder. Dysplastic Nevus. Multiple benign
nevi. Sinus infection, stomach ache, constipation, feeling run down,
sore throat. UTI. Diarrhea. Ankle injury. Bloating. Dizziness, 'spacy',
hair loss. Mucous in stool. Pelvic pain. LGSIL. Abnormal bowel
movement pattern. Inflammation of colon.

6-17
years

Patient had her second injection of the Gardasil Shot in June 2009
and since then she has lost most of her hair. She is also getting
scabs on her head also and itching. She is fatigued and very
emotional. She continues to miss days at school because of the
humiliation she faces at school with the loss of her hair.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from the patient's mother via
internet. The mother stated that her 16 year old daughter was
injured by GARDASIL. On 09-JAN-2009, the patient was vaccinated
with the first dose of GARDASIL and on 09-MAR-2008 with the
second dose of GARDASIL. Before GARDASIL, she was happy,
healthy and vibrant teenager. Since GARDASIL, the patient was sick
every day of her life. She had dizziness, overall weakness,
numbness and tingling in both legs and left arm, back pain, neck
pain, pressure headaches, vision problems, breathing problems,
chest pains, racing heartbeats, brain fog, stomach problems,
nausea, diarrhea, weight loss, hair loss, jerking all over spells, the
list goes on. She was and a/B student but failed her 10th grade
year because she was too sick to retain what she was trying to
learn (brain fog). she was no longer had energy to go off with her
friends. Most days she lays in bed, in pain. The patient had been in
the emergency room twice, once by ambulance for stopping
breathing 3 times. She was seen several doctors. She had CT scan
done. All tests come back normal (which is typical with all of the
injured GARDASIL vaccine girls). Her blood panel showed high on
immunoglobulin E (131H) and Anti streptolysin O (208H) which the
doctor ""thought"" was rheumatic fever. Another doctor had said he
did not believe she had rheumatic fever. Brain fog and energy
increased were considered to be disability. This is one of several
reports provided by the same source. No further information is
available."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0356950-1

0357777-1

0358744-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Information has been received from a consumer via and internet
blog concerning her daughter a student with a history of occasional
migraine and pharyngitis streptococcal when younger who in
September 2007, was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL
(Lot number not reported) and received her second dose of
GARDASIL (Lot number not reported) in November 2007.
Subsequently on an unspecified date the mother reported that
GARDASIL made her daughter sick. It had attacked her daughter's
central nervous system. The student now spent most of days
confused, irritable, trying to find her past as she can not remember
a lot of it. She was an honor student and just graduated in May and
could not remember her graduation. She suffered with re-occuring
Methicillin-resistant staphylococcal aureus infection (MRSA), chronic
fatigue, migraines, hair loss, chest and back pain, weight gain, joint
pain, seizures and mini strokes. The reporter stated that her
daughter is trying to get her life back and she wont received the
third dose of GARDASIL as she realized this was indeed what made
her sick. It was unknown if the patient sought medical attention. At
the time of the report, the patient's outcome was unknown.
Seizures were considered to be an other important medical event.
The reporter felt that her daughter symptoms were related to
therapy with GARDASIL. Attempts to verify the existence of an
identifiable patient and reporter have been unsuccessful. No further
information is available.

0360086-1

6-17
years

Hair loss began within a few days of Gardasil. This continued at a
dramatic rate so that she has lost what mom believes to be up to
50% of her hair volume. Has also had extreme fatigue and muscle
soreness. 1/4/2010 PCP records for 8-11/2009, on 11/9/2009
patient with c/o's hair loss, fatigue, facial flushing

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0360892-1

6-17
years

Hair is falling out in greater amount than normal.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0362702-1

6-17
years

Hair loss, thinning hair

6-17
years

Patient woke up feeling faint and cold. She was light headed and
complained at school to several people that she felt faint. Then she
did faint and she had a seizure that lasted 2 minutes. She was
taken to the hospital by the paramedics. MRI, EEG all tests were
normal. No explanation for this event. Next shot is June 2008.
Patient appears immune-compromised. She is constantly sick and
complains of fatigue. She returns to college. She is sick from Sept
thru Dec. No amount of antibiotics helps. Her hair is falling out. She
is pale, listless, without energy. On Dec 27, 2008, she passes out
again, first thing in the morning after feeling cold and faint. Again
she suffers a seizure and is unconscious for 2 minutes. She is taken
to the hospital and no explanation can be found for this drop in
blood pressure, syncope and seizure. Eleven months later she has
another episode exactly like the first two. Throughout the year she
has suffered from unexplained drops in blood pressure. She has
never regained her energy level and is often sick with sinus
infection like symptoms, but her sinuses are clear (x-ray) and no
amount of antibiotics help. When she received the second Gardasil
shot she also received the Menactra vaccine. 12/29/09 Pediatric
Medical records received for DOS 01/02/08-01/05/10. PCP notified
by school that pt. had first seizure activity on 01/18/08 and was
transported by ambulance to hospital. DC home to f/u with
neurologist, MRI and EEG. Reported instances of seizure activity on
12/30/08, 01/01/09 and 11/25/09. Referrals to allergist,
cardiologist and neurologist.

18-29
years

dizziness, nausea and malaise for several weeks after first injection
(May 2007); vomiting, diffuse joint pain, weakness, sleeping
constantly after second injections (July 2007); bilateral petechial
rash lasting for several months, fatigue, left sided tingling of arm
and leg followed by face droop and drooling, headache lasting a few
months, alopecia, and pain after her third injection (August 2007).
Treated with pain medication, accupuncture, facet injections,
radiofrequency rhizotomy procedures. 11/30/09 Medical records
and discharge summary received for DOS 5/1-5/8 Final DX:
Intractable headache and neck pain, nausea, vomiting, nausea S/P
Gardasil # 1 dizzy, nausea, weakness, malaise weakness.
Improved. Gardasil #2 increased vomiting, weakness, diffuse joint
pain. Somnolence, fatigue. Gardasil #3 w/meningitis vaccine,
constant sleeping, anemia, bil petechial rash on legs, ANA
eleveated, borderline low thyroid, L side tingling, facial droop
w/headache for 10 min intermittently. Alopecia. Pain clinic tx
w/facet injections. 70% improved. Received additional facet
injection and developed severe neck pain and headache. Nausea,
vomiting. Could not get out of bed. Steroids, fluids. Much improved.
D/C to home w/pain meds.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0358751-1

0368235-1

0368250-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"My entire life I have been very active, worked out every day of my
life since 15, never ever in my life had any sort of acne...no health
problems. About a year ago everything changed, in the past year I
have gained exactly 27 pounds and although I continue and try to
workout I am unable to lose this weight...I am so fatigued to the
point I cant get out of bed most days which has affected a few
semesters of college and I have lost a few jobs due to this fatigue
which I cannot control. I am unable to bend over and pick anything
up without getting dizzy and any activity as simple as running up
the stairs my heart speeds up and I am out of breath and need to
sit. I have consistently had a minimum of 2 migraines a week in
which I am unable to leave the house this has been for the past
year, and prior to these migraines I have extreme back and neck
pain which painkillers cannot even help. I have been to numerous
dermatologists trying to resolve 2 issues, adult acne AND excessive
facial hair growth on my jawline, chin and under chin to the point Ii
just use a razor now to remove the hair as I am unable to afford full
laser hair removal and insurance does not cover. My entire life I
have had beautiful thick hair, in fact so thick I would get stopped by
people with compliments however the past year I pull chucks of hair
out in the shower and it is very thin and brittle now. I have done so
much blood work and every test in the book. In the past year I
have been to a heart doctor, dermatologists, chiropractors,
endocrinologist, natural homeopathic doctor, and 3 different
physicians and NO ONE has a solution...my mom has been very
down as she is upset for me and with me we feel so lost nobody has
any idea what is going on. The past year I have consistently
described myself as ""this is not me and this is not my body"". I
now get depressed as I have no control of the weight gain or acne
or facial hair or hair loss or any of this. My numerous doctor visits
and mental pain I have endured have left a hole in my family's
wallet and in my spirit."

0378921-1

6-17
years

Extreme fatigue, joint pain, dizziness and near fainting, rashes,
vision disturbences, hair loss and confusion and inability to
concentrate. She has seen 7 doctors and been diagnosed with
juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, autoimmune thyroiditis and ADD. No
medications for these conditions has relieved/cured the symptoms.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0379626-1

6-17
years

had flu, nov, jan, hair falling out, run down and tired, armpit lump,
feverish, rapid weight loss, bad cramping with periods, colds and
sore throat alot, not herself anymore, has alot of cancer systems,
abdominal pain,,,her dad took her in against my will...

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0382049-1

6-17
years

Nausea HA neck pain wt loss chronic fatigue hair loss memory loss
chest pain. Auto immune dg Hpylori x 2 Dizzy since 1st vaccine
3/09.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0382225-1

6-17
years

Extreme Fatigue, dizziness, nausea, fainting, seizures, vomiting,
hair loss, joint pain, tingling in toes and fingers, mood swings. Have
seen pediatrician, neurologist, endocrinologist, psychiatrist,
cardiologist. Have had blood tests, cat scans, upper and lower GI.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0374741-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0385808-1

6-17
years

"Wrong shot given 12/26/08 (another meningitis shot given, instead
of HPV #3). 1/6/09, upper respiratory infection, headache. 1/14/09
headaches worsen. Respiratory cleared up with antibiotics/looked
like pneumonia. 1/15/09 dizziness. 1/28/09, headaches spike to
levels 5-7 out of 10, 100% of the time. Ibuprofen does not work
(800 mg). Mid feb: saw dr. Augmentum given for possible sinus
infection. Headaches worsen, nasal fluid leakage continues.
Augmentum does nothing. CAT scan MRI to be ordered within 5
days of Augmentum. Headaches spike to 7-8 100% of the time.
Dizzy, no focus, loss of memory. Removed from school. Saw
chiropractor - no one could touch the back of her head (meninga
area) without her screaming. Says her head feels swollen and
numb. Spine starts to burn. 2/15/09 8 pm, headaches go to 10/10,
patient screaming. Consider possibility of brain tumor and take her
to ER. Has trouble walking in straight line. CAT scan ordered by ER.
Doctor send her home and tells her to take 2 Tylenols and 3
ibuprofens. CAT scan normal. 2/17 saw pediatrician again. Full
blood work ordered: tests vitamin D, thyroid function, regular
bloodwork. Referred to neurologist. 2/19/09 Dr. agrees problem
could have been caused by cross reactions of Gardasil and
Menactra: gives her Topomax at 50 mg/day and orders MRI.
2/20/09: MRI looks normal. Spine still burning, back of head
untouchable, having more touble walking in a straight line. 2/23/09
2nd day of Topomax. Can only walk in 45 degree angles....cannot
walk to bathroom. Go to ER, where she is seen by a team on
neurologists and admitted to hospital for next 3 days. Ibuprofen
administered via IV. No repsonse. 2nd day: DHE administered,
which takes effect and after 3rd day she is released. March and
April '09: patient can get through 2-4 hours of school each day and
in the midst of that, needs a 1 hour rest on couch in office at
school. Most days I pick her up at lunch. She is pale and very dizzy,
with headaches reoccurring daily. Typically levels 4-5, with 7-8
spikes. She loses 8 lbs (she weighs 104). Picks up a flu bug and end
of March due to compromised immune system. Follow up with
neurology to see if she has cerebral leakage, as she is complaining
of a ""dripping"" sensation in back of head. End April: Heart
palpitations begin, cramping of upper left chest area starts.
Topomax reduced to 15 mg, but headaches continue. Does not
finish 9th grade. Sleeps all night and approx 6 hours during the day.
Starts complaining of breathing problems, as if not getting enough
O2. May-July: headaches, dizziness, spine burning, memory loss,
breathing issues continue. 2/3 of her hair falls out and hand
tremors begin. Can't work for maore than 2 hours/day on school
work (to finish 9th grade.) July 2009: start her on Eastern medical
practices: foot zoning (similar to reflexology) every 2 days. This
helps her tremendously, but makes her nauseated. Arteries and
veins in legs begin burning to level of pain where she is screaming.
August 2009: goes to high school 1/2 time...contracts Mono almost
immediately. Red rash sets in all over her face and upper torso.
Mid-Sept - October 31, 2009: Heart palpitations severe enough to
cause new doctor to send her back to Hospital to have heart
monitored and a heart exam. Is seen at home by nurse teacher
weekly. Take her out of high school Nov. 1 2009 and into Online HS
full time. Tremors continue, hair still falling out. Thyroid tested
again: all normal. Recovers from Mono, but arteries and veins in
legs start to burn again. Level 8-10/ she sits on couch and screams,
holding her legs. Put her on Mangosteen/Xango juice to reduce
inflammation. This works and pain subsides to manageable level.
Memory loss still apparent, but focus improving. Cannot exercise for
more than 20 mins at a time at a slow walking pace. Cannot
continue playing soccer or refereeing or ballet. Drops all sports.
Cannot walk more than .25 miles without being fatigued. Have her
on mild exercise program. Stabilizes at 104 lbs...5'6"". Considering
possible adrenal gland failure? April 2010: hearing loss in left ear.
Continued weakness in legs. Still gets occassional hand tremors,
hands sweat a lot. Hands and feet get very cold while body gets
very warm. Continued inability to fuly focus for any length of time.
(Before this, patient was a straight A, 4.0 very active in sports,
student). Has major short term memory loss. Has a tingling or
burning sensations in legs, but at a manegable level except after
standing more than 2 hours, it is unbearable and she sleeps for the
next 4-6 hours. Now has eating issues: either eats a lot or won't eat
at all for days due to lack of appetite. NOSE IS ALWAYS RUNNING
SINCE JANUARY 2009. Still has bouts of dizziness, and is not
permitted to drive. Menstrual cycle was normal before the shot, and
then went away and became very irregular over the year. Heart
palpitations continue. Nervous system seems to degrading. Her
nerves will pinch unexpectadly, or if she hits a nerve in one area, a
different part of her body will react in extreme pain. Hair starting to
grow back."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0386993-1

6-17
years

Severe abdominal pain, rash, hair loss, black spots before eyes,
body temperature being too hot, constant illness, weak immune
system, vomiting, dizziness, fatigue, depression.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0387537-1

6-17
years

Last dose of Gardasil was administered in January, 2009. Adverse
symptoms include: Migraine headaches, dizziness, lightheadedness,
chronic fatigue, seizures, intermittent paralysis, numbness in lower
extremities, leg pain, temporary loss of vision, muscle weakness,
fainting spells, memory loss, joint pain, muscle pain, hair loss,
chest pain, appetite loss, loss of weight, insomnia, itching and
rashes.

0389743-1

6-17
years

4 months after 3rd shot got 24 hour headaches. Other symptoms
then started- fatigue, hair loss, numbness in hands and feet, joint
pain, fainting, rapid heart rate, POTS, now at 9 months after shot
started stomach issues. It hurts after eating anything.

Unknown

Information has been received from parents concerning their
daughter who in April 2008, was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL (LOT# not reported). The parents reported that their
daughter was a healthy, energetic, outgoing, active beautiful girl
until the April 2008 when she was administered her first GARDASIL
shot. From that day forward, her quality of life has drastically
deteriorated. It started when the plunger of the syringe hit the
bottom of the tube and she turned pale white, her eyes rolled back
in her head; she twitched (as if she was having a seizure) and
fainted. For the past two years, their daughter has been suffering
debilitating stomach pain, severe migraine headaches, severe hair
loss, severe dizziness, severe muscle & joint pain, severe fatigue &
weakness, severe seizures & fainting, severe cystic acne and severe
menstrual abnormalities, every single one of these painful changes
in her life are severe, not mild or normal. The parents stated that
they have made numerous trips to doctor's offices, specialists,
alternative medicine practitioners, dermatologists and ER room. She
has made numerous CT scans of the stomach and brain as well as
many blood tests and general evaluations. All of these tests hadn't
been able to determine the cause of her problems but they started
when she was given the GARDASIL shot. Their daughter's life had
greatly deteriorated over the past 2 years and continued to do so.
On her good days she felt sick to her stomach, tired and didn't want
to do anything but lay around. She was starting to demonstrate
signs of depression; she didn't want to go visit with her friends
anymore because of the constant pain. She was falling behind in
her school work because she couldn't concentrate. Her acne was so
bad and she was ashamed to go outside of the house. The parents
stated that their daughter (who was an actress) had lost much of
her confidence, due to the acne and constant pain, and wasn't able
to audition with the same sparkle she once had. She was a very
active girl who loved skiing, 4 wheeling and running with her dog in
the mountains behind their house. But now, she couldn't enjoy
these normal activities because of the muscle pain and joint
stiffness. This got much worse when it's cold so she was confined to
the house in order to withstand the pain. The patient writhed
around on the floor holding her stomach and crying from the pain,
or sitting on the couch rubbing her joints to ease the pain. She had
to deal with this every day. At this time of reporting, the patient's
outcome was unknown. Upon internal review, severe seizures was
considered to be an other important medical event and debilitating
stomach pain and, joint and muscle pain were considered to be
disabling. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a healthcare worker concerning
a 15 year old female patient with no pertinent medical history and
no drug reactions or allergies who on 10-JUN-2009 was vaccinated
with first dose of GARDASIL (lot # 0294Y) 0.5ml, intramuscularly.
Concomitant therapy included YAZ. The patient had been
experienced hair loss since she received the first and only dose of
GARDASIL. There were no laboratories diagnostics studies
performed. The patient sought unspecified medical attention. At the
time on the report on 01-JUL-2009 the patient had not recovered.
Follow up information has been received from a nurse practitioner
concerning a 15 year old female patient with no known drug
allergies and illness at the time of vaccination reported as none who
on 10-JUN-2009 was vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL (lot
# 0294Y) intramuscularly into her deltoid. It was noted that since
her first dose of vaccine was given on 10-JUN-2009 the patient
experienced hair loss. The patient followed up with a pediatrician
who was going to check her thyroid levels. In the middle of July, the
patient's hair loss stopped and the patient did not have follow-up on
her thyroid. There were no laboratory studies performed. Additional
information is not expected.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 12 year old female with no medical history or drugs
allergies, who in October 2009, was vaccinated with a first dose of
GARDASIL. In November 2009, less than four weeks after the
GARDASIL, she started to lost all her hair. The patient was treated
with CLODERM. The patient sought medical attention through an
office visit. At the time of this report the patient was recovering and
the hair has started to grow back. Additional information has been
requested.

0391646-1

0398175-1

0399180-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0399184-1

0399377-1

0399412-1

0399620-1

0399625-1

0399660-1

0399680-1

0399706-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 15 year old female with ZITHROMAX and with no other
pertinent medical history who on 03-JUL-2008 was vaccinated with
a dose of GARDASIL 0.5 ml IM. Other suspect therapy included a
dose of VARIVAX (MSD). In January 2009, the patient experienced
hair loss six months after receiving GARDASIL. No labs were
performed. The patient mentioned this at a recent office visit
unrelated to this. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 12 year old female patient with no previous medical
history who on 06-AUG-2009 was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL (Lot number 661841/0653X). There was no concomitant
medication. About one month after vaccination, approximately on
06-SEP-2009, the patient had hair loss. The patient's hair loss
persisted. The patient sought medical attention, was seen in the
office. Additional information has been requested.

30-39
years

Information has been received from a nurse practitioner concerning
a 30 year old female patient who on 15-OCT-2009 received her first
dose of GARDASIL (dose and lot number not reported). According
to the reporter, the patient called the office to report that her hair is
falling out. The patient was scheduled to be seen in the office on
10-NOV-2009, but she failed to keep the appointment. The outcome
for the patient's hair falling out was unknown. Follow up information
has been received from the nurse practitioner concerning the 30
year old female patient without any illness at time of vaccination
and no pre-existing allergies, birth defects or medical conditions
reported, who on 15-OCT-2009 received her first dose of
GARDASIL, intramuscular route (lot #661846/1312X). No other
known vaccines administered. The nurse practitioner reported that
the patient called the next day after the vaccination and she
reported that she was losing her hair after shot. the patient was to
see a dermatologist. (The reporter felt that secondary unlikely
caused by GARDASIL). At the time of the report the patient's
outcome was unknown. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a healthcare provider
concerning a 13 year old female with no drug allergies, who was
vaccinated with a series of GARDASIL. The last dose was given
about one and a half years ago. ""3 months ago"" (on
approximately 14-FEB-2010) the patient had been losing hair. It
was unknown if the patient sought medical attention. At the time of
the reporting, the patient had not recovered. This is one of several
reports received from the same source. Additional information has
been requested."

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a billing clerk who work in the
office concerning a 16 year old female with no drug allergies, who
was vaccinated with a series of GARDASIL. The last dose was given
about one and a half years ago. ""3 months ago"" (on
approximately 14-FEB-2010) the patient had been losing hair. It
was unknown if the patient sought medical attention. At the time of
the reporting, the patient had not recovered. This is one of several
reports received from the same source. Additional information has
been requested."

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning his 17
year old daughter with no pertinent medical and no known drug
allergies/drug reactions who on 20-APR-2009 was vaccinated with
the third dose of GARDASIL. There was no concomitant medication.
It was reported that the patient has been experiencing hair loss
after receiving GARDASIL. The caller stated that his ""daughter's
hair was turning thin and brittle and it was falling out in clumps
while taking a shower"". It was also reported that ""she has less
than a quarter of the amount of hair that she used to have from a
year ago"". There were no laboratory diagnostic tests performed.
The patient sought medical attention with an office visit. Additional
information has been requested."

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a nurse practitioner
concerning a 15 year old female patient who was vaccinated with
the series of GARDASIL vaccine (lot#s not reported) in
approximately 2009 (""about a year ago""). Shortly after the last
dose of GARDASIL was given, the patient developed hair loss.
Unspecified blood tests were performed with no results reported. At
the time of this report, the hair loss was increasing. Additional
information has been requested."

6-17
years

Information has been received concerning a 10 year old female who
on 31-JUL-2009 was vaccinated IM with 0.5 ml a first dose of
GARDASIL (lot number: (661841/0653X). On 25-NOV-2009, the
patient received the second dose of GARDASIL, IM, 0.5 ml (lot
number: 663454/0672Y). Concomitant therapy included CLARITIN
and ADVAIR. The physician reported that the patient noticed that
her hair had been thinning after receiving GARDASIL. No laboratory
test was performed. At the time of the report the outcome of the
patient was not recovered. The patient sought unspecified medical
attention . Additional information has been requested.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0399730-1

0399825-1

0400025-1

0400050-1

0400119-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a 14 year old female
consumer who in August 2009 was vaccinated with a first dose of
GARDASIL. In August 2009 the consumer noticed that her hair was
falling out a little. In October 2009 the consumer received a second
dose of GARDASIL. In February 2010 the consumer received a third
dose of GARDASIL and noticed a lot of hair loss. It was reported
that about half of the consumer's hair was gone. The consumer saw
a physician on 05-APR-2010 and had ""bloodwork"" done on 06APR-2010, no results provided. At the time of the report, the
consumer had not recovered. Follow-up information has been
received from a physician concerning the 14 year old female
patient, with no pertinent medical history and no known drug
reactions or allergies, who on 13-JUL-2009, received
intramuscularly the first 0.5 mL dose of GARDASIL (lot number
661954/1131X). On 15-SEP-2009 (previously reported as October
2009), the patient received intramuscularly the second 0.5 mL dose
of GARDASIL (lot number 662300/1674X) and on 19-FEB-2010, the
patient received intramuscularly the third dose of GARDASIL (lot
number 662300/1674X). There was no concomitant therapy. The
physician reported that the patient experienced hair loss and
eyelash loss. The hair loss started around the time of the third dose
(previously reported as August 2009) and was coming out in
clumps. The patient had thinning of hair at the time of reporting.
The physician stated that it was unknown if the hair was growing
back. The physician stated that no eye irritation was noted but each
morning she had 3-4 eyelashes that have fallen. The patient also
had polydipsia. Blood tests were performed and the results were
negative for diabetes (glucose) and thyroid. Blood test for chemistry
panel was also performed and the results were not provided. At the
time of reporting the patient had not recovered. Follow-up
information has been received from a physician, who reported that
the 13 year old (previously reported as 14 year old) female patient,
received on 19-FEB-2010, the third dose of GARDASIL at around
14:00h. The physician reported that on 01-MAR-2010, the patient
started to experience hair loss and fatigue for a month. No
treatment was followed. The physician reported that the
experienced required a doctor visit. There were ordered labs but the
patient never completed them. The patient's outcome was unknown
at the time of reporting. Additional information has been
requested."

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female who on an unknown date was vaccinated with a dose of
GARDASIL. Subsequently the patient experienced hair loss. The
outcome of the event was not reported. Additional information has
been requested.

Unknown

"Information has been received from a Nurse Practitioner (N.P)
concerning a ""13 or 14 year old"" female patient who on an
unspecified date was vaccinated with a 0.5 mL dose of GARDASIL
(Lot # not reported). It was reported that on an unspecified date
the patient experienced hair loss after receiving GARDASIL. The
patient sought unspecified medical attention. The outcome of the
patient was not reported. Follow-up information was received from
nurse practitioner who reported a mother and her child who refused
vaccine stated she knew of someone who had suffered severe hair
loss after her immunization. Attempts to verify the existence of an
identifiable patient have been unsuccessful. All telephone attempts
to obtain follow-up information have been unsuccessful. Additional
information has been requested."

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 25
year old female with a history of hair loss who in June 2009, was
vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL. There was no
concomitant medication. On approximately 05-AUG-2009, 3 weeks
ago the patient experienced ""mild"" hair loss. The patient had a
past history of temporary hair loss after she had received a series of
hepatitis B virus vaccine (unspecified) when she was in high school.
At the reporting time the patient had not recovered. Additional
information has been requested."

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 11
year old female who on approximately 27-JUL-2009 (also reported
as ""4 to 5 weeks ago""), was vaccinated with a first dose of
GARDASIL (lot number not reported). 2 weeks after the vaccination,
the patient had hair loss. The patient contacted the physician via
phone. At the time of the report, the patient's status was unknown.
Follow up information was received from the physician concerning a
13 year old (not 11 as previously reported) female with no illness or
other medical conditions who on 14-JUL-2009 at 17:00 was
vaccinated into the left arm with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot#
659655/1486U). Approximately 4 weeks post the vaccination, on
20-AUG-2009 the patient experienced increased hair loss which
lasted about 2 month. There were no laboratory diagnostic studies
performed. Two months later, on approximately 04-OCT-2009, the
patient recovered from hair loss. Additional information is not
expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0400203-1

0400403-1

0400419-1

0400422-1

0400429-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female patient who on an unspecified date was vaccinated with a
dose of GARDASIL (dose, route and lot number not reported). It
was reported that the patient experienced hair loss. It was unknown
if the patient sought medical attention. The outcome was not
reported. This is one of several reports from the same source.
Additional information is not expected.

Unknown

Information has been received from a pharmacy student concerning
a female with no drug allergies who in December 2009, was
vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL (lot# not reported).
After receiving GARDASIL (unspecified which dose), on an
unspecified date the patient experienced hair loss. The patient
sought unspecified medical attention. At the time of the report, the
patient had not recovered. Additional information has been
requested.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a physician's assistant
concerning a 23 year old female patient with no pertinent medical
history and not known allergies, who on 28-JUL-2009 was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot not reported). On
29-SEP-2009, the patient has been vaccinated with the second dose
of GARDASIL (lot not reported). Concomitant therapy included YAZ.
The physician's assistant reported that the patient started to
experienced generalized thinning of her scalp hair ""almost
immediately"" after the second dose of GARDASIL. On an unknown
date, the hair loss resolved. Patient's outcome at the time of the
report was recovered. The patient sought medical attention through
an office visit. Follow up information has been received from the
physician's assistant via medical records concerning the female
patient who on 29-SEP-2009 at 17:52 was vaccinated with the
second dose of GARDASIL (lot number 661453/0249Y) into left
deltoid. On 29-SEP-2009, almost immediately after injection, the
patient experienced hair loss which began to resolve as of
appointment date on 10-FEB-2010, the patient was recovering from
hair loss. On 26-JAN-2010, which blood cell count, red blood cell
count, hemoglobin, hematocrit, MCV, MCH, MCHC, RDW, platelet
count, MPV, segs (polys), lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils,
basophils and TSH were performed which were in normal range.
Additional information has been requested."

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 19
year old daughter with a history of acne and no known allergies
who ""about 4 months ago"", in approximately September 2009,
was vaccinated with the first 0.5 ml dose of GARDASIL. ""About 2
months ago"", in approximately November 2009, the patient was
vaccinated with the second 0.5 ml dose of GARDASIL. There was no
lot number reported. Concomitant therapy included birth control pill
(unspecified). ""About 2 weeks after the second dose"", the patient
began to experience hair loss and acne outbreaks on her face. The
patient had a history of acne, but after treatment with ACCCUTANE
(manufacturer unspecified) she had not had an outbreak in over 2
years until now. As of 27-Jan-2010 the hair loss has stopped and
the patient is resuming therapy with ACCUTANE for the acne.
Unspecified medical attention was sought. There were no lab
studies performed. At the time of the report, the patient was
recovering. No further information is available."

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a 13 year old female patient
with no pertinent medical history, drug reactions or allergies
reported who in June 2009, was vaccinated with a second dose of
GARDASIL (route and lot # unknown). There was no concomitant
medication. The patient reported that since ""last 3-5 weeks"", on
approximately 24-DEC-2009, she was experiencing hair loss and
bald spots after receiving the second dose of the vaccine. No lab
diagnostic studies performed. The patient sought medical attention
at the physician's office. At the time of the report the patient had
not recovered. Additional information has been received from a
certified medical assistant concerning a 14 year (also reported as
13 year old) old female who on 30-JUN-2009 was vaccinated with
the first dose of GARDASIL (Lot number 662404/0312Y)
intramuscularly in the left deltoid at 15:37. On 23-JUN-2009, the
patient was vaccinated with the first dose of PEDIARIX (Lot number
AC52802768A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid at 16:15 and the
first dose of MENACTRA (lot number U2815AA) intramuscularly in
the right deltoid at 16:15. On 06-OCT-2009, the patient received
dose of GARDASIL (lot number 660612/0229X) intramuscularly in
the left deltoid at 15:04. There were no illnesses reported at time of
vaccination. The patient was seen at the physician on 28-JAN-2010
for hair thinning. The onset of the symptoms was approximately 14JAN-2010, 1-2 weeks prior to the appointment. On 29-JAN-2010
the laboratory tests were within normal limits except for mean
platelet volume 7.2, blood neutrophil count 66% and blood
lymphocyte count 25. At the time of report the patient present
status was unknown. Additional information was received from the
registered nurse who reported that there was no further work up on
the patient, so the current status of the patient was unknown.
Additional information is not expected."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
female patient in her mid-20s with no pertinent medical history or
known drug allergies who on approximately 24-JUL-2009 (two
months ago) was vaccinated intramuscularly with the first 0.5 mL
dose of GARDASIL (lot number not provided). There was no
concomitant medication. Subsequently, the patient's hair was falling
out. Therapy with GARDASIL was discontinued and the patient had
not received any further doses. The patient called the physician.
The result of the thyroid check was negative. The patient did not
recover from the hair's falling out. Follow-up information has been
received from a health professional concerning a 25 year old patient
with allergies to hydrocodone and ZOFRAN who on 24-JUL-2009
was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot#
659054/0315Y) at 11:45. It was reported that the patient called to
let them know that she had hair loss after her first injection of
GARDASIL. The patient's lab work was done at other doctor's office.
All of the patient's labs were normal and the patient thought the
hair loss was from the shot. There was no illness at the time of
vaccination. At the time of the report, the patient's status was
unknown. No further information is available.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a 22 year old female with no
pertinent medical history or drug reactions/allergies who in August
2008, was vaccinated orally with her first dose of GARDASIL. In
January 2009 she completed her GARDASIL series. ""Back in March
or April 2009"", she started to experience hair loss. The patient saw
the physician for help. At the time of reporting, the patient's hair
loss persisted. Additional information has been requested."

Unknown

Information has been received from a patient's mother via Internet.
On an unspecified date, the patient was vaccinated with a dose of
GARDASIL. The mother stated that her daughter experienced a
great deal of hair loss, trouble sleeping through the night and
extreme fatigue. The mother stated that she will not complete the
series of GARDASIL. No further information is available.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a 24 year old female patient
who was vaccinated with a complete series of GARDASIL (lot # not
reported). The first dose was received in April 2007, the second
dose in July 2007 and the third dose in October 2007. Concomitant
therapy included birth control pills (unspecified). In approximately
September (""Fall of 2007""), the patient started to notice that she
had been losing hair more than normal and it had gotten worse
recently. At the time of the report the patient's adverse experience
had not improved and the patient had not recovered. Blood work
was conducted by an endocrinologist. Additional information has
been requested."

0402828-1

6-17
years

Patient has been having terrible headaches, heavy cramps before
her cycle now, fatigue and very heavy hairloss. She is losing hair
directly from the follicle. She has been suffering from boils ever
since shes gotten this shot. She gets them all the time. Her hair
was always her pride. She has always had really thick and long hair.
Her hair is thin and just comes out by the root. She washes her
hair, the sink is full of hair, her comb, her brush same thing. She is
suffering with headaches way more than I think is normal. Just
seems like a different kid healthwise to me than before she got this
shot. I wish I would have done more research. Had I read more into
It. I would have never allowed her to get it.

0406578-1

6-17
years

Memory and cognitive deficit May to present - Hair loss, nose
bleeds, fatigue, lethargy, dry eyes, positive ANA test for an
autoimmune Dx for either lupus, MS, arthritis and Sjorgrens Dr neuro hospital. Continues treatment.

18-29
years

"A consumer posted the information on a website that a 19 year old
female who in 2007, was vaccinated with GARDASIL. She only got 2
shots. Every since, she had had heart problems, pain, elevated
blood pressure, migraines, seizures, constant periods (one for a
year straight), that caused her to be anemic, hair loss, low immune
system so she caught everything, syncope (passing out), weakness,
tired all the time, numbness, stomach aches, sensitivity to light,
major brain fog, chest pains, shortness of breath and breathing
problems, and many others. She was losing her job because she
stayed so sick and had so many problems. Many days she left
because of bad chest pains or migraines. She slept all the time due
to her severe migraines so at 19. ""I really have no life"", she
stated. She friends didn't understand why she didn't feel good
anymore. She went from being outside all the time to not being
able to be in the sun or the heat so she had to stay inside. Upon
internal review, seizures were considered to be an other important
medical event. No further information is available."

0400533-1

0400580-1

0400633-1

0400657-1

0410848-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0410851-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician who received the
information from a consumer that provided him a link to a forum
concerning a female patient who was vaccinated with the first dose
of GARDASIL in May 2007, and the second dose in July 2007. The
patient started to experience side effects immediately but the
doctor did not think it was an issue when it came time for her
second dose. Right after the second dose the patient experienced
fainting, dizziness, nausea, weakness, body aches. In November
2007, the patient experienced seizures described by the patient as
brain fog. By the time of this report (August 2010) the patient still
had seizures that were being controlled with medication and she
still complained of brain fog and found it difficult to concentrate and
retain information. The patients symptoms included seizures,
fatigue, irritability, depression, muscle and joint pain, headaches,
painful menstrual cramps, hair loss and rash. The reporting
physician considered seizures to be an other important medical
event. No further information is available.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0410940-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician who received the
information from a consumer that provided him a link to a forum.
The patient's mother posted a comment on a website concerning
her 16 year old daughter who in August 2007 was vaccinated with a
first dose of GARDASIL (lot # not reported). The patient developed
an onset of symptoms approximately 3 weeks after receiving the
first dose of the vaccine. The main symptoms were pain in her
lower extremities; the pain started in her legs and spread to her
hips, low back and mid back. Pain when taking a breath, heart
palpitations. The symptoms did not improve, they continued to get
worse. The patient experienced swelling only when she was lying
down. The swelling occurred in her hands, feet, and face. Pain and
tingling, prickling sensation in her hands and feet. Migraine
headaches, dizziness, and difficulty concentrating. The patient was
unable to participate in the activities she enjoyed. The patient was
placed on homebound due to the amount of school she had missed.
The patient saw numerous doctors but did not get a relief or
answers for her symptoms. By the time of the consumer's report,
the patient had been suffering the effects from GARDASIL for 2 1/2
years. She managed to graduate from high school but it was not
easy. Her grades dropped and she did not get the scholarships she
had strived hard for. She had to give up activities she so loved.
Every day was a struggle for her. She was attending college but had
to opt to go to a college close to home rather that the university
she had planned to attend. The patient's current symptoms were:
Increased acne, severe hot flashes, weight gain, hair loss, swelling,
severe dry mouth, depression, fatigue, severe unbearable pain,
nausea, heavy painful, irregular menstrual cycle, chest pain, heart
palpitations, trouble breathing, tenderness to touch, easily bruises,
muscle spasms, vision changes (blurred, tunnel vision), mouth
sores (on tongue and cheeks), hip and knee pain both sides, trouble
sleeping, trouble concentrating and decreased tolerance of physical
activity. Upon internal review, ""unable to participate in the
activities she enjoyed; placed on homebound due to school she
missed"" was considered to be disabling. No further information is
available."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0411425-1

6-17
years

2- 3 weeks after HPV & VARIVAX given (given on 10/4/10), hair
loss of occipital & frontal hairlines - growing back after one month.
Hair loss extended half way occipital.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0414754-1

6-17
years

SECOND INJECTION OF GARDASIL- FATIGUE, POLYDIPSIA, COLD
EXTREMITIES, CHEST DISCOMFORT, TINNITUS, HEADACHES,
MUSCLE PAIN AND WEAKNESS, SEVERE ABDOMINAL PAIN,
BLOATING, SLEEP TROUBLE, IMPAIRED CONCENTRATION, CHILLS,
HAIR FALLING OUT IN CLUMPS. THIRD INJECTION- SAME
SYMPTOMS AS ABOVE WITH INCREASE IN INTENSITY AND
DISCOMFORT.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0418309-1

6-17
years

Weakness pallor after 3rd HPV hair loss after 1st HPV vaccine. Hair
loss worsened after the 3rd vaccine of HPV.

0420819-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 14
year old female patient with a family history of neurological
conditions of unknown origin who ""in summer 2009"", in
approximately June 2009, completed three dose series of
GARDASIL (lot number, dose and site of administration not
reported). In 2009 ""right after"" receiving the third dose, the
patient had a ""slow downward path"" and developed nausea,
weakness, fatigue, hair loss, lost control of her bowels, sore joints,
anxiety, a movement disorder and seizure like activity. It was also
reported that ""currently"", she could not walk with out assistance
and was bedbound and she was currently in the hospital since she
took a ""turn for the worst last week"". Also, the physician reported
that the patient was a straight a student two years ago. Unspecified
treatment was given for the adverse event. At the time of the
report, the patient had not recovered. The sister's experience has
been captured in WAES # 1104USA00837. Additional information
has been requested."

0427083-1

6-17
years

Started having joint issues, headaches...after series completed, had
a butterfly rash...Tested negative for rheumatoid, which does run in
family....when 18-diagnosed and tested positive for both discoid
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ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

(HPV4)
Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0431288-1

0431455-1

0431556-1

0431763-1

0431836-1

0431927-1

Age

lupus and systemic lupus...no family history of.
Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Information has been received from a 26 year old female patient
with heart condition and allergic to an unspecified medication who
on 28-JUL-2010 was vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL (Lot#
unknown). Concomitant therapy included lithium and SEASONIQUE.
The patient reported that she had the first dose of GARDASIL and
on 10-AUG-2010, she had severe hair loss (patchy baldness all over
her head). She additionally mentioned that she experienced a loss
of around 60% of her hair and had bald spots on the sides and top
of her head. She mentioned she was due for her second dose of
GARDASIL today on 13-SEP-2010 but she did not take it because
she was afraid that she was going to lose more hair. The consumer
mentioned she got medical attention and saw a different doctor at
every visit. The patient stated that her hair was beginning to grow
back in the spots where it was lost. There were no laboratory test
or diagnostic studies performed. The patient sought medical
attention by a doctor visit (also reported as no). Additional
information has been requested.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 15
years old daughter with no drug reactions or allergies and no
pertinent medical history who received first, second and third doses
of GARDASIL (Lot number unknown), on August-2009, October
2009 and May-2010 respectively. There was no concomitant
medication. The consumer reported that her daughter noticed she
was beginning to lose hair after the second shot of GARDASIL and
had progressively gotten worse ever since. There were no
laboratory tests performed. The patient did not seek medical
attention. At the time of this report, the patient had not recovered
from ""lose hair"". No further information is available."

Unknown

"Information has been received from a physician's assistant
concerning a female who on an unspecified date was vaccinated
with a dose of GARDASIL (dose, route, and lot# not reported).
""The physician's assistant heard from another healthcare worker
that a patient had reported hair loss after a GARDASIL injection
(which dose in the series was unknown)."" The patient's outcome
was not reported. No further information is available."

Unknown

"Information has been received from a consumer reporting that her
daughter, who was vaccinated with GARDASIL (lot #, route and
dose not reported) ""few years ago"", had experienced hair loss. No
further information is available."

18-29
years

Information has been received from a 21 year old female patient via
internet. The patient had no previous known illness or behavioral
issues, except for an occasional migraine headache. On 28-APR2008 the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL
(lot # 659180/1758U). In October 2008, IUD was removed. On 08JAN-2009 the patient was vaccinated with the second dose of
GARDASIL (lot # 661703/0651X). Concomitant therapy on 08-JAN2009 included tetanus toxoid. The patient stated that the symptoms
included: 30 lbs unexplained weight loss and hair falling out in
clumps and migraines. The patient experienced sudden sharp pains
all over body, which were most intense in the head, abdomen and
legs. Earaches and frequent ear popping with pain and stiffness in
elbows, knees, wrists and ankles and a numbness in face including
lips, nose and cheeks; pressure in sinuses, stiffness and tightening
in the neck. The patient had had vision problems including double
vision, blurred vision, light auras, difficulty focusing and
pain/pressure in and around my eyes. Frequent muscle spasms all
over and a weakness/numbness/tingling in arms and pains in legs.
Had experienced weak to no reflexes in the left elbow and right
knee and had had chest pains and tightness. Sharp shooting pains
in pelvic area/vaginal area. Also the menstrual cycle had been
irregular and heaviness with pain in lower back. Cramps/Charlie
horses in legs and feet and also cold hands and feet and also
experiencing tremors in the legs, severe anxiety issues, causing the
heart to race/blood pressure to increase, anger and irritability
issues. She was unable to concentrate for any length of time. The
sensation to urinate came on strong and it felt like she was going to
lose control and was left with a feeling of incomplete urination. It
was reported that diagnosis included: An X-ray showed her spine
was straightening and CT scan showed her intestine was swollen.
She had received no exact diagnosis as yet. She was to receive an
MRI of her brain and neck (cervical) in August 2009 and shortly
afterwards she was scheduled to see a Neurologist. The patient
stated that the vaccines had completely changed her life. She had
been in and out of doctors offices desperately searching for an
answer. She was no longer able to perform her job the way she
used to. She could not even finish a book she was just trying to
enjoy. She stated that she was too tired, in too much pain, or
because she was at the doctor's office. At the time of the report,
the outcome was unknown. Additional information is not expected.

Unknown

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her
daughter who on approximately 22-JAN-2009 ""1-2 years ago"",
was vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL (lot # not reported). It
was reported that on an unspecified date the consumer's daughter
experienced hair loss and a lot of side effects. It was unknown if the
patient sought medical attention. At the time of the report, the
patient's outcome was unknown. No further information is
available."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0431946-1

0432120-1

0432388-1

0432570-1

0432620-1

0432711-1

0432716-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a nurse concerning her ""14
year old"" daughter who in June 2008, was vaccinated with the first
dose of GARDASIL (lot number not provided). In June 2008 the
patient completed vaccination with the series of GARDASIL (lot
number not provided). There was no concomitant medication. The
nurse reported that her daughter was using GARDASIL and
experienced alopecia in September 2008. The nurse reported that
the patient applied lotion to her scalp and got injections
(unspecified). At the time of the report the patient had not
recovered. Laboratory tests performed included thyroid testing with
no results provided. The patient sought unspecified medical
attention. No further information is available."

Unknown

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse via
concerning a female patient who on an unspecified date was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL. Concomitant therapy
included generic form of ORTHO TRI-CYCLEN. Shortly after
receiving the vaccination, the patient was losing all of her body hair.
Unspecified medical attention had been sought. The action taken
and the status of the patient were unknown. This is one of several
reports received from the same source. Follow-up information was
received from the nurse. She reported that it was an acquaintance
of one of her patients whose daughter had the experience.
Additional information is not expected.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a Licensed Practical Nurse
concerning a 22 year old female patient with CEFTIN allergy who on
18-JAN-2011 was vaccinated with a 0.5ml first dose of GARDASIL
(lot #665025/0992Y, exp date 14-OCT-2010, lot # not valid), IM.
Concomitant therapy included hormonal contraceptives
(unspecified) ""Birth control"". The nurse stated that in
approximately 2011 the patient had not feeling well and had been
losing hair. There were no laboratories diagnostics performed. No
treatment was given for the events. At the time of the report the
patient had no recovered. The patient sought medical attention by a
telephone call to office. Additional information has been requested."

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a 24 year old female patient
with a history of papilloma viral infection (HPV) who was vaccinated
with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot number not reported) in
December 2010, and the second dose in March 2011. Concomitant
therapy included ""birth control"". In March 2011, since she
received her second dose GARDASIL, the patient had experienced
hair thinning. The patient stated that she had always had very sick
hair, and her hair dresser noticed recently that her hair was
substantially thinner than it used to be. She said it was not
""coming out in clumps"", but she dried her hair in half the time she
used to and when she touched it she could tell that it was much
thinner than it used to be. The patient reported that she
""devastated"". She called her gynecologist and cancelled her third
dose of GARDASIL. Her primary care physician ordered blood work
which she had drawn on 20-APR-2011 and she would await the
results before contacting an endocrinologist. Diagnostic laboratory
tests ""thyroid and cholesterol and other tests"" performed, no
results provided. The patient reported no other medical conditions
and she took only ""birth control"". The patient's hair thinning
persisted. Additional information has been requested."

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physician's assistant
concerning a 19 year old female patient, with allergy to abacavir
and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome, who on 22-MAY-2007
was vaccinated with her first dose of GARDASIL, (lot # expire date
and route not reported). About one month after her first
vaccination, on approximately June 2007, the patient developed a
nickel size area of alopecia. In November 2007, the patient received
her second dose of GARDASIL, (lot #, expire date and route not
reported). She did not develop alopecia after her second
vaccination. There were no laboratory diagnostics studies
performed. The patient did not seek medical attention. On an
unspecified date, the patient recovered from a nickel sized area of
alopecia. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

"Information has been received from a medical assistant concerning
a female patient who in approximately October 2010 was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (lot #, expire date and
route not reported) 0.5 ml. In approximately October 2010, 72
hours after receiving GARDASIL, the patient experienced nausea,
headache, abdominal pain and hair loss lasting for an unspecified
period of time. On an unspecified date ""blood work"" was
performed but results were not provided. The patient sought
medical attention first at the clinic where she received the vaccine
and then went to a hospital and received outpatient treatment. At
the time of the report, patient had recovered. Additional information
is not expected."

Unknown

Information has been received from an unspecified source
concerning a female patient who on an unspecified date was
vaccinated with an unspecified dose of GARDASIL (Lot# unknown).
It was reported that on an unspecified date, the patient experienced
hair loss. At the time of the report, the patient's outcome was
unknown. It was unknown if the patient sought medical attention.
Additional information has been requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0432724-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Information has been received from a Physician assistant
concerning a female patient who on an unspecified date was
vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL (lot # not reported). The
patient experienced hair loss after receiving GARDASIL. At the time
of the report, the patient's outcome was unknown. It was unknown
if the patient sought medical attention. Additional information has
been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0432763-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her
daughter, a 15 year old female patient who in ""the end of August
2010"", was vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL (Lot# not
reported). The daughter's mother stated that on 26-NOV-2010 her
daughter had experienced ""hair loss and depressed"" after
receiving the second dose of GARDASIL (lot number not reported).
At the time of the report the patient had not recovered. The patient
did not seek medical attention. Follow-up information received on
25-JAN-2011 from a Nurse Practitioner (CRNP) and medical records
noted that a 15 year old female (156 lbs) with no known drug
allergies was vaccinated on 17-NOV-2010 with a second dose
(previously reported as first dose) of GARDASIL (Lot#
663453/0249Y) IM in the right deltoid. First dose was given on 14SEP-2010 (lot #663453/0249Y). The patient had also received
HAVRIX at the same time. On approximately 24-NOV-2010 the
patient developed fatigue and hair loss. Lab work on 20-NOV-2010
showed normal complete blood count with differential and normal
comprehensive metabolic panel, other than alkaline phosphatase of
94 U/L and ALT of 37 U/L. The patient did not require any treatment
or doctor's visit. The patient's mother reported that her symptoms
were improved around 25-DEC-2010. The Nurse practitioner felt
that the patient had recovered at the time of report. All available
medical records will be provided upon request. Additional
information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0434244-1

6-17
years

Excessive hair loss. Her hair had become very brittle and would
break or fall out when washing. This was 2nd Gardasil shot. She
developed pneumonia after 1st shot.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0435245-1

6-17
years

Received GARDASIL (1) 8/12/09/ (2) 11/4/09/ (3) 9/14/10.
7/12/11 Reported moderate pain loss x 3 weeks at office visit.
9/15/11 PC mom reported diagnosis alopecia areata by
dermatologist. Mom concerned related to GARDASIL.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0441255-1

18-29
years

5 months after getting the last shot patient lost all hair all over the
body it happened over a matter of 2 days. Alopecia prior to the shot
was never this bad patient would get a bald spot in their head here
or there and then it would grow right back. Still had a full head of
hair prior to the shots after the 3rd shot patient started to lose hair
and then all of a sudden lost all hair in 2 days.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0442649-1

6-17
years

Mother reports pt had hair loss following vaccination & an increase
in freq. of nosebleeds. Pt states she was losing her hair prior to
vaccination. Now has two bald patches. P/E N/L in regards to
nosebleeds. Has hx of intermittent nosebleeds.

18-29
years

First started with inflamed arm where the vaccine was given, weak
arm muscle, severe 4 day migraine, stiff neck, lower right back
pain, and nausea. Both legs started to continuously have tingling in
them. I tried a chiropractor and it was not improving the neck
stiffness, lower right back pain, or tingling. I started to have very
frequent urination, constipation, severe nausea, more migraines,
and rashes on my abdomen with abdomen pain. My next period was
7 days late. I experienced very light slight spotting. I passed a
tannish/gray, continuous, vessely, fleshy tissue with some light
bleeding. It was a light period and only lasted 2 days then was
gone. It was unusual because my period has never been late and is
always very heavy and 7 days. I thought I had a miscarriage so I
went to the ER but the pregnancy test was negative. My period has
been messed up since, only lasting a couple days and very light.
The tingling in my legs lifted for the most part then it rapidly spread
up my left arm, the left side of my head, left face, left neck, and left
chest. It occasionally would tingle in the right side of my head and
right arm but not as often. When the tingling in my legs lifted my
legs were so weak I could barely walk and was having great
trouble. Since then I have had veins popping out everywhere that
cause a rash on my wrists and arms, canker sores, organ pain
below the left and right ribs, kidney pain, sores all over my scalp
with hair loss, blister-like bumps on my finger, toe, and face,
orangey-red calluses and dots on my palms, flashing lights and
blackened vision on the sides, left chest pain that goes out toward
shoulder, shortness of breath, dizziness, confusion, not thinking
clearly, nerve pain in the head, leg pain, severe muscle spasms all
over body, numerous and unexplainable bruises all over body, blood
in mucus, alternating constipation and diarrhea, occassional blood
in stool, white tissue-like lining in urine, and re-occuring bloody
noses.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0443541-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0445484-1

18-29
years

MY DAUGHTER WAS ADMINISTERED THE HPV VAC SEPT. 23RD
WITH A FLU SHOT AND THEN WAS GIVEN THE DEPO AND ANOTHER
HPV VACCINATION 1 WEEK LATER, OCT. 10TH. PATIENT FAINTED
AFTER DRIVING HERSELF TO WORK AND IS HAVING DIFFERENT
SIDE EFFECTS. TROUBLE WITH RIGHT EYE, BLURRY VISION,
EYELID NOT OPENING, MIGRAINES, CONSTIPATION, WEIGHT LOSS,
LOSS OF APPETITE, CHEMICAL/BLEACH TASTE IN MOUTH, RASH
ON FACE, HAIR LOSS, FATIGUE. PATIENT IS VERY PETITE AND
ONLY WEIGHED 90LBS TO START AND NOW WEIGHS 85LBS.
PATIENT WAS NOT SUPPOSE TO BE GIVEN THE HPV/GARDISIL VAC.
HER DR. IS NOW DENYING THE 2ND WAS GIVEN TO HER, BUT
PATIENT WAS GIVEN A SHOT IN EACH ARM AND OUR INSURANCE
WAS BILLED. HELP!

0448115-1

6-17
years

Fatigue, polyarticular inflammatory arthritis, abdominal pain,
constipation, headaches, dizziness, fainting, joint pain, unexplained
rapid weight gain, skin rash, hair loss, sun sensitivity, swelling of
legs hands and feet.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician's assistant
concerning a 12 year old male patient with drug reaction/allergy to
amoxicillin who in October 2011, was vaccinated with the first dose
of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, IM (lot number not reported). Concomitant
therapy included albuterol, BENADRYL, ASMANEX and montelukast
sodium (MSD). It was reported that in November 2011 the patient
developed follicular mucinosis. The patient sought medical attention
via contacting physician. Lab diagnostic studies included ""biopsy of
the skin"". The treatment given for AE included unspecified topical
steroids. At the time of the report the patient's outcome was not
recovered. Follow-up information has been received from a
physician and medical records concerning a 12 year old male (56
inches, 100 pounds) with asthma and amoxicillin allergy who on 01NOV-2011 was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml,
IM right deltoid (lot #666596/0766Z). The patient was also
vaccinated with the first dose of MENACTRA (lot #U3513AA) IM
right deltoid and the first dose of ADACEL (lot # U3249AA) IM left
deltoid. The physician reported that a rash with red spots and
burning and itching began in November 2011. The patient received
a second dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, IM right deltoid (lot #
666598/0786Z) on 04-JAN-2012. On 30-JAN-2012, the patient was
seen in referral for evaluation of erythematous plaques with
alopecia on the frontal scalp, neck and torso. The spots came out
three weeks after the patient was vaccinated (approximately 22NOV-2011) with the first dose of GARDASIL. It started with a patch
on the right neck, and then he got multiple additional plaques that
became waxy and thick, including one on the right frontal scalp with
complete alopecia. A red indurated plaque on the right macular
cheek had been biopsied and interpreted as follicular mucinosis with
an atypical lymphoid infiltrate that was CD4 positive. The patient
was presented. There was a discussion about treatment for both
follicular MF and follicular mucinosis. One treatment that had been
discussed was hydroxychloroquine and another recommendation
was topical tazarotene. The question had been raised as to whether
or not it was follicular mucinosis or follicular MF. Assessment:
follicular mucinosis; rule out mycosis fungoides. A prescription was
given for topical tazarotene. Punch biopsy of right lateral neck:
follicular mucinosis. On 16-FEB-2012, the patient was seen at an
office visit with follicular mucinosis with involvement in his right
cheek, right forehead, neck, right hip, left anterior shoulder, left
abdomen and a new spot on the left anterior thigh. The patient's
case was presented at a Multidisciplinary cutaneous lymphoma
conference and it was thought that the histology was consistent
with follicular mucinosis and did not have features diagnostic of
follicular MF. The patient had been using tazarotene gel empirically
once daily for a couple of weeks. The lesions had become very
inflamed and the patient also expressed concern regarding a lump
he had felt in his left lateral neck. Assessment: the physician was
very pleased with the early response to tazarotene gel, which where
clearly thinning out plaques. The physician had been concerned with
the new lesion on the left anterior thigh. Based on the initial
thinning of the plaques, the physician felt tazarotene gel was a
reasonable treatment option. The patient was reassured that the 1
cm lump in his left neck was statistically likely to be a reactive
lymph node. If other lump began to develop a reassessment would
be made and a lymph node biopsy would be considered. It would be
extremely unusual for him to have lymph node involvement with
CTCL with disease this minimal. The patient was to continue
tazarotene daily for two weeks and then increase it to twice daily
for two weeks. The patient was not to treat the eroded areas on the
posterior neck and right anterior neck until they were completely
reepithelialized. Upon internal review, follicular mucinosis was
determined to be an other important medical event. All available
medical records will be provided upon request. Additional
information has been requested."

0452341-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0452350-1

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 18
year old female patient with a history of liver injury who on 21NOV-2011, was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL. On 27NOV-2011 (reported as ""6 days following her initial dose""), the
patient developed loss of hair. It was also reported that the patient
was referred to an unspecified dermatologist for the hair loss, and
was told that the cause of the hair loss might have been due to liver
injury suffered by the patient 3 months before the administration of
GARDASIL. The patient called office for medical attention. At the
time of the report the patient's outcome was not recovered. Follow
up information has been received from a nurse practitioner
concerning an 18 year old female patient with no illness at time of
vaccination and with no known drug allergies and significant health
problems who on 21-NOV-2011 at 15.53 pm, was vaccinated
intramuscularly with the first dose of GARDASIL, in left deltoid,
(dose not reported) (lot number: 668554/0306AA). It was reported
that patient's hair was falling out by the handfuls and she was
beginning to have bald spots. Worsened over a few weeks, but
finally it stopped and now had new hair growth. It was also reported
that the patient was seen by dermatologist. At the time of the
report the patient's outcome was recovered. It was reported that
the patient's hair loss required medical/surgical intervention by the
reporter. Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0453027-1

6-17
years

Heart palpations, headaches, back and neck aches, hair loss, weight
loss, fainting, convulsions, severe fatigue, lesions, dizziness, HPV
and cervical cancer.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0453304-1

18-29
years

Severe vomiting nausea weight gain, no menstrual period,
insomnia, chronic fatigue, hair loss, irritability, muscle aches and
joint pain.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0457679-1

6-17
years

Alopecia following HPV vaccine #1. Of notice, mother has long
standing hx of alopecia but she had never sought medical attention.
Referral to derm clinic.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0458711-1

18-29
years

4 wks after receiving HPV injection hair began falling out this was
her 2nd dose. Mother felt this should be documented.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

6-17
years

Mother reports daughter began losing hair one week after 1st
GARDASIL, accelerated after 2nd GARDASIL. Lost about 1/3 of hair.
Took to PP in September 2011. Tested thyroid and for anemia,
results negative. Mother reports new hair growth in last few
months. Had third HPV administered at PP 1-25-12.

18-29
years

"Information has been received from a consumer concerning her
currently 26 year old daughter with penicillin allergy who on an
unspecified date was vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL (site,
dose and lot# not reported). The patient's mother reported that her
daughter had ""lost about 1/4 of her hair amount, mostly at the
crown"", after receiving the second dose of GARDASIL. At the time
of the report, the patient was recovering. The patient did not seek
medical attention. The relationship between GARDASIL and the
adverse event was unknown. No further information is available."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0459414-1

0461191-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0461564-1

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a physician refers to a
female patient of unknown age with no pertinent medical history.
The patient was vaccinated with dose 2 of GARDASIL (Lot # not
reported) and dose 3 of GARDASIL (Lot # not reported) on an
unspecified dates. No other co-suspects were reported. No
concomitant medications were reported. The physician reported
that after received the 3 doses of of GARDASIL, the patient's
mother claimed that her daughter got a wart like rash all over her
body. Also after the third dose, the daughter developed alopecia on
the scalp. The patient went to a dermatologist who thought it was a
stress like reaction but the mother did some research on the
internet and believed that it was the of GARDASIL that caused her
daughter's adverse reactions. The physician also reported that when
the patient received the second dose of GARDASIL, she got the wart
like rash. At the time of the report, the patient's outcome was
unknown. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0462971-1

6-17
years

Several days after administration pt. developed fatigue, hair,
vomiting, diarrhea, still going 2 wks after administration.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0464548-1

6-17
years

Hair loss, severe fatigue, severe flushing of face, nose, hands, feet.
Pain where skin was flushing on face. Pain scale 9/10.
Dermatographia.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from a physician refers to a
14 years old female patient with a history of one seizure as a child,
who on 07-OCT-2011, 08-DEC-2011 and on 12-APR-2012, was
vaccinated with the first, second and third dose of GARDASIL
respectively (doses, routes and lot numbers not reported). No other
co-suspects were reported. No concomitant medications were
reported. The physician reported that about a month ago, in
approximately July 2012, the patient developed unexplained
alopecia after completion of the GARDASIL series. No treatment
was given for the experience. No lab diagnostics studies were
performed. At the time of the report, the patient had not recovered.
The relatedness for the patient had developed unexplained alopecia
after completion of the GARDASIL series was unknown for
GARDASIL. This is one of several reports from the same source.
Additional information has been requested.

0467592-1

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a physician refers to a
physician's daughter's friend of unknown age, who in an unknown
date was vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL (dose, route and lot
number not reported). No other co-suspects were reported. No
concomitant medications were reported. The physician reported
that on an unknown date, the patient developed hair loss after
receiving GARDASIL. At the time of the report, the patient's
outcome was unknown. It was unspecified if the patient sought
medical attention. This is one of several reports from the same
source. Additional information has been requested.

0467885-1

6-17
years

Mom states the patient has had thinning hair 1st noted on a PE on
3/22/2012 and worse that this cause cracked toenails, muscle strain
& recent onset of mollescum contegiosam are all due to HPV
vaccine.

6-17
years

The ban of HPV vaccine. My 11/12 year old daughter was
administered the HPV vaccine. Her started to lose her hair slowly in
the beginning but after the 3rd shot in June 2012. Her hair loss
accelerated and by August we went to the doctor office again and
said it was alopecia. After doing additional research there is a
possible link between HPV and hair loss. Now my daughter is almost
bald and there is no treatment available to stimulate hair growth
besides steroids. Help, ban this vaccination until further research is
available to make it safe. It is ridiculous that these side effects are
not explained to parents. Only thing explained is the clinical side
effects and no one wants to tell the truth about potential dangers of
this vaccine. There is enough real world complaints on this vaccine
to allow parents to make the best decision possible, but hiding
these possible links is a shame and hurtful.

Unknown

"Information was received by a physician regarding a teenage
female who was vaccinated with GARDASIL intramuscularly (dose
was given as ""0, 2, and 6 months""); however it is unknown how
many doses the patient received. Subsequently, the patient
complained of hair loss and fatigue. It was unsure if dosing
schedule had been completed. It was reported that the events did
not improve/ that the patient had not recovered. No further
information is expected."

18-29
years

This spontaneous report as received from a 25 years old female
consumer reporting on herself with no pertinent medical history,
drug reactions or allergies. The patient was vaccinated with dose 1
of GARDASIL (lot #, dose and route not reported) sometime in
February 2012 and the last dose of GARDASIL (lot #, dose and
route not reported) was given 2 weeks late according to the
recommended schedule in August 2012. No other co-suspects were
reported. Concomitant medications included: ORTHO TRI-CYCLEN
LO. The patient stated that she had begun losing hair since having
the vaccination. Her hair loss began approximately in June 2012
and had gotten progressively worse through August. At the time of
the report she was still losing hair. The patient explained that the
hair loss had not occurred in patches, but in overall thinning. She
also stated that she had developed pain in her legs to the point of
needing daily massages. The patient sought unspecified medical
attention, no lab diagnostic tests were performed and no treatment
was given for the events. The relatedness for the events was not
provided for GARDASIL. Additional information is not expected.

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer mother refers
to a 15 year old female patient with no pertinent history or drug
reactions/allergies who about a month and a half ago
(approximately in November 2012) was vaccinated with GARDASIL
(product circular: 9883616). No other co-suspects were reported.
No concomitant medications were reported. Within the month
(approximately in December 2012), the patient started drastically
losing her hair. The patient's mother consulted the physician and
subsequently scheduled appointments with a specialist (unspecified)
to determine a diagnosis. At the time of reporting, the patient's
condition has not improved. The relatedness for the event was
unknown for GARDASIL. Additional information has been requested

0467444-1

0471066-1

0471333-1

0471387-1

0480554-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0482208-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a physician refers to an
adolescent female patient. On unknown date, the patient was
vaccinated a dose of with GARDASIL (lot #, dose and route not
reported). No other co-suspects were reported. No concomitant
medications were reported. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced alopecia which occurred after each dose of GARDASIL
(generalized hair thinning). No treatment information was reported.
The outcome of alopecia was unknown. The relatedness for alopecia
was unknown for GARDASIL. Additional information has been
requested. This is one of several reports from the same source.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0483134-1

18-29
years

After taking a shower in the morning I was combing and brushing
my hair and blow drying it due to the cold weather. When brushing
my hair I clumps of it started falling out at the roots around my
face and at the scalp. It has been continuing to fall out ever since
the 21st of December. My hair also feels extremely dry like straw
especially the bangs. My hair used to feel like cornsilk, however
now it is completely dried out and my hair cannot be styled. It is
still falling out.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0484739-1

1-2 years

Patient received HPV#3 and hep A #2 on 12/27/12. Since that time
she has had excessive hair loss; abd pain and irregular menses.
Parent requested report file.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from a registered nurse
refers to a 16 year old female patient. Pertinent medical history was
unspecified. On 29-NOV-2012, the patient was vaccinated with a
dose of GARDASIL (Lot#,route, dose not reported). No concomitant
medications were reported. ON 04-FEB-2013, the patient
experienced lower back pain and hair loss. It was unspecified if
patient received treatment. The outcome of lower back pain and
hair loss was unknown. No medical attention was sought by patient.
Additional information has been requested.,

18-29
years

Chest pains and breathing, on going uncontrollable vomiting,
insomnia, migranes, body aches, chronic fatigue, hair loss,
hospitalized 86 times over the past 3 years. All tests inconclusive.
Disabled in 2010 and currently on disability. Can not name all the
hospitals I have been in in the space below. Just as all the Gardasil
injured girls I am still being hospitalized today. I now wears a red
hospital wrist band that says ALLERGY the allergy is to Gardasil.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0486959-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0489534-1

Unknown

My daughter has experienced substantial hair loss since having the
GARDASIL series of immunizations. She has always had a thick
beautiful head of hair and now at the age of 19 she has areas of the
scalp with very little hair. It is devastating to her emotional well
being. She has also experienced extreme fatigue. She never seems
to get enough sleep and spends a lot of time in bed.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0492526-1

30-39
years

Hair loss - likely alopecia areata.

18-29
years

This spontaneous report as received from a physician refers to a 19
year old female patient. On an unknown date the patient was
vaccinated with GARDASIL (dose, route and lot # not reported).
The physician report that the patient (anonymous) experienced hair
loss after receiving the GARDASIL. The patient saw a dermatologist
for medical attention. The outcome of hair loss was reported as not
recovered. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a physician via company
representative refers to a female patient of unknown age. On an
unknown date the patient was vaccinated with an unspecified dose
of GARDASIL (lot# unspecified) for human papillomavirus
prevention. On an unspecified date after receiving the vaccine
series, the patient discovered a bald spot on her head. The outcome
of a bald spot on her head was unknown. Additional information has
been requested.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a mother regarding her
15 year old daughter who is allergic to BACTRIM. Pertinent medical
history was none. On 03-FEB-2013, the patient was vaccinated with
a second dose of GARDASIL. Concomitant medications were none.
Approximately on an unknown date in March 2013 (reported as 4-6
weeks later) the patient experienced alopecia. The patient did not
receive her third dose of vaccine. Therapy with GARDASIL was
discontinued. Patient sought medical attention (seen a
dermatologist) Alopecia has gotten worse. Swab was taken to see if
there was any fungal infection (results were not provided). The
patient was treated with scalpel injections and was wearing a
human hair wig. The outcome of alopecia was reported as not
recovered/not resolved.

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a physician via company
representative refers to a female patient of unknown age. On an
unknown date the patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL dose,
route and lot# not reported. The patient believed that on an
unknown date she had aluminum poisoning and her hair was
thinning. The outcome of adverse events was unknown. The
relatedness between GARDASIL and adverse events was unknown.
It was unknown if the patient sought medical attention. Additional
information is not expected.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0488322-1

0493471-1

0495964-1

0496017-1

0497172-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0498498-1

6-17
years

Progressively worse symptoms since shot administered. Severe
migraines and blurred vision in Left eye beginning in October. On
February 10th, patient had deep vein thrombosis of the left arm.
Has progressively gotten worse over time with joint pain, muscle
pain, fatigue, high fevers daily, lower jaw pain, chest pain, racing
heart, hair loss, abnormal menstrual cycle, weight loss, appetite
loss and continues will all mentioned symptoms today.

0498574-1

6-17
years

Hair loss in one spot. Completely bare as if it had been freshly
shaved, only with no stubble or growth at all. The spot got larger
after a couple of weeks and we sought medical treatment. She
developed several other similar spots over the course of a year.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0498854-1

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a physician via company
representative refers to a female patient of unknown age. On an
unknown date the patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL dose 2,
(lot number, exp.date not reported). Concomitant therapies
included DEPO-PROVERA, dose 150 mg every 3 months. On an
unknown date the patient experienced extreme hair loss after
receiving the second shot of vaccinated with GARDASIL. The patient
sought medical attention and saw the doctor. It was unknown at
this time if the patient received the third shot of vaccine. The
outcome of event was reported as recovering/resolving.
Relatedness between therapy with GARDASIL and event was not
reported. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0499046-1

6-17
years

Hair loss, stomach pains, back pains, nausea, dizziness.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0502356-1

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from a physician via company
representative refers to a 16 year old female patient. The patient
had no pertinent medical history. On an unknown date in JUL-2013
(reported as 2 months ago) the patient was vaccinated with a first
dose of 0.5ml GARDASIL (lot number, expiry date was not reported
and route was intramuscular). On an unknown date in 2013
(reported as 2 weeks after first dose), the patient experienced hair
loss which was progressively getting worse. There was no treatment
rendered for the event. There was no lab diagnostics performed.
The outcome of hair loss progressively getting worse was reported
as not recovered. The patient sought medical attention. Additional
information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0503136-1

18-29
years

Loss of scalp hair and eyebrows. To this day I am losing hair all over
my body and extremely minor hair has returned to my head.

6-17
years

August 14, 2007 - lot # 0384U - afternoon shot injection site itchy,
sore. Flu like symptoms. Sore joints and muscles in the months to
follow. Exhaustion. Dr.'s office said the symptoms were normal.
November 14, 2007 - lot # 0927U - afternoon shot. Injection site
more itchy, sore, red, swelling. Flu like symptoms for days. Sore
joints and muscles, headaches, hair loss, exhaustion. Dr. office was
not worried about symptoms. February 14, 2008 - lot # 12APR10 vomiting, shaking, feverish, itchy/sore injection site, redness,
swelling entire arm. Sore joints, muscles, fatigue, hair loss (more)
migraine, home from school 1 1/2 wks flu like symptoms. Many,
many, many Dr. visits, hospitalization ER visits until October 2009
when she became paralyzed on right side, loss of vision, hearing
loss. Stay for couple weeks, home recovery. Learned to walk again.
Repeat of above January 2011. Week stay. Hospitalization for
seizures (4 days). Medical diagnoses: Perfectly healthy until
GARDASIL now suffers daily from: Leaky Gut Syndrome,
pins/needles in extremities, dizziness, dental issues, brain fog,
sensitivities to chemicals, chest pains, constipation/diarrhea,
enlarged liver, sound sensitivity, anxiety, extreme pain tailbone,
fainting, fevers and blisters, back pain, hot/cold intolerance, sleep
problems, itching, joint pain, knee pain, light sensitivity, blindness
(right side), depression, personality changes, panic attacks, loss of
bladder control, bladder issues, muscle aches, spasms, muscle
tension tumor in left tibia, paleness, chronic fatigue syndrome
paralysis, pneumonia, severe nerve pain, shortness of breath,
slurred speech, smell sensitivity, sore throat stomach pain,
swelling/edema, tremors, random twitching of extremities, bloating,
uterine spasms, blood clotting, numerous UTI's, kidney problems,
vision loss, stomach aches, nausea, rashes, appetite loss, vomiting,
dyslexia, hallucinations, large weight loss, seizures, autistic
behaviors. Tumor removed December 2010.

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a male patient of
unknown age. On an unknown date the patient was vaccinated with
GARDASIL (dose, route, lot # and indication not reported). On an
unknown date the patient lost his hair after having had GARDASIL.
The outcome of lost his hair was unknown. The patient spoke with
the FDA for medical attention. Additional information has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0503294-1

0508807-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0510724-1

0510795-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

This spontaneous report has been received from a mother who was
referring to her daughter. The patient was an approximately 17
years old, not pregnant female with unspecified allergic reaction to
penicillin, which started on unspecified date in the past, and with no
pertinent medical history. In January 2013, reported as sometime in
2013, the patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL (lot not reported
#) first dose, intramuscular (dose, strength not reported). There
were no concomitant therapies. It was reported that after the
daughter was administered the vaccine she was diagnosed with
Hashimoto's thyroiditis, she experienced soreness of the arm, lost
twenty pounds and she was losing her hair and appetite, adverse
events onset date was reported as March 2013. It was reported that
the patient was being monitored and she had blood drawn every
sixty to ninety days (no results provided). The patient sought
medical attention by office visit on unspecified dates. The patient
did not recover from the adverse events. The relatedness between
the adverse event and GARDASIL was not assess by the reporter.
Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a consumer refers to
her daughter of unknown age. On an unknown date, the patient
was vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL (lot #, expiry not
reported). On an unknown date, after getting the injection, her
daughter experienced extreme fatigue and hair loss. Her daughter
had also experienced agitation, some degree of hair loss, menstrual
changes and arthritis. She stated that her daughter was so fatigued
she could ""barely see."" It was unclear where in the regimen the
doses were received but her daughter would not continue with
GARDASIL. Her daughter had an MRI done (results unknown).
Patient sought medical attention: The patient has seen HCP. The
outcome of the events were reported as not recovered. This is 1 of
2 reports received from the same reporter. Additional information
has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0510799-1

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning
her son of unknown age. On an unknown date, the patient was
vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL (lot#, expiry not reported). On
an unknown date, after getting the injection, her son experienced
extreme fatigue and hair loss. After receiving the vaccine, her son
had behavior changes, eye swelling, felt agitated, and ""didn't feel
right."" She said her son's hair loss was severe. It was unclear if
caller's son also has arthritis. She stated that her son was so
fatigued he could ""barely see"". It was unclear where in the
regimen the doses were received but her son would not continue
with GARDASIL. Patient sought medical attention. The patient has
seen HCP. The outcome of the events were reported as not
recovered. This is 1 of 2 reports received from the same reporter.
Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0512210-1

6-17
years

Anemia, IBD, anxiety attacks, depression, back pain, hair loss,
insomnia, racing heart, sore throat, sweats, fatigue, swollen nodes,
yeast infection in breasts, headaches.

Unknown

"This spontaneous report as received from a consumer refers to a
male patient of unknown age with no pertinent medical history or
drug reactions/allergies. On an unknown date and approximately in
June 2013 (""5 months ago"") the patient was vaccinated with first
and second doses of GARDASIL (lot #, expiration date, dose, route
not reported) for immunization., There was no concomitant
medication. The patient received his first dose of GARDASIL and
developed a sore throat three days after, and had a ""personality
change"" of moodiness and agitations. The patient received the
second dose ""five months ago"" and since then had experienced
painful joints in knees, elbows and shoulders, a ""weird"" cough and
the patient got recurrent sinus and nasal infections where he did
not have them before receiving GARDASIL. The consumer stated
that after the second shot he started to experience hair loss as well.
It began by receding on the left side of the hairline and he had
experienced hair loss all over the scalp in the last five months. The
patient had not received any treatment at the time of the report.
The outcome of the event was reported as not recovered. This is
one of several reports received from same source. Additional
information is not expected."

6-17
years

My daughter starting losing large amounts of hair a couple weeks
after her second Gardasil shot. It is still falling out in large amounts.
The doctor checked her thyroid which tested normal. A perfectly
healthy girl that does not take any medication. Never sick. Hasn't
changed her lifestyle. Hair loss began shortly after second shot.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0515934-1

0517086-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0517549-1

0518573-1

0520794-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Initial and follow up information has been received from a
consumer via an agency as part of a business agreement (Sender's
case report number SE-1577272925-E2007-05342) on 20-DEC2013. Initial case was reported on 09-aug-2007 by a consumer
(mother of patient). It was reported that a 13-year-old woman was
vaccinated with GARDASIL (batch number unknown, route not
reported and administered in the arm) on 15-jun-2007. In the end
of July 2007 it was noted that the girl had severe hair loss, and on
08-aug-2007 it was discovered that she had 3 bald patches. At the
time of reporting (09-aug-2007) the outcome was not recovered.
Case is closed. Follow up information received on 16-Oct-2013 and
17-Oct-2013 from health care professionals (General practitioner)
and from health Authority in a foreign country under the reference
number 133817. The case is now medically confirmed. It was
reported by the mother that the hair loss started in
August/September 2007, not July as previously reported. However,
the HA reported has July 2007 as onset of AE. She has been
diagnosed with alopecia areata and she is more or less totally bald,
but hair growth comes back some times. The batch number of the
first dose (administered on 15-Jun-2007) was NE47370, lot.
655376/0572F, exp. 05-MAY-2009. The second dose was given on
20-Aug-2007 and the third dose 27-Nov-2007 (batch number
NF13730, lot 1341F, exp. 19-NOV-2009 and NF27900, lot no.
1537F, exp. 15-NOV-2009 respectively) (the date of third dose was
contradictory reported as 28-Nov-2007 by mother of patient). It
was reported that no one in the family of the patient has a history
of alopecia. At the time of reporting the outcome was not
recovered. Follow up information received from the HA on 16-Dec2013. Complementary information received by the HA on 10-Dec2013. The event is now reported from consumer. The patient's
weight (60 kg) and height (168 cm) is now updated. Alopecia
Areata with onset date 10-AUg-2007 (contradictory information
regarding onset date from health care service, who reports ""end of
Jun-2007"" in one place in the report and ""Jul-2007"" in another
place as well as from consumer). The problems start after second
dose (discrepancy: dose 1 is coded as suspected dose by the HA),
so onset is changed to 10-Aug-2007 according to consumer. The
adverse reaction is not recovered. The patient has been treated
with non-prescription ointments as well as tablets for alopecia/thin
hair (no further information provided). The HA has according to
applicable guideline for assessment of seriousness, classified the
adverse reaction as serious. The relatedness assessment is changed
from ""unclassifiable"" to ""possible"". Batch number is missing. HA
also updated route of administration for D1 GARDASIL to
intramuscular. Noteworthy: The patient received D1 and D2
GARDASIL (batch numbers NE47370 and NF13730) on 15-Jun-2007
and 20-Aug-2007 respectively. This information was received the
company on 07-oct-2013 from the patient's mother. The company
judged relevant to keep dose 2 as suspected dose due to the
discrepancies reported. HA has performed a follow up with the
consumer to clarify the discrepancies of the onset date and doses."

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from nurse refers to a 12 year
old female patient with asthma, allergic rhinitis, atopic dermatitis,
chronic sinusitis and unspecified food allergies. The patient's
medical history included recurrent staph dermatitis and headaches.
On 16-Sep-2013 the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL (lot # J006236, exp. date 25-FEB-2016) 0.5 ml,
intramuscular for standard vaccination. When the patient received
dose 1 of GARDASIL, she also received MENACTRA (unspecified
manufacturer), ADACEL (unspecified manufacturer) and Dose 2 of
VAQTA (lot J002347, expiration date 04-SEP-2015, unspecified
dose, unspecified therapy route) during the same visit. Concomitant
therapies included ALLEGRA, VENTOLIN, SINGULAIR, FLOVENT,
AUVI-Q and ZETONNA. The patient experienced hair loss beginning
20 days after vaccination (approximately 06-OCT-2013). The
patient had balding areas, clumps of hair on her pillow, large hair
loss in the shower and her hair was thinning. All of the patient's lab
work, including complete blood count (CBC), ferritin levels, serum
free triiodothyronine (FT)4 level, thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)
level, c-reactive protein (CRP) level, comprehensive metabolic panel
(CMP), came back normal. The patient sought medical attention by
visiting office on 23-OCT-2013. The outcome of hair loss was
reported as not recovered/not resolved. Additional information is
not expected.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a patient's mother refers
to her approximately 14 year old daughter with no pertinent
medical history or drug reactions/allergies. The patient was
vaccinated with the first and the second dose of GARDASIL (lot #
not reported) (dosage and route not reported) on 21-AUG-2012 and
in December 2013. No concomitant medication. The reporter
reported that her daughter had been losing hair since shortly after
the first GARDASIL vaccination in December 2012. She had a
second GARDASIL vaccination in December 2013 and even more
hair was coming out. The hair loss was not from a specific location
in her scalp. It was from all over, and it was coming out by the
roots. It looked thin. No treatment was given for the events. No lab
diagnostics studies were performed. The patient sought medical
attention via doctor visit. The outcome was reported as not
recovered/not resolved. Additional information is not expected.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

0522180-1

6-17
years

Joint pain, leg and body pain, auto-immune symptoms, losing hair,
extreme fatigue, difficulty breathing, lung pain, chest pain, shaking,
memory problems (brain fog), etc.

Unknown

"This spontaneous report as received from a nurse via company
representative refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. On
an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with a dose of
GARDASIL injection (lot#, expiry date, route, dose and strength not
reported). The nurse reported that after an unspecified patient was
vaccinated with GARDASIL ""they started losing their hair"". The
outcome of the event was unknown. It was unspecified if the
patient sought medical attention. Additional information has been
requested."

18-29
years

My daughter received two doses of the GARDASIL vaccine which
has resulted in Thyroid disease, fainting, tingling, anxiety, sweating,
dizziness, hair loss, low monocyte count, and low alkaline
phosphatase count, Gluten intolerance, and gastrointestinal
distress. She suffers from fatigue.

0523763-1

0526165-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0526321-1

6-17
years

"This spontaneous report as received from a consumer, mother of
the patient, refers a 12 year old female patient. On an unknown
date (also reported as ""couple of months ago""), the patient was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL route reported as
injection. On 17-MAR-2014, the patient had a two inch diameter
bald spot on her head. No treatment was given for the adverse
event. No lab diagnostics were performed. The patient did not see
any medical attention. The outcome of the patient had a two inch
diameter bald spot on her head was reported as not recovered/not
resolved. Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0527657-1

6-17
years

Severe stomach pains on 07/17/13 which subsided for a while and
would come and go until severe pains 8/27/2013 and appendicitis
on 8/28/2013. Also has experienced hair loss since Sept 2013.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a physician via company
representative refers to a currently 24 year old female patient (age
at onset of AE calculated to be approximately 21 years). The
patient's medical history included tonsil removal, no drug allergies.
Patient received 3 doses of GARDASIL intramuscular (dose strength
was not reported), doses were administered in time frame of 2006
and 2007 when the patient was 17 years old. Lot number was not
reported. In 2011, the patient experienced hair loss, weight loss
and reported that her thyroid was being attacked by antibodies.
Antibodies levels were normal at times while elevated levels were
also reported to the physician. The patient had breast surgery to
remove a benign fibroid tumour (medically significant). No
treatment was provided to the patient at this time for autoimmune
symptoms. The patient had sought medical attention. The outcome
of event benign fibroid tumor and breast surgery to remove a
benign fibroid tumor was unknown. The outcome of the rest of the
events was reported as not recovered. Physician informed the
company representative that these symptoms have been reported
to the VAERS. Upon internal review, the event breast surgery was
determined to be medically significant. Additional information has
been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0528881-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0530248-1

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a consumer referring
on her son, a male patient of unknown age. Medical history and
concurrent conditions were not reported. On an unknown date the
patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL dose 1, 1 single shot, for
HPV vaccine. Dose, route, lot number and expiration date were not
reported. No co-suspect and concomitant therapies were reported.
The reporter stated that after her son had had many of the same
symptoms that her daughter (case # 1405USA002064) that also
began after his first GARDASIL dose. He additionally had ""swelling
of the eyes"" and loss of hair (on an unknown date). The reporter
did not indicate that he had developed any heart condition.
Reporter's son received his second dose of GARDASIL. At the time
of the report the outcome of the events was unknown. This is one
of two reports from the same source. Additional information is not
expected."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0536662-1

6-17
years

Alopecia began after HPV vaccine.

18-29
years

This spontaneous report as received from a 29 year old female
patient who was not pregnant refers to herself. Medical history was
not specified. The patient had no drug reactions or allergies. In
December 2012, March 2013 and June 2013 (exact dates not
specified), the patient received doses of GARDASIL in the arm
(exact route, dose and lot number were not reported). Concomitant
therapies included ethinyl estradiol, norgestimate (a generic for of
ORTHO TRI-CYCLEN). In February 2013, the patient's hair started
falling out. The patient sought medical attention. The patient had
blood work done on an unspecified date (results were not reported).
Her doctors had no biological reason why her hair was falling out.
The outcome of hair started falling out was not recovered, also
reported as her hair was continuing to fall out. The relatedness
between hair started falling out and GARDASIL was not reported.
Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0539936-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0540015-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from patient's mother via
company representative refers to a 11 year old male patient.
Medical history was not reported. In September 2013 the patient
was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL the second dose
was administered in November 2013 and the third dose was
administered on 27-MAR-2014, the lot number, expiration date,
strength and route were not reported for all of them. Concomitant
therapy was not reported. The consumer informed that
approximately on 10-APR-2014 (also reported as two weeks after
the third dose) her son felt weak and fatigued and patches of his
hair began to fall out. Also informed that she took her son to see a
dermatologist who diagnosed her son with alopecia. A topical
ointment was used on the patient's scalp to prevent further hair
loss, therefore the patient began receiving shots in his scalp. The
consumer also stated that on approximately August 2014, her son
just got three warts on his hand and he was still tired, which was
causing him significant distress. The reporter considered that the
events caused significant disability or incapacity to the patient. The
outcome of the events was not recovered. Additional information is
not expected because the reporter refuse the contact with the
physician.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0541242-1

6-17
years

Daily headaches, nausea and vomiting, pale gray dry skin, bumps,
lesions, eye infections, hair loss, insomnia, fatigue, fainting, muscle
weakness, clumsy, brain fog, memory loss, night sweats, frequent
infections, UTIs and yeast, sore throat, chest pain, sinus, limb
numbness, tremors, irregular periods with excessive cramping and
vomiting, constipation stomach and back pain, light sensitive,
nosebleeds.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0541743-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA, VITILIGO.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0545980-1

6-17
years

"This spontaneous report as received from a 13 year old female
patient without pregnant via company representative refers to
herself. The patient had no pertinent medical history or drug
reactions/allergies. In March 2014 (""6 months ago""), the patient
was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, injection in
the arm deltoid intramuscularly (lo#, expiration date and strength
not reported). In May 2014, the patient was vaccinated with the
second dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, injection in the arm deltoid
intramuscularly (lot#, expiration date and strength not reported).
There was no concomitant medication. The patient stated that she
started losing her hair after receiving her first shot of GARDASIL, 6
months ago (In March 2014). The patient received the second shot
in May 2014 and continued to lose her hair. The patient didn't seek
medical attention. No lab diagnostics studies were performed. The
outcome of losing her hair was reported as not recovered.
Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0548675-1

18-29
years

First event was hair loss, then progressed to headaches, vertigo,
weakness in extremities, visual disturbances, anxiety, depression,
chest pain, irregular heartbeat, nausea, difficulty swallowing.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a pharmacist refers to a
17 year old female patient. Patient's medical history was not
reported. Patient had no previous allergic reactions to drug.
Approximately in October 2014 (2-3 weeks ago) the patient was
vaccinated with first dose of GARDASIL (strength, lot number and
expiry date unknown) 0.5 ml, one dose intramuscular. No
concomitant therapies were reported. Approximately in October
2014 after vaccination, the patient began to experience hair loss
and was diagnosed with alopecia. Patient called to physician for
medical attention to the events. No treatment was given to the
patient. No laboratory test was conducted. Action taken with
GARDASIL was unknown. The outcome of the patient began to
experience hair loss and was diagnosed with alopecia was reported
as not recovered/not resolved. The investigator did not provide the
causality of patient began to experience hair loss and was
diagnosed with alopecia to GARDASIL. No further information was
provided. Additional information has been requested.

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from patient's father
concerning his daughter, a female patient of unknown age. Patient's
concurrent conditions and relevant medical history was not
reported. On an unknown date the patient was vaccinated with
GARDASIL (lot number, dose, frequency and route unspecified).
Concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date
the patient experienced complete hair loss after receiving
GARDASIL. The outcome of complete hair loss was unknown. The
causality of the events with GARDASIL was not reported. Additional
information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0554650-1

0556389-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0559619-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a patient's mother refers
to a 13 year old female patient. The patient's drug allergies were
none and pertinent medical history included asthma. Approximately
in 2013 (reported as a year ago), the patient was vaccinated with
first dose of GARDASIL (dose and frequency unknown, route: in the
arm) for vaccination. Concomitant medications included unspecified
breathing treatments. Approximately on an unknown date in 2013
(reported as after first dose), the patient experienced hair loss. The
patient was vaccinated with second dose on an unspecified date and
on 15-DEC-2014, the patient was vaccinated with third dose of
GARDASIL. The patient's hair loss gotten progressively worse since
her last vaccination on 15-DEC-2014. The mother of the patient
also reported that the patient was receiving unspecified steroid
treatments to treat the adverse experience. The patient sought
medical attention with a dermatologist. It was also reported that
the therapy with GARDASIL was continued. The outcome of hair
loss has gotten progressively worse since her last vaccination was
reported as not recovered/not resolved. No product complaint was
repotted for GARDASIL. Additional information is not expected as
the reporter did not wish to contact.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0561686-1

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer (the patient's
mother) refers to a female patient of unknown age. No information
on her medical history or concurrent conditions was provided. In
approximately March 2014, reported as in the Spring 2014, the
patient was vaccinated with her first dose of GARDASIL (1 single
shot, route, lot# and expiration date were not reported). In
approximately 2014, reported as 12 days after vaccination with
GARDASIL, the patient began to get very sick. On an unknown
date, the patient had been hospitalized (specific reason and
duration were unknown), the patient's hair had been falling out,
hemoglobin levels were declining (values and units were not
reported) and the patient was diagnosed with autoimmune
hemolytic anemia. On an unknown date, the patient was treated
with steroids (dosage and frequency were unknown). At the time of
the report, the outcome of the events was not recovered. The
relatedness between the events and GARDASIL was not reported.
No PQC (product quality complaint) was involved. Additional
information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0561961-1

6-17
years

Describes hair thinning/falling out.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0562162-1

6-17
years

2-3 month history of gradual hair loss. Currently being evaluated by
Dermatology.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0572461-1

6-17
years

Hair loss; thinning hair.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer regarding a
11 year old female patient. The patient's concurrent conditions and
relevant medical history was not reported. The patient had no drug
allergies/reactions or pertinent medical history. On 17-JUL-2014,
the patient was vaccinated with first dose of GARDASIL (lot number,
dose and frequency unspecified) in the arm. Concomitant therapies
included Tdap. Approximately on an unknown date in September
2014 (reported as two months after vaccination with GARDASIL),
the patient experienced alopecia. The patient was treated with
unspecified topical corticosteroids. The patient sought medical
attention. The patient undergone unspecified blood work of which
results were not provided. The outcome of alopecia was reported as
not recovered/not resolved. The causality of the events with
GARDASIL vaccine was not reported. Product quality issue was not
involved. Additional information has been requested.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a Nurse Practitioner via a field
employee concerning a 19 year old female patient with no pertinent
medical history or drug reactions. The patient was vaccinated with
three doses of GARDASIL (dose, lot number and expired date not
reported, intramuscular) on 12-AUG-2011, 12-OCT-2011 and 15MAR-2012 respectively. On unknown dates in 2011 the patient
experienced muscle and joint pain, bloating, hair loss and anxiety.
The patient sought medical attention by office visit. On an unknown
date, unspecified lab diagnostic studies were performed. The
patient had not recovered from the events. No treatment was given
to the patient. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0575758-1

0578153-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0579757-1

0582173-1

0583274-1

0584152-1

0601391-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a nurse and the patient's
mother referring to the 15 year old female patient with asthma. The
patient had no drug reactions/allergies. On 27-FEB-2013 the patient
was vaccinated with her first dose of GARDASIL (lot#, dose not
reported) intramuscularly (indication reported as ""Had to have it to
go to school""). On 10-APR-2013 the patient was vaccinated with
her second dose of GARDASIL (lot#, dose not reported,
intramuscular). There was no concomitant medication. The patient's
mother reported that on unspecified dates in either April or May of
2013, the patient experienced dizziness, fatigue, weakness,
headache, stomach pain, vomiting, joint pain, chest pain, hair loss,
appetite loss, insomnia, tremor, shortness of breath, itchy, swelling,
rash, aching muscles, pelvis pain and discharge, nerve pain,
menstrual cycle pain, fainting, swollen lymph nodes, night sweats,
nausea, temporary vision and memory loss, ovarian cyst, cyst in
left kidney, and a cyst was in left ear after receiving GARDASIL. The
patient was admitted to several different unspecified hospitals on
several different unspecified dates. The nurse reported that the
patient had been to various unspecified hospitals and had had
multiple labs drawn such as: Complete Blood Count (CBC), basic
metabolic panel (BMP), amylase and lipase levels (on unspecified
date in 2013) since receiving the GARDASIL and experiencing the
above noted events. The nurse reported that the patient's
laboratory values came back as negative. Unspecified treatment
was given for the events. Unspecified lab test and unspecified blood
work were performed. It was reported that patient had received her
third dose of GARDASIL on 27-AUG-2013 (therapy continued).
Outcome of the events was reported as not recovered. Additional
information has been requested."

18-29
years

My 25 year old daughter received her 2nd GARDASIL shot and
began experiencing extreme fatigue and hair loss. She has multiple
bald spots all over her head the size of quarters and is thinning with
the loss of about 1/3 of her hair. She is very tired. I believe this to
be the side effects of having the GARDASIL vaccine. HELP
PLEASE...who can I talk to???? Please contact me.

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a nurse practitioner via
company representative, refers to a female patient of unknown age.
Medical history and concurrent conditions were not reported. On an
unknown date the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL, (dosage, route, lot # and expiration date were not
reported). Concomitant therapy was not reported. The nurse
practitioner reported that the patient was vaccinated in other
facility, however during an office visit reported that on an unknown
date she experienced alopecia. The outcome of alopecia was
unknown. Additional information has been requested.

18-29
years

"This spontaneous report was received from a patient's mother and
refers to a 25 year old non pregnant female patient who had peanut
and animal allergy and no other pertinent medical history. On an
unknown date, the patient was vaccinated (""within the
recommended dosing schedule for GARDASIL"") with the second
dose of GARDASIL (dose, frequency, route of administration, lot#
and expiration date were not reported) or GARDASIL 9 (dose,
frequency, route of administration, lot# and expiration date were
not reported). The mother was not sure of what vaccine her
daughter received. It could not be confirmed if it was GARDASIL or
GARDASIL 9. Concomitant therapies included birth control pill. On
an unknown date, approximately in April 2015 (reported as ""late
April or early May""), the patient started losing her hair, having
thinning of her hair, having bald spots, losing weight, achiness and
major fatigue. On an unknown date, the patient had been to see
her regular physician, dermatologist and rheumatologist for her
symptoms. She was given steroid shots and clobetasol propionate
ointment as a treatment. She also had biopsy for her scalp
performed with no results provided (date unspecified). The outcome
of events was reported as not recovered. The relatedness between
GARDASIL or GARDASIL 9 and events was not reported. Additional
information is not expected as no contact details were provided."

18-29
years

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer (the patient's
mother) refers to a 19 year old non-pregnant female patient with
depression. Concomitant therapies included LEXAPRO. The patient
did not have drug reactions or allergies. On an unknown date the
patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL or GARDASIL 9 (lot# and
expiration date not reported, 0.5ml, intramuscularly, dose number
not reported). The reporter could not confirm which vaccine was
used. On an unknown date, the patient experienced hair loss,
fatigue and unspecified stomach issues after receiving the vaccine.
The patient used an unspecified prescription and over the counter
(OTC) antacids to treat her stomach problems and an unspecified
steroid lotion and steroid injections for her scalp. The patient
discontinued series of the suspect vaccine. The patient sought
medical attention by calling an office. The outcome of the adverse
events was not reported. The relatedness between the adverse
events and the suspect vaccines was not provided. Additional
information has been requested.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0602557-1

6-17
years

I do not know the exact date and time of her hair loss. She had the
shot on 8/17/15 and by 9/01/15 we started seeing her hair fall out.
She has realy long straight hair. You can see hair spiked up near the
scalp - meaning it's noticeable. I assumed that this is because her
hormones are changing, however, I have never seen an 11 year old
with hair falling out like this. Two days after the shot, she had a
brief period and hasn't started her period since that time.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0605183-1

6-17
years

Hair less in frontal midline. 4 x 1 cm area. No other changes.
Symptom started 3 day after getting Tdap, HPV and MCV. Alopecia
and Areata.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

18-29
years

Joint pain, hair loss, night sweats, fatigue. These are some
symptoms I have started to have over the past 6 years since
receiving the 3 shots. Have pain everyday, feel like I'm 80 years old
and I'm only 32. Don't have money to run to doctor for pains just
have been dealing with it hoping it would get better over time.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0607460-1

6-17
years

Patient received GARDASIL (4) for the first time. On March 27
2015. In July of 2015 she noticed a bald spot and itching on the left
side of her head. She came into the office for those sx on 9-2-15.
Fungal cx. negative , referral to dermatologist. Mom feels vaccine is
to blame for hair loss.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0608632-1

18-29
years

Development of autoimmune effects including permanent scalp hair
loss, thyroid irregularities, loss of menstrual period/development of
menstruation irregularities, food allergies (none previously
existing), ear pain, chronic fatigue.

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a physician regarding a
female patient of unknown age. No medical history and concurrent
conditions were reported. On 04-NOV-2014, the patient was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL (dose and frequency
were unknown). On 13-JAN-2015, the patient was vaccinated with
second dose of GARDASIL. On an unspecified date in 2015 after
vaccination with the second dose of GARDASIL, the patient
experienced occasional headaches and abdominal pain. On 23-MAY2015, the patient was presented with viral gastritis. On 26-MAY2015, the patient was vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL.
After vaccinated with the third dose, the patient reported increased
in the occasional headaches and abdominal pain. The patient's
mother stated that ""all hell broke loose"" after the third dose. The
patient's mother also reported that the patient's abdominal pain
become so severe that she spent a lot of time in the fetal position
to ease the pain and the headaches became dehabilitating. The
patient was taken to several physicians included a neurologist,
gastroenterologist, and a pediatric surgeon. The physician noted
that the patient had many diagnostic tests completed including
abdominal ultrasound, blood work and MRI of the brain and all were
reported to be within normal limits. On an unspecified date in 2015,
the patient had undergone abdominal CT scan which showed
constipation. The patient began a gluten free diet (date
unspecified), although her celiac test was negative on 08-JUN-2015.
This diet improved the abdominal symptoms although if the patient
does intake a food product with gluten, the abdominal pain was
back and the patient has brain fog. On an unspecified date in 2015,
the patient visited the pediatric neurologist and was diagnosed with
occipital neuralgia. Treatment provided to the patient for occipital
neuralgia included TOPAMAX. The patient was under the care of the
homeopathic physician who diagnosed the patient ""leaky gut
syndrome"". On an unspecified date in 2015, the patient's
gynecologist diagnosed the patient with amenorrhea, however, the
gynecologist suggested that this was secondary due to stress. The
physician also noted the patient's hair was thinning as well.
Additionally the physician also mentioned that the only other
related occurrence during this time frame- was a bout of viral
gastritis diagnosed on 23-MAY-2015. The outcome of all the events
was reported as not recovered. The relatedness of all the events
with GARDASIL was not reported. No product quality complaint was
reported. Additional information has been requested."

6-17
years

Pt has a hx of: Bullseye Rash as a child; Mononucleosis at age 5;
hemiplegic migraine at age 8, well controlled, medicated ages 8-11.
No sx after mediation d/c'd. At age 12, had 3 does of HPV-4
Gardasil (11/2012, 2/2013, 7/2013). Began having increased
asthma attacks, dizziness and anxiety in October, 2013. October,
2014 developed weakness of left arm, left leg. Tingling in face.
December 2014- ER admission for severe hypokalemia,
hypomagnesemia, tachycardia, prolonged QT interval. Sx include:
Muscle weakness, Migraines, Seizure-like activity, Hypokalemia,
Fatigue, Pruritis, Shortness of breath with simple activity, Alopecia,
Neuropathy, Allodynia, Nystagmus, Nausea/vomiting, Periodic
Paralysis, Left arm severe pain with episodes of paralysis, Brain fog,
Inability to write or perform ADLs, Needed walker or wheelchair for
mobility, Difficulty breathing during attacks, On home-bound
schooling. Diagnosed with Hypokalemic Periodic Paralysis in
11/2015.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0605263-1

0613725-1

0621153-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0622700-1

6-17
years

Pain, Edema, Right arm (immunization site) strength loss, Reynaud
Phenomenon, Joint pain. 15 days later pain on the left side arm,
one month after presented pain in the low body section.
Generalized strength loss, Disability, Fibromyalgia, paresthesia,
paresis, chronic pain, chronic fatigue, arthralgia, myalgia, allodynia,
costochondritis, headaches, insomnia, spinal pain, dizziness,
nausea, hypotension, gastroesophageal reflux, gastrointestinal
disorder, dysautonomia, tachycardia, distal hypothermia, swelling,
hair loss, tremors, facial paresis, Tonic-clonic movements,
presyncope, Shaking chills, low weight. Current treated with
painkillers, anti-convulsives and steroids.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0623381-1

6-17
years

My daughter experienced extreme thinning of her hair after having
the GARDASIL vaccine about 5 years ago. It has not grown back.
Thyroid testing was normal. Her hair was very thick before the
vaccine, and now you can see her scalp.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0626494-1

6-17
years

Constant headaches - ongoing. Weakness and fatigue - ongoing.
Hair loss - ongoing.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

6-17
years

Systemic Rash, Followed by a slow progression of symptoms,
weight loss, fatigue, lack of appetite, bone pain, muscle pain,
weakness, hair loss, acne-severe, depression, anxiety,
comprehension and cognitive difficulty, dysautonomia, GI issues,
diminished quality of life.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0629221-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0636162-1

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from a physician via company
representative and refers to a 13 year old female patient. No
pertinent medical history or concurrent conditions were reported.
On an unknown date in December 2015, the patient was vaccinated
with the second dose of GARDASIL. On an unknown date, the
patient experienced hair loss after vaccination. The outcome of hair
loss was reported as not recovered. The reporter did not assess the
causality of hair loss with GARDASIL. Additional information has
been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0637012-1

6-17
years

Found bald spot on back of her head, scalp itchy for a few weeks.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0637013-1

6-17
years

LOSING HAIR.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from a certified medical
assistant via a company representative and refers to a 13 year old
female patient. The patient's medical history included eczema and
other unspecified skin conditions. The patient's concurrent
conditions were not provided. On an unknown date, the patient was
vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL lot # L033347 (also
reported as LO33347), (expiry date, dose and anatomical site of
injection were not reported) and then, on 21-DEC-2015, the patient
received her second dose, lot # L039066 (also reported as
LO39066), (expiry date, dose and anatomical site of injection were
not reported). Concomitant therapies were not provided. On an
unknown date, after receiving the second dose of GARDASIL the
patient experienced hair loss. The patient spoke to the physician
and an unspecified blood work was performed (result were not
available). In addition, an unspecified treatment for alopecia was
given, however, the event did not improve. It was also reported that
the therapy was discontinued. No product quality complain (PQC)
was involved. At the time of reporting, the outcome of alopecia was
not recovered. The reporter did not provide a causality assessment
between the event and the GARDASIL. Additional information is not
expected, since the reporter did not allow further contact for followup.

18-29
years

HEADACHES, SEVERE FATIGUE, SKIN DISCOLORATION, MUSCLE
WEAKNESS, SEVERE ANEMIA, FACE PUFFINESS, EDEMA, VERTIGO,
HAIR LOSS, VISION CHANGES, MEMORY LOSS, SEVERE MOBILITY
ISSUES, STOMACH DISCOMFORT, ESOPHAGUS TIGHTENING. GONE
THROUGH IMMUNOSUPPRESSANTS, CELLCEPT, PLAQUENIL,
RITUXAN TWICE, PLASMAPHERESIS EVER SINCE.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0638778-1

0639719-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0646389-1

0648864-1

0648870-1

0648936-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"This spontaneous report as received from a consumer through a
webpage, refers to a 17 year old (also reported as 15 year old)
female patient. The reporter described the patient to be healthy,
active and academically gifted. On September 2012, the patient
received dose 1 of GARDASIL. In February 2013, the patient
received dose 2 of GARDASIL. On an unknown date in 2013,
approximately a week after the patient received dose 2 of
GARDASIL, she developed cold symptoms and a barking cough. The
patient went on to develop repeated lung spasms. Reporter did not
think these events were related to the vaccine. In July 2013, the
patient was vaccinated with the third dose of GARDASIL. No
concomitant medication was reported. On an unknown date in
2013, after the patient received dose 3 of GARDASIL, she
experienced dizziness, loss of balance, weakness, anxiety, ear pain,
abdominal pain and nausea. Reporter did not associate patient's
new symptoms with the vaccine. On an unknown date in December
2014, the patient was diagnosed with a simple sinus infection and
was prescribed a ""z-pack"" which she has had many times before
with no problems. Approximately 15 minutes after administration of
the first dose of the ""z-pack"", reporter was frantically working to
keep the patient alive until the ambulance arrived. Patient was
diagnosed with severe unexplained hypokalemia (life threatening
low potassium) and a cardiac condition called electrocardiogram QT
prolonged. Patient was treated with intravenous (IV) potassium and
magnesium, then released. On an unknown date, the patient was
diagnosed with familial periodic paralysis with outlying symptoms of
Hashimoto's, autoimmune disorder, hair loss, nerve damage; as per
an Electromyography (EMG) test, weakness, tremors, exercise
intolerance, heat/cold intolerance, air hunger, chest pain, abdominal
pain, nausea and vomiting, brain fog, allodynia, nystagmus and
non-epileptic seizures. The outcomes of all the events were
unknown. The reporter stated that GARDASIL had devastatingly
injured the patient and hence causality assessment was considered
related. The reporter considered hypokalemia to be life-threatening.
Upon internal review, hypokalemia, prolonged QT interval,
Hashimoto's, autoimmune disorder and non epileptic seizure were
considered to be medically significant. This is one of the two reports
from the same source (linked to MARRS # 1607USA012465).
Additional information has been requested."

Unknown

Information has been received from Pfizer, Inc. [2016385284] on
17-AUG-2016 via a consumer. A patient's mother reported her
daughter was vaccinated with GARDASIL and experienced alopecia
(MARRS # 0901USA02690). The patient's mother reported that
according to the internet 2000 girls had the same problem
(alopecia) (MARRS # 1608USA010994), 200 died (MARRS #
1608USA011010) and 65 had neurological problems and they were
in wheelchairs. No further information was reported. Neurological
problems and they were in wheelchairs was considered to be
disabling. Additional information is not expected. Information was
received via a business partner.

Unknown

Information has been received from Pfizer, Inc. [2016385284] on
17-AUG-2016 via a consumer. A patient's mother reported her
daughter was vaccinated with GARDASIL and experienced alopecia
(MARRS # 0901USA02690.) The patient's mother reported that
according to the internet 2000 girls had the same problem
(alopecia) (MARRS # 1608USA010994), 200 died and 65 had
neurological problems and they were in wheelchairs (MARRS #
1608USA011013). No further information was reported. Additional
information is not expected. Information was received via a
business partner.

Unknown

Information has been received from Pfizer, Inc. [2016385284] on
17-AUG-2016 via a consumer. A patient's mother reported her
daughter was vaccinated with GARDASIL and experienced alopecia
(MARRS # 0901USA02690). The patient's mother reported that
according to the internet, 2000 girls had the same problem
(alopecia). This is one of several reports from the same source.
Additional information is not expected. Information was received via
a business partner.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This solicited report was received from a social media researcher
regarding an article about HPV vaccine as a part of market
research. The patient demographics and numbers were unknown.
The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown dates
the patients received GARDASIL (dosing details not specified). On
an unknown date, a lot of reactions were reported in number of
patients such as epilepsy, dizziness, fatigue, weakness, headache,
abdominal pain, muscle pain, and muscle weakness, joint pain,
autoimmune problems, chest pain, hair loss, loss of appetite,
personality changes, insomnia, trembling hands/feet, shortness of
breath, heart disease, paralysis, itching, hives, swelling, muscle
aches, menstrual cycle changes, fainting, swollen lymph nodes,
night sweats, nausea, temporary vision loss and temporary hearing
loss. Action taken with the vaccine was not applicable. The outcome
of the events was not reported. Causality of the events with the
study therapy was not reported. Upon internal review the events of
epilepsy, stroke, autoimmune problems, paralysis, temporary
hearing loss and temporary vision loss were considered as medically
significant. This is one of the several reports received from the
same source. Additional information is not expected as there was no
consent for contact.

0664175-1

6-17
years

Started losing his hair in the front of his head. By June 28,2016 he
had many bald spots all over his head. By July 23,2016 his hair was
completely gone. By September 7, 2016 he had no hair anywhere
on his body including eye lashes and eye brows. He is currently
being treated with Clobetasol Propionate topical solution. He has
been on this about 2 months it is not working thus far.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0673815-1

6-17
years

Adverse effect started with stiff joints and muscles and has
progressed to the stage of severe pain, hair loss and inability to
walk or hardly even move.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0684928-1

6-17
years

Major Hair loss- Eyelashes, Eye brows, Head- Treatment has been
cortisone shots into scalp various steroidal creams and lotion, which
have not worked so far.

0698118-1

6-17
years

"Severe, sudden weight gain, all over hair loss, cystic acne,
menstrual cycle disruption, Raynaud's Syndrome, cervical cancer,
1/4"" of cervix taken out due to cervical cancer cells, food
intolerance of-wheat, corn, soy, dairy, eggs, canola, cold
intolerance, numbness in arms, hands, and feet, chronic UTI's,
chronic yeast infections, chronic, severe stomach aches, severe
constipation, random, unexplainable aches and pains, gallbladder
pains, hands and feet turning purple/blue/black, arms and hands
shaking (nervous system damage), anxiety and depression,
chronically low B12, DNA damage, strep virus all over body
(internally)."

0701212-1

6-17
years

Irregular menstruation, uterine pain, ovarian cysts, loss of hair on
head, increase of hair on upper lip and chin, diagnosis of Polycystic
Ovarian Syndrome in October of 2014 and prediabetic condition
from the PCOS.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0653850-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0707117-1

6-17
years

Headaches, dizziness, shortness of breath, foggy mind, weight loss,
withing six months vomiting every day around 4 am for few
months, weight loss continued, severe thirst, brittle nails and some
would crack in the middle and fall out completely, hair loss was
noticed which continued to fall out in patches throughout the
following 3 years. Hair loss throughout the body: arms and legs and
recently in the last 3 months pubic hair is falling off in patches as it
started on the head.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0721449-1

6-17
years

Read the first section. We cannot get a treatment plan because we
cannot get a diagnosis! NONE of this crap happened until the
GARDASIL shot was received! Specifically the third and final dose.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0724314-1

0725509-1

0734015-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Patient came down with mononucleosis in July 2015 (4 months after
the last dose of Gardasil). She moved to college and started
complaining of having anxiety and panic attacks. Her hair started
falling out and she started getting nauseous when she would eat.
She couldn't drink water due to the nausea. We had to move her
home and try to get her into school close by. She saw a
gastroenterologist who diagnosed her with gastritis. He put her on
an acid reducer (Pantoprozal) and it gave her side effects so she
stopped it. She only took it for about 2 days. He also sent her for an
ultrasound of her stomach and gall bladder. It came back normal.
We were also sent for a stomach emptying test which showed the
first 2 hours of digestion were slowed. February 2016 she was
hospitalized with a heart rate of 150 bpm and a very low blood
pressure. They kept her overnight, gave her fluids and got
everything under control. Four days later they called to tell us that
she had mono again. Our days were spent trying to keep her alive,
rushing back and forth to the hospital with racing heart, etc. One
such trip they gave her a turkey sandwich and sent us home. These
girls aren't being taken seriously. The vaccine insert says to consult
your health care provider if you have any adverse effects. Well, the
health care provider had no idea how to handle this. We are being
left to figure this out on our own. Her list of symptoms she has
experienced over the past two years include: Hair loss Gastritis
Nausea after eating Nausea after drinking (even water) Weight loss
Rapid heart beat Shortness of breath Extreme lethargy
Mononucleosis (twice) Dehydration (for which she was hospitalized)
Sudden development of false allergies Contact dermatitis Sudden
allergy to metals Panic attacks Anxiety Constipation Joint pain Neck
pain Eczema Irritability Lack of concentration Poor immune
response Hot flashes And she feels like an 80 year old woman

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a consumer referring to
her daughter, a female patient of unknown age. The patient's
relevant medical history, drug reactions/allergies and concomitant
medication were not reported. On an unknown day in 2013, the
patient was vaccinated intramuscularly with the first dose of
GARDASIL for prophylaxis (strength, dose, units and lot number
were not reported) and on 16-MAR-2015, the patient received the
second dose of GARDASIL. On an unknown date, the patient
experienced full body aches, shortness of breath, loss of appetite,
and loss of hair. The patient was admitted to an unknown hospital
for unknown adverse event. The patient sought medical attention
and received treatment fot the adverse events. Therapy with
GARDASIL was discontinued. The outcome of full body aches,
shortness of breath, loss of appetite, loss of hair and unknown
adverse event was reported as not recovered. The relatedness
between the event and GARDASIL was not provided.

6-17
years

On 2/1/17 we noticed a 1 1/2 inch bald spot on the back of her
head. Started complaining of tingling in her hands and feet and
chest pains. 05/17 started complaining of extreme fatigue and
started with a cough. Went to pediatrician in June and they noticed
her BP was high and sent us to ER they treated her with an IV and
sent us home. 07/17 started to get rashes from the sun and hot
water, felt nausea, had stomach pain, her feet and hands started
turning purple, lost weight, could not eat, got heart palpitations, felt
dizzy and everything would get black and she almost passed out.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0742949-1

6-17
years

This literature marketed report has been received from the authors
of a published article and refers to an 11-year-old patient. On an
unknown date, the patient received her first dose of GARDASIL
vaccine (dose, route of administration, lot# and expiration date
were not reported) at a well-child visit. She had been healthy aside
from sinus surgery and frequent infections. Prior immunology
evaluation was negative, but there was a family history of
autoimmune disease. Two days postvaccination, she developed
headache and vomiting thought due to a viral illness. Her symptoms
were progressive, however, and by 5 to 6 weeks postvaccination,
there was abdominal pain, frequent vomiting, severe fatigue, pallor,
daily syncope, chest pain, dyspnea, low-grade fevers, arthralgias,
daily headache, memory loss, tinnitus, hearing loss, vertigo,
unsteady gait, leg weakness, muscle twitches, paresthesias, and
insomnia. By 7 weeks postvaccination, she had become bed-bound.
She also developed moderate alopecia, Raynaud's phenomenon,
recurrent oral ulcers, and nasal scabbing, suggesting the possibility
of systemic autoimmunity. Eight months postvaccination, she was
diagnosed with postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS) and
neurocardiogenic syncope (NCS) by tilt table testing and autonomic
reflex testing revealed abnormal blood pressure response to
Valsalva and reduced baroreflex adrenergic sensitivity.
Nonautoimmune causes for her symptoms were excluded with
laboratory testing, echocardiogram, cardiac monitoring and brain
magnetic resonance imaging. The autoimmune dysautonomia panel
antibodies, NMDA (N-methyl-d-aspartate) receptor antibodies,
thyroid antibodies, and celiac antibodies were all negative. Testing
for Sjogren's syndrome (including the early Sjogren's antibodies),
antiphospholipid syndrome (with primary and secondary antibodies)
and lupus was also negative. However, autoantibodies against
adrenergic and muscarinic receptors were detected (Anti-beta-1
adrenergic receptor antibodies: 21.7 units/ml (positive), anti-_beta2 adrenergic receptor antibodies: 11.4 units/ml (indeterminate),
anti-muscarinic cholinergic receptor-3 antibodies:13.5 units/ml
(positive) and anti-muscarinic cholinergic receptor-4 antibodies:
24.9 units/ml (positive)). The patient did improve with conservative
therapy, but she remained moderate to severely disabled by her
illness. Small fiber neuropathy was suspected due to her
cardiovascular and presumed gastrointestinal autonomic
dysfunction as well as the presence of muscle twitches and
paresthesias, and a skin biopsy was performed (from the lower legs
as normative data were available) to evaluate for this possibility
(biopsy results: Epidermal Nerve Fiber Density: left lower leg:
8.1/mm (normal), right lower leg: 8.6/mm (normal); Sweat Gland
Nerve Fiber Density: left lower leg:16.7% (abnormal), right lower
leg: 27.5% (abnormal). Given the patient's young age (13 years at
the time of the biopsy), these results were consistent with a very
severe autonomic neuropathy and likely a mild to moderate small
fiber sensory neuropathy. Given evidence for autoimmune
autonomic neuropathy, a trial of intravenous immunoglobulin
therapy was initiated. After four months of therapy at a dose of 1
gm/kg monthly, the patient continues to gradually improve. Her
COMPASS-31 score has improved from 46 to 29 and her estimated
level of functioning has improved from 20% (mostly bedridden) to
60% (more good days than bad days). The earliest signs of
improvement came after the second week of treatment. Her
recurrent syncope and paresthesias have resolved. Her epigastric
pain, migraines, insomnia, anxiety, fatigue, and cognitive ability
have all moderately improved and she had been able to stop her
biweekly saline infusions. She continued on monthly intravenous
immunoglobulin. The outcome of autonomic neuropathy, syncope,
small fibre neuropathy and autoimmune neuropathy was reported
as recovered/resolved. The outcome of systemic immune activation
and postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome was reported as
recovering/resolving. The authors considered postural orthostatic
tachycardia syndrome, systemic immune activation, autoimmune
neuropathy, small fibre neuropathy, autonomic neuropathy and
syncope to be related to GARDASIL. All the events were considered
to be disabling by the reporter. Upon internal review, the events of
systemic immune activation, autoimmune neuropathy and
autonomic neuropathy were considered to be medically significant.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0744869-1

6-17
years

Weakness in arms, legs, body, pain all over, headaches, severe back
pain, no control of body at times, unable to walk at times, hair loss,
blurry eyes, balance off.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0760891-1

0787693-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"This spontaneous report was received from a physician via
company representative, concerning his 23 year old sister-in-law.
No information was provided regarding the patient's medical
history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications. On an
unspecified date in 2006 (reported as ""many years ago, when
patients were first vaccinated""), the patient received three doses of
GARDASIL, for prophylaxis (route of administration, anatomical
location, lot number and expiration date were not reported). On an
unknown date (reported as ""shortly after third dose, within 10
months""), the patient started experiencing hair loss. On an
unknown date, the patient's symptoms worsened, resulting in
alopecia and loss of all body hair, which occurred over the course of
four years. It was reported that on an unspecified date, the patient
received an unspecified treatment from unspecified specialists, with
no return of body hair. By the time of the reporting, the patient was
not recovered from alopecia. The reporter did not provide the causal
relationship between GARDASIL and the event."

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from a consumer via
company representative and refers to a 15-year-old female patient.
No information regarding the patient's pertinent medical history,
concomitant medications and drug reactions or allergies were
provided. On 04-APR-2009, 02-JUN-2009 and 24-SEP-2009, the
patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL dose (lot number, expiration
date, route of administration and anatomical location were not
provided) for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient began
feeling extremely tired and would need to take frequent naps. The
patient was playing softball and dancing at the time and was
previously very active. Through high school and into collage, she
had several blood work-ups, referrals to the endocrinologist,
multiple therapist looking at depression, a sleep study and
nutritionist. She gained weight and her hair thinned. She was
diagnosed with hypersomnia. The outcome of hypersomnia, fatigue,
alopecia, weight increased and depression was reported as
recovering. The causality assessment was not provided.
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(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0816447-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a consumer referring to her
currently 24-year-old daughter via the company representative. The
patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent condition and
concomitant therapy were not reported. On an unspecified date on
the patient's 13 years old, she was vaccinated with GARDASIL
(strength, dose, frequency, route, lot # and expiration date were
not reported) for prophylaxis. The patient experienced ""tiredness,
weakness, unable to complete normal activities, eyes rolling back in
her head, her teachers could not get her attention, she was in a
daze"" on unspecified dates following administration of this first
dose. The patient visited a physician, who diagnosed patient's
symptoms as ""silent seizures"" and prescribed unspecified
medication as treatment. The patient received a second dose of a
GARDASIL (strength, dose, frequency, route, lot # and expiration
date were not reported) vaccine on an unspecified date; it was
unspecified whether the second dose was GARDASIL or GARDASIL
9. The patient experienced ""migraines, headaches, vomiting,
stomach pain, and hair loss"" on unspecified dates following
administration of this second dose. The patient visited the same
doctor, who referred the patient to visit a neurologist. The patient
never received a third dose of a GARDASIL vaccine. The patient
sought medical attention. The outcome of all the events was not
provided. The ""silent seizure"" was not related to GARDASIL 9. The
reporter did not provide the rest of causal relationship between
reported events and suspected vaccines. Upon internal review, the
event ""silent seizure"" was considered to be medically significant."
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(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
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(HPV4)

0864029-1

6-17
years

hair loss

30-39
years

Intolerance to cold or heat, seizures upon waking up from general
anthesia, irritable bowl syndrome, hair loss, severe fatigue and
lethargy, finally after going to several doctors in specific location
when moved to another state a doctor finally diagnosed me with the
autoimmune disease, Hashimoto?s thyroiditis, in 2011 after years of
struggling with all the symptoms and trying to get a doctor to figure
out what was going on. Then in 2015 I was diagnosed with triple
negative breast cancer.

Unknown

heavy bleeding; female problems; became anemic; had hair loss;
This spontaneous report as received from an office manager via a
company representative refers to a 17-year-old female patient.
There was no information about the patient's concurrent conditions,
concomitant therapies or medical history provided. On an unknown
date, the patient was vaccinated with hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45
52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast)(GARDASIL 9) or quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
(employee was unable to verify) (exact dose, route of
administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were
not reported) for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, reported as 1
month after receiving suspected vaccine, the patient started having
female problems, heavy bleeding, became anemic and had hair
loss. It was unknown if the patient sought medical attention or if
she received any treatment. The outcome of the events was
unknown. Causality assessment was not provided.
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1800175-1
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ID Unknown
Age

"random onset alopecia
areata;
biliary
dyskinesia; irritable bowel
Adverse
Event
Description
syndrome; small intestinal bacterial overgrowth; bile acid
malabsorption; temporomandibular joint disorder; postural
orthostatic tachycardia syndrome; dysautonomia; Information has
been received from a lawyer referring to a 19 years old female
patient regarding a case in litigation. The patient was in her usual
state of health, and enjoying her life. Information about history
condition and concomitant medication was not reported.On 28AUG-2015, during a routine visit to discuss birth control, the patient
was vaccinated with the first dose of quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
(strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not reported)
for preventing cervical cancer, in light of the physician's
recommendations, as well as relentless marketing and advertising
messages. Within a month of receiving the first dosage of
quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb.
vaccine (GARDASIL), the patient developed symptoms of fatigue,
headaches, joint pains, dizziness, and brain fog. On 27-OCT2015(also reported as 27-OCT-2915, inconsistent information), the
patient returned to the physician's office to receive her second
dosage of quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18)
recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL) (strength, dose, route, lot # and
expiration date were not reported). Immediately following the shot,
the patient became suddenly dizzy and felt intense pain in her arm
where the vaccine had been administered. The patient was
instructed to sit in a chair for a few minutes until she felt well
enough to walk out of the office. The pain in her arm and the
dizziness continued for many days. The patient also continued to
experience severe joint pains, which eventually worked their way
into her jaw. The left side of her jaw would ache until she could not
eat or speak. The patient saw her dentist and was diagnosed with
temporomandibular joint disorder (TMJ). In October 2015, the
patient quit her job due to fatigue, dizziness, and generalized pain.
The physical fatigue and mental brain fog she experienced made
doing even the simplest tasks nearly impossible. By February 2016,
the patient was experiencing increasingly severe stomach pains and
nausea. She also suddenly developed anxiety, depression, and panic
attacks. She had to miss school or leave early from her classes
because she was in so much pain that she couldn't focus or would
have a panic attack in the middle of class. The patient stopped
being able to drive to school and she had to rely on her father for a
ride. On 14-MAR-2016, the patient returned to her physician's
office, for her third and final dosage of quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
(strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not
reported). On 27-MAR-2016, the patient woke up with a patch of
hair missing from the top of her head. She had a bald spot the size
of a quarter right above her forehead, and the spot continued to
grow over the days until it was about 2 inches in diameter. The
patient was diagnosed with random onset alopecia areata. In May
2016, the patient was very ill with stomach pains and nausea. She
was suddenly unable to eat or drink anything despite being hungry
and wanting to eat. She could not swallow anything. She went from
doctor to doctor trying to find answers for around two weeks until
she finally had a hepatobiliary iminodiacetic acid (HIDA) scan. It
was found that her gall bladder was deemed ""non-functioning"" at
zero percent. On 13-JUN-2016, an emergency surgery was
performed to remove the gall bladder. After the surgery, the patient
was able to eat again, but her abdominal pain persisted and in fact
worsened. As the months progressed, so did the patient's injuries.
She was seen by multiple physicians and specialists for her
complaints which now included: dizziness, brain fog, joint pains,
swallowing issues, breathing difficulties, fatigue, hair loss, severe
stomach issues, vitamin/mineral deficiencies, muscle weakness,
severe weight loss, insomnia, tachycardia, insomnia, anxiety,
depression, panic attacks, and obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD) behaviors. As a result of her post-quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
symptoms, the patient was unable to engage in normal activities
that a young adult would enjoy. She could no longer be physically
active, nor participate in the activities that she used to. The patient
has taken time off from college and has put her dreams of working
in the film industry on hold to focus on her health. Based upon her
chronic and severe post- quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types
6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL) symptoms and adverse
events as outlined above, and the tests performed by her medical
providers, the patient had been diagnosed with various medical
conditions, including but not limited to, postural orthostatic
tachycardia syndrome (POTS), dysautonomia, alopecia areata,
biliary dyskinesia, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth (SIBO), bile acid malabsorption (BAM), and
TMJ. The patient had suffered and continued to suffer severe and
permanent physical injuries and associated symptomology and had
suffered severe and permanent emotional injuries, including pain
and suffering. The patient also had a substantial fear of suffering
additional and ongoing harms, including but not limited to now
being at an increased risk of cancer and future symptoms and
harms associated with her autoimmune disease and other injuries
caused by quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18)
recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL).As a direct and proximate result of
her quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb.
vaccine (GARDASIL)-induced injuries the patient had suffered and
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vaccine (GARDASIL) induced injuries, the patient had suffered and
Adverse Event Description
continued to suffer economic losses, including considerable financial
expenses for medical care and treatment, and diminished income
capacity, and she (also reported as he, inconsistent information)
would continue to incur these losses and expenses in the future.
The outcome of all events was not recovered. The causality
assessment was considered to be related by the lawyer. These
events of POTS, dysautonomia, alopecia areata, biliary dyskinesia,
IBS, SIBO, BAM, and temporomandibular TMJ were considered as
disability by the lawyer. The event of biliary dyskinesia was
determined to be medically significant because the surgery of
remove the gall bladder was on supplemental surgical and medical
procedures always serious terms list."
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HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
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(HPV4)

2098051-1

18-29
years

"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 27-year-old female
patient. She reported having been noticed by her mother at birth to
have somewhat enlarged genitalia. Dermatographism was apparent
from early in infancy; she was very sensitive to certain clothing and
tags. Her sleep cycle has been unusual her entire life, dating to
infancy: At age 2 years-old, normally active and verbal, she
developed a severe reaction to her fourth Tdap (tetanus, diphtheria,
pertussis) vaccine, a global paresis (unable to walk) and aphasia
which lasted several hours and spontaneously resolved. The
reaction was attributed to the pertussis component of the vaccine,
so the next vaccine she received in this series was diphtheria,
tetanus (DT) without pertussis, and no reaction was seen. Early in
childhood, she developed cold-induced asthma and an episode of
hyperactivity after ingesting a red-dyed food. She began
manifesting frequent/chronic ear infections and headaches as well
as recurrent stomach pains and nausea, which were attributed to
alleged, but never proven, lactase deficiency. At 11 years old,
menarche was unremarkable. She was otherwise ""healthy"" until
age 14, when she developed a ""post-viral syndrome"". Following a
non-specific viral-like illness, she experienced severe fatigue and
needed to nap for three hours after school. Photophobia and
mydriasis emerged and have persisted ever since. Severe
dysmenorrhea emerged, and an oral contraceptive was started for
presumed endometriosis. Migraines, Raynaud's phenomenon,
presyncopal spells (typically orthostatic), and intermittent urticaria
to hot water also emerged. Fatigue eased somewhat over months
(she felt she was ""very functional"" for the rest of high school) but
was circadian, worse in the mornings. At 16 years-old, she had her
first syncopal episode and could no longer stand in one position for
any significant time without becoming pre-syncopal. At 18 years
old, in her first year at college, she developed episodes of stabbing
leg pains, paresthesias in her extremities, and chest pain at the
superior aspect of the rib cage, all of which have persisted ever
since, though frequency diminished later with treatment for a
diagnosis of Lyme disease (no tick bite or bull'seye rash was ever
seen). Also, in her first semester at college, she developed frequent
aphthous oral ulcers and scalp folliculitis. She then ""fell apart""
during her second semester. She developed severe brain fog and
fatigue, could no longer keep up with her schoolwork, and had to
return home. She was soon diagnosed with mononucleosis and then
Lyme disease. She took a short course of doxycycline but had
difficulties tolerating it. She completed her schoolwork that
semester from home with difficulty. Still symptomatic, she returned
for her sophomore year. Family history was notable for a younger
sister who had polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), a long history
of chronic idiopathic urticaria, and presumptive mast cell activation
syndrome (MCAS). In addition, her mother had recently been
diagnosed with MCAS. On an unspecified date, in the spring
semester, the patient was vaccinated with unidentified Merck hpv
vaccine administered, also reported as Gardasil (Lot #, expiration
date, dose, route of administration and anatomical location of
vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis, she received the series
of three Gardasil vaccinations. One month after her last vaccination,
she received the Yellow Fever vaccine to prepare for a schoolrelated trip but only had some local erythema to this vaccination.
She traveled two months later (i.e., three months following her last
Gardasil vaccination) and soon developed severe gastritis. She then
soon developed a severe ear infection with rupture of the tympanic
membrane and was treated with an antibiotic. Soon after the ear
infection, she developed more brain fog and fatigue, albeit with
different senses of these symptoms than previously experienced.
Post-prandial tachycardia episodes and worsening of fatigue
emerged. She became ""more sensitive"" to her environment in
general, including odors, sounds, and lights. Headaches worsened.
She increasingly needed social isolation. At 20-years old, she was
re-treated for Lyme disease with high-dose amoxicillin, with little
apparent benefit. At 21-years-old, in her senior year in college, she
developed severe motion sickness, which has persisted ever since.
Severe chemical sensitivities emerged and have persisted ever
since. At 24 years-old, she noticed she had become completely
intolerant of alcohol. Because of increasing gastrointestinal
symptoms as well as a new diagnosis in her younger sister of nonceliac gluten intolerance, she decided to try a gluten-free diet, and
though she lost weight, frequent nausea and bilious vomiting
emerged, sometimes unrelated to food intake. She also developed
aquagenic urticaria and cystic acne, which have persisted, waxing
d
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and waning, ever since. At 27-years old, she suffered a pneumonia,
Adverse Event Description
requiring a course of azithromycin. Soon after, on initial evaluation,
she reported severe fatigue, weight loss with cyclical vomiting,
diarrhea with mucus, migratory joint pain, worsening facial and
scalp cystic acne, trouble with concentration and memory,
insomnia, increased urinary frequency, and mild alopecia. She also
noted tachycardia and worsening concentration after meals that was
so disruptive that she had to avoid eating before important
assignments/tasks. Physical examination was unremarkable.
Laboratory evaluation was notable for a low normal vitamin B12
level, mild folate deficiency, mild vitamin D deficiency, a mildly
elevated high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP), elevated
herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) IgG at 1:1280 but negative HHV-6 viral load
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), normal amylase and lipase,
normal tryptase, a mildly elevated chromogranin A level (103
ng/ml, normal 0-95), a mildly elevated plasma histamine level (2.0
ng/ml, normal < 1.8), and a normal 2-4hour urinary Nmethylhistamine level. Hormone testing, including evaluation for
congenital adrenal hyperplasia, was negative. MCAS-targeted
therapy was initiated with trials of various non-sedating H1
blockers. Loratadine 10 mg twice daily served her best but only
provided some help for intermittent congestion. Ranitidine and
famotidine both seemed to cause alopecia; she did not try any
other H2 blockers. Oral Cromoglicic acid (CROMOLYN) 200 mg twice
daily improved her nausea and vomiting, and her weight has
stabilized. Medical marijuana, taken occasionally, also helps with
symptom flares. She started low-dose naltrexone (LDN) and found
4.5 mg daily to be her optimal dose. Her hsCRP normalized. She
has persistent fatigue and insomnia, worse in the spring. She was
continuing with other MCAS-targeted medication trials. Literature
report: Upon internal review the of Mast Cell Activation Syndrome
(MCAs) was considered as medically significant. This is one of
several report from the same literature article. A copy of the
published article is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience."
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2098054-1

6-17
years

2098055-1

6-17
years

Adverse Event Description
Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed information
has been received from the authors in a published article title as
stated below and refers to a 21-year-old female patient. The patient
presented with reports of significant constipation, frequent ear
infections, dermatographism, and unusual sensitivities/reactivities
to various sensations from early in infancy. When she was 7 years
old, a bull's-eye rash (without a witnessed tick bite) was seen on
her, and she was diagnosed with Lyme disease and treated with
amoxicillin for two weeks. At age 8 years-old, misophonia emerged.
At age 12 years-old, aquagenic urticaria emerged. Menarche came
at age 13, but she has never had regular cycles. Focal vaginal pain
precluded the use of tampons. At 15 years-old, she received the full
series of three Gardasil vaccinations. Three months after the last
vaccination, with no other changes in her regimen in the interval,
she developed a non-specific illness. Within days, exhaustion
emerged and has persisted ever since. Motion sickness emerged
too. Dysmenorrhea emerged, leading to a clinical diagnosis of
endometriosis. Depression emerged; a trial of duloxetine did not
help and only worsened her fatigue. Methylphenidate was tried but
only worsened her misophonia. About a year after completing the
Gardasil series, she was diagnosed with Lyme disease again. A
prolonged course of doxycycline seemed to ease her fatigue
somewhat, but she also began experiencing eczema and a burning
sensation about her skin. When she was 18 years-old, she was
diagnosed with scoliosis. She was also started on an oral
contraceptive for her irregular periods, but soon developed severe
irritability and depression. Evaluation discovered elevated cortisol.
Multiple endocrinologic evaluations, including contrasted
brain/pituitary MRI, failed to identify a cause. She developed severe
hives and dizziness from the MRI contrast. The oral contraceptive
was discontinued, and the irritability, depression, and cortisol
elevation resolved. Further evaluation for weight gain, irregular
menses, acne, and mild malepattern alopecia (without hirsutism)
led to a diagnosis of polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS). She was
also diagnosed with hypothyroidism. At 19 years-old, bouts of
vertigo and postprandial tachycardia emerged, fatigue worsened,
and nausea as well as anorexia emerged. Laboratory testing
confirmed non-celiac gluten sensitivity. Dietary gluten
eliminationhelped some of her gastrointestinal symptoms, but she
continued to be quite symptomatic. At 21 years-old, she started
having allergic reactions, with erythema and pain, to the application
of deodorant. She was evaluated at 21 years for complaints of
persistent fatigue, difficulty concentrating, depression, amenorrhea
which had persisted for six months, and frequent urticaria from
multiple triggers. She was being treated by another physician at
that time for multiple concurrent infections (Lyme disease,
ehrlichiosis, bartonellosis, and babesiosis) with several antibiotics,
including dapsone, azithromycin, and rifampin, to no clear benefit.
Laboratory testing was notable for a mildly elevated high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein (CRP), a normal total IgE level, an off-the-scale
elevated anti-IgE-receptor antibody level, a normal anti-IgE
antibody level, normal tryptase, normal chromogranin A, mildly
elevated plasma histamine (2.2 ng/mL, normal 0.0û2.0), and a
normal diamine oxidase level. Mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS)
was suspected. MCAS-targeted treatment was initiated with trials of
various H1 blockers. She had a moderate response to loratadine. All
the H2 blockers she tried seemed to worsen her alopecia. Low-dose
naltrexone (LDN), titrated up to 4.5 mg once daily, improved her
depression. Oral cromolyn 100 mg four times daily significantly
improved her nausea and intermittent bloating. Due to persistent
urticaria, omalizumab (300 mg subcutaneously every four weeks)
was tried, and within three months she had a notable improvement
in her fatigue and a resolution of her urticaria (with prompt relapse
if treatment was delayed). She has been stable on her regimen of
loratadine, cromolyn, LDN, and omalizumab for two years.
Literature report: Upon internal review the of Mast Cell Activation
Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as medically significant. This is
one of several report from the same literature article. A copy of the
published article is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience.
"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 20-year-old female
patient. The patient was healthy in her first year of life, but at age
1, shortly after starting amoxicillin for her first earache, she
suffered a diffuse outbreak of hives. By the time she started
kindergarten at 4-years-old, she was already showing unusual
anxiety. She routinely complained even at that age of difficulty
swallowing and breathing. Her maternal grandfather died when the
patient was 5 years-old, and soon after this she appeared to
develop ""an irrational fear of dying,"" and she soon began suffering
panic attacks. From about age 6 to 10 years-old, she routinely
suffered severe idiopathic anxiety attacks. Around, a few months
after, she suffered four straight weeks of vomiting. Menarche came
a few weeks later and was unremarkable. When she was 13 years
old, she suffered heat stroke while playing field hockey. By age 14,
she was suffering substantial dysmenorrhea.Family history was
notable for a mother with obesity, a hepatic hemangioma, and
polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), a father who had asthma,
hypertension, arthritis, and bilateral hearing loss, a brother who
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had asthma and severe
peanut
allergy,
a paternal grandmother who
Adverse
Event
Description
had had a penicillin allergy and died of complications of steroidtreated rheumatoid arthritis at 42, a paternal grandfather who had
arthritis, asthma, and allergies to peanuts and chocolate and had
had a stroke at 91, a maternal grandfather who had had
hypertension and a dissecting aorta and then died from a
pulmonary embolism five days after surgery for the dissection, a
maternal grandmother who had obesity, asthma, alcoholism, and a
sleep disorder. The patient denied any history of smoking,
significant alcohol use, or illegal substance use. On an unspecified
date, when she was 15 years-old, she got her first dose with
unidentified Merck hpv vaccine administered, also reported as
Gardasil (Lot #, expiration date, dose, route of administration and
anatomical location of vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis
vaccination. On an unspecified date, two months later she began
suffering severe fatigue and developed a new pruritic oral sensitivity
to a variety of foods. She also developed persistent non-bloody
diarrhea. Multiple evaluations by her pediatrician, including blood
and stool testing, were all unrevealing except for reportedly
showing evidence of prior Epstein-Barr virus infection. She was told
by multiple providers that her problems were all psychosomatic.
She continued schedule with the second and third dose. At 16-yearold, she was referred to a pediatric gastroenterologist, who
performed upper endoscopy and diagnosed eosinophilic esophagitis
(EoE). Other than Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) (which did not help
any of her symptoms) and budesonide, no specific treatment was
recommended, and she found that budesonide (and, later,
prednisone, too) caused extreme exhaustion, irritability, and
hunger, and overall she ""felt like death"" while on budesonide or
prednisone. She then consulted a naturopath who recommended
she eliminate ""the top 8 allergens"" from her regimen, a change
which helped only ""a little bit"", but at the same time she started
developing other issues such as brain fog, severe joint and muscle
pains, temperature sensitivities, hot flashes, freezing episodes, and
marked worsening of anxiety. She also started suffering
presyncopal and syncopal episodes. She also had impacted wisdom
teeth extracted around this time and about a month later suffered a
bout of lockjaw followed by infection at one of the extraction sites.
She was given codeine for this but found it ineffective, and it only
seemed to cause marked weakness and memory loss. She then was
evaluated at a center for eosinophilic disorders. The diagnosis of
EoE was confirmed, and she was told she might have eosinophilic
gastroenteritis, so bidirectional endoscopy was pursued, which
found no eosinophils in either the upper or lower gastrointestinal
tract, an improvement attributed to the dietary changes she had
already implemented. Her consultant was not convinced at that
point that she had EoE, so he recommended she drink milk for
three months and then undergo repeat endoscopy, but she knew
this would make her sick, so she demurred. She then underwent
allergy testing and was told by those evaluators that they had never
seen anybody so allergic. She pursued a severe elimination diet,
which resolved her diarrhea but did not help any of her other
symptoms. At 17-years-old, she relocated to see if a new
environment might be helpful, which helped somewhat for some of
her symptoms, but it was stressful living with an alcoholic relative.
She also was evaluated by a gynecologist shortly before moving and
was told she might have polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), for
which a daily oral contraceptive was started. The contraceptive
quickly resolved the dysmenorrhea but did not seem to help any of
her other symptoms. None of her symptoms improved. Joint pains
began worsening. She started suffering severe headaches. She
found she was markedly intolerant of gluten and soy, exposure to
which would acutely exacerbate many of her symptoms. A relative
first suggested to her that mast cell activation disorder might be at
the root of the patient's symptoms, soon leading to evaluation. Her
chief complaints at the time of the initial evaluation were fatigue,
joint and muscle pains, food sensitivities, and brain fog. Past
medical history obtained at that time was additionally notable for
hair loss, nausea, vomiting, cognitive dysfunction, abdominal pain,
infantile eczema, allergic rhinitis, drug allergy, gastroesophageal
reflux, epistaxis, and chest pain. On a full review of systems at the
initial evaluation, although she denied any issues with tinnitus or
adenopathy/adenitis, she endorsed a wide range of other,
chronic/recurrent, episodic/intermittent and/or waxing/waning
issues including subjective (rarely objective) fevers, flushing, feeling
cold much of the time, fatigue (often to the point of exhaustion),
malaise, headaches, diffusely migratory aching/pain, diffusely
migratory pruritus, unprovoked soaking sweats (mostly nocturnal),
weight loss suspected to be due to two years of diarrhea and her
dietary restrictions (but fairly constant hunger), irritation of the
eyes, acute brief inability to focus vision (but ophthalmologic
evaluations for this had all been negative), epistaxis (both nares
had to be cauterized), easy bleeding, easy bruising, sinonasal
congestion, coryza, post-nasal drip, intranasal sores, oral pruritus,
occasional sore throats, fear of dysphagia (but not dysphagia
itself), dyspnea (acute spells of this had driven her to the
emergency department (ED), where evaluations had consistently
been unrevealing), palpitations, non-anginal chest discomfort/pain,
gastroesophageal reflux in the past, nausea, rare vomiting, diarrhea
alternating with constipation (much more so the former), diffusely
migratory abdominal discomfort including (usually post-prandial)
bloating urinary frequency diffusely migratory weakness a sense
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bloating, urinary frequency, diffusely migratory weakness, a sense
Adverse Event Description
of diffusely migratory edema in her joints but no physically visible
edema, diffusely migratory tingling/numbness (typically about the
distal extremities), orthostatic and non-orthostatic presyncope,
syncope, cognitive dysfunction (particularly memory, concentration,
and word-finding), waxing/waning hair loss (sometimes severe),
odontalgia despite good attention to dental hygiene, poor nail
growth, diffusely migratory rashes (typically patchy macular
erythema), ""hives all the time"" (most commonly on her
abdomen), insomnia, frequent waking, non-restorative sleep,
hypersomnolence, sleeptalking, occasional sleep paralysis, panic
disorder, anxiety, laxity in multiple joints (but a spontaneously
demonstrated Beighton score of 0/9), unusually vigorous reactions
to insect bites (especially mosquito bites), and poor healing in
general. At the time of the initial evaluation, the patient listed her
current medications as sertraline 50 mg once daily and a daily oral
contraceptive taken principally to address her PCOS. She listed her
current allergies as hives to amoxicillin and ""feeling horrendous""
to prednisone and budesonide. Outside records indicated drug
allergies to penicillins and sulfa. Physical examination at the initial
evaluation found an outwardly healthy appearing, trim young
woman in no apparent distress, pleasant, cooperative, fully alert
and oriented, easily independently ambulatory, presenting with her
obviously appropriately concerned/supportive mother. Vitals were
notable for BP 117/77, pulse 93, and weight 116 pounds (down
from a peak of 140, she said). Key findings were her comfortable
general appearance, HEENT benign, no
plethora/pallor/diaphoresis/jaundice/bleeding/bruising, a very
minimal extent of folliculitis about the forehead and upper back but
otherwise no rashes at all (nor any hives), neck supple, no JVD or
thyromegaly or carotid/abdominal/renal/femoral bruits, no palpable
adenopathy or tenderness at any of the usual node-bearing sites,
clear lungs, regular heart with no adventitious sounds, abdomen
scaphoid and completely benign, no peripheral edema, and an
unremarkable neurological exam. No costovertebral angle or spinal
column tenderness was evoked on palpation and percussion about
these areas. On a light scratch test on the upper back, mildly bright
dermatographism (erythroderma only, no hives) quickly emerged
and was fully sustained when last checked 10 minutes later.
Literature report: Upon internal review the of Mast Cell Activation
Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as medically significant. This is
one of several report from the same literature article. A copy of the
published article is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

2098057-1

6-17
years

"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 15-year-old female
patient. The patient had Eczema and allergies by age of 3-yearsold. At 10 years-old, a barky dry cough persisted for a year. When
she was 12 years old, diagnosed with asthma and started having
frequent episodes of bronchitis. Subcutaneous immunotherapy was
attempted but only seemed to cause worsening reactions over time,
eventually recurrent anaphylaxis. Chronic fatigue emerged too.
Family history was notable for healthy parents, a sister with
allergies, another sister with high histamine-content food
sensitivities and vigorous reactions to bee stings, a paternal
grandfather who had had fatal colon cancer in his 70s, a paternal
grandmother who had had fatal heart failure, a maternal
grandfather who had had fatal esophageal cancer at 85 (but who
had not been a smoker or heavy drinker), a maternal grandmother
who had had fatal ovarian cancer at 73, and a maternal aunt who
had had breast cancer in her early 60s and after that developed ""a
lot of funny skin reactions"". The patient denied any history of
smoking, significant alcohol use, or illegal substance use. On an
unspecified date, At age of 14-years-old, she received her first dose
of unidentified Merck hpv vaccine administered, also reported as
Gardasil (Lot #, expiration date, dose, route of administration and
anatomical location of vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis
vaccination, ""and that is when the floor just dropped out"" with
marked worsening of fatigue (often could not finish the schoolday),
idiopathic anaphylactoid reactions every day, recurring idiopathic
fevers despite extensive evaluation, reacting to foods but testing
negative for allergies to these foods, reacting to chemical
odors/fragrances, chronic nausea, post-prandial reflux and
vomiting, diarrhea alternating with constipation, hair falling out in
clumps (diagnosed as alopecia areata), and frequent palpitations as
well as severe presyncope (once occasioning hospitalization for a
heart rate of 180 (unspecified units)). She also developed frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs (osteomyelitis disproven). Other
symptoms which emerged included flushing, feeling cold much of
the time, headaches, diffusely migratory aching/pain, diffusely
migratory pruritus, unprovoked soaking sweats (usually at night),
unprovoked fluctuations in weight and appetite, irritation of the
eyes, vision disturbances, epistaxis, easy bruising, sinonasal
congestion, coryza, post-nasal drip, possible intranasal sores,
frequent pharyngeal thrush and occasional throat sores, dyspnea,
gastroesophageal reflux, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea alternating
with constipation, diffusely migratory abdominal discomfort
including (usually post-prandial) bloating, diffusely migratory
weakness, diffusely migratory edema (mostly about the face),
diffusely migratory bilateral cervical adenitis, orthostatic and nonth t ti
iti
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Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

orthostatic presyncope, cognitive dysfunction (particularly memory,
Adverse Event Description
concentration, and word-finding), hair loss, unusual deterioration of
dentition despite decent attention to dental hygiene, diffusely
migratory rashes (typically patchy macular erythema), hives,
eczema, hypersomnolence, sleep paralysis, and poor healing in
general. Upper gastro-intestinal (GI) tract endoscopy was
unrevealing, but she reacted to propofol and self-explanted her IV
several times during the procedure. She was having frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs, once thought to be osteomyelitis, but
this was disproven. At 15-years old, she engaged a new
pediatrician, who was the first to suggest that a mast cell activation
syndrome might be the root issue. Diagnostic testing was strongly
positive. Her diet had been reduced to only three tolerable foods,
but she then consulted an immunologist and was started on oral
Cromoglicic acid (CROMOLYN), famotidine, levocetirizine, and
fexofenadine, whereupon she was able to significantly expand her
diet. She soon consulted with an MCAS expert, who confirmed the
diagnosis and recommended an increase in Cromoglicic acid
(CROMOLYN) and initiation of aspirin and omalizumab. She
improved on aspirin, but omalizumab immediately worsened her
fatigue and allergic reactions. Omalizumab was stopped after the
second monthly treatment, and she improved. Physical examination
at the time of her initial evaluation found a vaguely wan/fatigued
appearing, trim young woman in no acute distress other than
intermittently exhibiting modest headache behaviors, pleasant,
cooperative, fully alert and oriented, easily independently
ambulatory, presenting with her obviously appropriately
concerned/supportive mother. Vital signs were notable for a pulse of
103. Key findings were her vaguely constitutionally unwell general
appearance, HEENT benign, no
plethora/pallor/diaphoresis/jaundice/rash/bleeding/bruising,
diffusely mild dryness all about her skin, neck supple, no JVD or
thyromegaly or carotid bruits, no palpable adenopathy or
tenderness at any of the usual node-bearing sites, clear lungs,
regular heart with no adventitious sounds, abdomen completely
benign, zero peripheral edema, neuro grossly intact. No
costovertebral angle or spinal column tenderness was evoked on
palpation and percussion about these areas. On a light scratch test
on the upper back, mildly bright dermatographism (erythroderma
only, no hives) quickly emerged and was fully sustained when last
checked 10 minutes later Literature report: Upon internal review
the of Mast Cell Activation Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as
medically significant. This is one of several report from the same
literature article. A copy of the published article is attached as
further documentation of the patient's experience."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0589833-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a physician referring to a 16
years old female patient. Pertinent medica history and drug
reactions/allergies were not reported. On 15-JUN-2015 the patient
was vaccinated with a dose of GARDASIL 9, (dose and expiration
date were not reported, lot # was reported as K010574)
intramuscularly to prevent HPV. Concomitant drug was not
reported. On 16-JUN-2015, 1 day after administration of GARDASIL
9, the patient started experienced hairloss. The patient sought
medical attention by calling the physician's office. At the time of
reporting, the patient did not recover. The causality was unknown.
Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0668227-1

18-29
years

A lot of Hair loss. Possiblessings telogen effluvium from GARDASIL 9
vaccine.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

18-29
years

I received first HPV vaccine 2/2/16 & second HPV vaccine
7/6/6/2016. A couple months following I noticed these symptoms:
severe persistent headaches, extreme fatigue, abdominal pain, food
intolerance, sore throat in the mornings, multiple canker sores@
one time, hair loss/bald spot, yeast infections, change in menstrual
cycle, heart murmur, teeth enamel missing.

6-17
years

"This spontaneous report was received from a patient's mother and
refers to a 17 year old non pregnant female patient. The patient
had no pertinent medical history and drug reactions or allergies and
did not take any concomitant medication. On 17-AUG-2016, the
patient was vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL 9
(formulation, route of administration, lot# and expiration date were
not reported) as prevention of HPV. On an unspecified date in
October 2016, the patient received a second dose of GARDASIL 9.
On an unspecified date between September 2016 and October 2016
(reported as sometime after school started), the patient started
loosing her hair. The patient's mother reported the patient's
condition to a nurse practitioner, who did not know the cause of the
hair loss. The reporter however thought it could possibly be caused
by the GARDASIL 9. By December 2016, the patient's hair loss had
gotten ""increasingly worse"". On an unknown date, the reporter
took her daughter to see an unspecified dermatologist, who
confirmed that 'her daughter had lost almost 50 percent of her
hair"". The patient was due for her final GARDASIL 9 injection (date
not reported), but it would be consulted with the nurse practitioner
if she should receive the injection. No treatment has been given to
the patient. No lab diagnostics studies were performed. The
outcome of the event was reported as not recovered. The
relatedness between GARDASIL 9 and the event was considered as
unknown. Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0674059-1

0689955-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

VAERS ID

0691020-1

0692930-1

0704536-1

0707952-1

0709752-1

0729625-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"Information was received from a physician via a company
representative concerning an adolescent male patient of unknown
age. No information was received regarding the patient's past
medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medication.
The physician reported that at an unspecified time, the anonymous
male was vaccinated with an unspecified dose of GARDASIL 9 (lot
number and dosage not provided), intramuscularly for prevention of
HPV. On an unknown date (reported as ""a time thereafter""), the
patient experienced hair loss on his head. The outcome of the hair
loss was reported as ""hair grew back."" Additional information has
been requested."

6-17
years

The next day started to throw up, had fever, felt achiness. Thought
that pt was getting a cold but stomach pains began 4-5 days after
shot. Had a doctor appt. Strep testing was negative. Improved a bit
but stomach pain did not go away. Went to GI specialist, started pt
on elimination diet, took stool samples, treated with
LEVSIN/PREVACID/ZANTAC, tried for awhile. Stomach x rays
showed that pt was backed up diagnosis was small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth. Also put on triple antibiotic therapy.
FLAGYL/omeprazole/doxycycline. Neurology testing was done for
leg and arm and overall body pain. Dizziness got worse so GI doctor
tested for POTS (postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome).
Neuropathy, not able to sweat, nerve dysfunction. Unable to go to
school normally; can only go for a couple of hours. Unable to walk
for prolonged time or distance. Suffers from headaches, severe
abdominal pain, nausea daily. Sore throat and hair loss; loss
eyebrow. Diagnosed with dysautonomia.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report was received from the patient's mother,
who referred to a female patient of unknown age. The patient had
no allergies. No information regarding the patient's pertinent
medical history and concomitant therapies was provided. On 17JUL-2016, the patient was administered with a first dose GARDASIL
9 (dose, route of administration, lot # and expiration date was not
reported) as prophylaxis. The patient completed the series of 3
doses of the vaccine (2nd and 3rd doses were administered on
unknown dates). On 17-JUL-2016, also reported as on an
unspecified date, the patient experienced hair loss for an
unspecified reason. The outcome of the reported event was
unknown. No product quality complaint was involved. The
relatedness between the event and the suspect therapy was not
reported. Additional information is not expected as the patient
declined consent for further contact.

18-29
years

This spontaneous report was received from a licensed vocational
nurse and refers to a 24-year-old female patient. No information
regarding the patient's medical history, concomitant medications
and concurrent conditions was provided. On 31-JUL-2017, the
patient was vaccinated with GARDASIL 9 lot # N004799, expiration
date: 15-NOV-2019, intramuscularly in the right arm (dose was not
reported) against human papillomavirus. Other suspect therapy
included DEPO-PROVERA (dates unknown). On 01-AUG-2017, the
patient experienced a flesh colored rash with 1 mm raised papules
on her arms (bilaterally), neck, and chest with itchiness. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced alopecia with the use of
DEPO-PROVERA. The patient contacted a physician and she was
given an unspecified treatment for the events of rash papular and
rash pruritic. The action taken with GARDASIL 9 was not applicable.
The action taken with DEPO-PROVERA was not provided. The
outcome of rash papular and rash pruritic was reported as not
recovered. The outcome of alopecia was unknown. The casual
relationship between the events and suspect therapies was not
provided. Additional information has been requested.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a other health
professional refers to a 17 year old female patient with rubber
sensitivity. On 24-APR-2016 the patient was vaccinated with
GARDASIL 9 lot # L024993 dose 1, intramuscular for prophylaxis.
Concomitant therapies included EPIDUO and BENZACLIN. On 24APR-2016, 1 day after onset of therapy the patient experienced
alopecia. The outcome of alopecia was reported as not
recovered/not resolved. {Additional information has been
requested. / Additional information is not expected.}

6-17
years

"Patient had the HPV vaccine in a series of 3 shots - 6/22/15 - shot
1 - after that shot became extremely tired, started losing hair &
was acting differently - not focusing. 1/12/16 shot #2 - continued
to be tired and got real sick with bad headache, feverish and back
neck pain - went into ER in Feb 2016 with what they thought was a
bad virus - possibly viral meningitis. Bad headaches got better after
a few weeks but still gets a lot of headaches and neck pain. 7/14/16
- shot #3 - On 7/18 she became extremely sick - Bad stomach
pain, bad headache, extreme fatigue - stayed in bed, mind was
""foggy"". She has been the same ever since - we have been to
several doctors to find out what is wrong and to get treated."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a nurse practitioner refers
to a 12 year old male patient. No pertinent medical history,
concurrent conditions, drug reactions or allergies or concomitant
therapies were provided. On 15-AUG-2016, the patient was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL 9 for prophylaxis
(dosage schedule, route, anatomical location, lot number and
expiration date were not reported). On 17-OCT-2016, the patient
was vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL 9 (dosage
schedule, route, anatomical location, lot number and expiration
date were not reported) and influenza virus vaccine (unspecified)
(dosage schedule, route, anatomical location, lot number and
expiration date were not reported), both for prophylaxis. On 26SEP-2017, the patient was diagnosed with alopecia. The outcome of
alopecia was unknown. The causality assessment between the
adverse event and the suspect therapies was not provided.

0735283-1

6-17
years

Four days after receiving the 3 vaccines stated (HepA, HPV and
Meningo) my daughter noticed a significant patch of her hair had
fallen out/was missing. The area where this occurred was on the
right side of her head just behind her right ear. The patch was
roughly the size of a 50-cent piece.

0735667-1

6-17
years

Frontal thinning noticed sometime in 10/2017. Alopecia Aerata
noticed on 1/15/2018, started on corticosteroid injections to scalp
on 1/19/2018, and Rogaine, not yet recovered.

6-17
years

"The student was vaccinated 7 months ago. The reaction is just
being reported to staff now because she is due for her second dose.
Mother works where clinic was held last June. Mother reports that
3-4 days post vaccination with first dose of HPV9 (Gardasil), patient
started with diffuse hair loss that began as ""not clumps, just
diffuse spots"". Patient complained to mom but was not worried
about it because she has thick hair. Mother then noticed hair brush
full of hair which lasted a few weeks. Took her to pediatrician a few
weeks later and doctor did not associate hair loss with HPV
vaccination, just cyclical shedding/coincidence. Doctor ordered
some blood work, which came back normal. Hair loss has stopped
but has subsequently been experiencing prolonged menses which
were normal prior to this. This has caused anemia for which she is
being treated for since November 2017."

0731159-1

0735770-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0742720-1

6-17
years

"Experienced bad headaches, swollen itchy watering eyes, nasal
congestion for the first two weeks following HPV vaccine. In August
2016, patient came home from school every day and slept and
expressed significant fatigue. Patient has never done this before. He
has always been very active (sports, hunting, etc.), so this was a
new behavior for him. Patient experienced upper respiratory
infections in October, November, then had the flu in December.
Frequent complaints of headaches, rashes on abdomen and chest,
complaints of eye sensitivity to light, swollen eyes. Developed
genital warts in November (patient is not sexually active). Hair loss,
receding hairline. Increased anxiety, anger, mood swings. Patient
stated, ""my body feels like an old man, I can't keep up with my
buddies, I don't have any energy"". Upper respiratory infections in
May and June."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0745070-1

6-17
years

Major hair loss over proceding 3 months after vaccination. (Over
70% of hair loss). Alopecia.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0780523-1

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a registered nurse,
referring to a female patient currently 18 years old. The patient's
medical history, concurrent conditions, concomitant therapies and
drug or allergy reactions were not unknown. On an unspecified
date, the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL 9
intramuscularly (strength, dose, lot number and expiration date
were not reported), for prophylaxis (reported as ""prevention
Human papillomaviruses (HPV)""). On an unknown date, the patient
experienced an excessive hair loss (alopecia). It was unknown if the
patient sought medical attention, if any treatment was administered
or if any lab diagnostics/studies were performed. It was reported
that the patient completed the vaccination series on unspecified
dates and had no problems. The outcome of alopecia was unknown.
The causality assessment between GARDASIL 9 and the
aforementioned event was not provided."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0786253-1

6-17
years

FULL BODY CONVOLUTIONS, BODY TICKS, STOMACH PAINS,
INCREASE IN FOOD SENSITIVITY, SIGNIFICANT HAIR LOSS, FLU
LIKE FEELING FIRST COUPLE DAYS, RANDOM PASSING OUT.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0791038-1

18-29
years

I developed alopecia areata in three spots on my head.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

VAERS ID

0802302-1

0807762-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Two weeks after my first dose of the GARDASIL, I started not
feeling good. I became extremely irritable and exhausted. This
continued and intensified after my second dose. By the time I
received the third dose of GARDASIL, my hair was starting to fall
out of my head, I was getting joint pain and muscle aches, moods
were worsening, and my periods were getting worse. A year after
my initial dose of GARDASIL I went back to the doctor and she ran
tests for thyroid disease, anemia, etc. to attempt to pinpoint where
this was coming from. All the results came back as normal. Five
months later symptoms were still heightened. I was sent to an
OBGYN where I was then diagnosed with Pre-Menstrual Dysphoric
Disorder, put on birth control pills, sertraline and sent to cognitive
behavioral therapy. Two years later I am back at the doctors since
symptoms still haven't gone away. We did more testing and
received normal results. I was the diagnosed with Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome since there was no explanation for my muscle aches/joint
pain, moods, and hair falling out of my head at only 14 years old.
Still to this day, since the first dose of GARDASIL six years ago, I
still feel horrible and my symptoms have started affecting my ability
to carry out daily activities in my life, with no explanation as to why.

6-17
years

Date: 01/07/2014 10:38 AM, Historian: self, Visit Type: Office Visit.
The patient is a 12 year 2 month old female who presents with hair
loss. History of Present Illness: Hair Loss. The symptoms began 1
month ago. The patient started her periods the end of October and
received her second GARDASIL vaccine December 2nd. Mom is not
sure if either of these factors are playing a role. Mom is concerned
about noticeable bald spots that have been occurring. Past
Medical/Surgical History Condition Year Procedure/Surgery Year
ligament repair L thumb 2010. Medications (Active prior to today's
visit) None. Allergies: Reviewed, no changes. Ingredient Reaction
Medication Name Comment PENICILLINS, AMOXICILLIN. Review of
Systems: System Neg/Pos Details Constitutional Negative Chills,
decreased activity, fever, weight gain and weight loss. ENMT
Negative Hearing loss and nasal congestion. Eyes Negative Vision
loss. Respiratory Negative Cough and known TB exposure. Cardio
Negative Chest pain. GI Negative Abdominal pain, constipation,
decreased appetite and diarrhea. GU Negative Dysmenorrhea,
dysuria and menorrhagia. Neuro Negative Headache. Psych
Negative Behavioral changes, distorted body image and self
conscious. Psych Positive Inappropriate interaction. Integumentary
Positive Crusting, Erythema, Hair loss (The severity is described as
moderate. Chronology: sudden), Swelling. Integumentary Negative
Painful rash, pruritus, rash, skin cracking and urticaria.
Hema/Lymph Negative Easy bleeding and easy bruising. Vital Signs
Height Time ft in cm Last Measured Method % 12:59 PM 5 0.25
01/07/2014 measured 50. Weight/BSA/BMI Time lb oz kg Context
% BMI kg/m2 BSA m2 12:59 PM 123.4 dressed without shoes 88
23.9. Blood Pressure Time BP mmHg Position Side Site Method Cuff
Size 12:59 PM 114/67 sitting right brachial automatic adult.
Temperature/Pulse/Respiration Time Temp F Temp C Temp Site
Pulse/min Pattern Resp/min 12:59 PM 82 regular 16. Pain Scale
Time Pain Score Method HAQ Score 12:59 PM 0/10. Numeric Pain
Intensity Scale Measured By Time Measured by 12:59 PM. Physical
Exam: Exam Findings Details Constitutional Normal No acute
distress. Well Nourished. Well developed. Eyes Normal Conjunctiva Right: Normal, Left: Normal. Pupil - Right: Normal, Left: Normal.
Ears Normal Inspection - Right: Normal, Left: Normal. Canal Right: Normal, Left: Normal. TM - Right: Normal, Left: Normal.
Nasopharynx Normal Nares - Right: Normal, Left: Normal.
Lips/teeth/gums - Normal. Palate & uvula - Normal. Oropharynx Normal. Respiratory Normal Auscultation - Normal. Cough - Absent.
Effort - Normal. Cardiovascular Normal Heart rate - Regular rate.
Rhythm - Regular. Skin * Hair - Finding: alopecia. Skin Normal
General inspection - Normal. Psychiatric Normal Oriented to time,
place, person and situation Behavior appropriate for age.
Assessment/Plan Hair loss (704.00). Iron/IBC and FERRITIN to be
performed today. CBC, TSH and CMP to be performed today. We will
update labs today to rule out any underlying factors but I suspect
symptoms are caused by Telogen Effluvium as a response to her
vaccinations, starting menstruation, and stress with her cousin
starting in October. Symptoms should resolve within the next 6
months and within the year her hair should be back to normal
thickness. The patient was checked out at 1:49 PM by PAC. The
following were given to the patient or verified prior to patient
leaving the office: patient plan and lab orders. Provider: PAC
01/07/2014. Document generated by: PAC01/07/2014 03:09 PM.
Electronically signed by PAC on 01/07/2014 05:03 PM.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0810272-1

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a Registered Nurse via
company representative regarding a 15 year old female patient. The
patient's pertinent medical history, historical drugs, drug
allergies/reactions, concurrent conditions and concomitant
medications were unknown. On an unknown date, during the same
office visit in 2018 the patient was vaccinated with a dose of
GARDASIL 9 injection (dose, frequency, lot # and expiry date were
not provided) intramuscularly for prophylaxis and other suspect
therapy included DEPO-PROVERA (dose, frequency, lot # and expiry
date were not provided). On an unknown date the patient
experienced total hair loss. It was reported that patient was in
office when event occurred. No treatment was given for the adverse
event. The outcome of the event alopecia was unknown. Causality
assessment was not provided. There was no PQC involved in the
case.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0815074-1

6-17
years

Hair loss.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0817801-1

18-29
years

5 (possibly sooner) months after my vaccines, I noticed my hair
falling out in patches. After going to the dermatologist, I was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata, and autoimmune disease on May
30th 2019. I have never ever noticed my hair falling out before, and
highly believe the HPV vaccine kickstarted the autoimmune disease.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0817968-1

6-17
years

HAIR LOSS

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0819782-1

Unknown

"bald spots from the left side of her head, from the crown to the
back/her hais is falling out in clumps/she is going bald; This
spontaneous report as received from a consumer refers to her
approximately 30 year old no pregnant daughter with no pertinent
medical history or drug reactions or allergies. On an unspecified
date in 2014, the patient was vaccinated with a dose (reported as
shot) of hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast)
(GARDASIL 9) (dose, route and lot # not reported). There were no
concomitant medications. On an unknown date, "" a couple months
ago"", the patient experienced bald spots from the left side of her
head, from the crown to the back. Her hair was falling out in
clumps, in the shower, she was going bald. The patient visited
multiple doctors and received treatment for the adverse event. The
patient's mother stated that patient's doctors thought it might be
alopecia, but they did not know what it was. There were no
laboratory tests or studies performed. At the time of the report, the
patient had not recovered."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0822820-1

6-17
years

Stomach pain, headache, nose bleed, hair loss, nail picking, anxiety,
Raynards phenomenon, painful periods, body pain, left eye droop,
lack of energy

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0825448-1

30-39
years

"The patient was experiencing excessive hair loss /hair coming out
in clumps; The patient was experiencing increased migraines; The
patient was experiencing nose bleeds; The patient was experiencing
injection site tender arm /arm tenderness; The patient was
experiencing chills; The patient was experiencing right knee pain;
The patient was experiencing stomach pain; The patient
experienced injection site reactions; The patient reporting toxicity;
The patient experienced tingling; The patient experienced injection
site discomfort; The patient experienced minor headaches and over
a month the headaches worsened; the patient feels convinced that
that it triggered a autoimmune response; This spontaneous report
was received from a physician and a nurse via a company
representative regarding a 37 years old female patient. The
patient's concurrent conditions, medical history, drug reactions or
allergies and concomitant therapies were not reported. On 07-MAY2019, the patient was vaccinated for prevention with the first dose
of HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine (yeast)
(GARDASIL 9) administered intramuscularly (IM) (lot number:
R028651 and expiration date: 27-JUL-2021) (strength, dose and
anatomical location were not reported). On an unspecified date in
July 2019 (reported as ""about one month after the first dose of
HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL
9), the patient experienced minor headaches (mild), tingling
(paraesthesia) and injection site discomfort. It was reported that
the headaches worsened over a month. On 08-JUL-2019, the
patient was vaccinated for prevention with the second dose of HPV
rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9)
administered IM (lot number: 1602284 and expiration date: 26SEP-2021)(strength, dose and anatomical location were not
reported). In addition, the patient did not mention any of the
abovementioned side effects she was complaining until she went to
the office the day after she received the second dose of HPV rL1 6
11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9). On
09-JUL-2019 (also reported as next day), the patient noticed she
was experiencing excessive hair loss, her hair was coming out in
clumps (alopecia), chills, injection site tender arm, right knee pain
(arthralgia), nose bleeds (epistaxis), stomach pain (abdominal pain
upper), increased migraines, injection site reactions and the patient
reported toxicity (poisoning). It was reported that blood panel,
lipids and hormones tests were performed to the patient, but no
results were provided. Additionally, the patient felt convinced that
that it triggered a autoimmune response (immune system
disorder). At the reporting time, the patient had not recovered from
all the aforementioned events, except for the event injection site
discomfort which outcome was unknown. The causality between all
the events and HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine
(yeast) (GARDASIL 9) was not provided. Upon internal review, the
event of poisoning was determined to be medically significant."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0827209-1

6-17
years

Diffuse alopecia on head / increased hair loss started. Shortly after
HPV #1 then seemed a little better. Now has increased hair loss and
significantly thinned hair starting 4-6 weeks after HPV # 2

6-17
years

Days after the vaccine my daughter had pink welts all over her face
and arms. She then had a skin rash all over the crown of her hair. It
looked like cradle cap that infants babies get. her skin got crusted
and scaly. I took her to her pediatrician for an evaluation 7
mentioned to her that my daughter had never had these rashes
before 7 asked if the vaccines might have caused it. She looked at
me as if I had asked an idiotic question and didn't respond. i never
brought the vaccine inquiry with her again & chose not to complete
the vaccination cycle. my daughter started complaining of being
tired all the time. her extremities would turn a reddish purple color.
She started getting anxiety and her hair that was lush & thick
started falling. she is now 19 and has not been the same kid since
this vaccine was introduced into her body.

6-17
years

the form doesnt allow me to state it was Gardasil 4 / within 12
months, patient developed stomach pains, weakness in her limbs
and fatigue. It led to severe leg numbness, which then came of
went, along with bouts of fatigue and headaches. With stress and
activities - the symptoms reappear to a point she needs bedrest
and medical attention . through other medical people, we just
where told of the connection between the vaccine and these horrible
symptoms. Been years of struggle with these symptoms with little
help.

18-29
years

Initial symptoms were sensativity to light, headaches, extreme
fatigue; Initial symptoms were followed by cognative issues, joint
pain including costochondritis (swollen, painful, inflammed sternum,
shoulder, elbow, ribs); moody and inability to do physical activity
due to joint pain and fatigue; Irritability and light-headedness;
mouth sores; developed sensativity to dairy; hair loss; miscarriage;
anxiety; flushing; allergies; and a myriad of other random
complaints. Over a number of years I visited an eye doctor, general
physicians, two chiropractors, urgent care, a naturopath, an allergy
Md, an endocrinologist, a rheumatologist, etc. I've had numerous
diagnostic tests while dealing with these issues.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0827887-1

0829362-1

0837979-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

VAERS ID

0862073-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

My daughter received the HPV vaccine on 7/31/2019. On
9/21/2019, my daughter started a fever which ended up lasting 21
days, was hospitalized for 5 nights, had elevated sed rate and CRP
for 3 months, tested for a variety of infectious diseases, had an
MRA/MRI, CT, bone marrow biopsy, etc. Currently, she has been
diagnosed with POTS secondary to the undiagnosed event that
precipitated her auto-immune response. She is on homebound,
faints frequently due to the heart rate changes, severe fatigue, hair
loss, and nausea/vomiting (likely due to gastroparesis secondary to
POTS).

6-17
years

the patient complained of excessive hair loss/shedding from his
head; Information has been received from the patient's mother
referring to a 14 years old male patient. The patient had none drug
reactions/allergies, concomitant medications or pertinent medical
history. On 05-MAR-2020, the patient was vaccinated with the first
dose of hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast)
(GARDASIL 9) lot # 1621931, expiration date: 26-JAN-2022 for
prophylaxis(also reported as normal childhood vaccinations)
(strength, dose, frequency and route were not provided). On
around 12-MAR-2020, the patient complained of excessive hair
loss/shedding from his head. The patient had not complained of any
other symptoms. The patient's mother had spoken with physician.
At this time the physician would monitor the situation as she did not
want to prescribe corticosteroids (unspecified) during the
Coronavirus/corona virus disease (COVID) 19 pandemic. There was
no treatment given to the event. The outcome of the event was not
recovered. The causality assessment was not reported.
combinationproductreport: Yes; brandname: GARDASIL 9 SYRINGE
(DEVICE); commondevicename: HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52
58 VLP vaccine (yeast); productcode: FMF; devicetype: SYRINGE,
PISTON (FMF); manufacturername: Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.;
devicelotnumber: 1621931; expirationdate: 26-JAN-2022;
deviceage and unit: 0 ; malfunction: Unknown; deviceusage:
Unknown; evaluatedbymfr: Not returned to manufacturer;
reasonfornoneval: 81 Other; labeledsingleusedevice: No;
mdcpreportability: No; mdcpreprationale: Case information does
not suggest a causal association with the device or device
constituent

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0871759-1

6-17
years

Severe hair loss on scalp within a few weeks after vaccine. Tried to
decrease stress and increase supplement with vitamins
(multivitamins), more sleep and rest. Notified doctor and had lab
work to check thyroid, which came back with normal result.
Continues to lose lots of hair daily.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0877952-1

6-17
years

Alopecia areata

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0878312-1

6-17
years

Inflammation . hair loss, gut issues, chronic fatigue mother has
autoimmune disease suggested i go see a endocrinologist and was
diagnosed with hashimotos within a year after vaccine.

18-29
years

Received two doses of HPV vaccine. In the following months began
to lose weight, lose hair, then experience pleurisy in the lungs. By
March of 2018, was experiencing more symptoms including arthritic
and muscular pain, migraines, fever. Was diagnosed with Lupus SLE
in May of 2018. Continue to have active lupus and now lupus
nephritis.

18-29
years

"Patient developed exercise-induced anaphylaxsis following this
vaccine. By fall of 2014, he was unable to exercise fully without
breaking into hives, vomiting and requiring a visit to the ER due to
constriction of air flow in his throat. When exercising, his legs would
begin to tingle and his body would develop hives and his face would
swell. In April of 2015, patient was diagnosed with exercise induced
anaphylaxsis and was tested for allergies by a local allergist. He had
never been allergic to anything but had now developed a life
threatening allergy to shellfish, treenuts. and a variety of fruits. He
has has over ten ER visits and requires an Epipen with him at all
times. Patient began losing his hair shortly after the first dose of
Gardisil in July 2013 (Lot No. H021861). Mood swings and
depression also presented and his mental outlook was severely
affected. In April of 2019, patient was unable to walk due to
dizziness and weakness and was incorrectly diagnosed with
""Labyrinthitis"". In August 2019, patient visited a primary care
doctor to see why his hands, feet, and scalp were numba and
tingling. Thyroid was checked but levels were normal. Another bout
of dizziness and loss of balance presented in early February 2020.
Following a visit and MRI with an ENT, the patient was rushed to the
hospital on Feburary 24th where a battery of blood tests and a
spinal tap confirmed multiple layers of lesions in his brain - he was
diagnosed with MS. He is currently a patient with a doctor."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0867751-1

0878556-1

0888898-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

VAERS ID

0891376-1

0965632-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"she was diagnosed with Hashimoto disease/ monthly periods and
hair loss/ damaged thyroid; ovary failure; This spontaneous report
was received from a 17-year-old female patient who reported on
herself via a company representative. No information regarding the
patient's pertinent medical history, drug reactions or allergies and
concomitant therapies was provided. On 14-AUG-2009, the patient
was vaccinated with hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine
(yeast) (GARDASIL 9) injection and subsequently received next
doses as follows: 19-OCT-2009 and 15-FEB-2010 (exact dose, route
of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date
were not reported for any of them); all for prophylaxis. On an
unknown date, she experienced damaged thyroid, ""no dairy or
gluten"", estrogen at menopausal levels, no monthly periods and
hair loss (reported as the reporter did not know when the adverse
signs and symptoms first started). Then, on an unknown date in
August 2015, the patient was diagnosed with Hashimoto's disease
and ovary failure. It was reported that it took a long time to get to
a diagnosis. The outcome of the events was not reported. Causality
between the event and hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp
vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) was not provided. Upon internal
review, the event of Hashimoto's disease was considered to be
medically significant."

18-29
years

"I had 3 injections of the Gardasil Vaccine. The first dose was on
6/19/2007; second dose on 8/16/2007; third dose on 1/14/2008.
The lot number is not located on my progress notes. I do have the
progress notes from my OB-GYN for proof of these injections. Since
being vaccinated with Gardasil (which was a series of 3
vaccinations), I developed irregular periods. I have suffered with
infertility for several years now. Of course I did not know I was
infertile until many years later when trying to conceive. My husband
and I stopped using condoms in 2013. After 3 years of no success,
in 2016, we decided to dig a little deeper and started testing
various things. First we started with checking my husband's sperm
which was fine. Then, we began testing me. During my first visit
with the reproductive endocrinologist, I was told that my FSH was
around 9 and my AMH was 0.065. I was told that I had a greater
than 0%, but less than 5% chance of conception. The reproductive
endocrinologist also told me that I had so few eggs, that I would
not be a candidate for IVF. He said I had diminished ovarian
reserve. He said with an AMH of 0.065, I had likely had a very low
egg supply even in my mid-twenties. Shortly after, I became
spontaneously pregnant (no fertility treatment), but very quickly
miscarried at just a few weeks pregnant. Then I went through
several years of testing, surgeries and seeing various doctors to try
and figure out why I wasn't able to conceive, as I was diagnosed as
having ""unexplained infertility of unknown etiology"". Then in
2018, I became pregnant without fertility treatment. I delivered my
son. Eleven months later after his delivery, I stopped having periods
all together (May 2020). I notified my OB-GYN who did some
bloodwork (estradiol and FSH) to determine if I was in
perimenopause because I began having hot flashes, developed a
bald spot on my head, mood swings, emotional, low libido. One of
my levels came back ""pre-menopausal"" and the other was in the
menopausal range. She did a repeat bloodwork a month later and
both of my levels came back in the menopausal range. My estradiol
was less than 15 and my FSH was 101 (this is at 37 years of age).
She diagnosed me with primary ovarian insufficiency (POI) also
known as premature ovarian failure. I then went back to see a
reproductive endocrinologist to get recommendations on hormone
replacement therapy. The reproductive endocrinologist tested me
for Fragile X and Turner syndrome and adrenal antibodies; all of
these were negative. He said the cause of my POI was
""idiopathic"". I now am on hormone replacement therapy and will
have to remain on it into my 50's (I am only 37 years old). I was
also just diagnosed with hypothyroidism as my hormones are a
""wreck"". I truly feel that the Gardasil vaccine has had an impact
on my life and my ability to have children. I thank God that he
blessed me with a child. Infertility has ruined my life in so many
ways and now this new diagnosis of POI is having a huge impact on
my life from my energy level, mood swings, libido, hot flashes and
the list goes on and on. Add to that the financial impact of trying
fertility treatments and the number of medications I have tried over
the years, as well as the number of medications I will have to be on
for a very long time due to the POI diagnosis."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

VAERS ID

1144808-1

1409430-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Got my Period 10 days after receiving the vaccination which was 13
days earlier than my normal cycle, which means I did not ovulate.
My cycles have always been normal and right at 35 days I know this
because I have been tracking for years, after the vaccine, it came
13 days early and then lead to 2 cycles after that being 44 days and
45 days long, that is 10-11 days longer than my normal 35 days
cycle. My next cycle after the short and two long ones was 31 days
and I got pregnant that cycle and miscarriage at 6 weeks gestation.
My cycles have been messed up since the vaccine. My hair started
falling out approximately in November of 2020 about 1 1/2 months
after vaccine and is still falling out to this day, I have never
experienced hair falling out like this before, this is still going on to
this day. My periods have been painful and I have not experienced
this prior to the vaccine and leading up to my period I have felt odd
pain over my ovaries which I never felt before the vaccine . My left
arm where the injection was done started shaking and jerking when
in certain positions approximately around November of 2020, my
left arm feels weak and shaky all the time. I have felt anxious over
the last several month since the vaccine which I never struggled
with before.

Unknown

heavy bleeding; female problems; became anemic; had hair loss;
This spontaneous report as received from an office manager via a
company representative refers to a 17-year-old female patient.
There was no information about the patient's concurrent conditions,
concomitant therapies or medical history provided. On an unknown
date, the patient was vaccinated with hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45
52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast)(GARDASIL 9) or quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
(employee was unable to verify) (exact dose, route of
administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were
not reported) for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, reported as 1
month after receiving suspected vaccine, the patient started having
female problems, heavy bleeding, became anemic and had hair
loss. It was unknown if the patient sought medical attention or if
she received any treatment. The outcome of the events was
unknown. Causality assessment was not provided.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

1415286-1

6-17
years

A few months after third dose of HPV/gardasil my daugther began
to have severe pain bilateral low groin area., personality & mood
changes occurred with abdominal pain, depression, crying, yelling,
exhaustion stayed in bed 2 days twice a month followed by twice a
month menses with heavy bleeding. My daughter described a
popping sensation when abd. was in pain and cramps then there
would be some relief. A few days after abdominal pain/cramps
heavy menses would start. She has hair loss to head, hair develop
on face and acne along chin.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

1545010-1

6-17
years

Autoimmune response- alopecia and hypothyroidism

6-17
years

Noticed missing hair just below and to the right of the crown of
head about the size of a quarter on 7/29/2021. Checked regularly
and about 8/17/2021 noticed the size of the missing hair had grown
to about the size of a half-dollar. The following day 8/18/2021
noticed substantial chunk of hair dandling from left temple. Gently
tugged and it came out with any force. Scheduled dermatologist
appointment for as soon as possible to determine official diagnosis,
treatment and expected outcomes. Soonest available times are
weeks out (8/27/2021). Suspect this could be Alopecia Areata.

2010622-1

30-39
years

Headaches Nausea Heart Palpitations Anxiety Insomnia Nerve Pain
Body Aches Fatigue/Weakness Brain Fog Difficulty with
concentration Issues with memory/memory loss Difficulty with
speech/cognitive dysfunction Heaviness of feet, legs, arms and
hands Weakness of feet, legs, arms and hands Tingling of feet, legs,
arms, hands and face Numbness of feet, legs, arms, hands and face
Pain in the feet, legs, arms, hands , knees and ankles Difficulty
walking Tremors/Trembling Back Pain/Burning Burning Pain of the
base of skull/back of head Neck pain/stiffness Neck Tics/Twitching
Blurred Vision Pupil Dysregulation Inability to focus pupils in
response to light/stimuli Light Sensitivity Body Temperature
Dysregulation Cracking/popping of bones and joints Tinnitus
Pain/pressure in ears Hair Loss Food sensitivities and allergies
(gluten, wheat, dairy) Mold allergy POTS Cant stand for long
periods of time Easily out of breath Faintness Chronic Fatigue Pelvic
Pain Depression

2098051-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

1583088-1

"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 27-year-old female
patient. She reported having been noticed by her mother at birth to
have somewhat enlarged genitalia. Dermatographism was apparent
from early in infancy; she was very sensitive to certain clothing and
tags. Her sleep cycle has been unusual her entire life, dating to
infancy: At age 2 years-old, normally active and verbal, she
developed a severe reaction to her fourth Tdap (tetanus, diphtheria,
pertussis) vaccine, a global paresis (unable to walk) and aphasia
which lasted several hours and spontaneously resolved. The
reaction was attributed to the pertussis component of the vaccine,
so the next vaccine she received in this series was diphtheria,
tetanus (DT) without pertussis, and no reaction was seen. Early in

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

childhood, she developed
cold-induced
asthma and an episode of
Adverse
Event Description
hyperactivity after ingesting a red-dyed food. She began
manifesting frequent/chronic ear infections and headaches as well
as recurrent stomach pains and nausea, which were attributed to
alleged, but never proven, lactase deficiency. At 11 years old,
menarche was unremarkable. She was otherwise ""healthy"" until
age 14, when she developed a ""post-viral syndrome"". Following a
non-specific viral-like illness, she experienced severe fatigue and
needed to nap for three hours after school. Photophobia and
mydriasis emerged and have persisted ever since. Severe
dysmenorrhea emerged, and an oral contraceptive was started for
presumed endometriosis. Migraines, Raynaud's phenomenon,
presyncopal spells (typically orthostatic), and intermittent urticaria
to hot water also emerged. Fatigue eased somewhat over months
(she felt she was ""very functional"" for the rest of high school) but
was circadian, worse in the mornings. At 16 years-old, she had her
first syncopal episode and could no longer stand in one position for
any significant time without becoming pre-syncopal. At 18 years
old, in her first year at college, she developed episodes of stabbing
leg pains, paresthesias in her extremities, and chest pain at the
superior aspect of the rib cage, all of which have persisted ever
since, though frequency diminished later with treatment for a
diagnosis of Lyme disease (no tick bite or bull'seye rash was ever
seen). Also, in her first semester at college, she developed frequent
aphthous oral ulcers and scalp folliculitis. She then ""fell apart""
during her second semester. She developed severe brain fog and
fatigue, could no longer keep up with her schoolwork, and had to
return home. She was soon diagnosed with mononucleosis and then
Lyme disease. She took a short course of doxycycline but had
difficulties tolerating it. She completed her schoolwork that
semester from home with difficulty. Still symptomatic, she returned
for her sophomore year. Family history was notable for a younger
sister who had polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), a long history
of chronic idiopathic urticaria, and presumptive mast cell activation
syndrome (MCAS). In addition, her mother had recently been
diagnosed with MCAS. On an unspecified date, in the spring
semester, the patient was vaccinated with unidentified Merck hpv
vaccine administered, also reported as Gardasil (Lot #, expiration
date, dose, route of administration and anatomical location of
vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis, she received the series
of three Gardasil vaccinations. One month after her last vaccination,
she received the Yellow Fever vaccine to prepare for a schoolrelated trip but only had some local erythema to this vaccination.
She traveled two months later (i.e., three months following her last
Gardasil vaccination) and soon developed severe gastritis. She then
soon developed a severe ear infection with rupture of the tympanic
membrane and was treated with an antibiotic. Soon after the ear
infection, she developed more brain fog and fatigue, albeit with
different senses of these symptoms than previously experienced.
Post-prandial tachycardia episodes and worsening of fatigue
emerged. She became ""more sensitive"" to her environment in
general, including odors, sounds, and lights. Headaches worsened.
She increasingly needed social isolation. At 20-years old, she was
re-treated for Lyme disease with high-dose amoxicillin, with little
apparent benefit. At 21-years-old, in her senior year in college, she
developed severe motion sickness, which has persisted ever since.
Severe chemical sensitivities emerged and have persisted ever
since. At 24 years-old, she noticed she had become completely
intolerant of alcohol. Because of increasing gastrointestinal
symptoms as well as a new diagnosis in her younger sister of nonceliac gluten intolerance, she decided to try a gluten-free diet, and
though she lost weight, frequent nausea and bilious vomiting
emerged, sometimes unrelated to food intake. She also developed
aquagenic urticaria and cystic acne, which have persisted, waxing
and waning, ever since. At 27-years old, she suffered a pneumonia,
requiring a course of azithromycin. Soon after, on initial evaluation,
she reported severe fatigue, weight loss with cyclical vomiting,
diarrhea with mucus, migratory joint pain, worsening facial and
scalp cystic acne, trouble with concentration and memory,
insomnia, increased urinary frequency, and mild alopecia. She also
noted tachycardia and worsening concentration after meals that was
so disruptive that she had to avoid eating before important
assignments/tasks. Physical examination was unremarkable.
Laboratory evaluation was notable for a low normal vitamin B12
level, mild folate deficiency, mild vitamin D deficiency, a mildly
elevated high-sensitivity C-reactive protein (hsCRP), elevated
herpesvirus 6 (HHV-6) IgG at 1:1280 but negative HHV-6 viral load
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), normal amylase and lipase,
normal tryptase, a mildly elevated chromogranin A level (103
ng/ml, normal 0-95), a mildly elevated plasma histamine level (2.0
ng/ml, normal < 1.8), and a normal 2-4hour urinary Nmethylhistamine level. Hormone testing, including evaluation for
congenital adrenal hyperplasia, was negative. MCAS-targeted
therapy was initiated with trials of various non-sedating H1
blockers. Loratadine 10 mg twice daily served her best but only
provided some help for intermittent congestion. Ranitidine and
famotidine both seemed to cause alopecia; she did not try any
other H2 blockers. Oral Cromoglicic acid (CROMOLYN) 200 mg twice
daily improved her nausea and vomiting, and her weight has
stabilized. Medical marijuana, taken occasionally, also helps with
symptom flares. She started low-dose naltrexone (LDN) and found
4 5 mg daily to be her optimal dose Her hsCRP normalized She
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Age

4.5 mg daily to be her optimal dose. Her hsCRP normalized. She
Adverse Event Description
has persistent fatigue and insomnia, worse in the spring. She was
continuing with other MCAS-targeted medication trials. Literature
report: Upon internal review the of Mast Cell Activation Syndrome
(MCAs) was considered as medically significant. This is one of
several report from the same literature article. A copy of the
published article is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

2098054-1

6-17
years

2098055-1

6-17
years

Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed information
has been received from the authors in a published article title as
stated below and refers to a 21-year-old female patient. The patient
presented with reports of significant constipation, frequent ear
infections, dermatographism, and unusual sensitivities/reactivities
to various sensations from early in infancy. When she was 7 years
old, a bull's-eye rash (without a witnessed tick bite) was seen on
her, and she was diagnosed with Lyme disease and treated with
amoxicillin for two weeks. At age 8 years-old, misophonia emerged.
At age 12 years-old, aquagenic urticaria emerged. Menarche came
at age 13, but she has never had regular cycles. Focal vaginal pain
precluded the use of tampons. At 15 years-old, she received the full
series of three Gardasil vaccinations. Three months after the last
vaccination, with no other changes in her regimen in the interval,
she developed a non-specific illness. Within days, exhaustion
emerged and has persisted ever since. Motion sickness emerged
too. Dysmenorrhea emerged, leading to a clinical diagnosis of
endometriosis. Depression emerged; a trial of duloxetine did not
help and only worsened her fatigue. Methylphenidate was tried but
only worsened her misophonia. About a year after completing the
Gardasil series, she was diagnosed with Lyme disease again. A
prolonged course of doxycycline seemed to ease her fatigue
somewhat, but she also began experiencing eczema and a burning
sensation about her skin. When she was 18 years-old, she was
diagnosed with scoliosis. She was also started on an oral
contraceptive for her irregular periods, but soon developed severe
irritability and depression. Evaluation discovered elevated cortisol.
Multiple endocrinologic evaluations, including contrasted
brain/pituitary MRI, failed to identify a cause. She developed severe
hives and dizziness from the MRI contrast. The oral contraceptive
was discontinued, and the irritability, depression, and cortisol
elevation resolved. Further evaluation for weight gain, irregular
menses, acne, and mild malepattern alopecia (without hirsutism)
led to a diagnosis of polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS). She was
also diagnosed with hypothyroidism. At 19 years-old, bouts of
vertigo and postprandial tachycardia emerged, fatigue worsened,
and nausea as well as anorexia emerged. Laboratory testing
confirmed non-celiac gluten sensitivity. Dietary gluten
eliminationhelped some of her gastrointestinal symptoms, but she
continued to be quite symptomatic. At 21 years-old, she started
having allergic reactions, with erythema and pain, to the application
of deodorant. She was evaluated at 21 years for complaints of
persistent fatigue, difficulty concentrating, depression, amenorrhea
which had persisted for six months, and frequent urticaria from
multiple triggers. She was being treated by another physician at
that time for multiple concurrent infections (Lyme disease,
ehrlichiosis, bartonellosis, and babesiosis) with several antibiotics,
including dapsone, azithromycin, and rifampin, to no clear benefit.
Laboratory testing was notable for a mildly elevated high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein (CRP), a normal total IgE level, an off-the-scale
elevated anti-IgE-receptor antibody level, a normal anti-IgE
antibody level, normal tryptase, normal chromogranin A, mildly
elevated plasma histamine (2.2 ng/mL, normal 0.0û2.0), and a
normal diamine oxidase level. Mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS)
was suspected. MCAS-targeted treatment was initiated with trials of
various H1 blockers. She had a moderate response to loratadine. All
the H2 blockers she tried seemed to worsen her alopecia. Low-dose
naltrexone (LDN), titrated up to 4.5 mg once daily, improved her
depression. Oral cromolyn 100 mg four times daily significantly
improved her nausea and intermittent bloating. Due to persistent
urticaria, omalizumab (300 mg subcutaneously every four weeks)
was tried, and within three months she had a notable improvement
in her fatigue and a resolution of her urticaria (with prompt relapse
if treatment was delayed). She has been stable on her regimen of
loratadine, cromolyn, LDN, and omalizumab for two years.
Literature report: Upon internal review the of Mast Cell Activation
Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as medically significant. This is
one of several report from the same literature article. A copy of the
published article is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience.
"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 20-year-old female
patient. The patient was healthy in her first year of life, but at age
1, shortly after starting amoxicillin for her first earache, she
suffered a diffuse outbreak of hives. By the time she started
kindergarten at 4-years-old, she was already showing unusual
anxiety. She routinely complained even at that age of difficulty
swallowing and breathing. Her maternal grandfather died when the
patient was 5 years-old, and soon after this she appeared to
develop ""an irrational fear of dying,"" and she soon began suffering
panic attacks. From about age 6 to 10 years-old, she routinely
suffered severe idiopathic anxiety attacks. Around, a few months
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after, she suffered four straight weeks of vomiting. Menarche came
a few weeks later and was unremarkable. When she was 13 years
old, she suffered heat stroke while playing field hockey. By age 14,
she was suffering substantial dysmenorrhea.Family history was
notable for a mother with obesity, a hepatic hemangioma, and
polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), a father who had asthma,
hypertension, arthritis, and bilateral hearing loss, a brother who
had asthma and severe peanut allergy, a paternal grandmother who
had had a penicillin allergy and died of complications of steroidtreated rheumatoid arthritis at 42, a paternal grandfather who had
arthritis, asthma, and allergies to peanuts and chocolate and had
had a stroke at 91, a maternal grandfather who had had
hypertension and a dissecting aorta and then died from a
pulmonary embolism five days after surgery for the dissection, a
maternal grandmother who had obesity, asthma, alcoholism, and a
sleep disorder. The patient denied any history of smoking,
significant alcohol use, or illegal substance use. On an unspecified
date, when she was 15 years-old, she got her first dose with
unidentified Merck hpv vaccine administered, also reported as
Gardasil (Lot #, expiration date, dose, route of administration and
anatomical location of vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis
vaccination. On an unspecified date, two months later she began
suffering severe fatigue and developed a new pruritic oral sensitivity
to a variety of foods. She also developed persistent non-bloody
diarrhea. Multiple evaluations by her pediatrician, including blood
and stool testing, were all unrevealing except for reportedly
showing evidence of prior Epstein-Barr virus infection. She was told
by multiple providers that her problems were all psychosomatic.
She continued schedule with the second and third dose. At 16-yearold, she was referred to a pediatric gastroenterologist, who
performed upper endoscopy and diagnosed eosinophilic esophagitis
(EoE). Other than Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) (which did not help
any of her symptoms) and budesonide, no specific treatment was
recommended, and she found that budesonide (and, later,
prednisone, too) caused extreme exhaustion, irritability, and
hunger, and overall she ""felt like death"" while on budesonide or
prednisone. She then consulted a naturopath who recommended
she eliminate ""the top 8 allergens"" from her regimen, a change
which helped only ""a little bit"", but at the same time she started
developing other issues such as brain fog, severe joint and muscle
pains, temperature sensitivities, hot flashes, freezing episodes, and
marked worsening of anxiety. She also started suffering
presyncopal and syncopal episodes. She also had impacted wisdom
teeth extracted around this time and about a month later suffered a
bout of lockjaw followed by infection at one of the extraction sites.
She was given codeine for this but found it ineffective, and it only
seemed to cause marked weakness and memory loss. She then was
evaluated at a center for eosinophilic disorders. The diagnosis of
EoE was confirmed, and she was told she might have eosinophilic
gastroenteritis, so bidirectional endoscopy was pursued, which
found no eosinophils in either the upper or lower gastrointestinal
tract, an improvement attributed to the dietary changes she had
already implemented. Her consultant was not convinced at that
point that she had EoE, so he recommended she drink milk for
three months and then undergo repeat endoscopy, but she knew
this would make her sick, so she demurred. She then underwent
allergy testing and was told by those evaluators that they had never
seen anybody so allergic. She pursued a severe elimination diet,
which resolved her diarrhea but did not help any of her other
symptoms. At 17-years-old, she relocated to see if a new
environment might be helpful, which helped somewhat for some of
her symptoms, but it was stressful living with an alcoholic relative.
She also was evaluated by a gynecologist shortly before moving and
was told she might have polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), for
which a daily oral contraceptive was started. The contraceptive
quickly resolved the dysmenorrhea but did not seem to help any of
her other symptoms. None of her symptoms improved. Joint pains
began worsening. She started suffering severe headaches. She
found she was markedly intolerant of gluten and soy, exposure to
which would acutely exacerbate many of her symptoms. A relative
first suggested to her that mast cell activation disorder might be at
the root of the patient's symptoms, soon leading to evaluation. Her
chief complaints at the time of the initial evaluation were fatigue,
joint and muscle pains, food sensitivities, and brain fog. Past
medical history obtained at that time was additionally notable for
hair loss, nausea, vomiting, cognitive dysfunction, abdominal pain,
infantile eczema, allergic rhinitis, drug allergy, gastroesophageal
reflux, epistaxis, and chest pain. On a full review of systems at the
initial evaluation, although she denied any issues with tinnitus or
adenopathy/adenitis, she endorsed a wide range of other,
chronic/recurrent, episodic/intermittent and/or waxing/waning
issues including subjective (rarely objective) fevers, flushing, feeling
cold much of the time, fatigue (often to the point of exhaustion),
malaise, headaches, diffusely migratory aching/pain, diffusely
migratory pruritus, unprovoked soaking sweats (mostly nocturnal),
weight loss suspected to be due to two years of diarrhea and her
dietary restrictions (but fairly constant hunger), irritation of the
eyes, acute brief inability to focus vision (but ophthalmologic
evaluations for this had all been negative), epistaxis (both nares
had to be cauterized), easy bleeding, easy bruising, sinonasal
congestion coryza post-nasal drip intranasal sores oral pruritus
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congestion, coryza, post nasal drip, intranasal sores, oral pruritus,
Adverse Event Description
occasional sore throats, fear of dysphagia (but not dysphagia
itself), dyspnea (acute spells of this had driven her to the
emergency department (ED), where evaluations had consistently
been unrevealing), palpitations, non-anginal chest discomfort/pain,
gastroesophageal reflux in the past, nausea, rare vomiting, diarrhea
alternating with constipation (much more so the former), diffusely
migratory abdominal discomfort including (usually post-prandial)
bloating, urinary frequency, diffusely migratory weakness, a sense
of diffusely migratory edema in her joints but no physically visible
edema, diffusely migratory tingling/numbness (typically about the
distal extremities), orthostatic and non-orthostatic presyncope,
syncope, cognitive dysfunction (particularly memory, concentration,
and word-finding), waxing/waning hair loss (sometimes severe),
odontalgia despite good attention to dental hygiene, poor nail
growth, diffusely migratory rashes (typically patchy macular
erythema), ""hives all the time"" (most commonly on her
abdomen), insomnia, frequent waking, non-restorative sleep,
hypersomnolence, sleeptalking, occasional sleep paralysis, panic
disorder, anxiety, laxity in multiple joints (but a spontaneously
demonstrated Beighton score of 0/9), unusually vigorous reactions
to insect bites (especially mosquito bites), and poor healing in
general. At the time of the initial evaluation, the patient listed her
current medications as sertraline 50 mg once daily and a daily oral
contraceptive taken principally to address her PCOS. She listed her
current allergies as hives to amoxicillin and ""feeling horrendous""
to prednisone and budesonide. Outside records indicated drug
allergies to penicillins and sulfa. Physical examination at the initial
evaluation found an outwardly healthy appearing, trim young
woman in no apparent distress, pleasant, cooperative, fully alert
and oriented, easily independently ambulatory, presenting with her
obviously appropriately concerned/supportive mother. Vitals were
notable for BP 117/77, pulse 93, and weight 116 pounds (down
from a peak of 140, she said). Key findings were her comfortable
general appearance, HEENT benign, no
plethora/pallor/diaphoresis/jaundice/bleeding/bruising, a very
minimal extent of folliculitis about the forehead and upper back but
otherwise no rashes at all (nor any hives), neck supple, no JVD or
thyromegaly or carotid/abdominal/renal/femoral bruits, no palpable
adenopathy or tenderness at any of the usual node-bearing sites,
clear lungs, regular heart with no adventitious sounds, abdomen
scaphoid and completely benign, no peripheral edema, and an
unremarkable neurological exam. No costovertebral angle or spinal
column tenderness was evoked on palpation and percussion about
these areas. On a light scratch test on the upper back, mildly bright
dermatographism (erythroderma only, no hives) quickly emerged
and was fully sustained when last checked 10 minutes later.
Literature report: Upon internal review the of Mast Cell Activation
Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as medically significant. This is
one of several report from the same literature article. A copy of the
published article is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

2098057-1

6-17
years

"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 15-year-old female
patient. The patient had Eczema and allergies by age of 3-yearsold. At 10 years-old, a barky dry cough persisted for a year. When
she was 12 years old, diagnosed with asthma and started having
frequent episodes of bronchitis. Subcutaneous immunotherapy was
attempted but only seemed to cause worsening reactions over time,
eventually recurrent anaphylaxis. Chronic fatigue emerged too.
Family history was notable for healthy parents, a sister with
allergies, another sister with high histamine-content food
sensitivities and vigorous reactions to bee stings, a paternal
grandfather who had had fatal colon cancer in his 70s, a paternal
grandmother who had had fatal heart failure, a maternal
grandfather who had had fatal esophageal cancer at 85 (but who
had not been a smoker or heavy drinker), a maternal grandmother
who had had fatal ovarian cancer at 73, and a maternal aunt who
had had breast cancer in her early 60s and after that developed ""a
lot of funny skin reactions"". The patient denied any history of
smoking, significant alcohol use, or illegal substance use. On an
unspecified date, At age of 14-years-old, she received her first dose
of unidentified Merck hpv vaccine administered, also reported as
Gardasil (Lot #, expiration date, dose, route of administration and
anatomical location of vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis
vaccination, ""and that is when the floor just dropped out"" with
marked worsening of fatigue (often could not finish the schoolday),
idiopathic anaphylactoid reactions every day, recurring idiopathic
fevers despite extensive evaluation, reacting to foods but testing
negative for allergies to these foods, reacting to chemical
odors/fragrances, chronic nausea, post-prandial reflux and
vomiting, diarrhea alternating with constipation, hair falling out in
clumps (diagnosed as alopecia areata), and frequent palpitations as
well as severe presyncope (once occasioning hospitalization for a
heart rate of 180 (unspecified units)). She also developed frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs (osteomyelitis disproven). Other
symptoms which emerged included flushing, feeling cold much of
the time, headaches, diffusely migratory aching/pain, diffusely
migratory pruritus, unprovoked soaking sweats (usually at night),
unprovoked fluctuations in weight and appetite, irritation of the
i i
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eyes, vision disturbances, epistaxis, easy bruising, sinonasal
Adverse Event Description
congestion, coryza, post-nasal drip, possible intranasal sores,
frequent pharyngeal thrush and occasional throat sores, dyspnea,
gastroesophageal reflux, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea alternating
with constipation, diffusely migratory abdominal discomfort
including (usually post-prandial) bloating, diffusely migratory
weakness, diffusely migratory edema (mostly about the face),
diffusely migratory bilateral cervical adenitis, orthostatic and nonorthostatic presyncope, cognitive dysfunction (particularly memory,
concentration, and word-finding), hair loss, unusual deterioration of
dentition despite decent attention to dental hygiene, diffusely
migratory rashes (typically patchy macular erythema), hives,
eczema, hypersomnolence, sleep paralysis, and poor healing in
general. Upper gastro-intestinal (GI) tract endoscopy was
unrevealing, but she reacted to propofol and self-explanted her IV
several times during the procedure. She was having frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs, once thought to be osteomyelitis, but
this was disproven. At 15-years old, she engaged a new
pediatrician, who was the first to suggest that a mast cell activation
syndrome might be the root issue. Diagnostic testing was strongly
positive. Her diet had been reduced to only three tolerable foods,
but she then consulted an immunologist and was started on oral
Cromoglicic acid (CROMOLYN), famotidine, levocetirizine, and
fexofenadine, whereupon she was able to significantly expand her
diet. She soon consulted with an MCAS expert, who confirmed the
diagnosis and recommended an increase in Cromoglicic acid
(CROMOLYN) and initiation of aspirin and omalizumab. She
improved on aspirin, but omalizumab immediately worsened her
fatigue and allergic reactions. Omalizumab was stopped after the
second monthly treatment, and she improved. Physical examination
at the time of her initial evaluation found a vaguely wan/fatigued
appearing, trim young woman in no acute distress other than
intermittently exhibiting modest headache behaviors, pleasant,
cooperative, fully alert and oriented, easily independently
ambulatory, presenting with her obviously appropriately
concerned/supportive mother. Vital signs were notable for a pulse of
103. Key findings were her vaguely constitutionally unwell general
appearance, HEENT benign, no
plethora/pallor/diaphoresis/jaundice/rash/bleeding/bruising,
diffusely mild dryness all about her skin, neck supple, no JVD or
thyromegaly or carotid bruits, no palpable adenopathy or
tenderness at any of the usual node-bearing sites, clear lungs,
regular heart with no adventitious sounds, abdomen completely
benign, zero peripheral edema, neuro grossly intact. No
costovertebral angle or spinal column tenderness was evoked on
palpation and percussion about these areas. On a light scratch test
on the upper back, mildly bright dermatographism (erythroderma
only, no hives) quickly emerged and was fully sustained when last
checked 10 minutes later Literature report: Upon internal review
the of Mast Cell Activation Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as
medically significant. This is one of several report from the same
literature article. A copy of the published article is attached as
further documentation of the patient's experience."

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

2151426-1

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

0349395-1

6-17
years

since having gardasil shots my daughter has complained of frequent
headaches, hair loss, and joint pain.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

0375881-1

6-17
years

Daughter was getting ready for school noticed hair shedding and
had headaches throughout the day. This has continued to happen
along with dehydration since then. She has completely lost all her
hair and currently wearing a wig to school.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

0406108-1

6-17
years

Sinus infection, pneumonia, mononeucleosis, followed by repeated
sinus infections, strep infections, now with significant vitamin
deficiencies, thyroid issues, hair loss and continues with repeated
sinus infections, low immunity --has required multiple physician
appts since receiving vaccine for variety of unexplained s/s -including rashes. Prior to Gardasil -she was healthy--never a
complaint/ ache or pain, she was involved in 4 sports, worked
20=30 hrs a week while in school and very active--now shes tired
all the time/ and always sick with something--

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

0445819-1

6-17
years

Stomach aches, hair falling out in isolated spots (alopecia) on head
and eyebrows, headaches, inability to sleep, depression.

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

0462328-1

6-17
years

Unexplained hair loss.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
VACCINE (HPVX)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

This spontaneous report was received from a 31 year old female
patient, referring to herself. The patient had none pertinent medical
history, concurrent conditions, concomitant medications and drug
reactions/allergies were not reported. On 15-MAR-2017, the patient
was vaccinated with GARDASIL or with GARDASIL 9 0.5 ml once (lot
# and expiration date were not reported) therapy route reported as
injection for prevention of human papillomavirus (HPV).
Approximately on 22-MAR-2017 (reported as within a week), the
patient started feeling lethargic and started losing hair like crazy
(alopecia). The patient sought medical attention, she did not
receive any treatment but she had an unspecified blood work
(results were not reported). At the time of this report, she had
about 40 % of her hair left and she had not recovered from both
events. The patient was looking for reimbursement for the vaccine
as well as compensation for medical expenses. The causality
between the events alopecia and lethargy with GARDASIL and with
GARDASIL 9 was not provided. Additional information has been
requested.

Unknown

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer refers to her
daughter, a female patient of unknown age. The patient's medical
history, concurrent conditions and concomitant therapies were not
reported. On unknown dates, the patient was vaccinated with the
1st, 2nd and 3rd doses of HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP
vaccine (yeast) (manufacturer unknown) (Dose, frequency,
anatomical location, route, lot # and expiry date were not reported)
for prophylaxis. Other suspect therapies included Quadrivalent
Human Papillomavirus (Types 6,11,16,18) Recomb. Vaccine
(manufacturer unknown) (Dose, frequency, anatomical location,
route, lot # and expiry date were not reported) for prophylaxis. On
an unknown date, after receiving her 3rd vaccination, it was noticed
that her hair had fallen out. Approximately on an unknown date in
2017 (Also reported as over the past year), the patient's hair had
completely fallen out and had not grown. The patient had then been
diagnosed with alopecia. It was reported that there was nothing
wrong with her before. All her labs had not suggested any
disorders. It was reported that there were others who like the
reporter had determined that the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)
vaccine was the main cause of their daughter's hair loss. It was
reported that the patient went from donating her hair every 3 years
to needing a wig of her own. This had caused so much stress in her
life as she was then in high school and felt embarrassed. The
reporter stated that something needed to be done about that
situation. The outcome of the event of alopecia was not recovered.
The outcome of the events of stress, emotional distress and product
origin unknown was unknown. The causality assessment was not
provided.

0680828-1

6-17
years

Within a few weeks of vaccination patient complained of hip pain.
Went to orthopedic - did x-rays -showed nothing. He recommended
physical therapy - 14 sessions later pain traveled to knees - MRI
next -showed nothing. Chronic joint pain, fatigue, sleeplessness,
hair loss, anxiety, panic attacks, depression, dizziness, fainting.

0372919-1

6-17
years

I'm not sure if this connected to H1N1 but 2 1/2 weeks ago pt
developed alopecia and hives. In past month I've had other pt
develop urticaria approximately 3 weeks after and one 4 yr develop
shingles. Just curious if others seeing similar events.

0691699-1

0746282-1

ALOPECIA

HUMAN PAPILLOVAVIRUS
BIVALENT (HPV2)

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

0376534-1

50-59
years

14 days after receiving H1N1 vaccine, the patient's hairdresser
noticed some bald spots on the back of the head. These progressed
to losing all hair on head. The primary doctor diagnosed alopecia
areata. A dermatologist concurred with the diagnosis and prescribed
topical glucocorticoids. The hair is now slowly growing back.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

0380383-1

65-79
years

Headaches - starting 10 minutes after vaccine. Increased heart
rate. Difficulty breathing. Glands swelled. Scalp burning - hair
falling out.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

0380456-1

30-39
years

After receiving the H1N1 vaccine on 1/9/10 excessive amounts of
hair began to fall out of patient's head on 1/10/10. This has
continued for four weeks and the affected area has a fist size
amount of hair loss (left rear) of head.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

0381039-1

40-49
years

Total body hair loss. - 5 days before had mammogram, ultra sound
to check leakage of implants. Test were OK. - Correct spelling of
last name.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

0389216-1

65-79
years

One week later scalp hair and eye brows fell out only.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

0417661-1

18-29
years

vertigo chronic lightheaded surreal feelings of environment hair
thinning elevated liver enzymes/bilirubin Three weeks after
vaccinations was when I first noticed any changes in my health. I
have had experiences with the above issues for over thirteen
months. There has been no diagnosis, prognosis, or definitive
answers as to what has caused these symptoms, and issues. I was
given Anthrax, H1N1, and a tuberculin skin test all in the same
setting. Up to ninety nine percent of my visits to any care provider
have been military. I am currently at a facility attempting to resolve
this matter, and to alleviate my concerns.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT, (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN(H1N1))

0363428-1

3-5 years

Hair loss-probable telogen effluvium possible alopecia areata 2 wks
after FLUMIST.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT, (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN(H1N1))

0373954-1

6-17
years

Pt. awoke and parent found he had a bald spot on anterior scalp
approx 2x3 cm triangular in appearance,no redness, no swelling, no
pruritis.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT, (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN(H1N1))

0424771-1

6-17
years

Hair coming out diffuse in nature leading to complete hair loss on
scalp and eyebrows.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0049367-1

60-64
years

swelling of the face & eyes, prickly rash on body (all over); lost the
use of thigh muscles & arm muscles (biceps, loss of head hair (large
amounts); tx started FEB92;

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0053284-1

50-59
years

Pt recvd flu vax & devel alopecia; pt reports had same reaction last
year when recvd flu shot OCT91;

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0060092-1

30-39
years

pt recvd vax & 3 days following vax red papular urticaria severe itch
began on chest area-quickly spreading to all southern region-then
spreading to all Northern areas; oozing vesicles covering entire
body including face & scalp; swelling;

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0133043-1

18-29
years

Systemic Lupus Erythematosis, 2 days post vaccination, pt
developed fever, nausea, vomiting, fatique, and arthralgias. 2 wks
post vaccination, pt developed flu-like illness, cough, vomiting,
diarrhea, fever, arthralgias, facial rash. 60 day follow-up received on
10/25/00 provided no additional data.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0133410-1

40-49
years

Flu shot Oct. During hair cut in Dec, noted quarter sized bald spot
on back of head.

30-39
years

"Patient contacted with a concern that her current health problems
(Fibromyalgia, Depression, Chronic Pain, History of Alopecia,
Dizziness) may be due to vaccinations she received in 1998. HPI:
This patient reports a ""complete physical break-down"" that
occurred from January-April 1999. She was medically discharged
from in July 1999. She reports that she had a good career from
1986-1999. In November 1998, she recalls receiving 2 sets of
vaccinations. (Her immunization records indicate receipt of Tetanusdiphtheria, pneumococcal, influenza, and Hep A vaccinations in
December 1998.) In January 1999, she was routinely running 15-25
miles each week when she noticed that her muscles seemed to be
losing their tone. She began experiencing pain with running,
particularly in her left leg. She was diagnosed with a stress fracture.
Towards the end of January 1999, she started having pain with daily
activity in her hips and shoulder area. She saw a rheumatologist
and was diagnosed with fibromyalgia. In February 1999, the pain
became more intense, and now she started having pain in her right
wrist. In April 1999, she developed ""bald patches the size of 50
cent pieces."" To work up the alopecia, she reports that hormonal
levels were checked and were reportedly normal. She was seen by
a primary care PA and was referred to rheumatology. She was
reportedly told that she could be pre-menopausal. (She was 33
years old at the time.) Of note, she has a history of a partial
hysterectomy due to uterine fibroids. She was not satisfied with her
evaluation and saw a civilian OB/GYN. There, she was diagnosed
with depression and started on Celexa 20 mg (later was increased
to 40 mg). She reports that she did notice some improvement in
her pain. In July 1999, she requested a medical hardship. She went
to a nearby Hospital and was seen by rheumatology. She had a
series of X-rays and a CBC panel that was normal. She also reports
that her ESR has always been normal. She was later referred to
physical therapy, and her physical therapist requested a work-up for
multiple sclerosis. She was seen by a neurologist and had an MRI
done, which was normal. She was then referred to Neuropsychiatry
where she was diagnosed with Somatoform Disorder. Subsequently,
she reports that she was seen by a psychiatrist who diagnosed her
with Depression/Anxiety and not Somatoform disorder. She
continues to receive follow-up treatment. She is currently being
treated for Fibromyalgia. She continues to experience pain in
bilateral shoulders, hands, back and neck. The pain is worse when
she is tired and after about 2 hours of physical activity. She reports
stiffness after periods of inactivity. She has recently been switched
from Celexa to Wellbutrin and is tolerating this medication well so
far. She reports no further alopecia. She is seeking assistance to
review her case and offer any further clinical suggestions. She also
questions whether or not her condition could be related to the
vaccines she received in 1998. She states that she still has daily
symptoms and is unable to work. She comments, ""I just want my
life back."" The medical records received on 2/24/04 states fatigue,
joint aching, muscle ache, tendonitis, shin splints, decreased
memory, decreased concentration, weight gain, dysthymia, anemia
and headache. 60 day follow up 4/12/04: She continues to
experience fibromyaglia and depression. The HC referred her to the
specialized care program, but she denied. Her primary care
physicain has referred her to a rheumatologist. After our summary
is finalized, I will send a copy. Per annual report diagnosis of
fibromyalgia and adjustment disorder are unchanged, managed by
specialists 02/15/2005."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0216338-1

Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0218147-1

18-29
years

Memory Loss, Facial Twitching around eye lid, Headaches,Extreme
Fatigue,Unexplained Hair Loss,Numbness below waist, Decreased
hearing in both ears, Carpal tunnel, Joint pain, muscle
achiness,lightheadedness, irritability, depression, sleeping too
much, disorientation,confusion, dizziness, loss of sex drive,
unexplained weight gain, Low body tempature. Some symptoms
come and go and some are permanent. Being treated for arthritis,
muscle relaxers to sleep, xanax and lexapro for depression and
anxiety. Nurse follow up on 05/10/04 states: narcolepsy.
Developed alopecia in mid-Feb04 starting on both sides of head
above the ears and spreading to approx 20 bald spots on top and
back of scalp. Kenalog cream prescribed on 03Mar04. Received
injections of 0.4cc of Kenalog in 2 spots on 31Mar04.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0231843-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0247076-1

6-17
years

The night of the flu shot her hair started falling out in a mass
quantity.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0263122-1

30-39
years

Skin rash, urinary incontinence, alopecia (hair loss), frequency upon
urination, weight gain.

Unknown

abdomen: burning sensation; abdomen, cramps; ache: bones;
blood in stool; ache: joints; ache: joints and muscles; aches:
muscles; aches: whole body; acid reflux; skin acne; allergies; alpha
intrusion; high cholesterol; blood dyscrasia; bursitis; amblyopia;
appetite loss; arm hot to touch; heart arrythmia; autoinoculation
face; loss of concentration; difficulty concentrating; trouble
concentrating; constipation; leg cramps; blood pressure varies;
blood pressure high; depression; dermatitis; constant diarrhea;
constant fatigue; muscle fatigue; pain and fatigue; indigestion; hair
loss; continuous headaches; poor tolerance for loud noises; heart
palpitations; energy loss; low energy levels; exhaustion; memory
difficulty; memory loss; memory bad; memory loss with dizziness;
troube remembering recent information; short-term memory loss;
fungal infection; disorientation; depression; confusion; joint aches;
leg pain; lower back pain; right shoulder, hip and leg pain; right hip
and chest pain; groin pain; back pain; knee and hip pain; lower
back pain; rash; stomach pain; bone and joint pain; joint pain;
muscle and joint pain; muscle pain and stiffness; seizure-like
spasms; leg pain; neck pain; pelvic pain; skin itching; dry and flaky
skin; abdominal pain; chest pain; charlie horse; palpitations; sores
on skin; urinary frequency; sleep problems; poor tolerance for
bright lights; vision problems; unable to sleep flat without
medication; stomach problems; weakness; weight gain;

0347545-1

40-49
years

Severe Hair loss (alopecia) around temples (around ear area,
mainly in front) and some hair loss around hair line and crown. Has
happened the last 3 years in October-November after
administration of the Influenza vaccine (first vaccine in 2006).
Noticeable loss each year starting approximately 30 days after
administration of vaccines.

0353920-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0274526-1

"This case was reported by a physician, via another manufacturer
(Amgen, # KDL345560) and described the occurrence of bone
marrow failure in a 21-year-old female subject who was vaccinated
with Influenza vaccine (manufacturer unspecified). The subject's
medical history included multiple kidney biopsies, right internal
jugular tunneled dialysis catheter placement complicated by vessel
damage and traumatic pneumothorax treated with chest tube
placement, and living related kidney transplant. Concurrent medical
conditions included occasional alcohol use, left upper arm
arteriovenous fistula, bone metabolism disorder, chronic allograft
nephropathy, dry skin, end stage renal disease secondary to
congenital renal dysplasia nos, short-term hemodialysis, high blood
pressure, hyperparathyroidism, hyperphosphatemia, metabolic
acidosis, and short stature. On an unknown date in 2008, the
subject started PROCRIT 5000 units (U) twice a week; exact date,
route and baseline hemoglobin (Hgb) were not provided. After an
unspecified time of exposure, approximately in May 2008, the
subject started experiencing an increase in creatinine (values were
not provided). About four months later, on 30 August 2008,
creatinine rose to 6.2 and blood urea nitrogen (BUN) was 78. That
same day, the subject's Hgb ""increased"" to 15, and PROCRIT
therapy was temporarily discontinued. Approximately two and a half
weeks later, on 19 September 2008, the subject started
experiencing ""failing"" of renal transplant and mild metabolic
acidosis; Hgb was 14 and creatinine was 5.4. Treatment with
sodium bicarbonate orally for metabolic acidosis was initiated.
About five days later, on 26 September 2008, the subject
experienced a decreased Hgb to 11.9, and one week later, on 03
October 2008, PROCRIT therapy was resumed at 10000 U
subcutaneously (SC) every two weeks. Co-suspect medication
included Epoetin alfa (PROCRIT and EPOGEN brands). Concurrent
medications included Paricalcitol, PHOS-LO, Prednisone, Amlodipine,
Heparin, CICLOSPORIN, Dextriferron, CALCITROL, Sodium
bicarbonate, Zolpidem tartrate, Laxatives and Mycophenolate
mofetil. On 24 October 2008 the subject received unspecified dose
of Influenza vaccine (details unknown). On the same date (24
October 2008) blood test showed Hgb of 11.3 (it was not specified
whether the test was performed before or after vaccination). It was
reported that the subject's anemia was ""stable"" and the subject
had ""good response"" to PROCRIT. Later that same month, the

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

subject experienced worsening of kidney function with more
Adverse Event Description
significant acidosis, hyperkalemia, hyperphosphatemia and pedal
edema; creatinine was 6.3, BUN was 66, potassium was 5.2, and
phosphorus was 5.8. The hepatitis B surface antigen test was
negative. The following month, in November 2008, the subject
experienced ""allograft failure"". On 05 November 2008, Hgb was
10.1 g/dl, white blood cell count (WBC) was 11.95x1000/mcL,
platelet count, was 443x1000/mcL, transferrin saturation was 11
percent, serum folate was greater than 24 ng/mL, creatinine was
6.1 mg/dL, BUN was 72 mg/dL, bicarbonate was 17 mEq/L,
aluminum was less than 5 mcg/L, intact parathyroid hormone (iPTH) was 202 pg/mL and hepatitis C (anti-HCV) test was negative.
The subject initiated hemodialysis with iron therapy, and
immunosuppressive agents (ciclosporin, mycophenolate mofetil and
prednisone) started tapered off. Two days later, on 07 November
2008, the subject was switched to EPOGEN at 6600 U intravenously
(IV) three times a week (TIW) for an unspecified reason; Hgb was
10.1. Approximately two weeks later, on 19 November 2008, Hgb
was 10.5. Four days later, on 23 November 2008, EPOGEN therapy
was increased to 8000 U. Ten days later, on 03 December 2008,
Hgb was 12.2. EPOGEN was continued. Over the following one
month two and a half weeks, Hgb rose to 14.7. Two days later, on
23 January 2009, EPOGEN was temporarily discontinued. That same
month, ciclosporin therapy was discontinued as well. The next
month, on 06 February 2009, Hgb was 16.8, WBC was 10800,
platelet count was 232000, creatinine was 5.91, BUN was 36,
glomerular filtration ratio (GFR) was 9. On an unknown date later,
the subject developed erythematous rash. Treatment included
""moisturizers"" and an ""antifungal agent"" with improvement.
Subsequently, in ""mid-February"" 2009, the subject experienced
""acute gastrointestinal illness"" with abdominal pain and diarrhoea
lasted for about twenty four hours. Treatment details were not
provided, and two days later the event resolved. The reporter
stated that around the same time prednisone therapy was
discontinued. Subsequently, on 25 February 2009, Hgb decreased
to 12, and EPOGEN was resumed at 4000 U IV TIW. Over the
following three weeks, Hgb ranged from 10.7 to 10, and EPOGEN
dose was incrementally increased to 5800 U IV TIW; platelet count
256-266 1000/mcl, WBC was 4.14 x1000/mcL, serum ferritin was
810 ng/mL, serum iron was 206 mcg/dL, unsaturated iron binding
capacity (UIBC) was 42 mcg/dL, transferrin saturation was 83%,
creatinine was 7.1 mg/dL, BUN was 36 mg/dL, urea reduction ratio
was 83%, i-PTH was 748.9 pg/mL and hepatitis B surface antigen
test was negative. It was reported that in March 2009 paricalcitol
therapy was initiated, and ""immunosuppression"" therapy was
discontinued. On 25 March 2009, Hgb was 6.7, and the reporter
stated that anemia became ""unresponsive to epoetin"" therapy.
Treatment details were not provided. Around the same time, the
subject started experiencing tiredness when walking upstairs and
subsequently became increasingly fatigued and short of breath with
exertion. Treatment details were not provided. On 30 March 2009,
the dose of EPOGEN was further increased to 7600 U IV TIW. That
same day, the subject experienced a low grade fever to 99.3 and
was seen in the emergency room for ""fatigue and generalized
weakness"". Anemia work up revealed Hgb of 5.6. Treatment details
were not provided. Outcome details of the event fever were not
provided. The subject was subsequently hospitalized on 01 April
2009 for five days for anemia. That same day, blood test showed
Hgb of 6, WBC of 2800, absolute neutrophil count of 1.2, platelet
count of 283000, potassium of 3.2, CO2 of 32, creatinine of 2.51
and GFR of 24.2. Peripheral blood smear showed predominantly
normochromic normocytic erythrocytes with rare target cells. No
increased polychromasia, nucleated blood cells, erythrocyte
fragments and microspherocytoses were observed. The white blood
cells were decreased with no early white blood cell forms detected,
and the neutrophils did not have increased granulation or vacuoles;
no giant platelets were identified. Faecal occult blood test x1 was
negative. Urinalysis revealed small blood, positive protein, positive
leukocyte esterase, five to ten white blood cells and few bacteria.
Urine culture showed no bacterial growth at 24 hours. EPOGEN
therapy was increased to 24000 U IV TIW. Additional treatment
details were not provided. The following day, on 02 April 2009, Hgb
was 6, blood erythropoietin was 3607, WBC was 2.4, absolute
neutrophil count was 1.3, platelet count was 242000, folate was
5.7, total protein was 6.3, chloride was 98, CO2 was 33, creatinine
was 3.78, GFR was 15, thyroid stimulating hormone level was 22
and vitamin B12 was 1051. The subject was negative for serum
parvovirus B19 antibodies, and the results of blood cultures x2 were
pending. Repeated blood smear test showed significant artifact, and
no increased red blood cell fragments were identified. The subject
was diagnosed with hypoproliferative anemia and leukopenia. It was
reported that the subject was reluctant to proceed with red blood
cell transfusion due to concerns of ""alloimmunization compromising
her changes for second transplant"". Transfusion with red blood
cells was planned for Hgb of 5.5 or less or in case of developing of
worsening of symptoms. The subject also experienced abdominal
pain, and a computed tomography scan of abdomen with oral and
intravenous contrast was done. The results revealed focal fatty
infiltrate within the liver adjacent to the falciform ligament and
severely atrophic, and cystic kidneys. A left ovarian cyst and
congenital deformity at the lumbosacral spine with dysgraphism
were noted as well The lung bases were clear No acute intra-

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

were noted as well. The lung bases were clear. No acute intra
Adverse Event Description
abdominal abnormality was identified. Treatment and outcome
details were not provided. The subject also experienced hair loss.
Treatment and outcome details were not provided. The next day, on
03 April 2009, Hgb was 5.5, WBC was 2.7, platelet count was 241,
serum iron was 183, iron saturation was 93, total iron binding
capacity was 196, transferrin was 140, ferritin was 630, creatinine
was 6.31, BUN was 33, GFR was 8.3, total protein was 6.5 and
phosphorus was 6. Hepatitis B core IgM, hepatitis B surface
antigen, hepatitis C antibody, human immunodeficiency virus 1 and
human immunodeficiency virus 2 tests were negative.
Cytomegalovirus DNA was not detected as well. Protein
electrophoresis revealed no monoclonal proteins and decreased IgG
and IgA components. For evaluation of the subject's shortness of
breath computed tomography scan of the chest without the use of
contrast was performed. The results showed a duplicated left
superior vena cava extending along the left mediastinum to the left
heart border, 8 mm hypodense lesion of left thyroid, constipation
and atrophic kidneys consistent with end-stage renal disease; no
pleural effusion, gross mediastinal or hilar adenopathy were
detected; lungs were clear with no pneumothorax. No findings to
explain the subject's shortness of breath were identified. That same
day, the subject received two units of unspecified transfusion. The
following day, on 04 April 2009, Hgb was 8.5, WBC was 3.5, platelet
count was 228, creatinine was 4.72 and GFR was 11.7. Repeated
faecal occult blood test was negative. Urine immunofixation
electrophoresis showed a polyclonal increase in free kappa and/or
free lambda light chains; no monoclonal free light chains (Bence
Jones Protein) were identified. On 05 April 2009 Hgb was 8.4, WBC
was 4.2, platelet count was 214, and the subject was discharged.
The next day, on 06 April 2009, Hgb was 8, and EPOGEN therapy
was decreased to 20000 U IV TIW. Over the following two and a half
weeks, Hgb ranged from 6.8 to 9.1. The subject received two units
of unspecified transfusion and required incremental increase in
EPOGEN dose to 28000 U IV TIW. On 23 April 2009 bone marrow
aspirate, clot sections and core biopsy revealed normocellular (6070 percent) bone marrow with trilineage hematopoiesis, left shifted
granulopoiesis, marked erythroid hyperplasia and mild
megakaryocytic hyperplasia; increased storage iron; mild
paratrabecular reticulin fibrosis, 1+/4+; no atypical nonhematopoietic cells or granulomas were identified, scattered
erythroid and myeloid precursors were present. Peripheral blood
smear revealed anemia and leukopenia. Flow cytometric analysis
showed no significant immunophenotypic abnormalities. The
pathologist commented that low grade myelodysplastic syndrome
cannot be completely ruled out. Over the following ten days, Hgb
steadily declined from 8.5 to 6.5, and EPOGEN therapy was
permanently discontinued on 04 May 2009. Two days later, on 06
May 2009, Hgb was 6.1. The subject received two units of
unspecified transfusion. The latest Hgb level on 08 May 2009 was
10.5; WBC was 5.1 and platelet count was 266. Antibody testing
was requested. The subject was hospitalized and the physician
considered the events were clinically significant (or requiring
intervention). At the time of reporting the outcome of the events
was unspecified. The physician stated that there was a reasonable
possibility the event anemia was related to EPOGEN therapy. There
was no causality statement provided for Influenza vaccine."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

<6
months

Flu like symptoms, picky skin, thinning of the hair, very fussy. Need
BENADRYL.

0406088-1

60-64
years

2 weeks after having shot on 10/1/2009, I started losing my very
full head of hair, in 1 month I had lost all body hair from head to
toe. Drs. said bp med, then alopecia. In Aug 2010 started getting
hair back, body first then started head and face. 9/29/2010, had flu
shot and 2 weeks later all hair gone.

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0406947-1

40-49
years

Have noticed increase in hair loss. Has happened before. Waiting to
see if loss continues.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0445819-1

6-17
years

Stomach aches, hair falling out in isolated spots (alopecia) on head
and eyebrows, headaches, inability to sleep, depression.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0466340-1

40-49
years

Itching all over body, swollen painful joints, swollen hands and feet.
Large amount of Hair Loss. Increased blood sugar.

18-29
years

First tingling in stomach, lactose intolerance, weight loss (lost 10
lbs, down to 82 lbs). Then in April neuropathy started. First right
foot pain and severe muscle cramps in right calf, which then spread
to rest of body. Tingling weakness numbness burning freezing
sensations throughout body. Feet turned bright blue. Dizziness. Hair
loss. The cramps in calves were severe enough to prevent me from
walking or standing. At first it was all the time then it would go into
flares and remission. There are more symptoms but too many to
list. I went to several different emergency rooms, none of which
helped.

50-59
years

After first shower hair loss started, lost about 1/3 of hair, continues
today. Loss of vision, doesn't see properly even with reading glasses
has to squint. Excessive urinary, swelling of feet and arms, broken
toe, finger numb, little toe numb. Can't think right. Taking some
ibuprofen and low dose aspirin but no medication for symptoms. Pt
feels embarrassed to call doctor to tell him what is going on

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0355621-1

0468057-1

0508847-1

VAERS ID

Age

feels embarrassed to call doctor to tell him what is going on.
Adverse Event Description

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0513132-1

40-49
years

My hair started to fall out. Hair on top of head fell out to large area.

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0546339-1

30-39
years

Bald spot on head. Alopecia aereata. No treatment.

60-64
years

A 60- year old female patient, had no medical history reported,
received a Influenza vaccine on an unspecified date. (Route, site,
dose and batch number were not reported). Patient had
concomitant medication of dose of 14 mg AUBAGIO once a day
(QD) (Route not reported, batch number 3AFESA) since before two
month from date of report. On an unspecified date on 2013 patient
had hair thinning and sick to stomach after flu shot since last month
from date of report. It was reported that on an unspecified date
patient had BOTOX in bladder. She feels she has to always urinate,
bladder is always full. Patient said she did straight catheters herself.
No corrective treatment was reported. At the time of reported the
outcome of event was not reported.

Unknown

Initial report received from a consumer on 08 January 2014. A
female patient had received a dose of Flu Vaccine (therapy dates,
lot number, dose number, route and anatomical site of
administration were not reported) on an unspecified date. The
patient had family history of heart disease. The patient had received
hypertensive medicine in October 2013. The patient had also
received birth control pills to assist in regulating periods. The
patient had received AUBAGIO 14 mg per oral daily from 04
January 2014 for the indication of multiple sclerosis. On an
unspecified date after vaccination, the patient continuation in hair
thinning, numbness in right leg and tingling sensation in left leg.
Patient was fatigue too. Laboratory investigation and corrective
treatments were not reported. At the time of this report, the
outcome was unknown. Documents held by sender: none. Follow up
information was received on 21 March 2014: No new information
was provided.

80+
years

Initial report received from a healthcare professional on 21
November 2012. An 83-years-old female patient, whose medical
history was hypothyroid, osteoporosis and was taking Iodipine.
Illness at the time of vaccination was not reported. Patient had no
known allergies. Received a dose of Tetanus Toxoid Ads (Lot
number: U3919BA, dose number and site of vaccination not
reported) intramuscularly on 01 November 2012. The patient also
received Flu Vaccine (Lot number, dose number, route and site of
vaccination were not reported) on an 23 October 2012. It was
reported on 08 November 2012 is one week after vaccination, the
patient noticed hair loss. Relevant diagnostic test and laboratory
data was unknown. Corrective medications were not reported. The
outcome of the event was unknown on an unspecified date.
Documents held by sender: none. Follow-up information received
from a healthcare professional on 13 March 2013. The patient's
outcome was recovered on an unspecified date.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0564086-1

0564115-1

0589252-1

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0610930-1

60-64
years

"Initial unsolicited report received from a consumer on 03
November 2014. A patient (age and gender not reported), whose
medical history and concomitant medication were not reported, had
received a dose of FLU VACCINE, (batch number, dose, cycle in
series, route and site of vaccination not reported, on 27-Oct-2014.
On an unspecified date, patient experienced hurting ""all over"",
barely able to move, inability to sleep and hair thinning out.
Corrective treatment and laboratory investigations were not
reported. At the time of this report, the outcome of the event was
reported as unknown. Documents held by sender: none. Follow-up
information received from a consumer on 02 March 2015: The
patient was 63 years of age. The patient did not receive any
concomitant vaccine. The patient's illness at the time of vaccination
includes multiple sclerosis and was allergic to iodine and
macrodantin. The patient did not experience any adverse event
following prior vaccination. Documents held by sender: none."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0641216-1

1-2 years

Lost patches of hair on his head. Took months to grow back. 6
months later he lost more patches of hair.

Unknown

Initial unsolicited report received from consumer on 05 Jan 2017.
This case involves a female patient (age not reported) who was
vaccinated with dose of INFLUENZA VACCINE (FLU SHOT) (batch
number, expiry date, dose, route and site of administration was not
reported) on unspecified date. The patient's medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified
date, post vaccination; the patient had experienced alopecia.
Patient was also vaccinated with INFLUENZA VACCINE (FLU SHOT)
on unspecified date in last year and experienced alopecia.
Laboratory data and corrective treatment was not reported.
Outcome of the event was not reported. List of documents held by
sender: none.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0678785-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

0689057-1

0731159-1

0739557-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Case number PHHY2017US046059, is an initial literature report
received on 23 Mar 2017. The author discussed about a report of
new onset lupus nephritis (LN) presenting as nephrotic syndrome in
a formerly stable systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) following
influenza vaccination. This report refers to a 38-year-old female
patient. Medical history included SLE. Concomitant medications
were not reported. The patient was vaccinated with seasonal
influenza virus vaccine (manufacturer and batch number: not
reported) in Nov 2015. On an unknown date, the patient was
referred for new onset of proteinuria and microscopic hematuria.
She had received the flu vaccine in Nov 2015, at which time she
had no protein on urinalysis (UA). In Feb 2016, UA showed new 300
mg/dL protein and 2 red blood cell count (RBC) (units not
specified). Random urine protein/creatinine (Cr) ratio was 3.02.
Edema increased significantly over the next few weeks. In Mar
2016, the renal biopsy showed membranous nephropathy with
minimally active focal lupus nephritis (Class V +/- Class III (A)).
She was treated with prednisone 20-40 mg/day, mycophenolate
mofetil (MMF) at a dose of 3 g/d, hydroxychloroquine, furosemide,
spironolactone, lisinopril and atorvastatin. Due to persistent
nephrotic syndrome (7.4 g/day), MMF was switched to oral
cyclophosphamide (CYC) at an unknown dose in early Jul 2016. Her
proteinuria improved to 3.9 g/day in late Jul 2016. Due to severe
urinary tract infection, cytopenias, alopecia, and nausea, she
discontinued CYC in Sep 2016. Proteinuria remained at 2 g/day in
Nov 2016, when she was started on azathioprine. Outcome of the
event proteinuria was reported as condition improving. Outcome of
the other events was not reported. Seriousness of all the events
was not reported. Seriousness assessment of the event lupus
nephritis (medically significant), glomerulonephritis membranous
(medically significant) and nephrotic syndrome (medically
significant) was upgraded based on the NVS IME List. The author
concluded the article stating that this case supports a potential
association between influenza based on the NVS IME List. The
author concluded the article stating that this case supports a
potential association between influenza vaccination and new onset
of lupus nephritis in a formerly stable SLE patient. There is a need
for increased awareness that vaccinations might be potential
triggers for lupus nephritis onset, and further research in this area
is warranted.

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a nurse practitioner refers
to a 12 year old male patient. No pertinent medical history,
concurrent conditions, drug reactions or allergies or concomitant
therapies were provided. On 15-AUG-2016, the patient was
vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL 9 for prophylaxis
(dosage schedule, route, anatomical location, lot number and
expiration date were not reported). On 17-OCT-2016, the patient
was vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL 9 (dosage
schedule, route, anatomical location, lot number and expiration
date were not reported) and influenza virus vaccine (unspecified)
(dosage schedule, route, anatomical location, lot number and
expiration date were not reported), both for prophylaxis. On 26SEP-2017, the patient was diagnosed with alopecia. The outcome of
alopecia was unknown. The causality assessment between the
adverse event and the suspect therapies was not provided.

18-29
years

Cellulitis? Dermatitis? I noticed white material coming out of every
single pore on my skin so I attempted to extract the material out of
a certain spot but it almost seemed as if it was refilling. After that
mild extraction attempt (which I do without any adverse reactions
frequently) I started to have rapid onset (four hours) of facial
swelling, blurry vision, and muscle spasms in my calves (I don't
know if this was related to the vaccine but I've never had that
problem before). Cephalexin and sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim
given. During the antibiotic course, the other side of my face
swelled rapidly and I returned to the ER. What they believe is a
connective tissue disorder (I'll have more information after a few
more appointments) resulted from the reaction. I've had ongoing
swelling, boils, hair loss, skin issues, intermittent weakness and
constant fatigue. A host of eye problems as well (please contact me
for further medical records).

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

0839025-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"going blind in an unspecified eye; thyroid problems; hair falling
out; nails stopped growing; pinching pain in legs, feet, and anal
area; toe and anal pinching; toe and anal pinching; black stools;
Recently received the ""FLU vaccine on an unspecified date and
then the shingles flared up; pinching pain in legs, feet; This
spontaneous report was received from an 80-year-old male patient,
who was referring to himself. The patient's pertinent medical history
included heart attack and chronic allergies. He had no known drug
reactions or allergies and no known concomitant medications.. On
an unspecified date in 2012, the patient was vaccinated with zoster
vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, lot number
and expiration date were not provided) for prophylaxis (reported as
vaccination. On an unknown date, he experienced unspecified
thyroid problems, hair falling out, nail growth cessation, pinching
pain in legs, feet and anal area, toe and anal pinching, black stools
and also he stated that he was going blind in an unspecified eye. On
an unknown date in May 2019, the patient was vaccinated with the
first dose of zoster rgE vaccine (mammalian) (SHINGRIX) (dose,
route of administration, lot number, expiration date and indication
were not provided), and on an unknown date in July 2019, he was
vaccinated with the second dose of zoster rgE vaccine (mammalian)
(SHINGRIX). He stated, that after that, his symptoms improved for
a while and became worse again. On an unknown date (reported as
recently), he was vaccinated with an unspecified flu vaccine (dose,
route of administration, lot number, expiration date and indication
were not provided), and then shingles flared up. No treatment was
given for the events and no lab diagnostics were performed. The
patient sought medical attention. At the time of reporting, the
outcome of the events was reported as not recovered. The
relatedness between the events and the suspect vaccines was not
reported. Upon internal review, the event of ""going blind in an
unspecified eye"" was determined to be medically significant."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

0888183-1

Unknown

Hair fall out; This case was reported by a consumer via interactive
digital media and described the occurrence of hair loss in a patient
who received Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine
Quadrivalent unspecified season) for prophylaxis. On an unknown
date, the patient received Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent
unspecified season. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving
Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season, the patient
experienced hair loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hair
loss was unknown. The reporter considered the hair loss to be
related to Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season.
Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination
was not reported. The patient reported that the flu vaccine made
hair fall out and no way anymore.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

1025544-1

18-29
years

Severe flu - for over a week. Fatigue, thyroid, immune
compromised, food sensitivity battling hair loss on head, eyelashes
and eye brows no more hair on legs, arm pits and arms

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

Age

1887600-1

60-64
years

2101023-1

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
"COVID (disease); she could not raise or move her left arm (she
could not pick up a cup of coffee) / she still has problems using her
left arm but is better than it was; hearing loss in her left ear;
swollen left hand/ swollen left arm; throat redness; throat burning;
throat swelling; hair loss; shingles; This spontaneous report was
received from a consumer referring to herself, a 74-year-old female
patient with penicillin allergy and on hospice care. No information
regarding the patient's medical history or concomitant medications
was provided. On an unknown date, reported as 12 years ago,
when ""the patient turned 60"", she was first vaccinated with a dose
of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, frequency, route of
administration, lot# and expiration date were not reported) for
prophylaxis. On an unknown date in 2020, reported as last year, the
patient received a new double shot vaccine (not otherwise
specified) (dose, frequency, route of administration, lot# and
expiration date were not reported). On 19-OCT-2021, she was
vaccinated with a dose of varicella zoster vaccine rge (cho)
(SHINGRIX), solution for injection, probably on left arm (dose,
frequency, route of administration were not reported), lot # 7742Z,
expiration date: 25-MAR-2023, and with a dose of influenza vaccine
(manufacturer unknown), reported as flu vaccine, in right arm
(dose, frequency, route of administration, lot# and expiration date
were not reported), both for prophylaxis. On an unknown date in
October 2021, the patient experienced multiple reactions: hearing
loss in her left ear, swollen left hand and swollen left arm, throat
redness, throat burning, throat swelling and hair loss. She stated
that she could not raise or move her left arm (she stated that she
could not pick up a cup of coffee) starting on 20-OCT-2021. She
admitted that she still had problems using her left arm but it
seemed better than it was on 20-OCT-2021 and 21-OCT-2021. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced Coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) disease. On an unknown date, reported as now,
she had shingles and ""she would not say, it was a mild case"",
additionally, shingles (disease) was also reported as the patient's
medical history (clarification regarding discrepancies pending). The
outcome of hearing loss in her left ear, swollen left hand and
swollen left arm, COVID-19 disease, hair loss, throat redness,
throat burning, throat swelling and shingles was unknown. The
outcome of peripheral swelling was reported as
recovering/resolving. The causality assessment between the events
and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) and influenza vaccine
(manufacturer unknown) was not provided. The relatedness
between zoster vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) and hearing loss in
her left ear, swollen left hand swollen left arm, could not raise or
move her left arm, throat redness, throat burning, throat swelling,
and hair loss was related. The causality assessment between zoster
vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) and COVID-19 disease and shingles
was not reported. Upon internal review, the event of hearing loss in
her left ear was considered to be medically significant."
poor kidney function/has stage III kidney disease with elevated
creat of 1.34 and GFR=38; fluid around heart; elevated heart rate
that normalizes throughout the day; Elevated BP in AM but
normalizes throughout the day/stable/controlled; elevated HR;
elevated BP now stable/stable/controlled; CA125 down to 56.1; hair
loss/worsening hair loss with loss of eyelashes and eyebrows; hot
flushes; nausea/rarely has very mild nausea; dry mouth; dry eyes;
Blood pressure increased; taking a fall in September; injuring nose;
injuring chin; Injuring right knee; Injuring right elbow; feeling
awful; overwhelming feeling of global malaise; dry skin; dyspnea;
blood in urine small amount; GFR 35 down from 38; Creatinine 1.41
up from 1.34; SED rate elevated; This case was reported by a
consumer via (Zejula PAP Together with GSK Oncology Pharmacy)
patient support programs and described the occurrence of heart
rate irregular in a 79-year-old female patient who received niraparib
capsule (batch number 1844082, expiry date 31st March 2024) for
ovarian cancer. On 12th July 2021, the patient started niraparib 200
mg once daily (200 mg daily). On an unknown date, an unknown
time after starting niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate
irregular and blood pressure fluctuation. Niraparib was continued
with no change. On an unknown date, the outcome of the heart rate
irregular and blood pressure fluctuation were not recovered/not
resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered the heart rate
irregular and blood pressure fluctuation to be related to niraparib.
Additional details: The patient received niraparib as Zejula. Adverse
event: Occasional elevated heart rate (HR) that normalized
throughout the day, elevated blood pressure (BP) in morning (AM)
but normalized throughout the day. The patient history was
unknown. The reporter did not give consent to be contacted. Follow
up information was received from consumer via Zejula PAP Together
with GSK Oncology Pharmacy on 30 Jul 2021. Concurrent medical
conditions included lymphedema. On an unknown date, an unknown
time after starting niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate
increased and increased blood pressure. Niraparib was continued
with no change. On an unknown date, the outcome of the heart rate
irregular, blood pressure fluctuation, heart rate increased and
increased blood pressure were recovered/resolved. It was unknown
if the reporter considered the heart rate increased and increased
blood pressure to be related to niraparib. Patient reported elevated
HR (heart rate) and, elevated BP (blood pressure) was now stable,
preexisting lymphedema wears support hose, no change since

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

started therapy. Last
Lab was
on 30
Jul 2021 today, no results as
Adverse
Event
Description
yet. Next F/U (follow up) on 06 Aug 2021 and MD (physician visit)
on 17 Aug 2021 and weekly labs. Follow up information was
received from consumer via Zejula PAP Together with GSK Oncology
Pharmacy on 03 Sep 2021: Patient received niraparib capsule
(batch number 2054130, expiry date 31st March 2024) for
malignant neoplasm of ovary at dose 200 mg once daily (200 mg
daily). On an unknown date, an unknown time after starting
niraparib, the patient experienced ca 125 increased. On an
unknown date, the outcome of the ca 125 increased was
recovering/Resolving. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
ca 125 increased to be related to niraparib. Zejula start date
12Jul2021 at 200mg- Ovarian. Dose: 200mg PM (evening) w/food.
Adverse Events: preexisting lymphedema wears support hose-no
change since start of therapy. Last Lab: 27Aug2021 platelets 196K
CA125 down to 56.1. Next F/U (follow up) 24Sep2021 and MD
(physician). Confirmed: appetite good, hydration good, blood
pressure stable/controlled. Denied:
diarrhea/constipation/nausea/skin issues/sleep disturbances. No
new scan, EKG (electrocardiogram), specialist visit, ER (emergency
room) visit, hospital admission, new medications or medication
changes, no new drug allergies, no missed doses, no refill required.
Interventions: Continue current management of symptoms. Other
products and other conditions were unknown. Follow up information
was received from consumer via Zejula PAP Together with GSK
Oncology Pharmacy on 02 November 2021: Patient received
niraparib capsule dose of 200 mg once daily (batch number
2057785, expiry date 31st March 2024). Concurrent medical
conditions included fatigue. On an unknown date, an unknown time
after started niraparib, the patient experienced kidney dysfunction
(serious criteria GSK medically significant), pericardial effusion
(serious criteria GSK medically significant), hair loss, hot flush,
nausea, malaise, dry mouth, dry skin and dyspnea. On an unknown
date, the outcome of the kidney dysfunction, pericardial effusion,
malaise, dry skin and dyspnea were unknown and the outcome of
the hair loss, hot flush, nausea and dry mouth were not
recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered
the kidney dysfunction, pericardial effusion, hair loss, hot flush,
nausea, malaise, dry mouth, dry skin and dyspnea to be related to
niraparib. Drug Zejula Start Date was 12 Jul 2021 at 200 mg for
Ovarian, Dose as 200 mg PM with food. Notes Spoke with patient
today, 02 Nov 2021. Reported able to perform activities of daily
living with pre-existing mild fatigue since started Zejula. Appetite
good. Hydrating 6 to 8 glasses of water, fluid daily. Blood pressure
was stable. Last lab reported as WDL (Within defined limit). Next
lab and Doctor visit scheduled for Nov 2021. No EKG
(electrocardiogram), Scan, Specialist visit, ER (emergency room)
hospital visit, change in medications or allergy status, no missed
doses. New included hair loss, hot flashes, nausea, overwhelming
feeling of global malaise, poor kidney function, dry mouth, dry skin,
dyspnea due to fluid around heart. Follow up as N/A (Not
applicable), Resolved as Not Applicable. Follow up information was
reported from consumer via Zejula PAP Together with GSK Oncology
Pharmacy on 03 Dec 2021: On an unknown date, the dose was
changed to 200 mg once daily (200 mg daily) (batch number
2057802, expiry date 30th April 2024) for malignant neoplasm of
ovary. On an unknown date, an unknown time after starting
niraparib, the patient experienced eye dryness, increased blood
pressure, fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury,
feeling abnormal. The subject was treated with beta blocker nos
(Beta Blocker). On an unknown date, the outcome of the eye
dryness, fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury and
feeling abnormal were unknown and the outcome of the increased
blood pressure, kidney dysfunction, malaise, dry skin and dyspnea
were not recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the eye dryness, increased blood pressure, fall, nose
injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury and feeling abnormal to
be related to niraparib. Drug: Zejula C5D23 Start Date 12Jul2021 at
200mg - Ovarian Dose: 200mg daily PM with food Notes: Spoke
with patient today, 03Dec2021, she was a physician, so home
phone was work phone. Patient reported that she was able to
perform activities of daily living with increased fatigue since last
call. She used to take Zejula at night due to feeling awful, nausea,
and dry mouth and dry eyes. She had stage III kidney disease with
elevated creat of 1.34 and glomerular filtration rate was 38. She
was having her kidney stints replaced on 21Dec2021, done every 6
months. Her appetite was good. She was hydrating with 6-8 glasses
of water/fluid daily. Her blood pressure was increased, so taking
beta blocker in AM. She mentioned that she was taking a fall in
September and injuring nose, chin, right knee and right elbow, but
no bruising due to tripping over a brick while running. Last lab
reported abnormal as above, but carbohydrate antigen 125 had
decreased to 56.8 from 59. Next lab on 10Dec2021 and physician
visit scheduled for 20Dec2021. Patient had no electrocardiogram,
scan, specialist visit, emergency room/hospital visit, change in
allergy status, no missed doses. Medication list reviewed and
updated. No drug-drug interaction found. No refill needed. New:
worsening hair loss with loss of eyelashes and eyebrows, increased
fatigue; taking a fall in September and injuring nose, chin, right
knee and right elbow, but no bruising due to tripping over a brick
while running; stage III kidney disease with elevated creatinine of
1 34 and glomerular filtration rate was 38; kidney stints due for

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

1.34 and glomerular filtration rate was 38; kidney stints due for
Adverse Event Description
replacing 21Dec2021; increased blood pressure; carbohydrate
antigen 125 had decreased to 56.8 from 59; takes Zejula at night
due to feeling awful Follow-up: hot flashes, nausea, overwhelming
feeling of global malaise, poor kidney function, dry mouth, dry skin,
dyspnea due to fluid around heart Resolved: none. Follow up
information was reported from consumer via Zejula PAP Together
with GSK Oncology Pharmacy on 02 Feb 2022: The age at
vaccination was not reported. Co-suspect products included covid19 vaccine for covid-19 prophylaxis. Concomitant products included
docusate sodium (Colace), potassium citrate, metoprolol,
levothyroxine, rosuvastatin calcium (Crestor) and loratadine
(Claritine). On an unknown date, the patient received niraparib 200
mg once daily (200 mg daily) (batch number 2057805, expiry date
30th April 2024). On an unknown date, the patient received a Flu
shot and 3rd Covid 19 vaccine and experienced heart rate
increased, increased blood pressure, CA 125 increased, kidney
dysfunction, pericardial effusion, hair loss, hot flush, nausea, dry
mouth, eye dryness, malaise, dry skin, increased blood pressure,
fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow injury, feeling
abnormal and dyspnea. Last lab on 10 Jan 2022 with doctor of
medicine (MD), glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was 35 down from
38, creatinine 1.41 up from 1.34, sedimentation (SED) rate
elevated after 3rd Covid vaccine and a Flu shot, blood in urine small
amount and patient put on oral prednisone. On 10th January 2022,
5 months 29 days after starting niraparib, the patient experienced
glomerular filtration rate decreased, blood creatinine increased, and
sedimentation rate increased. Less than 2 weeks after receiving 1st
dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate irregular and
blood pressure fluctuation, less than 3 weeks after receiving 1st
dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced heart rate increased and
increased blood pressure, less than 2 months after receiving 1st
dose of Niraparib, the patient CA 125 increased, less than 4 months
after receiving 1st dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced kidney
dysfunction, pericardial effusion, hair loss, hot flush, nausea, dry
mouth, eye dryness, malaise and dry skin, less than 4 months after
receiving 1st dose of Niraparib, the patient experienced increased
blood pressure, fall, nose injury, face injury, knee injury, elbow
injury, feeling abnormal, dyspnea and less than 9 months after
receiving 1st dose of niraparib, the patient experienced blood in
urine. The subject was treated with prednisone (Prednisone (Oral)).
On an unknown date, the outcome of the eye dryness, blood
creatinine increased and blood in urine were not recovered/not
resolved and the outcome of the glomerular filtration rate
decreased, and sedimentation rate increased were unknown. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the glomerular filtration rate
decreased, blood creatinine increased, sedimentation rate increased
and blood in urine to be related to niraparib. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the heart rate increased, increased blood
pressure, CA 125 increased, kidney dysfunction, pericardial
effusion, hair loss, hot flush, nausea, dry mouth, eye dryness,
malaise, dry skin, increased blood pressure, fall, nose injury, face
injury, knee injury, elbow injury, feeling abnormal, dyspnea and
blood in urine to be related to Flu vaccine and Covid 19 vaccine.
Next lab on 05 Feb 2022 and doctor of medicine (MD) the next
week. Confirmed appetite good, hydration good, blood pressure
stable/controlled, sleeping well. Denied diarrhea or constipation or
nausea or skin issues. No electrocardiogram (EKG), scan, specialist
visit, emergency room (ER) visit, hospital admission, no new drug
allergies or medications, no missed doses.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0517068-1

40-49
years

Patient reported that he started experience alopecia after his flu
shot.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0677677-1

50-59
years

Initial unsolicited report received from a consumer (Patient herself)
on 05 January 2017. This case involves a 50-year-old female
patient who was vaccinated with doses of FLUZONE QIV (batch
number, expiry date, dose were not reported) intramuscularly on an
unknown dates since last 2 years (reported as 2015-2016 and
2016-2017 Flu). Patient's pre-existing physician diagnosed allergies,
birth defects, illness at the time of vaccination were reported as
none and patient had medical history of High blood pressure.
Concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date,
within 3-4 weeks after each vaccination, patient's hair began to fall
out. Last year they were unsure of the cause and took time to
investigate causes and she became completely bald on her head
and face. Now patient had only lost 1/3 of her hair on her head and
had not lost facial hair. Patient visited dermatologist but had not
concluded a cause. The patient had previous five doses of FLUZONE
QIV. Laboratory investigations was not reported. The patient
received shots to preserve hair. The outcome of event was reported
as not recovered. List of documents held by sender: none.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0724678-1

30-39
years

On 9-6-2017 I received the flu vaccine and a few days later my hair
started falling out. It is thinning on the top of my head. It is still
thinning to date. I am unsure if it will stop or grow back?

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0739436-1

6-17
years

My daughter got her weekly allergy shot and then the flu shot. Four
days later her hair started falling out in patches. She was diagnosed
with an extreme case of alopecia areata. She had almost complete
hair loss by the end of November.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

Age

0744869-1

6-17
years

Weakness in arms, legs, body, pain all over, headaches, severe back
pain, no control of body at times, unable to walk at times, hair loss,
blurry eyes, balance off.

40-49
years

Beginning 9/16/18 patients whole body turned red (not hives).
Patient began sweating profusely and her skin felt hot. Her scalp
was burning. She claimed she looked sunburnt. Her hair began
shedding in chunks and has since. She claims her sleep pattern has
been interrupted. Patient feels off.

65-79
years

My hair started falling out 10/20/2018-it filled the sink, the counter
top, floor, my hair brush, I have several bald spots on my head, this
happened last year after I receive the flu shot 11/2/2017 (FLUZONE
HIGH DOSE) which I was told I would be terminated if I refuse. this
year I was so scared it would happen again & I was told I would get
sritten up if I refused. this also happened after my first flu shot
EVER 10/12/2016 (FLUZONE QUADRIVALENT, lot# U1678AE). I also
developed sinus infection & upper respiratory infection after each
injection.

0782698-1

0787879-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0792356-1

50-59
years

Dry red patches at the bridge of the nose and above the eye lid, at
the tip of the nose, inside the elbows, and on the thighs. Also my
scalp got very inflamed with the same dry skin patches and some
hair loss. I take the Flurbiprofen for osteoarthritis in my hands and
noticed that when I took it, only used when needed, it started to
alleviate the condition and when I didn't take it, it would come
back. So I started taking the full dose daily, 1 pill twice a day. It has
not completely alleviated the problem but has dramatically
improved it. So this has been going on since End of September and
continues but appears to be going away. My plan is to continue to
take the Flurbiprofen until it does. It looks about 90% gone as of
today, progress is very slow.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0811773-1

50-59
years

Acute renal failure necrosis of skin with permanent injury lost her
job now disabled despite meds Basically fired because she was
unable to return to work due to open sores

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0844334-1

6-17
years

She was administered the vaccine on 10/16 approximately at 3:30
in the afternoon. One Thursday, October 24th, I notice a large
quantity of hair in her hoodie. On Monday, October 28, I helped her
by brushing her hair in the morning and noticed large spots of hair
missing on the top and sides of her head. I brought her to the
Doctor on October 29th to have it looked at.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0861628-1

3-5 years

Patient has a history of alopecia. One week after receiving her flu
shot she had a significant flare and lost about 75% of her hair

1-2 years

Pt had alopecia ophiasis only to areas above ears prior to vaccine.
The next day after vaccine given, the rest of her hair on her head
fell out in clumps and thinned out and she had alopecia totalis
within a week. To this day, patient has lost her eyebrows, has no
hair on her head and she has alopecia universalis (an autoimmune
disease.) She now also has many food and environmental allergies
and asthma (autoimmune diseases). After her 1 year vaccines given
9/29/15- Prevnar 13, MMR, Hep A, Influenza (Fluzone) HIB and
DTAP patient developed wheezing, asthma symptoms on 12/21/15
along with Oititis media and was given Fluzone that same day. She
had multiple MD visits for viral problems since then until 10/3/16.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0880364-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

1653360-1

1848122-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"burning; lost half of her hair; experiencing a bee sting and that it
stinging; fall; severe itching; Initial information received on 12-Aug2021 regarding an unsolicited valid non-serious case received from
a consumer (patient). This case involves a elderly female patient
who experienced severe itching (pruritus), burning (burning
sensation), lost half of her hair (alopecia), bee sting and that it
stinging (pain)and fall, after receiving vaccine INFLUENZA
QUADRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE HV VACCINE [FLUZONE HIGH-DOSE
QUADRIVALENT]. The patient's past vaccination(s) included
influenza vaccine and no adverse event reported for prophylactic
vaccination. The patient's past medical history, medical
treatment(s) and family history were not provided. At the time of
the event, the patient had Osteoporosis. On an unknown date in
2020, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA
QUADRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE HV VACCINE (lot number and expiry
date not reported) via an unknown route at an unknown
administration site for prophylactic vaccination. On an unknown
date, the patient developed non-serious severe itching (pruritus),
burning (burning sensation), lost half of her hair (alopecia), bee
sting and that it stinging (pain) and fall (unknown latency) following
the administration of INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE HV
VACCINE. It was reported that ""Caller stated she called a couple of
months ago because she had a severe reaction to the FLUZONE
HIGH DOSE VACCINE. Caller stated she is still sufferings from it
with sever itching and burning. Caller stated she wanted her
primary care doctor to give her an exemption card for the COVID19 shot because they told her if she had a bad reaction to FLUZONE
HIGH-DOSE, her COVID-19 reaction would be way worse. Caller is
asking what ingredient could cause severe itching and burning in
the vaccine. She would like to know who, is it someone at our
company, chooses the strains of the inactivated split influenza virus
that is in the vaccine. She wants to know if the strains are all from
another country. She states that she is miserable and that it is ""all
over her body"". She states that she did not eat anything different
so she knows it was the flu shot. She states that she also lost half
of her hair and it is not just because of her age and that she knows
it was the flu shot. She mentions that she was born in 1934. She
states that she can't have anything that would make you dizzy
because she ""can't handle another fall"" and she states that she
has osteoporosis. She states that she has no choice and she can not
have another vaccine ever again and that she can't even get a
tetanus shot. The caller states that she has had an ""absolutely
miserable year"". Details of laboratory data were not reported. It
was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment.
At time of reporting, patient had not recovered from any of the
events. There will be no information available on batch number for
this case."

65-79
years

Swollen Left arm/ Swollen Left hand; could not raise or move her
left arm; Throat redness; Throat swelling; Throat burning; Hair
loss; Hearing loss Left ear; This case was reported by a consumer
via call center representative and described the occurrence of
hearing loss unilateral in a 74-year-old female patient who received
Herpes zoster (Shingrix) (batch number 7742Z, expiry date 25th
March 2023) for prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Flu
Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022
season) for prophylaxis. The patient's past medical history included
shingles and covid-19. Previously administered products included
Zostavax. Concurrent medical conditions included hospice care and
penicillin allergy. On 19th October 2021, the patient received the
1st dose of Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022
season. In October 2021, less than 2 weeks after receiving Shingrix
and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022 season, the patient
experienced hearing loss unilateral (serious criteria GSK medically
significant), mobility decreased, red throat, throat swelling, burning
in throat and hair loss. On 20th October 2021, the patient
experienced swelling arm. On an unknown date, the outcome of the
hearing loss unilateral and mobility decreased were unknown and
the outcome of the swelling arm, red throat, throat swelling,
burning in throat and hair loss were not recovered/not resolved. It
was unknown if the reporter considered the hearing loss unilateral,
swelling arm, mobility decreased, red throat, throat swelling,
burning in throat and hair loss to be related to Shingrix and
Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022 season. Additional
details were provided as follows: The patient self-reported this case.
The patient received Shingrix vaccine in left arm and flu vaccine in
right vaccine at same time. The patient experienced hearing loss in
her left ear, swollen left hand swollen left arm, throat redness,
throat burning, throat swelling, and hair loss. The patient stated
that she could not raise or move her left arm (she stated that she
could not pick up a cup of coffee). The patient admitted that she
was still having problems using her left arm but was better than it
was on 20th October 2021. The patient enquired the efficacy of first
dose and does not want to get second dose. The reporter did not
consent to follow up.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

2151426-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN4(SEASONAL))

0523674-1

6-17
years

A consumer report has been received. The report concerns a 9 year
old, Female consumer, who had been receiving FLUMIST,
(intranasal). FLUMIST started on an unknown date. The patient
experienced clumps of hair fell out after receiving FLUMIST. The
outcome of the event of clumps of hair fell out after receiving
FLUMIST is unknown. The report was considered to be non-serious.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN4(SEASONAL))

0527640-1

6-17
years

Fatigue, body aches, chills, hair loss, chest pain.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN4(SEASONAL))

0683074-1

6-17
years

My child never been immunized before, the school had certificate of
exemption on records. She begin to lose hair on her head partially
with big chunks, and now its getting worse.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT, ADJUVANT
(INJECTED)
(FLUA4(SEASONAL))

1888581-1

3-5 years

alopecia, hair loss

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT, CELLCULTURE-DERIVED (INJECTED)
(FLUC4(SEASONAL))

0896316-1

30-39
years

Employee reports febrile, muscle weakness, loss of sensation, body
aches, hair loss, change in urogenital output.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT, CELLCULTURE-DERIVED (INJECTED)
(FLUC4(SEASONAL))

0896755-1

1-2 years

Skin Rash, hives, Seborrhic Dermatitis Face Chapped Lips Hair Loss
tooth loss Dandruff Constant Eyeglass Prescriptive Wearing.

18-29
years

10/3: started with feeling tired, no energy around 4 pm. I just
wanted to sleep. By 5 pm left arm below injection site with rash,
arm swelling, hard and painful. Fever low grade 100.9. By 7 pm,
unable to move, whole body pain, joint pain, fever up to 102. Took
Ibuprofen and went to bed. Rough night, not feeling well, off and on
sleep. Body stressed. Took more Ibuprofen 10/4 at 3am. Unable to
work. Woke up around 10 am on 10/4, no change in arm swelling
and rash, fatigued, but no fever. No energy all day. 10/5 Less
fatigued. Loss of hair from stress. Arm swelling reduced somewhat
but rash exists. Rest all day. 10/6 My mother noticed hair loss, arm
rash still present, just slightly swollen arm, more

2074785-1

30-39
years

Extreme stomach issues (nausea vomiting and weight loss of 20
pounds over next month following doses) and got perianal colitis
that resulted in an anal abscess; more frequent and heavy periods
since first rounds of covid shots that have not stopped in frequency
or heavy bleeding (huge clots and periods twice a month now); also
low appetite and lots of weird stomach pains; the short term but
still concerning side effects are increased tsh levels a few weeks
after my second shot of moderna; a rapid heart rate and weird
heart flutters after the first few days then extremely tired for a
month after each dose. I feel like my physical health has changed
for the worse in some ways after this booster and get more
frequent skin infections; losing more hair; dizziness; and extreme
issues with mental health being greatly reduced after each dose of
moderna as well. Brain fog and zaps. Weakness in body at times. I
did not have these before the shots or booster or at the same
intensity with the skin infections.

0066250-1

6-17
years

1OCT93 pt exp genl achiness & nauseated; 4OCT93 bloodwork
showed irregular (high) counts; 8OCT93 bone pain (legs); 19NOV93
flu like sx (fever); 9DEC93 dx leukemia; pt exp runny nose, cough,
resp infect; treated for bronchitis;
pt recv vax & devel itching all over body; MD prescribed DPH, which
mom said did not help the itching; just made the pt sleepy; also
developed hair loss several wk p/vax which cont; MD has ordered
blood work;

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT,
RECOMBINANT (INJECTED)
(FLUR4(SEASONAL))

0889337-1

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT,
RECOMBINANT (INJECTED)
(FLUR4(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0074712-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0085052-1

65-79
years

pt states has lost 1/2 of hair & dermatologist states pt has teloza
effusion;pt reports slow healing;

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0086051-1

65-79
years

pt recv vax OCT94&feb95 devel psoriasis of scalp&exp loss of
hair;MD prescribed cream w/cortisone&vit A;pt referred to
dermatologist who prescribed another cream;fungal cult
neg;psoriasis resolved&hair growing back

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0086052-1

65-79
years

pt recv vax OCT94 & NOV94 devel psoriasis of the scalp & exp loss
of hair;tx w/hydrocortisone cream;events resolved p/4months;

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0167003-1

60-64
years

Client complained of hair loss and states the hair loss occurred after
the 2nd dose of Hep-B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0177559-1

60-64
years

It was reported that 3- 4 days after receiving vaccine the pt's hair
fell out. Pt had same experience with Hepatitis A & B vaccines, she
lost 3/4 of her hair volume in 1998. Further information is
requested.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

0183220-1

0219050-1

0219843-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

"The pt contracted Guillain BarrT syndrome and was treated for
three weeks at the hospital. Has been in full rehab facilities since
that time. Pt is not able to walk or sit up. On the annual report
received on 04/22/2003, the reporter states, ""Patient is still unable
to walk unassisted (uses walker). Needs assistance to dress,
undress, toilet and food prep. Is homebound (90%). Has spent all
savings on aides and can no longer afford them. Severe arthritis in
right arm, hand, knee and ankle. Suffered hair loss due to stress."""

40-49
years

Ache;joints and muscles, allergies, mood:anxiety, depression,heart
arrhythmia,arthritis, bloating, heart ekg: abnormal, hair falling out,
heart palpitation, insomnia, menstrual abnormalities, nasal heavy
drainage, numbness and tingling of fingers and arm,lower back
pain, right shoulder pain, pain at injection site, injection site swollen
to the size of golf ball for at least on month, joint and muscle pain,
soft tissue pain, eye pain, neck pain, skin rash, unable to sleep flat,
night sweats, tens needed to control pain, sinusitis, change in preexisting thyroid condition blurred vision, weight gain, visual field
defected.

40-49
years

A report was received from a health care professional on 2/9/04
concerning a female vaccinee of unspecified age who experienced
ear pain within a few days of vaccination and neck pain, chills,
headaches, post-nasal drip, muscle spasms, an increase in blood
pressure, an increase in heart rate, fluid in her ear, sinus
congestion, a sensation of her body being on fire, diarrhea,
palpitations with shortness of breath, loss of appetite, hair loss,
night sweats, pain in the right deltoid, pain in the right shoulder
joint, numbness in the fingers, muscle cramps, fatigue, cough,
tingling in the head and jaw and was unable to turn her head an
unspecified length of time after receiving Fluvirin on the right side
on 10/23/03. On an unspecified date the vaccinee experienced right
ear pain within a few days of vaccination and right-sided neck pain,
chills, headaches which lasted approximately 1.5 weeks, severe
post-nasal drip (on the right side only), muscle spasms in the jaw
and neck, an increase in blood pressure, an increase in heart rate,
fluid in her right ear, severe sinus congestion, a sensation of her
body being on fire lasting for about 10 hours, diarrhea, palpitations
with shortness of breath, loss of appetite, hair loss, night sweats,
pain in the right deltoid, pain in the right shoulder joint, numbness
in the fingers, muscle cramps in her right calf and thigh, fatigue,
cough, a sensation of tingling in the head and jaw and was unable
to turn her head. The reporter indicated that all symptoms began
shortly after receiving Fluvirin. The vaccinee indicated that most of
the symptoms had subsided but continues to have problems with
sinus congestion, nasal discharge, fatigue, blocked ears, and muscle
pain but not as significant as when experienced initially. The
vaccinee also experienced some symptoms on the left side but were
less intense. The vaccinee was unable to exercise when the
symptoms were most intense. At the time of reporting she had
commenced exercising again and noted that the muscles on the
right side of her body were significantly more painful than the
muscles on the left side. Laboratory tests including thyroid function
and head CT were normal. It was suggested that the symptoms
experienced by the vaccinee may be due to a reaction to the
immunization or may be due to a type of flu virus. There was
insufficient information to determine the reporter's causality.
Update 1, 4/20/04: Further information was received from a health
care professional who is also the 49 year old consumer who
experienced neuropathies and paraesthesia after receiving Fluvirin.
The vaccinee's symptoms were considered to be disabling. The
vaccinee has undergone numerous tests. However, no diagnosis has
been confirmed and she continues to experience neuropathies,
paraesthesias and muscle spasms. The vaccinee has a medical
history of normal childhood illnesses. The vaccinee was treated with
gabapentin, cyclobenzaprine hydrochloride and physical and
massage therapy. Follow up pending.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0225660-1

1-2 years

"Mom stated that two weeks after receiving flu vaccine on 11/7/03,
the child's hair started falling out. Follow up on 09/01/04 states:
""She also developed trouble with her language use 1-2 weeks post
vaccine. The child could only speak the beginning syllable of a word
and not finish it. All MRI's were normal. Medical records state
speech disorder. msv"

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0271876-1

1-2 years

Presents to clinic 2/3/07 - bright red rash covering entire body.
Some hair loss. No VZV type of rash noted.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Within a week of the vaccination, she was tired, and she had a few
nose bleeds (that were hard to stop). Her gums started bleeding
when brushing her teeth a few weeks after the vaccine. She then
started having high fevers around October 31, 2006,(103, 104,
105)and was eventually hospitalized on November 7, 2007, after a
blood test revealed that her blood platelet count was down to
16,000. She had two chest x-rays that were normal. She was
diagnosed as having high fever, a low platelet count (platelets got
as low as 7,000), and low red blood cells count (which resulted in
anemia). While hospitalized, she was twice treated with IVIG that
caused her platelet count to rise. She also received intravenous
antibiotic treatments that she did not respond to. She was also
given Tylenol and later Motrin while hospitalized to control the fever.
She is now taking Prednisone for a short period. In addition, she is
taking iron pills and Protonix (to protect her stomach from the
affects of the steroid medicine). While hospitalized, she also had a
CAT Scan (of the head) and ultrasounds of her abdominal area
(tests were normal). 12/06/2007 MR received for DOS 11/717/2007 with D/C DX: Evan's Syndrome. Presented to local ED with
fever x days, thrombocytopenia and anemia. Pt initially developed
cough, rhinorrhea, fatigue and fever. Treated symptomatically for
suspected viral infection. Pt developed increasing fatigue and
difficulty leaving bed. Seen again by PCP with labs and CXR done.
Admitted for further w/u of FUO and thromobcytopenia. PE (+) for
purpura of the external ear, lip ecchymosis (blood blisters),
violaceous scaly skin patches involving the malar eminence, and
upper extremities. Started on abx and IVIG PMH: Skin disorder x
1.5-2 yrs c/w granuloma annulare. Rash on face/cutaneous lesions
c/w Lupus. Constipation. Recurrent sinus infections. Pt developed
nausea, dizziness and blurred vision and had a near syncopal
episode. New onset RUQ pain on day 8 with increased LFTs. Multiple
consults by Heme/Onc, Rheum, GI, Neuro and ID. DX of Evan's
Syndrome on Day 10 and tx with steroids begun to be continued
and F/U as outpt. Per 60 day follow up: She is still experiencing low
platelets, which is being controlled by steroid usage (presnisone).
1/15/2010 Patient rec'd other vaccine, hep A on 7/31/08 and she
had to be readmitted to the hospital she experienced hair loss, skin
rash, fevers, low plackets and joint pain.

Unknown

"This case was reported by a health professional on 04 September
2007. A female patient with no reported medical history received
injections of Decavac, Fluzone, IPOL, Menomune, Typhim Vi, and
hepatitis A (manufacturers and lot numbers not reported) on 20
December 2006. ""Almost immediately"", the patient reported that
she experienced ""dark circles under my eyes, bags under my eyes,
a permanent tired line on my face, and hair loss"". Per the reporter,
the events were ongoing. The patient's husband also reported
experiencing dark circles under eyes, bags under eyes, and a
permanent tired line in the face after receiving the above vaccines;
this information is captured in case number 2007-02806."

40-49
years

"Patient and I took shots through a drive through clinic on october
10 2007. Her Left arm puffed up RED after the shot. The area was
3""x 2"" Square area. Then It went away. On Oct 26 she was stung
on the face by a large mosquito. She became sick after that and
has been sick ever since then. She has pain all over her body, her
hair is falling out, her hair quit growing on her legs and her
underarms. She has horrible burning under her scalp, spreading
down her back and spreading from her chest up towards her neck
as off this morning. It's red splotchy and burns horribly. She has not
been able to sleep since the shot. She stairs at the ceiling at night
and has not slept since then even with sleep meds. She catches cat
naps during the day maybe 1 or 2 hours. Patient was first put in the
hospital for 5 day's before they found out she had C-Diff. The
second time she had almost 0% potassium and was hospitalized for
another 5 day's in the (PCU) pulmonary care unit. She was very
sick but still has the burning and her hair is falling out in clumps.
Before all of this happend she was a happy go lucky house wife
taking care of me (because I am 100% diabled. She is now 100%
disabled due to this illness. Please come up with an answer to the
burning and hair loss it's very difficult to watch her in so much pain
(Submitted by her husband). 2/14/08 Reviewed medical records
which reveal patient experienced rash, burning skin, nausea &
diarrhea, low grade fever. Admitted 11/21-11/28/2007. GI consult
done. Developed grossly bloody diarrhea. Also had recent exposure
to shingles & family member w/diarrhea, had a recent cat scratch &
recent mosquito bite. Cat scratch & mosquito bite areas were
swollen & indurated. D/C Dx: diarrhea, resolved; gastric
erosions/ulcer, H. pylori neg; grade A esophagitis; duodenitis.
Diarrhea & fatigue recurred & re-admitted 12/14-12/17/2007. Tx
w/dual antibiotics & improved. D/C dx: c.diff colitis. FINAL DX:
None provided."

0319068-1

18-29
years

"Extreme headaches every other day for approx. 1 minute then
goes away since late 2003. Loss of hair (began losing hair approx. 3
months after receiving those vaccines). Evacuate blood from time to
time. I currently have Anthrax 1, 2 and 3 not because I wanted but
because was ""a must"" to have them."

0329764-1

6-17
years

Reports bald patch at back of head - onset one month after
receiving MENACTRA, Flu and GARDASIL 2/11/08, condition has
worsened over past 5 months - seen 9/25/08 for this condition.
Treated - Triamcinolone - referred to Dermatologist

0297568-1

0299459-1

0304266-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

VAERS ID

Age

Treated

Triamcinolone referred to Dermatologist.
Adverse Event Description

3-5 years

Vaccine for flu administered 11/12/08 AM. That night his mother
noted a tiny area of frontal hair loss. Continues to fall out now =
22mm X 10 mm bald (alopecia) patch. Treatment = refer to derm,
Beclomethasone foam.

60-64
years

Shortly after (2-5 days) immunization of with flu, TDP and typhoid I
experienced hives on chest & under arm and blotches of hair falling
out on right side of head continues to date (30 days). Client unsure
of date of symptoms. Thinks they began on completion of oral
typhoid.

0374252-1

18-29
years

Telogen Effluvium-hair loss caused by stress or a sudden shock to
the body. When I comb or wash my hair globs of it is coming out.
There is no medication for this it is just supposed to clear up on its
own. Hair is in a resting phase and when your hair is in this phase it
is not growing!

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0383551-1

50-59
years

Patient states approximately 1 month after receiving the Seasonal
Influenza vaccine she began loosing the hair on her scalp

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0383552-1

30-39
years

States 1 month after receiving the vaccine began losing hair on
head.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0405412-1

1-2 years

Pain and swelling next day, high fever 1 week later, hair loss 4-5
months later.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0435245-1

6-17
years

Received GARDASIL (1) 8/12/09/ (2) 11/4/09/ (3) 9/14/10.
7/12/11 Reported moderate pain loss x 3 weeks at office visit.
9/15/11 PC mom reported diagnosis alopecia areata by
dermatologist. Mom concerned related to GARDASIL.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0441896-1

6-11
months

Two days after flu vaccine 6 mos to 36 mos hair started falling out.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0442649-1

6-17
years

Mother reports pt had hair loss following vaccination & an increase
in freq. of nosebleeds. Pt states she was losing her hair prior to
vaccination. Now has two bald patches. P/E N/L in regards to
nosebleeds. Has hx of intermittent nosebleeds.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0484409-1

65-79
years

First noticed hair started to fall out, after morning shower. By the
end of Jan, I am bald!!!! Being treated for alopecia areata at this
time. I have never had a flu shot before this time.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0484468-1

50-59
years

Pt contacted us on 2/5/13 stating after receiving flu vaccination on
12/12/12 she began to lose her hair just as she did during her
cancer treatment. Primary MD was contacted -> did not see a link,
offered referral to dermatologist, pt said - not needed.

0334472-1

0364372-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0490279-1

18-29
years

"On 10/2/2012, he reported being in good health with receipt of
first AVA (Bioport - FAV308) vaccination and annual Influenza (SPUH713AB) intramuscular vaccination. He recalls his right arm ""hurt
like hell"" for 3 days following AVA vaccine, and his right arm
remained sore stating it felt as if ""his arm had been hit by a
hammer & it hurt to lift"". He reported no other symptoms and his
arm pain resolved within 1 week. On 10/10/2012 (day 8) he took a
17 hour flight. On 10/11/2012 (day 9) he complained of feeling
poorly being tired & weak with a subjective fever, low energy, mild
sinus congestion & post nasal drip. He described his symptoms as
""if coming down with a cold"" & he felt a little better after some
sleep. On 10/12/12 he went to medical for a persistent painful small
fluid filled lesion to left scalp: a 3x2cm small raised lesion behind
left ear in hairline. It was lanced, had a negative KOH culture & was
diagnosed with folliculitis & given topical BACTROBAN. On
10/14/2012 lesion was ""dry healed rash with alopecia"" (per
provider) & he was cleared to fly. On 10/19/2012 he flew at 6-7
thousand feet with no reported concerns. On 10/22/2012 (day 20
after vaccinations and 4 days after flying) he reported his first 30
minute ""headache"" while working on a computer. HA described as
a sharp shooting pain from bridge of nose that extended down to
left inner canthus extending across his cheek-eye socket to temple
region & then down to left ear & neck. He describes this 8-9/10 pain
as ""if pliers were gripping the nerve pinching causing a severe
headache"". He also stated mucosal lining in left nostril burned. He
denied any visual disturbance or tearing, no foreign body or trauma
to eyes/head. He did not wear/need eyeglasses, was not in
sunlight, not precipitated by alcohol, & was not exposed to any
odors or chemicals. He did have to squint due to the pain. He
reported this pain returned spontaneously 3 more times regardless
of activity between 0900-1200 hours lasting about 30 minutes each
on 10/24, 10/27, and 10/28. Each episode he ""could feel area
tighten up and then his head hurt"" and then would feel exhausted
for 2-3 hours upon resolution of headache. He took MOTRIN but
was unsure if medication helped or if headache resolved on own. He
sought treatment after episode #4 on 10/29/12 stating he ""never
felt pain like this before"" describing a daily ""headache like
pressure (see above description). Provider documented ""headache
extending thru medial orbit and cheek, and was accompanied by
ipsilateral watery nasal discharge, eye tearing, facial sweating and
eyelid swelling. Headaches were very specific in timing and
location"". His CT head, CRP, ESR, vitals (BP) and neuro/physical
exam were normal. He was diagnosed with headache syndrome and
treated with ZANTAC, prednisone taper (60mg x 5 day, then 50-4030-20 mg 1 day each) and given prescription for nasal IMITREX
(headaches did improve with steroids slightly). While his differential
did include evaluation for air sickness-altitude injury, temporal
arteritis, migraine or allergies (on FLONASE and ALLEGRA);
provider advised ""demographics are more consistent with cluster
headaches"". His ""headache"" symptoms initially were ipsilateral
but were bilateral in December 2012. He advised of daily stabbing
in the peri and retro-orbital region and upper maxillary and lower
frontal sinus areas occurring 10-15 times a day with burning
sensation at the bridge of his nose (not like initial 4 headaches-less
intense). He feels pains shortly after awakening and has no
problems sleeping (7-9 hr/night). He complains of intermittent
pains to other body parts which migrate from one spot to another
day by day ultimately returning to original spot (bilateral low back,
left groin, suprapubic area, and forearms). He reports some muscle
spasms to inner quads that occur when he has testicular/groin pain.
He has generalized malaise and ""just feels bad"". His HA is worse
with exercise."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0501023-1

6-17
years

Extreme, aggressive hair thinning to baldness.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0513347-1

50-59
years

Hair falling out.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0515601-1

65-79
years

Severe chills w/ teeth chattering, sweats. Hair loss reported to start
10/15/2013, dermatologist told patient that may be due to
preservative in vaccine.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0518614-1

80+
years

Muscle aches, nausea, low platelet count, emergency room visit
with a black stool. Gall stone, hair loss from prednisone.

18-29
years

There have been many effects but the main ones include persistent
back pain and my hair started falling out after my hepatitis B shot. I
have a bald spot and my hair has thinned out severely. There have
been many articles linking the hepatitis b vaccine to alopecia
areata. Additionally, I had rashes that developed on 2 places in my
body, one near the injection site and one on my knee.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0527173-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0536874-1

50-59
years

"The pt. received an Influenza vaccination (IIV) on 9/13/13. About
10 days later he experienced ""moderate to severe"" generalized
muscle aches which lasted about 2-3 weeks and resolved without
intervention. The pt. denied experiencing, fever, chills, N, V,
headache or arthralgias. The pt. states that when he had his
Influenza vaccination (TIV) 5/24/13 (a condition of employment) he
noted about 2 weeks of fatigue which started about 10 days after
vaccination receipt. Prior to this time the pt. does not recall getting
an Influenza vaccination. The pt's daughter and barber noted a
""bald spot"" at the back of his head in the Dec/Jan timeframe. The
pt. visited dermatology 2/24/14. His exam revealed a 3x3 cm well
demarcated alopecia patch at the occiput (left side) and was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata. The pt. declined treatment. As of
7/14/14, the pt. has not experienced any additional autoimmune
illness. According to the pt, the area of hair loss has expanded
slightly."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0549470-1

18-29
years

"Patient says having ""alopecia"" (ie bald spots) in his beard, hair is
starting to grow back in bald patches but is growing back a lighter
color rest of beard is dark - said started after getting flu shot."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0563844-1

65-79
years

Scalp and facial dots. Hair fell out, eyebrows fell out. Vision
problems.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

1-2 years

Day 84 mumpy measles on skin, high fever, body rash, vomiting,
hair loss, diarrhea, chronic in all ears, screaming, coughing.
Breathing difficulties, swelling neck, face, etc, etc, etc. Infectious
disease, arthritis Dr neurologist. Breast swollen. Seizure activities.

0578788-1

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0611225-1

50-59
years

"Case number PHEH2015US023626, is an initial spontaneous report
from a nurse received on 10 Nov 2015. This report refers to a 51
years old female patient. Medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient was vaccinated with
FLUVIRIN (batch number: unknown) in 2014. After vaccination the
patient experienced total body alopecia which started in Oct 2014.
Her hair had not re grown and she was concerned about taking this
season's FLUVIRIN vaccine. Final outcome of the event was not
recovered. Seriousness and causality of the event was not reported.
Seriousness assessment of ""total body alopecia"" was upgraded
based on information in the source document. Following an internal
review on 19 Nov 2015 of the data received on 10 Nov 2015, it was
found that the initially case was wrongly assessed as non-serious.
Hence the case was upgraded."

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0620810-1

30-39
years

Hair is falling out after second Hep B vaccine administered.

0690804-1

50-59
years

October 30, 2016 trembling inside, Saturday, November 12 2016
Fever 103.8, head spinning, rash on elbows, hair falling out,
diarrhea, eyes and face swelling. With Family Practice November 15,
2016. Place on TAMIFLU. Hives appear on face and neck. Stop
taking TAMIFLU. Head spinning sick November asthma, December
kidney, diarrhea and rash and hives worsen. January can't go
without (hives) infection (attack pituitary). I have been so sick and
traumatized that bipolar gene has surfaced. Please help I keep
getting this is over my pay grade.
Irregular menstruation, uterine pain, ovarian cysts, loss of hair on
head, increase of hair on upper lip and chin, diagnosis of Polycystic
Ovarian Syndrome in October of 2014 and prediabetic condition
from the PCOS.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0701212-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0707075-1

40-49
years

1) Hair Loss. 2) Pain in knee joints. 3) Fatigue.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0732169-1

65-79
years

Within 24 hours fever> 100 (normal pt temp 97.8), hives, scratchy
throat, deep cough. Longer lasting effects, hair loss (more on left
side), scratchy voice, hair loss.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0777488-1

1-2 years

Alopecia - hair loss.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0791572-1

65-79
years

Patient reports diarrhea, hair loss, weakness and dizziness since
receiving the flu shot.

65-79
years

Received the vaccine on Friday, by the next day or Sunday severe
diarrhea started (4-5 times a day), dizzy, got weak, lost about 7
pounds, and felt like shaking inside/related to nervous system--like
quivering. Went to clinic on 10/8, they did blood work, stool
samples, and prescribed antibiotics--everything came back
negative. Took results to doctor 10/15, told to stop antibiotics,
given prescription IMODIUM for diarrhea. Medication helped but
bowels still loose and has to take it periodically. Patient has never
had problems with diarrhea in the past. Patient reports bad hair loss
and weakness. On 10/26, during doctor visit, nurse found blood in
urine and was given antibiotics; thyroid measurements were fine.
Went to dermatologist to check scalp for hair loss. Both doctor, PCP
and dermatologist mentioned problems related to the vaccine.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0792460-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

VAERS ID

0793884-1

0798895-1

0848241-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Initial information received on 19-Dec-2018 regarding an
unsolicited valid non-serious courtesy case received from Merck
Research Laboratories via Non-Healthcare Professional or consumer.
This case involves a 71 years old female patient who experienced
severe hair loss, hair continues to come out when she combs it or
wipes it, while she received vaccines FLUZONE HIGH DOSE and
PNEUMOVAX 23. The patient's past medical history included Drug
hypersensitivity (allergy to Sulfa drugs). Also no medical history of
hair and no concomitant medication was administered. On 11-Sep2018, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA USP
TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE and PNEUMOVAX 23
(lot number, Exp. Date, route and administration site not reported
for both vaccines). On an unknown date, the patient developed
non-serious severe hair loss, hair continues to come out when she
combs it or wipes it few days to a week following the administration
of INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE
and PNEUMOVAX 23. No lab studies/ diagnosis performed. Final
diagnosis was severe hair loss hair continues to come out when she
combs it or wipes it. The patient did not receive any corrective
treatment. The event outcome was not recovered. List of
documents held by sender: none.

Unknown

Initial information received on 21-Jan-2019 regarding an unsolicited
valid non-serious case received from a consumer. This case involves
a over 65 years old female patient who experienced weight loss of
10 pounds, dizziness, weakness, hair loss and diarrhea, while she
received vaccine FLUZONE HIGH DOSE. The patient's past medical
history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s) and family history
were not provided. On 28-Sep-2018, the patient received a 0.5 ml
dose of suspect INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE
SUBVIRION VACCINE (lot: UJ004AB, expiry date: 30-MAR-2019) via
intramuscular route in the left arm. On an unknown date, the
patient developed a non-serious weight loss of 10 pounds,
dizziness, weakness, hair loss and diarrhea (Unknown latency)
following the administration of INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH
DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE. (Other relevant tests included No lab
data.) Final diagnosis was diarrhea, weakness, dizziness, hair loss
and weight loss of 10 pounds. The patient was treated with
LOPERAMIDE HYDROCHLORIDE (IMODIUM) for Diarrhoea. On an
unknown date, the patient outcome was not reported. List of
document held by sender: none.

Unknown

joint pain in her hands and knees; increased hair loss; Initial
information received on 08-Nov-2019 regarding an unsolicited valid
non-serious case received from a consumer/non-hcp. This case
involves an unknown age female patient who experienced increased
hair loss and joint pain in her hands and knees (Arthralgia), while
she received vaccine INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE
SUBVIRION VACCINE [FLUZONE HIGH DOSE]. The patient's past
medical history included Alopecia and Arthritis. The patient's
Concomitant medication was not reported. On 04-Oct-2019, the
patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B
HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE lot number not reported via
intramuscular route. On an unknown date, the patient developed a
non-serious joint pain in her hands and knees (arthralgia) and
increased hair loss (alopecia), following the administration of
INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE. No
lab data was reported. Final diagnosis was increased hair loss and
joint pain in her hands and knees. No corrective treatment was
received by patient The patient outcome is reported as Not
Recovered / Not Resolved on an unknown date for joint pain in her
hands and increased hair loss. Information on batch number is
requested.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN3(SEASONAL))

0257031-1

18-29
years

ONE PATCH OF HAIR LOSS APPEARED WITHIN 30 DAYS OF
VACCINE ADMINISTRATION AND CONTINUED TO INCREASE OVER
THE NEXT COUPLE OF MONTHS. BY TODAY OVER 50 PERCENT OF
HEAD AND FACIAL HAIR HAS FALLEN OFF. VARIOUS STEROID
TREATMENT HAVE BEEN ADMINISTERED WITHOUT ANY
IMPROVEMENT.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN3(SEASONAL))

0411351-1

6-17
years

Handful of hair fell out in my hand before I even started to comb
her hair. Same thing happened last year, 2 weeks after receiving the
flu mist from school.

0726599-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT, ADJUVANT
(INJECTED)
(FLUA3(SEASONAL))

"November 10, 2016-Flu shot. November 19, 2016-1st ER visit.
November 20, 2016-ER, and then admitted to Hospital. November
23, 2016-Diagnosed with Bickerstaff's Brain Stem Encephalitis by
Dr. November 29, 2016-Transferred to Inpatient Rehabilitation.
December 5, 2016-came home. December 27, 2016-Back to
hospital with a blood clot in left leg. Also relapse of the Bickerstaff's
Brain Stem Encephalitis-much worse this time. December 30, 2016Blood clot resolved, but Encephalitis back worse than ever. Had a
panic attack, and absolutely insisted on going home. January 25,
2017-Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy for 6 weeks.
Current problems: Still have double vision, tire much more quickly,
my hands still shake, short term memory very poor, my ankles tend
to swell, poor balance, continue to have nightmares and wild, vivid
dreams, headaches regularly. When I drove home, almost a year
ago now, I never imagined that in less than two weeks my life as I
knew it would change forever. Little did I know that my mind would
diverge into a strange and scary alternate universe, and my body
would fail me in ways I could not ever have imagined. Two MRIs,
l CT
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Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

several CT scans, a Lumbar Punch and endless blood work would
Adverse Event Description
not yield the answers to what was so very wrong with me. I was
""presented"" to 13 neurologists, to see if they could figure me out.
They asked a lot of questions-had I been sick, had I run a high
fever, had an infection, anything? And my answer was always no,
nothing at all had happened. Except I was obviously very sick. I
could barely see, I couldn't walk by myself, I could hardly stand. I
was terrified by what was happening to me! I was 74 years old,
very independent, happily married, with three children, many
grandchildren, and two great grandchildren. I had been strong all of
my life, both mentally and physically. I grew up in a family business
of entertainers. In addition to entertaining, I was a dental assistant
and eventually a lady truck driver of big rigs, with my husband and
I each driving our own trucks. I had been blessed with good health,
thanks to the good genes inherited from my family. My parents
lived into their mid-nineties, my grandfather lived to 101, and my
great grandfather was doing well until he fell and broke his hip at
the amazing age of 103. I was happily living my life. The only thing
that I had done recently was get a flu shot on November the 10th,
at pharmacy. I was taking care of some business for my parents'
estate. I always made a point of getting flu shots, to protect my
parents, since I was very involved in helping them for the last
several years of their lives. So it was still just something that I did.
Little did I know that this time, this particular flu shot would change
everything. Those first days in the hospital, everyone was so kind to
me. But they saw a broken, disheveled old woman. My hair is long
and I couldn't comb it. I faithfully brush my teeth twice a day, but
now I often couldn't manager it at all. I usually wear a little
makeup, but now I couldn't see my face to put it on, not that it
mattered, since I was too shaky and tired to do it anyway. I started
having hallucinations. The first time it happened as I was being
taken outside in a wheelchair, to where I was getting my second
MRI. We were going through a bumpy parking lot and the sun was
shining brightly, so I closed my eyes. All of a sudden, I was riding
down a beautiful river rock-lined road, with trees and flowers, and
lots of beautiful, lush green grass. It was filled with color and a
complete picture. As I would turn my head to look from side to side,
it would change exactly like I was really there. I opened my eyes,
and we were still going through the parking lot. I closed my eyes,
and I was back to this beautiful setting of trees and flowers. When
we got to the MRI building it stopped. I thought that was very
strange. But everything was strange right now, being so helpless in
this very difficult situation. It seemed hard to believe that less than
two weeks before I had been driving by myself almost 400 miles
home. For the next few days I continued to have these beautiful
hallucinations, and each one was different. They would sometimes
last for hours at a time. It only happened when I was awake, there
was light above my head, and both of my eyes were closed. The
next one-I was on a stage in an old vintage theater, looking out at
the empty seats. Since I entertained for part of my life, this was a
familiar scene. There were wooden armrests between the seats. The
seats were upholstered in a beautiful plush deep red velvet. There
was the center section, with an aisle on either side, and then the
side sections of seats. I started describing them to my husband,
who was sitting next to my bed. I could open my eyes and be back
in my hospital room, but every time I would close them, I would
see this. Just like the first hallucination, I could turn my head from
side to side, and my view of the theater as I stood on the stage,
moved to correspond with which way I was turning my head. The
next hallucination looked like a beautiful soft fur underbelly of one
of my cats, complete with a nipple. The fur area was huge,
completely covering everything over my head, almost like a big
furry cloud. It was breathing-in and out-in and out. And it was so
close that I felt like I could reach up and touch it. The one after that
reminded me of beautiful, colorful sea anemones, ebbing and
flowing in the water, except there wasn't any water. When I was
eventually transferred to the Inpatient Physical Therapy Unit of the
hospital, there was a large picture hanging in one of the hallways
just down from my room, and it was filled with sea anemones,
exactly like the ones I saw in my hallucination. But I had never
seen the picture on the wall before. These hallucinations were never
scary, they transported me to wonderful, euphoric places. But
outside of these beautiful hallucinations, I felt like I was descending
into a black hole, an alternate universe of hell. The walls were
closing in, I couldn't tell if it was day or night. Instead of being in a
hospital bed, I felt like I was laid out on the top of a coffin, which
was sitting on a pedestal platform. I could see the big analog clock
on the wall if I covered one of my eyes, but I couldn't tell what time
it was. They were taking blood from my arms over and over. I was
so weak, I needed a walker and someone to help me up, to get to
the bathroom. I was so nauseous I couldn't eat. I was in such a
dark, dark place. One of the 13 neurologists from when I was
""presented"" took a special interest in my case. He regularly came
to assess the strength in my arms and legs, trying to figure out
what was wrong with me. I told him about the hallucinations,
worried that he like I, would think I was losing my mind. I was
surprised when he was very interested in them. It turned out they
helped him make the diagnosis. On Wednesday afternoon, my
fourth day there, he came in and said he thought he knew what it
was. He asked me to stand and take a step. I tried, but I fell
backward onto the bed, which, it turned out, was what he was
expecting me to do He said he thought he was on to something

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

expecting me to do. He said he thought he was on to something,
Adverse Event Description
and he would be back. A few hours later he returned, to tell me that
I had Bickerstaff's encephalitis, which I had never heard of. I asked
him if he had ever diagnosed that before, and he said no, and
because it is so rare, he never expected to see it again. I asked him
if he thought that it had been caused by the flu shot, and he said
yes. I was started on an IV drip of IVIG (Human Immune Globulin
Intravenous), which caused intense, increasingly painful headaches,
until by the fourth day of receiving it, I was holding my head in
excruciating agony, quietly crying for several hours straight. They
couldn't give me any more pain medication. I truly thought I was
going to die that night. I will never forget the loving kindness of my
nurse, who gathered me in her arms and just held me, telling me
that I would be okay, patting my back, in an effort to comfort me.
Eventually, I did get well enough to go to the inpatient physical
therapy unit, where I worked on getting some of my strength back.
I still had terrible massive, headaches, double vision, and I couldn't
get out of bed by myself. I needed pain medication around the
clock, and COMPAZINE to help with the nausea that was caused
from my double vision. I found myself saying really strange things
to people, and not being able to think of the words I wanted to use.
The Occupational Therapist worked with me on that. Finally I got
well enough to come home. I had been in the hospital for over two
weeks. I came home on December 5th, still feeling very weak and
shaky and still dealing with the double vision. I was spending most
of my time in bed. I couldn't drive, and I needed help getting
around. I went to a lot of doctors over the next 3 weeks, one of
them being my GP. When he first came into the exam room he said
to me-""When I was in medical school, we were told that if you hear
hoofbeats, think horses not zebras. Well my dear, you are a
Unicorn!"" I was still taking pain meds around the clock, needing
COMPAZINE for my nausea from the double vision, feeling very
weak and trying to recover. I almost collapsed trying to take a
shower, and my husband had to help me out and to a chair. My long
hair started falling out by the handfuls. Life was difficult as I
struggled to recover. Until I got sick, all of my kids and grandkids
were planning to come to our house for Christmas. Now I couldn't
possibly handle that, so my son and daughter-in-law took over that
event for me. By Christmas I was feeling weaker instead of
stronger. December 27th I was scheduled for a mammogram, but
by the time I was ready to go, I couldn't get out to the car without
my husband almost having to carry me. So, we went back to the
hospital. I was admitted with a blood clot in my left leg, probably a
result of spending so much time in bed the previous three weeks. I
didn't realize at the time that the Bickerstaff's encephalitis was also
coming back with a vengeance. As they treated my blood clot, I was
once again descending into that black hole. For the blood clot
procedure I was required to lie on my stomach with my head turned
to one side, almost an hour the first day, and over an hour the
following day. As a result, I had terrible pain I my neck and back
that lasted for many weeks after that. During this time one of the
other Neurologists, came into my hospital room and said they were
considering giving me more of the IVIG. In looking back, I should
have done that, but it had caused such horrific headaches, I really
didn't want to, so they didn't. After a couple of days of being in the
hospital this time, I began to experience paranoia. I didn't
understand what was happening to me. I was hearing people
outside of my room laughing and talking loudly. It sounded like they
were having a party, watching a TV turned up very loud, playing
board games and being very disruptive. After my blood clot
procedure was complete, I complained about the noise to my
doctor. He seemed puzzled, but he said he would have me moved
out of the ICU, and back to a regular room. Then it got much
worse. I could hear people coming and going through a doorway
close to my room. They would talk very loudly and the door would
slam, over and over, continuing all night. My double vision was
worse than ever, and now I also had terrible pain in my neck and
back, from the blood clot procedure. I tried to think of my cats at
home that I've had for years. They are like children to me. It was
alarming when I realized that I couldn't remember how many I had,
their names, or what they even looked like. My blood clot was now
resolved, but I was at my lowest point, since all of this had started.
I felt like I had to get home, or I would surely die. I called my
husband that next day, and asked him to come get me just as soon
as he could. When he arrived, they told him I couldn't leave. I have
always observed rules, but on this day I absolutely had to go home.
I had never experienced a panic attack until this day. I told them I
was leaving, no matter what they said I just had to go home! A
very kind Dr. came in and tried to convince me to stay, but finally
prepared my discharge papers. So, I did come home. Now, I was so
weak that I couldn't begin to get out of bed without a lot of help
from my husband. I couldn't walk even with the walker that I had
been given. I was incontinent, both bowels and bladder, so I had to
wear adult diapers. I had lost a lot of weight. I mostly stayed in
bed, not able to eat, descending further and further into that black
hole, that alternate universe. As I laid in my bed, in the house that
I've lived in for 40 years, I remembered feeling like upstairs was
downstairs, and downstairs was upstairs. The door from the
bedroom to the bathroom seemed like it was on the wrong side of
the bedroom. I couldn't picture what was outside of the bedroom
door. I knew there were stairs, but in my mind everything was
different I could hear my husband downstairs talking on the
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different. I could hear my husband, downstairs talking on the
Adverse Event Description
phone, but I couldn't picture where he was. I couldn't remember
the names of my cats, even when I was looking at them. And I felt
like I was living on a tilt board, like the tilting stage in a show that I
had seen several years before. My days and nights ran together, as
I descended further and further into my black hole of hell. That is
how I spent most of January. Eventually my mind started to work
again, although still with many deficits. My strength slowly
improved some, too. I went to see my doctor from Inpatient PT. She
gave me a pep talk and referred me to outpatient physical and
occupational therapy. At occupational therapy I would try to do eye
exercises for my double vision, but it caused the raging headaches
to return, so I had to stop. But the therapy did help me learn how
to cope with some of my deficits. I feel like I have aged at least 10
years or more over this past year. I descended into this deep black
hole, a terrifying hell that for the rest of my life I will never forget.
Through this experience, I have learned things about myself. I
never knew that a person could be that broken, in mind, body and
spirit, and still return. I have problems that will like stay with me
for the rest of my life. My double vision has improved when I'm
looking straight ahead thanks to my special glasses, so I no longer
struggle with sea sickness, although my vision is still quite poor. I
still see double peripherally, and I'm beginning to think that will
never go away. I still get headaches regularly, always in the same
spot where they were when at my worst. My hands shake some all
of the time, and they get much worse with any stress. My family
has noticed how frail I have become, compared to a year ago. I
always said I planned to live to a hundred, but no longer do I think
that could happen. It makes me very sad that I can no longer pick
up my little grandchildren. Then there are the almost nightly
terrifying dreams and horrific nightmares. I am usually in a struggle
and my arms won't work, as I try to protect my loved ones.
Sometimes I wake up screaming. One time I was dreaming that I
was fighting someone off, and in a wild frenzy, I grabbed his hand
and bit him just as hard as I could. I was so distressed when I
realized that in my sleep, I had grabbed my other hand, raised it to
my mouth and as I woke up from the pain, I was biting down just
as hard as I could on my own hand. It makes me afraid to go to
sleep! Before I was sick, I wasn't able to remember my dreams
when I woke up, and I never had the feeling that they were bad or
that I was dreaming about anyone I knew. Now, it's always
someone I love, the dreams are always terrifying, and I remember
them for days and weeks after. All of this has been very hard on my
dear husband of 40 years. I was the one who had been helping him
with his health issues in the summer of 2016. He had just been
diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure, and wasn't feeling very
well, at all. But when I went into the hospital last November, he was
there for me, every single day without exception, though I know
what a struggle it was for him. And the entire household, including
the care of our three cats, fell to him. Trying to deal with all of this
paperwork, and reliving the past year had turned me into an
emotional wreck. But I am very thankful that I didn't die. I am so
blessed to have a very loving, supportive family. I even know my
three cats again! Have I asked myself, ""If only I hadn't decided to
go get that flu shot"" and ""Why me""?. You bet I have, over and
over again!!"

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT, CELL-CULTUREDERIVED (INJECTED)
(FLUC3(SEASONAL))

0552757-1

65-79
years

Sore Throat, Headaches, Fever, Fatigue, Aches, Coughing,
Hoarseness, Itching, Weakness and Hair Loss.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0372980-1

50-59
years

Head was itching and noticed a loss of hair. By 12/12/2009, 3/4 of
hair on my head was gone. Hair was just falling out and by
10:00PM 12/12/2009 I was bald.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0379873-1

50-59
years

I noticed 2-3 days after the H1N1 vaccination unusual amounts of
my hair starting falling out and have continued to do since then.
Never noticed this kind of shedding/hair loss before the shot.

6-17
years

I noticed a bald spot on the top of patient's head. Within days I
noticed more balding spots and thinning. I took her to her
pediatrician who referred me to a dermatologist who referred me to
our current Pediatric Dermatologist Specialist. Patient has used/ is
using 2 different medications on her scalp and received injection in
her scalp on April 23, 2010. She has lost about 35% of her hair. It
falls out every day by the handfuls. She has been diagnosed with
alopecia areata. It was caused by the H1N1 shot.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0385942-1

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0448271-1

40-49
years

Cold that developed into asthmatic bronchitis, second cold that
developed into asthmatic brohchitis in May and required treatment
with antibiotics. Stable Hashimoto's flared up with alternating hypoand hyperthyroid symptoms appearing shortly after vaccine, TSH
elevated and frank hypothyroidism by June 2010. (Fatigue,
depression, cognitive problems, dry hair, dry skin, coordination
problems, hair loss weight gain, elevated cholesterol.) When
autoimmunity was tested in 2011, TPO titer was doubled from
2008, new appearance of anti-thyroglobulin antibodies. Cognitive
problems and depression ongoing since vaccine despite adequate
thyroid treatment to lower TSH.

ALOPECIA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0456738-1

6-17
years

Hair loss from head.
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JAPANESE ENCEPHALITIS
VIRUS VACCINE (JEV)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

VAERS ID

Age

0198847-1

30-39
years

Full loss of facial hair. Partial progressive loss of pubic hair.
Occasional loss of eye lashes.

50-59
years

p/vax pt devel numerous sx which feels have been triggered by vax
including stiff neck & h/a 2 days p/vax w/in next several weeks
devel progressive weakness, fatigue, dry mouth, swollen tongue,
worsening pre exist palpitations & dizziness; tingling sensation top
of head & toes, swollen abdomen (no pain), occasional diarrhea,
tremor, difficulty concentrating, and hair loss. Also c/o occasional
knee and thumb pain.

50-59
years

On 8/31/99 the pt received the first dose of Lymerix. In September,
99, the pt noticed a large amount of hair loss. On 10/6/99 the pt
received the second dose of Lymerix. the pts hair loss has worsened
in the last two weeks. The most recent information, received on
11/8/99 reports the condition of the pt is ongoing.
4 days post 2nd vax the pt developed face, neck,and eye swelling.
The pt's allergist placed her on prednisone. Was unable to go off of
prednisone until 10/5/99. The pt was diabetic and had terrible
problems. Blood sugar went up to 508, vision problems, lost muscle
in legs to the extent that she couldn't go up two steps. If she knelt
down to get something off of the floor she couldn't get up. Arms
were full of large ecchymosis. The pt was terribly ill for 4 months
and then in November her hair started falling out. It has now all
grown back but she had to wear wigs for 6-8 months. Missing
vaccine information not available.

0125025-1

0150581-1

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

0164320-1

60-64
years

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

0164369-1

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description

"On 4/19/99, the pt received her 1st Lymerix vaccination with no
untoward effects. On 5/19/99, she received her 2nd dose. After 2-3
weeks, she experienced a rash which worsened. The rash was hivelike, ecchymotic, purpuric, burned and was eventually biopsied on
8/24/99. She was dx'd with leucocytoblastic vasculitis and was
treated with a shot of cortisone and a 6 day supply of prednisone.
After the corticosteroid therapy ended, her condition worsened. She
was given prednisone. ""In general, she felt more fatigued and had
malaise more than usual"". She did not improve much but
developed joint pain on 9/15/99. She was dx'd with rheumatoid
arthritis in 9/99. Prednisone was increased to 60mg/day and
hydroxychloroquine 400mg was started. Prednisone was tapered to
20mg/day, hydroxychloroquine was stopped and methotrexate
7.5mg/week was begun on 10/29/99. Her rash returned while on
30mg of prednisone and she still had sever joint pain. The
methotrexate was increased to 15mg/week. She still had pain in her
knees, ankles, knuckles, wrists, elbows and fingers. A rheumatology
consult on 5/12/00, revealed the pt's joint symptoms were
improving, but she still had a return of small spots of vasculitis on
her arms and legs. The pt reported to the rheumatologist that she
was told by a Lyme disease specialist, ""she had a vaccine induced
vasculitis but the Western Blot suggested Lyme disease as well"".
The pt was placed on Biaxin 500mg 2X/day. The information
received reported the symptoms were ongoing. The adverse event
of leucocytoblastic vasculitis is considered ""Medically Serious"". F/U
report revealed degenerative changes most marked C4-5 and C5-6
with disc space narrowing, 3/10/97 MRI revealed herniation of the
nucleus pulposus and reversal of the normal lordotic curvature of
the spine at C4-5. The chircopracter's diagnosis were cervical
subluxation, degeneration of cervical intervertebral disc, cervical
sprain/strain, radicultitis. The pt was treated with hot/cold packs,
electric muscle stimulation and chiropractic adjusting.F/U over the
past year the pt had complained of fatigue, headaches and
lightheadedness. F/U On that date epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-VCA
Igm titer vas 0.01, EVB+V-VCA IgG titer was 3.14 and EBV nuclear
antigen IgG titer was 6.24. The lab reported that these titers were
consistent with past infection. That day, a Lyme Elira was 0.09 and
a Lyme Igm was 0.07. Medical records from an endocrinologist were
rec'd on 4/4/01. On 6/8/99, the pt was seen by an endocrinologist
for complaints of fatigue and light headedness associated with
nausea, a weight gain of 10 pounds over the past year despite good
effort with diet and exercising. preponderance of abdoninal obesity,
headaches, mild depression and inability to concetrate. No mention
of rash was made by the pt. On exam, the endocrinologist noted
that the pt had some mild facial fullness as well as some
supraclavicular fullness. There was some slight increase in downy
facial hair.. The skin appeared to be of normal texture and
temperature. The doctor stated it is my sense that the pt's
complaints probably do not have an endocrine basis. However, the
pt has enough soft signs and symptoms of cortisol excess to be
screened fpr Cushing's syndrome. I have also requested a glucose
tolerance test because of the family history of diabetes and ?
suggestion that some of these symptoms may be related to
hypoglycemia. A dexaathasone suppression test performed 6/11/99
was interpreted as normal. A five hr glucose tolerance test
performed 6/22/99 was negative. Medical records were rec'd from
the pt's gyn dr on4/4/01. at a 11/7/00 office visit the pt reported
tha she had been diagnosed with Lyme disease. At that time, she
reported that she was beigh treated with cefuroxima (Ceftin)
1000mg daily. F/U on 12/6/99 the pt reported to her rheumatologist
that she had increased hair loss, thinning skin. In addition an old
psoriatic lesion was active. Her skin lesions were improving. Her
prednisone dosage was decreased from 25mg daily to 22.5 mg
daily. The methotrexate dosage was maintained at 15 mg weeksy.
The folate dosage was increased from 1mg daily to 2mg daily
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The folate dosage was increased from 1mg daily to 2mg daily.
Adverse Event Description
12/29/99 the pt reported that she was experiencing pain in the
buttock, which radiated down her leg. She also experienced
increased pain in her elbows and knees. She reported that she had
consulted chiropractor, she was instructed to take tylenol, apply ice
to the affected areas and increase her prednisone dosage if she did
not feel better after one day. On 12/30/99 the pt called regarding
her prednisone dosage, which was 20 mg daily. She was doing
better the dr instructed her to continue to take prednisone 20 mg
daly. On 02/11/2002, in a statement of injuries, the vaccinee's
attorney alleged that the vaccinee ""has been diagnosed with
arthritis, and leukocytoclastic vasculitis. She has suffered from
moderate to severe joint pain and inflammation in her knuckles,
knees, and hip. In addition, she has suffere from rashes, severe
fatigue, cognitive difficulties and vision loss, as well as reflux
caused by the medications for the above symptoms. The most
recent info received on 02/1/2002 did not provide the outcome of
the pt. The pt initially reported that she was a non-smoker, medical
records indicated that as of 11/30/87, she smoked one pack of
cigarettes per day. The medical history included otervcium of the
left eye (10/14/98), ""severe"" dishydrotic eczema. Surgical history
included hysterectomy (1983), cholecystectomy (1987), and
bilateral carpal tunnel surgery (1991). Follwing the reported onset
of vasculitis, the pt experienced seborrheic keratosis with features
of solar keratosis on her forehead, granulomatous dermatitis
secondary to a ruptured follicular cyst on her right forearm and
basal cell carcinoma on her lower back. These events were not
reported as adverse events due to vaccine administrations, but
were found during the course of review of the pt's medical records.
Therefore, they are not listed as adverse events. Concurrent
medications included Menalog 80mg IM, cephalaxin 1000 mg daily,
Lac-Mydrin lotion, Ultravatel cream, Tenovate, Cordran Topal,
Diprolene, Salmaterol and Flvent. The pt was scheduled to be seen
by her dermatologist on 06/24/1999; the pt cancelled the
appointment. The pt was seen by her dermatologist on 07/13/99 for
follow-up of ""severe"" dishydrotic eczema. At that time, the pt
reported that ""she has noted increased fragility of her skin on arms
and legs which I believe is secondary to systemic steroid
treatment."" No mention of the hive-like rash, ecchymosis, or
purpura was noted in the dermatologist's records. On 08/23/99, the
pt's rheumatologist contacted the pt's dermatologist to request that
a skin biopsy be performed. The rheumatologist staes he believes
the pt was sustaining a cutaneous vasculitis of arms and legs. The
pt presented to the dermatologist on 08/24/99. She reported that
the vaccine provider had given her an IM injection of Cortisone and
a Medrol dosePak on 07/28/99. The dermatolotist performed a 3mm
Keyes punch biopsy of the dorsal right forearm. The pathologist's
diagnosis was ""Subtle small vessel vasculitis with nuclear dust,
from right dorsal arm. Note: although these changes are
exceptionally subtle, as there is nuclear dust, a tad of fibrin,
purpura and a mixed cell infiltrate, this is probably a very early
expression of leukocytoclastic vesculitis."" On 08/30/99, the pt told
the dermatologist that her rheumatologist ""placed her on
Prednisone 60mg BID and her legs have improved but arms have
not. She states the medication is making it impossible for her to
sleep an she is having significant joint pains."" The pt returned to
the dermatologist on 11/30/99. At that time, her prednisone dosage
was 25mg daily ""She was given Plaquenilf or about one month
which was not helpful and on 10/15/99 she was started on MTX
which has now been increased to 15mg a week. She is still having
problems with sleeping but her joint ain in her ankles are better and
she seems t have more energy. She is also on Prilosec. The pt
sought a second opinion and was told that everything that we being
done for her was correct. All of her blood tests come back
completely negative. The only thing she can attribute sher vasculitis
to is a Lyme vaccination performed April and May 1999."" The pt
was examined by her ophthalmologist on 12/10/99 who noted
""early cateracts-steroid induced."" The pt returned to her
dermatologist on 07/25/00 for treatment of dishydrotic eczema,
eeborheic karatosis and ""body check."" The pt stated that ""her
rheumatoid arthritis got so bad that she had to be in a wheelchair.
She states now that after she got the Lyme vaccine she got Lyme
disease in September. Her present meds include Methotraxate
2.5mg/week, Ceftin 1000mg QD daily and Bizxin 500mg QD."" No
mention of leucocytoclastic vasculitis was made at that time. The pt
returned to her dermatologist for skin checks on 09/11/00,
09/19/00, 10/02/00, 10/16/00, 11/07/00, 11/14/00 and 11/20/00.
No mention of leucocytoclastic vasculitis was made in the
dermatologist's office notes on any of those dates. On 09/11/00,
the pt told her dermatologist that ""overall her health has improved
a great deal recently."" The most recent info received on 04/29/02
indicated that the rheumatoid arthritis persisted as of 07/25/00 and
caused the pt to require the use of a wheelchair. The outcome of
the leucocytoclastic vasculitis, Lyme disease, and cataracts were not
provided. This report of rheumatoid arthritis is considered disabling
because the pt required the use of a wheelchair. The pt saw her
gastroenterologist on 09/06/00. He recorded, ""Now off
Prednisone/methotrexate. Since May and Biaxin/Ceftin for Lyme
disease."""
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LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

VAERS ID

0169389-1

0216925-1

Age

50-59
years

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
This patient had 3 vaccines - one each month 03/99, 04/99, 05/99.
The patient had Lyme disease twice, once in 1995 and once in
1997. the patient has had travelling arthritis and allergies since the
3 vaccines.Doc 196038 states that patient has pain in joints,
although less due to course on antibiotics but pain is still there.
Vaccine should not be given to people who have had lyme disease
in the past. Per doc 215766, Travelling Arthritis still present. Right
hand still swollen in + around thumb up to above wrist. Difficulty +
pain in using right hand. Allergies still present. A severe case of
Lyme Disease which was produced by the vaccine is still present.
Sweating, hair loss, neck pain and exhaustion still present. After
spending most of the last year in bed, the recovery process is
moving along very slowly.
"This report described the occurrence of cognitive deficits in a 39
year old male pt who received Lyme disease vaccine recombinant
OspA (Lymerix) for prophylaxis. This report was received as part of
litigation proceedings, and was subsequently medically confirmed.
The pt received injections of Lymerix on 03/17/1999, an unspecified
date in April 1999, and 04/10/2000 ""according to the client."" On
09/03/03, the pt's attorney alleged that the pt ""suffered hip
achiness, fatigue, weakness, cognitive deficits, morning stiffness,
numbness, mood and speech problems which began in September
of 1999 according to the client."" The following information was
reported via medical records. Medical history included, lumbar
sprain, myopia, helicobacter pylori ulcers, conjunctivitis, high
frequency hearing loss, panic attacks, and rotator cuff surgery. He
lived in a heavily wooded area and reported that he had pulled
numerous ticks off himself, but knew of no specific tick bite that
was engorged or resulted in a rash; however, he reported
generalized lethargy over approximately five years. At the time the
pt received the initial Lymerix vaccination, he was also receiving
Biaxin and guaiphenesin. Pharmacy records indicated that Lymerix
vaccine was dispensed on 03/10/99. A financial history provided by
the pt's physician indicated that the pt received Lyme disease
vaccine on 03/20/00. On 09/13/99, and again on 12/20/99, the pt
presented with complaints of bilateral hip pain and occasional first
and second finger numbness. He responded to a pulse dose of
steroids. On 03/20/00 and 04/10/00, the pt was examined for
bilateral hip pain and possible trochanteric bursitis. X-rays were
reviewed, and calcitic deposits along with mild osteoarthritis were
noted. He complained of pain that affected walking, stair climbing
and squatting. He was noted to have done ""exceedingly well"" with
triamsinolone injection. Treatment included Celebrex, and the pt
was enrolled in physical therapy from 04/20/00 through 09/14/00.
On 07/10/00 the pt reported that he was doing ""much worse"",
with increased pain in the hips. His activities were ""significantly
limited"" secondary to pain, which generated anxiety and
depression. On 07/14/00, the pt presented with complaints of
polyarthralgia. On 07/26/00, the pt was evaluated for management
of possible Lyme disease and possible Lyme disease vaccine related
reaction. The pt reported that he had received his first two Lymerix
vaccinations in March 1999 and April 1999, and that over Labor Day
weekend experienced hip pain, restless sleep, and ""much more
severe"" fatigue requiring frequent naps. The pain was described as
""entirely weight bearing"" and was noted after walking two to three
miles. He reported hobbling in October 1999. Lyme titer and
rheumatoid factor tests were negative. X-rays of hips were
negative, and liver function tests were slightly elevated. He received
non-steroidals without benefit, and reported limited improvement
on oral prednisone. He received cortisone injections in the hips with
transient improvement and reported marginal benefit on Celebrex.
He reported that he received his third Lymerix vaccination on
04/10/00 and that within one week he developed worsening hip
pain (left more than right), increased fatigue, and sleep difficulties
(primarily waking up). At the time of examination, he experienced
headaches, balance issues thought to be related to weakness,
occasional chest tightness associated with some anxiety, morning
stiffness, unreliable memory, and difficulty losing temper. He was
diagnosed with chronic active Lyme disease that was accentuated
by the Lyme vaccine. Treatment with Plaquenil and Biaxin was
initiated, and in December 2000 doxycycline was added. He was
later switched to tetracycline. The pt was assessed to have reached
his maximum benefit from physical therapy, and he chose to
discontinue treatment. On 11/06/00, he complained of unimproved
hip pain unhelped by Vioxx and worse following exertion,
forgetfulness, inability to trace sentences, tiredness in the
afternoons, exhaustion, unorganized thoughts, clumsiness, anger
and rage (well-controlled), nocturnal waking, and urinary frequency.
He was diagnosed with polyarthralgias, with concern of fibromyalgia
following Lyme disease which was treated. On 12/06/00, symptoms
included fatigue, poor memory, pain, and sleep problems. He noted
that physical therapy had not been helpful. The pt reported that he
was ""able to do three full days of work per week whereas he had
not put in more than one full day in the previous six months."" Per
this information, this case was considered disabling. On 02/07/01,
he was examined for polyarthralgia and sleeplessness. He stated at
that time he was ""finally"" feeling better. Ativan was added to
Sonata for treatment of sleeplessness. On 02/27/01, he presented
with complaints of blurred near and distance vision. By 03/14/01,
he was able to work three full days weekly. Mental focus, memory
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and eye twitching Adverse
were improved,
hand numbness and insomnia
Event but
Description
remained unchanged. He also complained of occasional headaches,
ear ringing, neck pain, morning stiffness, muscle soreness with
exercise, balance problems, falling and episodic diarrhea. He was
receiving Vioxx, lorazepam, and Zoloft. By 06/20/01, he continued
to experienced significant fatigue, memory problems, ""severe""
headaches, ringing in the left ear, urinary frequency, poor balance,
falling and hip pain. Tingling in hands, eye twitches, and diarrhea
were improved. On 10/24/01, the pt experienced a flare of
symptoms especially in his shoulders and neck, and was unable to
raise his arms to tie his tie. He reported improvement with Plaquenil
and Biaxin, although he reported that on an unspecified date he
presented to the ER due to neck and shoulder aches. He complained
of diarrhea, that was attributed to Plaquenil and Biaxin. Additional
complaints included persistent hip pain and difficulty getting
around, tingly and numb hands, urinary frequency, and periodic
headaches behind the right eye. Concentration, ability to focus,
balance, energy and speech were improved. The pt reported that he
was able to put in ""a full day at work four out of five days a
week"". Doxycycline was added to clarithromycin plus
hydroxychloroquine. His symptoms resolved within two weeks. On
02/27/02, he presented with cognitive dysfunction approximately
one to one and a half weeks per month associated with wordfinding difficulty, fogginess, and getting lost while driving. He also
complained of headaches, blurred vision despite negative
ophthalmological evaluation, neck and shoulder arthralgias,
tripping, severe left hip pain, insomnia, fatigue, and hand
paresthesias. At an unspecified time, treatment with Neurontin was
initiated. He reported improvement of diarrhea, eye twitching and
imbalance. He was switched from tetracycline to clarithromycin,
hydroxychloroquine and doxycycline, and from Sonata to Ambien.
Prior to examination in June 2002, the pt reported improvement in
ability to communicate with decreased concentration and wordfinding difficulties, improved blurred vision, dizziness, eye twitching,
memory problems and ringing in ears. He reported continued
sensitivity to bright lights and sunlight, pain in joints, numbness
and tingling of hands, clumsiness, falling due to hip instability,
diarrhea, hair loss, a fifteen pound weight loss, poor sleep,
irritability, neck and shoulder pain, urinary frequency, and neck
click. He also reported problems ejaculating, which was thought by
his physician to be due to Zoloft. The pt stated that he was able to
work ""more than full time"", which he considered an improvement
over the preceding two years. On 03/13/02, the pt was evaluated
for post-Lyme polyarthralgia. On 04/03/02, x-rays of the pelvis and
bilateral hips revealed mild osteoarthritis, slightly greater in the
right than in the left. Medical records dated 06/05/02 indicated that
the pt experienced a vaccine associated reactivation of Lyme
disease. Symptoms included joint pains, parasthesias, sleep
problems, and periodic tiredness. He also complained of heat
intolerance and some weight loss. Treatment included Plaquenil,
Biaxin, Ambien, lorazepam, Vioxx, doxycycline, and tetracycline. At
that time, he was assessed as having made ""good progress"".
Upon examination on 11/06/02, the pt reported no increase in
symptoms, although he continued to experience episodes of
increased hip pain exacerbated by exercise, fatigue, diarrhea and
word-finding problems. He complained of ongoing finger numbness
that caused him to drive off the road. Sleep problems were
improved and eye twitching had resolved. He was diagnosed with
residual symptoms of Lyme disease. Therapy included lorazepam,
Zoloft, Ambien, and tetracycline. On 04/02/03, the pt's Lyme
disease was evaluated as improved, although he continued to
experience a ""few symptoms"" including neck clicks, loss of
sensation in his hands from his knuckles distally, and mild pain
radiating to his shoulders. Diarrhea, ear ringing and eye twitching
resolved. Fatigue and headaches were improved. Zoloft was
switched to bupropion (Wellbutrin) due to sexual dysfunction.
Treatment with Plaquenil and Biaxin was resumed. Following the
reported onset of Lyme disease reactivation, the pt experienced
epigastric pain assessed to be ""classic"" gastroesophageal reflux
disease. This was not reported as an adverse event due to vaccine
administration, but was found during the course of review of the
pt's medical records. Therefore, it is not listed as an adverse event.
On 15 September 2004, the patient's attorney alleged that the
patient experienced ""severe hip pain, fatigue, gait disturbances,
peripheral neuropathy, cognitive deficits, and moring stiffness.""
Time to onset, treatment and outcomes were not reported."

ALOPECIA

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

0218147-1

18-29
years

Memory Loss, Facial Twitching around eye lid, Headaches,Extreme
Fatigue,Unexplained Hair Loss,Numbness below waist, Decreased
hearing in both ears, Carpal tunnel, Joint pain, muscle
achiness,lightheadedness, irritability, depression, sleeping too
much, disorientation,confusion, dizziness, loss of sex drive,
unexplained weight gain, Low body tempature. Some symptoms
come and go and some are permanent. Being treated for arthritis,
muscle relaxers to sleep, xanax and lexapro for depression and
anxiety. Nurse follow up on 05/10/04 states: narcolepsy.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

VAERS ID

0231792-1

0254709-1

0270875-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

Extreme fatigue, extreme body and joint pain, joint swelling in
shoulders, neck, knees, elbows, hair and weight loss, headache,
vision. Patient also reports: difficulty concentrating. Swollen lymph
nodes (removed: benign and a current working diagnosis of
rheumatoid arthritis with neg. RA factor. Dose 2 given 2/26/01
(same lot number). Dose 3 given 5/2/03 (same lot number). 60
Day Follow Up: I have never recovered. I am not able to work and
still under doctors care. Constant pain and fatigue in all joints, no
sense of smell or taste, swelling of shoulders and knees. My life is
far from what I used to be. Per annual follow up: I am very ill with
so many symptoms and msucle and health problems that this event
has pretty much taken my life and my families lives also. i dont
know if any of us remember how to smile, I am now a chronic pain
sufferer with other problems with vision, smell, nervous system,
depression, extreme pain and fatigue. This has taken my life from
me. Somedays I feel like I am just going to die. Because of being so
sick and weak. The pain I have is unbearable.

Unknown

This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence of
paralysis in a female subject of unspecified age who was vaccinated
with lyme disease vaccine recombinant Lymerix for prophylaxis. A
physician or other health care professional has not verified this
report. On an unspecified date the subject received unspecified
dose of Lymerix unknown. At an unspecified time after vaccination
with Lymerix, the subject experienced joint pain, swelling, flu like
symptoms, headache, fatigue, rashes, tingling in extremities,
memory loss, hair loss, vision problems, lose of taste and smell,
bladder disorders, weight loss, paralysis, decreased activities of
daily life, rheumatologic, neurologic and or cognitive impairment of
an autoimmune, immune mediated, or other mechanism, all
reportedly caused by vaccination with Lymerix. At the time of
reporting the outcome of the events was unspecified. This case was
assessed as medically serious by manufacturer (OMIC). This
information was received via a statement of injuries.

Unknown

This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence of
joint pain in a female subject of unspecified age who was vaccinated
with Lymerix for prophylaxis. A physician or other health care
professional has not verified this report. On an unspecified date the
subject received unspecified dose Lymerix (unknown). At an
unknown time after vaccination with Lymerix, the subject
experienced joint pain, joint stiffness, pain, swelling, blurred vision,
activities of daily living impaired, fatigue, tingling, hair loss, weight
gain, twitch, imbalance, cognitive difficulty, numbness, burning
sensation, nerve injury, possible autoimmune disease and
decreased ability to perform daily activities. At the time of reporting
the outcome of the events was unspecified. This information was
received via a statement of injuries. Follow up information was
received via medical records on 17 January 2007. The subject's
medical history included cholelithiasis, chronic cholecystitis,
hypertension, hypothyroidism, knee ligament tear, knee surgery,
laparoscopic cholecystectomy, non smoker, no known drug allergies,
and non drinker. Concurrent medication included Synthroid and
Hyzaar. On an unspecified date in 1999, the subject received 2nd
dose of Lymerix in the right arm. At the time of the administration
of the 2nd dose of Lymerix, the subject aged between 50 and 59
years old. In 1999, less than one year after vaccination with
Lymerix, the subject experienced burning pains in her hands and
feet, aching muscle and joint pain, numbness in her arms, mild
weakness in the right leg and chronic fatigue. The subject was seen
by a physician. The joint pain was treated with oxaprotin. On 09
July 2002, a Lyme disease screen was positive at 4.71, but Lyme
disease western blot results for IgM and IgG were negative or
nonreactive for all bands. On 28 July 2003, A Lyme disease DNA by
qualitative PCR was negative. On an unspecified date in 2004, the
subject experienced skin atrophy at the injection site of the 2nd
dose of Lymerix. The subject was seen by a dermatologist. On 09
February 2004, a biopsy of the atrophic patch at the site of Lymerix
immunisation from 1999 (right upper arm) revealed morphea with
no evidence of Spirochetes on staining. The dermatologist reported
that, I do no know of any association of morphea and a Lyme
vaccine, but in the past, there has been I believe morphea and
Lyme were somehow connected. On 20 November 2004 the subject
was seen by a neurologist. An electrodiagnostic study revealed
evidence of a moderately severe right median neuropathy at the
wrist (carpal tunnel syndrome). On 15 February 2005, biopsies of
skin from proximal right thigh and distal leg showed significantly
reduced epidermal nerve fiber density, consistent with small fiber
neuropathy. Test performed from 10 November 2004 through 17
April 2006 were normal or negative for Chem7, liver and renal
function, ESR, hemoglobin ALC, thyroid function, antinuclear
antibody, rheumatoid factor, sjogren syndrome antibody (A and B),
total hemolytic component, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody,
ganglioside GDIB IgG and IgA, C reactive protein, gliadin IgA and
IgG, myeloperoxidase antibody, proteinase 3 antibody, DS DNA
antibody, and hepatitis C virus antibody. At the time of follow up
reporting, 17 January 2007, the outcome of the events was not
reported. This case was assessed as medically serious by
manufacturer.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

0335906-1

40-49
years

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

0336716-1

40-49
years

Adverse Event Description
This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence of
joint pain in a male subject of unspecified age who was vaccinated
with LYMERIX. A physician or other health care professional has not
verified this report. On an unspecified date the subject received
unspecified dose of LYMERIX (unknown). At an unspecified time
after vaccination with LYMERIX, the subject experienced pain and
swelling in his joints, fatigue, possible neurological injuries, possible
autoimmune disease, and decreased activities of daily life. At the
time of reporting the outcome of the events were unspecified. This
information was received via a Statement of Injuries. Follow up
information was received on 17 December 2008 via an interview
between the subject and attorney (s). The subject was vaccinated
with LYMERIX at his place of employment on 11 February 2000, 17
March 2000, and 22 February 2001. After the first vaccine, he
developed joint pain. He was reportedly advised that he had
rheumatoid arthritis. After the third LYMERIX vaccine and prior to
April 2002, he developed fatigue and insomnia. On unspecified
dates after the third LYMERIX vaccine he developed depression and
brain fog (including confusion). In 2002 he developed hair loss and
nausea. In 2006 he developed burning, tingling, and shooting pains.
In 2007 he developed high blood pressure. Treatment included
VIOXX, prednisone, and methotrexate, which he eventually
discontinued due to side effects. With the exception of brain fog,
the events were unresolved at the time of reporting. This case was
assessed by GSK to be medically significant based upon follow up
information.
"This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence
of joint pain in a 45-year-old female subject who was vaccinated
with LYMERIX. A physician or other health care professional has not
verified this report. The following information was received via an
interview between the subject and attorney (s). The subject's
medical history included ankle fracture, carpal tunnel release
cheilitis, deviated septum and removal of gallbladder. Concurrent
medical conditions included brain lesion, carpal tunnel syndrome,
corneal dystrophy, Crohn's disease, episcleritis, gastroesophageal
reflux disease, Hashimoto's thyroiditis and hypertension. On 17
June 1999, 20 July 1999, and 14 June 2000 the subject received
the first, second, and third dose of LYMERIX (unknown). In August
1999, less that one month after the first vaccination with LYMERIX,
the subject experienced pain in the finger joints. In the spring of
2000 the patient developed vertig/disequilibrium. In June 2000, less
than 1 month after vaccination with LYMERIX the subject
experienced jerking of limbs. In July 2000 she developed dry
mouth, swallowing difficult, speaking problems, tremor, numbness
in hand, grip strength decreased, decreased perception, fatigue,
decreased concentration, hair loss, irregular heartbeat, premature
ventricular contraction, fever spike, metallic taste, ringing in ears,
and memory deficit. In the summer of 2004, the patient
experienced nerve pain in the legs and hands. Treatment included
intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG), an unspecified attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder medication, and unspecified medications to
treat vertigo/disquilbrium. At the time of reporting the events, with
the exception of hand tremors, treaperature spikes, and hair loss,
were unresolved. Follow-up information was received on 05 January
2009 via medical records. According to a medical summary of
events, prior to the provided dates of LYMERIX vaccination the
subject was diagnosed with Crohn's disease with small bowel
resection, episcleritis, arthritis secondary to Crohn's disease,
corneal dystrophy, Hashimoto's thyroiditis, multiple allergies,
degenerative joint disease, fibromyalgia, ankle sprain, carpal tunnel
syndrome, 1089, when she was bitten by a tick and experienced
rash and joint pains. During or prior to 1997, she was diagnosed
with myofascial pain syndrome, central disc herniation,
degenerative cervical spine disease, fibromyalgia, and shoulder
impingement. She experienced onset of ""true vertigo"" in 1998. On
25 February 1998, echocardiography findings included mild aortic
sclerosis, left ventricular diastolic dysfunction, mild mitral leaflet
thickening, and mild left atrial enlargement (findings consistent with
small pericardial effusion). After receiving LYMERIX, she reportedly
developed Lyme disease treated with intravenous Rocephin via a
peripherally inserted center catheter, as well as vancomycin (August
2000, recurrence February 2002 and August 2002), angina pain
following foot surgery (December 2003, hospitalized), and coronary
vasospasm. ON 03 December 2003 she underwent ""closing bone
wedge osteotomy first right metatarsal with modified McBride
procedure first right metatarsophalangeal, and underwent cardiac
chatherization in December 2003. The subject was treated by a
neurologist for relapsing/ remitting multiple sclerosis (possibly
diagnosed in 1980; although other notes indicated a possible a
diagnosis of multiple sclerosis in April 1998), as evidenced by optic
neuritis (onset in 1998), poor balance, frequent falls, and fatigue.
Steroid treatment was ineffective. Magnetic resonance imaging of
the brain showed white matter lesions as early as 1998, with an
increase in lesions in 2003. The subject was also diagnosed with
autoimmune disease treated with Rocephin and vancomycin. On 09
October 2000, she presented with increased dizziness and
lightheadness, with resulting impressions of Lyme disease and
benign vertigo. On 14 April 2003, impression included chronic
fatigue and fibromyalgia and it was noted that spinal tap studies
were all normal. In July 2003, she was evaluated for a tick bite and

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

six weeks later experienced
abruptDescription
onset of bilateral knee pain,
Adverse Event
palpitations, dysrhythmia, balance impairment, dysequilibrium,
scattered muscle twitching and myoclonus, prominent fatigue,
prominent memory deficits, intermittent confusion, and
disorientation. Subsequently, she developed stiff neck, severe
generalized pain, swallowing dysfunction and choking, irregular
heart beat, focal neurological changes with myoclonus bilateral
lower extremity clonus, decreased deep tendon reflex, and tongue
fasciculation. Diagnositc findings included multiple foci of
demyelination. On 20 October 2003, the subject underwent Holter
monitoring due to arrhythmia, with results described as ""benign"".
On 23 December 2003, she was diagnosed with a coronary spasm
following chest pain/angina that was relieved with nitroglycerin.
Coronary spasm with frank dysrhythmias was responsive to
diltiazem. Other medications during the course of her treatment
included Tramadol, Celebrex, and Neurontin. In 2004, she
experienced worsening of bilateral lower extremity weakness. Prior
to 30 August 2004, she experienced a fall resulting in closed head
trauma, hepatic contusion, and torn hamstring requiring physical
therapy. On 27 September 2004, she was noted to have progression
of antalgic gait and posterior leg pain with L4/L5/S1 radiculopathy,
and progression of neurogenic claudication. She reportedly also had
left lower extremity hemiparaparesis with hyporeflexia. On 06
October 2004, electromyography showed some electrophysiologic
evidence of a mild chronic neurogenic process affecting the lower
extremities, most consistent with mild L4/55 radiculopathy. On 01
March 2005 nerve biopsies performed due to bilateral lower
extremity numbness and gait difficulties were consistent with small
fiber neuropathy. Recommendations included intravenous
immunoglobulin (IVIG) therapy."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

LYME VACCINE (LYMERIX)
(LYME)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence of
joint pain in a female subject of unspecified age who was vaccinated
with LYMERIX. A physician or other health care professional has not
verified this report. On an unspecified date the subject received
unspecified dose of LYMERIX (unknown). On an unspecified date
after vaccination with LYMERIX, the subject experienced joint pain,
swelling, tingling, burning, numbness, shooting pains, headaches,
flu-like symptoms, eye pain, vision disorders, possible memory loss,
decreased activities of daily life, rheumatologic, neurologic and/or
cognitive impairment of an autoimmune, immune-mediated, or
other mechanism. At the time of reporting the outcome of the
events was unspecified. This information was received via a
Statement of Injuries. Follow-up information was received on 09
April 2009 via medical records. On 08 July 1996, the subject was
evaluated for the development of paresthesias. Further testing was
planned. The subject was seen for a neurological consultation on 29
July 1996. Complaints included numbness of the hands and feet and
pain in her arms and legs. On 17 July 1996 the subject complained
of left eye pain during a routine exam. Following evaluation, it was
noted that the subject had evidence of iritis. On 12 August 1996,
persistent mild iritis of the left eye with exacerbations of pain in the
left eye were reported during a routine evaluation. On 15 August
1996, the subject was evaluated for her paresthesias. She
developed paresthesias of the left arm in April 1996. Following
evaluation, it was noted that the cause of acute iritis and peripheral
neuropathy was obscure. Sarcoidosis was a tempting explanation at
the time. In June 1996, the subject developed left eye pain.
Medications taken at the time included ALDACTONE, MINOCIN and
PRED FORTE. An evaluation revealed recurrent iritis of unclear
etiology. The subject was examined on 25 July 1996 after being
found to have unveitis in her left eye. She had been treated with
topical steroids with resolution of symptoms over an approximate
one week period. Recently the subject noted an increasingly
uncomfortable feeling in her left eye. She was in for retinal
evaluation. Clinical impression was isolated anterior
nongranulomatous uveitis of the left eye with no evidence of
posterior segment inflammatory disease. Fortunately, there was no
evidence of any reaction in either vitreous, retina or choroid. There
was no evidence of pars plantis with scleral depression to the pars
plana area. There was no evidence of retinal vaculitis seen. There
were no focal or diffuse areas of choroiditis. The subject was seen in
routine exam on 29 August 1996 for left eye pain. Iritis was noted
in both eyes at the time of exam. PRED FORTE was prescribed for
treatment. The subject was examined on 12 March 1997 due to
intermittently painful axillary lymph nodes. There has been no
known etiology for this symptom following extensive workup. There
was no evidence of lymphadenopathy at this visit. Following
examination, the clinical impression was paresthesias compatible
with uveitis which she developed as a teenager. In April of 1997,
the subject underwent an evaluation to rule out sarcoidosis. Medical
problems documented as that time included peripheral neuropathy,
uveitis, some chronic pain and mild alopecia. The subject also noted
bilateral parotid pain. Examination and bronchoscopy revealed
sarcoidosis. On 23 July 1997, the subject underwent evaluation due
to recurrent bilateral iritis. Notes taken were that the subject
developed paresthesias of her left hand and left leg in April of 1996.
Follow-up information was received on 10 April 2009 via a claimant
interview. It was reported that this subject received two doses of
LYMERIX vaccine. One in 1995 and one in 1996. Events reported by
the subject which she felt were attributable to LYMERIX vaccine
included numbness and tingling in the hands, legs and feet (onset 1
or 2 days after 2nd dose), sharp pains that shoot up the legs, feet,
arms and hands (onset 1 month after 2nd dose), eye pain and light
sensitivity (onset 2 or 3 days after 2nd dose), gastro-intestinal
problems (2 or 3 months after 2nd dose), parotid pain (onset within
a few months of 2nd dose) and joint pain (onset 1 month after 2nd
dose). Additionally, the subject reported developing shingles in mid
2000 along with pain. Weight loss began in 2008 and intermittent
fatigue within a few months after 2nd dose. Insomnia was also
reported. These events were indicated as unresolved. Medications
taken at the time of interview were IMITREX, ESTRADIOL and
ophthalmic steroids.

0345851-1

Unknown

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her son
with neutropenia, who when vaccinated with any vaccine including
RECOMBIVAX HB (manufacturer unknown) received as an infant,
ATTENUVAX and MERUVAX II received on unspecified dates, made
him developed a fever. The consumer also reported that when her
son had received an unspecified vaccine on an unspecified date, he
experienced hair loss and a high fever that required hospitalization.
No further information is available.
pt recvd vax 4AUG92 7 1 1/2 mo later began stiff, popping joints,
unco-ordinated & pins/needles feeling in hands; now w/numbness,
achey elbows & wrists; Nov menses 1 wk early, lasted 17 days,
bruised easily, hair loss;
Pt recvd vax 13APR92 & on 28APR92 & devel diffuse hair loss in the
occipital area, which was fairly rapid over a period of several days;

0344812-1

ALOPECIA

MEASLES VACCINE (MEA)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0049322-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0054332-1

1-2 years

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA

Adverse Event Description

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0086778-1

6-17
years

pt recv 9AUG95 & the same day pt hair started to come out in
clumps;the nurse reported that the only different product the pt
used was crest for sensitive teeth;

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0103309-1

3-5 years

hair loss continual (over a period of years)- a few weeks p/vax;final
dx hepatitis;

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0108889-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax & 2 days later eyelid swelling & total eyelash loss;Today
12MAR98 no eyelash growth to date;

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0111654-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax 4DEC93 & 13SEP97 pt exp hair loss;reporter noted that
parents reports every time pt recv vax pt exp hair loss;parents felt
the hair loss was r/t MMR vax;

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0111664-1

18-29
years

pt recv vax AUG97 & in late AUG97 pt exp alopecia, fever, swollen
arm & arthritis;

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0126760-1

18-29
years

pt has hx of thrombocytopenia, tx w/Vincristin; 7/98 pt recurrent
episodes of thrombocytopenia, tx w/Vincristin; pt had painful rash
lower extremities, severe myalgias& leg pain, dx=urticarial
vasculitis; abd pain; low immunoglobulins Per follow-up dated
9/18/00, the pt continues to have severe recurrent vasculitis,
thrombocytopenia, headaches, arthralgias, chronic pain, and
immune suppression. Doc #201751 states that patient continues to
have severe recurrent, vasculitis, thrombocytopenia, headaches,
arthralgias, chronic pain and immune suppression

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0126817-1

6-17
years

alopecia 2-3 days p/recv vax

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0127472-1

3-5 years

p/2nd vax pt devel inc of hair loss & dx w/alopecia; remains
w/some hair loss but growing back;

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0133043-1

18-29
years

Systemic Lupus Erythematosis, 2 days post vaccination, pt
developed fever, nausea, vomiting, fatique, and arthralgias. 2 wks
post vaccination, pt developed flu-like illness, cough, vomiting,
diarrhea, fever, arthralgias, facial rash. 60 day follow-up received on
10/25/00 provided no additional data.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0150930-1

3-5 years

Alopecia 10 days post vax.

6-17
years

Two days post vax (10/31/98), this child presented to a physician
with total body alopecia. On 11/19, tests and cultures were
conducted with negative results. Within a couple of months of onset
the pt had lost all body hair, including eyelashes and eyebrows. At
the time of the report, the pt still had complete body alopecia. No
further information is available.

Unknown

The pt was vaccinated in 1981. In September 1982, the child
developed left knee pain and swellling. In a physical exam on
9/28/82, the child was noted to walk with a slightly antalgic gait on
the right side. Her right hip was not irritable. On 10/12/82, the pt
presented with increased temperature and some synovial thickening
in her knee, although she did have a full range of motion. On
12/28/82, the child was noted to be very difficult and
uncooperative. She lacked approximately 20 to 25 degree extension
in her right knee and approximately 10 degrees of extension in her
left knee. The knees were somewhat swollen. At this time the pt
was dx with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. On 1/26/83, the child
complained of 2 to 3 hours of morning stiffness with involvement of
the left and right knee, left ankle, left elbow, and right wrist. It was
noted at this time that the child had a mild pallor and some
alopecia. Both knee were remarkable for obvious synovitis with
effusions. Periodically from 1983-1985, the pt had flare-ups of
uveitis secondary to juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.

1-2 years

One month post vax pt began to experience alopecia. First the pt
experienced dime sized hair loss followed by complete hair loss
which occurred over an 18 month period. The alopecia progressed
to the entire scalp and no other body area were affected. Pt was
treated with topical steroids with little improvement.

3-5 years

One day post vax the pt's left upper arm was red, hard, with
quarter-sized lump and warm to the touch. Swelling, warmth and
the hardness progressed. On 2/5/01 the left upper arm redness and
swelling was the size of 3 silver dollars, still warm, hard. No fever
was noted. On 2/7/01, mom noticed the child's hair was falling out
in clumps.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0152091-1

0155179-1

0156217-1

0166193-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0170260-1

18-29
years

"The pt experienced worsening fatigue, frequent sore throats with
elevated temps from 99-100, very sore joints especially knees,
blurred vision in right eye. Onset within 10 days post vax. The pt
also experienced difficulty walking, unable to continue working.
Treatment was rest. The pt also had severe headaches.Doc 197456
received on 08/15/2001,reports the followings: frequent infections,
severe cognitive impairment, transient memory loss and
forgetfulness. Abnormal EEG and sleep study. Paraesthesias plus
babinski's. Hypersomnia alternating with insomnia. Low endurance
threshold, exercise intolerance, muscle cramps, restless leg
syndrome. Migraines. Athralgias. 8 years of positive mononuclosis
(Mono Spots), elevated EBV titers. Debilitating exhaustion. No signs
of recovery, completely disabled after vaccination injuries. The
annual follow-up states ""activity intolerance, cognitive dysfunction,
muscle twitching and cramping, frequent infections, insomnia and
sleep deprivation, exhaustion. Unable to sit upright or stand for
more than 0-6 hours per 24 hrs, freq episodes of having to lay flat
numbness in extremities, osteoporosis, alopecia. This was
""mandatory"" vaccine for employment purposes. At the time of this
vaccination the pt complained of being unwell since the hep B
vaccine received 3 months earlier 9/19/91. The pt's health declined
significantly after receiving this vaccine."

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0170467-1

1-2 years

Patient received five vaccination 03/05/01. Starting 03/17/01 her
hair started to fall out and in a period of 2 months she lost 50% of
her hair. The back of her head is completely bald.

1-2 years

Information has been received for a Dr concerning an
approximately 12 month old male who was vaccinated with measles
virus vaccine live and mumps virus vaccine live and rubella virus
vaccine live (second generation). Concomitant vaccinations included
varicella vaccine live (MSD). Three to 4 weeks ago post vaccination,
the pt began to lose his hair. The hair loss progressed to total
alopecia within 4 weeks. The pt sought unspecified medical
attention. Additional info has been requested.

3-5 years

"Information has been received regarding a case in litigation
concerning a 5 year old female who prior to vaccination was
described as being ""a well and healthy, normally developing, happy
young girl"" who on 8/10/00 was vaccinated with MMRII. It was
reported that the pt subsequently developed a high fever, severe
salmon colored rash and extreme pain in her lower extremity joints.
She was admitted to the hospital on 9/29/00 and discharged from
the hospital on 10/6/00. She was dx'd with systemic juvenile
rheumatoid arthritis or ""Still's disease"". The pt had ""profound""
pain in her lower extremities and joints, difficulty walking, poor
appetite, nausea, weight loss, arthritis, fever, hair loss and severe
rashes over her entire body, rendering her permanently and totally
disabled. It was expected that she would continue to suffer mental
and physical impairments and pain in the future. Systemic juvenile
rheumatoid arthritis was reported to be disabling. No further
information is available."

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning an 11 year old female with asthma, a strawberry allergy
and cat allergy who on 04/13/2001 was vaccinated with a first dose
of hep b vaccine IM in the right arm. Concomitant vaccination
included a dose of MMR received on 04/13/2001, SC in the left arm.
Concomitant therapy included montelukast sodium, fluticasone
propionate, and albuterol. There was no illness at the time of
vaccination. The licensed practical nurse reported that 24 hrs after
the pt received the vaccinations she experienced alopecia. The
licensed practical nurse reported that the client presented on
04/16/2001 with alopecia in the center of her head. The nurse
reported that this was the client's first injection of hep b vaccine
recombinant and MMR. In follow-up the licensed practical nurse
reported that 24 hrs after vaccines, there was an abrupt onset of
hair loss centrally, in a line along the sagittal suture. She report
that the roots came out too and the area was 2-3cm wide and 5-6
cm long, total alopecia in that area. The licensed practical reported
that as of 05/09/2001, the hair is starting to regrow. In follow-up
the physician's office reported that as of 09/26/2001, the hair has
regrown. No further info is available

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0170756-1

0177961-1

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0206577-1

3-5 years

I got my heb b shot and a mmr in may of 2003 and a few days after
that i notice my hair falling out i have not got treated yet i got 723-03 to see a work mens comp doctor other then that none my
hair is still falling out

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0208239-1

1-2 years

Pt received MMR, PCV, IPV and Hib vaccines on 11/23/2002. Hair
started falling out in patches in January 2003. Completely bald by
March 2003.

30-39
years

Patient received immunizations on 10/08/2003. On 10/21/2003,
patient began to experience hair loss (about 40 to 50 strands of
hair) everytime she brushed her hair. No other symptoms were
reported. Around 10/30/2003, patient reported a significant
improvement on condition. Patient called to report condition on
10/31/2003.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0182363-1

0212796-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

3-5 years

"Information has been received from a registered dietician
concerning a male pt who at the age of 4 years old was vaccinated
with a dose of MMRII (Lot # 644415/1008M). Concomitant therapy
included a dose of hepatitis B vaccine, recomb (manufacter
unknown), IPV (unspecified) (manufacturer unknown) DTAP,
Tetanus toxoid (manufacturer unknown). In Feb 2003, the pt lost all
hair. The pt's mother noticed ""a patch on the back of the boy's
head the day after vaccination,"" and ""within 2 weeks all hair was
gone."" On 01/14/04, the pt's hair had not returned. Unspecified
medical attention was sought. Upon internal review, alopecia was
considered to be an other important medical event (OMIC).
Additional information has been requested. Follow up on 04/29/04
states: ""In follow up information from the pt's mother, it was
reported that the pt had allergies to soy and peanut products. She
also reported that on 02/10/03 the pt received his second dose of
hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (Lot # 643816/1061M) into the
right thigh. A first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated was
given on 12/11/03. It was reported that the pt was not ill at the
time of vaccination. The reporter indicated that the pt received 4
shots in one day and about 2 weeks later, on 02/25/03, the pt had
bad stomachaches and had to go to the MD for diarrhea. Reportedly
the pt woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within 3
months he had no hair, eyebrows or eyelashes. The pt's mother
noticed that a ""different behavior"", almost like she had a
""different child"". She reported that the pt had memory loss on
and off. The change in the pt's behavior was noticed by the mother,
after vaccination with hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated on
12/11/03 and the hair loss after vaccination with hepatitis A virus
vaccine inactivated on 02/10/03. According to the reporter, the
physician diagnosed the pt with alopecia. Upon internal review,
alopecia, memory impairment and abnormal behavior were
considered to be an other important medical events. The pt's
experience were considered to be disabling by the pt's mother.
Additional information has been requested."""

0219050-1

40-49
years

Ache;joints and muscles, allergies, mood:anxiety, depression,heart
arrhythmia,arthritis, bloating, heart ekg: abnormal, hair falling out,
heart palpitation, insomnia, menstrual abnormalities, nasal heavy
drainage, numbness and tingling of fingers and arm,lower back
pain, right shoulder pain, pain at injection site, injection site swollen
to the size of golf ball for at least on month, joint and muscle pain,
soft tissue pain, eye pain, neck pain, skin rash, unable to sleep flat,
night sweats, tens needed to control pain, sinusitis, change in preexisting thyroid condition blurred vision, weight gain, visual field
defected.

0219055-1

50-59
years

"Vaccinations 12/27/01: Hep B, MMR, and Td. Alopecia started
1/25/2002. Alopecia scalp & eyebrows continues 4/14/2004. Nurse
follow up on 06/21/04 states: ""Review of medical records confirms
diagnosis of alopecia areata."""

3-5 years

From initial information received on 4/27/04 regarding an adverse
event occurring in the USA, it was reported that a four year old
male patient received an IPOL vaccination, lot number W0460,
administered in the right thigh, an MMR II vaccination, lot number
644415/1008M, administered in the left arm, a VAQTA vaccination,
lot number 643816/1061M, administered in the right thigh, and an
INFANRIX vaccination, lot number SS7A2, administered in the left
thigh on 2/10/03. 15 days later on 2/25/03, a registered dietitian
reported that in February 2003, the patient lost all of his hair. The
patient's mother noticed a patch on the back of the boy's head the
day after vaccination, and within two weeks all of his hair was gone.
On 1/14/04, the patient's hair had not returned. In follow up
information received from the patient's mother, it was reported that
the patient had allergies to soy and peanut products. She also
reported that on 2/10/03, the patient received his second dose of
VAQTA. The first dose was given on 12/11/03. It was reported that
the patient was not ill at the time of vaccination. The reporter
indicated that the patient received four shots in one day and about
two weeks later, on 2/25/03, the patient had bad stomach aches
and had to go to the doctor for diarrhea. Reportedly, the patient
woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within three
months he had no hair, eyebrows, or eyelashes. The patient's
mother noticed a different behavior, almost like she had a different
child. She reported that the patient had memory loss on and off.
The change in the patient's behavior was noticed by the mother
after vaccination with VAQTA on 2/10/03. According to the reporter,
the physician diagnosed the patient with alopecia. The patient's
experiences were considered to be disabling by the patient's
mother. Additional information has been requested. The patient has
not recovered from these events. From additional information
received on 10/May/2004 from another manufacturer, ID number
WAES0401USA01070, it was reported that the change in the
patient's behavior was noticed by the mother after vaccination with
the first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (manufacturer,
lot number and administration information not reported) on
11/Dec/2002 (also reported as 11/Dec/2003) and the hair loss after
vaccination with the second dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine
inactivated on 10/Feb/2003. This report was previously sent to PLA
V205C.

0215600-1

0220122-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

VAERS ID

0238089-1

0239501-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

3-5 years

On 5/12/05, she got three shots. On 5/13/05, she broke out with
little bumps all over her body; head to torso were swelling and
itching. Restless and hoarseness now on 5/24/05. Skin is peeling all
over; hair falling out and has odor. 2 Benadryl bottles, Prednisolone
and Keflex.

30-39
years

This report was received from manf and was assigned manf report
number A0524880A. Information has been received by the
consumer who is a 30 year old female who on 21Jun04 was
vaccinated with a dose of measles virus vaccine live (Moraten) (+)
mumps virus vaccine live (Jeryl Lynn) (+) rubella virus vaccine live
(Wistar RA 27/3). Concomitant therapy included a first dose of hep
A virus vaccine inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast)
(Twinrix) and tetanus toxoid adsorbed. On 28Jun04, approx seven
days following the first administration of hep A virus vaccine
inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (Twinrix), the pt
developed hair loss and itching. The pt was seen at a physician's
office and was treated with corticosteroids and desloratadine
(Clarinex). The hair loss continued. The itching improved. On
23Jul04, the pt received the second dose of hep A virus vaccine
inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (Twinrix). The pt
reported that the hair loss continued following the second dose of
hep A virus vaccine inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAG
(yeast) (Twinrix). The outcome was not recovered. The pt declined
to grant authority to contact her physician; therefore, no further
information will be available. No further information was provided.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0240494-1

30-39
years

From initial information received on 09/16/2004 from information
received from another manufacturer regarding an adverse event
occurring in the USA, it was initially reported by the 30 year old
female patient that she received a Tetanus Toxoid vaccination, an
MMR vaccination, and a first dose of Twinrix on 06/21/2004. The lot
numbers, routes and sites of administration were not reported for
any of the products. Approximately seven days later, on
06/28/2004, the patient experienced hair loss and itching. She was
seen in a physician's office and was treated with corticosteroids and
desloratadine. The hair loss continued, but the itching improved. On
07/23/2004, the patient received a second dose of Twinrix and
reported that the hair loss continued following this dose. The
patient has not recovered from this event. It was reported that the
patient declined to grant authority to contact her physician for
additional information, therefore none will be available. Further
information is not anticipated, this case is considered closed.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0247745-1

18-29
years

recieved MMR Shot on 9/27/05 and 6 days later she lost all her hair.
Has the dx. aleopecia totalis. has had no hair growth since .

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0253581-1

1-2 years

2 days after immunization 103 fever, 5 days after immunizations
hair started falling out.

0263576-1

1-2 years

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

"Information has been received regarding a case in litigation
concerning a minor male patient who was exposed to high levels of
mercury from thimerosal through exposure to unspecified products.
In additional, the patient was exposed to mercury emissions from
fossil fuel driven power plants. The mercury included in thimerosal
laden products and power plant emissions together caused the
patient to suffer from serious and permanent neurological injuries.
The patient was exposed to airborne mercury vapor and mercury
through food chain. The exposure to airborne mercury in the
environment through inhalation, the food chain, and other sources
contributed to the cumulative mercury toxicity and was a
heightened vulnerability to suffer neurological damage. It was noted
that the patient had a heightened vulnerability to suffer neurological
injuries from industry as a direct result of thimerosal exposure. As a
direct and proximate cause of the toxic mercury exposure to the
patient, minor male was caused to suffer serious and permanent
neurological damage which include past and future mental,
intellectual, developmental and neurological incapacity and
associated learning disabilities, disorders and impairments.
Additional information has been received via medical records from a
case in litigation concerning a 22 month old male with no known
allergies to medication, foods or latex, physically well with
occasional constipation, questionable developmental delay and a
history of jaundice during neonatal period, pregnancy complicated
only by Rh incompatibility and the mother's use of occasional
tobacco during pregnancy, head injury (fall form a shopping cart to
cement floor and hit his head at 8 and half months of age) and
candidiasis. It was noted that at 8 months of age the mother was
concerned that he was not not developing normally (approximately
November 1990). On 03-OCT-1991 the patient was vaccinated with
a first dose of measles virus vaccine live (+) mumps virus vaccine
live (+) rubella virus vaccine live (lot#600924/1150T), in the left
thigh. Concomitant therapy that day included a third dose of
diphtheria toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+)
tetanus toxoid (lot#308-975) (ADEL-IMMUNE), in the right thigh,
and a first dose of Hib vaccine (unspecified) (lot#M615HE), in the
left deltoid. On 03-OCT-1991 assessment was ""physically well child
may check hearing later date to see if accounts for developmental
delay. Questionable developmental delay was also reported. On 12FEB-1992 the patient presented to physician's office with concerns
of ""doesn't speak at all, walks uncoordinated, does not seem to be
getting any smarter not interactive hearing like to bounce on bed

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

getting any smarter, not interactive hearing, like to bounce on bed,
Adverse Event Description
screams a lot"". Assessment was suspected developmental delay.
On 12-FEB-1992 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
Hib conj vaccine (unspecified carrier) (lot#M160HH), in the right
anterior thigh. On 11-AUG-1992 the patient was evaluated by
pediatrician and was diagnosed with severe mental retardation with
an IQ equivalent of 25-30 and pervasive developmental disorder
with autistic tendencies. The patient's review of systems was
essentially negative. His only noted issues were dental caries. On
03-NOV-1992 the patient's review of systems was essentially
negative. His only noted issues were dental caries. On 03-NOV1992 the patient presented to a doctor's office. The patient was
growing well and ""physically OK"". Social, fine motor and language
development was reported to be severely delayed. Assessment was
physically well with autism and severe retardation. On 03-NOV1992 the patient received a third dose of poliovirus vaccine live oral
(ORIMUNE) (lot#334-951), a second of Hib vaccine (unspecified)
(lot#M005JD), in the left thigh, and a fourth dose of diphtheria
toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+) tetanus
toxoid (ADEL-IMUNE) (lot#334-931) (IM), in the right thigh. On 19APR-2003 MRI of the cranial region performed in the axial and
sagittal projections without intravenous contrast injection for
evaluation of CNS developmental abnormality for possible
explanation of mental retardation with autistic features. No other
significant abnormalities were seen. Some fluid-like signal noted
probably reflecting some inflammation in the mastoid air cells. On
28-APR-1994 the patient was seen by a pediatrician. The
pediatrician reported that the patient had been placed on a trial of
methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) shortly before. The
methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) was increased to 5 mg in
three daily doses at that time. There was some beneficial effect
lasting two to three hours after each dose. The patient was also
given chloral hydrate for use at bedtime for problems with sleeping.
The patient was currently taking methylphenidate hydrochloride
(RITALIN), 5 mg TID at 8 am, noon, and 4 pm, 4 cc of choral
hydrate on a when needed basis at bedtime. The patient had
normal karyotype showing 46 XY and negative for fragile X
syndrome in August of 1992, and a normal MRI scan in April of
1993. At this time the patient's mother stated that the patient's
behavior was worsening. The patient also had difficulty sleeping.
Choral hydrate was given 5 to 6 times per week. On 28-APR-1994
the patient was diagnosed with severe global developmental delay,
pervasive developmental disorder and severe behavior problems.
On 03-AUG-1994 the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of
measles virus vaccine live (+) mumps virus vaccine vaccine live (+)
rubella virus vaccine live. Concomitant therapy that day included a
fourth dose of polio vaccination and a fifth dose of diphtheria toxoid
(+) pertussis acellular 4-component vaccine (+) tetanus toxoid. On
04-FEB-1997 the patient was evaluated by a physician. At the time
the patient was medicated with clonidine, melapril, liquid
chlorhydrate or liquid valium and vitamins. The patient had
intermittent diarrhea. The patient had static encephalopathy of
unknown etiology which had caused the autistic disorder and
mental retardation. On 11-APR-1997 and on 13-JUN-1997 the
patient was vaccinated with hepatitis B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast)
(manufacturer unknown) (also reported as been given on 11-APR1998, 09-MAY-1998 and on 03-OCT-1998. On 23-MAY-2000 the
patient underwent CT without contrast. The opinion of the physician
was reported as sinusitis involving the sphenoid sinuses, no
evidence to suggest an acute intracranial process and left anterior
and right posterior plagiocephaly. Information received on 12-SEP2006, dental caries (11-AUG-1992), cough, chest congestion, fever
(viral syndrome vs pneumonia) (19-DEC-1992), pharyngitis (01FEB-1993), URI (09-FEB-1993), alopecia (09-FEB-1993), left otitis
(23-SEP-1993), purulent rhinitis (23-SEP-1993), intermittent
diarrhea (04-FEB-1997), sinusitis (23-MAY-2000), diarrhea (10-JUL2001), weight gain (14-NOV-2001), viral URI/influenza (January
2002), right otitis (January 2002), rash (20-NOV-2002), lesions on
face (20-NOV-2002), infected, ingrown nail (20-AUG-2003), head
injury (injury to head on back of toilet 31-OCT-2003 requiring
sutures). Previous vaccinations included on 19-JUN-1990 (lot#275931) (IM right thigh) and on 07-AUG-1990 (IM right thigh) a first
and second dose of diphtheria toxoid (+) pertussis acellular 4component vaccine (+) tetanus toxoid, respectively. The patient
also received on 19-JUN-1990 (lot#275931) and on 07-AUG-1990
(lot#281-934) a first and second dose of poliovirus vaccine,
respectively. Upon internal severe mental retardation, autistic
tendencies, pervasive developmental disorder, developmental delay,
static encephalopathy, plagiocephaly, cumulative mercury toxicity
were considered to be other medical events. A copy of the patient's
medical records is attached as further documentation of the
patient's experience. All available medical records will be provided
upon request. (OMIC)"

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0271876-1

1-2 years

Presents to clinic 2/3/07 - bright red rash covering entire body.
Some hair loss. No VZV type of rash noted.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

VAERS ID

0309350-1

0310942-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

3-5 years

"High fever 104.1 (2 days after 12) several days, she complained of
her right ear hurting, saw physician 09/08. Saw doctor ""said
symptoms likely due to immunizations"", treat fever with Tylenol,
give her a couple days. Symptoms became worse, high fever,
vomiting, saw physician, treated ear infection with antibiotics.
Since, her hair has been falling out, her hearing seems to be
effected by how well she hears things sharply."

1-2 years

"On 12-19-06, my boy/girl twins rec'd the MMR, HIB, Hep B and
Varicella vaccinations. The twins should not have had the shots
since they were both recovering from colds but the Dr. never told us
that. My husband & I refused the MMR shot several times while in
the office but we were intimidated by the Dr. & his staff to give it.
My daughter immediately developed flu-like symptoms, a full body
rash including her vaginal and anal areas, and she lost ALL of her
[full head] hair over the next 4 days. She lost speech and
communication including up to 15 words she had learned. She
became catatonic & non-responsive to verbal & physical cues.
Daughter was referred to several Dermatologists (for hair loss) & an
Immunologist/Allergist. Dr. concurred with other Dr. diagnosis of
Hypogammaglobulinemia for daughter. Daughter's blood work with
Dr. showed weak Immuno development including very low counts of
fighter B & T cells. Daughter has only shown improvement in
strengthening her Immune System after seeing a Holistic Dr.
starting in June 2007. This Dr. has placed her on a wheat-free,
gluten-free, dairy-free diet including holistic vitamins & probiotics.
To this day, daughter continues to break out in body rashes, has
continual anal & vaginal rashes & her hair has not yet grown back
fully. Daughter is developing physically, in speech & cognitive
learning at the normal level for her age. She has met all of her
major milestones. She is still under the care of her Holistic
Physician to continue to build her Immune System. 5/22/08 MR
received from PCP from birth to 2/5/08. Infant presented for 12mon
WCC on 12/19/2006 with Assessment: 12mon healthy baby girl
who is thriving very well. Developmentally appropriate for age. No
parental concerns. 8-10 word vocab. PE WNL. Vax given. Returned
12/29/06 with c/o hair loss x 2 weeks. DX: alopecia areata.
Referred to derm. Seen again 12/30/06 with c/o rashes of the head
and neck. DX: Skin rashes, positive, allergic vs viral rashes. 15 mon
WCC 3/20/07 with Assessment R OM. WCC. No parental concerns.
3-6 word vocab. 1/21/2010 Patient's immune system is still
rebuilding. She continues to see a holistic doctor on a monthly basis
when she eats certain foods (Gluto, corn, some dairy, sugar) she
still breaks out in a body rash. Her vaginal/anal rash has stoll not
end gone away. Most of her hair has grown back except her left
eyebrow. She is still slightly delayed in overall cognition and
learning but not t the degree that she needs therapy. Patient easily
gets cold and flu and is prone to illness as her immune system was
compromised by her vaccinations. Seen 7/24/07 with c/o rash all
over. DX: Roseola. OV 8/30/07 Eczema resolving. Assessment:
Hypogammaglobulinemia for eval. Immunology Eval 8/16/07 for
alopecia, eczema, and bumps on the face/trunk. Mother reports
""catatonic state"", unlikely r/t vaccines. PE WNL except for alopecia
of head. DX: Likely transient hypogammaglobulinemia of infancy 2
yr WCC. Developmentally, speaking in 2 word sentences. No
parental, social or school concerns. Assessment: Well child exam.
Alopecia"

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0317413-1

30-39
years

Received MMR and TD Vaccines on 06/26/07.Started noticing balds
spots in my beared around 08/2008.It started as two bald
spots.Visited dermatologist and he confirmed that this is Alopecia
and i should see some hair growth in 6 months.By 04/2008 i started
seeing some hair growth in the bald spots.But at the same time i
started seeing new bald spots in beared.Right now i have two balds
spots in beared which has some hair growth and 4 new bald spots
in beared.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0321214-1

1-2 years

1 High fever (>106!) x4-5 days, followed, within 1 week, by hair
loss (diffuse). CBC, WBC 7170, HgB 10.2, HCT 30.7, platelet count
8.8. ESR=57.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0324522-1

6-17
years

"Unimmunized patient who was begun on ""catch up"" series has
developed alopecia. Family feels immunizations are the cause."

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0328072-1

3-5 years

Patient developed fever of 106 7 days after the MMR was
administered. Swollen Lymph glands on both sides of the groin,
vomitting, diarhea, hair loss and thyroid problems.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0334722-1

1-2 years

Loss of hair from head, in patches throughout one month. (Alopecia
Areata).

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0342957-1

1-2 years

Fever, rash and hair loss.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0418348-1

3-5 years

Pt. was noted to have a bald circular area on scalp 3 days after
vaccine given - diagnosed with alopecia by dermatologist.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0459533-1

30-39
years

Alopecia onset.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

VAERS ID

Age

0484401-1

30-39
years

Hair became extremely thin. Hair falling out by the handfuls, 6
weeks later eyebrow hair is falling out, hair is fallling out won't stop
falling.

0550204-1

6-17
years

Pt was seen in our office 5/27/14. Mother states 1 week before pt
had hair loss, redness and burning. Pt was also seen in our office
6/10/14, 7/30/14, 8/3/14. Pt has also been seen at other medical
facility.

1-2 years

Day 84 mumpy measles on skin, high fever, body rash, vomiting,
hair loss, diarrhea, chronic in all ears, screaming, coughing.
Breathing difficulties, swelling neck, face, etc, etc, etc. Infectious
disease, arthritis Dr neurologist. Breast swollen. Seizure activities.

6-17
years

Noticed bald spots on patient's scalp. I waited to see if they would
go away. About two weeks after initial notice of bald spots I
observed that the spots were actually growing in size. I made an
appointment for patient to see her doctor. She was seen March 24
and was diagnosed with Alopecia AREATA. No tests were done.
Treatment of steroid was offered but I declined. As of today
(07/06/20015) patients hair appears to be growing back but still
thin in the areas where the bald patches developed.

Unknown

"She would stare at something for a long time so I took her to the
doctor and they told me she was having seizures; My daughter also
grew very little after receiving the vaccination; she is losing lots of
hair now; This spontaneous report was received from a consumer
referring to his daughter, a 20-year-old female patient. Information
regarding the patient's concurrent conditions was not provided. The
patient had no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant
medications. On 28-JAN-2005, the patient was vaccinated with
""one dose"" of measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus
vaccine, live (M-M-R II) for prophylaxis (reported as
""recommended by the doctor""), route of administration reported
as ""shot"" (strength, frequency, lot number and expiration date
were not reported). In June 2005 (also reported as ""about 6
months after the vaccination""), the patient started having seizures.
She would stare at something for a long time so she was taken to
the doctor and they told them she was having seizures. It was
reported that she would have to take seizure medication (KEPPRA)
for the rest of her life. The patient also grew very little after
receiving the vaccination and she was losing lots of hair. According
to the reporter, the patient was completely fine and healthy before
receiving this vaccine. The patient was hospitalized overnight on an
unknown date in 2015 (reported as ""5 years ago"") for seizures.
On unknown dates (reported as every other year), the tests
electroencephalogram (EEG) and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) were performed (results not provided). It was also reported
that the patient sought medical attention with neurologists and
neurosurgeons. At the time of reporting, the patient had not
recovered from the events. The causal relationship between
measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live
(M-M-R II) and all the reported events was unknown. Upon internal
review the events seizures and growth retardation were considered
to be medically significant."

Unknown

"experienced a very high fever; seizures and convulsions; he was
never the same; legionnaires disease; appendicitis; itching,;
overweight; not much hair; ""lots of body complaints,"" and is
emotionally challenged; This spontaneous report refers to a
currently 60-year-old male patient of unknown gender. There was
no information about the patient's concurrent conditions,
concomitant therapies or medical history provided. On an unknown
date in the late 1960s, the patient was vaccinated with measles,
mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live(M-M-R II)
(formulation, strength, dose, frequency, route of administration, lot
# and expiration date were not reported) for prophylaxis. On an
unknown date, the patient was hospitalized due to very high fever,
seizures and convulsions. The patient was put on phenobarbital as a
treatment. After that, ""he was never the same"". On an unspecified
date, the patient experienced lifelong health issues, including
legionnaires disease, appendicitis, itching, overweight, not much
hair, ""lots of body complaints"" and was emotionally challenged.
On an unknown date, the patient sought medical attention. The
outcome of the events was reported as not recovered. The causality
assessment between the events and the suspect therapy was not
provided. Upon internal review, the events of appendicitis and
pneumonia legionella were considered to be medically significant."

0578788-1

0584606-1

0875382-1

1329645-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

1417861-1

1-2 years

Patient's parents noticed the onset of hair loss starting 6/14/21,
and report no other symptoms. The hair loss is on-going as of
today. The patient?s father reports a history of 2 prior episodes of
similar hair loss, the first occurring in July/August of 2020
(approximately 85% total hair loss) and the 2nd episode occurring
in December 2020 (with approximately 40% total hair loss). During
those 2 prior episodes, the patient was evaluated by her
pediatrician and a pediatric dermatologist. A diagnosis of alopecia
(of likely auto-immune etiology) was made and topical steroids
were prescribed.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS, RUBELLA,
AND VARICELLA VACCINE
(PROQUAD) (MMRV)

0446955-1

3-5 years

States hair started falling out, morning after vaccine given. More
every day, till call yesterday. Hair thin now and can see thru to
scalp. No history of this.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS, RUBELLA,
AND VARICELLA VACCINE
(PROQUAD) (MMRV)

0527040-1

1-2 years

Complete Loss of Hair onset within the first 3 days of the
immunizations. (Alopecia Totalis). Total hair loss onset rapidly over
the course of of the following weeks.

ALOPECIA

MEASLES, MUMPS, RUBELLA,
AND VARICELLA VACCINE
(PROQUAD) (MMRV)

0694465-1

3-5 years

Alopecia areata - hair loss noted 7 days after vaccine.

18-29
years

This case was reported by a nurse via call center representative and
described the occurrence of hair loss in a 20-year-old female patient
who received BEXSERO (batch number W149001A, expiry date 30th
September 2016). On 12th April 2016, the patient received the 1st
dose of BEXSERO .5 ml. On an unknown date, less than a year after
receiving BEXSERO, the patient experienced hair loss (serious
criteria other: As per reporter), injection site erythema, injection
site pain, stomach virus, diarrhea and nausea. On an unknown
date, the outcome of the hair loss, injection site erythema and
injection site pain were recovering/resolving and the outcome of the
stomach virus, diarrhea and nausea were unknown. It was unknown
if the reporter considered the hair loss, injection site erythema,
injection site pain, stomach virus, diarrhea and nausea to be related
to BEXSERO. Additional details were received as follows: The
reporter stated that, the patient experienced hair loss, stomach
virus-like symptoms, diarrhea, nausea and localized redness and
pain at injection site. The patient was taken to the emergency
room. No other vaccines were administered with BEXSERO. The
dermatology testing was done for hair loss and colonoscopy was
performed, which showed no abnormal findings. No further
information was reported regarding the event.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

VAERS ID

0644675-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

0647293-1

6-17
years

This case was reported by a consumer via sales rep and described
the occurrence of alopecia in a 17-year-old female patient who
received BEXSERO. The patient's past medical history included
alopecia (experienced on and off, since the patient was 6).
Previously administered products included prednisone (the alopecia
got resolved after treatment). On an unknown date, the patient
received the 1st dose of BEXSERO (intramuscular). On an unknown
date, 28 days after receiving BEXSERO, the patient experienced
alopecia (serious criteria other: serious as per reporter). The patient
was treated with prednisone. On an unknown date, the outcome of
the alopecia was unknown. The reporter considered the alopecia to
be unrelated to BEXSERO. Additional details were provided as
follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient's
mother reported to a field representative that her daughter
experienced alopecia 4 weeks after receiving a BEXSERO vaccine.
For this latest bout of alopecia the patient had seen her trained
dermatologist, who did not think it was related to BEXSERO. The
alopecia was being treated the same way as it was in the past. The
reporter did not want any of her information to be shared.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

0669712-1

6-17
years

Acute hair loss, starting 4/2016, 5 weeks after meningitis B vaccine.
Progressed to alopecia totalis over 6 months.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

0742720-1

6-17
years

"Experienced bad headaches, swollen itchy watering eyes, nasal
congestion for the first two weeks following HPV vaccine. In August
2016, patient came home from school every day and slept and
expressed significant fatigue. Patient has never done this before. He
has always been very active (sports, hunting, etc.), so this was a
new behavior for him. Patient experienced upper respiratory
infections in October, November, then had the flu in December.
Frequent complaints of headaches, rashes on abdomen and chest,
complaints of eye sensitivity to light, swollen eyes. Developed
genital warts in November (patient is not sexually active). Hair loss,
receding hairline. Increased anxiety, anger, mood swings. Patient
stated, ""my body feels like an old man, I can't keep up with my
buddies, I don't have any energy"". Upper respiratory infections in
May and June."

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

0884016-1

6-17
years

Self resolved tachycardia 100-130 6pm x 48 hours, subsequent
focal hair loss

1130790-1

6-17
years

Patient started to get a bald spot on her head after getting the
second Meningitis B vaccine in the middle of January. Dad thinks it
is the Bexsero vaccine causing it. She did have fever and nausea
and dizziness after both of the Meningitis B vaccines. She has seen
a Dermatology PA under MD and they gave her steroid shots the
beginging of March. At first it started to get better but now it is
getting worse again. She is not having any hair loss elsewhere on
her body. She has been taking her thyroid medication as prescribed.
Her weight has been stable. Mom wants to check blood work to look
for possible causes.
Myocarditis diagnosed ~6.5 weeks after vaccine, but he reports
mild symptoms of intermittent chest pain, fatigue, and hair loss
starting shortly after the Trumenba vaccine. Cause of myocarditis
still undetermined (testing pending).

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

1345056-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

1889029-1

6-17
years

Hair fell out

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL GROUPS C
AND Y + HAEMOPHILUS B
TETANUS TOXOID CONJUGATE
VACCINE (MENHIB)

0634153-1

6-17
years

Hot flashes, irritability, cold hands and feet, hypersensitive to noise,
severe acne, yellow eyes, hair loss, depression, red feet.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0108551-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 25SEP97 & pt exp alopecia & hair is falling out
inclumps;pt alopecia persisted;

y
VAERS ID Age

c u ps;pt a opec a pe s sted;
Adverse Event Description

Symptoms

(MEN)
Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0133043-1

18-29
years

Systemic Lupus Erythematosis, 2 days post vaccination, pt
developed fever, nausea, vomiting, fatique, and arthralgias. 2 wks
post vaccination, pt developed flu-like illness, cough, vomiting,
diarrhea, fever, arthralgias, facial rash. 60 day follow-up received on
10/25/00 provided no additional data.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0158078-1

Unknown

Pt had marked hair loss.

40-49
years

On 8/22/00, received call from pt, stating in 4/00 she received
travel vaccines of Hep-A, HBV and IPV. Pt was hospitalized in 5/00
for back surgery at which time she received Medrol 6 pk during
hospital stay (5/1/00 to 5/19/00) and states she took a 2nd course
of Medrol 6 pk and completed this course on 5/25/00. On 6/15/00,
pt returned to travel clinic for more travel vaccines of
Meningococcal, TD, Typhoid and YF. Pt states she is now having
alopecia since mid-July/00. Discussed and investigated and alopecia
is not a reported side effect of YF vaccine. Therefore, we
recommend that the pt consult with a good dermatologist to see if
something other than that vaccine has caused the reaction.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0161203-1

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0190302-1

18-29
years

Hair falling out. Elevated body temp (not a fever). Bright red
tongue. Because of the increased publicity being given to the
desirability of widespread meningococcal vaccinations, I send along
the enclosed information. My son's reaction, while not lifethreatening, nor, apparently, common (he would have noticed other
balding students), was serious enough, in my estimation, to put the
vaccine in a category with, for example, pertussis-i.e. riskier, for
certain individuals, than other common childhood vaccines.
Although my child went back to the student health services clinic for
the symptoms, which appeared within days of the vaccination, he
was told, by a curtly dismissive physician, that there was no
connection to the vaccine, that he was simply going bald. (Baldness
does not occur in either his father's or mother's family and the
suddenness of the onset seemed peculiar to him). He did see
several other doctors for the problem, one of whom had seen this
before as a reaction to vaccination (but not the same vaccine).
Years after the vaccine, he still seems to have that same revved up
immune reaction that started right after the vaccination: his tongue
is still a very bright red, his temperature is slightly elevated, and he
continues to lose hair. In every other way, he appears to be healthy.
This year when my daughter's university sent me the info packet for
the meningococcal vaccine, my decision was easy: she will not
receive the vaccine. In my estimation, the vaccine can be
dangerous. I do not want my child's identification in the report. I do
hope this information may help someone.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0241727-1

18-29
years

Severe hair loss, which is continuing. No treatment.

40-49
years

High blood pressure, skin rash, vision change, joint pain, muscular
weakness, headache, bone pain, fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.
Radilogy reports demonstrate osteogenic processes in iliac joint,
CXR tortuous descending aorta. Lumbar spondylosis. DX: dated
7/25/06: low back pain, GERD, Smoker, Refraction error,
Presbyopia, Hypertension, Hypercholesterolemia. Eczema,
Sensorineural hearing loss of combined types. Hypertensive
Cardiovascular Disease. Osteosclerosis, right iliac crest. Muslce
Spasm. DX: dated 1/15/04-adjustment disorder with depressed
mood; alcohol abuse.I have problems with my blood high
cholesterol. 02/01/2010 High blood pressure, skin rash, vision
change, joint pain, muscular weakness. Headache, bone pain,
fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.

Unknown

"This case was reported by a health professional on 04 September
2007. A female patient with no reported medical history received
injections of Decavac, Fluzone, IPOL, Menomune, Typhim Vi, and
hepatitis A (manufacturers and lot numbers not reported) on 20
December 2006. ""Almost immediately"", the patient reported that
she experienced ""dark circles under my eyes, bags under my eyes,
a permanent tired line on my face, and hair loss"". Per the reporter,
the events were ongoing. The patient's husband also reported
experiencing dark circles under eyes, bags under eyes, and a
permanent tired line in the face after receiving the above vaccines;
this information is captured in case number 2007-02806."

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0263487-1

0299459-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0336507-1

18-29
years

Description: rash 10 days after SMPX, MEN, AVA vaccine. Believes
due to SMPX vaccine. Symptom: Rash, diffuse start: 03/10/2003
Comment: 782.1 periodic flare ups persist 2008. Symptom: Cyst
Start: 05/2007 End: 05/2007 Comment: 706.2 right scalp lesion.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair Loss) Start: 05/2007 Comment: 704.00 2
spots on scalp. Symptom: Lesions, Pustule Start: 03/10/2007
Comment: 709.8 weeping lesions have resolved w/prn flares.
Approximately 7-8 days post SMPX vaccine (10 Mar 03) he noted
small bumps to back of both hands and ears described as if having
'goose bumps'. Medical advised he may have scabies. Day 10 (two
days later- 3/12/2003) while deploying Kuwait, the bumps on his
right mid-thigh turned into an 'open lesion'. Medical placed him on a
week of Prednisone and prescribed Atarax for the itching. By day 21
his rash was much better and resolving. However 2-3 days after
completion of his Prednisone, his rash returned. He advised his
SMPX site was crusty and weeping/oozing. Approximately 3-4
weeks post vaccination as transferred to Bagdad, he noted
increased oozing to his fingers-hands, shoulders, hips, legs, arms
and calves. He denied any problems with torso, back or his face.
From June 2003-2007 he voiced 1 flare-up to his hands every 2-3
months. He knows of no triggers. In August 2004 while in Atlantic
on vacation his hands began to weep while holding plastic. He
denied any latex allergies but noted his mother has a latex allergy.
Differential diagnoses: Lichen nitidus vs eczematous dermatitis vs
spongiotic psoriasisiform

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0512210-1

6-17
years

Anemia, IBD, anxiety attacks, depression, back pain, hair loss,
insomnia, racing heart, sore throat, sweats, fatigue, swollen nodes,
yeast infection in breasts, headaches.

6-17
years

On 08/04/2005 went to physician for football physical. He was given
the Menactra vaccination. On 10/13/2005 was seen back at her
office where at least a dime size circle in lower region of the back of
his head had hair loss. he then had to wait for a dermatologist
appointment in Nov. The circle of hair loss continued to progress.
Doctor tested it for fungus which took an additional six weeks.
During this time he was placed on cream and cortisone. Returned
back on 01/4/2006 confirmed no fungus then diagnosed with
Alopecia Areta.

6-17
years

Patient had pre-existing small spot of vitiligo for 3 years on the
right chest. Patient got vaccine on 7/11/2005 in the left arm, five
months later patient got 2 areas of alopecia on back of head, with
increasing patches of hair loss and generalized hair thinning over
the next 6 months.

0259500-1

6-17
years

The patient had, unknown to him until seen by a dermatologist, a
pre-existing but static site of alopecia for years on his lower left leg.
Sometime after December 2005, he noticed hair loss on his head. It
progressed and he was seen on 3/3/06 by the reporting physician.
The hair loss has progressed steadily since then.

0261974-1

6-17
years

the pt had her shot, 2 months later she experienced a small bump
at her left hair margin, no real symptoms then her hair fell out
within a week or two at site. The area is now a bonafide Alopecia
area.

18-29
years

About 3-4 hours after receiving Menactra the patient's scalp got
itchy and her hair got markedly thinner (increase hair fall). She was
seen in my office on 12/16/2005. Her exam was normal (negative
nail As) without for thinning head hair. Still has hair fall-out when
off of treatment.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0251077-1

0259499-1

0268018-1

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0270263-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 17 year old female with an eating disorder and
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder who on 10 Oct 2006, was
vaccinated with a dose of Gardasil. The patient was concomitantly
vaccinated with a dose of Menactra. Concomitant therapy included
unspecified therapy for ADHD. Subsequently, the patient
experienced thinning of hair/alopecia. The patient sought
unspecified medical attention. At the time of this report, the patient
had not recovered. Additional information has been requested. This
is in follow-up to report (s) previously submitted on 1/5/2007.
Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 17 year old female student with bulima and attention
deficit/hyperacticity disorder who on 15-SEP-2006 (previously
reported as 10-OCT-2006), was vaccinated intramuscularly with a
0.5 mL dose of GARDASIL (lot 653735/0688F). The patient was
concomitantly vaccinated with a dose of MENACTRA. Concomitant
therapy included ADDERALL XR. Subsequently, the patient
experienced thinning of hair/alopecia. The patient was seen in the
office and thinning hair was noted. Laboratory evaluations revealed
that CMP, complete blood count, thyroid stimulating hormone, creactive protein, WESR, and pre-albumin were all within normal
limits. It was reported that the physician was having the patient
monitor the condition. At the time of this report, the patient had not
recovered. No additional information is expected.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0270373-1

6-17
years

Loss/thinning of hair top of head from anterior to posterior
(crown)=2 1/2 months after shot.

6-17
years

Symptoms: Swollen arm for 1 week couldn't move, back pain,
unusual urine smell (chlorine like), hair loss, white discharge, flu
like symptoms with vomiting, fever, soft stool, not feeling good at
all. Presented to office 9/18/07, has had 2 HPV vaccines and feels
her illness is from vaccines

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0290795-1

VAERS ID

Age

her illness is from vaccines
Adverse Event Description

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0317148-1

6-17
years

(1) hair loss June 08', (2) eye lashes falling out Nov 07', (3)
dizzy/shaking/light headedness Nov 07'

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0326596-1

6-17
years

Mom states child had hair loss after HPV shot. Refuses any more.

0327151-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a office manager, concerning
an 17 year old female patient with mononucleosis diagnosed in the
beginning of April 2008. On 14-APR-2008, the patient had a recheck
for the mononucleosis. On 16-APR-2008, the patient was vaccinated
with the first dose of GARDASIL (Lot #14870) and MENACTRA. The
patient experienced feeling sick and fainted immediately after the
vaccinations. The patient also experienced a lot of bruising on an
unspecified arm within 24 hours of the vaccinations and her hair
was falling out (unspecified date). The patient recovered on an
unknown date. The patient sought medical attention in the office
and called the office. There was no product quality complaint.
Follow up information was received from the physician's office and
laboratory records concerning a 17 year old white female with
infectious mononucleosis (recovering; last day re-checked on 14APR-2008 and ""she was ok"") and an allergy to sulfa who on 16APR-2008 was vaccinated with a first dose of GARDASIL into the
right arm and with a first dose of MENACTRA (Lot # U2542AA) into
the left arm. In between 16-APR-2008 and 31-JUL-2008, the patient
complained about sweating, shaking, vomiting and being extremely
sore all over. On 14-APR-2008 the patient underwent a hepatic
panel and complete blood count which revealed an elevated liver
enzymes which were noted to be ""improving."" (refer to lab data
field). On 31-JUL-2008 the patient had a thyroid stimulating
hormone and free thyroxine level and CBC. The TSH was low at
0.30 uIU/mL (nl 0.50 - 5.20) and the FT4 was normal 1.1 ng/dL (nl
0.8 - 1.8). The MCH and MCHC were low. (refer to lab fields). On
08-MAY-2008 patient developed canker sores treated with FAMVIR.
On 31-JUL-2008 the patient developed hair loss (checked with Blood
work) and was bruising easily. The patient had recovered on an
unknown date. Additional information is expected."

0329764-1

6-17
years

Reports bald patch at back of head - onset one month after
receiving MENACTRA, Flu and GARDASIL 2/11/08, condition has
worsened over past 5 months - seen 9/25/08 for this condition.
Treated - Triamcinolone - referred to Dermatologist.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 12year-old female patient who on an unknown date was vaccinated
with the second dose of GARDASIL (lot number, route and injection
site unknown). Concomitant vaccinations included the first dose of
MENACTRA and HAVRIX. Subsequently, in October 2008
(""sometime last month""), the patient was experiencing hair loss.
She didn't sought any medical attention and her outcome was not
reported. Additional information has been requested."

6-17
years

Seizure activity, lower paralysis, exhaustion, nausea and vomiting,
brain fog, difficulty concetrating, low blood pressure, Painful periods
and off cycle, chest pain, joint pain, muscle pain and weakness,
blurred vision, tremors, weight loss, personality change, dizziness,
difficuly breathing, oxygen deprived, hair loss, Skin pale. 2/25/09
Received PCP medical records of 10/25/07-12/24/2008. FINAL DX:
none provided Records reveal patient experienced good health on
10/25/07. RTC 11/15 w/sore throat, left ear pain & nausea x 1 wk.
Dx w/viral URI. RTC 11/23/07 w/left knee pain/swelling x 5 yrs. Dx
w/patellofemoral syndrome, tx w/meds & referred to PT. RTC
1/8/08 w/neck & throat discomfort. Dx w/voice weakness, probable
strained cricopharyngial nerve. Tx w/meds & referred to ENT who
dx w/dysphonia following likely vocal misuse. RTC 2/8/08 w/fatigue,
upset stomach, weight loss, polydipsia & nausea x 1 wk. RTC
2/12/08 s/p fainting in school, lightheaded x 1 wk. Dx w/syncopal
episode & possible dehydration, weight loss & fatigue. Tx w/IVF &
meds. DM w/u neg. RTC 2/28 s/p ER visit for generalized pain. Had
been hospitalized previous wk, dx w/pseudoseizure & followed by
neuro. 3/27/09 Received Neuro consult medical records of 2/253/7/2008. FINAL DX: none provided. Consult states excessive
tiredness, nausea & weight loss likely secondary to viral illness;
intermittent weakness of legs posssibly due to dehydration vs
presyncope; & recent onset of nonepileptic shaking events. Records
reveal patient experienced fatigue during vacation out of state
approx 3 wks prior to eval. Saw PCP after vacation for nausea,
weakness. Hospitalized x 3 days. Eval by peds neuro at that time &
dx w/syncope vs near syncope. Improved & d/c to home. Was able
to return to school f/t & traveled out of state. Collapsed & had to be
brought back home w/trembling of extremities. Admitted to hospital
for further neuro eval. Exam & testing all WNL. D/C to home. Seen
in ER x 2 for recurrence of shaking & aggressive behavior. Seen in
Neuro clinic 3/7/08 where exam WNL. Dx spells of nonepileptic
events. Referred to psych.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0336765-1

0337624-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

VAERS ID

0338247-1

0349451-1

0354771-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

7/16/07 - Developed severe case of pneumonia with fever - no
cough or cold prior. Was sent to hospital for chest x-ray. Was given
inhalation therapy and prescribed cefdinir (300mg) and albuterol
(90mg). 7/16/07 evening - went to emergency room when patient
couldn't breath. Received inhalation therapy and z-pak 7/18/07 checked at doctors' office for improvement 7/19/07 - was given
additional albuterol (.83mg) and told to use one vial every 4 hours.
7/07 - given refill of z-pak. 9/28/07 - sinus infection and fever (has
had for about 3 weeks) and is prescribed Z-pak 9/07 - begins losing
substantial amounts of hair that continues for approximately 4
months. 3/7/08 - is seen for ear and sinus infection and fever and
prescribed z-pak 12/19/08 - patient develops flu-like symptoms
with vomiting, diarrhea, and fever. Is given phenergan (25 mg). Is
sent to hospital when vomiting continues. Is given 3 bags of IV fluid
and treated for vomiting and diarrhea. 1/20/09 - develops cold
symptoms and fever. Chronic bruising. 2/13/09 Received ER
medical records of 7/17/2007. FINAL DX: LLL pneumonia Records
reveal patient experienced fever, cough, difficulty breathing, SOB.
Had been seen by PCP 7/16 & dx w/pneumonia. Antibiotics &
inhaler had not improved s/s. Exam revealed decreased LLL breath
sounds. Tx w/nebs, IVF & oral antibiotics.

40-49
years

Description: This patient reports back pain, knee pain, headache,
fatigue, memory loss, sleep disturbance, and hair loss since starting
ANTHRAX vaccination series. Symptom: Memory Loss, short term.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair loss). Symptom: Fatigue, Malaise >60
days. Symptom: Insomnia. Symptom: Joint Pain, multiple joints.
Symptom: Headache, general.

6-17
years

Initially loss of hair. Then dizziness and nausea with vomiting and
severe abdominal pain. After 20 months of multiple doctor visits,
patient was diagnoses with POTS, Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia
Syndrome. She is required to take meds every 3 hours including a
beta blocker. She has been on homebound study for her last 2 years
of school. 9/29/09 PCP medical records and multiple consultations
received DOS 7/18/05 to 10/2/08. Assessment: Vestibular
hypofunction. Patient presents with otalgia, ears fell clogged.
Injured ankle. Pharyngitis, URI. Hair falling out, dizziness. Feels
cold. Orthostatic tachycardia. Snores. Progressive fatigue.
Dehydration. Sudden increased heart rate at rest with nausea.
Cardiologist - Normal cardiac exam. ENT Consult performed T&A.
Peripheral vestibular lesion. Vomiting, stomach pain. Neuro consult
- migraine varient. Feels off balance. Otology Consult - Transient
decreased hearing (R). Visual vestibular hypersensitivity. Vestibular
hydrops.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0368235-1

6-17
years

Patient woke up feeling faint and cold. She was light headed and
complained at school to several people that she felt faint. Then she
did faint and she had a seizure that lasted 2 minutes. She was
taken to the hospital by the paramedics. MRI, EEG all tests were
normal. No explanation for this event. Next shot is June 2008.
Patient appears immune-compromised. She is constantly sick and
complains of fatigue. She returns to college. She is sick from Sept
thru Dec. No amount of antibiotics helps. Her hair is falling out. She
is pale, listless, without energy. On Dec 27, 2008, she passes out
again, first thing in the morning after feeling cold and faint. Again
she suffers a seizure and is unconscious for 2 minutes. She is taken
to the hospital and no explanation can be found for this drop in
blood pressure, syncope and seizure. Eleven months later she has
another episode exactly like the first two. Throughout the year she
has suffered from unexplained drops in blood pressure. She has
never regained her energy level and is often sick with sinus
infection like symptoms, but her sinuses are clear (x-ray) and no
amount of antibiotics help. When she received the second Gardasil
shot she also received the Menactra vaccine. 12/29/09 Pediatric
Medical records received for DOS 01/02/08-01/05/10. PCP notified
by school that pt. had first seizure activity on 01/18/08 and was
transported by ambulance to hospital. DC home to f/u with
neurologist, MRI and EEG. Reported instances of seizure activity on
12/30/08, 01/01/09 and 11/25/09. Referrals to allergist,
cardiologist and neurologist.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0382049-1

6-17
years

Nausea HA neck pain wt loss chronic fatigue hair loss memory loss
chest pain. Auto immune dg Hpylori x 2 Dizzy since 1st vaccine
3/09.

0382521-1

6-17
years

Initial report received on 14 August 2009 from a physician. A 14
year old male patient, whose medical history was unknown,
received a first intramuscular injection of MENACTRA (lot number
U2868AA) on 16 March 2009. It was unknown if the patient had an
illness at the time of vaccination. In June 2009, the patient
developed alopecia on the head and increased levels of aluminum in
the blood. At the time of the report, the patient had not yet been
seen by the physician. The patient's outcome was unknown. No
further information was available at the time of the report.

0406578-1

6-17
years

Memory and cognitive deficit May to present - Hair loss, nose
bleeds, fatigue, lethargy, dry eyes, positive ANA test for an
autoimmune Dx for either lupus, MS, arthritis and Sjorgrens Dr neuro hospital. Continues treatment.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

VAERS ID

0418428-1

0420819-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Initial case received from a physician on 12 July 2010. A 12-yearold patient received injections of ADACEL (lot number C3357AA)
and MENACTRA (lot number reported as C3069AA; not a valid
sanofi pasteur lot number) on 25 May 2010. Medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Approximately 3 weeks
post-vaccination, the patient began experiencing patches of
alopecia. Symptoms later progressed to alopecia totalis. The patient
was seen by a physician; testing and treatment were not reported.
At the time of the report, the outcome was unknown. Follow-up
information received from a health care professional on 16
September 2010 reported that the patient had no adverse events
following prior vaccinations. The patient received the ADACEL, lot
number C3357AA intramuscularly (IM) in the left deltoid and the
MENACTRA, corrected lot number U3069AA (previously reported as
C3069A) IM in the right deltoid. The patient was under the
treatment by a dermatologist. The outcome remained unknown.
Documents held by sender: None.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 14
year old female patient with a family history of neurological
conditions of unknown origin who ""in summer 2009"", in
approximately June 2009, completed three dose series of
GARDASIL (lot number, dose and site of administration not
reported). In 2009 ""right after"" receiving the third dose, the
patient had a ""slow downward path"" and developed nausea,
weakness, fatigue, hair loss, lost control of her bowels, sore joints,
anxiety, a movement disorder and seizure like activity. It was also
reported that ""currently"", she could not walk with out assistance
and was bedbound and she was currently in the hospital since she
took a ""turn for the worst last week"". Also, the physician reported
that the patient was a straight a student two years ago. Unspecified
treatment was given for the adverse event. At the time of the
report, the patient had not recovered. The sister's experience has
been captured in WAES # 1104USA00837. Additional information
has been requested."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

VAERS ID

0452341-1

0459414-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician's assistant
concerning a 12 year old male patient with drug reaction/allergy to
amoxicillin who in October 2011, was vaccinated with the first dose
of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, IM (lot number not reported). Concomitant
therapy included albuterol, BENADRYL, ASMANEX and montelukast
sodium (MSD). It was reported that in November 2011 the patient
developed follicular mucinosis. The patient sought medical attention
via contacting physician. Lab diagnostic studies included ""biopsy of
the skin"". The treatment given for AE included unspecified topical
steroids. At the time of the report the patient's outcome was not
recovered. Follow-up information has been received from a
physician and medical records concerning a 12 year old male (56
inches, 100 pounds) with asthma and amoxicillin allergy who on 01NOV-2011 was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml,
IM right deltoid (lot #666596/0766Z). The patient was also
vaccinated with the first dose of MENACTRA (lot #U3513AA) IM
right deltoid and the first dose of ADACEL (lot # U3249AA) IM left
deltoid. The physician reported that a rash with red spots and
burning and itching began in November 2011. The patient received
a second dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, IM right deltoid (lot #
666598/0786Z) on 04-JAN-2012. On 30-JAN-2012, the patient was
seen in referral for evaluation of erythematous plaques with
alopecia on the frontal scalp, neck and torso. The spots came out
three weeks after the patient was vaccinated (approximately 22NOV-2011) with the first dose of GARDASIL. It started with a patch
on the right neck, and then he got multiple additional plaques that
became waxy and thick, including one on the right frontal scalp with
complete alopecia. A red indurated plaque on the right macular
cheek had been biopsied and interpreted as follicular mucinosis with
an atypical lymphoid infiltrate that was CD4 positive. The patient
was presented. There was a discussion about treatment for both
follicular MF and follicular mucinosis. One treatment that had been
discussed was hydroxychloroquine and another recommendation
was topical tazarotene. The question had been raised as to whether
or not it was follicular mucinosis or follicular MF. Assessment:
follicular mucinosis; rule out mycosis fungoides. A prescription was
given for topical tazarotene. Punch biopsy of right lateral neck:
follicular mucinosis. On 16-FEB-2012, the patient was seen at an
office visit with follicular mucinosis with involvement in his right
cheek, right forehead, neck, right hip, left anterior shoulder, left
abdomen and a new spot on the left anterior thigh. The patient's
case was presented at a Multidisciplinary cutaneous lymphoma
conference and it was thought that the histology was consistent
with follicular mucinosis and did not have features diagnostic of
follicular MF. The patient had been using tazarotene gel empirically
once daily for a couple of weeks. The lesions had become very
inflamed and the patient also expressed concern regarding a lump
he had felt in his left lateral neck. Assessment: the physician was
very pleased with the early response to tazarotene gel, which where
clearly thinning out plaques. The physician had been concerned with
the new lesion on the left anterior thigh. Based on the initial
thinning of the plaques, the physician felt tazarotene gel was a
reasonable treatment option. The patient was reassured that the 1
cm lump in his left neck was statistically likely to be a reactive
lymph node. If other lump began to develop a reassessment would
be made and a lymph node biopsy would be considered. It would be
extremely unusual for him to have lymph node involvement with
CTCL with disease this minimal. The patient was to continue
tazarotene daily for two weeks and then increase it to twice daily
for two weeks. The patient was not to treat the eroded areas on the
posterior neck and right anterior neck until they were completely
reepithelialized. Upon internal review, follicular mucinosis was
determined to be an other important medical event. All available
medical records will be provided upon request. Additional
information has been requested."

6-17
years

Mother reports daughter began losing hair one week after 1st
GARDASIL, accelerated after 2nd GARDASIL. Lost about 1/3 of hair.
Took to PP in September 2011. Tested thyroid and for anemia,
results negative. Mother reports new hair growth in last few
months. Had third HPV administered at PP 1-25-12.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0503294-1

6-17
years

August 14, 2007 - lot # 0384U - afternoon shot injection site itchy,
sore. Flu like symptoms. Sore joints and muscles in the months to
follow. Exhaustion. Dr.'s office said the symptoms were normal.
November 14, 2007 - lot # 0927U - afternoon shot. Injection site
more itchy, sore, red, swelling. Flu like symptoms for days. Sore
joints and muscles, headaches, hair loss, exhaustion. Dr. office was
not worried about symptoms. February 14, 2008 - lot # 12APR10 vomiting, shaking, feverish, itchy/sore injection site, redness,
swelling entire arm. Sore joints, muscles, fatigue, hair loss (more)
migraine, home from school 1 1/2 wks flu like symptoms. Many,
many, many Dr. visits, hospitalization ER visits until October 2009
when she became paralyzed on right side, loss of vision, hearing
loss. Stay for couple weeks, home recovery. Learned to walk again.
Repeat of above January 2011. Week stay. Hospitalization for
seizures (4 days). Medical diagnoses: Perfectly healthy until
GARDASIL now suffers daily from: Leaky Gut Syndrome,
pins/needles in extremities, dizziness, dental issues, brain fog,
sensitivities to chemicals, chest pains, constipation/diarrhea,
enlarged liver, sound sensitivity, anxiety, extreme pain tailbone,
fainting, fevers and blisters, back pain, hot/cold intolerance, sleep
problems, itching, joint pain, knee pain, light sensitivity, blindness
(right side), depression, personality changes, panic attacks, loss of
bladder control, bladder issues, muscle aches, spasms, muscle
tension tumor in left tibia, paleness, chronic fatigue syndrome
paralysis, pneumonia, severe nerve pain, shortness of breath,
slurred speech, smell sensitivity, sore throat stomach pain,
swelling/edema, tremors, random twitching of extremities, bloating,
uterine spasms, blood clotting, numerous UTI's, kidney problems,
vision loss, stomach aches, nausea, rashes, appetite loss, vomiting,
dyslexia, hallucinations, large weight loss, seizures, autistic
behaviors. Tumor removed December 2010.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0536662-1

6-17
years

Alopecia began after HPV vaccine.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0561961-1

6-17
years

Describes hair thinning/falling out.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0605183-1

6-17
years

Hair less in frontal midline. 4 x 1 cm area. No other changes.
Symptom started 3 day after getting Tdap, HPV and MCV. Alopecia
and Areata.

0625173-1

Unknown

Case number PHEH2015US016660, is an initial spontaneous report
from a pharmacist received on 21 August 2015. This report refers
to an adult middle aged female patient. Historical conditions were
not reported. No concomitant medication was reported. The patient
received MENVEO, (batch number: not reported) on an unknown
date in late Feb 2015. On an unknown date subsequent to the
vaccination the patient was losing hair. Final outcome, seriousness
and causality was not reported.

0635326-1

6-17
years

On April 28th I noticed a bald patch on patient's head. I had
previously found several of his hairs in the bathroom but thought
they were my husbands. I am applying a cortisone cream to his
now 7 bald patches with no improvement.

6-17
years

Large bald spot on head by hairline appeared, hair has not regrown,
diagnosed as Alopecia. Generalised urticaria when cold outside,
perioral dermatitis, dermatitis on arm that comes and goes, burning
sensation on lips when eating eggs. The alopecia and dermatitis we
noticed after about a month. The urticaria we noticed in the early
winter when the cold weather came, maybe November 2016. All
these symptoms have been diagnosed by a dermatologist February
15, 2017. Dr Dermatology, Dr said there are few treatments for
these conditions/autoimmune disorders.

6-17
years

Four days after receiving the 3 vaccines stated (HepA, HPV and
Meningo) my daughter noticed a significant patch of her hair had
fallen out/was missing. The area where this occurred was on the
right side of her head just behind her right ear. The patch was
roughly the size of a 50-cent piece.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0688078-1

0735283-1

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0742720-1

6-17
years

"Experienced bad headaches, swollen itchy watering eyes, nasal
congestion for the first two weeks following HPV vaccine. In August
2016, patient came home from school every day and slept and
expressed significant fatigue. Patient has never done this before. He
has always been very active (sports, hunting, etc.), so this was a
new behavior for him. Patient experienced upper respiratory
infections in October, November, then had the flu in December.
Frequent complaints of headaches, rashes on abdomen and chest,
complaints of eye sensitivity to light, swollen eyes. Developed
genital warts in November (patient is not sexually active). Hair loss,
receding hairline. Increased anxiety, anger, mood swings. Patient
stated, ""my body feels like an old man, I can't keep up with my
buddies, I don't have any energy"". Upper respiratory infections in
May and June."

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0786253-1

6-17
years

FULL BODY CONVOLUTIONS, BODY TICKS, STOMACH PAINS,
INCREASE IN FOOD SENSITIVITY, SIGNIFICANT HAIR LOSS, FLU
LIKE FEELING FIRST COUPLE DAYS, RANDOM PASSING OUT.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0844527-1

6-17
years

In 2012 patient experience spotty hair loss almost immediately
after vaccines. End of August/first of September patient's hair
began to fall out again - he presented with alopecia areata By
October the hair loss has worsened. Since this is patient's second
reaction after some form of Tdap I wanted to report. The hair loss
may be due to vitamin deficiency, but time relationship to vaccines
is questionable.

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0864029-1

6-17
years

hair loss

18-29
years

Almost immediately She said her arms were very sore for a long
time after with a very large red spots on each arm. Within days
after the 1st round of these vaccines she bagan headaches. She
described them as headaches worse than she ever had before and
she said her muscles were very weak. A Few more days passed and
she began to lose hair and have stomach problems. Pain in stomach
nausea and diarrhea. Soon after she was discharged she found a
lump in her right breast that was very painful growing rapidly they
did surgery to remove it said it was benign. When She was in the
employer reception and when she would go to the clinic they would
give her something for headache and do nothing else. She came
home 08/2018 and is not well yet the uncontrollable vomiting and
diarrhea began 05/2018 and continues to today 03/26/2020 .
They've tried many bouts of antibiotics and medications nothing has
helped her they have said they found H pylori (that they can't get
rid of with any medicine as of today) and she also has the worst
case of IBS any GI has ever seen so far this is where she is at. She
was also 128 lbs when she came home an 18 year old and at 20
she is now 94 lbs and cannot eat hardly anything cannot take liquid
medication anymore without vomiting, and is now allergic to
amoxicillin where her throat closed up and she could not breath.

1-2 years

exacerbate autoimmune issues with hair loss; exacerbate
autoimmune issues with hair loss; alopecia/ hair loss; Initial
information was received on 21-Jun-2021 regarding an unsolicited
valid serious case from a physician. This case involves a two-yearold female patient who had a exacerbate autoimmune issues with
hair loss (autoimmune disorder with symptom of alopecia), after
she received MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE
[MENACTRA], TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE [TYPHIM VI]
and YELLOW FEVER VACCINE - US [YF-VAX]. Medical history,
medical treatment, vaccination and family history were not
provided. Concomitant medications included MEFLOQUINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (LARIAM) (1/4 tab weekly) and MEASLES
VACCINE, MUMPS VACCINE, RUBELLA VACCINE (MMR) was
administered via arm. On 18-May-2021, the patient received a dose
of suspect MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE [lot
number and expiry date not reported] via an unknown route at an
unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination. On 10Jun-2021, the patient received a 0.5 ml dose of suspect YELLOW
FEVER VACCINE - US [lot number: UJ372AA, expiry date not
reported] via subcutaneous route at right thigh for prophylactic
vaccination. On 10-Jun-2021, the patient received a 0.5 ml dose of
suspect TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE [lot number:
T1A671M, expiry date not reported] via subcutaneous route at right
thigh for prophylactic vaccination. On an unknown date the patient
had a serious exacerbate a potential autoimmune issue with hair
loss (autoimmune disorder, condition aggravated with symptom of
alopecia), (unknown latency) following the administration of
YELLOW FEVER VACCINE - US, TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE
VACCINE and MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE.
These event was assessed as medically significant. Details of
laboratory data were not reported. It was not reported if the patient
received a corrective treatment for the events. At the time of
reporting, the patient's father was asking if theses vaccines could
exacerbate a potential autoimmune issue with hair loss that his
daughter is experiencing. At the time of reporting, the event
outcomes were unknown.; Sender's Comments: This case involves
a two-year-old female patient who experienced exacerbated
autoimmune issues with hair loss after vaccination with MENACTRA,
TYPHIM VI and YF-VAX. The time to onset was unknown.
Concomitant medications included LARIAM and MEASLES VACCINE,
MUMPS VACCINE, RUBELLA VACCINE. Further information regarding
concurrent condition during vaccination, previous vaccination and
tolerance, laboratory investigations excluding alternative etiologies
for the reported event are needed to fully assess this case. Based
upon the reported information, the role of the suspect vaccines
cannot be assessed.

6-17
years

Noticed missing hair just below and to the right of the crown of
head about the size of a quarter on 7/29/2021. Checked regularly
and about 8/17/2021 noticed the size of the missing hair had grown
to about the size of a half-dollar. The following day 8/18/2021
noticed substantial chunk of hair dandling from left temple. Gently
tugged and it came out with any force. Scheduled dermatologist
appointment for as soon as possible to determine official diagnosis,
treatment and expected outcomes. Soonest available times are
weeks out (8/27/2021). Suspect this could be Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0866218-1

1440114-1

1583088-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA

MUMPS VIRUS VACCINE, LIVE
(MU)

ALOPECIA

MUMPS VIRUS VACCINE, LIVE
(MU)

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

0202813-1

18-29
years

"Diagnosis corresponded most closely to the diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders-3rd edition category of major
depressive disorder. A major depressive disorder, mood
depressingly interferes with daily functioning, and agitation or
retardation; slowed thinking. ""I am unable to work as a result of
my medical conditions. The mental status of speech, thought
patterns, and memory has been affected. My damaged way of
thinking, judgment because of mania, has caused serious problems
consisting of social behavior, behavioral of withdrawal, especially
amnesia. Of these behaviors and the lasting consequences.
Respiratory system: frequent: cough increased, sinisitis, infrequent:
epistaxis, bronchitis, asthma, pneumonia; rare: asphyxia, laryngitis,
pneumothorax, hiccup. Skin and appendages: frequent: pruritus,
rash; infrequent: acene, exfoliative dermatisis, dry skin, herpes
simples, alopecia; rare: urticaria, herpes zoster, skin hypertrophy,
seborrhea, skin ulcer. Special senses: infrequent: eye pain,
abnormality of accomodation, conjunctivitis, deafness,
keratoconjunctivitis, lacrimation disorder, glaucoma, hyperausis, ear
pain; rare: blepharitis, partial transitory deafness, otitis media,
taste loss, parosmia. Urogenital system: frequent: urinary tract
infection; infrequent: kidney calculus, cystitis, dysuria, urinary
incontinence, urinary retention, vaginitis, hematuria, breast pain,
amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, leukorrhea, impotence; rare: polyuria,
urethritis, metrorrhagia, menorrhagia, abnormal ejaculation, breast
engorgement, urinary urgency."

0447294-1

6-17
years

Headaches; Legs going numb; Nausea; Chest pains-right side; Joint
pains; Lower right abdominal pains; Chronic fatigue; Mood
changes-light Hair loss-noticed in shower; Back pain. Now the left
side of abdomen hurts-more than Right.á

0037139-1

30-39
years

Pt recvd 1st dose vax 30JNA92 & next day devel flu-like sx - h/a,
vomiting, myalgia, t102.5; also had swelling, erythema, tenderness
@ inject site; pt seen by MD tx pred; 4th day post vax muscles in lt
arm hard; joint effusion; lost hair;

60-64
years

Pt was vaccinated in 2000 with pneumococcal vaccine 23 polyvalent
(site unk). Since approximately 1999, pt was also vaccinated with
hepatitis A vaccine, hepatitis B vaccine and influenza virus vaccine.
With each subsequent vaccination, pt developed greater hair loss,
even on her arms. No further info is available.

18-29
years

"Diagnosis corresponded most closely to the diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders-3rd edition category of major
depressive disorder. A major depressive disorder, mood
depressingly interferes with daily functioning, and agitation or
retardation; slowed thinking. ""I am unable to work as a result of
my medical conditions. The mental status of speech, thought
patterns, and memory has been affected. My damaged way of
thinking, judgment because of mania, has caused serious problems
consisting of social behavior, behavioral of withdrawal, especially
amnesia. Of these behaviors and the lasting consequences.
Respiratory system: frequent: cough increased, sinisitis, infrequent:
epistaxis, bronchitis, asthma, pneumonia; rare: asphyxia, laryngitis,
pneumothorax, hiccup. Skin and appendages: frequent: pruritus,
rash; infrequent: acene, exfoliative dermatisis, dry skin, herpes
simples, alopecia; rare: urticaria, herpes zoster, skin hypertrophy,
seborrhea, skin ulcer. Special senses: infrequent: eye pain,
abnormality of accomodation, conjunctivitis, deafness,
keratoconjunctivitis, lacrimation disorder, glaucoma, hyperausis, ear
pain; rare: blepharitis, partial transitory deafness, otitis media,
taste loss, parosmia. Urogenital system: frequent: urinary tract
infection; infrequent: kidney calculus, cystitis, dysuria, urinary
incontinence, urinary retention, vaginitis, hematuria, breast pain,
amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, leukorrhea, impotence; rare: polyuria,
urethritis, metrorrhagia, menorrhagia, abnormal ejaculation, breast
engorgement, urinary urgency."

2151426-1

0174247-1

0202813-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

VAERS ID

0216338-1

0242157-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

"Patient contacted with a concern that her current health problems
(Fibromyalgia, Depression, Chronic Pain, History of Alopecia,
Dizziness) may be due to vaccinations she received in 1998. HPI:
This patient reports a ""complete physical break-down"" that
occurred from January-April 1999. She was medically discharged
from in July 1999. She reports that she had a good career from
1986-1999. In November 1998, she recalls receiving 2 sets of
vaccinations. (Her immunization records indicate receipt of Tetanusdiphtheria, pneumococcal, influenza, and Hep A vaccinations in
December 1998.) In January 1999, she was routinely running 15-25
miles each week when she noticed that her muscles seemed to be
losing their tone. She began experiencing pain with running,
particularly in her left leg. She was diagnosed with a stress fracture.
Towards the end of January 1999, she started having pain with daily
activity in her hips and shoulder area. She saw a rheumatologist
and was diagnosed with fibromyalgia. In February 1999, the pain
became more intense, and now she started having pain in her right
wrist. In April 1999, she developed ""bald patches the size of 50
cent pieces."" To work up the alopecia, she reports that hormonal
levels were checked and were reportedly normal. She was seen by
a primary care PA and was referred to rheumatology. She was
reportedly told that she could be pre-menopausal. (She was 33
years old at the time.) Of note, she has a history of a partial
hysterectomy due to uterine fibroids. She was not satisfied with her
evaluation and saw a civilian OB/GYN. There, she was diagnosed
with depression and started on Celexa 20 mg (later was increased
to 40 mg). She reports that she did notice some improvement in
her pain. In July 1999, she requested a medical hardship. She went
to a nearby Hospital and was seen by rheumatology. She had a
series of X-rays and a CBC panel that was normal. She also reports
that her ESR has always been normal. She was later referred to
physical therapy, and her physical therapist requested a work-up for
multiple sclerosis. She was seen by a neurologist and had an MRI
done, which was normal. She was then referred to Neuropsychiatry
where she was diagnosed with Somatoform Disorder. Subsequently,
she reports that she was seen by a psychiatrist who diagnosed her
with Depression/Anxiety and not Somatoform disorder. She
continues to receive follow-up treatment. She is currently being
treated for Fibromyalgia. She continues to experience pain in
bilateral shoulders, hands, back and neck. The pain is worse when
she is tired and after about 2 hours of physical activity. She reports
stiffness after periods of inactivity. She has recently been switched
from Celexa to Wellbutrin and is tolerating this medication well so
far. She reports no further alopecia. She is seeking assistance to
review her case and offer any further clinical suggestions. She also
questions whether or not her condition could be related to the
vaccines she received in 1998. She states that she still has daily
symptoms and is unable to work. She comments, ""I just want my
life back."" The medical records received on 2/24/04 states fatigue,
joint aching, muscle ache, tendonitis, shin splints, decreased
memory, decreased concentration, weight gain, dysthymia, anemia
and headache. 60 day follow up 4/12/04: She continues to
experience fibromyaglia and depression. The HC referred her to the
specialized care program, but she denied. Her primary care
physicain has referred her to a rheumatologist. After our summary
is finalized, I will send a copy. Per annual report diagnosis of
fibromyalgia and adjustment disorder are unchanged, managed by
specialists 02/15/2005."

40-49
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a 41 yr
old male HIV positive who on 07Aug04 was vaccinated with
pneumococcal 23v polysaccharide vaccine. The pt was now
reporting hair loss. Unspecified medical attention was sought. No
product quality complaint. Additional information has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

0354850-1

30-39
years

"Information has been received from a nurse concerning a 33 year
old female patient with rhinitis allergic, recurrent upper respiratory
tract infection, dermatitis allergic, itching and allergy to ALLEGRA
""spotting"" and history of cough and nasal congestion itching who
on 11-DEC-2008 was vaccinated with a 0.5 ml dose of PNEUMOVAX
intramuscularly. Concomitant therapy included XYZAL. EPIPEN,
phentermine and ""CLUX-E"" (unspecified). It was reported that the
patient began to experienced rapid hair loss during the same time
she got the vaccine. It was reported that the hair was coming back
and she was getting some new growth. It was reported that the
patient saw her primary care physician and an endocrinologist. It
was reported that unspecified laboratory diagnostic tests were
performed. It was reported that the patient was recovering at the
time of the report. Additional information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

0355621-1

<6
months

Flu like symptoms, picky skin, thinning of the hair, very fussy. Need
BENADRYL.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

VAERS ID

0712583-1

0739424-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a 60 year old female
patient regarding herself. The patient refused to answer about her
concurrent conditions or pertinent medical history. The patient was
receiving unspecified concomitant medications and had no drug
reactions or allergies. On an unspecified date in August 2017
(reported as mid-august), the patient was vaccinated with a dose of
ZOSTAVAX and PNEUMOVAX 23 at the same time (lot#, dose,
frequency and route of administration were unspecified for both
vaccines) for prophylaxis. The patient reported that since she was
vaccinated, she had been experiencing hair loss, and that after she
received the vaccines she had a large bump near the vaccine site
and it was warm to the touch. She sought for medical attention;
however, no treatment was given for the aforementioned adverse
events. No product quality complaint was involved. At the time of
the report, the outcome of alopecia, vaccination site warmth and
vaccination site mass was unknown. The relatedness assessment
between ZOSTAVAX and PNEUMOVAX 23 and alopecia, vaccination
site warmth and vaccination site mass was not provided.

40-49
years

I was hospitalized March, 2017, at hospital for a hernia and bowel
obstruction w leukocytosis. I was given PPSV23 vaccine with an
immediate reaction. Arm hard, muscle weakness, redness and pain.
The weakness never went away, just grew worse with time. One
month later is when terrible sweating and chills began, a bad
sensitivity to light, intolerable to heat and to cold. Bouts of mood
swings began. Bad mood swings I've never had. My hair started
falling out with muscle spasms and twitches. These symptoms
continued every month but getting worse with new symptoms
compounding. In June, I was driving to a local restaurant and
suddenly did not know where I was. I noticed terrible fatigue I had
never had before. By end of September I had terrible facial
swelling, eye swelling, shivers, boils, and a hive rash on my upper
back, at the same time a histamine feeling all over my body with
localized pain where the rash presented (I've a terrible penicillin
allergy and have been hospitalized 2xs-I know histamine!!). Early
October I had huge glands...cervical lymphadenopathy, brain fog,
skin wasting, a distorted neck, chronic fatigue, unable to recall
words or understand others, memory failure, choking on foods and
drinks and was suddenly allergic to all foods, based on a skin
allergy test. I have photos of this entire progression to support
what I say and a medical record that is drowning me in debt to
prove this...just to figure out what the hell is going on and for me
to feel well. I'm a single mom. I can't afford to be ill. I saw an ENT
who gave me a script for an EPIPEN. I switched my diet hardcore
and was still reactive...hives on my face, swelling, edema, muscle
stiffness, aches, weird pains, depression. For 3 months I was eating
raw fruits, raw vegetables with water and BENADRYL at every meal
and was still anaphylactic. For over 5.5 months I've had these
problems and more while ingesting BENADRYL daily...and STILL
REACTIVE! I've been in and out of hospitals since that shot, seeing
Drs and now 3 specialists-Rheumatologist, endocrinologist and a
new ENT and my GP. I hear possibly lupus, Sjogren's, RA but the
ONLY blood test coming back is a low IgG2 antibody and high
inflammation in my WBC. In January, 2018, my coworker came in w
a flu. Days later I was debilitated for 5 days, unable to move. This
was NEVER happened to me. My life has been HELL since that
vaccine! I truly felt crazy and near death at times. No one seems to
want to discuss this vaccine with me. I'm having a lymph node
biopsy soon. I'm due to take the next shot this spring and I fear
death will be upon me if I do. You all say to keep up on the shots
but if no one helps me with this then what? Last Saturday, February
14, after near 6 months of daily BENADRYL and constant heart
racing my anaphylaxis is gone. I decided to test my body and eat
what I was allergy tested for. Guess who didn't break out? Guess
who is eating all those foods again, AFTER MONTHS of reacting to
them and everything else! I am so depressed because my life
changed after that shot. I see it, I feel it-pictures and tests don't lie.
Please help me. Someone help me! My brain and body doesn't feel
the same anymore. All meds now give me rectal bleeding that I can
no longer take anything-I'm also terrified to after this. Someone
has to help me. Someone-God willing-HELP ME! I have lost faith in
Doctors, in ALL MEDICINE and you, the FDA, our government. I had
a normal life last March and now I am miserable.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

0793884-1

Unknown

Initial information received on 19-Dec-2018 regarding an
unsolicited valid non-serious courtesy case received from Merck
Research Laboratories via Non-Healthcare Professional or consumer.
This case involves a 71 years old female patient who experienced
severe hair loss, hair continues to come out when she combs it or
wipes it, while she received vaccines FLUZONE HIGH DOSE and
PNEUMOVAX 23. The patient's past medical history included Drug
hypersensitivity (allergy to Sulfa drugs). Also no medical history of
hair and no concomitant medication was administered. On 11-Sep2018, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA USP
TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE and PNEUMOVAX 23
(lot number, Exp. Date, route and administration site not reported
for both vaccines). On an unknown date, the patient developed
non-serious severe hair loss, hair continues to come out when she
combs it or wipes it few days to a week following the administration
of INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE
and PNEUMOVAX 23. No lab studies/ diagnosis performed. Final
diagnosis was severe hair loss hair continues to come out when she
combs it or wipes it. The patient did not receive any corrective
treatment. The event outcome was not recovered. List of
documents held by sender: none.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

0894404-1

60-64
years

Welts, lumps, redness, itching Hair loss, swollen face, soreness
excruciating pain all over body and it still comes and goes I never
healed yet, diarrhea stomach pain

65-79
years

It started with the pneumonia vaccine and then the 2 covid vaccines
and I lost all my hair; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer or other non hcp. A 68-years-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, solution for injection,
Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration on an unspecified date as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN,
SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation; pneumococcal 13-val conj vac
(dipht crm197 protein) (PNEUMOCOCCAL 13-VAL CONJ VAC (DIPHT
CRM197 PROTEIN)), via an unspecified route of administration on
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as DOSE
NUMBER UNKNOWN, SINGLE for an unspecified indication. The
patient medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient experienced it started with the pneumonia
vaccine and then the 2 covid vaccines and i lost all my hair
(alopecia) on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.
Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

<6
months

Mother reported vaccine reaction to our practice 8-8-12, first visit to
office. Reported fussy, fever 100 degrees within 1 hr of vaccine up
to 100.7-102.1 (R), vomiting some on first day. To ER at midnight
on 4-25-12. Mother reports admitted, fever, hair fell out, mother
reports hospitalized x 3 day. Took 1 week before back to normal ER diagnoses viral vs vaccine reaction.

65-79
years

Itching at injection spot, with hot rash. High fever 102 degrees,
chills, weakness, not feeling well, with lost appetite. Also had a
cough, lost 9 pounds, visited Dr. and he said I had the flu and
xrayed my chest and said I had Bronchitis. He did not prescribe
anything. Now my hair is coming out when I comb it.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE,
POLYVALENT (PPV)

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

1651958-1

0461886-1

0637321-1

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

0660897-1

65-79
years

Significant amount of hair started falling out. Diagnosed
10/10/2016 by a Dermatologist as Telogen Effluvium following
trauma to my body approx. 2 1/2 to 3 months prior. I have been
totally healthy and have had no trauma incidents except the
vaccination. I believe that the PREVNAR 13 shot triggered this
reaction that continues as of 10/22/2016 and I am told will continue
for at least 6 months with 50% hair loss at a minimum.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

0678516-1

65-79
years

Diffuse hair loss, alopecia.

65-79
years

This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Certified Medical
Assistant calling on behalf of a patient. A 65-year-old female patient
received PREVNAR 13 (Lot R45377; Expiration Date 01Dec2017),
intramuscular on 28Nov2016 at 0.5 ml, single for immunization as
pneumonia prevention. Medical history included ongoing diabetes
mellitus, and ongoing hypertension. The patient was on several
unspecified concomitant medications. The patient lost all her hair
within a month of the injection. There was no treatment for the hair
loss. The patient fall on Jan2017 and in 2017 had tibial fracture and
dislocated shoulder. Fall, tibial fracture and dislocated shoulder were
serious for hospitalization. The patient was hospitalized from
06Mar2017 to 10Mar2017 for tibial fracture surgery and had
intervention for the dislocated shoulder. No testing was done for the
hair loss. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which
included x-ray for the fall, but results were unknown. The outcome
of all the events was unknown.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

0700574-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

VAERS ID

0715189-1

0746231-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 72year-old female patient received PREVNAR 13, via an unspecified
route of administration in 2016 as a single dose as a pneumonia
shot. The patient had unspecified medical conditions and
concomitant medications. The consumer stated that she got the
shot last year in March or April and she broke out all over; itching
and stuff and scratching the blood out of herself and she was
messed up. Her hair came out and her eyes were stuck and she
broke out all over. She had to pull layers of skin off and she wanted
to know who she could talk to about it. The consumer stated that
this got her eyes ""running"" and she would wake up and they will
be stuck together. She also stated that she broke all over and she
got ""Jet leg""; they were sun spots, she got light spots and it's
from her feet to all way up to her head which broke out all over.
She received the shot around 5-6 of March last year in the hospital
and two days later, she broke out ever since. The consumer further
stated that as soon as she got the shot, she started to hurt the next
day and the next day it swelled all over and then she got the
breaking out turning all over the stuff; rashes all over her, all over
her head; took her hair off. The consumer mentioned that she had
consulted with a physician and they have been treating it ever since
last year but they did not get rid of it. It had not improved and were
not getting any better. She stated that she got to try to get these
people because somebody got to help her as it broke her out;
itching, scratching, burn all the time, and her eyes were messed up.
Outcome of the event ""Had to pull layers of skin off"" was
unknown; while for the rest of the events was not recovered."

<6
months

The night of her vaccinations 4/6/17 - I awoke in the middle of the
night to check on patient. She was extremely hot to the touch.
Checked her temp 104-105 degree fever. The baby was lethargic
and unable to really respond to me. I stripped her clothing down to
a diaper and applied room temperature watered towel to her skin to
help. My mother was calling EMS. Baby was still lethargic when EMS
arrived - their thermometer did not read appropriately as it showed
98 something - when we arrived at the ER it was still 103-104
degrees having come down some with some skin to skin type
intervention. The ER said that it was absolutely not the vaccines
and that it was a viral or bacterial infection and sent us home with
instructions to start an antibiotic and take TYLENOL/MOTRIN. We
went to pediatrician the next day with some rash like bumps
appearing on patient's trunk. Her pediatrician again claimed that
there was no reaction to the vaccine but said it resembled HFM or
Coxsackie virus. She did not have spots on her face, hands, or feet.
Continually ran fever on and off for the next couple weeks. Then
she broke out in blisters on her face which was later diagnosed as
Eczema and cradle cap. She lost a lot of her beautiful hair at this
point. I have multiple pictures of her before, during, and after
treatment. The doctors recommended hydrocortisone and
AQUAPHOR for treatment of her face and scalp leaving my baby in
mittens.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

VAERS ID

0769235-1

0832720-1

0840287-1

0894758-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

"The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria:
unspecified adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on
29Aug2018, this case now contains all required information to be
considered valid. This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
physician and a healthcare professional. A 72-year-old female
patient received the first dose of PREVNAR 13, (Lot Number:
T78676, expiration date: 01Feb2020), intramuscularly in the left
deltoid on 15May2018 14:30 at 0.5 ml, single (one time dose) for
routine vaccination/immunization in a physician's office. The patient
had no medical history and no concomitant medications. The
patient previously took zoster/shingles vaccine in Dec2014 and
influenza vaccine in Feb2018, both for immunization with no
adverse events associated. The day after getting pneumococcal 13valent conjugate vaccine (diphtheria CRM197 protein) injection, on
16May2018, she developed a rash. The rash got worse and worse to
the point that she went to the Emergency Room on 26May2018
where she was under observation, but not admitted related to this
event. She visited the physician's office on 29May2018. The rash
was a diffuse rash, at the site of injection and all over the body,
extending to the scalp and resulting in and a lot of hair loss also.
The adverse events were described to be severe and considered by
the physician as medically significant. The patient was probably
90% improved at time of this report. She went to a Dermatologist
and was on oral steroids, steroids, creams, and anti-histamines.
She had a Biopsy done. The patient had no further details on
testing, treatment, or further medical interventions to provide for
this report. The outcome of the events of diffuse rash and hair loss
was recovering. The physician considered the adverse events to be
related to pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine (diphtheria
CRM197 protein). Sender's Comments: Based on the information
currently available, a contributory role of PREVNAR 13 towards the
occurrence of ""diffuse rash, at the site of injection and all over the
body, extending to the scalp and resulting in and a lot of hair loss""
cannot be fully excluded considering the compatible time
association and the known adverse event profile of the suspect
vaccine. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the
Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and
Investigators, as appropriate."

6-11
months

Seizures (non-febrile) beginning within hours of the injection. He
had dozens of seizures each day for weeks. 4 years later he is still
having subclinical and absence seizures daily. He lost all previously
gained speech and didn't speak for 3 years. He lost gross and fine
motor skills and began losing weight, losing his hair and became
severely anemic.

<6
months

administered 3/6/19 930a, I was denied insert and instead handed
CDC printout. symptoms beginning at 6pm and within 3 days: colic,
pale, bruising and redness at site of injection, lost appetite, hair
loss, continued difficulty sleeping, green stool, vomiting, signs of
reflux, mucous cough, continued difficulty breathing, skin rash
noticed in fold of foot 3/10/19 Cough peak 3/21/19 3/28/19
stopped breathing Cough peaked 3/31/19 Cough continued until
mid 7/2019 and remains only at night I was hung up on when
asked for batch # and to report reactions on 4/1/19. Doctor
diagnosed as ?cold? 4/2019 sporadic skin rash in crease of foot and
on legs continued and diagnosed as eczema 9/24/19 urgent care All
testing rejected at 9 month well check with Dr. at Hospital Called
PEDS again 10/1/19 at 8am spoke with nurse was denied vaccine
specific information from chart, asked to speak with the nurse in
charge of vaccines who provided lot# 90027 exp 11/30/2020 fax
release form

65-79
years

-pt reported that she had this prevnar + shingrix and resulted in
hair loss, started off as rash and went to her scalp, got into both
feet (trying to dry up now), white scaly, under the
arms/elbows/armpits -pt stated she called the nurse about 1 month
ago, the nurse consulted her to give it time it will go away -Pt saw
MD on 11/03/2020 and MD told pt she should not have received 2
shots at the same time, MD consulted pt to take benadryl

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

0895824-1

Unknown

"thyroid storm cancer; lose her hearing, eyesight; lose her hearing;
lost her appetite; gained over 75 pounds in 7 months; hair falling
out; eye lashes gone; tongue got thick; would get lost; fatigue;
constantly thirsty; depression; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer (patient). This female patient of unspecified
age received pneumococcal 13-val conj vac (dipht crm197 protein)
(PREVNAR 13) via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date at single dose for immunisation. Medical history
included allergic to all antibiotics including penicillin. Concomitant
medications were unknown. The patient stated ""Even the
brochures do not tell you how often to get it."" The patient stated
she was allergic to all antibiotics. She told them and they would
write a prescription with penicillin or other things she was allergic
to. She would take it to the pharmacy and they caught the mistake.
Suddenly, she lost her appetite, gained over 75 pounds in 7
months, hair falling out, eye lashes gone, tongue got thick, would
get lost, fatigue, she was constantly thirsty. She would lose her
hearing, eyesight, potty on herself. She got depression. Finally
figured out that she had thyroid storm cancer. Outcome of all
events was unknown. Information on the batch/lot number has
been requested."

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0170467-1

1-2 years

Patient received five vaccination 03/05/01. Starting 03/17/01 her
hair started to fall out and in a period of 2 months she lost 50% of
her hair. The back of her head is completely bald.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0184795-1

1-2 years

The pt develped moderate to severe hair loss one week after
Prevanr on two different occasions (07/24/2001 and 04/30/2002).

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0186671-1

<6
months

Mom says hair loss occurred after vaccines. On exam, appears to
have typical infant traction alopecia over posterior scalp.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0198848-1

<6
months

Severe hair loss

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0208239-1

1-2 years

Pt received MMR, PCV, IPV and Hib vaccines on 11/23/2002. Hair
started falling out in patches in January 2003. Completely bald by
March 2003.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0219705-1

6-11
months

"A mother reported that her 8 month old son received an injection
of Prevnar (pneumococcal 7-valent conjugate vaccine) on 07/09/02.
Concomitant vaccine therapy included Engerix B, Infanrix, Act-Hib,
and EIPZ. Medical history included sepsis and apnea at one week of
age. On 07/11/02, the child developed a fever, and ""broke out in a
rash all over his body, including the ""bottom of his feet."" The rash
got ""progressively worse for two days"" before spontaneously
resolving. During that same time period, the child developed
""spontaneous bruising over his entire body, bloody eyes, sun
sensitivity, irritability , and all hair on his hair on his head fell out"".
The reporter indicated that her son ""had a dark complexion and
dark eyes, and now has a pasty, white complexion"" and light eyes
which appear ""glossed over"". In August 2002, the child
experienced hair regrowth and spontaneous resolution of the
bruising and ""bloody eyes"". She stated his hair color ""changed
from brown to light blonde"". From 07/02 through 10/02, the child
did not gain weight; he currently weighs 22lbs. In October 2002,
the child was tested for ""platelet pool storage disorder""; the
results were negative. At that date of this report, the child
continues to experience irritability. Information regarding these
events has been forwarded to manufacturers of the concomitantly
administered vaccines."

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0253581-1

1-2 years

2 days after immunization 103 fever, 5 days after immunizations
hair started falling out.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0254704-1

6-11
months

Alopecia.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0258284-1

<6
months

Per parent history: pt developed acute onset hair loss from scalp
and rash to arms after receipt of vaccinations. On exam three days
later (performed by associate of PCP): pt had significant absence of
hair with underlying smooth scalp to frontal aspect of scalp; dry
patches noted to bilateral arms; remainder of exam was withing
normal limits. Observation recommender with follow-up exam by
PCP in four days.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0258635-1

6-11
months

Following her 6 mo. round of shots fever and lethargic. Doctor sent
her to emergency room. Soft spot was full. Overnight stay to
observe. Large patches of HAIR fell out following illness.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0271876-1

1-2 years

Presents to clinic 2/3/07 - bright red rash covering entire body.
Some hair loss. No VZV type of rash noted.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0286097-1

<6
months

Profound hair loss in clumps. 8/7/07 Received provider medical
records which reveal patient experienced good health & developing
as expected on day of vax. On return vx 7/23 large sections of hair
missing, scalp was clear w/scant amount of regrowth. Advised no
Pediarix at 6 mos, no third Hep B. FINAL DX: Hair loss, possibly
secondary to Hep B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0321214-1

1-2 years

1 High fever (>106!) x4-5 days, followed, within 1 week, by hair
loss (diffuse). CBC, WBC 7170, HgB 10.2, HCT 30.7, platelet count
8.8. ESR=57.

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0334722-1

1-2 years

Loss of hair from head, in patches throughout one month. (Alopecia
Areata).

ALOPECIA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0355706-1

<6
months

HAIR FALLING OUT

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0166193-1

3-5 years

One day post vax the pt's left upper arm was red, hard, with
quarter-sized lump and warm to the touch. Swelling, warmth and
the hardness progressed. On 2/5/01 the left upper arm redness and
swelling was the size of 3 silver dollars, still warm, hard. No fever
was noted. On 2/7/01, mom noticed the child's hair was falling out
in clumps.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0186671-1

<6
months

Mom says hair loss occurred after vaccines. On exam, appears to
have typical infant traction alopecia over posterior scalp.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0198848-1

<6
months

Severe hair loss

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0203214-1

<6
months

Upon the administering of the 2nd Hep B shots and 1st polio shot,
patient lost almost all his hair. After 1st Hep B shot on 05/10/2000,
patients thyroid was borderline high until 23:00. Patient also show
slight signs of mild autism.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0208239-1

1-2 years

Pt received MMR, PCV, IPV and Hib vaccines on 11/23/2002. Hair
started falling out in patches in January 2003. Completely bald by
March 2003.

3-5 years

"Information has been received from a registered dietician
concerning a male pt who at the age of 4 years old was vaccinated
with a dose of MMRII (Lot # 644415/1008M). Concomitant therapy
included a dose of hepatitis B vaccine, recomb (manufacter
unknown), IPV (unspecified) (manufacturer unknown) DTAP,
Tetanus toxoid (manufacturer unknown). In Feb 2003, the pt lost all
hair. The pt's mother noticed ""a patch on the back of the boy's
head the day after vaccination,"" and ""within 2 weeks all hair was
gone."" On 01/14/04, the pt's hair had not returned. Unspecified
medical attention was sought. Upon internal review, alopecia was
considered to be an other important medical event (OMIC).
Additional information has been requested. Follow up on 04/29/04
states: ""In follow up information from the pt's mother, it was
reported that the pt had allergies to soy and peanut products. She
also reported that on 02/10/03 the pt received his second dose of
hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (Lot # 643816/1061M) into the
right thigh. A first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated was
given on 12/11/03. It was reported that the pt was not ill at the
time of vaccination. The reporter indicated that the pt received 4
shots in one day and about 2 weeks later, on 02/25/03, the pt had
bad stomachaches and had to go to the MD for diarrhea. Reportedly
the pt woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within 3
months he had no hair, eyebrows or eyelashes. The pt's mother
noticed that a ""different behavior"", almost like she had a
""different child"". She reported that the pt had memory loss on
and off. The change in the pt's behavior was noticed by the mother,
after vaccination with hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated on
12/11/03 and the hair loss after vaccination with hepatitis A virus
vaccine inactivated on 02/10/03. According to the reporter, the
physician diagnosed the pt with alopecia. Upon internal review,
alopecia, memory impairment and abnormal behavior were
considered to be an other important medical events. The pt's
experience were considered to be disabling by the pt's mother.
Additional information has been requested."""

1-2 years

From initial report received on 13/Mar/2003 from the patient's
parent regarding an adverse event occurring in the USA. It was
reported that a 14-month-old male patient received ACTHIB (lot
number UA680AA) given Intra-muscular in the right thigh, IPOL (lot
number U0903-2) given subcutaneous in the left thigh, Diphtheria,
Tetanus and Acellular Pertussis (lInfanrix, lot number 548A2) given
in the left thigh, Hepatitis B (Engerix B, lot number 5252A2) given
intra-muscular in the right thigh, and Prevnar (lot number 486-811)
given intra-muscular in the left thigh on 09/Jul/2002. On
11/Jul/2002, the patient experienced a generalized rash and
became irritable with a fever of 101 degrees Fahrenheit. Two weeks
later, the patient's hair fell out. He was diagnosed in July with
platelet pool storage disorder. The patient has recovered from this
event. No other information was reported.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0215600-1

0218718-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

VAERS ID

0220122-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

3-5 years

From initial information received on 4/27/04 regarding an adverse
event occurring in the USA, it was reported that a four year old
male patient received an IPOL vaccination, lot number W0460,
administered in the right thigh, an MMR II vaccination, lot number
644415/1008M, administered in the left arm, a VAQTA vaccination,
lot number 643816/1061M, administered in the right thigh, and an
INFANRIX vaccination, lot number SS7A2, administered in the left
thigh on 2/10/03. 15 days later on 2/25/03, a registered dietitian
reported that in February 2003, the patient lost all of his hair. The
patient's mother noticed a patch on the back of the boy's head the
day after vaccination, and within two weeks all of his hair was gone.
On 1/14/04, the patient's hair had not returned. In follow up
information received from the patient's mother, it was reported that
the patient had allergies to soy and peanut products. She also
reported that on 2/10/03, the patient received his second dose of
VAQTA. The first dose was given on 12/11/03. It was reported that
the patient was not ill at the time of vaccination. The reporter
indicated that the patient received four shots in one day and about
two weeks later, on 2/25/03, the patient had bad stomach aches
and had to go to the doctor for diarrhea. Reportedly, the patient
woke up with a bald spot the size of a quarter and within three
months he had no hair, eyebrows, or eyelashes. The patient's
mother noticed a different behavior, almost like she had a different
child. She reported that the patient had memory loss on and off.
The change in the patient's behavior was noticed by the mother
after vaccination with VAQTA on 2/10/03. According to the reporter,
the physician diagnosed the patient with alopecia. The patient's
experiences were considered to be disabling by the patient's
mother. Additional information has been requested. The patient has
not recovered from these events. From additional information
received on 10/May/2004 from another manufacturer, ID number
WAES0401USA01070, it was reported that the change in the
patient's behavior was noticed by the mother after vaccination with
the first dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine inactivated (manufacturer,
lot number and administration information not reported) on
11/Dec/2002 (also reported as 11/Dec/2003) and the hair loss after
vaccination with the second dose of hepatitis A virus vaccine
inactivated on 10/Feb/2003. This report was previously sent to PLA
V205C.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0238089-1

3-5 years

On 5/12/05, she got three shots. On 5/13/05, she broke out with
little bumps all over her body; head to torso were swelling and
itching. Restless and hoarseness now on 5/24/05. Skin is peeling all
over; hair falling out and has odor. 2 Benadryl bottles, Prednisolone
and Keflex.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0254704-1

6-11
months

Alopecia.

Unknown

"This case was reported by a health professional on 04 September
2007. A female patient with no reported medical history received
injections of Decavac, Fluzone, IPOL, Menomune, Typhim Vi, and
hepatitis A (manufacturers and lot numbers not reported) on 20
December 2006. ""Almost immediately"", the patient reported that
she experienced ""dark circles under my eyes, bags under my eyes,
a permanent tired line on my face, and hair loss"". Per the reporter,
the events were ongoing. The patient's husband also reported
experiencing dark circles under eyes, bags under eyes, and a
permanent tired line in the face after receiving the above vaccines;
this information is captured in case number 2007-02806."

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0299459-1

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0309350-1

3-5 years

"High fever 104.1 (2 days after 12) several days, she complained of
her right ear hurting, saw physician 09/08. Saw doctor ""said
symptoms likely due to immunizations"", treat fever with Tylenol,
give her a couple days. Symptoms became worse, high fever,
vomiting, saw physician, treated ear infection with antibiotics.
Since, her hair has been falling out, her hearing seems to be
effected by how well she hears things sharply."

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0324522-1

6-17
years

"Unimmunized patient who was begun on ""catch up"" series has
developed alopecia. Family feels immunizations are the cause."

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0648754-1

30-39
years

Hair loss in patches (alopecia areata). Treating with topical steroid.

6-17
years

Shortly after my daughter's last vaccine shots in December, she
started losing her hair. It began with a round spot and started
growing larger. Doctor diagnosed her with Alopecia Areata and
prescribed some drops for her bald spot. It is now May and my
daughter has very few strands of hair left.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0749967-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Almost immediately She said her arms were very sore for a long
time after with a very large red spots on each arm. Within days
after the 1st round of these vaccines she bagan headaches. She
described them as headaches worse than she ever had before and
she said her muscles were very weak. A Few more days passed and
she began to lose hair and have stomach problems. Pain in stomach
nausea and diarrhea. Soon after she was discharged she found a
lump in her right breast that was very painful growing rapidly they
did surgery to remove it said it was benign. When She was in the
employer reception and when she would go to the clinic they would
give her something for headache and do nothing else. She came
home 08/2018 and is not well yet the uncontrollable vomiting and
diarrhea began 05/2018 and continues to today 03/26/2020 .
They've tried many bouts of antibiotics and medications nothing has
helped her they have said they found H pylori (that they can't get
rid of with any medicine as of today) and she also has the worst
case of IBS any GI has ever seen so far this is where she is at. She
was also 128 lbs when she came home an 18 year old and at 20
she is now 94 lbs and cannot eat hardly anything cannot take liquid
medication anymore without vomiting, and is now allergic to
amoxicillin where her throat closed up and she could not breath.

0070210-1

1-2 years

"pt recvd vax;exp alopecia 10 days p/ vax;hair regrew w/in 4 mo;8
days p/ 3rd dose exp again alopecia totalis;no tx given;hair grew by
end of 4 mo which mom described as ""fuzz"" & that is now falling
out;as of 22mar94,hair has not grown back;"

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0075192-1

<6
months

pt recv vax & devel fever, signs showed would bang head against
pillow during noc & day;lost weight; dropped from 28lbs to 18lbs
slowly; loss appetite; would only drink not eat; lost most of hair;
stopped walking & regressed to crawling;sz

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0082826-1

3-5 years

3months p/vax pt lost all body hair (alopecia totalis);MFR of vax
was notified;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0095230-1

3-5 years

1mo p/vax pt devel alopecia-partial hair loss progressive w/new
hair growth beginning shortly thereafter-no other dermatological
etiology;(new shampoo used at onset)

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0099182-1

<6
months

temp to 104, rash, hair loss seen that noc in ER-DPH/APAP given;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

3-5 years

parent observed alopecia rt parietal region @ 10wk post vax;initial
onset period unclear;hair has cont to fall out from lt parietal &
crown of head, more rapidly over last 30 days;to dermatologist
23SEP;dx poss allerg rxn;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0103126-1

3-5 years

curly haired child presented w/head lice @ 2wk post vax;mom
reportedly tx child x5-6 w/OTC prescription & rx lindane;onset of
alopecia early in SEP97 w/breaking hair & falling out in clumps &
handfuls;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0103309-1

3-5 years

hair loss continual (over a period of years)- a few weeks p/vax;final
dx hepatitis;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0108673-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax & devel viruses & fever & shed a lot of hair-hair thin &
weak hair in all three;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0108675-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax & devel a fever w/virus & thinner & weaker hair (fine
hair which pulls out of head very easily);

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0110810-1

<6
months

onset of diffuse hair loss 2 days p/vax;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0111817-1

<6
months

hair loss-no tx;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0126817-1

6-17
years

alopecia 2-3 days p/recv vax

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0127472-1

3-5 years

p/2nd vax pt devel inc of hair loss & dx w/alopecia; remains
w/some hair loss but growing back;

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0130011-1

1-2 years

p/vax pt devel diffuse alopecia areata;pt has currently lost most of
hair in a diffuse pattern;

18-29
years

Systemic Lupus Erythematosis, 2 days post vaccination, pt
developed fever, nausea, vomiting, fatique, and arthralgias. 2 wks
post vaccination, pt developed flu-like illness, cough, vomiting,
diarrhea, fever, arthralgias, facial rash. 60 day follow-up received on
10/25/00 provided no additional data.

6-17
years

Two days post vax (10/31/98), this child presented to a physician
with total body alopecia. On 11/19, tests and cultures were
conducted with negative results. Within a couple of months of onset
the pt had lost all body hair, including eyelashes and eyebrows. At
the time of the report, the pt still had complete body alopecia. No
further information is available.

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

0866218-1

0103114-1

0133043-1

0152091-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
TRIVALENT, LIVE, ORAL (OPV)

RABIES VIRUS VACCINE (RAB)

RABIES VIRUS VACCINE (RAB)

RABIES VIRUS VACCINE (RAB)

VAERS ID

0202813-1

0179567-1

0236867-1

0326340-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"Diagnosis corresponded most closely to the diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders-3rd edition category of major
depressive disorder. A major depressive disorder, mood
depressingly interferes with daily functioning, and agitation or
retardation; slowed thinking. ""I am unable to work as a result of
my medical conditions. The mental status of speech, thought
patterns, and memory has been affected. My damaged way of
thinking, judgment because of mania, has caused serious problems
consisting of social behavior, behavioral of withdrawal, especially
amnesia. Of these behaviors and the lasting consequences.
Respiratory system: frequent: cough increased, sinisitis, infrequent:
epistaxis, bronchitis, asthma, pneumonia; rare: asphyxia, laryngitis,
pneumothorax, hiccup. Skin and appendages: frequent: pruritus,
rash; infrequent: acene, exfoliative dermatisis, dry skin, herpes
simples, alopecia; rare: urticaria, herpes zoster, skin hypertrophy,
seborrhea, skin ulcer. Special senses: infrequent: eye pain,
abnormality of accomodation, conjunctivitis, deafness,
keratoconjunctivitis, lacrimation disorder, glaucoma, hyperausis, ear
pain; rare: blepharitis, partial transitory deafness, otitis media,
taste loss, parosmia. Urogenital system: frequent: urinary tract
infection; infrequent: kidney calculus, cystitis, dysuria, urinary
incontinence, urinary retention, vaginitis, hematuria, breast pain,
amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, leukorrhea, impotence; rare: polyuria,
urethritis, metrorrhagia, menorrhagia, abnormal ejaculation, breast
engorgement, urinary urgency."

40-49
years

A 47 year old female experienced hair loss coincident with RabAvert
therapy. The pt received her 1st dose of post-exposure RabAvert on
6/1/01. She noticed hair loss at the beginning of August. The pt
reported that the hair loss was severe and bald spots on her scalp
were noticeable. In the beginning, the bald spots were the size of a
dime, however as of 9/18/01, one bald spot was the size of a halfdollar and the 2nd one was the size of a quarter. The pt's physician
treated her condition with an injection of corticosteroid into the
scalp area (8-10 injections per spot).

40-49
years

A 40 year old female patient with no known history of low white
blood cell count, born on 1/7/1963, received a post exposure series
with RabAvert (batch # 309011) after a raccoon bite. She received
the following vaccinations: first vaccination on 12/22/02 and the
last vaccination on 1/19/03 (vaccination dates of probably three
interim vaccinations not provided). Approximately one month after
the end of series patient began experiencing low white count (last
value 4.0) and axillary lymphadenopathy which is persisting. She
also showed episodic high blood pressure, lost hair and also some
fibrocystic breast stuff (started 4/15/03). Seriousness criterion:
possible permanent disability. Causality: unrelated. The reported
symptoms are unexpected after vaccination with RabAvert. No
change in benefit-risk-ratio. No measures necessary. Despite
request; no other information was received.

50-59
years

On 18 SEP 2008 we received via agency the following information
from a consumer: a 58-year-old female patient, born on 23 JUN
1949, was vaccinated i.m. with a rabies vaccine (manufacturer
unknown) approximately 1 year ago, in 2007. It was reported that
she had rapid weight loss, lack of sleep for over a year, hair loss,
vision issues and neurological symptoms. Caller further states that
she has had an abnormal antinuclear antibody titer which her
doctor suggests may be scleroderma. Physician attributes her
symptoms to possible autoimmune disease and not rabies vaccine
received more than a year ago. Company assessment: Seriousness
criterion: medically significant. Causality: not related (time interval
much too long; physician explained, symptoms caused by
scleroderma). Expectedness assessment according to agency label:
The reported symptoms are not expected after vaccination with
RabAvert. No change in benefit-risk-ratio. No measures necessary.
Local log no. NA08-003620 Addendum On 23 SEP 2008 was
received the information that RabAvert was used with the batch no.
419011A (expiry date 20 JUL 2010). No change in assessment.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

RABIES VIRUS VACCINE (RAB)

0346135-1

50-59
years

Initial information was received on 01 December 2008 from a
consumer. A 59 year old female patient with an allergy to penicillin
received an injection of IMOVAX in August 2008 (lot number, route,
and site of administration was not reported). The patient stated that
she had hair loss in September 2008. The patient reported that she
had the rabies vaccine series at age 12 and did not experience any
reactions. She saw her doctor and thyroid testing was completed
(date and results were not provided). The patient is scheduled to
see a dermatologist on 09 December 2008. The recovery status was
not reported. Follow-up information received on 12 February 2009
from a health care professional. On 02 September 2008 the patient
received a rabies vaccine (manufacturer not reported, lot number
942320) administered in the left deltoid, rabies immunoglobin
serum (lot number B1145-4 and B1123-4) administered in the
bilateral glutterals and right thigh. The patient received IMOVAX on
the following dates: 05 September 2008 (lot number B0182-2) right
buttock intramuscularly, 09 September 2008 (lot number B0182)
left deltoid intramuscularly, 16 September 2008 (lot number B0182)
right buttock intramuscularly, and 30 September 2008 (lot number
B0182-2) right buttock intramuscularly. The patient received these
vaccines after being bitten by a bat (date not provided). On 19
November 2008, the patient went to the doctor's and had a thyroid
test completed, results were Ft4 1.17 and TSH 1.220. The date of
event onset was unknown. An etiology was not determined.
Recovery status was not known. List of Documents held by Sender:
None.

ALOPECIA

ROTAVIRUS (NO BRAND NAME)
(RVX)

0355621-1

<6
months

Flu like symptoms, picky skin, thinning of the hair, very fussy. Need
BENADRYL.

<6
months

The night of her vaccinations 4/6/17 - I awoke in the middle of the
night to check on patient. She was extremely hot to the touch.
Checked her temp 104-105 degree fever. The baby was lethargic
and unable to really respond to me. I stripped her clothing down to
a diaper and applied room temperature watered towel to her skin to
help. My mother was calling EMS. Baby was still lethargic when EMS
arrived - their thermometer did not read appropriately as it showed
98 something - when we arrived at the ER it was still 103-104
degrees having come down some with some skin to skin type
intervention. The ER said that it was absolutely not the vaccines
and that it was a viral or bacterial infection and sent us home with
instructions to start an antibiotic and take TYLENOL/MOTRIN. We
went to pediatrician the next day with some rash like bumps
appearing on patient's trunk. Her pediatrician again claimed that
there was no reaction to the vaccine but said it resembled HFM or
Coxsackie virus. She did not have spots on her face, hands, or feet.
Continually ran fever on and off for the next couple weeks. Then
she broke out in blisters on her face which was later diagnosed as
Eczema and cradle cap. She lost a lot of her beautiful hair at this
point. I have multiple pictures of her before, during, and after
treatment. The doctors recommended hydrocortisone and
AQUAPHOR for treatment of her face and scalp leaving my baby in
mittens.

<6
months

severe eczema all over the body 2 days after vaccines of 2 months
visit. The baby also started loosing his hair and now currently
almost 6 months and bold. still suffering from serious skin
problems. His face and scalp are red itchy dry and flaky every day
and every night no matter how much cream or moisture I put on.
Before the vaccines his face were perfect no eczema whatsoever.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ROTAVIRUS (NO BRAND NAME)
(RVX)

ROTAVIRUS VACCINE, LIVE,
ORAL (RV1)

0746231-1

0872199-1

ALOPECIA

ROTAVIRUS VACCINE, LIVE,
ORAL, PENTAVALENT (RV5)

0286097-1

<6
months

Profound hair loss in clumps. 8/7/07 Received provider medical
records which reveal patient experienced good health & developing
as expected on day of vax. On return vx 7/23 large sections of hair
missing, scalp was clear w/scant amount of regrowth. Advised no
Pediarix at 6 mos, no third Hep B. FINAL DX: Hair loss, possibly
secondary to Hep B vaccine.

ALOPECIA

ROTAVIRUS VACCINE, LIVE,
ORAL, PENTAVALENT (RV5)

0355706-1

<6
months

HAIR FALLING OUT

<6
months

Mother reported vaccine reaction to our practice 8-8-12, first visit to
office. Reported fussy, fever 100 degrees within 1 hr of vaccine up
to 100.7-102.1 (R), vomiting some on first day. To ER at midnight
on 4-25-12. Mother reports admitted, fever, hair fell out, mother
reports hospitalized x 3 day. Took 1 week before back to normal ER diagnoses viral vs vaccine reaction.

Unknown

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her son
with neutropenia, who when vaccinated with any vaccine including
RECOMBIVAX HB (manufacturer unknown) received as an infant,
ATTENUVAX and MERUVAX II received on unspecified dates, made
him developed a fever. The consumer also reported that when her
son had received an unspecified vaccine on an unspecified date, he
experienced hair loss and a high fever that required hospitalization.
No further information is available.

18-29
years

Smallpox vaccine given during Coast Guard duty. States onset
fatigue, headache, muscle aching duration 3-4 days started
approximately 3 or 4 days after vaccine -now resolved completely.
New onset 1.5cm patch alopecia central anterior. Scalp since
04/17/2003, no other patches alopecia.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ROTAVIRUS VACCINE, LIVE,
ORAL, PENTAVALENT (RV5)

RUBELLA VACCINE (RUB)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

0461886-1

0345851-1

0203244-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

VAERS ID

0205159-1

0219050-1

0236775-1

0245918-1

0254299-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Vaccine on 1-14-03; Adverse events: 1-19-03,01-20-03 sore
throat, swollen lymph nodes, malaise, 01-27-03 viral throat ulcers;
01-27-03 malaise and fever, took Tylenol and prescribed lido/vsc;
02-03-03 sore throat, 02-5-03 left vaccine arm very sore unable to
raise arm over head, node between left thumb & index finger sore;
02-07-03 scab fell off, temp of 100.2, malaise took Tylenol; 0208/
02-09-03 joint pain, malaise, diagnosed w/ bacterial throat
infection, 02-10-03 sore throat, neck, joints, chills dry cough, and
temp 101.02 prescribed endocet. 02-11-03 thru 2-13-03 fevers
between 102.7 to 103.01, cough joint pain, chills vomiting; on 0213-03 addmitted to Hospital for bi-pneumonia, antibiotics and
steroids administerd; had steroid induced diabetes which went away
after stopped steroids; discharged 02-18-03; 02-21-03 sore throat
and thrush; fevers 02-24-03, sore throat 02-25-03, fever and left
knee, and hip swollen 02-26-03 thru 02-26-03; relapse 03-07-03
readmitted to hosp w/bi-pneumonia; discharged 03-19-03 no fever;
but fevers resumed 04-07-03 thru 04-10-03; referred to Lung
Specialist, put on Prednisone 10mg to control fevers, ana up, sed
rate up, crp up, fluid on lungs; fevers again 05-22-03 thru 05-24-03
Prednisone upped to 20mg, developed shortness of breath upon
exertion; fluid cleared 05-22-03; bottom part of lungs have stopped
expanding; Referred to rheumatologist, ana negative but other tests
positive, vaccine seems to have triggered lupus; will need lung
biopsy to verify; (WILL BE scheduled in late June) Unable to work
Prednisone increased to 40mg then 60mg daily, lower bases of
lungs hurt; have had 2 lung infections in 5-03, re-occurring
Pleurisy, shortness of breath increasing, hair shedding, aches,
malaise.

40-49
years

Ache;joints and muscles, allergies, mood:anxiety, depression,heart
arrhythmia,arthritis, bloating, heart ekg: abnormal, hair falling out,
heart palpitation, insomnia, menstrual abnormalities, nasal heavy
drainage, numbness and tingling of fingers and arm,lower back
pain, right shoulder pain, pain at injection site, injection site swollen
to the size of golf ball for at least on month, joint and muscle pain,
soft tissue pain, eye pain, neck pain, skin rash, unable to sleep flat,
night sweats, tens needed to control pain, sinusitis, change in preexisting thyroid condition blurred vision, weight gain, visual field
defected.

18-29
years

Exacerbation of lupus symptoms following vaccines (hair loss,
fatigue, joint pains, skin changes). Fatigue, Malaise 60 days,
lesions, macule on scalp and face c/w lupus; on back, c/w tinea
versicolor, alopecia (hair loss), joint pain, multiple joints, muscle
pain.

40-49
years

Abdominal pain, ache bones, aches joints, aches muscle, skin,
amblyopic and fissure, mood anxiety, arm hot to touch, arthrosis,
arthritis, high cholesterol. Symptoms I have today 10/20/2005; loss
of concentration, trouble concentration, difficult concentration,
cramps legs, depression, energy loss/decline, endurance loss,
fatigue, muscle pain, hair falling out, hearing ringing in ears, poor
tolerance for loud noises, hemorrhoids, impotence, sleep insomnia,
joint stiffness, joints ache, lump in right groin, numbness and
tingling fingers, arms and legs, otitis media, pain legs, lower back,
both shoulders, hips, groin, knees both, joint and muscle pain, pain
right ear, pain neck, nodule under skin, skin darkness, sleep unable,
needs stimulation, strength loss, muscular loss, inappropriately
sweating, inappropriately hot, tiredness, twitching, urinary
frequency, vision blurred, walking trouble, weight gain. Information
from 60 day follow-up report states: In the processing I received
first shot in SRC. During and after the mission I suffered muscles
and joint pain all the time. I suffered from blurred vision epescially
in the day time. At this time I was treated by hospital for chronic
back pain thoracicdertioscoliosis mild degenerative changes,
paresthesia/muscle spasm and others. û 1/31/06 Review of medical
record & immunization record. Only diagnosis is low back pain s/p
Humvee accident. Lot # for anthrax vaccine given on date in Box 10
is FAV 065. 3/8/06-review of medical record lists assessment as
'PTSD, major depression with psychosis, male erectile disorder,
lower back pain, left knee pain, and GER'. 3/8/06 review of medical
record lists diagnostic impressions as 'chronic pain-likely
musculoskeletal in origin, post traumatic stress syndrome, and
depression'. Additional conditions/symptoms not noted on VAERS
report include melasma, panic reaction, traumatic injury
nightmares, and hyperlipidemia.

50-59
years

Aches joint and muscles, mood anxiety, blood pressure (high), high
cholesterol, bursitis, concentration loss, difficulty trouble, Delirium,
Depression with psychosis, Dry mouth, declining Energy, Hair loss,
ringing in ears, Joint pain in right hip, Muscle and joint pain, Reflux,
Rhinitis, rotating hot and cold spells, Insomnia, Sleep problem, feel
not refreshed upon waking up, use medication to sleep, speech
disorder, testicle problems, tinnitus, thyroid problems.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

VAERS ID

0259268-1

0274526-1

0308814-1

0319068-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

abortion or miscarriage ache: joints ache:joints and muscles
aches:whole body acid reflux blood:high cholesterol blood pressure:
spikes and drops agitation alopecia alpha intrusion amblyopia
bursitis mood:anxiety heart:arrhythmia cold and flu like symptoms
concentration:loss of concentration:trouble coordination:problmes
balance:dizzy upon standing balance:falling balance:problems blood
pressure:varies blood pressure:high depression disorder of
hepatobiliary system and pancreas dry mouth edema:injection site
hearing:ringing in ears energy:low energy:declining hypertension
hyperventilation inflam inject site neurological:unable to perform
multiple tasks simultaneously neurological:depression
neurological:confusion sleep:insomnia mood:anxious neck rigid
libido decrease pain: legs, lower back, right shoulder, hips and leg,
right hip and chest, back, knees and hips, lower back, throughout
his body, at injection site, bone and joint, muscle and joint, joint,
near live and where gall bladder was, arthritic, neck, pelvic, back,
chest, in feel like electrical shocks, charlie horse skin:itching, dry
and flaky skin sleep:insomnia sleep:unable to sleep flat without
medication somnolence weight gain testicular failure

Unknown

abdomen: burning sensation; abdomen, cramps; ache: bones;
blood in stool; ache: joints; ache: joints and muscles; aches:
muscles; aches: whole body; acid reflux; skin acne; allergies; alpha
intrusion; high cholesterol; blood dyscrasia; bursitis; amblyopia;
appetite loss; arm hot to touch; heart arrythmia; autoinoculation
face; loss of concentration; difficulty concentrating; trouble
concentrating; constipation; leg cramps; blood pressure varies;
blood pressure high; depression; dermatitis; constant diarrhea;
constant fatigue; muscle fatigue; pain and fatigue; indigestion; hair
loss; continuous headaches; poor tolerance for loud noises; heart
palpitations; energy loss; low energy levels; exhaustion; memory
difficulty; memory loss; memory bad; memory loss with dizziness;
troube remembering recent information; short-term memory loss;
fungal infection; disorientation; depression; confusion; joint aches;
leg pain; lower back pain; right shoulder, hip and leg pain; right hip
and chest pain; groin pain; back pain; knee and hip pain; lower
back pain; rash; stomach pain; bone and joint pain; joint pain;
muscle and joint pain; muscle pain and stiffness; seizure-like
spasms; leg pain; neck pain; pelvic pain; skin itching; dry and flaky
skin; abdominal pain; chest pain; charlie horse; palpitations; sores
on skin; urinary frequency; sleep problems; poor tolerance for
bright lights; vision problems; unable to sleep flat without
medication; stomach problems; weakness; weight gain;

40-49
years

Developed significant alopecia which progressed from facial hair to
scalp hair to hair on chest, arm and leg. Much of the remaining hair
turned white and changed texture. Much has grown back currently
but beard remains white. Historical pictures provided by patient.
Symptom: Alopecia (hair loss) comment: 704.00

18-29
years

"Extreme headaches every other day for approx. 1 minute then
goes away since late 2003. Loss of hair (began losing hair approx. 3
months after receiving those vaccines). Evacuate blood from time to
time. I currently have Anthrax 1, 2 and 3 not because I wanted but
because was ""a must"" to have them."

ALOPECIA

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

0324354-1

18-29
years

27 August 2008- received smallpox vaccine- constant itching, rash,
small postules around injection site. One week later still itching and
arm is swollen around injection site. Two weeks later, extremly
tender around injection site-painful and lymphnodes on left side of
body are swollen-mainly under left arm and groin lymphnodes.
Additionally, I had a rather large amount of my hair fall out in the
shower on 3 September. Also got anthrax shots 1 and 2 on 15
August and 3 September and have had a constant cough and sore
throat since the shots. Not sure which vaccine these adverse events
are from. 5 September Dr. put me on quarters and directed me to
take Motrin for the pain and use a warm wash cloth on the injection
site.

ALOPECIA

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

0333067-1

40-49
years

None stated

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

VAERS ID

0336507-1

0348936-1

0349451-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Description: rash 10 days after SMPX, MEN, AVA vaccine. Believes
due to SMPX vaccine. Symptom: Rash, diffuse start: 03/10/2003
Comment: 782.1 periodic flare ups persist 2008. Symptom: Cyst
Start: 05/2007 End: 05/2007 Comment: 706.2 right scalp lesion.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair Loss) Start: 05/2007 Comment: 704.00 2
spots on scalp. Symptom: Lesions, Pustule Start: 03/10/2007
Comment: 709.8 weeping lesions have resolved w/prn flares.
Approximately 7-8 days post SMPX vaccine (10 Mar 03) he noted
small bumps to back of both hands and ears described as if having
'goose bumps'. Medical advised he may have scabies. Day 10 (two
days later- 3/12/2003) while deploying Kuwait, the bumps on his
right mid-thigh turned into an 'open lesion'. Medical placed him on a
week of Prednisone and prescribed Atarax for the itching. By day 21
his rash was much better and resolving. However 2-3 days after
completion of his Prednisone, his rash returned. He advised his
SMPX site was crusty and weeping/oozing. Approximately 3-4
weeks post vaccination as transferred to Bagdad, he noted
increased oozing to his fingers-hands, shoulders, hips, legs, arms
and calves. He denied any problems with torso, back or his face.
From June 2003-2007 he voiced 1 flare-up to his hands every 2-3
months. He knows of no triggers. In August 2004 while in Atlantic
on vacation his hands began to weep while holding plastic. He
denied any latex allergies but noted his mother has a latex allergy.
Differential diagnoses: Lichen nitidus vs eczematous dermatitis vs
spongiotic psoriasisiform

30-39
years

See attached side effects which have been checked. Abdomen
cramps; ache: joints; aches: whole body; bowels: irritable,
cellulitis; chills, chills fever; mood: Anxiety; concentration:
difficulty; concentration: loss of, concentration: trouble;
neurological: Confusion; constipation; coordination: problems;
Cramps leg; balance: dizziness; balance: vertigo; balance:
problems; bladder problems; cyst: right ovary cysts painful; blood
pressure: high; Depression; dermatitis; diarrhea; diarrhea:
constant; gagging (means nausea); gastric ulcer; indigestion:
nausea; constant; Balance: Dizziness; Dry mouth; Dyspnea; energy
loss; exhaustion; eyes: loss of ability to produce tears (aka sicca
syndrome or Sjogren's syndrome, autoimmune); fatigue; fatigue:
muscle; fibromyalgia; Flu syndrome; Gastritis; hair: turned white,
then brown; hair: loss of facial; hair: falling out; head: shakes;
headache: uncontrollable thump on left side; headaches: migraines;
headache; hearing: ringing in ears; hearing: poor tolerance for loud
noises; heart: murmur; heart: rapid pulse rate; heart: palpitations;
Hypertonia; Hypokinesia; Hypotension; memory: difficult, loss, bad,
loss with dizziness, trouble remembering recent information, shortterm memory loss, increase in forgetfulness; Infection: fungal,
pockets of infection in throat and mouth, staphylococcal, chronic to
include ear and sinus; Menstrual abnormalities, loss; neurological;
reading comprehension difficulty, slowed responses, unable to
perform multiple tasks simulatenously, slowness, disorientation,
depression, confusion, staring spells (likely minor seizures),
migraine, mood swings, anxious, angry, irritable; Myalgia; sleep:
Insomnia; joint: stiffness, ache; nasal: nose bleeds; lesion: brain;
Nervousness; libido: loss; numbness and tingling: fingers, arms and
down one side of body, leg, neck down; pain: stomach, bone and
joint, muscle and joint, arthritic, ear, abdo, back, chest, in feet, like
electrical shocks, charlie horse (I do not think the pain location is of
great interest); Photophobia; Rash pustular, burn-type on entire
body; respiratory: shortness of breath; shaking; skin: cysts
developed, eczema, discoloration, sensitivity, rashes, pain; verbal
skills: unable to comprehend words, stuttering, trouble finding
words, struggle for words; Sleep: feel not refreshed upon waking
up, unable to sleep flat without medication; Speech disorder; Voice
alteration; weakness; weight gain; suicide attempt; sweating;
swelling: joints, feet and ankles; Tachycardia; Taste loss of;
Thinking abnormality; Tinnitus; Twitching or jerking

40-49
years

Description: This patient reports back pain, knee pain, headache,
fatigue, memory loss, sleep disturbance, and hair loss since starting
ANTHRAX vaccination series. Symptom: Memory Loss, short term.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair loss). Symptom: Fatigue, Malaise >60
days. Symptom: Insomnia. Symptom: Joint Pain, multiple joints.
Symptom: Headache, general.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

0385138-1

30-39
years

"This 41 year old female reported receipt of her primary DRYVAX on
25 June 2003. Three AVA vaccinations were administered on 06
Sept 2003, 22 Sept 2003, and 11 Oct 2003 with no remembered
adverse events to either vaccine. During a routine physical 14 Nov
2003 (1 month post 3rd AVA vac), a CBC identified ""mild
microcytic anemia"" (WBC 5.2 (nl), High 12; HCT 37 MCV 85; neut
47%; lymph 47%) otherwise normal). She admitted to being tired
and a family history of hypothyroidism otherwise no complaints
documented or remembered. Providers suggested diagnosis of
""high probability thalassemia"". On 20 June 2004 ( months post
vaccination) she complain of 2 day hx of itchy scalp with tender
scalp and hair loss (hx of similar hair loss at age 9-10), headaches
(hx tension ha), increased fatigue, and cervical-aural
lymphadenopathy. She was diagnosed with superficial cellulitis and
given KEFLEX. F/u eval 6/28/04 dx tinea capitis (positive woods
lamp) and given griseofulvin and selenium sulfide shampoo. By
7/3/04 her symptoms had not changed and she now reported fever
of 102 F with night sweats. She was treated with ROCEPHIN 1 gm
IM X 3 days. By 7/9/04 the lymphadenopathy was resolving;
however she exhibited a new vesicular papular itchy rash to
bilateral arms, face and oral thrush with a sore throat-diagnosed
with possible allergic reaction to griseofulvin. Meds were stopped
and she was treated with 7 day taper of Prednisone and given
DIFLUCAN with resolution of symptoms except alopecia. While hair
regrowth did occur, new sites would develop, dermatology referral:
2 punch biopsies showed ""inflammatory scarring alopecia with
features consistent with lupus erythematosus. Negative GMS fungal
stain"". She was diagnosed with discoid lupus 18 August 2004 and
referred to internal medicine doe SLE. October 2004 (12 months
post AVA#3 vac) repetitive monthly flare ups of alopecia, fevers,
arthralgia was associated with onset of menstrual cycles. She was
admitted by rheumatology October 6-12, 2004 with neutropenic
fever (ANC 325 and c/o 2 week hx fevers>102F, chills, HA, fatigue,
sore throat, mouth ulcers, arthralgia, chronic LBP). Symptoms
resolved with supportive therapy. Features were noted to be
suggestive of SLE or DLE converting to SLE with negative ANA,
cytopenia, fever, adenopathy, arthralgia, and fatigue (see below
labs). Rheumatology diagnosed ANA-negative SLE based on DLE
lesions and organ symptomatology (cytopenia from 2004 to present
day, she continues to be followed by rheumatology, PCP,
dermatology, GYN, et at for re-flare of symptoms. Follow-up Patient's last name updated."

ALOPECIA

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

0429494-1

18-29
years

Alopecia, required treatment with Minoxidil 5% topical solution

ALOPECIA

SMALLPOX VACCINE (SMALL)

0809027-1

30-39
years

PT STATES SHE REMEMBERS HAVING A LITTLE HAIR LOSS WITH
HER FIRST SMALLPOX VACCINATION IN NOV 2003, BUT IT
RESOLVED PRETTY QUICKLY. THIS LAST TIME SHE GOT ON 31 MAY
2018 AND STATES SHE HAD A LOT OF HAIR LOSS, WITH NO
RESOLUTION.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0274773-1

6-17
years

Significant hair loss (75-80%)-beginning approx 2 weeks after
shots. Tests ordered by pediatrician and biopsy performed by
dermatologist.

30-39
years

37 year old female. No history or alopecia prior to 9/4/07. Past
receipt of childhood Tdap and adult TD w/o problems. First dose
AVA given to right arm. Had nodule for 2 weeks. 3rd days after
vaccination noted hair pulling out while in shower and periodically
thru out the day. Then over next 5 days was severe with multiple
strands of hair in brush and able to pull with hands w/o effort. Over
last 5 -6 weeks hair loss has slowed but still occurs. Has noted
frontal hair thinning but no bald spots. Reported episode to
immunizations who referred to HC for evaluation. Denied any joint
pain, n/v/GI upset, rashes, headaches, myalgia, or any other
concerns except site nodule. Has not received further AVA vaccines
since.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0295529-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0354303-1

18-29
years

Within one week of receiving the first shot (10/24/2007), I
experienced flu-like symptoms, fever, and such severe vaginal
discomfort that I went to the emergency room. I was diagnosed
with bacterial vaginosis. It cleared up, but my health felt off - worse
digestion, I started getting heartburn, feeling fatigue, started
seeing floaters in my vision and getting terrible headaches, and my
menstrual cycle started becoming more irregular. I had always been
like clockwork. I started losing weight, which was unusual, as I had
always been overweight and had a hard time losing weight. I began
feeling more and more irritable, but made no connections to the
Gardasil shot. In March, immediately after receiving the second
vaccine (3/17/08), my arm hurt terribly, I felt lightheaded, woozy,
and had hives appear. Within 1 week, I started experiencing vaginal
irritation again, fever, and had flu like symptoms. Over the course
of the next month, I started to feel such severe fatigue, stomach
aches, and uncontrollable diarrhea, that I went to my doctor. She
told me I probably just had acid reflux. Two days later, I experience
debilitating stomach pain, which lasted for nearly 1 month. I had an
endoscopy, a CT scan, allergy tests, and blood work for thyroid
disorders and other imbalances, all of which have come back
reasonably normal and regular for my body and system. I did have
some esophageal damage from acid reflux, and was put on
Prevacid. Receiving no answers from the clinic, I cut out gluten,
corn, soy, dairy, eggs, caffeine, alcohol, yeasts, and sugar from my
diet and started working with an acupuncturist and naturopath.
Stool sampling showed signs of Candida Yeast overgrowth in my
intestines and parasites, which I am combating naturally with help
from my naturopath, and managed to eliminate with diets and
supplements after 9 months of treatment. I a got off the Prevacid
successfully with her help, and am starting to feel stronger. All total,
after the vaccines, I experienced extreme weight loss (50 pounds),
hair loss, fatigue, eye itchiness, emotional upset, headaches, joint
pain, tingling/numbness in hands and feet, lower body temperature,
increasing food allergies/sensitivites, disruption in my sleep,
decreased strength, muscle loss, continued gastrointestinal pain,
alternating diarrhea/constipation, persistent Bacterial Vaginosis. My
energy is better and digestive issues have regulated, but I am on a
very restrictive diet. Em I am still suffering amenorrhea and low
hormone production, am easily fatigued, and still suffer occasional
neurological issues. All other labwork shows no sign of unusual
health issues other than food allergies. 11/23/09 Medical records
received for date 10/24/07 to 8/6/08. OV 10/24/07 Normal GYN
exam. Pap smear WNL. All labs negative. Gardasil and Tdap vax
given. OV 4/16/08 c/o diarrhea, weight loss, palpitations, irregular
menses, DX: diarrhea, weight loss, palpitations, irregular menses.
TSH WNL. OV 4/21/08 DX: back pain, abdominal pain. H-pylori(-).
OV 8/6/08 c/o vaginal discharge with odor, itching. Assessment:
(+)vaginal discharge w/ odor, wet prep(+), DX: vaginal leukorrhea

0406578-1

6-17
years

Memory and cognitive deficit May to present - Hair loss, nose
bleeds, fatigue, lethargy, dry eyes, positive ANA test for an
autoimmune Dx for either lupus, MS, arthritis and Sjorgrens Dr neuro hospital. Continues treatment.

18-29
years

Was seen by Infectious disease for f/u of living in foreign country x
4 years. Had had dengue fever x 2 during this time. In preparation
of going back to foreign country, was updated w/TDAP & oral
typhoid. Approximately 1 week later began to notice substantial
hair loss in shower.

6-17
years

Initial case received from a physician on 12 July 2010. A 12-yearold patient received injections of ADACEL (lot number C3357AA)
and MENACTRA (lot number reported as C3069AA; not a valid
sanofi pasteur lot number) on 25 May 2010. Medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Approximately 3 weeks
post-vaccination, the patient began experiencing patches of
alopecia. Symptoms later progressed to alopecia totalis. The patient
was seen by a physician; testing and treatment were not reported.
At the time of the report, the outcome was unknown. Follow-up
information received from a health care professional on 16
September 2010 reported that the patient had no adverse events
following prior vaccinations. The patient received the ADACEL, lot
number C3357AA intramuscularly (IM) in the left deltoid and the
MENACTRA, corrected lot number U3069AA (previously reported as
C3069A) IM in the right deltoid. The patient was under the
treatment by a dermatologist. The outcome remained unknown.
Documents held by sender: None.

18-29
years

My daughter blacked out at soccer practice. Her over health began
declining in the fall of 2008. She gets Strep throat constantly (even
after a tonsillectomy), she began getting cold sores (Herpes simplex
1) and now gets them all over her face, fatigue, hair loss, inability
to fight off any infection, reflux and digestive problems, muscle
tingling, soft tissue injuries that will not heal as well as bone
fractures that will not heal. She had a grand mal seizure in Jan.
2010 from what we expect to be mold toxicity (her rental house
flooded during winter break and the mold levels were tested at 200
times passed what is considered to be toxic).

0415728-1

0418428-1

0418653-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0420819-1

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician concerning a 14
year old female patient with a family history of neurological
conditions of unknown origin who ""in summer 2009"", in
approximately June 2009, completed three dose series of
GARDASIL (lot number, dose and site of administration not
reported). In 2009 ""right after"" receiving the third dose, the
patient had a ""slow downward path"" and developed nausea,
weakness, fatigue, hair loss, lost control of her bowels, sore joints,
anxiety, a movement disorder and seizure like activity. It was also
reported that ""currently"", she could not walk with out assistance
and was bedbound and she was currently in the hospital since she
took a ""turn for the worst last week"". Also, the physician reported
that the patient was a straight a student two years ago. Unspecified
treatment was given for the adverse event. At the time of the
report, the patient had not recovered. The sister's experience has
been captured in WAES # 1104USA00837. Additional information
has been requested."

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0436621-1

65-79
years

Describes that in September (no exact date specified) she begin to
experience increased muscle and joint pain and also hair loss. She
has not seen a physician.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a physician's assistant
concerning a 12 year old male patient with drug reaction/allergy to
amoxicillin who in October 2011, was vaccinated with the first dose
of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, IM (lot number not reported). Concomitant
therapy included albuterol, BENADRYL, ASMANEX and montelukast
sodium (MSD). It was reported that in November 2011 the patient
developed follicular mucinosis. The patient sought medical attention
via contacting physician. Lab diagnostic studies included ""biopsy of
the skin"". The treatment given for AE included unspecified topical
steroids. At the time of the report the patient's outcome was not
recovered. Follow-up information has been received from a
physician and medical records concerning a 12 year old male (56
inches, 100 pounds) with asthma and amoxicillin allergy who on 01NOV-2011 was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml,
IM right deltoid (lot #666596/0766Z). The patient was also
vaccinated with the first dose of MENACTRA (lot #U3513AA) IM
right deltoid and the first dose of ADACEL (lot # U3249AA) IM left
deltoid. The physician reported that a rash with red spots and
burning and itching began in November 2011. The patient received
a second dose of GARDASIL, 0.5 ml, IM right deltoid (lot #
666598/0786Z) on 04-JAN-2012. On 30-JAN-2012, the patient was
seen in referral for evaluation of erythematous plaques with
alopecia on the frontal scalp, neck and torso. The spots came out
three weeks after the patient was vaccinated (approximately 22NOV-2011) with the first dose of GARDASIL. It started with a patch
on the right neck, and then he got multiple additional plaques that
became waxy and thick, including one on the right frontal scalp with
complete alopecia. A red indurated plaque on the right macular
cheek had been biopsied and interpreted as follicular mucinosis with
an atypical lymphoid infiltrate that was CD4 positive. The patient
was presented. There was a discussion about treatment for both
follicular MF and follicular mucinosis. One treatment that had been
discussed was hydroxychloroquine and another recommendation
was topical tazarotene. The question had been raised as to whether
or not it was follicular mucinosis or follicular MF. Assessment:
follicular mucinosis; rule out mycosis fungoides. A prescription was
given for topical tazarotene. Punch biopsy of right lateral neck:
follicular mucinosis. On 16-FEB-2012, the patient was seen at an
office visit with follicular mucinosis with involvement in his right
cheek, right forehead, neck, right hip, left anterior shoulder, left
abdomen and a new spot on the left anterior thigh. The patient's
case was presented at a Multidisciplinary cutaneous lymphoma
conference and it was thought that the histology was consistent
with follicular mucinosis and did not have features diagnostic of
follicular MF. The patient had been using tazarotene gel empirically
once daily for a couple of weeks. The lesions had become very
inflamed and the patient also expressed concern regarding a lump
he had felt in his left lateral neck. Assessment: the physician was
very pleased with the early response to tazarotene gel, which where
clearly thinning out plaques. The physician had been concerned with
the new lesion on the left anterior thigh. Based on the initial
thinning of the plaques, the physician felt tazarotene gel was a
reasonable treatment option. The patient was reassured that the 1
cm lump in his left neck was statistically likely to be a reactive
lymph node. If other lump began to develop a reassessment would
be made and a lymph node biopsy would be considered. It would be
extremely unusual for him to have lymph node involvement with
CTCL with disease this minimal. The patient was to continue
tazarotene daily for two weeks and then increase it to twice daily
for two weeks. The patient was not to treat the eroded areas on the
posterior neck and right anterior neck until they were completely
reepithelialized. Upon internal review, follicular mucinosis was
determined to be an other important medical event. All available
medical records will be provided upon request. Additional
information has been requested."

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0452341-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0459414-1

6-17
years

Mother reports daughter began losing hair one week after 1st
GARDASIL, accelerated after 2nd GARDASIL. Lost about 1/3 of hair.
Took to PP in September 2011. Tested thyroid and for anemia,
results negative. Mother reports new hair growth in last few
months. Had third HPV administered at PP 1-25-12.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0498574-1

6-17
years

Hair loss in one spot. Completely bare as if it had been freshly
shaved, only with no stubble or growth at all. The spot got larger
after a couple of weeks and we sought medical treatment. She
developed several other similar spots over the course of a year.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0536662-1

6-17
years

Alopecia began after HPV vaccine.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0561961-1

6-17
years

Describes hair thinning/falling out.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0562162-1

6-17
years

2-3 month history of gradual hair loss. Currently being evaluated by
Dermatology.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0575758-1

6-17
years

This spontaneous report as received from a consumer regarding a
11 year old female patient. The patient's concurrent conditions and
relevant medical history was not reported. The patient had no drug
allergies/reactions or pertinent medical history. On 17-JUL-2014,
the patient was vaccinated with first dose of GARDASIL (lot number,
dose and frequency unspecified) in the arm. Concomitant therapies
included Tdap. Approximately on an unknown date in September
2014 (reported as two months after vaccination with GARDASIL),
the patient experienced alopecia. The patient was treated with
unspecified topical corticosteroids. The patient sought medical
attention. The patient undergone unspecified blood work of which
results were not provided. The outcome of alopecia was reported as
not recovered/not resolved. The causality of the events with
GARDASIL vaccine was not reported. Product quality issue was not
involved. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0605183-1

6-17
years

Hair less in frontal midline. 4 x 1 cm area. No other changes.
Symptom started 3 day after getting Tdap, HPV and MCV. Alopecia
and Areata.

6-17
years

Patient collapsed at cheerleading. She collapsed again four days
later. She passed out at our home two days later. She was admitted
to hospital and has subsequently been diagnosed with POTS
syndrome. She has episodes of extreme weakness, fatigue,
dizziness, digestive problems, body pains and numbness, low blood
pressure, high heart rate, irregular heart beat, chest pains,
shortness of breath, migraines, and hair loss. She is currently
seeing a neurologist and a cardiologist. She takes Florinef, Elavil,
and Lexapro to help with her symptoms. She has episodes
approximately every 2 weeks even with medication. These episodes
leave her unable to function and she misses school frequently. Her
school schedule will be abbreviated beginning in January.

6-17
years

Large bald spot on head by hairline appeared, hair has not regrown,
diagnosed as Alopecia. Generalised urticaria when cold outside,
perioral dermatitis, dermatitis on arm that comes and goes, burning
sensation on lips when eating eggs. The alopecia and dermatitis we
noticed after about a month. The urticaria we noticed in the early
winter when the cold weather came, maybe November 2016. All
these symptoms have been diagnosed by a dermatologist February
15, 2017. Dr Dermatology, Dr said there are few treatments for
these conditions/autoimmune disorders.

40-49
years

Developed numerous symptoms after the after receiving Anthrax
#1 and TDaP in 2010. These included fatigue, nausea, dizziness.
She never felt well again and went on to develop numerous other
symptoms and began medical evaluations within 2 months. These
symptoms include myalgias, short term memory loss, alopecia, lung
infections, allergies, diarrhea, headache, orthostasis, unrefreshing
sleep.

6-17
years

On 2/1/17 we noticed a 1 1/2 inch bald spot on the back of her
head. Started complaining of tingling in her hands and feet and
chest pains. 05/17 started complaining of extreme fatigue and
started with a cough. Went to pediatrician in June and they noticed
her BP was high and sent us to ER they treated her with an IV and
sent us home. 07/17 started to get rashes from the sun and hot
water, felt nausea, had stomach pain, her feet and hands started
turning purple, lost weight, could not eat, got heart palpitations, felt
dizzy and everything would get black and she almost passed out.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0613592-1

0688078-1

0700916-1

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0749967-1

6-17
years

Shortly after my daughter's last vaccine shots in December, she
started losing her hair. It began with a round spot and started
growing larger. Doctor diagnosed her with Alopecia Areata and
prescribed some drops for her bald spot. It is now May and my
daughter has very few strands of hair left.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0786253-1

6-17
years

FULL BODY CONVOLUTIONS, BODY TICKS, STOMACH PAINS,
INCREASE IN FOOD SENSITIVITY, SIGNIFICANT HAIR LOSS, FLU
LIKE FEELING FIRST COUPLE DAYS, RANDOM PASSING OUT.

0734015-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Alopecia; This case was reported by a other health professional via
call center representative and described the occurrence of alopecia
in a 52-year-old male patient who received HBV (Engerix B) for
prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Hepatitis A vaccine for
prophylaxis, Typhoid vaccine for prophylaxis and diphtheria toxoid +
pertussis toxoid acellular + tetanus toxoid (Tdap) for prophylaxis.
Concomitant products included HBV (Engerix B). On 25th February
2019, the patient received the 2nd dose of Engerix B. On an
unknown date, the patient received Hepatitis A vaccine at an
unknown dose, Typhoid vaccine at an unknown dose and Tdap at an
unknown dose and frequency. In March 2019, 14 days after
receiving Engerix B and unknown after receiving Hepatitis A vaccine
and Typhoid vaccine, the patient experienced alopecia. The patient
was treated with medication unknown (Unspecified Medication). On
an unknown date, the outcome of the alopecia was unknown. The
reporter considered the alopecia to be possibly related to Engerix B.
It was unknown if the reporter considered the alopecia to be related
to Hepatitis A vaccine and Typhoid vaccine. Additional details were
provided as follows: On 21st January 2019, the patent received the
1st dose of Engerix-B. The healthcare professional noted the patient
received Hep B, Hep A, TDap and typhoid vaccines when at the
office. Brand name of the Hep A, TDap, and typhoid vaccines were
not provided at the time of this call. About two weeks after
receiving his 2nd dose of Engerix-B, the patient reported the
alopecia. The patient was upset because he was having alopecia.
The patient had started a very expensive medication to treat it
(medication not otherwise specified). The healthcare professional
stated the patient was threatening to sue the clinic for not stating
that alopecia was a side effect. The patient believed the Engerix-B
caused the alopecia. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
alopecia to be related to TDap vaccine.

50-59
years

Received injection Sunday afternoon. Early Monday morning
(2/4/2019), head started itching badly. Wednesday (2/6/2019), hair
started falling out in clumps. By the following Wednesday
(2/13/2019) most of my hair had fallen out. Within a couple of
weeks, I had no hair anywhere on my body. Still 5 months later still
have no hair anywhere and none looks as if it is growing back.

6-17
years

In 2012 patient experience spotty hair loss almost immediately
after vaccines. End of August/first of September patient's hair
began to fall out again - he presented with alopecia areata By
October the hair loss has worsened. Since this is patient's second
reaction after some form of Tdap I wanted to report. The hair loss
may be due to vitamin deficiency, but time relationship to vaccines
is questionable.

0866218-1

18-29
years

Almost immediately She said her arms were very sore for a long
time after with a very large red spots on each arm. Within days
after the 1st round of these vaccines she bagan headaches. She
described them as headaches worse than she ever had before and
she said her muscles were very weak. A Few more days passed and
she began to lose hair and have stomach problems. Pain in stomach
nausea and diarrhea. Soon after she was discharged she found a
lump in her right breast that was very painful growing rapidly they
did surgery to remove it said it was benign. When She was in the
employer reception and when she would go to the clinic they would
give her something for headache and do nothing else. She came
home 08/2018 and is not well yet the uncontrollable vomiting and
diarrhea began 05/2018 and continues to today 03/26/2020 .
They've tried many bouts of antibiotics and medications nothing has
helped her they have said they found H pylori (that they can't get
rid of with any medicine as of today) and she also has the worst
case of IBS any GI has ever seen so far this is where she is at. She
was also 128 lbs when she came home an 18 year old and at 20
she is now 94 lbs and cannot eat hardly anything cannot take liquid
medication anymore without vomiting, and is now allergic to
amoxicillin where her throat closed up and she could not breath.

0876181-1

40-49
years

Immediately, my digestive system ceased to function resulting in
severe, chronic constipation. I stopped having periods for 3 months.
My hair turned to the texture of straw and started falling out in
fistfuls.

0813344-1

0821032-1

0844527-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0883384-1

30-39
years

I was one month away from birth. I was healthy with a healthy
baby to be born on. On 08/06/19 I was given the Tdap shot. One
week later I began to notice bruises up and down my legs, arms
and my pregnant belly. Over the next two weeks I was experiencing
daily nose bleeds which I had never had before. I would go to sleep
and then wake up with these sudden bruises that were not there
the night before. After the two weeks of symptoms, I told my OB
who ordered a CBC. I was admitted to the hospital right away with
a platelet count of 12. I was diagnosed with ITP. Doctors ruled out
HELLP, pre-eclampsia, or infections. I was given two platelet
transfusions and four day course of Dexamethasone because my
platelet count was critically low and unsafe to have my planned c
section. Those treatments were able to get me to a count of 47. The
ITP continued to worsen after birth with a count of 7. I began high
does Prednisone 70mg with a taper over 5 months. I had four
Rituximab chemo infusions. I had to stop breastfeeding which was
crushing and overwhelmingly sad due to the Rituximab. It wasn't
safe for baby. I had about nine IVIG infusions. Nothing was
working. IVIG would last about two weeks. This went on for several
months. I continued to bruise on my arms and legs, and have
petechia. I was fatigued. The numbers continued below 20 even
after all theses treatments. I then had to have a splenectomy on
01/02/20 and remove a perfectly healthy organ. I lost hair. Gained
almost 40 pounds on steroids, continuing to gain weight even after
the baby.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0894404-1

60-64
years

Welts, lumps, redness, itching Hair loss, swollen face, soreness
excruciating pain all over body and it still comes and goes I never
healed yet, diarrhea stomach pain

6-17
years

Noticed missing hair just below and to the right of the crown of
head about the size of a quarter on 7/29/2021. Checked regularly
and about 8/17/2021 noticed the size of the missing hair had grown
to about the size of a half-dollar. The following day 8/18/2021
noticed substantial chunk of hair dandling from left temple. Gently
tugged and it came out with any force. Scheduled dermatologist
appointment for as soon as possible to determine official diagnosis,
treatment and expected outcomes. Soonest available times are
weeks out (8/27/2021). Suspect this could be Alopecia Areata.

2151426-1

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

0105129-1

50-59
years

p/vax bloodstream skin changed from white to lt tan, h/a, nausea,
dry mouth appetite loss, weight loss from nl 126lbs to 115lbs,
yellowish feces;75 days p/vax near vision is out of focus;capillaries
in feet & legs bursting, varicose vein;
pt recv vax 17FEB97 & diffuse hair loss started w/in 2 or so
weeks;progressed to 80-90% hair loss to present NOV97;during
this hair loss period used Kenalog inj, Rogaine, PUVA immuno
therapy w/CYP;

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

1583088-1

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0105439-1

30-39
years

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0109015-1

6-17
years

hair loss-generalized used rogaine;

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0115419-1

6-17
years

Within 3 days of receiving the TD vax, the pt again lost all her hair.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0126418-1

6-17
years

7day p/vax pt noticed increase in amount of hair pt was losing p/pt
washed & brushed hair. better since no more treatment

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0126817-1

6-17
years

alopecia 2-3 days p/recv vax

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0133757-1

6-17
years

It was discovered that the pt was given 5. mls instead of 0.5 mls. Pt
had complained of feeling lightheaded, nausea and vomiting
occured. At injection site, pt had swelling, tenderness, and
erythema. Informed mother if it continued to take the pt to ER. Pt
was taken to ER, treated with Benadryl IM and Solu-Medrol IV then
admitted.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0153056-1

40-49
years

On 3/10/2000, noticed twice as much hair as usual came out after
shampooing. Each day since, hair is coming out in clumps.

40-49
years

On 8/22/00, received call from pt, stating in 4/00 she received
travel vaccines of Hep-A, HBV and IPV. Pt was hospitalized in 5/00
for back surgery at which time she received Medrol 6 pk during
hospital stay (5/1/00 to 5/19/00) and states she took a 2nd course
of Medrol 6 pk and completed this course on 5/25/00. On 6/15/00,
pt returned to travel clinic for more travel vaccines of
Meningococcal, TD, Typhoid and YF. Pt states she is now having
alopecia since mid-July/00. Discussed and investigated and alopecia
is not a reported side effect of YF vaccine. Therefore, we
recommend that the pt consult with a good dermatologist to see if
something other than that vaccine has caused the reaction.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0161203-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

"Information has been received on 08/07/2001 from a consumer.
On 09/09/1997, the 44 year old male pt received an injection of TD
vaccine following a cut to her right hand. On 10/27/1997, the pt
experienced a ""stabbing pain in the middle of her back that
radiated up the right side of her shoulder blade and neck with
muscle spasms."" Since that time, the pt has experienced hair loss,
blurred vision, enlarged lymph nodes, flu-like symptoms, shortness
of breath, cough, and nasal bleeding."

30-39
years

Patient received immunizations on 10/08/2003. On 10/21/2003,
patient began to experience hair loss (about 40 to 50 strands of
hair) everytime she brushed her hair. No other symptoms were
reported. Around 10/30/2003, patient reported a significant
improvement on condition. Patient called to report condition on
10/31/2003.

0216338-1

30-39
years

"Patient contacted with a concern that her current health problems
(Fibromyalgia, Depression, Chronic Pain, History of Alopecia,
Dizziness) may be due to vaccinations she received in 1998. HPI:
This patient reports a ""complete physical break-down"" that
occurred from January-April 1999. She was medically discharged
from in July 1999. She reports that she had a good career from
1986-1999. In November 1998, she recalls receiving 2 sets of
vaccinations. (Her immunization records indicate receipt of Tetanusdiphtheria, pneumococcal, influenza, and Hep A vaccinations in
December 1998.) In January 1999, she was routinely running 15-25
miles each week when she noticed that her muscles seemed to be
losing their tone. She began experiencing pain with running,
particularly in her left leg. She was diagnosed with a stress fracture.
Towards the end of January 1999, she started having pain with daily
activity in her hips and shoulder area. She saw a rheumatologist
and was diagnosed with fibromyalgia. In February 1999, the pain
became more intense, and now she started having pain in her right
wrist. In April 1999, she developed ""bald patches the size of 50
cent pieces."" To work up the alopecia, she reports that hormonal
levels were checked and were reportedly normal. She was seen by
a primary care PA and was referred to rheumatology. She was
reportedly told that she could be pre-menopausal. (She was 33
years old at the time.) Of note, she has a history of a partial
hysterectomy due to uterine fibroids. She was not satisfied with her
evaluation and saw a civilian OB/GYN. There, she was diagnosed
with depression and started on Celexa 20 mg (later was increased
to 40 mg). She reports that she did notice some improvement in
her pain. In July 1999, she requested a medical hardship. She went
to a nearby Hospital and was seen by rheumatology. She had a
series of X-rays and a CBC panel that was normal. She also reports
that her ESR has always been normal. She was later referred to
physical therapy, and her physical therapist requested a work-up for
multiple sclerosis. She was seen by a neurologist and had an MRI
done, which was normal. She was then referred to Neuropsychiatry
where she was diagnosed with Somatoform Disorder. Subsequently,
she reports that she was seen by a psychiatrist who diagnosed her
with Depression/Anxiety and not Somatoform disorder. She
continues to receive follow-up treatment. She is currently being
treated for Fibromyalgia. She continues to experience pain in
bilateral shoulders, hands, back and neck. The pain is worse when
she is tired and after about 2 hours of physical activity. She reports
stiffness after periods of inactivity. She has recently been switched
from Celexa to Wellbutrin and is tolerating this medication well so
far. She reports no further alopecia. She is seeking assistance to
review her case and offer any further clinical suggestions. She also
questions whether or not her condition could be related to the
vaccines she received in 1998. She states that she still has daily
symptoms and is unable to work. She comments, ""I just want my
life back."" The medical records received on 2/24/04 states fatigue,
joint aching, muscle ache, tendonitis, shin splints, decreased
memory, decreased concentration, weight gain, dysthymia, anemia
and headache. 60 day follow up 4/12/04: She continues to
experience fibromyaglia and depression. The HC referred her to the
specialized care program, but she denied. Her primary care
physicain has referred her to a rheumatologist. After our summary
is finalized, I will send a copy. Per annual report diagnosis of
fibromyalgia and adjustment disorder are unchanged, managed by
specialists 02/15/2005."
"Vaccinations 12/27/01: Hep B, MMR, and Td. Alopecia started
1/25/2002. Alopecia scalp & eyebrows continues 4/14/2004. Nurse
follow up on 06/21/04 states: ""Review of medical records confirms
diagnosis of alopecia areata."""

0184640-1

0212796-1

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0219055-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0254629-1

40-49
years

Hair loss diagnosed as scarring alopecia; began 30days after first
dose. Atrial fibrillation: diagnosed first symptoms 30 days after first
dose.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0258246-1

50-59
years

Skin neoplasm carcinoma melanoma.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0263197-1

30-39
years

High cholesterol, alopecia (hair loss), mood anxiety, cold and flu
symptoms, concentration difficulty, depression, delirium episodes,
fatigue and pain hemorrhoids, memory loss, trouble finding words,
weight loss, speech disorder.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

VAERS ID

0274526-1

0299459-1

0300248-1

0317413-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

abdomen: burning sensation; abdomen, cramps; ache: bones;
blood in stool; ache: joints; ache: joints and muscles; aches:
muscles; aches: whole body; acid reflux; skin acne; allergies; alpha
intrusion; high cholesterol; blood dyscrasia; bursitis; amblyopia;
appetite loss; arm hot to touch; heart arrythmia; autoinoculation
face; loss of concentration; difficulty concentrating; trouble
concentrating; constipation; leg cramps; blood pressure varies;
blood pressure high; depression; dermatitis; constant diarrhea;
constant fatigue; muscle fatigue; pain and fatigue; indigestion; hair
loss; continuous headaches; poor tolerance for loud noises; heart
palpitations; energy loss; low energy levels; exhaustion; memory
difficulty; memory loss; memory bad; memory loss with dizziness;
troube remembering recent information; short-term memory loss;
fungal infection; disorientation; depression; confusion; joint aches;
leg pain; lower back pain; right shoulder, hip and leg pain; right hip
and chest pain; groin pain; back pain; knee and hip pain; lower
back pain; rash; stomach pain; bone and joint pain; joint pain;
muscle and joint pain; muscle pain and stiffness; seizure-like
spasms; leg pain; neck pain; pelvic pain; skin itching; dry and flaky
skin; abdominal pain; chest pain; charlie horse; palpitations; sores
on skin; urinary frequency; sleep problems; poor tolerance for
bright lights; vision problems; unable to sleep flat without
medication; stomach problems; weakness; weight gain;

Unknown

"This case was reported by a health professional on 04 September
2007. A female patient with no reported medical history received
injections of Decavac, Fluzone, IPOL, Menomune, Typhim Vi, and
hepatitis A (manufacturers and lot numbers not reported) on 20
December 2006. ""Almost immediately"", the patient reported that
she experienced ""dark circles under my eyes, bags under my eyes,
a permanent tired line on my face, and hair loss"". Per the reporter,
the events were ongoing. The patient's husband also reported
experiencing dark circles under eyes, bags under eyes, and a
permanent tired line in the face after receiving the above vaccines;
this information is captured in case number 2007-02806."

65-79
years

VACCINE SITE SWOLLEN AND PAINFUL 24HOURS AFTER
INJECTION...ALSO FEELING WOOZY/HEADACHY. THEN ON SAT,
NIGHT, THREE DAYS AFTER VACCINE, AT MIDNIGHT AWOKEN WITH
HORRENDOUSLY PAINFUL AND SEVERE CRAMPING IN BOTH
LEGS/THIGHS, FROM BIG TOE...TO INSIDE REAR THIGHS. UNABLE
TO STRAIGHTEN LEGS. FOUR ATTACKS: MIDNIGHT 1HOUR30
MINS.USED SHIATSU MASSAGER THEN SECOND ATTACK TEN
MINUTES LATER, 1 HOUR, EXCRUCIATINGLY PAINFUL, ON VERGE
OF PASSING OUT, THIRD ATTACK 15 MINUTES LATER...TOOK HOT
BATH FOR HOUR WITH MASSAGE...THEN FOUTH ATTACK IN RIGHT
LEG ONLY...LIKE RIGOR MORTIS IN LEGS...UNABLE TO MOVE THEM
AND SEVERE PAIN. I BENT OVER TO TRY AND STRETCH LEG
MUSCLES AND IMMEDIATELY GOT SEVERE CRAMP IN LOWER RIB
CAGE..INJECTION SITE STILL SWOLLEN AND PAINFUL TODAY
TUESDAY, SIX DAYS AFTER INJECTION. HAVE NEVER EXPERIENCED
SUCH EXCRUCIATING PAIN...UNREMITTING AND UNABLE TO BEND
OR STRETCH LEGS. Follow-up Information 19-MAR-2009: Was
unable to enter some data and in certain cases, eg #13 only
UNKNOWN MANUFACTURER was the choice...and I had to choose it
or not be allowed to submit the form at all. This second report is a
follow up report to the first one filed in December 2007. It took me
months to regain my health after this Sanofy Pasteur Td
Vaccination...There is no warning on the package that this vaccine
is EXTREMELY DANGEROUS TO PEOPLE WITH COMPROMISED
IMMUNE SYSTEMS...LIKE ME. PLEASE ADDTHIS INFORMATION TO
MY FIRST REPORT. Could you please provide me with copies of both
reports or an integrated one? Thanking you for providing this
valuable reporting system which may save someone elses life...
Report submitted date: 12/18/2007 Temporary VAERS E-Report
Number: E - 20159Report submitted date: 12/18/2007 This is a
follow up report.Huge red papules on skin of chest and upper arms
and feet...started early January 2008 and lasted for four months
before easing...still appear on feet over a year later. Skin became
terribly dry and scratchy as has still not returned to normal. Hair fell
out and has still not grown back as thick as it was. Falling hair also
lasted for months.

30-39
years

Received MMR and TD Vaccines on 06/26/07.Started noticing balds
spots in my beared around 08/2008.It started as two bald
spots.Visited dermatologist and he confirmed that this is Alopecia
and i should see some hair growth in 6 months.By 04/2008 i started
seeing some hair growth in the bald spots.But at the same time i
started seeing new bald spots in beared.Right now i have two balds
spots in beared which has some hair growth and 4 new bald spots
in beared.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

VAERS ID

0345307-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Immediate severe pain in left arm, 'as though someone just broke
it'; headache developed; 24 hours of joint and muscle pain; within
weeks, sharp stabbing pain in the stomach that radiates throughout
the upper abdomen and shoots toward the back and left shoulder;
persistent upset 'sour' stomach that complicates her ability to eat.
Now, 2 months later she is losing hair and weight. 5/4/09 Received
PCP medical records of 1/5/08-4/30/2009 including GI, Ortho & ENT
consults. FINAL DX: acid reflux, inflammatory gastropathy,
ulcerative tonsillitis, exercise intolerance, dyspnea Records reveal
patient experienced usual state of health on 2/23/09 for HPV#1.
RTC 4/29/09 w/c/o of injection site pain, HA & joint pain since
2/23/09. Hx of persistent abdominal pain. GI referral 8/08. Dx
w/pneumonia 12/08. RTC 1/09 w/exhaustion, sore throat, loose
stool x 2 days. Exam revealed 4+ red exudative throat w/bilateral
node tenderness. Strep & mono neg. RTC 2/09 w/chest tightness &
difficulty breathing x 2 yr.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0353037-1

6-17
years

"7/22 Woke up during the night from a really bad sharp pain in
chest. She barely touched it and the sharp pain would return same
with shoulders. 7/22 Tired and sore from therapy. I want to give a
little history on this patient. She was a cheerleader, majorette, and
was in a weight lifting class. She was very active and athletic. I
didn't have enough room on the VAERS for this so I am attaching
this sheet for a timeline. 10/14/08 1st GARDASIL. 12/29/08 2nd
GARDASIL. 01/09 School reported she was generally weak and
fatigued to the point of needing to leave school. 02/09 She started
with having leg weakness and would like wrap her ankles for
performances and practices (no injuries) just weakness. 03/09 The
actual leg and joint pain started. She was refusing to do stunts in
cheerleading because it hurt so bad. She is the ""flyer"" because of
her small size and she said it hurt too bad to climb up and to be
caught. 04/09 Not a lot of activity during the month with cheering
or anything, but she had to be picked up from school several times
because the exertion just from walking from class to class made her
so tired she had to go to bed. 05/09 The week of the 11th she had
to be picked up from school because of lethargy just from
decorating for the prom. The week of the 18th she started with a
limp more prominent in the R leg. Substantially increased pain in
the joints and ""shooting, needle-stick pains in the shin area"". The
following week she started losing muscle control and could not walk
or stand without help and started using crutches. She complained of
""burning, stabbing, achy"" pains in many different areas. Her hips,
arms, and leg muscles had significantly increased pain. Because of
the severity of the pain and loss of muscle control in her legs, she
was taken to ER on May 31. She was sent to hospital at that time.
06/09 She went to an Orthopedic Dr and they said it was
neurological. She started seeing a Neurologist, she was doing MRI's
and further testing and they couldn't find anything so they are
sending her to a Neurologist (08/14/09). She also started losing
clumps of hair, not sure of the actual date but it started in June and
is worsening some throughout the month of July with actual thin
spots where her scalp is visible. 07/09 Since 3rd shot 7/14/09 7/23 Low grade fever and nausea, said stomach felt like there was
a fork in side scratching on it. 7/24 Tired not wanting to eat much
stomach hurting. Sore after therapy 2:30 ended - take pain pill
around 4:30. By 5:30 pain was so bad she cried and asked to be
brought home (watching movie at friend's house) & severe pain in
fingers, thumb, wrist, lower arm and behind arm at elbow (home by
6:30) usually not home till 9 or 10 when at friend's house watching
movies. 07/14/09 3rd GARDASIL. Also, when she was in weight
lifting classes she was documented to be bench pressing 90lbs. She
can now barely lift a 1 lb weight at Physical Therapy."

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0527839-1

50-59
years

CLIENT REPORTS EXPERIENCING HAIR LOSS, 24 HOURS POST
VACCINATION ADMINISTRATION. HAIR LOSS HAS NOT SUBSIDED.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0589761-1

40-49
years

Limited movement of Left Arm. Difficulty with swallowing. Joint and
muscle pain. Shortness of breath. Unusual tiredness and weakness.
Dark colored urine. Difficulty with moving. Hair loss and Thinning of
hair. Muscle cramps and spasms. Trouble sleeping. Inflammatory
arthritis. Fatigue.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0630156-1

6-17
years

All of patient's hair fell out.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS, ADULT (TD)

0864029-1

6-17
years

hair loss

ALOPECIA

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

0116211-1

6-17
years

pt recv vax AUG98 & 3 days later all hair fell out;

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

VAERS ID

0202813-1

0239501-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"Diagnosis corresponded most closely to the diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders-3rd edition category of major
depressive disorder. A major depressive disorder, mood
depressingly interferes with daily functioning, and agitation or
retardation; slowed thinking. ""I am unable to work as a result of
my medical conditions. The mental status of speech, thought
patterns, and memory has been affected. My damaged way of
thinking, judgment because of mania, has caused serious problems
consisting of social behavior, behavioral of withdrawal, especially
amnesia. Of these behaviors and the lasting consequences.
Respiratory system: frequent: cough increased, sinisitis, infrequent:
epistaxis, bronchitis, asthma, pneumonia; rare: asphyxia, laryngitis,
pneumothorax, hiccup. Skin and appendages: frequent: pruritus,
rash; infrequent: acene, exfoliative dermatisis, dry skin, herpes
simples, alopecia; rare: urticaria, herpes zoster, skin hypertrophy,
seborrhea, skin ulcer. Special senses: infrequent: eye pain,
abnormality of accomodation, conjunctivitis, deafness,
keratoconjunctivitis, lacrimation disorder, glaucoma, hyperausis, ear
pain; rare: blepharitis, partial transitory deafness, otitis media,
taste loss, parosmia. Urogenital system: frequent: urinary tract
infection; infrequent: kidney calculus, cystitis, dysuria, urinary
incontinence, urinary retention, vaginitis, hematuria, breast pain,
amenorrhea, dysmenorrhea, leukorrhea, impotence; rare: polyuria,
urethritis, metrorrhagia, menorrhagia, abnormal ejaculation, breast
engorgement, urinary urgency."

30-39
years

This report was received from manf and was assigned manf report
number A0524880A. Information has been received by the
consumer who is a 30 year old female who on 21Jun04 was
vaccinated with a dose of measles virus vaccine live (Moraten) (+)
mumps virus vaccine live (Jeryl Lynn) (+) rubella virus vaccine live
(Wistar RA 27/3). Concomitant therapy included a first dose of hep
A virus vaccine inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast)
(Twinrix) and tetanus toxoid adsorbed. On 28Jun04, approx seven
days following the first administration of hep A virus vaccine
inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (Twinrix), the pt
developed hair loss and itching. The pt was seen at a physician's
office and was treated with corticosteroids and desloratadine
(Clarinex). The hair loss continued. The itching improved. On
23Jul04, the pt received the second dose of hep A virus vaccine
inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAg (yeast) (Twinrix). The pt
reported that the hair loss continued following the second dose of
hep A virus vaccine inactivated (+) hep B virus vaccine rHBsAG
(yeast) (Twinrix). The outcome was not recovered. The pt declined
to grant authority to contact her physician; therefore, no further
information will be available. No further information was provided.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

0240494-1

30-39
years

From initial information received on 09/16/2004 from information
received from another manufacturer regarding an adverse event
occurring in the USA, it was initially reported by the 30 year old
female patient that she received a Tetanus Toxoid vaccination, an
MMR vaccination, and a first dose of Twinrix on 06/21/2004. The lot
numbers, routes and sites of administration were not reported for
any of the products. Approximately seven days later, on
06/28/2004, the patient experienced hair loss and itching. She was
seen in a physician's office and was treated with corticosteroids and
desloratadine. The hair loss continued, but the itching improved. On
07/23/2004, the patient received a second dose of Twinrix and
reported that the hair loss continued following this dose. The
patient has not recovered from this event. It was reported that the
patient declined to grant authority to contact her physician for
additional information, therefore none will be available. Further
information is not anticipated, this case is considered closed.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

0383980-1

50-59
years

Hair came out and still coming out. Face peel front of body back. By
the hand food hair falling out.

80+
years

Initial report received from a healthcare professional on 21
November 2012. An 83-years-old female patient, whose medical
history was hypothyroid, osteoporosis and was taking Iodipine.
Illness at the time of vaccination was not reported. Patient had no
known allergies. Received a dose of Tetanus Toxoid Ads (Lot
number: U3919BA, dose number and site of vaccination not
reported) intramuscularly on 01 November 2012. The patient also
received Flu Vaccine (Lot number, dose number, route and site of
vaccination were not reported) on an 23 October 2012. It was
reported on 08 November 2012 is one week after vaccination, the
patient noticed hair loss. Relevant diagnostic test and laboratory
data was unknown. Corrective medications were not reported. The
outcome of the event was unknown on an unspecified date.
Documents held by sender: none. Follow-up information received
from a healthcare professional on 13 March 2013. The patient's
outcome was recovered on an unspecified date.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

0589252-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

TETANUS TOXOID (TTOX)

1577977-1

65-79
years

I received the vaccination on Monday April 19, 2021 at
approximately 2:30 in the afternoon. The rest of the week I
suffered from muscle spasms, severe headaches, neck and shoulder
pain, nausea, lack of appetite. It was so severe that weekend that
on Monday April 26, went to see my chiropractor thinking that my
back was out. Doc took one look and asked if I'd had a vaccination.
On Tuesday, April 20, 2021 when I washed my hair around 9 pm I
noticed that I was loosing large amounts of hair! This continued well
into June. About Mid June I started taking a product called Biosil.
My hair loss continued into July, slowed down and at this reporting ,
has finally stopped.I had long thick naturally curly hair, that when
wet was at my behind. Now there's almost nothing to put in a braid.

ALOPECIA

TETANUS, DIPHTHERIA AND
ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS, AND
INACTIVATED POLIO VIRUS
(TDAPIPV)

0626494-1

6-17
years

Constant headaches - ongoing. Weakness and fatigue - ongoing.
Hair loss - ongoing.

ALOPECIA

TETRAMUNE (DTAPH)

0243688-1

6-11
months

Started out with Alopecia areata and is now diagnosed with Alopecia
Totallis.

ALOPECIA

TETRAMUNE (DTAPH)

0258635-1

6-11
months

Following her 6 mo. round of shots fever and lethargic. Doctor sent
her to emergency room. Soft spot was full. Overnight stay to
observe. Large patches of HAIR fell out following illness.
pt recvd vax 4AUG92 7 1 1/2 mo later began stiff, popping joints,
unco-ordinated & pins/needles feeling in hands; now w/numbness,
achey elbows & wrists; Nov menses 1 wk early, lasted 17 days,
bruised easily, hair loss;

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0049322-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0108551-1

40-49
years

pt recv vax 25SEP97 & pt exp alopecia & hair is falling out
inclumps;pt alopecia persisted;

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0153056-1

40-49
years

On 3/10/2000, noticed twice as much hair as usual came out after
shampooing. Each day since, hair is coming out in clumps.

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0161203-1

40-49
years

On 8/22/00, received call from pt, stating in 4/00 she received
travel vaccines of Hep-A, HBV and IPV. Pt was hospitalized in 5/00
for back surgery at which time she received Medrol 6 pk during
hospital stay (5/1/00 to 5/19/00) and states she took a 2nd course
of Medrol 6 pk and completed this course on 5/25/00. On 6/15/00,
pt returned to travel clinic for more travel vaccines of
Meningococcal, TD, Typhoid and YF. Pt states she is now having
alopecia since mid-July/00. Discussed and investigated and alopecia
is not a reported side effect of YF vaccine. Therefore, we
recommend that the pt consult with a good dermatologist to see if
something other than that vaccine has caused the reaction.

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0167003-1

60-64
years

Client complained of hair loss and states the hair loss occurred after
the 2nd dose of Hep-B vaccine.

0231843-1

30-39
years

Developed alopecia in mid-Feb04 starting on both sides of head
above the ears and spreading to approx 20 bald spots on top and
back of scalp. Kenalog cream prescribed on 03Mar04. Received
injections of 0.4cc of Kenalog in 2 spots on 31Mar04.

0235681-1

18-29
years

Bone pain, muscle pain, chronic diarrhea, joint pain. Per follow up
report received on 06/09/2005: Multiple arthralgia, neurological
effects, fibromyalgia, skin rashes, hair loss, menstrual disorders,
chronic fatigue.

40-49
years

Ache bones, ache joint, ache joints and muscles, acid reflux,
alopecia, amblyopia, amnesia, mood anxiety, heart arrhythmia,
balance problems, concentration difficulty, loss of concentration, leg
cramps, depression, energy loss, hair loss, heart palpitations,
impotence, memory difficulty, memory failure, memory loss,
memory bad, nervousness anxiety, pain back, pain knees and hips,
pain lower back, pain joint and muscle pain and stiffness, pain bone
and joint, pain muscle and joint, pain ear, pain back, sleep
insomnia, sleep problems, sleep feel no refreshed upon waking up,
tachycardia, weight gain,

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0258198-1

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0259268-1

40-49
years

abortion or miscarriage ache: joints ache:joints and muscles
aches:whole body acid reflux blood:high cholesterol blood pressure:
spikes and drops agitation alopecia alpha intrusion amblyopia
bursitis mood:anxiety heart:arrhythmia cold and flu like symptoms
concentration:loss of concentration:trouble coordination:problmes
balance:dizzy upon standing balance:falling balance:problems blood
pressure:varies blood pressure:high depression disorder of
hepatobiliary system and pancreas dry mouth edema:injection site
hearing:ringing in ears energy:low energy:declining hypertension
hyperventilation inflam inject site neurological:unable to perform
multiple tasks simultaneously neurological:depression
neurological:confusion sleep:insomnia mood:anxious neck rigid
libido decrease pain: legs, lower back, right shoulder, hips and leg,
right hip and chest, back, knees and hips, lower back, throughout
his body, at injection site, bone and joint, muscle and joint, joint,
near live and where gall bladder was, arthritic, neck, pelvic, back,
chest, in feel like electrical shocks, charlie horse skin:itching, dry
and flaky skin sleep:insomnia sleep:unable to sleep flat without
medication somnolence weight gain testicular failure

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0262333-1

40-49
years

weakness, joint pain, muscular pain, insomnia, numbness,
headache, anxiety, skin itch, bone pain, ringing ears, constipation,
visual changes, hair loss

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0263487-1

40-49
years

High blood pressure, skin rash, vision change, joint pain, muscular
weakness, headache, bone pain, fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.
Radilogy reports demonstrate osteogenic processes in iliac joint,
CXR tortuous descending aorta. Lumbar spondylosis. DX: dated
7/25/06: low back pain, GERD, Smoker, Refraction error,
Presbyopia, Hypertension, Hypercholesterolemia. Eczema,
Sensorineural hearing loss of combined types. Hypertensive
Cardiovascular Disease. Osteosclerosis, right iliac crest. Muslce
Spasm. DX: dated 1/15/04-adjustment disorder with depressed
mood; alcohol abuse.I have problems with my blood high
cholesterol. 02/01/2010 High blood pressure, skin rash, vision
change, joint pain, muscular weakness. Headache, bone pain,
fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.

0308744-1

6-17
years

c/o hallucinations-spider and roaches crawling and fever hair
coming out 4 hours post vaccination. C/O mild dizziness s/sx lasted
approximately 4 hours. Client took vaccine on empty stomach. Next
a.m. completely resolved.

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0319068-1

18-29
years

"Extreme headaches every other day for approx. 1 minute then
goes away since late 2003. Loss of hair (began losing hair approx. 3
months after receiving those vaccines). Evacuate blood from time to
time. I currently have Anthrax 1, 2 and 3 not because I wanted but
because was ""a must"" to have them."

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0333067-1

40-49
years

None stated

40-49
years

Description: This patient reports back pain, knee pain, headache,
fatigue, memory loss, sleep disturbance, and hair loss since starting
ANTHRAX vaccination series. Symptom: Memory Loss, short term.
Symptom: Alopecia (Hair loss). Symptom: Fatigue, Malaise >60
days. Symptom: Insomnia. Symptom: Joint Pain, multiple joints.
Symptom: Headache, general.

60-64
years

Shortly after (2-5 days) immunization of with flu, TDP and typhoid I
experienced hives on chest & under arm and blotches of hair falling
out on right side of head continues to date (30 days). Client unsure
of date of symptoms. Thinks they began on completion of oral
typhoid.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0349451-1

0364372-1

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0415728-1

18-29
years

Was seen by Infectious disease for f/u of living in foreign country x
4 years. Had had dengue fever x 2 during this time. In preparation
of going back to foreign country, was updated w/TDAP & oral
typhoid. Approximately 1 week later began to notice substantial
hair loss in shower.

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0429494-1

18-29
years

Alopecia, required treatment with Minoxidil 5% topical solution

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0480494-1

50-59
years

"On August 27th I went to a travel clinic prior to trip abroad. Had
Twinrix vaccine, Typhoid Vaccine, and Tdap vaccine. My hair began
falling out. I first noted this in the shower - as I pulled fingers
through hair - large amounts would come out. I am 59 years old
and have NEVER had hair come out like this. The hair came out
diffusely - there were not particular bald spots perse. I stopped
frequent hair washing and was afraid to even brush hair. I am a
physician and after a few weeks of this - had my thyroid functions
tested - normal. I did not have any life ""changes"" associated with
hairloss - stress, hormone changes, dietary changes, illnesses etc. I
began looking on web and found association with Hepatitis B
vaccine. (could not find association with Typhoid or Tdap) I then
had a second Twinrix shot November 5, 2012. It has only been in
the past 2-3 weeks that I have noticed the hair loss has lessened.
Given the time line and lack of any other events the only factor I
can attribute the hair loss to is the vaccine. I am reluctant to get
my third shot - due in 2 months."

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0648754-1

30-39
years

Hair loss in patches (alopecia areata). Treating with topical steroid.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

VAERS ID

0813344-1

1417861-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Alopecia; This case was reported by a other health professional via
call center representative and described the occurrence of alopecia
in a 52-year-old male patient who received HBV (Engerix B) for
prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Hepatitis A vaccine for
prophylaxis, Typhoid vaccine for prophylaxis and diphtheria toxoid +
pertussis toxoid acellular + tetanus toxoid (Tdap) for prophylaxis.
Concomitant products included HBV (Engerix B). On 25th February
2019, the patient received the 2nd dose of Engerix B. On an
unknown date, the patient received Hepatitis A vaccine at an
unknown dose, Typhoid vaccine at an unknown dose and Tdap at an
unknown dose and frequency. In March 2019, 14 days after
receiving Engerix B and unknown after receiving Hepatitis A vaccine
and Typhoid vaccine, the patient experienced alopecia. The patient
was treated with medication unknown (Unspecified Medication). On
an unknown date, the outcome of the alopecia was unknown. The
reporter considered the alopecia to be possibly related to Engerix B.
It was unknown if the reporter considered the alopecia to be related
to Hepatitis A vaccine and Typhoid vaccine. Additional details were
provided as follows: On 21st January 2019, the patent received the
1st dose of Engerix-B. The healthcare professional noted the patient
received Hep B, Hep A, TDap and typhoid vaccines when at the
office. Brand name of the Hep A, TDap, and typhoid vaccines were
not provided at the time of this call. About two weeks after
receiving his 2nd dose of Engerix-B, the patient reported the
alopecia. The patient was upset because he was having alopecia.
The patient had started a very expensive medication to treat it
(medication not otherwise specified). The healthcare professional
stated the patient was threatening to sue the clinic for not stating
that alopecia was a side effect. The patient believed the Engerix-B
caused the alopecia. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
alopecia to be related to TDap vaccine.

1-2 years

Patient's parents noticed the onset of hair loss starting 6/14/21,
and report no other symptoms. The hair loss is on-going as of
today. The patient?s father reports a history of 2 prior episodes of
similar hair loss, the first occurring in July/August of 2020
(approximately 85% total hair loss) and the 2nd episode occurring
in December 2020 (with approximately 40% total hair loss). During
those 2 prior episodes, the patient was evaluated by her
pediatrician and a pediatric dermatologist. A diagnosis of alopecia
(of likely auto-immune etiology) was made and topical steroids
were prescribed.

ALOPECIA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

1440114-1

1-2 years

exacerbate autoimmune issues with hair loss; exacerbate
autoimmune issues with hair loss; alopecia/ hair loss; Initial
information was received on 21-Jun-2021 regarding an unsolicited
valid serious case from a physician. This case involves a two-yearold female patient who had a exacerbate autoimmune issues with
hair loss (autoimmune disorder with symptom of alopecia), after
she received MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE
[MENACTRA], TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE [TYPHIM VI]
and YELLOW FEVER VACCINE - US [YF-VAX]. Medical history,
medical treatment, vaccination and family history were not
provided. Concomitant medications included MEFLOQUINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (LARIAM) (1/4 tab weekly) and MEASLES
VACCINE, MUMPS VACCINE, RUBELLA VACCINE (MMR) was
administered via arm. On 18-May-2021, the patient received a dose
of suspect MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE [lot
number and expiry date not reported] via an unknown route at an
unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination. On 10Jun-2021, the patient received a 0.5 ml dose of suspect YELLOW
FEVER VACCINE - US [lot number: UJ372AA, expiry date not
reported] via subcutaneous route at right thigh for prophylactic
vaccination. On 10-Jun-2021, the patient received a 0.5 ml dose of
suspect TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE [lot number:
T1A671M, expiry date not reported] via subcutaneous route at right
thigh for prophylactic vaccination. On an unknown date the patient
had a serious exacerbate a potential autoimmune issue with hair
loss (autoimmune disorder, condition aggravated with symptom of
alopecia), (unknown latency) following the administration of
YELLOW FEVER VACCINE - US, TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE
VACCINE and MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE.
These event was assessed as medically significant. Details of
laboratory data were not reported. It was not reported if the patient
received a corrective treatment for the events. At the time of
reporting, the patient's father was asking if theses vaccines could
exacerbate a potential autoimmune issue with hair loss that his
daughter is experiencing. At the time of reporting, the event
outcomes were unknown.; Sender's Comments: This case involves
a two-year-old female patient who experienced exacerbated
autoimmune issues with hair loss after vaccination with MENACTRA,
TYPHIM VI and YF-VAX. The time to onset was unknown.
Concomitant medications included LARIAM and MEASLES VACCINE,
MUMPS VACCINE, RUBELLA VACCINE. Further information regarding
concurrent condition during vaccination, previous vaccination and
tolerance, laboratory investigations excluding alternative etiologies
for the reported event are needed to fully assess this case. Based
upon the reported information, the role of the suspect vaccines
cannot be assessed.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0078926-1

6-17
years

thinning of har c/w male pattern baldness

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0091377-1

3-5 years

?hair falling out diffuse;pt on med-well & has been;No skin/scalp
problems;no psych or nutritional problem;

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0106464-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax JUN97 & a few wk post vax pt exp alopecia areata;

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0110220-1

1-2 years

pt recv vax 15AUG97 & exp loss of all hair on the scalp, as well as
the loss of eyebrows & longer eyelashes;

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0122746-1

Unknown

pt recv vax 10/13/97 & pt exp swelling of the middle finger & arm
of the inj site as well as mild alopecia;pt conceived 12/18/97 LMP
12/18/97 EDD 9/11/98;

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0151840-1

1-2 years

Two weeks post vax, spot of hair was missing from the left side of
the pt's head. By today's date almost all of her hair is gone.
Physician dxed with alopecia. Treated with cortisone.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0156217-1

1-2 years

One month post vax pt began to experience alopecia. First the pt
experienced dime sized hair loss followed by complete hair loss
which occurred over an 18 month period. The alopecia progressed
to the entire scalp and no other body area were affected. Pt was
treated with topical steroids with little improvement.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0156239-1

Unknown

Subsequent to receiving varicella virus vaccine live, the pt
developed alopecia.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

3-5 years

From date of vaccination, 5/17/00 through middle of June, hair
started falling out and thinning. Full blood work-up done on 7/17/00
with no explanation found; all normal. On 9/22/00, noticed new hair
growth in areas.

0161131-1

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0166193-1

3-5 years

One day post vax the pt's left upper arm was red, hard, with
quarter-sized lump and warm to the touch. Swelling, warmth and
the hardness progressed. On 2/5/01 the left upper arm redness and
swelling was the size of 3 silver dollars, still warm, hard. No fever
was noted. On 2/7/01, mom noticed the child's hair was falling out
in clumps.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0169464-1

1-2 years

After 15 month vaccines, my son's hair fell out. He lost about 75%
of his hair. No treatment as doctors are confused as to why this
happened. Hair is beginning to grow back.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0170756-1

1-2 years

Information has been received for a Dr concerning an
approximately 12 month old male who was vaccinated with measles
virus vaccine live and mumps virus vaccine live and rubella virus
vaccine live (second generation). Concomitant vaccinations included
varicella vaccine live (MSD). Three to 4 weeks ago post vaccination,
the pt began to lose his hair. The hair loss progressed to total
alopecia within 4 weeks. The pt sought unspecified medical
attention. Additional info has been requested.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0264498-1

1-2 years

Approximately 1 month following the vaccinations he started losing
hair rapidly. He was diagnosed with Telogen Effluvium. No treatment
at present time.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0271876-1

1-2 years

Presents to clinic 2/3/07 - bright red rash covering entire body.
Some hair loss. No VZV type of rash noted.

6-17
years

Symptoms: Swollen arm for 1 week couldn't move, back pain,
unusual urine smell (chlorine like), hair loss, white discharge, flu
like symptoms with vomiting, fever, soft stool, not feeling good at
all. Presented to office 9/18/07, has had 2 HPV vaccines and feels
her illness is from vaccines

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0290795-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

VAERS ID

0297568-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Within a week of the vaccination, she was tired, and she had a few
nose bleeds (that were hard to stop). Her gums started bleeding
when brushing her teeth a few weeks after the vaccine. She then
started having high fevers around October 31, 2006,(103, 104,
105)and was eventually hospitalized on November 7, 2007, after a
blood test revealed that her blood platelet count was down to
16,000. She had two chest x-rays that were normal. She was
diagnosed as having high fever, a low platelet count (platelets got
as low as 7,000), and low red blood cells count (which resulted in
anemia). While hospitalized, she was twice treated with IVIG that
caused her platelet count to rise. She also received intravenous
antibiotic treatments that she did not respond to. She was also
given Tylenol and later Motrin while hospitalized to control the fever.
She is now taking Prednisone for a short period. In addition, she is
taking iron pills and Protonix (to protect her stomach from the
affects of the steroid medicine). While hospitalized, she also had a
CAT Scan (of the head) and ultrasounds of her abdominal area
(tests were normal). 12/06/2007 MR received for DOS 11/717/2007 with D/C DX: Evan's Syndrome. Presented to local ED with
fever x days, thrombocytopenia and anemia. Pt initially developed
cough, rhinorrhea, fatigue and fever. Treated symptomatically for
suspected viral infection. Pt developed increasing fatigue and
difficulty leaving bed. Seen again by PCP with labs and CXR done.
Admitted for further w/u of FUO and thromobcytopenia. PE (+) for
purpura of the external ear, lip ecchymosis (blood blisters),
violaceous scaly skin patches involving the malar eminence, and
upper extremities. Started on abx and IVIG PMH: Skin disorder x
1.5-2 yrs c/w granuloma annulare. Rash on face/cutaneous lesions
c/w Lupus. Constipation. Recurrent sinus infections. Pt developed
nausea, dizziness and blurred vision and had a near syncopal
episode. New onset RUQ pain on day 8 with increased LFTs. Multiple
consults by Heme/Onc, Rheum, GI, Neuro and ID. DX of Evan's
Syndrome on Day 10 and tx with steroids begun to be continued
and F/U as outpt. Per 60 day follow up: She is still experiencing low
platelets, which is being controlled by steroid usage (presnisone).
1/15/2010 Patient rec'd other vaccine, hep A on 7/31/08 and she
had to be readmitted to the hospital she experienced hair loss, skin
rash, fevers, low plackets and joint pain.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0310942-1

1-2 years

"On 12-19-06, my boy/girl twins rec'd the MMR, HIB, Hep B and
Varicella vaccinations. The twins should not have had the shots
since they were both recovering from colds but the Dr. never told us
that. My husband & I refused the MMR shot several times while in
the office but we were intimidated by the Dr. & his staff to give it.
My daughter immediately developed flu-like symptoms, a full body
rash including her vaginal and anal areas, and she lost ALL of her
[full head] hair over the next 4 days. She lost speech and
communication including up to 15 words she had learned. She
became catatonic & non-responsive to verbal & physical cues.
Daughter was referred to several Dermatologists (for hair loss) & an
Immunologist/Allergist. Dr. concurred with other Dr. diagnosis of
Hypogammaglobulinemia for daughter. Daughter's blood work with
Dr. showed weak Immuno development including very low counts of
fighter B & T cells. Daughter has only shown improvement in
strengthening her Immune System after seeing a Holistic Dr.
starting in June 2007. This Dr. has placed her on a wheat-free,
gluten-free, dairy-free diet including holistic vitamins & probiotics.
To this day, daughter continues to break out in body rashes, has
continual anal & vaginal rashes & her hair has not yet grown back
fully. Daughter is developing physically, in speech & cognitive
learning at the normal level for her age. She has met all of her
major milestones. She is still under the care of her Holistic
Physician to continue to build her Immune System. 5/22/08 MR
received from PCP from birth to 2/5/08. Infant presented for 12mon
WCC on 12/19/2006 with Assessment: 12mon healthy baby girl
who is thriving very well. Developmentally appropriate for age. No
parental concerns. 8-10 word vocab. PE WNL. Vax given. Returned
12/29/06 with c/o hair loss x 2 weeks. DX: alopecia areata.
Referred to derm. Seen again 12/30/06 with c/o rashes of the head
and neck. DX: Skin rashes, positive, allergic vs viral rashes. 15 mon
WCC 3/20/07 with Assessment R OM. WCC. No parental concerns.
3-6 word vocab. 1/21/2010 Patient's immune system is still
rebuilding. She continues to see a holistic doctor on a monthly basis
when she eats certain foods (Gluto, corn, some dairy, sugar) she
still breaks out in a body rash. Her vaginal/anal rash has stoll not
end gone away. Most of her hair has grown back except her left
eyebrow. She is still slightly delayed in overall cognition and
learning but not t the degree that she needs therapy. Patient easily
gets cold and flu and is prone to illness as her immune system was
compromised by her vaccinations. Seen 7/24/07 with c/o rash all
over. DX: Roseola. OV 8/30/07 Eczema resolving. Assessment:
Hypogammaglobulinemia for eval. Immunology Eval 8/16/07 for
alopecia, eczema, and bumps on the face/trunk. Mother reports
""catatonic state"", unlikely r/t vaccines. PE WNL except for alopecia
of head. DX: Likely transient hypogammaglobulinemia of infancy 2
yr WCC. Developmentally, speaking in 2 word sentences. No
parental, social or school concerns. Assessment: Well child exam.
Alopecia"

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0321214-1

1-2 years

1 High fever (>106!) x4-5 days, followed, within 1 week, by hair
loss (diffuse). CBC, WBC 7170, HgB 10.2, HCT 30.7, platelet count
8 8 ESR=57

VAERS ID

Age

8.8. ESR=57.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0334722-1

1-2 years

Loss of hair from head, in patches throughout one month. (Alopecia
Areata).

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0342957-1

1-2 years

Fever, rash and hair loss.

0399184-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a licensed practical nurse
concerning a 15 year old female with ZITHROMAX and with no other
pertinent medical history who on 03-JUL-2008 was vaccinated with
a dose of GARDASIL 0.5 ml IM. Other suspect therapy included a
dose of VARIVAX (MSD). In January 2009, the patient experienced
hair loss six months after receiving GARDASIL. No labs were
performed. The patient mentioned this at a recent office visit
unrelated to this. Additional information has been requested.
Memory and cognitive deficit May to present - Hair loss, nose
bleeds, fatigue, lethargy, dry eyes, positive ANA test for an
autoimmune Dx for either lupus, MS, arthritis and Sjorgrens Dr neuro hospital. Continues treatment.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0406578-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0411425-1

6-17
years

2- 3 weeks after HPV & VARIVAX given (given on 10/4/10), hair
loss of occipital & frontal hairlines - growing back after one month.
Hair loss extended half way occipital.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0448115-1

6-17
years

Fatigue, polyarticular inflammatory arthritis, abdominal pain,
constipation, headaches, dizziness, fainting, joint pain, unexplained
rapid weight gain, skin rash, hair loss, sun sensitivity, swelling of
legs hands and feet.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0531137-1

6-17
years

Initial alopecia after varicella in May 2009. Continued for months seen dermatology in 8/2009. Gave HPV - series - #1 8-23-13 alopecia - restarted by #2 dose 11-21-13 pt losing eyebrows and
lashes too 3rd dose - held.

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0562162-1

6-17
years

2-3 month history of gradual hair loss. Currently being evaluated by
Dermatology.

50-59
years

I brought misery to myself by taking this VZV (shingles) vaccine
shot. An incessant itch comes on in the morning or after work. The
itching sites are often on my hands, forearms, lower legs and feet,
but can vary and spread. Sometimes I scratch until it bleeds.
Though in the back of my mind I know I am not supposed to, it is
humanly impossible to suppress. The various steroid topical creams
I have used make my skin feel like starched, cracked paper. Antihistamines make me feel like a zombie in the daytime. Prednisone
provided temporary relief, but caused severe dizziness and hair
loss. When I stopped taking prednisone because of the side effects,
the excruciating itch returned, in different parts of my feet, legs,
hands, arms, neck and face. Recently, lesions on my legs and feet
have finally dissipated somewhat, but a rush attack can occur at
any moment of the day, for no apparent reason. Sometimes the itch
gets to the point that I want to disconnect the affected part of body.
In the past several weeks I have also experienced shortness of
breath. The complaint list goes on; I wish I could have an antidote
for this shingles vaccination and get the past year of my life back.

40-49
years

Received two (2) Varicella vaccines exactly 4 weeks apart, as
instructed. Developed severe itchy warm welt at injection site,
along with migraine, photosensitivity, nausea, chills, hives and
off/on low grade fever over the next few hours. Next morning woke
up to a huge, hot red itchy raised welt w/wide white ring around it
and welt continued to travel all the way down my arm to my elbow
over the next 2 weeks. Went to clinic about 2-3 days after injection
to show nurse. She said to give it a few more days then call my Dr.
I did and was told same to give it more time, they would see it at
my checkup. Don't remember the day I went to Dr. All in all, welt
took 3-4 weeks to fully disappear, just in time for 2nd required
injection. Red welt this time didn't last more than 2 weeks;
however, over next 6 months suffered on/off lethargy, rapid greying
and hair loss, headaches, unexplained irritability and foggy
memory. I never saw such a strong reaction at injection site with
white ring around it before. I thought it was ringworm, but that
didn't make sense! Was told with no warning I had to have Chicken
Pox vaccine for fertility cycle to move forward. I wish I knew my
rights then.

6-17
years

My daughter had her second hepB shot May 8,2018 and first
Varicella shot May 21,2018. She started to notice hairloss the
following week and found her first bald patch June 1, 2018. She
was diagnosed with Alopecia at the dermatologist June 5, 2018. She
had about 80% hair loss within a month and ended up shaving all
her hair off.

3-5 years

First symptom of ALL Leukemia (thinning hair and paleness) was
noted 9/13/2016. First low grade fever was noted 10/1/2016. Low
grade fevers were noted throughout October 2016, always resolving
themselves after a day. She continued to become more and more
pale, loose more hair and get more tired. On 11/9/2016 she had
sudden pain on her shin and went to the ER for multiple tests.
Leukemia suspected on 11/10/2016 and diagnosed on 11/11/2016.
Her oncologist stated that based on the number of blasts in her
blood and marrow, they estimate her leukemia started about a
week after her vaccination. It was the first vaccination she had had
for varicella and she had had over a year in between her previous
vaccinations.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0562774-1

0570784-1

0773378-1

0833720-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

VAERS ID

Age

0901659-1

18-29
years

Peak health at time of smallpox vaccination. Within two weeks,
body fell apart. Constipation, depression, weight gain, fatigue,
memory loss, heightened anxiety, SEVERE HAIR LOSS, etc.
Diagnosis is chronic Hypothyroidism.

40-49
years

On 8/22/00, received call from pt, stating in 4/00 she received
travel vaccines of Hep-A, HBV and IPV. Pt was hospitalized in 5/00
for back surgery at which time she received Medrol 6 pk during
hospital stay (5/1/00 to 5/19/00) and states she took a 2nd course
of Medrol 6 pk and completed this course on 5/25/00. On 6/15/00,
pt returned to travel clinic for more travel vaccines of
Meningococcal, TD, Typhoid and YF. Pt states she is now having
alopecia since mid-July/00. Discussed and investigated and alopecia
is not a reported side effect of YF vaccine. Therefore, we
recommend that the pt consult with a good dermatologist to see if
something other than that vaccine has caused the reaction.

0181165-1

40-49
years

"From an initial report received on 11-Jan-2001, it was reported a
45-year-old male patient was given a yellow fever vaccination
sometime in Aug. 1996. Reportedly the patient developed ""flulike"" symptoms immediately, in 1997 patient reportedly developed
extreme thirst , all hair on legs fell out, legs, and feet became
numb. Tests indicated diabetes. Now taking insulin to control blood
sugars. (Reported by patient-has list of vaccines and lot numbers
administered but must locate the list)"
Bone pain, muscle pain, chronic diarrhea, joint pain. Per follow up
report received on 06/09/2005: Multiple arthralgia, neurological
effects, fibromyalgia, skin rashes, hair loss, menstrual disorders,
chronic fatigue.

0161203-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

0235681-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

0262333-1

40-49
years

weakness, joint pain, muscular pain, insomnia, numbness,
headache, anxiety, skin itch, bone pain, ringing ears, constipation,
visual changes, hair loss

40-49
years

High blood pressure, skin rash, vision change, joint pain, muscular
weakness, headache, bone pain, fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.
Radilogy reports demonstrate osteogenic processes in iliac joint,
CXR tortuous descending aorta. Lumbar spondylosis. DX: dated
7/25/06: low back pain, GERD, Smoker, Refraction error,
Presbyopia, Hypertension, Hypercholesterolemia. Eczema,
Sensorineural hearing loss of combined types. Hypertensive
Cardiovascular Disease. Osteosclerosis, right iliac crest. Muslce
Spasm. DX: dated 1/15/04-adjustment disorder with depressed
mood; alcohol abuse.I have problems with my blood high
cholesterol. 02/01/2010 High blood pressure, skin rash, vision
change, joint pain, muscular weakness. Headache, bone pain,
fatigue, hair loss, memory loss.

1-2 years

Patient's parents noticed the onset of hair loss starting 6/14/21,
and report no other symptoms. The hair loss is on-going as of
today. The patient?s father reports a history of 2 prior episodes of
similar hair loss, the first occurring in July/August of 2020
(approximately 85% total hair loss) and the 2nd episode occurring
in December 2020 (with approximately 40% total hair loss). During
those 2 prior episodes, the patient was evaluated by her
pediatrician and a pediatric dermatologist. A diagnosis of alopecia
(of likely auto-immune etiology) was made and topical steroids
were prescribed.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

0263487-1

1417861-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

1440114-1

0278836-1

0302161-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

1-2 years

exacerbate autoimmune issues with hair loss; exacerbate
autoimmune issues with hair loss; alopecia/ hair loss; Initial
information was received on 21-Jun-2021 regarding an unsolicited
valid serious case from a physician. This case involves a two-yearold female patient who had a exacerbate autoimmune issues with
hair loss (autoimmune disorder with symptom of alopecia), after
she received MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE
[MENACTRA], TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE [TYPHIM VI]
and YELLOW FEVER VACCINE - US [YF-VAX]. Medical history,
medical treatment, vaccination and family history were not
provided. Concomitant medications included MEFLOQUINE
HYDROCHLORIDE (LARIAM) (1/4 tab weekly) and MEASLES
VACCINE, MUMPS VACCINE, RUBELLA VACCINE (MMR) was
administered via arm. On 18-May-2021, the patient received a dose
of suspect MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE [lot
number and expiry date not reported] via an unknown route at an
unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination. On 10Jun-2021, the patient received a 0.5 ml dose of suspect YELLOW
FEVER VACCINE - US [lot number: UJ372AA, expiry date not
reported] via subcutaneous route at right thigh for prophylactic
vaccination. On 10-Jun-2021, the patient received a 0.5 ml dose of
suspect TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE [lot number:
T1A671M, expiry date not reported] via subcutaneous route at right
thigh for prophylactic vaccination. On an unknown date the patient
had a serious exacerbate a potential autoimmune issue with hair
loss (autoimmune disorder, condition aggravated with symptom of
alopecia), (unknown latency) following the administration of
YELLOW FEVER VACCINE - US, TYPHOID VI POLYSACCHARIDE
VACCINE and MENINGOCOCCAL A-C-Y-W135 (D CONJ) VACCINE.
These event was assessed as medically significant. Details of
laboratory data were not reported. It was not reported if the patient
received a corrective treatment for the events. At the time of
reporting, the patient's father was asking if theses vaccines could
exacerbate a potential autoimmune issue with hair loss that his
daughter is experiencing. At the time of reporting, the event
outcomes were unknown.; Sender's Comments: This case involves
a two-year-old female patient who experienced exacerbated
autoimmune issues with hair loss after vaccination with MENACTRA,
TYPHIM VI and YF-VAX. The time to onset was unknown.
Concomitant medications included LARIAM and MEASLES VACCINE,
MUMPS VACCINE, RUBELLA VACCINE. Further information regarding
concurrent condition during vaccination, previous vaccination and
tolerance, laboratory investigations excluding alternative etiologies
for the reported event are needed to fully assess this case. Based
upon the reported information, the role of the suspect vaccines
cannot be assessed.

60-64
years

Information has been received from a physician and a registered
nurse concerning a 61 year old retired white female who on 19DEC-2006 was vaccinated IM in the right deltoid with a 0.65ml first
dose of Zostavax (lot # 654603/1405F). On 15-JAN-2007 and 13MAR-2007 the patient experienced mild outbreaks of shingles. The
outbreaks were reported to be in the patient's hair line on right
forehead, she had hair loss with both outbreaks. Unspecified
medical attention was sought. It was reported that as 13-APR-2007,
the patient had not yet had to visit the ophthalmologist or be
hospitalized. There was no product quality complaint involved. No
further information was provided. Additional information has been
requested.

65-79
years

"Information has been received from a 66 year old female with a
history of herpes zoster prior to 2005 and with no allergies who on
18-APR-2007 was vaccinated with a dose of ZOSTAVAX.
Concomitant therapy included vitamins (unspecified), omega-3 fish
oil and 81 mg aspirin. On 29-APR-2007, 10 days after vaccination
the patient had hair loss and most of her hair were lost over the
next 2 months. At present her hair is ""mostly gone with a few
spots of fuzz"". It was reported that the patient had her hair
permed on 28-APR-2007 and the hair loss started on 29-APR-2007.
The patient had picked up the vaccine and transported to the
physician's office for administration. On 09-AUG-2007 the patient
underwent thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) test-normal,
testosterone level test-elevated, mammogram-normal, CAT scan of
the abdomen-normal and chest x-ray-normal. At the time of report
the patient had not recovered. A product quality complaint was not
involved. Additional information has been requested."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0319205-1

80+
years

"Information has been received from a 83 year old female
consumer with a penicillin allergy and a history of shingles ""several
years ago, and they reoccur every so often,"" who about two
months ago on approximately 05-JAN-2008 was vaccinated with
single dose of series of zoster vaccine live (Oka/Merck).
Concomitant therapy included blood pressure medication and
NEXIUM. Subsequently, after receiving zoster vaccine live
(Oka/Merck) her shingles reoccurred and have gotten worse. The
patient reported that the shingles reoccurred on her upper back,
between her shoulder blades and on her bottom, and she stated her
shingles are really itchy and they sting. In addition, she stated after
receiving zoster vaccine live (Oka/Merck) she has been losing her
hair and also some hair from her eyebrows. Unspecified medical
attention was sought, there were no lab studies performed. At the
time of the report the patient had not recovered. There was no
product quality complaint involved. Follow up information from the
registered nurse indicated she had no additional information to
provide for this case because the patient had not yet contacted or
returned to their office since the vaccine was administered. Followup information from the patient indicated ""she still had shingles
and her hair was still falling out."" Follow-up information from the
registered nurse indicated no further information is available. No
additional information is available."

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0340121-1

80+
years

Patient lost his hair- all of it over the course of 3 months and
became completly bald. He has not had any new growth.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0360580-1

65-79
years

Because I was 68 and my husband was 78 our doctor suggested we
might consider getting the shingle shot because shingles could bring
on a condition known as postherpetic neuralgia. Therefore, we got
the ZOSTAVAX shot July 19th, 2007. About 6 months later I had
sores that itched and hurt at the same time around half of my
waistline. I kept putting lotion on them, and finally they went away
after four weeks. I did not go to the doctor-- I never thought about
shingles. At the end of November, 2008 I had the same problem,
but this time I went to my doctor. Dr. said that it definitely was a
case of shingles, and that my waist had some brown spots that
came from a previous case of shingles. There is one spot that is
small like a pimple. He said that may never go away, and that I
could possibly get them over many times. Since I have epilepsy and
I'm taking KEPPRA and LAMICTAL these are the best you can take.
This episode lasted until April. At the end of May I was bitten by a
bee and within a few days my check on the right side, my right ear
and throat started to hurt very much. I went to an ear, nose, and
throat doctor, he called for a CAT scan, and he set up an
appointment on Friday, June 19th with Dr. an ear, nose, and throat
specialist at hospital. He immediately sent me to the hospital
because by that time I could only drink tea and broth. I was there
for nine days during which they inserted a feeding tube, ran all
kinds of blood test, a MRI, a spinal tap and much more. I went
home with the feeding tube and no diagnosis. We kept asking for
Dr. my neurologist for epilepsy, but they kept saying he treated
epilepsy only. However, when a report about the spinal tap being
lost, and that another one had to be done, he became aware of the
problems because the neurologist on my case was accountable to
him. My neurologist for epilepsy then called one of my daughters
about everything that went wrong. All my children had taken notes
throughout my hospital and he talked to her for 45 minutes about
my case. He immediately met with the hospital staff involved, and a
week later called her to say that he had set up a team of five
doctors to work on my case - Himself, another neurologist dr.,
another dr.............., another ear, nose throat and speech therapist
dr., and my regular internist. From the beginning when I went into
the hospital, I told them that I was perfectly fine until I got the
shingles shot and they ignored it. Dr., one of the neurologist set up
by my epilepsy dr. to work on my case, listened to me about the
shot and later bouts with shingles...and immediately said that I had
a viral infection in my body. It was then that they realized that it
was written on Dr. my regular internist chart that I was allergic to
Neosporin, and should have never been given the ZOSTAVAX shot.
For three months I was only on the feeding tube, I was very weak
and, therefore, had trouble walking, very tired, my immune system
is low, and my tongue is very weak. After the tube was removed the
end of August, I had a hard time eating, and am still having trouble
swallowing certain foods, pills... I also still have at times some itchy
skin, but I put IVAREST (a salve for poison ivy) on the spots and
that seems to help. Dr. give me a prescription for the pill,
ACYCLOVIR, which he said some people have to take the rest of
their life. However, the medicine caused hair loss, and he said that
there were 2 other medicines, but they were all interrelated and the
results would be the same. He said at that time to stop taking the
medicine. I have another appointment with him on November 18th.
Dr. has given me numerous pages of exercises to do to try to
strength my tongue and improve my speech. I have trouble with
certain letters and, therefore, some words are hard to understand.
The outcome is uncertain. I'm only writing this letter so that others
do not go through this. I feel that Merck & Company and the drug
salesmen should have a pamphlet to hand out to the doctors, as
well as, anybody planning to get the shot. This pamphlet should
include in big letters why certain people should not be given the
shot because of certain allergies....My children only found out about
this, after the fact, through the internet-patient information about
ZOSTAVAX. 12/30/09 Medical records received for dates 7/22/09 to
11/18/09. Pt has had several OV. 7/22: c/o not being able to
swallow. Pt states was stung by bee in 5/09 which caused swelling
and soreness on rt side of neck, then burning on face, then
weakness on tongue/mouth, difficulty swallowing. Assessment: mild
dysarthria, (+)tremors of chin. OV 10/20/09 f/u seizure visit. OV
11/18/09 f/u shingles blisters, neurologic sx stable, lingual
dysarthria stable, lower cranial neuropathies improving, fell like
neuropathies are related to recurrent varicella infection. 1/8/10 DC
summary and medical records received for dates 6/19/09 to
6/27/09. DX: multiple cranial neuropathies, aspiration, dysphasia.
Presenting SX: inability to tolerate PO intake, neuro pain,
swallowing difficulty, SOB. Hosp. course, NPO, pt had feeding tube
placement, speech therapy during stay. Feeding tube removed by
dc date. Pt able to tolerate PO and swallowing.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0365638-1

80+
years

I had a shingle shot. 1 I had a rash on my waist in a cluster. 2
Spots all over my body. 3 Hair loss. 4 Itching. 5 It lasted for at least
a month.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0367724-1

65-79
years

Severe hair disorder - complete loss of eyelashes & textural &
structural changes, brittle, breaking and falling out by whole strands
of head hair. Trying different shampoos & conditioners to no avail.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0430419-1

80+
years

"Information has been received from an 84 year old female with
shell fish allergy and a history of shingles (approximately in June
2006) who on 17-JUN-2009 was vaccinated with ZOSTAVAX (Merck)
(lot# not reported). On approximately 08-JUL-2009 (also reported
as three weeks after receiving vaccine) the patient developed
shingles. She stated her body broke out, she lost hair and her
palms also broke out and her skin peeled off. The consumer also
mentioned that she developed shingles three year before receiving
the vaccine and received ZOSTAVAX (Merck) to prevent a
reoccurrence. Unspecified medical attention was sought. It was
""not sure"" if there was laboratory test performed. At the time of
the report, the patient had not recovered. Additional information
has been requested."
Began with itching on forearms, particularly right arm. Welts & rash
appeared. Lost hair on arms. Relief, but little healing. From
FLORASONE cream 10% cardiospermum. Relief & better healing
from numedica immuno PRP spray.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0441756-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0457463-1

80+
years

4/4/12 - shot given. 4/8/12 - nausea/vomiting started - Pt states
losing hair - weight loss noted by Pt & could not take oral DM meds.

Unknown

"This spontaneous report as received from an office manager refers
to a male patient of unknown age. On an unknown date, the patient
was vaccinated with, 0.65 ml ZOSTAVAX (lot# and route not
provided). No other co-suspects were reported. No concomitant
medications were reported. On an unknown date the patient
experienced hair falling out. ""The patient's hair grew back but in
patches"", so the representative felt that this adverse event
happened a while back go. The office manager thought that the
patient had not sought medical attention. Additional information has
been requested."

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0459792-1

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0464080-1

50-59
years

This spontaneous report as received from a registered pharmacist
refers to a 52 years old male patient with no pertinent medical
history and no drug reactions/allergies. The patient was vaccinated
with ZOSTAVAX (Lot number 0366AW, exp. date 23-MAR-2012)
(Dose and route not reported) on 19-JUN-2012. No other cosuspects were reported. There were no concomitant medications. It
was reported that in 2012, the past few weeks since ZOSTAVAX
administration, the patient had been experiencing hair loss. There
was not treatment given for the event and no Lab Diagnostics were
performed. At the time of the report, the patient had not recovered
from hair loss. The patient sought unspecified medical attention.
The patient spoke to the pharmacist. The relatedness for hair loss
was unknown for ZOSTAVAX. Additional information has been
requested.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0464665-1

65-79
years

Significant hair loss, hair thinning on scalp and scalp tenderness.
Have begun now using hair regrowth products with no significant
improvement.

0500088-1

60-64
years

Headache, itchy red blisters first at injection site, then over legs,
arms, and back. Also, patient is experiencing hair loss
approximately 1/3 of hair has been lost. Been going on since
6/28/2013 no treatment.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0542804-1

50-59
years

This spontaneous report as received from a 55 year old female
patient who was also a registered nurse refers to herself. The
patient had no allergies. On 04-AUG-2014 the patient was
vaccinated with ZOSTAVAX (dose, route, lot # not reported). On 05AUG-2014 the patient experienced the injection site reaction. The
injection site was red, approximately 8 cm wide, with a hard lump.
The patient visited physician, but no treatment was given. Moreover
approximately on 12-AUG-2014 (reported as a week after the
ZOSTAVAX was administrated) the patient experienced hair loss.
The patient recovered from the injection site was red,
approximately 8 cm wide, with a hard lump. The outcome of hair
loss was reported as not recovered. The relatedness between all
events and ZOSTAVAX was not specified. Additional information is
not expected as there was no consent for contact.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0563844-1

65-79
years

Scalp and facial dots. Hair fell out, eyebrows fell out. Vision
problems.
2/8/15: 4 in. band of ecchymosis around arm at injection site.
2/13/15: hair loss on arms/legs/back of neck/torso. Psoriasis hx on
ankles, but new areas of exacerbation on toes, knuckles, elbows,
knees.
Swollen face/eyes. Hives. Rash all over. Weight gain. Hair loss.
Fatigue.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0573981-1

60-64
years

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0585709-1

60-64
years

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0601133-1

0630130-1

0634200-1

0668386-1

0703142-1

0705126-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a male patient of
unknown age regarding himself. The patient's medical history and
concurrent conditions were not provided. On 17-SEP-2015, the
patient was vaccinated with ZOSTAVAX, subcutaneous route in the
arm. The patient reported that after receiving the injection, he
noticed some bruising at the injection site, which was painful to
touch. The patient also reported that ""hair on his arm also fell off""
around the injection site. The patient did not seek medical attention
(did not see his physician). No treatment was given for the adverse
events. The outcome of the events alopecia, injection site pain and
injection site bruising was reported as not recovered/not resolved.
No further information was provided. The reporter did not provide
the causality between the events and the suspect therapy. Product
quality complaint (PQC) was not reported. Additional information is
not expected, no contact details were provided."

60-64
years

Red raised rash over trunk of body. High fever (102.5) in early
September for almost a week, followed by joint pain moving
throughout body. Rash has continued to present and itches daily.
Hair loss, skin flaking, flu-like symptoms w/ high fever in March
followed by a 2 weeks of a cold. Rash and itching, and joint pain
continues to present.

60-64
years

"Information has been received from a 61 year old female patient
concerning herself with no drug allergies. The patient's pertinent
medical history included high blood pressure. On 10-DEC-2015, the
patient was vaccinated with a dose of ZOSTAVAX (strength, lot #
and expiration date not reported) 1 shot, intramuscularly.
Concomitant therapies included atorvastatin, losartan
(manufacturer unknown), diazepam (manufacturer unknown),
metformin and metitepine. In the evening of 10-DEC-2015, a rash
under both her arms developed, that was black and ""all of the hair
went away"". the rash was extremely painful to the touch. The rash
then turned pink (date unspecified), then red (date unspecified).
The patient had sought medical attention by having appointments
with several doctors. Lab diagnostics studies were not performed.
Her doctor had give her clotrimazole (manufacturer unknown)
(MARRS#: 1605USA001588), betamethasone cream (manufacturer
unknown) (MARRS#: 1605USA001592), triamcinolone, acetonide
cream and BENADRYL as treatment for the events, but she had
found all of them ineffective. The outcome of the events was
reported as not recovered. The causal relationship between the
events and ZOSTAVAX was unknown. This is one of several cases
regarding the same patient. Additional information has been
requested."

Unknown

"Information has been received from a pharmacist referring to a
female patient of unknown age. On an unknown date (reported as
""more than 2 years ago""), the patient was vaccinated with
ZOSTAVAX (19400 plaque-forming units (PFU), lot number, dose
and route were unknown). In approximately 2014 (reported as
""about 2 years ago""), the patient experienced alopecia. The
patient had been treated by an unspecified healthcare provider
beginning on an unspecified date. The reporter did not know if the
patient's condition improved or worsened. The patient's alopecia
had not resolved as of 26-OCT-2016. The causality between the
event and ZOSTAVAX was not provided. Additional information has
been requested."

Unknown

"This spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist via a
company representative, referring to a 64 year old female patient.
The patient's medical history, concurrent conditions and
concomitant therapies were not provided. Approximately on 03MAY-2017 (reported as: "" 3 to 4 weeks ago""), the patient was
vaccinated with a dose of ZOSTAVAX (strength, dose number, route,
anatomical location, lot# and expiration were provided) for
prophylaxis, reconstituted with sterile diluent (lot# and expiration
were provided). In approximately May 2017 (reported as: ""On an
unknown date after received ZOSTAVAX""), the patient experienced
hair loss. It was unknown if the patient had received any treatment
for alopecia. At the time of the report, the outcome of alopecia was
unknown. The reporter did not assess the relatedness between the
event and suspect therapy."

Unknown

"Information was received on 13-JUL-2017 from a 63 year old
female consumer regarding herself. Medical history/concurrent
conditions included osteoporosis, rheumatoid arthritis, Epstein Barr
virus, allergies to Codeine, Naproxen, FELDENE, Sulfur, Tramadol
and latex. Concomitant medications were reported as none. On 10JUL-2017, the patient was vaccinated with ZOSTAVAX (dose, route,
site of administration and lot number not reported) for the
prevention of shingles. She reported that ""since she got the
ZOSTAVAX vaccine she has been experiencing hair loss and also has
a red spot around the injection site 2-3 inches wide and 5 inches
long."" She has not sought medical attention. No additional
information was provided. The relationship between the events and
ZOSTAVAX was not provided. Additional information has been
requested."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0712583-1

Unknown

This spontaneous report was received from a 60 year old female
patient regarding herself. The patient refused to answer about her
concurrent conditions or pertinent medical history. The patient was
receiving unspecified concomitant medications and had no drug
reactions or allergies. On an unspecified date in August 2017
(reported as mid-august), the patient was vaccinated with a dose of
ZOSTAVAX and PNEUMOVAX 23 at the same time (lot#, dose,
frequency and route of administration were unspecified for both
vaccines) for prophylaxis. The patient reported that since she was
vaccinated, she had been experiencing hair loss, and that after she
received the vaccines she had a large bump near the vaccine site
and it was warm to the touch. She sought for medical attention;
however, no treatment was given for the aforementioned adverse
events. No product quality complaint was involved. At the time of
the report, the outcome of alopecia, vaccination site warmth and
vaccination site mass was unknown. The relatedness assessment
between ZOSTAVAX and PNEUMOVAX 23 and alopecia, vaccination
site warmth and vaccination site mass was not provided.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0729973-1

65-79
years

Patient indicates she has had balding and thinning hair since she
received a second ZOSTAVAX shot 5/1/13 after receiving the first
shot 1/13/2011. She says it has progressively gotten worse.

60-64
years

The patient had a scaring at the site of injection. Then a couple
weeks after the injection, he developed hair loss in clumps. Over
the next couple of months significant alopecia areata of the scalp
from a near full head of hair a couple months prior. He currently has
been referred to dermatology for treatment.

0756916-1

65-79
years

The patient stated that about 1 week after the administration of the
second dose, she developed a red, itchy rash around her neck and
two spots on her face. The rash lasted about 2 weeks. She also
complains of her hair falling out which started about 2-3 weeks
after the administration and continues now. She specifically stated
that nothing else had changed recently in her meds recently.
Fever to 103F, Severe R arm pain and swelling shortly following
injection. Approximately 2 weeks after the initial immune reaction
patient reports significant diffuse hair loss that have persisted since
that time. No other new medications/illnesses/stressors.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0754907-1

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0761443-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0763034-1

65-79
years

High fever and flu like symptoms, bed ridden for 3 days and unable
to function. Hair loss began 3 months after, lost about 60% to 70%
of her hair.

Unknown

This case was reported by a pharmacist via sales rep and described
the occurrence of hair loss in a female patient who received
SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient
received SHINGRIX at an unknown dose. On an unknown date, less
than a year after receiving SHINGRIX, the patient experienced hair
loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hair loss was
unknown. It was unknown if the reporter considered the hair loss to
be related to SHINGRIX. Additional details were provided as follows:
The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received 1st
dose of SHINGRIX and experienced 60 to 70 percent hair loss after
dosing.

80+
years

This case was reported by a other health professional via call center
representative and described the occurrence of hair loss in a 84year-old patient who received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. In
September 2018, the patient received SHINGRIX. On an unknown
date, less than a week after receiving SHINGRIX, the patient
experienced hair loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hair
loss was not reported. It was unknown if the reporter considered
the hair loss to be related to SHINGRIX. Additional details were
reported as follows: This case was reported via click to chat. The
reporter work at a clinic and a patient just reported to her receiving
SHINGRIX vaccine one week before the reporting date and at the
time of reporting her hair was falling out. The reporter was asking
that was this a common side effect.

Unknown

This case was reported by a nurse via call center representative and
described the occurrence of alopecia in a female patient who
received Shingrix for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient
received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than a
year after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced alopecia. On
an unknown date, the outcome of the alopecia was not reported. It
was unknown if the reporter considered the alopecia to be related
to Shingrix. Additional details were reported as follows: The age at
vaccination was not reported. The HCP (healthcare professional)
reported information through chat, however the HCP was no longer
responding to the chat so this was the only information that was
provided.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0764738-1

0777479-1

0778336-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0791684-1

0792356-1

0792437-1

0792569-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

is case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of pain in arm in a 56-year-old female
patient who received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. Co-suspect
products included SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. In April 2018, the
patient received the 1st dose of SHINGRIX. On an unknown date,
the patient received the 2nd dose of SHINGRIX. In April 2018, 12
hrs after receiving SHINGRIX and not applicable after receiving
SHINGRIX, the patient experienced pain in arm, headache and
fatigue. On an unknown date, the patient experienced hair loss and
incomplete course of vaccination. On an unknown date, the
outcome of the pain in arm, headache and fatigue were
recovered/resolved and the outcome of the hair loss and incomplete
course of vaccination were unknown. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the pain in arm, headache, fatigue and hair loss to be
related to SHINGRIX. Additional details were provided as follows:
The age at vaccination was not reported but it could be 55 or 56
years. The concomitant product includes vitamins unspecified. The
patient experienced headache, sore arm and fatigue which lasted
for about 2 to 3 days. The patient also reported that she noticed
some hair loss, as evidenced by strands in her comb. The patient
was scheduled to receive 2nd dose on 29th November 2018 and has
past her 6 months indication time frame. Till the time of reporting,
the patient did not receive 2nd dose of SHINGRIX, which led to
incomplete course of vaccination. The patient did not wish to
provide demographics or participate in a safety report. The patient
did not consent to follow-up.

50-59
years

Dry red patches at the bridge of the nose and above the eye lid, at
the tip of the nose, inside the elbows, and on the thighs. Also my
scalp got very inflamed with the same dry skin patches and some
hair loss. I take the Flurbiprofen for osteoarthritis in my hands and
noticed that when I took it, only used when needed, it started to
alleviate the condition and when I didn't take it, it would come
back. So I started taking the full dose daily, 1 pill twice a day. It has
not completely alleviated the problem but has dramatically
improved it. So this has been going on since End of September and
continues but appears to be going away. My plan is to continue to
take the Flurbiprofen until it does. It looks about 90% gone as of
today, progress is very slow.

80+
years

This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of nausea in a 83-year-old female
patient who received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. On 6th December
2018, the patient received the 2nd dose of SHINGRIX. On 6th
December 2018, immediately after receiving SHINGRIX, the patient
experienced nausea, fever, chills, headache, restlessness, fatigue
and jumpy. On 8th December 2018, the patient experienced hair
loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the nausea, fever, chills,
headache, restlessness, fatigue, hair loss and jumpy were unknown.
It was unknown if the reporter considered the nausea, fever, chills,
headache, restlessness, fatigue, hair loss and jumpy to be related
to SHINGRIX. Additional information received as follows: The
patient received SHINGRIX on the left arm. Shortly after receiving
SHINGRIX, she came down with nausea, fever, chills, headache,
restlessness, fatigue and feeling very jumpy. The patient stated that
she decided to wash her hair 2 days later and realized that huge
chunks of her long red hair was falling out. The reporter gave
consent to follow up.

65-79
years

This spontaneous report was received from a consumer regarding a
72 year old female patient. Currently patient had osteoporosis and
blood pressure high. On an unknown date the patient was
vaccinated with ZOSTAVAX for prophylaxis. Other suspect therapies
included ABALOPARATIDE. Concomitant therapies included
METOPROLOL and CALCIUM (UNSPECIFIED). On an unknown date
the patient experienced redness, swelling and pain at the injection
site, and cold sweats and hair loss. The outcome of dizziness and
alopecia was unknown. The outcome of redness, swelling and pain
at the injection site, and cold sweats was resolved (reported as
lasted for 48 hours). Causality assessment was not provided.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0799347-1

65-79
years

This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of injection site pain in a 69-year-old
female patient who received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. On 4th May
2018, the patient received the 1st dose of SHINGRIX
(intramuscular). On 4th May 2018, less than a day after receiving
SHINGRIX, the patient experienced injection site pain. On 11th May
2018, the patient experienced generalized rash, hives, swelling of
wrists, ganglion of joint, hair loss, injected limb mobility decreased,
heartbeats irregular, thyroid disorder, visual impairment, walking
difficulty, psoriasis, shingles, dizziness and increased blood
pressure. On an unknown date, the outcome of the injection site
pain was unknown and the outcome of the generalized rash, hives,
swelling of wrists, ganglion of joint, hair loss, injected limb mobility
decreased, heartbeats irregular, thyroid disorder, visual impairment,
walking difficulty, psoriasis, shingles, dizziness and increased blood
pressure were not recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the injection site pain, generalized rash, hives,
swelling of wrists, ganglion of joint, hair loss, injected limb mobility
decreased, heartbeats irregular, thyroid disorder, visual impairment,
walking difficulty, psoriasis, shingles, dizziness and increased blood
pressure to be related to SHINGRIX. Additional details were
reported as follows: The patient received a dose of SHINGRIX on
the right arm. On 11th May 2018, 7 days after receiving SHINGRIX,
the patient experienced, pain at injection site, rash on body, hives
on body, swelling on wrist, ganglion cyst on wrist, hair falling out,
unable to use right hand, irregular heartbeat, thyroid issues (up and
down), difficulty seeing, difficulty walking and psoriasis on back.
The patient was planned to follow-up with her physician on an
unknown date. The emergency room visit required. The reporter
consented to follow up.

0800263-1

50-59
years

Upon receiving the SHINGRIX vaccination for the second and final
time on the recommended 6 months schedule, I have experienced
significant hair loss that is continuing. Have never had an issue with
hair loss before.

Unknown

Information has been received on 31-JAN-2019 regarding a case in
litigation from a lawyer concerning a female patient of unknown
age. There was no information provided regarding the patient's
concurrent conditions, medical history or concomitant medications.
In or around 21-MAR-2013, the patient was inoculated with the
ZOSTAVAX (lot number, expiration, dose and route unknown) for
routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the
prevention of shingles (herpes zoster.) Shortly after receiving the
ZOSTAVAX, the patient suffered unexplained rashes, arthralgias,
fatigue, tremors, headaches, unexplained weight loss, and hair loss
and was diagnosed with Lupus Erythematosus. In addition, the
patient's vision gradually decreased to the point that it was severely
blurred, and she could no longer drive or read any longer. As a
result, the patient was diagnosed with strabismic amblyopia,
cataract, dry eye syndrome, blepharospasm and nuclear sclerosis.
As a direct and proximate result of ZOSTAVAX the patient's
symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present prior to
using ZOSTAVAX. The patient also experiences mental and
emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and
seriousness of the patient's condition. As a result of ZOSTAVAX, the
patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further,
as a tragic consequence of ZOSTAVAX, the patient suffered serious,
progressive, permanent and incurable injuries, as well as conscious
pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of
enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. The patient has
suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses, loss of
accumulations and other economic and non-economic damages. As
a direct and proximate consequence of ZOSTAVAX, the patient
sustained serious personal injuries and related losses including but
not limited to the patient required and will continue to require
healthcare and services; the patient incurred and will continue to
incur medical and related expenses; and the patient suffered and
will continue to suffer mental anguish, physical pain and suffering,
diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life, a diminished quality
of life and other losses and damages. Lupus Erythematosus,
strabismic amblyopia, cataract/nuclear sclerosis, dry eye syndrome,
and blepharospasm were considered to be disabling. Upon internal
review, Lupus Erythematosus and cataract/nuclear sclerosis were
considered to be medically significant. Additional information has
been requested.

0800617-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0800711-1

0802112-1

0802315-1

0804280-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of injection site pain in a 69-year-old
female patient who received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. Previously
administered products included SHINGRIX with an associated
reaction of injection site pain (1st dose received on 23rd May 2019,
for tolerance refer case: US2019GSK021357). On 17th July 2018,
the patient received the 2nd dose of SHINGRIX. On 17th July 2018,
unknown after receiving SHINGRIX, the patient experienced drug
dose administration interval too short. In August 2018, the patient
experienced hair loss, dandruff and frontal fibrosing alopecia. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced injection site pain.
Rechallenge with SHINGRIX was positive. On an unknown date, the
outcome of the injection site pain was recovered/resolved and the
outcome of the hair loss and dandruff were not recovered/not
resolved and the outcome of the frontal fibrosing alopecia and drug
dose administration interval too short were unknown. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the injection site pain, hair loss,
dandruff and frontal fibrosing alopecia to be related to SHINGRIX.
Additional details were received as follows: The patient had pain at
injection site. The patient began to experience hair loss and
dandruff in early August 2018. The patient followed up with the
dermatologists who diagnosed her with fibrous alopecia. The patient
reported that her hair was falling out in clumps. The reporter did
not consent to follow up. The suspect vaccine lot number was
unknown at the time of reporting.

60-64
years

Fever not as high as 101; Chills; Hard, red injection site; Fatigue x
36 hr; Drenching night sweats - continue through today - no sign of
stopping. Hair loss worse than ever before - alopecia areata onset
age 6. 1 month after SHINGRIX: Patient developed croupy cough
Feb 5, 2019. Drenching night sweats got much worse on 2/9/19.
(Home scale) weight loss 2/10 - 2/17 and hunger - stabilized at 127
# (Down from 130 # on 2/9/19). 2/8/19, BP 111/68, P 69, O2 sat
99%, lungs clear, heart S1, S2, RRR. HT 169.0 cm; WT 59.4 kg
dressed. PCP prescribed fluticasone nasal spray - used it for a days
until nose was too dry 2/6/19 - 2/10/19. Hair loss patient stated
dramatically worse after 2nd SHINGRIX dose. Alopecia areata
ophiasic pattern since childhood. Scalp corticosteroid injections
were stopped in 2018. Last dose 10/12/18. Lack of benefit and
scalp atrophy were reasons for stopping q 4-6 injections.
Onycholysis with intermittent paronychial swelling and pain since
summer 2018; did have episode in late Dec (telephone call
documented in medical record at dermatology practice) visit on
1/24/19, loose nail remnants were removed of nails beds left 1st
and 3rd. She also started topical triamcinolone 0.1% ointment,
KENALOG injection were performed by PA-C at dermatology. Patient
was also using tea tree oil in December stopped. Patient has been
seeing physical therapist for thoracic back pain and left greater than
right functional instability of upper quarters (scapular motion
pattern). Previous C-Reactive Protein levels were all under reference
lower limits; from 2008-2014. Hgb A1C was 5.8 - 6.0% on 2/14/19.

Unknown

This case was reported by a consumer and described the occurrence
of hair loss in a male patient who received SHINGRIX for
prophylaxis. In December 2018, the patient received the 2nd dose
of SHINGRIX. On 15th December 2018, 7 days after receiving
SHINGRIX, the patient experienced hair loss. On an unknown date,
the outcome of the hair loss was not recovered/not resolved. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the hair loss to be related to
SHINGRIX. Additional details were provided as follows: The age at
vaccination was not reported. The week after SHINGRIX
vaccination, the patient noticed significant hair loss. This was never
an issue for the patient in the past. The patient's hair had always
grown very fast and rarely noticed any hair fall. This could be purely
coincidental and the vaccine was a protein derivative, but it was a
condition none the less. The patient realized this was likely entirely
coincidental, but he had always been exceptionally healthy.

Unknown

This case was reported by a nurse via call center representative and
described the occurrence of hair loss in a female patient who
received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. The patient's past medical
history included stem cell transplant (underwent 14 years before
the date of reporting, for multiple myeloma) and multiple myeloma.
In January 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of SHINGRIX. In
January 2019, less than a week after receiving SHINGRIX, the
patient experienced hair loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of
the hair loss was unknown. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the hair loss to be related to SHINGRIX. Additional
details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not
reported. The patient received a dose of SHINGRIX 5 weeks before
the date of reporting and experienced hair loss within 1 week. The
patient asked if hair loss was a side effect of the vaccine and if the
hair loss was permanent. The patient wanted to know before she
would receive 2nd dose of SHINGRIX, which was due on 13th March
2019. The patient's oncologist advised her to receive SHINGRIX.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0805665-1

0813948-1

0817208-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of hair loss in a 67-year-old female
patient who received SHINGRIX for prophylaxis. On 3rd December
2018, the patient received the 2nd dose of SHINGRIX. On an
unknown date, less than a year after receiving SHINGRIX, the
patient experienced hair loss and dermatitis. On an unknown date,
the outcome of the hair loss and dermatitis were unknown. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the hair loss and dermatitis to
be related to SHINGRIX. Additional details were provided as follows:
The patient had two shingles vaccines two months apart. After 2nd
dose, the patient has expressed scalp inflammation and hair loss.
The reporter was not seeing scalp inflammation or hair loss listed as
an expected side effect based on clinical trial data. The patient had
a return appointment with her dermatologist. The patient not totally
sure that she received SHINGRIX vaccine or another Shingles
vaccine from market. The patient was required to get two and it
was ordered by her primary care physician. The patient had to get
injections from her pharmacist. The reporter said that it probably
was SHINGRIX but perhaps there was a receipt that the patient
might have that you can confirm or some other paperwork from the
pharmacy nearby. The patient was traveling at the time of
reporting. The patient asked that, should be able to get the answer
within an hour.

60-64
years

hair loss; This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center
representative and described the occurrence of hair loss in a 60year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix)
(batch number D9474, expiry date 2021) for prophylaxis. On 19th
March 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. In March
2019, 3 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced hair
loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hair loss was not
recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered
the hair loss to be related to Shingrix. Additional case details were
provided as follows: The patient received the dose of Shingrix in the
left deltoid and after 3 to 4 days experienced hair loss. The patient's
symptoms did not change when the reporter had last spoke with
the patient a few weeks ago. As of the reporter knowledge, the
patient has not sought medical attention for this event. The reporter
was not able to provide expiration date due to an error in the
pharmacy computer system, but the expiration year was either
2020 or 2021.

Unknown

"This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer
regarding a case in litigation and refers to a female patient (pt) of
unknown age. The pt's relevant medical history, drug
reactions/allergies and concomitant medication were not reported.
The pt, through her attorneys, brought this cause of action for
personal injuries suffered as a direct and proximate result of being
inoculated with ZOSTAVAX, intended for the prevention of shingles.
On 07-JUL-2011, the pt was vaccinated with ZOSTAVAX (dose,
route, and lot # not provided). On an unknown date (reported as
""since receiving the vaccine""), the pt experienced chronic shingles
outbreaks, suffering from shingles over 13 times. At the reporting
time, she was suffering from neuropathy and balding as a result of
outbreaks on her scalp. The outcome of the events was not
recovered. The reporter considered shingles, neuropathy, and
balding to be related to ZOSTAVAX. Upon internal review,
neuropathy was considered to be a medically significant event."

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0818098-1

Unknown

hair loss; This case was reported by a consumer via call center
representative and described the occurrence of accelerated hair loss
in a adult patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for
prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose
of Shingrix. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix,
the patient experienced accelerated hair loss. On an unknown date,
the outcome of the accelerated hair loss was unknown. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the accelerated hair loss to be
related to Shingrix. Additional details were provided as follows: The
age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received Shingrix
and had significant increased hair loss. The patient was wondering if
hair loss was a reported side effect of the Shingrix vaccine. The
reporter did not see hair loss listed in the prescribing information.
The reporter was working with primary care provider and have ruled
out everything else, including thyroid dysfunction.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0819151-1

80+
years

HAIR LOSS

0822651-1

65-79
years

PATIENT REPORTS HAVING SIGNIFICANT ALOPECIA SINCE
VACCINE. PATIENT REPORTS NO OTHER CHANGES AT THE TIME.
INCIDENT REPORTED TO MYSELF (SHOT ADMINISTRATOR
7/8/2019)

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0826609-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

80+
years

Hair started falling out in clumps; This case was reported by a
pharmacist via call center representative and described the
occurrence of hair loss in a 84-year-old female patient who received
Herpes zoster (Shingrix) (batch number 53RF3, expiry date 17th
October 2021) for prophylaxis. On 18th July 2019, the patient
received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular) .5 ml. On 19th
July 2019, 1 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced
hair loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hair loss was
unknown. It was unknown if the reporter considered the hair loss to
be related to Shingrix. Additional details were provided as follows:
On Friday, the patient received Shingrix in left deltoid and on
Saturday, her hair started falling out in clumps. The reporter was
unable to provide any additional details. The reporter consented to
follow up. This case was found to be duplicate of the case
US2019132804. Case US2019132804 would be deleted and all the
future corresponding information to the present case would be
submitted to US2019132802 (case of record).

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0828753-1

65-79
years

AROUND DAY 3 POST-VACCINATION, PATIENT NOTICED
SIGNIFICANT HAIR LOSS. THIS CONTINUED FOR 3 OR 4 DAYS AND
HAS GRADUALLY LESSENED TO THE PRESENT TIME. AS OF
TODAY'S DATE, PATIENT FEELS HAIR CONDITION IS SIMILAR TO
WHAT IT WAS PRE-VACCINATION. (SYMPTOMS GRADUALLY
DIMINISHED AND WERE ONLY SEVERE FOR 4 OR SO DAYS)

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0829247-1

65-79
years

alopecia, complete loss of hair from scalp, chest, armpit, face,
eyebrows, nose, ears, groin within 4 to 6 weeks

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0835013-1

65-79
years

extreme hair loss

Unknown

"going blind in an unspecified eye; thyroid problems; hair falling
out; nails stopped growing; pinching pain in legs, feet, and anal
area; toe and anal pinching; toe and anal pinching; black stools;
Recently received the ""FLU vaccine on an unspecified date and
then the shingles flared up; pinching pain in legs, feet; This
spontaneous report was received from an 80-year-old male patient,
who was referring to himself. The patient's pertinent medical history
included heart attack and chronic allergies. He had no known drug
reactions or allergies and no known concomitant medications.. On
an unspecified date in 2012, the patient was vaccinated with zoster
vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, lot number
and expiration date were not provided) for prophylaxis (reported as
vaccination. On an unknown date, he experienced unspecified
thyroid problems, hair falling out, nail growth cessation, pinching
pain in legs, feet and anal area, toe and anal pinching, black stools
and also he stated that he was going blind in an unspecified eye. On
an unknown date in May 2019, the patient was vaccinated with the
first dose of zoster rgE vaccine (mammalian) (SHINGRIX) (dose,
route of administration, lot number, expiration date and indication
were not provided), and on an unknown date in July 2019, he was
vaccinated with the second dose of zoster rgE vaccine (mammalian)
(SHINGRIX). He stated, that after that, his symptoms improved for
a while and became worse again. On an unknown date (reported as
recently), he was vaccinated with an unspecified flu vaccine (dose,
route of administration, lot number, expiration date and indication
were not provided), and then shingles flared up. No treatment was
given for the events and no lab diagnostics were performed. The
patient sought medical attention. At the time of reporting, the
outcome of the events was reported as not recovered. The
relatedness between the events and the suspect vaccines was not
reported. Upon internal review, the event of ""going blind in an
unspecified eye"" was determined to be medically significant."

65-79
years

Woke up in the middle of the night unable to breathe. Had never
happened before in her life. Tried to calm herself from waking up in
panic. Would happen during day, or in the night more often. Would
happen like this for 2 weeks. Would get triggered by little things like
swallowing something. Tried allergy medication. Went to Urgent
care, diagnosed as allergies. After those 2 weeks, felt extremely
fatigued for the next two months into August. Started losing hair
around August September, and then in October diagnosed with
hyperthyroid.

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0839025-1

0845785-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

Hair is thinning; This case was reported by a consumer and
described the occurrence of hair thinning in a adult patient who
received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis. Previously
administered products included Prednisone with an associated
reaction of alopecia (about 2 years ago from the reporting date). On
an unknown date, the patient received Shingrix at an unknown
dose. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the
patient experienced hair thinning. On an unknown date, the
outcome of the hair thinning was unknown. The reporter considered
the hair thinning to be possibly related to Shingrix. Additional
details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not
reported. The age group was not reported but it was selected as
adult as per vaccine indication. The patient asked was there a
corticosteroid in Shingrix. The reason the patient asked was that
the patient had noticed that hair was thinning and the only thing
the patient could think of that might be causing it was Shingrix, as
the patient was not taking any new medications. The patient knew
that when the patient was on Prednisone, it caused the patient's
hair to thin for a while, but fortunately, about six months after the
patient finished taking the Prednisone, the hair came back to the
way it was before.

0848591-1

60-64
years

Fever and myalgia that started 24 hours later. As a physician, I
assumed these to be normal and expected side effects. However, I
had progressive worsening of muscle pain and stiffness that limited
my ability to function. Ten days after the vaccination, I developed
tetany of my elbows and could not straighten them at all for about
10 minutes and it took about 6 hours for that to completely resolve.
I was severely affected for 6-8 weeks with horrible muscle pain and
stiffness. The latter was so bad that I had trouble standing from a
seated position and exercise performance deteriorated. My energy
level declined. My hair started falling out. It took a full 3 months for
me to return to my level of functioning and relative pain free state
that I was enjoying in the 2 weeks prior to my Shingrix shot. I had
difficulties with muscle pain and stiffness for about 7 years prior to
the vaccination, however, my symptoms had improved
tremendously over the last several years and I was nearly
asymptomatic at the time of the injection. I do not know if this was
a true adverse reaction to the Shingrix shot or if the Shingrix
vaccination really exacerbated my underlying condition.

0849467-1

60-64
years

Pt states hair fell out after taking vaccine, next day sustained fever
over 100 degrees last for 2 days. She had severe upper + lower leg
cramps, joint pain, itching with no rash lasting 1 week. Had taken
flu shot in past with no problems.

65-79
years

hair loss; This case was reported by a consumer via call center
representative and described the occurrence of hair loss in a 77year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix)
(batch number P2275, expiry date 25th September 2021) for
prophylaxis. Previously administered products included blood
pressure medications. Concurrent medical conditions included
thyroid disorder. On 28th June 2019, the patient received the 1st
dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). In June 2019, less than a week
after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced hair loss. On an
unknown date, the outcome of the hair loss was
recovered/resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
hair loss to be related to Shingrix. Additional details were provided
as follows: After received Shingrix the patient experiencing
significant hair loss within 1 week and after 3 months, the hair loss
stopped. Tha patient had pre-existing thyroid problems, so patient
had her thyroid checked and it was fine. The patient saw a
dermatologist, and there were no problems seen with her scalp. The
patient went off her blood pressure medications and there was no
change. The patient had had a physical shortly before getting the
vaccine and everything was fine then. The follow up consent was
granted.

0846108-1

0852339-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0857045-1

0858406-1

0861943-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

increased hair loss; swelling at the injection site; Fatigue; Flu-like
symptoms; felt that she had a fever but did not take her
temperature; patches of dry skin around her face /nose/ mouth;
patches of dry skin around her hairline / skin flakes; skin flakes;
This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative
and described the occurrence of injection site swelling in a 62-yearold female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for
prophylaxis. In July 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of
Shingrix (intramuscular). In July 2019, immediately after receiving
Shingrix, the patient experienced injection site swelling, fatigue,
influenza-like symptoms, fever, dry skin face, dandruff and skin
peeling. On an unknown date, the patient experienced accelerated
hair loss. The patient was treated with medication unknown. On an
unknown date, the outcome of the injection site swelling, fatigue,
influenza-like symptoms, fever, dandruff and skin peeling were
recovered/resolved and the outcome of the dry skin face was
unknown and the outcome of the accelerated hair loss was not
recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter considered
the injection site swelling, fatigue, influenza-like symptoms, fever,
dandruff, skin peeling and accelerated hair loss to be related to
Shingrix. The reporter considered the dry skin face to be related to
Shingrix. Additional details were Provided as follows: The patient
received dose of Shingrix in the left arm. Soon after receiving the
vaccination, the patient had swelling at the injection site, the
swelling was visible through shirts. The patient stated that,did not
know how long it took for it to resolve, but did not think it lasted
very long. Within approximately two days after receiving the
vaccination, the patient had fatigue, and flu-like symptoms. The
patient experienced fever but did not take temperature at tha time.
These symptoms took a couple of weeks to resolve. Within two
weeks to a month, the patient noticed patches of dry skin around
her nose which spread to patches of dry skin on her face, and the
corners of her mouth and into the front of her hairline (looked like
dandruff). The dry skin produced a lot of skin flakes. The patient
began to notice increased hair loss approximately one month after
vaccination. The patient did not go to the dermatologist until a
couple of months after receiving the vaccine. The dermatologist told
the patient that he felt the patches of dry skin were due to the
vaccine and gave her medication to put on it. The dry patches
resolved with medication and took approximately four months from
the time the dry skin started for it to resolve with medication. The
reporter did not consent to follow up. This case has been linked with
case US2020AMR003766 and US2020003252 reported by same
reporter.

60-64
years

little soreness in her arm; was not feeling as well; Alopecia;
condition aggrvated; This case was reported by a consumer via call
center representative and described the occurrence of pain in arm
in a 63-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster
(Shingrix) for prophylaxis. Previously administered products
included Shingrix with an associated reaction of injection site
swelling (1st dose received in July 2019). Concurrent medical
conditions included alopecia. In October 2019, the patient received
the 2nd dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than 4 months
after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced pain in arm, feeling
abnormal, alopecia and condition aggravated. On an unknown date,
the outcome of the pain in arm and feeling abnormal were
recovered/resolved and the outcome of the alopecia and condition
aggravated were unknown. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the pain in arm, feeling abnormal, alopecia and
condition aggravated to be related to Shingrix. Additional details
were provided as follows: The patient received 2nd dose of Shingrix
and experienced little soreness in the arm, and was not feeling as
well. The reporter stated that, the patient recovered in few days
from symptoms. This case has been linked with case
US2020003252 and US2020AMR003766, reported by same reporter

60-64
years

alopecia; This case was reported by a other health professional via
call center representative and described the occurrence of alopecia
in a 61-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster
(Shingrix) for prophylaxis. On 3rd January 2020, the patient
received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 20th January
2020, 17 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced
alopecia. On an unknown date, the outcome of the alopecia was
recovering/resolving. It was unknown if the reporter considered the
alopecia to be related to Shingrix. Additional details were reported
as follows: The patient was a veterinarian. The patient received
Shingrix vaccine in right arm and suffered from alopecia. She saw
general practitioner who referred her to a dermatologist. The
Emergency room visit was required. The reporter consented to
follow up.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0867282-1

0873156-1

0874496-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

losing more hair; This case was reported by a consumer via call
center representative and described the occurrence of hair loss in a
female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for
prophylaxis. Concurrent medical conditions included hair loss. On an
unknown date, the patient received Shingrix at an unknown dose.
On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the patient
experienced hair loss. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hair
loss was not recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the reporter
considered the hair loss to be related to Shingrix. Additional details
were received as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported.
The patient had noticed that she was losing more hair after
receiving the Shingrix vaccine. The reporter was unwilling to
provide any additional details.

65-79
years

have Hair Loss / hair falling out; Itchy scalp bumps; Not feeling well
/ did not feel well; Itchy scalp bumps; This case was reported by a
consumer via call center representative and described the
occurrence of hair loss in a 72-year-old female patient who received
Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis. Previously administered
products included Revlimid. Concurrent medical conditions included
multiple myeloma and amyloidosis. On 3rd March 2020, the patient
received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 17th March
2020, 14 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced hair
loss, papular rash, malaise and pruritus. On an unknown date, the
outcome of the hair loss and malaise were resolved with sequelae
and the outcome of the papular rash and pruritus were
recovering/resolving. The reporter considered the hair loss, papular
rash, malaise and pruritus to be related to Shingrix. Additional
details were provided as follows: The patient reported adverse
reaction she believed to Shingrix injection and wanted to know if
these were common for individuals receiving Shingrix. The patient's
hairs were falling out when she brushed it, itchy bumps on scalp,
and not feeling well. The reporter consented to follow up.

Unknown

"feels as though she has "" the shingles without the blisters;
shingles without the blister; chronic severe pain to the right side of
her body; dry cough; generalized weakness; had seven herpatic
outbreaks; hair loss; Loss of eyelashes; This case was reported by a
nurse via sales rep and described the occurrence of vaccination
failure in a 56-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster
(Shingrix) for prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Herpes
zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis. In February 2020, the patient
received the 1st dose of Shingrix .5 ml. On 11th May 2020, the
patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix .5 ml. On an unknown
date, less than 4 months after receiving Shingrix and less than 2
months after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced vaccination
failure (serious criteria GSK medically significant), shingles, chronic
pain, dry cough, weakness, herpes virus infection, hair loss and loss
of eyelashes. On an unknown date, the outcome of the vaccination
failure, shingles, chronic pain, dry cough, weakness, herpes virus
infection, hair loss and loss of eyelashes were unknown. It was
unknown if the reporter considered the vaccination failure, shingles,
chronic pain, dry cough, weakness, herpes virus infection, hair loss
and loss of eyelashes to be related to Shingrix. It was unknown if
the reporter considered the vaccination failure, shingles, chronic
pain, dry cough and weakness to be related to Shingrix. Additional
information was provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not
reported, but could be 55 or 56 years old. The patient had seven
herpatic outbreak, noticed hair and eyelash loss after the 1st dose
of vaccine. The patient went ahead and had 2nd dose, experienced
severe pain to the right side of her body, dry cough, generalised
weakness and felt as she had shingles without blisters. This case
was considered as suspected vaccination failure as details regarding
time to onset for target disease and laboratory confirmation were
unknown at the time of reporting The reporter consented to follow
up."

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0879873-1

Unknown

Hair loss; This case was reported by a other health professional via
call center representative and described the occurrence of hair loss
in a 62-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster
(Shingrix) (batch number LD3NH, expiry date 11th December 2021)
for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient received the 2nd
dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, 4 days after receiving
Shingrix, the patient experienced hair loss. On an unknown date,
the outcome of the hair loss was unknown. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the hair loss to be related to Shingrix.
Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination
was not reported. The patient received Shingrix and experienced
hair loss. The HCP did not give any diagnosis other than hair loss
related to administration of shingrix and did not prescribe anything
for the patient. The reporter consented to follow up. This case
linked with US2020AMR160960, reported by same reporter.;
Sender's Comments: US-GLAXOSMITHKLINEUS2020AMR160960:same reporter

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0889023-1

60-64
years

Significant hair loss and am still losing it! Rash on left forearm

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0894755-1

0894848-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

65-79
years

-Pt started noticing a reaction about a week after, started with a
rash, went up to your hair that lead to hair loss, got into both feet
(now it is drying up now), also had red marks around the stomach,
under the arms (scaly marks), elbows.. -Pt went to the doctor appt
11/03/2020 -Pt has been telling the nurse about the situation , but
the nurse said to give it time to go away (pt stated she contacted
nurse 1 month ago) - Md consulted to take bendaryl OTC

50-59
years

warm feeling on her scalp; itching on her scalp; hair loss / in large
quantities /falling out by the root on the top of the head / scalp can
be seen on the top of her head; pain at the injection site; swelling;
muscle pain; fatigue; headache; shivering; feverish; upset
stomach; This case was reported by a consumer via call center
representative and described the occurrence of injection site pain in
a 55-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix)
for prophylaxis. On 4th August 2020, the patient received the 1st
dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 4th August 2020, less than a
day after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced injection site
pain, swelling, muscle pain, fatigue, headache, shivering, fever and
upset stomach. On 24th September 2020, the patient experienced
hair loss. On an unknown date, the patient experienced localized
feeling of warmth and itchy scalp. On an unknown date, the
outcome of the injection site pain, swelling, muscle pain, fatigue,
headache, shivering, fever and upset stomach were
recovered/resolved and the outcome of the localized feeling of
warmth, itchy scalp and hair loss were not recovered/not resolved.
It was unknown if the reporter considered the injection site pain,
swelling, muscle pain, fatigue, headache, shivering, fever, upset
stomach, localized feeling of warmth, itchy scalp and hair loss to be
related to Shingrix. Additional details were provided as follows: The
patient received first dose of Shingrix vaccine on 4th August 2020.
The patient reported that same evening the patient experienced
pain at the injection site, swelling, muscle pain, fatigue, headache,
shivering, feverish, and upset stomach. The events lasted for 3
days and then resolved. Caller reported she left work early a couple
of times due to these events. The patient reported that she had hair
loss and reported hair started falling out in large quantities and was
falling out by the root on the top of the head. The patient reported
hair has fallen out to the point where the scalp could be seen on the
top of her head. The patient reported the hair loss was still ongoing
at the time of reporting. Periodically the patient had itching on her
scalp and a warm feeling on her scalp but was not sure when this
started. The patient reported she was having blood work done
because of the hair loss. The reporter consented to follow up.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0898932-1

65-79
years

hair started falling out / still ongoing; severe joint pain/ severe pain
in the knees / hip pain; severe back pain; trouble getting up and
down / trouble getting up and down stairs; trouble walking; she
could not sleep.; This case was reported by a consumer and
described the occurrence of joint pain in a 69-year-old female
patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.
Previously administered products included Shingrix with an
associated reaction of influenza like illness (1st dose received on
24th july 2020 in left arm, refer case US2020AMR229141). On 24th
September 2020, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix. In
September 2020, less than a day after receiving Shingrix, the
patient experienced insomnia. On 24th September 2020, the
patient experienced joint pain, back pain, mobility decreased and
walking difficulty. On 29th September 2020, the patient experienced
alopecia. On 28th September 2020, the outcome of the joint pain,
back pain, mobility decreased, walking difficulty and insomnia were
recovered/resolved. On an unknown date, the outcome of the
alopecia was not recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the joint pain, back pain, mobility decreased,
walking difficulty, insomnia and alopecia to be related to Shingrix.
Additional details were reported as follows: On 24th September
2020, the patient received 2nd dose of Shingrix in the left arm and
later on that same day had severe joint pain, severe pain in the
knees, severe back and hip pain, trouble getting up and down and
trouble walking, and trouble getting up and down stairs and the
same night the patient could not sleep. The patient reported the
pain came on immediately that same day as the vaccine. On 26th
September 2020, the patient went to the physician and the week
before about these events. The patient stated that these events
lasted 3 days and then resolved by 28th September 2020. On 29th
September 2020, the patient's hair started falling out and this was
still ongoing currently. The patient reported she had been in contact
with a nutritionist twice to discuss these side effects. The reporter
consented to follow up. This case had been linked with
US2020228560, reported by same reporter.; Sender's Comments:
US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020228560:same reporter (sister¦s
case) US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020AMR229141:same reporter

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0902620-1

50-59
years

extreme hair loss (alopecia) over the span of 2-3 months

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

0918733-1

1019208-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

potential hair loss; mild face rash; This case was reported by a
consumer via call center representative and described the
occurrence of rash in a female patient who received Herpes zoster
(Shingrix) for prophylaxis. On 30th November 2020, the patient
received the 2nd dose of Shingrix. On 1st December 2020, 1 days
after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced rash. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced hair loss. On an unknown
date, the outcome of the rash was not recovered/not resolved and
the outcome of the hair loss was unknown. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the rash and hair loss to be related to Shingrix.
Additional details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination
was not reported. The patient received 2nd dose of Shingrix and
woke up with a mild facial rash. The patient asked if hair loss was a
common side effect of Shingrix but refused to answer any further
questions about herself or her experience with the vaccine. Did not
consent to follow-up.

Unknown

Could hair loss be a side effect / alopecia; This case was reported
by a consumer and described the occurrence of alopecia in a 64year-old patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for
prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient received Shingrix. On
an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the patient
experienced alopecia. On an unknown date, the outcome of the
alopecia was not recovered/not resolved. It was unknown if the
reporter considered the alopecia to be related to Shingrix.
Additional details were provided as follows: The reporter was the
patient. The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient had
inquired if alopecia could be a side effect of Shingrix. The patient
had already made an appointment with a dermatologist. The
reporter consented to follow-up.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

1125176-1

60-64
years

Headaches, flu-like symptoms, SEVERE joint pain, dizziness, very
short of breath and weak, ears ringing, severe fatigue, nerve
sensations/tingling below my elbows and knees, feels like arthritis
in all my joints, feels like my muscles and tendons are tearing, my
hips feel like they have sciatica, no stamina what-so-ever, feet
sting, severe back pain. Basically I hurt all over my body and feel
like my nerve endings sting and my feet are on fire and my hair has
been falling out.

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

1228631-1

60-64
years

lost all head hair beginning approximately 48h post injection

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

1286353-1

60-64
years

"She had gone to the doctor as she was having issues with hives.
The doctor asked her if she had the Shingles vaccine, and she told
her no and she administered the vaccine without permission that
she is aware of. She told her that she did not want the vaccine, and
that she was there for treatment of the hives and she thought she
was getting a steroid shot to help her with her present symptoms.
She feels now that she was some sort of experiment now. She got
the vaccine and within 2 weeks she started having loosing her hair
to the point that she lost it all, it's now about 1"" long. She had not
cut her hair in over 4 years. She started getting blisters all of her
body and her body started turning red. She lost all her nails on her
hands and her feet, very very painful. She couldn't touch anything,
could not walk to the bathroom and had to get a bedside commode
and for 3 months she had to wear diapers as she did not have the
strength to get out of bed. She is down to 176# right now ,but
weighed 210# at the time of the vaccine. She has to moisturize her
skin every 2-3 hours as she had scales and the dryness was so bad
that her skin was cracking and she could see her under skin. She
could not shower as the pressure of the water felt like she was
being cut in half. She went back to the doctor at that time and she
refused to help her and told her that the vaccine could not have
done that to her, but she had not had any reaction like that before
the vaccine. She has had skin problems her entire life but never had
a reaction like this until the vaccine. She would have to fill the tub
with more cold than hot and used aloe vera shampoo and body
wash mixed and sit in it and try to run water over her body and it
would cause her skin to fall off. She would have to shower with the
lowest setting, and then moisturize again. She could not bear the
feeling of the wind on her skin as it would start to scale and had to
have a blanket at all times due to chills. She still gets blisters a little
but moisturizes to make sure that it stays under control. She is in a
lot of pain due to this reaction. She has gotten to a new doctor who
is treating her with Benadryl and steroids, which finally after 5
months has started to help her and improve. Her skin continued to
scale off and if she does not moisturize for 6 hours then she will
start to react the same way. Due to this she has lost her job, which
she worked her entire life, and was evicted from her home due to
not able to pay rent due to loss of income. They increased in
November without any notice, no repairs to her apartment, no heat
or central air, never late on her rent, but the apartments were
under new management and increased the rent $300.00 more."

ALOPECIA

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

1287405-1

60-64
years

Tinnitus, doctor referred me to ear, nose, and throat physician.
Hearing test completed. Diagnosis was loss of hearing. Loss of hair
in cholera.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

VAERS ID

1378160-1

1848122-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

I developed alopecia areata after receiving this vaccine. This
condition begins around 60 days following an event. (January) I
began to notice hair loss in March of 2021. My hair has continued to
fall out to this day and will probably continue to fall out until around
August. I am hoping not to have total hair loss but I have already
purchased wigs and have costs for PCP follow up, Dermatology visit
and injections and immunologist visit.

65-79
years

Swollen Left arm/ Swollen Left hand; could not raise or move her
left arm; Throat redness; Throat swelling; Throat burning; Hair
loss; Hearing loss Left ear; This case was reported by a consumer
via call center representative and described the occurrence of
hearing loss unilateral in a 74-year-old female patient who received
Herpes zoster (Shingrix) (batch number 7742Z, expiry date 25th
March 2023) for prophylaxis. Co-suspect products included Flu
Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022
season) for prophylaxis. The patient's past medical history included
shingles and covid-19. Previously administered products included
Zostavax. Concurrent medical conditions included hospice care and
penicillin allergy. On 19th October 2021, the patient received the
1st dose of Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022
season. In October 2021, less than 2 weeks after receiving Shingrix
and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022 season, the patient
experienced hearing loss unilateral (serious criteria GSK medically
significant), mobility decreased, red throat, throat swelling, burning
in throat and hair loss. On 20th October 2021, the patient
experienced swelling arm. On an unknown date, the outcome of the
hearing loss unilateral and mobility decreased were unknown and
the outcome of the swelling arm, red throat, throat swelling,
burning in throat and hair loss were not recovered/not resolved. It
was unknown if the reporter considered the hearing loss unilateral,
swelling arm, mobility decreased, red throat, throat swelling,
burning in throat and hair loss to be related to Shingrix and
Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2021-2022 season. Additional
details were provided as follows: The patient self-reported this case.
The patient received Shingrix vaccine in left arm and flu vaccine in
right vaccine at same time. The patient experienced hearing loss in
her left ear, swollen left hand swollen left arm, throat redness,
throat burning, throat swelling, and hair loss. The patient stated
that she could not raise or move her left arm (she stated that she
could not pick up a cup of coffee). The patient admitted that she
was still having problems using her left arm but was better than it
was on 20th October 2021. The patient enquired the efficacy of first
dose and does not want to get second dose. The reporter did not
consent to follow up.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1887600-1

0219705-1

0323639-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

"COVID (disease); she could not raise or move her left arm (she
could not pick up a cup of coffee) / she still has problems using her
left arm but is better than it was; hearing loss in her left ear;
swollen left hand/ swollen left arm; throat redness; throat burning;
throat swelling; hair loss; shingles; This spontaneous report was
received from a consumer referring to herself, a 74-year-old female
patient with penicillin allergy and on hospice care. No information
regarding the patient's medical history or concomitant medications
was provided. On an unknown date, reported as 12 years ago,
when ""the patient turned 60"", she was first vaccinated with a dose
of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, frequency, route of
administration, lot# and expiration date were not reported) for
prophylaxis. On an unknown date in 2020, reported as last year, the
patient received a new double shot vaccine (not otherwise
specified) (dose, frequency, route of administration, lot# and
expiration date were not reported). On 19-OCT-2021, she was
vaccinated with a dose of varicella zoster vaccine rge (cho)
(SHINGRIX), solution for injection, probably on left arm (dose,
frequency, route of administration were not reported), lot # 7742Z,
expiration date: 25-MAR-2023, and with a dose of influenza vaccine
(manufacturer unknown), reported as flu vaccine, in right arm
(dose, frequency, route of administration, lot# and expiration date
were not reported), both for prophylaxis. On an unknown date in
October 2021, the patient experienced multiple reactions: hearing
loss in her left ear, swollen left hand and swollen left arm, throat
redness, throat burning, throat swelling and hair loss. She stated
that she could not raise or move her left arm (she stated that she
could not pick up a cup of coffee) starting on 20-OCT-2021. She
admitted that she still had problems using her left arm but it
seemed better than it was on 20-OCT-2021 and 21-OCT-2021. On
an unknown date, the patient experienced Coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) disease. On an unknown date, reported as now,
she had shingles and ""she would not say, it was a mild case"",
additionally, shingles (disease) was also reported as the patient's
medical history (clarification regarding discrepancies pending). The
outcome of hearing loss in her left ear, swollen left hand and
swollen left arm, COVID-19 disease, hair loss, throat redness,
throat burning, throat swelling and shingles was unknown. The
outcome of peripheral swelling was reported as
recovering/resolving. The causality assessment between the events
and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) and influenza vaccine
(manufacturer unknown) was not provided. The relatedness
between zoster vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) and hearing loss in
her left ear, swollen left hand swollen left arm, could not raise or
move her left arm, throat redness, throat burning, throat swelling,
and hair loss was related. The causality assessment between zoster
vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) and COVID-19 disease and shingles
was not reported. Upon internal review, the event of hearing loss in
her left ear was considered to be medically significant."

6-11
months

"A mother reported that her 8 month old son received an injection
of Prevnar (pneumococcal 7-valent conjugate vaccine) on 07/09/02.
Concomitant vaccine therapy included Engerix B, Infanrix, Act-Hib,
and EIPZ. Medical history included sepsis and apnea at one week of
age. On 07/11/02, the child developed a fever, and ""broke out in a
rash all over his body, including the ""bottom of his feet."" The rash
got ""progressively worse for two days"" before spontaneously
resolving. During that same time period, the child developed
""spontaneous bruising over his entire body, bloody eyes, sun
sensitivity, irritability , and all hair on his hair on his head fell out"".
The reporter indicated that her son ""had a dark complexion and
dark eyes, and now has a pasty, white complexion"" and light eyes
which appear ""glossed over"". In August 2002, the child
experienced hair regrowth and spontaneous resolution of the
bruising and ""bloody eyes"". She stated his hair color ""changed
from brown to light blonde"". From 07/02 through 10/02, the child
did not gain weight; he currently weighs 22lbs. In October 2002,
the child was tested for ""platelet pool storage disorder""; the
results were negative. At that date of this report, the child
continues to experience irritability. Information regarding these
events has been forwarded to manufacturers of the concomitantly
administered vaccines."

6-17
years

2 out of 3 shots of GARDASIL administered. Alopecia was the
diagnosis after seeing doctor August 27, 2008. Blotchy hair loss in
the front of her head (pictures taken) 1st shot given in November,
2007 and second given in April, 2008. Hair loss began approx. June,
2008 and is progressively getting worse. Doctor prescribed
Selenium Sulfide Lotion to use twice a week for 2 weeks. Does not
believe there will be a change. Also went for blood work to check
thyroid (August 28, 2008) Results not given as of yet.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

30-39
years

I have been loosing my hair at an alarming rate since taking the
2nd of the 3 gardasil shots. Prior to this vaccine I had never had a
problem with hair loss. There is no family history of female hair
loss. I had all three shots before connecting the hair loss with the
vaccine. I have had numerous doctor's appointments (blood work),
dermatologists appointments and now am under the supervision of
a nutritionist/herbologist. My OBGYN recommended this vaccine
even though I was above the age of recommendation. I paid for all
three shots with no help from insurance. All of my doctor's (apart
from the OBGYN) are concerned that this is a side effect of the
vaccine. It is over a year since my last dose and my hair continues
to fall out. In addition, I noticed that my legs were sore during the
time between when I got my first dose through my third dose. This
was not constant but enough of a concern that I was tested for
lymes disease. I had the shots in Jan. 07, March 07 & July 07.

0339093-1

6-17
years

When I joined in March of 1987 I was a healthy teenager with
records to prove it. Sometime between March and May of 1987 I
received several vaccinations administered with a air gun injector.
The vaccines were mixed with other vaccines, it was done outside,
the guns were not cleaned in between recruits and I was given
vaccines that I was allergic to. To make things worse I was given
enough vaccines for at least 3 people. The best my VA case worker
and I can figure out is that I got sick about 1 month from the date
of the physical I got in January or February. I was sick the entire
time I was there. I had pneumonia, sinus infections, ear infections,
seizures, passing out, falling asleep all the time, migraines,
shortness of breath, vertigo, vision problems, and that is just a few
of the problems that I had. I have been being treated for an
epilepsy, clotting disorder, migraines, asthma, arthritis, hearing
loss, vision problems, among things from 1987 to the present. I
have been diagnosed with APS, Lupus anticoagulant, sleep apnea,
epilepsy, asthma, COPD, PTSD, OCD, arthritis of every kind, hearing
loss, hair loss, teeth fall out, immune system is very poor, and I am
currently being tested for kidney failure, diabetes, and Hepatitis. I
take many pills and supplements daily. I cannot do anything that I
used to. I have no social life. I am sterile and cannot have children
ever and now I am having night terrors. I am sick and tired of my
life revolving around pill times, what I can or cannot eat, I can't go
to the movies, etc. because of the noise and the large amount of
people. I have not been able to drive since 1999 and I cannot work.
A knee injury I got will in boot camp will never heal and I cannot
have surgery to repair it because of the blood disorder. I saw this
claim at the FDA site and I am hoping that there is something that
you can do to help me. 2/18/09 Received medical records. FINAL
DX: antiphospholipid antibody syndrome w/(+) lupus anticoagulant.
Records reveal patient experienced PE approx 1993; CVA approx
1995; TIAs x2; LLE DVT approx 1997. Hosp admit of 10/2003 for
SOB, chest pressure & diaphosesis. Heme/onc consult done.
Headaches; Legs going numb; Nausea; Chest pains-right side; Joint
pains; Lower right abdominal pains; Chronic fatigue; Mood
changes-light Hair loss-noticed in shower; Back pain. Now the left
side of abdomen hurts-more than Right.á

0324149-1

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0447294-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0527040-1

1-2 years

Complete Loss of Hair onset within the first 3 days of the
immunizations. (Alopecia Totalis). Total hair loss onset rapidly over
the course of of the following weeks.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0544052-1

6-17
years

Hair loss - smaller pieces sticking up. Thinner hair - sx started at
the end of Dec. 2012.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0634153-1

6-17
years

Hot flashes, irritability, cold hands and feet, hypersensitive to noise,
severe acne, yellow eyes, hair loss, depression, red feet.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0707825-1

30-39
years

see below

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

0867751-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

the patient complained of excessive hair loss/shedding from his
head; Information has been received from the patient's mother
referring to a 14 years old male patient. The patient had none drug
reactions/allergies, concomitant medications or pertinent medical
history. On 05-MAR-2020, the patient was vaccinated with the first
dose of hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast)
(GARDASIL 9) lot # 1621931, expiration date: 26-JAN-2022 for
prophylaxis(also reported as normal childhood vaccinations)
(strength, dose, frequency and route were not provided). On
around 12-MAR-2020, the patient complained of excessive hair
loss/shedding from his head. The patient had not complained of any
other symptoms. The patient's mother had spoken with physician.
At this time the physician would monitor the situation as she did not
want to prescribe corticosteroids (unspecified) during the
Coronavirus/corona virus disease (COVID) 19 pandemic. There was
no treatment given to the event. The outcome of the event was not
recovered. The causality assessment was not reported.
combinationproductreport: Yes; brandname: GARDASIL 9 SYRINGE
(DEVICE); commondevicename: HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52
58 VLP vaccine (yeast); productcode: FMF; devicetype: SYRINGE,
PISTON (FMF); manufacturername: Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.;
devicelotnumber: 1621931; expirationdate: 26-JAN-2022;
deviceage and unit: 0 ; malfunction: Unknown; deviceusage:
Unknown; evaluatedbymfr: Not returned to manufacturer;
reasonfornoneval: 81 Other; labeledsingleusedevice: No;
mdcpreportability: No; mdcpreprationale: Case information does
not suggest a causal association with the device or device
constituent

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0879060-1

18-29
years

"A few days after I received my Fall 2019 flu shot, I had awful side
effects. I was going to class full-time and I all of a sudden had weak
knees, I couldn't even make it back to my car after class. I was
suddenly very lightheaded, I was crying uncontrollably for no
reason, my hair was falling out, I couldn't even drive a mile down
the road without feeling like I was going to pass out at any minute.
These side effects lasted for about a month. To this day, I suffer
every single day of lightheadedness/dizziness. It all came down
after I received my flu shot. I've taken flu shots every single year
and I have never had side effects. I take therapy for it and I have
what they call ""sensory mismatch."" It is very common to have
after a live virus enters your system. My life has been a living hell
after last year's flu shot, unfortunately."

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0951144-1

40-49
years

increased injection site swelling daily, extreme nausea, severe body
aches, severe headaches with blurred vision, hair loss

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0973755-1

1-2 years

Hair loss.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0992980-1

65-79
years

Cold shivers, lethargic,no appetite, sleeping all day all night.
Started to lose hair. Was able to go for a short walk on Sunday
31st. Monday 1st Feb back to normal still loosing hair!!!

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1020875-1

<6
months

Area of hair loss was reported. First course of treatment was to
send with clavamox 125mg tabs to give twice daily for 10 days, as
well as Miconazole Cream and Dermalone Cream to be applied
alternatavely three times daily. The animal was later sent with
Pentoxyphylline 14mg capsules given by mouth twice daily for 30
days. Area of hair loss has not improved.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1066064-1

80+
years

painful joints an aching muscel, hair loss, not steady on my feet,
some itching.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1162472-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

"fatigue; fever; headache; pain; dizzy; hair loss; This is a
spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old
non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), dose 1 via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in the right arm on 12Mar2021 at
13:30 at 58-years-old (Batch/Lot Number: EL3247) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunization, at a workplace clinic; apixaban
(ELIQUIS), route of administration, start and stop date, batch/lot
number and dose were not reported for an unspecified indication;
levothyroxine sodium (TIROSINT), route of administration, start and
stop date, batch/lot number and dose were not reported for an
unspecified indication; liothyronine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN),
route of administration, start and stop date, batch/lot number and
dose were not reported for an unspecified indication; zinc
(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), route of administration, start and
stop date, batch/lot number and dose were not reported for an
unspecified indication; also reported ""other medications in two
weeks: D, B, C, A"", with no other details provided. The patient did
not receive any other vaccine within four weeks of the suspect
vaccine. The patient's medical history included gluten sensitivity
from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, contrast media
allergy (CAT dye) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing,
COVID-19 from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing (prior to
vaccination). Concomitant medications were not reported. The
patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and
experienced drug allergy; start and stop dates were not reported.
On 12Mar2021 at 18:00, the patient experienced: fatigue (nonserious), fever (non-serious), headache (non-serious), pain (nonserious), dizzy (non-serious), hair loss (non-serious). There was no
treatment received in regard to the events. The action taken in
response to the events for apixaban, levothyroxine sodium,
liothyronine, and zinc was unknown. The clinical outcome of the
events was recovering. The patient was not tested for COVID post
vaccination."

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1219187-1

30-39
years

Post first vaccine, patient experienced hair loss (#2 patches of hair
missing), headaches, joint pain between days 1-4 and lasted over 7
days. Post the second vaccine, patient experienced hair loss (#15
patches of hair missing), headaches and worse joint pain between
days 1+ and still experiencing during submission of this report.
Patient has had lab work completed and TSH was elevated and
created a cascading event of immune response.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1220795-1

50-59
years

Red rash covered both legs and swelling from knees down to feet.
Hard time walking. Hair not coming back in on legs. Calves on legs
hard as a rock, pain itching. Still swelled and very sore.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1229629-1

60-64
years

I have alopecia arreata which had been in remission for 5 months or
more. I had ahead full of healthy hair growing very well. After the
first vaccine, in 7-10 days my hair sloughed. It took only 2-3 days
to completely fall out to a slick bald head. After the second dose
EP6955 Pfizer, in the days and weeks to follow, I noticed hair loss of
eyebrows, eyelashes, nasal hair, and all body hair. Also, profound
itching and tingling of skin on my abdomen, chest, arms and
legs.My diagnosis has been updated to alopecia universalis. 1st
vaccine 2/26/2021 2nd vaccine 3/19/2021 reaction start date
3/6/2021

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1242157-1

40-49
years

Sore arm. Not sure if this is the cause, but hair is falling out.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1298904-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
"Passed out 3 times after Moderna vaccine; hair thinning; dry skin
and nose; dry skin and nose; muscle spasm in back; This
spontaneous case was reported by a consumer (subsequently
medically confirmed) and describes the occurrence of LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS (Passed out 3 times after Moderna vaccine) in a
73-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of
additional non-serious events is detailed below. Co-suspect product
included non-company product PALBOCICLIB (IBRANCE) for Breast
cancer. Concurrent medical conditions included Breast cancer, Acute
cystitis, Anxiety, Lipid metabolism disorder NOS, Unspecified
disorder of thyroid, Dizziness, Giddiness, Hyperlipidemia,
Hypokalemia, Pure hypercholesterolemia, Thyrotoxicosis, Acquired
hypothyroidism, Urinary tract infection, Drug allergy (Allergy to
Amoxycillin), Drug allergy (Allergy to Sulfa) and Drug allergy
(Allergy to Penicillin.). Concomitant products included DOCOSANOL
(ABREVA), ANASTROZOLE, ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM, CALCIUM
CARBONATE, COLECALCIFEROL (CALTRATE +VIT.D), MECLIZINE
HCL, PROCHLORPERAZINE MALEATE, ZOLEDRONIC ACID
MONOHYDRATE (ZOMETA) and LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM
(SYNTHYROID) for an unknown indication. In February 2021, the
patient started PALBOCICLIB (IBRANCE) (unknown route) 125
milligram. On an unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form.
On an unknown date, the patient experienced LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS (Passed out 3 times after Moderna vaccine)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), ALOPECIA (hair
thinning), DRY SKIN (dry skin and nose), NASAL DRYNESS (dry skin
and nose) and MUSCLE SPASMS (muscle spasm in back). At the
time of the report, LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS (Passed out 3 times
after Moderna vaccine), ALOPECIA (hair thinning), DRY SKIN (dry
skin and nose), NASAL DRYNESS (dry skin and nose) and MUSCLE
SPASMS (muscle spasm in back) outcome was unknown. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown. The patient reported that the cosuspect drug Ibrance (palbociclib) was taken once daily for 21 days.
The patient reported that she went to ER (emergency room) for
""passing out"". No treatment information was provided. Very
limited information regarding these events has been provided at
this time. The patient's medical history and con meds are
confounders.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information
regarding these events has been provided at this time. The patient's
medical history and con meds are confounders."

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1309283-1

Age

60-64
years

Adverse Event Description
"neuropathy in her right hand; Heart rate of 150; cough; hair loss;
red spots on face; no appetite; GI upset; This spontaneous case
was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (neuropathy in her right hand) in a 63year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID19 Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. Co-suspect product included
non-company product TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) for Neoplasm breast.
Concurrent medical conditions included Malignant neoplasm of
female breast. On an unknown date, the patient received first dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1
dosage form and TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) at an
unspecified dose. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (neuropathy in her right hand)
(seriousness criterion medically significant), HEART RATE
INCREASED (Heart rate of 150), COUGH (cough), ALOPECIA (hair
loss), ERYTHEMA (red spots on face), DECREASED APPETITE (no
appetite) and ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT (GI upset). At the time of
the report, NEUROPATHY PERIPHERAL (neuropathy in her right
hand), HEART RATE INCREASED (Heart rate of 150), COUGH
(cough), ALOPECIA (hair loss), ERYTHEMA (red spots on face),
DECREASED APPETITE (no appetite) and ABDOMINAL DISCOMFORT
(GI upset) outcome was unknown. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal
ranges are provided in parenthesis if available): In April 2021,
Blood bilirubin: elevated (High) Elevated. The action taken with
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Unknown) was
unknown. No treatment medications were reported. On 12-MAR2021, it was reported that the patient was in the emergency room
(ER). She was complaining of heart rate of 150 and cough. She
states, ""I got Moderna Vaccine the day before I started my Tukysa,
I am not sure which one or both are doing this. On 03-MAY-2021, it
was reported that Patient reports that Tukysa was on hold for about
a week from 16-APR-2021 to 22-APR-2021 because her bilirubin
level was elevated. Patient reports that she also has little red spots
on her face, they do not itch and are not painful. Patient states that
she has no appetite and has a lot of GI upset. Patient states that
she is beginning to lose her hair. Patient also states that she had
some neuropathy in her R hand. This case refers to a 63-yearold
female patient receiving cancer treatment who experienced some
events after the administration of the vaccine on an unspecified
date. Very limited information regarding these events has been
provided at this time. Further information has been requested. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 03May-2021: additional adverse events were updated, case upgraded
to serious, action taken with Tukysa was updated.; Sender's
Comments: This case refers to a 63-yearold female patient
receiving cancer treatment who experienced some events after the
administration of the vaccine on an unspecified date. Very limited
information regarding these events has been provided at this time.
Further information has been requested."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID
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Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1332816-1

65-79
years

Pulmonary fibrosis; rash under the skin that spread out;
SCHAMBERG'S DISEASE/STILL HAD SOME TINY SPOTS THAT
LOOKS LIKE PAPRIKA; losing hair; injured the inside left forearm
and back of head; injured the inside left forearm and back of head;
fell from bed; This is a non-interventional study, solicited report
based on the information received by Pfizer (Mfr. Report Number:
21K-163-3844962-00). This a solicited report a contactable
consumer (patient) of a 74-year-old female with events of
pulmonary fibrosis and non-serious fell from bed injured the inside
left forearm and back of head, schamberg's disease/still had some
tiny spots that looks like paprika, rash under skin that spread out
and started losing hair with adalimumab (HUMIRA). The patient
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE),
via intramuscular on an unspecified date (at the age of 74 years) as
single dose for COVID-19 immunisation; adalimumab (HUMIRA,
Solution for injection in pre-filled pen), via subcutaneous from an
unspecified date at unspecified dose for moderate to severe chronic
plaque psoriasis. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. On unknown dates, the patient
experienced pulmonary fibrosis, schamberg's disease/still had some
tiny spots that looks like paprika, rash under skin that spread out
and started losing hair. In March 2021, the patient experienced fell
from bed injured the inside left forearm and back of head. COVID19 VACCINE was also considered suspect. The patient started taking
adalimumab years ago somewhere about the times of the clinical
trials. She was taken off after trials ended and then diagnosed with
pulmonary fibrosis. She eventually went back on adalimumab and
fibrosis gotten better. The patient took COVID-19 vaccine and
started noticing a rash under the skin that spread out. Her doctor
had prescribed prednisone which she had weaned off of for now in
2021. She had started losing her hair as well. She had been on
adalimumab for a long time and did not feel it was adalimumab
related. Doctor seemed to think it was Schimberg's disease, she
was still recovering from disease. Her doctor prescribed her Z-Pak,
most of the part cleared up. She still had some tiny spots that look
like paprika. She fell from bed about two weeks ago in Mar2021
injuring the Inside left forearm and back of her head. She went to
emergency room because she was on blood thinner. It was unknown
if patient was enrolled in a COVID-19 Vaccine Trial. On unknown
date, patient received COVID-19 Vaccine manufactured by Pfizer.
The patient was treated with prednisone and Z-PAK. The action
taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable,
for adalimumab was unknown. On an unknown date, pulmonary
fibrosis resolved with sequelae. Outcome of schamberg's
disease/still had some tiny spots that looks like paprika, rash under
the skin that spread out and losing hair was not recovered, of
injured the inside left forearm and back of head was unknown, of
fell from bed was recovering. The reporter's assessment of the
causal relationship of the events with the bnt162b2 was not
provided at the time of this report. Since no determination has been
received, the case is managed based on the company causality
assessment. Causality for adalimumab: The reporter's causality for
the event of pulmonary fibrosis with adalimumab was a reasonable
possibility. The reporter's causality for the events of fell from bed
injured the inside left forearm and back of head onset in Mar2021
and fell from bed injured the inside left forearm and back of head
onset in Mar2021 was not provided. The reporter's causality for the
events of schamberg's disease/still had some tiny spots that looks
like paprika, fell from bed injured the inside left forearm and back
of head onset in Mar2021, rash under skin that spread out and
started losing hair with adalimumab was no reasonable possibility.
One's opinion is that there is no reasonable possibility that the
events of pulmonary fibrosis, fell from bed injured the inside left
forearm and back of head onset in Mar2021, schamberg's
disease/still had some tiny spots that looks like paprika, fell from
bed injured the inside left forearm and back of head onset in
Mar2021, fell from bed injured the inside left forearm and back of
head onset in Mar2021, rash under skin that spread out and started
losing hair are related to adalimumab. Information on the lot/batch
number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the
close temporal relationship, A possible contributory role of the
suspect product to the development of Pulmonary Fibrosis, head
injury and limb injury cannot be excluded. The impact of this report
on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part
of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and
analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern
identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in
response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics
Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1375630-1

<6
months

alopecia, autoimmune

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1469669-1

60-64
years

increased fatigue with exercise and being out in the sun; memory is
shot, memory problems; trouble with sleep at times; double vision
episode, had some double vision; bottom of my feet, they are cold,
like I am stepping in ice water. sensation of walking in ice water;
big crowds cause her stress; wording is getting worse; worsening
bladder control; drunken walk, she was like walking in like she's
drunk, and running into the door way; steroids gave him black
sticky diarrhea; speech has been slurred; dry mouth; nurse was not
able to clarify some cognitive issue; severe cold/ bad cold; she was

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

able to clarify some cognitive issue; severe cold/ bad cold; she was
Adverse Event Description
hospitalized for a blood infection; filed for disability worsening of
her MS; bruising; hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning; feel the
burning in both feet; numbness on bottom of both feet; steroids
gave him black sticky diarrhea; balance disorder; had a lapse on
therapy, was out of medicine for about a week; dizziness; felt like a
train ran over her; underdose of the medications; had an ulcer in
her stomach, which was new to her and bleeding also; started
breaking the medication in half/ has been braking 14mg in half to
make it last longer; had tingling off and on for the past 2 month in
her hands and feet, had tingling on bottom of her feet/ tingling on
hands off and; This spontaneous case was reported by a health care
professional and describes the occurrence of FEELING ABNORMAL
(felt like a train ran over her), BALANCE DISORDER (balance
disorder), GASTRIC ULCER HAEMORRHAGE (had an ulcer in her
stomach, which was new to her and bleeding also), SEPSIS (she
was hospitalized for a blood infection), MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (filed
for disability worsening of her MS), CONTUSION (bruising),
DIZZINESS (dizziness), FATIGUE (increased fatigue with exercise
and being out in the sun), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory is shot,
memory problems), INSOMNIA (trouble with sleep at times),
DIPLOPIA (double vision episode, had some double vision),
PERIPHERAL COLDNESS (bottom of my feet, they are cold, like I am
stepping in ice water. sensation of walking in ice water), SOCIAL
ANXIETY DISORDER (big crowds cause her stress), APHASIA
(wording is getting worse), URINARY INCONTINENCE (worsening
bladder control), GAIT DISTURBANCE (drunken walk, she was like
walking in like she's drunk, and running into the door way), FAECES
DISCOLOURED (steroids gave him black sticky diarrhea),
DYSARTHRIA (speech has been slurred), DRY MOUTH (dry mouth),
COGNITIVE DISORDER (nurse was not able to clarify some
cognitive issue), NASOPHARYNGITIS (severe cold/ bad cold),
PARAESTHESIA (had tingling off and on for the past 2 month in her
hands and feet, had tingling on bottom of her feet/ tingling on
hands off and), ALOPECIA (hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning),
BURNING SENSATION (feel the burning in both feet),
HYPOAESTHESIA (numbness on bottom of both feet), DIARRHOEA
(steroids gave him black sticky diarrhea), PRODUCT DOSE
OMISSION ISSUE (had a lapse on therapy, was out of medicine for
about a week) and WRONG TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCT USAGE
PROCESS (started breaking the medication in half/ has been
braking 14mg in half to make it last longer) in a 64-year-old female
patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for
COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious
events is detailed below. Co-suspect products included noncompany products TERIFLUNOMIDE for an unknown indication,
BUPROPION HCL for an unknown indication and WARFARIN SODIUM
(COUMADIN) for an unknown indication. The patient's past medical
history included Rheumatic fever, Application site reaction, Diplopia
and Cardiac valve prosthesis user in 2007. Concurrent medical
conditions included Allergy to animal, Drug hypersensitivity (Triple
antibiotic), Iodine allergy (Iodine dye), Polyuria, Dermatitis contact,
Drug hypersensitivity (Dilantin) and Multiple sclerosis. Concomitant
products included LEVOTHYROXINE, IRON, METOPROLOL,
FUROSEMIDE, PRAVASTATIN, WARFARIN SODIUM (JANTOVEN),
VITAMIN D3, ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID (ASPIRIN COX
[ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID]) and SERTRALINE for an unknown
indication. On 15-May-2014, the patient started TERIFLUNOMIDE
(unknown route) 14 milligram once a day. On 14-Mar-2021,
received dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. On an
unknown date, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form,
BUPROPION HCL (unknown route) 1 dosage form and WARFARIN
SODIUM (COUMADIN) (unknown route) at an unspecified dose. In
March 2015, the patient experienced PARAESTHESIA (had tingling
off and on for the past 2 month in her hands and feet, had tingling
on bottom of her feet/ tingling on hands off and) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability). In January 2021,
the patient experienced WRONG TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCT USAGE
PROCESS (started breaking the medication in half/ has been
braking 14mg in half to make it last longer) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability). On 14-Feb-2021, the
patient experienced GASTRIC ULCER HAEMORRHAGE (had an ulcer
in her stomach, which was new to her and bleeding also)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged, disability and
medically significant). On 14-Mar-2021, the patient experienced
FEELING ABNORMAL (felt like a train ran over her) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability). 14-Mar-2021, the
patient experienced UNDERDOSE (underdose of the medications).
In May 2021, the patient experienced DIZZINESS (dizziness)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability) and
PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE (had a lapse on therapy, was out
of medicine for about a week) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
prolonged and disability). On 19-Jun-2021, the patient experienced
BALANCE DISORDER (balance disorder) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced SEPSIS (she was hospitalized for a blood
infection) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged, disability
and medically significant), MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (filed for disability
worsening of her MS) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
prolonged disability and medically significant) CONTUSION

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

prolonged, disability and medically significant), CONTUSION
Adverse Event Description
(bruising) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), FATIGUE (increased fatigue with exercise and being out
in the sun) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory is shot, memory
problems) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), INSOMNIA (trouble with sleep at times) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability), DIPLOPIA (double
vision episode, had some double vision) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), PERIPHERAL COLDNESS
(bottom of my feet, they are cold, like I am stepping in ice water.
sensation of walking in ice water) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), SOCIAL ANXIETY
DISORDER (big crowds cause her stress) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), APHASIA (wording is
getting worse) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), URINARY INCONTINENCE (worsening bladder control)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability), GAIT
DISTURBANCE (drunken walk, she was like walking in like she's
drunk, and running into the door way) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), FAECES DISCOLOURED
(steroids gave him black sticky diarrhea) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged, disability and medically significant),
DYSARTHRIA (speech has been slurred) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability), DRY MOUTH (dry mouth)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability),
COGNITIVE DISORDER (nurse was not able to clarify some
cognitive issue) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged,
disability and medically significant), NASOPHARYNGITIS (severe
cold/ bad cold) (seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and
disability), ALOPECIA (hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning)
(seriousness criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability),
BURNING SENSATION (feel the burning in both feet) (seriousness
criteria hospitalization prolonged and disability), HYPOAESTHESIA
(numbness on bottom of both feet) (seriousness criteria
hospitalization prolonged and disability) and DIARRHOEA (steroids
gave him black sticky diarrhea) (seriousness criteria hospitalization
prolonged, disability and medically significant). The patient was
treated with OXYBUTYNIN ongoing since an unknown date for
Urinary incontinence, at a dose of 1 dosage form; PARACETAMOL
ongoing since an unknown date for Insomnia, at a dose of 1 dosage
form; DIPHENHYDRAMINE ongoing since an unknown date for
Insomnia, at a dose of 1 dosage form and BENZOCAINE ongoing
since an unknown date for Hypoaesthesia and Burning sensation, at
a dose of 1 dosage form. On 23-Feb-2021, GASTRIC ULCER
HAEMORRHAGE (had an ulcer in her stomach, which was new to her
and bleeding also) had resolved. At the time of the report, FEELING
ABNORMAL (felt like a train ran over her), BALANCE DISORDER
(balance disorder) and SEPSIS (she was hospitalized for a blood
infection) had resolved, MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS (filed for disability
worsening of her MS), CONTUSION (bruising), DIZZINESS
(dizziness), FATIGUE (increased fatigue with exercise and being out
in the sun), MEMORY IMPAIRMENT (memory is shot, memory
problems), DIPLOPIA (double vision episode, had some double
vision), PERIPHERAL COLDNESS (bottom of my feet, they are cold,
like I am stepping in ice water. sensation of walking in ice water),
SOCIAL ANXIETY DISORDER (big crowds cause her stress),
APHASIA (wording is getting worse), URINARY INCONTINENCE
(worsening bladder control), GAIT DISTURBANCE (drunken walk,
she was like walking in like she's drunk, and running into the door
way), FAECES DISCOLOURED (steroids gave him black sticky
diarrhea), DYSARTHRIA (speech has been slurred), DRY MOUTH
(dry mouth), NASOPHARYNGITIS (severe cold/ bad cold), ALOPECIA
(hair loss or bald spots/hair thinning), DIARRHOEA (steroids gave
him black sticky diarrhea), PRODUCT DOSE OMISSION ISSUE (had
a lapse on therapy, was out of medicine for about a week), WRONG
TECHNIQUE IN PRODUCT USAGE PROCESS (started breaking the
medication in half/ has been braking 14mg in half to make it last
longer) and UNDERDOSE (underdose of the medications) outcome
was unknown and INSOMNIA (trouble with sleep at times),
COGNITIVE DISORDER (nurse was not able to clarify some
cognitive issue), PARAESTHESIA (had tingling off and on for the
past 2 month in her hands and feet, had tingling on bottom of her
feet/ tingling on hands off and), BURNING SENSATION (feel the
burning in both feet) and HYPOAESTHESIA (numbness on bottom of
both feet) had not resolved. DIAGNOSTIC RESULTS (normal ranges
are provided in parenthesis if available): On an unknown date,
Blood count: low (Low) Low. On an unknown date, International
normalised ratio: 6.28 (Inconclusive) 6.28. For mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular), the reporter did not
provide any causality assessments. Based on the current available
information and temporal association between the use of the
product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded. Further information has been requested.;
Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information
and temporal association between the use of the product and the
start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.
Further information has been requested.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1482987-1

30-39
years

Seizure; I just like sit down and I pass out; they also give a
Pneumonia shot and on top of that they gave me the Pfizer shot on
the same day; Metallic in my mouth, lost sense of smell and sense
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Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

of taste; Head is twitching; My visions going blurry; My vision is
Adverse Event Description
going in and out; Abdominal pain; Hard to concentrate and it's been
kind of really bad for me; I stopped breathing; Difficult breathing
which I happened having difficulty breathing; I just fell; Weak; My
arms are really weak; I am losing my hair now, like my facial hair is
coming off like I barely even pull it and it just comes off; Tired like
a super tired; Dizziness; Have lost like 30 pounds; Metallic in my
mouth, lost sense of smell and sense of taste; Metallic in my
mouth, lost sense of smell and sense of taste; I got a rash; scaling
of hand and feet; his arms were really weak; like a lot of saliva
bulid up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient, self-reported). A 34-years-old-male patient received first
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE,
Solution for injection, lot number: EW0177 and expiry date:
31Aug2021), via an unspecified route of administration, in Arm Left,
on 25Jun2021 (age at vaccination: 34 years), as a single dose for
COVID-19 immunization, pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine, 23valent via an unspecified route of administration from an
unspecified date on right arm (Batch/Lot number not reported) to
an unspecified date, at unspecified dose for immunization, and
levetiracetam (Keppra), route of administration, start and stop date,
batch/lot number and dose were not reported for seizure and he
had an allergic reaction to it, he got a rash and so his doctor
decided to take him off of it. The patient's medical history included
alcohol withdrawal syndrome and cancer was back in 2010.
Concomitant medication included chlordiazepoxide (LIBRIUM) taken
for alcohol withdrawal syndrome. The patient did not take any other
vaccine 4 weeks prior to COVID 19 Vaccine. The patient underwent
investigation Assessment. On an unknown date the, the patient
reported that he got the Pfizer shot about two days ago, his first
one and the reason why he decided to get the Pfizer shot was
because he believe that it was the one with the least side effects
but when he got it, he got it at the clinic that he went through and
they not only give hi, the Pfizer shot they also give a Pneumonia
shot and on top of that they gave him the Pfizer shot on the same
day and then when he got the Pfizer shot at the clinic that he was
at, it was his doctor's appointment actually, he end up having a
seizure and they send him to the hospital (further clarification
unknown hence seriousness criteria not checked in event). But now
he was having like was the weird side effects almost like he didn't
know, it's just metallic in his mouth, lost sense of smell and sense
of taste and 'scaling' of the hands and feet' (not clear, hence not
captured as event) and there was like his head was twitching, his
visions going blurry, and he was experiencing abdominal pain but
weird part was that he could eat. The patient stated that he was
just really like out of it, he had recently got the shot, he has been
very kind of like he didn't know, like hard to concentrate and it's
been kind of really bad for me. The patient stated, that he had
recently lost like 30 pounds so, he was 152-156 and now he was
down 130 (further clarification unknown) and then his height was 5
feet 8 inches, on good day was 5 feet 8 inches or 5 feet 7.5 inches
almost, but had, because he had sclerosis (intent of history), so it
could not match up his height some times and his weight was 130
(pounds). Regarding the lot number of Pneumococcal
Polysaccharide PPSV23, consumer stated that he does not think
they even gave him that, he does not know, he was reading, he just
found a piece of paper that said an allergic reactions could occur
after the vaccination 'peruses' up leave the clinic if you see signs of
severe allergic reaction, hives, swelling, difficult breathing which he
happened having difficulty breathing, it says heart beat which he
did, dizziness, whole weakness, and at the clinic he ended up
having a seizure and then they sent him to a hospital. The patient
stated that he got lab test done when he was on his doctor's
appointment and he also got his lab test done in hospital when he
woke up there, all he knew was his mom was with him and she said
he stopped breathing after he got the Pfizer, because they did the
Pfizer vaccine and he waited for 15 minutes and then they had him
wait for another 15 minutes and so it was like 30 minutes, and then
he was like he was okay everything was good, and he just took five
step, he got up and walked just five steps, that's all remember at
moment he just fell. The patient stated that he went to this, he
walked to the store and he came back, so he thought he was okay
with having energy, but he felt weak and tired like a super tired. He
didn't know, he was losing his hair now, like his facial hair was
coming off like he barely even pull it and it just came off. The
patient also stated that when he was at the hospital, they gave him
Valium but that was only 5mg. The patient stated that he was going
to die because he heard a lot of bad thing about the vaccine, it's
like stroke, heart attack aneurysms, and long-term conditions. He
was just really worried because usually vaccines were not approved,
he was mean this vaccination was approved way to quick and being
informed of like medicine and his mom was in pharmaceutical
industries. The patient's arms were really weak, he have also been
experiencing months ago of the Pfizer shot, I have been having like
a lot of lower back like where my spinal cord was (sentence
incomplete), like a lot of saliva built up and metallic taste, his vision
was going in and out and he just like sit down and he pass out and
he didn't know what that mean. The patient further stated he was
just wanted to make sure that he was not having like a really bad
reaction to it because his body was kind of not having (incomplete
sentence). So, he didn't know it's like cancer that came back in his
throat but all he knew that they gave him the number and asked
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throat but all he knew that they gave him the number and asked
Adverse Event Description
should he go to the hospital. He wanted to go to the hospital. The
patient was suggested to contact Pfizer Medical Information
department for the concern. The outcome of the events was
unknown. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information
is expected.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1493133-1

Unknown

got the covid vaccination during this time, which could contribute to
the lowANC; fatigued; lost all of my hair; This is a spontaneous
report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program . A contactable 67-year-old
female consumer reported that she started to receive palbociclib
(IBRANCE) from Mar2021 at 125mg (frequency unspecified) for an
unspecified indication. She also received BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number unknown) via an
unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at single
dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a
fantastic time on palbocilcib, she was taking 125mg starting this
past March. On 01Jun2021 her ANC was 1100 and she was able to
resume palbociclib. Two months prior to that, she was at 900 and
she had to wait resuming palbociclib. She got the COVID
vaccination during this time, which could contributed to the low
ANC. She was starting fatigued on and off, she lost all of her hair
and hair was coming out, so she was taking vitamin D2 and vitamin
B12. Action taken with palbociclib in response to the events was
unknown. Outcome of the events was unknown. No follow-up
attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1558342-1

40-49
years

Within 5 days of receiving my seconds shot I started loosing hair. I?
ve never lost this much hair.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1596359-1

65-79
years

Hair loss; Hives; Fever; Chills; Headache; Muscle ache; This case
was received via an unknown source (no reference has been
entered for a health authority or license partner) on 05-Mar-2021
and was forwarded to Moderna on 05-Mar-2021. This spontaneous
case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
(Hair loss), (Hives), (Fever), CHILLS (Chills) and HEADACHE
(Headache) in a 74-year-old female patient who received mRNA1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch no. 029L20A) for COVID19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is
detailed below. Co-suspect product included non-company product
DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE (BENADRYL
[DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) for an unknown indication.
No Medical History information was reported. On 21-Feb-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On an unknown date, the
patient started DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE (BENADRYL
[DIPHENHYDRAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) (unknown route) at an
unspecified dose. On 21-Feb-2021, the patient experienced (Hair
loss), (Hives), (Fever), CHILLS (Chills), HEADACHE (Headache) and
(Muscle ache). The patient was treated with CORTICOSTEROID NOS
at an unspecified dose and frequency and PREDNISONE at an
unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA (Hair loss), (Hives), (Fever), CHILLS (Chills), HEADACHE
(Headache) and MYALGIA (Muscle ache) was resolving. The action
taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) was unknown.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1663957-1

18-29
years

Patchy hairloss, eventual complete baldness and loss of eyebrows
and eyelashes. Contracted an auto-immune disease
"1st Moderna vaccine received on: 6.3.21 -- symptoms of soreness
and fatigue lasted a few days. 2nd Moderna vaccine received on:
7.9.21 -- severe adverse reaction which persists to this day
includes: Extreme fatigue, hair loss and brain fog. Was attending
college and received straight ""A"" grades until receiving Moderna
vaccine - after which I was unable to complete my college courses
and had to forfeit my college scholarship. Extreme fatigue, hair loss,
and brain fog persist to this day. Transported via ambulance to
hospital emergency room as my physician feared I may have had a
stroke."

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1740998-1

60-64
years

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1770590-1

65-79
years

her mind doesn't work well anymore, she has a thought she cant
get it out, she can't process it; multiple sclerosis flare, MS
symptoms were elevated; forgetting the name of a medicine she
used to take because her brain just went dead; her mind doesn't
work well anymore, she has a thought she cant get it out, she can't
process it/could not think straight; could not walk properly with her
left leg; head spinning; brain disorder NOS; forgetting the name of
a medicine she used to take because her brain just went dead;
losing her voice; sore throat; the palm of her hand doesn't feel
right; confused because of some issues with insurance; stress;
vision changes; doesn't move very fast; fatigue; fever; body
aches/achy; heart racing; Sick; legs are really weak; pain in her
legs; Muscle ache; losing her hair; Headache; loose stool; bilirubin
was out of range by 2.0; tingling in her arm in both arms; bowel
problems; This is solicited report from a contactable consumer
(patient) based on the information received by Pfizer from a
Facilitating Company. (Report No: 2019SA004708). A 76-year-old
female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Mar2021
(Batch/Lot number was not reported) as DOSE NUMBER UNKNOWN,
SINGLE for COVID-19 immunization at the age of 76 years old; and
teriflunomide, oral from 15Jun2018 (Lot Number: 1582645;

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Expiration Date: 31Dec2020)
to 2018,
at 14 mg, daily, oral from
Adverse Event
Description
22Nov2018 (Lot Number: 1582642; Expiration Date: 31Dec2020)
to Feb2019, at 14 mg, daily and oral from 2019 (Lot number was
not reported) and ongoing, at 14 mg, daily for multiple sclerosis.
Medical history included ongoing multiple sclerosis from Oct1991
and ongoing, seizure, ongoing gait problems, drug hypersensitivity,
did not tolerate sulfa, blood pressure, reflux and headache, from an
unknown date. Concomitant medication(s) included simvastatin
taken for blood pressure from an unspecified start date and
ongoing; ranitidine taken for gastrooesophageal reflux disease from
an unspecified start date to 2019; lisinopril taken for diuretic
therapy from an unspecified start date and ongoing; and famotidine
taken for diuretic therapy from 08Sep2020 and ongoing. The
patient previously took gabapentin and experienced drug
intolerance, metoprolol succinate and experienced drug intolerance,
gabapentin and experienced hypersensitivity, metoprolol succinate
and experienced hypersensitivity. The patient experienced her mind
doesn't work well anymore, she has a thought she can't get it out,
she cant process it, MS symptoms just were bonkers for 3 days/ her
ms symptoms were elevated, forgetting the name of a medicine she
used to take because her brain just went dead, losing her voice,
sore throat, bowel problems, condition worsened, the palm of her
hand doesn't feel right, confused because of some issues with her
insurance, for the past 15 months. The patient has been under
tremendous stress, experienced vision changes, doesn't move very
fast, fatigue, she had fever until the next day. 7hrs after receiving
BNT162B2, the patient developed headache, muscle aches, fatigue,
fever for over 24 hrs (hours), and heart racing for 3 days/ fever,
body aches/achy, legs are really weak, pain in her legs, heart
started racing/ heart rate race, hair is coming out/ losing her hair
and there's something going on with her hair again (recurrent),
recurrent low grade headache that is aggravating/consistent
headaches/ in the last week or two, consumer was more prone to
having headaches/ bad headache/ the headaches sometimes goes
away but she has it all the time, diarrhea, bilirubin was out of range
by 2.0, had tingling in her arm in both arms, it got worst in the
right arm and the palm of her hand does not feel right,
headaches/horrible headache, off aubagio for 18 days, sick and
heart racing giving her issues. The patient prior to teriflunomide, of
going a year and a half between magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
with having no changes and that her last MRI was early last year in
2018; being on a popular medicine that was an injection
(unspecified, unknown dosage and unknown frequency) for a couple
of weeks which she discontinued because one evening she had a
horrible problem (unspecified) that threw her into seizures
(unspecified); being on Rebif (interferon beta-1a) (unknown dosage
and unknown frequency) which she showed signs of reacting
(unspecified) after a few weeks and then discontinued with the
interferon beta-1a because she was well over two weeks off of the
interferon beta-1a since her neurologist screwed up with the
prescription, and by the time they sent her the interferon beta-1a in
the middle of February (patient did not specify the date), it was
sitting out in freezing temperatures from probably 5 pm the day
before so the patient did not use that interferon beta-1a; and in
2018 the patient began experiencing more gait problems and was
much worse (unspecified)(gait disturbance) and noticeably different
(unspecified), which was why she decided to go on teriflunomide
therapy. The patient's family history was not provided. At the time
of the event, the patient had ongoing multiple sclerosis (MS)
diagnosed since Oct1991, did not tolerate sulfa, gabapentin,
metoprolol succinate and another medication (unspecified
medication) (hypersensitivity). The patient's muscles started going
crazy (muscle disorder) (since last two years). On 15Dec2018,
(latency: 6 months), patient experienced recurrent low grade
headache that was aggravating with intensity mild (headache) and
dragged her out and characterized by having a constant ache even
before she woke up that was more in her forehead that any place
else but did not get worse during the day and was just there. On an
unknown date, unknown latency, the patient forgot the name of a
medicine she used to take because her brain just went dead.
Patient's bilirubin was out of rage by 2.0 (blood bilirubin abnormal),
had hair loss/losing her hair (alopecia) and there was something
going on with her hair again (recurrent) and she was off
teriflunomide. The patient did not know if her bilirubin was normal
now, because her doctor moved and she had an appointment with
him on 21-May-2019. She mentioned that she went to toilet bunch
of time and stool was loose too, she took Imodium once in a while,
recently her diarrhea was not that violent (diarrhoea). On unknown
date in 2019, patient stopped ranitidine because she said it was
causing cancer. Since an unknown date and latency, the patient
experienced mild bowel problem now (abdominal discomfort) and
then for low grade headache that was aggravating. Patient used to
take because her brain just went dead. In the past, patient reported
she had tingling in her arm in both arms. Since, the last 2 months
(date: unknown), it got worst in the right arm, the palm of her right
hand did not feel right (paraesthesia). Upon follow up, it was
reported that, on an unknown date (latency unknown) patient
reported her mind did not work well anymore (mental impairment)
seriousness criteria medically significant) as she had thought she
could not get it out and could not process it. On an unknown date,
(latency: unknown}, patient had vision changes after start of
teriflunomide heart started racing pain in her legs and issues with

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

teriflunomide, heart started racing, pain in her legs and issues with
Adverse Event Description
her gait where she was not to able to walk as well. Patient had
three MRls before COVID came about and were no changes with it
but she was disappointed in the read out because they did not
compare the MRls to the previous MRls. Patient previously used
teriflunomide also. The patient was going to the emergency room
and she stopped atenolol on 08Jul2020 and started verapamil on
same day for her heart started racing. On an unknown date in
Aug2020, patient had hand surgery for carpal tunnel. Nurse
mentioned a couple of medications (unspecified) the doctor gave
patient to set her multiple sclerosis off. On 08Sep2020, the patient
started taking famotidine as she stopped taking ranitidine. On
unknown date, the patient could not think straight, her brain was
fried. All multiple sclerosis symptoms just were bonkers for 3 days.
It made her heart rate race. The patient had a bad headache. It
was reported that, patient had trouble with the stairs, her muscles
in her leg and arms are not acting right , she could not walk
properly with her left leg, it was starting to get to her knee. Further,
patient had fever until the next day (pyrexia). The headaches
sometimes goes away but she had it all the time, she was not a
hundred percent. Patient heart medications (unspecified) changed
so many times due to the multiple sclerosis (MS) and her head was
spinning. Treatment for headaches included paracetamol (Tylenol).
There was no reported treatment for all other events. On Saturday
(unspecified date), patient was a little better but she doesn't feel
comfortable driving. At the time of the report, the patient feels a
little better. At the time of report, teriflunomide was continued. The
patient had a stress test on 20Apr2021. Corrective action/
treatment: throat lozenges (unspecified) for aphonia/
oropharyngeal pain; paracetamol (Tylenol) and Ibuprofen (Advil) for
recurrent low grade headache that is aggravating/ consistent
headaches// In the last week or two, consumer was more prone to
having headaches/ bad headache, the headaches sometimes goes
away but she has it al the time, imodium for diarrhea, the patient
also reported the throat lozenge did soothe the throat being sore
but did not stop it, no treatment for hair loss, confusion, stress;
wearing reading glasses for visual impairment, using cane for gait
disturbance, atenolol and verapamil for palpitations, hand surgery
for carpal tunnel syndrome, not reported for rest f the events.
Reporter causality: not reported for all events teriflunomide: related
for headache, myalgia, fatigue , fever, palpitations and MS flare, nor
reported for the rest of events w.r.t. COVID-19 vaccine. Company
causality: not reportable for all events for both suspects. The action
taken in response to the events for teriflunomide was dose not
changed. The outcome of MS, brain dead, forgetting, losing voice,
sore throat, fatigue, fever, muscle ache, bowel problems was
recovered on unspecified date. The outcome of bilirubin was out of
range, doesn't move very fast, palm of he hand doesn't feel right,
brain disorder and tingling was unknown. The outcome of loose
stool was recovering; and the outcome of the rest of events was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information expected. Information about lot/batch number cannot
be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Underlying medical condition
multiple sclerosis, elderly age, concomitant medications and longlatency of onset of events the causal role of vaccine is unlikely. The
impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product
is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation,
including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse
events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well
as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to
regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as
appropriate

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1773428-1

65-79
years

FACE STARTED FLAKING; RASH ON ONE SIDE OF NECK; HAIR LOSS
(FALL OUT IN CLUMPS); FELT SICK; This spontaneous report
received from a patient concerned a 78 year old female. The
patient's height, and weight were not reported. The patient's past
medical history included: covid-19, hospitalization, and pneumonia.
The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for
injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 1808980,
expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 30MAR-2021 13:30 for prophylactic vaccination. Non-company suspect
drugs included: salicylic acid (cream, route of admin, and batch
number were not reported) dose, frequency, and therapy dates
were not reported for an unspecified indication. No concomitant
medications were reported. On NOV-2020, Laboratory data
included: COVID-19 virus test (NR: not provided) Negative for 3
times. On 30-MAR-2021, the patient experienced felt sick. On 06APR-2021, the patient experienced hair loss (fall out in clumps). On
an unspecified date, the patient experienced face started flaking,
and rash on one side of neck. The action taken with covid-19
vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable; and action taken with
salicylic acid was not reported. The patient recovered from felt sick
on 31-MAR-2021, was recovering from hair loss (fall out in clumps),
and the outcome of rash on one side of neck and face started
flaking was not reported. This report was non-serious.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1791070-1

Age

50-59
years

Adverse Event Description
spot on top of eye; Calf pain; Pain; Hair loss; flare up; COVID-19;
Exposure to SARS-CoV-2; This is a solicited report from a marketing
program facilitated collect based on information received from a
consumer (patient) by Pfizer from AbbVie, manufacturer control
number: 21K-163-3824949-00. A 54-year-old female patient
received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via
intramuscular in Mar2021 (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as
DOSE 1, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation; adalimumab
(HUMIRA), subcutaneous from an unspecified date (Batch/Lot
number was not reported) and ongoing, at 40 mg (40 mg,1 in 2-2)
for moderate to severe chronic plaque psoriasis psoriatic arthritis.
Medical history included ongoing psoriatic arthritis. It was unknown
if patient was enrolled in a covid-19 vaccine trial. No known
allergies. Concomitant medications included methotrexate;
levothyroxine; duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA); montelukast
sodium (SINGULAIR); biotin; and folic acid all taken for an
unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. On an
unknown date, the patient experienced spots on top of eye, flare
up, hair loss, aches/pains and calf pain. On 03Mar2021, the patient
experienced patient got exposed with covid-19. On 09Mar2021, the
patient experienced got sick after getting covid-19 vaccine and had
covid-19. Pfizer biontech covid-19 vaccine (tozinameran) was also
considered suspect. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures
which included covid-19 test: positive on 09Mar2021. The action
taken in response to the event for adalimumab was dose not
changed. The outcome of Covid-19 was not recovered, outcome of
other events was unknown. Causality for HUMIRA (adalimumab):
The reporter's causality for the event of patient got exposed with
covid-19 was not provided. The Reporter's causality for the event(s)
of spot on top of eye, flare up, got sick after getting covid-19
vaccine and had covid-19, hair loss, aches/pains and calf pain with
HUMIRA (adalimumab) was no reasonable possibility. The reporter's
assessment of the causal relationship of the events with the suspect
vaccine BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) was
not provided at the time of this report. Since no determination has
been received, the case is managed based on the company
causality assessment. Information on the lot/batch number has
been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association
between BNT162B2 and the reported events spots on top of eye,
flare up, hair loss, aches/pains, exposure to covid-19, covid-19 and
calf pain cannot be completely excluded based on information
provided. However, concomitant adalimumab & underlying psoriatic
arthritis were confounders.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1823584-1

Age

Unknown

Adverse Event Description
occasional ulcerative colitis flare up; red area at injection site; itchy
at injection site; flare up/had issues with constipation; Headache;
Fatigue; losing hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out; losing hair/hair
breaking/brittle/falling out; injections site reaction of hot; This is a
solicited report based on the information received by Pfizer from
AbbVie Inc. (Mfr. Control No. :21K-163-4026605-00). A noncontactable consumer (patient) reported a 38-years-old female
patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), dose 2 intramuscular on 20Apr2021 (Batch/Lot number
was not reported) as DOSE 2, SINGLE for covid-19 vaccination;
adalimumab (HUMIRA, Solution for injection in pre-filled pen),
subcutaneous from an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not
reported) and ongoing, at Citrate free for moderate to severe
ulcerative colitis. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications was not reported. Historical vaccine included bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), dose 1 intramuscularly on
20Mar2021 (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as DOSE 1,
SINGLE for covid-19 vaccination. The patient experienced nonserious events red area at injection site, itchy at injection site, flare
up/had issues with constipation, had covid-19 Pfizer of second
injection of headache and fatigue, losing hair/hair
breaking/brittle/falling out, occasional ulcerative colitis flare up and
injections site reaction of hot with Humira (Adalimumab). On
unknown dates, the patient experienced red area at injection site,
itchy at injection site, flare up/had issues with constipation, losing
hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out, occasional ulcerative colitis
flare up and injections site reaction of hot. in 2021, the patient
experienced had covid-19 Pfizer of second injection of headache
and fatigue. Pfizer BioNTech covid-19 vaccine was also considered
suspect. It was unknown if patient was enrolled in a covid-19
vaccine trial. The action taken in response to the event(s) for
adalimumab was dose not changed. The outcome of occasional
ulcerative colitis flare up, red area at injection site, itchy at injection
site, flare up/had issues with constipation and injections site
reaction of hot was not recovered. The outcome of other events was
unknown. The reporter's assessment of the causal relationship of
the events with the suspect product bnt162b2 was not provided at
the time of this report. Since no determination has been received,
the case is managed based the company causality assessment.
Causality for Humira (Adalimumab): The reporter's causality for the
event(s) of red area at injection site, itchy at injection site, had
covid-19 Pfizer of second injection of headache and fatigue onset in
2021, had covid-19 Pfizer of second injection of headache and
fatigue onset in 2021 and losing hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out
unknown onset with Humira(adalimumab) was no reasonable
possibility. the reporter's causality for the event(s) of flare up/had
issues with constipation, occasional ulcerative colitis flare up and
injections site reaction of hot with Humira (Adalimumab) was a
reasonable possibility. the reporter's causality for the event(s) of
losing hair/hair breaking/brittle/falling out unknown onset was not
provided. No follow-up attempts are needed; information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information in the
case report and a plausible temporal relationship, a possible causal
relationship between the events ulcerative colitis aggravated,
vaccination site erythema, vaccination site pruritus, UC flare up
,constipation, trichorhexis , alopecia, and injections site reaction ,
vaccination site warmth and suspect drug BNT162B2 cannot be
excluded The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the
Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety
evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for
adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review,
as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly
notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and
Investigators, as appropriate.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA

Vaccine Type

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

VAERS ID

1887763-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Increase in energy; pain in hands and knees; pain in hands and
knees; harder to bend knees; fatigue; hair falling out; feels
discouraged or depressed; right middle finger was 'locking up';
stress; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer
(patient) or other non hcp. A 58-years-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTEC COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Solution
for injection, Batch/Lot number: was not reported, Expiration Date:
was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration,
administered anatomical location was not reported, on an
unspecified date in Oct2021 (at the age of 58 year), as dose
number unknown, single for COVID-19 immunization; tofacitinib
citrate (XELJANZ XR), oral from Aug2021 (Batch/Lot number was
not reported) and ongoing, at 11 mg, once daily for rheumatic
arthritis. Medical history included pre-existing anxiety from an
unknown date and unknown if ongoing, rheumatoid arthritis from
an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient stated, medical doctor
instructed her to stop XELJANZ XR a couple of days after receiving
COVID-19 vaccine. The patient stated, during that time she initially
noticed an increase in energy on first day off XELJANZ XR, then
increase in pain in hands and knees, right middle finger was locking
up and harder to bend knees. The patient stated, she was unsure if
increased pain and mobility is related to pause in XELJANZ XR,
change in weather, or vaccine. The patient stated, symptoms
subsiding since re-start of XELJANZ XR. The patient stated,
unknown if medical doctor was aware. The patient stated, she feels
fatigue after taking dose of XELJANZ XR, like she needs a nap. The
patient experienced, her hair falling out, but unsure if it is related to
stress, pre-existing anxiety, or other medications. No date or time
frame given in relation to start of XELJANZ XR. The patient stated,
she agrees it is hard to cope with rheumatoid arthritis and
sometimes she feels discouraged or depressed. The outcome of the
events was unknown. The lot number for the vaccine BNT162B2
was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1913296-1

50-59
years

Around July 2021 my bones/joints started feeling frail and sore. I
have horrific muscle cramps in my legs and feet through out my
sleep. I also notice I bruise very very easy. The issues seems to be
getting worse. I also have a lot of hair loss. I take ibuprofen 2+a
day each 4-5 . I have No idea if the vaccine is the cause but I do
know I did not have these issues beforehand.

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1947329-1

30-39
years

Hair loss and heavy periods and bleeding between periods

2019963-1

50-59
years

Progressive multiple Joint pain Pain in right knee knee more than
the left knee Left shoulder pain where the vaccine was injected
Feeling tired all the time Increase in blood pressure Sudden hair
loss, became obvious approximately 6 months ago

50-59
years

1st vaccine administered on 1/21/2021 2nd vaccine administered
on 2/19/2021 Booster vaccine administered on 10/31/2021
Approximately 2 months after 2nd vaccine, my hair began to fall
out when I comb it after my shower. Approximately 2 months after
booster , my hair is falling out again when I comb it after my
shower. It is very thin now prior to the COVID vaccine. I have been
told that other individuals are experiencing the same thing.

Unknown

Diarrhea; Hair loss; Appetite change; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and APPETITE
DISORDER (Appetite change) in an adult female patient who
received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) for COVID-19
vaccination. Co-suspect product included non-company product
TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) for Breast cancer. Concurrent medical
conditions included Breast cancer (Breast cancer / malign neoplm of
upper-outer quadrant of right female breast / 2+ breast cancer.).
On an unknown date, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (unknown route) 1 dosage form and
TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) 150 mg. On an unknown
date, TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) dosage was changed
to 150 mg and TUCATINIB (TUKYSA) (unknown route) dosage was
changed to 150 mg. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and APPETITE
DISORDER (Appetite change). At the time of the report,
DIARRHOEA (Diarrhea), ALOPECIA (Hair loss) and APPETITE
DISORDER (Appetite change) outcome was unknown. Not Provided
The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Unknown) was unknown. No concomitant medications reported by
investigator No treatment medications provided by the reporter.
Patient reported date of birth as 1948 (Adult)

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

ALOPECIA

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

2058692-1

2142388-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ADENOVIRUS TYPE 4 &7
VACCINE, LIVE ORAL
(ADEN_4_7)

0866220-1

18-29
years

Arm very sore, muscles weak, horrible terrible headaches, sore
throat, cough upper respiratory infection, hair loss in patches
(alopecia areata) later uncontrollable nausea, diarrhea later a lump
was found in her right breast they said it was benign but it was
painful and grew rapidly so they had to surgically remove it.
Temporary VAERS E report No. 190325 has more details of
everything she experienced And everything she is still going
through

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0335148-1

18-29
years

Alopecia Areata- Full scalp involvement which began approximately
1 week post dose # 2, full symptoms w/in 3 weeks at time of dose
# 3.; 0 treatment to dose.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description
Patient reports he developed alopecia areata after receiving first
dose of Anthrax vaccine. He presents to our immunization clinic for
post-deployment Anthrax vaccine #4. He is concerned his alopecia
areata is due to the Anthrax series.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ANTHRAX VACCINE (ANTH)

0461358-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0972943-1

50-59
years

Alopecia areata on scalp

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0975807-1

18-29
years

patch of hair fell out on scalp- Alopecia Areata flair up

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1064289-1

50-59
years

Alopecia Areata - first noticed nickel sized new onset bald spot on
2/5, later realized there was another spot in the back of head as
well

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1077370-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata developed after one to two weeks

30-39
years

Felt intense itching on face; Developed alopecia barbae
approximately 1 week from second dose/subsequent hair loss has
remained permanent since; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable physician. A 33-year-old male patient received the
second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
solution for injection, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route
of administration on 09Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose on left arm
for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. The patient previously received the
first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: K5730), on 19Dec2021 at
02:00 PM, on right arm, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient
experienced developed alopecia barbae in Jan2021 approximately 1
week from second dose. After the shot (24h) the patient felt intense
itching on face on 10Jan2021; subsequent hair loss has remained
permanent since. The event alopecia barbae was reported to have
resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit,
disability or permanent damage. No treatment was given for the
events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient
did not have COVID prior vaccination and was not COVID tested
post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship
between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded as
the information available in this report is limited and does not allow
a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed
once additional information becomes available. The impact of this
report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated
as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the
review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any
safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any
appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs,
Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

18-29
years

The patient describes immediate alopecia areata that began two
days after the second vaccine and began in the crown area of the
scalp. It quickly moved to multiple sites on the scalp within five
days. Patient was sent to Dermatology who initiated injections of
Triamcinolone into the areas of alopecia. Patient was seen today,
which is 26 days later and the diffuse areas of alopecia are noted
but with new small hair growth beginning in the sites where the
triamcinolone was administered. There were no other abnormal labs
to suggest other causes and the temporal relationship with the
second Moderna vaccine coincides with the event. The first vaccine
was administered on January 16, 2021 with no adverse events.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1090233-1

1103111-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1119831-1

18-29
years

1 week after my second dose I start developing hair loss,
specifically alopecia Areta; 1 week after my second dose I start
developing hair loss, specifically alopecia Areta; This is a
spontaneous report received from a contactable 28-year-old female
nurse reported for herself that she received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation solution for injection
and lot number: El1284, dose number=2) via an unspecified route
of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19
immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant
medications were not reported. She received BNT162B2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation solution for injection
and lot number: Ej1685, dose number=1) via an unspecified route
of administration on 18Dec2020 10:30 AM at single dose for Covid19 immunization. As per the adverse event description, one week
after her second dose on 15Jan2021, she started developing hair
loss, specifically alopecia Areta resulted in doctor or other
healthcare professional office/clinic visit. She took unspecified
steroid injections to scalp. The outcome of events was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information was provided.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1137418-1

65-79
years

Sever hair lose on head diagnosed as Alopecia Areata Totalis.
Almost total loss as of this writing. There is no known reason for
this to have happen; therefore, the vaccine is a suspect.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1142666-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA AREATA UNIVERSALIS: I have complete hair loss of my
entire body. Head/ scalp, eyebrows, eye lashes, nose hairs,
mustache, some armpits, chest hair, pubic/ groin hair, arm/ legs. 1.
DEPRESSION/ sadness with no head/ scalp hair, eyebrows,
eyelashes. Dramatic change of identity. I am BALD and my family/
friends/ patients think I have cancer b/c I have a CHEMO HEAD/
SCALP. 2. EYES/ NOSE/ THROAT irritation due to NOT having
eyelashes or nose hairs. Watery eyes/ eye sensitivity due to dust/
environament, nasal congestion and irritation due to NO nose hairs.
Time: 1st injection Dec 20, 2020 noticed some hair loss but after
2nd dose Jan 8, 2021 -> ALL HAIR GONE AFTER 1 WEEK. HAD
PRIMARY CARE PHONE CALL JAN 27, 2021 TO REPORT W/ LABS
(SEE BELOW) AND EARLIEST APPT WITH DERMATOLOGIST Feb 8,
2021: DX of alopecia areata universalis . TREATMENT AND STILL ON
TREATMENT: 1. VITAMIN D2 1250 MCG WEEKLY, 2. 300 MG
PREDNISONE PO EVERY 30 DAYS, ALLEGRA 120 MG DAILY,
MINOXIDIL 5% TWICE DAILY

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1166670-1

60-64
years

My hair fell out, I have a tremendous bald spot in the back of my
head. Other patches and breakage. Alopecia Areata

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1208766-1

50-59
years

Developed Alopecia Areata 2 months after second vaccination in
series. Never before any such problems.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1238124-1

18-29
years

Severe reticular alopecia areata onset x1 week post vaccination. My
brother is also experiencing new onset alopecia areata 2 weeks
after receiving covid vaccine.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1257652-1

60-64
years

Alopecia areata of the scalp, first noticed 04/12/21. Persists but has
not worsened.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1271526-1

65-79
years

Alopecia Areata

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1274568-1

18-29
years

Sudden alopecia areata and eczema with no prior symptoms of
either

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1277481-1

60-64
years

Alopecia Areata - started losing hair on scalp, chest, back, legs,
buttocks ... both general loss and typical circular patterns
My scalp was itchy and I found 2 bald patches on my scalp which
was later diagnosed as Alopecia Areata by my dermatologist, the
following week. The patches got larger and I am still losing hair
after cortisol injections as a treatment 2 weeks ago.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1278350-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1288549-1

40-49
years

Hair loss

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1301573-1

50-59
years

Dramatic hair loss following 2nd dose. Evaluated by PMD then
referred to dermatologist. Scalp biopsy revealed Alopecia Areata.
Steroid injections, topical Lidex, oral doxycycline and Allegra
initiated. Ongoing significant scalp hair loss then began to manifest
in other areas on body as well. Diagnosis then updated by
dermatologist to Universalis. Have been evaluated by
Rheumatologist as well now for this dramatic autoimmune
presentation.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1312606-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata. Head and face

1334170-1

65-79
years

Scalp burning - severe hair loss by hand fulls - from 3/29 to present
5/20/21 continued hair loss Dermatologist visit 4/21/21 prescribed Clobetasol Topical Solution .05% -preformed biopsy minor hair loss at time of visit Some intestinal/stomach burning

1341460-1

50-59
years

After 2nd dose of Pfizer a month later my hairdresser noticed what
turned out to be Alopecia areata on the back of my head. About a
quarter in size bald circle which wasn?t there when my hat was cut
1 day prior to my second Pfizer shot. I have no history of this
disease.

1358349-1

40-49
years

Alopecia Areta. This started after the vaccine: we know because we
cut my hair short a few days before the vaccine (no sign then) and
when I got my haircut again, the bald spot showed up. Diagnosed
at clinic.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1360415-1

30-39
years

"Alopecia Areata, 2 spots on head; Thinning eyebrow; Was
breastfeeding when I received the vaccine; Was breastfeeding when
I received the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a
contactable consumer (patient). This consumer (patient) reported
information for both mother and baby. This is the maternal case.
This 30-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE;
lot number EP7533) via an unspecified route of administration in
the left arm on 05Apr2021 at 16:00 (at the age of 30-years-old) as
a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no
medical history, allergies, or concomitant medications. Prior to
vaccination the patient had not been diagnosed with COVID-19 and
had not received any other vaccines in the 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. On 25Apr2021 at 09:00 the patient experienced
alopecia areata 2 spots on her head, and thinning eyebrow. The
patient reported she was breastfeeding when she received the
vaccine, then stopped breastfeeding ""cold turkey"" three days after
receiving the vaccine. The events resulted in a physician office visit,
and the patient was treated with a steroid injection. The clinical
outcomes of alopecia areata 2 spots on head and thinning eyebrow
were not recovered. The clinical outcomes of was breastfeeding
when she received the vaccine were unknown. It was also reported
that since vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID19. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further information is
expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC2021487595 baby case"
Hair loss in a small circular area around the size of a nickel on the
back of my head a few inches behind my left ear. Appears the same
as alopecia areata. Began sometime within the month following
vaccination. I have not had this symptom before.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1389022-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1391951-1

30-39
years

Developed Alopecia Areta with two bald spots on the scalp following
the vaccination. No prior history of alopecia areata or any other
auto-immune disorders.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1395918-1

18-29
years

Alopecia Aereta beginning one week after second dose of Moderna
vaccine. She developed rapid onset of seven large circular areas of
hair loss. Dermatologist is treating with steroid injections into sites
as well as high potency topical corticosteroids. Not progressing
rapidly at this point but hair loss is continuing.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1428453-1

30-39
years

alopecia areata related hair loss

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1440588-1

30-39
years

Significant increase in hairloss consistent with alopecia areata. I had
one quarter sized spot of hairloss that appeared last October prior
to vaccination that was stable. A few weeks post vaccination there
was a significant increase in the amount of hair loss to
approximately 1/3 of my total hair volume over 2-3 months. May
not be related but possible that immune activation by vaccine has
also aggravated alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1446462-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata just after second Covid Moderna shot, which caused
severe flu-like symptoms for 48 hours after the shot was
administered.
Complete hair loss on head. Hair started falling out exactly 8 weeks
after the second injection. Hair continued to heavily fall out over the
next eight weeks. Completely bald within 10 weeks. Note: Had
tremendously thick hair.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1457084-1

65-79
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1469434-1

30-39
years

Alopecia areata flared 3 weeks post vaccine after being dormant
over 8.5 years. Half of eyebrow gone, needed 3 steroid injections in
eyebrow to encourage hair regrowth.

30-39
years

I saw him in the office on June 22, 2021. He informed me that 2
weeks after his 2nd COVID-19 vaccine dose, he started losing his
hair (Symptoms began around March 5th, 2021). Patient presented
to my office with 10-15% hair loss in circular discrete patches in his
scalp and beard areas. I preformed a punch biopsy of the scalp,
which resulted back as Alopecia Areata. The patient was informed of
his biopsy results at his suture removal appointment (July 5th,
20201) and he started topical treatments for hair regrowth, and will
return in 6 weeks for an injection into his scalp.

65-79
years

About 7 weeks after my second dose of the Pfizer vaccine, the hair
on my head began to fall out. After about 3 weeks 80-90% of the
hair on my head was gone. A biopsy performed by my
dermatologist determined the condition to be alopecia areata.
Normally, alopecia areata is found in much younger persons and
results in hair loss in a much smaller portion of the scalp. I
experienced no other associated factors linked to alopecia areata
other than the change of medication (taking the Pfizer vaccine).

40-49
years

I started loosing hair and bald spots starting in May. By June I had
additional large bald spots . I have no previous history with hair
loss with myself or family. In June went to dermatologist and
diagnosed with alopetia areata. No history with COVID - previous 3
tests negative. Thyroid tests and Iron and blood test normal.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1470094-1

1470352-1

1481397-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1483766-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

In mid-January 2021, after receiving my first dose of the Moderna
Covid vaccine on January 11, I began to see hair loss from the
scalp, as noted by hair on my hands in the shower. The shedding
became very accelerated in February 2021 after receiving my
second dose of the the Covid vaccine on February 8, 2021. Between
February and March 2021, I consulted with two dermatologists and
a rheumatologist, who ordered a number of blood tests, which ruled
out vitamin deficiencies, anemia, systemic auto-immune disease,
thyroid problems, liver problems, hormonal disregulation, syphilis,
and other conditions which could explain the sudden and rapid hair
loss. By April 2021, the hair on my scalp had been reduced to less
than 30%, and shedding was also evident from chest, arms, legs,
underarms and pubic areas. On April 13, 2021, I saw Dr. (my third
dermatologist), and she diagnosed me with Alopeca Areata, and
ordered a biopsy of the scalp which confirmed the diagnosis. Dr. has
explained that the Alopecia Areata was most likely brought about
because my immune system was highly activated after receiving
the COVID vaccine. Dr. initially prescribed me with a tapering 25day regimen of oral prednisone, starting with 80 mg for 5 days,
then 60 mg, 40 mg, 20 mg, and 10 mg; each for 5 days. However,
when I during the stage of taking 20 mg, I shared that I was still
observing some shedding, and so she instructed me to stay on 20
mg for the remainder of the 25 days. On May 11, 2021 I saw Dr. for
follow up. She said she was seeing some progress. I had shaved my
scalp by that point, so I was not seeing any more shedding. She
gave me an intra-muscular injection of Prednisone (80 mg) and
steroid scalp injections, and she prescribed for me to stay on 20
mg/daily of oral Prednisone for the 30 day period until our next
follow up appointment. On June 14, 2021 I saw Dr. for follow up. By
that time I had begin to see some regrowth on scalp. She gave me
the steroid scalp injections, and prescribed me to taper off the
Prednisone over 10 days (5 days at 10 mg and 5 days at 5 mg).
She also prescribed a compounded scalp topical ointment which
contains Retinoic Acid 0.025%/Minoxidil 8%/Triamcinolone 0.1% As
of this writing I am using the ointment almost daily and continue to
see slow regrowth through out my scalp.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1486915-1

60-64
years

"Discovered alopecia areata on scalp behind right ear on May 1,
2021 by hairdresser, about 2"" diameter. Think must have started a
couple of weeks earlier. Since then, discovered several other smaller
areas of alopecia on top back of scalp. Scheduling visit with
dermatologist after visit with PCP. Do not think stress is involved.
Just wondering IF this might be an adverse immune system
response to the vaccine."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1536548-1

40-49
years

Right arm immune brachial plexitis/ parsonage turner syndrome
Alopecia areata involving scalp Absent menstrual cycles

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1536583-1

50-59
years

Extreme hair loss, diagnosed as late-onset Alopecia Areata. First
noticed 5/11 by hairdresser. As of 8/9, 70% of hair has been lost in
large patches or extreme thinning in all other areas. I have never
had a hair loss event prior to this and there was no emotional stress
trigger. Also, very lethargic and body aches for day after vaccine.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1540790-1

30-39
years

Massive Hair loss and patchy bald spots. Was diagnosed with
Alopecia Areata by my dermatologist when I went in 2 weeks after
my shot.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1554214-1

50-59
years

loss of hair in a spot on the left side of head, later diagnosed as
Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1579757-1

40-49
years

Developed Alopecia Areata. I developed golf ball size patches in my
hair out of nowhere. I have never had hair loss or thinning before

40-49
years

This spontaneous case reported by a consumer, describes the
occurrence of pharyngeal hypoesthesia (numb throat) and alopecia
areata (hair loss/now has a bald spot on her head/they said she has
alopecia areata) in a 48-year-old female patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, batch# 039B21A) for
COVID-19 immunization. Concurrent medical conditions included
alopecia areata. Concomitant products included low-dose Aspirin
(acetylsalicylic acid) for an unknown indication. On Apr 21, 2021,
patient received the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
vaccine), intramuscular; 1 dosage form. On Apr 21, 2021, patient
experienced pharyngeal hypoesthesia (numb throat). On May 18,
2021, patient experienced alopecia areata (hair loss). On an
unknown date, patient experienced alopecia areata (now has a bald
spot on her head/they said she has alopecia areata). On Apr 22,
2021, pharyngeal hypoesthesia (numb throat) outcome: unknown.
At the time of the report, alopecia areata (hair loss/now has a bald
spot on her head/they said she has alopecia areata) outcome:
unknown. The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
vaccine), intramuscular: unknown. Treatment medication not
reported. Patient reported visiting a dermatologist and was
concerned if the condition (alopecia areata) is related to
vaccination.

30-39
years

Developed bald spots on my head days later after my second dose.
Dermatology biopsy confirmed Alopecia Areata and she stated this
was triggered by being exposed to a virus. I am currently still being
rigorously treated with steroid injections into my scalp every 4
weeks.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1617127-1

1623715-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1627635-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

50-59
years

Hair loss/hair started falling out; Left arm achy; body aches;
alopecia areata diagnosed after the vaccine.; This spontaneous
pregnancy case was reported by a consumer and describes the
occurrence of ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair started falling out),
ALOPECIA AREATA (alopecia areata diagnosed after the vaccine.),
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left arm achy) and MYALGIA (body aches) in a
53-year-old female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 036A2119 and 030B2117) for
COVID-19 vaccination. Previously administered products included
for an unreported indication: SHINGRIX in January 2021.
Concurrent medical conditions included Blood pressure high since
2018. Concomitant products included LISINOPRIL for Blood
pressure high, DOXYCYCLINE for Rosacea, FLUOXETINE and
CLONAZEPAM for an unknown indication. On 18-Mar-2021, the
patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 15-Apr-2021, received
second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. Last
menstrual period and estimated date of delivery were not provided.
On 21-Mar-2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA AREATA
(alopecia areata diagnosed after the vaccine.). On an unknown
date, the patient experienced ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair started
falling out), PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left arm achy) and MYALGIA
(body aches). At the time of the report, ALOPECIA (Hair loss/hair
started falling out) had not resolved, ALOPECIA AREATA (alopecia
areata diagnosed after the vaccine.) outcome was unknown and
PAIN IN EXTREMITY (Left arm achy) and MYALGIA (body aches) had
resolved. It was reported that patient had thyroid test normal.
Treatment information was not provided by the reporter. Most
recent FOLLOW-UP information incorporated above includes: On 28Jun-2021: Follow up received on 28-June-2021which contains
added events: Body ache, Left arm achy and alopecia areata. Added
event outcome: unknown to recovered. Added medical history:
Shingles vaccine. Added concomitant medications : Lisinopril,
Fluoxetine, Doxycycline and Clonazepam.Added product details :
Dose number, drug start ate and Batch number.Added patient
demographics : age On 08-Jul-2021: Follow up received on 08June-2021which contains . Added concomitant medications dose
details.Added patient demographics : Hight weight and pregnancy
informationAdded medical history: High blood pressureAdded
Vaccine facility information.; Sender's Comments: Very limited
information regarding this event/s has been provided at this time.
Further information has been requested.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1635441-1

Unknown

Second dose given less than 25 days from first dose; Alopecia
Areata, hair shredding; Skin patches; This spontaneous case was
reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA
AREATA (Alopecia Areata, hair shredding), RASH (Skin patches) and
INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT ADMINISTRATION
(Second dose given less than 25 days from first dose) in a 38-yearold female patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (batch no. Unknown) for COVID-19 vaccination. There was
a no medical history provided by the consumer. Concomitant
products included Multivitamins B12 and B6 for Product used for
unknown indication, BIOTIN for an unknown indication. On 05-Mar2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On 01-Apr2021, the patient experienced ALOPECIA AREATA (Alopecia Areata,
hair shredding) and RASH (Skin patches). On an unknown date, the
patient experienced INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (Second dose given less than 25 days from first
dose). The action taken with mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) (Intramuscular) was unknown.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1638262-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1644607-1

1646059-1

1646870-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Lyme disease; Diagnosed with alopecia areata; Loss of hair on his
head; Loss of eye lashes/losing of eyelashes/Loss of his eyebrows;
This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes
the occurrence of LYME DISEASE (Lyme disease) in a 19-year-old
male patient who received mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19
Vaccine) for COVID-19 vaccination. The occurrence of additional
non-serious events is detailed below. Concurrent medical conditions
included Environmental allergy (takes allergy shot for his allergy
and uses inhaler) and Asthma. In March 2021, the patient received
first dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine)
(Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. In April 2021, received second dose
of mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular)
dosage was changed to 1 dosage form. In May 2021, the patient
experienced ALOPECIA (Loss of hair on his head) and MADAROSIS
(Loss of eye lashes/losing of eyelashes/Loss of his eyebrows). On
an unknown date, the patient experienced LYME DISEASE (Lyme
disease) (seriousness criterion medically significant) and ALOPECIA
AREATA (Diagnosed with alopecia areata). The patient was treated
with MINOXIDIL (ROGAINE) (oral) for Ingrown hair, at an
unspecified dose and frequency. At the time of the report, LYME
DISEASE (Lyme disease), ALOPECIA (Loss of hair on his head),
MADAROSIS (Loss of eye lashes/losing of eyelashes/Loss of his
eyebrows) and ALOPECIA AREATA (Diagnosed with alopecia areata)
outcome was unknown. Concomitant medications included allergy
shot for his allergy and uses inhaler. On May-2021, the patient
started losing his eyes lashes, the hair on his head and his
eyebrows. He went to the dermatologist; he was diagnosed with
alopecia areata. Patient was currently getting steroid shot at the
dermatologist office and was previously on oral rogaine to regrow
his hair but had to stop because it was dropping his blood pressure.
The patient recently got a tick bite, so he was also dealing with
lyme disease now. Company comment: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current
available information and temporal association between the use of
the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship
cannot be excluded.

30-39
years

Basal cell carcinoma in nose; Alopecia Areata; Telugen effluvium;
Lost lots of hair, eventually noticed it started to fall in patches.; This
is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer. A
39-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), dose 2
via an unspecified route of administration, in Arm Left on
31Mar2021 14:30 (Batch/Lot Number: Ep 1533) (at the age of 39
years-old) as single dose for covid-19 immunisation . The patient
had received the first dose of vaccine on 31Mar2021 at 02:30 PM
(Lot Ep 1533) in Left arm. The patient medical history was not
reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior
to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Patient was not pregnant. Drug history
included drug allergy to bactrim. On 05Apr2021 the patient
experienced lost lots of hair, eventually noticed it started to fall in
patches. She saw 2 doctors and both diagnosed alopecia areata and
Telogen effluvium in May2021. At the same time while going
through the process she was also diagnosed with a basal cell
carcinoma in her nose. The adverse events resulted in the Doctor or
other healthcare professional office/clinic visit . Treatment received
for the adverse events inclued steroid shots, steroid topical creams,
uv light tr. The outcome of the events was recovering.

Unknown

"Alopecia Areta; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer reporting for a male patient (son). A male patient of an
unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an
unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as single
dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified
date, the patient experienced ""alopecia areta"". The reporter
stated that after COVID Vaccine the son developed Alopecia Areta.
Just want to hear from Pfizer all about that. The reporter was also
asking whether the vaccine trigger auto immune response. The
outcome of the event was unknown. The lot number for bnt162b2,
was not provided and will be requested during follow up."

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1651069-1

18-29
years

Alopecia Areata, I've never had it before and there are no cases
within my family history.; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable consumer, the patient. A 27-year-old non-pregnant
female patient received the second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EN6198) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Mar2021 (at
the age of 27-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history.
Concomitant medications included ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN) and B-Complex vitamin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN)
for unknown indication from unknown date. The patient had no
known allergies to medications, food or other products. The patient
previously received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Lot number: EM9810) via an
unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Feb2021 (at
the age of 27-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 06Apr2021,
the patient experienced alopecia areata, the patient never had it
before and there were no cases within her family history. The event
resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events which
included cortisol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) injections on scalp.
Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID19. The clinical outcome of the event alopecia areata was not
recovered at the time of this report. No follow-up attempts are
needed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1674827-1

18-29
years

Flair up of Alopecia Areata following vaccination. Consistent hair
loss since April 2021 continuing still today, September 2021

65-79
years

Severe back pain on 7/14/2021 as I woke up and severe sciatica
attack on left leg (not able to walk or sit) that required emergency
hospital visit. Treated with cortisone injection and ibuprofen. Pain
lasted for 2 weeks and it resulted in numbness of the left lower leg
and foot (foot drop) which has impaired walking. An MRI on
8/29/2021 revealed inflammation in lumbar spine with an L5/S1
disc causing sciatica. Other long -term side effect - very pronounced
alopecia areata (circular spots) on left side of scalp.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1704272-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1712975-1

18-29
years

Alopecia areata; Sudden hair loss in patches on scalp and beard;
This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other
non hcp. A 26-years-old male patient received first dose of
BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, formulation:
Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EN6199) via an
unspecified route of administration in Arm Left on 09Mar2021 (age
at vaccination 26years old) as single dose for covid-19
immunisation. Medical history included testis cancer, drug
hypersensitivity, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4
weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication(s)
included famotidine (FAMOTIDINE); lysine (LYSINE); calcium
carbonate (TUMS [CALCIUM CAR-BONATE]), all taken for an
unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. Since
the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. On
12Mar2021 the patient experienced alopecia areata, sudden hair
loss in patches on scalp and beard. The patient underwent lab tests
and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on
20Apr2021. The patient received treatment with steroid cream for
the adverse events. The clinical outcome of the event was not
recovered. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia
areata, sudden hair loss in patches on scalp and beard. No followup attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1731528-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata developed after the vaccine. Patient with no history
of alopecia areata before this.

50-59
years

Severe headache fever chills nausea vomiting on day one. Followed
by hair loss beginning on day two and by day seven a bald patch
began to form in an ophiasis pattern consistent with autoimmune
response. Over the following ten days the patch slowed until the
second shot. I am now missing 25 percent of hair and there is no
regrowth. Additionally I have had autoimmune markers drawn
which are positive. The moderna shot triggered an autoimmune
disorder which was not present prior to the vaccine. director of
pharmacy at filled out a VAERES back in February but I thought you
should know that the effects have not gone away.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1750458-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1756098-1

1773579-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

40-49
years

This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A
47-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Formulation:
Solution for injection; Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an
unspecified route of administration on Feb2021 as DOSE NUMBER
UNKNOWN, SINGLE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical
history was not reported. Not known allergies. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID
vaccine. Concomitant medications included sertraline (SERTRALINE)
taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not
reported. On an unspecified date of Apr2021 patient experienced
new onset alopecia areata. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was not
recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible information about
lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is
expected.

30-39
years

Patient arm was twitching as if she had something under her skin
on the vaccine section; arm was red on the vaccine site, also it was
extremely itchy; arm was red on the vaccine site, also it was
extremely itchy; Left had feels like it gets numb at times; left hand
feels swollen; Patient middle finger hurts on her left hand; Alopecia
areata; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other
health care professional (reported for herself). A 34-years-old
female non-pregnant patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH
COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot Number:
EWO164/Batch number was not reported), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in arm left on
13Aug2021 at 08:00 (at the age of 34-years-old) as dose 1, single
for covid-19 immunisation at Hospital. The patient medical history
and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not
receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the
vaccination. The patient did not receive any other medications
within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient
was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the
patient been tested for COVID-19. The patient has no reported
allergies. On 13Aug2021 at 08:30, it was reported that, Alopecia
areata. Patient got her vaccine on the left arm and 20 min after her
arm was twitching as if she had something under her skin on the
vaccine section. The next day her arm was red on the vaccine site,
also it was extremely itchy. Left had feels like it gets numb at times
and also, she noticed her left hand feels swollen, her middle finger
hurts on her left hand and her wedding ring fits snug and it happen
after vaccination. No treatment was given for the events. The
patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sarscov-2 test: negative on 22Aug2021. The outcome of the events was
not resolved and alopecia areata was unknown. Follow-up attempts
are completed. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1773599-1

40-49
years

Extremely heavy and lengthy menstrual cycle after both doses of
Pfizer covid vaccine.; Extremely heavy and lengthy menstrual cycle
after both doses of Pfizer covid vaccine.; Alopecia Areata; This is a
spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (Patient). A
42-years-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID -19 VACCINE, formulation: solution for
injection, Lot number and expiry date: not reported) via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Left Arm on
26May2021 16:00PM as dose 1, single and received bnt162b2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID -19 VACCINE, formulation: solution for
injection, Lot number and expiry date: not reported) via an
unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in 2021
as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunization (age at Vaccination:
42). Medical history and concomitant medications were not
reported. The patient was not pregnant at time of vaccination. The
patient had not received other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
vaccination and had not received other medications within 2 weeks
prior to the vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID19 before, and not tested post vaccination. On 26May2021 16:00PM
the patient experienced extremely heavy and lengthy menstrual
cycle after both doses of pfizer covid vaccine, and alopecia areata.
The patient had visited doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit, and Emergency room/department or urgent care
for the events. Events assessed as non-serious. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of extremely heavy and lengthy
menstrual cycle after both doses of pfizer covid vaccine, and
alopecia areata includes Iron infusion and steroid treatment. The
outcome of the events was reported as not resolved. Follow-up
activities closed: No follow-up attempts are possible.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1778820-1

60-64
years

Sudden circular patches of hair falling out - left side of head.
Appears to be sudden Alopecia Areata with no family history of
such.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1785436-1

60-64
years

Patient developed diffuse alopecia areata 4 days after receiving her
first COVID immunization. Hair was falling out in clumps, it was an
abrupt onset. No pain or itching on the scalp. Patient labs have
been monitored since her hospitalization for MTX toxicity, last dose
of MTX was mid August and has not had any since. Her labs
stabilized by discharge.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1788254-1

60-64
years

Two weeks after the second shot, we notice I had developed one
spot of missing hair on head, diagnosed as Alcecia Areala. Not sure
when exactly the alcecia areala started.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

1790864-1

6-17
years

New onset diagnosed alopecia Areata within 11 days of vaccine.; 2
large bald patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning; 2 large
bald patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning; Fist signs were
6-7 days out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
consumer (Patient). A 17-years-old non pregnant female patient
received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,
Solution for injection, Lot Number: ew0150), dose 1 via an
unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Left on
21Jul2021 at 14:00 (Age at vaccination: 17 years) as dose 1, single
for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was reported as None.
The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed
with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient has not been
tested for COVID-19. Patient did not test covid post vaccination.
Patient did not had allergies. The patient reported fist signs were 67 days out (hypoaesthesia) on 27Jul2021 and reported new onset
diagnosed alopecia areata within 11 days of vaccine, 2 large bald
patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning 02Aug2021.
Adverse events resulted Doctor or other healthcare professional
office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
new onset diagnosed alopecia areata within 11 days of vaccine, 2
large bald patches on the scalp as well as overall thinning, fist signs
were 6-7 days out. Steroid injectons in scalp, topical steroid was
received as a result of events. Patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number:
ew0176), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration,
administered in Arm Left on 11Aug2021 at 02:00 PM. The outcome
of the events was not recovered. Follow-up attempts are completed.
No further information is expected.

1796515-1

30-39
years

Alopecia areata. Random bald spot on back side of head. Slightly
larger than a quarter. Never had alopecia in the past. Did not seek
medical attention. Hair is growing back after approximately 2
months.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1798023-1

65-79
years

In May, I experienced diarrhea that lasted about a month. I went to
my doctor and they did a bunch of tests that all came back normal.
There was no diagnosis. Luckily, that subsided. End of June, I
noticed behind my right ear I had a bald spot. Then I noticed a bald
spot on the top of my head, I went to the dermatologist and she did
hormone injections in the bald spots. A month later she did more
hormone injections. She prescribed additional experimental meds
but I do not take them. I am now balding all over my head. I was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1801208-1

6-17
years

Loss of hair, diagnosed alopecia areata, steriod injections every
month provided by healthcare professional.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1801971-1

6-17
years

Alopecia areata noted on top of scalp starting shortly after first dose
and seemed to worsen after 2nd

40-49
years

on 3/25/21 I received my second shot. On April 26th I noticed a
small spot of Allopecia Areatha. May 11th the spot grew to the size
of a dime an I began to experience hair loss (200+ strands per day.
June 20th we detected 5 spots of patchy baldness. By July my
condition was no longer manageable and saw a dermatologist. I
began steroid treatment, and completed two rounds with no results,
I also began topical steroids and rogane with no results. Currently I
am undergoing PRP Platelet rich plasma injections and have begun
to see results with white regrowth. I have no history of Allopecia in
my family and I have no history of hair loss.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1815483-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1831634-1

80+
years

Extreme, unusual alopecia areata, way more than age related.
Noticed by patient @ 3 months post second shot. Has rapidly
increased over past 6 months. Hair does not seem to be growing
back. Patient trying Hair Solution over past 8 weeks -no noticeable
results. Patient has found increasing number of reports of similar
unusual amounts of hair loss.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1831661-1

18-29
years

alopecia areata, hair loss

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1831957-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata Developed after 2nd dose 3 bald spots so far

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1846910-1

50-59
years

Since my COVID shots I have experienced extreme fatigue where I
feel like I cannot get enough sleep and feel like I am in a fog. I am
also experiencing severe hair loss (I have lost the entire bottom
portion of my hair) - diagnosed with alopecia areata in May 2021
but have no genetic family history of the autoimmune disease. I
have been using rogaine, betamethezone, capilus cap and getting
corticosteroid shots in my head monthly since May and still no
growth. I am also experiencing difficulty getting over bronchitis. I
am 6 weeks into having bronchitis and am still not well even after a
zpak and 2 steroid shots. I truly believe the COVID shot is the
initiator of my extreme fatigue, hair loss and weakened immune
system. I was completely healthy prior to receiving the shots. I
have been taking iron supplements and biotin supplements to help
with the hair loss as well since May. I experienced an extremely
swollen arm and the muscle was extremely sore for about 4 days.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1849305-1

30-39
years

Began losing hair rapidly starting in April continuing until current.
Diagnosed as alopecia areata. History of hair loss only when 2
following illness. No other history.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1870654-1

50-59
years

"Sometime in late june/early july, I noticed a bald spot on the back
of my head. It enlarged and new ones were forming. I saw the
dermatologist on Aug 4 and was prescribed Clobetasol and given
monthly Cortizone injections in Sept and Oct. After bad reactions,
after a month of use as directed, I stopped use. I tried to continue
use in two later periods, then stopped. I was given a
Rheumatologist referal and saw this Dr. in Oct. The test results were
negative. I have follow-up in Dec. I'm diagnosed with acute
Alopecia Areata. Shortly after my 3rd cortizone injection appt.
(early Oct) I accepted the use of headcoverings and ceased with the
injections. use of headcoverings and decided to cease injections.
After initial info gathering about Alopecia Areata I found a book on
the subject. After the negative test results with the Rheumatologist,
I looked at the chapters in the book. The book mentions
reasearchers suspecting viruses ""could trigger an imballance of
immune responses"" The book also rejects the longstanding belief
that the condition can be caused by stress. I'm mentioning this
because the Derm. Provider said this was most likley the cause.
This bit of information, the time of onset and the grey hairs make
me suspect that the condition may have been caused by the
Vaccine. I was trying to be informed about the condition and look
for other info in a book. I'm not diagnosing myself. This info caused
suspicion. I think the scruffy grey hairs within the bald spots and
surrounding some spots could be a medical sign. I looked at
internet image results of alopecia areata. I did'nt see any with the
greying. I think this supports my belief about something unusual."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1877523-1

Unknown

Alopecia areata starting and growing approx 6 mos post 2nd
vaccine dosage.

30-39
years

Triggered Alopecia Areata. No previous history of autoimmune.;
This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer
(patient). A 31-year-old non pregnant female patient received
second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA
VACCINE; Lot Number: not reported), via an unspecified route of
administration, administered in left arm on 29May2021 at 10:00 (at
the age of 31 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19
immunisation. COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Pharmacy or
Drug Store. Lot number was not known due to Unable to locate or
read the details. Medical history and concomitant medications were
not reported. No previous history of autoimmune. The patient
received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZ-ER-BIONTECH COVID-19
VACCINE, Lot number: not reported) in left arm on 01May2021 for
covid-19 immunisation. The patient did not receive any other
vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did
not have COVID prior to vaccination. The patient was not COVID
tested post vaccination. On an unspecified date in 2021, the patient
experienced Triggered Alopecia Areata. The event resulted in doctor
or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient
received treatment with Vestibular Steroid topical for the event. The
reporter stating the events as non serious. The outcome of the
event was not recovered. No follow-up attempts are possible;
information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further
information is expected.

18-29
years

5 days following the second dose, I began to notice two bald
patches in my hair and a strange rash on my face and hands. I was
diagnosed with alopecia areata and eczema, which I did not have
prior.. Shortly after that, I started having intense pain and
inflammation in my joints, mainly in my fingers, developed more
pain and inflammation in my other joints, along with fatigue and
muscle aches. I went to my PCP who diagnosed me with Raynaud?s
Phenomenon and they are now referring me to a rheumatologist
because my blood work indicates that I have lupus, which I also did
not have prior.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1879561-1

1885887-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1899542-1

50-59
years

"Quarter size bald patch (alopecia areata ) on left side of scalp; This
is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A
52-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of
BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot
Number: EW0172) via an unspecified route of administration in the
left arm on 28Oct2021 (at the age of 52-year-old) as a single dose
for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. Prior
to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.
The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks
prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication taken within
two weeks of vaccination included multivitamin (MANUFACTURER
UNKNOWN) for an unknown indication from an unknown date and
unknown if ongoing. On 20Nov2021, the patient experienced
quarter size bald patch (alopecia areata) on left side of scalp. The
patient had no previous history of ""AA"" (alopecia areata). It was
reported that the patient had a dermatologist appointment the next
day of this report so it was unknown if treatment would be available
at that time. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the event
quarter size bald patch (alopecia areata) on left side of scalp was
unknown at the time of this report."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1908541-1

40-49
years

Massive hair shedding of scalp resulting in baldness. Symptoms
started on 10/13/2021 and resulted in near baldness in 2 weeks.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

Age

1909355-1

6-17
years

Patient (age 14), started losing her hair 2-3 weeks after 2nd Pfizer
vaccine (which was on June 10 2021). Since diagnosed with
Alopecia Areata. Did not have this issue before the vaccine.

50-59
years

"This is a spontaneous report received from contactable reporter(s)
(Physician) for a Pfizer sponsored program (004756). The reporter
is the patient. A 52 year-old female patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration date
04Jan2021 (Lot number: EK4176) at the age of 51 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant
medical history. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (dose 1), administration
date: Dec2020, when the patient was 51 years old, for COVID-19
immunization.The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
AREATA (non-serious) with onset Mar2021, outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Alopecia areata""; ALOPECIA (nonserious) with onset Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described
as ""Alopecia""; MADAROSIS (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""She has lost all her hair including her eye brows and
eye lashes""; PAIN IN EXTREMITY (non-serious), outcome
""recovered"", described as ""Pain in the arm"". The events
""alopecia areata"", ""alopecia"" and ""she has lost all her hair
including her eye brows and eye lashes"" were evaluated at the
physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of alopecia areata, alopecia."

6-17
years

"alopecia areata; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). A 7-year-old
female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm right, administration date 08Nov2021 13:30
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 7 years as dose 1,
single for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical
history was not reported. Concomitant medication(s) included:
INFLUENZA VACCINE taken for immunisation, administration date
23Oct2021. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
AREATA (non-serious) with onset 19Nov2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""alopecia areata"". The event ""alopecia
areata"" was evaluated at the physician office visit and emergency
room visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are available in
the appropriate section. It was unknown if therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of alopecia areata. The lot number for
bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up."

1927410-1

1935097-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1938801-1

18-29
years

"Alopecia barbae; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable
reporter (nurse). The reporter is the patient. A 28-year-old male
patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in left arm,
administration date 24Mar2021 at 08:00 (Lot number: EP6955) at
the age of 28 years as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Pyloric stenosis"" (unspecified
if ongoing), notes: Infantile pyloric stenosis and ""Pyloroplasty""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: Resolved infantile pyloric stenosis
through surgery after birth. Concomitant medication included:
RIFAMPIN, stop date: an unknown date in Mar2021. The following
information was reported: ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with
onset 31Mar2021, outcome ""not recovered"", described as
""Alopecia barbae"". The event ""Alopecia barbae "" was evaluated
at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia areata. Additional
Information: The patient had no known allergies. The patient did
not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID
vaccine. It was reported that the patient had stopped taking
RIFAMPIN about 10 days prior. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
had been tested for COVID-19. Treatment included steroid injection
and topical steroid for alopecia areata. The patient also received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in right arm, administration
date 13Apr2021 at 08:00 (Lot number: EW0153) at the age of 28
years as dose 2, single for COVID-19 immunisation."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1943056-1

6-17
years

Hair loss/ alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1951658-1

50-59
years

Developed Alopecia areata (spotty hair loss on scalp) about eight
days after the vaccine. It continues to worsen.

1951714-1

18-29
years

Extreme hair loss. Spiked a very bad response with my alopecia
areata. Typically I have small bald patches on my scalp, apron 5-6
weeks after receiving my final Pfizer shot I noticed very large
clumps of hair falling out. Now I have 75% bald.

18-29
years

- noticed rapid hair loss, flaking, and bald spots on scalp about a
month after 2nd dose - dermatologist diagnosed it as Alopecia
areata and prescribed Clobetasol Propionate as a topical treatment some hair growth in certain spots, but overall, the condition has
exacerbated and there are more bald spots and hair loss

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1968611-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1985004-1

50-59
years

First, I had whole body muscle ache. wore off after 2 months. My
muscles still ache randomly. About a week or so after the vaccine
my hair fell off in patches. Treated by dermatologist, said Alopecia.
Then a few months later all my hair fell off, now Alopecia Areata.
Eyebrows, eyelashes, nose hair, ear hair ect... then he found
immune system disorder on blood test. Referred me to Dr., she
found protein in my body that was not right. she just referred me to
a cancer doctor. Waiting now for appointment.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1992091-1

40-49
years

I started losing facial hair, and now I am losing hair on my head. I
have Alopecia Areata, which is an autoimmune disorder. My
dermatologist said it was likely caused by the vaccine.

6-17
years

"Quarter sized spot of Alopecia Areata on Childs upper right lobe of
head; This is a spontaneous report received from contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). A 9 year-old female
patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2),
administered in arm left, administration date 06Dec2021 16:15 (Lot
number: FK5618) at the age of 9 years as dose 2, single for covid19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history.
There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination history
included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No: FK5618,
Location of injection: Arm Left, Vaccine Administration Time: 04:15
PM), administration date: 15Nov2021, when the patient was 9 years
old, for COVID-19 Immunization. The following information was
reported: ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious), outcome ""not
recovered"", described as ""Quarter sized spot of Alopecia Areata on
Childs upper right lobe of head"". The event ""quarter sized spot of
alopecia areata on childs upper right lobe of head"" was evaluated
at the physician office visit. It was unknown if therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of alopecia areata. Additional information:
The patient did not have any allergies. The patient had no other
vaccine within four weeks and no other medications received within
2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not
diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had
not been tested for COVID-19. Device time stamp was 07Dec2021.
No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected."

6-17
years

"Alopecia Areata-significant hair loss in the month following the
vaccine; Alopecia Areata-significant hair loss in the month following
the vaccine; prev dose administration date 06Oct2021, prev dose
dose number 1, Most recent dose: administration date
20Oct2021,dose number 2; This is a spontaneous report received
from a non-contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP).
The reporter is the patient. A 12 year-old female patient received
bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left, administration
date 20Oct2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 12
years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical
history included: ""Known allergies: Pennicilin"" (unspecified if
ongoing). There were no concomitant medications. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose Number: 1, Batch/Lot No:
Unknown. Not available/provided to reporter at the time of report
completion, Location of injection: Arm Left), administration date:
06Oct2021, when the patient was 12 years old, for COVID-19
immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
AREATA (non-serious), ALOPECIA (non-serious) all with onset
17Nov2021, outcome ""not recovered"" and all described as
""Alopecia Areata-significant hair loss in the month following the
vaccine""; INAPPROPRIATE SCHEDULE OF PRODUCT
ADMINISTRATION (non-serious) with onset 20Oct2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""prev dose administration date
06Oct2021, prev dose dose number 1, Most recent dose:
administration date 20Oct2021,dose number 2"". The event
""alopecia areata-significant hair loss in the month following the
vaccine"" and ""alopecia areata-significant hair loss in the month
following the vaccine"" was evaluated at the physician office visit.
Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of alopecia areata,
alopecia. Additional information: the patient received treatment for
the adverse event which included Steroid injections into scalp. The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received
within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was
not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient
has not been tested for COVID-19. No follow-up attempts are
possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
No further information is expected."

2005663-1

30-39
years

I noticed a small bald patch on my right temple approximately a
month after my second dose of Pfizer vaccine. I sought medical
attention from several dermatologists as well as a internist. After
months of testing it was determined that I have Alopecia Areata
which was triggered by the Pfizer vaccine.

2018342-1

50-59
years

Developed alopecia areata around end of aug 2021 for the first
time. There is no family history or previous history of this condition.
Have been treated with monthly steroid injection since nov 2021,
yet the affected area keeps growing.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1995235-1

1995322-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2018366-1

6-17
years

"his Alopecia areata got triggered which was very stable for last
couple of years within 3 weeks of getting the second dose of
vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The reporter is the
parent. A 14 year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2)
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 14 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical
history and concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination
history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1), for Covid-19 immunization.
The following information was reported: ALOPECIA AREATA (nonserious), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""his Alopecia areata
got triggered which was very stable for last couple of years within 3
weeks of getting the second dose of vaccine"". The lot number for
bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2020345-1

6-17
years

Hair loss, first noticed by my daughter in October in one area on the
back of her head. She was diagnosed with alopecia areata in
November. It has progressed to multiple areas on her head.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2025377-1

6-17
years

Allopecia Areata. First noticed in October 2021 ; though it
developed before the day noticed.

2031768-1

30-39
years

hx of chronic but relatively well-managed alopecia areataexperienced rapid, widespread hair thinning/shedding ~2-3 wks
post-booster; no additional treatment recommended by
dermatology but scalp biopsy taken 1/20/22, results pending
Roughly a month after the second shot I noticed more hair loss than
normal. I developed small bald patches on the back of my head and
those turned into 3 large patches and patches starting to form at
my front hairline.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2051189-1

50-59
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2076127-1

6-17
years

Alopecia aerata started after 2nd Covid vaccine, no risk factors, no
prior history, diagnosed in the office on 1/31

18-29
years

On September of 2021 I started having persistent inflamed lymph
nodes, I had them the first time on the left side of my neck. I got
them checked out and they said it can be an infection but I was
feeling completely fine, no signs of an infection. They disappeared
after 2 months or so and now they're showing on the right side of
my neck. I'm getting that checked again next week. Another issue I
got is I was diagnosed with Alopecia Areata on December 2021. I
have no family history with areata which makes me believe it was
caused by the vaccine.

Unknown

"drug ineffective; SARS-CoV-2 infection; Alopecia areata; This is a
literature report. A 29 year-old female patient received BNT162B2
(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE)administration date
Apr2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose 2, single and
administration date Mar2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) as dose
1, single for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's relevant medical
history and concomitant medications were not reported. The
following information was reported: DRUG INEFFECTIVE (medically
significant) with onset Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described
as ""drug ineffective""; COVID-19 (medically significant) with onset
Aug2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""SARS-CoV-2
infection""; ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with onset Apr2021,
outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Alopecia areata"". The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: antithyroid antibody: (2021) elevated; (2021) elevated. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia areata with ILTAC. No
follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch
number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.;
Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to
patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a
contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported
drug ineffective/COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.,Linked Report(s) :
US-PFIZER INC-202200081166 same article, drug, different patient,
event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081167 same article, drug, different
patient, event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081168 same article, drug,
different patient, event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081169 same
article, drug, different patient, event;US-PFIZER INC202200081170 same article, drug, different patient, event;USPFIZER INC-202200081171 same article, different patient, drug,
event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081172 same article, different
patient, drug, event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081173 same article,
different patient, drug, event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081174 same
article, different patient, drug, event;US-PFIZER INC202200081175 same article, different patient, drug, event;USPFIZER INC-202200081176 same article, different patient, drug,
event;US-PFIZER INC-202200081177 same article, different
patient, drug, event"

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2079113-1

2090993-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2091061-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

"Diagnose with Alopecia areata; This is a spontaneous report
received from a contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non
HCP). The reporter is the patient. A 20-year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date
28Apr2021 (Lot number: EW0162) at the age of 19 years as dose
1, single, administration date 21May2021 (Lot number: EW0186) as
dose 2, single and administration date 04Jan2022 (Lot number:
FL3209) as dose 3 (booster), single for covid-19 immunisation. The
patient had no relevant medical history. Concomitant medication(s)
included: ESTARYLLA. The following information was reported:
ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with onset 09May2021, outcome
""not recovered"", described as ""Diagnose with Alopecia areata"".
The event ""diagnose with alopecia areata"" was evaluated at the
physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and procedures are
available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic measures were
taken as a result of alopecia areata. Additional information: The
patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to
the COVID vaccine. List of any other medications the patient
received within 2 weeks of vaccination was Estarylla. Prior to
vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The
patient had no other history. No known allergies. Was diagnosed
with alopecia aereta after first vaccine, we could through remission
before getting it against after 2nd and 3rd dose. Treatment received
for the adverse event was steroid cream that treats alopecia aereta.
The adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare
professional office/clinic visit Hospitalization prolonged was no.
Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19.
Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is
expected."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2091070-1

30-39
years

"Alopecia Areata flare up/Patches of bald spots; This is a
spontaneous report received from contactable consumer. The
reporter is the patient. A 39 year-old patient received bnt162b2
(BNT162B2), administered in arm right, administration date
22Feb2021 16:15 (Lot number: EL 9266) at the age of 38 years as
dose 2, single and administered in arm left, administration date
22Oct2020 17:00 (Lot number: FH8020) as dose 3 (booster), single
for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""Known allergies: Latex"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Known
allergies: adhesives"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""Gastric Sleeve""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""Ana markers"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""lupus"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""RA marker"" (unspecified if
ongoing); ""depression"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""anxiety""
(unspecified if ongoing); ""allergies"" (unspecified if ongoing);
""pulmonary embolism"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""c-sections""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: twice; ""gallbladder removal""
(unspecified if ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included:
ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]; SERTRALINE;
MONTELUKAST; BUPROPION; LISINO [LISINOPRIL DIHYDRATE].
Past drug history included: Cipro, reaction(s): ""Allergy: Cipro"".
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose 1, lot number: EL
9262, in the left arm at 02:00 PM), administration date:
22Jan2021, when the patient was 38 years old, for COVID-19
Immunization. The following information was reported: ALOPECIA
AREATA (medically significant) with onset 01Jun2021, outcome
""recovering"", described as ""Alopecia Areata flare up/Patches of
bald spots"". The event ""alopecia areata flare up/patches of bald
spots"" was evaluated at the physician office visit. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia areata, possible steroid
injections. Clinical information: The patient has not been COVID-9
tested since the vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with
COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had alopecia areata flare
up with 3-6 months of dose. Had coming out in handfuls, patches of
bald spots. No follow-up attempts are needed. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2092085-1

40-49
years

Alopecia Areata

65-79
years

No reaction whatsoever to first 2 shots. Alopecia Areata Univesalis
confirmed by biopsy began roughly 2.5 months to 3 months after 3
shot. High dose Flu vaccine given at the same time! No history or
family history of autoimmune diseases. Progressed from single thin
spot to almost complete scalp baldness and extensive eyebrow
eyelash & body hair involvement within 2 months of onset

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2110032-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2127927-1

30-39
years

"they said he can have from syphilis; he has been experiencing
alopecia; now alopecia areata,; a patch on his beard, a big patch,
come off; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable
reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical information
team. The reporter is the patient. A 31 year-old male patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 28Nov2021
(Batch/Lot number: unknown) at the age of 31 years as dose 2,
single for covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""Accident"" (unspecified if ongoing), notes: Caller says a year ago
he lost half of his left leg in an accident.; ""allergic to bumblebees""
(unspecified if ongoing), notes: allergic to bumblebees. There were
no concomitant medications. Past drug history included: Epi-pen,
notes: he only takes an Epi-pen, but he doesn't use that; Ibuprofen
for pain in his leg, notes: He says he took Ibuprofen when needed
he needed to for pain in his leg a year ago, but that was not at the
time of the vaccinations. Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2,
administration date: Nov2021, for COVID-19 immunization. The
following information was reported: SYPHILIS (medically
significant), outcome ""unknown"", described as ""they said he can
have from syphilis""; ALOPECIA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""he has been experiencing alopecia"";
ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with onset 10Dec2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""now alopecia areata,""; SKIN
DISORDER (non-serious) with onset 10Dec2021, outcome
""unknown"", described as ""a patch on his beard, a big patch,
come off"". The events ""he has been experiencing alopecia"",
""now alopecia areata,"" and ""a patch on his beard, a big patch,
come off"" were evaluated at the physician office visit. The patient
underwent the following laboratory tests and procedures: blood
test: unknown results, notes: He says they took lab results off his
blood, and said then that it didn't give enough information, and
removed his scalp. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of
alopecia, alopecia areata, skin disorder. Clinical course: Caller says
that on 10Dec he noticed a patch on his beard, a big patch, come
off, and he thought he was hallucinating, it was unbelievable. He
says he touched and pulled the hair and it pulled out and he didn't
feel it rip out, his pores were dead. AE Treatment: Caller says they
tried to give him something, not for the beard, but it was a liquid
steroid that didn't work. He says he doesn't know the name of it,
and unspecified liquid steroid NDC/LOT/EXP: unknown, he doesn't
have it with him.Caller asks what does he do, he has been building
his own record, creating a profile, for example when they had to
surgically remove 4mm of his scalp he had his wife take a video of
that, he's made a profile of it. He says his doctors were telling him
first alopecia, and now alopecia areata, which makes no sense. He
says they took lab results off his blood, and said then that it didn't
give enough information, and removed his scalp. He says this is all
because of the Pfizer shot, and he doesn't know how get to real
information that Pfizer shot really is what created this. He says the
only thing he has taken was the shot, which is what he tried to tell
the doctors when they tested and they said he can have from
syphilis but they just had a baby and she doesn't cheat and he
doesn't cheat. Caller says he looked it up and found other people
are going thru this, one is a female. Caller says he looks horrible,
he is not supposed to look like this, he is trying to build a case
telling that he should not be going thru this. The lot number for
bnt162b2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2131361-1

30-39
years

Diagnosed with alopecia areata in September. Lost 80% of my hair
by the end of November. No history of alopecia prior.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2137085-1

40-49
years

Alopecia areata affected scalp and beard

30-39
years

"Hair loss; Alopecia areata; This is a spontaneous report received
from contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP). The
reporter is the patient. A 34 year-old female patient (not pregnant)
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administration date 13Apr2021
(Lot number: ew0153) at the age of 34 years as dose 1, single for
covid-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included:
""eczema"" (unspecified if ongoing); ""hypo thyroid"" (unspecified if
ongoing). Concomitant medication(s) included: TIROSINT. The
following information was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with
onset May2021, outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as
""Hair loss""; ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious) with onset May2021,
outcome ""recovered with sequelae"", described as ""Alopecia
areata"". The events ""hair loss"" and ""alopecia areata"" were
evaluated at the physician office visit. Relevant laboratory tests and
procedures are available in the appropriate section. Therapeutic
measures were taken as a result of alopecia, alopecia areata.
Additional information: The patient receive any other medications
within 2 weeks of vaccination includes tiro sent 25 mcg. The patient
did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the
COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior
to vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the
vaccination No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2147198-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

2147199-1

2154649-1

2165388-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

Unknown

"I developed Alopecia areata; This is a spontaneous report received
from a contactable reporter(s) (Physician) for a Pfizer sponsored
program.The reporter is the patient. A patient (no qualifiers
provided) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) (Batch/Lot number:
unknown) as dose number unknown (booster), single for covid-19
immunisation. The patient's relevant medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Vaccination history
included: Covid-19 vaccine (Dose Unknown, Manufacturer
Unknown), for Covid-19 immunization. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA AREATA (non-serious), outcome
""unknown"", described as ""I developed Alopecia areata"".
Additional Information: Customer Verbatim was reported as ""I am
a physician, convinced that I have an adverse reaction to vaccine
booster. I developed Alopecia areata. Please help me with samples
of Xeljanz."" The lot number for bnt162b2 was not provided and will
be requested during follow up."

6-17
years

Three weeks after his second shot (mid-June 2021) he experienced
hair loss; in one spot at first. A dermatologist saw him and
diagnosed Alopecia Areata and treated him with Kenalog dermal
injections, topical clobetasol solution, and topical minoxidil solution.
Between July and November, he saw Doctor monthly, and each
month more spots appeared and were treated. Between Christmas
and New Years of that year he lost 95% of the hair on his head. He
is bald now and losing his eyebrows and eyelashes.

40-49
years

My alopecia areata had been under control for several years prior to
my COVID vaccination. Within a few weeks of receiving the second
dose, my hair started falling out very quickly. I've now lost 50% of
the hair on my head and I have painful sores all over my scalp.
There is no way to know if my hair will ever come back.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2168152-1

6-17
years

Two months after the second Pfizer vaccination, we noticed that our
13-year old daughter developed hair loss, which our dermatologist
diagnosed as alopecia areata. And at the same time, our 15-year
old daughter developed pityriasis rosea. The family pediatrician
diagnosed this, and it cleared within 6 weeks. We thought it was
notable that both of our very healthy daughters developed
something out of the ordinary two months after the second
vaccination. Upon further reading, it appears that there have been
numerous reports of both alopecia areata and pityriasis rosea being
caused by both Covid-19 and the Covid-19 vaccine. Our family has
been very careful, and no one has so far caught Covid-19, and we
have all been double vaccinated and boostered (except for our 13year old daughter, who has been double-vaccinated, but not
boostered because we were concerned whether the booster shot
would further the alopecia problem). Our 13-year old daughter has
been losing large amounts of hair since August (8 months ago), and
unfortunately she is continuing to lose hair. Dermatology Center,
has treated my daughter for the past 8 months. Our family strongly
supports vaccines, though I have to admit that after what my
daughter has been through and continues to go through, we are
concerned about giving her future does of the vaccine since this
seemed to develop shortly after the vaccine. Before this, our
daughter was in great health.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2168912-1

30-39
years

Alopecia Areata along with major hair fall

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2177143-1

6-17
years

1st dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine received on December 2, 2021. 2nd
dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine received on December 23, 2021. After
3 weeks of 2nd dose (around January 13, 2022), we (parents)
noticed patient's aggressive hair fall. After the 2nd Covid shot, the
vaccine triggered his underlying condition (alopecia arreata) and
after the immense weekly hair fall, it has caused complete ABSOLUTE - hair loss and balding within 1.5 months (mid JanuaryFebruary 2022). This had NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2182554-1

6-17
years

severed flare up of alopecia area to alopecia totalis

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2183089-1

30-39
years

Alopecia Areata, sudden appearance, no prior or family history.
Continuing to lose hair rapidly since.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2184267-1

50-59
years

Diagnosed with several Alopecia Areata (Hair loss)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE (DTAPIPV)

0694465-1

3-5 years

Alopecia areata - hair loss noted 7 days after vaccine.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE +
INACTIVATED POLIOVIRUS
VACCINE + HAEMOPHILUS B
CONJUGATE VACCINE
(DTAPIPVHIB)

0835199-1

1-2 years

Child developed Alopecia Areata in December 2017, 2 months after
injections. Visited dermatologist on 2/26/18 who determined
diagnosis. Prescribed Lidex to apply to area to help with irritation
since child was pulling at the hair.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

0243688-1

6-11
months

Started out with Alopecia areata and is now diagnosed with Alopecia
Totallis.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0205721-1

6-17
years

Patient developed alopecia areata within 12 weeks of vacination.
Alopecia Areata - multiple dermatology visits for injection.

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

VAERS ID

0817801-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

5 (possibly sooner) months after my vaccines, I noticed my hair
falling out in patches. After going to the dermatologist, I was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata, and autoimmune disease on May
30th 2019. I have never ever noticed my hair falling out before, and
highly believe the HPV vaccine kickstarted the autoimmune disease.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

0866225-1

18-29
years

There are 2 previous VAERS Reports Temporary report No 190325,
and 190327 regarding my daughters adverse events after receiving
all of these vaccinations from the army. She started to get
headaches and sore muscles, the headaches continued to worsen
after this round of vaccinations as did the soreness at injection sites
and sore muscles. She had hair loss alopecia areata, a benign large
painful lump in her right breast requiring it to be surgically
removed, she has since been diagnosed with h pylori and the worst
case of IBS any GI Dr has ever seen for which no medication has
cured her or helped her. she has only been getting worse. She can
not eat much of anything she can not keep weight on her she is
now 94 lbs and severely allergic to amoxicillin so much as her
throat closed she could not breathe.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

1878339-1

30-39
years

Massive hair loss with diagnosis of Alopecia Areata

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

0642524-1

18-29
years

Autoimmune disorder. Hyperthyroidism. Alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

0648754-1

30-39
years

Hair loss in patches (alopecia areata). Treating with topical steroid.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0152352-1

6-17
years

Information has been received from a consumer concerning her 7
year old daughter who in approximately 1994 was vaccinated with
Hep B vaccine. It was reported by the mother that in 1994 the child
contracted an autoimmune disorder and developed alopecia areata.
No further information is available.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0190080-1

1-2 years

About 1 1/2 weeks after shot, daughter developed hair loss. Was
diagnosed as having alopecia areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0190721-1

6-17
years

Alopecia areata after hepatitis B.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0199571-1

6-17
years

Info has been received from an MD concerning a 6 y.o. male PT
w/asthma and down's syndrome, who in 96 and 98 was vax'd w/a
1st and 2nd dose of Hep B vax recombinant, respectively.
Concomitant therapy included nebulizer treatments for asthma.
Subsequently, the PT developed alopecia areata. Unspecified
medical attention was sought. Add'l info has been requested.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0243687-1

<6
months

Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0243688-1

6-11
months

Started out with Alopecia areata and is now diagnosed with Alopecia
Totallis.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0262576-1

6-17
years

After having the first 2 Hep B shots, her hair began to fall out. We
had no idea that the vaccine could be causing this, and so we
followed with the last shot on 2/10/98. From around Oct. 1997
through May 1998, her hair continued to fall out. A dermatologist
diagnosed her with alopecia areata. Months of treatment followed,
including cortisone shots in her head in the bald places. We also
used special shampoos & treatments for the alopecia. In addition, I
must add that the emotional trauma that this caused was intense.
Around June of 1998, her hair stared growing back. She recovered
and has not had another incidence of alopecia since then.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0425011-1

6-17
years

Alopecia Areata

0461358-1

18-29
years

Patient reports he developed alopecia areata after receiving first
dose of Anthrax vaccine. He presents to our immunization clinic for
post-deployment Anthrax vaccine #4. He is concerned his alopecia
areata is due to the Anthrax series.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0740321-1

0740327-1

0749967-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

3-5 years

"This literature marketed report was received and refers to a 3 year
old female patient. The patient had no significant medical history.
Her family history included mother with positive antinuclear
antibody (ANA) and alopecia areata (AA) and a sister with positive
thyroid antibodies. Antinuclear Antibody (ANA), complete Blood
Count (CBC), erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C-reactive
protein (CRP) and rheumatoid factor performed on an unspecified
date were normal. On an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated
with her third dose of hepatitis b vaccine (recombinant)
(manufacturer unknown) (dose, route, anatomical place of
vaccination, lot # and expiration date were not provided), for
prophylaxis. On an unknown date (also reported as ""4 days after
receiving the third dose of hepatitis b vaccine (recombinant)
(manufacturer unknown)), the patient experienced alopecia areata
(AA). Physical examination performed on an unknown date showed
widespread and well demarcated alopecic patches on the scalp
without scarring, erythema, or scale. There were no nail changes.
Therefore, the patient was prescribed with clobetasol with
tacrolimus. At 6 weeks on an unspecified date, her scalp
examination was largely unchanged and therapy was continued.
After 2 months, an ophiasis pattern had developed, in addition to
persistent alopecia on the crown. Clobetasol and tacrolimus were
discontinued, and tretinoin was applied, with which there was
minimal response over 4 months. Five months later, at which time
the patient had stopped al prescription medication and had started
a herbal remedy, examination revealed diffuse new hair growth on
the scalp of a few inches in length, with one patch of alopecia on
the right scalp and some irregularity of the hair line. The reporter
considered alopecia areata to be related to Hepatitis B Vaccine
(Recombinant) (manufacturer unknown). This is one of several
reports from the same reporter. Sender's Comments: US009507513-1803USA003425."

Unknown

"This literature marketed report was received and refers to a 15
month old female patient (21 month old at clinic visit). Her family
history and family history were non-contributory. Antinuclear
Antibody (ANA), rheumatoid factor, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA),
antibody (Ab), thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH),
antithyroglobulin Ab, venereal disease research laboratory test and
glucose performed on an unspecified date were normal. On an
unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with her third dose of
hepatitis b vaccine (recombinant) (manufacturer unknown) (dose,
route, anatomical place of vaccination, lot # and expiration date
were not provided), for prophylaxis. On an unknown date (also
reported as ""2 weeks after receiving the third dose of hepatitis b
vaccine (recombinant) (manufacturer unknown) at the age of 15
months), the patient experienced hair loss. Physical examination
performed on an unknown date showed 80% of hair loss of the
scalp, with downy brown hair on the temples and occiput. The body
was without hair, although the eyebrows and eyelashes were intact.
No nail changes were noted. Diffuse alopecia of the scalp, with a
few sparse hairs on the occiput. No other changes from prior
examination were noted. Treatment was begun with pimecrolimus.
At 3 months her examination was unchanged. The patient was
instructed to continue the treatment and start amcinolone. The
reporter considered alopecia areata to be related to Hepatitis B
Vaccine (Recombinant) (manufacturer unknown). This is one of
several reports from the same reporter. Sender's Comments: US009507513-1802USA010505."

6-17
years

Shortly after my daughter's last vaccine shots in December, she
started losing her hair. It began with a round spot and started
growing larger. Doctor diagnosed her with Alopecia Areata and
prescribed some drops for her bald spot. It is now May and my
daughter has very few strands of hair left.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

0866225-1

18-29
years

There are 2 previous VAERS Reports Temporary report No 190325,
and 190327 regarding my daughters adverse events after receiving
all of these vaccinations from the army. She started to get
headaches and sore muscles, the headaches continued to worsen
after this round of vaccinations as did the soreness at injection sites
and sore muscles. She had hair loss alopecia areata, a benign large
painful lump in her right breast requiring it to be surgically
removed, she has since been diagnosed with h pylori and the worst
case of IBS any GI Dr has ever seen for which no medication has
cured her or helped her. she has only been getting worse. She can
not eat much of anything she can not keep weight on her she is
now 94 lbs and severely allergic to amoxicillin so much as her
throat closed she could not breathe.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

1878339-1

30-39
years

Massive hair loss with diagnosis of Alopecia Areata

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

Vaccine Type

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

0292929-1

0310771-1

0313025-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Developed alopecia areata. Exact date of on-set is unknown with
large patch of missing hair noticed in mid August. So, within 5
weeks of vaccine, serious alopecia areata had developed. Currently,
applying Clobetasol propionate cream as prescribed by physician.
Additional hair loss continues to occur. 10/16/07 Reviewed pcp
medical records. Received vax record which confirms dose & lot #
for HPV. No medical records beyond 6/20 included. T/C to pcp to
request same. PCP reports no visits in July or August. 11/27/07
Reviewed medical records from specialist which reveals patient
exprienced baseball sized area of hair loss w/rash inside it on the
occiput. Noted to have very mild seborrheic dermatitis in other
areas of scalp but not enough to produce alopecia. Tx w/topical
cream. FINAL DX: alopecia areata.

6-17
years

"Information has been received from a nurse concerning a 16 year
old female who sometime in October 2007, was vaccinated with the
first dose of Gardasil (lot number not reported). Concomitant
therapy included SINGULAIR, VENTOLIN and ZYRTEC. In October
2007, the patient experienced losing her hair and was diagnosed
with ""alopecia ariat"". On an unspecified date the patient has
received the second dose of Gardasil (lot number not reported). The
patient is still experiencing hair loss and currently receives steroid
injections in her head every six weeks. No further information is
available."

18-29
years

ALOPECIA AREATA:I received my first shot of Gardasil in January
2007. About a month later we noticed a bald spot in the back of my
head. I went back to my ObGyn and asked her if the Gardasil could
be the cause as nothing else had recenlty changed and I was not
taking any ther medications. She said that she had not heard of
this, but she referred me to a dermatologist. I asked him if my hair
loss had anything to do with the Gardasil. He replied that I had
Alopecia areata and one thing had nothing to do with the other. He
advised that I continue with the Gardasil and that he would start
treating me for the alopecia. I believe that the Gardasil is the cause
of my Alopecia, now over half of my head is bald. I don't know what
to do. I keep going back to the dermatologist for treatments for the
alopecia, but it just keeps getting worse.

18-29
years

Information has been received from a physician concerning a 21
year old female with attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder and a
history of depression who in January 2007, was vaccinated with a
first dose of GARDASIL. The physician stated the patient received
three doses of GARDASIL but the dates of administration of the
second and third dose were unknown. Concomitant therapy
included CELEXA and ADDERALL tablets. In February 2007, the
patient developed hair loss. On unknown date, the patient visited
the office. In January 2009, the patient was examined and was
diagnosed with alopecia areata. The patient was prescribed topical
steroids and unspecified pulse systemic steroid therapy. The patient
has noticed slight improvement in the symptoms. The physician
added that thyroid levels, antinuclear antibody, sed rate, complete
blood count, and comprehensive metabolic panel results were
normal. Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0342641-1

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
nurse's daughter who was vaccinated with GARDASIL a year ago.
Coincidentally, the patient started losing her hair about the same
time. The patient has subsequently been diagnosed with alopecia
areata. This is one of several reports from the same source.
Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0349184-1

18-29
years

Developed Alopecia Areata Universalis beginning three days after
receiving third GARDASIL booster, Tetanus with Pertussis injection,
and Flu vaccine.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0392131-1

6-17
years

Thyroiditis 01/29/2008 resolved, alopecia areata 5/2008 resolved.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0488838-1

6-17
years

Dx-Alopecia Areata post 1 month of HPV inj.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0492526-1

30-39
years

Hair loss - likely alopecia areata.

0342435-1

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

0494057-1

Unknown

"This spontaneous report as received from a physician
(Dermatologist) refers to a female patient of unknown age. The
patient's medical history and concurrent conditions were not
provided. On an unknown date the patient was vaccinated with a
dose of GARDASIL (0.5 ml, intramuscular) (lot number and expiry
date were not provided). No concomitant medications were
reported. The physician stated that the patient experienced alopecia
areata after receiving her third dose of GARDASIL. She stated that
this began ""four to five years ago"" (exact date not provided). The
physician stated that the patient was vaccinated at another office
and was seen in her dermatology office for the alopecia areata. The
physician reported that the alopecia areata had not completely
resolved at the time of this report (outcome of event was not
recovered/not resolved). No reporter causality was provided. No
further information was available. Additional information is not
expected."

0498574-1

6-17
years

Hair loss in one spot. Completely bare as if it had been freshly
shaved, only with no stubble or growth at all. The spot got larger
after a couple of weeks and we sought medical treatment. She
developed several other similar spots over the course of a year.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0517549-1

6-17
years

"Initial and follow up information has been received from a
consumer via an agency as part of a business agreement (Sender's
case report number SE-1577272925-E2007-05342) on 20-DEC2013. Initial case was reported on 09-aug-2007 by a consumer
(mother of patient). It was reported that a 13-year-old woman was
vaccinated with GARDASIL (batch number unknown, route not
reported and administered in the arm) on 15-jun-2007. In the end
of July 2007 it was noted that the girl had severe hair loss, and on
08-aug-2007 it was discovered that she had 3 bald patches. At the
time of reporting (09-aug-2007) the outcome was not recovered.
Case is closed. Follow up information received on 16-Oct-2013 and
17-Oct-2013 from health care professionals (General practitioner)
and from health Authority in a foreign country under the reference
number 133817. The case is now medically confirmed. It was
reported by the mother that the hair loss started in
August/September 2007, not July as previously reported. However,
the HA reported has July 2007 as onset of AE. She has been
diagnosed with alopecia areata and she is more or less totally bald,
but hair growth comes back some times. The batch number of the
first dose (administered on 15-Jun-2007) was NE47370, lot.
655376/0572F, exp. 05-MAY-2009. The second dose was given on
20-Aug-2007 and the third dose 27-Nov-2007 (batch number
NF13730, lot 1341F, exp. 19-NOV-2009 and NF27900, lot no.
1537F, exp. 15-NOV-2009 respectively) (the date of third dose was
contradictory reported as 28-Nov-2007 by mother of patient). It
was reported that no one in the family of the patient has a history
of alopecia. At the time of reporting the outcome was not
recovered. Follow up information received from the HA on 16-Dec2013. Complementary information received by the HA on 10-Dec2013. The event is now reported from consumer. The patient's
weight (60 kg) and height (168 cm) is now updated. Alopecia
Areata with onset date 10-AUg-2007 (contradictory information
regarding onset date from health care service, who reports ""end of
Jun-2007"" in one place in the report and ""Jul-2007"" in another
place as well as from consumer). The problems start after second
dose (discrepancy: dose 1 is coded as suspected dose by the HA),
so onset is changed to 10-Aug-2007 according to consumer. The
adverse reaction is not recovered. The patient has been treated
with non-prescription ointments as well as tablets for alopecia/thin
hair (no further information provided). The HA has according to
applicable guideline for assessment of seriousness, classified the
adverse reaction as serious. The relatedness assessment is changed
from ""unclassifiable"" to ""possible"". Batch number is missing. HA
also updated route of administration for D1 GARDASIL to
intramuscular. Noteworthy: The patient received D1 and D2
GARDASIL (batch numbers NE47370 and NF13730) on 15-Jun-2007
and 20-Aug-2007 respectively. This information was received the
company on 07-oct-2013 from the patient's mother. The company
judged relevant to keep dose 2 as suspected dose due to the
discrepancies reported. HA has performed a follow up with the
consumer to clarify the discrepancies of the onset date and doses."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0518427-1

6-17
years

Alopecia areata of note at base of skull and left temporal area since
6/20/13, labs WNL, dermatologist involved in care.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0605183-1

6-17
years

Hair less in frontal midline. 4 x 1 cm area. No other changes.
Symptom started 3 day after getting Tdap, HPV and MCV. Alopecia
and Areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0659881-1

18-29
years

Diagnosed Alopecia Areata, Reoccurring rash on face and hands
contact dermatitis (NOS). Prednisone for inflammation from rash
Kenalog injection for Auto immune Disease Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0684928-1

6-17
years

Major Hair loss- Eyelashes, Eye brows, Head- Treatment has been
cortisone shots into scalp various steroidal creams and lotion, which
have not worked so far.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6 11 16 18)

1800175-1

Unknown

"random onset alopecia areata; biliary dyskinesia; irritable bowel
syndrome; small intestinal bacterial overgrowth; bile acid

AREATA
Symptoms

(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
Vaccine Type
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

VAERS ID

Age

syndrome; small intestinal bacterial overgrowth; bile acid
Adverse Event Description
malabsorption; temporomandibular joint disorder; postural
orthostatic tachycardia syndrome; dysautonomia; Information has
been received from a lawyer referring to a 19 years old female
patient regarding a case in litigation. The patient was in her usual
state of health, and enjoying her life. Information about history
condition and concomitant medication was not reported.On 28AUG-2015, during a routine visit to discuss birth control, the patient
was vaccinated with the first dose of quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
(strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not reported)
for preventing cervical cancer, in light of the physician's
recommendations, as well as relentless marketing and advertising
messages. Within a month of receiving the first dosage of
quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb.
vaccine (GARDASIL), the patient developed symptoms of fatigue,
headaches, joint pains, dizziness, and brain fog. On 27-OCT2015(also reported as 27-OCT-2915, inconsistent information), the
patient returned to the physician's office to receive her second
dosage of quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18)
recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL) (strength, dose, route, lot # and
expiration date were not reported). Immediately following the shot,
the patient became suddenly dizzy and felt intense pain in her arm
where the vaccine had been administered. The patient was
instructed to sit in a chair for a few minutes until she felt well
enough to walk out of the office. The pain in her arm and the
dizziness continued for many days. The patient also continued to
experience severe joint pains, which eventually worked their way
into her jaw. The left side of her jaw would ache until she could not
eat or speak. The patient saw her dentist and was diagnosed with
temporomandibular joint disorder (TMJ). In October 2015, the
patient quit her job due to fatigue, dizziness, and generalized pain.
The physical fatigue and mental brain fog she experienced made
doing even the simplest tasks nearly impossible. By February 2016,
the patient was experiencing increasingly severe stomach pains and
nausea. She also suddenly developed anxiety, depression, and panic
attacks. She had to miss school or leave early from her classes
because she was in so much pain that she couldn't focus or would
have a panic attack in the middle of class. The patient stopped
being able to drive to school and she had to rely on her father for a
ride. On 14-MAR-2016, the patient returned to her physician's
office, for her third and final dosage of quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
(strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not
reported). On 27-MAR-2016, the patient woke up with a patch of
hair missing from the top of her head. She had a bald spot the size
of a quarter right above her forehead, and the spot continued to
grow over the days until it was about 2 inches in diameter. The
patient was diagnosed with random onset alopecia areata. In May
2016, the patient was very ill with stomach pains and nausea. She
was suddenly unable to eat or drink anything despite being hungry
and wanting to eat. She could not swallow anything. She went from
doctor to doctor trying to find answers for around two weeks until
she finally had a hepatobiliary iminodiacetic acid (HIDA) scan. It
was found that her gall bladder was deemed ""non-functioning"" at
zero percent. On 13-JUN-2016, an emergency surgery was
performed to remove the gall bladder. After the surgery, the patient
was able to eat again, but her abdominal pain persisted and in fact
worsened. As the months progressed, so did the patient's injuries.
She was seen by multiple physicians and specialists for her
complaints which now included: dizziness, brain fog, joint pains,
swallowing issues, breathing difficulties, fatigue, hair loss, severe
stomach issues, vitamin/mineral deficiencies, muscle weakness,
severe weight loss, insomnia, tachycardia, insomnia, anxiety,
depression, panic attacks, and obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD) behaviors. As a result of her post-quadrivalent human
papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL)
symptoms, the patient was unable to engage in normal activities
that a young adult would enjoy. She could no longer be physically
active, nor participate in the activities that she used to. The patient
has taken time off from college and has put her dreams of working
in the film industry on hold to focus on her health. Based upon her
chronic and severe post- quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types
6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL) symptoms and adverse
events as outlined above, and the tests performed by her medical
providers, the patient had been diagnosed with various medical
conditions, including but not limited to, postural orthostatic
tachycardia syndrome (POTS), dysautonomia, alopecia areata,
biliary dyskinesia, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), small intestinal
bacterial overgrowth (SIBO), bile acid malabsorption (BAM), and
TMJ. The patient had suffered and continued to suffer severe and
permanent physical injuries and associated symptomology and had
suffered severe and permanent emotional injuries, including pain
and suffering. The patient also had a substantial fear of suffering
additional and ongoing harms, including but not limited to now
being at an increased risk of cancer and future symptoms and
harms associated with her autoimmune disease and other injuries
caused by quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18)
recomb. vaccine (GARDASIL).As a direct and proximate result of
her quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb.
vaccine (GARDASIL)-induced injuries, the patient had suffered and
continued to suffer economic losses including considerable financial

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

continued to suffer economic losses, including considerable financial
Adverse Event Description
expenses for medical care and treatment, and diminished income
capacity, and she (also reported as he, inconsistent information)
would continue to incur these losses and expenses in the future.
The outcome of all events was not recovered. The causality
assessment was considered to be related by the lawyer. These
events of POTS, dysautonomia, alopecia areata, biliary dyskinesia,
IBS, SIBO, BAM, and temporomandibular TMJ were considered as
disability by the lawyer. The event of biliary dyskinesia was
determined to be medically significant because the surgery of
remove the gall bladder was on supplemental surgical and medical
procedures always serious terms list."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

2098057-1

6-17
years

"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 15-year-old female
patient. The patient had Eczema and allergies by age of 3-yearsold. At 10 years-old, a barky dry cough persisted for a year. When
she was 12 years old, diagnosed with asthma and started having
frequent episodes of bronchitis. Subcutaneous immunotherapy was
attempted but only seemed to cause worsening reactions over time,
eventually recurrent anaphylaxis. Chronic fatigue emerged too.
Family history was notable for healthy parents, a sister with
allergies, another sister with high histamine-content food
sensitivities and vigorous reactions to bee stings, a paternal
grandfather who had had fatal colon cancer in his 70s, a paternal
grandmother who had had fatal heart failure, a maternal
grandfather who had had fatal esophageal cancer at 85 (but who
had not been a smoker or heavy drinker), a maternal grandmother
who had had fatal ovarian cancer at 73, and a maternal aunt who
had had breast cancer in her early 60s and after that developed ""a
lot of funny skin reactions"". The patient denied any history of
smoking, significant alcohol use, or illegal substance use. On an
unspecified date, At age of 14-years-old, she received her first dose
of unidentified Merck hpv vaccine administered, also reported as
Gardasil (Lot #, expiration date, dose, route of administration and
anatomical location of vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis
vaccination, ""and that is when the floor just dropped out"" with
marked worsening of fatigue (often could not finish the schoolday),
idiopathic anaphylactoid reactions every day, recurring idiopathic
fevers despite extensive evaluation, reacting to foods but testing
negative for allergies to these foods, reacting to chemical
odors/fragrances, chronic nausea, post-prandial reflux and
vomiting, diarrhea alternating with constipation, hair falling out in
clumps (diagnosed as alopecia areata), and frequent palpitations as
well as severe presyncope (once occasioning hospitalization for a
heart rate of 180 (unspecified units)). She also developed frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs (osteomyelitis disproven). Other
symptoms which emerged included flushing, feeling cold much of
the time, headaches, diffusely migratory aching/pain, diffusely
migratory pruritus, unprovoked soaking sweats (usually at night),
unprovoked fluctuations in weight and appetite, irritation of the
eyes, vision disturbances, epistaxis, easy bruising, sinonasal
congestion, coryza, post-nasal drip, possible intranasal sores,
frequent pharyngeal thrush and occasional throat sores, dyspnea,
gastroesophageal reflux, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea alternating
with constipation, diffusely migratory abdominal discomfort
including (usually post-prandial) bloating, diffusely migratory
weakness, diffusely migratory edema (mostly about the face),
diffusely migratory bilateral cervical adenitis, orthostatic and nonorthostatic presyncope, cognitive dysfunction (particularly memory,
concentration, and word-finding), hair loss, unusual deterioration of
dentition despite decent attention to dental hygiene, diffusely
migratory rashes (typically patchy macular erythema), hives,
eczema, hypersomnolence, sleep paralysis, and poor healing in
general. Upper gastro-intestinal (GI) tract endoscopy was
unrevealing, but she reacted to propofol and self-explanted her IV
several times during the procedure. She was having frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs, once thought to be osteomyelitis, but
this was disproven. At 15-years old, she engaged a new
pediatrician, who was the first to suggest that a mast cell activation
syndrome might be the root issue. Diagnostic testing was strongly
positive. Her diet had been reduced to only three tolerable foods,
but she then consulted an immunologist and was started on oral
Cromoglicic acid (CROMOLYN), famotidine, levocetirizine, and
fexofenadine, whereupon she was able to significantly expand her
diet. She soon consulted with an MCAS expert, who confirmed the
diagnosis and recommended an increase in Cromoglicic acid
(CROMOLYN) and initiation of aspirin and omalizumab. She
improved on aspirin, but omalizumab immediately worsened her
fatigue and allergic reactions. Omalizumab was stopped after the
second monthly treatment, and she improved. Physical examination
at the time of her initial evaluation found a vaguely wan/fatigued
appearing, trim young woman in no acute distress other than
intermittently exhibiting modest headache behaviors, pleasant,
cooperative, fully alert and oriented, easily independently
ambulatory, presenting with her obviously appropriately
concerned/supportive mother. Vital signs were notable for a pulse of
103. Key findings were her vaguely constitutionally unwell general
appearance, HEENT benign, no
plethora/pallor/diaphoresis/jaundice/rash/bleeding/bruising,
diffusely mild dryness all about her skin, neck supple, no JVD or
th
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Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

thyromegaly or carotid bruits, no palpable adenopathy or
Adverse Event Description
tenderness at any of the usual node-bearing sites, clear lungs,
regular heart with no adventitious sounds, abdomen completely
benign, zero peripheral edema, neuro grossly intact. No
costovertebral angle or spinal column tenderness was evoked on
palpation and percussion about these areas. On a light scratch test
on the upper back, mildly bright dermatographism (erythroderma
only, no hives) quickly emerged and was fully sustained when last
checked 10 minutes later Literature report: Upon internal review
the of Mast Cell Activation Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as
medically significant. This is one of several report from the same
literature article. A copy of the published article is attached as
further documentation of the patient's experience."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0607231-1

18-29
years

This spontaneous report was received from a nurse practitioner and
refers to a 23 year old female patient with none pertinent medical
history, drug reactions or allergies. The patient's concurrent
conditions were not reported. In approximately July 2015 (reported
as 4 months ago), the patient was vaccinated by another healthcare
provider with one dose of GARDASIL 9, (dose, route, anatomical
location, lot number and expiration date were not reported). There
was no concomitant medication reported. In approximately 2015
(reported as approximately 2 weeks post vaccination), the patient
developed alopecia areata. The patient had been seen many
specialists, dermatologist, rheumatologist and has had all types of
testing, including DNA test on an unspecified date which the result
was negative. It was reported that the patient spent thousands and
thousands of dollars to resolve the issue. The patient was treated
with an unspecified steroid injection to the head. The patient sought
medical attention by contacting the nurse practitioner. The reporter
nurse could not confirm if the patient was vaccinated with
GARDASIL 9 or GARDASIL. At the time of the report, the outcome
of the alopecia areata was recovering described as the patient's hair
was starting to grow back (recovering). The reporter considered
alopecia areata to be related to GARDASIL 9. Additional information
has been requested.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0735667-1

6-17
years

Frontal thinning noticed sometime in 10/2017. Alopecia Aerata
noticed on 1/15/2018, started on corticosteroid injections to scalp
on 1/19/2018, and Rogaine, not yet recovered.

6-17
years

"This spontaneous report was received from a consumer via a
company representative and refers to a 16-year-old male patient.
The patient had no pertinent medical history, concomitant
medications and drug reactions or allergies. On an unknown date in
June 2018, the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of
GARDASIL 9 intramuscularly (site of administration, lot# and
expiration date were not reported) for human papillomavirus
""HPV"" prophylaxis. A few weeks after the vaccination, the patient
developed alopecia areata. On an unknown date in August 2018,
the patient was vaccinated with the second dose of GARDASIL 9
intramuscularly (site of administration, lot# and expiration date
were not reported) for HPV prophylaxis. The event of alopecia
areata continued to progress after an unspecified amount of time
after the second dose of GARDASIL 9. No lab diagnostic tests were
performed. The patient was referred to an unspecified
dermatologist. The outcome of the event was reported as not
recovered. The relatedness between the event and GARDASIL 9 was
not provided."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0817801-1

18-29
years

5 (possibly sooner) months after my vaccines, I noticed my hair
falling out in patches. After going to the dermatologist, I was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata, and autoimmune disease on May
30th 2019. I have never ever noticed my hair falling out before, and
highly believe the HPV vaccine kickstarted the autoimmune disease.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0877952-1

6-17
years

Alopecia areata

1583088-1

6-17
years

Noticed missing hair just below and to the right of the crown of
head about the size of a quarter on 7/29/2021. Checked regularly
and about 8/17/2021 noticed the size of the missing hair had grown
to about the size of a half-dollar. The following day 8/18/2021
noticed substantial chunk of hair dandling from left temple. Gently
tugged and it came out with any force. Scheduled dermatologist
appointment for as soon as possible to determine official diagnosis,
treatment and expected outcomes. Soonest available times are
weeks out (8/27/2021). Suspect this could be Alopecia Areata.

2098057-1

6-17
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

0782181-1

"Mast Cell Activation Syndrome; This literature marketed
information has been received from the authors in a published
article title as stated below and refers to a 15-year-old female
patient. The patient had Eczema and allergies by age of 3-yearsold. At 10 years-old, a barky dry cough persisted for a year. When
she was 12 years old, diagnosed with asthma and started having
frequent episodes of bronchitis. Subcutaneous immunotherapy was
attempted but only seemed to cause worsening reactions over time,
eventually recurrent anaphylaxis. Chronic fatigue emerged too.
Family history was notable for healthy parents, a sister with
allergies, another sister with high histamine-content food
sensitivities and vigorous reactions to bee stings, a paternal
grandfather who had had fatal colon cancer in his 70s, a paternal
grandmother who had had fatal heart failure, a maternal

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

grandfather who had
had fatal
esophageal
cancer at 85 (but who
Adverse
Event
Description
had not been a smoker or heavy drinker), a maternal grandmother
who had had fatal ovarian cancer at 73, and a maternal aunt who
had had breast cancer in her early 60s and after that developed ""a
lot of funny skin reactions"". The patient denied any history of
smoking, significant alcohol use, or illegal substance use. On an
unspecified date, At age of 14-years-old, she received her first dose
of unidentified Merck hpv vaccine administered, also reported as
Gardasil (Lot #, expiration date, dose, route of administration and
anatomical location of vaccine were not reported) for prophylaxis
vaccination, ""and that is when the floor just dropped out"" with
marked worsening of fatigue (often could not finish the schoolday),
idiopathic anaphylactoid reactions every day, recurring idiopathic
fevers despite extensive evaluation, reacting to foods but testing
negative for allergies to these foods, reacting to chemical
odors/fragrances, chronic nausea, post-prandial reflux and
vomiting, diarrhea alternating with constipation, hair falling out in
clumps (diagnosed as alopecia areata), and frequent palpitations as
well as severe presyncope (once occasioning hospitalization for a
heart rate of 180 (unspecified units)). She also developed frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs (osteomyelitis disproven). Other
symptoms which emerged included flushing, feeling cold much of
the time, headaches, diffusely migratory aching/pain, diffusely
migratory pruritus, unprovoked soaking sweats (usually at night),
unprovoked fluctuations in weight and appetite, irritation of the
eyes, vision disturbances, epistaxis, easy bruising, sinonasal
congestion, coryza, post-nasal drip, possible intranasal sores,
frequent pharyngeal thrush and occasional throat sores, dyspnea,
gastroesophageal reflux, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea alternating
with constipation, diffusely migratory abdominal discomfort
including (usually post-prandial) bloating, diffusely migratory
weakness, diffusely migratory edema (mostly about the face),
diffusely migratory bilateral cervical adenitis, orthostatic and nonorthostatic presyncope, cognitive dysfunction (particularly memory,
concentration, and word-finding), hair loss, unusual deterioration of
dentition despite decent attention to dental hygiene, diffusely
migratory rashes (typically patchy macular erythema), hives,
eczema, hypersomnolence, sleep paralysis, and poor healing in
general. Upper gastro-intestinal (GI) tract endoscopy was
unrevealing, but she reacted to propofol and self-explanted her IV
several times during the procedure. She was having frequent
""bone pains"" in her legs, once thought to be osteomyelitis, but
this was disproven. At 15-years old, she engaged a new
pediatrician, who was the first to suggest that a mast cell activation
syndrome might be the root issue. Diagnostic testing was strongly
positive. Her diet had been reduced to only three tolerable foods,
but she then consulted an immunologist and was started on oral
Cromoglicic acid (CROMOLYN), famotidine, levocetirizine, and
fexofenadine, whereupon she was able to significantly expand her
diet. She soon consulted with an MCAS expert, who confirmed the
diagnosis and recommended an increase in Cromoglicic acid
(CROMOLYN) and initiation of aspirin and omalizumab. She
improved on aspirin, but omalizumab immediately worsened her
fatigue and allergic reactions. Omalizumab was stopped after the
second monthly treatment, and she improved. Physical examination
at the time of her initial evaluation found a vaguely wan/fatigued
appearing, trim young woman in no acute distress other than
intermittently exhibiting modest headache behaviors, pleasant,
cooperative, fully alert and oriented, easily independently
ambulatory, presenting with her obviously appropriately
concerned/supportive mother. Vital signs were notable for a pulse of
103. Key findings were her vaguely constitutionally unwell general
appearance, HEENT benign, no
plethora/pallor/diaphoresis/jaundice/rash/bleeding/bruising,
diffusely mild dryness all about her skin, neck supple, no JVD or
thyromegaly or carotid bruits, no palpable adenopathy or
tenderness at any of the usual node-bearing sites, clear lungs,
regular heart with no adventitious sounds, abdomen completely
benign, zero peripheral edema, neuro grossly intact. No
costovertebral angle or spinal column tenderness was evoked on
palpation and percussion about these areas. On a light scratch test
on the upper back, mildly bright dermatographism (erythroderma
only, no hives) quickly emerged and was fully sustained when last
checked 10 minutes later Literature report: Upon internal review
the of Mast Cell Activation Syndrome (MCAs) was considered as
medically significant. This is one of several report from the same
literature article. A copy of the published article is attached as
further documentation of the patient's experience."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11,16, 18, 31, 33, 45,
52, 58) RECOMBINANT
VACCINE (HPV9)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA (H1N1)
MONOVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU(H1N1))

2151426-1

0376534-1

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

50-59
years

14 days after receiving H1N1 vaccine, the patient's hairdresser
noticed some bald spots on the back of the head. These progressed
to losing all hair on head. The primary doctor diagnosed alopecia
areata. A dermatologist concurred with the diagnosis and prescribed
topical glucocorticoids. The hair is now slowly growing back.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
NO BRAND NAME
(FLUX(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

top ca g ucoco t co ds
e a s o so yg o
Adverse Event Description

g bac

VAERS ID

Age

0546339-1

30-39
years

Bald spot on head. Alopecia aereata. No treatment.

0739436-1

6-17
years

My daughter got her weekly allergy shot and then the flu shot. Four
days later her hair started falling out in patches. She was diagnosed
with an extreme case of alopecia areata. She had almost complete
hair loss by the end of November.

1-2 years

Child developed Alopecia Areata in December 2017, 2 months after
injections. Visited dermatologist on 2/26/18 who determined
diagnosis. Prescribed Lidex to apply to area to help with irritation
since child was pulling at the hair.

0835199-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

2151426-1

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0484409-1

65-79
years

First noticed hair started to fall out, after morning shower. By the
end of Jan, I am bald!!!! Being treated for alopecia areata at this
time. I have never had a flu shot before this time.

50-59
years

"The pt. received an Influenza vaccination (IIV) on 9/13/13. About
10 days later he experienced ""moderate to severe"" generalized
muscle aches which lasted about 2-3 weeks and resolved without
intervention. The pt. denied experiencing, fever, chills, N, V,
headache or arthralgias. The pt. states that when he had his
Influenza vaccination (TIV) 5/24/13 (a condition of employment) he
noted about 2 weeks of fatigue which started about 10 days after
vaccination receipt. Prior to this time the pt. does not recall getting
an Influenza vaccination. The pt's daughter and barber noted a
""bald spot"" at the back of his head in the Dec/Jan timeframe. The
pt. visited dermatology 2/24/14. His exam revealed a 3x3 cm well
demarcated alopecia patch at the occiput (left side) and was
diagnosed with Alopecia Areata. The pt. declined treatment. As of
7/14/14, the pt. has not experienced any additional autoimmune
illness. According to the pt, the area of hair loss has expanded
slightly."

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0536874-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INTRANASAL
SPRAY) (FLUN3(SEASONAL))

0257031-1

18-29
years

ONE PATCH OF HAIR LOSS APPEARED WITHIN 30 DAYS OF
VACCINE ADMINISTRATION AND CONTINUED TO INCREASE OVER
THE NEXT COUPLE OF MONTHS. BY TODAY OVER 50 PERCENT OF
HEAD AND FACIAL HAIR HAS FALLEN OFF. VARIOUS STEROID
TREATMENT HAVE BEEN ADMINISTERED WITHOUT ANY
IMPROVEMENT.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0377219-1

60-64
years

Alopecia areata

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0384988-1

30-39
years

sometime within 2-4 weeks following vaccination developed
alopecia areata

ALOPECIA
AREATA

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0385942-1

6-17
years

I noticed a bald spot on the top of patient's head. Within days I
noticed more balding spots and thinning. I took her to her
pediatrician who referred me to a dermatologist who referred me to
our current Pediatric Dermatologist Specialist. Patient has used/ is
using 2 different medications on her scalp and received injection in
her scalp on April 23, 2010. She has lost about 35% of her hair. It
falls out every day by the handfuls. She has been diagnosed with
alopecia areata. It was caused by the H1N1 shot.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0190721-1

6-17
years

Alopecia areata after hepatitis B.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0334722-1

1-2 years

Loss of hair from head, in patches throughout one month. (Alopecia
Areata).

0584606-1

6-17
years

Noticed bald spots on patient's scalp. I waited to see if they would
go away. About two weeks after initial notice of bald spots I
observed that the spots were actually growing in size. I made an
appointment for patient to see her doctor. She was seen March 24
and was diagnosed with Alopecia AREATA. No tests were done.
Treatment of steroid was offered but I declined. As of today
(07/06/20015) patients hair appears to be growing back but still
thin in the areas where the bald patches developed.

0685241-1

18-29
years

Alopecia areata (Hair loss spots)on front and back of head, 2 spots.
5 white spots have also appeared on my arm. Both conditions have
lasted over a year now and only one of the hair loss spots have
gone away.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MEASLES, MUMPS AND
RUBELLA VIRUS VACCINE,
LIVE (MMR)

0866225-1

18-29
years

There are 2 previous VAERS Reports Temporary report No 190325,
and 190327 regarding my daughters adverse events after receiving
all of these vaccinations from the army. She started to get
headaches and sore muscles, the headaches continued to worsen
after this round of vaccinations as did the soreness at injection sites
and sore muscles. She had hair loss alopecia areata, a benign large
painful lump in her right breast requiring it to be surgically
removed, she has since been diagnosed with h pylori and the worst
case of IBS any GI Dr has ever seen for which no medication has
cured her or helped her. she has only been getting worse. She can
not eat much of anything she can not keep weight on her she is
now 94 lbs and severely allergic to amoxicillin so much as her
throat closed she could not breathe.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MEASLES, MUMPS, RUBELLA,
AND VARICELLA VACCINE
(PROQUAD) (MMRV)

0694465-1

3-5 years

Alopecia areata - hair loss noted 7 days after vaccine.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MENINGOCOCCAL
POLYSACCHARIDE VACCINE
(MEN)

0685241-1

18-29
years

Alopecia areata (Hair loss spots)on front and back of head, 2 spots.
5 white spots have also appeared on my arm. Both conditions have
lasted over a year now and only one of the hair loss spots have
gone away.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0251077-1

6-17
years

On 08/04/2005 went to physician for football physical. He was given
the Menactra vaccination. On 10/13/2005 was seen back at her
office where at least a dime size circle in lower region of the back of
his head had hair loss. he then had to wait for a dermatologist
appointment in Nov. The circle of hair loss continued to progress.
Doctor tested it for fungus which took an additional six weeks.
During this time he was placed on cream and cortisone. Returned
back on 01/4/2006 confirmed no fungus then diagnosed with
Alopecia Areta.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0605183-1

6-17
years

Hair less in frontal midline. 4 x 1 cm area. No other changes.
Symptom started 3 day after getting Tdap, HPV and MCV. Alopecia
and Areata.

6-17
years

In 2012 patient experience spotty hair loss almost immediately
after vaccines. End of August/first of September patient's hair
began to fall out again - he presented with alopecia areata By
October the hair loss has worsened. Since this is patient's second
reaction after some form of Tdap I wanted to report. The hair loss
may be due to vitamin deficiency, but time relationship to vaccines
is questionable.

6-17
years

Noticed missing hair just below and to the right of the crown of
head about the size of a quarter on 7/29/2021. Checked regularly
and about 8/17/2021 noticed the size of the missing hair had grown
to about the size of a half-dollar. The following day 8/18/2021
noticed substantial chunk of hair dandling from left temple. Gently
tugged and it came out with any force. Scheduled dermatologist
appointment for as soon as possible to determine official diagnosis,
treatment and expected outcomes. Soonest available times are
weeks out (8/27/2021). Suspect this could be Alopecia Areata.

2151426-1

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

0734312-1

65-79
years

Developed Alopecia Areata. Twp large 5-6 cm. circular areas on
top/side of head. Dermatologist injected both areas and I am using
minoxidil foam 5% daily since Jan. 10, 2018. Too early for an
outcome.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0844527-1

1583088-1

ALOPECIA
AREATA

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 13-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC13)

0835199-1

1-2 years

Child developed Alopecia Areata in December 2017, 2 months after
injections. Visited dermatologist on 2/26/18 who determined
diagnosis. Prescribed Lidex to apply to area to help with irritation
since child was pulling at the hair.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

PNEUMOCOCCAL, 7-VALENT
VACCINE (PREVNAR) (PNC)

0334722-1

1-2 years

Loss of hair from head, in patches throughout one month. (Alopecia
Areata).

ALOPECIA
AREATA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0648754-1

30-39
years

Hair loss in patches (alopecia areata). Treating with topical steroid.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

0749967-1

6-17
years

Shortly after my daughter's last vaccine shots in December, she
started losing her hair. It began with a round spot and started
growing larger. Doctor diagnosed her with Alopecia Areata and
prescribed some drops for her bald spot. It is now May and my
daughter has very few strands of hair left.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

POLIOVIRUS VACCINE
INACTIVATED (IPV)

1318627-1

1-2 years

Severe Alopecia Areata which began to be noticeable on 1/20/20
with 50% hair loss and has continued until today 3/14/2021

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0498574-1

6-17
years

Hair loss in one spot. Completely bare as if it had been freshly
shaved, only with no stubble or growth at all. The spot got larger
after a couple of weeks and we sought medical treatment. She
developed several other similar spots over the course of a year.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0605183-1

6-17
years

Hair less in frontal midline. 4 x 1 cm area. No other changes.
Symptom started 3 day after getting Tdap, HPV and MCV. Alopecia
and Areata.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

VAERS ID

0749967-1

0844527-1

1583088-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

6-17
years

Shortly after my daughter's last vaccine shots in December, she
started losing her hair. It began with a round spot and started
growing larger. Doctor diagnosed her with Alopecia Areata and
prescribed some drops for her bald spot. It is now May and my
daughter has very few strands of hair left.

6-17
years

In 2012 patient experience spotty hair loss almost immediately
after vaccines. End of August/first of September patient's hair
began to fall out again - he presented with alopecia areata By
October the hair loss has worsened. Since this is patient's second
reaction after some form of Tdap I wanted to report. The hair loss
may be due to vitamin deficiency, but time relationship to vaccines
is questionable.

6-17
years

Noticed missing hair just below and to the right of the crown of
head about the size of a quarter on 7/29/2021. Checked regularly
and about 8/17/2021 noticed the size of the missing hair had grown
to about the size of a half-dollar. The following day 8/18/2021
noticed substantial chunk of hair dandling from left temple. Gently
tugged and it came out with any force. Scheduled dermatologist
appointment for as soon as possible to determine official diagnosis,
treatment and expected outcomes. Soonest available times are
weeks out (8/27/2021). Suspect this could be Alopecia Areata.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

2151426-1

6-17
years

Mom reports that on 10/30/2021 after receiving the HPV
vaccination, patient noticed increase in hair loss. Patient was seen
in Urgent Care 10/30/2021 -mild anemia noted Hg 11.3 normal
MCV. remainder of CBC normal. BMP and TSH normal. ESR 23. CRP
normal. Was seen at Dermatology on 11/01/2021. Dx with alopecia
aerate. Has tried steroids, etc without improvement. Continues to
have ongoing hair loss-lost eye lashes, lost 50% of her hair (lots of
patches) remainder of hair very brittle.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TETRAMUNE (DTAPH)

0243688-1

6-11
months

Started out with Alopecia areata and is now diagnosed with Alopecia
Totallis.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0488838-1

6-17
years

Dx-Alopecia Areata post 1 month of HPV inj.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0648754-1

30-39
years

Hair loss in patches (alopecia areata). Treating with topical steroid.
Alopecia areata (Hair loss spots)on front and back of head, 2 spots.
5 white spots have also appeared on my arm. Both conditions have
lasted over a year now and only one of the hair loss spots have
gone away.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

0685241-1

18-29
years

ALOPECIA
AREATA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0334722-1

1-2 years

Loss of hair from head, in patches throughout one month. (Alopecia
Areata).

ALOPECIA
AREATA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

0804502-1

3-5 years

Heavy breathing & wheezing a day after. Turned into bronchitis and
later pneumonia. Diagnosed with asthma.

0866225-1

18-29
years

There are 2 previous VAERS Reports Temporary report No 190325,
and 190327 regarding my daughters adverse events after receiving
all of these vaccinations from the army. She started to get
headaches and sore muscles, the headaches continued to worsen
after this round of vaccinations as did the soreness at injection sites
and sore muscles. She had hair loss alopecia areata, a benign large
painful lump in her right breast requiring it to be surgically
removed, she has since been diagnosed with h pylori and the worst
case of IBS any GI Dr has ever seen for which no medication has
cured her or helped her. she has only been getting worse. She can
not eat much of anything she can not keep weight on her she is
now 94 lbs and severely allergic to amoxicillin so much as her
throat closed she could not breathe.

0685241-1

18-29
years

Alopecia areata (Hair loss spots)on front and back of head, 2 spots.
5 white spots have also appeared on my arm. Both conditions have
lasted over a year now and only one of the hair loss spots have
gone away.

60-64
years

The patient had a scaring at the site of injection. Then a couple
weeks after the injection, he developed hair loss in clumps. Over
the next couple of months significant alopecia areata of the scalp
from a near full head of hair a couple months prior. He currently has
been referred to dermatology for treatment.

50-59
years

I developed alopecia areata after receiving this vaccine. This
condition begins around 60 days following an event. (January) I
began to notice hair loss in March of 2021. My hair has continued to
fall out to this day and will probably continue to fall out until around
August. I am hoping not to have total hair loss but I have already
purchased wigs and have costs for PCP follow up, Dermatology visit
and injections and immunologist visit.

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

ALOPECIA
AREATA

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

YELLOW FEVER VACCINE (YF)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

ZOSTER VACCINE (VARZOS)

0754907-1

1378160-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
EFFLUVIUM

ALOPECIA
EFFLUVIUM

Vaccine Type

HAEMOPHILUS B CONJUGATE
VACCINE (HIBV)

HEPATITIS A (HEPA)

VAERS ID

0312465-1

0312465-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

1-2 years

Complex febrile seizure, telogen effluvium, Todds paralysis.
08/08/08 Reviewed hospital medical records of 6/1-6/2/2007.
FINAL DX: febrile seizure & Todd's paralysis Records reveal patient
experienced 20-35 min tonic clonic seizure at home following fever.
In ER, confused & somnolent w/decreased tone & movement of
right side extremities. Improved overnight w/complete resolution of
symptoms. D/C to home. 8/19/08 Received H&P, progress notes, ER
notes, CXR & CT scan reports. No new information. 8/26/08
Reviewed dermatology consult of 3/20/2008. FINAL DX: telogen
effluvium Records reveal patient had been referred to specialist for
second opinion on alopecia. Scalp biopsy had been done 2/2008 c/w
trichotillomania but had been done after patient was treated
w/triancinolone. Exam revealed diffuse alopecia of frontal & vertex
scalp.

1-2 years

Complex febrile seizure, telogen effluvium, Todds paralysis.
08/08/08 Reviewed hospital medical records of 6/1-6/2/2007.
FINAL DX: febrile seizure & Todd's paralysis Records reveal patient
experienced 20-35 min tonic clonic seizure at home following fever.
In ER, confused & somnolent w/decreased tone & movement of
right side extremities. Improved overnight w/complete resolution of
symptoms. D/C to home. 8/19/08 Received H&P, progress notes, ER
notes, CXR & CT scan reports. No new information. 8/26/08
Reviewed dermatology consult of 3/20/2008. FINAL DX: telogen
effluvium Records reveal patient had been referred to specialist for
second opinion on alopecia. Scalp biopsy had been done 2/2008 c/w
trichotillomania but had been done after patient was treated
w/triancinolone. Exam revealed diffuse alopecia of frontal & vertex
scalp.

18-29
years

"About 1 week after receiving the first shot, I noticed my hair
started to fall out. I went to the dermatologist who said I had
telogen effluvium (temporary hair loss). They said it occurs when
something ""shocks"" the bodies system. I have also seen an
endocrinologist to rule out all illnesses/diseases (all tests came back
negative). I have seen so many doctors and everyone tells me
something different. I saw another dermatologist who said the hair
loss can last from 6 months to 2 years. I am now suffering from
anxiety and stress because of this and nothing seems to be
working. My scalp is sore all the time and sometimes burns. It is
extremely uncomfortable. The dermatologist can't see anything
(meaning it is some underlying symptom)."

ALOPECIA
EFFLUVIUM

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

ALOPECIA
EFFLUVIUM

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0374252-1

18-29
years

Telogen Effluvium-hair loss caused by stress or a sudden shock to
the body. When I comb or wash my hair globs of it is coming out.
There is no medication for this it is just supposed to clear up on its
own. Hair is in a resting phase and when your hair is in this phase it
is not growing!

ALOPECIA
EFFLUVIUM

INFLUENZA(H1N1)
MONOVALENT, UNKNOWN
MANUFACTURER (FLUX(H1N1))

0456738-1

6-17
years

Hair loss from head.

1-2 years

Complex febrile seizure, telogen effluvium, Todds paralysis.
08/08/08 Reviewed hospital medical records of 6/1-6/2/2007.
FINAL DX: febrile seizure & Todd's paralysis Records reveal patient
experienced 20-35 min tonic clonic seizure at home following fever.
In ER, confused & somnolent w/decreased tone & movement of
right side extremities. Improved overnight w/complete resolution of
symptoms. D/C to home. 8/19/08 Received H&P, progress notes, ER
notes, CXR & CT scan reports. No new information. 8/26/08
Reviewed dermatology consult of 3/20/2008. FINAL DX: telogen
effluvium Records reveal patient had been referred to specialist for
second opinion on alopecia. Scalp biopsy had been done 2/2008 c/w
trichotillomania but had been done after patient was treated
w/triancinolone. Exam revealed diffuse alopecia of frontal & vertex
scalp.

40-49
years

Large clumps of hair loss about 10 days after 2nd shot. lab results
came back as auto immune disease that i didn't have before
vaccination. Followed up with a dermatologist with a lateral biopsy.
Diagnosis is in fact a rare auto immune disease called Lichen Plano
Polaris. A form of scarring alopecia (permanent hair loss).

ALOPECIA
EFFLUVIUM

ALOPECIA
SCARRING

MEASLES, MUMPS, RUBELLA,
AND VARICELLA VACCINE
(PROQUAD) (MMRV)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

0318588-1

0312465-1

1843603-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1607016-1

Age

65-79
years

Adverse Event Description
alopecia totalis; eyebrows and eyelashes itch/facial hair; This has
happened in my facial hair and scalp too; (eyebrows and eyelashes
itched) and then fell out; This spontaneous case was reported by a
patient and describes the occurrence of ALOPECIA TOTALIS
(alopecia totalis), PRURITUS (eyebrows and eyelashes itch/facial
hair), SKIN IRRITATION (This has happened in my facial hair and
scalp too) and TRICHORRHEXIS ((eyebrows and eyelashes itched)
and then fell out) in a 68-year-old male patient who received
mRNA-1273 (Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (batch nos. 048A21A and
015M20A) for COVID-19 vaccination. Reportedly patient had
alopecia symptoms in the past, around 20 years ago, and in that
time he treated it with injections in scalp, and an off brand use of
an steroid cream, and the areas where he applied it grew back. On
10-Feb-2021, the patient received first dose of mRNA-1273
(Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) 1 dosage form. On
10-Mar-2021, received second dose of mRNA-1273 (Moderna
COVID-19 Vaccine) (Intramuscular) dosage was changed to 1
dosage form. On an unknown date, the patient experienced
ALOPECIA TOTALIS (alopecia totalis), PRURITUS (eyebrows and
eyelashes itch/facial hair), SKIN IRRITATION (This has happened in
my facial hair and scalp too) and TRICHORRHEXIS ((eyebrows and
eyelashes itched) and then fell out). At the time of the report,
ALOPECIA TOTALIS (alopecia totalis), PRURITUS (eyebrows and
eyelashes itch/facial hair), SKIN IRRITATION (This has happened in
my facial hair and scalp too) and TRICHORRHEXIS ((eyebrows and
eyelashes itched) and then fell out) had not resolved. Not Provided
Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter. Patient
did not receive a treatment yet for his symptoms. This case was
linked to US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-075114 (E2B Linked
Report).; Sender's Comments: US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021075114:dose 1 case

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2176433-1

65-79
years

"Heartache; Pfizer COVID 19 Vaccines (2) triggered Alopecia Totalis;
lost her hair because of the covid vaccine/has lost all of her hair,
has no eye lashes; This is a spontaneous report received from
contactable reporter(s) (Consumer or other non HCP) from medical
information team for a Pfizer sponsored program (002591;
005570). The reporter is the patient. A 71 year-old female patient
received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), administered in arm left,
administration date 21Feb2021 (Batch/Lot number: unknown) at
the age of 71 years as dose 2, single for covid-19 immunisation.
Relevant medical history included: ""Alopecia Areata"" (unspecified
if ongoing), notes: I had been controlling Alopecia Areata by routine
Steroid injections. There were no concomitant medications.
Vaccination history included: Bnt162b2 (Dose: 1, LOT-unknown, left
arm), administration date: 21Jan2021, when the patient was 71
years old, for COVID-19 Immunisation. The following information
was reported: ALOPECIA (non-serious) with onset Feb2021,
outcome ""not recovered"", described as ""lost her hair because of
the covid vaccine/has lost all of her hair, has no eye lashes"";
CARDIAC DISORDER (non-serious), outcome ""unknown"",
described as ""Heartache""; ALOPECIA TOTALIS (non-serious) with
onset Feb2021, outcome ""unknown"", described as ""Pfizer COVID
19 Vaccines (2) triggered Alopecia Totalis"". Therapeutic measures
were taken as a result of alopecia totalis. Additional information:
Female patient received tofacitinib citrate (XELJANZ), via oral from
an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) to an
unspecified date, at 5 mg, twice a day (5 mg PO Quantity 60 (30
days)) for alopecia totalis and help to grow her lashes and her hair
back (Alopecia). On Prescription Information and Enrollment Form
Reviewed used for L63.0 Alopecia Totalis. Upon follow up
(18Nov2021, 18Nov2021 and 22Nov2021): During inbound call with
patient, she said that she lost her hair because of the covid vaccine,
Patient was prescribed Xeljanz 5 mg. The caller stated the
medication had not been prescribed yet. Agent stated the caller had
to speak with someone else, she wanted Xeljanz to helped grow her
lashes and her hair back, doctor recommended the Xeljanz for hair
growth, this was an off label use. Doctor had not yet prescribed
medication, stated they would liked to. She wanted Pfizer to gave
her some Xeljanz, stated Pfizer owes her for her experience with
the Pfizer Covid vaccine and losing her hair. Caller stated that since
she had the second dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine last Feb2021,
she had lost all her hair, she had no eyelashes, stated her doctor
submitted documentation to support that she would be a perfect
candidate to try Xeljanz and had been assigned an appeal number,
stated she read the information they gave her, read that there was
a counter measures injury compensation program, stated she was
requesting help here, wanted to try the Xeljanz. Caller stated she
was wearing wigs to cover the hair loss. Stated it started within a
few days of the second dose and within two weeks she was pretty
much bald, states she has no eyelashes and was losing hair
everywhere. Stated it had not gotten better and it could not get any
worse. Patient took vaccine on 12Jan2021 and 21Feb2021 left arm.
The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and
will be requested during follow up. Follow-up (18Nov2021): New
information received from a contactable consumer (patient)
reported for herself that: patient details, events details-medication
prescribed for off label use, case narrative and additional
information. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further
information is expected. Follow-up (18Nov2021): New information
received from a contactable consumer (patient) reported for herself
that: patient age at vaccination, unit weight and height, events
description and outcome-has lost all of her hair, has no eye lashes ,
suspect product details, case narrative and additional information.
No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is
expected. Follow-up (22Nov2021): New information received in
response to the mail trail sent regarding the confirmation of query
confirm the ID for Pfizer Support. Follow-up attempts are
completed. No further information is expected. Follow-up
(10Dec2021): This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the
lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts
made. Follow-up attempts completed. No further information is
expected. Follow-up (03Mar2022): New information received from a
contactable Consumer (patient) included new event added, New
Suspect drug ""Ritlecitinib"", seriousness and additional information
and Customer Verbatim: The Pfizer COVID 19 Vaccines (2) triggered
Alopecia Totalis. I had been controlling Alopecia Areata by routine
Steroid injections. My Dermatologist believes Xeljanz will help me. I
have submitted paperwork to company and been denied. I have
read about Allegro. When will Allegro become available? I would
sincerely appreciate Pfizer coming forward to aid me since their
vaccines caused me this Heartache. The lot number for the vaccine,
BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow
up."

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2182554-1

6-17
years

severed flare up of alopecia area to alopecia totalis

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0706379-1

6-17
years

Alopecia totalis 24 hours after final shot; Extreme fatigue.

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

VAERS ID

Age

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0676512-1

6-17
years

Pityriasis Rosea; Alopecia Totalis.

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

MEASLES, MUMPS, RUBELLA,
AND VARICELLA VACCINE
(PROQUAD) (MMRV)

0527040-1

1-2 years

Complete Loss of Hair onset within the first 3 days of the
immunizations. (Alopecia Totalis). Total hair loss onset rapidly over
the course of of the following weeks.

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

MENINGOCOCCAL B VACCINE
(MENB)

0669712-1

6-17
years

Acute hair loss, starting 4/2016, 5 weeks after meningitis B vaccine.
Progressed to alopecia totalis over 6 months.

6-17
years

Initial case received from a physician on 12 July 2010. A 12-yearold patient received injections of ADACEL (lot number C3357AA)
and MENACTRA (lot number reported as C3069AA; not a valid
sanofi pasteur lot number) on 25 May 2010. Medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Approximately 3 weeks
post-vaccination, the patient began experiencing patches of
alopecia. Symptoms later progressed to alopecia totalis. The patient
was seen by a physician; testing and treatment were not reported.
At the time of the report, the outcome was unknown. Follow-up
information received from a health care professional on 16
September 2010 reported that the patient had no adverse events
following prior vaccinations. The patient received the ADACEL, lot
number C3357AA intramuscularly (IM) in the left deltoid and the
MENACTRA, corrected lot number U3069AA (previously reported as
C3069A) IM in the right deltoid. The patient was under the
treatment by a dermatologist. The outcome remained unknown.
Documents held by sender: None.

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0418428-1

Adverse Event Description

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0418428-1

6-17
years

Initial case received from a physician on 12 July 2010. A 12-yearold patient received injections of ADACEL (lot number C3357AA)
and MENACTRA (lot number reported as C3069AA; not a valid
sanofi pasteur lot number) on 25 May 2010. Medical history and
concomitant medications were not reported. Approximately 3 weeks
post-vaccination, the patient began experiencing patches of
alopecia. Symptoms later progressed to alopecia totalis. The patient
was seen by a physician; testing and treatment were not reported.
At the time of the report, the outcome was unknown. Follow-up
information received from a health care professional on 16
September 2010 reported that the patient had no adverse events
following prior vaccinations. The patient received the ADACEL, lot
number C3357AA intramuscularly (IM) in the left deltoid and the
MENACTRA, corrected lot number U3069AA (previously reported as
C3069A) IM in the right deltoid. The patient was under the
treatment by a dermatologist. The outcome remained unknown.
Documents held by sender: None.

ALOPECIA
TOTALIS

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

0527040-1

1-2 years

Complete Loss of Hair onset within the first 3 days of the
immunizations. (Alopecia Totalis). Total hair loss onset rapidly over
the course of of the following weeks.

50-59
years

Alopecia universalis; This is a spontaneous report from a
contactable physician. A 51-year-old male patient received the first
dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE),
via intramuscular route of administration on 20Dec2020 (at the age
of 51 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical
history included erectile dysfunction and GERD. The patient had no
known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not
reported. It was unknown whether the patient received any other
vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. The patient was not
diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. The patient was tested
for COVID post vaccination on an unknown date and the COVID test
result was negative. On 21Dec2020 the patient experienced
alopecia universalis- onset after 1st shot, mild. The event alopecia
universalis resulted in a physician office visit. The patient was
treated for the alopecia universalis with Minoxidil, allegra,
prednisone started on 08Feb2021. The clinical outcome of the
alopecia universalis was not recovered. The lot number for the
vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during
follow up.

50-59
years

ALOPECIA AREATA UNIVERSALIS: I have complete hair loss of my
entire body. Head/ scalp, eyebrows, eye lashes, nose hairs,
mustache, some armpits, chest hair, pubic/ groin hair, arm/ legs. 1.
DEPRESSION/ sadness with no head/ scalp hair, eyebrows,
eyelashes. Dramatic change of identity. I am BALD and my family/
friends/ patients think I have cancer b/c I have a CHEMO HEAD/
SCALP. 2. EYES/ NOSE/ THROAT irritation due to NOT having
eyelashes or nose hairs. Watery eyes/ eye sensitivity due to dust/
environament, nasal congestion and irritation due to NO nose hairs.
Time: 1st injection Dec 20, 2020 noticed some hair loss but after
2nd dose Jan 8, 2021 -> ALL HAIR GONE AFTER 1 WEEK. HAD
PRIMARY CARE PHONE CALL JAN 27, 2021 TO REPORT W/ LABS
(SEE BELOW) AND EARLIEST APPT WITH DERMATOLOGIST Feb 8,
2021: DX of alopecia areata universalis . TREATMENT AND STILL ON
TREATMENT: 1. VITAMIN D2 1250 MCG WEEKLY, 2. 300 MG
PREDNISONE PO EVERY 30 DAYS, ALLEGRA 120 MG DAILY,
MINOXIDIL 5% TWICE DAILY

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1090214-1

1142666-1

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

Vaccine Type

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

VAERS ID

1229629-1

1301573-1

1663941-1

Age

Adverse Event Description

60-64
years

I have alopecia arreata which had been in remission for 5 months or
more. I had ahead full of healthy hair growing very well. After the
first vaccine, in 7-10 days my hair sloughed. It took only 2-3 days
to completely fall out to a slick bald head. After the second dose
EP6955 Pfizer, in the days and weeks to follow, I noticed hair loss of
eyebrows, eyelashes, nasal hair, and all body hair. Also, profound
itching and tingling of skin on my abdomen, chest, arms and
legs.My diagnosis has been updated to alopecia universalis. 1st
vaccine 2/26/2021 2nd vaccine 3/19/2021 reaction start date
3/6/2021

50-59
years

Dramatic hair loss following 2nd dose. Evaluated by PMD then
referred to dermatologist. Scalp biopsy revealed Alopecia Areata.
Steroid injections, topical Lidex, oral doxycycline and Allegra
initiated. Ongoing significant scalp hair loss then began to manifest
in other areas on body as well. Diagnosis then updated by
dermatologist to Universalis. Have been evaluated by
Rheumatologist as well now for this dramatic autoimmune
presentation.

40-49
years

Three weeks after the second dose, chest pain and low grade fever
occurred. I had a similar episode before following a quadrivalent flu
shot. A month after the second dose, extreme hair loss started and
within two months it progressed to Alopecia Universalis. I saw
rheumatologist and dermatologist. Steroid injections and oral
treatments did not stop complete hair loss on head, eyebrows, and
arms..

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1725459-1

60-64
years

alopecia universalis; itching and tingling of skin on my abdomen,
arms, chest and legs; tingling of skin on my abdomen, arms, chest
and legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse
(patient). A 64-year-old non-pregnant female received second dose
of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE,
formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number: ep6955) via
an intramuscular route of administration, administered on left arm
on 19Mar2021 09:00 am (at the age of 64-year-old) as dose 2,
single for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient previously received
first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA
VACCINE, formulation: solution for injection, Batch/Lot Number:
EN6202) via an intramuscular route of administration on 26Feb2021
as dose 1, single for COVID-19 immunisation and experienced
ongoing alopecia universalis, hair sloughed/slick bald head, alopecia
areata which had been in remission for 5months. The patient's
medical history includes alopecia arreata, auto immune disease and
thyroid disease. Facility type of vaccine is Hospital. The patient's
concomitant medications were not reported. Patient stated she has
alopecia arreata which had been in remission for 5 months. She had
a full head of hair growing very well. After the first injection, 7-10
days later her hair sloughed on 06Mar2021. It took only 2-3 days to
fall out completely to a slick bald head. After the 2nd dose, she
noticed hair loss of eyebrows, eyelashes, nose hair, and all body
hair. Also, profound itching and tingling of skin on her abdomen,
arms, chest and legs. Her diagnosis has been upgraded to alopecia
universalis. Patient received therapeutic medications and steroid
scalp injections. The outcome of events was not recovered. No
follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1775358-1

40-49
years

Body rash and hair loss, I got Alopecia universalis.

65-79
years

Complete, full body alopecia. Hair loss began within weeks of
receiving the vaccine and continued over then next few months..
Patient has always had a full, thick head of hair. Patient is now
completely bald. This includes head, eyebrows, face, nose, ears,
arms, and legs.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1846313-1

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

1874647-1

30-39
years

Took 1st and 2nd Pfizer vaccine in May 2021 and immediately
patches on the sides of my head started to get bigger and bigger,
until I was completely bald and now I have alopecia universalis! No
hair, eyebrows or lashes. No supplements, steroids, or medication
helps with help growth.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

2111096-1

40-49
years

Alopecia Universalsalis

2175262-1

50-59
years

This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer
or other non-HCP (patient). A 54-year-old female patient (not
pregnant) received unknown dose number of BNT162B2 (PfizerBioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, batch/lot# ER8730), at the age of 54,
in left arm, on Aug 31, 2021, at 16:00, single dose, for COVID-19
immunisation. Medical history included high blood pressure
(unspecified if ongoing), and asthma (unspecified if ongoing). The
patient took concomitant medications. The patient experienced
alopecia (rapid and complete hair loss), and diagnosed with alopecia
universalis (all evaluated at a physician office visit), with outcome
of not recovered. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result.
Additional information: Patient did not take any other vaccine in
four weeks. Treatment included corticosteroids injections to scalp
and eyebrows. Patient did not have COVID-19 prior to vaccination.
Patient has not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Follow-up
attempts completed. No further information expected.

0358644-1

40-49
years

Diagnosis :Hypothyroidism, Abnormal Liver function screening
(Hyperbilirubinemia), heart palpitations, alopecia universalis,
asthma, elevated creatine. Additional: back aches, earache (partial
loss of hearing in left ear), Vertigo.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

COVID19 VACCINE (COVID19)

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

HEPATITIS A AND HEPATITIS B
VACCINE (HEPAB)

Symptoms

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

Vaccine Type

HEPATITIS B VACCINE (HEP)

VAERS ID

0337476-1

Age

loss of hearing in left ear), Vertigo.
Adverse Event Description

18-29
years

Hepatitus B Vaccine series given at start of new job (1st dose
9/13/2006) because blood work showed no immunity present from
previous immunizations. Within weeks of each injection patches of
hair fell out. At one point had several patches of hair (half dollar
sized and smaller) gone. And 6 months (8/23/2007) after final
injection (2/14/2007) of the series all body hair was lost within 2
weeks. First hair to fall out was on the scalp, followed by eyebrows,
eyelashes, and pubic hair. Since, losting all noticable hair, realized
that all soft hairs on arms, legs, face and lining nose are also gone.
Was evaluated by PMD and was referred to Endocrinologist, no
specific results from test revealed cause of sudden alopecia. At
current date 1/15/2008 no hair has grown back. 2/27/09 MR
received for ER visit 2' to medication exposure at work . Pt left
without being seen. No mention of alopecia in Hx. 3/18/2008 MR
received from endocrine consult. Seen 10/13/08 for thyroid nodule.
pt notes feeling tired, run down, constipated. pt with wt gain and
having difficulty swallowing. DX: Thyroid nodule. Alopecia.
HYpothyroid. F/U 2/17/09 for thyroid issues. Follow-up: Alopecia
Universalis still present.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0289484-1

18-29
years

"This is in follow-up to report(s) previously submitted on
8/14/2007. Initial and follow-up information has been received from
a physician and a 21 year old female consumer who in the end of
20-JAN-2007, was vaccinated with the first dose of GARDASIL.
There was no concomitant medication. Subsequently, the patient
developed alopecia universalis. On 10-FEB-2007, ""one week after
receiving the first dose,"" 25 percent of the patient's hair fell out in
clumps. It was reported that the hair she lost after the first dose
had begun to grow back. In March 2007, the patient was vaccinated
with the second dose of Gardasil. One week after receiving the
second dose, ""all her remaining hair fell out so that she was
completely bald."" Unspecific medical attention was sought.
Laboratory tests performed included a ""lupus test"" (results not
reported). It was reported that she will not be receiving the third
dose. It was reported that the hair she lost after the second dose
had not begun to grow back. At the time of the report, the patient
was recovering. Additional information has been requested. 9/25/07
Reviewed rheumatologist medical records of 4/10-8/28/2007 which
reveal patient experienced alopecia starting approx 2/10/07 after
tanning session. Whe then developed other problems: abnormal
thyroid, iron deficiency, nose ulcers, rash on face, neck & hands,
worsening pain of wrists & hands, intermittent left knee swelling &
pain, pleuritic chest pain, back pain, migraines w/nausea &
photophobia since 10/06, dry eyes, diffuse myalgias, paresthesias,
9# weight loss, night sweats, palpitations. Saw dermatologist & had
injections which resulted in some hair loss in other areas. Hair loss
continued on subsequent visits becoming more global. Referred for
endocrine evaluation secondary to birth control pills. 6/11/07
developed raw urticarial skin lesions. By 7/19 began to have return
patchy hair growth. FINAL DX: alopecia areata universalis."

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0349184-1

18-29
years

Developed Alopecia Areata Universalis beginning three days after
receiving third GARDASIL booster, Tetanus with Pertussis injection,
and Flu vaccine.

Unknown

Information has been received from a physician concerning a
friend's daughter who on an unspecified date was vaccinated with a
first dose of GARDASIL (Lot number not reported). The physician
reported that one month later the patient experienced whole body
alopecia. The patient sought unspecified medical attention. Upon
the time of the report, the patient's present status was unknown.
Additional information has been requested.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

HUMAN PAPILLOMAVIRUS
(TYPES 6, 11, 16, 18)
RECOMBINANT VACCINE
(HPV4)

0432351-1

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
QUADRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU4(SEASONAL))

0880364-1

1-2 years

Pt had alopecia ophiasis only to areas above ears prior to vaccine.
The next day after vaccine given, the rest of her hair on her head
fell out in clumps and thinned out and she had alopecia totalis
within a week. To this day, patient has lost her eyebrows, has no
hair on her head and she has alopecia universalis (an autoimmune
disease.) She now also has many food and environmental allergies
and asthma (autoimmune diseases). After her 1 year vaccines given
9/29/15- Prevnar 13, MMR, Hep A, Influenza (Fluzone) HIB and
DTAP patient developed wheezing, asthma symptoms on 12/21/15
along with Oititis media and was given Fluzone that same day. She
had multiple MD visits for viral problems since then until 10/3/16.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

INFLUENZA VIRUS VACCINE,
TRIVALENT (INJECTED)
(FLU3(SEASONAL))

0304630-1

3-5 years

Pt received Fluzone on 11-21-07. Started developing hair loss about
1 week later. Now with alopecia universalis.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

MENINGOCOCCAL VACCINE
(MENACTRA) (MNQ)

0358644-1

40-49
years

Diagnosis :Hypothyroidism, Abnormal Liver function screening
(Hyperbilirubinemia), heart palpitations, alopecia universalis,
asthma, elevated creatine. Additional: back aches, earache (partial
loss of hearing in left ear), Vertigo.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

TETANUS AND DIPHTHERIA
TOXOIDS AND ACELLULAR
PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(BOOSTRIX/ADACEL) (TDAP)

0821032-1

50-59
years

Received injection Sunday afternoon. Early Monday morning
(2/4/2019), head started itching badly. Wednesday (2/6/2019), hair
started falling out in clumps. By the following Wednesday
(2/13/2019) most of my hair had fallen out. Within a couple of
weeks, I had no hair anywhere on my body. Still 5 months later still
have no hair anywhere and none looks as if it is growing back.

0358644-1

40-49
years

Diagnosis :Hypothyroidism, Abnormal Liver function screening
(Hyperbilirubinemia), heart palpitations, alopecia universalis,
asthma, elevated creatine. Additional: back aches, earache (partial
loss of hearing in left ear) Vertigo

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

TYPHOID VACCINE (TYP)

Symptoms

Vaccine Type

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

VARIVAX-VARICELLA VIRUS
LIVE (VARCEL)

VAERS ID

Age

loss of hearing in left ear), Vertigo.
Adverse Event Description

0358644-1

40-49
years

Diagnosis :Hypothyroidism, Abnormal Liver function screening
(Hyperbilirubinemia), heart palpitations, alopecia universalis,
asthma, elevated creatine. Additional: back aches, earache (partial
loss of hearing in left ear), Vertigo.

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1229629-1

60-64
years

I have alopecia arreata which had been in remission for 5 months or
more. I had ahead full of healthy hair growing very well. After the
first vaccine, in 7-10 days my hair sloughed. It took only 2-3 days
to completely fall out to a slick bald head. After the second dose
EP6955 Pfizer, in the days and weeks to follow, I noticed hair loss of
eyebrows, eyelashes, nasal hair, and all body hair. Also, profound
itching and tingling of skin on my abdomen, chest, arms and
legs.My diagnosis has been updated to alopecia universalis. 1st
vaccine 2/26/2021 2nd vaccine 3/19/2021 reaction start date
3/6/2021

ALOPECIA
UNIVERSALIS

UNKNOWN VACCINES (UNK)

1888567-1

50-59
years

Alopecia universalis

Note: Submitting a report to VAERS does not mean that healthcare personnel or the vaccine caused or contributed to the
adverse event (possible side effect).

Notes:
Caveats:

VAERS accepts reports of adverse events and reactions that occur following vaccination. Healthcare providers, vaccine
manufacturers, and the public can submit reports to VAERS. While very important in monitoring vaccine safety, VAERS
reports alone cannot be used to determine if a vaccine caused or contributed to an adverse event or illness. The reports
may contain information that is incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental, or unverifiable. Most reports to VAERS are
voluntary, which means they are subject to biases. This creates specific limitations on how the data can be used
scientifically. Data from VAERS reports should always be interpreted with these limitations in mind.
The strengths of VAERS are that it is national in scope and can quickly provide an early warning of a safety problem
with a vaccine. As part of CDC and FDA's multi-system approach to post-licensure vaccine safety monitoring, VAERS is
designed to rapidly detect unusual or unexpected patterns of adverse events, also known as "safety signals." If a safety
signal is found in VAERS, further studies can be done in safety systems such as the CDC's Vaccine Safety Datalink
(VSD) or the Clinical Immunization Safety Assessment (CISA) project. These systems do not have the same limitations
as VAERS, and can better assess health risks and possible connections between adverse events and a vaccine.
Key considerations and limitations of VAERS data:
Vaccine providers are encouraged to report any clinically significant health problem following vaccination to
VAERS, whether or not they believe the vaccine was the cause.
Reports may include incomplete, inaccurate, coincidental and unverified information.
The number of reports alone cannot be interpreted or used to reach conclusions about the existence, severity,
frequency, or rates of problems associated with vaccines.
VAERS data are limited to vaccine adverse event reports received between 1990 and the most recent date for
which data are available.
VAERS data do not represent all known safety information for a vaccine and should be interpreted in the context
of other scientific information.
Some items may have more than 1 occurrence in any single event report, such as Symptoms, Vaccine Products,
Manufacturers, and Event Categories. If data are grouped by any of these items, then the number in the Events
Reported column may exceed the total number of unique events. If percentages are shown, then the associated
percentage of total unique event reports will exceed 100% in such cases. For example, the number of Symptoms
mentioned is likely to exceed the number of events reported, because many reports include more than 1 Symptom.
When more than 1 Symptom occurs in a single report, then the percentage of Symptoms to unique events is more than
100%. More information. (/wonder/help/vaers.html#Suppress)
Data contains VAERS reports processed as of 03/18/2022. The VAERS data in WONDER are updated weekly, yet the
VAERS system receives continuous updates including revisions and new reports for preceding time periods. Duplicate
event reports and/or reports determined to be false are removed from VAERS. More information.
(/wonder/help/vaers.html#Reporting)

About COVID19 vaccines:
For more information on how many persons have been vaccinated in the US for COVID19 to date, see
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations/ (https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations/).
One report may state that the patient received more than one brand of COVID-19 vaccine on the same visit. This
is a reporting error, but explains why the total number of reports may not equal the total number of COVID-19
vaccine doses.

Help:

See The Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) Documentation (/wonder/help/vaers.html) for more information.
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